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Preface
From March 20th to 22nd 2011 the 8th international Modelica Conference took place in
the Auditorium Center of the Technische Universität in Dresden.
Modelica is an object oriented, physical modelling language, which allows a very
effective description of different physical systems. It has been developed for the last 15
years. The last Modelica Conferences, starting in Lund in 2000, via Oberpfaffenhofen,
Linköping, Hamburg‐Harburg, Vienna, Bielefeld, Como and now Dresden show, that the
language is used in an increasing area of applications in industry, research and
education. The 8th international Modelica Conference in Dresden was with its 316
participants from 23 different countries the biggest Modelica Conference until now.
Besides 76 oral presentations and 23 poster presentations also the possibility of
interesting discussions to socialize with new people was given. Tutorials, to go more into
detail into about single topics in the Modelica area, were visited on Sunday, 20th of
March from already about 100 people. In the evening already 200 people joined the
“Coming Together”.
On Monday the Conference was opened by the sitting mayor of Dresden, Mr. Dirk
Hilbert, followed by greetings from Prof. Elst, head of the Fraunhofer IIS EAS and Prof.
Martin Otter, chairman of the Modelica Association. Keynote speeches were held by Dr.
Peter Schwarz, formerly department manager at Fraunhofer IIS EAS, about the
requirements on simulation of complex heterogeneous systems and by Scott A. Borthoff
from the Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories Cambridge (USA) about his
experiences with the Modelica language for the last decade and future challenges.
The topics in the Conference of course were the language itself and its further
development. Application‐oriented papers were presented in the fields of automotive,
mechanics and fluidic, power plants, electrical engineering, as well as in new opened
application fields like building, climate, and biology. Many papers covered the Functional
Mockup Interface (FMI) which is an interface for the coupling of simulators as well as for
the model export to support the exchange of models between different simulation
environments. The papers reviewed to be the best ones described the application of
homotopy methods to improve the initialization phase of simulations, using the recently
introduced homotopy operator.
The small exhibition was an important conference issue. 14 tool vendors as well as
companies which use Modelica for modelling tasks presented their products. Another
important conference issue for communication was the conference dinner at “The
Westin Bellevue” hotel. The conference dinner was sponsored by ITI GmbH Dresden.

Dresden, April 1, 2011
Dr. Christoph Clauß
Program Chair
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Simulation-based development of
automotive control software with Modelica
Emmanuel Chrisofakis1, Andreas Junghanns2, Christian Kehrer3, Anton Rink1
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3
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development of control algorithms. This paper
presents technology targeted toward the late stages in
the development process, like tuning, validating and
debugging the entire controller software in closed
loop with simulated plant models. Virtualizing these
later engineering tasks requires plant models with increasingly higher quality (physical effects modeled
and quality of calibration) and near-production controller software (percentage of the controller software included, parameterization using production
parameter sets and adaptation of the software to the
plant) to be coupled.
A tool-chain supporting such coupling should
• be easy to set up and use by automotive developers who are usually not computer scientists
• support many of the engineering tasks usually performed with physical prototypes to
allow for front-loading
• support short turn-around times, i. e. minimize the time between editing of control software and validation of the resulting behavior
on system level to help find problems early
• provide built-in support for standards and
de-facto standards used in automotive software development to allow cost-effective
use of existing information sources
• support distributed development and exchange of work products between OEMs,
suppliers, and engineering service providers.
This requires e. g. measures to protect intellectual property.
• support reconfiguration of the development
tool chain, since automotive development
tools are frequently updated or replaced, e. g.
due to emerging standards, new bus protocols or tool policy considerations.
In this paper, we present the simulation-based development environment used by Daimler to develop the
powertrain control software for Mercedes passenger
cars. The tool chain presented here addresses the

Abstract
We present and discuss the Modelica-based development environment currently used by Daimler to develop powertrain control software for passenger cars.
Besides well calibrated vehicle models, the environment supports automotive standards such as A2L,
MDF, CAN, and XCP to integrate control software
and simulated vehicles on Windows PCs.
Keywords: automotive software development, software in the loop

1

Introduction

More and more automotive functions are implemented using software. Hence, there is an increasing demand to support the corresponding development process using virtual, i. e. simulation-based development environments.

Figure 1: Vehicle model as used for SiL
Virtually coupling control strategies with plant models is standard technology today, mostly using common-place tools such as Matlab/Simulink for pre-
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above demands. It is based on vehicle models implemented using Modelica and processed using SimulationX as a tool for the design and analysis of complex systems, the FMU standard for model exchange,
MATLAB/Simulink and TargetLink as a tool for
model based development of automotive controllers
and Silver as a tool for virtual integration of control
software, application data and the simulated vehicle.

tions are necessary if the measured signal is a flow or
potential quantity (e. g. torque as opposed to speed).

The paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we describe why and how Modelica is used
here to create vehicle models. Section 3 describes
how such a vehicle model is then coupled with control software and what else is needed to get automotive control software running in closed loop on a PC.
Section 4 describes how such a SiL setup is used to
support automotive software development, and section 5 describes costs and benefits of setting up a
SiL.

2

Figure 2: Gearset of a 7G-Tronic Transmission

Vehicle models

Different capabilities for implementing measured
data in SimulationX and validating the Modelica
models against these data without the necessity of
using another tool in combination with further options like the VariantsWizard help to increase the effiency of model calibration. With special regard to
the needs of powertrain modeling ITI provides different analyzing methods, e. g. the linear system analysis or the steady state simulation.

Daimler started around 2004 to use Modelica for
building vehicle models used for test and development of powertrain control software via software in
the loop (SiL). For example, the members of the 7GTronic transmission family have been developed this
way [1]. Ongoing projects developed within this
Modelica-based framework include dual-clutch
transmissions by Mercedes [2] and AMG [3], and
hybrid drivetrains. Basic requirement of a plant model in a SiL-environment for automatic gearboxes is
the accurate calculation of the gear shifting. In order
to achieve this goal, detailed model representation of
gearbox kinematics, clutch mechanics and hydraulic
control is essential. Therefore special Modelica libraries have been developed over the years to support
transmission development.
For the development of customer specific libraries
SimulationX offers a wealth of options such as the
dedicated TypeDesigner that simplifies graphical and
textual modeling compared to traditional forms.
Based on these libraries, a well calibrated vehicle
model for a new transmission project can be setup
within just a few weeks. This short development is
partly credited to good properties of the Modelica
language, which provides outstanding support for the
reuse of component models, mainly by providing
powerful means to parametrize models and built-in
support for acausal modeling. Latter feature offers
the model developer great possibilities to calibrate
and validate his model by using measurements either
from car or from test rig since no model modifica-

Figure 3: Transmission hydraulics
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show typical Modelica models
used in series development projects.
Daimler uses Dymola and also SimulationX [4] to
edit and process Modelica models. Since Modelica
version 3.1 there is full compatibility of the plant
models both in Dymola 7.4 as well as in Simula-
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Figure 4: Modelica library Car in SimulationX and Dymola
tionX 3.4. Models and libraries are stored on hard
disk as .mo files. Both tools are able to read these
files with no specific modification, i. e. they use exactly the same files for displaying exactly the same
structure. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the directory structure and the integration in every tool.
This proves that one design goal of Modelica and the
Modelica Standard Library (MSL) has been reached
now, namely to provide a tool-vendor independent
representation format for simulation models. There
are however still a few issues to be solved to fully
reach vendor independence of the MSL:
• The definition of tables in Modelica Standard Library is based on external functions.
The implementation of these functions is not
part of the library itself and has to be done
by tool vendors. In consequence of missing
specification the different implementations
are not completely compatible.
• With the exclusive usage of external functions it is difficult to adapt the implementation on the requirements of the underlying
tool. The substitution of external functions
by external objects would improve the implementation capabilities.
• For users of a Modelica tool it is difficult to
decide whether a used construct is compatible to Modelica language specification or
not (e. g. classDirectory function). All tool
dependent extensions of Modelica language
should be marked as vendor specific similar
to existing vendor specific annotations.

•

Modelica libraries often use different version
of annotations for graphical objects or attributes which are invalid in the particular context (e.g. fillColor for lines). While several
tools ignore such annotations other programs
generate error messages, which can be a
little bit confusing for users and developers.
For that reason a stronger validation of annotations would be preferable.

To create a Software in the Loop setup, the Modelica
model is then exported. In previous years, the C code
generated by either Dymola or SimulationX from a
given Modelica model has been wrapped and compiled for execution by one of the SiL tools described
in Section 3. For export, special wrapper code had to
be developed for each simulation tool, and even for
each version of such a tool, which was time consuming and error prone. Daimler started recently to use
the FMI [8] developed within the Modelisar project
as an export format for Modelica models. This standard is supported by the latest versions of SimulationX, Dymola, and Silver. This removes the need to
maintain version and vendor specific wrapper code,
which further improves and speeds up the SiL-based
development process.

3

Getting automotive control software into the loop

Daimler uses Silver [5] and its in-house predecessor
Backbone to virtually integrate vehicle models and
control software on Windows PCs. Tools such as Silver or Backbone are mainly needed to support vari
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Figure 5: SiL environment an its interfaces to automotive standards
ECU, its physical unit, comment and scaling information that tells how to convert the raw integer value
to a physical value. The SiL-environment reads A2L
files and uses the information to automate many
tasks, such as scaling of the integer variables of the
control software to match the physical variables of
the vehicle model.
The SiL-environment also knows how to read DBC
files. These describe how the control software communicates with other controllers using the CAN protocol. The SiL-environment uses this e. g. to implement rapid prototyping: Load the control software
and the DBC into the SiL tool on your laptop, connect the laptop to car using a CAN card, and switch
the ECU to 'remote control' mode. The control software running in the SiL tool controls then the corresponding system of the real car, e.g. an automatic
transmission. The main advantage of such a setup is,
that it saves time. Getting the control software running in a real ECU is typically much more time consuming than using a SiL tool or any other tool for
rapid prototyping.
Finally, the SiL tool can process PAR and HEX files.
These files may contain calibration data, i. e. values
for all the tunable parameters of the control software.
The SiL tool knows how to load these values into the
control software running in the SiL, emulating
thereby the 'flash' process of the real ECU. In effect,
the SiL tool is actually not only running the control
software, but the fine-tuned version of the software,
which enables much more detailed investigation and
testing of the control software's performance.

ous standards and quasi-standards used for automotive software development. Developers are familiar
with these standards and know how to use them.
Data is available in these formats already as part of
the existing tool chain and reuse is virtually free of
cost. Furthermore, using these data sources in the
virtual development process allows early validation
of these data sources. A virtual development environment should therefore mimic, emulate, or else how
support these standards. A few examples of how the
SiL tool supports automotive standards is shown in
Fig. 5.
Developers typically use tools such as CANape
(Vector) or INCA (ETAS) to measure signals and
calibrate (fine-tune) parameters of the control software in the running car or on a test rig using standard
protocols such as CCP or XCP. The SiL environment
implements this protocol. Seen from a measurement
tool such as CANape, a SiL simulation behaves just
like a real car. Developers can therefore attach his favorite measurement tool to the SiL to measure and
calibrate using the same measurement masks, data
sources and procedures they are using in a real car.
Likewise, automotive developers use MDF files to
store measurements. The SiL can load and save this
file format. A measured MDF file can e. g. be used
to drive a SiL simulation.
Another example is A2L. This is a database format
used to store key information about variables and
(tunable) parameters of automotive control software.
A2L contains e. g. the address of variables in the
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Having all these standards available in the SiL eases
the task of actually getting automotive control software running on a PC, and doing useful things with
the resulting setup. Control software is typically decomposed into a number of so-called tasks (i. e.
functions implemented in C) that are run by an
RTOS (real-time operating system) such as OSEK.
Many tasks are periodically executed with a fixed
rate, e. g. every 10 ms. To get such tasks running in
SiL, the user has to build an adapter as shown in
Fig. 5, i. e. a little C program that implements the
Silver module API and emulates the RTOS by calling each task once at every (or every 2nd, 3rd, ...)
SiL macro step. The SiL tool is shipped with the
SBS (Silver Basis Software), i. e. C sources that
make it easy to build such an adapter by adapting
template adapter code. A cheap alternative to writing
an adapter is to use the SiL tool's support for MATLAB/Simulink and Realtime Workshop (RTW).
Automotive software is often developed by first creating a model of the controller using Simulink. The
model is then used to automatically generate fixpoint integer code, e. g. using tools like the Embedded Coder from MathWorks, TargetLink from
dSPACE, or Ascet from ETAS (model-based development). The SiL tool contains support for exporting
a Simulink model using RTW. The result will not
use fix-point integer but floating point arithmetic, so
it is Model-in-the-loop (MiL), as opposed to Software-in-the-loop (SiL). This is a fast push button
solution for exporting a controller model to SiL,
which does not require any hand coding, and is
therefore attractive.

4

Using the system model during
automotive development

So far we have mainly described what is needed to
get automotive control software running on a Windows PC, in a closed loop with the simulated
vehicle. This section describes how such a SiL setup
can then be used to support the development process.
Supported activities include
• Virtual integration: Automotive control software for a single ECU typically consists of
dozens of software modules, developed independently by a team of developers. Having a
SiL helps to detect problems in the interplay
of these modules early, long before an attempt is made to run all the module in a real
car. For example, before releasing a new
version of his module, a developer can
quickly check on his PC whether the module
works together with the modules of other developers. To do this, he only needs access to
compiled modules (object files), not to the
sources of other modules [2]. An additional
benefit here is the isolation of developers
from the changes of others when validating
their modifications early on as his changes
are only local to his own sources. Later integration efforts build on modifications
already validated, albeit in isolation.
• Debugging: In contrast to the situation in a
real car or on a HiL test rig, simulation can
be halted in SiL. It is then possible to inspect
all variables, or to change certain values to
simulate a fault event. In conjunction with a
debugger (such as Microsoft Visual Studio),
it is even possible to set breakpoints or to
single-step through the controller code,
while staying in closed loop with the simulated car. The SiL tool can also be used to
debug problems measured in a real car, if a
measurement file (MDF) is available. In this
case, simulation is driven by the measurement, and the SiL complements this measurement by computing the missing signals to
provide a full picture needed to debug the
problem.
• Fault simulation: Using a SiL, it is possible
to create and explore scenarios that would be
difficult or impossible to realize in a real car
or on a test rig. For example, you can simulate strong wind [7] or inject arbitrary component faults into the simulation.
• Comparing versions: The SiL tool offers a
function to compare the behavior of different

Figure 6: Software in the Loop (SiL) setup of
transmission control software and vehicle model
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•

•

•

•

software versions by comparing all signals
computed by these versions. This is e. g.
useful when checking for equivalence after
refactoring or clean up of modules.
Scripting: A SiL simulation can be driven by
a script, written e. g. in Python. This can be
used to implement optimization procedures,
for performing tests, or to trigger self-learning algorithms that adapt the control software to certain properties of the (simulated)
car, e. g. to compensate aging of components.
Systematic testing: In conjunction with the
test case generator TestWeaver, the SiL tool
allows the systematic testing of control software. TestWeaver generates thousands of
test cases which are then executed by the SiL
tool.
Virtual endurance testing: calculation of
load collectives for gearbox and drivetrain,
e. g. to develop and test measures for safeguarding of the drivetrain components.
Application/Calibration: of the control software on the PC.

5

Costs and benefits

Main cost factors of using the simulation-based tool
chain for automotive software development are
• development and maintenance of the simulation model: Here is where modern modeling
languages and tools such as Modelica and
SimulationX help reduce costs by reuse of
components and easy parameterization
• continuous calibration efforts to keep such a
model up to date with the plant simulated:
SimulationX allows continuous enhancements based on existing models and libraries
by replacing components and models of
varying complexity throughout all development phases. Reusing models including all
interfaces necessary for calibration in combination with a wide range of tool options,
e. g. VariantsWizard, COM-scripting or optimization tools, leads to an increasing efficiency in the workflow.
• Building the adapter code for the controller
software: With the introduction of the Silver
Basic Software package, this effort is significantly reduced.
Despite continuing cost-reduction efforts, these investments are still significant.
They are compensated by the benefits of such a Software in the Loop setup for developing control software, namely
• extremely fast development cycles: due to
comfortable integration of software and
vehicle components on the PC of the developer. This helps to detect problems early.
• excellent debugging and test support, e. g.
with Microsoft Visual Studio Debugger or
QTronic TestWeaver [1,2,3,6]. Found problems can be exactly reproduced as often as
needed.
• parallelize the development process: A SiL
configuration can easily be duplicated at low
cost. This way, every member of a team can
use its personal 'virtual' development environment 24 hours a day, without blocking
rare resources like HiL test rigs, or physical
prototypes.
• sharing results without sharing IP: All members of a team exchange working results by
exchanging compiled modules (DLLs), not
sources. This helps to protect intellectual
property.
• executing others contributions without their
tools: Our SiL runs modules (simulation
models, control software) developed using

Figure 7: A debugger attached to Silver
A typical use case of the SiL tool is shown in Fig. 7.
The test case generator TestWeaver [8] has found a
scenario where the control software of a transmission
performs a division by zero. This is clearly a bug.
The user replays the recorded scenario, with Microsoft Visual Studio attached to the SiL tool. When
the division by zero occurs, the debugger pops up as
shown in the figure, showing the line in the controller source code that causes the exception.
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very different tools without accessing these
tools. This greatly reduces the complexity of
the SiL setups (no tool coupling).

6

[7] Hilf, Matheis, Mauss, Rauh: Automated Simulation of Scenarios to Guide the Development
of a Crosswind Stabilization Function. 6th
IFAC Symposium on Advances in Automotive
Control, Munich, Germany, July 12 - 14, 2010.
[8] FMI Specification 1.0, available for free from
http://www.functional-mockup-interface.org/

Conclusion

We presented the tool chain used by Daimler for
simulation-based development of transmission control software. The environment is based on Modelica, provides build-in support for automotive standards, imports vehicle models via the standard FMI
and uses these models to perform closed-loop simulation of automotive control software. The virtual development environment created this way helps to
shorten development cycles, eases test and debugging, helps to parallelize and hence to speed up development and provides a convenient platform for
collaboration between Daimler's transmission development departments and its suppliers and engineering service providers.
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characteristics and road-tire interface. One of the
advantages using this solution, over the referenced
one, is the well proven underlying code for force and
moment computation of the tire characteristics. The
tire model is semi-empirical and widely used in the
automotive industry due to its ease of use and correlation with measured characteristics. Also, the necessary tire data is relatively easy and commercially
available.

Abstract
The TNOi Delft-Tyre is a renowned model for the
pneumatic tire in the automotive industry based upon
the famous Magic Formula first introduced by Bakker et.al. in the late eighties [1]. The name Magic
Formula seems to appear first at the 1st Delft colloquium on tires four years later [2]. The Magic Formulae themselves have evolved greatly during the
last two decades with contributions from a wide variety of companies and researchers.
The Magic Formula is widely used in the automotive
(and gaming) industry because of its ease of use to
represent the complicated tire characteristics.
TNO has marketed the Magic Formula tire model as
Delft-Tyre and implemented the dynamic forces and
moments computation routines, including the extension of SWIFT [3], in a variety of multibody simulation packages, like ADAMS and DADS and general
purpose simulation software Simulinkii.
Modelon has in close cooperation with TNO by
means of extensive benchmarks implemented the
MF-Tyre/MF-Swift in Modelica. This paper presents
the work conducted to implement the TNO tire models in Modelica which now is available as a commercial library in Dymolaiii.

2
2.1

The models
Wheel model

The tire model used is TNO’s MF-Tyre/MF-Swift.
The MF-Tyre is solely based on the Magic Formula
and can be used in models that are used for low frequency analysis (<8Hz), like exploring handling characteristics of a vehicle. The MF-Swift, that requires
a separate license from TNO, can be used in models
that are intended to be used in a higher frequency
range up to 100Hz, and thus useful in for example
ride and controller development studies. The MFSwift tire model includes a rigid ring that models the
tire belt and introduces additional rigid body modes
to represent tire dynamics.

Keywords: Delft-Tyre, semi-empirical tire model,
Magic Formula, SWIFT-Tyre

1

Introduction

Modelica is gaining popularity as a modeling and
simulation language. In order to further increase the
number of possible applications by means of lowering the threshold to embark on the Modelica route,
an interface to TNO’s MF Delft-Tyre/MF Swift has
been developed. Rather than following the objectoriented modeling path stipulated in [5], this interface creates a single wheel class that includes tire

Figure 1 Wheel Model in Dymola (preferred)
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The Modelica interface is firstly made available in
Dymola and other simulation environments are in
progress. In Dymola a wheel model (see Figure 1) is
made available that incorporates the MF-Tyre/MFSwift.

results of these three interfaces have been thoroughly
tested with help of simple models and smart load
cases to exercise all functionality and features. The
entire virtual test program is specified in [7].

Figure 3 Single Wheel Model

In order to be allowed to release the MF-Tyre/MFSwift interface for Modelica, sanctioned by TNO
Automotive, models had to be made and run in Dymola according to the referenced specification.
The single wheel model (see Figure 3) is run many
different ways in order to explore and verify the MFTyre/MF-Swift robustness and accuracy. For example, the tire model can be run in a steady-state mode,
such that the relaxation length is omitted. In case of a
motor cycle tire (with motor cycle tire data) the
wheel model is run with significant camber velocity
as well as spin velocity resulting in large camber to
road angles.
Also, a simple vehicle model (see Figure 4) is simulated to extend the virtual tire tests. Modeling the
ply-steer and especially conicity, the tires will have
to be identified to be left- or right hand mounted.

Figure 2 Wheel Model in Dymola

The preferred wheel model utilizes Dymola’s capabilities of combining 1-DOF and 3-DOF multibody
mechanics. The wheel is mounted with two connectors; a flange for the wheel spin degree of freedom
and a normal connector for the wheel hub orientation. This is a numerical efficient method to include
a power train in the complete vehicle models and
compatible with the wheel implementation in Dymola Vehicle Dynamics Library, although not required
for the Dymola Delft-Tyre interface.
TNO’s Application Programming Interface, API,
does allow for different types of interface and the
straight forward interface with only one connector is
also made available (see Figure 2). In this particular
case the reference frame spins around the wheel spin
axis.
2.2

Moving road

The API of MF-Tyre/MF-Swift allows, among different standard supplied types of road, moving roads.
Moving roads are used to simulate for example a
four-poster rig where the tire ‘road’ interface is moving vertically. Therefore a second connector is introduced in the wheel model that connects the wheel to
the moving road and only visible when moving road
is selected in the parameter dialogue.

3
3.1

Figure 4 Simple Vehicle Model

The vehicle model will also be used on a four poster
rig to verify the moving road interface. This four
poster rig at the same time also verifies that the implemented tire model gives adequate results at standstill.

Benchmark

3.2

Introduction

Execution

The created models discussed in the chapter above
had to be executed through the entire virtual extensive test program specified in [7]. The simulation
results for all the different test runs will have to be

TNO has developed MF-Tyre/MF-Swift interfaces to
three different simulation programs themselves. The
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forwarded to TNO in a readable format. TNO will
compare all results with their base line results with
help of an automated process. The feedback by
means of many graphical plots is sent back to the
issuer of the simulation results. Never is the base line
disclosed in numerical readable format. Once the
simulation results match (some exceptions allowed,
see chapter below) with the base line results, the interface is deemed to be implemented correctly. Experiences have shown this is a tedious process.
3.3

the actual resulting brake torque may be lower than
the brake torque capacity, which is determined by
the clamp forces, disc and pad friction and effective
disc radius (in case of a disc brake).
4.2

Mathematically the brake torque is a result of the
brake torque capacity and the external load on the
wheel by means of longitudinal tire forces. The longitudinal forces on the tire are dependent on the load
case as vertical tire force, actual surface friction and
kinetic energy of the vehicle that the tire supports.

Results

During the course of executing the benchmarks and
discussing and looping the results with TNO it became apparent that the specification in some instances was not concise enough and different interpretations could be made. Through discussion consensus was reached in all cases. In some cases the
Dymola models had to be adjusted in other cases the
specification had to be updated in order to aid future
benchmarks with other simulation programs.
For instance the benchmark specification expected so
called ‘cut-forces’ and ‘cut-torques’ between two
bodies, where this has neither standard support in
Modelica nor in Dymola. Specialized multibody simulation programs may have functionality to sum all
forces and torques between two bodies, which becomes equivalent to cut-forces and cut-torques between two bodies. Cut-force and cut-torque sensors
had to be created and inserted in the models at the
right places.
Another discrepancy was found in one of the tests
where the simple vehicle model had to perform a
brake action on a split friction road surface. The
benchmark specified a brake torque profile as function of time, but it became apparent that a special
filtering function was used in the base line models to
accommodate brake torques (see chapter below for
detailed discussion).

4
4.1

Actual brake torque

MF-Tyre/MF-Swift Benchmark
Brake Torque Capacity
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Figure 5 Brake torque capacity (blue) and actual brake
torque (red) on front left wheel

The direction of the brake torque is also dependent
on the load case and in its simplest form the brake
torque takes the form:
ܶ = ܶ ߱(݊݃݅ݏ௪ )
In many simulation programs the sign of the wheel
spin velocity will cause numerical difficulties. Hence
smoother sign functions are used. For example:
ܶ = ܶ ݊ܽݐℎ(߱௪ )
Of course such solution will distort the actual result.
Modelica allows, as a standard feature, for accurate
friction torque modeling as discussed in [8].

Brake model

4.3

Results

Figure 5 through Figure 7 show some Dymola results
of the actual benchmark with the split friction braking maneuver.

Introduction

As indicated in the chapter above, a discrepancy was
found between the base line vehicle model and the
Dymola vehicle model. The brake torque capacity
was specified as function of time and an example of
the front wheel brake torque capacity is depicted in
Figure 5. However, the actual brake torque is basically limited by the actual surface friction between
tire and road and the actual vertical tire force. Hence,
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MF-Tyre/MF-Swift Benchmark

Wheel FL
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Wheel FR

Wheel RL

5

Wheel RR

The extensive benchmark conducted in order to approve the MF-Tyre/MF-Swift Modelica interface has
proven Modelica based simulation software Dymola
to be a great tool to perform vehicle dynamics analyses. Yet with access to the renowned Magic Formula based tire model as a commercial library. This
interface will leverage Modelica as simulation language for vehicle dynamics studies.
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Figure 6 Wheel spin velocity traces

Other Modelica simulation software solutions are in
progress to adopt this interface.

Figure 5 shows a trace of the brake torque capacity
and the actual brake torque of the front left wheel. It
can clearly be seen that the brake locks after about
6.5 seconds of simulation time, because the actual
brake torque is lower than the brake torque capacity.
At around 8 seconds of simulation time the brake unlocks a short while because the brake torque capacity
and actual brake torque are equal.
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1. Abstract
In future cars, battery electric and hybrid electric drives will increasingly appear. Subsystems like e.g. the steering system and the
braking system will accordingly be based on
electric power supply. This leads to new challenges as well as opportunities also in the field
of vehicle dynamics and an increased need of
multidomain simulation concepts that combine multibody-based vehicle dynamics models and models of the electric and control systems. This paper includes a simulation study
of the Audi sports car e-tron with electric
power steering system using the Vehicle Dynamics Library from Modelon AB Sweden to
model chassis and suspensions and the
Modelica Standard Library to model the electric power steering system. The steering system controller unit was modeled alternatively
in the Modelica Standard Library and in Matlab Simulink. Dymola and Matlab Simulink
have alternatively been used as simulation
environments whereas a special focus was put
on different ways to integrate these tools according to standard development processes in
the automotive industry. Additionally, extensive validation work was invested to compare
vehicle dynamics results generated with
ADAMS/Car and the Vehicle Dynamics Library.

Fig. 1, Design Sketch of Electric Drive Sports
Car Audi e-tron, Picture: www.audi.de
Moreover electric drive systems offer the opportunity to give controlled input to the wheel
torque in order to optimize the handling and
the safety of the vehicle. For example concepts which provide a combination of standard propulsion technology on one axle and
electric drives on the other, offer certain potential regarding handling behaviour, however, require high attention to ensure save
driving in all conditions, e.g. during recuperation phases. As vehicle dynamics interfere
with the dynamics of the electric systems and
as an integrated control concept is required
that includes vehicle dynamics and drive control systems, the usage of a multidomain
simulation environment has obvious advantages compared to specialized tools with e.g.
purely signal oriented or mechanical focus. In
order to study the suitability of Dymola and
the above named libraries, within this project
a vehicle dynamics model of the Audi sports
car e-tron was set-up and extensively verified
and
optimised
towards
an
existing
ADAMS/Car model. As an example for various electric systems, the electric steering sys-

2. Introduction
As hybrid and electric cars can store a higher
amount of electric energy and dispose of
higher voltage levels, it stands to reason to
base subsystems like the steering system fully
on electric power supply.
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tem was added to the vehicle dynamics model.
Finally, the controller was modelled both in
Dymola and Matlab Simulink. The entire system model was simulated within Dymola (importing the controller model via Functional
Mock-up Interface [2]) and Simulink (importing the Modelica based models via the standard Dymola – Simulink Interface).

inertias, geometry points, elasticities, damping, etc. was transferred and adopted from this
ADMAS/Car model.

3. The Vehicle Dynamics Model
Used
The model of the vehicle dynamics in terms of
the mechanical system was carried out using
the Vehicle Dynamics Library (VDL) [1]. It
contains fully detailed multibody models of
the double wishbone front and rear suspensions of the car, whereas the single suspension
links are interconnected with nonlinear bushing elements. In Fig. 2 the Dymola Model of
the front suspension linkage subsystem is
shown in detail. The models are based on
VDL standard templates.

Fig. 3, Graphical animation of the full vehicle
model in Dymola with focus on
the resolved suspensions
However, the ADAMS model was not realised in any detail, as this was not in focus of
the project. Differences in the simulation results aroused from certain elasticities of the
suspension models that have not been taken
into consideration in the VDL, due to the wish
to work with standard templates.

4. Comparison of the VDL and
the ADAMS/Car model
To compare and validate the VDL towards the
ADAMS/Car model, experiments in the field
of suspension kinematic and compliance analysis (K&C) have been set up as well as fullvehicle handling experiments. For the K&C
tests, elasto-kinematic models have been created, optimised and then used in identical
form in the full vehicle analysis. The results
shown exemplarily in the following two figures contain a small cutout of the entire set of
results that was achieved.

Fig. 2, VDL subsystem model of the double
wishbone right linkage in Dymola and Vehicle Dynamics Lib
Fig. 3 gives a showcase overview of the full
vehicle as it is graphically displayed in the
animation tool of Dymola. The focus of the
modelling work lied on the resolved rear and
front suspensions. The car body and the subframes are modelled as rigid parts having six
degrees of freedom each. The structure of the
VDL-model was based on an already existing
ADAMS/Car model with comparable complexity. The assembly of the VDL subsystems
with the relevant multibody data like masses,
14
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Fig. 4, Front Axle K&C-Test: Toe Angle (degree) vs. Wheel Travel (mm)

Fig. 6, Full Vehicle Steady-State Cornering:
Steer Wheel Angle (degree) vs. Lat. Acceleration (m/s2)

Fig. 7, Full Vehicle Step Steer: Yaw Rate (degree) vs. Time (s)

Fig. 5, Front Axle K&C-Test: Vertical Force
(N) vs. Wheel Travel (mm)

In summary the full vehicle simulations are in
good accordance. It could be shown that an
industry standard vehicle dynamics model in
ADAMS can be redone with reasonable effort
and satisfying precision within a relatively
short time in a multidomain simulation tool.
Having available the model there, additional
non-mechanical systems can be added easily.
For the following investigations no further
comparisons to the ADAMS/Car model were
considered.

In summary the K&C results achieved the
expected accordance between VDL and ADAMS or have explainable deviance due to
differences in modelling. The quality of K&C
accordance was from a certain point on not
further optimized, as not being in the focus of
the project. E.g. the differences in the extreme
regions of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are due to a different modelling approach for the bump stop.
A typical set of entire vehicle handling experiments was carried out, too. Exemplarily
for the comparison an abstract of results from
the fundamental experiments Step Steer Manoeuvre and Stationary Cornering are given
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
As tire model Pacejka’s magic formula was
used in both codes.

5. Electric Power Steering and
Controller Model
The Electric Power Steering (EPS) model was
added to the vehicle dynamics model described above in Dymola, using elements exclusively from the Modelica Standard Library.
A model of the steering controller was created
in Dymola, too, and alternatively the controller was added to Dymola as a Simulink model
that was exported with the Real-Time Workshop using the Functional Mock-up Interface
(FMI) [2]. The FMI was defined by the
Modelisar consortium with the intention that
dynamic system models of different software
systems can be exchanged and used together
for simulation. The Functional Mock-up Unit
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(FMU) essentially contains an Xml model
description and a Dynamic Link Library
(DLL).

According to the scope of the simulation work
and the particular development process of the
user, there are motivations for both ways. For
this project, the following variants have been
applied.

Table 1, Different Interface Approaches for
the Simulation of a Vehicle
with EPS-System
Due to the multidomain approach of the simulation concepts described above, in any variant multiphysical results can be studied, illustrated e.g. by the analysis of the EPS motor
current in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8, Electric Power Steering and Controller
Model in Dymola
The EPS model itself consists of mechanical
multibody, electric and control blocks. The
controller was simplified and treated as a
black box of binary code, as this is the usual
way that vehicle manufacturers receive the
model code from their system suppliers. For
this kind of pilot approach the controller was
kept as simple as necessary and was designed
just as a proportional gain. The output of the
control unit is a drive signal for the voltage of
the electric motor.
The impact of the power steering system on
the dynamic vehicle behaviour was not the
point of interest in this project and therefore
not elaborated or tuned.

Fig. 9, Full Vehicle Step Steer: Steering Servo
Motor Current (A) vs. Time (s)
Due to the different solver technologies and
ways to derive equations from the system description, significant differences in the computational performance of the studied interface concepts occur for a Step Steer Manoeuvre (SSM) and Steady State Cornering
Manoeuvre (SC). In all cases, however, the
simulation results are practically identical.

6. Interface Concepts and according Simulation Results
Dymola and Simulink models can be interfaced in multiple ways. For instance, the
Simulink model of a controller can be imported to the Dymola model using the Functional Mock-up Interface Approach proposed
by the Modelisar research project [2]. In this
case Dymola serves as the solver for the entire
system consisting of Modelica and Simulink
subsets. Alternatively Dymola models can be
exported to Simulink using e.g. the standard sfunction interface of Dymola. In this case
Simulink serves as the solver.
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7. Summary and Outlook
The work presented demonstrates that a resolved multibody model comparable to an
industry standard ADAMS model can be created with reasonable effort in a multidomain
simulation environment like Dymola using the
Modelica approach and according specialised
libraries. Extensive validation work was invested to ensure that both models lead to
comparable results.
From there on it was demonstrated that entire
mechatronic system simulation is easily possible in multidomain simulation tools, using
vehicle dynamics, electric, additional mechanical and control models. Manifold ways
to interface Dymola and Simulink support
flexible approaches and tool strategies to
simulate multiphysical mechatronic systems
and match the particular needs of a user’s specific development process.
It was shown that the described approaches
have the potential to cover the needs of the
upcoming challenges of e-mobility for system
design.
Additional concepts to interface multidomain
simulation tools like Dymola with control
simulation tools like Simulink are under development at different places and promise an
even tighter integration of the required tools.
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Abstract
In 2009 a new price system for the produced power
was introduced for Norwegian hydro power plants.
Basically a power producer gets punished if his production deviates from the scheduled production. The
power plant is paid for the actual production: if too
much power is produced that the price for the excess
power is low. Even worse if too little power is produced the power plant has to pay a fine.
If such deviation occurs it is very important to identify components/systems that are responsible in order
to adjust the controller or replace the faulty equipment.
This paper describes the first step in problem solving, by presenting the development of a model of a
hydro power plant that shows differing power production. The modelling part was done in Modelica R using the HydroPlant Library1 of Modelon AB. The
model was parametrised using construction data and
validated using data from test and operation runs.

produced power increases when the reservoir level increases and decreases when the level decreases. The
reservoir level is also fed to the turbine controller as
an input and the controller should in principle compensate varying levels automatically.
In general, the various measurements, other inputs,
and transformed signals used as inputs to the turbine
controller, can contain uncertainties which may lead
to production deviation.
In the past it occurred that a power plant called
“Sundsbarm” which is located in Seljord, Norway has
experienced a certain power production deviation. In
order to investigate the reason for this deviation a
reference model using the Modelica modelling language was developed and validated. With the help of
this model ideally the reason for production deviation
could be identified.

2

Keywords: Modelica, Hydro Power Systems, HydroPlant Library, Test and Validation

1

Introduction

Main Components of a Hydro
Power System

Hydropower facilities regarding if they store water for
peak load period or not, and the way they store the
water, can be classified into several categories:

Several things affect the actual production in the power Storage Regulation (Impoundment) This is the
plant. The turbine governor controls guide vanes in the
most common development of hydroelectric
drum case, which in turn determines the power propower plants in which a dam is used to store
duction. The most important input is the set-point. In
a large quantity of water in a big reservoir.
addition it is possible to vary how sensitive the conPotential energy of the stored water then can be
troller is wrt. changes in the frequency (also known as
released in a controlled way.
droop control). The droop is set by the national grid
company, Statnett in case of Norway.
Diversion Part of the river water is diverted into a
The produced power also varies with the water level
canal or a tunnel and is passed through the power
in the reservoir. With a fixed guide vane opening the
station and then might join the river again in the
1 For more information on this library see:
downstream. This development can use the natuhttps://
ral difference in height of the river at the upstream
modelica.org/libraries/HydroPlant
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and downstream locations and may not require a Surge Tank/ Surge Shaft Surge tanks or surge
shafts might be used in different parts of the water
dam.
passage to prevent the “water hammer” effect. When
Run of River In the run-of-river type, a small dam the water flowing in tunnels or pipes is accelerated
with little impoundment of water is used. Short or decelerated, pressure surges are created in the watunnels (called penstocks) direct water to the terway which their magnitude may be much larger
power station using the natural flow of the river. than the nominal pressure in the waterway. This efCapacity of generating electricity in a diversion fect is known as “water hammer”. The strength of
or a run-of-river station is dependent on the the pressure surges depends on the value of accelamount of water flowing in the river.
eration/deceleration and the length of the waterway.
The waterway shall be built strong enough to withPump Storage In pump storage development water is stand these pressure surges (often not an economical
pumped to a higher reservoir during periods of solution) or the surge magnitude shall be limited/ conlow energy demand. The water is then run down trolled somehow. One way for reducing the surge amthrough the turbines to produce power to meet plitudes is using surge shaft/ surge tank. Some other
peak demands.
means of controlling the water hammer are:
Hydropower stations may also be classified by the type
of their loads into Base-Load and Peak-Load plants
[1]. The main focus of this paper will be on the Storage
Regulation (Impoundment) type of hydropower stations.

2.1

The Water Way

Figure 1 shows an example cross-section of an impoundment hydropower station. The water passage
starts from the upstream reservoir and ends at the
downstream pond/river. The difference of elevation
between water surfaces in the reservoir and the downstream pond determines the total head (gross head) of
the water in the system. Because of the energy loss in
the water passages due to friction, the effective head
of the water that can be exploited is less than the total
head.
Different parts of the water passages in this type of
power plant are described briefly.

• Limiting the gate or valve closure time
• Using pressure regulator valves / relief valves located near the turbine
Penstock A penstock (also called Pressure Shaft) is
a pipe made of concrete, steel, fiberglass, or wood that
is used to carry water from the supply sources to the
turbine. This conveyance is usually from a canal or
reservoir or from a tunnel. Penstocks may be equipped
with shut-off/isolation valves. The control valve (e.g.,
guide vanes) at the turbine side regulates the water
flow through the turbine.
Turbine Case The turbine case is the final component of the water passage before the guide vanes and
the turbine runner. Here turbine cases for Francis turbine will be described shortly.

Guide Vanes Guide vanes are located between the
turbine case and the runner of Francis turbines. These
are movable vanes that are actuated by turbine goverIntake Intake is the inlet of the head race tunnel nor to control the flow rate of water through the turbine
which is equipped with Trash Rack for preventing big and hence controlling the load of the turbine.
solid objects from entering the tunnel and Gate Door
for isolating the tunnel for maintenance.
Turbine Runner Turbine runner for a Francis turbine is a reaction type turbine. Instead of using a water
Head Race Tunnel or Conduit Head race tunnel jet (like for impulse type turbines like Pelton turbines)
(conduit) connects the reservoir to the penstock near a water flow is allowed to pass through the runner.
the power house. It can be equipped with sand traps for
collecting sand and garbage that had passed through Draft Tube Draft tubes are the final components of
the trash rack in the intake. The tunnel can be as the water passages of hydropower plants with Francis
long as 45 km like in “Muela” power station in South and Kaplan Turbines. Draft tubes carry away the water
Africa [2]. It is also possible that the tunnel have inlet from turbine to the downstream channel or pond (the
tail race).
branches from more than one reservoir.
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Figure 1: Example Schematic Diagram of an Impoundment Hydroelectric Station

decrease so that the turbine runner is supplied
with water uniformly around its circumference.
2. Irrationality of the flow inside the case shall be
maintained.

2.2

The Electrical System

It follows a very brief introduction into the generator
theory.
The generator converts the mechanical energy from
the turbine into electric energy. The basic principle behind a generator was discovered by Michael Faraday,
that a voltage is induced in a conductor when it moves
through a magnetic field. Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction is explained in equation (1):
em f = −N

dφB
dt

(1)

Where
em f = electromotive force [V]
φB = magnetic flux [Vs]
N = number of wires in the conductor
Figure 2: Francis Turbine Case with Dimensions [1]

Usually spiral cases are used for delivering water to
the Francis turbine. Figure 2 shows a typical Francis
turbine and its case. In general, following considerations shall be taken in design of the shape and dimensions of the case and runner:
1. The cross-sectional area of the spiral case must

The Generator has two main parts: The rotor, which is
the rotating part, and the stator, which is the stationary
part. The rotor is delivering the magnetic field, and
the copper coils in the stator get an induced voltage
from the rotating magnetic field. There are two main
types of generators, synchronous generators and asynchronous generators. The synchronous generator is
the most used generator in bigger hydro power plants.
Smaller hydro power plants may have asynchronous
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generators, such as smaller hydro power plants which 2.3 Control System
produce up to about 5 MW.
2.3.1 Turbine governor
2.2.1

Synchronous generator

The synchronous generator has a DC electric field in
the rotor. In reality, a reverted synchronous AC generator (with armature windings on its rotor) connected
at the end of the synchronous generator shaft produces
this DC current. A principal sketch of a two-pole,
single-phase synchronous generator is shown in Fig. 3.
It shows the field conductors in the rotor which makes
the magnetic field, and the stator conductor which gets
an induced voltage from the rotating magnetic field.
When the rotor turns and the poles change place, the
induced voltage in the stator is alternated. This makes
the generator produce AC (Alternating Current) voltage from the DC current in the rotor. The terminal
voltage of the generator can be controlled by the magnetising current in the rotor.

Figure 3: A 2-pole single phase synch. generator [3]

2.2.2

Power factor

The turbine governor’s main task is to control the
power output and the rotational speed of the turbine
and also to smooth out differences between generated
and consumed power at any grid load and prevailing
conditions in the water conduit [4]. At the same time
the governor also need to close down the admission at
load rejections or when a need for an emergency stop
rises. This has to be done in accordance with specified limits of rotational speed and pressure rises in the
waterway.
Deviation between power generation and consumption
in the grid will cause an acceleration or deceleration
of the rotating masses of generating units. Acceleration happens in case when generation is more than
consumption. The turbine governor then will cause a
deceleration of the water flow. At the same time pressure in the penstock will increase.
In order to keep the rotational speed within specified
limits at load rejections the admission – closing rate
must be equal to or higher than a given value [4]. In the
opposite way the closing rate of the admission have to
be equal or lower than a certain value in order to keep
the pressure rise in the conduit within specified limits.
The turbine governor acts in two modes: speed control and load control. Speed control mode takes place
when the generator is isolated from the grid (MCB is
open). In this mode the governor regulates the speed
of the turbine-generator with the speed set point. Load
control mode takes place when the MCB is closed. In
this mode the governor regulates the generated power
with the load set point and through a mechanism called
“droop” which is described in section 2.3.2. The governor output signal in a Francis turbine power generation unit is applied to the guide vane servomechanism
and hence the governor controls the unit through the
guide vane position.

The power factor is a very important subject when it
comes to electric power. When the voltage and current
are in phase (no lag) then the power factor is maxi- 2.3.2 Speed Droop Control
mum, i.e., 1. This gives the optimal power output. The
In case of frequency increase (decrease) in the grid,
definition of power factor is:
each power generation unit reduces (adds) a fix percentage of its total rating output power multiplied by
P
PF = = cos ϕ
(2) the amount of the change in the grid frequency’ from
S
(to) its output power. The amount of this power can be
Where
calculated from equation (3):
S = apparent power [VA]
P=

S=

active power [W]
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∆ f / fN
· 100%
∆P/PN

(3)

turbine governors. This means that when the frequency deviates from the optimal 50 Hz the turbine governor will increase or reduce the guide
vane opening according to the droop control settings.

Where
S = permanent speed droop [%]
fN =

nominal frequency [Hz]

PN =

nominal power [MW]

2. After the primary control has settled we will still
have a constant frequency deviation. This is when
the secondary control is used to compensate the
deviation with the help of the Load Frequency
Control (LFC). The LFC will simply raise or
lower the set-point so that frequency is corrected
again.

Where the permanent speed droop in equation (3) is
a percentage number which is decided by the grid administration (e.g., Statnett in Norway). For example in
Norway for a stable operation of the electrical grid the
permanent speed droop is currently set to 10% .
2.3.3

Power/Frequency Control

In every electrical system the power needs to be produced when it is consumed. It is not possible to
store electrical energy. Energy has to be stored in
the form of reservoirs for larger power systems, and
as chemical energy (batteries) for small power systems. This means that the production system must
be sufficiently flexible to both changes in consumption
and the outcome of the production, and that the transfer can be handled instantaneously, preferably without consumers noticing it. For example, the national
grids in Norway, Sweden, Finland, and at Sjælland
in Denmark are all connected to one coordinated synchronous grid. This means that events in one of the
sub-grids can affect the other grids in the other countries.
The frequency is a measure of how fast the machines
in the system rotate. If it becomes an increase in load
(as with any other rotating machines) the frequency
(speed) will decrease, and at load rejection the frequency will rise. The controlling devices will automatically perform a primary control so that it again is
a balance between production and consumption. How
much the speed decreases are influenced both by the
total torque, and by how quickly the primary control is
done.
At frequencies below 50 Hz, the total load will get
higher than the desired production and at frequencies
above 50 Hz, total load will become lower. In practice, the load varies continuously. Consequently, the
controlling devices continuously need to perform the
frequency control.
The power/frequency control is normally exacted in
two stages.
1. Primary control or primary frequency control is
simply the application of the speed droop control
as mentioned in section 2.3.2. This kind of control is applied automatically and is built into all

LFC is normally used in combination with Automatic Generation Control (AGC) where different
generation regions are taken into account in order
to balance the power production [5]. However internationally there exist different interpretations
and implementation of the Automatic Generation
Control.
First the primary frequency control is applied.

3

Complete Dynamic Model

This section discusses the basic hydraulic theory related to hydropower plants, hydro power modelling
in the Modelica HydroPlant Library (HPL), analytical models for hydropower plant’s hydro dynamics and analysis. The total system is divided into
several subsystems, namely reservoir, conduit, surge
tank, penstock, turbine, generator, and grid. The
HydroPlant Library uses digitised turbine characteristics (in practise turbine characteristic is given as
a chart so called “Hill Charts” by the manufactures)
and this may lead to some uncertain results (because
some extrapolations and interpolation needed among
data points). So emphasis is put on having a good analytic model for turbine. An analytical model for a
Francis turbine is proposed in [6].
In the HydroPlant Library some units (e.g., conduit, penstock) are divided into sub volumes also
called control volumes (CV) and each sub volume is
characterised by temperature and pressure (so called
the state of a control volume). Two Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) are derived from the conservation equations (i.e., mass, energy). Mass flow rate between two adjacent control volumes is governed by a
third ODE which is derived using the momentum conservation. The main assumption is that state is uniformly distributed throughout the CV. This is the socalled “Lumped Parameter” assumption.
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Two dynamic equations will be derived for temperature and pressure. But however more concern is given
into deriving equation in Laplace or frequency domain which will help to study the dynamics of the
systems. A detailed discussion is given in [6]. When
a hydropower plant is modelled (in Modelica), local
resistances (e.g., trash rack losses, bend losses) are
considered to be minor pressure losses while the major losses are due to wall friction. So in the Modelica model those minors losses are neglected, only
major wall frictional losses considered (HydroPlant
Library blocks take care of this).

4

The Sundsbarm Hydro Power
Plant

This structure can be reorganised to the controller
shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: An equivalent controller block diagram to
the one at Sundsbarm
This gives two governors:
• One with PI characteristic
• One with PD characteristic

In this section only some parts of Sundsbarm Hydro
Power Plant are explained.
Francis Turbine governor The turbine governor at
Sundsbarm is a TC 200 digital turbine governor from
Kværner. It is a PID controller, and it has inputs for
frequency reference ( f0 ) and frequency measured out
from the generator ( f ), as well as inputs for load reference (P0 ) and power measurement after the generator (P).
The set point for frequency and the permanent speed
droop are controlled and set by the operator or a overall control system.
The functions inside the governor at Sundsbarm and
the function of the governor used in the HydroPlant
Library are not identical. In order to obtain as similar
control of the power plant inside Modelica and the real
process at Sundsbarm these functions need to equal
each other. In order to get this similar to each other
we have looked into the block drawings and made a
simplified block drawing of the functions inside the
TC 200 governor at Sundsbarm. We then compared
this with the block drawing from the HydroPlant
Library and we obtained the controller in Fig. 4.

Turbine The turbine placed at Sundsbarm is a vertical Francis Turbine with a performance of 104.4 MW,
and is constructed for a nominal head (Hnom ) of 460 m.
The efficiency and volume flow of the turbine is calculated in the Modelica model using a look-up table.
Generator and Main Circuit Breaker In Sundsbarm there is one generator delivered by “National Industri” Drammen, Norway. The nominal performance
is 118 MVA and the nominal frequency is 50 Hz. The
number of generator poles is 12. Inertia momentum
of the generator is given by Alstom and is equal to
850, 000 Kg.m2 .
Reservoir The reservoir type for the Sundsbarm
plant is an impoundment dam. This means that the
water source has a water storage that makes it possible to store energy in the reservoir. The lake Sundsbarmsvatn is used as a reservoir. Other lakes are connected to Sundsbarmsvatn, to lead more water through
the power plant. The other lakes are not modelled, because they are not connected directly to the conduit
channel or to the penstock.
The Sundsbarm lake is approximately 12.5 km long
and 0.75 km wide. These approximate sizes of the
reservoir are used in the model, because normal operation conditions are of interest, not the level of water
varying over a long period in Sundsbarmsvatn.

Figure 4: Simplified block-drawing from the turbine Conduit channel The conduit channel consists of
governor at Sundsbarm
the intake at the reservoir, Sundsbarmsvatn, a trash
rack, and an intake gate. Just before the penstock
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there is another trash rack, a surge shaft and an emer- For validating the consistency of the turbine model a
gency valve. There is an additional small intake called simple model as shown in Fig. 7 was created.
Finndalsåi that is connected directly to the conduit
channel but was not included in the model.
Penstock The penstock for Sundsbarm hydro power
plant consists of a steel pipe inside a tunnel. The penstock is 600 meters long and is tilted 45◦ . The start of
the penstock is at 541.5 m above sea level and the end
of the penstock is at 112.5 m above sea level. Diameter
of the penstock is about 3 meters.
Surge shaft The surge shaft for Sundsbarm hydro Figure 7: Model for simulation of the turbine consispower plant is a pipe or tunnel with a length L of about tency
138 m which is tilted by 67.5◦ .
Outflow tunnel The outflow tunnel consists of a
rough tunnel that goes from the draft tube at the turbine and to the output reservoir. The outlet tunnel has
its lowest elevation closest to the draft tube at 107.5 m.
At the end of the tunnel the elevation is 4.5 m higher,
at 112 m above sea level.
Reservoir at outlet The reservoir at the outlet is the
river in Seljord. The reservoir model used here is
also the Fixed_HT model together with a model of the
reservoir. The Fixed HT model has an infinite volume
with prescribed water height and temperature. The
level at the outlet reservoir is 123 m above sea level.

4.1

This model is simulated for different guide vane openings given by the measurements from 1993 [7]. The
frequency is kept equal to the nominal value in all of
the simulations. In each simulation the constant pressure drop across the turbine is set to be equal to the
value corresponding to the relevant guide vane opening.
5.1.2

Step Response Simulations

For this simulation the model shown in the Fig. 8 is
used in which the input command is directly applied
to the guide vane.

Modelica Model of Sundsbarm Power
Plant

Putting all the different parts together using the components from the HydroPlant Library and filling in
their respective parameters we gain the complete dynamic model as shown in Fig. 6.

5

Test & Results

5.1
5.1.1

Figure 8: Test model for applying step changes in the
guide vane input

Validation of the Model
Consistency of Turbine Parameters

The first attempt in validating the model is to compare the turbine response with the performance test results which are included in measurements done back
in 1993 [7]. This is done to ensure that the parameters
entered into the turbine model (e.g., nominal power,
flow rate, Mechanical efficiency) are consistent with
the turbine data table values.

Fig. 9 shows the step response of the model for a positive step change at time t = 500 sec and then a negative
step change applied at t = 1500 sec. For this simulation the relative pipe roughness of the conduit and the
outflow tunnel is set to 0.065 as found from calculations. The relative pipe roughness of the penstock is
set to 0.003. The guide vane servomotor opening time
is limited to 20 sec (full range opening) and its closing
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Figure 6: Complete model of Sundsbarm Power Plant modelled using the HydroPlant Library

time is limited to 2.5 sec. This effect can be seen in
the guide vane opening in the Fig. 9. Because of this
difference, the magnitude of the surge pressure at the
turbine inlet is greater when the guide vane closes although the magnitude of negative change in guide vane
opening is smaller.

5.2

Linearisation of the Model

Dymola can linearise nonlinear models around their
steady state operating point. In this section a linear
model will be obtained for the hydropower model that
can be further analysed and used for design in the
MATLAB environment. For this reason the model in
Dymola needs some adjustments. Fig. 10 shows the
resulting model.
After loading the steady state condition of the model in
Dymola, a random noise input is used for linearising
the model. The reduced order of the linearised state
space model is 58.
5.2.1

Figure 10: Adjustments done to the model before linearisation

Applications of the Linearised Model

The linearised model can be used for implementing more advanced control methods like the ones described in [8]. The model shown in Fig. 10 is specially
taylored to be used for such control schemes:
• For saving number of state variables just fixed
sources are used to model reservoires.
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• For having a time invariant dynamics, the load in
the grid block is set to be constant and then the
changes in the grid is modeled merely by adding
a random disturbance signal to the grid balance.

Figure 9: Step response (Relative pipe roughness of conduit and outflow tunnel=0.065 and Relative pipe roughness of penstock=0.003)

• The same opening and closing rate limites are
considered for guide vane operation for better linearity. Additional rate for guide vane opening
may be implemented in the controller.
• For having a strict constraint on the power generation/grid frequency values (to satisfy droop requirements) a combination of these variables are
selected as output of the model and this combination can be used as a feedback for the controller.
• Other quantities (like pressure in different locations) can be selected as additional outputs to enforce constraints on the system state variables by
controller. These constraints can be applied by
advanced methods like Model Predictive Control.
This can be considered as a future work.
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Conclusions

In this paper the theory of hydro power systems was
briefly presented. Based on dimensions and specifications, as well as structure drawings, (from Skagerak
Energy’s archive) a dynamic model of the Sundsbarm power station was created using the HydroPlant
Library of Modelon AB.
At the time of writing only operational data of the

power station were available. Therefore the model was
tested against friction values from pressure measurements at the conduit channel. Obviously with the more
data points, a better model can be obtained. The data
available do not cover the complete operational range
of the guide van opening and the flow rate of the turbine. The relative wall roughness for the conduit was
calculated from the measurement data. The model was
then tested with the calculated roughness to verify that
the same friction loss can be reproduced and the result
was comparable. This means that steady state calculations in the HydroPlant Library are reliable.
Finally suggestion was made for implementation of a
model predictive controller as part of a future work.
A linear model had to be made in order to develop
a MPC. The linear model had additional outputs for
pressure in penstock and draft tube. Therefore a MPC
controller could have these output constraints for pressure in penstock and the draft tube, which is believed
that gives safer and more optimised control of the
Sundsbarm power plant.
Other improvements that could have been implemented for the plant is to have power feedback for the
turbine governor at the grid connection, instead at the
generator terminals. This means correcting the power
set point with measurements at the delivery point of
the power to the grid. This way the power produc-
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tion will have less deviation since the power readings
for the grid operator are at the grid. This will allow the power plant to consider the loss of approx.
0.5 MW from the transformer, cables, and own power
consumption, when adding a set-point for the plant.
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Thermal Separation Library: Examples of Use
Karin Dietl∗ Kilian Link† Gerhard Schmitz‡

Abstract
This paper deals with the Thermal Separation Library,
which is intended to be used for absorption and rectification processes. Two example calculations show
how the simulation speed can be increased by choosing the right way to set up the equations. One example
refers to the ordering of the substances in the substance
vector and one refers to the modelling of equilibrium
processes. An example of use presented is the CO2
absorption in a post-combustion carbon capture plant.
The transient simulation results are compared to measurement data obtained in a Siemens pilot plant.
Keywords: thermal separation, carbon capture, absorption / desorption

1

Introduction

Dynamic analysis of thermal separation processes
gains in importance, be it in batch processing, system
control, start-up strategies or shut down behaviour in
continuous processing ([9]).
General modelling approaches for these problems
(or a part of these problems) have been reported
in literature. READYS ([16]) as well as a model
developed in [12] can be used for dynamic simulation
of equilibrium columns. A model which considers
dynamic simulation of multiphase systems is presented in [2]. [11] describes steady-state and dynamic
non-equilibrium models. A tool for dynamic process
simulation - DIVA - is proposed by [5], which has
a sequential simulation approach. DYNSIM was
developed by [3] and is a tool for design and analysis
of chemical processes. In [13] a modelling language
gPROMS is proposed to model combined lumped and
distributed systems which was then successfully used
in several publications in order to model separation
processes (e.g. [23]).
∗ Hamburg

University of Technology, karin.dietl@tuhh.de
kilian.link@siemens.com
‡ Hamburg University of Technology, schmitz@tuhh.de
† Siemens,
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The developed models have been tested on several
different processes, mostly on a single column. There
are also examples where more complex system designs
are presented ([6]).
The aim of this paper is to describe a modelling
library which can be used for flexible modelling and
simulation of complex separation systems. As an example a fully integrated absorption/desorption loop for
carbon capture is simulated. Simulation results will be
compared to measurement data obtained in a Siemens
pilot plant. The process is shown in figure 5 and will
be discussed in more detail in section 4.1.

2 Modelling Approach
It is commonly agreed on that when developing a
model of multicomponent system including chemical
reactions, a simple equilibrium-based model which neglects mass transfer, is often not sufficient and a more
physical approach - the rate-based approach ([18]) - is
needed (e.g. [19], [17], [10]). The simulation models
are built using the object-oriented Thermal Separation
Library ([8]) which was developed in order to model
dynamic absorption and rectification processes.

2.1 Model equations
2.1.1

Balance equations

The balance equations are established separately for
the vapour and liquid bulk phase as described in [8].
There is therefore a mole balance for each component i of vapour and liquid phase. Additionally there
should also be summation equations in the bulk phases
(∑i yi = 1 and ∑i xi = 1). However, in general systems
of ordinary differential equations can be more easily
solved than differential algebraic equations and introducing a differential equation instead of an algebraic
equation is rewarded with faster computation times.
Therefore these two algebraic equations are replaced
by the total amount of substance balance for vapour
and liquid phase.
For liquid and vapour phase there is one energy balance each (see [8]).
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Nomenclature
A
a
c
H
k
M
Ṅ
n
nS
vap
nliq
S , nS
[R]
T
u
x
y
Z

2.1.2

Greek symbols
heat transfer area
ε vap , ε liq
vapour or liquid hold up
specific area
[Γ]
thermodynamic correction matrix
concentration
γ
activity coefficient
Henry coefficient
φ
fugacity coefficient
mass transfer coefficient
Subscripts
molar mass
i
component i
molar flow rate
j
stage j
number of discrete elements
r
reaction
no. of substances which are in both phases Superscripts
number of liquid / vapour substances
liq
liquid
rate matrix for mass transfer coefficients sat
saturation
temperature
vap
vapour
specific inner energy
∗
thermodynamic equilibrium
liquid composition
Abbreviations
vapour composition
nLF
number of liquid feeds
factor for equilibrium stage
nVF
number of vapour feeds

It is also important to note that the vectores ~Ṅ vap
j and

Rate Equations

~ liq
In [8] the molar flow rates at stage j over the phase Ṅ j in eq. (2) and (3) contain only the molar flow rate
liq
boundary are calculated as
Ṅ j,i of nvap
S −1 and nS −1 substances respectively, that
is this equation is not established for every substance.
~Ṅ = k · a · (c~ − c~∗ )
(1) The missing equations are the summation equations at
i, j
i, j
j
i, j
i, j
the phase boundary:
This approach however is only valid for binary sys(4)
tems, and using the concentration difference as driv∑ y∗i = 1 , ∑ x∗i = 1
i
i
ing force is only applicable for isothermic conditions. Therefore this was replaced by the more general
2.1.3 Inert Substances
Maxwell-Stefan equations as described by [22]:
~Ṅ vap = Ṅ vap · ~y + cvap · a · [Rvap ]−1 · [Γvap ] · (~y − ~y∗ )
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
total, j
(2)
~Ṅ liq = Ṅ liq · ~x + cliq · a · [Rliq ]−1 · [Γliq ] · (~x − ~x∗ )
j

total, j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

(3)
The thermodynamic correction matrices [Γ] are necessary, since here the difference of the mole fraction
as driving force is used and not the difference in the
chemical potential. The [Γ]-matrices contain the composition derivatives of the activity coefficient (liquid)
or fugacity coefficient (vapour), which can be found
for several activity coefficent models in [21]. The [R]matrices are calculated using the binary mass transfer
coefficients. How to obtain the [R]-matrices via the binary mass transfer coefficients is described in detail in
[22].
The total molar flow rates in (2) and (3) are obtained
by summing the molar flow rates for each component.
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An equation describing the thermodynamic equilibrium does only exist for the nS components, which exist in both phases, but not for inert substances. The
missing equations for the inert substances are obtained
by setting the molar flow rate over the phase boundary
of the inert substances to zero:
)
Ṅi,vap
j =0
if substance i is inert (5)
film = 0
Ṅi,liqj + Ṅr,i,
j

2.2 Numerical Solutions
In order to solve the resulting system of differentialalgebraic equations using numerical integration, as
many state variables as differential equations are
needed. For the columns, the following variables are
liq vap liq
vap
chosen as state variables: cvap
and
j,i , c j,i , u j , u j , ε j
vap
vap
T j (or M j which is as suitable), with j = 1...n and
liq
i = 1...nvap
S or i = 1...nS respectively. Using this set
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2.3

Library Structure

The library structure of the column models is represented in figure 1 which shows a class diagram of
the library. The three different column types (packed
column, tray column, spray column) all inhert from
FeedStage (which is denoted with an arrow pointing
at the parent class). The FeedStage-model inherits
from the BaseStage-model which contains the balance equations and some of the constitutive equations
for n discrete elements. It also contains instances of
the medium models, the reaction models etc. These
models are declared as replaceable, where replaceability is denoted using a dotted line with a diamond.
The extending column classes supply the geometry,
the instances of the pressure loss and liquid holdup
model, the heat transfer model between the two phases
and the mass transfer models. Each column type is
structured the same way; but only the structure of the
packed column is shown in the diagram due to readability.

3

Examples

200

150
N2, H2O, O2
100

N2, O2, H2O

50

0

As stated in the introduction it should be possible to
model and simulate a complex separation process using the Thermal Separation Library. In the following a
complete absorption/desorption loop is presented. Before doing so some small examples show how a different writing of the modelling equations can increase
simulation speed.

3.1

stance at phase boundary may even be calculated to be
negative. This is known as cancellation problem (see
e.g. [4]). Figure 2 shows an example for the absorption
of N2 and O2 in H2 O. The simulation time decreases
by the factor 5 if not O2 is the last substance in the
medium model.
So it can be stated having substances with very low
concentrations at the last place in the substance vector decreases simulation speed. If this is not possible
(i.e. no substance is always large enough to be suitable as last component) it is also possible to apply the
Maxwell-Stefan equations to all components and ommit the summation equations at the phase boundary.
This also reduces the CPU-time, but in some test cases
the sums of the mole fractions at the phase boundary
were observed to deviate about 10% from 1.

CPU time (s)

of state variables, all other variables can be calculated
via algebraic relations. Intensive rather than extensive
quantities were chosen as state variables, since the differential equations were set up using these intensive
variables.

0

20

40
60
Time (s)

80

100

Figure 2: Influence of the ordering of the substances in
the medium model. Simulation speed is increased, if
in the liquid phase a substance with a high mole fraction (H2 O) is the last substance in the medium model
(i.e. the CPU time for simulation is smaller).

Ordering of Substances in Medium
3.2 Equilibrium Model
Model

In general any order of the substances in the medium
model can be chosen. However since for a nonequilibrium model the equations for the molar flow
vap
liq
rates eq. (2) and (3) exist only for nS − 1 and nS − 1
substances respectively, and the molar flow rate for the
last substance in the medium model is defined via the
summation equations (4), the ordering becomes important in case the fraction of the last substance becomes very small (in the order of the tolerance of the
numerical solver). In this case the calculation can become very slow and the composition of the last sub-
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As stated in chapter 2 the stages were modelled as nonequilibrium stages, i.e. mass transfer is taken into account. However sometimes it is advantageous to describe the separation column using equilibrium stages,
e.g. if no suitable correlations for the mass transfer are
available.
There are basically two different approaches to model
such an equilibrium stage: The first possibility is to
implement a new set of equations which describe the
equilibrium stage. However the additional algebraic
constraint of the compositions at phase boundary and
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Correlations for
φ sat
φ
γ
Reaction Models

Liq. Medium Models

Reaction

Vap. Medium Models

Medium Liquid

Medium Vapour

φ

φ sat

γ

Equilibrium Constant

3n+ nVF

3n+ nLF

Base Stage

Vapour Port In

Vapour Port Out

Liquid Port In

nVF

Liquid Port Out

Heat Port

nLF

Feed Stage

Spray Column

Packed Column

Thermodynamic Factor Γliq

R Liquid

R Vapour

Liquid
Vapour
Mass Transfer Corr.

Heat
Transfer

Geometry

Pressure
Loss

Heat Transfer
Corr.

Pressure
Loss Corr.

Tray Column

Thermodynamic Factor Γvap

Wall
Model

Liquid
Holdup

Interfacial
Area

Wall
Models

Holdup
Corr

Interfacial
Area Corr.

Figure 1: UML class diagram of an absorption or rectification process. The arrow denotes inheritance,
i.e. FeedStage inherits from BaseStage only. The line with the diamond denotes composition. Dotted lines
mean that the object is replaceable. The composition of spray column and tray column are analogue to the
composition of the packed column.
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800

CPU time (s)

in the bulk phase being equal result in a large nonlinear system of equations.
The second possiblity is to approach the thermodynamic equilibrium (xi → x∗i ) using the non-equilibrium
equations and increasing the binary mass transfer coefficients to infinity. Using this approach the system is
less strongly coupled, but still it has to be noted that
the equations (2) to (4) introduce a high non-linearity
to the system. Together with a very high value for the
binary mass transfer coefficients, necessary in order to
approach equilibrium, the computation time can become very large (see figure 3). Since the equation (2)
- (4) do not give any information for the equilibrium
model they are replaced by the much more simpler
eq. (6)-(7):

600
eq. (2) − (5)
eq. (6), (7)
eq. (8), (9)

400

200

0

0

20

40
60
Time (s)

80

100

(6) Figure 3: Computation time using three different sets
of equations to model an equilibrium stage. The first
liq
liq
Ṅ j,i = Z j,i · (x j,i − x∗j,i )
(7) set uses exactly the same equations as for a nonequilibrium model (eq. (2) to (4)) with a constant,
were Z is an adjustable factor. If Z approaches inbut high mass transfer coefficient. The second and
finity, the difference between the composition at the
third set use simplified yet sufficient detailed equations
phase boundary and in the bulk phase vanishes and
which increases simulation speed.
equilibrium is attained. A very high value for Z lead to
a very accurate result. An indicator for the accuracy is
the difference of the composition at the phase bound- without increasing the computation time, compared to
ary to the composition in the bulk phase. This dif- eq. (6) and (7) where Z is constant.
ference should become zero for an equilibrium model. In this example, the first set of equations has more
However for a very high value for Z, the computation time states than the last two (178 scalars instead of
time may become very large or - even worse - there 162 scalars; for eight stages) but about the same
are convergence problems with the nonlinear solver. amount of time varying variables (around 12000). The
Since a optimal value for Z, which leads to an accept- size of the nonlinear system of equations obtained by
able compromise between computing time and accu- Dymola is higher, for the first set of equations: eight
racy is not constant during simulation, Z is continu- blocks of 20 iterations variables are necessary instead
ously adapted to minimize the difference between bulk of eight blocks of 15 iteration variables (the other
and phase boundary composition using the equations blocks are identical with lesser iteration variables.
of a simple PI controller.
Equations (6) and (7) are then replaced by equations The same approach is also chosen when reaction
(8) and (9), where Z are functions of the error (y j,i − equilibrium should be assumed: in this case the cony∗j,i ) and (x j,i − x∗j,i ) respectively and some controller troller minimizes the difference between the reaction
equilibrium constant and the product of the activities.
parameters which are constant during simulation.
vap

vap

Ṅ j,i = Z j,i · (y j,i − y∗j,i )

vap

vap

Ṅ j,i = Z j,i (y j,i − y∗j,i , contr. parameter) · (y j,i − y∗j,i )
(8)
liq
∗
∗
Ṅ liq
j,i = Z j,i (x j,i − x j,i , contr. parameter) · (x j,i − x j,i )
(9)

Figures 3 and 4 show that using eq. (6) and (7)
(solid line) or eq. (8) and (9) (dotted line) instead
of eq. (2), (3) and (4) (dashed line) lead to a lower
computation time and a higher accuracy of the result.
Adapting the variable Z during the simulation using a
PI controller (dotted line) further increases accuracy
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−3

y* − ybulk (mol/mol)

2

x 10

Table 1: Physical properties and other parameters

1.5

1

eq. (2) − (5)
eq. (6), (7)
eq. (8), (9)

0

20

40
60
Time (s)

80

100

Figure 4: Largest difference in y∗ − y using three different sets of equations to model an equilibrium stage.

4.1

Dynamic Analysis of CO2 Capture
Plant
Plant Layout and Data

The simulation of the carbon capture plant refers to
the same pilot plant as presented in [7]. It is a slipstream pilot plant operating under real conditions. The
absorber as a diameter of approx. DN200 and the absorber height is approx. 35 m. The plant layout is
shown in figure 5.
FLUE GAS
OUTLET

CO2

Pressure loss vapour
Interfacial heat transfer coeff.
Mass transfer coefficient
Liquid holdup
Diffusion coeff. vapour
Interfacial area

[20]
Chilton-Colburn
[15]
[14]
[1]
[15]

using pure water. In the absorber, the saturated flue
gas is then brought in contact with a liquid containing
a high amount of dissolved amino acid salt. Here, the
CO2 is absorbed by the liquid and nearly CO2 -free gas
leaves the absorber. The loaded liquid is now heated
up in a heat exchanger before it enters the desorber,
where the CO2 is stripped from the liquid using
water vapour, which is obtained in a thermosyphon.
The gas leaving the desorber (containing water and
CO2 ) is cooled down and such water is removed via
condensation. The pure CO2 is then liquified and
stored; the pure water is fed back to the desorber.
The now unloaded liquid from the desorber bottom
is partly evaporated in a thermosyphon and partly led
back to the absorber via two heat exchangers in order
to cool down to the absorber temperature.
The solvent used is an amino-acid salt solution, as
described in [7]. The underlying chemical reaction
is shown in figure 6. In the model, it is assumed
that reaction takes place in the film only and reaction
kinetics are not considered.
Table 1 provides an overview of the most important
physical properties.

RICH
SOLVENT
TANK

4.2 Thermodynamic equilibrium
4.2.1
REBOILER

COOLING
WATER

DESORBER

ABSORBER

COOLING
WATER

GAS
COOLER

Reference

0.5

0

4

Property

FLUE GAS
INLET

Figure 5: Carbon capture pilot plant as it can be found
in [7].
The plant consists basically of a flue gas cooler, an
absorber and a desorber (see figure 5). The flue gas
first enters the flue gas cooler, where it is cooled down
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Phase equilibrium CO2

A very simple approach proposed by Siemens was
choosen to model the phase equilibrium of CO2 between liquid and gas phase. This approach combines
the dissolution of CO2 in the liquid and the stepwise
reaction with the dissolved salt to the final product
in a single phase equilibrium equation. The main
advantage is that only very few components in the
liquid phase have to be modelled, namely H2 O, the
dissolved salt called AAS (amino acid salt) and the
final reaction product. All reaction intermediate products as well as dissolved molecular CO2 in the liquid
phase have not to be considered, the latter due to the
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Figure 6: Reaction scheme in the amino acid salt solution, as presented in [7]
assumption that the reaction is nearly instantenous and
the CO2 concentration in the liquid is negligible. This
means that if a molar flow rate ṄCO2 of gaseous CO2
crosses the phase boundary, a source term increases
the molar quantity of the reaction product and a sink
term decreases the molar quantity of the educts (H2 O,
AAS) such accounting for the stoichiometrics.
Since CO2 is nonexistent in the model of the liquid
phase the phase equilibrium is described using the
CO2 vapour mole fraction on the one side and the
mole fraction of the reaction product on the other side:
xProduct
· H(T ) · γ (T, xProduct ) (10)
1 + xProduct
The Henry coefficient H is temperature dependent and
the activity coefficient γ is additionally dependent on
the concentration of the product in solvent. For both
coefficients Siemens provides a correlation, which are
as follows:
b
ln H = a +
(11)
T
p · yCO2 =

2

ln γ = e(c+d·T +e·T ) ·

xProduct
1 + xProduct

(12)

4.2.2

Phase equilibrium water

The water equilibrium is calculated using
p · yH2 O = xH2 O · psat · γ · φ sat

(13)

For the calculation of the water saturation pressure,
the saturation pressure of pure water is multiplied by
a factor smaller 1 to match the higher saturation temperature. The activity coefficient γ is set equal to one,
even though it should be smaller than one in reality.
At Siemens steady-state calculations were performed
using AspenPlus where much more detailed medium
models than the ones here where used. These AspenPlus calculations revealed that the activity coefficient
did not differ significantly from one in the considered
temperature and concentration range. Therefore, since
the proposed modelling of the thermodynamic equilibrium is anyway not suitable in order to obtain very
accurate steady-state results, setting the water activity
coefficient equal to one does not increase the overall
error very much.

4.3 Medium models

The parameters a, b, c, d, e have been adjusted using
measurement data.
It has to be stated that this approach has drawbacks
concerning the accurateness of the results, nevertheless they are all in the right order of magnitude and
the main factors influencing the result are considered.
This approach is therefore suitable for dynamic simulation, where the dynamics are in the focus of the study
and a high simulation speed is needed but very correct
steady-state results are not of such importance.
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4.3.1

Gas mediums

Both gases, the flue gas, consisting of N2 , CO2 , O2
and H2 O and the CO2 -water vapour mixture in the
desorber, are modelled as ideal gas, even though this
assumption is more questionable for the CO2 -water
vapour mixture, due to the high water vapour content
(about 70%-90%) at the saturation temperature of water (around 100◦ C). However the error due to differences in density and enthalpy are not important.
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4.3.2

Liquid mediums

8

The pure water in the flue gas cooler is modelled using the waterIF97 medium model from the Modelica
Standard Library.
The solvent is also modelled based on the water IF97
standard, but density and heat capacity are adjusted to
match the solvent values (for a solvent containing approx. 30 weight -% AAS). All solvent medium properties are temperature and in parts also pressure dependent, but independent of composition.
As stated in 4.2.2 the solvent model consists only
of three components in order to increase simulation
speed.

simulation
measurement

(Tliq − T ) in K, Absorber
out
ref

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
−1

0

20

40

60

Time (min)

4.4

Simulation results

Figure 7: Liquid outlet temp., absorber (test case 1)

In this section the simulation results are presented
and compared to measurement data obtained in the
Siemens pilot plant.
Two different test cases are investigated:

0.05

0.04
, Absorber outlet

• Test case 1: Increase of Flue gas flow rate from
75% to 100% at t = 0 min.

simulation
measurement
0.02

x

CO2

• Test case 2: Decrease of steam flow rate at reboiler from 90% to 75% at t = 0 min.

0.03

For test case 2 the comparision between simulation
and measurements are shown in figure 10 - 14 . Again,
all temperatures are plotted referring to an arbitrary
reference temperature. As for test case 1 the steadystate results differ, but the dynamic behaviour is similar. In figure 12 not only the measured CO2 mass flow
rate at the desorber outlet is plotted, but also the mass
flow rate of the absorbed CO2 in the absorber. The
latter value was obtained from measurement data, using measured mass flow rates, temperatures and volume fractions at the absorber in- and outlet. These two
mass flow rates should be equal in steady-state (which

0.01

0

0

20

40

60

Time (min)

Figure 8: CO2 outlet mole fraction (test case 1)
108
106
ṁCO2 in %, desorber outlet

Figure 7 - 9 show the comparision between simulation and measurements of test case 1. All temperatures
are plotted referring to an arbitrary reference temperature. The CO2 mass flow rate is described in percent,
whereas 100% is arbitrarily set to the measurement
value obtained at t=0 min. It can be seen that the
steady-state results differ, which is due to the very
simplified modelling of the thermodynamic equilibrium. The dynamic response between simulation and
measurement are quite similar, even though in the
simulation the new steady-state is obtained after a
shorter time.
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92
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measurement
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40

60

Time (min)

Figure 9: CO2 mass flow rate, desorber (test case 1)
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was the case in test case 1), however there is a difference of about 20%. Since this difference does not
occur in the simulation, it explaines why measurement
and simulation fit well for the CO2 mass flow rate at
the desorber outlet, but not for the CO2 mole fractions
in the absorber and consequently not for the amount of
CO2 absorbed.

8
simulation
measurement

(Tliq
− Tref) in K, Absorber
out

7
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59

4
58

2
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40

(Tout − Tref) in K, desorber
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60

Time (min)
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Figure 10: Liquid outlet temp., absorber (test case 2)
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Figure 13: Liquid outlet temp., desorber (test case 2)
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Figure 11: CO2 outlet mole fraction (test case 2)
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Figure 14: Vapour outlet temp., desorber (test case 2)
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This work proposed a Modelica-library model for dynamic simulation of tray and packed columns for separations processes such as absorption and rectification.
It is shown that it is advantageous to describe an equilibrium model using modified equations of the nonequilibrium model. Also the influence of the ordering
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Figure 12: CO2 mass flow rate (test case 2)
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ence, Linköping Electronic Conference Proceedof the substances in the medium vector was shown.
ings, pages 804–813. Linköping University ElecIt was also shown that using the Thermal Separatronic Press, September 2009.
tion Library a complex system, namely an absorption/desorption loop for carbon capture is modelled
and simulated dynamically. The simulation results [9] E. Kenig. Complementary modelling of fluid
separation process. Chemical Engineering Rewere compared to measurement data obtained in a
search and Design, 86:1059–1072, 2008.
Siemens pilot plant. It showed good agreement, even
though there were differences in the stationary results
[10] E. Kenig, Kaj Jakobsson, Peter Banik, Juhani
which is due to the very simplified modelling of the
Aittamaa, and Andrzej Gorak. An integrated tool
thermodynamic equilibrium.
for synthesis and design of reactive distillation.
Chemical Engineering Science, 54:1347–1352,
1999.
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Abstract
Simulation is widely used to assess and/or improve the
energy efficiency of both existing and new buildings.
Such an analysis has to account for heterogeneous phenomena efficiently, to manage components in a modular manner, and (which is seldom addressed in a structured way) to scale the detail level in all or part of the
model, based on the particular simulation goal. In this
manuscript, a proposal is formulated on how to structure a Modelica library so as to satisfy such a need.
Keywords: Building simulation; energy optimisation; object-oriented modelling; modular modelling;
scalable detail.

1

Introduction

At each step of the design or refurbishing of a building,
decisions need taking, based on some goal and on the
state of the project, i.e., the decisions taken in the past.
Like any engineering process, building (re)design is in
fact a cyclic activity, where any choice has to be reconsidered when its effects – no matter how later observed
– are found to be unsatisfactory.
Most of the mentioned decisions are complex, however, and to gather the necessary information for them,
simulation is often the only viable way to go. In an
ideal world, a simulation model should thus be available on the engineer’s desk throughout the project,
ready to help for complex decisions like a pocket calculator helps for simple computations. It should be
possible to simulate the project at any time, irrespective of what was already fully designed, and what conversely was only specified in terms of the boundary
conditions provided for the rest of the overall system. It should also be possible to move back and forth
among the complexity levels implicitly defined above,
in the case some past decision needs re-discussing.

Moreover, as the project moves toward its maturity –
and the model becomes correspondingly complicated
– one should still have the possibility of replacing parts
of said model with simpler ones, so as to improve simulation speed when only some aspects of the building’s
behaviour need investigating. And of course, the effort required to create the simulation model and keep
it aligned to the project must be reasonable, i.e., adequately compensated by design quality improvements.
Such an approach to simulation is very different
from those adopted by typical engineering tools. Most
are domain-specific (e.g., electrical, Energy System or
ES, Computational Fluid Dynamics or CFD, and so
forth), or have limited flexibility (e.g., there is a library
of pre-built “boiler” models and creating a new one is
very far from trivial), or do not allow for a structured
management of the models and simulations within a
project, or any combination thereof. Needless to say,
adopting the Object-Oriented Modelling and Simulation (OOMS) paradigm, and in particular the Modelica
language, is a very promising idea.
In fact, several Modelica libraries for building simulation already exist [1, 2, 5]. However, the use of
such libraries as a decision aid along the evolution of
a project still experiences some difficulties. This work
presents the authors’ opinion on the matter, and proposes a possible modus operandi to solve the encountered problems.

2

Problem statement

Traditionally, the (re)design of a building is treated
as the partially disjoint (explanations follow) design
of its “subsystems”. Although there is no standardised nomenclature, in fact, virtually the totality of engineering tools broadly distinguish (a) the “building”
stricto sensu or “containment”, i.e., walls, doors, win-
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dows and so on, (b) the contained air volumes, possibly divided in zones, (c) the Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) system, (d) automation and
control systems, and (e) energy sources/sinks owing to
the building utilisation, e.g., the heat released by occupants, industrial machines, or whatever is installed.
The subsystems’ interaction is accounted for by having some of them provide boundary conditions for the
design of some other.
This is apparently very far from a really integrated
approach, whence the term “partially disjoint” applied
above to current design practices, but tools that address
the simulation of all (or at least part) of the subsystems
in a coordinated way are at present little more than
research objects [3, 5, 4].
There is more than one reason for such a scenario.
The most widely acknowledged one is given by the
very different issues posed by the various subsystems.
For example, control system models are made of oriented blocks and may need sometimes a continuoustime and sometimes a digital representation depending on the simulation purpose; models for HVAC,
conversely, live invariantly in the continuous-time domain, but are typically zero- or one-dimensional, while
models of phenomena that occur in continua such as
a wall or an air volume often cannot avoid threedimensional spatial distributions.
However, at least another reason needs mentioning. During its design, a building is looked at by
various professionals, each one considering one or a
few subsystems, and adopting a specific schematisation, ranging from 2D or 3D CAD drawings to piping diagrams, electrical schemes, and so forth. Apparently none of those schematisations is suitable for
system-level modelling, which means that some new
ones need introducing—whence a further difficulty.
Moreover, the designed diagrams tend to reach their
final detail in a very few steps: for example a heating
system may be specified as a P&ID, but then it is typically drawn in its complete layout, and more or less
same is true for structures, walls, shadings, and so on.
As any expert knows, the development and maintenance of a simulation model follows a completely different path, especially if the model is conceived as a
design decision aid. It must not be necessary to know
much building details before being able to perform the
first simulation, contrary to what one may be led to
think, based on how most Modelica libraries on this
matter (including those developed by the authors, of
course) are structured.
In synthesis, our opinion is that structuring a Mod-

elica library for building simulation as a decision aid,
is better done based on the detail levels one needs
throughout a study. It should be stressed, for the sake
of clarity, that we are dealing with the structuring of a
library, not (necessarily) of models built from it. The
aim is to facilitate the construction of said models in
the most effective way to follow the project cycle. Of
course, after such a structuring, most of the connector
abstraction work will go on in the traditional way, but
the aspect just mentioned remains the key one.

3

A library structuring proposal

As anticipated, simulation-based analysis needs conducting at different levels of detail. This remark can
lead to a library structuring, which we propose to carry
out in three steps.

3.1

Step 1

The first step is to define and qualify the mentioned
detail levels. In this work we define four ones, corresponding to the basic questions encountered along a
building project. Of course the matter is more articulated, and one could consider defining more levels, or
further customising them based on the needs of some
particular class of applications. For each defined level,
we point out
• the purpose, i.e., what type of analysis it is conceived for;
• the hypotheses under which its models are valid;
• the analysis protocol, i.e., how the intended analysis is to be performed;
• the structural limitations, i.e., what facts the models are by construction unable to capture, and thus
are implicitly considered neglectable in the intended analysis;
• the practice-based limitations, i.e., for example,
what the models could in principle represent, but
it is not convenient/cost-effective to have represented;
• and finally the (main) decision-making usefulness of the models.
Level 0
Purpose: determine/verify the overall first-cut energy
needs on a static basis.
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Hypotheses: the (single) internal air temperature follows the prescribed, constant set point; thermal capacities are disregarded; external ambient conditions are
fixed; air renovation and exogenous energy sources are
fixed based on the assumed utilisation.
Analysis protocol: a (static) simulation is done for
each relevant scenario (e.g. a best and a worst case
are defined for each climatic period in a year) and then
results are combined in a straightforward manner.
Structural limitations: no dynamic phenomenon (due
e.g. to heat storage) is accounted for, the source of the
required energy is not discussed, no cost model is correspondingly introduced.
Practice-based limitations: it is generally inconvenient to introduce at this stage detailed models of the
building containment (e.g., shading devices), whence
a further source of approximation.
Decision-making usefulness: first overall assessment
of the energy needs; possibility of evaluating highlevel alternatives (e.g., it is already possible to roughly
estimate the benefits of a certain type of insulation).
Note, incidentally, that level 0 is similar to that of
(basic) energy certification analyses.
Level 1
Purpose: determine the overall energy needs accounting for internal thermal zones and heat storages in the
containment.
Hypotheses: same as level 0 but with various internal air zones’ temperatures, that follow the prescribed
set points (here not constant) possibly filtered through
some low-order dynamics to account for the control
system’s action, or at most with simplified descriptions
of local controls; also, containment thermal capacities
are considered.
Analysis protocol: same as level 0 except that here
simulations are apparently dynamic.
Structural limitations: here too the source of the required energy is not considered (i.e., only the energy
need is modelled, irrespective of the used mix of available sources), and no cost model is introduced.
Practice-based limitations: at this stage it can make
sense to use detailed models of the building containment, while precise hypotheses on the control system’s
behaviour may be premature.
Decision-making usefulness: dynamic assessment of
the energy needs, and possibility of evaluating highlevel alternatives also regarding energy storages (e.g.
the slower thermal behaviour typically induced by insulation is evidenced, and the temperature set point
profiles can be discussed accordingly).

Level 2
Purpose: size/design/assess the energy system (ES)
and discuss the energy mix.
Hypotheses: same as level 1 but air zones’ thermal capacities are considered and the zone-level control system is introduced, including a reasonably detailed description of its physical realisation.
Analysis protocol: same as level 1.
Structural limitations: here the energy sources come
into play but no detailed model of the generating devices (e.g. boilers) is used yet.
Practice-based limitations: at this stage reasonably
detailed models of both the building containment and
the zone-level control system are advised, while hypotheses on the energy sources are still coarse.
Decision-making usefulness: dynamic assessment of
the ES and the zone-level controls capability of fulfilling the energy needs, including the discussion of possible alternatives (e.g. for the control system structuring and the energy mix) assuming an ideal behaviour
of the energy sources.
Level 3
Purpose: size/design/assess the energy sources and
the integrated control system, possibly including costs
Hypotheses: same as level 2 but more detailed models
of the energy sources, and possibly the central controls, are introduced.
Analysis protocol: same as level 2.
Structural and practice-based limitations: conceptually this is the most detailed model possible with the
available information, the only limitations come from
errors in said information.
Decision-making usefulness: dynamic assessment of
the integrated central and zone-level controls, possible optimisation of the set point curves based on cost
considerations.

3.2

Step 2

The second step is to observe that the same detail levels above can be viewed from the model components’
standpoint, resulting in the definition of which phenomena to represent, and how, in each of them. A
synthetic list is given below.
Level 0
Containment elements: thermal conductances, possibly computed based on stratigraphies; correlations
for solar radiation captation and exchanges with
air/sky/terrain.
Internal air: a single prescribed temperature (scenario-based).
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External ambient condition and solar radiation: prescribed (scenario-based).
Air renovation: prescribed flow rates (scenariobased).
ES: absent.
Exogenous energy sources (e.g. from machines, inhabitants, and so forth): fixed powers (scenario-based).
Control system: absent.

3.3

Step 3

The final step is to structure the library so that each
component, preserving the physical interfaces, be described by different models depending on the required
detail level. For example, in the following, wall or air
models have the same connectors, but their equations
change with the detail level, while the energy system
model grows with said level, being firstly a mere impressed power, then piping and exchangers with preLevel 1
Containment elements: same as level 0 but thermal ca- scribed water inlet conditions, then the complete circuit. Given the scope of this work, the matter is dispacities are introduced.
Internal air: a prescribed temperature per zone, pos- cussed in the next section, based on a representative
sibly dynamically filtered (scenario-based), or some example that synthetically covers all the detail levels.
very simple description of local controls (but not of
their physical realisation).
4 Application
External ambient condition and solar radiation: same
as level 0.
This section illustrates how, along the proposed apAir renovation: same as level 0.
proach, scalable-detail models are able to support a
ES: absent.
designer through the phases of a typical project. For
Exogenous energy sources: prescribed powers varisimplicity, the addressed design refers to the temperaable in time (scenario-based).
ture control of a single room. The room is 3×3×2.5 m
Control system: de facto absent if its action is sumin size, surrounded by walls of 0.4 m thickness. Conmarised in the set point filters’ time constants, or excerning the walls, their thermal conductivity is 1.91
tremely simplified, see above.
W /(mK), their density is 2400 kg/m3 and their thermal capacity is 880 J/(kgK). The convective heat
Level 2
transfer coefficient between the walls and the air of the
Containment elements: same as level 1.
2
Internal air: thermal capacities (possibly Mollier- room is 5 W /(m K), while that between walls and the
environment is 10 W /(m2 K). The temperature of the
based descriptions if humidity needs considering).
External ambient condition and solar radiation: same environment that surrounds the room is kept constant
at 10 ◦C. The design objective is to maintain the air
as level 1.
temperature in the room at 20 ◦C.
Air renovation: governed by the control system.
ES: piping and HVAC elements present, energy
sources assumed to behave ideally (e.g. a boiler delivers the required flow rate at the required temperature).
Exogenous energy sources: same as level 1.
Control system: zonal controls represented, central
ones idealised (in accordance with the partial ES representation).

4.1

Level 0: overall static energy needs assessment

In this phase, the designer’s question is “how much
power is needed in order to maintain the room (or a
building) at a certain temperature level, given the envelope transmittance and assigned environmental conditions?” The answer to this (level 0) question can be
Level 3
obtained by static models such as that of figure 1.
Containment elements: same as level 2.
At this level, transients are neglected, and heat flow
Internal air: same as level 2.
External ambient condition and solar radiation: same rates are computed based only on thermal conduction
and convection at steady state, when the temperature
as level 2.
of the room has reached the desired value.
Air renovation: same as level 2.
There is not the space here to enter into Modelica
ES: same as level 2 but models for the energy sources
details. Suffice however to say that in figure (1) the
are introduced.
air model (white cube) is a mere heat capacity, the
Exogenous energy sources: same as level 2.
Control system: both central and zonal controls wall models are multilayer thermal resistances plus an
additional heat capacity, that when evaluated as parepresented.
rameter causes the Fourier-based heat transfer law to
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Figure 1: (Level 0) static analysis of the room only,
considered as a mass of air at constant temperature
T = 20◦C.

included. A very simple control system is also introduced at the local level, while the conditions of the
heating water centrally supplied are still impressed.
The presented analysis is therefore de facto a level 1
one, and local controls are represented: the case where
controls are conversely idealised is here skipped for
brevity. The Modelica elements of figure (2) are the
same as those of figure (1), plus a block prescribing the
heat rate on its connector (near the centre) and an antiwindup, continuous-time PI controller (on the left).
Figure (4) shows the temperature transient, while
figure (5) reports the power supplied by the control
system to the room in order to maintain the prescribed
temperature. This analysis shows that at steady state
the amount of power predicted by the static analysis
was correct, and the peak of power asked to the heating
system in order to satisfy a certain response is higher
than the final value (about 745W ). It is clear that this
analysis is more complete than the previous one, because without considering dynamic effects (i.e., sizing
the equipment based on information provided by static
models only) the risk of incorrectly estimating the real
needs is notoriously high.

switch from dynamic to static in the case of zero capacity. Walls are connected to the air with two connectors: one simply carries the temperature as effort
and the heat rate as flow variable, while the second
conveys information about the air velocity for the subzonal room model mentioned later on: needless to say,
such information is not used at the detail level of this
section. The “T” block on the upper right side simply
prescribes the temperature on its temperature/heat rate
4.3 Level 2: the energy system is brought in
connector.
At this point the question is “How does the energy
(heating) system need to be sized and controlled in
4.2 Level 1: dynamic energy needs assessorder to provide the required power to the system?”
ment and local controls
Such a question can be answered by further detailing
According to the static model of figure (1), the power the model as indicated before, but of the focus is set
needed to maintain this steady state condition is on the energy system exclusively, one could detail that
647.79 W . Scaling up the level of detail, this first re- system and at the same time scale down the level of
complexity of the room, for example re-considering
sult can be compared with a dynamic simulation.
it as a mass of air at constant temperature (the worst
case is when the temperature of the room has reached
its maximum, i.e., the Set Point value of 20◦C).

Figure 2: (Level 1) dynamic analysis of the room only,
plus local controls. At this stage walls and air within
the room are dynamic models. A simple control system, that directly injects power in the room, is introduced.
Figure 3: Level 2 (simplified) analysis of the heater
only.
At this level, see figure (2), heat storages are considered, therefore heat capacity of walls and air are
Figure (3) shows the new scheme. As anticipated
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Figure 4: (Level 1) temperature of the air within the room (K).

Figure 5: (Level 1) power supplied to the room (W).
the accent is posed on the heating system, that is not
merely considered as an ideal heat flux injected in the
room, as it was before. Given a certain quantity of hot
water (assumed to be at 75◦C) coming into the heater,
its characteristics are investigated in order to release a
certain power to the air.
In figure (3), the heating system is represented by
a lumped-parameter model of the heater (an exchanging tube plus a metal mass), a pump described by a
head/flow characteristic, and a source and a sink node
prescribing respectively the heating fluid pressure and
temperature, and the discharge pressure. Connectors
allow for compatibility with lower-detail models, apparently.
Of course the so obtained results need checking
against the full level-2 model, which is however omitted here for brevity. Notice however how the level of
detail can be scaled in a non-uniform way throughout the model: the proposed level definition is therefore just a guideline, that the flexibility of the objectoriented approach allows the analyst to tailor accord-

ing to the particular question needing an answer.

4.4

Level 3: complete model

After sizing the main components that compose the
system, the overall (level 3) model can be set up and
simulated. At this level (fig. 6) both the dynamics of
the room and of the heating system are taken into account, and also the central controls are represented. In
fact, as can be seen, the heating system now includes
a model of the boiler, accounting for the water heat
balance and having as input the fuel flow rate, while
the combustion process is not described and simply replaced by a fixed power released to the water and computed as the fuel flow times its heating value. Optionally a static efficiency curve can be introduced, which
is however a useless detail in the context of this work.
The purpose of this analysis is the tuning of the control system. As a consequence, at this level the designer can verify that the sizing decisions previously
taken are correct (and if not go back and size again).
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Figure 6: (Level 3) dynamic analysis of the room together with the heating system.
The tuning of the control system is done on a simple
but reliable model that reflects all the dynamics that
are part of the system (heating system, air and walls).
The controller defined at this level may be used in
more detailed descriptions.

4.5

More detail when needed

To further show the flexibility of the proposed modus
operandi, one may need to reach even deeper levels of
detail with respect to the main ones envisaged above.
For example, up to now, the air within the room has always been treated as a unique entity (zero-dimensional
model) and thus it had the same temperature, pressure,
and so on, in every point. If necessary, the proposed
model structuring allows to introduce more realistic
approximations, for example based on a grid of subvolumes.

Figure 7: Dynamic analysis of the room together with
the heating system. In this case the room is not considered as a single volume but is split into a coarse grid
of sub-volumes.
With such a model it is possible to describe the motion of the air within the room, and more important, the
temperature distribution within it. So, having a (more)
detailed description of the temperature distribution of

the air contained in the room, problems like that of positioning the heater and the sensor in different places
may be tackled. Notice that in figure (7) the heating
system is described at an intermediate level (heater but
no boiler); of course any variation is possible.
Results in figure (8) and (9) evidence how positioning the sensor in different places may vary the behaviour of the overall system. In particular, in the first
case, the sensor is positioned on the left wall (the one
where the heater too is placed), while in the second
one, the sensor is on the opposite wall. In the first case
the temperature is clearly underestimated, while in the
other one it is overestimated, with the apparent consequences on transients and consumption. Simulating
for 24 hours, in fact, the energy consumed in the models is 15.31 kW h against 13.85 kW h with a difference
of 1.46 kW h. Such differences, when computing the
overall consumption of a building over a year, may be
significant.
On a similar front, one may want to describe in
greater details (preserving the interface, of course) the
energetically active components. To show an example,
we report the model of the boiler in figure 6.
model Boiler_scalableDetail
parameter Time Tcl=5 "Closed loop time constant for ideal control";
parameter Time Thc=20 "Free cooling time constant for ideal control";
parameter Real Kpi=1 "PI gain";
parameter Time Tipi=10 "PI integral time";
parameter Power Phmax=30000 "Max heating power";
parameter Volume V=0.1 "Volume";
parameter SpecificHeatCapacity cp=4186 "Heating fluid cp";
parameter Density ro=1000 "Heating fluid density";
parameter CelsiusTemperature Tstart=25 "Initial fluid temp";
parameter Real eta0=0.6 "Min efficiency";
parameter Real eta1=0.9 "mMx efficiency";
parameter Real HH=48e6 "Fuel LHV";
parameter Real Nm3_kg = 1.3942 "Nm3/kg ratio (default methane)";
parameter Integer detailLevel=0 "Detail level";
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput To;
Interfaces.pwTinlet inlet; // connectors with pressure and flowrate
Interfaces.pwToutlet outlet;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.BooleanInput ON;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput Pc;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput Ec;
Real Ph; // Heating power
Real eta; // Efficiency
Real wc; // Fuel flowrate
Real Nm3tot(start=0); // Accumulated fuel consumption in Nm3
protected
CelsiusTemperature Tfoic(start=Tstart) "Outlet temp, ideal ctrl";
Real PIfb(start=0) "Internal signal for PI antiwindup";
equation
inlet.p
= outlet.p;
inlet.w+outlet.w
= 0;
cp*ro*V*der(outlet.T) = inlet.w*cp*inlet.T+outlet.w*cp*outlet.T+Ph;
eta
= noEvent(max(eta0,
min(eta1,eta0+(eta1-eta0)*Ph/Phmax)));
Pc
= Ph/eta;
Pc
= wc*HH;
der(Ec)
= Pc;
der(Nm3tot)
= wc*Nm3_kg;
if detailLevel==0 then
// Detail 0: ideal control of outlet temperature
// NOTE: this implies no Ph saturation, hence Ph may become negative;
// use this detail only for very first-cut studies and beware if
// energy use estimates are involved
outlet.T = Tfoic;
PIfb
= 0;
if ON then
Tfoic+Tcl*der(Tfoic) = To;
else
Tfoic+Thc*der(Tfoic) = inlet.T;
end if;
elseif detailLevel==1 then
// Detail 1: PI control of outlet temp, no high Ph saturation (low only)
Tfoic = Tstart;
if ON then
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Figure 8: Measured (controlled) room temperature with different sensor positions (K).
Ph = noEvent(max(0.0,Kpi*(To-outlet.T)+PIfb));
Ph = PIfb+Tipi*der(PIfb);
else
Ph
= 0;
PIfb+0.01*Tipi*der(PIfb) = 0; // quick reset
end if;
elseif detailLevel==2 then
// Detail 2: PI control of outlet temp, both high and low Ph saturation
Tfoic = Tstart;
if ON then
Ph = noEvent(min(Phmax,max(0.0,Kpi*(To-outlet.T)+PIfb)));
Ph = PIfb+Tipi*der(PIfb);
else
Ph
= 0;
PIfb+0.01*Tipi*der(PIfb) = 0; // quick reset
end if;
end if;
// ...further levels of detail are clearly possible (combustion,...)
end Boiler_scalableDetail;

Notice how the same model can be used for sizing
the equipment and assessing the central controls, consistently with the proposed way of using the simulation
tool along the evolution of a project. Also, the use of
convenient top-level parameters allows to use a single
model, tailoring the detail level of its parts as needed.
Of course the same result could have been obtained by
exploiting model replaceability, but in the opinion of
the authors, keeping all of a component’s behaviour
within a single model enhances readability (although
of course the matter is largely subjective).

essary modifications of the required detail level, in all
or part of the model, with the maximum ease of use on
the part of the designer.
Along such a reasoning, a library structuring was
proposed, and preliminarily demonstrated by applying it to quite simple case, yet complete enough to
be a representative example. According to such initial results, it appears that a research effort specifically
aimed at an effective library structuring as perceived
by the user when managing models along a project,
can be very beneficial for a better acceptance of the
object-oriented paradigm, and a better exploitation of
its possibilities.
Ongoing research is on the realisation of a complete
library based on the envisaged structuring, both integrating the available wealth of literature results, and
introducing ad hoc models simplifications, especially
in a view to easing the task of aligning models of different detail levels with the minimum effort.
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Abstract
This paper shows a tool chain of a set of ready-touse tools and libraries that enables the dynamic
real-time simulation of vapour compression cycles.
A new approach for calculation of fluid properties and numeric efficient component models are
applied. As an Hardware in the Loop application a vapour compression cycle is exported to
Scale -RT [5] using SimulationX [11] and connected
to a hardware PI-Controller in order to realize a
superheating control.
Keywords: Real-Time Simulation, Vapour Compression Cycle, Tool Chain

1

Introduction

Whereas so far simulation aimed for conceptual
validation in the early concept phase, nowadays
we find an increasing need for real-time simulation
or even real-time execution of models on microcontrollers. For example Hardware in the Loop
(HiL) is an important technique for testing hardware controllers in a simulated environment. It
enables the evaluation of a controller on very unlikely test cases which can be implemented easily using simulation, which applies also for vapour
compression cycles.

Model-based controllers for a vapour compression cycle can be developed on the basis of a Modelica model. Take the following approaches: A
simulation executed on those controllers may on
the one hand be used to replace some sensor signals by simulation results; on the other hand the
failure of a sensor may be detected by comparing
the sensor signals with the simulation results. Furthermore nonlinear model predictive control can
be developed based on those Modelica models.
The numeric efficiency of the models and the
fluid property calculation methods limits the complexity of the whole model due to the limited calculation speed of the CPU. In case accurate system
modelling is needed the numeric efficiency of the
component models and the fluid property calculation methods should be improved.
For the application on vapour compression cycles until now there is no numeric efficient readyto-use tool chain presented that enables efficient
simulation of those systems under varying circumstances. In this paper we present a part of the
model library and the tool chain developed by the
4 authors of this paper.
The presented tool chain bases on a model library of thermal components, a fluid property library, various simulators and hardware environments as well as a profiling method.
This tool chain and the libraries are exemplified
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on a R -407C heat pump cycle with a hardware tion methods are implemented in C. This way the
PI-controller as superheating control, using Simu- the solving methods and solver parameters may
lationX as a compiler and Scale -RT as hardware. be adapted suitable for this application therefore
performance is gained. As depicted in figure 7 the
fluid property calculation source code is added to
2 Real-Time Fluid Property the model source code after the export from SimLibrary
ulationX before compiling.
In order to decrease the CPU work load caused
Profiling results of various thermodynamic sys- by the fluid property calculation other methods
tems show that the calculation of fluid properties instead of fundamental equations of state can be
has a major impact on the model runtime, so the used. In the following we concentrate on calculacalculation methods for fluid properties must be tion methods that are not based on an equation of
reconsidered. These results have been gained from state.
the profiling method of the presented tool chain
Fluid properties can be tabulated and interpo[20]. This method is briefly described in section 4. lated linearly on the basis of equation (1). This
For modelling of thermodynamic systems it is way the CPU work load can be reduced signifusually necessary to have access to the properties icantly but the precision of the results between
of the used media. There is a large number of two tabulated grid points is poor due to the linmethods to calculate fluid properties starting from ear approximation. As a countermeasure the disthe perfect gas theory to the fundamental equa- tance between two tabulated grid points must be
tions of state. Those methods differ in the under- reduced to a minimum so the amount of data is
lying theory, calculation speed, precision, amount very high. Either the thermodynamic properties
of data needed and internal consistency.
or the results and derivatives of a thermodynamic
For many dynamic simulations of vapour com- potential [1] can be tabulated.
pression cycles a very high precision of the fluid
properties is needed to describe the correct pres1 X
1
X
sure levels as well as the correct temperature curve
T (p, h) =
aij pi hj
(1)
over the heat exchanger length, especially when
i=0 j=0
modelling a superheating control. E.g. the enIn addition to the precision of a single value the
thalpy of evaporation and the vapour pressure internal consistency of linearly interpolated data
curve have a high influence on those results but between different values is poor, too. For examthey are drawn from the whole fluids property de- ple if temperature and the specific heat capacity
scription. Due to this reason fundamental equa- are tabulated then the specific heat capacity caltions of state are employed frequently for simula- culated from the difference quotient of two temtion of thermodynamic systems like these.
peratures differs from the linear interpolated heat
The Helmholtz Potential can be calculated from capacity. So R c dT does not approach ∆h and
p
a fundamental equation of state as a function of hence the energy balance may be violated dependdensity and temperature what from every thermo- ing on the model equations.
dynamic state variable can be drawn from it. As
Spline interpolation is another way to close the
physical processes often are described by enthalpy gap between to tabulated grid points. Spline indifferences and pressure differences, the calculated terpolation requires the tabulation of the spline
state points frequently are given by pressure and function coefficients (see equation (2)). These cospecific enthalpy.
efficients can be calculated from the tabulated grid
Using a fundamental equation of state the cal- points under the constraint that the results during
culation of fluid properties at a given pressure and transition from one set of coefficients to another set
specific enthalpy requires a numerical solving pro- of coefficients must be continuously differentiable.
cess. As a result of this, simulations based on fun- This technique is discussed and exemplified for the
damental equations of state require a varying CPU properties of Water by Kunick [12].
work load at a high level and should be avoided for
real-time application.
3 X
3
X
This paper different approach for calculation of
T (p, h) =
aij pi hj
(2)
fluid properties: instead of Modelica the calculai=0 j=0
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ture of this method compared to the simple linear
interpolation is its significantly improved consistency and the reduction of required data.

at maximum <0,07K
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Figure 1: Deviation of temperature compared with
Refprop for R -407C PPF.

pressure [bar]

This paper uses another approach for calculation of one and two phase fluid properties. The
basic idea is a functional fit for the enthalpy dependency at various pressure levels in combination
with a linear interpolation between those fit functions [21]. This may be interpreted as an array
of curves, whereas the gaps between two curves
are closed via linear interpolation. Figure 1 shows
the error of the temperature calculated from this
method compared to the results from Refprop [15]
R -407C Pseudo Pure Fluid [14].
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Component Library for RealTime Applications

TLK-Thermo GmbH and the Institut für Thermodynamik of TU Braunschweig develop and maintain the Modelica library TIL [19, 8]. This is a
component library for modelling complex thermodynamic systems such as heat-pumps, air conditioning and refrigeration cycles as well as organic
rankine cycles, and TIL has been used in various
academic and industrial research projects. Combined with the real-time fluid property library described in section 2 a lot of systems modelled with
TIL can already be run on real-time hardware.
Of course, model complexity has to be adapted
to the specific needs. For example complex pressure drop and heat transfer correlations will lead
to too large computational effort. In this section
we will shortly introduce TIL and give an outlook
on further model development for real-time applications.
The distinction of different fluid types is a basic
design concept of TIL. E.g. there are three valves,
one for incompressible liquids, one for ideal gases
and another one for refrigerants. Each model can
be adapted to the specific physical behaviour. The
fluid properties of in incompressible liquid only depend on the temperature, so these models are simpler compared to those of the refrigerant.

Figure 2: A fluid property is interpolated linearly 3.1 Heat Exchangers
between the fit equation at upper and lower pressure level, using one set of coefficients for each re- Figure 3 shows the four different heat exchanger modelling approaches implemented in
gion A, B and C per pressure level.
TIL. Whereas the finite volume and moving
Figure 2 illustrates the method of calculating boundary approach are designed for dynamic simfluid properties using equation (3): The coeffi- ulation, the NTU-Method and finite differences
cients for the fit equation are tabled for about 200 approach simplify the dynamic behavior of the syspressure levels from the triple point up to 85 bars, tem.
Heat exchanger models based on finite volumes
but the number of pressure levels will be reduced
in future. A separate set of coefficients is needed can give a good picture of the real physical befor each region A, B and C. The outstanding fea- haviour inside. The more cells are used to describe
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Heat Exchanger Approaches
Dynamic

Quasi-Stationary

Finite Volumes

Finite Differences

Moving Boundary

NTU-Method

geometry

summary

Figure 3: Four Heat Exchanger modelling Approaches implemented in TIL sharing the same
interface for fluid properties, pressure drop, heat
transfer, geometry and summaries.
the heat exchanger the more detailed will this picture will be. Of course a high number of cells
causes a high CPU work load. The general structure of the implemented heat exchanger is shown
in figure 4.
1

2

proach. The Heat Exchanger is lumped into 3
cells, a cell covering the superheated region, one
covering the two phase region and another one
covering the subcooled region [9]. The lengths of
those cells change dynamically, so a suitable heat
transfer correlation can be implemented for each
section. The precision increases significantly compared to finite volumes with a small number of
cells.
The third approach for very fast stationary simulation of heat exchangers is based on the NTUMethod (Number of Transfer Units) [10]. Assuming that the transient effects of heat and mass
transfer are negligible the resulting equation system is very small and can be solved quickly. In
many cases a stationary model of a vapour compression cycle enables sufficient description of the
system behaviour.
The fourth heat exchanger modelling approach
is based on the finite difference method. In this
approach derivatives of differential equations for
temperatures and mass factions are approximated
using finite difference equations. The model is optimized for fast steady state solution at high spatial resolutions and detailed modelling of heat and
mass transfer processes [22].

3.2

nCells

Efficiency based Compressor

In the compressor model used for the case study of
this paper the outlet state is calculated from the
number of rotations per second, the displacement,
the volumetric and the isentropic efficiency.

Refrigerant
Wall
Liquid

V̇
hout

Figure 4: Finite Volume Tube and Tube Heat Exchanger Model based on cell models

3.3
In case of an Tube And Tube Heat Exchanger
the wall, the refrigerant and the liquid are discretized one dimensionally into the same number
of cells as depicted in figure 4. As a simplification the pressure change dp
dt in the cells at the
same pressure level is set equal as described by
Lemke [13]. As a result of this the there is only
one continuous time state for the pressure at one
pressure level and the CPU work load is reduced
significantly.
For dynamic simulation of heat exchangers the
moving boundary approach is the second ap-

= ρin · n · displacement · ηvol
hisen − hin
= hin +
ηisen

(4)
(5)

Valve

The Valve is based on Bernoulli’s equation. The
transition from positive to negative mass flow is
smoothed.

ṁ =

3.4

p

2ρin (pin − pout )

(6)

Filling Station

The filling station is a component to control the
total mass of refrigerant inside the vapour compression cycle. The mass inside the cycle cannot
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steam mass fraction at
outlet [kg/kg]

be set directly at initialization but this component open source project SciCos [3]. Those models can
enables the correction of the mass during simula- easily be exported to real-time targets. To export
Modelica models to a real-time target including
tion.
external C-Source this external source code has to
be added to exported source code before compiling
3.5 Ideal Separator
it.
Additional blocks or interfaces have to be implemented into the simulation environment as interfaces to the IO-Hardware. To access the IO100%
gas outlet
Hardware those blocks have to be instanced and
80%
configured in the model.
60%
Depending on the Real Time Operating System
40%
(RTOS) tools like Matlab Simulink or SimulationX
may either have to offer a hardware driver for each
20%
liquid outlet
hardware IO-Interface card or can use an internal
0%
driver framework of the RTOS. Whereas NI Veri10%
90%
stand provides a simulation and hardware framefilling level [m³/m³]
work Scale -RT version 4.x does not provide such
a framework. Since version 5.x of Scale -RT a new
Figure 5: Ideal Separator Characteristic
model framework has been implemented.
SimulationX 3.4 provides access to several IO
The ideal separator is a component with a preset
hardware interfaces for Scale -RT 4.x but unforvolume having 2 outlets and is used to separate liqtunately it did not support the NI PCIe -6259
uid and vapour, the characteristic is illustrated in
multi -IO driver for the comedi driver interface [4]
figure 5. In case of a filling level greater than 90%
yet. This interface has now been added to Simuliquid refrigerant will come out of the gas outlet.
lationX and will soon be available.
Between 10% and 90% filling level the separation
On real-time targets usually a fixed step solver is
of liquid and vapour is done perfectly. In case of
used to integrate the differential algebraic equation
a filling level below 10% gaseous refrigerant will
system of the whole model. If the calculation time
come out of the liquid outlet. The transition at
needed exceeds the fixed solver step size an overrun
10% and 90% filling level is smoothed and hence
is caused. Depending on the Real Time Operating
continuously differentiable.
System this may terminate the simulation. The
algebraic loops are solved using a modified Newton
4 Tool Chain
solver.

Modelica

Modelica

Dymola

Matlab Simulink

SimulationX

Many real-time platforms are available to support
HiL and RCP such as dSPACE [6], RT-LAB/QNX
[17], NI-Veristand [16] or Scale -RT [5]. Scale -RT
is a Real Time Operating System based on Linux
using the Xenomai Kernel extension running on
common desktop PCs. For interaction with the
real world, IO-Hardware has to be installed. The
RT-Environment used in the case study is a common Desktop PC with a Intel Core2Duo E8400
@3GHz, 4 GB RAM, Scale -RT 5.1.2 and two NI
PCIe-6259 as IO-Interface.
Usually Real Time Operating Systems execute
a real-time application with a higher priority. The
processing of hardware events and the execution
of non real-time applications is delayed [7].
Simple IO-Block based controller models can i.e.
be created in tools like Matlab Simulink or the

RT-Environment

RT-Environment

Figure 6: SimulationX enables direct Export to
RT-Environment.
In contrast to Dymola SimulationX enables the
direct export to a real-time environment in addition to the export via Matlab Simulink / Real
Time Workshop as illustrated in Figure 6. The
Real Time Workshop is used by many tools as
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export interface to real time environments. De- finite volumes each, in contrast to Pitchaikani et
tails on the export of models from SimulationX al. [18] using just one cell. The pressure drop in
to Scale -RT and the optimization performed on it the heat exchangers is assumed to be negligible.
are described in [2].
The model’s graphical representation is shown
in Figure 8.

SimulationX
Fluid Properties
Profiling Methods
Profiling Data

Model
Source Code
Scale-RT

Profiling App.
Figure 7: The instrumented model sends profiling
data to a secondary application which saves that
data
A Profiling method as presented in [20] has been
added to this tool chain as well. Profiling of thermodynamic models on the real-time target itself
reveals possible weaknesses of the exported model.
The process of instrumentation and data saving for
the profiling methods is depicted in figure 7. The
source code of the exported model has to be modified, on the Real Time Operating System the timeconsuming task of saving the data to the hard disk
is done by a secondary non real-time application.
This profiling method enables a general analysis of
the DAE System.

5

Case Study:
R -407C-Cycle

PI-Controlled

In this section an exemplary application of the
above discussed research results is described. We
look at a R -407C water to water heat pump cycle.
An electric expansion valve and a PI-controller are
used to control superheating at evaporator outlet.
Real-time simulation experiments are used to tune
control parameters.

5.1

Figure 8:
model.

Diagramm of heat pump Modelica

Basically the cycle consists of compressor, controlled expansion valve, separator, condenser and
evaporator. Superheating is measured at evaporator refrigerant outlet and transmitted to a PIcontroller, which computes the expansion valve’s
opening, according to


Z
1
u = K (y − ys ) +
y − ys dt ,
(7)
τ
where u is the relative valve opening, and y − ys
denotes the difference of measured superheating
to its set point. Proportional gain K and integral
time τ are constant parameters. Suitable values
for these parameters are obtained by simulation
experiments on a normal PC using the Modelica
tool SimulationX. The next step is to use a real
hardware controller and connect it to real-time
simulated cycle.

Model description

As starting point a model of the vapour compression cycle is built up using the libraries described
in sections 2 and 3.
Although finite volumes cause a high CPU work
load we decided to use heat exchangers based of 7

5.2

Real-time experiment

The vapour compression cycle model runs on a
Scale -RT real-time computer system. A hardware
PI-controller is connected via I/O-Boards. Superheating and valve opening are transformed to ana-
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integration step size
sample rate
number of continuous time states
number of integer variables
number of real variables
number of external objects (refrigerant properties)
sizes of nonlinear systems of equations
number of linear systems of equations (size 1)
model runtime on RT Environment

1ms
10ms
60
509
1811
30
2, 3, 9, 11, 3, 1, 9, 11
120
≈ 2.5ms

Table 1: Detailed Information about the exported Model
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Figure 10: Opening area of expansion valve.

Figure 9: Superheating at evaporator refrigerant
outlet.
logue voltage signals. Now, the closed-loop performance can be tested under different boundary
conditions.
Figure 9 and 10 show an example result. Starting from steady-state condition – superheating is
close to its set point of 6K – a step of −5K is applied to the water temperature at evaporator inlet.
The systems response is an immediate increase of
the superheating and the controller reacts by opening the expansion valve. After one oscillation superheating setpoint is reached again.

is developed and exemplified for R -407C, furthermore other interpolation based calculation methods are described. Four different implemented approaches for heat exchanger modelling – Finite
Volumes, Moving Boundary, NTU-Method and Finite Differences – are presented.
Finally as one exemplary case study of the tool
chain a numeric efficient and accurate modelling
of a vapour compression cycle is presented.
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Abstract
Autotuning methods are typically conceived as procedures, thus need simulating as digital blocks. However, when no autotuning is in progress, it is far
more efficient to represent the tuned controller as a
continuous-time system, to exploit variable-step integration. This manuscript presents the first nucleus of a
Modelica library of autotuning controllers, where the
problem just mentioned is tackled explicitly. The focus is here restricted to the PI structure, but the presented ideas are general.
Keywords: Autotuning; PI control; hybrid systems’
simulation.

1

Introduction

It is universally acknowledged that PI and PID regulators significantly contribute to form the backbone of
industrial controls [5, 3]. Also, in many applications
and especially in recent years, their automatic tuning
is of paramount importance for a quick system setup
and an easy maintenance. As a result, an impressing
quantity of autotuning rules can be found in the literature, see e.g. the vast review [17]; analogously, a large
and steadily increasing number of industrial application and products are available, as testified by works
such as [15].
Apparently, therefore, the simulation of PI(D) autotuners is a very interesting topic, for at least two
reasons. From the standpoint of the analyst who performs system-level simulation studies, for example
in a view to ease and speed the commissioning of a
plant, autotuning is precious to reduce the time needed
to parametrise the included regulators, that are often
quite numerous. From the point of view of engineer
who develops autotuning controllers, conversely, the
possibility of testing a product (with a quasi-replica
code representation) on realistic simulation models is

equally precious, since doing so allows to assess a priori its correct behaviour in the whole class of application it is intended for.
However, in a view to achieve efficient simulation,
the presence of autotuning regulators poses a relevant
issue. The problem is that autotuners are typically conceived as digital blocks, and for the sake of correctness
and precision, so need to be their models. On the other
hand, when no autotuning is in progress, the regulator
behaves as a fixed-parameter dynamic system, thus it
is far more convenient to represent it in the continuoustime domain, so as to exploit variable-step integration.
In such a context, this manuscript presents the
first nucleus of a Modelica library of autotuning controllers, and concentrates on their hybrid representation, encompassing a continuous-time model of the
controller, and a digital model of the autotuning part.
After a brief theoretical review, a general structure
for the necessary Modelica models is proposed as the
main contribution, and an application that refers to
a relay-based PI autotuner is presented. Simulation
examples show the efficiency advantages of the presented hybrid representation with respect to a fully
digital one.

2

Theoretical background

This work, although (as can be guessed) the proposed
ideas are general, limits the scope to relay-based autotuning, and considers a one-degree-of-freedom PI
written in the Laplace transform domain as the errorto-control transfer function


1
R(s) = K 1 +
,
(1)
sTi
where K is the gain and Ti the integral time. The basic
principle of relay-based autotuning was introduced in
[1], and then developed in [2, 8, 4, 16, 9] and many
other papers; a survey on the matter, for the interested
reader, can be found in [21].
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In extreme synthesis, the idea is to lead the controlled system to a limit cycle by substituting the controller to be tuned with a relay, as shown in figure 1.

Figure 2: One-point identification with relay plus inFigure 1: Basic scheme for relay-based (PI) autotuntegrator feedback.
ing.
Once said condition is established, by measuring the
period and amplitude of the induced controlled variable’s oscillation and by resorting to the well known
describing function approximation, it is possible to esb jωox ) = Pox e jϕox of the process fretimate one point P(
quency response P( jω), where ωox is the mentioned
oscillation frequency. Then, to tune the PI, a point
L is chosen that the open-loop frequency response
L( jω) = R( jω)P( jω) has to contain, and the two parameters of the regulator R(s) are found by solving the
complex equation
R( jωo x)Pox e jϕox = L.

(2)

A widely used specification in relay-based PI autotuning is the closed-loop phase margin ϕm , which is
enforced in a straightforward way by forcing L( jω)
to cross the unit circle, at frequency ωox , in the point
L = e j(ϕm −π) , with ϕm in radians.
In this work, a slight variant of the scheme shown
in figure 1 is used, where the relay is hysteresis-free,
or has so small a hysteresis to allow the real negative semiaxis to be considered its critical point locus,
and there is an integrator cascaded to it. Doing so
causes the oscillation to occur at the frequency where
the phase of P( jω)/( jω) is −π, i.e., that of P( jω) is
−π/2. The situation is illustrated in figure 2, where M
denotes the frequency response magnitude of P(s)/s
at frequency ω − ox
In this case, some computations omitted for brevity
lead to determine the magnitude of P( jω) at the oscillation frequency ωox as
Pox =

π 2A
,
8D

−π/2 is a convenient choice, since a PI regulator can
only introduce a phase lag: the desired phase margin
ϕm is in fact obtained by drawing from (2) the two real
equations for magnitude and phase, whence the simple
tuning rules
Ti =

tan(ϕm )
,
ωox

K=

tan(ϕm )
p
,
Pox 1 + tan2 (ϕm )

(4)

that are used for the PI autotuner presented later on in
this work.
Many variants of (4) exist in the literature, see e.g.
[18, 20] or the so called “contextual autotuning” recently proposed in [12]. Moreover, the same tuning
principle is applicable to the PID, and also to more
complex regulator structure, possibly detecting and
employing several points of P( jω). The results shown
here can be easily extended to any such case.

3

Modelica implementation

This section presents two Modelica realisations (the
first fully digital, the second hybrid) of the considered
autotuning methodology. In both cases, the icon of the
resulting block is that of figure 3.

Figure 3: Modelica icon of the autotuning PI controller.

(3)

The block inputs are the set point and the process
variable, plus a boolean one, a pulse on which initiates
where A is the amplitude of the controlled variable’s the autotuning procedure; the output is clearly the conpermanent oscillation, and D the relay swing. Select- trol signal. The initial values for K and Ti , as well as
ing the process frequency response point with phase the required phase margin, are provided as parameters.
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In both realisations, with reference to figure 1 and
the relationships introduced above, the autotuning procedure is composed of the following steps:
1. start with the controller in PI mode;
2. when the AT pulse is received,
(a) initialise the relay plus integrator control,
(b) connect it to the process,
(c) and wait for a permanent oscillation;
in the quite simple procedure presented here, an
oscillation is considered permanent when the difference between its period and that of the previous one is less than a percent defined as parameter, while - for the sake of safety in the face
of possible outliers - a certain number of oscillations, defined as a parameter too, is counted unconditionally before proceeding;
3. when a permanent oscillation is detected, compute its frequency, and by means of (3) determine the corresponding process frequency response magnitude (the phase is −π/2);
4. apply (4) to tune the regulator, and finally switch
back to PI mode.
It is worth noticing that any industrial realisation
would be more articulated than those illustrated in the
following. For example, some logic would need introducing to abort the procedure in the case of unexpected
and/or possibly harmful system behaviours, a confirmation should be requested to the operator in order to
accept or decline the proposed parameters prior to updating the PI, and so forth. Such features are however
omitted here since they are lengthy to discuss in the
necessary detail, and substantially inessential for the
purpose of this work.

3.1

Fully digital version

Based on the procedure sketched above, it is quite simple to write a digital Modelica model like that reported
below, together with some comments that should be
explicative enough compatibly with space limitations.
model ATPIrelayNCdigital
import Modelica.Constants.*;
parameter Real K0
= 1
parameter Real Ti0
= 10
parameter Real slope
= 0.1
parameter Real permOxPerc = 5
parameter Real pm
= 45
parameter Real CSmax
= 1
parameter Real CSmin
= 0
parameter Integer nOxMin = 3
parameter Real Ts
= 0.1
protected

"Initial K";
"Initial Ti";
"relay integrator gain (control slope)";
"% diff to take oscillations as equal";
"reqd phase margin in degrees";
"upper control saturation value";
"lower control saturation value";
"oxs to wait for unconditionally";
"sampling time";

discrete Boolean UP;
// relay is in the up state
discrete Real lastToggleUp; // instant of last toggle to up
discrete Real period;
// measured ox period
discrete Real wox;
// measured ox frequency
discrete Real Pox;
// measured process mag at wox
discrete Real rPVmax
// service variables to measure the
discrete Real rPVmin;
// min and max values of the process
discrete Real rCSmax;
// variable and the control during
discrete Real rCSmin;
// oscillations
discrete Real K;
// PI gain
discrete Real Ti;
// PI integral time
discrete Real e;
// error (Sp-PV)
discrete Real CSp;
// proportional part of CS
discrete Real CSi;
// integral part of CS
discrete Integer nOx;
// ox counter
discrete Integer iMode;
// mode: 0 is PI, 1 autotuning
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput SP;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput PV;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput CS;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.BooleanInput ATreq;
algorithm
when initial() then
iMode := 0;
K
:= K0;
Ti
:= Ti0;
end when;
when ATreq==true then
iMode:=1;
end when;
when sample(0,Ts) then
e := SP-PV;
if iMode==0 then
// PI mode
CSp := K*e;
CSi := pre(CSi)+K*Ts/Ti*e;
CS := CSp+CSi;
if CS>CSmax then
CS:=CSmax;
end if;
if CS<CSmin then
CS:=CSmin;
end if;
CSi := CS-CSp;
end if;
if iMode==1 then
// AT mode
if pre(iMode)==0 then // 1st step, initialise
wox
:= 0;
Pox
:= 0;
rPVmax
:= PV;
rPVmin
:= PV;
rCSmax
:= CS;
rCSmin
:= CS;
lastToggleUp := time;
nOx
:= 0;
end if;
if UP==false and PV<=SP then // Manage relay
UP
:= true;
end if;
if UP==true and PV>SP then
UP
:= false;
end if;
if UP==true then
CS := CS + slope*Ts;
else
CS := CS - slope*Ts;
end if;
if PV>rPVmax then // record max and min for PV and CS
rPVmax := PV;
end if;
if PV<rPVmin then
rPVmin := PV;
end if;
if CS>rCSmax then
rCSmax := CS;
end if;
if CS<rCSmin then
rCSmin := CS;
end if;
if UP==true and pre(UP)==false then // tune if perm ox
period
:= time-lastToggleUp;
lastToggleUp := time;
if period>0 and nOx>=nOxMin
and abs(period-pre(period))/period
< permOxPerc/100 then
iMode := 0;
wox
:= 2*pi/period;
Pox
:= pi^2*(rPVmax-rPVmin)/8/(rCSmax-rCSmin);
Ti
:= tan(pm/180*pi)/wox;
K
:= tan(pm/180*pi)/(Pox*sqrt(1+(tan(pm/180*pi))^2));
CSi
:= CS-K*Ts/Ti*e; // re-initialise the PI after AT
end if;
rPVmax
:= PV;
rPVmin
:= PV;
rCSmax
:= CS;
rCSmin
:= CS;
nOx
:= nOx+1;
end if;
end if;
end when;
end ATPIrelayNCdigital;
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linFBout the output of the feedback block, added in
the diagram to the term Ke.
When everything is digital, things are simple, and the
Given all that, the Modelica model of the hybrid auonly issue to care about is to correctly manage the regtotuning PI is shown in the listing below.
ulator tracking while the relay is driving the control
signal so as to achieve the required permanent oscil- model ATPIrelayNCmixedMode
import Modelica.Constants.*;
lation. If conversely one wants to represent the con- // ... same parameters as the fully digital version ...
Integer iMode;
troller as a continuous-time system, it is necessary to Real K;
Real Ti;
suitably coordinate it with the digital procedure.
Real satIn;
Real linFBout(start=0,stateSelect=StateSelect.always);
The solution adopted here can be summarised as fol- Real CSpi;
Real CSat;
lows. First, implement the controller in the desired discrete
discrete Boolean AT;
Boolean UP;
form (here, for consistence with the digital case, an an- discrete
discrete Real rPVmax;
discrete Real rPVmin;
tiwindup PI was chosen) as differential and algebraic discrete Real rCSmax;
Real rCSmin;
equations. Then, realise the autotuning procedure as discrete
discrete Real lastToggleUp;
Real period;
a digital algorithm, including the control computation discrete
discrete Real wox;
discrete
Pox;
during that procedure, exactly as it was in the fully dig- discrete Real
Integer nOx;
// ... same connectors as the fully digital version ...
ital case. Finally, manage the autotuning request event equation
Continuous-time antiwindup PI
by (a) setting a flag that selects the control output to be //
satIn = K*(SP-PV)+linFBout;
= Ti*der(linFBout)+linFBout;
that coming from the equations or the algorithm, de- CSpi
CSpi = noEvent(max(CSmin,min(CSmax,satIn)));
//
Output
pending on the mode, and (b) initialising the algorithm if iMode==0selection
or iMode==1 then // 0, PI or 1, AT init
CS = CSpi;
output to the last equation output. Analogously, manelse
// 2, AT run
CS = CSat;
age the autotuning termination by resetting the above
end if;
flag, and reinitialising the equation-based controller algorithm
// Autotuning procedure
state to match the last algorithm output.
when initial() then
K := K0;
The only (small) disadvantage of such a solution is
Ti := Ti0;
AT := false;
that the equation-based controller stays in place during end when;
when ATreq and sample(0,Ts) then // Turn on AT when required
the autotuning phase. However the resulting overhead
if not AT then
AT
:= true;
// set AT flag on
is generally very limited, given the invariantly simple
iMode := 1;
// set next mode to AT init
end if;
structure of the controller, while there is a gain in terms end when;
and iMode==1 and sample(0,Ts) then // AT init mode
of simplicity with respect to possible alternative solu- when AT
iMode
:= 2;
// set mode to AT run
CSat
:= pre(CSpi);
tions attempting to avoid said overhead.
UP
:= false;

3.2

3.3

From fully digital to hybrid

Hybrid version

The PI for this realisation is implemented in antiwindup form, i.e., as the block diagram of figure 4.

Figure 4: Block diagram of the used continuous-time
antiwindup PI.
That scheme corresponds in Modelica to the equations
satIn = K*(SP-PV)+linFBout;
CSpi = Ti*der(linFBout)+linFBout;
CSpi = noEvent(max(CSmin,min(CSmax,satIn)));

where CSpi is the control signal in PI mode (u in
figure 4), satIn the input of the saturation block, and
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period
:= 0;
wox
:= 0;
Pox
:= 0;
rPVmax
:= pre(PV);
rPVmin
:= pre(PV);
rCSmax
:= CSat;
rCSmin
:= CSat;
lastToggleUp := time;
nOx
:= 0;
end when;
when (iMode==1 or iMode==2) and not AT
and sample(0,Ts) then // AT shutdown;
iMode := 0;
reinit(linFBout,CSat); // re-initialise the continuos-time PI
end when;
when AT and iMode==2 and sample(0,Ts) then // AT run mode
if UP==false and PV<=SP then // Manage relay
UP
:= true;
end if;
if UP==true and PV>SP then
UP
:= false;
end if;
if UP==true then
CSat := CSat + slope*Ts;
else
CSat := CSat - slope*Ts;
end if;
if PV>rPVmax then // record relay id max and min for PV and CS
rPVmax := PV;
end if;
if PV<rPVmin then
rPVmin := PV;
end if;
if CSat>rCSmax then
rCSmax := CSat;
end if;
if CSat<rCSmin then
rCSmin := CSat;
end if;
if UP==true and pre(UP)==false then // tune if perm ox
period
:= time-lastToggleUp;
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The process under control is described by the transfer function
1
(5)
P1 (s) =
(1 + s)3

lastToggleUp := time;
if period>0 and nOx>=nOxMin
and abs(period-pre(period))/period
< permOxPeriodPerc/100 then
AT
:= false;
wox
:= 2*pi/period;
Pox
:= pi^2*(rPVmax-rPVmin)/8/(rCSmax-rCSmin);
Ti
:= tan(pm/180*pi)/wox;
K
:= tan(pm/180*pi)/(Pox*sqrt(1+(tan(pm/180*pi))^2));
end if;
rPVmax
:= PV;
rPVmin
:= PV;
rCSmax
:= CSat;
rCSmin
:= CSat;
nOx
:= nOx+1;
end if;
end when;
end ATPIrelayNCmixedMode;

Notice the presence of some noEvent clauses. In
principle they can be omitted, but leaving them in
slightly reduces the computational burden and, above
all, is consistent with the operation of real-world autotuners, where inputs are typically acquired only at the
beginning of a sampling period.
Also, observe how the proposed structuring can
be quite easily generalised, including different tuning
rules, different types of process stimulation (e.g., stepinstead of relay-based) and different controller structures, since the presence of the autotuning algorithm
does not modify in any sense the controller equations.

4

4.2

Simulation examples

In this section, two simulation examples are reported,
to show the advantages yielded by the proposed autotuner models, and to verify their correct behaviour in
realistic situations.

4.1

Example 1

This example aims at illustrating the correctness of the
hybrid realisation, and its usefulness in terms of simulation efficiency.
The Modelica scheme used for the example is that
of figure 5, where the ATPI block is the fully digital or
the hybrid autotuning PI, alternatively.

Figure 5: Modelica scheme for simulation example 1.

and the autotuning PI, in both the fully digital and the
hybrid versions, is employed with a sampling time Ts
of 0.1s, first leading the loop to steady state with a lowperformance initial PI, then performing the autotuning
operation with a required phase margin of 45◦ , and finally testing the so obtained PI with a set point and a
load disturbance step, introduced respectively by the
step sources SP and LD in figure 5.
Figure 6 shows the results, proving that the two realisations are de facto identical as for their outcome (in
both cases, for example, the tuned PI has K = 1.078
and Ti = 1.751). On the other hand, however, the number of simulation steps required by the system with
the hybrid autotuner in the 240s presented run is 3908,
versus the 24007 of the system with the fully digital
one. With so simple a process this does not turn into
a significant reduction of the simulation time, but with
more realistic a model of the controlled object, said
advantage would be evident.

Example 2

This example shows the presented autotuner at work
on a (slightly) more realistic example, namely the
speed control of an axis, the model of which is built
with standard Modelica blocks (with the sole exception of a noise generator) and is shown in figure 7.
Three tuning operations are performed, with three different values of the required phase margin, namely
40◦ , 60◦ , and 80◦ .
Figure 8 shows the tuning results, obtained with the
hybrid version of the autotuner (of course the fully digital one produces the same outcome). For brevity only
the final part of the performed simulations is shown,
when the PI is already tuned and the closed-loop system behaviour is tested by applying a set point step.
As can be seen, even in the presence of (reasonably) noisy measurements, the autotuning PI behaves
correctly. It must be noticed that with the used tuning approach, the control system’s cutoff frequency is
dictated by the relay plus integrator experiment, as it
clearly becomes ωox . For that reason, the relationship
between the required phase margin and the shape of
the obtained closed-loop transients, or even basic characteristics such as the maximum overshoot, is difficult
to characterise in a formal way. Incidentally, this is
especially true in the presence of resonances above
the cutoff, which is typical of mechanical systems.
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Figure 6: Closed-loop transients in simulation example 1.
Nonetheless, the prescribed phase margin is achieved,
and in any case the mentioned difficulty is inherent to
the employed autotuning approach, not to its Modelica
representation. The interested reader can find in [8] a
discussion on this matter.

Figure 7: Model of the axis used in simulation example 2.

5

Some more words on the proposal
usefulness

It was suggested above, as one of the motivations for
this work, that a Modelica library of autotuners is useful to quickly set up the control system of a plant, or at
least the part of it that is composed of PI(D) loops, and
to verify the correct behaviour of a new autotuner by
applying it in simulation to a benchmark set of models, conveniently chosen so as to represent the whole
variety of applications where the new product is meant
to be used.
After looking at the examples, and taking a more
research-related point of view, at least one more use-

fulness can however be foreseen for such a library,
and the underlying model structuring. Apologising in
advance for the number of remarks to report prior to
reaching the main point, the matter can be explained
as follows.
In the first place, as can be noticed e.g. from the extensive review [17], establishing a taxonomy of tuning
methods, also if the scope is restricted to a single controller structure, is far less trivial than one may expect.
Even more difficult is to set up a comparative analysis of such methods, basically because in the literature, when proposing and discussing a method, the
process stimulation and information gathering phase
is seldom accounted for. As shown in works like [14],
comparisons between different tuning methods can be
reversed by simply modifying the way in which the
process is stimulated.
For the sake of completeness, it is worth observing that relay-based rules are the less keen to incur in
that problem, since there is virtually no ambiguity on
how process information is obtained and use with respect for example to the step-based identification of a
fixed-order model, that can be carried out in a variety
of manners, but nevertheless the problem exists, and
needs addressing.
The absence of a taxonomy like that just envisaged
is felt in the applications as an important open problem, see e.g. [11], because it makes it difficult to decide a priori which tuning rule is best suited for the
particular problem at hand. In the opinion of the authors, the fact that a tuning method “sometimes works
satisfactorily and sometimes does not”, with no apparent reason, is a major reasons for the resistances that
autotuning still encounters in some applications. It is
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Figure 8: Tuning results in simulation example 2.
by definition possible to decide which rule (in a given
and wide enough set) is the best for a given problem
a posteriori, by simply applying all the rules in the set
and examining the results, but this is clearly infeasible
in practice.
As a result, most tuning rules are discussed “in
nominal conditions”, i.e., making some structural assumptions on the process dynamics and performing
the analysis under the hypothesis that the real process
adheres to said assumptions [3].
Some attempts were made to circumvent the problem by means of the robust control theory, but this requires information on the class of processes to which
the one under control belongs, and no matter how such
a class has to be characterised, no single experiment
can provide the necessary information. Attempts were
also made to bring in the “identification for control”
theory [6, 7], but unfortunately in many cases technological limitations do not permit to apply process inputs with the necessary excitation characteristics, and
leave little (if any) room for “experiment design” as
meant for in that theory.
For the problem just sketched, the presented library
offers (part of) a solution. In fact, if evaluating a set
of control rules a posteriori is infeasible in practice,
it is not in simulation. Having in mind the type of
application to be addressed (thermal, mechanical, and
so forth), one can set up an enormous set of cases, test
each considered rule on each case, and draw from such
a simulation campaign the information required to set
up a selection mechanism. In fact there are plenty of
techniques to create such a mechanism, from interpo-

lation to soft computing [13, 10], and what is typically
missing is precisely the data. On a similar front, when
introducing a new tuning rule, the proposal is significantly strengthened if some idea is provided on how it
will behave when coupled to realistic process experiments. Providing such information requires a lot of additional work with respect to the typical analyses performed in the literature, that are most frequently based
on linear models, because in that domain is autotuning
typically treated, and only the linear framework allows
for powerful methods that do not require simulation.
As noticed e.g. in [19], however, the used models
are frequently inadequate to examine the behaviour
of an autotuner in the large, and therefore the mentioned analyses are sometimes confuted by experience,
thereby further hindering a wide adoption of autotuning. Needless to explain why and how, the availability
of a library like that presented here can help solve also
this problem.

6

Conclusions and future work

The problem of simulating autotuning industrial controllers in Modelica was addressed, with the specific
aim of obtaining efficient models. To this end, the
controller is represented as a continuous-time system,
while the autotuning procedure is realised as an algorithm. The proposed model structuring thereby allows to separate the two main parts of an autotuner
clearly, preserving the simulation speed yielded by
continuous-time control blocks, and replicating the autotuning software precisely.
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As shown by the reported examples, and a number of other ones not reported here for space reasons,
the so obtained simulation models are very precise if
compared to fully digital ones, that certainly represent
industrial implementation more closely, but oblige to
pay for said fidelity in terms of simulation speed.
In this work, the focus was restricted to relay-based
PI autotuning based on a single point of the process
frequency response. It is however clear that the presented structuring is totally general, with respect to
both the controller structure, the type of process stimulation, the tuning rules, and all in all the overall tuning procedure, inclusive of the logic needed to control
the tuning operation. Future research will thus explore
all those extensions, leading to a complete Modelica
library of autotuning controllers, including different
tuning rules and excitation procedures, and possibly
addressing not only single controller blocks, but also
the most frequently used control structures.
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leased to the environment, while the rich solution is
pumped to the stripper column passing through a
heat exchanger on the way. In the stripper at elevated
temperatures, the CO2 in the solution is released to a
steam flow from the reboiler, which is driven by bled

Abstract

An increasing demand on load flexibility in power
supply networks is the motivation to look at flexible,
and possibly optimal control systems for power
plants with carbon capture units. Minimizing the
energy demand for carbon dioxide removal under
these circumstances reduces the cost disadvantage of
carbon capture compared to conventional production.
In this work a dynamic model in Modelica of a
chemical absorption process run with an aqueous
monoethanolamine (MEA) is developed, and used
for solving optimal control problems. Starting from a
rather detailed dynamic model of the process, model
reduction is performed based on physical insight.
The reduced model computes distinctly faster, shows
similar transient behavior and reflects trends for optimal steady-state operations reported in the literature. The detailed model has been developed in Dy- Figure 1: Schematic of an absorption/desorption
mola, and the reduced model is used in JModeli- process to remove carbon dioxide from power plant
ca.org, a platform supporting non-linear dynamic flue gas.
optimization. First results are shown on the dynamic
optimization of the desorption column, the main steam from the power generation process. Leaving
the stripper at the top the product stream is after wacause of energy usage in the process.
ter separation compressed and stored. The overall
Keywords: CO2, absorption, model, optimization, power plant efficiency is expected to be reduced by
nonlinear model predictive control, Modelica, JMo- at least 10 %, the solvent regeneration being respondelica,org
sible for more than half of this [1]. Minimizing the
amount of steam required in the reboiler is therefore
the task with highest priority in the optimization of
1 Introduction
this process.
With an increasing demand on the plant’s flexible
Carbon dioxide (CO2) removal from a gas mixture operation in the face of frequent load changes and an
using aqueous amine solutions is a well established increased fraction of the generation capacity exprocess that previously has mainly been applied to pected to come from renewables, dynamic simulagas sweetening of natural gas in refineries. Although tion and optimization have become important tools
the focus there lies primarily on the removal of hy- to ensure an efficient incorporation of the carbon
drogen sulfide, it is equally applicable to flue gas capture into the power generation. At the same time
a trade-off must be found between efficiency losses
from fossil-fuel fired power plants.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the process. The and removal rate, possibly governed by time-varying
CO2 from the flue gas is absorbed by the liquid sol- economic boundary conditions.
This paper presents the preliminary results
vent in the absorber column. The cleaned gas is reachieved within a larger project aiming at developing
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an optimization technology for advanced modelbased control of the separation plant. It focuses on
the modeling of the capture plant, briefly presents
the methods and tools that are used for optimization
and presents preliminary results of solving an optimal control problem for the reduced model presented
in the first half of the paper.
2
2.1

Background
Modeling of carbon dioxide removal with
chemical absorption

System simulation models of amine scrubbing
processes with different levels of detail can be found
in the literature and as part of commercial toolboxes.
The most rigorous models are developed for steadystate system computations with partial differential
equations for mass transport along bulk flow and
between the two phases, resulting in a high order
system. This becomes easily too complex for dynamic system simulations, especially if parts of the power generation are supposed to be included or if used
in model based control. Replacing rigorous models
of multi-component mass transfer between gas and
liquid with semi-empirical algebraic correlations reduces model complexity dramatically and is for example applied in [2] for an absorber description.
Another model aspect with room for different levels
of detail is the thermodynamic model of the liquid
phase, describing the non-ideality of the electrolyte
solution. Tobiesen compares in [3] a more rigorous
with simpler approaches and concludes that high accuracy is rather a matter of a good data fit than model complexity.
Several studies on optimal operation of an aminebased CO2 capture plant can be found in the literature. In [4] the effect of variables such as solvent
circulation rate, stripper pressure or solvent temperature is investigated. The analysis is however static
and considered only the variation of one parameter at
a time, disregarding the multivariable and dynamic
nature of the process. In [5] control strategies aiming
at a fast response are developed using offline dynamic simulation of the process. In [6], both optimization
and control of the plant are studied. The optimal
conditions for operation are determined offline using
static models and a suitable control structure to
maintain the process close to optimal operation in
spite of disturbances is thereafter derived using dynamic models.
The process industry has up to now not taken up
the use of Modelica to the same degree as e.g. the
automotive industry, mainly due a strong market
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presence of domain-specific tools that are only applicable to process industry problems. Another important reason is the lack of physical properties for
substances used in the process industry. There are,
however, no other languages and tools that are as
suitable as the combination of Dymola for highperformance simulation and JModelica.org for dynamic optimization for the given project, when the
threshold of developing the fluid property models
natively in Modelica is overcome.
2.2

Model Predictive Control

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an advanced
control method that relies of on-line solution of optimal control problems. During recent years, the method has become increasingly popular, especially in
the process industry, [7]. The popularity of the method is attributed to its ability to handle multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) systems, as well as
control and state constraints. These two ingredients
are common in a broad range of control problems.
MPC allows the control engineer to tune a cost function to express the control objectives, typically by
choosing weights in a quadratic cost function. By
choosing the weights properly, the significance of
the control objectives can be balanced. E.g., performance can be traded for robustness. In order to capture limitations in the plant to be controlled, constraints can be modeled. Constraints may represent
tanks that may not over-flow or pressures that may
not be exceeded for safety reasons. Other examples
of constraints include limitations in actuators, such
as limited ranges in valves and limited torques in
motors.
In addition to a cost function and constraints,
MPC relies on a model of the plant to be controlled.
The model may be derived from first-principles, as is
the case in this paper, or it may be computed from
empirical data. Both linear and non-linear models
can be used. During execution of the MPC controller, the model is used to predict the plant response to
the future control inputs.
The key component of an MPC controller is the
solution of an open loop optimal control problem
(OCP). Based on the cost function, the constraints,
the model and measurements, or estimates of the current plant state, optimal predicted trajectories for the
model variables and the control inputs are computed.
The first part of the optimal control variable trajectories is then applied to the plant. The procedure is
then repeated periodically, each time shifting the
optimal control horizon one step into further. This
principle is called receding horizon control.
Solution of optimal control problems may be very
computationally challenging, in particular for nonlinear models. Application of MPC is therefore more
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common in domains where typical plants have time
constants in the range of minutes and hours rather
than seconds. The CCS systems studied in this paper
falls into this category, which makes MPC a feasible
choice.
In addition to industrial use, MPC has also been
extensively studied in the academic community,
where a large body of theory has been developed,
see, e.g., [11,12]. Notably, results for optimality, stability and robustness are available.
2.3

JModelica.org, Optimica and Dymola

In this work, Dymola is used as platform for simulation and as graphical editor while the software platform JModelica.org is used to solve dynamic optimization problems is JModelica.org. The JModelica.org
platform has been described earlier [8], and is currently undergoing rapid development both with respect to the parts of the Modelica language that are
supported and with respect to the algorithms available. The main reason for choosing the JModelica.org
platform is, however, that it offers strong support for
solution of dynamic optimization problems, which is
a key component of executing MPC controllers, as
discussed above.
JModelica.org supports an extension of Modelica
entitled Optimica [9], which allows dynamic optimization problems to be formulated based on Modelica
models. Optimica enables the user to express cost
functions, constraints, and what to optimize in a description format that is complimentary to Modelica’s
support for dynamic modeling using high-level language constructs. This feature enables shorter design
cycles since more effort can be put into formulation
of optimization problems rather than encoding them
in a specialized format for a particular optimization
algorithm. This property is valuable in this this work,
since extensive tuning of the cost functions and the
constraints has proven necessary.
A direct collocation method, [10], is implemented
in JModelica.org for solving large scale dynamic
optimization algorithms. The method is applicable to
differential algebraic systems and relies on full discretization of state, algebraic and control profiles.
The resulting non-linear program is typically very
large, but also sparse, which can be exploited by
numerical software. In JModelica.org, the algorithm
IPOPT, [11], is used to solve the NLPs resulting
from collocation.
In terms of user interaction, JModelica.org offers
a Python [12] interface. Using Python, Modelica and
Optimica models can be compiled into executable
optimization programs, optimization algorithms can
be invoked and the results can be loaded. Python also
comes with packages for numerical computations
and visualization, which makes it a suitable environment for scientific computations. It can be noted
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that the capabilities of Python go beyond scripting
and atomization in that full-fledged applications with
customized user interfaces can be created.
3

Dynamic model of an absorption/desorption
column

The starting point in the development of a Modelica model suitable to be used in dynamic optimization is a model of an absorption unit developed in
Dymola. The system consists of the main components absorber, stripper, reboiler and internal heat
exchanger as well as auxiliary equipment such as
pumps, valves, flow resistances, cooled vessels, sensors and reservoirs, as sketched in Figure 1. The solvent is an aqueous MEA solution.
Each packed section in a column consists of gas
and liquid bulk flow and a static interface model describing the two-phase contact. Figure 2 shows the
diagram layer of the packed section model. Gas and
liquid phase are treated as separate media, each
modeled as a separate medium property package.
Thermodynamic equilibrium is only present at the
phase interface, while mass and energy storage only
occurs in the bulk flow.

Figure 2: Diagram of the packed section model
Phase equilibrium at the gas-liquid interface for
both, water and carbon dioxide, is computed as follows, assuming the pointing-factors and gas phase
fugacity coefficients being equal to one.

ݕେଶ  ൌ ߛେଶ ݔେଶ Heେଶ
ݕୌଶ  ൌ ߛୌଶ ݔୌଶ ୌଶ  

(1)
(2)

,

with the mole fractions in gas and liquid phase ݕ
and  ݔ, the Henry-coefficient for dissolution of CO2
in water He, the vapor pressure of water 
and
the system pressure .
,

3.1

State selection

Pressure in the column is determined by the gas
phase, with friction losses along the way through the
packing material. The space available for the gas
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phase is however dependent on the space occupied
by the liquid phase. These properties and their derivatives are then passed to the respective other bulk
component through signal connectors, see green and
dark blue connections in Temperature and species
amounts in each phase were chosen as independent
state variables. Algebraic loops and high index problems can thus be avoided if
1. gas pressure can be directly computed from
temperature and species amounts in the gas
phase, e.g. using the ideal gas law or a cubic
equation of state,
2. liquid density is independent of pressure (incompressible medium),
3. energy and species mass balances are formulated in terms of the derivatives of the chosen
states,
4. and mass and heat transfer correlate concentrations and temperatures in the two dynamic volume models, gas and liquid bulk flow

3.3

Chemical reactions

The capacity of amines to absorb carbon dioxide
is to a large extent based on chemical reactions. In
the case of MEA as a solvent five main reactions can
be identified as well as the zero charge condition.
2 H2O ↔ H3O+ +OHCO2 + 2 H2O ↔ H3O + HCO3
+

Chemical equilibrium

The liquid phase speciation is determined by equilibrium constants Kj from the literature for each reaction j, which are determined empirically and expressed as polynomial functions of temperature.
They are defined as

Pressure drop in the gas phase and liquid hold-up
are determined with literature correlations for packed
columns, e.g. [Mackowiak], or user-defined nominal
points, i.e. constant hold-up and gas flow operating
point. The actual liquid hold-up correlates with the
static set point via first order dynamics.
For a stripper column operated with MEAsolution and under the assumption that MEA is nonvolatile, the number of dynamic degrees of freedom
is then equal to 7 per volume segment (CO2 gas, H2O
gas, CO2 liquid, H2O liquid, MEA, T liquid, T gas).
In the absorber absorber additional flue gas component as oxygen and nytrogen are present. Column
design, operation and demanded accuracy determine
the required discretization of the packed sections in
bulk flow direction, which usually is a number between 8 and 20.
3.2

This leads to a total of nine species in the liquid
phase including the 6 ions. Throughout the models
developed within this work, chemical equilibrium is
assumed to be present, at the phase interface as well
as in the bulk liquid. This assumption is thought to
be justified at high temperatures as they are found in
the stripper. The deviations resulting in the absorber
are considered acceptable, if taking into account the
poor availability of reliable kinetic data in the literature and the amount of additional dynamic states
saved (5 per volume segment). However, a different
solvent may demand a different approach.

ൌ ∏ߛ 

 ೕ

(8)

,



where ߛ and
are the activity coefficient and
molality of component i, respectively.   is the stoichiometric coefficient of component i in reaction j,
starting materials are considered with a negative
sign, products with a positive one. Equilibrium constants allow also for an inference on heats of reaction, using the van’t Hoff equation:
,

ௗ ∆ೝ
ൌ మ
ௗ்
்

(9)

where ∆Hr is the enthalpy of reaction, T the temperature and R the ideal gas constant. The enthalpy
of physical solution is computed accordingly using
the temperature dependency of the Henry-coefficient
[13].
However, a lot of computational time is required
to solve the non-linear system of equations describing the speciation. Furthermore, extreme differences
in ion concentrations by several orders of magnitude
make a good choice of iteration variables essential
for robust convergence.

(3)
-

In addition the following assumptions also apply:
− the flue gas entering the absorber contains only
carbon dioxide, water, oxygen and nitrogen
− MEA is non-volatile and not present in the gas
phase
− the total amount of liquid in the column is defined
as the packing hold-up and the sump liquid volume

(4)

HCO3- + H2O ↔H3O+ + CO32-

(5)

MEAH+ H2O ↔ H3O+ + MEA

(6)

MEACOO- + H2O ↔MEA + HCO3-

(7)
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− the liquid in the column sumps and other large
volumes is assumed to be ideally mixed
− mass and heat transfer between liquid and gas
phase is restricted to the packed section
− negligible temperature difference between liquid
bulk and interface to gas phase
− perfect gas law applies in the gas phase.
− phase equilibrium in reboiler and condenser

 

ൌ



ೇ    
,

,



i = CO2, H2O

(11)

where   and   denote the molar flows in the liquid and the vapor phase, respectively.   is the contact area, E is an enhancement factor describing the
impact of chemical reactions on the concentration
profile near the interface. k is a mass transfer coefficient,   and   are molar concentrations at the
interface and in the liquid bulk, respectively and  
and   are correspondingly partial pressures of the
considered species in the gas phase. R and T are the
ideal gas constant and bulk phase temperature, respectively.
Properties and correlations from the literature used in
these models are listed in Table 1.
,

,

,

Table 1: References for physical properties used in
the model

Property
Equilibrium
constants
Henrycoefficient
Activity
coefficients,
liquid phase
Mass transfer
coefficients
Diffusivities
liquid phase

Used in
Symbol reduced
model

Reference

Ki

indirectly

Collected
in [14]

Heco2

yes

[14]

γi

indirectly [14]

kiL, kiV

no

DiL

no

Diffusivities
DiV
gas phase
Densities and
viscosities,
ρ, µ
liquid
Enhancement
E
factor

no
yes
no

,

3.4

Online optimization as it is used in MPC implicates tighter limitations on the model size than pure
dynamic simulation or even offline optimization
would do. The solution of the optimization problem
for a finite horizon needs to be found between two
sampling instants and therefore demands a relatively
low computational effort. But also the available
memory to store result points for all model variables
for each time step within the finite horizon limits the
allowed number of algebraic and differentiated variables. However, exact numbers are hard to define
in advance. At the same time accuracy demands are
not as high as the model is updated with measurement values at each sample step.

[15]
[16] +
Stokes –
Einstein
relation
Fuller’s
eq.in [17]
[18]
[2]

The molecular carbon dioxide concentration cCO2,b is
then used to compute mass transfer between bulk and
interface (if).

 

ൌ



      
,

,



i = CO2

Model reduction

(10)
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The following measures are taken in order to reduce the model:
1. Chemical equilibrium computation (and ion
speciation) was replaced by a spline approximation of the molecular CO2 concentration in the
liquid phase as a function of temperature and
solvent loading with CO2. The mass fraction of
MEA in the unloaded solution is kept constant at
30% for this function.
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2. Enthalpy of absorption/desorption is replaced by
a function of temperature but constant with solvent loading.
3. Mass transfer coefficients including enhancement by chemical reactions are no longer computed from physical medium properties, but become constant tuning parameters.
4. Reduction of the number of volumes in bulk
flow direction to an acceptable minimum (iterative, dependent on application)
5. Constant specific heat capacities of all species
and constant liquid density
3.5

Validation and model comparison

The total system model is composed of the two
packed columns and complemented with washers,
condensers, pumps and valves according to Figure 1.
The reboiler, which supplies the gas flow to the
stripper is modeled as a flash stage with phase equilibrium and uniform temperature. Simulation results
of the detailed model are compared to experimental
data from a pilot plant run with open control loops
[19]. The input variables of the test case are:
• fluegas inlet flow and properties
• clean gas pressure
• liquid recirculation rate
• reboiler duty
• product stream outlet pressure
All inlet conditions are kept constant except for the
flue gas rate, which is reduced by 30% after having
run the plant in steady-state for some time. Figure 3

Figure 4: Stripper top and reboiler temperatures
shows the CO2 removal rate before and after the step
change in experiment and simulation. Giving the fact
that the experiment apparently did not reach steadystate before the step, the agreement between the two
curves is satisfactory.
The temperatures at the gas outlet of the stripper column and at the liquid outlet of the reboiler are plotted in Figure 4.
Especially the reboiler temperature, which is directly
coupled to pressure and pressure drop along the gas
flow path as well as the solvent loading, is in very
good agreement with the experimental data.

Figure 3: Carbon dioxide removal rate, experiment and simulation of the detailed model
Figure 5: Temperature profile wrt column
height
Since liquid phase concentration data is unavailable,
it can be useful to look at temperatures instead, because of the direct connection between ab-
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sorbed/desorbed carbon dioxide and temperature
changes due to heats of reaction. Figure 5 compares
the gas temperature profile along the absorber column height for experiment and simulation at presumed steady state before and after the flue gas step,
respectively. The locations of the five measurement
points were guessed to be equally distributed. The
simulation captures well the location of the highest
temperature first in the upper part and later with a
lower gas flowrate as having moved further down.
The optimization problem in the next section is only
solved for the stripper column including reboiler and
condenser. A comparison of the detailed and the reduced model is therefore only performed for this part
of the plant. Model assumptions, which affect the
dynamic behavior of the unit, namely concerning
liquid volumes and hold-ups, are similar in both
models. Therefore, the comparison is restricted to
steady-state operating points. Figure 6 presents the
liquid lean loading at the stripper outlet as a result of
reboiler duty under constant liquid inlet conditions
and stripper top pressure. The results show that the
energy required to regenerate the solvent to a certainn lean loading is predicted close to each other
with the two models. It can be concluded that the
complexity of the reduced model is sufficient to investigate the energy consumption of the reboiler. The
reduced model performed the stripper unit series 200
times faster than the detailed model. The simulations
started at fixed initial states and simulated to steadystate. Large transients as they occur in the first
seconds of a simulation demand especially large
computational efforts, when using the detailed model.

4

Optimization results

The goal of the project is to apply nonlinear model
predictive control on the separation plant to minimize its energy usage. As it was mentioned in Section
2.2, this requires solving a sequence of open-loop
optimal control problems. The aim of the present
section is to show how those open-loop control problems can efficiently and accurately be solved using
the simplified models and the tools previously described. For that purpose, a simple control problem
using one of the most energy demanding parts of the
separation plant, namely the stripper unit, will be
formulated and solved.
4.1

Process model

The process to be optimized is the stripper unit
shown in Figure 7.
T_gs

p_set
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Pressure
control
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headPressure
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valve.p?
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Figure 7: Graphical representation of the stripper
unit used for optimization in Dymola
It is composed of:
•
•
•

Figure 6: Solvent lean loading as a function of
reboiler duty, detailed and reduced model

•
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a reboiler
a stripper column with packed sections
and a sump
a condenser to remove the water from the
product stream
a pressure control valve together with a
pressure controller
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The process model is described by 1493 equations
and 1493 time-varying variables, including 50 continuous-time states. This is a larger model size than
the size of the models reported in [20] for start-up
optimization of coal fired power plants.

4.2

Control problem

Objective function. The control problem is formulated as in standard MPC using a quadratic cost function J penalizing deviations of the controlled variable
y, as well as variations in the control signal u:
ܬሺ ݑ, ݔ 
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ሺ 
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where and  are weights that can be tuned to
achieve a desired dynamic behavior and  is the
prediction horizon.
Controlled variable. The variable to be controlled
is the removal efficiency  of the separation plant. It
is defined as the mass flow ratio of carbon dioxide
leaving the condenser and carbon dioxide entering
the absorber column with the fluegas:
 ଶ  
η
 ଶ   
Since the absorber column is not included in the
optimization set-up, the CO2 concentration in the
rich solution entering the stripper column has been
assumed to be in equilibrium with the flue gas entering the absorber column.

m
m

,

,

Control signal. The chosen control signal is the
heat flow rate  to the reboiler. However, the decision variable of the optimization problem is chosen

to be its time-derivative  , which is parameterized
by a piecewise constant signal taking N values over
the prediction horizon  , i.e. for i=0..N-1

ሺt


  


,




,
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Only the first value of this open-loop optimization result, i.e.  would actually be applied to the
process if the entire MPC algorithm was implemented.
Constraints. As far as the optimization constraints
are concerned, they may be of both regulatory1 and
operational nature. The versatile JModelica.org plat1

Regulatory rules for carbon capture plants are still under
discussion, but will certainly play a role.
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form allows us to include any constraint that can be
expressed in terms of process variables. In the
present example, an upper limit on the reboiler pressure is imposed to avoid MEA degradation occurring
at high temperatures.

#  ሺ



$ #!"#

,

 0  "
,

A maximal temperature could equivalently be imposed since pressure and temperature are coupled in
the reboiler.
Initial state. The initial state ݔ is assumed to be
known and is computed using Dymola as the stationary point corresponding to a given heat flow rate
    . An implementation of the MPC controller
would require an observer to compute an estimate of
the initial state ݔ based on the available measurements.
4.3

Numerical example

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the JModelica.org platform implements a direct collocation method to
solve the optimal control problem. This implies that
optimization is not performed on the continuous
DAE system mentioned in 4.1, but on a discretized
version using the Radau quadrature. The trajectory of
every variable in the dynamic model is approximated
by piecewise polynomials on each interval of the
prediction horizon. In each interval, the approximation is exact at a number &$ of points, the collocation
points. Choosing &$  3 and dividing the prediction
horizon  in N=10 intervals of equal length converts the continuous optimization problem to an algebraic nonlinear program with 29824 variables,
29814 equality constraints and 5646 inequality constraints. Most of the inequality constraints originate
from the max and min attributes associated to the
physical variables. As the optimization problem is
most probably non-convex, it is essential to provide
the solver IPOPT with reasonable guessed trajectories for the initialization of the iterative optimization
algorithm. The trajectories were here taken to be
constant in time and given by the initial state ݔ ,
computed in Dymola.
A step change in the desired removal efficiency is
now considered. Using the numerical values listed in
Table 2, the optimization problem is solved in JModelica.org in 36 iterations. The results are shown in
Figure 8.
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Table 2: Parameter values used in the optimization
problem

1000s

0.1

0.7 M

1.95
bar

0.9

At the beginning, the heat flow rate to the reboiler is
rapidly increased from its start value of 0.7 MW to
1.05 MW, leading to a removal efficiency of about
0.8 at time t=400s. At around 500s, the reboiler pressure reaches its maximal allowed value of 1.95 bar
and the heat flow rate decreases slightly to avoid

constraint violation. Because of the high condenser
pressure, the target efficiency of 0.9 cannot be
achieved in this optimization setup. With a different
column design or different boundary conditions,
higher efficiency could of course be achieved.
To evaluate the consistency of the optimization result with respect to the continuous-time model equations, the optimized trajectories have been evaluated
by applying the optimized heat input to the model
implemented in Dymola. No difference could be observed when comparing results from JModelica.org
and Dymola (results not shown).

Figure 8: Trajectories of the optimized desorber unit. The target efficiency is changed to 0.9 after
100 seconds. From top to bottom:
tom: removal efficiency, condenser pressure and reboiler pressure,
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5

Conclusions

A dynamic model of a post-combustion carbon
capture process developed in Modelica was
presented. The main focus lies on the chemical
absorption of the carbon dioxide by the liquid
solution in the absorber column. The same model
can be used for the corresponding desorption process
in the stripper column, by exchanging the flue gas
medium for a mixture of water steam and carbon
dioxide. A comparison of simulation results with
experiments from a pilot plant showed a good
agreement.
In a second step the model was reduced to meet
the demands of a dynamic optimization. The largest
performance improvement was achieved with a replacement of the chemical reactions in the liquid
phase by an interpolated table with equilibrium data.
A comparison of steady-state results from the stripper unit modeled with both approaches justified the
usage of the reduced model for energy optimization
purposes.
As a first step toward NMPC, a test case with the
chosen system model was defined. It demonstrates
the solution of an optimal control problem with the
JModelica.org platform while adhering to specified
variable constraints, in this case set on the reboiler
pressure.
By formulating and solving this problem we have
shown that the JModelica.org platform is a viable
choice for solving large scale dynamic optimization
problems, which is a prerequisite for NMPC applied
to CCS plants. Future extensions include investigation of how to explore available control variables,
cost function formulation, and state estimation.
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Abstract

 f f 
 x w  .


Note, all the following results still hold for hybrid,
higher index DAEs with small adaptations.
Initialization means to provide consistent initial
values for x 0 , x 0 , w 0 so that the DAE is fulfilled at
the initial time t0. Since these are 2*nx+nw unknowns and the DAE has nx+nw unknowns, additional nx equations must be provided which are
called “initial equations” in Modelica:
0  g  x 0 , x0 , w 0 , t0  , dim(g )  nx
The most often used initial equations are:
x 0  0
that is, steady-state initialization.
The result is usually a nonlinear system of algebraic equations, which has to be solved numerically.
This does not always work right away for industrial
problems as the commonly employed gradient-based
local algorithms, such as the damped Newton
method, provide local convergence only (even when
using globalizations such as trust regions).
Modelica allows users to describe any model mathematically, which makes it highly flexible and powerful for simulation of heterogeneous multi-domain
physical systems. However, this also means that no
knowledge of the mathematical character of the
problem equations can be introduced into the solver.
Instead, an algorithm has to work on a general numerical problem (in contrast to domain-specific algorithms for nonlinear problems).
As a result, the success to solve initialization
problems of state-of-the-art implementations of
Modelica tools depends on the choice of iteration
variables and the guess values for these variables
defined with the start attribute. Library developers
therefore typically implement approximate equations

The new operator homotopy(..) was introduced in
Modelica 3.2 to improve the solution of difficult initialization problems. The background and motivation
for this approach is discussed and it is demonstrated
how to apply it for mechanical, electrical and fluid
systems. Furthermore, it is shown at hand of several
examples how an inappropriate formulation might
lead to ill-posed problems.
Keywords:
Initialization, DAE, homotopy, nonlinear equations

1

Introduction

A dynamic model describes how the state variables
and thus the entire system behave over time. The
state variables define the current condition of the
model and have to be initialized when simulation
starts. For this purpose, Modelica provides language
constructs to define initial conditions such as initial
equation sections (Mattsson et. al., 2002). The resulting constraints and all equations and algorithms that
are utilized during the simulation form the initialization problem. Based on its solution, all variables,
derivatives and pre-variables are assigned consistent
values before the simulation starts.
Mathematically, the resulting problem is an initial
value problem for a differential algebraic equation
system (DAE) with dim(f) = nx+nw equations:
0  f  x , x, w , t  , x(t )   nx , w (t )   nw , t   .
Here, x is the vector of state variables and w is the
vector of algebraic unknowns. For simplicity of the
discussion, we assume that the DAE has no hybrid
part and is index-reduced, i.e. it has index 1, which
means that the following expression is regular:
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tor is: z  [ x 0 ; x 0 ; w 0 ] and the equations are F=[f; g].
The homotopy is then a system of equations with one
higher dimension and is denoted by
ρ  z,    0 .
The additional dimension is the homotopy or continuation parameter λ. It is typically restricted to the
range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 such that ρ  z ,0   0 is solved easily

in order to set these. They are usually formulated in
terms of parameters (of e.g. the boundary conditions). At the same time, the iteration variables of the
nonlinear equation systems may change after small
topological modifications to the model. As a result it
may become difficult for a library developer to provide a robust initialization capability.
Since a model becomes useless whenever initialization fails, and the current state-of-the-art is not
fully satisfactory in this regard, we conclude that
more reliable and robust methods are needed for a
wider application of the Modelica modeling language by practitioners.
The goal of this contribution is to provide the
solver with more information on the problem to
solve. This is performed in an object-oriented way
and seamlessly integrates with the concept of equation-based object-oriented languages.

and ρ  z,1  F(z ) is the system of interest.
At least three different homotopies are discussed
in literature. We introduce the Fixed Point Homotopy
following (Chow et. al., 1978) as
ρ  z,      F  z   1      z  z 0  .
Here, z0 is the start iterate. According to (Keller,
1978), the Newton Homotopy (or Global Homotopy)
is defined as follows:

ρ  z,      F  z   1      F  z   F  z 0  

2

 F  z   1     F  z 0 

Nonlinear Equation Solvers
and Homotopy

Finally, the Affine Homotopy is introduced following
(Wayburn and Seader, 1987) as

The classic gradient-based iterative algorithms to
solve nonlinear algebraic equation systems such as
damped Newton’s Method provide local convergence only, see, e.g., (Dennis and Schnabel, 1996),
(Deuflhard, 2004), (Kelley, 2003). Such algorithms
may fail due to various reasons such as the residuals
not being Lipschitz continuously differentiable or
containing local minima with respect to some norm
introduced by the algorithm.
Several alternatives to these conventional methods exist. Homotopy is one of them and is considered in this contribution to meet the need for more
robust initialization.
2.1

ρ  z,      F  z   1     F  z 0    z  z 0 
Here, F  z 0  denotes the Jacobian of the residual
equations at the start iterate.
The Newton Homotopy has the advantage of
scale-invariance (Wayburn and Seader, 1987). However, the simple problem ρ  z,0   0 may have several solutions and infinite loops that do not cross
  1 may result. Such tracks are called isolae (Choi
and Book, 1991). The Fixed Point and Affine Homotopies only contain a single solution to the simple
problem. Therefore, starting continuation inside an
isola is impossible. The Affine Homotopy is also
scale-invariant and the Fixed Point Homotopy is not
(Wayburn and Seader, 1987).
Affine and Fixed Point Homotopies in turn may
prescribe traces, which diverge toward an infinite
value of some elements of the unknowns z. Obviously, such traces cannot be followed numerically as
the arc length is infinite and because the sign may
change.
We note that (Chow et.al., 1978) provides theorems on the success of the Fixed Point Homotopy
with probability one in the sense of a Lebesgue
measure. Success means that the track is of finite
length, bounded and free of singularities (with the
exception of turning points, which are not critical).
The associated coercivity conditions on the residual
equations were successfully employed in the area of
analog circuit simulators for example. However, it is

Established Homotopy Methods

In homotopy methods for solving nonlinear algebraic
equation systems, the idea is to start with a simplified problem and continuously deform it to the difficult problem of interest. Even though this appears to
be conceptually simple, several details of these methods and algorithms have to be considered. Unless
certain prerequisites are met, the existence of the
homotopy trace between the start and a solution, finite length of the path, nonexistence of singularities
along the path and other important requirements are
not guaranteed.
The homotopy is constructed from a system of residual equations that is easy to solve, as well as the
one of interest, F  z  = 0. Here, a generic vector z
of unknowns is used. In the Modelica case, this vec-
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introduced by domain experts to selected key equations. The goal is the formulation:
ρ  z,      F  z   1     F  z  .
Here, F  z  is the actual problem and F  z  is the

neither possible to translate the boundedness condition on the solution of the residual equations F(z) nor
the Inner Product Condition on F(z) to general multidomain physical modeling as needed by a Modelica
model. The former is the case due to the existence of
unsaturated amplifier components, which arise in
several applications, and the latter due to the lack of
energy dissipation in component models to compensate the effect of boundary conditions in several
physical domains other than electronics.
Solution of
unknown x

simplified one. Based on a proposal by M. Otter, M.
Sielemann and F. Casella, the new built-in operator,
homotopy(..) was introduced in Modelica 3.2. It
depends on two arguments, namely actual, the
Real expression describing the actual problem, and
simplified, the Real expression corresponding to
the simplified problem. The Modelica translator can
then expand this operator according to the homotopy.
For the homotopy given above, which will be used
throughout the remaining part of this article, the expression

Track diverges to ±∞

homotopy(expr1, expr2)

Isola

is thus expanded to
  expr1  1     expr2 .
In contrast to other language constructs, the benefit
of using this operator is that only one equation system for any number of steps is needed for initialization, and that it is logically defined how to transform
one equation system into the other.

Bifurcation

Regular path with turning points

Homotopy parameter λ
0
1
Figure 1: Illustration of failure modes of homotopy

In summary, the experience of the authors shows that
such established homotopy methods are not sufficiently robust due to be above mentioned failure
modes. Furthermore, an implementation of the Fixed
Point Homotopy within Dymola 7, which was available since several years, did not provide indications
of increased robustness of this approach with respect
to the Newton solver in practical applications.
2.2

3

Implementation in Modelica Tools

The implementation of the new homotopy operator
in a Modelica tool is rather straightforward: During
the symbolic manipulation phase (BLT transformation, Pantelides algorithm etc.), the operator is
treated as a function with two arguments. When generating code, the tool has to conceptually perform
one homotopy iteration over the whole model and
not several homotopy iterations over the respective
local algebraic equation systems. The reason is that
the following structure can be present:
w1  f1 (x) // has homotopy operator
0 = f 2 (x ,x,w1 ,w 2 )
Here, a local non-linear equation system f2 is present.
The homotopy operator is, however, used on a variable that is an “input” to the non-linear algebraic
equation system and modifies the characteristics of
it. The only useful way is to perform the homotopy
iteration over f1 and f2 together.
This approach is “conceptual”, because more efficient implementations are possible, e.g. by determining the smallest iteration loop, that contains the
equations of the first BLT block in which a homotopy operator is present and all equations up to the
last BLT block that describes an equation system.

General Problem-Specific Homotopy

The issues in the general homotopies introduced so
far stem from continuously deforming two rather
unrelated systems of equations into each other. In the
case of the Fixed Point Homotopy the simplified
problem is the linear system z – z0.
The source of the problem is the “lack of additional information” that can be utilized for the solution. In order to improve this situation for Modelica,
a problem-specific homotopy is introduced:
 By deriving the simplified system from the actual system of interest, and
 by formulating the simplified system such that a
homotopy to the actual problem of interest be
free of singularities.
The formulation of the simplified system is problemspecific and allows modelers to infuse their knowledge about the physics of the problem into the way
the equation system is solved (cf. Introduction). The
approach is compatible with object-orientation and
declarative modeling and is understood as something
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Various continuation algorithms have been suggested in literature, which are all suitable to trace
homotopies of the type considered herein (e.g. pseudo arc-length algorithms). Popular examples are
Hompack (Hompack, 2010) and Alcon2 (Elib, 2010;
Deuflhard et. al. 1987).
In order to validate the methodology, a test implementation was developed by M. Sielemann,
which utilizes the Dymola software (Dymola 2010)
and the Loca continuation algorithms of Trilinos
(Heroux et. al., 2005). One practical advantage of
Loca over Hompack and Alcon2 is that the sensitivities of the homotopy with respect to the continuation
parameter λ do not have to be provided. For Hompack and Alcon2 this has to be provided and had to
be implemented using finite differences. The
Loca/Dymola implementation has the following features:

4.1

Mechanical Systems with Kinematic Loops

Whenever kinematic loops are part of a mechanical
system, non-linear algebraic equation systems are
present. If these equation systems are solved numerically, the user has to provide guess values for the
iteration variables in order that the system can be
initialized. The issues are first demonstrated at hand
of a simple example, the four bar mechanism, see
Figure 2:

 It provides three options for the treatment of the
suggested homotopy operator. Normally, it is expanded to the given homotopy expression. Alternatively, simplified equation sets are obtained by
inlining either argument. In case of the simplified
argument, maximum structural simplifications of
the equation system result.
 The user is able to manually prescribe whether to
use homotopy initialization or not. This is an important feature for library development and debugging, and may be useful for users, too (e.g. if a
local gradient based solver converges to a mathematically valid, but physically unreasonable solution or when a local gradient based solver does
not converge and a user does not want to wait at
the start of each simulation until the software realizes this and switches to homotopy initialization).

Figure 2: Four bar mechanism
(top: Modelica model, bottom: animation).

The four bar mechanism consists of 4 connected revolute joints where the rotation axes of the joints are
all parallel to each other. Since this mechanism is
over constrained (e.g., the forces perpendicular to the
kinematic loop cannot be uniquely determined), the
upper two revolute joints are replaced by spherical
joints which gives the same kinematic motion, but all
quantities can be uniquely computed. Since joint r1
shall be driven by a drive train, the angle of this
joint, “r1.phi” and its derivative are defined to be
states by selecting in the “Advanced” menu of joint
“r1” the option “stateSelect = StateSelect.always”.
This mechanical system gives rise to 9 nonlinear
algebraic equations that are transformed by Dymola
to one non-linear algebraic equation in one unknown.
This equation is the constraint that the distance between the two spherical joints is constant. Formally,
this nonlinear algebraic equation has the form:

 Verbose information on the homotopy is optionally provided, which is useful for library development and debugging. In particular, the homotopy traces are visualized. Like this, it is possible
to reconstruct what happens during the solution of
the simplified problems and the homotopy transformation.

Additionally, Dymola 7.5 Beta also supports the
homotopy operator. It was used for some of the application examples.

4

Application Examples

In this section several examples are given how to
utilize the homotopy operator in different physical
domains in order to solve difficult initialization problems.

0 = f(r1.phi, r4.phi)
where r1.phi is the “known” state and “r4.phi” is the
angle of the right lower revolute joint that is used as
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for r1.phi, the mechanism is initialized in its reference configuration r1.phi = 0 (where the nonlinear
algebraic equation is identically fulfilled) and then
r1.phi is moved by the homotopy method until it
reaches its start value. In every iteration a good guess
value exists from the previous step and therefore the
nonlinear equation is solved and remains in the configuration of the reference configuration. As a result,
a very robust initialization of the mechanism is obtained, see Figure 4:

iteration variable. This nonlinear equation has two
solutions that correspond to the two configurations
of the mechanism. In order to initialize this mechanism, a “guess” value for variable r4.phi has to be
provided.
It is always a useful strategy to define a mechanism in a reference configuration in which all generalized joint coordinates are zero and where all relevant kinematic quantities can be easily determined.
When the mechanism is initialized in this way, the
nonlinear equations of the initialization problem are
fulfilled. In the case of the four bar mechanism, the
selected reference configuration (in which r1.phi =
r4.phi = 0) is selected such that the left bar is directed along the y-axis and the lower bar along the xaxis, respectively (see left part of Figure 3 below).
Problems arise, if the simulation of the mechanism shall not start in the reference configuration,
but at a user-defined angle r1.phi = phi0. Depending
on the “guess” value of “r4.phi” the numerical solver
might no longer find a solution, or if it computes a
solution, it might be the wrong configuration.
In the example of Figure 3, a guess value of
r4.phi = 45° is selected and r1.phi is changed from
r1.phi = 0°, in steps to -20°. The initial solutions
found by Dymola are shown in Figure 3:

Figure 4: Initial solutions for
r1.phi.start = 0°, -20°, -45°, -75°

The four bar mechanism was only introduced to
demonstrate the issues on a simple mechanism 1 .
The sketched initialization technique shall now be
applied on a much more involved example: A
“Delta” robot (Clavel 1990). This robot is commercially available by several companies, e.g., by ABB
under the name “FlexPicker™” 2 . A suitable reference configuration of this robot is shown in Figure 5:

Figure 3: Initial solutions:
(left: r1.phi = 0°, right: r1.phi = -20°)

Starting at about 18.9° the configuration is changing
to an undesired configuration. This type of initialization is not robust, since for every change of the initial states, all guess values need to be properly
adapted, which is usually difficult (not practical) if
the system is no longer in its reference configuration.
The homotopy operator opens up a completely
new direction: In the model of the revolute joint, the
equation for the joint angle is changed to

Figure 5: Delta robot in its reference configuration.

At the top, the robot consists of 3 actuated revolute
joints that each drives a parallelogram. Every parallelogram consists of 4 spherical joints. In the bottom,
the three parallelograms are rigidly mounted on a
plate (in the figure visualized by a blue sphere that
marks the center of mass of the load body that is attached to this point; in commercial robots, there is

if homotopyInitialization then
angle = phi_offset + homotopy(phi,0);
else
angle = phi_offset + phi;
end if;

where homotopyInitialization is a Boolean parameter that is set to true for r1 and set to false for
r4. Furthermore, the start value of r4.phi = 0 (the
value from the reference configuration). The meaning is that independently which start value is given

1

The equation system can be solved analytically when
using an Assemblies.JointRRR joint from the
Modelica.Mechanics.MultiBody library.
2
FlexPicker is a trademark of ABB.
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usually an additional revolute joint here). Overall,
this robot has 3 revolute joints, 12 spherical joints
and has 6 coupled kinematic loops. The robot has 3
degrees of freedom and can be controlled by the 3
revolute joints. By construction, the load plate is always parallel to the mounting plate on top, independently of the actual joint angles. Within its workspace, the robot can move very fast to a desired position. Since the motors that are mounted on the top
plate are not moved, accelerations can be up to 30 g
and speeds of 10 m/s can be reached.
Both direct kinematics (= given the joint angles,
compute the position of the load), as well as the inverse kinematics (= given the load position, compute
the joint angles) give rise to nonlinear algebraic equation systems. The more complicated case is the direct kinematic solution. When the robot is built up
with “Joints.SphericalSpherical” joints (that each
introduces a length constraint between two spherical
joints), then Dymola transforms the system of 87
nonlinear algebraic equations down to 6 equations. If
the joint angles are given, the resulting equation system has 16 configurations, but only the one shown in
Figure 5 is the desired one. With the homotopy initialization, this system is initialized in the following
way:
1. In the reference configuration, the absolute position r[3] of the center point of the load plate, as
well as the rotation angles phi[3] from the inertial frame to the load frame can be easily analytically computed (r = {0, 0, -sqrt(L2 – (r1+r2-r3)2)},
phi = {0,0,0}). These values are provided as start
values to the load body (since Dymola selects
them as iteration variables of the nonlinear equation system).
2. The homotopy initialization of the revolute joints
is switched on. So, for given start angles, the robot always starts first in the reference configuration and then moves the angles to the desired
start configuration.

Practical experience shows that within the technical
workspace of this robot, the initialization is very robust. A typical example is shown in Figure 6.
The path of the three position variables of the
load mass as function of the homotopy parameter
(computed with Loca) is shown in Figure 7. As can
be seen, the three paths are nearly linear and therefore even simple homotopy methods (like fixed step
methods) will work.

Figure 7: Homotopy path of the absolute position
variables for the initialization of Figure 6.

4.2

Analog Electronic Circuit

In electronic circuits, operation starts often after the
power supply is switched on. Power supply is in
most cases a constant operating voltage of 15V, 5V
or others, often a split supply with +15V and -15V is
used. After switching on power supply, an initial
value of all variables (voltages and currents) is
reached, especially capacitors are loaded. The state
in which no variable is varying any more is called
DC (direct current) operating point. Its calculation is
often a challenge for which homotopy operators are
useful.

Figure 8: PID controller circuit with
A741 operational amplifier.

Figure 6: Delta robot initialized in configuration
{45°, -45°, 30°}.
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Figure 8 shows a simple PID controller circuit (Tietze and Schenk, 2002) using a A741 operational
amplifier model (Horowitz and Hill, 1989) which is
composed of 21 NPN and PNP transistors of the
Modelica Standard Library, see Figure 9:

A successful initialization is possible by replacing
the constant supply sources VCC and VEE by ramp
sources which start at zero, followed by a transient
simulation until all variables remain constant. In general, this way is cumbersome and error prone since
the circuit has to be changed manually. Furthermore,
the ramping up during a simulation introduces oscillations and simulation has to be long enough until
the vibrations “died out”.
The situation changes completely, if the homotopy operator is used by changing the constant voltage model according to
model ConstantVoltage_Homotopy
import Modelica.Electrical.Analog;
extends Analog.Interfaces.OnePort;
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Voltage V;
equation
v = homotopy(V,0.0);
end ConstantVoltage_Homotopy;

This definition starts the constant voltage at zero and
during homotopy initialization it is ramped up to the
desired voltage V. During the ramping, all derivatives are zero and therefore it is a ramping along
steady-states. Simple homotopy algorithms fail in
this case. In this example, the Loca algorithm was
used to calculate the homotopy initialization. In
Figure 11 the non-trivial variation of an internal
voltage of the operational amplifier is shown with
respect to the homotopy variable λ changing from
zero to one. Due to the sharp edge at λ = 0.18, a
homotopy method with a variable step size is needed
in this case.

Figure 9: Operational amplifier A741 composed of
21 NPN and PNP transistors.

To compare the due power supply (VCC 15V, VEE 15V) limited controller output with the ideal unlimited behaviour, a mathematical PID controller model
is inserted in parallel. Typical simulation results with
a comparison of the two models are shown in Figure
10. Translating this circuit, results in a system of 240
nonlinear algebraic equations that is reduced by Dymola to a set of 38 nonlinear algebraic equations that
have to be solved during initialization (during simulation, only a system of 17 linear equations is present). With Dymola 7.4 (and most likely also with
any other Modelica tool), initialization of this circuit
fails, i.e., the DC operating point cannot be calculated.

0

Continuation path for uA741.q17.NPN1.vbc

-5
-10
-15
0

0.6
0.8
1

Figure 11: Homotopy path for a voltage variable of
the operational amplifier with respect to λ.

4.3

0.2

0.4

Hydraulic Networks

Hydraulic networks are typically characterized by
the simultaneous presence of components with large
and small pressure losses, by mixing points, and by
nonlinear momentum balance equations, which depend on the fluid properties, e.g., the density. As a

Figure 10: Comparison of circuit PID with the ideal
mathematical PID controller.
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any kind of singularity or turning point even if the
actual steady state has a substantial mismatch with
the nominal data used to set up the simplified model.
As an example, Figure 13 shows the continuation
paths for two pressures and two flows if the valve V4
on the far right is closed by 90% at initialization,
thus reducing all flows in the circuit to a small fraction of the nominal flow.

result, the system of nonlinear equations during
steady-state initialization is typically large and
strongly nonlinear. Their numerical solution is therefore problematic, unless relatively accurate start values are set for the iteration variables.

Figure 12: A hydraulic network.

An example case built with the ThermoPower 3 library is shown in Figure 12. A pump with a recirculation and a control valve sucks fluid from a low
pressure source. The fluid is then mixed with the
flow coming from a second intermediate pressure
source through a short pipe, and further pumped
through a long pipe (with mass and energy storage)
into a high-pressure sink. The pressure losses in the
two pipes are small, compared to the pressure losses
across the valves and pumps.
The resulting initialization problem has 13 iteration variables after tearing, among which two flow
rates and four pressures. If the start values of those
six variables are not accurately set, the standard nonlinear solver in Dymola fails to converge.
This initialization problem can be made much
easier to solve by substituting the original momentum balance equations in the pump and pipe models
by linear, constant-coefficient ones, which are tuned
based on nominal operating data, and then by applying the homotopy transformation to bring the model
back to its original form.
More specifically, the pressure losses in the short
and long pipes are computed by linear mflow-dp relationships, passing through the origin and through the
nominal flow and nominal pressure loss point (these
data must be provided as parameters). In the case of
the pump, the tangent to the flow-head curve at the
nominal flow rate is used instead of the original
curve. By the simple substitutions of these two equations, the hydraulic problem becomes linear (two
linear systems with five and three unknowns), while
all the enthalpies and fluid properties are calculated
by simple assignments once the flow rates are
known. As a consequence, no start value at all is
required to guarantee convergence of the simplified
problem; the homotopy transformation then solves
the original nonlinear problem without further intervention by the end user.
It is interesting to note that the homotopy paths of
the iteration variables are smooth and do not show

Figure 13: Homotopy paths of 4 iteration variables.

4.4

Calibration of A/C Heat Exchanger

A typical problem in air conditioning system and
component design is to calibrate a heat exchanger
model to measurement data. This is performed using
steady-state initialization in a test bench with given
boundary conditions, like the one shown in Figure
14.
Temperature:
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Figure 14: Evaporator calibration test bench, from the
AirConditioning library.

Heat transfer on the air side can be correlated using
the Nusselt number, Nu = kc Dhyd/F, which relates
the heat transfer coefficient kc to the hydraulic di-
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ameter Dhyd and the fluid thermal conductivity F.
Normally, the calibration can be performed during
initialization by solving for Nu as an unknown parameter using initial equations.

5

Unfortunately, it is quite easy to formulate ill-posed
problems with the homotopy operator, so that initialization will fail. Below, a number of simple examples are given to demonstrate different kinds of
issues.

parameter Modelica.SIunits.NusseltNumber
Nu_air(fixed=false, start=10)
"global Nusselt number";
initial equation
hex.summary.Qdot_air = P_measured;

5.1

In most cases this solves perfectly fine using standard methods, and can be combined to calibrate several parameters simultaneously, for example both
heat transfer and pressure drop. But sometimes it is
difficult to reach the desired solution, P_measured,
because it is close to the maximum cooling capacity.
The solver will then fail to converge.
Using the homotopy approach, the Nu-number
may be used as a control signal, starting at a given
value for which the steady-state initialization converges, see the code below:

x + 2*homotopy(y,1) = 5
2*x - homotopy(y,1) = 0

Note, the “simplified” problem is actually:
x + 2
= 5
2*x - 1 = 0

and this equation system does not have a solution
although the “actual” problem has a solution. There
are different variants of this type of problem. For
example, the “simplified” system might remove
variables that are used as iteration variables in a system of equations and then the system is singular, although a different selection of iteration variables
might make the system regular.
Since such cases can easily appear, the minimum
requirement is that a tool reports these problems during translation. Conceptually this is easy, by performing an assignment for the “simplified” problem
which would fail (with good diagnostics), if this
problem is structurally singular.
A tool might also perform a more involved treatment:
1. For the tearing algorithm, select only iteration
variables, that are appearing in the “actual”
and in the “simplified” problem formulation
(does not work for the problem above).
2. Solve simplified problem with symbolic manipulations (does not work for the problem
above).
3. Remove the homotopy operator from certain
equations, until the “simplified” system is
structurally regular. This would work in the
example above, e.g., by removing the homotopy operator from the second equation.
4. The homotopy formulation of appropriate
equations is changed. In the example above,
one can observe that the modeler defined with
the second equation that “y” shall be used for
the “actual” problem and “1” for the simplified” problem, i.e., the modeler defined “y=1”
for the “simplified” problem. This information

The path that the homotopy solver takes can be illustrated with a plot of Qdot_air vs. Nu, see Figure 15.
The starting value is taken in the middle of the sloping curve, and the solver will then converge to the
desired solution, if one exists. This method has been
used to calibrate over large sets of data with excellent results.
hex.summary.Qdot_air

P_measured

[W]

9E3

8E3

7E3

6E3
10

Singular Simplified System

The “simplified” problem in the homotopy formulation might be formulated too simple by removing all
dependencies of a variable, as shown in the next example:

parameter Modelica.SIunits.NusseltNumber
Nu_air(fixed=false, start=10)
"global Nusselt number";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.NusseltNumber
Nu_start=10 "starting Nusselt number";
initial equation
0 = homotopy(
actual = hex.summary.Qdot_air - P_measured,
simplified = Nu_air - Nu_start);

1E4

Ill-posed Examples

20

Nu_air

Figure 15: Steady-state performance of heat exchanger
as function of Nu-number on the air side. The solution
Nu_air = 19.7 is very close to maximum Qdot=9420 W.
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allows to rewrite the second equation to:
homotopy(2*x,1) – y = 0

k

which results in a regular “simplified” system.
5.2

1

=

1

=

rC

R

xc1

xcc22

xb1

Rb1

Rb2

xb2

Vs
-

+

Figure 17: Flip-flop circuit leading to several solutions
during the homotopy iteration.

This flip flop circuit has three steady state solutions
out of which two are stable. If a homotopy is constructed by ramping up the source voltage Vs, then a
bifurcation will show up in the homotopy track. This
bifurcation shows up at the point at which the baseemitter junction of the transistor is triggered and the
three steady state solutions emerge. In non-trivial
applications, such bifurcations are numerically difficult to handle and shall thus be avoided under any
circumstances. The following figure illustrates the
homotopy trace that results in such a natural parameter continuation strategy (also called source stepping). Here, a simple Ebers-Moll transistor model
was used.

model DoNotUse
Real x;
parameter Real x0 = 0;
equation
der(x) = 1-x;
initial equation
0 = homotopy(der(x), x - x0);
end DoNotUse;

After the initial equation is expanded to

0    x  (1   )  ( x  x0 )
the two equations can be solved for the unknown x
by eliminating the derivative of x:

1  x0    x0
2  1

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
0.0

This equation has a singularity at   0.5 , see Figure
16. A homotopy solver will usually not be able to
compute the solution and therefore initialization will
fail.
10
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Figure 18: Voltages at base and collector of
transistor 1 in flip-flop circuit. At λ = 0.15
a bifurcation to three solutions occurs.

5

0.5

1.0
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l
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-5

Conclusions

The homotopy operator introduced in to the Modelica language in version 3.2 (Modelica 2010) opens
up completely new possibilities to robustly initialize
Modelica models. Several examples have been given
to demonstrate the usage in different domains. Additionally, large power plant applications with up to
671 iteration variables for steady-state initialization
are discussed in (Casella et. al. 2011). Due to the
successful applications, it is planned to introduce this
operator at appropriate places in to the next version
of the Modelica Standard Library, in order to improve the initialization of Modelica user models.
As demonstrated by several examples in section
5, it is easy to misuse the homotopy operator resulting in failed initialization. As a “rule of thumb”, the

- 10

Figure 16: Solution to ill-posed example for x0  0.25

5.3

2

R

Singular systems might also occur for a combination
of the “simplified” and “actual” problem formulation, i.e., when 0 < λ < 1. A typical example is the
following where homotopy moves from an “initial
state” to a “steady state” formulation (i.e., using
Fixed Point Homotopy):

- 0.5

Rc2

1

Singular Intermediate System

x

k

Rc1

rC

Bifurcation of Intermediate System

Ramping of boundary conditions is a straightforward way to employ homotopy. Some care has to
be taken however when using this pattern, which is
illustrated for a flip flop, see the simple analog electric circuit of Figure 17:
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homotopy formulation should not change the “structure” of the equation system, i.e., it should be based
on the simplification of terms, but not by solving a
completely different problem (e.g. moving from a
simplified system that is initialized at given states to
a steady-state formulation might easily fail, see section 5.2). Furthermore, it is always useful to inspect
how the start-up of the “real” system works and
mimic this “start-up” with the homotopy formulation, if this is possible.
There is still room for improving initialization.
One issue is that still guess values might be needed
for iteration variables (see, e.g., the Delta robot in
section 4.1) and the iteration variables are selected
by the tool. One remedy might be to introduce an
additional enumeration attribute for variables, such
as, “iterationSelect” that allows a library developer
to directly suggest useful iteration variables with the
enumeration values “never, avoid, default, prefer,
always”, in a similar way as for the existing attribute
“stateSelect” to guide the state selection.
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Abstract
The steady-state initialization of large object-oriented
thermo-hydraulic networks is a difficult problem, because of the sensitivity of the convergence to the initial
guesses of the iteration variables. This paper proposes
an approach to this problem based on homotopy transformation, detailing specific criteria for model simplifications in this physical domain. The approach is successfully demonstrated on large power plant test cases,
having several hundreds of iteration variables.
Keywords: Thermo-hydraulic systems, power
plants, steady-state initialization problems.

1

Introduction

type solver code on large-scale power plant test cases.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives
the basic of homotopy-based initialization of objectoriented models and presents the test implementation of the solver. Section 3 introduces criteria for
the formulation of simplified models in the domain
of thermo-hydraulic networks. Section 4 illustrates
experimental results obtained large-scale models of
combined-cycle power plants, while Section 5 gives
concluding remarks.

2
2.1

Steady state initialization of large thermo-fluid network is hard and often fails, even when using stateof-the-art nonlinear solvers. This hampers the use of
object-oriented models in applications such as power
plant simulation, because of the difficulties encountered in getting a newly built model to actually simulate.
Currently, the only way to solve this problem is to
manually set good initial guesses for all the iteration
variables of the problem. This is rather inconvenient,
since the number of such variables can easily grow beyond a hundred or even a thousand, and also because
any tiny change to the model, or to the version of the
Modelica tool used to simulate it, can lead to a different set of iteration variables and thus require a further
setting of intial guesses. This makes the initialization
activity tedious and very far from the concepts of modularity and object-orientation.
This paper presents an alternative approach to the
problem, based on homotopy transformation. The proposed strategy is demonstrated by means of a proto-

Homotopy-based initialization of
object-oriented models
Problem definition

To encode initialization problems in Modelica, language constructs such as initial equation sections are
defined. They introduce additional constraints, which,
together with all equations and algorithms that are
utilized during simulation, constitute the initialization
problem. The solution can then be used to assign all
variables, derivatives and pre-variables consistent values.
Formally, the resulting problem is an initial value
problem for a system of differential algebraic equations (DAE), 0 = F (ẋ, x, w,t). Variables x are the state
variables, w are the algebraic unknowns, and t is time.
The initialisation problem prescribed by the model introduces conditions such as the steady-state condition
ẋ = 0 at some time t = t0 . The differential algebraic
equation system is usually index reduced, i.e. it has index 1, which means that the following expression be
regular
 ∂F ∂F 
.
∂ ẋ
∂w
Formally, this problem usually results in a nonlinear system of algebraic equations that has to be
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solved numerically. Unfortunately, this does not always work robustly for industrial problems as the frequently utilised gradient-based local algorithms such
as damped Newton Method offer local convergence
properties only (even when using so-called globalizations such as trust regions).
Several alternative methods are discussed in literature to solve the present problem more robustly. Homotopy continuation is one of them and it is considered in this article to address the need for more robust
initialisation.

2.2

Figure 1: Problematic homotopy paths

Established homotopy methods

Informally, using homotopy to solve nonlinear algebraic equation systems can be defined as follows.
First, one starts with a simple problem whose solution is known or easy to obtain and then continuously
deforms this simple problem to the difficult problem
of interest. Conceptually, this appears to be simple.
However, several details of these methods have to be
taken into account. In particular, the existence of the
homotopy path between the start and a solution, finite length, and nonexistence of singularities along the
track are not guaranteed.
In order to construct a homotopy, one needs the system of residual equations of interest, F(x), and another
one that is easy to solve F̃ (x). Here and in the remainder of this section, a generic vector of unknowns x is
indicating, including the state derivatives, states, and
algebraic unknowns. The two sets of residual equations are then deformed from one to the other via a
homotopy or continuation parameter λ . A simple example of such a deformation is a linear convex combination. In any case, the homotopy is then a system of
equations with one higher dimension and denoted by
ρ (x, λ ) = 0.
The homotopy parameter is typically restricted to
some range, e.g. [0, 1], such that ρ (x, 0) = F̃ (x) = 0 is
solved easily and ρ (x, 1) = F(x) = 0 is the system of
interest.
Many general-purpose homotopies are defined in
literature. For example, the Newton homotopy [3] is
defined as:
ρ(x, λ ) = λ F(x) + (1 − λ )(x − x0 ),

(1)

shown in Fig. 1, which render them not sufficiently
robust to alleviate the convergence issues described in
the introduction. Examples of these convergence failure modes are infinite loops without reaching λ = 1
(isolae), which occur for the Newton homotopy, and
components of the solution vector wandering off toward ±∞, as observed for the fixed point and affine homotopies. Furthermore, bifurcations may arise along
the continuation paths, which are non-trivial to handle
numerically for industrial problems.
Additional reasons why established homotopy
methods are not considered a feasible solution to alleviate the need for a more robust initialisation method
are given in [1].

2.3

Problem-specific homotopy

In the established homotopies mentioned in the previous section, two rather unrelated systems of equations
are continuously deformed into each other; the radical difference between the two systems of equation is
arguably the cause of the singular homotopy pahts.
Therefore, we propose to introduce problemspecific homotopies, where the simplified system is
derived from the actual system of interest and close
enough to it so as to avoid that the homotopy to the
actual problem of interest be free of singularities. The
formulation of the simplified systems is introduced by
domain experts, allowing them to infuse their knowledge about the physics of the problem into the way the
equation system is solved. The approach is fully compatible with object-orientation and declarative modeling.

where x0 is a tentative estimate for the solution of
2.4 Test implementation
F(x) = 0. Other similar methods exist, such as the
fixed point homotopy and the affine homotopy. All In order to validate the methodology a test implemensuch methods exhibit convergence failure modes, as tation was developed. It was based on the equation-
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based object-oriented modelling language Modelica R the properties of the simplified model, to understand
whether it is good enough to provide a robust numeriand the compiler Dymola R in versions 7.3 and 6.1.
Using this test implementation, homotopies such as cal initialization to the homotopy transformation, or if
it is necessary to proceed further in the simplification
ρ (x, λ ) = λ F (x) + (1 − λ ) F̃ (x)
process.
Verbose information on the homotopy was optioncan be formulated in a declarative way, where F (x) ally provided, which was useful for library developis the actual problem and F̃ (x) is the simplified ment and debugging, and the homotopy traces of all
one. For this purpose,a function homotopy() was the iteration variables of the nonlinear system of equaintroduced, that takes two input arguments, namely tions were recorded for later visualisation and analyactual, the expression describing the actual problem, sis.
and simplified, the expression corresponding to the
Last, but not least, the underlying solver was able
simple problem. The Modelica compiler then exto follow homotopy traces with turning points, should
panded this function according to the above-described
they arise during the transformation.
homotopy. For example, the expression

homotopy(actual=a*b, simplified=c/d)

3

Homotopy-based initialization of
thermo-fluid network models

was expanded to

3.1

λ (a · b) + (1 − λ ) (c/d) .
This idea has later on been included in version 3.2
of the Modelica language specification, where a builtin homotopy() operator with the same semantics has
been introduced.
From the numerical side, the test implementation
utilised the LOCA continuation algorithms of Trilinos [2]. A list of the main features of the test implementation is given here.
First of all, the algorithm provided three options for
the implementation of the homotopy() function. In
order to numerically solve the simplified problem as
easily as possible, a version of the function that returned the simplified argument was inlined, in order to obtain the maximum structural simplification of
the corresponding system of equations. For the homotopy transformation, it was expanded to the given
homotopy expression. For the dynamic simulation of
the system, after initialization, an inlined version returning the actual argument was used.
The user was able to manually prescribe whether to
use homotopy initialisation or not. This is an important feature for library development and debugging,
and may be useful for end users, too (e.g., if a local
gradient based solver converges to a mathematically
valid, but physically unreasonable solution or when a
local gradient based solver does not converge and a
user does not want to wait at the start of each simulation until the software realised this).
The user was able to specify that the simplified
problem only should be solved. This feature is essential for library development, when one must analyze

Basic principles

The basic idea is to formulate a simplified model
which is easier to solve without the need of accurate start values, but which is on the other hand close
enough to the actual problem to avoid singularities
during the homotopy transformation. Three goals
must be pursued:
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1. The simplified model should approximate the actual model around the nominal operating point
of the plant, in order to have a solution which is
close to that operating point, and thus physically
meaningful.
2. The simplified model should be close enough to
the actual model that the homotopy transformation from the simplified to the actual problem
gives rise to smooth transformations of all the iteration variables, with no singularites, no bifurcations, and possibly no turning points, even though
the latter ones can be handled by continuation algorithms such as LOCA.
3. The numerical solution of the simplified model
should converge with rough (default, or nominalparameter based) initial guess values, either set
by default or based on parameters specifying the
nominal operating point. This avoids the need of
manually setting start values for the iteration variables of the specific system at hand, whose set
is difficult or impossible to determine a-priori by
the end user, as it is usually the result of sophisticated (and often proprietary) tearing algorithms.
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3.2

Formulating the simplified model

The simplified model should be initialized at steady
state as the actual problem, in order to avoid unphysical situations, so the initial equations (der(x) = 0) are
not changed. The general guideline is to approximate
a few model equations so that the implicit system of
equations corresponding to the steady-state initialization problem has the minimum number of unknowns
and is as linear as possible. Noting that a linear problem can be solved by the standard Newton algorithm
exactly in one iteration, one can expect that in general
the less nonlinear the problem is, the less sensitive to
start values the convergence will be.
Ideally, the simplified model could be obtained by
linearizing the actual model close to the initial steady
state. In practice, this is not a good idea for two reasons. First of all, this strategy would require to modify
a large fraction of the model equations (all the nonlinear ones). Secondly, obtaining such linearisation requires to know the steady state values of all the variables, which are yet to be determined. The idea is
then instead to simplify only those few equations that
mostly contribute to the nonlinearity of the large implicit system of equations of typical steady-state initialization problems.
Power plant models are essentially thermohydraulic networks with non-trivial fluid models
(ideal gases with temperature-dependent c p and
vaporizing fluids, usually water), exchanging heat
by convection through heat exchanger walls. The
main sources of nonlinearities in the steady state
initialization problem are now listed.
1. Momentum balance equations: pressure-flow rate
relationships are usually quadratic and depend on
upstream properties, such as density and viscosity, which in turn depend on thermal variables and
on the flow direction.
2. Energy balance equations have the form
∑ j w j h j + ∑ j Q j = 0, thus are nonlinear in the
mass flow rate - specific enthalpy products w j h j .
3. The upstream enthalpy appearing in energy balance equations of components allowing flow reversal depends on the direction of the flow.
4. Flow-dependent heat transfer coefficients γ introduce nonlinearities in heat transfer equations
Q = γS(T f luid − Twall ).
5. Temperature-enthalpy relationships are nonlinear
in both ideal gas and water/steam models.

6. Controllers influencing flow rates through, e.g.,
valve openings, pump speeds, etc., and whose
controlled variables are instead related to energy
flows or storage, e.g., turbine power, boiler pressure, introduce nonlinear couplings between hydraulic and thermal equations.
7. Controllers with control signal saturations introduce nonlinearities in the system model.
Note that many other nonlinear equations which are
present in the model are irrelevant for the steady-state
initialization, because they only involve the dynamic
behaviour, which is by definition not considered if all
derivatives are zero. For example, the dependency on
pressure and temperature (or specific enthalpy) of the
fluid compressibility dρ
d p , which enters the left-handside of dynamic mass balances, is irrelevant in the determination of the steady state. Therefore, if structural
analysis is applied to the initialization problem, the
computation of those quantities will be moved after the
core implicit system of equations in the BLT transformation, and they will be computed explicitly as a function of the already computed thermodynamic states,
e.g., (p, T ) or (p, h). Consequently, it is only necessary to worry about those equations and those variables which are strictly necessary to solve the steadystate equations, where one assumes that all derivatives
are equal to zero.
3.2.1

Momentum balance equations

The most important source of nonlinearity in the
steady-state initialization problem is given by the momentum equations, which are usually quadratic in the
flow rate, due to the friction term. When low pressure
losses are modelled, the flow rate is highly sensitive
to pressure errors: a small error in the pressures during the first Newton iterations can cause large errors in
the flow rates, which in turn cause large errors in the
energy balance equations, possibly bringing the specific enthalpies out of their validity range of the fluid
model. Furthermore, the dependence of the momentum balance on the fluid properties introduces a nonlinear coupling between the hydraulic equations, describing pressure-flow relationships, and the thermal
equations, describing energy storage and heat transfer.
All these problems are removed if the momentum balances are substituted with linear constantcoefficient pressure-flow rate relationships. These can
be based on nominal operating data (nominal pressure
drop, nominal flow rate), which are often already in-
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cluded among the component parameters, and are usually known in advance from overall plant design data.
Friction losses can be approximated by a linear function passing through the origin and the nominal operating point:
wnom
w=
∆p
(2)
∆pnom
Static head terms can be computed using a constant
known nominal density:
∆pstatic = ρnom gH

(3)

The flow characteristic of turbines can be approximated by a linear pressure-flowrate realationship:
w=

wnom
∆p
∆pnom

(4)

Control valves can be represented by a simplified
equation, where the flow rate is both proportional to
the pressure difference ∆p and to the valve opening α:
w=α

wnom
∆p.
∆pnom

(5)

This equation is still significantly nonlinear and might
cause problems, in particular if α is the output of a
controller (e.g., in the case of level controller for drum
boilers). In this case, it is possible to further simplify
the equation, making it linear, by removing the dependency on ∆p:
w = αwnom .
(6)
Pump characteristics cannot be reasonably represented by a curve passing through the origin. In this
case, it is convenient to use a linearised version of
the characteristic curve, computed around the nominal
flow rate, head, and pump rotational speed.
The simplified models are then written together with
their actual counterparts, using the homotopy() operator. A few examples from the ThermoPower library
are shown here for the sake of the example:
// Pressure loss component
pin - pout =
homotopy(smooth(1, Kf*squareReg(w,wnom*wnf))/rho,
dpnom/wnom*w) "Flow characteristics";
// Valve for incompressible fluid
w = homotopy(FlowChar(theta)*Av*sqrt(rho)*sqrtR(dp),
theta/thetanom*wnom/dpnom*dp);
// Pump
function df_dq = der(flowCharacteristic, q_flow);
head = homotopy((n/n0)^2*flowChar(q*n0/(n + n_eps)),
df_dq(q0)*(q - q0)+
(2/n0*flowChar(q0) - q0/n0*df_dq(q0))*(n - n0)
+ head0);
// Turbine
w = homotopy(Kt*partialArc*sqrt(p_in*rho_in))*
sqrtReg(1 - (1/PR)^2),
wnom/pnom*p_in);

In some cases, the structure of the system of equations corresponding to the simplified steady-state initialization is such that, with these simplifications, the
steady-state hydraulic equations are completely decoupled from the steady-state thermal equations. In
those cases, the BLT algorithm will split the system
of equations into two smaller subsystems. First, the
hydraulic equations alone will be solved, determining
the pressures and flow rates. Since all the involved
equations are now linear, the problem is solved easily
and without any concern about convergence and initial guess values. Subsequently, the thermal equations
will be solved, but since the flow rates are now known,
a major source of nonlinearity, i.e., the w j h j products
in energy balances, will be gone, thus making it easier
to solve the thermal equations as well.
Other cases will not be this easy. Consider for example a Rankine cycle with a circulation boiler. Even
though the simplified flow equation for the turbine is
linear, it is apparent how the steam flow rate essentially depends on the heat input, which determines how
much steam is produced. Consequently, the hydraulic
and thermal equations will be coupled in this case,
even when considering the simplified model. Anyway,
a larger part of the equations in this system will be
linear, thus easing the convergence of the nonlinear
solver. More opportunities for efficient tearing will
also be available, since a larger fraction of equations
can be symbolically turned into an explicit assignment.
3.2.2

Energy balance equations

The nonlinearity in this case stems from the w j h j products in the steady-state energy balances. It is not as
hard as in the case of momentum balances for small
pressure losses, but it can still give rise to significant
problems: if during iterations, the mass flow rate is
wrong by a factor of, say, two, then also enthalpy
changes will be off by the same factor, which could
cause out-of-bounds problems with the fluid property
computation routines.
The best way to get rid of this problem is to use the
nominal flow rates instead of the actual flow rates for
the simplified initialization problem; by doing so, the
energy balance equations become linear, and are thus
solved without major problems. Unfortunately, specifying all the nominal flow rates is rather impractical
for multiple-port mixing components such as storage
and storage-less mixing volumes, steam drums, steam
headers, etc. Furthermore, if all of those nominal values were not set to correct values, considerable errors
could arise in the computation of the enthalpies, that
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could hamper the convergence of the simplified problem.
A reasonable compromise, which allows to get rid
of most w j h j -type nonlinearities in typical power plant
models, is to using the nominal flow rate in the energy balance equations for both sides of heat exchangers, instead of the actual flow rate. The values of the
nominal primary and secondary flow rates are usually
known for all heat exchangers in a plant, only two parameters are needed per heat exchanger, and a lot of
nonlinear equations are turned into linear equations,
since there are 2N such energy balance equations in
a heat exchanger having N discrete volumes on each
side, and there are usually many heat exchangers in a
given plant model. It is assumed that the few remaining nonlinear energy balance equations (contained in
mixers, drums, steam headers, etc.) will be handled by
the nonlinear solver without major problems.
Note that this approximation effectively removes
the dependency between the flow rate and the outlet
temperature of the fluid. This might then prove problematic in all those cases where a temperature controller is used to keep the outlet temperature at a given
set point, because the corresponding simplified equations might become singular or ill-conditioned. In
those cases, it is necessary to open the temperature
feedback loop in the simplified problem - see below
Sect. 3.2.6.
3.2.3

that assumption, e.g.:
h = hentering

(8)

For example, this is how the specific enthalpy at the
inlet port of a mixing volume is computed in the ThermoPower library:
hi = homotopy(if not allowFlowReversal
then inStream(inlet.h_outflow)
else actualStream(inlet.h_outflow),
inStream(inlet.h_outflow));

3.2.4

Flow-dependent heat transfer coefficients

Convective heat transfer is represented by equations
such as
Q = γS(T f luid − Twall )
(9)
Simpler models assume a constant heat trasfer coefficient γ, so the equation is linear. More accurate models instead compute γ as a function of Reynolds and
Prandtl numbers, which depend on the flow rate, as
well as on the density, viscosity and thermal conductivity of the fluid, and possibly also on the wall temperature. All these dependencies introduce considerable nonlinearities, as well as coupling between the
hydraulic and thermal equations.
The obvious strategy for simplified problem formulation is to use the nominal value of γ instead of the
actual one, thus making equation (9) linear, e.g.:

Dependence of the upstream enthalpy on the wall.gamma[j] = homotopy(
gamma_nom*noEvent(abs(infl.m_flow/wnom)^kw),
direction of the flow in energy balances
gamma_nom);

If flow reversal is allowed, the specific enthalpy of fluids entering and leaving control volumes where mass
3.2.5 Temperature-enthalpy relationships
and energy balances are formulated are calculated using the upstream discretisation scheme, e.g.:
Temperature profiles and transferred thermal power
in heat exchangers are determined by the interplay
h = i f w > 0 then hentering else hinternal
(7)
between heat transfer, which is driven by temperaThe discontinuity might be smoothed out in the neigh- ture differences, and convective transport of heat by
bourhood of w = 0, but in any case these equations the fluid, which is described by enthalpy differences.
introduce a strong nonlinearity, if not a discontinuity, The temperature-enthalpy relationships are therefore
involved in the steady-state equations describing heat
in the steady-state equations.
If the hydraulic equations of the simplified problem exchangers, namely h = h(T ) for ideal gases and T =
are completely decoupled from the thermal equations, T (p, h) for vaporizing fluids.
In the case of ideal gases, the function is approxthen this is not a problem: the values of all flow rates
will be computed by solving the linear hydraulic equa- imately linear over significant ranges of T , since its
tions; then, the flow rate w will no longer be an un- derivative, the specific heat c p , does not change too
known when (7) will be solved. In general, this de- much with the temperature. This is also the case for
coupling cannot be performed, as discussed in the pre- the vaporizing fluid, as long as the function is evaluvious sub-section. Upon initialization, however, one ated on the correct side of the saturation curve: the c p
can assume that the flow rate will have the design di- of liquid water does not change dramatically with temrection, so a simplified equation can be written under perature, nor does the c p of steam, with the exception
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of the transcritical region and of a thin region just outside the saturation curve. On the other hand, substituting those functions with linear approximations which
are consistent with each other is not trivial and would
require substantial changes to the code of the original
fluid model.
The strategy for the homotopy is then to rely on the
fact that these functions are only mildly nonlinear, so
they should not cause major convergence issues, of
course as long as they are called in their range of validity. Therefore, the corresponding function calls are
left untouched in the simplified model.
It is however essential to select reasonable start values for the gas temperatures, so that the guess values
used for the first Newton iterations are already in the
correct temperature range, as far as c p is concerned;
the precise numerical value of start attribute is not critical. As concerns the vaporizing fluid properties, start
values should be selected so that the first Newton iterations compute the properties on the correct side of the
saturation curve, i.e., subcooled liquid or superheated
steam.
The user input is therefore a very rough temperature
value for the gas side (say, 400 rather than 600 or 800
K, for standard flue gas heat exchanger), and the indication of a nominal pressure and of the phase (liquid or
vapour) for the vapour size, that can be used internally
in the model to compute start values of the specific
enthalpies corresponding to well-subcooled liquid and
well-superheated steam.
Evaporating pipes are less critical from this point of
view, because in a two-phase mixture the temperatureenthalpy relationship becomes flat, i.e. the temperature no longer depends on the enthalpy, but only on the
pressure, which usually does not change much across
the pipe length.
3.2.6

Controllers acting on flows and controlling
energy-related quantities

If the control variable directly influences a flow rate,
and the controlled variable is manly determined by the
energy flows, (10) introduces a strong nonlinear coupling between the hydraulic equations and the thermal
equations, thus hampering the solver convergence.
Consider the following example. The last economizer stages of a heat recovery steam generator usually allow to modulate a recirculation flow in order to
control the outlet temperature of the preheated water
to the desired value. In order to change this value,
valves or pump speeds must be changed, that can also
affect the water/steam flow through the evaporator and
superheater, thus greatly influencing all the thermal
power transfer phenomena across the steam generator.
During the first iterations of the nonlinear solver, the
gas temperature near the exhaust can be quite different from its design value: this causes the recirculation flows to be also different from the design values,
thus influencing the evaporator and superheater flows,
which in turn affect the temperature of the gas heating
them. In the end, the solver might get stuck far away
from the sought after solution even when considering
the simplified equations for the physical model.
Should this happen, it usually is possible to roughly
estimate what the value of the control variable will be
in the nominal operating point of the plant. It is then
possible to remove the above-described nonlinear coupling by using a simplified model of the controller that
just outputs the start value of the control variable. Of
course this means that the steady-state operating point
of the simplified model will be slightly off with respect to the correct value, but this is not a problem,
as long as the operating point is physically meaningful and not too far from the exact solution. The homotopy transformation will then slowly introduce the
closed-loop controller action, thus smoothly bringing
the controlled variables to their set points at the end of
the homotopy transformation.
In some cases, an explicit controller model is not
included in the plant model, and the steady-state operating point is just obtained by adding equations such
as (10) for the desired outputs (inverse initialization).
In this case, those equations should use the homotopy
operator to blend the prescribed control value (simplified model) with the prescribed output value, e.g.:

It is often the case that the plant model is complete
with controllers, and that the goal is to initialize the
whole controlled system in steady state. If the controller is active and contains some integral action on
the error, the steady-state equations are equivalent to 0 = homotopy(valve_opening - valve_opening_nominal,
T_out - T_out_nominal);
the equation
y = ysp ,
(10)
3.2.7 Controllers with control signal saturations
where ysp is the value of the set point. This equation,
coupled with the rest of the plant model, implicitly de- It is often the case that controllers in controlled plant
termines the value of the control value, e.g. a valve models include saturations, i.e., limitations in the control variable range. If the saturation limits are wide
opening or a pump rotational speed.
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enough, then they are actually irrelevant: the controller
is modulating, and the effect of the controller is equivalent to the steady-state equation on the integral action.
This is in turn equivalent to (10), which implicitly determines the value of the control variable, within the
saturation limits. On the other hand, if an out-of-bound
control action would be required to attain the set point,
then the saturation is engaged, equation (10) no longer
holds and is replaced by either
u = umax

structural analysis and optimization (BLT transformation, tearing, etc.) to the simplified initialization problem, obtained by replacing all instances of the homotopy() operator with their simplified argument.
When this is done, then the iteration variables of the
initialization problem, i.e, the tearing variables, typically belong to these categories:
• Gas-side temperature distributions in heat exchangers

(11)
• Wall temperatures distributions in heat exchangers

or
u = umin .

(12)

Irrespective of the way the saturating controller
is actually implemented (e.g. with or without antiwindup action), the above scenarios always hold, indicating a strongly nonlinear behaviour of the corresponding system of equations. In other words, letting
the solver figure out which controllers are in a modulating state, which are saturated high and which are
saturated low corresponds to solving a highly nonlinear problem, with potentially combinatorial complexity, which can cause serious convergence problems to
the solver.
Doing so is however not necessary in general, since
the status of the controllers in the nominal operating
point is usually well known. In case it is known in
advance that the controller will be modulating, then
the saturation limits can be removed in the simplified
model, thus making the model linear. In case it is
known in advance that the control output will be saturated at the maximum or minimum limits, then the
saturation equation is replaced with an equation stating that the control output is fixed at the maximum or
minimum value.
Note that this functionality can be merged with
the functionality described in the previous subsection.
Summing up, the simplified model should either remove the saturation limits from the output, or hold the
output at a fixed value, which might be a specific nominal value, the maximum, or the minimum, depending
on the situation.

3.3

Solving the simplified model

It is apparent that all the above-described simplification strategies reduce the couplings between equations
and the nonlinear effects, compared to the actual initialization problem. In order to take full advantage of
these simplifications and ensure the highest chance of
convergence, it is recommended that the tool applies

• Water/steam side enthalpy distributions in heat
exchangers
• Steam drum pressures
• A few other flow rates and pressures
The first two sets will need very rough start values
(say 400, 600 or 800 K, depending on the heat exchanger); there will be no need at all to provide estimates of the actual temperature distributions within
heat exchangers. The third set also requires very rough
start values (subcooled liquid or superheated steam,
depending on the case). Therefore, appropriate start
values can be set for all these variables in the model,
based on a a couple of numerical parameters in the heat
exchanger component, whose precise value is not at all
critical for convergence. Steam drum start values can
be easily supplied based on nominal operating point
data. If the flow rates belong to heat exchanger components, a nominal value is already available, since it is
required to perform the energy balance equation simplification, so it can also be used to set the start value.
In some cases, there might still be a very few remaining iteration variables that don’t have any meaningful start value, causing the solver to fail. These can
be fixed on a case by case basis, or by adding suitable
start and/or nominal parameters to the corresponding
library model. Ideally, required start values should be
inferred from parameters of the component which give
information about the nominal operating point, without the need of extra ad-hoc input by the end-user.

3.4

Steady-state initialization far from the
nominal operating point

The simplified problem has been designed to approximate the actual problem at the nominal operating
point. What if one wants to initialize the plant at a
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different operating point, e.g. 40% load, instead of the
nominal 100% load?
One idea in this case is to use the homotopy() operator to parameterize the signal sources that define the
operating point. For example, if the load set-point is
generated by a step or ramp source, one might write
homotopy(40, 100) as the offset value. This means
that the simplified initialization problem is actually
solved with an offset of 100%, i.e., at full load; during the homotopy transformation, while the problem
is brought to its actual form, the load is also progressively reduced to 40%, thus eventually converging to
the required steady state.
It has been verified in a number of test cases (see
next Section) that this additional mismatch between
simplified and actual model does not lead to any singularity of the solution during the homotopy transformation, and guarantees successful convergence of the
actual initialization problem.
Should this not be the case, two homotopy transformations should be performed in sequence: first the
simplified problem at nominal load should be transformed to the actual model, also at nominal load; then,
the load set point should be reduced, therefore realising a quasi-static change of the operating point from
full load to partial load, which should pose no problems. Unfortunately this is not possible with the current definition of the homotopy() operator, which only
allows for a single, system-wide transformation.

necessary to solve the initialization problem, but as the
complexity increased, more and more cases fail to initialize when the built-in solver of Dymola is used, because of initial guesses which are not accurate enough.
All the simplified models converged without problems
(as long as the nominal parameter gives a correct order of magnitude for all the iteration variables) and the
homotopy paths of all the iteration variables proved to
be smooth and devoid of turning points or worse singularities.
The three largest and hardest-to-solve cases are
briefly documented here. The model describes a complete combined-cycle power plant. The three levels of
pressure HRSG includes 15 heat exchangers, each one
discretized by finite volumes and with flow-dependent
heat transfer coefficients. The steam turbine system
includes a condenser model and a pumping system
model, so the water/steam cycle is closed. The turbines operate in sliding pressure; control loops are
included to control the steam drum levels, the superheater outlet temperatures, the economizer outlet temperature, and the combined electrical power output of
the gas and steam turbines. Three variants have been
considered:

4

The initialization problem of case 1. has 345 iteration variables. During the homotopy transformation,
no variable shows bifurcations or turning points. Most
variables change by less than 5% between λ = 0 and
λ = 1. The outputs of the superheaters and reheaters
temperature controllers (which are fixed to the start
value at λ = 0 and work in closed loop at λ = 1) show
the biggest variations, but change smoothly and without singularities during the homotopy transformation.
The computation of the transformation took 8 steps
and 40 seconds using the test implementation, running
on a 2.26 GHz P9300 Intel processor. For the sake of
the example, Fig. 2 shows some representative plots
of iteration variables during the transformation.
Case 2 has the same number of iteration variables,
but now the homotopy transformation also involves
bringing down the load from the nominal 100% value
to 60%, so it is a bit more involved, because the values of the initial steady state significantly differ from
the nominal values. This time, the transformation required 37 steps and took 100 seconds to compute. Fig.

Experimental results

The general ideas illustrated in the previous sections
has been implemented in the version 3 of the ThermoPower library [4]. The library has then been used
to build a series of test cases of increasing complexity, culminating in the complete model of a combinedcycle power plant, whose heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) includes 15 different heat exchangers. A
few extra parameters for nominal values required by
the simplified model had to be added to the formerly
developed heat exchanger models; however, they are
a very small fraction of the number of parameters already needed to set up those models and, as noted in
the previous section, their numerical values need not
be precise by any means. Furthermore, and more important, these parameters are set once and for all in a
given plant model and need not be changed on a caseby-case basis depending on the choice of start values
of the Modelica tool.
For the simpler cases, homotopy was actually not

1. reference plant model, initialized at 100% load;
2. reference plant model, initialized at 60% load;
3. detailed plant model, with two parallel HRSGs,
common steam collector and steam turbine system, also initialized at 100% load;
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A production-quality implementation is therefore expected to be substantially faster to perform the transformation shown above.

5

Conclusions and outlook

A strategy for robust and reliable steady-state initialization of large thermo-hydraulic system has been presented in this paper. The basic idea is to simplify a few
selected equations in order to form a simplified initialization problem that is easily solved, without need
of setting accurate start values for the iteration variables; subsequently, smoothly transform this problem
Figure 2: Homotopy paths for 100% load initialization
into the actual problem of interest, getting its initialization by continuity.
The proposed strategy has been demonstrated by
means of a test implementation of the homotopy()
operator, applied to large models of combined-cycle
power plants with up to 671 iteration variables. All the
examined test cases were solved successfully and the
homotopy paths of all the iteration variables did not
show singular behaviour of any sort, thus confirming
the validity of the selection criteria for the simplified
model.
By adding a few more parameters to the model, indicating nominal values (without need of particular accuracy), the proposed method completely eliminated
the need by the end user of setting start values on the
particular problem at hand, in order to ensure converFigure 3: Homotopy paths for 60% load initialization
gence. The authors thus argue that they have demonstrated a truly modular and object-oriented approach
3 shows the plots of the same iteration variables con- to reliable steady-state initialization for large thermosidered in the previous case: it is apparent how the hydraulic networks.
change in the values is now substantial, since it inThe availability of built-in, fast and numerically
volves a large change in the operating point, but the well-behaved homotopy methods in Modelica tools
transformation is nevertheless smooth and without sin- would make this approach a lot more user-friendly
gularities.
than using the prototype implementation employed for
Case 3, which includes two HRSG models in par- this study, which was only meant to demonstrate the
allel, has 673 iteration variables. The transformation soundness of the proposed approach from the point of
took 7 steps and 170 seconds of CPU time to be per- view of the mathematical modelling involved.
formed. The plots of the iteration variables are similar
to those shown in Figure 2 as expected, since also in
this case the system is initialized at 100% load.
As a final consideration, note that the experimen- 6 Acknowledgement
tal code uses a brute-force numerical approach to
compute the Jacobian, which can be computed in a The financial support of EDF under contract
much more efficient way by exploiting its sparsity 5900058671 (Development of an efficient method for
pattern. Furthermore, not much time has been de- power plant modelling) is gratefully acknowledged by
voted to the optimal setting of the continuation solver. the first and last authors.
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called the initialization system:

Abstract

Initializing a model written in Modelica translates
to nding consistent initial values to the underlying DAE. Adding initial equations and conditions
creates a system of non-linear equations that can
be solved for the initial conguration. This paper
reports an implementation of Newton's method to
solve the non-linear initialization system. This
implementation also uses a regularization method
to deal with singular Jacobians as well as sparse
solvers to exploit the sparsity structure of the Jacobian. The implementation is based on the opensource projects JModelica.org and Assimulo, KINSOL from the SUNDIALS suite and SuperLU.
Keywords: initialization; Newton's method; regularization;

JModelica.org;

Assimulo;

KINSOL;

SuperLU
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Lund University

Sölvegatan 18

F0 (ẋ, x, w, t) = 0

The system F0 consists of the equations describing the derivatives and algebraic variables in (1),
and in addition, F0 also contains information such
as initial equations and xed start values. How
F0 is formed is explained in Section 2. The nonlinear system of equations (2) can be solved in a
multitude of ways. This paper focuses on one of
the most common, Newton's method.
To simplify notation the three vectors solved for,
ẋ, x and w, are grouped together by the notation
(k)
u = [ẋ; x; w] with u0 being the values of ẋ, x
and w at time t = 0 and iteration k .
Being initialized by an initial guess u0 , Newton's
method is basically an iteration over the following
three steps:

Introduction

(0)

1. Calculate a direction u0 by solving

The initialization of a Modelica model is equivalent to nding consistant intial values to the underlying DAE:

F (ẋ, x, w, t) = 0

(2)

(1)

Here x ∈ Rnx are the states and ẋ ∈ Rnx their
time derivatives. w ∈ Rnw are the algebraic variables and t is the time.
In JModelica.org, initialization is performed by
creating a system of, often non-linear, equations
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(k)
(k)
J u0 ∆u = −F0 u0

(3)





(k)
(k)
where J u0
and F0 u0
are the Jacobian and the residual calculated at the current
iterate k .
(k+1)

2. Update u0

:

(k+1)

u0

(k)

= u0 + µ∆u

(4)
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where 0 < µ ≤ 1 is a parameter that is used to is encountered, an algorithm such as the one deincrease the convergence radius, for example scribed in [18] is applied to reduce the problem
using linesearch [5]. If µ = 1 then the method back to a DAE of index 1.
is Newton's classical method.
The additional nx equations can be supplied by
the user as xed start values and initial equa3. Check for convergence, and if the stopping critions. Adding this information to the System
teria are fullled, return the result.
(1), the initilization System (2) is obtained. This
This paper will, as the title suggests, improve is done by adding all equations dened as iniNewton's method to suit it better to initializing tial equations as well as an equation of the kind
models written in Modelica. The improvement is (5) for each variable xi with a modier such as
focused on the rst of the three steps constituting (start = x_0, fixed = True).
Newton's method, the solving of equation (3). Two
issues are treated:

• An initial guess sometimes results in a singular Jacobian, so that the linear equation
system no longer has a unique solution or a
solution at all. In these cases a special regularization procedure has to be applied before
the linear system can be numerically solved by
e.g. LU factorization. This will be discussed
in this paper.
• For
Modelica models the matrix
 large

(k)
J u0
is sparse, a justication for this will
be given later. In this case it is interesting

 to
(k)
look at representing the matrix J u0
in a
sparse format and using a sparse linear solver
such as SuperLU [12]. This paper will discuss
whether, or when, such an implementation is
advantageous or not.
2

JModelica.org
tion

and

0 = xi − x0

If the user has supplied enough additional data,
the System (2) can be generated. If, however
the user supplies too much information the system becomes overdetermined and the compiler will
give an error message. If, on the other hand,
not enough information is supplied the system becomes underdetermined. In this case the compiler will try to add information, such as setting
some variables to fixed = true, making the system well dened. This is accomplished by applying
an algorithm to compute a maximal matching between variables and equations. For this purpose,
an implementation of the Hopcroft Karp matching algorithm, [11], is employed. If unmatched
variables are detected, the corresponding fixed
attributes are set to true, and thereby balancing
the system.

initializa- 3

The initialization problem is generated in JModelica.org upon compilation. The system to be solved
at initialization is (1) with additional initial equations supplied by the user. The functions associated with the initialization system, such as F0 and
its Jacobian, are supplied by the JMI interface [14].
JModelica.org sets up the DAE system in its
index-1 form, a form in which dierential variables,
x and algebraic variables w can be clearly distinguished. The system contains equations describing
all derivatives and algebraic variables. It will then
have nx +nw equations resulting in an underdetermined system. Thus nx additional equations are
needed [17].
The assumption of (1) being of index 1 can be
justied by saying that if a DAE of higher index

(5)

3.1

Implementation
Overview

The implementation of the algorithm reported
spans multiple packages, written in two dierent
programming languages: Python and C. A third
language, Cython [4], is used so packages written
in the two dierent languages can communicate
with each other. The algorithm basicly consists
of four packages, JModelica.org, Assimulo, KINSOL and an external linear solver (cf. Section 3.2)
implementing a regularization method and using
SuperLU.
The JModelica.org project is the biggest part
and consists of code written in multiple languages,
the part of JModelica.org used in this thesis is
however entirely coded in Python
Assimulo is a package written in Python using
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Cython to interface functionality from the SUN- The two functions that are of interest in the implementation discussed here are the setup and solve
DIALS suite, for example KINSOL [4, 1].
Finally KINSOL and SuperLU are two packages functions.
entirely written in C. An overview of how these
• The setup function is called whenever KINpackages interact is presented in Figure 1.
SOL needs to (re)evaluate the Jacobian. LU
factorization is preferably performed in this
function.

• The solve function uses the data from the last
call to setup to solve the linear system.
4

Figure 1: Overview of the packages involved in this
paper and how they interact.

Regularization

When in a step, say in the k th step and the
Jacobian is singular, the linear system (3) has
no solution or its solution is not unique. Thus a
dierent algorithm for determining the Newton
increment ∆u has to be used.

We require that ∆u is a descent direction and a
solution of the following regularized normal equaModel data, such as evaluation of F0 and its tions
Jacobian, are obtained by the JMI interface in the
JModelica.org part of Figure 1. The data is passed
 




(k) T
(k)
to Assimulo who calls KINSOL using Cython. In
J u0
J u0
+ λk I ∆u (h)
KINSOL the data is used to create the system (3)
(6)

T


(k)
(k)
which is solved by the external linear solver, called
= −J u0
F0 u0
SuperLU in Figure 1.
with λk > 0.
3.2

KINSOL

Here,

The non-linear solver implemented in the initialization algorithm reported is based on KINSOL
from the SUNDIALS suite [5]. Although this report focuses on regularization and sparse solvers,
some necessary theory on KINSOL has to be reviewed to allow discussion of the implementation
of regularization and SuperLU.
KINSOL is a solver of systems of non-linear
equations which implements a modied Newton
method where the Jacobian is only evaluated when
the solution progresses to slow or a certain number of iterations is exceeded [5]. This is to speed
up the solution of the nonlinear system since Jacobian evaluations are expensive. The Jacobian can
either be calculated by nite dierences or have to
be supplied as a function by the user.
A regularization method and SuperLU are implemented in KINSOL as an external linear solver.
An external linear solver is called by KINSOL to
solve (3) and must implement a set of functions.


 



(k) T
(k)
J u0
J u0
+ λk I
the matrix

is
positive  denite
h
 i with eigenvalues
(k)
λk , λk + J u0
⊂ R, [19].

in

2

We select λk in accordance to a strategy used,
when implementing the Levenberg-Marquardt
method (LM) for solving an overdetermined nonlinear equations systems [7, Ch. 10], by setting


λk := min 1, J (uk )T F0 (uk )
(7)
Note, in the DAE initialization process this regularization technique is required in a single, exeptional step only, while the overall process remains
classical Newton iteration, based on solving regular linear systems.
4.1

Implementation

As mentioned in Section 3, regularization is implemented in an external linear solver to KINSOL.
This is done so that when the LU factorization in
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Real x ;
the setup function fails due to the Jacobian being
Real y (start = 1, fixed = true);
singular, the regularization algorithm is called.
Real w (start = 2, fixed = true);
When the regularization is called, the regularequation
ization parameter λ
is
given
by
(7).
Secondly,
the
k





der(x) = x^2 - y;
(k) T
(k)
regularized matrix J u0
J u0
+ λk I is
der(y) = x^2 + z^2;
calculated and stored as the problem Jacobian. A
0 = w - x^2 -y;
ag is also set telling the linear solver that the end SingularTest;
problem is currently regularized.
When the solve function is called it will continue
In the initialization problem, the consistent valas usual if the regularization ag is not set. If the ues of the two states y and x, their derivatives
ag is set however, a new right hand side corre- and the algebraic variable w are solved for. The
sponding to the right hand side of (6) is calculated

 sought DAE equations are the three equations in
(k)
and solved for instead of the ordinary −F0 u0 . the equation block. Added to these are the two
With the regularization parameter calculated as equations corresponding to xed start values. Five
described, there is still a problem of the Jacobian variables and ve equations make up the well debeing singular at the solution. The strategy cho- ned initialization system (10).
sen is only valid for overdetermined systems if the
Jacobian is regular at the solution [7, Ch. 10].
To see what eects this presents on the DAE initialization, the algorithm has been tested on the
following problem (8).

0
0
0
0
0

=
=
=
=
=

x2 − y − ẋ
x2 − z 2 − ẏ
w − x2 y − y
y−1
w−2

(10)

At the initial guess given in the Modelica code
(the variable x is without a start guess and is given
the default guess zero), the system (10) has the
Problem (8) has the solution x = y = 0 where
Jacobian (11):
its Jacobian (9) is singular.




1 0 0 −1 0
2x 0
 0 1 0 0 4 
(9)


0 2y
 0 0 0 −1 1 
(11)




0 0 0 1 0
The algorithm converges, albeit slowly (29 itera0 0 0 0 1
tion when starting at x = y = 1.0), to the solution
x = y = 0.0018. The stopping criteria attained in
(11) is singular and so is JT J, JT J + h2 I is howthis case is the norm of the residual being smaller
ever regular.
than a given tolerance , in this case set to 6·10−6 .
Trying to initialize this model in JModelica.org
Hence the problem of a singular Jacobian at the
yields the regularization algorithm to be called folsolution slows down the algorithm but it does not
lowed by the Jacobian becoming regular and Newcause it to crash, as long as the tolerance is not
ton's method proceeding as usual. Hence the regset too small. There are methods discussed in [10]
ularization implemented succeeds in handling the
handling this problem which may be included in a
singular Jacobian.
later implementation.

0 = x2
0 = y2

4.2

(8)

5

A simple example

To test if regularization indeed works, a simply
constructed system with poorly chosen initial values is initialized. The example contains two states
x, and y as well as an algebraic variable w and is
written as follows:

model SingularTest

Sparse solvers

Another aspect taken into account when solving
(3) is the structural properties if the Jacobian.
When solving large systems, the solution of the
system (3) can become very costly and slow due
to the size of the Jacobian. But although the Jacobian is big in size it is not necessarily dense.
A matrix, and the corresponding linear system, is
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said to be sparse if there are many zero entries and
only a few entries dierent from zero and this is
something that can be exploited.
Another approach to exploiting model structure
commonly employed in Modelica tools is based on
the Block Lower Triangular (BLT) transformation,
in which the system of equations is decomposed
into a sequence of smaller equation systems, see
e.g. [8, 9].
5.1

be reformated before passing to SuperLU, which is
performed by scipy. The computational eort for
this transformation grows linearly with the size of
the problem [6].
In the external linear solver, the methods used
for LU factorization are called in the setup and
the solving routines are called in the solve function. Regularization is also implemented in the
same fashion as in the dense solver but with sparse
matrices.

Sparse Jacobians in Modelica models

6

In the case of a Jacobian, the number of non-zero
entries in row i corresponds to the number of variables upon which the function i in the system (2)
is dependent. Since each function in a Modelica
model of size n normally depends on about ve
to ten variables, the number of non-zero entries
will grow linearly while the size of the Jacobian
will grow quadraticaly for each added function. In
addition, many equations in (2) come from initial
values set by a fixed = true which only depend
on one variable. The hypothesis stated here is that
the Jacobian will get more sparse as the Modelica
model itself gets bigger.

6.1

Results
Regularization

As mentioned briey in the end of Section 4.2, the regularization algorithm succeeds with the constructed example presented
there.
A model of a distillation column,
jmodelica.examples.distillation, from the
JModelica.org distribution, is a model with a singular Jacobian at the initial guess supplied in
the Modelica le. When solving the initialization
problem with KINSOL coupled with an ordinary
linear solver, the solver fails, stating that the Jacobian could not be LU-factorized. When a regularized linear solver, like the ones described in
Sections 4.1 and 5.2, are used however, one regu5.2
SuperLU
larized step is taken and KINSOL then converges
Since the Jacobians are sparse, it is interesting to to the solution without having to perform another
look at sparse solvers for solving (3). The solver regularization step.
investigated in this paper is SuperLU, a fast LUfactorization algorithm optimizing memory usage
6.2
SuperLU
[12]. The SuperLU solver will also be coupled with
regularization to be able to handle singular Jaco- To test the eency of the initialization algorithm
bians.
with SuperLU, several Modelica models have been
SuperLU is implemented, similar to the regular- initialized with the sparse and the dense initializaization method, as an external linear solver. Since tion algorithm. The initialization has been timed
JModelica.org has support for sparse Jacobians multiple times and a mean value is calculated. The
through the JMI interface [14], the implementa- mean values and medians of the times are later
tion is similar to the dense case. The function cal- compared to decide which algorithm is faster. The
culating the sparse Jacobian is wrapped in Cython tests have been performed on a Intel Core 2 Duo
[4] and passed to KINSOL instead of the dense Ja- T5870 processor under 32 bit Windows 7 Profescobian. In this case the Jacobian given by the JMI sional.
To test if the initialization algorithm is faster
interface is given in coordinate or triplet format,
each non zero element is stored as the value along using SuperLU instead of a dense linear solver
with the row and column number. The format re- two series of non-linear systems have been comquired by SuperLU is Compressed Column format pared. From [2] the problem series Broyden and
or Harwell-Boeing format where the columns are Moraeux are problems concerning constrained opstored in one array, their row numbers in one ar- timization but can be seen as a non linear root
ray and the index of when the column changes in nding problem. A simple script AtoM.py is ima third array [13]. This requires the Jacobian to plemented to translate the models, supplied in the
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AMPL format .mod, to Modelica for later treatment by JModelica.org. These problem series offer similar systems of dierent size. In Figures
2 and 3 the speedups of both the Broyden and
Moreaux problems are plotted against the number of variables of the systems. In Figure 2 the
speedup of the total time is plotted while Figure 3 plots the speedup of the total time except
the time spent evaluating system functions and
Jacobians. Here speedup means the time measured with dense solver divided by time measured
with sparse solver, ei.e. how many times faster the
sparse solver is than the dense solver. It should be
noticed that computation of Jacobians in JModelica.org used for the benchmarks is slow, due to
limitations in the CppAD package, [3], with regards to sparse Jacobians. Therefore, we focus on
comparison of the time spent in KINSOL in the
cases of sparse versus dense linear solvers.

In Tables 1 and 2 the data from the test runs
on the Broyden and Moreaux preoblems are presented. The data consists of the time spent in total is presented (tot) along the time spent in KINSOL and linear solver without evaluations of Jacobians and system functions (KIN), the time spent
on evaluating the residual and Jacobian (Evals)
and the number of non-linear iterations required
(iters). The data is scaled by the total time of the
dense solver to simplify comparison.
Table 1: Times measured
lems.
Broyden
10
size
10
Dense
1.0
tot
Sparse
1.530
Dense
0.452
KIN
Sparse
0.425
Dense
0.548
Evals
Sparse
1.105
Dense
17
iters
Sparse
17

for the Broyden prob-

Table 2: Times measured
lems.
1.0
Moreaux
10
size
32
0.8
Dense
1.0
tot
0.60
Sparse
1.010
100
200
300
400
500
Size of system
Dense
0.666
KIN
Sparse
0.580
Figure 2: Speedup of the total times for the BroyDense
0.334
Evals
den and Moreaux problems.
Sparse
0.430
Dense
38
iters
Sparse
38

for the Moreaux prob-

Speedup [Dense time / Sparse time]

1.8

Broyden
Moreaux

1.6

40
40
1.0
0.880
0.249
0.060
0.751
0.820
60
60

80
80
1.0
0.787
0.244
0.019
0.756
0.768
112
112

320
320
1.0
0.738
0.243
0.006
0.757
0.732
137
137

1.4
1.2

45

Broyden
Moreaux

Speedup [Dense time / Sparse time]

40

30
25
20
15
10
5
100

200
300
Size of system

400

80
242
1.0
0.645
0.457
0.121
0.543
0.524
123
123

160
482
1.0
0.584
0.435
0.062
0.565
0.522
137
137

The models tested in Tables 1 and 2 are not
models originally written in Modelica but rather
optimization benchmarks. To test how the initialization algorithm using a sparse solver behaves
when used on 'real' Modelica models, the same
test performed in Tables 1 and 2 are performed on
some models with dierent sizes in Table 3.

35

00

40
122
1.0
0.734
0.495
0.218
0.505
0.516
112
112

• CSTR: an example from the JModelica.org
package describing two continously stirred
tank reactors in series.

500

Figure 3: Speedup of the Broyden and Moreaux
problems not counting time in fevals and jevals.
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• DIST: an example from the JModelica.org
package already mentioned in Section 6.1.
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• CoCy: a Modelica model describing a com- slower, as shown in the end of Section 4.1. Pan
bined cycle power plant initialized at full load. and Fan [10] proposes techniques to handle this
problem that may be used in a later implementations.
Table 5 imply that larger Modelica models are
Table 3: Times measured for the Modelica models.
more sparse than smaller Modelica models, thus
Model CSTR Dist CoCy
supporting the hypothesis stated in section 5.1 of
size
15
99
150
Modelica models getting more sparse as they grow
Dense
1.0
1.0
1.0
tot
in size.
Sparse 1.112 0.599 0.635
Regarding sparsity, Figures 2, 3 and Tables 1,
Dense
0.645 0.552 0.426
KIN
2 and 3 imply that the problems are initialized
Sparse 0.610 0.115 0.112
faster with the sparse version of the initialization
Dense
0.355 0.448 0.574
Evals
algorithm. Due to CppAD slowing down the evalSparse 0.502 0.484 0.523
uations of Jacobian, the times spent in KINSOL
Dense
10
24
34
iters
are compared instead of the total time.
Sparse
10
24
34
When applied to the Modelica models in Table 3, the sparse version solves the bigger problems (of size n ≈ 100 or bigger) around 4-5 times
6.3
Sparsity of Jacobians
faster than the dense version. The bigger benchIt is also interesting to take a look at the sparsity of marks from the Broyden and Moreaux series show
the systems to put the results obtained in Section an even bigger speedup, Broyden320 is for example
6.2. In Table 4 the sparsity of the systems, that solved 40 times faster. For smaller model, like the
is the sparsity of the system Jacobian, timed in model of the two stirred tank reactors, the orgaTable 1 and 2, are presented.
nizational eort of SuperLU and the model being
less sparse, outweighs the advantages and the two
Table 4: Sparsity measured in the percentage of methods are equal.
In the benchmarks presented here, the time for
elements diernet from zero in the Jacobian.
Model
10
20
40
80
160 320 evaluating Jacobians outweights the time spent in
Broyden 54.0 31.0 16.5 8.5 4.31 2.17 KINSOL, especially if SuperLU is employed. This
is due to the fact that the package used for generMoreaux 8.98 4.73 2.43 1.23 0.62
ation of Jacobians has weak support for computaIn Table 5 the sparsity of the Modelica mod- tion of sparse deriviatives. This deciency will be
els timed in Table 3 are presented supporting the adressed in future versions of JModelica.org.
In conclusion, the sparse version of the initialhypothesis of bigger models being more sparse..
ization algorithm is advantageous when applied
to bigger models. For smaller models however,
Table 5: Sparsity measured in the percentage of
the two version performs equally. However, the
elements diernet from zero in the Jacobian.
slow evaluation of sparse Jacobians make the dense
Model Size Sparisty
solver a better choice for smaller models.
CSTR 15
24.0
DIST
CoCy

7

99
150

2.67
1.75
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Abstract
The Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) is a tool
independent standard for the exchange of dynamic
models and for co-simulation. The development of
FMI was initiated and organized by Daimler AG
within the ITEA2 project MODELISAR. The primary goal is to support the exchange of simulation
models between suppliers and OEMs even if a large
variety of different tools are used. The FMI was developed in a close collaboration between simulation
tool vendors and research institutes. In this article an
overview about FMI is given and technical details
about the solution are discussed.
Keywords: Simulation; Co-Simulation, Model Exchange; MODELISAR; Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI); Functional Mockup Unit (FMU);

1

Introduction

One of the objectives of the development and usage
of tool independent modeling languages (e.g. Modelica®[1]1, VHDL-AMS [10]) is to ease the model exchange between simulation tools. However, modeling languages require a huge effort to support them
in a tool. It is therefore common to provide also low
level interfaces, to exchange models in a less powerful, but much simpler way. Another aspect of model
exchange is the protection of product know-how
which could be recovered from their physical models.
Several tools offer proprietary model interfaces, such
as:
1

Modelica ® is a registered trademark of the Modelica Association.

• Matlab/Simulink®2: S-Functions [3]
• MSC.ADAMS3: user-written subroutines [4]
• Silver: Silver-Module API [5]
• SIMPACK: user routines [6]
• SimulationX®4: External Model Interface [7]
Currently, no tool independent standard for model
exchange (via source or binary code in a programming language) is available. The same holds for the
situation in the field of co-simulation.
Vendors of Modelica tools (AMESim, Dymola,
SimulationX) and non Modelica tools (SIMPACK,
Silver, Exite), as well as research institutes worked
closely together and recently defined the Functional
Mockup Interface5. This interface covers the aspects
of model exchange [8] and of co-simulation [9]. This
development was initiated and organized by Daimler
AG with the goal to improve the exchange of simulation models between suppliers and OEMs. Within
MODELISAR, Daimler has set up 14 automotive use
cases for the evaluation and improvement of FMI. In
this article, the technical details behind FMI are discussed.

Figure 1: Improving model-based design between
OEM and supplier with FMI.
2

Matlab®/Simulink® are regist. trademarks of The MathWorks Inc.
MSC® is a registered trademark and MSC.ADAMS is a trademark
of MSC.Software Corporation or its subsidiaries.
4 SimulationX® is a registered trademark of ITI GmbH.
5 http://www.functional-mockup-interface.org
3
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2
2.1

are sketched in the next subsections.

The Functional Mock-Up Interface

2.2

Main Design Ideas

The FMI standard consists of two main parts:
1. FMI for Model Exchange:
The intention is that a modeling environment can
generate C-Code of a dynamic system model in
form of an input/output block that can be utilized
by other modeling and simulation environments.
Models are described by differential, algebraic
and discrete equations with time-, state- and
step-events. The models to be treated can be
large for usage in offline simulation; and it is also possible to use models for online simulation
and in embedded control systems on microprocessors.
2. FMI for Co-Simulation:
The intention is to couple two or more simulation tools in a co-simulation environment. The
data exchange between subsystems is restricted
to discrete communication points. In the time between two communication points, the subsystems are solved independently from each other
by their individual solver. Master algorithms
control the data exchange between subsystems
and the synchronization of all slave simulation
solvers (slaves). The interface allows standard,
as well as advanced master algorithms, e.g. the
usage of variable communication step sizes,
higher order signal extrapolation, and error control.
Both approaches share a bulk of common parts that

Distribution

A component which implements the FMI is called
Functional Mockup Unit (FMU). It consists of one
zip-file with extension “.fmu” containing all necessary components to utilize the FMU:
1. An XML-file contains the definition of all variables of the FMU that are exposed to the environment in which the FMU shall be used, as well
as other model information. It is then possible to
run the FMU on a target system without this information, i.e., with no unnecessary overhead.
For FMI-for-Co-Simulation, all information
about the “slaves”, which is relevant for the
communication in the co-simulation environment is provided in a slave specific XML-file. In
particular, this includes a set of capability flags
to characterize the ability of the slave to support
advanced master algorithms, e.g. the usage of
variable communication step sizes, higher order
signal extrapolation, or others.
2. For the FMI-for-Model-Exchange case, all needed model equations are provided with a small set
of easy to use C-functions. These C-functions
can either be provided in source and/or binary
form. Binary forms for different platforms can
be included in the same model zip-file.
For the FMI-for-Co-Simulation case, also a
small set of easy to use C-functions are provided
in source and/or binary form to initiate a communication with a simulation tool, to compute a
communication time step, and to perform the da-

Figure 2: Top level part of the FMI XML schema
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ta exchange at the communication points.
3. Further data can be included in the FMU zip-file,
especially a model icon (bitmap file), documentation files, maps and tables needed by the model, and/or all object libraries or DLLs that are
utilized.
2.3

Description Schema

All information about a model and a co-simulation
setup that is not needed during execution is stored in
an XML-file called “modelDescription.xml”. The
benefit is that every tool can use its favorite programming language to read this XML-file (e.g. C,
C++, C#, Java, Python) and that the overhead, both
in terms of memory and simulation efficiency, is reduced. As usual, the XML-file is defined by an
XML-schema file called “fmiModelDescription.xsd”. Most information is identical for the two
FMI cases.
In Figure 2, the top-level part of the schema definition is shown. All parts are the same for the two
FMI-cases, with exception of the element “Implementation”. If present, the import tool should interpret the model description as applying to cosimulation. As a consequence, the import tool must
select the C-functions for co-simulation, otherwise
for model exchange. An important part of the “Implementation” is the definition of capability flags to
define the capabilities that the co-simulation slave
supports:

Figure 3: Capability flags of FMI for Co-Simulation.
These flags are interpreted by the master to select a
co-simulation algorithm which is supported by all
connected slaves.
2.4

C-Interface

The executive part of FMI consists of two header
files that define the C-types and –interfaces. The
header file “fmiPlatformTypes.h” contains all definitions that depend on the target platform:
#define
#define
#define
#define

fmiPlatform "standard32"
fmiTrue 1
fmiFalse 0
fmiUndefinedValueReference
(fmiValueReference)(-1)

typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef

void*
unsigned int
double
int
char
const char*

fmiComponent;
fmiValueReference;
fmiReal
;
fmiInteger;
fmiBoolean;
fmiString ;

This header file must be used both by the FMU and
by the target simulator. If the target simulator has
different definitions in the header file (e.g.,
“typedef float fmiReal” instead of “typedef
double fmiReal”), then the FMU needs to be recompiled with the header file used by the target simulator. The header file platform, for which the model
was compiled, as well as the version number of the
header files, can be inquired in the target simulator
with FMI functions.
In this first version of FMI, the minimum amount
of different data types is defined. This is not sufficient for embedded systems and will be improved in
one of the follow-up versions of FMI.
The type fmiValueReference defines a handle
for the value of a variable: The handle is unique at
least with respect to the corresponding base type
(like fmiReal) besides alias variables that have the
same handle. All structured entities, like records or
arrays, are “flattened” in to a set of scalar values of
type fmiReal, fmiInteger etc. A fmiValueReference references one such scalar. The coding of
fmiValueReference is a “secret” of the modeling
environment that generated the model. The data exchange is performed using the functions fmiSetXXX(...) and fmiGetXXX(...). XXX stands
for one of the types Real, Integer, and Boolean. One
argument of these functions is an array of
fmiValueReference, which defines which variable
is accessed. The mapping between the FMU variables and the fmiValueReferences is stored in the
model description XML file.
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For simplicity, in this first version of FMI a “flat”
structure of variables is used. Still, the original hierarchical structure of the variables can be retrieved, if
a flag is set in the XML-file that a particular convention of the variable names is used. For example, the
Modelica variable name
“pipe[3,4].T[14]”
defines a variable which is an element of an array of
records “pipe” of vector T (“.” separates hierarchical
levels and “[...]” defines array elements).
Header-file “fmiFunctions.h” contains the prototypes for functions that can be called from simulation
environments.
The goal is that both textual and binary representations of models are supported and that several
models using FMI might be present at link time in an
executable (e.g., model A may use a model B). For
this to be possible the names of the FMI-functions in
different models must be different unless function
pointers must be used. For simplicity and since the
function pointer approach is not desirable on embedded systems, the first variant is utilized by FMI:
Macros are provided in “fmiFunctions.h” to build
the actual function names. A typical usage in an FMI
model or co-simulation slave is:
#define MODEL_IDENTIFIER MyFMU
#include "fmiFunctions.h"
< implementation of the FMI functions >

This type of system is described as a piecewise
continuous system. Discontinuities can occur at time
instants t0, t1, …, tn, where ti < ti+1. These time instants are called “events”. Events can be known before hand (= time event), or are defined implicitly (=
state and step events).
The “state” of a hybrid ODE is represented by a
continuous state x(t) and by a time-discrete state m(t)
that have the following properties:
• x(t) is a vector of real numbers (= timecontinuous states) and is a continuous function
of time inside each interval ti ≤ t < ti+1, where
ti = lim ( ti + ε ) , i.e., the right limit to ti (note,
ε →0

x(t) is continuous between the right limit to ti
and the left limit to ti+1 respectively).
• m(t) is a set of real, integer, logical, and string
variables (= time-discrete states) that are constant inside each interval ti ≤ t < ti+1. In other
words, m(t) changes value only at events. This
means, m(t) = m(ti), for ti ≤ t < ti+1.
At every event instant ti, variables might be discontinuous and therefore have two values at this time
instant, the ”left” and the ”right” limit. x(ti), m(ti) are
always defined to be the right limit at ti, whereas
x¯ (ti), m¯ (ti) are defined to be the “left” limit at ti,
e.g.: m¯ (ti) = m(ti-1). In the following figure, the two
variable types are visualized:

For example, a function that is defined as
“fmiGetDerivatives”
is changed by the macros to the actual function name
“MyFMU_fmiGetDerivatives”,
i.e., the function name is prefixed with the model or
slave name and an “_”. The “MODEL_IDENTIFIER”
is defined in the XML-file of the FMU. A simulation
environment can therefore construct the relevant
function names after inspection of the XML-file.
This can be used by (a) generating code for the actual function call or (b) by dynamically loading a dynamic link library and explicitly importing the function symbols by providing the “real” function names
as strings.

3
3.1

FMI for Model Exchange
Mathematical Description

The goal of the Model Exchange interface is to numerically solve a system of differential, algebraic
and discrete equations. In this version of the interface, ordinary differential equations in state space
form with events are handled (abbreviated as “hybrid
ODE”).

x(t)
m(t)

time t
m(t1)
m–(t1)
t2
t1
t0
Figure 4: Piecewise-continuous states of an
FMU: time-continuous (x) and time-discrete (m).
An event instant ti is defined by one of the following
conditions that gives the smallest time instant:
1. At a predefined time instant ti = Tnext(ti-1) that was
defined at the previous event instant ti-1 either by
the FMU, or by the environment of the FMU due
to a discontinuous change of an input signal uj at
ti. Such an event is called time event.
2. At a time instant, where an event indicator zj(t)
changes its domain from zj > 0 to zj ≤ 0 or vice
versa (see Figure 5 below). More precisely: An
event t = ti occurs at the smallest time instant
“min t” with t > ti-1 where “(zj(t) > 0) ≠ (zj(ti-1) >
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0)”. Such an event is called state event. All event
indicators are piecewise continuous and are collected together in one vector of real numbers
z(t).

z(t

z>0
time

z≤0
t0

t1

t2

Figure 5: An event occurs when the event indicator changes its domain from z > 0 to z ≤ 0 or vice
versa.
3. At every completed step of an integrator,
fmiCompletedIntegratorStep must be called.
An event occurs at this time instant, if indicated
by the return argument callEventUpdate. Such
an event is called step event. Step events are,
e.g., used to dynamically change the (continuous) states of a model, because the previous
states are no longer suited numerically.
An event is always triggered from the environment
in which the FMU is called, so it is not triggered inside the FMU. A model (FMU) may have additional
variables p, u, y, v. These symbols characterize sets
of real integer, logical, and string variables, respectively. The non-real variables change their values
only at events. For example, this means that uj(t) =
uj(ti), for ti ≤ t < ti+1, if uj is an integer, logical or
string variable. If uj is a real variable, it is either a
continuous function of time inside this interval or it
is constant in this interval (= time-discrete). “p” are
parameters (data that is constant during the simulation), “u” are inputs (signals provided from the environment), “y” are outputs (signals provided to the
environment that can be used as inputs to other subsystems), and “v” are internal variables that are not
used in connections, but are only exposed by the
model to inspect results. Typically, there are a few
inputs u and outputs y (say 10), and many internal
variables v (say 100000).
3.2

puted provided the output of a model is not connected. It might be that at the same time instant other
variables are needed. For example, if an integrator
step is completed, the event indicator functions need
to be computed as well. For efficiency it is then important that in the call to compute the event indicator
functions, the state derivatives are not newly computed, if they have been computed already at the present time instant. This means, the state derivatives
shall be reused from the previous call. This feature is
called “caching of variables”.
Caching requires that the model evaluation can
detect when the input arguments, like time or states,
have changed. This is achieved by setting them explicitly with a function call since every such function
call signals precisely a change of the corresponding
variables. A typical call sequence to compute the
derivatives

x& = f ( x, u, p, t )
as function of states, inputs, and parameters is therefore:
// Instantiate FMU
// ("M" is the MODEL_IDENTIFIER)
m = M_fmiInstantiateModel("m", ...);
...
// set parameters
M_fmiSetReal(m, id_p, np, p);
// initialize instance
M_fmiInitialize(m, ...);
...
// set time
M_fmiSetTime(m, time);
...
// set inputs
M_fmiSetReal(m, id_u, nu, u);
...
// set states
M_fmiSetContinuousStates(m, x, nx);
...
// get state derivatives
M_fmiGetDerivatives(m, der_x, nx);

To obtain the FMU outputs:

y = f ( x, u , p , t )

Caching of Variables

Depending on the situation, different variables need
to be computed. In order to be efficient, FMI is designed so that the interface requires only the computation of variables that are needed in the present context. For example, during the iteration of an integrator step, only the state derivatives need to be com-

as function of states, inputs, and parameters, the environment would call:
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...
// get outputs
M_fmiGetReal(m, id_y, ny, y);
...
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The FMU decides internally which part of the model
code is evaluated in the present context.

4

controls the simulation according to that algorithm.
The slaves are the simulation tools, which are prepared to simulate their subtask. The slaves are able to
communicate data, execute control commands and
return status information.

FMI for Co-Simulation
4.2

Co-simulation is a simulation technique for coupled
time-continuous and time-discrete systems that exploits the modular structure of coupled problems in
all stages of the simulation process (pre-processing,
time integration, post-processing).
The data exchange between subsystems is restricted to discrete communication points. In the time
between two communication points, the subsystems
are solved independently from each other by their
individual solver. Master algorithms control the data
exchange between subsystems and the synchronization of all slave simulation solvers (slaves).
Examples for co-simulation techniques are the
distributed simulation of heterogeneous systems,
partitioning and parallelization of large systems,
multi rate integration, and hardware-in-the-loop simulations.
A simulation tool can be coupled if it is able to
communicate data during simulation at certain time
points (communication points, tCi), see Figure 6.

Figure 6: Coupleable simulation tool
4.1

Master Slave Principle

Instead of coupling the simulation tools directly, it is
assumed that all communication is handled via a
master (Figure 7).

Interface

The FMI for Co-Simulation defines similar functions
like FMI for Model Exchange for creation, initialization, termination, and destruction of the slaves. In
order to allow distributed scenarios, the cosimulation functions provide some more arguments.
E.g. the function fmiInstantiateSlave(...) provides the string argument mimeType which defines
the tool which is needed to compute the FMU in a
tool based co-simulation scenario (see section 4.3).
For data exchange, the fmiGet…/fmiSet… functions of FMI for Model Exchange are used here too.
In order to allow higher order extrapolation/interpolation of continuous inputs/outputs additional Get/Set functions are defined for input/output
derivatives.
The computation of a communication time step is
initiated by the call of fmiDoStep(...). The function arguments are the current communication time
instance, the communication step size, and a flag that
indicates whether the previous communication step
was accepted by the master and a new communication step is started. Depending on the internal state of
the slave and the previous call of fmiDoStep(...),
the slave has to decide which action is to be done
before the step is computed. E.g. if a communication
time step is repeated, the last taken step is to be discarded.
Using this interface function, different cosimulation algorithms are possible:
• Constant and variable communication step
sizes.
• Straightforward methods without rejecting
and repetition of communication steps.
• Sophisticated methods with iterative repetition of communication steps.
4.3

Use Cases

The FMI for Co-Simulation standard can be used to
support different usage scenarios. The simplest one
is shown in the following figure (in order to keep it
simple, only one slave is drawn).
Figure 7: Three tools are controlled by one master
The master plays an essential role in controlling the
coupled simulation. Besides distribution of communication data, the master analyses the connection
graph, chooses a suitable simulation algorithm and
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Figure 8: Simple stand alone use case.
Master and slave are running in the same process.
The slave contains model and solver, no additional
tool is needed.
The next use case is carried out on different processes. A complete simulation tool acts as slave. In
this case, the FMI is implemented by a simulation
tool dependent wrapper which communicates by a
(proprietary) interface with the simulation tool.

Figure 9: Slave is a simulation tool
The green and orange interfaces can be inter-process
communication technologies like COM/DCOM,
CORBA, Windows message based interfaces or signals and events. The co-simulation master does not
notice the usage of an FMI wrapper here. It still utilizes only the FMI for Co-Simulation.
Figure 10 demonstrates a distributed cosimulation scenario.

Figure 10: Distributed co-simulation scenario.
The slave (which can be a simulation tool as in Figure 9 too) and the master run on different computers.
The data exchange is handled by a communication
layer which is implemented by a special FMI wrapper. Neither the master nor the slave notice the technology used by the communication layer. Both utilize the FMI for Co-Simulation only.

5

Comparing Model-Exchange
Approaches

we discuss the differences with respect to the following properties:
1. Interface coverage:
a) Model representation as ordinary differential
equation (ODE) or differential algebraic
equation (DAE).
b) Does the API support querying Jacobian matrix information?
c) Is it possible to transfer structural data via
the API? If information about algebraic dependencies between outputs and inputs are
supplied, the importing tool is able to detect
and handle algebraic loops automatically.
2. Event handling: Does the API support transporting event handling information between model
and simulation environment for
a) Time events?
b) State events?
c) Step events?
d) Event iteration?
3. Step-size control: Does the API support
a) Rejecting of time step by the model?
b) Variable step sizes?
4. Efficiency: Does the API support
a) efficient computing
(e.g. allowing value cashing)?
b) efficient result storage
(e.g. via alias mechanism and storing large
numbers of internal variables)?
c) efficient argument handling
(data copy required)?
5. Programming languages: Which programming
languages are supported by the API
6. Documentation: Is documentation sufficient for
a) using the APIs data types?
b) building models with this API (export)?
c) using models with this API in other simulation environments (import)?
d) each models variables (inputs, outputs, states
etc.)?
7. Miscellaneous:
a) Interoperability: which platforms are supported?
b) Does changing the (version of the) simulation environment require model recompilation?
c) Compact and flexible file format, that allows
the inclusion of additional data.
8. Status of API:
a) License?
b) Developed and maintained by only one tool
vendor?

As shown in section 1, there are multiple, proprietary
approaches for exchanging executable models. Here
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Property

Simulink:
S-Function

Silver:
SIMPACK: SimulationX: FMI for Model
ADAMS:
user routines Silver API user routines EMI
Exchange

1a Representation

ODE

ODE

Co-Sim1

ODE/DAE

ODE

ODE2

1b Jacobian support

no

no

no

no

no

no3

1c Structural data

yes

no

no

no4

yes

yes

1a Time events

yes5

no

no

yes

yes5

yes5,6

1b State events

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

2c Step events

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

2d Event iteration

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

3a Discard time step

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

3b Variable step size

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

4a Eff. computing

no7

no7

no7

no7

no7

yes

4b Eff. Result storage

no8

no

no

no8

no8

yes

4c Data copy required

no

no

no

no

no

yes

5 API language

C, C++,
Fortran

C, Fortran

C, Python C, Fortran

C

C

6a Doc API data types

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

6b Doc model generation yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

6c Doc model use

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

6d Doc model variables

no

yes

no

no

yes

7a Platform support

independent9 Windows,
Linux

Windows Windows,
UNIX

Windows

independent.9,10

7b Recompilation

yes

yes

no

yes11

yes

no

7c Compact file format

no

no

no

no

no

yes

8a Legal status

proprietary

proprietary

open

proprietary

open

open

8b Proprietary

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

1. Silver supports only exchanging models including their own solvers, communicating at projectdependent, equidistant time intervals.
2. DAE support is planned for one of the next versions.
3. Planned for one of the next FMI versions.
4. Loops are detected and can be handled using
additional user intervention on the model.
5. API supports time events, but definition is based
on real variables which could lead to inexact results.
6. Efficient and numerically robust time event handling is planned for FMI Version 2.0

7. Caching mechanism is possible, but the component itself has to observe which data have
changed since the last call.
8. API is not designed to transfer more data than
inputs, outputs, and states. Internal variables are
not published by the external model.
9. The component can be provided as binary for
one operating system and/or as source code.
10. The model source code can be part of the FMU
archive file.
11. Recompilation is only needed for major version
changes.
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FMI can already be used with several Modelica
tools, Simulink, multi-body and other tools.
• In the ITEA2 project OPENPROD [10], FMI
extensions are currently developed with respect
to optimization applications.
Current priorities of the further development inside
MODELISAR are:
• Unification and harmonization of FMI for Model
Exchange and Co-Simulation
• Improved handling of time events.
• Improved support for FMUs in embedded
systems.
• Efficient interface to Jacobian matrices.
•

6

Tools supporting FMI

The following tools are currently supporting the FMI
version 1.0 (for an up-to-date list see www.functionalmockup-interface.org/tools.html):
• Dymola 7.4 (FMU export and import,
www.3ds.com/products/catia/portfolio/dymola),
• JModelica.org 1.3 (FMU import,
www.jmodelica.org),
• Silver 2.0 (FMU import,
www.qtronic.com/en/silver.html),
• SimulationX 3.4 (FMU import and export, FMU
co-simulation, www.simulationx.com, see [10])
• Simulink (FMU export by Dymola 7.4
via Real-Time Workshop,
www.mathworks.com/products/simulink),
• Fraunhofer Co-Simulation Master (see [12])
The respective vendors plan to support FMI with
their following tools:
• AMESim (FMU export and import,
www.lmsintl.com/imagine-amesim-1-d-multidomain-system-simulation),

•
•

•
•
•

7

EXITE, EXITE ACE (FMU export and import,
www.extessy.com),
OpenModelica (FMU export and import;
a prototype for FMU export is available,
www.openmodelica.org),
SIMPACK (FMU import, FMU co-simulation,
www.simpack.com),
TISC (FMU import, www.tlk-thermo.com).
MpCCI (FMU import and export,
www.mpcci.de)

8
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Abstract
Co-Simulation is a general approach to simulate
coupled technical systems. In a master-slave concept
the slaves simulate sub-problems whereas the master
is responsible for both coordinating the overall simulation as well as transferring data. To unify the interface between master and slave the FMI for CoSimulation was developed. Using FMI a master was
implemented with simple and advanced algorithms
which can be applied depending on the properties of
the involved slave simulators. The master was tested
amongst others by coupling with SimulationX.
Keywords: co-simulation; FMI; master

1

Introduction

Modeling problems in natural sciences and engineering often leads to hybrid systems of differential and
algebraic, time continuous and time or event discrete
equations. Often complex multi-disciplinary systems
cannot be modeled and simulated in one simulation
tool alone or subsystem models are available only for
a specific simulation tool. Sometimes sub-problems
shall be simulated with the simulator which suits best
for the specific domain. Thus for the simulation of
multi-disciplinary problems or for hardware-in-theloop simulation it is often reasonable or even necessary to couple different simulation tools with each
other or with real world system components.
Simulator coupling is used in various fields of
application like automotive engineering, microelectronics, mechatronics etc.
Up to now simulator coupling is nearly always a
point-to-point solution tailored to the involved simulators. These special solutions cause high effort so a
generally accepted interface for simulator coupling
supported by many simulation tools is desirable.

2

Co-Simulation

Co-simulation is an approach for the joint simulation
of models developed with different tools (tool coupling) where each tool treats one part of a modular
coupled problem. Intermediate results (variables,
status information) are exchanged between these
tools during simulation where data exchange is restricted to discrete communication points. Between
these communication points the subsystems are
solved independently.
2.1

Coupling of simulators

A simulation tool S can be coupled if it is able to
communicate data during simulation at certain time
points t, cf. Figure 1. Here input variables are
denoted by u and output variables by y.

Figure 1: Block representation of a simulator S

Simulators have different capabilities which have
an influence on the algorithms that can be used for
their coupling. Such capabilities are:
 The
simulator
can
handle
variable
communication step sizes.
 The simulator can handle events.
 It is possible to undo a time step, i.e. the
simulator can reject time steps.
When using simulator coupling the original
problem is divided into N subproblems each handled
by a simulator. Typically, N is small, i.e. below 20.
Thereby the simulators do not have to be different.
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The signal flow for the coupled simulators can be
described by a directed graph with the simulators as
the nodes and the exchanged data as the edges.
If there is feedback in the graph then cycles exist.
A cycle is a path in a graph with the same node as
start and end point. Cycles can be eliminated if the
simulators in a cycle are combined into a supersimulator i.e. a simulator superior to the simulators
of the cycle.
Figure 2 shows an example of such a graph.
Simulator A has the highest priority. The simulators
B, C, and D form a cycle. E, F, and G are
subordinated to this cycle. That means simulator A is
executed first of all. Then the cycle of B, C, and D is
finished. Afterward simulators E and F are executed
whereat both simulators can be run in parallel. At
last G is processed.

Figure 2: Example graph of coupled simulation tools

For simulation, the whole graph is analyzed first.
If cycles are detected then they are combined into a
super simulator. The simulators are coupled with
directed data flow. A priority is assigned to each
simulator with 0 representing the highest priority.
Simulators with the same priority can be executed in
parallel. All simulators in cycles either have to be
processed iteratively or with small enough time steps
and error control.

synchronizes, controlles and manages them [1]. Each
edge of the graph is regarded as to go “through” the
master, cf. Figure 3. The master serves as an
interface, establishes connections and exchanges data
between the simulators which are called slaves.
Slaves are assumed to communicate with the master
only.
2.2

Basic Co-simulation computational flow

The whole co-simulation can be divided into several
phases.
1. Initialization phase
All simulation tools are prepared for starting the cosimulation. The master receives the properties of the
slaves. Furthermore the master receives the connection graph. The slaves and models are initialized and
parameters are set. The communication links between master and slaves are established. The master
chooses its algorithm based on the capabilities of the
slaves as well as the connection graph and user input.
2. Simulation phase
The master forces the slaves to simulate the time interval from start time to stop time by stepwise solving master subintervals which are also called communication steps. Their boundaries are called communication points. In case of event iteration the
communication step size can be zero. The simulation
is performed independently for all subsystems restricting data exchange between subsystems to these
communication points.
Before simulating a subinterval a slave receives
its input values and possibly their derivatives with
respect to time as well as the communication step
size from the master. After finishing the communication step the master receives the output values of the
slave and possibly their derivatives with respect to
time. Furthermore the slave status has to be transferred to the master. If the slave simulation fails further communication is necessary.
3. Closing phase
The master stops the complete simulation and is responsible for proper memory deallocation, terminating and resetting or shutting down the slaves.
2.3

Figure 3: Master-Slave structure

Instead of direct coupling, a master is assumed to
be located between the single simulation tools which

Accuracy and stability

Co-simulation can lead to problems regarding stability and accuracy of the simulation [2] – especially if
feedback exists between simulators, cf. the example
given in section 4.4. If a simulation tools provides an
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interface for co-simulation at all then usually it is not
possible to reset a simulator so that a time step can
be repeated e.g. with a smaller step size.
So co-simulation should often be used as a last
resort as long as iterative methods have to be used
for stability and simulators only provide a rudimental
co-simulation interface. Hopefully this will change
in future with the introduction of a standardized cosimulation interface like the one proposed in the next
section.

3

Functional Mock-up Interface
(FMI) for Co-Simulation

The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) for CoSimulation [3], [4], [5] is an interface standard for
the solution of time dependent coupled systems consisting of subsystems that are continuous in time or
time-discrete. It provides interfaces between master
and slaves and addresses both data exchange and
algorithmic issues. Both simple as well as more sophisticated master algorithms are supported. However, the master algorithm itself is not part of FMI
for Co-Simulation.
FMI for Co-Simulation consists of two parts:
 Co-Simulation Interface: a set of C functions for
controlling the slaves and for data exchange of
input and output values as well as status information.
 Co-Simulation Description Schema: defines the
structure and content of an XML file. This slave
specific XML file contains “static” information
about the model (input and output variables, parameters, …) and the solver/simulator (capabilities, …).
The complete interface description can be obtained from [3].
The capability flags in the XML file characterize
the ability of the slave to support advanced master
algorithms which use variable communication step
sizes, higher order signal extrapolation etc.
A component implementing the FMI is called
Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU). It consists of one
zip file containing
 the XML description file and
 the implementation in source or binary form
(dynamic library).
A master can import an FMU by first reading the
model description XML file contained in the zip file.
Coupling simulators by FMI for Co-Simulation
hides their implementation details and thus can protect intellectual property.

FMI for Co-Simulation version 1.0 was published
in October 2010. Currently it is planned to combine
FMI for Co-Simulation with FMI for Model Exchange to an FMI standard.

4

EAS Master

MODELISAR [6] is a research project within the
European ITEA2 program. It is aimed to develop the
FMI as well as to support it by involved tool vendors. Use cases will show the benefits of applied
FMI. Master algorithms are not standardized with
FMI but developed in the MODELISAR project e.g.
by tool vendors. A prototypical implementation of a
master has been provided by EAS for the MODELISAR consortium. The package contains the ANSI C
code of the master, a generic “C function” slave, and
a collection of examples.
The “C function” slave provides the basic functionality of FMI for Co-Simulation. The user has
only to provide two functions for initialization (the
number of input and output variables) and the computation of a step with the step size communicated
by the master.
4.1

Configuration

The master is configured by a simple text file. There
are keywords for start and stop time, step size, coupling algorithm, error tolerance etc. The coupled
FMUs with their paths have to appear within the
configuration file, too. The graph of the simulator
coupling has to be supplied by an incidence matrix
and information about the priority of the slaves as
well as occurring cycles.
4.2

Coupling algorithms

The master prototype provides three algorithms for
the simulation with fixed step size:
 data flow between the slaves without iterations,
i.e. simple forward calculation
 fixed point iteration of all cycles within the
graph
 simple implementation of Newton’s method with
Jacobians approximated by finite differences
All master algorithms proceed in macro steps of
fixed step size from start time to end time.
The computation of a time step from ti to ti+1
within cycles is performed in the following way:
Every slave makes an assumption for its input value
u at time ti+1. Currently this is done using constant
interpolation u t i 1   u t i  , i.e. in each macro step
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all terms that couple the subsystems are frozen. Thus
synchronization and update of the exchanged values
with computed output y t i 1  is done at the end of
the time step. Because no slave depends on the current output of another one, the slaves can run in parallel. This iteration scheme is called to be of Jacobi
type.
Another approach would be to simulate a time
step with every slave of a cycle one after another and
to use the output y t i 1  just calculated as input
u t i 1  for the following slaves. These staggered algorithms which handle the subsystems sequentially
are called of Gauß-Seidel type. This method was
used within a first master implementation. The
drawback of this approach is that the slaves within
the cycles cannot run in parallel and the behavior of
the iteration depends on the calling sequence of the
slaves. However, an example exists where this approach converges while the first method does not
converge.
4.3

Simple slave test examples

A collection of examples using the “C function”
slave is provided together with the master. They
cover different types of coupling – with or without
cycles, nonlinear equations, ODEs, DAEs – and
demonstrate the usage of the configuration file.
Some of the examples can be solved with all master
algorithms, some only with Newton’s method.
One of these examples is BspK6. It consists of
four coupled slaves which exchange 4 values (0, 1, 2,
3) of type fmiReal and 2 values (4, 5) of type
fmiInteger, cf. Figure 4. The slaves S0, S1, and
S2 form a cycle.

u4  1
 0
y1 : 
u1  x else
u3  1
 0
y 2 : 
u 2  x else
Slave S1:
1 dx
 x  u  sin 3πt   0
2 dt
 y  x  1000 sin 102 πt   1001  u  0
Slave S2:
1 dx
 x  u  sin 2 πt   0
2 dt
 y  x   1000 sin 102 πt   1001  u  0
Slave S3:
1 sin πt   12
y1  
else
0

1 sin 2πt    12
y2  
else
0
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show simulation results for
constant step size 10-4 and Newton’s method as iterative method for the cycle. The other two methods do
not converge for this example.
BspK6
0.0008

0
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0.0004
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0
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-0.0004
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u
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y

1
y1
u3
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3

BspK6

u2

1
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1

y2
u4

0.8
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1

Figure 5: Simulation results for exchanged values 0
and 3

u

2
u1

0.8

t

5
y1

0.6

y2

S3

0.4
0.2

Figure 4: Example BspK6 from collection

Input, output, and internal variables of the slaves
are related by the following equations.
Slave S0:
dx
 2 x  u1  u 2  0
dt

0
-0.2
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

t

Figure 6: Simulation results for exchanged values 1, 2,
4, and 5
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4.4

Coupling with ITI SimulationX

Another example shows coupling of SimulationX [7]
with a “C function” slave via the EAS Master.
The original SimulationX model is shown in
Figure 7. It is a simple plant with a controller driven
by the “speed” function
100 rpm 0.2 s  t  1 s
f t   
else
 0

As it can be seen, the angular velocity of the plant
shows a small but fast decaying oscillation in the
original model after the speed has been switched to 0
after 1 s. In contrast, the oscillation is larger and does
not decay in the simulator coupling. For larger step
sizes the amplitude of this oscillation is even larger
(not shown).
At the moment, SimulationX cannot discard steps
so a simulation with iterative methods was not possible. With iterative methods we expect the oscillation
to decay like in the original model.
4.5

Figure 7: Full SimulationX model

This model has been split into three FMUs: two
SimulationX FMUs for the controller and the plant
and one “C function simulator” FMU for the speed
input, cf. Figure 8. The SimulationX FMUs contain
the model as well as the solver as a DLL. They were
created via the code export option of SimulationX.
Controller

Efficiency and simulation speed strongly depend on
the problem which has to be solved.
Clearly, the most efficient approach would be to
use only one simulation tool and do without cosimulation. If this is not possible then problems described by graphs without feedback can be simulated
most efficiently using the non-iterative method. If
there are cycles within the graph and no iterative
methods can be used because the simulators cannot
discard steps then accuracy and numerical stability
may be poor. Anyway, the macro step size has to be
very small then and thus the computational costs
strongly increase.

Speed

S1

Plant

S2

S3

Figure 8: Coupling of three FMUs

Figure 10: Disadvantage of current OpenMP approach
compared to thread programming

Plant.sensor1.om (rad/s)
12

SimulationX
Coupling

10
8
6
4
2
0
-2
0

Efficiency

0.5

1

1.5

2

time (s)

Figure 9: Simulation results

The coupled FMUs have been simulated by the
prototypical master with fixed step size 10-3 with the
simple algorithm for forward calculation without
iteration. Results of this calculation as well as of the
original simulation model are presented in Figure 9.

By using OpenMP [8] slaves of the same priority
can run in parallel. However, the current implementation of this approach has a disadvantage compared
to thread programming which will be explained with
the help of Figure 10. Here S1 has a higher priority
than S2. S3 can have the same priority either as S1 or
S2. Thus either both S3 and S1 can run in parallel
and the simulation continues with S2 after both S1
and S3 have finished or S2 and S3 can both run in
parallel after S1 has finished. Instead it would be
better to handle S1 and S2 as a “super slave” which
runs in parallel with S3, i.e. synchronization takes
place at the start of S1 and S3 and after S2 and S3
have finished. However, either a more complicated
data structure has to be used for this purpose if
OpenMP should be used or platform dependent
thread programming has to be used.
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4.6

Summary of properties

The implementation of the EAS Master is as platform independent as possible. Platform dependent
code – mainly for dealing with dynamic libraries –
could happily be collected as preprocessor defines
within a single header file. Thus the master runs on
multiple platforms (MS Windows, Linux, Sun Solaris).
Slaves can run in parallel if they have the same
priority. Platform independence also was the reason
to use OpenMP instead of explicitly dealing with
thread programming for this purpose. OpenMP is
supported by newer version of the major C compilers
(gcc, Visual Studio). Parallelization is realized by
one #pragma directive in front of a “for” loop so that
compilers without OpenMP support simply compile
the code for serial execution. However, the OpenMP
approach has the drawback compared to explicit
dealing with threads that only slaves of the same priority and not across different priorities can run in
parallel.
Currently the three algorithms mentioned in section 4.2 are available.
4.7

The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) for CoSimulation as a proposed standard for simulator coupling will hopefully be widely used because it replaces current point-to-point solutions and thus eases
the reuse of models tailored to special simulators.
The protection of intellectual property is also possible with FMI.
Providing the prototypical master implementation
will hopefully help to promote the FMI for Cosimulation.
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Abstract
The bending deformation of rotating annular plates
and the associated vibration behaviour is important in
engineering applications which range from automotive
or railway brake systems to discs that form essential
components in turbomachinery.
In order to extend the capabilities of the DLR
FlexibleBodies library for such use cases, a new Modelica class has been implemented which is based on the
analytical description of an annular Kirchhoff plate. In
addition the so-called Arbitray Langrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) representation has been adopted so that rotating
and non-rotating external loads may be applied conventiently to rotating plates.
Besides these particularities the new class AnnularPlate completely corresponds to the concept of
FlexibleBodies library with the two already available
model classes Beam and ModalBody.
This paper gives an overview on the theoretical
background of the new class AnnularPlate, explains
the usage and presents application examples.
Keywords: Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian approach, annular Kirchhoff plate, flexible multibody
system

the object-oriented data structure called ”Standard Input Data of flexible bodies“ (SID), see [2], which is the
general base of all models in the DLR FlexibleBodies
library.
Rotating discs are a very common structure type
in mechanical engineering. But their modeling often
has to cope with the difficulty to describe non-rotating
forces acting on the disc such as the normal and friction forces at a disc brake. Usually this requires a contact formulation in order to evaluate which material
point of the disc is in contact with the pad at the considered point in time.
Due to the so-called Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian description it is possible to provide a standard
Modelica multibody frame connector which is however not linked to a material point of the plate, but
slides over the surface of the plate as it is given for the
brake disc-pad contact point. No contact problem has
to be formulated and solved and normal and friction
forces are convenient to apply at this frame connector.
In addition the AnnularPlate model is capable of
defining material-fixed points on the plate with frame
connectors to which forces, other bodies such as unbalances, springs etc. may be attached in the usual
way.

1

2

Introduction

The commercial DLR FlexibleBodies library presented in 2006 [1] contains two different types of
model classes: The Beam model employs an analytical description of the deformation field, while a general ModalBody model is defined in such a way that
the dynamic behaviour of a body with an arbitrary geometrical shape can be simulated if suitable finite element data of the body exist.
The new model class AnnularPlate introduced in
this paper is implemented in the same manner as it applies for the Beam model. The analytical description
of an annular Kirchhoff plate has been used to define

Theoretical Background

This section shortly summarizes well-known fundamentals on structural dynamics of annular plates and
on multibody dynamics. The modeling approach of
the FlexibleBodies library utilizes these fundamentals
and will be introduced in Sec. 3.

2.1

Partial Differential Equation

The partial differential equation (PDE) of a freely vibrating, homogeneous Kirchoff plate with transverse
deformation w in the mid-plane of the plate as a
function of the radius r, the angle φ and time t, i.e.
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r R = r R (t) to the body’s reference frame, the initial position of the body particle within the body’s reference
D ∆∆w + ρ̂ẅ = 0 ,
(1) frame, i.e. the Lagrange coordinate c ∕= c (t), and the
elastic displacement u (cc,t):
where ∆ denotes the Laplace operator and ρ̂ represents
the mass per unit area [3, (1.1)]. D is the bending rigidr = r R +cc +uu ,
(6)
ity of the plate according to
where all terms are resolved w.r.t. the body’s floating
frame of reference (R).
Eh3
(2)
D :=
2
Therefore the angular velocity of the reference
12(1 − ν )
frame ω R have to be taken in account when the kineand depends on the Young’s modulus E, the plate matic quantities velocity v and acceleration a of a parthickness h and the Poisson number ν.
ticle are derived:
An analytical solution to (1) is assumed in the
ωR r + ṙr = v R + ω̃
ωR (cc +uu) + u̇u ,
v = ω̃
(7)
form
w(r, φ,t) = R(r) ⋅ Φ(φ) ⋅ q(t) ,
(3)
ω˙ R + ω̃
ωR ω̃
ωR ) (cc +uu) + 2 ω̃
ωR u̇u + üu , (8)
a = a R + (ω̃
w = w(r, φ,t), reads

so that the PDE (1) can be separated in three ordinary
where the ( ˜ )-operator is used to replace the vector
differential equations (ODE) for R(r), Φ(φ) and q(t),
cross product by a multplication with an appropriate
respectively [4, 4.3.15].
skew-symmetric matrix, so that e.g. the identity ω ×
For R(r) the Bessel-type ODE
ω c holds.
c = ω̃
4 ′′′′
3 ′′′
2
2 ′′
′
The decomposition in (6) makes it possible to sur R + 2r R − (1 + 2k )(r R − rR )+
(4) perimpose a large non-linear overall motion of the refd
+(k4 − 4k2 − λ4 r4 )R = 0 , ( )′ :=
,
erence frame with small elastic deformations.
dr
The displacement field of the annular plate is
is obtained [5, (5.1-120)]. The parameter k relates (4) approximated by a first order Taylor expansion with
to Φ(φ) in (3) and represents the wavenumber or the space-dependent mode shapes Φ (cc) ∈ ℝ3,n and timenumber of nodal diameters in Fig. 2. The parameter λ dependent modal amplitudes q (t) ∈ ℝn [2]:
depends on the eigenvalue ω of the ODE for q(t):
u = Φ q.
(9)
√
ρ̂
λ2 := ω
.
(5) Note that the description of the annular plate is limD
ited to this first order expansion in this initial impleBessel and modified Bessel functions of first and sec- mentation, so that plate buckling phenomena are not
ond kind satisfy (4) and have to be selected in such a covered, see [6], [7, Ch. 1]. The second order disway that the boundary conditions at the inner and the placement field of an annular plate currently is a field
of research at the DLR.
outer radius of the annular plate are considered.
Harmonic waves provide a solution with respect
to the angular coordinate, i.e. Φ(φ) = cos(kφ + ψk )
with offset angle ψk and Φ(φ) = Φ(φ + 2π).
Finally, the time-dependency of the displacements q(t) are as well assumed to be harmonic, e.g.
q(t) = sin(ω t).
Note that (1) has an infinite number of solutions,
out of which only a reduced, finite number of eigenvalues ω and associated deformation fields, the eigenforms in Fig. 2, are considered for numerical analysis.

2.2

Multibody Framework

The mechanical description in multibody dynamics is
based on the floating frame of reference approach, i.e.
the absolute position r = r (cc,t) of a specific body par- Figure 1: Vector chain to specify the position r reticle is subdivided into three parts: the position vector solved in the floating frame of reference (R).
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The kinematic quantities together with the vector and the displacements are formulated as function of
of applied forces f e are inserted into Jourdain’s prin- cylindrical coordinates, i.e. Φ = Φ (r, φ, z), w,r and w,φ
are partial derivatives with respect to r or φ:
ciple of virtual power:
δvvT

∫

(d f e −aa dm) = 0 .

(10)
⎤
−z(cos(φ)w,r − sin(φ)
w,φ )
r
⎥
⎢
⎦,
∑ Φ i qi (t) = ⎣ −z(sin(φ)w,r + cos(φ)
r w,φ )
i=1
w
⎡

body

n

Subsequently, the equations of motion of an unconstrained flexible body are formulated neglecting
deflection terms of higher than first order [2, (38)]:
⎛
⎞⎡
⎤
aR
mII 3
sym.
⎠ ⎣ ω̇
⎝ m d̃d CM J
ωR ⎦ =
q̈q
Ct
Cr Me
⎤
⎡
0
⎦ +hhe , (11)
0
= hω − ⎣
K e q +D
De q̇q
where the following quantities and symbols appear:
m
body mass
I3
3 × 3 identity matrix
d CM (qq)
position of center of mass
J (qq)
inertia tensor
C t (qq)
inertia coupling matrix
C r (qq)
inertia coupling matrix
hω (ω
ω,qq, q̇q) gyroscopic and centripetal forces
he
external forces
Me
structural mass matrix
Ke
structural stiffness matrix
De
structural damping matrix
If, for the sake of demonstration, the body is assumed to be rigid, those rows and columns in (11)
vanish that are associated with the generalised deformational acceleration q̈q. Since (11) is formulated
in terms of the translational and angular acceleration of the floating frame of reference, such reduction leads to the classical Newton-Euler equations of
a rigid body. Therefore, S HABANA calls (11) the generalised Newton-Euler equations of an unconstrained
deformable body in [8, Sec. 5.5].
On the other hand, if the motion of the reference
frame is constrained to be zero, (11) is reduced to the
classical structural equation
De q̇q +K
Ke q = f e ,
M e q̈q +D

lm

km

w= ∑

∑ Rl (r) ⋅ cos(kφ) ⋅ qi (t) + . . .

(13)

l=0 k=0
lm

...+ ∑

km

∑ Rl (r) ⋅ sin(kφ) ⋅ qi (t) ,

l=0 k=1

with i = 1, 2, . . . , n , n = (lm + 1)(2km + 1) .
Since the parameter k may be interpreted as the number of nodal diameters and l as the number of nodal
circles, each specific couple < l, k > may be visualized
by a nodal pattern shown in Fig. 2, which characterizes the shape function or eigenform, respectively.

Figure 2: Example nodal diameters k and circles l
that characterize annular plate eigenforms. Supported
boundary conditions are applied at the inner radius.
For the sake of demonstration Fig. 3 illustrates
one exemplary mode shape from Fig. 2 in a different
way.

(12)

where f e is that part of h e that is associated to the rows
of q̈q.

3
3.1

The Annular Plate Model
Mode Shapes

In order to specify the spatial shape functions in (9) the Figure 3: The k = 2 and l = 2 mode shape from Fig. 2
knowledge on the analytical solution in (3) is exploited in more details, cp. [5, 5.1-29].
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The number of considered mode shapes in the
model is controlled by the values lm and km , which are
to be specified by user input parameters of the AnnularPlate class.
The functions Rl (r) in (13) correspond to the
Bessel functions mentioned in Sec. 2.1. However
for the sake of simplicity and robustness of the implementation the original Bessel functions have not
been used but a two-step approach is applied. At first
the displacement field in radial direction and the underlying ODE (4) is discretized with cubic B-splines
R(r) = (R̄1 (r), R̄2 (r), ..., R̄ p (r))T as shown in Fig. 4
R̄
taking the boundary conditions at the inner and outer
radius into account [9].

Figure 4: Example set of cubic B-splines for free
boundary conditions to initially discretize the displacement field in radial direction.
M e and stiffness
That way the associated mass M̄
K e are evaluated. In the second step the probmatrix K̄
lem
M e ω2n + K̄
K e] vn = 0
[M̄
(14)
is solved for a specified number of eigenvalues ωn .
One specific eigenvector v n=l may then be interpreted
to define a fixed linear combination of the initial Bsplines functions in such a way that the associated soR. The
lution of (4) is approximated, i.e. Rl ≈ v Tl ⋅ R̄
accuracy of the approximation may be controlled by
the number of the initially used B-splines p in relation
to the specified value lm . The final result corresponds
to the approach in (13).

Figure 5: Coordinate transformation with angle χ, that
leads from the Langrangian to the ALE-decription.
particles is described in the so-called Lagrangian point
of view [10, Sec. I.3], i.e. the floating frame of reference follows the rotation as it is shown for the coordinate system named B in Fig. 5.
However for specific use cases it may make sense
to resolve the deformation of the plate in frame A in
Fig. 5 that follows the complete reference motion of
the plate except of the motion expressed by the angle
χ. In other words, the observer does not rotate with
the plate but looks on the plate from the outside, from
a point in rest concerning the rotation with angle χ(t).
This idea is influenced by the Eulerian description [10, Sec. I.4] widely used in fluid dynamics,
where the motion state of the fluid at a fixed point in
space is presented. However the concept introduced
above combines aspects of the Lagrangian and the Eulerian approach and is therefore known as Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) description in literature,
see e.g. [11]. Due to the rotational symmetry properties of the annular plate the ALE-description can here
be formulated in an elegant way.
For theoretical derivation the coordinate transformation
φ = θ−χ
(15)
is defined, where θ specifies the angular position of
an observed point on the annular plate resolved with
respect to the ALE-reference system A in Fig. 5.
Furthermore it is assumed that for every mode
shape in (13) that employs a sin(kφ)-term an associated mode shape is present where the sinus- is replaced
by the cosinus-function only, but Rl (r) and k are identical, so that mode shape couples c1 and c2 exist:
c1 (r, φ) = Rl (r) ⋅ sin(kφ) ,

3.2

Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Description

c2 (r, φ) = Rl (r) ⋅ cos(kφ) .

(16)

If the following identities
It is now considered that the annular plate performs a
in general large rotation around its central axis specified by the angle χ(t). So far the motion of material
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sin(kφ) = sin(kθ) cos(kχ) − cos(kθ) sin(kχ) ,
cos(kφ) = cos(kθ) cos(kχ) + sin(kθ) sin(kχ)

(17)
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are inserted into (16), an associated mode couple rotations with angle χ or in other words: The modal
c̄1 (r, θ) and c̄2 (r, θ) defined with respect to frame A coordinates qi (t) related to k = 0 are identical in the
ALE- and the Lagrangian description and no transforappears:
mation is needed.
c1 (r, φ) =
= Rl sin(kθ) cos(kχ) − Rl cos(kθ) sin(kχ) ,
| {z }
| {z }
:=c̄1 (r,θ)

:=c̄2 (r,θ)

(18)

4
4.1

=c̄1 (r, θ) cos(kχ) − c̄2 (r, θ) sin(kχ) ,

The User Interface
Connectors and Parameters

c2 (r, φ) = c̄1 (r, θ) sin(kχ) + c̄2 (r, θ) cos(kχ) .
As a result of suitable transformations it may also be
written:
c̄1 (r, θ) = c2 (r, φ) sin(kχ) + c1 (r, φ) cos(kχ) ,
c̄2 (r, θ) = c2 (r, φ) cos(kχ) − c1 (r, φ) sin(kχ) .

(19)

The modes c̄1 (r, θ) and c̄2 (r, θ) are defined in the
ALE-reference system A and are linear combinations
of the modes c1 (r, φ) and c2 (r, φ) described in the Lagrangian frame B , whereas the combination depends
on χ.
This information can be exploited in order to define a transformation: a deformation field resolved in
the Lagrangian frame can be transformed to be resolved in the ALE frame and vice versa. Of course
the physical deformation field itself does not change,
but its resolution does so that the numerical values
describing the deformation field will be different in
frame A or B , respectively.
In practise the transformation is formulated in
terms of the modal amplitudes qi (t) which are the deformation variables in (11):
q̄i1 (t) = sin(kχ(t)) ⋅ qi2 (t) + cos(kχ(t)) ⋅ qi1 (t) ,
q̄i2 (t) = cos(kχ(t)) ⋅ qi2 (t) − sin(kχ(t)) ⋅ qi1 (t) .

Figure 6: Icon layer of the AnnularPlate class with 3
types of multibody connectors: the floating frame of
reference and two arrays of frames representing points
in Lagrangian- or ALE-description, respectively.
Fig. 6 presents the AnnularPlate icon. Connections to the floating frame of reference of the plate
are to be defined using the frame ref connector. The
array of connectors nodes Lagrange contains as much
frames as are given by the first dimension of the input
parameter xsi in the following table:

(20)

Again, the new modal amplitudes in the ALE frame
q̄i (t) are expressed as a linear combination of modal
amplitudes in the Lagrangian frame qi (t) and it is just
a matter of convenience and practicability in which coordinates the equations of motion are actually evaluated.
One particularity has been ignored so far. For
mode shapes with k = 0, i.e. no nodal diameters in
Fig. 2, no mode couple with c1 and c2 according to
(16) exists, since no associated sinus-function is introduced in (13). As a consequence the transformation
(20) is not defined for such modes. However, eigenforms with k = 0 present rotational-symmetric deformation fields since the dependency on φ is eliminated
in (13) due to the term cos(kφ). As a consequence
eigenforms with k = 0 are invariant with respect to

geometrical parameters
ri
[m] inner radius of the plate
ra
[m] outer radius of the plate
th
[m] thickness of the plate
xsi[:, 2] [−] points on the disc
Each row of xsi specifies the radial and the angular position of one point in the mid-plane of the disc
parametrized in the interval [0, 1], e.g. xsi[1, :] =
{0.5, 0.125} defines a point in the middle between the
inner and outer radius at 45∘ angular position.
The connector array nodes ALE refers to the same
input parameter definition xsi, whereas the associated
points here are described in the ALE-representation.
Forces and torques applied to these frames are in rest
which respect to the rotation χ of the disc.
Note that conventional frame connectors from the
Standard Multibody library are used within the Flexi-
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bleBodies library and no restrictions concerning connecting e.g. other bodies to nodes ALE are effected,
although nodes ALE frames do not represent material
points.
Usually multibody frame connections represent
physical mounting devices such as screws or welds
that bond two frames together so that their positions
and orientations are constrained to be identical. However it is the idea of nodes ALE frames that they are not
bonded to the disc and there is no mounting device.
From the plate’s material point of view nodes ALE
frames slide on the plate. In view of this fact the user
is in charge to ensure that connections to nodes ALE
frames are physical consistent. If e.g. another body
is attached to a nodes ALE frame this would require
a physical guidance device on the plate to which the
external body is connected.
In addition to the 3-dimensional multibody frame
connectors, two 1-dimensional rotational flanges are
shown in Fig. 6. These two flanges are connected to
both sides of the 3-dimensional rotational joint which
is introduced into the AnnularPlate class at the plate
axis by default. The two flanges are conditionally instantiated controlled via user parameter and can be utilized to e.g. define constant rotation velocity.
In addition to the purely geometrical parameters
above, the table below shows the physical parameters the user has to provide in order to employ a AnnularPlate instance:

rho
E
G

physical parameters
[kg/m3 ] mass density
[N/m2 ] Youngs’s modulus
[N/m2 ] Shear modulus

that all modes (to be additionally qualified by
nodalCircles) with zero and two nodal diameters
are to be taken into account.
∙ nodalCircles: This is an integer vector of arbitrary length, in which all nodal circles l to consider have to be given, see Fig. 2.
∙ damping: This is a real vector, which defines the
damping of each mode separately.
There is one aspect in which the discretization parameters above differ from what is depicted in (13).
There, the number of mode shapes is specified by two
thresholds lm and km and all modes with l ≤ lm and
k ≤ km are included in the model. However the two inputs nodalCircles and nodalDiameters offer the possibility to specify each nodal circle and diameter to be
considered, separately.
A literature review had revealed that in particular
brake squeal models often only include a single mode
shape couple corresponding to a specific frequency at
which squeal phenomena have been observed in real
applications, see e.g. [12]. The case is covered by the
parameter definitions above.
Besides the discretization parameters that are related to the underlying plate model the graphical user
interface of the AnnularPlate class consists of a bundle of other input data to specify in-scale and exaggerated animation, initialization, state selection and so
on. Concerning these more general issues the user interface corresponds to what is already known from the
Beam and ModalBody class of the DLR FlexibleBodies library.

4.2

Degenerated Geometry

The following discretization parameters control
There are two different cases of degenerated geometry
the modal approach of the AnnularPlate model accordwhich lead to singularities if defined by user input:
ing to (13):
circular plate: The AnnularPlate model is not ca∙ boundaryConditionRI: This enumeration papable of representing a true circular plate with
rameter offers the options free, supported and
ri = 0. The model will simulate, if a very small
clamped and specifies the boundary condition at
inner radius such as e.g. ri = 1−10 m is given,
the inner radius.
but as long as not enforced by clamped boundary
conditions the displacement results on the inner
∙ boundaryConditionRA: This is again an enumerradius do not satisfy the compatibility equations
ation parameter that specifies the boundary conof continuum mechanics, see [10, Sec. II.6]. E.g.
dition at the outer radius in the same way as noted
consider two displacements u A (ri ) and u B (ri ) of
for the inner radius.
two arbitrary, but not coinciding points lying on
the inner radius, then the following statement has
∙ nodalDiameters: This is an integer vector of
to be noticed in general:
arbitrary length, in which all nodal diameters
numbers k, see Fig. 2, to consider have to be
given. E.g. nodalDiameters = {0, 2} defines
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circular ring: It is also not possible to specify ri = ra .
From the theoretical point of view the user may
define an annular plate with arbitrary small width
ra − ri > 0, but as a consequence the eigen frequencies ωi of the flexible body will be increased
towards infinity:
lim ωi = ∞

ri →ra

5
5.1

Example Models
A Lathe Cutting Model

Figure 8: AnnularPlate model with applied nonrotating feed forward force, the solid animation shows
the in-scale deformation at t = 0.9 s, while the wireframe animation is exaggerated by a factor of 100.

Figure 7: Diagram layer of the Lathe Cutting Model
The cylindrical turning of a disc on a lathe in
Fig. 7 serves as an first example to demonstrate the approach. The disc, ri = 0.075m, ra = 0.15m, th = 0.01m
made of steel, rotates with constant rotational velocity
while the lathe tool is moved in parallel to the disc
axis in order to form the outer cylindrical disc surface.
The cutting tool is supported by a linear spring-damper
element which represents compliances of the tool machinery.
The assumed cutting speed is 100 m/min, the feed
is 120 mm/min. The relevant force here, the feed forward force f f is evaluated according to the instantaneous chip dimensions b and h:
f f = b h1−m f k f 1.1 ,

(21)

using the specific force constants m f = 0.7013, k f 1.1 =
351 N/mm2 .
The disc is assumed to be clamped at the inner
radius and free at the outer radius.
Fig. 8 shows the animation of the simulation
where the largest deformation is of course at the attachment point of the feed forward force.

Fig. 9 depicts the time history of two deformations states qi (t) that are associated to the eigenforms
with node diameter k = 1 and node circle l = 0. After
0.25 s, the lathe tool approaches the plate and begins
to cut. Then the chip dimensions are increased which
leads to a larger feed forward force and larger deformations. After 1.23 s the cutting process is stationary.
The upper plot presents the Lagrange point of
view, the virtual observer rotates with the plate and
experiences how the deformations change with the rotation angle.
The lower plot delineates the standpoint of an observer that does not rotate with the plate. As a consequence the deformation of the plate is experienced to
be stationary with respect to the rotation angle.
In order to verify the implementation the natural
frequencies of the AnnularPlate model were compared
to the results of a FEM analysis for different combinations of boundary conditions. Tab. 1 gives the results
for the set-up used in the lathe cutting model. The differences are indeed very small for all boundary conditions so that at least the evaluation of the structural
mass and stiffness matrices M e and K e can be assumed
to be correct.
For two reasons this lathe cutting scenario is a
challenging one: Firstly, the frequency of the excitation is much lower than the lowest natural frequency
of the plate, i.e. this scenario is a quasi-static one. It
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diameters k is considered.
The convergence of the deformation results as a
function of the nodal diameters k and the nodal circles
l is presented in Fig. 10, where the deformation at the
force attachment points are given. At least the nodal
0.8

0.7

umax [mm]

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

nodal circles l=0
nodal circles l=0,1
nodal circles l=0,1,2
umax in Ansys

0.2

Figure 9: Modal amplitudes of two exemplary deformation states in Lagrangian and ALE-description.
is a known phenomenon that the discretization with
eigenmodes is comparable inefficient whenever static
deformation fields are to represent, so that a large number of modes is necessary to get correct values. Note
that this fact does not apply for dynamic excitations.
Secondly, the application of a single, discrete
force at the circumference of an annular plate is an
issue for the angular discretization, which here may be
interpreted as a Fourier expansion. Again, it is to expect that a large number of modes is necessary to get
values close to reality.
A closer look at the exaggerated compared to the
in-scale animation in Fig. 8 shows that deformations
also occur in regions e.g. opposite to the force attachment point. These displacement results far away from
the cutting tool are reduced if a higher number of nodal

0.1

0

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
considered nodal diameters k [−]

8

9

10

Figure 10: Convergence of the displacements results
at the force attachment point
diameters k = 0, 1, . . . , 7 and the nodal circles l = 0, 1
should be taken into account in order to get reasonable
static deformation results which leads to all together
30 degrees of freedom. The highest frequency in the
model associated to the eigenform with k = 7, l = 1
turns out to be 18837 Hz. In the first implementation
44.7 cpu-s were required to simulate the 5.5 s of the
complete scenario with a common lap-top.

5.2

A Helicopter Blade Control Model

The cyclic blade control of an helicopter is the second application example shown in Fig. 11. The swash
plate, here modeled as an annular plate, supports two
linkages that actuate the pitch joint of the helicopter
blades. As long as the swash plate rotates in parallel
Natural frequencies [Hz]
to the rotor base carrying the blades above, the pitch
of the blades is kept constant during one rotation. If
Modelica 1449 1478 1478 1635 1635
the swash plate is tilted in such a way that the angular
Ansys
1451 1480 1480 1637 1637
velocity vectors of the rotor base and the swash plate
are no more collinear, the blade pitches are a function
Modelica 2064 2064 2847 2847 3974
of the rotation angle, see Fig. 12.
Ansys
2065 2065 2848 2848 3977
Since the direction and value of the air forces acting on the blades depend on the pitch angle, the roll
Table 1: The first 10 natural frequencies of an An- and pitch motion of the helicopter fuselage can be connularPlate model compared to an Ansys model of the trolled via this mechanism.
same plate with 1296 Shell63 elements for the sake of
Besides the swash plate, the linkages, the rotor
verification.
base and the pitch joints, the model in Fig. 13 contains
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Figure 11: Total view on the helicopter mechanism:
the wireframe illustrations exaggerate the deformations by a factor of 100, while the solid representations
are shown in true scale.
two 5 m long beams describing the blades and considering their torsional and two-directional bending deformation. A rough representation of the air forces’
effects on the pitch motion is given by force-damper
elements acting on the pitch joints. The prismatic joint
in Fig. 13 allows for the adjustment of the vertical position of the swash plate and thereby governs the collective pitch angle. The rotational joint aside regulates
the tilting angle of the swash plate and therefore provides cyclic blade control.
The inner and outer radius of the 0.01 m thick
swash plate made of steel is set to 0.1 and 0.39 m, respectively. Supported boundary conditions are applied
at the inner radius and the l = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , 7 eigenforms are considered, so that 15 degrees of freedom
and eigenfrequencies between 50 Hz and 1009 Hz are
defined. Since the externals loads acting on the plate
here rotate with the plate the ALE-functionality was

Figure 13: Diagram layer of a Helicopter Blade Control Model
not used. The blade models take the first eigenform
for each of the three deformations types into account.
In order to evaluate 1 s simulation time, 4.7 cpu-s are
required on a common lap-top.
The simulation scenario assumes a constant angular motion of the blades with 22 rad/s, the swash plate
tilting angle is as well constant, namely 8∘ . Fig. 14
shows the controlled pitch angles as a function of time.
The above plot in Fig. 15 presents the bending deformation of the plate at those two positions where the
linkages are attached to. Since the model is initialized
in the undeformed configuration, natural vibration are
initiated but are damped out rather quickly due to the
defined structural damping of 2%.
The first modal amplitude in the plot below in
Fig. 15 is associated to the rotational-symmetric < k =
0, l = 0 >-eigenform and its stationary value q1 ∕= 0
is ruled by the gravity load. The modal amplitude q2

Figure 12: Side View on the tilted Swash Plate: the
absolute value of the deformations are additionally in- Figure 14: Simulation results concerning the condicated by color.
trolled helicopter blade pitches.
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Figure 15: Deformation results at the two linkage Figure 17: Modal amplitudes of the Brake Squeal
attachment points and two modal amplitudes of the Model.
swash plate.
is related to that < k = 1, l = 0 >-eigenform, which
displays its maximum and minimum deformations exactly at the linkage attachment points. As a consequence q2 represents by far the dominating part of the
particular solution.

5.3

A Brake Squeal Model

The last application is a reproduction of a brake squeal
model presented by Chakraborty et.al. [12]. It is based
on the idea that the friction forces are oriented along

Figure 16: Animation of the brake disc with 18 applied friction forces oriented along the deformed surface (wireframe scale 1000:1). Pads and caliper bodies
are considered but omitted for the visualization only.

the deformed friction surface. This so-called followerforces phenomenon leads to a flutter-type instability
and as a consequence to brake squeal. The arrows
in the animation Fig. 16 show the friction forces as
they are aligned with the surface tangent at the contact
points. Due to this set-up the limit cycles in Fig. 17 occur as soon as the friction coefficient exceeds a certain
limit.
The simulation scenario was defined as an initial
value problem. Therefore the modal amplitudes of the
first 1.5 s in Fig. 17 slightly differ from the behavior
later on. The angular velocity of the brake disc was
assumed to be constant 25 rad/s, the brake disc dimensions were set to ri = 0.07 m, ra = 0.153 m and
th = 0.0181 m and 4 eigenforms with l = 0, k = 1, 2
with supported boundary conditions at the inner radius
are considered. 64 cpu-s were needed to simulate the
5 s to be seen in Fig. 17.
The contact is formulated with one prismatic joint
in axial direction for each contact point, see Fig. 18.
The spherical joint allows for the alignment of the
friction force with the contact surface. frame b is to
be connected to one nodes ALE frame of the annular plate, see Fig. 6. frame a is supposed to provide
the connection to the brake caliper, which is a part of
the model but not visualized in Fig. 16. The springdamper element attached to the prismatic joint represents the contact stiffness. For a more advanced
study, this linear element may be replaced by a non-
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ation of torsional deformations of the plate is another
optional improvement in order to cope with applications in which large forces in circumferential direction
are present.
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Abstract
A Modelica-Based Domain-Specific Framework for
Electromechanical System Design was developed.
The intended goal of this framework is to be used in
early design phases in order to size physical
architectures of electromechanical airbrake system.
It has been developed using a generic methodology
for the development of interoperable and modeldriven system design frameworks. It is based on
domain-specific modelling languages for the
description of system architectures and relies on
ModelicaML, a Modelica UML profile, to support
system architecture analyses with the Modelica
modelling
language.
Transitions
between
architectural description models and Modelica
analysis models are realized through analyses-based
model transformations.
Keywords: Modelica; Domain Specific Language;
Model Driven Engineering, Electromechanical
Actuator.

1

Introduction

To develop new generations of aircrafts which
ensure safer flights with improved operations, new
system architectures which encompass new
technologies shall be developed. Moreover, aircraft
development shall be realized in a shorter period and
with a new complex industrial organization that
enforces the links with the system suppliers. To face
up to these technical and industrial challenges, more
and more modelling and simulation are used during
the aircraft development, from the preliminary and
conceptual phase to the integration of systems, and
at different levels from aircraft functional level, to

detailed dynamical analyses of equipments.
However, the use of modelling and simulation
activities within such compartmented and distributed
organization results in the application of several
different and non-fully coordinated or optimized
“model-driven” processes, methods, and tools to
support the discipline of systems engineering.
In order to solve this problem, a generic
methodology for the development of interoperable
and model-driven system design frameworks has
been created. In this paper we are not going to
present the overall methodology, but rather its
philosophy, and how Modelica is integrated and
used in it. For the demonstration, we applied this
methodology in order to develop a Modelica-based
domain-specific framework for electromechanical
system design. The intended goal of this framework
is to be used in early design phases in order to size
physical architectures of electromechanical airbrake
system. This Framework is integrated in an Eclipse
platform. It is based on domain specific modelling
languages for the description of system architectures
and relies on ModelicaML, a Modelica UML profile,
to support system analyses with the Modelica
modelling
language.
Transitions
between
architecture descriptive models and Modelica
analysis models are realized through analyses-based
model transformations.

2
2.1

Design Framework development
methodology overview
Methodology’s principles for collaborative
and interoperable design activities

The design of a system physical architecture is an
iterative process. It involves several interrelated sub
processes to transform the system functional
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architecture into a physical solution. The
arrangement of these different
different sub processes are
depicted in the following picture inspired from the
IEEE 1220 standard [1].

Figure 1 - System Physical Architecture design subprocesses

During the Definition and Synthesis sub-process,
different alternatives of physical architecture are
proposed and defined. The system analysis subprocess is used in support to evaluate and compare
these proposed architectures. The selected
architecture is then more precisely defined,
optimised and sized in the Definition and Synthesis
sub-process. Finally the Verification sub-process is
used to verify and validate the chosen architecture in
each of these domains of use.
use. As illustrated in the
Figure 1, the system physical architecture design
process is an iterative set of back and forth between
these different sub-processes.
Inside a system design team, the different
activities of these sub-processes are distributed
across different actors having different skills and
roles. Depending on the system complexity and the
organization these roles could be merged and their
appellations could be different. However for
complex systems these roles are clearly separated
and it is therefore conceptually important to keep
these roles separated in order to build optimized
system design framework. To schematize, we can
group these roles in three main categories:

• System Architects.
Architects. They manage the overall
system design activities. They define the different
architecture alternatives. They
They ensure the
consistence with the functional architecture and
with other systems. They manage the detailed
design and validate the choices and the results of
the system designers and system analysts.
• System Designers.
Designers. They define the architecture
according concepts expressed by the system

architect. They realize the detailed design, the
optimization and sizing of the architecture;
• System Analysts.
Analysts. They realize the trade studies
between the different architecture alternatives
and/or the verification/val
verification/validation
idation analyses.
The different actors of the system design
activities have to interact with the central point of all
these activities, i.e. the system physical architecture
being designed. Firstly to get the information that
they need for the activities they are responsible
responsible for,
and then to send back the results to the architecture
definition after performing their activities. In order
to get a collaborative design it is therefore crucial to
give a central role to the system architecture and to
allow the different actors ac
accessing
cessing to the
architectural data they need. In a classical documentdocumentcentric process, the architectural data is stored in
documents and is therefore not formalized and has to
be interpreted by the different actors to realize their
activities. Thus, with the
the growing importance of
models and model-driven technologies in the system
engineering processes, it could be useful to have a
formal representation of this central architecture
description in order to automate the access to the
architectural data for the satellites design or analysis
activities.
The Figure 3 illustrates the modular organization
of the frameworks in order to get a collaborative
design with dedicated environment for the different
actors.

Figure 2 - Actors and modules interactions

Moreover, in order to get a functional and multimultisystem optimisation of the designed aircraft, the
different teams responsible of systems architectures
have to access to the architectural data of the others
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systems their own system is related with. The
architectural data is stored in the system architecture
description, which should also be the link between
the different teams. To support this data exchange
we can imagine a common architectural database
where every team could access to the others systems
architectures descriptions through its own dedicated
framework. The development of this database is out
of the scope of the methodology. However this idea
illustrates the need to build interoperable system
design frameworks.
frameworks. We illustrated this idea in the
Figure 3. This figure shows two dedicated design
frameworks for two different system design teams.
Each framework got a multi-view architectural
editor for edition and consultation of system
architectural data. Each team can access and edit the
data of its system architecture through its own
framework. Architectural data coming from others
system can only be consulted. The consulting and
editing views are therefore different for each team
depending on their different representation
representation needs.
The design and analyses modules are plugged to the
formal architectural data to access the data in order
for the system designer or analyst to perform their
activities. Then the results of these activities are
used to mature the system architecture.
architecture.

2.2

Model-driven development methods

• Creation of architectural multi-views editors with
dedicated Domain Specific Languages ;
• Development
of gateway
gateway from system
architecture description to design or analysis
activities through model transformations.
With Domain-Specific Languages every actor of
every system design activities could have access to
the system architecture description in a view adapted
adapted
to its needs. The creation of graphical Domain
Specific Languages is composed of two main sub
activities:
1. Creation and customization of domain specific
languages with their own meta-models to
capture the right knowledge and concerns of
specific engineering
engineering domains;
2. Creation of customized graphical modelling
editors. These graphical modelling editors bring
the views that are needed by system architects to
graphically create models conform to their
engineering domain’s meta-model.
Then, model transformati
transformations
ons could be used to
automate the exchange of data from architecture
descriptive models to analyses models. If these
satellite activities are not model-based, others
models transformations such as automatic code
generation or document generation are used to
to help
the realization of these activities.

The framework development methodology is modeldriven. It concerns the two following main activities:

Figure 3 - Example of possible relationships between dedicated design frameworks through a Common
Architectural Database
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2.3

Model-driven technologies

Thus, the methodology relies on the creation of
domain specific modelling languages in order to
capture the specificities of engineering domains’
knowledge. In this perspective it uses the Eclipse
Modelling Framework (EMF) [2]. EMF is an
Eclipse-based modelling framework and code
generation facility for building tools and other
applications based on a structured data model that
can be specified in the Ecore language. Ecore is a
variant of the EMOF,
EMOF, a subset of the OMG's MOF
[3] standard, that is used to define simple metamodels using simple concepts. Moreover, EMF
provides the foundation for interoperability with
other
EMF-based
tools
and
applications.
Interoperability between tools is a key driver in our
methodology, so we selected
selected ATL[4]
ATL[4] (ATLAS
Transformation Language), a model transformation
language and toolkit, for the model transformations
inside the use case presented in the next section. We
selected Acceleo[5] for model to text transformation.
For the creation of graphical editors
editors we selected
Obeo Designer [6].
[6]. Obeo Designer is an open
workbench fully integrated with Eclipse. It is based
on GMF [7] (Graphical Modelling Framework), that
provides a generative component and runtime
infrastructure for developing graphical editors based
on EMF. Obeo Designer hides the complexity of
GMF and offers the capacity to build quickly and
easily customized graphical editors.

3
3.1

these points will be considered as perfect mechanical
transmissions (e.g., no friction and no backlash). But
with the sizing progress, tools are more and more
detailed, and friction,
friction, stiffness and backlash will be
taken into account to implement the virtual
prototype.

Figure 4 - Airbrake and its hydrulic actuator

3.2

Overview of the developed Domain-Specific
Design Framework

For this use case, the development methodology
introduced in section 2 has been used. A ModelicaModelicaBased
Domain-Specific
Framework
for
Electromechanical Actuators (EMAs) System
Design was developed. The Figure 5 gives an
overview of this Framework.

Use Case
Airbrake system presentation

In the present case study, an electromechanical
actuator equivalent to a currently operating
hydraulic airbrake actuator of a commercial single
aisle aircraft is studied (Figure 4). The kinematics of
the electromechanical airbrake is assumed to remain
identical to the hydraulic one. This kinematics is
based on a three rod mechanism, where the
extension/retraction of
of the actuator linear jack drives
the angular movement of the airbrake control
surface. Accordingly, the transformations of motion
are rotation (motor, gear), translation (screw, nut)
and rotation (of the control surface).The airbrake
motion ranges from 0 °to 50°. The moment of inertia
of the airbrake introduces dynamic efforts that are
not significant compared to the aerodynamic efforts.
Specification imposes matching the dimensions of
the current hydraulic actuator. Therefore, the
variation of hard point positions was not addressed
in this study. Furthermore, in power sizing phase,

Figure 5 - General overview of the developed
system design framework

As illustrated in the figure, the framework is
composed of two system architecture graphical
editors, one for each of the main domains
collaborating for EMAs system design activities:
1. Power Electronics Systems, to control and make
the correct conversion of the electric power
coming from the electrical network to the
electromechanical motor;
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2. Electromechanical Systems, to transform the
electrical power in mechanical power and to
adapt the mechanical power to the application.
Then, model transformations and document
generation capabilities have been developed to
support partially or totally the following activities:
• Parametrical and structural analyses;
• Sizing analyses;
• Failure Mode, Effects, and Criticality Analyses
(FMECA);
• Airbrake position control synthesis.
3.3

Domain Specific Modelling Languages for
Electromechanical System Design

For the development of the two system architecture
graphical editors, two meta-models were developed,
one for electromechanical actuating system
architecture and one for power electronics system
architecture. Then, the domain specific graphical
editors for each domain have been realised in Obeo
Designer so that the system architects can build
graphically the architectural models. In Obeo
Designer we specified the graphical representations
of each required concepts (components, ports and
connections) of the two meta-models. We assigned a
domain specific icon to each component and used
generic graphical representations for ports and
connections. Then we created the palette of
components and connections, and we specified the
way the model elements are created when using the
palette. The figure 6 and 7 presents two architectures
that have been realized with these graphical editors.

Figure 6 - Power electronics system architecture
graphical editor

Figure 7 – Electromechanical system architecture
graphical editor

As can be seen, the graphical editors propose a
palette of components and connections that can be
disposed on the workbench. The components’
attributes can be changed in the properties view.
Obeo Designer keep updated instantaneously the
graphical view of the model and the model itself.
3.4

Integration of ModelicaML

Modelica [8] is a multi-domain modelling language
for efficient component-oriented modelling of
complex systems. The Modelica formalism can be
used by several domains to perform physical
analyses. Modelica is therefore well suited for multidomain physical analyses and consequently we add
it as an analyses module in order to add virtual
analyses capabilities. The link between system
architecture descriptive models and Modelica
analyses models as already been studied in a
previous work [9] and this integration is the
concretisation of this work.
The Modelica module used in the framework is
the ModelicaML [10] eclipse plug-in. Actually
ModelicaML is a UML [11] profile. It extends a
subset of UML in order to graphically define new
Modelica models by using UML diagrams.
TheseUML diagrams allow presenting the
composition, connection, inheritance or behaviour of
classes. Thus, it brings Modelica modelling
capabilities into the framework. Further it relies on
the OMG’s UML, which is conform to the MetaObject-Facility
and
therefore
the
model
transformations between the system architecture
descriptive models and the analyses models can be
easily defined in ATL.
3.5

Analysis-based model transformations to
Modelica Model

With the integration of a ModelicaML analyses
module, the architecture descriptive models can be
used as inputs for model transformations in order to
create Modelica analyses models. In the system
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engineering process, analyses are performed
performed for
specific purposes and therefore domain experts use
adapted modelling languages to create the adequate
analyses models.. And finally the domain experts
dispose and connect the required components
according the known system architecture to be
analysed. In the same way, the developed framework
relies on model transformations in order to automate
as much as possible these analyses models creation
steps.
According to the analysis to be performed, a
specific ATL model transformation is coded. The
Model transformation is performed in three steps as
illustrated in Figure 8:
1. Components of the architecture to be analysed
are directly mapped to the right analyses
components available in a library dedicated to
the analysis to be performed.
2. Parameters of each component of the
architecture are mapped to the right parameters
of their corresponding analyses models.
3. Connections of the architecture models are
treated by the
the model transformation to
automatically connect the components of the
analyses models.

This principle is called analysis-based model
transformation.

Figure 9 - Analysis-Based Model Transformations

3.6

Figure 8 - The three steps of the model
Transformations to get the Modelica analysis models

The Modelica analysis module is used in our use
case to support sizing analyses and airbrake position
control synthesis. As illustrated in the Figure
Figure 8,
dedicated libraries for these two activities have been
used. They will be presented in the next subsection.
Then, a model transformation has been developed
for each analysis type. Thus, from the same system
architecture descriptive model different analyses
models can be obtained as illustrated in the figure 9.

Analysis-specific
-specific libraries

An in-house Modelica library for the preliminary
design of electromechanical actuators is being
developed since three years in the ICA laboratory of
Toulouse [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. This library
uses non-causal models and inverse simulation. In
fact, these Modelica models contain estimation,
estimation,
simulation and analysis models. Calculations of
different parameters of simulation, sizing and
comparison in function of definition parameters are
separated in different sub-models. Moreover,
according to the type of rated study, models own the
necessary and sufficient characteristic sizes for
analyze,
analyze, in order to
to reduce the parameter number. So
as to adapt itself to the vvarious
arious stages of the
conception,
conception, each physical component has different
analysis models according the analysis to be
performed. The next figure shows the three analysis
models of a component example, the spur gear.
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4

Design scenario and simulation
results

A study was performed on the airbrake actuator use
case. This study includes the following steps:
1. System architecture definition;
2. Power sizing analysis;
3. Modal analysis;
4. FMECA analysis (not presented).
The next two sections illustrate the analysis
performed with Modelica.

Power Sizing
Modal Analysis
Virtual Prototype
Figure 10 - Example of the three analysis models of
the spur gear component

4.1

Sizing analysis

3.6.1 Power Sizing analysis
For the electromechanical actuating system sizing,
each component is simulated and estimated with
respect to the transmitted power in a backwards way
starting from the load and its mission profile (effort
and position time histories). This library takes into
consideration operating areas, fatigue and reliability
of components. Scaling laws approaches are
implemented as a fast and efficient strategy in order
to reduce the number of design parameters from the
numerous model parameters [12]. These models
require only inertia and efficiency as details.

3.6.2 Modal
analysis
performances

for

The dimensions and mass estimation of one of
architecture of the airbrake actuator are summarized
in Table 1. Sizing of the mechanical parts and
verification of the fatigue constraints was realized
from the mission profile. For more precision in
methodology refer to the Reference [15].

dynamic

For the control synthesis, the stability and the speed
of the system can be studied with direct simulation.
In this preliminary design stage, modal analysis
gives the dynamic performance of the structure
(pass-band and time response). Thus, more or less
complex components models with or without linear
friction and linear stiffness, allow the validation of
components choice of the EMA..

3.6.3 Validation trough virtual prototype
In a preliminary design phase, components selection
is finished and with the virtual prototyping, we start
to go up in the V-cycle with more and more detailed
models. CAD models of component allow the
assembly of EMA elements and the analysis of
complex components like carter. Non linearity is
integrated in stiffness and in friction to introduce
backlash and finer models. Finally, integrating
components with complex characteristics, control
system and 3D representation, a virtual prototyping
is realized to analyse the virtual integration and to go
far in synthesis of the global system. This kind of
model is realized for a reducer box in the reference
[17] where fine phenomena are modelled to
implement a virtual prototype.
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Plane speed

Airbrake Angle

Torque

Time

Figure 11: Mechanical mission profile

Mass
(kg)

Length (mm)
Diameter

BLDC Cylindrical Motor

1.5

Brake

0.54

Spur Gear (ratio=5)
+ Ball Bearings
Roller Screw (pitch=4mm)
+ Thrust Bearing
Rod (hollow)

0.8

136
67
28
73
21
129
172
53
113
61
70
35
252
130

Spherical bearing
(2 pieces)
Housing (Aluminium)
TOTAL MASS
FINAL DIMENSIONS
Distance between hard points
Outer diameter

1.38
0.55
0.14
0.4
5.3

312
129

Table 1: Components dimensions results
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Indeed, components known in power view have
modal analysis characteristics associated and a
preliminary dynamic study can be realized. In direct
simulation,
with
appropriated
models
of
components, the system modal analysis can be done.

4.2

Modal analysis

For the airbrake actuator, specification imposes
stability and time response. So, in a first time, the
actuator slaving loop is simplified and composed to
proportional controllers for speed slaving and
position slaving, with constant disturbance which
involves static deviation. Furthermore, the objective
of this stage is analyzing natural performance of
components in function of dynamic constraint
applied.
Command
(2 proportional
controllers)

after some iterations, the first on the speed loop, and
then on the position loop.

Then, the answer to a step in input is studied in order
to analyze the time response. The output and the
input of the slaving are th
thee position of the rod
actuator. Of course, the static deviance is still
present but the system is stable and time response is
less than 1,5 seconds as specification requires
(Figure 13).

Simplified
Airbrake Model

Figure 13: Position system answer to a step

5
5.1
Figure 12 : Modelica slaving model actuator

First, the kinematic of the airbrake model was
simplified changing 3D model by inertia and lever
arm where aerodynamics load can be applied as a
constant load. Secondly, the scaling laws were used
to reduce parameter number [12], and assumptions
were used to develop more or less complex electromechanical models:
• Motor: second order transfer function (cutoff
frequency of 500Hz, damping coefficient of 0,7:
typical of continuous current motor), torque
source and inertia;
• Brake: only inertia (stiffness and backlash
unknown);
• Spur Gear: inertia and transmission ratio;
• Roller/Screw: inertia, translation mass, pitch and
take into account stiffness or not;
• Rod and Spherical bearing: translation mass and
stiffness which can be take into account or not.
Thus, anchorage stiffness can be included directly
in the spherical bearing model.
The first stage consists in controllers’ setting with
frequency analysis in open loop.
loop. Thus, choice of
controllers gain can be done in function of cutoff
frequency of the system. Controllers can be adjusted

Limitations
Modelica

For system design, Modelica is a very interesting
modeling language because of its efficient physical
modeling paradigm promoting:

• Object orientation, which allows the re-use of
components in different projects with integration
of elementary blocs.
• A-causality, thus different analyses are possible
possible
such as inverse simulation for power sizing and
and
direct simulation for command synthesis.
However, a designer needs other tools
tools and
models
models to totally design and analyze system
architecture, in particular in pre and post processing
phases of the simulation:

• Estimation
Estimation models, prerequisite in the simulation,
simulation,
inform the different necessary parameters for
design.
design. These models are static and algebraic.
They are implemented in the previously presented
library, with scaling laws in definition of some
parameters [14] (power laws which reduce the
number of definition parameters)
parameters).. For example,
the addition of resolution’s capacity of algebraic
problems, as [18], would allow spreading the
range of the treated problems of design.
• Post processing analysis models
models,, which allow
processing of results stemming from simulation,
in particular in design way to vvalidate
alidate components
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choice. They are implemented for now, in the inhouse library models, with means and integral
calculation during the simulation that is weighing
it down. It would be better if they could be
realized at the end of dynamic simulation.
As an example, for the sizing of components of
the system architecture performed in the previous
use case the following models are needed. The
different models of the spur gear component are
separated and described in Modelica.
These aspects of Pre-processing and PostProcessing have to keep the oriented object logic of
Modelica language to allow re-using of models. A
solution could be the addition in Modelica norms of
sections as static model, to develop calculation
before issuing a dynamic simulation; and postprocessing, to lead calculation after dynamic
simulation; seemed to equation form on Modelica
language.

Post
processing
analysis
model

Estimation
model

Dynamic
simualtion
model

Figure 14: Spur Gear models

5.2

ModelicaML

Regarding the capabilities of the developed
prototype, ModelicaML has some limitations:
• ModelicaML doesn’t include yet a full simulation
center, with an integrated GUI for launching of
code generation, compilation, execution and
displaying of simulation results on plots inside
Eclipse. This means that the Modelica code
generated in ModelicaML should at the moment
be loaded inside a Modelica simulator outside the
prototype. For this use case, Dymola has been
used.
• ModelicaML does not allow the import of
external Modelica code. This is a real problem to

import and use existing Modelica libraries inside
ModelicaML. For this use case we modelled
directly in the ModelicaML graphical modelling
language the libraries that were necessary.
However these limitations are planned to be
removed in a near future by the ModelicaML
developers.

6

Conclusions

The main principles of a generic methodology for
the development of customized, interoperable and
model-driven system design frameworks are
illustrated in this paper. This methodology
encourages the capitalization of engineering
domains’ knowledge in order to reuse it by
promoting the use of analyses-based model
transformations and domain specific modelling
languages. It relies on a set of interoperable modeldriven tools and languages including EMF, GMF,
ATL, or Obeo Designer.
To illustrate this methodology, a domain-specific
framework for electromechanical system design was
developed. The intended goal of this framework is to
be use d in early design phases in order to size
physical architectures of electromechanical airbrake
system. This framework uses the ModelicaML UML
profile to support system architecture analyses with
the Modelica modelling language. Model
transformations from system architecture models to
Modelica analysis models are performed through
analysis-based model transformations. To this end,
we used specific libraries dedicated to preliminary
sizing and control/command of electromechanical
system. However, the framework doesn’t depend
only on Modelica for system analysis. As an
example document generation capability is
implemented in Acceleo for Failure Mode, Effects,
and Criticality Analyses. This documentation is not
described in this paper but it represents a very
important information source for designer as soon
the start of design system. The developed framework
is just a prototype and should be extended according
the methodology principles with other architectural
and analyses capabilities.
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Abstract
The paper presents a contribution to a Modelica
benchmark suite. Basic ideas for a tool independent
benchmark suite based on Python scripting along with
models for testing the performance of Modelica compilers regarding large systems of equation are given.
The automation of running the benchmark suite is
demonstrated followed by a selection of benchmark
results to determine the current limits of Modelica tools
and how they scale for an increasing number of equations.
Keywords: benchmark, performance comparison, code
generation, compiler.

1

Introduction

Benchmarks are a well-known method to compare the
capabilities of different software products. Based on the
results users are able to choose the best software for
their application. Several commercial and noncommercial Modelica compilers are available on the
market, like SimulationX, OpenModelica, JModelica,
MathModelica, and Dymola.
Due to the growing number of compilers, a tool independent and standardized test is needed from which
the strengths of each compiler can be determined. Such
a benchmark might also be used by compiler developers to test their compilers for compliance with the
Modelica standard. Furthermore it can be used to identify ways of improving simulation performance. This
paper tries to develop such a benchmark suite called
ModeliMark.
A standard for benchmarking Modelica compilers
should cover the following topics:
1.
languages features
2.
symbolic manipulation power
3.
numeric solver robustness
4.
compiling performance
5.
simulation/target code performance

In the first part all language features of Modelica are
tested showing the coverage of each compiler.
Symbolic manipulation power refers to testing
which simplifications and manipulations are undertaken by the compiler in order to improve simulation
speed.
In Numeric solver robustness difficult models are
simulated comparing their results. Difficult models
might feature high indices, inconsistent initial values or
singularities which might require dynamic state selection for example [1].
Compiling and simulation performance tests a set of
predefined models and measures their time for translation or simulation respectively.
A main concern of this paper is to investigate how
current modelica compilers cope with large models, i.e.
many equations.
The next chapter gives an overview of previous
work on comparisons for Modelica compilers. It is followed by an overview on model design for benchmarking the scalability with respect to model size. Chapter
four focuses on how the execution of such a benchmark
could be automated using Python. A first glance at
some benchmark results is given in the fifth chapter.

2

Previous Work

Every development team of a Modelica compiler already has a wide range of tests to ensure that the compiler is working correctly. Also the Modelica language
specification and the Modelica Library include numerous examples which can be included in tests. Some of
them can be used to test for language features whereas
others could be used for performance measurements.
At the Modelica Conference in 2008 [8] a benchmark library focussing on numerical robustness was
presented. The authors tried to compare their own
Modelica compiler MOSILAB with commercial tools.
Several models ranging from simple tests for language
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features to demanding electrical circuits with discontinuities.
Further possible benchmark models emerged from
the efforts of implementing parallel Modelica compilers; see [4] and [5].

v_2 = 2 + v_3;
..…
v_(n-1) = (n-1) + v_n;
der(v_n) = v_1 + inp;
end flatclass_n;

2

model flatClass_N
constant Integer N=100;
input Real inp;
Real v[N];
equation
for i in 1:N-1 loop
v[i] = i + v[i+1];
end for;
der(v[N]) = v[1] + inp;
end flatClass_N;

Large models for Performance
Benchmarks

The scope of this paper lies not in trying to establish a
general Modelica benchmark but in providing a set of
large benchmark models.
With increasing popularity of Modelica the demand
for more detailed models increases as well. This leads
to larger models with a very high number of equations
and variables. However, large systems is a challenging
task for Modelica compilers due to the symbolic approach to Modelica compilation.
The following models are supposed to evaluate the
performance and boundaries of available Modelica
compilers regarding large models. The benchmark
comprises a set of synthetic models testing different
aspects.
The first model is called flat model, containing
many variables and equations which are tree structured.
The hierarchical model yields similar complexity
by recursive use of small submodels.
A further set of models is designed to test the symbolical effort to extract systems of equations. It consists
of models with:
1 a large number of alias variables, for example
“a=b” or “a=-b”, and only a few other equations
2 a linear system of equations
3 a nonlinear system of equations
4 a linear system of equations with time discrete
and continues variables (mixed linear system)
5 a nonlinear system of equations with time discrete and continues variables (mixed nonlinear
system)

2.1

The same model may be expressed using a for-loop.

While both models give the same result their syntax is
different leading to different workloads in the compiler.
For this comparison only the first model has been considered.
Note that a Modelica compiler which is able to
work with for-loops directly instead of expanding them
may achieve significantly better results using the second formulation.

2.2

Hierarchical Models

The following hierarchical model features a mechanical
system consisting of a long series of masses interconnected by springs. The base class uses the Modelica.Mechanics.Translational library and is shown in
Figure 1:

Figure 1. SpringMass Model 1.

In the next level two of these submodels are combined
as shown in Figure 2. This step can be repeated for
each individual level.

Flat Model

The flat model consists of n variables and n equations
and has the following form.
model flatclass_n
input Real inp;
Real v_1;
Real v_2;
Real v_3;
...
Real v_n;
equation
v_1 = 1 + v_2;

Figure 2. SpringMass Model 2.

The topmost model connects a submodel to a fixed
flange. Therefore the number of equations increases
with the level as given in Table 1.
Due to the structural information translation may be
faster than the flat model with equal number of equations.
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Level

Equations

1

21

2

42

3

84

4

168

equation
der(a[1]) = inp;
a[2] = -a[1];
a[3] = 2*a[2]+a[1];
for i in 4:2:2*N loop
a[i] = a[i-3] + a[i-2] – a[i-1];
a[i+1] = i*a[i]+(i-1)*a[i-1];
end for;
end AliasClass_N;

2.4

Dealing with linear or nonlinear systems of equations is
a basic requirement of every Modelica compiler. The
main concern of the next four models is to answer the
question up to which size an equation system can be
handled by a compiler and what effort it takes.

Table 1: Number of equations for the SpringMass
models.

2.3

Model with linear or nonlinear Systems of
Equations

Alias Model

Connect equations in Modelica models often lead to
equations like “a=b” or “a=-b”. Such equations are
considered to be alias equations since they merely introduce new names for known variables. Hence, additional alias equations should only lead to minimal
overhead.
In order to test this behaviour the model FlatAliasClass has been designed. It is very similar to the
FlatModel only with additional alias equations. The
number m of additional alias equations can be altered to
see their influence.
model Flataliasclass_n
input Real inp;
Real v_1;
Real v_2;
...
Real v_n;
Real va_1;
Real va_2;
...
Real va_m;
equation
va_1 = v_1;
va_1 = 1 + v_2;
va_2 = v_2;
va_2 = 2 + v_3;
..…
va_(n-1) = v_(n-1);
va_(n-1) = (n-1) + v_n;
der(v_n) = v_1 + inp;
end Flataliasclass_n;

2.4.1 Linear Model
First, there is the Linersysclass_n which possess a
strong connected linear system of n equations which
has the unique solution:
v = 1+inp/(n-2)*[1,1,…,1] for n > 2.
model Linearsysclass_n
input Real inp;
Real v_0;
Real v_1;
Real v_2;
...
Real v_n;
equation
- v_0 + v_1 + v_2 … +
+ v_0 - v_1 + v_2 … +
+ v_0 + v_1 - v_2 … +
…
+ v_0 + v_1 + v_2 … end Linearsysclass_n;

v_n = n-2 + inp;
v_n = n-2 + inp;
v_n = n-2 + inp;
v_n = n-2 + inp;

2.4.2 Mixed Linear Model
Modelica models often include if-equations which
lead to time discrete components which themselves
may be part of an equation system. Such systems of
equations have to be solved using iterative methods
which are tested by the following model. Mixedlinersysclass leads to a strongly connected linear
system including if-equations.

In addition another model called AliasClass_N has
been implemented in which alias relations emerge only
if previous found aliases are replaced. In fact, if all
alias relations are found only the first equation remains.
model AliasClass_N
input Real inp;
constant Integer N=4;
Real a[2*N+1];
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model Mixedlinearsysclass_n
input Real inp;
Real v_0;
Boolean b_0;
Real v_1;
Boolean b_1;
Real v_2;
Boolean b_2;
...
Real v_n;
Boolean b_n;
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equation
b_0 = v_0 > 0;
(if b_0 then -v_0 else -2*v_0) + v_1 +
v_2 … + v_n = n-2+inp;

3

b_1 = v_1 > 0;
+ v_0 + (if b_1 then -v_1 else -2*v_1) +
v_2 … + v_n = n-2+inp;
b_2 = v_2 > 0;
+ v_0 + v_1 +(if b_2 then -v_2 else 2*v_2) … + v_n = n-2+inp;
…
b_n = v_n > 0;
+ v_0 + v_1 + v_2 … +(if b_n then -v_n
else -2*v_n) = n-2+inp;
end Mixedlinearsysclass_n;

2.4.3 Nonlinear Model
Similar to the linear case, there are models which test
the Modelica compiler’s ability to solve nonlinear
equations by a slight alteration of the aforementioned
models.
model Nnlinearsysclass_n
input Real inp;
Real v_0;
Real v_1;
Real v_2;
...
Real v_n;
equation
- sin(v_0) + v_1 + v_2 … + v_n=n-2+inp;
+ v_0 - sin(v_1) + v_2 … + v_n=n-2+inp;
+ v_0 + v_1 - sin(v_2) … + v_n=n-2+inp;
…
+ v_0 + v_1 + v_2 … - sin(v_n)=n-2+inp;
end Nonlinearsysclass_n;
model Mixednonlinearsysclass_n
input Real inp;
Real v_0;
Boolean b_0;
Real v_1;
Boolean b_1;
Real v_2;
Boolean b_2;
...
Real v_n;
Boolean b_n;
equation
b_0 = v_0 > 0;
(if b_0 then sin(v_0) else cos(v_0)) +
v_1 + v_2 … + v_n = n-2+inp;
b_1 = v_1 > 0;
+ v_0 + (if b_1 then sin(v_1) else
cos(v_1)) + v_2 … + v_n = n-2+inp;
b_2 = v_2 > 0;
+ v_0 + v_1 +(if b_2 then sin(v_2) else
cos(v_2)) … + v_n = n-2+inp;
…
b_n = v_n > 0;
+ v_0 + v_1 + v_2 … +(if b_n then
sin(v_n) else cos(v_n)) = n-2+inp;
end Mixednonlinearsysclass_n;

Automating the Benchmark Suite

The main concern of this paper was to get an answer on
how current Modelica compilers cope with large models, i.e. many equations. To get this answer a lot of
models with an increasing number of equations had to
be translated and simulated. Hence, the generation of
the models as well as the control of the Modelica compilers should be fully automated.
The programming language Python proves to be
well suited as it allows importing C-Code, starting external processes or even accessing COM-Components
under Microsoft Windows. In addition Python is an
object oriented script language which is easy to read
and for which comprehensive libraries are available.
The first part of the solution is a model generator as
shown in Figure 3. It chooses appropriate models, values for n (number of equations) and writes Modelica
code which shall then be tested. Each test model is
stored in a separate Python class which returns Modelica code for a given n.

Figure 3. Benchmark Framework.

These models are handed over to the Benchmark Component. It controls the benchmark process and communicates via a wrapper with the corresponding Modelica
compiler. Such a wrapper has to be created for each
individual compiler. So far wrappers for OpenModelica, JModelica and Dymola have been implemented.
Based on the usual Modelica translation process,
which is divided into flattening and symbolic manipulation, the wrappers expose three functions:
 flatten
 translate
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Flatten instructs the compiler to parse the Modelica
code and return the flat model. Translate first flattens
the model and turns it into a state which can be simulated (executable for example). Simulate flattens, translates and simulates the model using the standard solver
and a predefined output interval and stop time.
Since not every Modelica compiler provides functions to measure the execution time of the flattening,
translation and simulation process the functionalities
from the Python library time is used. All results are
written to a text file. The source code as well as the
models
is
freely
available
at
http://code.google.com/p/modelimark, and linked from
www.openmodelica.org.

twice the equations still leads to a fourfold time for
translation.

Flat Model
1000

Time [s] for Translation

 simulate

100
10
1
10

100

Jmodelica 1.4

Figure 4: Benchmark Results Flat Model

Flat Model and Hierarchical Model
1000

Time [s] for Translation

Modelica Compilers

100
10
1
10

100

1000

10000

100000

0,1

Flat Model

Number of Equations

As can be seen in Figure 4 Dymola needs the least time
for translation followed by OpenModelica and JModelica.
However time increases roughly with the third power of n which makes Modelica uneconomical for very
large models. It was found that the upper limit for the
number of equations is not defined by time but by the
compiler itself.
While JModelica and OpenModelica failed at
around 2000 and 60 000 equations respectively, Dymola managed to translate a model with 160 000 equations
but Visual Studio 2008 failed to compile the executable.

4.3

Dymola 7.4

Benchmark Results

For this benchmark three different Modelica compilers
were used:
 OpenModelica compiler Revision 7745 from
21/01/2011
 JModelica 1.4
 Dymola 7.4

4.2

100000

Number of Equations

The following benchmarks were accomplished using a
Windows 7, 64 Bit System with Intel Core i7 860, 2.80
GHz and 4.0 GB RAM.

4.1

10000

0,1
OMC ‐ 7745

4

1000

Hierarchical Models

Figure 5 shows the results for the hierarchical Model in
comparison to the flat one. It can be seen that JModelica and OpenModelica do not benefit. In Dymola however, the time now only increases with the second power of n. It is assumed that the internal look up process
in Dymola exploits the model structure. Nevertheless,

OMC ‐ 7745
Dymola 7.4
Jmodelica 1.4
Dymola 7.4 hierarchical model
OMC ‐ 7089 hierarchical model

Figure 5: Flat Model and hierarchical Model

4.4

Alias Model

Each graph in the Figures 6, 7, 8 show for each compiler how the time for translation changes with increasing
percentage of alias equations for a given number of
equations.
In the case of Dymola the influence of alias equations is similar to normal equations.
In OpenModelica and JModelica alias equations are
treated more efficiently since their influence is almost
linear and independent of n.
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For the model AliasClass where a recursive substitution is needed, to find all alias relations Dymola
seems to be more efficient (Figure 9). Further investigations have shown that the Dymola compiler replaces only the first 11 alias variables. All the other
alias variables are not detected and calculated for
each simulation step.

Figure 6: FlatAlilasClass - OMC 7745

Figure 9: AliasClass Model
Figure 7: FlatAliasClass Dymola 7.4

4.5

Linear or Nonlinear Systems of Equations

Looking at Figure 10, 11, 12 it can be seen that the results for the different types of equation systems hardly
differ. Again, the implementation in Dymola seems to
be more efficient compared to JModelica and OpenModelica. Note, that the maximum number of unknowns which could be solved for in Dymola was 320
compared to a 160 in OpenModelica and 80 in JModelica.

5

Conclusions

This paper tried to encourage the development of a
standard benchmark suite for Modelica compilers. It
would give compiler developers insights to find possibilities for improvements and give users the chance to
compare different compilers.
Figure 8: FlatAliasClass JModelica 1.4
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The scope of this paper was limited to the behavior
of current Modelica compilers regarding large models.
It could be found that Dymola was generally faster than
OpenModelica and JModelica. However, even Dymola
does not seem suitable for very large models as it cannot cope with models that have more than 160000 equations.
Furthermore it was found that, depending on the
model, the time needed for translation grows with
second or third power of the number of equations.
In order to continue establishing Modelica as the
major simulation language better ways of dealing with
large models have to be found. Some first promising
ideas are given in [6] and [7].
All the models as well as the Python code are freely
available at http://code.google.com/p/modelimark/, and
linked from www.openmodelica.org.

Figure 11: Linear and Nonlinear Systems of Equations
OMC – 7745

Figure 10: Linear and Nonlinear Systems of Equations
Dymola 7.4
Figure 12: Linear and Nonlinear Systems of Equations
JModelica 1.4
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Abstract
In this paper we present a web-based teaching environment, OMWeb, useful both in engineering courses
as well as for teaching programming languages. OMWeb can be an alternative or complementary tool to the
traditional teaching method with lecturing and reading
textbooks.
Experience shows that using such interactive platforms will lead to more engagement from the students.
With such a solution the student can focus more on the
important learning goals. The student needs only to
open a web browser and start writing programs in order
to use the tool. The OMWeb server contains all the
needed software. In each interaction, the server returns
results to the user. This solution allows each student to
work at his/her own speed, at any time, and remotely,
enhancing the individual learning.
OMWeb is part of the open source platform OpenModelica. It can be applied to several areas in natural
science, such as physics, chemistry, biology, biomechanics etc., where phenomena can be illustrated by
dynamic simulations.

This kind of interactive course allows experimentation and dynamic simulation as well as execution of
computer programs. As a part of the open source platform OpenModelica, [2], this makes it possible to integrate applied sciences in physics, human biology [3],
mathematics, and computer science.

2

In 2002 an initiative was taken by the PELAB group at
Linköping University to develop an open source platform for the Modelica language, to be called OpenModelica [2],[3] and [10]. The OpenModelica effort has
expanded, and is in recent years also supported by the
Open Source Modelica Consortium.
The OpenModelica environment, shown in Fig. 1,
consists of several interconnected subsystems. The debugger currently supports debugging of an extended
algorithmic subset of Modelica, MetaModelica.
Graphical Model
Editor/Browser

Eclipse Plugin
Editor/Browser
OMShell
DrModelica
NoteBook
Model Editor

Keywords: OMWeb, OpenModelica, Virtual, Webbased

1

OpenModelica Platform

Interactive
session handler

Textual
Model Editor

Modelica
Compiler

Execution

Modelica
Debugger

Introduction

In this paper we introduce a learning environment for
web-based modern object-oriented equation-based
modeling and simulation. This environment, called
OMWeb, is useful both in programming language
teaching and in engineering courses. The primary application shown in this paper is teaching the Modelica
language [1]. However, the concept can also be adapted
to other languages. In this way the student has an interactive common platform for learning programming
languages as well as learning through virtual experiments with physical phenomena.

Figure 1. Illustration of communication between different
parts of the OpenModelica platform.

The OpenModelica Notebook editor, OMNotebook
(see Section 5.3), provides an active electronic notebook including an editor. The notebook is active in the
sense that models inside the book can be changed and
executed, it is not just a passive textbook or html page.
This is one of the first open source efforts that makes it
possible to create interactive books for educational purposes in general, and more specifically for teaching and
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learning programming. Traditional teaching methods
with lecturing and reading a textbook are often too passive and don’t engage the student as much.

3

OMWeb architecture

The OMWeb architecture is composed of three decoupled set of entities namely the Teacher and/or Student Client (TC and SC), the E-learning Community
Server and the Computation Client, similar to the
NumLab architecture (Section 5.1).
The three layers have been developed in different
programming languages; the clients are developed in
Java, the E-learning Community Server (ECS) is developed in Ruby On Rails and for the Computation Client
(CC) C++ is used, see Fig 2.

makes it easier to get started with than if you have to
install special software packages.
The Student Client and the Computation Client are
both active entities in the system, whereas ECS is the
passive entity. In detail, the ECS never initiates a
communication, rather it only responds to occurring
events.
On the other hand the end clients are the ones who
are always polling for Solution or Result messages
from the Solution and Result Queue of the ECS as soon
as they finish POST-ing a message to the ECS. The
communication diagram in Fig 6 reflects a better illustration of the message flow in the System.

4.1

Frontend: Teacher Client, TC

The TC [13] is the web frontend of the system and is
specially developed for a teacher to post his/hers exercises or assignments intended for the students to solve
and get evaluated.
Fig. 3 illustrates the Graphical User Interface of this
client. The tab "Exercise Generator " has three fields
for entry; the name of the exercise, the description of
the exercise and the text area takes in the program code.
The teacher then clicks on the "Send Exercise" button; this action will first generate the JSON script of the
corresponding exercise by filling in the "value" tag of
the respective "identifier". Later, it sends the JSON
string using the HTTP POST which posts the exercise
to the ECS.

Figure 2. OMWeb architecture

Communication among the modules is done following
the REpresentational State Transfer (REST) architecture; which uses Hyper Text Transfer Protocol, HTTP
as the carrier of messages across the network. The
HTTP has four methods for accessing and updating the
resources - GET, POST, PUT and DELETE.
Moreover, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is
used to format the data for communication. One reson
behind the choice of JSON format is that it is easy for
the humans to read and write as well as for the machines to parse the data.

4

Figure 3. Teacher Client

OMWEb – OpenModelica Virtual
Web-based Learning Platform

In this Section the different parts of OMWeb are explained in detail.
OMWeb provides a programming environment
within a web browser. This facilitates for the student to
learn and participate in courses, independent of time
and place. The availability in a standard web browser

4.2

Frontend: Student Client, SC

The SC [14] is a web frontend designed for the students
who are to solve the exercises posted by the TC, see
Fig 4.
A student first opens the web applet and clicks on
the drop down box of the client user interface that is
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labeled "Fetch Exercise" to retrieve the list of exercises
posted by their teacher. The student then selects one of
the exercises from the list and the exercise is shown in
the client interface.
The exercise may contain one or more sections labeled as Editable and Non-editable where the students
can edit the code of the Editable section(s) only.
Later, when the student is done with solving the
program, the button labeled "Execute" is pressed, this
will first generate the JSON string for the Solution of
the exercise and then will send over the network to the
ECS using the HTTP POST method.
As soon as sending of the solution is done the SC
initiates to poll for the Result of the Solution from the
ECS.
The client continues to poll until it receives the Result JSON string from the ECS. On receiving the Result
the JSON string is parsed and the result data is shown
on the output section of the client interface.

Figure 4. Student Client

4.3

Middleware, E-learning Community Server, ECS

The ECS module works as the middleware between the
frontend client and the backend client (server) in order
to forward the requests back and forth.
The ECS is composed of three internal modules
which are used to manage the messages of the clients:
Community, Membership and Resources.

Figure 5. ECS Community

In order for the clients at both ends to communicate
with each other they are required to be first registered
to the ECS with a unique Membership ID where the
membership is granted by the administrator of the ECS.
Next, the Members are assigned to a common
Community (Fig. 5), this is required to route the messages of the same community members back and forth.
For example let us assume that there are four frontend SCs and two backend Computation Clients with
membership
IDs
StC_Pelab_01,
StC_Rts_01,
StC_Adit_01, StC_Eslab_01 and CtC_IDA_01,
CtC_IDA02 respectively. Also assume that there are
two communities in the ECS Comm_IDA_01 and
Comm_IDA_02.
Let us also assume that client StC_Pelab_01,
StC_Rts_01 and CtC_IDA_01 are members of the
Comm_IDA_01 community and that clients
StC_Adit_01, StC_Eslab_01 and CtC_IDA_02 are
members of the Comm_IDA_02 community.
Now, the messages sent by the clients
StC_Pelab_01 and StC_Rts_01 can be processed by the
backend client CtC_IDA_01 only and messages sent by
the StC_Adit_01, StC_Eslab_01 would be processed by
the CtC_IDA_02 only.
This kind of routing guarantees that the messages
are received by the intended entities only and hence
eliminates any misrouting possibilities.
The ECS also maintains a database to store the exercises posted by the teachers using an authentic TC.
The exercises are given an unique ID in order to be
identified by the font/backend clients while generating
the Solutions and the Results, further about this is discussed in later segment.
To manage the messages from and to the clients two
separate queues are maintained. These queues are event
driven queues supplied by the Ruby On Rails architecture. An event handler takes care of the specific events
generated by the incoming messages at the ECS. When
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the ECS receives an incoming message from the Student Client containing the HTTP method POST, the
event handler routes the message to the Solution Queue
and when the ECS receives an incoming message from
the Computation Client with the HTTP method POST,
it is put to the Result Queue.
Similarly, when the incoming message from the
Student Client and Computation Client is a HTTP
GET, the messages are retrieved from the Result and
Solution Queue respectively and forwarded to the
clients who initiated the GET request.

4.4

Backend: Computation Client, CC

The CC is responsible for executing the Solutions sent
by the SC, evaluate the correctness of the program code
and send the Result back to the ECS.
As we have mentioned in the previous section, the
clients who are member of the same community can
communicate between themselves; so, the computation
client CtC01 could only fetch, execute and evaluate the
result that was sent by the Student Client StC01.

from the JSON string and is merged to the "editable"
section of the exercise; which makes it a complete program. A file with the program's name is then created
and the generated program code is copied and pasted
into it.
Next, the type of compiler that should be used to
compile the program is extracted from the JSON string
with the respective flags and the program file is compiled, in our case it is the Modelica compiler. If there is
any error during the compilation, a result JSON string
is generated with the compiler error message and is
posted to the ECS Result Queue.
Otherwise, on successful compilation a Makefile is
produced which is then executed. The execution of the
Makefile creates an executable, it is then executed and
on successful execution, a .plt file is created.
The content of the .plt file is then pasted in the result JSON string and posted back to the ECS Result
Queue, eventually which is polled by the specific Student Client.

5

Related Work

A brief survey is presented in this section covering
some existing web-based and interactive learning platforms.

5.1

Figure 6. Sequence of message flow

The CC is developed in C++ on a Linux platform. It
adopts Sandbox technique to limit the program instance
accesses, e.g. only the Linux commands available inside the Sandbox. When the CC fetches a Solution
message from the Solution Queue of the ECS it carries
out several sequential tasks in order to evaluate the
program code. First, it parses the solution JSON string
and extracts the respective exercise of the solution from
the ECS. Then the core solution content is extracted

NumLab Architecture

At University of Stuttgart a web-based virtual environment NumLab [7] is available for computerized mathematical calculations including related subjects. The
idea is to provide a web-based teaching environment
where the students can focus on the numerical and mathematical topics without having to install any software
packages.
NumLab is built according to the client-server architecture with a Java-applet in the front-end, a middleware layer E-learning Community Server, and a
back-end client containing all the involved software
packages, [9].
For communication between the ECS server and the
other parts of the system REST, Representational State
Transfer, is used which simplifies the communication
in web-based distributed systems. The data representation and exchange format JSON, JavaScript Object Notation is used, [8].

5.2 Intelligent Tutoring System
There are many web-based intelligent tutoring systems
that are worth to mention. For example the ELM-ART
used for teaching the Lisp language [12] or a plugable
web-based tutoring system in [11].
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5.3

DrModelica

The OMNotebook subsystem in OpenModelica is currently being used for course material (DrModelica) in
teaching the Modelica language and equation-based
object-oriented modeling and simulation, (see Fig 7).
It can easily be adapted for use with electronic
books teaching other programming languages. OMNotebook can also easily be used in other areas such as
physics, biology chemistry, biomechanics etc., where
phenomena can be illustrated by dynamic simulations
within the book.

Figure 8. Factorial function illustrated in OMScheme

5.5 DrControl
DrControl, Fig 9, is a recently developed active electronic book course material based on OMNotebook for
teaching control theory and modeling with Modelica.
It contains explanations about basic concepts of
control theory along with Modelica exercises. Observer
models, Kalman filters, and linearization of non-linear
problems are some of the topics in the course used in
control of a pendulum, a DC motor, and a tank system
model among others.

Figure 7. Bouncing ball example with movement animation in OMNotebook

5.4

OMScheme

With OMScheme the OMNotebook paradigm is generalized towards other programming languages than
Modelica, e.g the Scheme programming language, [6].
An implementation of the factorial function using OMScheme is shown in Fig 8.
Figure 9. DrControl for teaching control theory concepts.
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6

Future Work

8

The OMWeb platform presented in this paper is puretext based. Integrating the graphical connection editor,
OMEdit into OMWeb would be one of the desired next
mile-stone. Also a 3D visualization and syntax highlighting should be supported for making the environment more user friendly.
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In this paper the actual Spice3 library is presented as well as issues of testing. Furthermore,
the prepared upgrading is described which concerns further models as well as a netlist translator. After all planning on a commercial extended Spice3 library is discussed.

Abstract
The Modelica Standard Library was improved
by adding a package of a subset of SPICE3
models which are transformed to the Modelica
language. This Spice3 library contains basic
models, sources, and four semiconductor devices (diode, BJT, MOSFET level 1, resistor).
Extensive tests showed the correctness of model
characteristics at simple circuits. Further models
already prepared will be added to the Spice3
Modelica Library later on.
Keywords: SPICE, Modelica, electronic circuit
simulation, semiconductor models, netlist translator

1

2

The Spice3 Library of MSL
3.2

SPICE3, a simulation tool for electronic circuits, was developed in the University of California Berkeley in the nineties of the 20th century continuing the successful former version
SPICE, and SPICE2 [4], [5]. It is commonly
known and widely used. For a very large number of electronic circuits so called SPICE3 netlists are available, that describe the circuits for
the simulation with SPICE3. The netlists are
built of models of the predefined model pool of
SPICE3 exclusively that contains the following
models:
• Basic models (resistor, inductor, capacitor, conductor, coupled inductor, linear
controlled sources)
• Semiconductor device models (different
types of transistors, diode, resistor, capacitor)
• Lines (lossy and lossless transmission
lines)
• Sources (different types of both voltage
and current sources)
Besides SPICE3, derived simulators are known
many of them are commercial, e.g. PSPICE [6],
HSPICE [7]. The source code of these derivates
is, in contrast to SPICE3, not open.
The idea to have the SPICE3 models available in Modelica exists already since the beginning of the Modelica development. Between
2007 and 2010 a Spice3 library for Modelica
was developed by the Fraunhofer Institute for
Integrated Circuits IIS/EAS.

Introduction

Beyond the common electric and electronic
models
available
in
the
Modelica.Electrical.Analog library is has been an
early aim to have Spice models for the simulation of advanced electronic circuits. Beyond the
MSL two SPICE libraries already had been developed, the SPICELib [1] and the BondLib [2].
The SPICELib, which covers different complex
MOSFET models, is a standalone library with
its own connectors. The BondLib bases on bond
graphs. It offers different levels of models related to HSPICE. At the 7th Modelica Conference the development of another SPICE library
was reported as well as test issues and examples
[3]. In contrast to the existing SPICE libraries
the models of the new SPICE library were directly extracted from the open SPICE3 source
code. These models which were improved
within the ITEA research projects EUROSYSLIB and MODELISAR, are now included
into the Modelica.Electrical.Spice3 library
which is available in the Modelica Standard
Library version 3.2, released in October 2010.
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The package Sources contains the SPICE3
voltage and current sources (constant, sinusoidal, exponential, pulse, piece wise linear and
single frequency FM).
The package Additionals was introduced to
contain important models that are not part of
SPICE3 but of other SPICE derivates. At the
moment the polynomial sources of SPICE2 are
part of the package. They are implemented for
polynomials up to the fifth order.
The package Interfaces contains only a special partial model, a twoport, that is used in the
controlled sources models. The definition of the
pins of the other models is used from Electrical.Analog.Interfaces. Therefore, the Spice3
models are compatible to the Electrical.Analog
library and to the MSL in general.
Because the semiconductor models are very
complex, many functions and data records are
needed to describe the semiconductor behavior.
These functions and records are collected in the
Internal package. For the user of the Spice3
library it is not necessary to work with the Internal package. It is for developers only.

In the following “SPICE3” denominates
Berkeley SPICE3 simulator related topics, and
“Spice3” the Modelica Spice3 library.
2.1

Offered models

The models of the Modelica.Electrical.Spice3
library are thematically arranged according to
the above mentioned grouping of the SPICE3
models (Picture 1). The SPICE3 line models are
not yet available in Modelica. Furthermore,
MSL typical packages are added (User’s Guide,
Interfaces et alt.). The names of the models are
composed in the way that the capital coding the
model in SPICE3 (e.g. “D” for diode) is followed by an underscore and the common name
of the device model, e.g. the name of the diode
is D_Diode in the Spice3 library. This way each
user independently of his knowledge of SPICE3
can indentify the model’s behavior easily.

2.2

Principles of development

Since the SPICE3 source code is open, it is possible to extract the models directly. Years ago
this was done [8]. The models were stored in a
C++ library in an object oriented programming
manner. This C++ library contains the exact
SPICE3 models; it is tested very intensively and
therefore assumed to be correct. Consequently,
it was used as the base for transforming SPICE3
models into Modelica models.
In SPICE3 after linearization is calculated,
in each iteration step actual representative values (R, L, G and C) of the device are written to
the matrix of a linear system of equations, that
basically connects the current vector with the
voltage vector. Since in Modelica the terminal
behavior of the model has to be described as
equations this SPICE3 like linear system of
equations is not necessary to be filled in by certain model functions. Instead, in Modelica a so
called toplevel model is used. In Picture 2 the
toplevel model of the bipolar transistor model is
shown as an example, which represents the substitute circuit of the device modeled.

Picture 1 Spice3 library of MSL3.2

The package Basic contains models of the resistor, capacitor, inductor, controlled sources
and, additionally to SPICE3, the ground model.
They are very similar to basic elements of the
Analog library and can be used in the same
way. SPICE3 netlists refer to the ground node
by using the node number “0”, whereas in
Modelica the ground model has to be connected.
The package Semiconductors contains the
Mosfet level 1 (MOS1) model with the two
types PMOS and NMOS. It has a set of 41 parameters and can be used for a more detailed
simulation than the Mosfet transistor of the
Analog package. Furthermore the BJT model,
which is a bipolar transistor, was transformed
into Modelica, NPN and PNP types are available. A diode model and a semiconductor resistor are also part of the package. The semiconductor resistor can either be parameterized with
the usual resistance value or by its geometrical
dimension (length, width) as it is in SPICE3.
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2.3

Status of testing

Because of the high number of parameters as
well as functions and especially the nonlinear
behaviour, testing the Spice3 models is very
complex.
To verify the simulation results of the Spice3
models SPICE3 was used as reference simulator
and Dymola for the simulation of the Modelica
models. Recently tests with SimulationX
started. Many tests of device characteristics
were developed by varying at least one parameter using a test circuit which is very simple. The
device to be tested is connected to an exponential voltage source that provides the operating
voltage and a sinusoidal voltage source as input.
Picture 3 shows the two test circuits with the
Mos1 model as well as the bipolar model.

Picture 2 Toplevel model of bipolar transistor

The currents at the different pins (e.g. bipolar
transistor: B, C, E) as well as internal currents
are calculated using functions that are called in
the algorithm part of the toplevel model. These
functions are the main part of the model, they
came from a nearly one-to-one transformation
of the respectively C++ code. Also the data (parameters, variables) structure had to be rewritten into Modelica and is stored in records. The
data is stored in a hierarchy in C++, because, as
usual in object oriented languages, some models
use the same set of parameters besides their extra own parameters. E.g. the MOS1 and MOS2
models both use nearly the same parameters.
Therefore they were stored in a superior record
MOS. Only the individual parameters of MOS1
and MOS2 are stored in separate records. The
data structure is very complex and the number
both of parameters and variables is high.
In SPICE3 two kinds of parameters are used,
on the one hand the so called device parameters
that are adjustable for each single device (e.g.
channel length of Mos1 transistor) and on the
other hand the technological parameters that are
global for a group of devices (e.g. oxide thickness of Mos1 transistors). The technology parameters are set via the so called modelcard in
SPICE3. That different parameter handling was
transformed to Modelica by introducing modelcard records which collect the technological
parameters [9]. Modelcard records are available
in the Semiconductors package.
A special issue is the usage of SI units, as it
is usual for the unit check in the MSL. On the
one hand there are non SI units, that should not
be converted to SI units in order not to use other
values in the Spice3 models as it is usual in
SPICE3. On the other hand, the C++-sources do
not have any units at all, so they have to be
added in the future.

Picture 3 Test circuits for Mos1 and Bipolar models

The SPICE3 reference results are stored in a
text file and included in the test circuit simulation via the Modelica function CombiTimeTable for automatic comparison. This way it is
possible to compare the results directly. Also
the error between the Modelica calculation and
the SPICE reference results is calculated during
simulation. The comparisons are done for all
currents of the pins of the models (e.g. for Mos1
the currents from the four pins Drain, Gate,
Source, Bulk are compared). Since the Spice3
semiconductor models have very many parameters, a lot of tests of this kind were build (about
1800). The parameters vary from reasonable
and common values to completely absurd values. The analyses of the results showed, that in
most cases the simulations between Modelica
and SPICE3 are in accordance for the reasonable values. In the case of absurd parameter values sometimes the results differ. However, these
results are often of no practical relevance (e.g.
currents of Mega ampere) but show that also in
extreme cases the models work still similar. The
differences possibly come from the different
implementations of the simulation algorithms
SPICE3 and Dymola.
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These parameter tests are stored as regression tests. Their simulation instructions are
stored in a separate file that runs the simulations
of all the parameter tests of the according semiconductor element. The comparison results between of the currents of the Modelica Spice3
model and the imported SPICE3 currents are
coded by simply “true” if correct and otherwise
“false” for each pin of each test circuit, and
printed into a text file for a visual check. The
correctness is checked at each internal simulation step by an absolute and relative error criterion the parameters of which are individually
adjusted to each test circuit. After changing
something at the model, the whole regression
test can be repeated for validation easily to find
out possibly good or bad influence of the model
changes.
Beside these relatively simple tests of
model characteristics, more complex circuits
were tested. However, the number of transistors
in these circuits was still small. These tests were
not yet done intensively, but the circuits tested
showed correct results compared to SPICE3.
Tests of big (transistor) circuits are still necessary. Within the test process it was recognized
that numerical issues may arise at larger circuits. Also the performance of the models has to
be improved in comparison to other electrical
simulators, e.g. SPICE3 or Saber.
2.4

Picture 5 Nand circuit of package Examples

The results are plausible (NAND function is
realized) and, compared to SPICE3, correct.
They are shown in Picture 6. The two upper
signals are the input voltages and the lower signal is the output voltage of the NAND circuit.

Picture 6 Simulation results of the NAND circuit

To have the technology parameters available the
record modelcard is used. In the NAND example above, the modelcards of each singe transistor are filled separately. However two other
possibilities are imaginable to have the modelcards available for all transistors at the same
time. The first way is to make the modelcard
available as instance of the circuit and give it, as
a parameter, to all occurring transistors in the
circuit. The second way is to define the modelcard and extend it to each transistor [3].

Examples

In the package Examples of the Spice3 library (Picture 4) eight example circuits are prepared to help the user to get an idea of the library and how to use the models.

2.5
Picture 4 Package Examples of the Spice3 library

Open issues of the Spice3 library

The described Spice3 library was included into
the MSL3.2 which was released in October
2010. The library contains a selection of the
SPICE3 models. The test of the library, especially the semiconductor models, in the first
instance was done via characteristic curves
tests. These tests showed, that the models are
working correctly. However, the test of extended electrical circuits with many transistor

The example Nand is built in CMOS technology with two NMos1 and PMOS1 models
(Picture 5).
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partial model that can be included by any electrical model by inheritance. If it is included, the
temperature is available within the model and
the loss power has to be calculated. The heatport can be switched off. In this case the loss
power flows into an internal ground and the
temperature is set to the constant temperature
value of the electrical model. If the conditional
heatport is used, a connection between the
thermal and the electrical network is available
and the thermal loss power flows into the thermal network. The conditional heatport should
be added in future which will change the temperature handling as modelled using fixed temperatures in SPICE3 if the heatport is switched
on.

models was not done yet, so information about
the functionality of such real electric circuits are
not yet available.
In SPICE3 it is possible to set global parameters to reset control options for specific
simulation purpose. E.g. if GMIN is used, very
small resistors are added to the circuits at certain nodes to avoid numerical difficulties. Further global parameters are:
•
•
•
•
•

RELTOL (relative error tolerance)
ABSTOL (absolute current error
tolerance)
VNTOL (absolute voltage error
tolerance)
TRTOL (transient error tolerance)
TNOM (resetting nominal temperature)

3

All global parameters are described in [5]. Furthermore, SPICE3 knows different types of
analysis like DC analysis, AC small-signal
analysis, transient analysis, pole-zero analysis,
small-signal distortion analysis, noise analysis
and analysis at different temperatures. Since the
SPICE3 models are closely related to the simulation algorithm, the models and the types of
analysis are hardly clearly separable, and models are related to types of analyses. In Modelica
the models and the simulation algorithm (part of
the simulation tool) are separated from each
other, information about the type of analysis is
not part of the model but of the simulation tool.
The issue is to add further types of analysis (at
least AC) to Modelica and allow the models to
react on the type of analysis.
In SPICE3 there are possibilities to set initial conditions to start the simulation from different states values (e.g. initial charge of a capacitance). In the actual Spice3 library for Modelica initial conditions are only available for the
inductor and the capacitance model of the basic
package. The initial parameter has to be added
to the other models in the Spice3 library.
Another important point is the adding of assertions to check parameter values to be reasonable (e.g. temperature has to be greater than
0K, or the channel length must be positive). In
SPICE3 the parameters are not checked very
intensively.
A further useful feature that is not part of
SPICE3 is the conditional heatport that is available in the MSL3.2. It offers the possibility of
electric-thermal simulation. The heatport is a

Further development of the
MSL Spice3 package

Besides the open issues explained in section
2.5 the MSL Spice3 library will be improved by
issues coming from user applications. Especially optimization of numerical issues is expected to become necessary. In this section further SPICE3 models will be described that are
prepared to be added to the MSL Spice3 library
as well as a netlist translator.
3.1

Planned models

To enlarge the available Spice3 model pool the
Mosfet level 2 model (Mos2), the Jfet model
and the coupling factor model for inductors will
be added.
Mos2 model
The Mos2 model is similar to the Mos1 model.
Since the C++ source code is written in an object oriented manner, many of the functions and
parameters of the upper Mos model were used.
The Mos2 model is suitable for a smaller channel length. Actual tests of the model show, that
it works correctly in principal. However a limiting precondition is, that the capacitance parameters must be set to a nonzero value to avoid
numerical difficulties. The reason is, that the
internal capacitance value ( Ctotal ) consists of
two parts, the constant parameter value
( C parameter ) given by the user and an internal so
called Meyer capacitance value ( Cmeyer ):

Ctotal = C parameter + Cmeyer
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During simulation the Meyer capacitance
can become zero, so the total capacitance value
is also zero if the constant parameter value for
the capacitance is not set. Nevertheless characteristic curve tests show that the Mos2 model is
working correctly, if C parameter is set to a non-

The simulation result of this circuit and the respective SPICE3 result are in accordance. As an
example Picture 9 shows some simulation results.

zero value. The capacity handling is an actual
topic of research.
JFet model
The Junction Field Effect Transistor (Jfet, P and
N Type) model is also prepared to be added to
the Spice3 library. It uses the functions and parameters from the upper Fet class that is also
used from the two Mosfet models of level 1 and
2. Its test is also in the first beginning comparing the characteristics using both SPICE3 and
Spice3. Picture 7 shows the similar test circuit
used for the characteristic curve tests of the JFet
model.

Picture 9 Simulation results of JFet test circuit

The upper picture shows the Modelica and the
SPICE3 results of the gate current. These curves
coincide in principle. In the lower picture the
differences are shown which are in the range of
mA while the maximum gate current is about
0.27A. The maximum error between the two
gate currents is 0.4%. Reasons for that are the
different simulation algorithms of SPICE3 and
Dymola as well as the interpolation due to different step sizes.

Picture 7 Characteristic curve test circuit for JFET model

As an example the influence of the transconductance parameter BETA is analyzed.
BETA is a technology parameter that is specified in the modelcard, as it is usual in SPICE3.
An impression of the JFet modelcard gives
Picture 8. It can be seen that BETA is given with
1e-9 and the other parameters have their default
values.

Inductive coupling factor
In SPICE3 it is possible to model an inductive
coupling between inductances via the inductive
coupling factor K, which is a separate element
in the SPICE3 netlist with its own element line
(key letter K). It refers to two conductors which
have to be defined in the netlist. To model the
coupling factor in a similar way in Modelica it
is suggested to introduce a new pin, the InductiveCouplePin, which has three variables, the
inductance, the derivation of the current and, for
adding the induced voltages of several couplings as a flow variable, the voltage. This pin
is added to the existing inductance and to the
also
new
introduced
element
K_CoupledInductors. Within this model, the
mutual inductance M is calculated for two inductances via M = K L1L2 and with that the
induced voltages v~1 = M ⋅ i2 and v~2 = M ⋅ i1
that are needed to complete both the voltages

Picture 8 Jfet Modelcard
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library. The translator itself is a special Modelica model which uses essentially string function capabilities of the MSL.
As an example a SPICE3 netlist which describes a rectifier (Picture 12). The netlists file
name may be rectifier.cir.

v1 = L1 ⋅ i1 + M ⋅ i2 and v2 = L2 ⋅ i2 + M ⋅ i1 of
the first and second inductance. This approach
is still under discussion. Picture 10 gives an impression from a circuit schematic with coupled
inductors.
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Picture 10 Circuit with coupled inductors

.tran

.control
run
set options no break
.endc

Semiconductor capacitance
The prepared semiconductor capacitance
C_Capacitor is modeled like the other semiconductor devices. For technological parameters the ModelcardCapacitor is available which
contains junction capacitances, the default
width, and a narrowing factor.

.end

Picture 12 SPICE3 netlist of a rectifier

The translator is a Modelica model called
SpiceToModelica.mo (Picture 13). It has to be
adapted by inserting the name of the SPICE3
netlist file. Further parameters are the path to
the Modelica Spice3 library, which will be used
as import variable in the Modelica resulting
model, the version which is prepared to enable
different SPICE netlist derivates in future, as
well as the maximum number of modelcard,
which is a temporary parameter of the actual
solution.

Concluding the presentation of models to be
added Picture 11 shows the icons of the future
extended Spice3 subpackages:

model SpiceToModelica
"Start translation here. Enter file name,
switch to simulation mode and simulate.
The resulting .mo file will be created
in the working directory."
//--- Enter file name here: --parameter String fileName = "rectifier.cir"
"Name of file which shall be translated";
//--- Parameter Section --parameter String SpicePackage =
"Modelica.Electrical.Spice3.*"
"Location of Spice Package in Modelica Library”;
parameter String version = "spice3"
"Which Spice Version shall be interpreted";
// not implemented yet
constant Integer iMax = 100
"Maximum number of modelcards in the file.";
//--- Main Program --protected
Boolean ok "Return value";
algorithm
ok := translate(fileName, SpicePackage,
help.upper(version), iMax);
end SpiceToModelica;

Picture 11 Extended Spice3 library

3.2

0.001 0.1

Netlist translator

An important improvement will be the netlist
translator [10]. It allows SPICE3 netlists to be
translated to Modelica models which refer to
the Models of the Modelica.Electrical.Spice3

Picture 13 Translator call
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The Modelica function translate reads the input
SPICE3 netlist as a string from the file given by
the parameter FileName. Then preprocessing
simplifies the netlist, e.g. by deleting comments.
The resulting intermediate netlist is parsed to
recognise several kinds of tokens which describe component names, node names, parameters and others. Since no Backus Naur Form of
the SPICE3 input language exists, and the description in the manual is not as exact as expected, many tests were necessary do find out
details. The SPICE3 input language for netlists
is a context sensitive language therefore no prepared parser (e.g. lex [11]) can be applied. The
used parser was constructed by taking into consideration the basic element notification of the
input language as well as the specifics of many
elements. The Modelica string functions were
intensively used.

Then the model SpiceToModelica has to be
simulated. As a result the file rectifier.mo
(Picture 14) contains the following Modelica
model of the rectifier which can be simulated
using the Modelica.Electrical.Spice3 library:
model rectifier "Rectifier"
import Modelica.Electrical.Spice3.*;
parameter Semiconductors.ModelcardDIODE
DIODE(CJO=3e-012);
Sources.V_sin VSIN( VO=0, VA=5, FREQ=50);
Basic.R_Resistor RI(R=0.1);
Semiconductors.D_DIODE
D1(modelcarddiode=DIODE,AREA=1.5);
Basic.C_Capacitor C(C=3e-005);
Basic.R_Resistor RL(R=1000);
Basic.Ground g;
protected

It is planned to add the translator which is
adapted to the offered SPICE3 model pool, to
Spice3 Modelica subpackage utilities.

Modeica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.Pin
n1;
Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.Pin
n0;
Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.Pin
n2;

4

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.Pin
n3;
equation

Commercial fully
Spice3 Library

extended

There are still SPICE3 device models remaining
which are not yet transformed to Modelica:
• MOSFET Level 3
• MOSFET Level 4 (BSIM 1)
• MOSFET Level 5 (BSIM 2)
• MOSFET Level 6 (modified Level 3)
• MESFET
These models can be transformed to Modelica
in the same way as described in section 2.2. It is
planned to have these models available in a
fully extended Spice3 library which will be no
more open source.
The transformation of further semiconductor
models which are offered e.g. by HSPICE depends on the availability of the model source
code. Usually the source code of models is not
available in simulation tools but e.g. in publications, which need not describe identical to implementation model code. If model equations
are available, and models are asked for further
models can be added to the fully extended library. A challenge not discussed yet is the modeling of up-to-date MOSFET models like e.g.
the EKV [12] model.
In accordance to the extended Spice3 library
the netlist translator has to be adapted. If net-

connect(g.p,n0);
connect(VSIN.p, n1);
connect(VSIN.n, n0);
connect(RI.p, n1);
connect(RI.n, n2);
connect(D1.p, n2);
connect(D1.n, n3);
connect(C.p, n3);
connect(C.n, n0);
connect(RL.p, n3);
connect(RL.n, n0);
annotation (uses(Modelica(version="3.2")),
experiment(StopTime=0.1, Interval=0.001));
end rectifier;

Picture 14 Translated Modelica model of the rectifier
circuit

Once the Modelica “netlist model” is available
it can be used for simulation or adapted to further modelling. Especially connectors can be
added as well as an icon to use the SPICE netlist as building block in further models. This
way SPICE3 netlists can be integrated in Modelica modelling easily.
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lists from other SPICE simulators shall be translated which are not identical to SPICE3 netlists
a thoroughly check and reprogramming of the
translator will be necessary.
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Abstract

• brush losses,

This paper introduces the new FundemantalWave
library which is included in the Modelica Standard
Library 3.2. The presented Modelica package provides models and components of rotating electrical
three phase machines.
The presented electrical
machine models are fully compatible with the original
Machines library of the electrical domain but rely on
the concept of the magnetic potential and magnetic
flux fundamental waves. In this article, the connector
concept, the components and electric machine models
of the FundemantalWave package will be explained.
Additionally, the didactic advantages and the flexibility of the proposed package in with respect to
considering more enhanced and sophisticated effects
will be discussed.
Keywords: Rotating electrical three phase machines,
fundamental wave, time transients, Modelica Standard
Library MSL

1

Introduction

Electric machines models have been introduced to the
Modelica Standard Library (MSL) in 2004. Since then
the package has continuously been enhanced and additional machine types and effects have been added
to the Modelica.Electrical.Machines library (short
Machines library). More sophisticated loss effects and
a consistent thermal concept have been implemented
for the library version included in the MSL 3.2. . The
more sophisticated loss models include
• friction losses,

and have been published in [1].
These loss
models have been incorporated in the Machines
library such way that they can be applied
for both the original Machines and the new
Modelica.Magnetic.FundamentalWave
library.
The main difference between the two machines
packages is that Machines uses current, voltage and
flux linkage space phasors (vectors) [2–5] whereas
FundamentalWave applies complex vectors for physical representation of the the magnetic flux and the
magnetic potential difference.
The motivation for introducing a new package for rotating electrical three phase machine was the need
for modeling different effects based on physical magnetic quantities and models. An example for modeling
global demagnetization effects of the permanent magnets in synchronous machines is presented in [6]. Additonal applications will be discussed in section 5.
An original implementation of an electric machines
library based on magnetic potential differences and
magnetic flux vectors has been presented by Beuschel
[7]. In this paper, however, DC and three phase electrical machine have been modeled based on a magnetic
connector which is designed slightly different from the
one introduced in the FundamentalWave library. In
the original implementation of Beuschel the objective
was the universal applicability of the proposed concept to different types of machines. The main focus of
the FundamentalWave library was motivated by a clear
physical interpretation of the quantities in the connector such that the library can be applied to model complex physical phenomena in electrical machines.
The FundamentalWave library models rely on the following assumptions:

• eddy current core losses,

• only symmetrical three phase induction machines
are modeled

• stray load losses and
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• in the current implementation only linear magnetic circuit elements are taken into account
• deep bar effects and higher harmonic spatial electro magnetic wave effects are also not considered

2

Concept and Magnetic Connector

In the package Modelica.Magnetic.FluxTubes the Figure 1: Magnetic field distribution of and asynconcept of magnetic ports has been introduced to chronous induction machine at no load operation
model one dimensional flux tubes. The generic magnetic port of FluxTubes,
connector MagneticPort
"Generic magnetic port"
SI.MagneticPotentialDifference V_m
"Magnetic potential at the port";
flow SI.MagneticFlux Phi
"Magnetic flux flowing into the port";
end MagneticPort;

consists of the magnetic potential difference as potential variable and the magnetic flux as flow variable.
In a radial field electrical machine usually only the
fundamental field components is modeled. As an example, the two dimensional field distribution of a four
pole asynchronous induction machine is depicted in
Fig. 1. The magnetic field quantities in the air gap,
e.g., the magnetic potential difference, can be approximated by a fundamental wave with respect to one pole
pair, as it is presented in Fig. 2. In this figure the angle
ϕ refers to one pole pair (ϕ = 2π) of the machine. The
angle ϕ is also referred to as electrical angle. The magnitude and the phase shift of the fundamental wave in
Fig. 2 can be represented by a phasor in the complex
plane as depicted in Fig. 3. In the FundamentalWave
library the complex magnetic potential difference and
the complex magnetic flux are represented by a real
and imaginary part, respectively:

Figure 2: Fundamental wave of the magnetic potential
difference

Figure 3: Complex phasor of the magnetic potential
difference

It is important to note that the magnetic potential difference of the connector definition refers to the total
connector MagneticPort
magnetic potential difference excited by all poles of
"Complex magnetic port"
the machine.
Modelica.SIunits.
ComplexMagneticPotentialDifference V_m
In both the Machines and the new FundamentalWave
"Complex magnetic potential difference"; library only spatial fundamental wave effects of spaflow Modelica.SIunits.
cial magnetic quantities are considered. Higher harComplexMagneticFlux Phi
monic spatial wave effects due to
"Complex magnetic flux";
end MagneticPort;

The relationship between the real and imaginary parts
of the phasors and the spatial waveform of the connector components is given by:
Vm (ϕ) = Re[(Vm,re + jVm,im )e− jϕ ]
= Vm,re cos(ϕ) +Vm,im sin(ϕ)

• the spatial reluctance distribution of the slots,
• the magneto motive force (magnetic potential difference) harmonics due to the current of the coils
embedded in slots, and,
• if present, the field distribution of the permanent
magnets,

Φ(ϕ) = Φre cos(ϕ) + Φim sin(ϕ)
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Figure 5: Equivalent consideration of eddy current
losses in a multi phase electrical and a fundamental
wave magnetic circuit

3.1

Generic FundamentalWave Components

The magnetic Ground model sets the real and imaginary part of the magnetic potential difference of the
connector to zero. The complex flux components are
not affected in this model.
In the Reluctance model a linear relationship between
the magnetic potential difference and the magnetic
flux components is considered. In order to take magnetic saliences of the reluctance into account a new
saliency type is defined, which consists of a d and q
components. The equations of the reluctance model
are:
(pi/2) * V_m.re = R_m.d * Phi.re;
(pi/2) * V_m.im = R_m.q * Phi.im;

In these equations the term pi/2 results of the averaging of the sinusoidal waveform of the magnetic flux
density over one pole pair. In a fully symmetrical magnetic circuit the d and q component of the reluctance
Figure 4: Structure of the FundamentalWave library
parameter R_m are equal. Saliency effects with unequal
d and q component of the reluctance have to be applied
with care, since the saliency model always refers to the
are not taken into account. The impact of higher har- specific reference frame of the connectors.
monic time harmonics in the currents and voltages is, The EddyCurrent loss model is designed in the style
however, fully taken into account by the spatial funda- of the FluxTubes package:
mental wave representation.
(pi/2) * V_m.re = G * der(Phi.re);
(pi/2) * V_m.im = G * der(Phi.im);
lossPower = (pi/2)*(V_m.re*der(Phi.re)
+ V_m.im*der(Phi.im));

3

Components

In an electric machine the eddy current loss model can
usually also be represented in an electrical equivalent
circuit as depicted in Fig. 5. The equivalent representation of the two circuits, however, relies on a symmetrical electro magnetic coupling as it is explained in the
following paragraph. For an m phase electrical circuit
the parameter relationship

An overview of the packages and components included in the FundamentalWave library is presented in
Fig. 4. In this chapter the generic components, the machine specific components and the background of the
thermal super connector will be presented. Chapter 4
G = (m/2)*Gc/N^2
will then go into detail with the topology specific maapplies.
chine models.
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Figure 6: Orientation of a single phase coil and complex magnetic flux phasor
The SinglePhaseElectroMagneticConverter considers Ampere’s law and the induction law for a single
phase coil. Model parameters are the effective number
of turns and the orientation, both with respect to the
fundamental wave:
parameter Real effectiveTurns
"Effective number of turns";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Angle orientation
"Orientation of the resulting
fundamental wave V_m phasor";
final parameter Complex N =
effectiveTurns * Modelica.ComplexMath.exp(
Complex(0,orientation))
"Complex number of turns";

Figure 7: Symmetrical multi phase winding

Figure 8: Stator and rotor fixed complex fluxes and
magnetic potential differences of the air gap model

Such a single phase coil is depicted in Fig. 6 and the Additional machine specific models are the air gap
relevant model equations are:
model (with rotor saliency) as well as the symmetrical and salient rotor cage windings.
V_m = (2.0/pi) * N * i;
-v = Modelica.ComplexMath.real(
The SymmetricalMultiPhaseWinding model is deModelica.ComplexMath.conj(N)
picted in Fig. 7. The stray field and the core losses
*Complex(der(Phi.re),der(Phi.im)));
of the winding are considered in the magnetic domain.
In the MultiPhaseElectroMagneticConverter, in- Since the modeled stray field implies and an ideal coucorporating m phases, an array of m single phase electro pling of the m electrical phases, the zero inductance of
magnetic converters is instantiated and connected with the machine has to be considered separately [8]. The
the multi phase electrical connectors. The magnetic thermal connectors of the winding resistor and core
ports of the single phase electro magnetic converters loss model are externally available.
are series connected, since the same flux applies to In the RotorSaliencyAirGap model different physieach coupling element.
cal effects are taken into account. First, the stator and
rotor magnetic ports have different fundamental wave
rotational frequencies as they refer to different refer3.2 Machine Specific Models
ence frames, see Fig. 8:
For modeling electric machines some more specific
// Stator flux, stator fixed
models are provided. These models are single and port_sp.Phi = Phi_ss;
symmetrical multi phase windings including
// Rotor flux, rotor fixed
• winding resistance including thermal connector,
• leakage inductance and field, respectively,
• zero inductance,

port_rp.Phi = Phi_rr;
// Stator magnetic potential difference,
// stator fixed
port_sp.V_m - port_sn.V_m = V_mss;
// Rotor magnetic potential difference,
// rotor fixed
port_rp.V_m - port_rn.V_m = V_mrr;

• core losses associated with the respective windThe quantities that either refer to the stator or rotor
ing including thermal connector, and the
reference frame are transformed by means of a rotator
• electro magnetic converter.
that is derived from the electrical angular difference
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port_n

port_p

winding

resistor

thermalCollector

gamma = p*(flange_a.phi-support.phi);
rotator = Modelica.ComplexMath.exp(
Complex(0,gamma));
// Stator flux, rotor fixed
Phi_sr = Phi_ss
* Modelica.ComplexMath.conj(rotator);
// Stator magnetic potential difference,
// rotor fixed
V_msr = V_mss
* Modelica.ComplexMath.conj(rotator);

strayInductor

star

ground

gamma between mechanical stator and rotor flange—
thus multiplied with the number of pole pairs p:

starAuxiliary

heatPortWinding

Figure 9: Symmetric rotor cage model

Second, the magnetic reluctance of the air gap due to
rotor saliency is taken into account, since the relationships between the components of the fluxes and the
magnetic potential differences are considered with respect to the rotor reference frame.

3.3

Thermal Super Connectors

For all the electric machine models thermal super connector are introduced. The super connectors are only
implemented in the Machines library, since both the
Machines and the FundamentalWave library use the
// Total magnetic potential difference
same connector definitions. The super connector con// is the sum of the stator and rotor
tains instances of thermal connectors. Each thermal
// magnetic potential difference
(pi/2.0) * (V_mrr.re + V_msr.re)
connector is associated with the actual temperature
= Phi_rr.re*R_m.d;
and heat flow of one particular loss effect. Since the
(pi/2.0) * (V_mrr.im + V_msr.im)
different machine models have different topologies,
= Phi_rr.im*R_m.q;
different super connector definitions are used. The
Cross coupling effects are not considered in this common heat ports of all induction machine models
are summarized in the partial model connector:
model.
All the electric machine models provided by the partial connector
PartialThermalPortInductionMachines
FundamentalWave library do not take the reluctances
"Partial thermal port
of the stator and rotor teeth and yoke into account.
of induction machines"
Therefore, the total main field reluctance of the maparameter Integer m=3 "Number of phases";
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.
chine is seen as an equivalent air gap reluctance.
HeatPort_a heatPortStatorWinding[m]
Third, the inner torque of the air gap is calculated:
tauElectrical =
- (pi*p/2.0)*(Phi_ss.im * V_mss.re
- Phi_ss.re * V_mss.im);
flange_a.tau = -tauElectrical;
support.tau = tauElectrical;

The

and
SaliencyCageWinding are designed in a similar
way as the symmetric winding models. The main
difference is the inherent short circuit of the cage
winding and thus the cage models have only magnetic
and thermal connectors, respectively. An example of
a symmetric rotor cage model is depicted in Fig. 9.
In this implementation the rotor cage is modeled as
an equivalent three phase winding—which is already
implied by the machine parameters rotor resistance
Rr and rotor leakage inductance Lrsigma, which
both refer to an equivalent stator winding. Rotor
core losses are currently not considered in the cage
winding models.
SymmetricMultiPhaseCageWinding

"Heat port of stator windings";
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.
HeatPort_a heatPortStatorCore "Heat port
of (optional) stator core losses";
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.
HeatPort_a heatPortRotorCore "Heat port
of (optional) rotor core losses";
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.
HeatPort_a heatPortStrayLoad "Heat port
of (optional) stray losses";
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.
HeatPort_a heatPortFriction "Heat port
of (optional) friction losses";
end PartialThermalPortInductionMachines;

The basic thermal super heat port contains a connector
for the stator winding (copper losses), the stator core
(currently only stator eddy current losses), the rotor
core (currently not utilized), stray load losses and the
friction losses. Each connector used for the particular induction machine models extends from this partial
connector definition and adds machine specific parameters and heat ports. For example, the thermal super
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inertiaRotor

stator
groundS

flange

strayLoad

connector ThermalPortSMPM
"Thermal port of synchronous induction
machine with permanent magnets"
extends Machines.Interfaces.
InductionMachines.
PartialThermalPortInductionMachines;
parameter Boolean useDamperCage
"Enable / disable damper cage";
equation
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.
HeatPort_a heatPortRotorWinding
if useDamperCage
"Heat port of damper cage (optional)";
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.
HeatPort_a heatPortPermanentMagnet
"Heat port of permanent magnets";
end ThermalPortSMPM;

J=Jr

thermalAmpbient

fixed

internal
Thermal
Port

Electric Machine Models

In the FundamentalWave library five different induction machine models are provided. Each of these models extends from the partial machine model which is
depicted in Fig. 10. Each machine model consists of
electrical, mechanical and thermal connectors. The
stator windings are accessible by a positive and negative multi phase plug with m=3 phases, respresenting the begin and the end of the three stator windings, respectively. Each model that dissipates losses is
equipped with a thermal heat port. Each of these thermal heat ports is connected to an internal thermal port
(super connector). In order to consider heat flow and
temperature exchange with external thermal models an
optional external thermal port is provided. Dependent
on a boolean parameter useThermalPort either the external thermal port is used or the losses are dissipated
to an internal constant temperature ambient. The shaft
end of the machine is represent by the rotational connector flange. By default, the stator is fixed and thus
the rotational connector support, representing the stator housing, is not accessible. Alternatively, if the parameter useSupport is set to true, the rotational connector of the stator housing can be connected with an
external mounting model.
The electrical plugs are connected with a model of the
stray load losses and a symmetrical model of the stator
winding (Fig. 7). The stray load loss model senses the

support

friction

airGap
groundR

Since the permanent magnet synchronous machines
are implemented with an optional damper cage, the
boolean parameter useDamperCage has to be utilized
in the associated heat port definition.

4

plug_sp

plug_sn

connector definition for permanent magnet induction
machines is:

internal
Support
inertiaStator
thermalPort

Figure 10: Partial basic induction machine model
actual current and generates mechanical losses proportional to the current and angular velocity. The magnetic ports of the stator winding model are directly
connected to stator ports of the air gap model. The
inertias of the stator and rotor, respectively, are connected to all the stator and rotor specific rotational
connectors of the air gap, stray load loss and friction
model, respectively.
The machine parameters of the Machines and
the FundamentalWave library are identical except
for one parameter, the effective number of stator
turns,effectiveStatorTurns, which is solely needed
in the FundamentalWave library. This parameter does
not affect the operational behavior of the machine but
scales the magnetic potential difference and magnetic
flux. The fundamental wave connector quantities can
therefore only represent the actual physical quantities
of the machine, if the real effective number of turns is
provided.

4.1

Asynchronous Induction Machines

A squirrel cage and slip ring induction machine model
are provided in the FundamentalWave library. In the
squirrel cage model the magnetic rotor ports of the
air gap model are connected with a symmetrical cage
model as depicted in Fig. 11. The slip ring induction
machine models has a regular three phase winding in
the rotor, see Fig. 12. In the current implementation,
the rotor core losses are not taken into account.
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heatFlow
Sensor
DamperCage

plug_rn

pin_en

rotor

Figure 12: Asynchronous machine with slip ring rotor

rotorCage
short

excitation

brush

plug_rp

pin_ep

Figure 11: Asynchronous machine with squirrel cage Figure 13: Synchronous machine with permanent
magnet
rotor

heatFlow
Sensor
DamperCage

Figure 14: Synchronous machine with electrical excitation
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sineVoltage
+
idealCloser

ground

A RMS

booleanStep

quadraticLoadTorqueM

star

D

loadInertiaM

aimcM
rotorCage
short

Figure 16: Asynchronous induction machine started
direct on line
aimcM.tauElectrical [Nm]

heatFlow
Sensor
DamperCage

Figure 15: Synchronous machine with reluctance rotor

4.2

Synchronous Induction Machines

Three synchronous machine models with electrical
excitation, permanent magnet excitation and without
excitation but a reluctance rotor are available in the
FundamentalWave library. Each of these machine
models is equipped with an optional damper cage. The
damper cage parameters include different rotor resistance and rotor leakage inductance parameters in the
direct (d) and quadrature (q) axis. If the damper cage
is disabled, a magnetic short is connected instead of
the damper cage, as show in Fig. 13–15. In order to
handle the cage temperature of the super connector in
case of the disabled damper cage, a heat flow sensor is
uses which can set its connector temperature for consistency reasons. The permanent magnet synchronous
machine model depicted in Fig. 13 has a magnetic potential difference source in the rotor representing the
permanent magnet. The reluctance of the magnet is
inherently represent by the salient main field inductances of the direct (d) and quadrature (q) axis, Lmd
and Lmq, respectively. The synchronous machine with
electrical excitation has a single phase electrical winding (Fig. 14) and a brush model representing the slip
rings of the excitation circuit. In the reluctance synchronous machine model of Fig. 15 no additional excitation is present. The torque generated in this synchronous machine is solely due to rotor saliences, i.e.,
Lmd6=Lmq.

600
400
200
0
−200
−400
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
time [s]

0.8

1

Figure 17: Torque of an asynchronous machine with
squirrel cage rotor started directly on line

4.3

Example

An example of an asynchronous induction machine
started direct on line is presented in Fig. 16, comparable to the included one in the Examples package of the
FundamentalWave library. A delta connected induction machine is connected to a stiff voltage supply after
closing a switch at 0.1 s. Even if this is not presented
here in this paper: the torque developed by the induction machine during starting (Fig. 17 and 18) is exactly
matching the results that are obtained by substituting
the asynchronous induction machine by a model from
the Machines library. So the models are fully compatible with respect to their operational behavior. For
the investigated machine the effective number of stator turns was set to 25 which results in the rotor flux
results presented in Fig. 19. Immediately after closing
the switch at 0.1 s the rotor frequency is equal to the
supply frequency (50 Hz). After fully accelerating the
machine, the slip frequency of the rotor flux is approximately 2 Hz.
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Figure 18: Angular mechanical velocity of an asynchronous machine with squirrel cage rotor started directly on line
Figure 20: Possible model of an asynchronous induction machine with nonlinear stator and rotor core reluctances
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Figure 19: Real and imaginary part of the rotor flux of
an asynchronous machine with squirrel cage rotor and
25 stator turns started directly on line

5

Didactic Aspects and Expandability

From a didactic point of view the FundamentalWave
electric machines library allows a valuable insight
in the concepts of electro mechanical power conversion. Since fundamental wave magnetic domain models are added to the MSL, the magnetic potential and
flow variables of an electric machine do have a clear
and physical representation. For each component and
physical effect in an electrical machine there is a particular model representing this effect. For example, in
an induction machine with slip ring rotor the machine
basically consists of a stator winding, an air gap and
a rotor winding. The total reluctance of the magnetic
circuit of the machine is represented by the main field

inductance of the air gap model. The reluctances of
the stator and rotor teeth and yoke are currently not
explicitly modeled.
With the FundamentalWave library the model can certainly be adapted such way that the nonlinear magnetic
properties of the stator and rotor core can be considered, as it is proposed in Fig. 20. In such a model the
air gap reluctance has to be adapted such way that it
only represents the total main field reluctance minus
the stator reluctance minus the rotor core reluctance.
In such a model the different section of the magnetic
main field—stator core, air gap, rotor core—would
be represented by the respective magnetic reluctance
models.
The temperature dependent ohmic losses of the stator
and rotor winding—if present— as well as the stator
core losses are inherently taken into account in the
winding models. Friction and stray load losses are
considered by separate losses. If either of these losses
should be modeled in more sophisticated way, e.g.,
extending the core losses by hysteresis losses, then
only the respective loss model has to be replaced and
adapted due to the clearly object oriented structure of
the components applied in the machine models.
Additional physical effects such as the deep bar effect
can be easily modeled by replacing the respective cage
model by a more advanced one. In the same way, the
entire topology of an asymmetric squirrel cage could
be modeled by replacing the three phase symmetrical
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[7] M. Beuschel, “A uniform approach for modelling
electrical machines”, Modelica workshop, pp.
101–108, 2000.

topology by a more sophisticated one [9].

6

Conclusions

[8] H. Späth, Elektrische Maschinen, Eine EinThis paper gives an overview of the FundamentalWave
führung in die Theorie des Betriebsverhaltens,
library which is included in the Modelica Standard LiSpringer Verlag, Berlin – Heidelberg – New York,
brary 3.2. The basic idea of the complex magnetic
1973.
potential difference and the complex magnetic flux is
introduced and the basic components and equations [9] C. Kral, A. Haumer, and F. Pirker, “A modelica library for the simulation of electrical asymmetries
are presented. After discussing the machine specific
in multiphase machines - the extended machines
components the common partial machine model and
library”, IEEE International Symposium on Diagthe different asynchronous and synchronous induction
nostics for Electric Machines, Power Electronics
machines are presented. From a modeling point of
and Drives, The 6th, SDEMPED 2007, Cracow,
view the basic structure of the fundamental wave elecPoland, pp. 255–260, 2007.
tric machine models is very clear and plausible. Each
model represents a distinct physically effect and can
thus easily be replaced by a more sophisticated model
in order to consider additional physical effects.
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Abstract
Starting from an assumed vehicle path on a given
road section we derive the formulae for the calculation of an appropriate reference speed profile tabled
over road arc length. Together with a speed error
feedback we thus emulate what a real driver does
while driving and scheduling his actions on throttle
and brake pedal. The resulting driver model may be
used for automatic speed control in vehicle dynamics
simulation. The application addressed here is software in the loop simulation for virtual drivetrain endurance testing at Daimler AG. A prototypical Modelica implementation was made at DLR and tested
with a simple longitudinal vehicle dynamics model.
Finally, we discuss the experiences with the reference speed profiles made in the industrial practice.
Keywords: driver model; automatic gearbox testing;
reference vehicle speed profile; software in the loop
(SiL); virtual drivetrain endurance testing.
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idea is continued and re-engineered here to obtain an
adequate complexity of the solution for the given
problem.
According to the split subtask notion, the second
subtask is accomplished by using feedback of the
speed error to desired longitudinal vehicle acceleration. Based on the latter appropriate gas and brake
pedal positions can be determined. Meaningful
parameterization allows for assigning typical driver
types like cautious, normal, sportive or risky. The
driver model is implemented in Modelica; the speed
profile calculation is done at initialization time.
The paper is organized as follows. The assumptions
and the theoretic background of the speed profile
generation are described in section 2. Section 3 is
dedicated to the implementation of a speed feedback
controller. Some simulation results with the model
depicted in Figure 1 are shown in section 4. Experimental results from virtual automatic gearbox test
runs are presented in section 5 including a report on
one's experiences.

Introduction

For the virtual endurance test of automatic gearboxes
realistic and repeatable load collectives are searched
for. Therefore, a given road is assumed in terms of
slope, crossfall, curvature, road adhesion coefficient,
and speed limits along the path of the road centerline. Adequate input signals for throttle and brake
pedal are needed to drive a total vehicle model along
the road while imitating realistic driver behavior.
The driver model task means providing suitable
pedal position signals. In our approach, the driver
model is split into two sequential subtasks. Firstly, a
vehicle speed profile along the road arc length is calculated regarding the road conditions with a sufficient preview. This reference speed profile is supposed to approximate a speed profile which a driver
(usually unconsciously) forms in his mind yielding a
set point for subsequent speed control. Speed profiles Figure 1: Total Modelica model for driver model
have already been used in the context of various evaluation
driver speed assistance systems such as [1], [2]. The
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2

values depending on the driver type. Evolving from
(2), the expression

Speed profile generation

The derivation of a reference speed profile is according to the following conception: At the end of a preview horizon the vehicle should come to a standstill.
The preview horizon may be set arbitrarily a certain
distance ahead or e.g. formed by the end of the current visual range, the next road junction, and/or by
an obstacle. On the way to this stop the vehicle’s
speed is scheduled to be maximal, however, such
that all traffic regulations and physical limitations
are met with certain margins. These include the limited lateral acceleration in curves, reduced deceleration capability while downhill or curve riding due to
combined longitudinal/lateral tire forces, speed limits, and so on. The margins are adapted according to
the driver type. In summary: Like real drivers do, the
speed is scheduled virtually along the reverse path
starting from a limitation arising ahead.
2.1

Assumptions

The road definition is assumed to be given in terms
of slope z(s)/s, crossfall z(s)/w, curvature (s),
road adhesion coefficient (s), and speed limits as
functions of a single parameter being the road arc
length s. The variable’s dependencies of s (also denoted position in the sequel) are omitted in the formulae as from now.
The road position [x, y, z]T and the heading angle 
belonging to any value of the arc length s and any
lateral displacement w from the road centerline can
be calculated by numeric integration based on the
following ordinary differential equations


x
y
,
 cos( ) ,
 sin( )
s
s
s

2

2

  Fw 
   
 w 
1
 m g

 Fs

s

(3)

is denoted the driver related degree of utilization of
force transmission quota which usually is persistently changing while driving. The associated inequality is the fundamental relation [1] later used for
the calculation of speed profiles.
2.2

Forces acting on the vehicle

For the calculation of the reference speed profile the
vehicle is considered a point mass. Therefore, vehicle dynamics such as yaw, roll, pitch and heave motion plus their effect on the tire forces are neglected.
The speed of the point mass vehicle is v = ds/dt, the
longitudinal force may be expressed as


z  

Fs  m v    v  v  g   k R (v)   
s  



(4)

where kR(v) is the vehicle’s rolling resistance coefficient and



 L cw A
2m

(5)

is a parameter related to aerodynamic drag defined
only for abbreviation of math terms. Here, L is the
air density, cw is the drag coefficient, A is the face
surface, and m is the total mass of the vehicle.
The lateral force is

z 

Fw  m   v 2 
g.
w 


(1)

(6)

and adequate start conditions. Road slope and cross- Note that the point mass assumption does not hold
fall should be so small such that errors from lineari- for highly dynamic manoeuvres which may result
zation of associated trigonometric functions are neg- from risky driver behaviour. In this case, it can not
ligible. A basic supposition adopted here is that the be guaranteed that the real vehicle would still be able
total horizontal force |Fsw| transmitted between the to follow the speed profile.
collectivity of all tires and the road is limited isotropically,
2.3
Constraints on longitudinal dynamics
2
2
(2)
Fsw  Fs  Fw    m  g ,
The calculation of reference speed profiles is deterwhere g is the gravitational acceleration, Fs is the mined by a set of constraints on the longitudinal dyforce in travel direction, and F represents the lateral namics of the vehicle which are presented below.
w

force.
The disposition of the driver to utilize the physical
force limits in longitudinal or lateral direction is reflected by the driver behavioral parameters s and

w, respectively, each with 0  s,w

Static speed limits
An upper static bound on the speed is obtained when
solving (3) for v after inserting (6) and Fs=0:

 1 and specific
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with

v

 w    g g z
 

 w

   v 2 z 



d  g s  w2   2  
w 
w
 g

(7)

This is the local maximum speed without making
skidding off the road in a curve. Or, to be more precise, the portion of it the driver is accepting.
Another bound reflects the collectivity of all conceivable speed limitations such as legal speed limits,
deliberate speed reduction or any other arbitrary
speed constraint:

v

f
 vspeedlimit
v

(8)

The behavioral parameter f reflects the driver’s disposition towards this constraint category. The value
f =1.1 means that the driver is ready to excess

speed limits by ten percent. The parameter v in (8)
will be cancelled later (see (23)) and is of no relevance here. The static upper speed limit, in summary, is the smaller of the two limits calculated by
(7) and (8):

v  vmax,stat

with
     g g z  f

 
vmax,stat  min  w
 vspeedlimit 
,

 w  v



Acceleration limits
The limited engine power Pmax imposes an upper
bound on the acceleration. Depending on the driver
type the power limit is exploited by a fraction p
with 0p1, thus

(10)

holds. After insertion of (4) and solving for the acceleration we get

v  v max, P 

 p  Pmax
vm

c

Numeric speed profile calculation formulae

On a sufficiently small section s0  s  s1 of the road
path where the longitudinal acceleration can be assumed constant the following equation holds:

v
s1  s0  v0  t  t 2
2

(16)

Here, t is the time needed to drive along the road
section and v0 is the initial speed at s = s0. Moreover,
the speed v1 when reaching s = s1 is

v1  v0  v  t .

(17)

v1  v02  2  v  ( s1  s0 )

(18)

v0  v12  2  v  ( s1  s0 ) .

(19)

or

This allows for a simple numeric integration algorithm (explicit Euler) for the calculation of reference
speed profiles along the arc length s

v( k 1)  v(2k )  2  v( k )  ( s( k 1)  s( k ) )

v( k 1)  v(2k )  2  v( k )  ( s( k )  s( k 1) )
(12)

A valid interval for the vehicle’s acceleration can be
obtained from transformation of (3) and consideration of (4), (6), (11), and (12):

c  d  v  c  e

(15)

(20)

or

(11)

with

c    v  v  g  k R (v)  z / s  .

2.4

  P 
e  min d , p max  .
vm 


(14)

Depending on whether v0 or v1 is given, after elimination of t from the set (16), (17) we obtain meaningful solutions for the other variable

(9)

Fs  v   p  Pmax

and

2

(21)

for the reverse direction, respectively. For this purpose it is required that the road path information is
given with sufficiently high resolution along s such
that the assumption of constant longitudinal acceleration between the grid points is justified.

(13)
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2.5

Numeric maximal speed profile calculation

The maximal speed profile denotes the speed profile
vmax(s) along a considered road section exhibiting the
maximum possible speed at all positions s while respecting the following constraints:
 The start speed at the road section beginning
is vmax(sstart) = vstart.
 The final speed at the road section end is
vmax(send) = vend.
 At every position sstart  s  send the inequalities (3), (9) with v=1, and (13) hold.
Hence, the maximal speed profile is a candidate for a
reference speed along the considered road section to
be used for speed control. It may, of course, be further processed according to one’s needs.

Figure 2: The road definition used for illustration in
sections 2-4: (s) and z(s)/s as displayed; ,
z(s)/w = 0, vspeedlimit = 41.7m/s

set to v  c  d being the maximum deceleration (i.e. minimum acceleration) according to (13). Therefore, in (12) and (14) the
current values for all varying quantities are
inserted. During the recursive procedure
vmax,back must be always limited to the static
upper speed limit vmax,stat. The resulting interim speed profile provides a necessary
condition such that the vehicle starting with
vmax,stat at any position can decelerate down
to v(s=send)  vend while always respecting
the inequalities (3), (9).
3. Not only when braking, also when accelerating the constraints must be fulfilled. Therefore, the previous step is repeated, however,
in forward direction resulting in a new interim speed profile vmax,forw. Formula (20) is
used for recursive integration from the start
value vstart at sstart. The acceleration is set to
its current maximum value v  c  e . Note,
that vmax,forw mustn’t exceed the previously
calculated vmax,back in order to keep that information.
4. The finite difference equations (20) and (21)
respectively which were used in the two previous steps are based on the assumption of
constant acceleration between two sampling
points. Depending on the effective gridding
this assumption may be violated. In this case
the gridding needs to be refined by inserting
new sampling points where needed. This
should be repeated until the resulting acceleration error is less than a predefined tolerance. Note that steps 3 and 4 also need to be
repeated in that grid refinement loop.

In the sequel the procedure for calculating a tabled
representation of the maximal speed profile is presented. In multiple steps the speed profile is reduced
by considering new constraints at each time. See
Figure 3 for illustration. The underlying road definition is given with Figure 2. The normal driver type
was chosen; see Table 1 in section 4.2.
1. The static upper speed limit vmax,stat is calculated using (9) for all given sampling points
of s.
2. Starting from the end of the road section send
an interim profile vmax,back is calculated.
Therefore, the recursive formula (21) is applied over all sampling points of s and
vmax,back (send) = vend is used as start value.
With each integration step the value of v is
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Figure 3: Calculation of the maximal speed profile
and definition of a reference speed profile
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The decisive maximal speed profile, finally, is
vmax ( s )  vmax, forw ( s ) .
(22)
If the vehicle exactly follows this speed profile then
it drives at maximum speed while respecting all
physical limits plus considering driver type dependent safety, comfort, and economy relevant margins.

both the reference speed and the vehicle speed are
predicted by Tpred in advance. The approximation
used here assumes that during the prediction time the
acceleration remains constant.
The predicted reference speed is simply determined
by evaluation of (23)
vref , pred  vref ( s pred )
(24)

2.6

at the predicted vehicle position

Reference speed profile definition

The before calculated maximum speed profile can be
adopted as a base for the definition of a reference
speed profile which is suitable for speed control of
the vehicle. As an example, linear scaling is applied

vref ( s )   v  vmax ( s )
using a driver type dependent parameter

0v1 (compare Figure 3 with v = 0.9).

3
3.1

(23)

v

with

Speed control based on reference
speed profiles
Using acceleration as control variable

The aim of speed feedback control is to make the
error between reference speed and actual vehicle
speed small. For adjustments of the vehicle speed,
accelerations in the interval given by (13) are permitted. Accordingly, a reference longitudinal acceleration aref is formed by the controller. In a successive
module which is not discussed here, the reference
acceleration can be transformed into gas and brake
pedal positions as accurately as possible e.g. by using nonlinear inverse static or inverse dynamic models [3]. Any speed errors resulting from model inaccuracies or induced by disturbances can be compensated for by the speed feedback control which is described as follows. It turned out that proportional
feedback of the speed control error yields satisfactory results, even if the resulting control variable aref
is limited according to v in (13). Before being more
precise with this issue, prediction of the speed error
is introduced.
3.2

Prediction of the speed error

Significant control performance improvement can be
achieved by compensation of plant delay. A parameterizable prediction time Tpred takes into account
summarized lags which may be present in the control
loop such as power train or brake dynamics. Hence,

2
s pred  sveh  vveh  Tpred  12 vveh  Tpred
.

(25)

On the other hand, the predicted vehicle speed is
v pred  vveh  vveh  Tpred
(26)
The prediction time may also be considered a driver
type dependent parameter. If no prediction virtue is
wanted then Tpred can simply be set to zero.
3.3

Limited proportional feedback

As mentioned before the speed control uses feedback
of the predicted speed error
aref ,raw   g  vref , pred  v pred  .
(27)
The driver type dependent parameter g is the feedback gain. Finally, the controller must respect the
acceleration limits (13):
c pred  d pred if aref ,raw  c pred  d pred

aref   c pred  e pred if aref ,raw  c pred  e pred
(28)
 a
otherwise
 ref ,raw
Reasonably, all variables take on their values at the
predicted position s = spred. Note that if this kind of
limited feedback (28) is used, then the limitation of
the speed profile in forward direction is redundant
and vmax ( s )  vmax,back ( s ) should be used rather than
(22).

4
4.1

Simulation results
Modelica implementation

Figure 1 shows the total Modelica model we built
during implementation and prototype testing of the
driver model together with a very simple vehicle
model. The speed control given by (27) is implemented in the block driver. The block vehicle uses
the longitudinal acceleration as requested from
driver as input. It consists of a first order lag element
for representation of the power train / brake dynamics. The time constant is set unrealistically high to
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Tlag=1.0s to demonstrate clearly the benefit of the
speed error prediction concept. Two successive integrators compute speed vveh and position sveh, repectively.
The prime block speedProfile needs the tabled road
definition as parameter. From that, the maximal
speed profile is calculated in multiple steps as explained in section 2.5. A corresponding function is
executed at model initialization time and stores the
result in a parameter table. Therefore, also driver
type and vehicle parameters are needed which are
instantiated as records in the total model. During the
simulation, the block speedProfile provides the predicted quantities needed for (27), (28). To facilitate
their calculation all relevant variables are evaluated
on the base of the predicted vehicle position (25) and
speed (26). The tabled road data and the precalculated reference speed profile are correspondingly interpolated.
4.2

Prototype simulation

This section shows simulation results obtained with
the prototypical implementation from Figure 1. The
vehicle starts at sveh = 2900 m and vveh = 0. The normal driver record with the parameters given in Table
1 was used.
Table 1: Normal driver type parameters

s=0.4
g=10

w=0.4
p = 0.6

v=0.9

f=1.1

Only at the beginning there is a big gap which is
conditioned by the limited acceleration. Figure 5
shows the effective acceleration limits (blue, red)
according to (13) and the actual vehicle acceleration
(green line). The acceleration potential is fully exploited in the initial phase while there is a large
speed error. Later, the driver model keeps some margin from the limits which is due to our choice
v = 0.9 in (23).

Figure 5: Acceleration limits and actual vehicle
acceleration in the simulation
The driver related degree of utilization of force
transmission quota from (3) is shown in Figure 6
with a blue line. As a consequence of our approach,
it must never exceed one. The physical degree of
utilization of force transmission quota is plotted as a
red line. It is obtained by setting s = 1 and w = 1 in
(3) and thus removing the driver type dependent implicit safety margin.

Tpred= Tlag =1.0 s

In Figure 4 the blue line is the pre-calculated reference speed profile (cf. Figure 3). The red line is the
simulated predicted reference speed. We find that the
simulated vehicle speed (green line) matches very
well the reference speed.
Figure 6: Utilization of force transmission quota in
the simulation

5

Experimental results and applicational issues

The Modelica driver model was evaluated at Daimler
and found suitable for the purpose of virtual
drivetrain endurance tests. Thereupon, the driver
model was deployed in a software in the loop environment (SiL) in conjunction with a detailed plant
model. The functional code in the loop is the control
code of an automatic Mercedes-Benz gearbox transmission. The used plant model describes the longituFigure 4: Speed profiles and actual vehicle speed in dinal dynamics of a vehicle and has its modeling fothe simulation
cus on the 1-D rotational dynamics of the drivetrain.
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Figure 7 shows a top-level screenshot of the model
[6]. The calculation of the reference speed profile
(23) as described in section 2 serves as reference
speed and was integrated in the overall car model
(Figure 7) which in turn was exported as a DLL for
the SiL environment. For the code export we used
the C-Code generated by Dymola 6.2 wrapped with
an API for the co-simulation tool BACKBONE, a
proprietary Daimler program.

speed had been time scheduled rather than position
scheduled. Hence, a cumulative error in the calculation was unavoidable due to the deviation between
desired and actual speed: After some simulation time
on long tracks (some 100 km) the vehicle’s position
did not match the position the reference speed was
assigned to. As a result of this error, peculiar situations occurred in the simulation such as full throttle
while downhill driving etc.
With the new method of car specific speed profile
calculation coming along with position dependent
driver action we are now able to use the SiL directly
for load collectives simulation without the need for
extra software. Only the topology of a track is
needed and track specific restrictions, such as speed
limits, obligatory stops etc.).

Figure 7: Modelica car model for SiL export
For SiL control of this model at Daimler an enhanced feedback control was used rather than (27). It
also accomplishes the assignment to both throttle and
brake pedal based on PI-control of the vehicle speed
error. The driver specific parameters used for the
calculation of the speed profile turned out to be useful for the calibration of the total SiL driver model.
This specific deployment of the SiL is used for virtual endurance testing of the drivetrain. The tracks
we use are the same that our testing teams drive in
reality. With the virtualisation we are able to
 examine the impact of code updates on the
endurance of the hardware (gearbox and
drivetrain components),
 detect bugs in the code, and
 calculate load collectives.
All this can be done in a fast and absolutely low cost
manner. So far, at Daimler, simulation of load collectives for gearboxes primarily had taken place with
special software which, however, didn’t include the
functional code. SiL simulations of this kind had
been done by using a fixed speed profile derived
from experimental measurements or a load collective
simulation. The reference speed input to the SiL was
therefore car specific and could not be used for other
vehicle configurations. Moreover, the reference

Figure 8: Comparison of simulation results (speed
over vehicle position)
For illustration of the realized progress Figure 8
shows a comparison of speed profiles. The first
curve (dep. “original”) is produced by our special
program for load collectives calculation, which used
to be the input for SiL simulations. This speed profile is considered a benchmark for the new method.
Two SiL simulations were made, one with the previously used method (dep. “old (time mode)”) and one
using the new approach (dep. ”new (track mode)”),
each with a similarly configured (engine power,
mass) car model on the same drive track.
With the new method, the resulting vehicle speed fits
the benchmark speed significantly better than with
the old method despite only road track data but no
direct information of the benchmark speed was processed. This also applies to the primarily relevant criterion for drivetrain endurance i.e. the load collective. In Figure 9 - Figure 11 one can see the compari-
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son of the three variants w.r.t. the load shapes at the
cardan shaft (torque over engine speed).

It is obvious that the distribution yielded with the
new method matches better the benchmark than the
old approach. Analogous results are obtained for all
drive tracks that Daimler uses in the gearbox development. The flexible car dependent parameterization
obviously yields better robustness of the load collectives results.
With the new method for the calculation of time independent, vehicle specific speed profiles we made
an important step towards the evaluation of load collectives in conjunction with SiL simulation. Our input to the simulation from now on consists in time
independent track data and is identical for all vehicle
models, regardless of car weight or installed engine
power.

Figure 9: Simulated cardan shaft load collectives
(torque over speed), original version.

6

Figure 10: Simulated cardan shaft load collectives
(torque over speed), old version using time mode.

Conclusions

A new method for quick automatic calculation of
reference speed profiles which are applicable for
automatic gearbox testing was developed at DLR
and implemented using Modelica. The resulting
speed profiles are specific for the assumed vehicle
data. Moreover, they can easily be adapted by tuning
of various parameters which are interpretable to represent different driver behavior.
At Daimler, the algorithm is now used for both flexible and reproducible generation of load collectives
for virtual drivetrain endurance testing. The new approach replaces the less efficient procedure where
static time-dependent speed profiles were taken as
inputs which had been produced from special load
collective generation software or driving experiments separately for each car type.

7
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Abstract
Renewable energy production and decentralized
energy storage as well as optimized usage of existing
energy resources are matters of rapidly growing importance. Even today in building architecture as well
as modern mobility concepts these technologies are
major cost drivers.
Staying abreast to these changes, EA EnergieArchitektur GmbH together with IAD TU Dresden are
developing a simulation tool to identify and optimize
the potentials for building specific energy storage
and production as well as optimized usage strategies
on the consumer side.
Furthermore the simulation tool allows analyzing the
smart integration of new eMobility concepts. In this
it works as a test bench for system wide energy management with priority on charging strategies for such
vehicles from the decentralized power supply.
Keywords: renewable energy; eMobility; modeling

1

Why a holistic energy simulation
for car and building

Today, there are various technologies available to
provide local renewable energy, for example: microwind-turbines, photovoltaics, solar heat, heat pumps
and combined heat and power units (CHP).

These energy systems use direct natural energy resources like wind and sun or renewable fuels like
wood, bio-gas or even vegetable oil. The availability
and efficiency of these resources differ greatly depending on the specific location. Furthermore these
energy systems are expensive in money and production resources. Therefore it is important to find an
optimized configuration before installing an energy
system in a specific building.
A second thought on optimizing renewable energy
includes the time of availability. There is no sunshine at night. Is it better to store the daylight energy
using batteries, charge a heat storage or to install the
photovoltaics facing westwards thus providing more
energy when demand is high - in the evening?
In the course of the increasing demand on electric
mobility, the need for charging concepts has risen.
Both power and energy have to be provided. Synchronization of the demand on energy and storage as
well as on availability in a building is an important
fact for future energy-management systems.
Electric Mobility as mobile storage with constraints
to availability (docked, undocked) and requirements
from lifestyle (e.g. 100% charge in the morning)
adds further complexity to the system.
The energy system layout for a specific combination
Building-eMobility as well as the research and development of optimized energy-management algorithms are two engineering tasks which demand for a
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Fig. 1: Structure of the energy simulation process

dynamic simulation covering all macroscopic aspects
of the system.
Such a simulation system is not available, yet. Existing Software either covers only one of the subsystems (e.g. PVSol) or it does not include costs and
dynamics using precalculated balances instead.
This paper shows a different approach using the interdisciplinary modeling Language Modelica to implement physics and information flow as well as
cost-specific behavior of building-related renewable
energy systems in the same set of differential and
algebraic equations. Additionally the object oriented
modeling concept allows to describe well-arranged
and understandably system behavior of the power
generation, storage and consumption components.
The tool under development presented in this paper
is able to simulate and evaluate the energy flow in
the holistic connected system “Building-eMobility”.
It will be used to layout the most energy and cost
efficient combination of components as well as for
testing intelligent energy-management algorithms in
much-faster-than-real-time (accelerated SiL).
Since the main focus is on system layout and benchmarking the location specific energy and cost efficiency, the applicable level of detail is an important
fact on model design.

2

Concept of the energy simulation
model

The basic conceptual design requirements of the simulation model can be deduced from the desired
simulation results.

The development of precise rules for the renewable
energy system layout, depending on local climate
and planned usage, requires a reduced set of possible
subsystems for the later system composition (i.e. micro-wind-turbines, electric car, electric bike, etc.).
Additionally a common set of input-parameters
based on availability (i.e. weather statics) and building design (heat-transmission, inhabitants) needs to
be defined.
The analysis of a specific location over long time
periods (>1 year, <1 minute step) with regard to different system layouts, cost, availability and energy
independence requires easily replaceable subcomponents (i.e. Photovoltaics / Solar Heat) with integrated
cost functions as well as the use of “real-world”
measurements as input-data.
To enable parameter variation the calculation needs
to be fast, thus phenomenological descriptions instead of real physics should be used wherever possible.

Fig. 2: SiL-application of the simulation environment including energy-management-algorithms
The finished simulation system will act as a test
bench for advanced energy management algorithms.
Therefore the integration effort for a simulated or
SiL-energy-manager needs to be reasonable. In these
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Fig. 3: Energy and information flow in a specific scenario building - vehicle
tests critical system states (e.g. power shortage, empty car battery in the morning) should be detected automatically and calculated in higher time resolution.
Fig. 1 shows the basic simulation process.
The SiL-energy-manager could be implemented as
an algebraic equation system including all relevant
measurement and control signals. An integration of
an outstanding control-block as energy-manager implemented in another environment like Matlab/Simulink is also imaginary.
The resulting simulation consists of a library of subsystem-models for each specified component. These
sub-models are connected using an energy-bus and a
cost-function-bus. Especially interesting components
like micro-wind-turbines and batteries are available
as fast phenomenological models as well as exact
physical models. Besides the energy-components,
different models for inhabitants, climate and utility
company were created.

3

Examples for Subsystem-Models

In this paragraph an abstract of the implemented
Subsystem-Models used in the energy simulation
tool is described. Special attention is turned on the
model requirements dealing with the discrepancy
between fast system calculation time and precise simulation results. For implementation partially existing approaches were used.

3.1

Micro-Wind-Turbine

The Micro-Wind-Turbine model calculates the electrical energy output of a building integrated wind
power plant. Input-data is wind speed and direction
for a specific location, based on “real-world” measurements or statistics. With attention to all existing
physical relations like angle of incidence, acceptable
operating range and aerodynamic configuration of
the turbine, the wind power absorbed by the turbine
during the integration time step is calculated.
Depending on the specification of the gearing mechanism and the designated type of electric generator, i.e. asynchronous machine, the model simulates
the generated electrical power from the turbine power.
To improve calculation time and to avoid problems
with the internal logic of modern smart inverters the
phenomenological behavior is replicated. Therefore
the model is based on generator specific characteristic curves (e.g. dependency of open-circuit-voltage
and generator torque on generator velocity) in a
closed loop control with turbine power as reference
instead of magnetic coupling and switching diodes.
The behavior of the net-coupling inverter is rendered
in a similar way with additional inputs for external
power management.
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Fig. 4: Differential equations describing the behavior of the heat storage tank
3.2

Heat Storage

3.3

The Heat Storage model describes mathematically
the behavior of the temperature spreading in a tank
which is used to save thermal energy. The model
considers the energy losses of the tank through the
isolation (1) and the heat transfer (2) as well as the
heat convection (3) between the different temperature layers in the tank. The describing differential
equations for one layer are shown in fig. 2. Also the
heat dissipation and supply of a layer (e.g. by heater
or Heat Pump) is implemented in the model (4).
The model will be parameterized by the physical
dimensions of the tank and the integrated heat exchanger. Another describing parameter set consists
of the thermal characteristics of thermal storage media. Output of the simulation model is the amount of
energy put in or dissipated from the Heat Storage
and the temperature spreading in the tank.
Although there have been existing a lot of different
models for Heat Storage systems the presented model have become necessary because these models
were so detailed that the simulation time would have
been very long. So the presented model was adapted
that way that only the behavior of the temperature
spreading in the Heat Storage will be contemplated.

Battery

Electrical Batteries are a major field of research at
the IAD TU Dresden. Based on these long-term studies, Batteries are described mathematically to render the exact electrical behavior of a black-box at its
terminals. The fast model defines a number of battery strings, each consisting of a specified number of
in series connected battery cells.
These cells are parameterized by measured characteristics (e.g. impedance, open-circuit-voltage) of different types of battery cells (e.g. Li-Ion). Out of
these characteristics the model calculates the realizable power supply of the battery depending on the
state of charge and other characteristic battery conditions (e.g. cell temperature).
This battery model allows simulating the power
supply of different types and dimensions of batteries
within a very short simulation time because inner
chemical processes were neglected. Additionally it
enables the calculation of the specific lifecycle-cost
including usage dependent cell aging.
3.4

Heat Pump

A heat pump is a machine to transform heat from a
reservoir with lower temperature (e.g. ambience) to a
higher temperature level for heating and storage. The
focus is put on electrically driven pumps.
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Fig. 5: Simulation concept and subsystem models for weather, demand, resulting consumers and
energy generation, storage and management subsystems
In the process the working medium (e.g. CO2,
R407C) is subjected to a thermodynamic cycle. Although it is possible to implement this thermodynamic cycle in a mathematical model, the model level of detail for exact representation would be far too
complex for the short simulation time requirement.
Therefore another approach was chosen for modeling
this system comparable to other subsystem-models.
The method used for modeling the Heat Pump divides two phases for the calculation of the supplied
heat of a Heat Pump, the dissipated heat flow between the working medium and the heating medium
and the rise of the enthalpy of the heating medium
per time unit. These two heating flows are equal in
steady states. So for the simulation of the heating
flow of characterized Heat Pumps the model uses
manufacturer data for the input-data-related steady
state heat and electrical power flow.
The dynamic of the heat pump respective input-data
and heat flow modification as well as switching operations necessitates other modeling methods. The
problem is solved on the one hand by model partitioning between heat dissipation and generation.
On the other hand the different types of switching
operations (normal switching, de-icing) are modeled

as loop controller with different time constants.
Fig. 6 shows the model structure used to calculate
the switching transient behavior of a Heat Pump after
a de-icing process because of coincidental switching
of ventilator, circulating pump and heat pump. Also
simulation results for behavior of heat power at normal switching events compared with after-de-icing
events are presented.

Fig. 6: Model of switching transient characteristic
after de-icing (above), simulation results (below)
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Fig. 7: Simulation library pictured as mind map
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4

ing weather, market and usage model can provide
stochastic output signals based on season and time of
day.

Gathering Input-Data

Simulation results are only as good as the input-data
they are based on. Therefore the important groups of
data like weather and climate, technical characteristics of components and energy statistics have to be
gathered for specified simulation scenarios.
Weather and climate are important for the energy
output as well as the demand. Statistics for local climate are available from various sources like “Deutscher Wetterdienst” but these are often cost intensive. To analyze weather dynamics we use long term
measurements (i.e. wind speed) with high time resolution (1s) at the specific location. Since these datasets are too huge for reasonable use within SimulationX, extensive preprocessing is done. The resulting
parameters are used in a weather sub-model to create
stochastic signals with characteristics similar to the
original measurement.
The technical characteristics mostly depend on the
datasheets of the used components. Special emphasize is put on the characteristics of micro-wind- turbines (a primary technology of EA GmbH) and battery storage (IAD).
Energy-data is generated similar to weather data
based on energy-suppliers statistics, market-data and
direct measurements at our research sites. The result-

5

Synthesis of a holistic model

Based on the simulation scenario the holistic model
consists of the corresponding parameterized submodels for the energy system components (i.e. 10m²
PV, heat-pump, 5 kWh battery, 2 cars, etc.). Respectively the models for users, environment / weather,
consumption and provider are added and configured.
The according “real-world” input-data for the scenario is stored in external files and fetched at simulation time.
To simplify the simulation model and to improve the
clearness, signals like velocity and direction of wind,
are unified to bus systems. The main busses connecting the subsystem-models are energy-bus, cost-bus,
environment-bus and energy-management-bus. Due
to the calculation time requirement, most connections are signal couplings (only variable information)
as opposed to physical coupling (real physical variables).
These couplings are divided into special-defined
connectors for thermal and electrical elements.
Therefore these connectors allow the connection of
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Fig. 9: Results for simulated electrical power

different model-types which are interrelated. Realizing the interrelated behavior of these subsystemmodels the connectors transfer all power-relevant
data.

6

Examples for simulation results

The following example shows the simulated behavior of the thermal and electrical energy flow in an
office building in central Germany. The input data is
based on measurements from March 2010.
In the simulation run the building is outfitted with
five Micro-Wind-Turbines (3m housing, 3.5 kW
rated output), photovoltaics rated at 16.5 kWp and a
li-ion battery system of 10 kW rated power and 4.32
kWh storage).
Besides the configuration of the energy producing
and storing systems in the simulated building the
used energy-management-algorithm for system controlling is essential for the calculated power behavior. So in the presented simulation was defined that
the building-integrated battery will be discharged
above a specific electrical power demand and
charged otherwise preferred by local renewably produces energy. The battery application primary use is
peak power reduction.
Fig. 9 shows the simulated electrical power. With the
above configuration, the peak power drawn from the
grid can be significantly reduced by 10 kW. Almost
all renewable energy is used locally. The peak at
noon could be covered with a marginally bigger battery or used for heating. In case of the selected con-

figuration and parameter-set the cumulative electrical energy demand could be reduced about 20%.
The simulated thermal subsystem contains an oversized 239 m2 flat plate thermal collector and a 3.5 m²
hot water storage tank. In the application the solar
heat collector charge the heat storage tank. That configuration decouples the heating system in the building from heat sources. In the simulation, all conventional heating is combined as “grid”.
The combined heating system was controlled by the
storage temperature at a specific layer as reference
value. The heat was then extracted from the tank on
demand, observing tank layer and temperature
spread.

Fig. 10: Simulated temperature characteristics
Fig. 10 shows the initiated and simulated characteristics for ambient, comfort and room temperature. The
comfort temperature refers to nominal temperature
characteristics in office buildings. Thereby the room
temperature has to be reduced in the night in order to
save energy.
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Fig. 11: Results for simulated thermal power

Fig. 11 shows the peak thermal energy demand in the
morning (switch to daytime temperature), important
for the system layout. A second aspect is shown in
the solar heat graph. Only around noon, the collectors get hot enough to charge the storage tank. Additionally the decoupling of solar heat and heating
cycle can be seen. The tank size in this case is
enough for the day cycle.
In case of such an oversized configuration and parameter-set the cumulative heat demand could be reduced only about 8%. Although it is a sunny winter
day, the collectors though oversized, cover only a
small part of the heating requirements. Lower temperature heating systems or direct use of the solar
heat would be options to find an applicable layout.
Another important result of the simulation addresses
the consideration of the influence of the heat produced by the people working in the building. The
simulated demand of the building differs about 18%
between calculation runs with and without the standardized number of office workers in the building.
Finally the defined requirement on “faster-than-realtime”-simulation could be achieved including sufficient detailed results. The realized factor between the
simulation time and the simulated time is 1:1000.

7

Conclusion and future developments

As for today, it is possible to simulate the energy
flow in a complete combination eVehicle-Building,
given a specific configuration of the energy system.
Based on the results the configuration can be optimized manually and validated afterwards. Energymanagement algorithms can be tested within the simulation. Energy usage and wastage are analyzable
and comparable. Including modern charging concepts for eVehicles which are dedicated to a simulated building is also possible.
The future development aims to extend a database
with simulation results and input-datasets, including
different combinations of buildings, vehicles, locations and usages. This database will also be connected to acknowledged tools for detailed component
layout (i.e. PV calculation, heat demand). Furthermore the process of parameter variation and optimization for parameters like energy generation, usage,
lifecycle cost and independence shall be automated.
Long term objectives are an independent application
and standards for assessment of local renewable
energy systems.
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Fig. 12: Energy Monitoring (left side); reference building for modular renewable energy management
system (right side)

8

Research project: “Residence and References
Mobility”
[1]

The described tool is developed within the research
project “Residence and Mobility”. The aim is to cover all energy demands of a family and their individual lifestyle with the renewable energy provided
around the building they live in. The research project
is encouraged with subsidies from the European Union and the Sächsische Aufbaubank (SAB).
Fig. 12 shows the reference building implementing
the new technologies including in-house microwind-turbines, photovoltaics, CO2-heat-pump and
12m³ heat storage tanks. A user friendly monitoring
system shows the workings of the energy system

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[7]
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Abstract
The proper operation and performance of optomechatronic systems is fundamentally affected by
changes of the relative geometry caused by thermal
influences, mechanical displacements and vibrations.
Such extrinsic and intrinsic disturbances can be
compensated by active control of optical elements
like lenses, diffraction gratings or laser sources. In
the context with system design and performance
analysis tasks it is big challenge to model and simulate the coupled optomechatronic behavior including
closed-loop control and disturbances properly on a
representative level.
A promising approach is the integration of diffractive optic models in the well established physical
object oriented modeling environment Modelica®,
which offers already a broad support of multidomain libraries, e.g. electrical, mechanical and
thermal.
Therefore the basic modeling requirements for diffractive optical elements are outlined followed by a
discussion of possible problems and solutions for a
computationally efficient implementation of a twodimensional spatial optical library for Modelicabased simulation environments.
Keywords: Modelica; Diffractive Optics; Optical
library

1

Introduction

The application of optomechatronic systems is increasing constantly. Examples are telescopes with
adaptive optics [4], motion compensated cameras
[7], [8], diffraction based sensors for on-line textile
inspection [1], optical Fourier processors and correlators [9] or interferometer arrangements.
Diffractive optical components are used in optomechatronic systems mainly for the purpose of fast online signal processing.

However such systems are affected by environmental
influences. Mechanical displacements, vibrations and
thermal distortions can significantly affect the proper
function and accuracy of the optical subsystem due
to changes of the optical path length. Therefore in
the context with system design and performance
analysis tasks the coupled optomechatronic behavior
including closed-loop control and disturbances must
be modeled and simulated.
In this paper the integration of diffractive optics
models into the physically object oriented modeling
environment Modelica is discussed. The requirements for physical object oriented optical models
with diffractive optical functionality and interfaces
are outlined. In particular the feasibility of twodimensional spatial interfaces in Modelica is further
evaluated and a tool-independent concept for an optical library is proposed. The use of Modelicas external object / function interface is motivated through
the insufficient support of large matrices in existing
Modelica tools.

2

Simulation of optomechatronic systems

Optomechatronic systems are usually composed of
an arrangement of electronic, mechanic and optical
elements [6] as shown in Fig. 1. Especially the optical functionality depends on a fixed arrangement of
optical elements providing exact optical path geometry.
However the operation of mechanical and electrical
components is corrupted by geometrical or thermal
intrinsic disturbances of the arrangement of optical
components. Additional errors are inserted by extrinsic disturbances like shock, vibration or environmental temperature changes.
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piezo
elements

The basic problem is the missing support of Modelica for spatially distributed variables and equations
[2].
Nevertheless the following analysis of one of the
most important diffraction equation shows that basically matrix computation will be needed to implement a diffractive optical functionality.
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Fig. 1 Optomechatronic System

The state of the art computer based physical object
based modeling and simulation environments focus
on two main areas:
- Simulation tools focused on optics like Zemax [17] including detailed geometrical and
diffractive optics modeling, but without or
only with insufficient mechatronic functionality,
- Multi-domain object oriented tools, e.g.
Modelica-based, incorporating a broad mechatronic functionality, but up-to-date without optics functionality, in particular without
any diffractive optics [16].
In recent years the object oriented, equation based
modeling language MODELICA established mainly
focusing at the modeling and simulation of electrical,
mechanical, chemical and thermal systems.
The usual approach is to decompose a physical system down to single model components. The entities
of components form a package and all packages belonging to one physical domain create a library.
Modelica currently supports electrical, mechanical,
multibody mechanic or thermal libraries. Up to now
there is no library in Modelica for simulating diffractive optical elements as needed for the simulation of
optomechatronic systems, (Fig. 2).

3.1

Scalar wave optic
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral

Many optical phenomena like diffraction or interference of monochromatic coherent light waves can be
described in a beneficial manner by scalar wave theory, which leads to a simplified formulation for diffraction phenomena. According to the HUYGENSFRESNEL principle the complex amplitude distribution of light at a single point behind an aperture can
be described by a weighted sum of spherical waves
originating from every point within the aperture [3].
This principle can be stated in mathematical form as
the well-known RAYLEIGH-SOMMERFELD diffraction
integral (1st solution) given by [3], [11]:

 e( j ⋅k ⋅r01 )
 
A(r1 ) = òò E (r0 )
⋅ cos(n, r01 ) ⋅ ds .
r
01
å

(1)

Note that the diffracting aperture is assumed to be
planar. For a statically geometric configuration, the
integral (1) is independent of time and it can be characterized as algebraic relation between input and output.
3.2

Numerical implementation

As there is usually no analytical solution for (1) the
spatial integration must be solved using numerical
two-dimensional approximations on digital computers. The two-dimensional spatial discretization
leads to a [N*M] matrix representation for a given
aperture plane, (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Optomechatronic system model

Fig. 3 Discretization of aperture plane
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Integration of (1) now has to be replaced by N*M
complex multiplications and summations for every
output point. Therefore the calculation of an output
plane of equal size requires (N*M)2 complex operations. For higher optical resolutions (e.g. N=M=1024
pixel) the point wise solution of (1) is a very time
consuming task.

The main properties of optical elements are discussed from the point of view of object oriented
modeling as well as there integration into an optical
library for Modelica.
4.1

3.3

Angular spectrum Method

An optical system can be generally considered as a
two-dimensional spatial linear system. Equation (1)
can then be solved using Fourier methods, in particular by application of the convolution theorem, assuming spatial invariance (parallel planes). Thus the
computational effort for solving of integral equation
(1) can be significantly reduced by application of
standard fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms,
complex matrix multiplication with a propagation
kernel H(fx, fy) and inverse fast Fourier transform
(iFFT), (Fig. 4).

The optical component and its internal encapsulated functionality.

Interface

Object oriented modeling requires the encapsulating
of the internal function. Communication with other
model elements is only allowed through well defined
interfaces which are called connectors in Modelica
[2].
According to the requirements of scalar diffractive
optics a connector has to represent a twodimensional plane in 3D-space. Every plane is associated with a complex amplitude light distribution.
The spatial discretization of such a cut plane leads to
matrix input/output connectors; a possible interface
structure is shown in Fig. 5.
The propagation of light is not bounded to material
and this decoupling suggests the use of causal input/output connectors instead of acausal connectors
as explained in the following.
connector InputPlane
parameter Integer N = 64;
parameter Integer M = 64;
input Real rw [3];
input Real Tw[3, 3];
input Real r[2, N, M];
input Real E[2, N, M];

Fig. 4 Principle of angular spectrum method

The propagation kernel is given by [3]:

H (fx , fy ) = e

j ⋅k ⋅z ⋅ 1-l2 ⋅( fx 2 + fy 2 )

.

(2)

"plane width pixel N"
"plane height pixel M"
"position of cut plane"
"orientation of cut plane"
"position in cut plane"
"complex light amplitude“

end InputPlane;
connector OutputPlane

This method is orders of magnitude faster than the
point-wise calculation of (1).
Assuming the more general case of non parallel
planes, this Fourier based method can be used as
well, but frequency mapping must be implemented to
compensate for the plane rotation [12], [13]. However this step involves interpolation due to a restriction inherent to the FFT, namely the fixed sampling
of the frequency domain.

4

Concept for an optical library in
Modelica

Object oriented modeling of a physical system or
component in general needs to include two basic aspects [2]:
- The interface of the optical component to
pass and access data.

parameter Integer N = 64;
parameter Integer M = 64;
output Real rw [3];
output Real Tw[3, 3];
output Real r[2, N, M];
output Real E[2, N, M];

"plane width pixel N"
"plane height pixel M"
"position of cut plane"
"orientation of cut plane"
"position in cut plane"
"complex light amplitude“

end OutputPlane;

Fig. 5 Example of an optical input/output
connector in Modelica
Modelicas acausal connector principle represents the
physical behaviour of components at the cut points.
As a consequence the direction of a connection is not
specified. This approach follows the interaction between components in the physical world [2].
Generally light does not need material to propagate
through space. Light travels through media as well as
through vacuum. The lack of an energy carrier for
that spatial domain makes it difficult for scalar wave
optics to follow the concept of acaucal connectors.
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Considering the propagation of light in the direction
from one component to the next component an optical connection can suitably be described by Modelicas signal based or causal connectors as described
above.
This component model however does not have the
ability to describe a reactive behaviour of light
waves to the previous optomechatronic component.
This limitation is acceptable for the optical functionality because light waves at one point in space can
interpenetrate without disturbing each other.
The influence of light to mechanical components in
terms of forces, position and orientation can be neglected for macroscopic mechatronic systems and
small optical energy. Under this assumption a light
wave can be considered being non-reactive to the
mechanical components.
In principle the energy of light can be transformed in
heat when interacting with mechanical and electrical
components. This conversion however takes place
within the optomechatonic components and can be
considered by an additional thermal model if needed.
4.2

Components

Every element with a significant optical function is
considered being a component. The interesting physical properties include finite mass and spring stiffness and a mechanical connection to other (optical)
elements forming a multi-body system (MBS), (Fig.
6).

Fig. 6 Generic optical component

For a component model the following approach is
chosen. The optical input plane is perpendicularly
located directly in front of the optical element body.
The output plane is determined by the input plane of
the next optical element.
The relative geometry between the actual component
and the subsequent component determines the geometry of the output plane, (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Optical component functionality

The optical function of the component is defined
between input and output plane. It can be modeled as
a complex two dimensional optical function T(xi, yi)
defined at the location of the input plane followed by
free space propagation [3], [5].
Matrix calculation is formally supported be Modelica
and for many diffractive optical setups the optical
functionality can be specified by a complex matrix in
a first step.
4.3

Additional properties for an optical library

The implementation of an easy-to-use optical library
and the equation based modeling paradigm of Modelica require the description of two dimensional spatial variables in any kind. There is ongoing development for the support of partial differential equations
(PDE) and its associated domain definitions which
however is not yet operational so far [14], [15].
Hence an equation based description of the optical
function T(xi, yi) is not possible.
It is therefore necessary to use a physical description
of the two-dimensional optical cut plane (optical
domain information) and convert it into an internal
two-dimensional complex matrix representation
which can be handled by the simulation tool, (Fig. 8).
The same holds for the description of optical equations which are defined on that domain.
At last the visualisation of two-dimensional data for
examination should be available by the simulation
tool. Access and visualisation should be granted not
only to Modelica connector matrices but also to
static internal matrix variables if they exist.
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flattening the model increases significantly. For
technically interesting optical resolutions, e.g.
N=1024, the computation time is out of scope of
practical simulation experiments. Using different
Modelica based tools like SimulationX©, OpenModelica or MathModelica© show similar behavior.
Table 1. Model translation time (Modelica to C-code)
for the benchmark model with SimulationX, matrix
size [N*N] +)
N
t / sec
+

Fig. 8 Domain to matrix conversion

5
5.1

Implementation
Optical Benchmark system: using matrix
functionality provided by Modelica

Before designing and implementing complex Modelica library elements, the feasibility and adequate
functioning of possible matrix interfaces and internal
algorithms must be evaluated. Therefore we consider
first the following model of an elementary optical
system consisting of a perfectly planar monochromatic light source, a pin-hole aperture and a Fourier
lens (Fig. 9). The overall internal component calculations (discrete approximation of angular spectrum
method for RAYLEIGH-SOMMERFELD diffraction integral) are simply two complex matrix multiplications (pinhole and lens function) and free space light
propagation after the lens.
planar light
wave

pinhole

lens

8

16

32

48

64

128

30

40

100

310

1060

-

) Opteron 175, DualCore, 2GB Ram

This behavior is caused by the standard analysis and
translation process from MODELICA source code to
executable C-code. During the conversion of the
model into executable code (flattening process) the
tools normally decide which variables become a state
variable [2]. This process can take a long analysis
time for large matrices.
5.2

Matrix implementation using the External
Object / Function interface

A possible alternative tool independent solution for
the problem described above can be considered using
the external function / object interface described in
the Modelica language specification [14]. The solution benefits from a fast calculation time, handling of
large matrices and can be implemented in a modular
way, (Fig. 10).

screen

f - focal length



wave length

object plane

fourier plane

Fig. 9 Optical benchmark system

Fig. 10 Basic concept for optical library elements

According to the object oriented modeling approach,
the body elements from the existing Modelica multibody library were extended by optical input and output connectors.
The experiment results for the model translation time
(Modelica to C-code) of the benchmark experiments
with varying connector matrix size N is shown in
Table 1. Increasing matrix size N leads to the observation that the computation time for analyzing and

While handling the matrix calculation externally
with C-code the formal description of twodimensional domains (planes in space), equations
and parameter remain in Modelica.
This approach leads to a composite optical connector
composed of a matrix with complex amplitude values representing the light wave (OptMatrix) and a
coordinate frame (input: frame_a, output: frame_b)
associated with the respective cut plane, (Fig. 11).
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The model OptMatrix is extended from Modelicas
external object class. In connection with the coordinate frame which represents the position and orientation of the plane in space it forms the desired optical
connector.

Modelica Library

Optics

Generic_Optic.mo

C-code

package.mo

libExtOptic.a

Interfaces
ExternalFun.mo
OptMatrix.mo

external objects
/ functions

InputPin.mo
OutputPin.mo

input / output
frames

InputPlane.mo
OutputPlane.mo
package.mo

composite
connectors

Fig. 12 Modelica optical library structure

Fig. 11 Optical connector with external object/function
interface for the input cut plane

The external object implements the following structure in C-code while constructor and destructor functions handle the memory accordingly:
typedef struct{
unsigned int N;
unsigned int M;
double* AmpReal;
double* AmpImag;
double* PosX ;
double* PosY;
}OptMatrix;

// number of matrix rows
// number of matrix cols
// complex amplitude, real part
// complex amplitude, imag. part
// position in plane, x axis
// position in plane, y axis

The created objects are then handled through the respective Modelica tool. Access can be granted
through external functions as described in the Modelica Language Specification [14]. According to the
Modelica Language Specification all access functions can be written in C-code, compiled and encapsulated in a system library (‘.a’ for unix / linux, ‘.dll’
for windows).
Every external function needs a Modelica wrapper
function operating with external objects and using
the external system library. Those functions are
placed in a separate package within the optical Modelica library, (Fig. 12).
Optical components are modeled basically as rigid
body elements (maybe within a multibody system)
which are extended with optical input and/or output
connectors. The generic optical components can be
further specified implementing specific optical functionality.

Considering again the benchmark model (Fig 9) and
its optical functionality it is known that under certain
conditions the lens performs the (optical) Fouriertransform of the pinhole circle function [3, 5]. The
required conditions are that that pinhole and screen
are positioned perpendicular at the focal points of the
lens and that the lens is thin and convex.
The Fourier transform of the circle function can be
described analytically and it is called Airy function
[3]. It will serve as a reference for testing the optical
end-to-end performance of the benchmark system
and the implementation of the internal diffraction
equation.
The fist step however will be the proof that handling
matrix calculation with Modelica is possible in a
manageable way. The test system consists of four
optical components, i.e. PlaneWave, PinHole,
ThinLens and Screen) leading to the following system structure (Fig 13).
optical system

f = 250mm

R = 0.5mm
PlaneWave

O1

λ = 650nm

λ = 650nm

PinHole

ThinLens

O2

O3

Screen

O4

f - focal length

world

MultiBody.Parts.FrameRotation

MultiBody.Parts.Body2

mechanical system

Fig. 13 optical test system in Modelica
For the implementation of the optical functionality
we assume perpendicular planes first. This means
that the system is static and perfectly aligned with
the optical axis as shown in (Fig 13). It allows the use
of the angular spectrum method for calculation of the
Sommerfeld light diffraction after the pinhole and
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the lens according to equation (1). Therefore the following calculation steps are executed internally for
those components:
-

Matrix multiplication of the respective optical function (pinhole, lens phase function)
Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the input data
Centering of FFT data (fftshift function)
Calculation of spatial propagation filter
H(fx,fy) according to equation (2) and matrix
multiplication with FFT data
Inverse Fourier transformation (iFFT) of the
result

For the implementation of the FFT / iFFT the fftw3
library is included in the external function library
[18].
The radius of the pinhole (R=0.5mm) as well as typical lens parameters (focal length f=250mm) and optical parameters (λ=650nm) are parameterized.
Up to now the simulation experiments show that the
overall translation time for the whole model with
several complex matrix manipulations and a pure
mechanical multi body mass system of an optical
bench is acceptable also for large spatial matrix dimensions (Table 2)

domains and provides well implemented libraries but
does not cover diffractive optics.
Analysis of scalar wave optics shows that basically
matrix calculation is needed to implement an optical
functionality and represent cut planes in 3D space.
As the basic matrix calculation capability for large
matrices is not sufficient by existing Modelica simulation tools the implementation of an optical library
needs to incorporate the external object/function interface.
Up to now a concept for optical connectors and
components is introduced and a basic optical functionality using FFT algorithms is already implemented and partly tested with Openmodelica and
SimulationX [16]. The approach is promising and
further implementations of components for an optical
library as well as detailed performance and accuracy
investigations also for the calculation of diffraction
between tilted planes will be executed.
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Abstract
Outputs of synchronous programs may suffer from cyclic dependencies since
statements are allowed to read the current outputs’ values to determine the actions that generate the current values of the outputs. For this reason, compilers
have to perform a causality analysis that ensures that at any point of time, there
is a unique and constructive way to determine the outputs. The discrete parts of
hybrid systems may suffer from the same problem as observed in synchronous
programs. As we recently extended our synchronous language Quartz to describe hybrid systems, we explain in this paper how the causality analysis as
originally introduced for synchronous systems can also be used to handle cyclic
dependencies in hybrid Modelica programs.

1

Introduction

Reactive systems [20] are systems that have an ongoing interaction with their environment in terms of a discrete sequence of reaction steps. In each reaction step, all
the current inputs are read to compute the outputs for the current point in time as
well as the system’s state for the next point of time.
Synchronous languages [6, 18, 7] such as Esterel [8, 10], Lustre [19], and Quartz
[31] have been developed to describe reactive systems. The operational semantics
of these languages is defined by so-called micro and macro steps, where a macro step
consists of finitely many micro steps whose maximal number is known at compile
time. Macro steps correspond to reaction steps of the reactive system, and micro
steps correspond to atomic actions like assignments of the program. Variables of
a synchronous program are synchronously updated between macro steps, so that
the execution of the micro steps of one macro step is done in the same variable
environment of their macro step.
The distinction between micro and macro steps does not only lead to a convenient programming model for reactive systems that allows to efficiently synthesize hardware and software as well as a simplified estimation of worst-case reaction
times. It is also the key to a compositional formal semantics which is a necessary
requirement for formal verification and provably correct synthesis procedures. Typically, the semantics are described by means of SOS (structural operational semantics
[27]) transition rules that recursively follow the syntax of the program [9, 31].
As synchronous programs are allowed to read their own outputs, mutual dependencies between trigger conditions and the effect of their actions can occur which is
also well-known in hardware design [35, 24, 34, 29, 30]. The causality problem is
the problem to decide whether such cyclic dependencies can be resolved at runtime
for all reachable states and all possible inputs. It is moreover required that for all
inputs and all reachable states, there must be a schedule to fire the enabled actions
in a sequential schedule so that all values that were required are available when the
actions need them. The mere existence of a unique solution of the cyclic equation
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systems is thereby not sufficient, the solution must be determined in a constructive way that can be found at runtime. One therefore often speaks of constructive
programs [9] that are based on Brouwer’s intuitionistic/constructive logic.
In contrast to the discrete reaction steps of an embedded reactive system, its
environment often consists of continuous behaviors that are determined by the laws of
physics. For this reason, the verification of properties that depend on the interaction
with the continuous environment requires the consideration of hybrid systems (see
e.g. [2, 1]). Since most verification problems are undecidable for hybrid systems
[22, 21], a rich theory of algorithmic, approximative approaches has been developed
over the years [28, 25, 23, 16, 17, 3, 13]. However, only a few languages and tools
that deal with non-trivial hybrid systems [14] are available. Moreover, the languages
of most of these tools focus purely on the continuous part of the system providing
only little support for modeling and analyzing of the discrete parts of the system
[12].
The Modelica language [15, 26] is a highly developed language for the modeling and simulation of hybrid systems. Academic and industrial tools for handling
Modelica descriptions together with a vast amount of libraries are available, e.g.,
the commercial tool Dymola1 and the academical/industrial tool OpenModelica2 .
However, as it is the case for the other tools, the emphasis of these tools lies on the
modeling of the continuous part of the system. Causality cycles in the discrete part
of Modelica programs, called algebraic loops, can currently not be handled by these
tools.
In this paper, we therefore propose that causality cycles (i.e. algebraic loops)
in Modelica programs can be resolved in the same way as done for synchronous
programs: By means of a three- or four-valued logic one may perform a causality
analysis at compile time that can assure that during runtime, all the cycles can
be resolved [32, 33]. To this end, we report about the experiences we made by
extending our synchronous programming language Quartz [31] to describe hybrid
systems [4, 5]. We have implemented a simulator for the hybrid Quartz language as
well as a translation to Modelica programs. We thereby observed that our compiler
was able to deal well with causality cycles, while these programs were rejected by
tools that are based on Modelica. We see no problem by extending these tools so
that they can also benefit from the solutions that are already successfully used for
synchronous languages.

2

The Synchronous Language Quartz

Quartz [31] is a synchronous language derived from the Esterel language [11, 8].
The common paradigm of synchronous languages is the perfect synchrony [18, 7]
which means that the execution of programs is divided into macro steps that may be
interpreted as logical time. As this logical time is the same in all concurrent threads,
these threads run in lockstep, which leads to a deterministic form of concurrency.
Macro steps are divided into finitely many micro steps that are atomic actions of the
programs. Moreover, variables change synchronously in macro steps, i.e., variables
have unique values in each macro step.
In the following, we only give a brief overview of Quartz, and refer to [31] for
further details. Provided that S, S1 , and S2 are statements, ` is a location variable,
x is a variable, σ is a Boolean expression, and ρ is a type, then the following are
statements (parts given in square brackets are optional):
• nothing (empty statement)
• x = τ and next(x) = τ (assignments)
1 http://www.dymola.com
2 http://www.openModelica.org
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

assume(ϕ) and assert(ϕ) (assumptions and assertions)
` : pause (start/end of macro step)
if (σ ) S1 else S2 (conditional)
S1 ; S2 (sequences)
do S while(σ ) (loops)
S1 k S2 (synchronous concurrency)
[weak] [immediate] abort S when(σ )
[weak] [immediate] suspend S when(σ )
{ρ x; S} (local variable x of type ρ)

The pause statement defines a control flow location ` – a boolean variable being true
iff the control flow is currently at ` : pause. Since all other statements are executed
in zero time, the control flow only rests at these positions in the program, and thus
the possible control flow states are the subsets of the set of locations.
There are two variants of assignments that both evaluate the right-hand side τ in
the current macro step (variable environment). While immediate assignments x = τ
immediately transfer the value of τ to the left-hand side x, delayed assignments
next(x) = τ transfer this value only in the following step.
If the value of a variable is not determined by assignments, a default value is
computed according to the declaration of the variable. To this end, declarations
consist of a storage class in addition to the type of a variable. There are two storage
classes, namely mem and event that choose the previous value (mem variables) or a
default value (event variables) in case no assignment determines the value of a variable. Available data types are booleans, bitvectors, signed/unsigned bounded/unbounded integers, arrays and tuples.
In addition to the statements known from other imperative languages (conditionals, sequences and loops), Quartz offers synchronous concurrency S1 k S2 and
sophisticated preemption and suspension statements, as well as many more statements like generic statements to allow comfortable descriptions of reactive systems
(see [31] for the complete syntax and semantics).
Our Averest system3 provides algorithms that translate a synchronous program
to a set of guarded actions [31], i.e., pairs (γ, α) consisting of a trigger condition γ
and an action α. Actions are thereby assignments x = τ and next(x) = τ, assumptions
assume(ϕ), or assertions assert(ϕ). The meaning of a guarded action is obvious:
in every macro step, all actions are executed whose guards are true. Thus, it is
straightforward to construct a symbolic representation of the transition relation in
terms of the guarded actions (see [31]).

3

Causality Analysis in System Modeling of Controllers

3.1

Causality Problems in Quartz

As already mentioned, synchronous programs often suffer from cyclic dependencies
since the programs are allowed to read their own outputs for determining these
outputs. It is simple to determine whether a program has such cyclic dependencies
by means of a static syntactic analysis. If no cycles occur, it is straightforward to
generate code that exactly implements the given program’s behavior. However, if
cycles occur, the programs can get stuck in deadlocks or may implement one of
many possible nondeterministic behaviors. For this reason, a causality analysis has
to be performed that checks whether the cycles can be resolved during runtime for
all possible states and inputs.
To explain the causality analysis performed in compilers for synchronous languages, consider the execution of a Quartz program. To this end, we assume that
3 http://www.averest.org
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Ediscr

Discrete Transition:
Causality Analysis

Delayed Transition:
No Dependencies

Edel

Figure 1: Execution of a Macro Step of Quartz
program
module P(event
if(i) {
if(o1)
} else {
if(o2)
}
assert(!o1
}

guarded actions
?i,o1,o2) {
o2=true;

regular guarded actions:
i & o1 ==> o2=true;
!i & o2 ==> o2=true;
true
==> assert(!o1 & !o2);

o1=true;
& !o2);

reaction to absence actions:
!(i & o1) ==> o2=false;
!(!i & o2) ==> o2=false;

Figure 2: Example Quartz Program with a Causality Cycle and its Translation to
Guarded Actions.
the program has already been compiled in a set of guarded actions (γ, α) as explained in the previous section. The execution of such a set of guarded actions is
then best explained by a discrete two-location automaton as shown in Figure 1. Each
macro step starts with a partial environment Edel that is determined by the delayed
actions of the previous macro step4 . After assigning this partial environment to the
current discrete environment Ediscr , it is checked which trigger conditions become
true so that further actions can be executed. Also, actions whose trigger condition
become false, can be singled out. Due to the execution of new actions, more values
become known, and the same procedure is repeated until no more values become
known. The program is constructive (i.e. causally correct) if the environment Ediscr
is fully defined at the end. Finally, the delayed actions are executed to provide a
new delayed environment Edel for the next execution step. As all values are known
at that point of time, the computation of Edel does not require a causality analysis.
A simulator can directly implement the procedure outlined above. A compiler
has to perform this analysis for all inputs, which is typically done in a symbolic way
(similar to model-checking) to avoid the enumeration of all states and inputs. Although it is possible to remove the causality cycles if the programs are constructive,
it is often better to retain them in the code, since it is known that the cyclic code
will be typically smaller [24, 29, 30] and will not have problems during runtime (if
the code is executed as outlined above).
A simple example for a Quartz program with cyclic dependencies is shown in
Figure 2. The program P has a boolean input i and two boolean outputs o1 and o2
that can also be read. As o1 and o2 are boolean event variables, they are reset to
their default value false whenever there is no action setting them actively.
The translation to guarded actions yields the guarded actions shown on the right
of Figure 2. We distinguish between the ‘regular’ guarded actions that are those
that appear in the program, and additional guarded actions that are added by the
compiler to reset event variables or to store memorized variables.
4 In

the first macro step initial assignments are given instead.
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Iteration Step
1

i
true

o1
⊥

o2
⊥

2

true

false

⊥

3

true

false

false

May-Set of Actions
o1 ⇒ o2 = true
¬o1 ⇒ o2 = false
¬o2 ⇒ o1 = false

Must-Set of Actions
true ⇒ o1 = false

true ⇒ o2 = false
true ⇒ o1 = false
true ⇒ o2 = false
true ⇒ o1 = false

Table 1: Fixpoint Iteration for Input Value i = true
The causality analysis for input i=true is shown in Table 1. It can be seen that
the values of all variables can be determined within three steps even though o1
and o2 depend on each other. Depending on the so-far obtained partial variable
environment, the set of guarded actions is partitioned into ‘must actions’ that must
be executed (their trigger condition is true), ‘cannot actions’ that cannot be executed
(their trigger condition is false), and the remaining ‘may actions’ whose might or
might not be executed (their trigger condition is neither true nor false due to still
unknown variables). The value ⊥ shown in Table indicates that currently no valid
value is known for the corresponding variable.
A similar fixpoint iteration can be shown for i = false. However, in this case,
the value of o2 will be computed before the one of o1, so that a different schedule
has to be used depending on input i.
model causality
Real t
(start = 0);
Boolean i (start = false);
Boolean o1 (start = false);
Boolean o2 (start = false);
equation
der(t) = 1.0;
when { t>=0.1 } then
i = if pre(i) then false else true;
o1 = if (not(i) and o2) then true else false;
o2 = if (i and o1) then true else false;
reinit(t,0.0);
end when;
end causality;

Figure 3: Modelica Program with Causality Conflict

3.2

Causality Problems in Modelica

The Modelica language also supports the synchronous model of computation in its
discrete part. Because of this, the guarded actions obtained from Quartz programs
can be easily translated to equivalent Modelica programs. However, the tools we
used were not able to deal with causality problems (algebraic loops), illustrated with
the Modelica program shown in Figure 3. This program is obtained by translating
the guarded actions of the Quartz program P to Modelica. The real variable t is only
a time trigger and does not influence the discrete behavior of the program.
Neither OpenModelica 1.5.0 nor the demoversion of the industrial tool Dymola 7
are able to execute the program, because of the occurring algebraic loop. Even when
simplifying the line i = if pre(i) then false else true; by i = true; such
that there exists a unique computation order as shown in Table 1, the tools cannot
handle the program. Failure reports of Dymola simply note: "Current version cannot
generate code for an algebraic loop involving integers or Boolean".
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Ediscr

Discrete Transition:
Causality Analysis

Continuous Transition:
Numerical Computation

Edel

Ediscr , Econt
Delayed Transition:
No Dependencies

Figure 4: Execution of a Macro Step of Hybrid Quartz

4

Hybrid Quartz

The environments of embedded reactive systems are often defined by continuous
behaviors that are determined by the laws of physics. To be able to describe these
continuous environments, the synchronous language Quartz has been recently extended to Hybrid Quartz [4]. While time in synchronous languages is purely logical,
hybrid systems require the consideration of physical time. In order to combine these
inherently different time concepts, the computational model of macro steps is endowed by a continuous transition as depicted in Figure 4.
In addition to the memorized and event variables, there are additionally hybrid variables in Hybrid Quartz. Hybrid variables must have the data type real
and are the only variables who have continuous evolutions during the macro steps.
These continuous variables can be assigned by flow assignments x <- τ whose left
hand side may also refer to the derivation of the continuous variable drv(x) <- τ.
For specification and verification reasons, one can additionally impose constraints
constrain{S,M,E}(φ ), which state that the condition φ has to be satisfied at the
Start, at any interMediate point or at the End of the continuous evolution.
The continuous actions x <- τ, drv(x) <- τ, and constrain{S,M,E}(φ ) may
only occur in special statements of the form flow S until(σ ) where S is a list of
flow assignments and σ is a so-called release condition that terminates the continuous phase defined by the flow statement. The compiler also generates guarded
actions for Hybrid Quartz, where the actions now additionally consist of continuous
guarded actions, i.e., guarded actions that contain flow assignments or constrain
actions as well as guarded actions (γ, release(σ )) for the release conditions.
In Hybrid Quartz, there exists also a new operator cont that allows one to access
the discrete as well as the continuous value of a hybrid variable during a flowstatement, i.e., its value at the time when the continuous phase was started and its
value at some considered point of time during the continuous phase.
More information on hybrid Quartz can be found in [4].
The simulation of Hybrid Quartz programs, depicted in Figure 4, is performed
as follows: After computing the discrete variable environment Ediscr by means of
the causality analysis, one can determine which of the continuous actions are enabled. Taking the values of Ediscr as initial values for potential systems of ordinary
differential equations, the continuous flow of the macro step is executed until the
first active release condition σ is satisfied. Econt stores the values of all variables at
the end of the continuous transition. Note, that Ediscr and Econt coincide in all discrete variables, as these do not change their value during the continuous evolution.
The delayed transition now obtains both environments as inputs and computes the
partial environment Edel for the following macro step.
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module bouncingball() {
hybrid real h;
hybrid real v;
int n;

h = 10

h = start;
v = 0.0;
n = 0;
loop{
(w,w’): flow {
drv(h) <- v;
drv(v) <- -9.81;
} until(cont(h)<=0.0 and cont(v)<=0.0)
next(n) = n+1;
next(v) = v * -0.5;
(l, l’): flow{} until(true);
}

ḣ = v
v̇ = −9.81
h≥0

h == 0, v ≤ 0,
v0 = −0.5v

}

Figure 5: Bouncing Ball Example in Hybrid Quartz
We conclude this section by listing a Quartz program for the well-known Bouncing Ball example in Figure 5. The program models a bouncing ball, whose velocity
is reduced by half whenever it bounces on the floor. Initially, the ball starts at height
h = 0.0 with velocity v = 0.0, and no bounces appeared so far (n = 0).

5

From Hybrid Quartz to Modelica Programs

The intermediate code format of Hybrid Quartz in the form of guarded actions is
already very close to Modelica code. Only few adjustments need to be made in
order to obtain an equivalent Modelica program. The translated Modelica program
will have the general form
model fromQuartz
Variable Declarations;
equation
all continuous guarded actions
when (disjunction of all guarded release conditions)
for each variable: gather all guarded actions in one expression
for each continuous variable: reinit with the associated discrete value
end when;
end fromQuartz:

Hybrid Quartz essentially provides two environments for each macro step, Ediscr and
Econt . The third environment Edel can be omitted in Modelica models, as one can use
the pre-operator instead.
To obtain an equivalent Modelica model, it is necessary to represent these two
environments in some way. The easiest way is to create for each variable a discrete
version and a continuous version, where the discrete version refers to Ediscr and the
continuous version refers to Econt . As the two environments coincide on all discrete
variables, it suffices to only create a copy for each hybrid variable. That means, each
hybrid variable hybrid real x in Quartz is replaced in Modelica by
discrete Real x_discr; Real x;
whereas each

discrete5

variable type y in Quartz is replaced by
discrete type y;.

5 The

storage class of discrete variables is handled by the compiler in that appropriate reactions to
absence are generated.
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The guarded actions are translated into Modelica in two successive steps: In the first
step, each guarded action γ ⇒ α is translated into the equivalent statement
if σ then α.
As this code is not yet supported by the existing tools, these guarded actions will be
gathered together in actions of the form
x = if γ1 then α1 else if ...
which are accepted by both Dymola and OpenModelica.
The first type of actions are immediate assignments in the form of γ ⇒ x =τ. This
action is replaced by
if γdiscr then x = τdiscr
where γdiscr , τdiscr replace each occurrence of a continuous variable x by either x or
x_discr, depending on whether x lies within a cont(_) statement or not.
The second type of guarded actions is that of delayed actions γ ⇒ next(x) = τ.
Analogously to the discrete actions, first γ and τ are replaced by γdiscr and τdiscr . In a
second step, all variables x are replaced by pre(x) in γdiscr as well as in τdiscr , as the
computation of these actions must be done w.r.t. the variable environment of the
previous macro step. This has the same effect as computing the delayed assignments
in the current macro step and storing them in an intermediate environment.
Expressions within flow actions conditions are treated analogously.
In the second step, for each variable all conditional assignments are collected and
written as a single assignment with the variable on the left hand side. Additionally,
according to the storage class of the variable, the reaction to absence is encoded:
• event variables are set to their default value.
• memorized variables are set to their previous discrete value.
• hybrid variables are set to their last known continuous value.
Equations concerning the continuous flow are written first in the equation setting.
As condition for the following when-statement, the boolean disjunction of all release
actions is given.
According to simple test models, Modelica or at least the demo version of Dymola
and OpenModelica are not capable to handle execution steps, where the continuous
evolution actually does not consume physical time. Therefore we must add a timer
t which is reinitialized to 0 during each discrete transition and increases linearly
in time. All activation conditions of the when statement now must be conjuncted
with the condition that time has actually advanced, i.e. t ≥ min, where min is some
minimal time (chosen suitable small).
Within the when-statement, now all discrete equations are written down. Furthermore, all hybrid variables are reinitialized with their discrete values.
The translation procedure is finally illustrated by the bouncing ball example
given in Figure 5. In a first step, the program is compiled to guarded actions.
The boolean variable Init will hold iff the execution is in the initial step. Furthermore, in order to increase readability, the boolean expression cont(h) <= 0.0 and
cont(v) <= 0.0 in the flow statement is replaced by σ . The corresponding Modelica
model is given in Figure 6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(Init ∨ l )∧σ => next(w) = true
(w’ ∨ Init ∨ l )∧¬σ => next(w’) = true
w => next(l) = true
Init ∨ l ∨ w’ => der(h) <- v
Init ∨ l ∨ w’ => der(v) <- -9.81
w => next(n) = n+1
w => next(v) = v*-0.5
Init ∨ l ∨ w’ => release(σ )
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model BouncingBall
Real h (start = 10);
discrete Real h_discr (start = 0);
Real v;
discrete Real v_discr (start = 0);
Boolean Init(start = true);
Boolean w(start = false);
Boolean w2(start = false);
Boolean l (start = false);
Integer n (start = 0);
Real t(start=0);
equation
der(t) = 1;
der(h) = if (Init or l or w2) then v else 0;
der(v) = if (Init or l or w2) then -9.81 else 0;
when ((t>=0.01) and (((Init or l or w2) and h < 0 and v < 0) or w)) then
n = if pre(w) then pre(n) + 1 else pre(n);
v_discr = if pre(w) then - pre(v) * 0.5
else pre(v);
h_discr = pre(h);
w = if (pre(Init) or pre(l) or pre(w2)) and pre(v) <= 0 and pre(h) <= 0
then true else false;
w2 = if (pre(Init) or pre(l) or pre(w2)) and not (pre(v) <= 0 and pre(h) <= 0)
then true else false;
l
= if pre(w) then true else false;
Init = false;
reinit(v, v_discr);
reinit(h, h_discr);
reinit(t, 0);
end when;
end BouncingBall;

Figure 6: Modelica Model of the Bouncing Ball generated from a Hybrid Quartz
Program
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6

Conclusions

Hybrid Quartz and Modelica approach the modeling of hybrid systems from different starting points: While Hybrid Quartz emphasizes mainly the discrete part of the
system, the Modelica language puts its emphasis on the continuous part. Nevertheless, this paper shows that both languages not only share a common core, but that
one can translate Hybrid Quartz programs one-to-one to Modelica programs.
However, due to the different origins of the two modeling languages, Hybrid
Quartz and Modelica provide very different algorithms for the analysis and simulation of the hybrid programs: Based on the well-developed theory within the discrete
domain, Quartz (like other synchronous languages) is able to solve non-trivial algebraic loops, thus allowing a much broader variety of models. As non-trivial causal
dependencies may easily occur, this is a big advantage over Modelica programs.
Furthermore, discrete Quartz already provides algorithms for formal verification.
On the other hand, as the main emphasis of Modelica lies on the continuous
part of the hybrid system, algorithms to deal with the continuous evolutions of such
systems are well-developed. As Quartz only has been recently extended to Hybrid
Quartz, sophisticated algorithms for dealing with the continuous dynamics are still
missing.
Thus, tools for both languages could learn a lot from each other. Tools for
synchronous languages offer sophisticated procedures for formal verification, worst
case execution time analysis and causality analysis, while tools that deal with Modelica offer much better support for continuous dynamics. Thus, the resulting mixture
could be a lot more powerful as both tools on their own.
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Abstract
This paper presents the integration of two open source
softwares: CasADi, which is a framework for efficient
evaluation of expressions and their derivatives, and the
Modelica-based platform JModelica.org. The integration of the tools is based on an XML format for exchange of DAE models. The JModelica.org platform
supports export of models in this XML format, wheras
CasADi supports import of models expressed in this
format. Furthermore, we have carried out comparisons
with ACADO, which is a multiple shooting package
for solving optimal control problems.
CasADi, in turn, has been interfaced with ACADO
Toolkit, enabling users to define optimal control problems using Modelica and Optimica specifications, and
use solve using direct multiple shooting. In addition, a collocation algorithm targeted at solving largescale DAE constrained dynamic optimization problems has been implemented. This implementation explores CasADi’s Python and IPOPT interfaces, which
offer a convenient, yet highly efficient environment for
development of optimization algorithms. The algorithms are evaluated using industrially relevant benchmark problems.
Keywords: Dynamic optimization, Symbolic manipulation, Modelica, JModelica.org, ACADO Toolkit,
CasADi

1

Introduction

High-level modeling frameworks such as Modelica are
becoming increasingly used in industrial applications.
Existing modeling languages enable users to rapidly
develop complex large-scale models. Traditionally,
the main target for such models has been simulation,
i.e., to define virtual experiments where a simulation
software computes the model response.

During the last two decades, methods for large scale
dynamic optimization problems have been developed.
Notably, linear and non-linear model predictive control (MPC) have had a significant impact in the industrial community, in particular in the area of process
control. In MPC, an optimal control problem is solved
for a finite horizon, and the first optimal control interval is applied to the plant. At the next sample, the
procedure is repeated, and the optimal control problem
is solved again, based on updated state estimates. The
advantages of MPC as compared to traditional control
strategies are that it takes into account state and input constraints and that it handles systems with multiple inputs and multiple outputs. Also, MPC offers
means to trade performance and robustness by tuning
of a cost function, where the importance of different,
often contradictory, control objectives are encoded. A
bottleneck when applying MPC strategies, in particular in the case of non-linear systems, is that the computational effort needed to solve the optimal control
problem in each sample is significant. Development
of algorithms compatible with the real-time requirements of MPC has therefore been a strong theme in
the research community, see e.g., [15, 40].
Driven by the impact of high-level modeling languages in the industrial community, there have been
several efforts to integrate frameworks for such languages with algorithms for dynamic optimization. Examples include gPROMS [34], which supports dynamic optimization of process systems models and
Dymola [13], which supports parameter and design
optimization of Modelica models. Several other applications of dynamic optimization of Modelica models
have been reported, e.g., [20, 35, 3, 33, 28].
This paper reports results of an effort where
three different open source packages have been integrated: JModelica.org, [2], ACADO Toolkit, [26],
and CasADi, [4]. The integration relies on the XML
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model exchange format previously reported in [32].
Two main results are presented in the paper. Firstly,
it is shown how CasADi, supporting import of the
mentioned XML model format, has been used to integrate JModelica.org with ACADO Toolkit. Secondly,
a novel direct collocation method has been developed
based on the innovative symbolic manipulation features of CasADi. From a user’s perspective, both
CasADi and JModelica.org come with Python interfaces, which makes scripting, plotting and analysis of
results straightforward.
The benefit of integrating additional algorithms for
solution of dynamic optimization problems in the
JModelica.org platform is that users may experiment
with different algorithms and choose the one that is
most suited for their particular problem. To some extent, the situation is similar to that of choosing an integrator for a simulation experiment, where it is well
known that stiff systems require more sophisticated
solvers than non-stiff systems.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
background on dynamic optimization, Modelica and
Optimica, ACADO and JModelica.org is given. Section 3 describes CasADi and recent extensions thereof.
Section 4 reports a novel Python-based collocation implementation and in Section 5, benchmark results are
presented. The paper ends with a summary and conclusions in Section 6.

2
2.1

Background
Dynamic optimization

Dynamic optimization is the solution of decision
making problems constrained by differential or
differential-algebraic equations. A common formulation is the optimal control problem (OCP) based on
differential-algebraic equations (DAE) on the form
Z T

min

l(t, x(t), ẋ(t), z(t), u(t), p) dt

x,u,z,p 0

+ E(T, x(T ), z(T ), p)
subject to
f (t, x(t), ẋ(t), z(t), u(t), p) = 0

t ∈ [0, T ]

h(t, x(t), ẋ(t), z(t), u(t), p) ≤ 0

t ∈ [0, T ]

(1)

x(0) = x0
umin ≤ u(t) ≤ umax

t ∈ [0, T ]

pmin ≤ p ≤ pmax
where x ∈ RNx and z ∈ RNz denote differential and algebraic states respectively, u ∈ RNu are the free con-

trol signals and p ∈ RNp a set of free parameters in the
model. The DAE is represented by the Nx + Nz equations f (t, x(t), ẋ, z(t), u(t), p) = 0, with the initial value
for x explicitly given.
The objective function consists of an integral cost
contribution (or Lagrange term) and an end time cost
contribution (or Mayer term). The time horizon [0, T ]
may or may not be fixed.
Numerical methods for solving this optimization
problem emerged with the birth of the electronic computer in the 1950’s and were typically based on either dynamic programming, which is limited to very
small problems, or methods based on the calculus
of variation, so-called indirect methods. The inability of indirect methods to deal with inequality
constraints, represented above as the path constraint
h(t, x(t), ẋ, z(t), u(t), p) ≤ 0 and the control bounds
u(·) ∈ [umin , umax ], shifted the focus in the early 1980’s
to direct-methods, where instead the control, and (possibly) the state, trajectories are parametrized to form
a finite-dimensional non-linear program (NLP), for
which standard solution methods exist. In this work,
we employ two of the most popular methods in this
field, namely direct multiple shooting and direct collocation, see [8, 9] for an overview.
2.1.1

Direct multiple shooting

After parametrizing the control trajectories, for example by using a piecewise constant approximation, the
time varying state trajectories can be eliminated by
making use of standard ODE or DAE integrators. This
method of embeddding DAE integrators in the NLP
formulation is referred to as single shooting. The advantage is that it makes use of two standard problem
formulations, the solution of initial value problems for
DAEs and the solution of unstructured NLPs. For both
of these problems, there exist several standard solvers,
facilitating the implementation of the method. The
drawback of single shooting is that the integrator call
is a highly nonlinear operation, even if the differential
equation is a linear one, making the NLP-optimizer
prone to ending up in a local, rather than global, minimum and/or to slow convergence speeds To overcome
this, Bock’s direct multiple shooting method [10] includes in the optimization problem the differential
state at a number of points, ”shooting nodes”, and the
continuity of the state trajectories at these points is enforced by adding additional constraints to the NLP.
These additional degrees of freedom can be used for
suitable initialization of the state trajectories and often increase the radius of convergence at the cost of a
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larger NLP.
The main difficulty of the method, and often the
bottleneck in terms of solution times, is to efficiently
and accurately calculate first and often second order derivatives of the DAE integrator, needed by the
NLP solver. Implementations of the method include
MUSCOD-II and the open-source ACADO Toolkit
[26], used here.
2.1.2

Direct collocation

A common alternative to shooting methods is direct
collocation on finite elements. Direct collocation is a
simultaneous method, where both the differential and
algebraic states as well as the controls are approximated by polynomials. But in contrast to multiple
shooting, no integrator is used to compute the state and
algebraic profiles. Rather, the original continuous time
optimal control problem (1) is transcribed directly into
an algebraic problem in the form of a non-linear program (NLP). This non-linear program is usually large,
but is also typically very sparse. Algorithms, such as
IPOPT, [39], exist that explores the sparsity structure
of the resulting NLP in order to compute solutions of
the problem in a fast and robust way.
The interpolation polynomials used to approximate
the state profiles are usually chosen to be orthogonal
Lagrange polynominals, and common choices for the
collocation proints include Lobatto, Radau and Gauss
schemes. In this paper, Radau collocation will be used,
since this scheme has the advantage of featuring a collocation point at the end of each finite element, which
makes encoding of continuity constraint for the states
at element junction points straightforward.
The direct collocation method shares some characteristics with multiple shooting, since both are simultaneous methods. For example, unstable systems can be
handled, and it is easy to incorporate state and control
constraints. There are, however, also differences between multiple shooting and direct collocation. While
a multiple shooting method typically requires computation of DAE sensitivities by means of integration of
additional differential equations, direct collocation relies only on evaluation of first and (if analytic Hessian
is used) second order derivatives of the DAE residual.
For further discussion on the pros and cons of multiple
shooting and direct collocation, see [9]

ica permits specification of models in a wide range
of physical domains, including mechanics, thermodynamics, electronics, chemistry and thermal systems.
Also, recent versions of the language support modeling of embedded control systems and mapping of
controller code to real-time control hardware. Modelica is object-oriented and equation-based, where the
former property provides a means to construct modular and reusable models and the latter enables the
user to state declarative equations. It is worth noticing that both differential and algebraic equations are
supported and that there is no need, for the user, to
solve the model equations for the derivatives, which is
common in block-based modeling frameworks. In addition, Modelica supports acausal modeling, enabling
explicit modeling of physical interfaces. This feature
is the foundation of the component model in Modelica, where components can be connected to each other
in connection diagrams.
Whereas Modelica offers state-of-the-art modeling
of complex physical systems, it lacks constructs for
expressing optimization problems. For simulation applications, this is not a problem, but when integrating
Modelica models with optimization frameworks, it is
inconvenient. In order to improve the support for formulation of optimization problems, the Optimica extension [1] has been proposed. Optimica adds to Modelica a small number of constructs for expressing cost
functions, constraints, and what parameters and controls to optimize.

2.3

JModelica.org

JModelica.org is a Modelica-based open source platform targeting optimization simulation and analysis of
complex systems, [2]. The platform offers compilers for Modelica and Optimica, a simulation package
called Assimulo and a direct collocation algorithm for
solving large-scale DAE-based dynamic optimization
problems. The user interface in JModelica.org is based
on Python, which provides means to conveniently develop complex scripts and applications. In particular,
the packages Numpy [30], Scipy [16] and Matplotlib
[27] enable the user to perform numerical computations interactively.
Recent developments of the JModelica.org platform includes import and export of Functional Mockup Units (FMUs) and the integration with ACADO
Toolkit and CasADi reported in this paper. The JMod2.2 Modelica and Optimica
elica.org platform has been used in several industrial
The Modelica language targets modeling of com- applications, including [28, 5, 35, 31, 23, 11]
The JModelica.org compilers generate C-code inplex heterogeneous physical systems, [37]. Model-
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tended for compilation and linking with numerical
solvers. While this is a well established procedure
for compiling Modelica models, it suffers from some
drawbacks. Compiled code indeed offers very efficient
evaluation of the model equations, but it also requires
the user to regard the model as a black box. In contrast, there are many algorithms that can make efficient
use of models expressed in symbolic form. Examples include tools for control design, optimization algorithms, and code generation, see [12] for a detailed
treatment of this topic. In order to offer an alternative format for model export, JModelica.org supports
the XML format described in [32]. This format is an
extension of the XML scheme specified by the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) specification [29] and
contains, apart from model meta data also the model
equations. The equations are given in a format that is
closely related to the expression trees that are common
in compilers. The XML export functionality is explored in this paper to integrate the packages ACADO
Toolkit and CasADi with the JModelica.org platform.

2.4

ACADO Toolkit

ACADO Toolkit [26] is an open-source tool for automatic control and dynamic optimization developed
at the Center of Excellence on Optimization in Engineering (OPTEC) at the K.U. Leuven, Belgium. It
implements among other things Bock’s direct multiple
shooting method [10], and is in particular designed to
be used efficiently in a closed loop setting for nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC). For this aim, it
uses the real-time iteration scheme, [14], and solves
the NLP by a structure exploiting sequential quadratic
programming method using the active-set quadratic
programming (QP) solver qpOASES, [18].
Compared to other tools for dynamic optimization,
the focus of ACADO Toolkit has been to develop a
complete toolchain, from the DAE integration to the
solution of optimal control problems in realtime. This
vertical integration, together with its implementation
in self-contained C++ code, allows for the tool to be
efficiently deployed on embedded systems for solving
optimization-based control and estimation problems.

3

CasADi

CasADi is a minimalistic computer algebra system implementing automatic differentiation, AD (see [22]) in
forward and adjoint modes by means of a hybrid symbolic/numeric approach, [4]. It is designed to be a low-

level tool for quick, yet highly efficient implementation of algorithms for numerical optimization, as illustrated in this paper, see Section 4. Of particular
interest is dynamic optimization, using either a collocation approach, or a shooting-based approach using embedded ODE/DAE-integrators. In either case,
CasADi relieves the user from the work of efficiently
calculating the relevant derivative or ODE/DAE sensitivity information to an arbitrary degree, as needed
by the NLP solver. This together with an interface
to Python, see Section 3.1, drastically reduces the effort of implementing the methods compared to a pure
C/C++/Fortran approach.
Whereas conventional AD tools are designed to be
applied black-box to C or Fortran code, CasADi allows the user to build up symbolic representations of
functions in the form of computational graphs, and
then apply the automatic differentiation code to the
graph directly. These graphs are allowed to be more
general than those normally used in AD tools, including (sparse) matrix-valued operations, switches and
integrator calls. To prevent that this added generality comes to the cost of lower numerical efficiency,
CasADi also includes a second, more restricted graph
formulation with only scalar, built-in unary and binary
operations and no branches, similar to the ones found
in conventional AD tools.
CasADi is an open source tool, written as a selfcontained C++ code, relying only on the standard template library.

3.1

Python interface to CasADi

Whereas the C++ language is highly efficent for high
performance calculations, and well suited for integration with numerical packages written in C or Fortran,
it lacks the interactivity needed for rapid prototyping
of new mathematical algorithms, or applications of an
existing algorithm to a particular model. For this purpose, a scripting language such as Python, [36], or a
numerical computing environment such as Matlab, is
more suitable. We choose here to work with Python
rather than Matlab due to its open source availabiliy
and ease of interfacing with other programming languages.
Interfacing C++ with Python can be done in several ways. One way is to wrap the C++ classes in
C functions and blend them into a Python-to-C compiler such as Cython. While this approach is simple
enough for small C++ classes, it becomes prohibitively
cumbersome for more complex classes. Fortunately,
there exist excellent tools that are able to automate
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this process, such as the Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator (SWIG) [17, 6] and the Boost-Python
package. We have chosen to work with SWIG due to
SWIG’s support for a large subset of C++ constructs, a
large and active development community and the possibility to interface the code to a variety of languages
in addition to Python, in particular JAVA and Octave.
The latest version of SWIG at the time of writing, version 2.0, maps C++ language constructs onto
equivalent Python constructs. Examples of features
that are supported in SWIG are polymorphism, exceptions handling, templates and function overloading.
By carefully designing the CasADi C++ source
code, it was possible to automatically generate interface code for all the public classes of CasADi. Since
the interface code is automatically generated, it is
easy to maintain as the work on CasADi progresses
with new features being added. Using CasADi from
Python renders little or no speed penalty, since virtually all work-intensive calculations (numerical calculation, operations on the computational graphs etc.),
take place in the built-in virtual machine. Functions
formulated in Python are typically called only once,
to build up the graph of the functions, thereafter the
speed penalty is neglible.

3.2

The CasADi interfaces to numerical software

In addition to being a modeling environment and an
efficient AD environment, CasADi offers interfaces to
a set of numeric software packages, in particular:
• The sensitivity capable ODE and DAE integrators
CVODES and IDAS from the Sundials suite [25]
• The large-scale, primal-dual interior point NLP
solver IPOPT [39]
• The ACADO toolkit
In the Sundials case, CasADi automatically formulates the forward or adjoint sensitivity equations and
provides Jacobian information with the appropriate
sparsity needed by the linear solvers, normally an involved and error prone process. For IPOPT, the gradient of the objective function is generated via adjoint
AD. Also, a sparse Jacobian of the NLP constraints
as well as an exact sparse Hessian of the Lagrangian
can be generated using AD by source code transformation. The ACADO Toolkit interface makes it possible to use the tool from Python and attach an arbitrary ODE/DAE integrator (currently CVODES, IDAS

Figure 1: Optimization toolchain for JModelica/CasADi.

or fixed-step explicit integrators that have been implemented symbolically by the user) to ACADO.

3.3

Complete tool chain

Though models for relatively simple dynamic systems
can be efficiently formulated directly in CasADi, for
more complex models it is beneficial to use a more
expressive approach based on an object-oriented modelling language such as Modelica. To transmit model
information about the dynamic system between Modelica and CasADi, we use the XML exchange format
reported in [32], which is supported by JModelica.org.
On the CasADi side, an XML interpreter based on the
open source XML parser TinyXML, [38], is used to
parse the generated XML code and build up the corresponding C++ data structures. The complete toolchain
is presented in Figure 1.
This approach contrasts to the more conventional
approach currently used in the current optimization
framework of JModelica.org. This approach is based
on C-code generation, which then needs to be compiled by a C compiler and linked with JModelica.org’s
runtime environment. See Figure 2.
The fact that the approach does not rely on a Ccompiler in the optimization loop means that the program code can be compiled and linked once and for all
for a particular system and then distributed as executables. It is also important to note that as models grow
in size, the time needed to compile the code may be
large.

3.4

A simple example

To demonstrate the tool, we show how to implement
a simple, single shooting method for the Van der Pol
oscillator used as a benchmark in section 5.1:
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F = MXFunction([U],[X[2]])
# Terminal constraints: 0<=[x(T);y(T)]<=0
G = MXFunction([U],[X[0:2]])
solver = IpoptSolver(F,G)
solver.setOption("tol",1e-5)
solver.setOption("hessian_approximation", \
"limited-memory")
solver.setOption("max_iter",1000)
solver.init()

Figure 2: Optimization toolchain for JModelica.

from casadi import *

# Set bounds and initial guess
solver.setInput(NU*[-0.75], NLP_LBX)
solver.setInput(NU*[1.0],NLP_UBX)
solver.setInput(NU*[0.0],NLP_X_INIT)
solver.setInput([0,0],NLP_LBG)
solver.setInput([0,0],NLP_UBG)
# Solve the problem
solver.solve()

In CasADi, symbolic variables are instances of ei# Declare variables (use simple, efficient DAG)ther the scalar expression class SX, or the more general
t = SX("t") # time
matrix expression class MX.
x=SX("x"); y=SX("y"); u=SX("u"); L=SX("cost")
x=SX("x"); y=SX("y"); u=SX("u"); L=SX("cost")
...
# ODE right hand side function
f = [(1 - y*y)*x - y + u, x, x*x + y*y + u*u] U = MX("U",NU) # NU-by-1 matrix variable
rhs = SXFunction([[t],[x,y,L],[u]],[f])
In the example above, we declare variables and formulate
the right-hand-side of the integrator symboli# Create an integrator (CVODES)
cally:
I = CVodesIntegrator(rhs)
I.setOption("ad_order",1) # enable AD
I.setOption("abstol",1e-10) # abs. tolerance
I.setOption("reltol",1e-10) # rel. tolerance
I.setOption("steps_per_checkpoint",1000)
I.init()
# Number of control intervals
NU = 20
# All controls (use complex, general DAG)
U = MX("U",NU) # NU-by-1 matrix variable
# The initial state (x=0, y=1, L=0)
X = MX([0,1,0])
# Time horizon
T0 = MX(0); TF = MX(20.0/NU)
# State derivative and algebraic state
XP = MX(); Z = MX() # Not used
# Build up a graph of integrator calls
for k in range(NU):
[X,XP,Z] = I.call([T0,TF,X,U[k],XP,Z])
# Objective function: L(T)

f = [(1 - y*y)*x - y + u, x, x*x + y*y + u*u]

Note that at the place where this is encountered in
the script, neither x, y or u have taken a particular
value. This representation of the ordinary differential equation is passed to the ODE integrator CVODES
from the Sundials suite [25]. Since the ODE is in symbolic form, the integrator interface is able to derive any
information it might need to be able to solve the initial
value problem efficiently, relieving the user of a tedious and often error prone process. The information
that can be automatically generated includes derivative
information for sparse, dense or banded methods, as
well as the formulation of the forward and adjoint sensitivity equations (required here since the integrator is
being used in an optimal control setting).
The next interesting line is:
for k in range(NU):
[X,XP,Z] = I.call([T0,TF,X,U[k],XP,Z])

Here, the call member function of the
CVodesIntegrator instance is used to construct
a graph with function calls to the integrator. Since the
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matrix variable U is not known at this point, actually
solving the IVP is not possible. This allows us to get
a completely symbolic representation not only of the
ODE, but of the nonlinear programming program.
We then pass the NLP to the open source dual-primal
interior point NLP solver IPOPT. Again, since the
formulation is symbolic, the IPOPT interface will
generate all the information it needs to solve the
problem, including the gradient of the NLP objective
function and the Jacobian of the NLP constraint
function, both of which can be best calculated using
automatic differentiation in adjoint mode for this
particular example.
Note that the example above, with comments removed, consists of about 30 lines of code, which is
a very compact way to implement the single shooting method. With only moderately more effort, other
methods from the field of optimal control can be formulated including multiple-shooting and direct collocation, see Section 4. When executing the script
above, it iterates to the the correct solution in 592 NLP
iterations, which is considerably slower than the corresponding results for the simultaneous methods. Adapting the script to implement multple-shooting rather
than single-shooting (the code of which is available in
CasADi’s example collection), decreases the number
of NLP iterations to only 17.

as first and second order derivatives, including sparsity
information. A benefit for the user is that the tool internally computes these quantities using an automatic
differentiation strategy that is very efficient, which in
turn enables a solver algorithm to operate fast and reliably. On the other hand, AMPL, and similar systems,
does not offer appropriate support for physical modeling. The description format is inherently flat, which
makes construction of reusable models intractable.

Physical modeling systems, on the other hand, offer excellent support for modeling and model reuse,
but typically offer only model execution interfaces
that often do not provide all the necessary API functions. Typically, sparsity information and second order derivative information is lacking. The model execution interface in JModelica.org, entitled the JModelica.org Model Interface (JMI) overcomes some of
these deficiencies by providing a DAE interface supporting sparse Jacobians, which in turn are computed
using the CppAD package [7]. Based on JMI, a direct
collocation algorithm has been implemented in C and
the resulting NLP has been interfaced with the algorithm IPOPT [39]. While this approach has been successfully used in a number of industrially relevant applications, it also requires a significant effort in terms
of implementation and maintenance. In many respects,
implementation of collocation algorithms reduces to
book keeping problems where indices of states, inputs
4 A Python-based Collocation Algo- and parameters need to be tracked in the global variable vector. Also, the sparsity structure of the DAE Jarithm
cobian needs to be mapped into the composite NLP resulting from collocation. In this respect, the approach
As described in Section 2.1, one strategy for solvtaken in AMPL and GAMS has significant advantages.
ing large-scale dynamic optimization problems is diIn an effort to explore the strengths of the physirect collocation, where the dynamic DAE constraint
cal
modeling framework JModelica.org and the conis replaced by a discrete time approximation. The revenience
and efficiency in evaluation of derivatives ofsult is an non-linear program (NLP), which can be
solved with standard algorithms. A particular chal- fered by CasADi, a direct collocation algorithm similenge when implementing collocation algorithms is lar to the one existing in JModelica.org has been imthat the algorithms typically used to solve the result- plemented. The implementation is done completely
ing NLP require accurate derivative information and in Python relying on CasADi’s model import feature
sparsity structures. In addition, second order deriva- and its Python interface. As compared to the approach
tives can often improve robustness and convergence of taken with AMPL, the user is relieved from the burden of implementing the collocation algorithm itself.
such algorithms.
One option for implementing collocation algorithm In this respect the new implementation does not difis provided by optimization tools such as AMPL [19] fer from the current implementation in JModelica.org,
and GAMS [21]. These tools support formulation of but instead, the effort needed to implement the algolinear and non-linear programs and the user may spec- rithm is significantly reduced. Also, advanced users
ify collocation problems by encoding the model equa- may easily tailor the collocation algorithm to their spetions as well as the collocation constraints. The AMPL cific needs.
The implementation used for the benchmarks preplatform also provides a solver API, supporting evaluation of the cost function and the constraints, as well sented in this paper is a third order Radau scheme,
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which is also supported by the C collocation implementation in JModelica.org.

5

Benchmarks

Three different optimal control benchmark problems
with different properties have been selected for comparison of the different algorithms: the Van der Pol oscillator, a Continuously Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR)
with an exothermic reaction, and a combined cycle
power plant. The first bencmark, the Van der Pol oscillator, is a system commonly studied in non-linear control courses, and demonstrates the ability of all methods evaluated to solve optimal control problems. The
CSTR problem features highly non-linear dynamics in
combination with a state contstraint. The final benchmark, the combined cycle power plant, is of larger
scale, consisting of nine states and more than 100 algebraics.
Whereas the Van der Pol problem has been successfully solved using both multiple shooting and collocation, a solution to the CSTR and combined cycle
problem has been obtained only using a collocation
approach.
For reference, the original collocation implementation, written in C, is included in the benchmarks. This
algorithm is referred to as JM collocation.
All the calculations have been performed on an Dell
Latitude E6400 laptop with an Intel Core Duo processor of 2.4 GHz, 4 GB of RAM, 3072 KB of L2 Cache
and 128 kB if L1 cache, running Linux.
In the benchmarks where IPOPT is used, the algorithm is compiled with the linear solver MA57 from
the HSL suite.

5.1

Optimal control of the Van der Pol Oscillator

As a first example, consider the Van der Pol oscillator,
described by the differential equations
x˙1 = x2 ,

x1 (0) = 1

x˙2 = (1 − x12 )x2 − x1

x2 (0) = 0.

(2)

The optimization problem is formulated as to minimize the following cost
Z 20

min
u

0

x12 + x22 + u2 dt

(3)

subject to the constraint
u ≤ 0.75.

(4)

Figure 3: Optimization results for the Van der Pol oscillator.

First, we solve the optimal control problem using three
different algorithms, all based on the Modelica model
and the Optimica specification encoding the optimal
control problem. 20 uniformly distributed control
segements were used in all cases. The first method
used to solve the problem is JModelica’s native, Cbased implementation of direct collocation, which relies on code generation and the AD-tool CppAD to
generate derivatives. Secondly, the novel, CasADi
and Python-based implementation of direct collocation presented in Section 4 is applied. The third algorithm is ACADO Toolkit’s implementation of multiple shooting, using CasADi’s interface to evaluate
functions and and directional derivatives. Forward
mode AD was used to generate DAE sensitivities and a
BFGS approximation of the Hessian of the Lagrangian
of the NLP. The optimal solutions for the three different algorithms are shown in Figure 3.
Table 1 shows the number of NLP iterations and
total CPU time for the optimization (in seconds) for
5 different algorithmic approaches: direct collocation implemented in C and in Python using CasADi,
ACADO Toolkit via the CasADi interface, and implementations of single and multiple shooting based on
CasADi’s Python interface. The implementations of
single and multiple shooting are included to demonstrate usage of CasADi’s integrator and NLP solver
implementation, rather than to achive high performance. For the single shooting code, the complete
script was presented in Section 3.4.
The last column of the table contains the share of the
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total time spent in the NLP solver, the rest is mostly
spent in the DAE functions (DAE residual, Jacobian
of the constraints, objective function etc.) which are
interfaced to the NLP solver. This information is not
available for ACADO Toolkit.

CasADi, namely computational efficiency.
Looking at the number of iterations required in the
single shooting algorithm, the superior convergence
speed of simultaneous methods (collocation and multiple shooting) is obvious.

Table 1: Execution times for the Van der Pol bench- 5.2 Optimal control of a CSTR reactor
mark.
Tool
NLP
Total
Time
We consider the Hicks-Ray Continuously Stirred Tank
iteratime [s] in NLP
Reactor (CSTR) containing an exothermic reaction,
tions
solver
[24]. The states of the system are the reactor temper[s]
ature T and the reactant concentration c. The reactant
JModelica.org coll.
21
0.32
0.14
inflow
rate, F0 , concentration, c0 , and temperature, T0 ,
CasADi collocation
103
0.97
0.92
are assumed to be constant. The input of the system is
ACADO via CasADi
28
3.45
n/a
the cooling flow temperature Tc . The dynamics of the
CasADi single shooting 616
167.7
1.22
CasADi mult. shooting 16
59.1
0.20
system is then given by:
We can see that JModelica’s current C-based implementation of direct collocation and ACADO’s multiple shooting implementation, both of them using an
inexact Hessian approximation with BFGS updating,
show a similar number of NLP iterations. In terms of
speed, the JModelica.org implementation clearly outperforms ACADO which is at least partly explained
by the fact that JModelica.org involves a code generation step, significantly reducing the function overhead
in the NLP solver. Also, CasADi involves a code generation step, but not to C-code which is then compiled,
but to a virtual machine implemented inside CasADi.
Clearly, this virtual machine is able to compete with
the C implementation in terms of efficiently during
evaluation and is also fast in the translation phase, as
no C-code needs to be generated and compiled. Also
note that for this small problem size, the function overhead associated with calling the DAE right hand side
is major for all of the shooting methods. A more fair
comparison here would involve the use of ACADO
Toolkit’s own symbolic syntax coupled with a code
generation step in ACADO.
In this particular example, IPOPT, using CasADi to
generate the exact Hessian of the Lagrangian, require
more NLP steps than ACADO and JModelica.org’s
native implementation of collocation which are both
using an inexact Hessian approximation. Despite the
fact that the CasADi-based implementation does not
rely on C code generation, and although it is calculating the exact Hessian, the time it takes to evaluate the
functions only constitute only a small fraction (around
5%) of the total execution time. In contrast, in the Cbased implmentation, the time spent in DAE functions,
make up more than half of the total CPU time. This result cleary demonstrates one of the main strengths of

ċ(t) = F0 (c0 − c(t))/V − k0 e−EdivR/T (t) c(t)
Ṫ (t) = F0 (T0 − T (t))/V −
dH/(ρCp )k0 e−EdivR/T (t) c(t)+

(5)

2U/(rρCp )(Tc (t) − T (t))
where r, k0 , EdivR, U, ρ, Cp , dH, and V are physical
parameters.
Based on the CSTR model, the following dynamic
optimization problem is formulated:
Z tf

min

(cref − c(t))2 + (T ref − T (t))2 +

Tc (t) 0

(6)
(Tcref − Tc (t))2 dt

subject to the dynamics (5). The cost function corresponds to a load change of the system and penalizes
deviations from a desired operating point given by target values cref , T ref and Tcref for c, T and Tc respectively. Stationary operating conditions were computed
based on constant cooling temperatures Tc = 250 (initial conditions) and Tc = 280 (reference point).
In order to avoid too high temperatures during the
ignition phase of the reactor, the following temperature bound was enforced:
T (t) ≤ 350.

(7)

The optimal trajectories for the three different algorithms are shown in Figure 4, where we have used
a control discretization of 100 elements and a 3rd order Radau-discretization of the state trajectories for the
two collocation implementations.
Table 2 shows the performance of the two compared
implementations of collocation in terms of NLP iterations and CPU time.
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Figure 5: Diagram of the combined-cycle plant model.
Figure 4: Optimization results for the CSTR reactor.

Table 2: Execution times for the CSTR benchmark.
Tool
NLP iterations
Total time
Time in NLP solver
Time in DAE functions

JM
coll.
85
3.2
1.1
2.1

CasADi
coll.
20
0.18
0.16
0.02

In this example, the Python-based collocation algorithm is clearly superior, it converges more quickly,
which is likely due to the provided exact Hessian.
Also, the lion’s share of the execution time is spent
internally in IPOPT, leaving little opportunities to optimize the code in function evaluations further.

5.3
5.3.1

Optimal start-up of a combined cycle
power plant
Physical model setup

A simplified model of a one-level-of-pressure
combined-cycle power plant is considered in this
benchmark, see Figure 5 for the object diagram.
The gas turbine model (lower left) generates a prescribed flow of exhaust gas at a prescribed temperature, which are both a function of the load input signal.
The turbine exhaust gases enter the hot side of
a counter-current heat exchanger, and are then discharged to the atmosphere. The economizer and superheater are modelled by a dynamic energy balance
equation for each side, neglecting compressibility and
friction effects. The drum boiler evaporator instead
includes both dynamic mass and energy balance equations, assuming thermodynamic equilibrium between
the liquid and the vapour phases. The energy storage

in all the steel walls is accounted for assuming they are
at the same temperature of the water/steam fluid.
The feedwater system is described by a prescribed
flow rate source with fixed temperature, driven by a PI
level controller that stabilizes the level dynamics and
keeps the void fraction in the drum around 0.5.
Finally, the superheated steam enters the steam turbine, which is modeled as an expansion to the condenser pressure, assuming a constant isentropic efficiency. The turbine also exposes a thermal port, corresponding to the surface where the inlet steam comes
into contact with the turbine rotor. This port is connected to a thermal model of the hollow shaft, given
by Fourier’s heat equation, discretized by the finite difference method. The thermal stress on the shaft surface, which is the main limiting factor in the start-up
transients, is proportional to the difference between the
surface and the average temperature of the shaft.
In order to keep the complexity low, constant specific heat c p is assumed in the economizers and superheaters; lumped-parameter models are assumed for
the heat exchanger segments, with just one temperature state for each side. Last, but not least, also the
turbine rotor thermal model has only one temperature state resulting from the discretization of Fourier’s
equation. The resulting nonlinear model has nine state
variables and 127 algebraic variables. A more detailed
discussion on the physical modelling of the plant can
be found in [11].
5.3.2

Minimum-time start-up

The goal of the optimization problem is to reach the
full load level as fast as possible, while limiting the
peak stress value on the rotor surface, which deter-
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mines the lifetime consumption of the turbine. Since
the steam cycle is assumed to operate in a pure sliding pressure mode, the full load state is reached when
the load level of the turbine, u(t) (which is the control variable), has reached 100% and the normalized
value of the evaporator pressure, pev , has reached the
target reference value pref
ev . A Lagrange-type cost function, penalizing the sum of the squared deviations from
the target values, drives the system towards the desired
set-point (pevap , u) = (pref
evap , 1) as quickly as possible.
Inequality constraints are prescribed on the maximum admissible thermal stress in the steam turbine,
σ (t), as well as on the rate of change of the gas turbine
load: on one hand, the load is forbidden to decrease,
in order to avoid cycling of the stress level during the
Figure 6: Optimal startup of a combined cycle power
transient; on the other hand, it cannot exceed the maxplant.
imum rate prescribed by the manufacturer.
The start-up optimization problem is then defined
as:
Table 3: Execution times for the combined cycle
Z tf
ref 2
2
(pevap (t) − pevap ) + (u(t) − 1) dt (8) benchmark.
min
u(t)

t0

subject to the constraints
σ (t) ≤ σmax
u̇(t) ≤ dumin

(9)

u̇(t) ≥ 0
and to the DAE dynamics representing the plant.
The initial state for the DAE represents the state of
the plant immediately after the steam turbine roll-out
phase and the connection of the electric generator to
the grid.
The optimization result is shown in Figure 6. During the first 200 seconds, the gas turbine load is increased at the maximum allowed rate and the stress
builds up rapidly, until it reaches the target limit. Subsequently, the load is slowly increased, in order to
maintain the stress level approximately constant at the
prescribed limit. When the 50% load level is reached,
further increases of the load do not cause additional
increase of the gas exhaust temperature, and therefore
cause only small increases of the steam temperature.
It is then possible to resume increasing the load at the
maximum allowed rate, while the stress level starts to
decrease. The full load is reached at about 1400 s. Between 1000 and 1100 seconds, the load increase rate
is actually zero; apparently, this small pause allows to
increase the load faster later on, leading to an overall
shorter start-up time.
This problem, which is of a more realistic size has
been solved with the two direct collocation implementations and the results are shown in Table 3.

Tool

JM coll

NLP iterations
Total time
Time in NLP solver
Optimal cost

49
19.9
2.4
6487

CasADi
coll
198
16.3
15.3
6175

We note that the CasADi-based collocation algorithm needs more iterations to reach the optimal solution, but on the other hand, the optimum that it found is
indeed better than the one found using BFGS. Whether
this is due to some minor differences in the collocation
algorithms (since the models are identical), is beyond
the scope of this paper. What can be said with certainty
is that whereas most of the time spent in the DAE functions in the existing C-based approach, the opposite
is true for the CasADi approach. Indeed, with more
than 90% of the computational time spent internally in
IPOPT, optimizing the CasADi execution time further
would do little to reduce the overall execution time.

6

Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, the integration of CasADi and the JModelica.org platform has been reported. It has been
shown how an XML-based model exchange format
supported by JModelica.org and CasADi is used to
combine the expressive power provided by Modelica
and Optimica with state of the art optimization algorithms. The use of a language neutral model exchange
format simplifies tool interoperability and allows users
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to use different optimization algorithms without the
need to reencode the problem formulation. As compared to traditional optimization frameworks, typically
requiring user’s to encode the model, the cost function
and the constraints in a algorithm-specific manner, the
approach put forward in this paper increases flexibility
significantly.
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Abstract
Modelica is well suited for modelling complex physical
systems due to the acausal description it is using. The
causalisation of the model is carried out prior to each
simulation. A significant part of the causalisation process is the symbolic manipulation and optimisation of
the model. Despite the growing interest in Modelica,
the capabilities of symbolic manipulation and optimisation are not fully utilized. This paper presents an approach to increase the customisability, access, and reuse of symbolic optimisation by a more modular and
flexible design concept. An overview of the common
symbolic manipulation and optimisation algorithms of
a typical Modelica compiler is presented as well as a
general modular design concept for a Modelica compiler backend. The modularisation concept will be implemented in a future version of the OpenModelica compiler.
Keywords: Compiler Backend; Optimisation; Interfaces.

1

Introduction

Modelica is a multi-domain object-oriented equation
based modelling language. It is mostly used for modelling and simulation of complex physical systems but
other tasks like symbolic analysis of the equation system behind the model are possible as well. To accomplish those tasks a Modelica Compiler or Interpreter is
needed. All Modelica compilers known to the authors
are divided into a frontend and a backend. The frontend
is used to extract the system of equations behind the
object-oriented Modelica Model. This task is typically
called flattening and forms a challenge on its own [1].
The Backend is the part of the compiler which performs symbolic manipulation of the equation systems
and generates code suitable for (efficient) execution or
interpretation. These symbolic manipulations are de-

pendent on the specific analysis task and the type of the
equation system. To prepare a model for numerically
stable simulation of a higher index system, for example, the backend could perform an index reduction in
combination with a matching algorithm to assign all the
equations and perform some symbolic optimisation in
order to improve the runtime performance.
Because of the complexity of Modelica the typically
implemented symbolic manipulation algorithms are
generally applicable for all kinds of equation systems.
On the one hand this is an advantage because the user
does not need to deal with the tasks of symbolic manipulation to get the desired results. On the other hand
it is a disadvantage for the advanced user or library
developer because there is normally only restricted access to the symbolic manipulation algorithms.
To overcome these limitations the authors designed
a concept for a modular Modelica compiler backend
which to a large extent has been realised in the new reorganised implementation of the Open Source
OpenModelica Compiler from OpenModelica version
1.6, excluding external APIs and phase reordering flexibility. The concept will include an interface for external tools, for example for symbolic optimisation, and a
safe and task-dependent method to implement manipulation algorithms for equation systems.
The next chapter introduces the reader into the
common symbolic manipulation process for Modelica
Compilers. Chapter three presents an overview of advanced symbolic manipulation algorithms which may
speed up the simulation. The options for the user to
access and customisation of symbolic manipulation
algorithms are discussed within chapter four.
After concluding the previous chapters, chapter five
presents the concept of the new modular compiler
backend. Chapter six continues with the basic concept
for its implementation and chapter seven presents interfaces of the modular compiler backend in more detail.
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2

Common Symbolic Manipulation
in Modelica Compiler Backends

Simulation itself is the most common usage of Modelica Models. The following section gives a general overview on the tasks of the backend of the Modelica compiler and applies to almost all implementations, see also
Figure 1.
The output of the frontend is usually a flat representation of the Modelica model containing all variables with their properties, equations and algorithms.
The first step of the backend is to analyse the flat model representation and extract additional information.
Extracted information could for example be the candidates for states, implicit discrete variables and the variables with time-dependency. Candidates for states are
differentiated variables and variables with the property
stateSelect equal to StateSelect.prefer or
StateSelect.always.
With the change of Modelica 3.2 the derivative operator “der” may have an expression as its argument.
With the ambition of an efficient code generation all
such expressions have to be symbolically differentiated
with respect to the time dependent variables. Only if it
is not possible to perform the symbolic differentiation
an additional variable should be introduced.
The next steps of the symbolic optimisation are to
remove simple equations and equations with no time
dependency. Simple equations are of the form “a=b”,
“a=-b” also called “alias equations”. Alias equations
appear quite often because of the connect-equations
concept. Equations with no time dependency are composed of constant or parameter variables and variables
calculated based on constants or parameters.

Figure 1: Common symbolic manipulation process for Modelica models.

Subsequently follows the matching algorithm which
is one of the main phases of the backend. This algorithm has to find an equation for each variable the
equation is solved for. If the system should be solved as
an explicit ordinary differential equation (ODE) system, but is a higher index system, the matching algorithm works together with an index reduction algorithm.
To get the block lower triangular form (BLT-Form)
Tarjan’s algorithm [10] is performed. This algorithm
sorts the equations in the order they have to be solved.
The next step is the symbolic transformation and
the collection of additional information, for example
the occurring of zero crossings. Within the symbolic
transformation phase the information from the matching algorithm is used to solve certain equations symbolically. This has to be done for single equations as well
as for linear or nonlinear equation systems. To solve
certain equations symbolically means to solve an equation or a system of equations for the desired variable or
variables or provide all information to use an applicable
numerical solver.
The last part of the backend after the whole symbolic manipulation process is concerned with code generation.

3

Advanced User Supported Symbolic Manipulation

In addition to the methods mentioned in Section 2 there
are specialised symbolic manipulation algorithms
which may speed up the simulation. These include algorithms like:
 dummy derivative with dynamic state selection
 tearing
 inline integration
 function inlining.
All to the author’s known Modelica compilers do not
use these algorithms automatically, apart from tearing.
Normally the users have to set special compiler flags or
adjustments or use specific keywords, for example annotations for code generation.
The Dummy Derivative method [3] is a commonly
used index reduction algorithm for higher index differential algebraic equations (DAE) systems. Using the
Dummy Derivatives method may for some systems
result in a singular Jacobian. A well-known example is
the description of a planar pendulum described using
the Cartesian coordinates.
To overcome these mathematical difficulties dynamic state selection could be used. The basic idea of
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dynamic state selection is to change the section of state
variables at run-time for higher performance and numerically stable simulation, see [4] and [5].
Large algebraic equation systems are typical of
Modelica models. The tearing algorithm is a method to
reduce the size of large algebraic equation systems by
dividing strongly connected components in the BLT
graph into smaller sub-systems of equations which
could be solved more efficiently.
The basic concept of tearing is to make an assumption about one or several variables to be known. With
this assumption the matching algorithm is continued.
The torn equation systems are divided into several reduced algebraic equation systems and a set of explicit
assignments. In case of a linear algebraic equation system the relaxation algorithm or a solver for nonlinear
systems, for example the Newton Iteration method, can
be used to solve the algebraic system. Detailed information on the tearing algorithm can be found in Cellier
and Kofmann [6].
For simulations with strong requirements on execution time like hardware in the loop simulation, it may
be beneficial to merge the integration method and the
equation system. This method is called inline integration and yields an equation system where the numerical
solver is eliminated as an explicit software component.
Inline integration is for minimising call overhead and
enabling additional symbolic manipulations for example removing the division of the time step on both sides
of an equation. For further information about inline
integration [6] and [7] are recommended.
The Modelica Specification 3.2 provides within
chapter 17.3 annotations for code generation. The annotations:
 Evaluate,
 Inline and
 LateInline

Figure 2: Advanced symbolic manipulation process for Modelica models.

4

Access to and Customisation of
Symbolic Manipulation

Letting the user or library developers provide the compiler with specific information on how the symbolic
manipulation algorithms should optimise the equation
system can be achieved through several options:
1. Usage of specific keywords introduced into the language
2. Usage of optional compiler flags/settings
3. Exporting the systems of equations in a symbolic
standardized and easy to use format and perform the
optimisation with another tool
4. Development of a new Modelica compiler
However, none of the above mentioned options are
practical in case a special optimisation is needed. The
reasons are:

are useful for symbolic optimisation. For example the
Modelica MultiBody Library uses these annotations.
Performing the specialised symbolic manipulation algorithms the common symbolic manipulation process
from Figure 1 is expanded to the advanced symbolic
manipulation process shown in Figure 2. For some optimisation methods, for example inline integration, it is
useful to run the matching and sorting algorithm repeatedly. Hence the graph presented in Figure 2 has in
this case a loop within the second optimisation and
matching algorithm stage.

 Option 1 requires a long term standardisation process for the new methods.
 Option 2 is tool-specific, and therewith restricted.
 For Option 3 there is no standardized and easy to
use format available yet nor does the common compiler support an export or import of the system of
equations. Even if there is a support for export
available the user would have to provide a code
writer for the target format.
 Option 4 is not possible for most of the users.
In case an advanced user requires a symbolic manipulation algorithm, the compiler has to fulfill the following
requirements:
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 The export and import of the system of equations in
a symbolic standardised and easy to use format. (A
promising development is shown in [2].)
 An increasing number of symbolic manipulation algorithms.
 The possibility to define and use a symbolic manipulation algorithm in a safe and application-related
way.

5

Modular Compiler Backend

system. As mentioned above a Modelica model is represented in the backend as an equation system. This
equation system could be composed of equations, algorithms and sub-systems of equations. In case of a multidomain model it may be beneficial to use different optimisation modules for the different sub-systems present in the model. The equation system pipeline frame
work will allow the optimisation of different subsystems using different optimisation modules. The
challenge is to define proper rules for the differentiation of systems of equations.

To achieve the requirements of a more open and customisable access to symbolic manipulation capabilities
the backend of the compiler needs a more general design concept. Keeping the tasks presented in Section 2
in mind the main tasks of the backend can be summarized into five phases:






input phase
pre-optimisation phase
transformation phase
post-optimisation phase
output phase

Based on these phases and the concept of transferring
the system of equations represented by a data object
from one phase to the next, an equation system pipeline
is formed as shown in Figure 3.
The transformation phase achieves a matching using
index reduction methods and sorting the equations. Different modules for index reduction should be available
as shown in Figure 3 within the left upper inner box
“DAE-Handler for Index Reduction”.
For some optimisation methods, for example inline
integration, it is useful to run the matching and sorting
algorithm repeatedly. Hence the pipeline presented in
Figure 3 has a loop within the post-optimisation and
transformation phase.
The output phase transforms the system of equations into the desired target format. This phase is the
combination from the symbolic transformation and the
code generation from Figure 2. Supposable target formats are a simulation executable or a functional
mockup unit or if not a simulation is desired a XML,
Matlab or Python file export.
With a modularisation concept in mind each phase
should be presented by one (input phase, transformation phase and output phase) or several (pre- and
post-optimisation phases) modules. For a specific equation system the pipeline might be built from specific
modules in a specific order. For another equation system the pipeline might be built from other modules in a
different order. More precisely, it will be possible to
use application-oriented pipelines for different equation

Figure 3: Data Flow in the Equation System Pipeline.

The system of equations has to be represented by a data
object. This data object should basically include:
 the variables,
 the equations and
 the algorithms.
In case of an efficient implementation and to use the
same interface for the pre- and the post-optimisation
modules as desired, it is beneficial to store additional
information within the data object and to classify varia-
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bles, equations and algorithms into different groups.
The additional information should be:
 an incidence matrix for the equations/algorithms
and variables,
 the matching of variables and equations/algorithms
solved for and
 the order of the equations/algorithms they have to
be calculated in.

6

Concept for Implementation

To reduce the possibilities of introducing errors in developing the backend and support the developers in the
most suitable way, three levels of complexity will be
introduced by a class concept represented in Figure 4.
The basic level is a library for manipulating symbols and symbolic expressions, as shown in the innermost box called “Symbolic Math Library” of Figure 4.
The Symbolic Math Library comprises the four modules:
 Expression
 Symbol
 Simplify
 Solve
An expression consists of symbols, numbers and operators. In case of a non-scalar symbol an expression is
used to point to the scalar elements of the symbol.
Hence, the expression module and the symbol module
use one another as shown in Figure 4. The two modules
comprise functions to:
 generate expressions/symbols,
 transform them to other types,
 manipulate ,
 get something,
 traverse,
 compare and
 replace sub-expressions.
The module “Simplify” performs symbolic simplification of expressions and the module “Solve” implements
functions to solve symbolical equations with the form
“0=exp” for sub-expression.
Based on this symbolic math library an equation system
library presents the second level, which supports all
operations to access and manipulate equations, algorithms and equation systems. The “Equation System
Library” comprises the four modules:
 Variable
 Equation
 Algorithm
 EquationSystem
This library provides functions to manipulate the system of equations, traverse them or replace variables

with other variables or expressions for example. Both
libraries have to preserve the consistency of the system
of equations.
By using the library for symbols and expressions as
well as the equation system library specific modules
can be developed for each phase of the equation system
pipeline within the third level in a safe and taskoriented way. The upper box “Modules for Optimisation” in Figure 4 for example represents optimisation
algorithms such as:
 Tearing/Relaxation
 InlineIntegration
 Linearisation
 Remove Simple Equation
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The developer can use the library functions of the equation system library and deal with the tasks of the optimisation algorithm.
The same principle holds for the box “DAE-Handler
for Index Reduction” shown in Figure 4. For example
to implement a classical handler for index reduction the
developer can use the function to get the derivatives of
the constrained equations and the function to replace
equations. The classical handler for index reduction
performs index reduction by taking the derivatives of
the constrained equations.
The two modules to perform the sorting of the equations in BLT-Form and the module for code writing use
the functions of the Symbolic Math Library and the
equation system library as well as all other modules
within the third level of the backend.
Furthermore, through the use of the library functions the implementation of debugging functionality for
the system of equations is simplified and less errorprone because the information about the performed
transformations would be added automatically by the
library functions.

7

 a comfortable way to implement symbolic manipulation algorithms
the barriers to design, implement and test new algorithms for symbolic manipulation are reduced. Clearly,
the symbolic simplification of a Modelica model is a
difficult topic and it seems that only the Modelica
compiler writers are able to provide such features. But,
with a simplified access to the Modelica compiler development the Modelica compiler writer community
can increase.
A comfortable way to implement those algorithms
can be supported with the presented class concept from
Figure 4, a development environment and the possibility to test the implemented algorithms. With the use of
MetaModelica [8] for the Modelica compiler development it would be possible for an advanced Modelica
user to implement his/her own modules. MetaModelica
is an extension of the Modelica Language for Metaprogramming facilities. Because of the similarity of
MetaModelica and Modelica the additional requirements are marginal. Using the OpenModelica Devel-

Interfaces and User Modules

With the possibility to export the system of equations
during each phase the usability of the compiler for various analysis tasks can be significantly increased.
The next level of usability can be reached with an import of equation systems. This opens up the possibilities to:
 use the backend without the frontend,
 use other optimisation tools via an intermediate file
format or an interface and
 store equation systems in different optimisation
stages and run the optimisation algorithm again with
improved optimisation modules.
As shown in Figure 5 the export is feasible by one or
more modules in the pre- or past-optimisation phase. In
Figure 5 an export to an XML-file format is shown as
one example. The import has to be realized in the input
phase to enable a consistency check of the system of
equations.
Furthermore the presented design concept does not
only include external interfaces as presented above.
Additionally internal interfaces expand the usability of
the compiler. With the advantages of the modularisation:
 replacement of modules,
 reusability of functions,
 distribution of the implementation complexity,
 limitation of complexity and

Figure 5: Interfaces for a modular Modelica compiler
backend.

opment Environment (OMDev) the requirements mentioned above would also be fulfilled.
By offering the possibility to load the modules for
symbolic manipulation dynamically during compile
time the user could combine the compiler backend with
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his/her own modules. With a standardized data object
format it would furthermore be possible to implement
new modules in a different language, e.g. C/C++.

8

Dummy Derivatives, SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing, Vol. 14. No. 3, pp. 677-692,
1993
[4] S.E. Mattsson, H. Olsson and H. Elmqvist: Dynamic Selection of States in Dymola. Modelica
Workshop 2000 Proceedings, pp. 61-67,

Conclusion

With the possibility for the user to define and use
his/her own symbolic manipulation algorithms the possibilities of using Modelica for many different kinds of
applications beside simulation can be significantly increased.
Users may on their own develop, analyse and get a
deeper understanding of symbolic manipulation algorithms and get better results for specific applications.
Furthermore, the user could e.g. get access to higher index equation system solvers without the challenge
to implement his/her own compiler.
By giving the user a safe and easy option to extend
and adapt the functionality of the compiler to their own
needs, it would be possible to enhance the development
of the compiler to a new quality and wider practicability. This paper presents a contribution to an approach
towards achieving this goal.
The described concept is partly implemented in
OpenModelica 1.6. The modularization has been
achieved, but the external API with the XML interface
is still mostly future work, and an internal API for flexible phase ordering is also future work.
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Abstract
This paper describes a package which consists of
media models for distillation process with the
method
of
classical
two-parameter
cubic
thermodynamic equation of state in Modelica on
platform MWorks. A structuralized and hierarchical
modeling strategy was proposed in order to separate
the components and the mixing rules of mixture from
the vapor-liquid equilibrium predicting methods.
With this strategy, a new media model can be
introduced by changing the components’ information
of mixture and of mixing rule. An air distillation
column model was built to test the air media model
consists of nitrogen, oxygen and argon. The results
obtained with MWorks were compared with
simulation calculated with Aspen Plus. A very good
agreement was found and the air model for
distillation in the column worked well.
Keywords: media model; distillation; Modelica;
Vapor-Liquid equilibrium

1 Introduction
Distillation process utilizes the different boiling
point of components of mixture on the same
condition to separate components from mixture. It is
widely used in petroleum refining, chemical,
metallurgical industries and so on. Up to the present
there are numerous commercialized platforms like
Aspen Plus and HYSYS that could be used to predict
distillation process. These platforms mainly contain
media model for vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE),
physicochemical constants database, process unit
models, User Interface and algorithms library.
Therein the media model is one of the most
important cores of these tools. Its computational
efficiency and accuracy have a strong impact on the
simulation consumed time and accuracy of the whole
process system model. The prediction methods of
vapor-Liquid equilibrium in these tools are mainly
fugacity coefficient method and fugacity- activity

coefficient method. With the former method the
fugacity coefficients of vapor phase and liquid phase
are calculated from the thermodynamic equation of
state. The fugacity coefficient of vapor is from the
thermodynamic equation of state (EoS) and the
activity coefficient from excess function with the
later method. The users of these tools just know how
to use vapor-liquid equilibrium model but don’t
know the mechanism of modeling in these tools.
At present, there are lots of media models for pure
substance and mixture in the Modelica Standard
Library (MSL) Media[1]. But there is no media
model for vapor-liquid equilibrium. In this paper, a
package named MediaForSapera which contains
physical property computing with the two-parameter
EoS method for vapor-liquid equilibrium was built
based on Modelica in MWorks[2]. The models in this
package are based on general concept which allows
the introduction of new working media for
distillation by modification of a new model
parameters and addition of particular equations of
different EoS methods. The media package consists
of parts as follows:
1、 Interfaces: consists of the partial media
models that contain the common variables,
constants, parameters and model structure.
At present there is a base partial model and
four partial models with two-parameter
cubic EOS methods in the package.
2、 FluidData: consists of records contain the
basic physicochemical constants, like
molecular weight and critical temperature,
and experimental regression coefficients of
pure component of the mixture, such as
coefficients of polynomial for specific
enthalpy calculation.
3、 Examples: some mixture models for
Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium, such as air
model which is made up of nitrogen,
oxygen and argon, simple air model
composed of nitrogen and oxygen. All
examples in the package are extends from
package Interfaces.
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4、 Tests: some simple models that are used to
test the media models in Examples.

2 Methods of VLE based on the
two-parameter EoS
Vapor-liquid equilibrium is a condition where a
liquid and its vapor are in equilibrium with each
other, a condition or state where the rate of
evaporation equals the rate of condensation on a
molecular level. It could be described by fugacity’s
equality of two phases as follow:
𝑓𝑖𝑉 = 𝑓𝑖𝐿

(1)

Where 𝑓𝑖𝑉 and 𝑓𝑖𝐿 means the fugacity in vapor and
liquid phase of component i respectively. There are
two methods that are used to calculate the fugacity.
One is the fugacity-activity coefficient method.
Another is fugacity coefficient method which
predicts the fugacity of two phases by EoS mean as
follows:

widely than other EoS.
In this paper, four kinds of two-parameter cubic EoS
were introduced to model the VEL of mixture. They
are RK, SRK, PR and Harmens and they could be
expressed in a unified form:
𝑅𝑇

𝑎(𝑇)

𝑝=
− 2
(3)
𝑣−𝑏
𝑣 +𝑚𝑏𝑣+𝑛𝑏 2
Where, p is the pressure of the media, pa. T the
temperature of the media, K. v molar volume, m3
/mol. R the universal gas constant, 8.314J/(mol∙K).
a(T) and b the parameters of EoS, these two
parameters of mixture are computed by mixing rule.
m, n different constants according the different EoS.
The fugacity coefficient and specific enthalphy of
mixture are the important medium properties for
distillation process simulation. For two-parameter
cubic EoS method, they are computed as follows:
∞

𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝜙𝑖 = ∫𝑉 [(
∞

𝜕𝑝

𝑅𝑇

)

−

𝜕𝑝

] 𝑑𝑉 + 𝑝𝑉 + ℎ𝑖0

𝜕𝑛𝑖 𝑇,𝑉,𝑛
𝑗

ℎ𝑖 = ∫𝑉 [𝑝 − 𝑇 ( )

𝜕𝑇 𝑉,𝑛𝑇

𝑣

] 𝑑𝑣 − 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑧 (4)
(5)

ℎ = ∑ 𝑦𝑖 ℎ𝑖
(6)
where,
z
means
the
compressibility
factor,
=pv/(RT).
(2)
ℎ𝑖 the actual specific enthalphy of component i of
mixture. ℎ𝑖0 the ideal specific enthalphy of
Where 𝛷𝑖𝑉 and 𝛷𝑖𝐿 means the fugacity coefficient
component i of mixture. h the actual specific
in vapor and liquid phase of component i
enthalphy of mixture.
respectively and 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖 the mole fraction in
vapor and liquid phase of component i respectively.
2.2 mixing rule
The fugacity coefficient method has good
thermodynamic consistency and doesn’t need the When the equation (3) is applied to mixture, the
fugacity of standard state when it is calculated. Its parameters a(T) and b should be computed by some
results agree with the experimental measurements mixing rules that could be found in reference[3]. For
very well for a range of mixture except the strong a(T) and b in RK, SRK and PR EoS, the Reid mixing
polar molecule and electrolyte system. So it is widely rule is used usually.
applied to the prediction of vapor-liquid equilibrium
𝑎 = ∑𝑖 ∑𝑗 𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑗 √𝑎𝑖 𝑎𝑗 (1 − 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )
of mixture. The two-parameter cubic EoS method is
{ 𝑚
(7)
introduced into this paper to model VLE of mixture.
𝑏𝑚 = ∑𝑖 𝑦𝑖 𝑏𝑖
𝑓 𝑉 = 𝛷𝑖𝑉 𝑦𝑖 𝑝
{ 𝑖𝐿
𝑓𝑖 = 𝛷𝑖𝐿 𝑥𝑖 𝑝

Where, 𝑎𝑚 and 𝑏𝑚 mean the parameters of EoS
for mixture. 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 and 𝑎𝑗 the parameters of
The thermodynamic equation of state has been components i and j. 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 the mole fraction of
proposed which has practical utility for the first time components i and j in vapor or liquid phase of the
by Van der Waals in year 1873 and it has been mixture. 𝑘𝑖𝑗 is
binary interaction coefficient
developed rapidly in the next one hundred years. The between component i and component j. It can be
EoS has been widely used in VLE calculation in obtained from experiment. The mixing rule for
large range of mixture, even includes strong polar Harmens EoS is different from the other three EoS. It
molecule, during the latest decades. Herein the can be consulted in reference[4].
two-parameter EoS, such as Soave-Redlich-Kwong
(SRK) equation, Redlich-Kwong equation (RK),
Peng-Robinson (PR) equation and Harmens equation, 3 Implement in MWorks
has characteristic of a small number of parameter,
simple expressions, easily-solving and exact results. There are large numbers of mixture in the distillation
So it has been developed very well and applied more process industries and so are the media properties
2.1

Two-parameter EoS
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prediction methods and the mixing rules of
components in mixture. In order to allow the

introduction of new working media for distillation by
modifying the minimizing set of parameters and

Base Level
Partial media model partialmediaModelforSepera contains
constants, variables, FluidDara structure and model description
that could be shared by all media models for seperation.

Method Level
Partial model partialmediaforSeperawithEOS extended from
partialmediaModelforsepera by adding extra specialized
variables, model description according to the different
Thermodynamical Equation of State.

Mixing rules

components

Instantiation level
Complete media models extended from
partialmediaforSeperawithEOS by assigning components of
mixture and adding mixture rule. It can be used in process unit
models.

Figure 1 Sketch of modeling strategy of media model for distillation
adding the minimizing set of equations, a
structuralized and hierarchical modeling strategy was
used for the modeling of media model package for
distillation, as shows in figure 1. The package has
three levels: base level, method level and
instantiation level.
The base level model is a partial model named
PartialMediaForSepera which all the media models
for distillation are extended from. It consists of some
common parts that can be shared by all models with
the method of two-parameter cubic EoS. The more
details are listed as follows.
 Medium constants: media name, names and
number of chemical substances, critical
proprerties, etc.
 FluidData structure: definition of record
type FluidConstants used for storing
physicochemical
constants
of
pure
substances as show in figure 2. All
components’ physicochemical constants
used in VLE mixture have to comply with
this data structure. When a new substance
is introduced, the constants are assigned in
order of the constants’ sequence in figure 2.
 ThermodynamicState: a minimum set of
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variables of state. It is used for function
calling.
BasePropertiesRecord: common variables
could be shared by all media model with all
EOS, such as pressure, specific enthalpy of
vapor and liquid phase, compressibility
factor, etc.
BaseProperties: a partial model consists of
common behavior of all media model with
all EOS.
Type
definition:
such
as
“Type
CompressibilityFactor
=
Real(final
quantity=
"compressibility",
min=0,
max=1)”.
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record FluidConstants
extends Modelica.Icons.Record;
String name "Name of ideal gas";
SI.MolarMass molarMass;
SI.Temperature criticalTemperature;
SI.AbsolutePressure criticalPressure;
SI.MolarVolume criticalMolarVolume;
Real acentricFactor " acentric factor";
CompressibilityFactor criticalcompressibility;
Real[5] bh
"coefficient of idea media SpecificEnthalpy";
end FluidConstants;

redeclare replaceable partial model extends
BaseProperties
…
equation
…
Log(FugacityCoefficientV) = b .* (zV - 1) /
bV_Mix .- Modelica.Math.log((zV - BV_Mix)) AV_Mix / BV_Mix / (2 * sqrt(2)) * (exmav /
aV_Mix .- b / bV_Mix) * (Modelica.Math.log(((zV +
2.414 * BV_Mix) / (zV - 0.414 * BV_Mix))));
…
end BaseProperties;

Figure 3 The media model with PR EoS method by
extending the base model

Figure 2 Structure of the FluidConstants
The method level model is extended from the base
level model PartialMediaForSepera by adding some
special variables and the description according to the
different two-parameter cubic EoS methods. For
instance, the PR EoS method has the expression of
the fugacity coefficient in vapor phase as follow.
𝑏𝑖
(𝑧 − 1) − 𝑙𝑛(𝑧 − 𝐵𝑚 ) −
𝑙𝑛𝜙𝑖 =
𝑏𝑚
𝐴𝑚
2√2𝐵𝑚

*

2 ∑𝑗 𝑥𝑗 𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑎𝑚

−

𝑏𝑖
𝑏𝑚

+ 𝑙𝑛 (

𝑧+(1+√2)𝐵𝑚
𝑧+(1−√2)𝐵𝑚

)

package N2O2ArWithPRMethod
extends
Interfaces.PartialMediaForSeperaWithPRMethod(
mediumName="Air for seperation",
substanceNames={"O2","Ar","N2"},
,…);
redeclare model extends BaseProperties
equation
PureFluidConstants={FluidData.O2,FluidData.Ar,
FluidData.N2};
kij={{0,0.01396,-0.01238},
{0.01396,0,-4.071e-3},
{-0.01238,-4.071e-3,0}};
end BaseProperties;
end N2O2ArWithPRMethod;

(8)

Equation (8) is a special equation which is only suit
for the PR EoS but not other. And it should be added
to the BaseProperties section when the partial
method level media model with the PR method is
built by extending the partial base level model, as
shows in figure 3.
Finally the case level models are constructed by
extending the method level models and adding the
components and the mixing rule of mixture. For
example, the air model for distillation was built by
defining the medium name, components’ names and
appointing the fluid data of Nitrogen, Oxygen and
Argon and the binary interaction coefficient of
components as figure 4.
As discussed above, the reason for introducing the
structuralized and hierarchical modeling strategy is
that we want to separate the components information
of mixture and the mixing rules from VLE predicting
method. The same VLE predicting method can be
applied to the different mixtures by changing the
components information of mixture and mixing rule
like the air model showed in figure 4. A user just
needs to know the physicochemical constants of
components and the mixing rule when the user wants
to introduce a new model.

Figure 4 Air model with PR EoS method

4 Test case
In order to validate the media model, a steady state
air distillation column model was built in Modelica
on MWorks based on the assumptions as follows.
 Every column theoretic stage is considered
as an adiabatic system.
 In the energy balance the wall material’s
heat storage is neglected.
 Chemical reactions between Nitrogen,
Oxygen and Argon are not considered.
The column contains eighteen theoretic stages and
the first of them is the condenser which is at the top
of column. The cooled feed air flows into the
fifteenth stage. Each theoretic stage obeys the mass
and energy balance.
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∑ 𝑚̇𝑖 = 0

(9)

∑ 𝑚̇𝑖 ℎ𝑖 = 0

(10)
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Where, 𝑚̇𝑖 means the mole flow rate on the inlet
and outlet of the theoretic stage. ℎ𝑖 the specific
enthalpy correspond to the 𝑚̇𝑖 .
The media model used in the column model was the
model N2O2ArWithPRMethod mentioned in the

0.01[Ar]
Feed stage
No.15
Stage numbers
18
Condensation rate
100%
Condenser pressure 5[bar]
stage pressure drop 0.01[bar]
Distillate rate
50[kmol/hour]
Reflux
1.3
The model of air separation tower was simulated
with 18 theoretical stages and the input values and
parameters used in MWorks and Aspen Plus are
listed in table 1. The physical property model in
Aspen Plus is also Peng-Robinson method.
Figure 5 Air distillation column in MWorks (left) and Figure 6 shows the temperature of medium in each
stage from the simulation in Aspen Plus and MWorks.
Aspen Plus (right)
The 18th theoretical stage is the oxygen-rich tray and
third section. The results of this model were the first stage is the condenser. The maximum
validated with calculations simulated with tool difference value of the temperature is 0.201K and the
Aspen Plus. The figure 5 shows the sketch of air mean value of that is 0.1482K between the results
distillation column model in MWorks and Aspen from MWorks and that from Aspen Plus.Figure 7
Plus. F means the cooled feed. N means nitrogen demonstrates the values of the mole fraction of
product. O means oxygen-enriched liquid air. For the components (nitrogen, oxygen and argon) of air in
case the following input values and parameters are gas phase in each stage from the simulation in
used.
MWorks and in Aspen Plus. The maximum
difference of mole fraction of nitrogen is 0.1826%
Table 1 input values and parameters in the model
between the results from MWorks and that from
Feed pressure
6[bar]
Aspen Plus. The mole fraction of oxygen 0.1820%.
The mole fraction of argon 0.0049%. The average
Feed total flow
200[kmol/hour]
difference of mole fraction of nitrogen is 0.0778%
Feed mole fraction
0.785[N2], 0.205[O2],
Plus

MWorks

Temperature/K

98
97
96
95
94
93
92
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Stage Number

Figure 6 Temperature in each stage
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N2 Plus

O2 Plus

N2 MWorks

Ar Plus

O2 MWorks

Ar MWorks

100%

mole fraction

90%
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2

3

4

5

6

7
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stage number

Figure 7 Vapor phase mole fraction profile of air distillation column

vapor-liquid equilibrium
Constants

O2 Plus

O2 MWorks

Ar Plus

Ar MWorks

N2 Plus

N2 MWorks

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11
stage number

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Figure 8 vapor-liquid equilibrium constant profile of air distillation column
between MWorks and Aspen Plus. The mole fraction
of oxygen 0.0672%. The mole fraction of argon
0.0025%.
The vapor-Liquid equilibrium constants of
substances of mixture simulated in each stage in
Aspen Plus and MWorks are showed in Figure 8. The
maximum relative difference of the equilibrium
constant of nitrogen is 0.6078% between the results
from MWorks and that from Aspen Plus. The
equilibrium constant of oxygen 2.4411%. The
equilibrium constant of argon 1.4253%. The mean
relative difference of the equilibrium constant of
nitrogen is 0.2556% between MWorks and Aspen
Plus. The equilibrium constant of oxygen 2.1032%.
The equilibrium constant of argon 0.8879%.
Summing up the above, the results obtained in the
MWorks model show similar results compared to the
Aspen Plus and the media model of air for
distillation based on Modelica in MWorks works
well.

5 Conclusions
Distillation process widely exists in Petroleum
refining and chemical industry, et al. The model for
vapor-liquid equilibrium predicting is one of the
important parts in distillation process. Its
computational efficiency and accuracy have a strong
impact on the computational efficiency and accuracy
of process model. In this paper, a media model
package, based on the structuralized and hierarchical
modeling strategy, was built for distillation process
in order to explore a suitable modeling strategy for
media model. An air model with this strategy was
used in the air separation column model and the
results were validated by the simulation in Aspen
Plus. The differences of interested variables' value
between the simulation of MWorks and of Aspen
Plus are slight and the air model works well.
At present, the method for media model is
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two-parameter cubic EoS and the number of
substances is small. The future work is adding the
other EoS and activity coefficient method for media
model and also substances to make the media
package more generally applicable.
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Abstract
The dynamic response from an evaporator is important
for control of refrigeration and air-conditioning systems. Essentially, the prediction of refrigerant charge
inside the evaporator is crucial for the dynamic behavior. The prediction of refrigerant charge follows from
suitable void fraction correlations from the literature.
A chosen set of void fraction correlations (slip flow)
and the assumption of homogeneous flow will be investigated in this paper and compared to experiments
on a simple coaxial type evaporator. The numerical
model of the evaporator is a dynamic distributed mixture model, where different void fraction correlations
can be applied. It is shown that the dynamic response
of the homogeneous model is too fast, whereas the slip
flow models agree well with the experiments. Another
difference is that the charge prediction of the homogeneous model is approximately 2-3 times less than the
slip flow models.
Keywords: refrigeration; air-conditioning; evaporator; two-phase flow; modeling; Modelica; transient;
dynamic; simulation

Nomenclature
Roman
A
Cross-sectional area (m2 )
cp
Specific heat capacity (J kg−1 K−1 )
D
Inner tube outer diameter (m)
d
Inner tube inner diameter (m)
Fw
Wall friction force (N m−3 )
G
Mass flux (kg m−2 s−1 )
g
Gravitational acceleration (m s−2 )
Ḣ
Enthalpy flow (W)

h
Specific mixed-cup enthalpy (J kg−1 )
h̄
Specific in situ mixture enthalpy (J kg−1 )
htc
Heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1 )
I˙
Momentum flow (N)
k
Thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1 )
M
Mass (kg)
ṁ
Mass flow rate (kg s−1 )
P
Channel perimeter (m)
p
Pressure (Pa)
Q̇
Heat flow rate (W)
q′′w
Wall heat flux (W m−2 )
R
Thermal resistance (K W−1 )
S
Slip ratio (-)
T
Temperature (K)
t
Time (s)
U
Velocity (m s−1 )
V̇
Volume flow rate (m3 /s)
x
Vapor quality (-)
z
Axial channel length (m)
Greek
α
Void fraction (-)
ρ
Density (kg m−3 )
ρ̄
Mixture density (kg m−3 )
′
ρ
Momentum density (kg m−3 )
σ
Surface tension (N m−1 )
θ
Angle to horizontal plane (deg.)
Subscripts
ax
Axial
b
Brine
f
Saturated liquid
g
Saturated gas
H
Homogeneous
rad
Radial
sat
Saturation
w
Wall
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1

Introduction

Refrigerant charge minimization in refrigeration and
air-conditioning systems is becoming increasingly important for environmental and legislative reasons. As
the charge is minimized the dynamic behavior of the
system becomes quicker and the requirements for the
control increases. Furthermore, new control methods
continuously evolve that requires more and more accurate prediction of the dynamic behavior of the evaporator. Thus there is a demand for accurate modeling
of the evaporator response.
The focus in this paper is the modeling of the dynamic behavior in a dry-expansion evaporator with experimental validation. The key variable here is the
void fraction. The void fraction essentially determines
the refrigerant charge and thus the dynamic response
of the evaporator. As we shall see in section 4, the
use of a void fraction correlation determines the slip
ratio of the two phases, implying a slip flow model. If
the slip ratio is assumed to be unity, then the flow is
homogeneous (i.e. both phases travel with the same
velocity), implying the homogeneous model.
Many void fraction correlations exist in the literature. Some are rather simple analytical relations, others are quite sophisticated and of empirical nature. The
question in mind is: When is it sufficient to use the homogeneous model, in contrast to the slip flow models?
Despite the large amount of work that has been done
on the development of void fraction correlations, some
void fraction correlations do not satisfy a smooth transition in void fraction at the two-phase to vapor phase
transition. Woldesemayat and Ghajar [1] compared 68
void fraction correlations in order to find an acceptable
void fraction correlation that could predict most of the
collected experimental data for all inclination angles,
fluids and flow patterns. They developed a modified
version of the Dix [2] model, however, the model does
not ensure a smooth transition at the two-phase to vapor phase transition. For dynamic simulation the transition and its derivatives should be continuous or at
least a smoothening may be used. Furthermore, the
correlation complexity should be sought to a minimum
while capturing the main dynamics of interest.
Woldesemayat and Ghajar [1] also gave void fraction correlation recommendations, considering each
specific type of flow. For horizontal flow, as is the
case of consideration in this paper, the void fraction of
Premoli et al. [3] was worth the general recommendation among others, regardless of flow regime and fluids. Recently, the same void fraction model was recommended by Maa et al. [4] and Mader et al. [5] as the

best choice for R410A air-conditioners. The model
also ensures a smooth transition at the two-phase to
vapor-phase transition, and for these reasons the Premoli et al. [3] model will be used in this study.
Wojtan et al. [6] recommends Steiners version of
the Rouhani and Axelsson void fraction model [7],
and uses this model in their general flow map [8] for
predicting both two-phase heat transfer and pressure
drop in a flow regime dependant way. The earlier
versions of the Rouhani and Axelsson model did not
ensure a smooth transition from two-phase to vapor
phase, however Steiner modified the model for horizontal flow in a way that ensures a smooth transition. The Steiner version of the Rouhani and Axelsson
model is also included in this study.
The two aforementioned void fraction correlations
are both sophisticated models and functions of pressure, p, vapor quality, x, mixture mass flux, G, surface tension, σ , and acceleration of gravity, g. Simpler
models only dependant on pressure and vapor quality
exists, e.g. the Zivi [9] model, which is one of the
simplest void fraction models. The inclusion of the
Zivi [9] model fulfills our set of slip flow models to be
investigated in this paper.
The paper includes a brief description of the experiments, the test rig and the numerical modeling framework. Then the results of the transient evaporator response are addressed.

2 The experiments
The experimental data are obtained from the master
thesis of Antonius [10], who compared the experimental results with commercial software Sinda/Fluint
[11]. The thesis is written in Danish, however the main
results are given in English in Jakobsen et al. [12].
Sinda/Fluint is a general thermo-fluid network analyzer capable of simulating static and dynamic behavior of multi-phase fluid networks as they interact with
thermal structures, using a lumped parameter finitedifference approach. It is quite similar to the numerical
model introduced in section 4, however the empirical
correlations for heat transfer, friction coefficient and
void fraction are restricted to a predefined possibilities.
The test case geometry and boundary conditions
were kept as simple as possible in order to focus on
the two-phase flow. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the test
case coaxial evaporator and corresponding boundary
conditions for the numerical simulations. The outer
tube wall is insulated to minimize heat flow from the
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ṁin , hin

Ethanol

Ethanol

R22

R22

ṁb , Tb,in
V̇out

Figure 1: Sketch of test case evaporator
surroundings. R22 is the refrigerant flowing in the in- 4 Model formulation
ner tube, whereas ethanol with 10% water by mass is
flowing in countercurrent direction in the outer tube The model is implemented in Dymola 7.4 [13]. Dymola is based on the Modelica language and facilishell.
tates object-oriented programming, which is important
Both a step in refrigerant mass inflow and volume
for model reuse and extension. Dymola has been well
outflow was considered in the work by Antonius [10].
tested within the field of air-conditioning and refrigThe original data does unfortunately no longer exist,
eration [14, 15]. Thermophysical properties for R22
however, the boundary conditions as function of time,
are obtained from the Refeqns package [16]. Theras indicated on figure 1, was curve fitted in the work to
mophysical properties for ethanol with 10% water by
be used as input to Sinda/Fluint. Only one set of these
mass are obtained from VDI Wärmeatlas [17].
curve fits is available in the thesis, whereas the rest are
missing. For these reasons it is only possible to reproduce the evaporator response on a step change in vol- 4.1 Refrigerant flow
ume outflow. The dynamics of the mass outflow and The simplest form of the one-dimensional two-phase
outlet pressure is then compared to the homogeneous flow models is chosen, i.e. the mixture model as demodel and slip flow models. The mass inflow, mass rived by performing a differential analysis on each
outflow and outlet pressure are obtained from figures phase and adding the phasic equations [18]. The result
in Antonius [10] by graphical means for the compari- is the mixture mass conservation, the mixture momenson.
tum conservation and the mixture energy conservation
equations given by

3

A

The test rig
∂ ṁ ∂
+
∂t
∂z



ṁ2
ρ ′A



∂ ρ̄ ∂ ṁ
+
=0
∂t
∂z
= −A

(1)

∂p
− FwA − ρ̄ gA sin θ (2)
∂z

A schematic of the test rig is shown in figure 2. The
 ∂
test case coaxial evaporator is 7 m long and made of
∂
A
ρ̄ h̄ − p + (ṁh) = Pq′′w
(3)
cobber. The inner tube has an internal and outer diam∂t
∂z
eter of 11.1 and 12.7 mm, respectively, and the outer where it has been assumed that thermodynamic equitube outer diameter is 20.18 mm.
librium exists and that the changes in kinetic and poThe following data are used to obtain the appropri- tential energy are negligible. The mixture density, speate boundary conditions as shown in figure 1. At the cific in situ enthalpy, specific mixed-cup enthalpy and
inlet of the evaporator, the mass flow is measured di- momentum density are given by
rectly by M2, the mixed-cup enthalpy h is found using the subcooled liquid temperature T3 and pressure
ρ̄ = ρg α + ρ f (1 − α )
(4)
P1. The volume flow at the outlet of the evaporator is
h̄ = [ρ f h f (1 − α ) + ρg hg α ]/ρ̄
(5)
found using the mass flow M1 and the density of the
superheated vapor at temperature T1 and pressure P3.
h = (1 − x)h f + xhg
(6)
The mass flow M3 and temperature T4 are directly ap

−1
(1 − x)2
x2
plicable as boundary conditions for the brine system.
ρ′ =
+
(7)
ρ f (1 − α ) ρg α
A thorough documentation of the test rig (e.g. apparatus, calibration and data acquisition method) can where the void fraction is defined as α = Ag /A, and
the vapor quality is defined as x = ṁg /ṁ.
be found in Antonius [10].
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P1

P3
T6

T4

Measurements:
T = Temperature
M = Mass flow
P = Pressure

M3

Heater
H

7/8"

Figure 2: Evaporator test rig
Using the definition of the slip ratio, the void fracThe state variables are chosen to be h̄ and p. The
tion and the vapor quality, the fundamental void- derivative of the mixture density with respect to time
is computed by use of the chain rule
quality relation can be derived as
Ug
=
S =
Uf

ṁg
ρg α A
ṁ f
ρ f (1−α )A

∂ ρ̄
∂ ρ̄ ∂ p ∂ ρ̄
=
+
∂t
∂ p h̄ ∂ t
∂ h̄

x ρf 1− α
1 − x ρg α

=

(8)

ρg 1 − x
S
α = 1+
ρf x

−1

∂ ρ̄
∂p
(9)

If homogeneous flow is assumed, then S = 1 and the
homogeneous void fraction, αH , may be calculated by
equation 9. Furthermore, for homogeneous flow it can
be shown that h̄ = h and ρ ′ = ρ̄ = ρH by using the
homogeneous void fraction, where the homogeneous
mixture density, ρH , becomes

ρH =



x
1−x
+
ρg
ρf

−1

(11)

where the partial derivatives of mixture density with
respect to pressure and in situ enthalpy are calculated
by numerical finite difference as

and rewritten in terms of the void fraction as


∂ h̄
p ∂t

∂ ρ̄
∂ h̄

=

ρ̄ (p + ∆p, h̄) − ρ̄ (p, h̄)
∆p

(12)

=

ρ̄ (p, h̄ + ∆h̄) − ρ̄ (p, h̄)
∆h̄

(13)

h̄

p

Equations 1, 2 and 3 are discretized according to
the Finite Volume Method (FVM), where the number
of control volumes must be high enough to resolve the
spatial distribution of properties.
The staggered grid structure is adopted as described
by Patankar [19]. It means that the mass and energy
conservation will be solved on the control volume grid,
and the momentum equation will be solved on a stag(10) gered grid as depicted on figure 3, where ψ denotes
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a thermodynamic quantity and ψ̂ its approximation. where d I˙ is the momentum flow difference between
Similar discretization methodology was used in [20]. the staggered grid cells. The use of the central difference scheme serves to avoid discontinuities in the
ψ̂i
ψ̂i+1
momentum equation.
Inlet
Outlet
Boundary models are used to compute other boundψ1
ψi
ψn
···
···
ary conditions than the ones indicated on figure 1, i.e.
˙ d I,
˙ ψ̂ . The change of momentum flow d I˙ at the
Ḣ, I,
ṁi+1
ṁn+1
···
···
ṁi
ṁ1
inlet or outlet is simply set to zero, whereas the other
variables are computed from the thermodynamic state
Figure 3: Staggered grid structure; thick = control voland the mass flow rate.
ume grid, dashed = staggered grid
Correlations for the frictional force, Fw , the heat
The mass and energy conservation equations be- transfer coefficient, htc , and the void fraction, α (if slip
flow), must be supplied to close the system of equacome
tions.
d ρ̄i
= ṁi − ṁi+1
(14)
A∆z
dt
4.2 Tube wall

d
ρ̄i h̄i − pi = Ḣi − Ḣi+1 + Q̇i
A∆z
(15)
dt
The tube wall is discretized according to the Resiswhere the enthalpy flow Ḣi = ṁi ĥi and heat flow Q̇i = tance Capacitance Method [21]. The method essenP∆zq′′w,i = P∆zhtc,i (Tw,i − Ti ) have been used, and New- tially uses the thermal resistances to describe the heat
ton’s law of cooling is applied with the well known flows across the tube wall boundaries. The tube wall is
assumed to have rotational symmetry, i.e. T = T (r, z),
heat transfer coefficient htc .
For convection dominated flows the upwind differ- and thus the energy equation for each discrete cell beence scheme is recommended to approximate thermo- comes
dynamic quantities onto the staggered grid, because
dT
central difference scheme may lead to non-physical so= Q̇W + Q̇E + Q̇S + Q̇N
(20)
Mc p
st
dt
lutions. The 1 order upwind scheme is obtained by
taking the control volume face value (staggered grid where Q̇ = −P∆zq′′ from equation 3. The entering
S
w
center) to be equal to the nearest upstream control vol- and leaving heat flows are depicted on figure 4.
ume center, thus
Q̇N

B

ψ̂i ≈ δi ψi + (1 − δi ) ψi−1

i = 1..n + 1

(16)

r

where δi is the indicator function denoting the direction of the mass flow

0 ṁ ≥ 0
δi =
(17)
1 ṁ < 0



I˙i−1 − I˙i + I˙i − I˙i+1
d I˙i−1 + d I˙i
=
2
2

Section B − B

B

Figure 4: Heat flows to and from the tube wall
By definition, the heat flows are computed as Q̇ =
∆T /R, where the thermal resistances in the radial and
axial directions to the midpoint of the wall cell are

(18)

where the momentum flow I˙i = ṁ2i /(ρ̂i′ A) has been
used and the difference in momentum flow, ∆I˙i , is approximated according to the 2nd order central difference scheme as

∆I˙i ≈

Q̇E
Q̇S

The momentum equation becomes

d ṁi
= ∆I˙i − A (pi − pi−1 ) − Fw,i A∆z
∆z
dt
−ρ̄ˆ i gA∆z sin θ

Q̇W

φ

Rax = 0.5

Rrad = 0.5

∆z
kA

ln D/2
d/2
2π k∆z

(21)

(22)

The boundary condition at the inlet and outlet of the
(19) pipe wall is simply no heat flow in the axial direction.
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4.3

Liquid flow

Table 1: Overview of used correlations

The liquid flow is assumed to be incompressible and
cannot accumulate mass or energy. With these assumptions the mass and energy conservation equations
for each liquid cell reads
ṁin − ṁout = 0

(23)

(ṁc p T )in − (ṁc p T )out + Q̇N = 0

(24)

Dittus and Boelter [22]

Single phase refrigerant
Heat transfer
Friction

Gnielinski [23]
Blasius [24]

Two-phase refrigerant
Heat transfer
Friction

Again Newton’s law of cooling is applied to compute the heat transfer as
Q̇N = htc ∆zP(Tw − Tin )

Liquid brine
Heat transfer

Void fraction

(25)

Shah [25]
Müller-Steinhagen and
Heck [26]
Zivi [9]
Premoli et al. [3]
Steiners version of Rouhani
and Axelsson [7]

where the 1st order upwind approximation of the liquid
cell temperature is used. A correlation for the heat
able to quickly apply changes to the model formulatransfer coefficient must be applied.
tion and correlations if necessary.

4.4

Smooth functions

A first order continuous function is applied at the
phase transitions (0 ≤ x < 0.05 and 0.95 < x ≤ 1). The
function ensures a smooth transition from two-phase
to single phase in heat transfer and frictional pressure
drop correlations. If the transitions are discontinuous,
the equation solver might be slow or even fail to converge. The first order continuous function is described
in Richter [15]. The used correlations are shown in
table 1.

5 Results

4.5

All the used correlations for the void fraction (slip flow
models) are shown in table 1.
Using equation 9 with S = 1 becomes the homogeneous model, where each phase travels with the same
velocity. If we use the slip ratio correlation by Zivi
[9] in equation 9, i.e. S = (ρg /ρ f )−1/3 , we get the
Zivi void fraction model. The Premoli et al. [3] model
and the Steiners version of the Rouhani and Axelsson
model [7] depend on both flow and fluid properties in
more complicated ways. The void fraction models are
compared in figure 6 as functions of vapor quality.
It is clearly seen that the area of the liquid is smaller
in the homogeneous model, indicating a faster dynamic response compared to all the other models. The
Premoli model and the Steiners version of the Rouhani
and Axelsson model seam almost the same for the specific refrigerant and conditions. At low vapor qualities the Zivi model shows the largest amount of liquid,
however at vapor qualities above 0.2, which is often
the case for dry-expansion systems, it shows less liquid than the Premoli model and the Steiners version of
the Rouhani and Axelsson model, indicating a faster

Heat exchanger architecture

Components of the refrigerant (both control volume
grid cell and staggered grid cell), the wall and the liquid have been made in Dymola, and essentially arrays
of these components are put together to form the evaporator in counter flow operation, as shown on figure
5.
Liquid

Refrigerant

1

···

n

LiqCell

···

LiqCell

WallCell

···

WallCell

RefCell

···

RefCell

Liquid

Refrigerant

Figure 5: Heat exchanger architecture, counter flow.
We chose to use 30 cells in our simulations. Furthermore, we did not use any of the elements of the
Modelica standard library. We chose this to learn every step of the implementation in Modelica and to be

In this section, the results are compared to the experimental data at a step decrease or increase in volume
outflow. The cases correspond to a change in outflow
by capacity control of the compressor. Firstly, we address the different void fraction correlations to be used.

5.1 Comparison of the void fraction models
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3.5

A step increase in volume outflow

In figure 8, the response of the mass outflow and the
outlet pressure are compared at a step increase in volume outflow.
At time equal 7 seconds the increase in volume outflow occurs. The step shows a quite large overshoot
in the mass outflow, however, it adjusts quicker to
the new quasi-steady state after approximately 25 seconds. Again the homogeneous model shows another
undershoot after the overshoot. The pressure decreases
on the step increase of volume outflow. Again the homogeneous model shows an undershoot in contrast to
the other void fraction models.

60

5.5

A step decrease in volume outflow

In figure 7, the response of the mass outflow and the
outlet pressure are compared at a step decrease in volume outflow.
At time equal 5 seconds the step occurs. The step
shows an undershoot in mass outflow in the experiment and the models. The models have a sharp edge
at the peak of the undershoot, which originates from
the curve fitted boundary condition for volume outflow. After the undershoot the mass outflow increases
and adjusts to a new steady state after approximately
40 seconds. Only the homogeneous model shows an
overshoot during the transient response. Similarly, the
pressure increases as the volume outflow decreases,
however, only the homogeneous model shows an overshoot here.

50

(b)

dynamic response, however, not as fast as the homogeneous model.

5.3

Measured inflow
Measured outflow
Homogen outflow
Zivi outflow
Premoli outflow
SvR&A outflow

0.3

0.1

Figure 6: Comparison of the chosen void fraction
models. (R22, Tsat = −5.7◦ C, p = 4.12 bar, G = 124
kg m−2 s−1 )
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Figure 7: Mass outflow (a) and pressure outlet (b) response on decrease in volume outflow

5.4 Discussion
Apparently, the homogeneous model reacts too
quickly. The response of the Premoli model and the
Steiners version of the Rouhani and Axelsson model
seam to predict almost the same and the most accurate responses from the evaporator. The Zivi model
seam to be quite close to the experimental data, and
can be considered as an easy way to capture the main
dynamics of the evaporator, however, if the dynamics
are more important, one should turn to the more sophisticated void fraction models.
Another observation is that the steady state values
are not affected by the individual void fraction models. This is because the two-phase heat transfer and
frictional pressure drop correlations are functions of
vapor quality and not the choice of the void fraction
correlation. Some more sophisticated two-phase heat
transfer and frictional pressure drop correlations incorporate their own void fraction correlation in for example their heat transfer correlation [27]. One may
inspect the equations 1, 2 and 3 and find that almost
only the dynamic terms are affected by the void frac-
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(a)

evaporator at time=0 from figure 7, however, on figure 8 at time=0 the two-phase area was approximately
85% in the evaporator. This leads to the differences
in the refrigerant charge predictions from the steady
states in figure 7 to 8 at time=0. When the volume
flow goes down the pressure increases, both the overall UA-value and temperature difference between the
refrigerant and the brine decreases, and it results in
a smaller heat transfer and larger two-phase area. In
other words, the refrigerant will be sucked out of the
evaporator as the volume outflow increases at no control of the superheat.
Using the Premoli model and the Steiners version
of the Rouhani and Axelsson model, as the most accurate void fraction models, shows that the homogeneous
model underpredicts the refrigerant charge by approximately 2-3 times. The Zivi model lies in between.
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Figure 8: Mass outflow (a) and pressure outlet (b) response on increase in volume outflow
tion model. Other terms that are affected by the choice
of void fraction model are the accelerational and gravitational pressure drop terms. For horizontal flow gravitational pressure drop vanish, however, usually both
these terms are approximately an order of magnitude
less than the frictional pressure drop [15, 28]. Furthermore, they do not influence the heat transfer and
corresponding evaporation pressure.
The refrigerant charge in the evaporator (both twophase and superheated area) are shown in table 2 at
time equals 0 from figure 7 and 8, i.e. the two different
steady states.
Table 2: Refrigerant charge in the evaporator at time=0
from figure 7 and 8
Homogen
[g]

Zivi
[g]

ss∗ (figure 7)
10.7
16.8
ss∗ (figure 8)
26.3
57.9
∗ ss = steady state (at time=0)

Premoli
[g]

SvR&A
[g]

24.0
79.8

22.6
76.2

It can be concluded that the homogeneous model is
insufficient for modeling of the dynamic evaporator
response of the current coaxial evaporator with high
accuracy. If one wants to investigate the dynamic behavior due to refrigerant movement and amount of refrigerant in the evaporator, then a slip flow model is
needed, since the homogeneous model gives inaccurate results. The choice of a given slip flow model
must be considered for both numerical and accuracy
reasons, which unfortunately are counteracting.
In this study the Premoli et al. [3] void fraction
model and the Steiners version of the Rouhani and Axelsson [7] void fraction model gave the most accurate
evaporator response. The simple void fraction model
by Zivi [9] gave less accurate results, but quite much
better than the homogeneous void fraction model.
These investigations considered a step in volume
outflow, but similar conclusions with regard to voidfraction model validity are expected for a step in mass
inflow to the evaporator, as pointed out in [10, 12]. Investigation of the control strategy of a capacity controlled compressor or an expansion valve using the
measured superheat as feedback, are examples, where
the use of a slip flow model is required.
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Abstract
Strong coupling with a CFD software is usually suited
to the coupled transient simulation of an hydraulic
component (like a valve, a pump, ...) with its surrounding environment. Due to the nature of the solvers
used by CFD code, co-simulation is generally the best
way to couple a Modelica system-level simulator and
a CFD solver. This article describes a methodology
and the associated technology for establishing a cosimulation between a Modelica model simulated with
an ODE/DAE solver like the one encountered in LMS
Imagine.Lab AMESim, and a 3D model of flow computed by a CFD software. The physical, numerical,
and computer-related aspects of co-simulation handled
by this methodology are exemplified on an application
test case in fluid power.
Keywords: Tool Coupling; Co-simulation; Hydraulic Component Modeling; CFD

1

be decoupled from its surrounding environment. In
such a case, the boundary conditions are well-known,
and act as real sources with no reactions. If the flow is
coupled to its environment, and this is frequently the
case when performing transient simulation of a complete hydraulic circuit, the whole coupled system has
to be simulated. This can be done by coupling the CFD
model with the system-level model, the latter providing the boundary conditions of the meshed fluid domain. Coupling a system-level simulator with a CFD
code can be performed through different approaches
[7]:
• Weak coupling is well suited to the case of hydraulic models (or a part of it) which can be reduced to a static relationship between a small
number of lumped variables. This relationship is
usually characterized by performing batch runs in
the CFD code, and gathering the results in lookup
tables.

Introduction

The detailed design of an hydraulic component like a
compound relief valve [1] is a complex task and requires a model including many details. The methodology to model this component implies starting with a
simple model and after analysis and comparison with
experimental results, the model is made more complex
step by step. With this approach it is possible to understand the influence of different parts of the valve on
the overall system transient behavior. However experimental results might not be available for all subsystems. In such cases involving complex 2D or 3D geometries with turbulent flows and distributed phenomena like cavitation, the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics simulation is of great help. CFD modeling is
easy to setup when the fluid domain to be studied can

• Strong coupling with a CFD software is usually
suited to the coupled transient simulation of an
hydraulic component with its surrounding environment (remaining part of the hydraulic circuit,
thermal exchanges, mechanical work done by the
fluid, ...). Due to the nature of the solvers used
by CFD code, co-simulation is generally the only
way to couple a Modelica system-level simulator
and a CFD solver [10].
The following sections describes a methodology for
establishing a co-simulation between a Modelica simulation environment with an ODE/DAE solver and a
2D/3D model of flow computed by a CFD software.
The physical, numerical, and computer-related aspects
of co-simulation handled by this methodology are exemplified step-by-step on an application test case.
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2
2.1

Application test case: modelling of
a compound relief valve
Overall system description

The hydraulic system considered as test case is
sketched out on Figure 1. This type of pilot-operated
valve is usually used for limiting the pressure in an
hydraulic circuit, by releasing a fraction of the flow
from the inlet of the valve to its outlet. On the contrary of the direct-acting valves like the check-valves,
operation of a compound relief valve is not affected by
the flow going through it. A small pressure difference
across the ball valve is enough to open the pilot valve
indenpendently of the main flow rate from inlet to outlet. The corresponding Modelica system-level model
is shown on Figure 2.
Figure 2: Sketch of the Modelica model of a compound relief valve.
using two hydraulic capacitive elements, which
are explicitly materialized on the sketch. The corresponding pressures are acting on the spool body
through the two piston-like elements.
2. The mechanical part directly represents the rigid
body dynamics of the spool submitted to the pressure, spring and viscous damping forces.
At the top of the model sketch lies the pilot valve,
which is a ball poppet valve. The hydraulic part of
this model is aimed at being replaced by the detailed
CFD model shown on Figure 3. A simplified Modelica model of the flow in the valve seat is described in
the next section. The remaining mechanical part is the
rigid body dynamics of the ball submitted to the static
and dynamic fluid forces and to the spring force. In the
model, the motion of the ball is limited in its travel by
Figure 1: Sketch of the compound relief valve
an ideal endstop which corresponds to the pilot valve
The model tries to reproduce the transient behavior being closed.
of the valve operating in a simplified hydraulic circuit
made of a varying-flowrate pump and a load, on the 2.2 System-level model of the pilot valve
left and right sides of the circuit sketch. At the center
of the sketch, each component of the valve has a func- To study the stability of the coupled system resulting
tional modeling counterpart on the Modelica model, from the co-simulation of the detailed CFD model of
using the hydraulic component design approach [2] the ball valve with the system-level of the hydraulic
cicruit and mechanical part of the valve, a simpli[3]. The spool valve model is made of two parts:
fied equivalent system-level model of the ball valve is
1. The hydraulic part deals with the flow through the needed.
The model tries to reproduce the transient behavior
outer orifices of the spool, which areas depend on
the spool position. It also describes the pressure of the ball poppet submitted to the pressure and viscosdynamics in the top and bottom spool chambers ity forces arising from the turbulent flow in the valve
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Figure 3: 2D axisymmetric fluid domain considered for detailed flow modeling.
the flow number λ being given by:
q
Dh
λ=
2 ρ( p̄) (pup − pdn )
µ( p̄)
λcrit is the critical value of the flow number, corresponding to the laminar-turbulent transition. The hydraulic diameter Dh is directly linked to the ball lift by
a geometrical relation:
Dh = 2 x sin θ

(3)

When the ball is rising, the actual flow rate is bounded
by the inlet area rather than the throat area. This is
taken into account in the Modelica model by computseat. The modeling assumptions and analysis follow ing a maximum lift xmax such that in equation (2) the
roughly [4]. The flow rate through the valve is given area becomes equal to the inlet area:
by the elementary orifice law:
π
Ah (xmax ) = D2s
s
4
2 (pup − pdn )
q = cd Ah (x)
(1) where Ds is the seat diameter. The effective lift value,
ρ( p̄)
bounded by x
is then used to compute the throat
Figure 4: Geometry of the ball poppet valve.

max

where pup , pdn , and p̄ = 21 (pup + pdn ) are the upstream, downstream and mean pressures, ρ the fluid
density depending mainly on pressure, Ah the throat
area, and cd the discharge coefficient. The throat area,
shown on Figure 4 depends geometrically on the ball
lift x:
π
Ah (x) = x sin θ (x sin θ + Db )
(2)
2
with Db the ball diameter and θ the half chamfer angle. The discharge coefficient is usually modeled as a
smooth function of the flow number:
cd = cd,max tanh(

2λ
)
λcrit

area (2) and the hydraulic diameter (3).
The hydromechanical part of the model deals with
the fluid forces acting on the ball. Static pressure
forces are usually distinguished from dynamic forces
stemming from the acceleration of fluid through the
orifice. Under varying flow conditions resulting from
varying lift, the pressure distribution along the ball can
have large variations. The dependency of the pressure
distribution, and hence of the active area used in the
computation of the static pressures forces, could be
studied using a preliminary uncoupled CFD computation [6]. The pressure field is computed at steady-state
for different value of the ball lift. Some results are
shown on Figure 5.
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chart shown on Figure 6 synthesizes this methodology used to couple a system-level simulator with thirdparty simulation software. The choices made for coupling the 1D system-level model of an hydromechanic
system with a CFD model are emphasized on the flow
chart. The next sections explain these choices.

3.1

Type of physical coupling

The first choice to be made is between weak couFigure 5: Pressure distribution in the orifice for two pling or strong coupling. Weak coupling means that
different fixed ball lifts.
the model could be reduced to a dynamic part, cascaded with a non-linear static part, obtained by statFor laminar flows, the pressure drop occurs at the ically characterizing the system on some operating
minimum geometrical cross section
points, typically using some batch run functionality
of the CFD software. Weak coupling has many adπ
Al = D2b cos2 θ
vantages from the numerical and the software point
4
of view: the external model is generally reduced to
As it is shown on Figure 5 when transiting from small data tables that are evaluated directly in the systemball lift to high lift, the flow becomes turbulent and level simulator, using a table lookup library [7]. Howseparates from the ball, and the corresponding pres- ever, as we are interested in the study of the coupled
sure distribution moves towards the inlet [5]. A model, system in general transient conditions, the weak couproposed by [4], takes this into account by considering pling seems inappropriate. Static characterization - if
the laminar-turbulent transition. The active area A p is it makes sense - would require a lot of batch run comthus a fraction of the geometrical pressurized area:
putations with varying boundary conditions. As the
model reduction assumptions cannot be always made
q
(
λ
Ap
1 + λcrit ( f − 1) if λ ≤ λcrit
=
(4) about a CFD model, strong or full coupling between
Al
the two models is considered here.
f
if λ > λcrit
where 0 < f < 1 is a turbulent active area factor, fit3.2 Solver interaction
ted on the steady-state CFD computations. Finally, the
fluid forces acting on the ball are given by the sum of The two models being strongly coupled, the next
the static pressure forces and the dynamic or jet forces: choice to be done deals with the numerical solvers
used to perform the transient simulation of the couF = A p (pup − pdn ) + Fjet
pled system. The best way is to use only one numerical integration solver, simulating a unique mathwith
ematical model, obtained by importing one of the
two involved model into the other one. This way,
Fjet = ρ( p̄) q (vup − vdn cos θ )
the numerical issues are only related to the capabiliAh (x)
− cos θ ) ties of the numerical integration scheme to handle the
= 2 cd Ah (x) (pup − pdn ) (cd
Ah (xmax )
physically-originating stiffnesses of the coupled system, which could typically be handled by variable3 Coupling principles and methodol- timestep variable-order linear multistep methods. Importing the external model into the system-level simuogy
lator implies obviously that this model could be exWhen trying to couple simulators, many different ported from its simulation environment, either the
issues arise (types of physical coupling, numerical mathematical structure of the equations, or the value of
methods, software and hardware implementations) the parameters to be fed to an equivalent model. Howwhich seem intricate at a first glance. A general ever, with most of the CFD software [9], the mathemethodology [7] is required to prioritize these is- matical structure of the fluid model (including consersues, thus avoiding suboptimal choices based only on vation laws like the Navier-Stokes equations and concomputer-related contingencies. The decision flow stitutive relations like fluid properties or rheological
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Figure 6: Decision flow chart for a general simulators coupling methodology.
models) is tightly linked with the numerical methods
used to discretize it. Exporting the whole fluid model
from a CFD software seems very difficult to realize,
and the solver capabilities that would be required to
solve such a model are very specific, and are not available in general system-level simulators. That is why
the two solvers must be retained, and the transient simulation is performed through co-simulation.

The Modelica model described on Figure 2 is modified in order to delegate the detailed modelling of the
flow in the seat to the CFD code. The modified part of
the AMESim-Modelica model is shown on Figure 7.
A non-standard construction called external connector is introduced to enforce the causality at the boundary of the Modelica model. A Modelica model with
such connectors is processed by the AMESim Modelica compiler in the usual a-causal way, except for the
variables declared as external inputs which have their
3.3 System partitioning for co-simulation
causality imposed by the outside world. The part of
the model corresponding to the valve seat is removed
In co-simulation, the two involved solvers exchange from model and three causal/a-causal gateway models
only a predefined set of variables at some communica- are introduced at the boundary of the model:
tion time point. Thus, the whole coupled system must
connector ConnectForceInPosOut
be partitioned in two subsystems, and the exchanged external
output SIunits.Velocity v;
variables on the boundary have to be precisely defined.
output SIunits.Position x;
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Figure 7: Modified Modelica model with external connectors.
input SIunits.Force
f;
end ConnectForceInPosOut;
model ForceInputPosOutput
ConnectForceInPosOut c "Causal connector";
Flange
a "A-causal connector";
equation
a.f + c.f = 0;
a.x = c.x;
a.v = c.v;
end ForceInputPosOutput;

These models act as sources or sensors from the
system-level point of view and they carry the exchanged variables shown on Table 1.

In the system-level to CFD direction, the variable
is directly read from the Modelica model, and applied
as a space-constant boundary condition (pressure, wall
position and velocity) to the CFD model. In the other
external connector ConnectFlowInPressureOut
direction, the variable is computed by integrating the
output SIunits.Pressure_bar
p;
input SIunits.VolumeflowRate q;
related quantity (pressure giving force, fluid velocend ConnectFlowInPressureOut;
ity giving flow rate) on the boundaries. Some additional unit conversions are performed in the extermodel FlowrateInputPressureOutput
ConnectFlowInPressureOut c "Causal connector"; nal causal/a-causal connectors, since the Modelica liFluidPort
fp "A-causal connector";
brary upon which the model is built works with SI
equation
fp.q + c.q = 0;
units, whereas the CFD software user functions used
fp.p = SIunits.from_bar(c.p);
for specifying the boundary conditions could be writend FlowrateInputPressureOutput;
ten in trade units.
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Modelica Model
ForceInputPosOutput

ForceInputPosOutput

ForceInputPosOutput

FlowrateInput
PressureOutput

(instance 1)
FlowrateInput
PressureOutput

(instance 1)
FlowrateInput
PressureOutput

(instance 2)
FlowrateInput
PressureOutput

(instance 2)

Variable
x
(ball position)
v
(ball velocity)
f
(fluid forces
acting on ball)
p
(pressure
at inlet)
q
(flow rate
at inlet)
p
(pressure
at outlet)
q
(flow rate
at outlet)

3.5

Causality
to CFD
to CFD

from CFD

to CFD

from CFD

to CFD

from CFD

Table 1: Variables exchanged during co-simulation.

3.4

Modular integration type

The two subsystems being coupled through the state
variables listed on Table 1, there is no need to set up a
full algebraic coupling method, and hence only the explicit modular integration method is implemented on
each simulator, as depicted on Figure 8. The simulation time is partitioned in macro time step, in which
the integration process is strictly cascaded from a simulator to another, whatever the actual order. Inside a
macro time step, the exchanged variables are held constant.

Figure 8: Explicit modular integration scheme.

Time stepping

The choice of a co-simulation time step T (or macro
time step size) is determined by numerical stability
of the co-simulated system with respect to the continuous case. Co-simulating two systems with explicit modular integration method introduces a sample with zero-order hold on the exchanged variables.
The whole system obtained is a loop sampled system,
which numerical stability may differ from the intrinsic physical stability of the fully coupled continuous
system. Stability study of such loop sampled system
is carried using the usual stability criteria from linear
control system theory [8]. The coupled system comprising the seat and the mechanical part of the valve
has many non-linearities, arising from geometry or
pressure-dependent fluid properties. To study the stability of the loop sampled system, the system has to
be linearized around some operating point. This can
be performed using the Linear Analysis Tools from
LMS Imagine.Lab, once the most dimensioning operating point has been recognised. At high ball lift, the
flow in the seat becomes turbulent, and flow separation occurs. This means that the pressure drop moves
towards the inlet, and the active area of the ball is decreased, while the influence of the momentum forces
is increased. Stability study of the coupled system is
thus carried by considering a linearized model of the
mechanical part of the valve subjected to the sole jet
or momentum forces of the fluid. In this simplified
linearized system, co-simulation is taken into account
by considering a sample and zero-order hold at rate T
of the ball position. The hydraulic stiffness kh represents the sensitivity of the jet forces with respect to the
valve lift, at the desired operating point (typically high
lift). The bloc-diagram of the resulting loop sampled
system is depicted on Figure 9.

Figure 9: Bloc diagram of the loop sampled system
considered for studying co-simulation stability.
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The discrete transfer function of this loop sampled
system is then given by:


1 − e−T s
1
kh
Hloop (z) = Z
m s2 + d s + k
s


ω02
−1
= (1 − z ) Kloop Z
s (s2 + 2 ζ ω0 s + ω02 )
with Kloop =

kh
m ω02

the loop gain, ω02 =

k
m

the un-

damped natural frequency, and ζ = 2 √dk m the mechanical damping ratio. Finally the loop transfer function
is given by:
Hloop (z) =
with ωd =

Kloop (a z + b)
2
−ζ
z − 2 z e ω0 T cos ωd T + e−2 ζ ω0 T

(5)
Figure 10: Bode diagram of the loop transfer function
for a co-simulation time step T = 0.1µs.

p
1 − ζ 2 ω0 ,

ζ e−ζ ω0 T
a = 1 − e−ζ ω0 T cos ωd T − p
sin ωd T
1−ζ2
and
ζ e−ζ ω0 T
b = e−2 ζ ω0 T − e−ζ ω0 T cos ωd T + p
sin ωd T
1−ζ2
At the operating point corresponding to high ball lift,
the Linear Analysis Tool of LMS Imagine.Lab gives
the following values for the loop transfer function coefficients: Kloop = 3.85, 2ωπ0 = 50 Hz and ζ = 0.47. For
a co-simulation macro-time step T = 0.1µs, the Bode
diagram of Hloop is shown on Figure 10. Applying
the Nyquist stability criterion to (5) with these values,
the crossover frequency is fcross = 390 Hz, giving a
gain margin value GM = 10 log10 (|Hloop ( fcross )|) = 12
dB, and a phase margin PM = 28◦ . These values
are enough for ensuring the numerical stability of cosimulation, and hence the time step size may be scheduled up to 0.1µs at each macro step.

4

Communication protocol and computer implementation

The load is strongly unbalanced: typically, the complete transient simulation of the step response with the
system-level model takes less than 1 minute, whereas
the valve simulated with the detailed CFD model of
the flow in the seat takes about 1 day on a quad core
CPU computer. Distributed co-simulation being useless, there is no need for multiprocessor or multicomputer communication protocol. A direct local communication link is therefore used on the same processor. The Modelica model with embedded LMS
Imagine.Lab AMESim solver and Modelica libraries
is compiled as a shared library using the Generic Cosimulation Interface of LMS Imagine.Lab, and then is
linked locally with the CFD software, namely ANSYS
Fluent. At each macro time step, ANSYS Fluent is
acting as the master simulator: it schedules the next
macro step size, and calls the AMESim solver with
the input variables, according to the modular integration scheme depicted on Figure 8. Output variables are
exchanged at the end of the current macro time step,
and a new macro step can take place.

5
The last choice to be done is related to the communication protocol implemented between the two simulators. Computational performance is usually considered for choosing the communication channel. Distributed co-simulation (two software running on two
different processors or two different computers) leading to parallel processing speedup is interesting only
if computational load is well balanced between the
two software. This is clearly not the case when cosimulating a system-level model with a CFD code.

Some co-simulation results

As an example, we consider computing the step response of the check valve, by increasing the pressure at
inlet from 0 to 10 bar in 1 ms. Some of the exchanged
variables (ball lift, hydraulic forces, upstream pressure, flow rate) are monitored in LMS Imagine.Lab
during co-simulation (Figure 11), while the other flow
quantities - static pressure, velocity, Reynolds number,
etc - are displayed directly in the CFD software (Figure 12).
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Figure 11: Exchanged variables monitored in LMS
Imagine.Lab.
The variables monitored in LMS Imagine.Lab
AMESim are the typical responses to such an input of
pressure. It is interesting to note that the jet force values (i.e. hydrodynamic forces) can be reached, since
it is a key factor in the design of such and hydromechanical systems.
The map of the static pressure can be represented
for the whole geometry in the CFD software. It allows accessing detailed results that can not be reached
in usual lumped-parameter models. The map of static
pressure obtained here at different simulation times
corresponds to the expected results for such a use-case
of poppet with ball on conical seat [4].

6

Conclusions

We can finally conclude that the strong coupling of
some Modelica components with a CFD model combining two different software such as LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim for the system-level tool and ANSYS Fluent for the CFD software was successful. Beside the fluid power test case exemplified in this paper, the methodology was also applied to the modeling of a full direct diesel injection system [10] using
the 3D CFD code Principia Eole to accuratly predict
the cavitation transients in a nozzle under multiple injection conditions. It would require some additional Figure 12: Pressure distributions at t = 1 ms, 4.2 ms
works to apply this methodology outside fluid power and 11 ms.
to confirm that it brings a real added-value for other
types of industrial applications. Another promising
way of research lies in the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI, [11]), which standardises the coupling be-
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tween two solvers through co-simulation. The general [9] Chung T.J., Computational Fluid Dynamics,
Cambridge University Press, 2002.
simulator coupling methodology described here could
benefit from this FMI specifications, especially regarding the implementation of implicit modular integration [10] Marcer, R., Audiffren C., Viel A., Bouvier B.,
Walbott A., Argueyrolles B., Coupling 1D Sysand time stepping techniques by CFD software editors.
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Abstract
At the Modelica 2009 conference, we introduced
the Buildings library, a freely available Modelica library for building energy and control systems [16].
This paper reports the updates of the library
and presents example applications for a range of
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems. Over the past two years, the library has
been further developed. The number of HVAC
components models has been doubled and various
components have been revised to increase numerical robustness.
The paper starts with an overview of the library architecture and a description of the main
packages. To demonstrate the features of the
Buildings library, applications that include multizone airflow simulation as well as supervisory
and local loop control of a variable air volume
(VAV) system are briefly described. The paper
closes with a discussion of the current development.
Keywords: building energy systems, heating,
ventilation, air-conditioning, controls

control algorithms,
3. analysis of the operation of existing building
systems,
4. development and specification of building
control sequences, and
5. reuse of models during operation for energyminimizing controls, fault detection and diagnostics.

To support these use cases, we develop an
open-source Modelica library for building energy and control systems.
The library is
freely available from http://www.modelica.org/
libraries/Buildings.
At the 7th Modelica conference in 2009, we
introduced the Buildings library, version 0.6.0,
which had 73 non-partial models and blocks, as
well as 26 functions. The latest version, 0.10.0, has
129 non-partial models and blocks and 39 functions. This paper highlights some of these updates
to inform users about the new capabilities.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2
gives an overview of the Buildings library. Section 3 describes the updates in detail. Section 4
presents applications with models for multizone
airflow simulation and for co-simulation. Section 5
1 Introduction
describes classes which are currently under develBuildings account for a large portion of energy opment and will be available in future releases.
consumption and related green house gas emissions. For example, in the United States, build- 2 Summary of the Buildings Liings consume 2/3 of electricity and 40% of total
brary
energy [4]. In order to reduce global green house
The Buildings library is based on the
gas emissions, it is critical to reduce building enModelica.Fluid
library [8]. The Buildings liergy consumption by increasing energy-efficiency
and by using more renewable energy. To support brary is organized into the packages shown in
the design and operation of low energy buildings, Fig. 1. Components in these packages augment
models from the Modelica Standard Library and
a simulation program should support:
from the Modelica.Fluid library. Base classes,
1. rapid prototyping of new building systems,
which are typically not of interest to the end-user,
2. comparison of the performance of different de- but are used to construct other classes, are stored
signs of the building, its energy system and its in packages called BaseClasses. Most packages
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contain a package called Examples, which contains example applications. The examples illustrate typical use of components in the parent directories. They are also used to conduct unit tests.
The current Buildings library contains six major packages, including a new package Airflow.
The package Airflow provides models to compute
the airflow inside the buildings and between the
building and the ambient environment. It currently has a package Multizone for multizone airflow models, which is discussed in Section 3.1.
The Controls package contains components for
continuous time control, discrete time control and
scheduling of set points. The package Fluid is
the largest package of the Buildings library. It
contains components for fluid flow systems, such
as pumps, boilers, chillers, valves and sensors,
which are described in Section 3.3. The package HeatTransfer contains models for heat transfer in buildings (Section 3.4). It provides models and functions for heat transfer due to convection, conduction and radiation. It also has
thermal property data for different solid materials. The Media package contains media models that are simpler and generally computationally more efficient than the ones in the Modelica
Standard Library. The simplifications have been
done by taking into account that HVAC systems
in buildings typically have a smaller range of operating conditions compared to other thermodynamic applications. The Utilities package provides utilities such as for the calculation of thermal comfort and psychrometric properties. It also
has an interface to the Building Control Virtual
Test Bed (BCVTB) [17], which can connect Modelica to other simulation programs, such as EnergyPlus, MATLAB/Simulink and Radiance, for cosimulation. The BCVTB can also connect Modelica models to building automation systems for
model-based operation.

3

Updates of the Buildings Library

This section compares the newest Buildings library, version 0.10.0, with version 0.6.0 which was
reported in the last Modelica conference [16]. The
purpose is to explain to users the new packages,
models and blocks, as well as their new features.

3.1

Package Airflow

The airflow package provides models for computing air flow inside a building and between a
building and its exterior environment. For build-

Buildings.Airflow.Multizone
.Controls.Continuous
.Discrete
.SetPoints
.Fluid.Actuators.Dampers
.Motors
.Valves
.Boilers
.Chillers
.Delays
.FixedResistances
.HeatExchangers
.HeatExchangers.CoolingTowers
.Radiators
.Interfaces
.MassExchangers
.MixingVolumes
.Movers
.Sensors
.Sources
.Storage
.Utilities
.HeatTransfer
.Media.ConstantPropertyLiquidWater
.GasesPTDecoupled
.GasConstantDensity
.IdealGases
.PerfectGases
.Utilities.Comfort
.Diagnostics
.IO.BCVTB
.Math
.Psychometrics
.Reports

Figure 1: Package structure of the Buildings library. Only the major packages are shown. Bold
indicates a new package and italic indicates existing packages with new models added.
ing simulation, many different indoor airflow models are generally used, such as multizone network
models [3], zonal models [12], computational fluid
dynamics [13], and fast fluid dynamics [18]. For indoor airflow simulation, multizone network models
with the well-mixed air assumption are fast but
not appropriate if the air is stratified. By solving the Navier-Stokes equations and equations for
conservation of mass and energy, computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) is the most detailed and
accurate modeling method. However, computing
time for CFD is large for flow simulation in a large
building or over a long time horizon. To fill the
gap between multizone and CFD, fast fluid dynamics models solve the Navier-Stokes equations
with simplified schemes that are much faster but
less accurate than CFD.
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Currently, the Airflow package contains multizone airflow models in the package Multizone.
These models compute the airflow and contaminant transport between different rooms, as well
as between a room and the exterior. Multizone
airflow models assume that air and contaminants
in each room volume are completely mixed. The
driving force for the air flow is pressure difference
induced by flow imbalance of the HVAC system,
density difference across large openings (such as
open doors or windows), stack effects in high rise
buildings, and wind pressure on the building facade.
The air volume in each room is modeled by
an instantaneously mixed volume that provides
differential equations for conservation of mass,
species concentration, trace substances and internal energy. As in Modelica.Fluid, a parameter
can be used to switch between steady-state and
transient simulation, and to switch the initialization equations between steady-state initialization
and prescribed state variables.
The flow resistance between these volumes is
computed using the orifice equation
p
(1)
V̇ = Cd A 2/ρ ∆P m ,
where V̇ is the volume flow rate, Cd is the dimensionless discharge coefficient, A is the cross section
area of the opening, ρ is the density of the fluid,
∆P is the static pressure difference and m is the
flow exponent. Large openings are characterized
by m very close to 0.5, while values near 0.65 have
been found for small crack-like openings. Typical
values for Cd and m can be found in [15] and in
the citations therein. For pressure differences that
are smaller in magnitude than a user-specified parameter, equation (1) is regularized to ensure that
it is differentiable with a continuous derivative.
The model EffectiveAirLeakageArea computes air leakage. It describes a one-directional
pressure driven air flow through a crack-like opening. The opening is modeled as an orifice. The
orifice area is parameterized by processing the effective air leakage area, the discharge coefficient
and pressure drop at a reference condition. The
effective air leakage area can be obtained, for example, from the ASHRAE fundamentals [1]. A
similar model is also used in the multizone airflow
modeling software CONTAM [5].
To compute the bi-directional flow across large
openings, such as doors, the opening is discretized along its height into compartments.
Then, the orifice equation (1) is used to compute the flow for each compartment as explained

in [15]. The model DoorDiscretizedOpen describes a door that is always open, and the
model DoorDiscretizedOperable describes a
door whose opening area can be changed using
a control signal.
To model the pressure difference caused by stack
effect, one can use the model MediumColumn for
a steady-state and MediumColumnDynamic for a
transient model. The model MediumColumn computes the pressure difference at its ports using
∆p = h ρ g,

(2)

where h is the height of the medium column, ρ
is the density and g is the earth acceleration.
The model MediumColumn can be parameterized
to use for ρ the density of either port, or the density of the inflowing medium. The latter situation allows, for example, modeling of a vertical
shaft, such as a chimney, whose density may be
equal to the one of the inflowing medium. The
model MediumColumnDynamic contains, in addition to (2), also a mixing volume that may be
used to approximate the transient response of the
medium column, or to inject heat into the air
stream as may happen in a solar chimney in which
walls absorb solar radiation and heat the fluid inside the chimney to increase the buoyancy force.
and
The
models
ZonalFlow ACS
ZonalFlow m flow can be used to exchange
a fixed flow rate between two volumes. As an
input, they use the air exchange rate per second
and the mass flow rate, respectively.
The Multizone package was implemented based
on the multizone package described in [15], which
has been contributed by the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) for inclusion in the
Buildings library. However, several changes have
been done when migrating the models to Modelica 3.1, which led to a simpler implementation
based on the stream function [9]. A comparison
between the two implementations is described in
Section 4.1.

3.2

Package Controls

The package Controls contains blocks that can
be used in conjunction with the controls models from the Modelica Standard Library to implement controllers of building energy systems.
The package Controls.Continuous has a new
model LimPID, which can provide P, PI, PD, and
PID controllers with limited output, anti-windup
compensation and setpoint weighting. The package Controls.SetPoints has a new model Table,
which allows setting a time-varying set point.
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3.3

Package Fluid

The Fluid package contains component models for thermo-fluid flow systems. The level of
modeling detail is comparable with the models of the Modelica.Fluid library. Most models in Buildings.Fluid extend models from
Modelica.Fluid to form components that are
typically needed when modeling building energy
systems. The Fluid package is the largest package in the Buildings library, and it has 15 subpackages. This section will discuss seven subpackages to which new models have been added.
3.3.1 Package Fluid.Chillers
The package Fluid.Chillers contains two new
chiller models. The first chiller model is an electric chiller based on the EnergyPlus chiller model
Chiller:Electric:EIR. This model uses three
functions to predict its capacity and its power consumption:
• a biquadratic function is used to predict its
cooling capacity as a function of condenser
entering and evaporator leaving fluid temperature,
• a quadratic function is used to predict its
power input to cooling capacity ratio as a
function of the part load ratio,
• a biquadratic function is used to predict its
power input to cooling capacity ratio as a
function of condenser entering and evaporator leaving fluid temperature.
The second implemented chiller model is an
electric chiller based on the model by Hydeman et al. [10].
This model is also
implemented in EnergyPlus as the model
Chiller:Electric:ReformulatedEIR and is similar to the first chiller model. The main difference is that to compute its performance, this
model uses the condenser leaving temperature instead of the entering temperature, and it uses a
bicubic polynomial instead of a quadratic function to compute the part load performance. This
model is reported to provide higher accuracy for
variable-speed compressor drive and variable condenser water flow applications compared to the
model Chiller:Electric:EIR.
The package Fluid.Chillers.Data contains
performance data for more than 300 chillers.
3.3.2 Package Fluid.Interfaces
Similarly to Modelica.Fluid.Interfaces,
there is a package Buildings.Fluid.Interfaces.
It contains partial models for algebraic and dynamic components that exchange heat or

mass with one or two fluid streams.
The
model PartialLumpedVolume has been added
to provide a base class for an ideally mixed
fluid volume with the ability to store mass
and energy.
This model is similar to the
partial model PartialLumpedVolume from
Modelica.Fluid.Interfaces, except that it
allows modeling the air humidity using a differential equation, while modeling the total mass
balance using a steady-state equation.
3.3.3 Package Fluid.Actuators
The package Fluid.Actuators contains models of actuators. There are models of valves with
two and three fluid ports and with various opening
characteristics as well as models of air dampers.
There are also models of motors that can be used
in conjunction with the actuators.
The main change to this package was a redesign
of the three-way-valves. The new implementation allows the optional addition of a fluid volume
where the two fluid streams mix. The fluid volume can be conditionally added or removed based
on the parameter dynamicBalance. The use of
this fluid volume often leads to a more robust and
faster simulation.
3.3.4 Package Fluid.HeatExchangers
This package contains algebraic and dynamic
heat exchanger models, some of which compute condensation of water vapor that may
occur at a cooling coil. Several new models
have been added.
For example, the model
HeatExchangers.DryEffectivenessNTU
describes a heat exchanger without water vapor
condensation that is based on the effectivenessNTU relation [11]. This model transfers heat in
the amount of
Q̇ =  Q̇max ,
(3)
where Q̇max is the maximum heat that can be
transferred, and  is the heat transfer effectiveness, defined as
 = f (N T U, Z, f lowRegime),
(4)
where N T U is number of transfer units, Z is
the ratio of minimum to maximum capacity flow
rate and f lowRegime is the heat exchanger flow
regime, such as parallel flow, cross flow or counter
flow.
Also new in this package are the models
DryCoilCounterFlow and WetCoilCounterFlow,
which are finite volume models of counter flow
heat exchanger without and with water vapor condensation if the air is cooled below its saturation
temperature.
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3.3.5 Package Fluid.Movers
This package contains component models for
fans and pumps. Four new models have been
added that can be parameterized by performance
curves that compute pressure rise, electrical power
draw or efficiency as a function of the flow rate.
The four models differ in their implementation of
the input signal, which can be a control signal, a
prescribed speed, a prescribed mass flow rate or a
prescribed pressure rise.
and
The
models
FlowMachine y
FlowMachine Nrpm take a control signal or a
number of revolutions as an input, and then
compute the resulting pressure difference for the
current flow rate. The models FlowMachine dp
and FlowMachine m flow take the pressure difference or the mass flow rate as an input signal. The
pressure difference or the mass flow rate will then
be provided by the fan or the pump. These two
models do not have a performance curve for the
flow characteristics, because solving for the flow
rate and the revolution at zero pressure difference
can lead to a singularity.
All models can be configured to have a fluid
volume at the low-pressure side. Adding such a
volume sometimes helps the solver find a solution
during initialization and time integration of large
models.
All models compute the motor power draw Pele ,
the hydraulic power input Whyd , the flow work
Wf lo and the heat dissipated into the medium Q̇.
The governing equations are
Wf lo = |V̇ ∆p|,

Whyd
η
ηhyd
ηmot

=
=
=
=

These
models
have
similar
parameters as the models in the package
Modelica.Fluid.Machines.
However, the
models in this package differ primarily in the
following points:

(5)

Wf lo + Q̇,
Wf lo /Pele = ηhyd ηmot ,
Wf lo /Whyd ,
Whyd /Pele ,

• They use a different base class, which allows having zero mass flow rate for the
fan and pump models.
The models in
Modelica.Fluid.Machines restrict the number of revolutions, and hence the flow rate, to
be non-zero.
• For the model with prescribed pressure, the
input signal is the pressure difference between
two ports, and not the absolute pressure at
the outlet port.
• The pressure calculations are based on total pressure in Pascals instead of the pump
head in meters. This change has been made
to avoid ambiguities in the parameterization
if the models are used as a fan with air as
the medium. The original formulation in
Modelica.Fluid.Machines converts head to
pressure using the density of the medium. For
fans, head would be converted to pressure using the density of air. However, manufacturers of fans typically publish the head in
millimeters water (mmH20). Therefore, to
avoid confusion when using these models with
media other than water, our implementation
uses total pressure in Pascals instead of head
in meters.
• Additional
performance
curves
have been added to the package
Buildings.Fluid.Movers.BaseClasses.Characteristics.

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9) 3.3.6 Package Fluid.Sensors
This package consists of idealized sensor comwhere V̇ is the volume flow rate, ∆p is the pres- ponents that provide variables of the medium.
sure rise, η is the overall efficiency, ηhyd is the These signals can be further processed with comhydraulic efficiency, and ηmot is the motor effi- ponents of the Modelica.Blocks library. One can
ciency. All models take as a parameter an effi- also build more realistic sensor models by furciency curve for the motor. This function has the ther processing their output signal (e.g., by atform ηmot = f (V̇ /V̇max ), where V̇max is the max- taching the block Modelica.Blocks.FirstOrder
imum flow rate. The models FlowMachine y and to model the time constant of the sensor). The
FlowMachine Nrpm set V̇max = fc (∆p = 0, rN = new version of the library increased the number of
1) where fc (·, ·) is a user-specified flow characteris- sensors from 4 to 22. Sensors are now available for
tic and rN is the ratio of actual to nominal speed. density, enthalpy, mass flow rate, volume flow rate,
Since FlowMachine dp and FlowMachine m flow pressure, relative humidity, dry bulb temperature,
are not parametrized by the function fc (·, ·), the wet bulb temperature, species concentration, such
parameter V̇max must be set by the user for these as water vapor, and trace substances, such as carmodels.
bon dioxide.
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in this package are based on simplified state
equations and property equations. The simplification can generally lead to a faster and
more robust simulation compared to the models of Modelica.Media. The new version adds a
sub-package Media.GasesConstantDensity. The
models in this sub-package use a constant mass
density to avoid having pressure as a state variable in mixing volumes. The advantage of using
constant mass density is that fast transients introduced by a change in pressure are avoided. The
disadvantage is that the dimensionality of the cou3.3.8 Package Fluid.Storage
pled nonlinear equation system is typically larger
This package contains models of ther- for flow networks.
mal energy storage tanks.
For the model
StratifiedEnhanced, a new model using the 3.6 Package Utilities
QUICK scheme [6] for the discretization of the
This package contains various utility modfluid volume has been implemented. It computes
els and functions, including diagnostics models,
a heat flux that needs to be added to each volume
mathematical functions and a package for coin order to give the results that a third-order
simulation with the Building Controls Virtual Test
upwind discretization scheme would give.
If
Bed (BCVTB). The BCVTB is a middle-ware that
a standard third-order upwind discretization
can connect Modelica with different simulation
scheme were to be used, then the temperatures of
programs, such as MATLAB/Simulink, Energythe elements that face the tank inlet and outlet
Plus and Radiance. The BCVTB can also link to
ports would overshoot by a few tenths of a Kelvin.
building automation systems through a BACnet
To reduce this overshoot, the model uses a first
interface [2] and through analog/digital convertorder scheme at the boundary elements, and it
ers.
adds a term that ensures that the energy balance
More interfaces, such as a model for
is satisfied. Without this term, small numerical
the
boundary condition for HVAC syserrors in the energy balance, introduced by the
tems
that use a medium with moist air
third order discretization scheme, would occur.
BCVTB.MoistAirInterface and blocks for
temperature
conversions
BCVTB.to degC,
3.4 Package HeatTransfer
BCVTB.from
degC,
are
introduced
in the new
This package contains models for heat transversion
to
facilitate
the
communication
between
fer elements.
Based on a single-layer conduction model ConductorSingleLayer, the Modelica and the BCVTB. For illustration, Fig. 2
new version of the library adds the model shows an air-based heating system with an ideal
ConductorMultiLayer
for
one-dimensional heater and an ideal humidifier in the supply duct.
dynamic and steady-state heat conduction The heating system is coupled to the BCVTB for
through multi-layer constructions. In addition, co-simulation with EnergyPlus. The heater and
a convection model Convection and a model humidifier are controlled with a feedback loop
for combination of convection and conduction that tracks the room air temperature and room
for opaque constructions ConstructionOpaque air humidity. These quantities are simulated in
are also implemented. The models for heat the EnergyPlus building simulation program.
convection are parameterized by different func- The component bouBCVTB models the boundary
tions that compute heat convection based on between the domain that models the air system
temperature differences, or based on a constant (simulated in Modelica) and the room response
value. These functions are available in the package (simulated in EnergyPlus).
To assess comfort conditions in rooms, the new
HeatTransfer.Functions.ConvectiveHeatFlux.
version of the library adds a sub-package Comfort.
3.5 Package Media
This package contains a model that computes
This package contains media models that the thermal comfort according to the relations of
can be used in addition to the models from Fanger [1]. In Fanger’s model, the thermal sensaModelica.Media. Some of the media models tion of a human is mainly related to the thermal
3.3.7 Package Fluid.Sources
This package contains models for fixed or prescribed boundary conditions for thermo-fluid systems. The new version of the library adds five
different combinations of boundary sources. For
example, the model Boundary ph prescribes pressure, specific enthalpy, mass fraction and trace
substances. The model MassFlowSource T is an
ideal flow source that produces a prescribed mass
flow rate with prescribed temperature, mass fraction and trace substances.
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Figure 2: Modelica model that is used for co-simulation of a simple HVAC system that is connected
to an EnergyPlus building model.
balance of its body. This balance is influenced
by two groups of factors: personal and physical.
The activity level and clothing thermal insulation
of the subject form the group of personal factors,
while the environmental parameters (e.g., air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity,
and air humidity) compose the group of physical
factors. When the personal factors have been estimated and the physical factors have been measured, the average thermal sensation of a large
group of people can be predicted by calculating
the PMV (Predicted Mean Vote) index. The PPD
(Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied) index, obtained from the PMV index, provides information
on thermal discomfort (thermal dissatisfaction) by
predicting the percentage of people likely to feel
too hot or too cold in the given thermal environment.

4
4.1

Applications
Multizone Air Flow Model

The multizone air flow model in the Buildings
library is based on the library implemented by
UTRC, which is presented in [15]. We converted
the library to use the stream connectors [9], and
implemented it in the Buildings library. Fig. 3
compares model diagrams for modeling airflow in
three rooms. The diagram using stream connectors in Fig.3(a) is much simpler than the one with-

out the stream connectors in Fig. 3(b). The models became simpler, since with stream connectors,
the inStream operator can be used to obtain the
properties of the medium inside the volumes that
are connected to the model that computes the
stack effect.
We also compared the mass flow rates through
the door and the openings in the walls. The mass
flow rates computed by the new version are the
same as in the original implementation [15], which
indicates that the implementation of the multizone airflow models using stream connectors was
successful.

4.2

Modelica
EnergyPlus
Cosimulation for the Control of a
VAV System

This example illustrates the use of co-simulation
between Modelica and EnergyPlus through the
BCVTB. In Modelica, we implemented a variable
air volume flow system for a building with five
thermal zones. The Modelica model implements
the airflow network, the fans and heat exchangers,
and the supervisory and local loop control. At the
air inlet and outlet of the five thermal zones, an
energy balance is made for the sensible and latent heat exchange. These heat flows are then
added to the model of the thermal zones in EnergyPlus. EnergyPlus then computes the new room
temperatures and water vapor concentrations, as
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system
de…
g

ical Jacobians. The Modelica models are linked
through the BCVTB to EnergyPlus, as shown in
Fig. 5. For a more detailed description about this
system and its simulation results, see [17].

TTop

K

oriWe…

oriEas…

T=2…

TEas

open
TWes

K

T=2…

k=1

oriOut…

K

dooOp…
y

volOut

T=2…

oriOut…

(a) With stream connectors.

Figure 5: BCVTB model for the co-simulation between Modelica and EnergyPlus.

5

(b) Without stream connectors.

Figure 3: Comparison between diagrams of three
room problem implemented by Modelica multizone airflow models with and without stream connectors. Subfigure (b) is the model presented
in [15].
well as the current weather conditions. EnergyPlus also computes the heat balance of the building and the lighting control as a function of the
available daylight. Thus, the co-simulation allows
users to utilize Modelica for the implementation
and performance assessment of control sequences,
and to utilize EnergyPlus for its whole building
heat transfer and daylighting models.
Fig. 4 illustrates the HVAC system as implemented in Modelica. The total system model contained 970 components that led to a differential
algebraic equation system with 5,000 scalar equations. The translated model had 90 continuous
time states and 20 nonlinear systems of equations
with dimensions up to 6. There are no numer-

Ongoing Work

The next major addition to the Buildings library will be a package with models for a thermal zone that compute heat transfer through the
building envelope and within a room. While the
Buildings library can already be linked to EnergyPlus, for some situations, it is more practical
to have all models implemented in Modelica. This
requires the implementation of such a room model
that can be used to assemble buildings with several thermal zones.
For the building envelope, we have implemented
models for heat conduction through opaque multilayer materials, which are available in the package Buildings.HeatTransfer. Currently, we are
working on the implementation of models for window systems. The window model will compute
a layer-by-layer radiation, convection and conduction heat balance, using equations that are similar
to the ones in the Window 5 program [7].
We are also working on the implementation of
models for short-wave, long-wave and convective
heat transfer in a room. These models will be
similar to the models described in [14].
To
obtain
boundary
conditions,
we
have
implemented
a
package
Buildings.BoundaryConditions, which will
be released in the next version. This package
includes models for the sky black-body temperature, the path of the sun, and incidence angles
on tilted surfaces. There will also be a weather
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(a) Plant of VAV system.

(b) Distribution of VAV system with five thermal zones.

Figure 4: Modelica model of the VAV system that is linked to EnergyPlus for co-simulation.
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data reader. Weather data can be obtained for
free from http://www.energyplus.gov, and
then converted to Modelica format with a Java
program that is provided with the Buildings
library.

6

[8] R. Franke, F. Casella, M. Otter, K. Proelss,
M. Sielemann, and M. Wetter. Standardization
of thermo-fluid modeling in modelica.fluid. In
F. Casella, editor, Proc. of the 7-th International
Modelica Conference, Como, Italy, Sept. 2009.

Conclusion

The Modelica Buildings library has been significantly expanded since the last Modelica conference. A new Airflow package has been added
for indoor air flow simulation. Many models have
been added into existing packages to provide more
functionality, and existing models have been revised to improve the numerical efficiency. However, for large fluid flow systems with feedback
control, such as the ones shown in Fig. 4, computing consistent initial conditions and performing the time integration can still lead to numerical
problems. The robust simulation of such systems
still requires further research.

7

4.0: Documentation of Calculation Procedures.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA, 1993.
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Abstract
Simulation is important to evaluate the energy-related
performance of a building, and for reliable results,
reproducing the behaviour of the contained air volumes is particularly relevant. For such a purpose, fully
mixed models (i.e., for instance, a single temperature
per room) easily prove inadequate, while Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) ones are too complex,
and difficult to formulate in a modular manner, to the
detriment of their usefulness if the simulator has to be
used throughout the project, and not only to assess its
final result. This manuscript presents an intermediate
solution based on the Modelica language.
Keywords: Building simulation; energy optimisation; object-oriented modelling; modular modelling;
scalable detail.

1

Introduction

In the research on building simulation, probably the
toughest challenge is to deliver tools that can effectively confront the multi-physic nature of such complex systems. The energy performance of a building
in fact results from phenomena of heterogeneous type
(hydraulic, thermal, electric and so forth) together with
the operation of several control systems and the actions of the inhabitants. Better still, energy performance is determined by the interaction of all those
phenomena [22].
Traditionally, the design of a building is treated in
practice as the partially disjoint (explanations follow)
design of its “subsystems”. Although there is no standardised nomenclature, in fact, virtually the totality of
engineering tools broadly distinguish (a) the “building” stricto sensu, i.e., walls, doors, windows and so
on, (b) the contained air volumes, possibly divided in
zones, (c) the Heating, Ventilation and Air Condition-

ing (HVAC) system, (d) automation and control systems, and (e) energy sources/sinks owing to the building utilisation, e.g., the heat released by occupants, industrial machines, or whatever is installed. The subsystems’ interaction is accounted for by having some
of them provide boundary conditions for the design of
some other.
This is apparently very far from a really integrated
approach, whence the term “partially disjoint” applied
above to current design practices, but tools that address
the simulation of all (or at least part) of the subsystems
in a coordinated way are at present little more than
research objects [12, 23, 22].
The main reason for such a scenario are the very
different issues posed by the various subsystems. For
example, control system models are made of oriented
blocks and may need sometimes a continuous-time
and sometimes a digital representation depending on
the simulation purpose; models for HVAC, conversely,
live invariantly in the continuous-time domain, but are
typically zero- or one-dimensional, while models of
phenomena that occur in continua such as a wall or an
air volume often cannot avoid three-dimensional spatial distributions. As a result, it is difficult to devise
simulation models that address all the necessary phenomena, and can be organised in a modular way, to the
advantage of their construction, parametrisation, and
maintenance.

2

Literature review

In building simulation, modelling air volumes requires
to treat temperature and heat flow distributions in a
coordinated way with respect to how the same distributions are addressed in solid bodies (e.g., walls) and
possibly other fluids (e.g., heat conveying ones).
A widely used modelling paradigm is that of zonal
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models or zoning, where the air within a building is
split into zones, typically rooms. Zones are macrovolumes with respect to the scale of the spatial temperature and flow distribution, allowing for a small number of simulated variables, but posing non-trivial problems for the determination of average fluid properties.

3

The proposed modelling approach

With respect to the way equations are formulated, the
distinctive characteristic of this work is that the momentum balance is introduced explicitly, contrary to
previous (specifically, non-CFD) literature. An ad hoc
spatial discretisation of said equation makes it natural to account for gravity and any possible other motion driving force. With respect to model structuring
and implementation, the object-oriented paradigm is
strictly followed.

However the zonal approach allows to clearly characterise the relationships between a zone and the adjacent entities, thus to create modular models, typically
distinguishing “storage” elements (like the air volumes) and “flow” ones, that describe the mass and energy flow among the storages. Many literature works
and engineering tools adopt the zonal approach: exam- 3.1 Balance equations
ples are COMIS, CONTAM, POMA, see [4, 7, 20, 10],
This work starts from the three Navier-Stokes equaand EnergyPlus [3].
tions for mass, energy and momentum, that for the
On the opposite side with respect to the zonal purpose of this work can be written as
paradigm stands the CFD one, that provides far more
accuracy, but the computation-intensive, and does not
∂ρ
allow to separate easily the (partial) differential equa+ ∇· (ρv) = 0
(1a)
tions that hold within a volume from the boundary
∂t
conditions, making the creation of modular models a
∂ (ρe)
+ ∇· (ρvc p T ) = ∇· (k∇T )
(1b)
complex task. There exist CFD tools applied to build∂t
ings, e.g. Fluent [8, 9], but their use is most frequently
∂ (ρv)
+ ∇· (ρvv) + ∇P = ∇f
(1c)
limited to static problems, and hardly ever considered
∂t
in system level studies.
where the scalars p, T , e and ρ are respectively the
In recent years, various attempts are being made to
fluid pressure, temperature, specific energy and denjoin air models with the description of other elements
sity, the vectors v and f are the fluid velocity and
such as containment, HVAC, and possibly the electric
the possible motion driving forces, and the scalar pasystem, the behaviour of inhabitants, weather condirameters k and c p are the fluid thermal conductivity
tions, and so forth, see e.g. [5]. To achieve such
and constant-pressure specific heat capacity. In the
ambitious a goal, a promising paradigm is Objectcases of interest for this research the fluid (air) can
Oriented Modelling (OOM), see [21], and in particular
be considered a mixture of ideal gases, which allows
the Modelica language [17] and [6] To date, however,
to express the specific energy e as cv T , where cv is
OOM-related research enforces modularity by relying
the constant-volume specific heat capacity. As furon the zonal models idea, which is the easiest way to
ther simplification, Newtonian fluid model is adopted,
go, but definitely not the most accurate.
thereby rewriting (1c) as
In the last years a somehow intermediate proposal,
∂ (ρv)
termed sub-zonal modelling or sub-zoning, was formu+ ∇· (ρvv) + ∇P = ∇ · (µ∇v)
(2)
lated in an attempt to join the best of zoning and CFD
∂t
[16, 14, 25]. This improves accuracy at the cost of
where µ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, and then the
a (moderate) complexity increase, but still poses nonthe scalar projection is brought in.
trivial issues with respect to modularity, especially if
The set of equations (1a), (1b) and (2), are spaair models need to be connected to heterogeneous entitially discretised with reference to finite volume eleties such as prescribed boundary conditions (e.g.. from
ments (not necessary uniform) of parallelepiped shape.
the external environment), walls, piping, and so on.
To deal with said spatial discretisation, a staggered
This manuscript aims at filling the gap just sketched, grid of points [15, 19] is defined in the spatial doproposing the innovative model structuring described main of interest, as illustrated in figure 1. For simbelow, and maintaining compatibility with other plicity the figure refers to a 2-dimensional case, extenModelica-related research on the matter [22, 23].
sion to 3-dimensional space is straightforward. In the
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avoid numerical errors due to the large absolute pressure values. The discrepancy between the ideal and the
linearised model is very limited in the typical operating range. In addition to the state equation, also the
specific energy and enthalpy equations are necessary:
here they are simply written, as partially anticipated,
in the form

e = cv T
p
h = e+
ρ

Figure 1: Staggered grid adopted for the discretisation
(2D case).

(speci f ic energy)

(4a)

(speci f ic enthal py)

(4b)

grid there are elements that represent the volumes (circles) while other elements (horizontal and vertical ar- 3.2.2 Thermal exchanges not associated with fluid
motion
rows) that represent the coupling element between adjacent volumes, or between volumes and boundaries. The heat fluxes due to thermal air conduction are comWithin these elements the balance equations of mass, puted with the Fourier-like law
energy and momentum are discretised. In particular
γ · AAB
the mass and energy ones are integrated within the volQA→B =
· (TA − TB )
(5)
umes while the momentum balance ones are within the
dAB
coupling elements.
where QA→B is the thermal power flowing from volume A to volume B, γ is the fluid’s thermal conductivity (for air γ = 0.026[W /mK]), AAB is the surface
3.2 Other equations
shared by the adjacent volumes, dAB is the distance beTo complete the model it suffices to complement the tween the volume centres, and T are respectively the
A,B
balance equations introduced and discretised so far temperatures of volumes A and B. Notice that (5) can
with those pertaining to the fluid state, the energy be shown to be the discretisation of the right hand side
transfers not associated to fluid motion, and possibly of (1b).
the required turbulence model.
In addition, when dealing with boundary conditions
such as walls, there is a convective heat transfer in3.2.1 Fluid state
stead of a conductive one. The thermal power flowing
from to an adjacent volume can thus be calculated as
The fluid considered here is air, treated as a mixture
of ideal gases: 78 % of nitrum and 22 % of oxygen.
QWall→Volume = h · A · (TWall − TVolume )
(6)
Instead of using the ideal gas relationship, in order to
simplify the model, the linearisation
where h is the convective heat transfer, A is the portion of area shared by the volume and the wall, TWall
and
TVolume are respectively the temperature of the wall
p
ρ= ∗
(ideal gas)
and of the volume.
R T
(3a)
ρ = ρo +

1
po
P − ∗ 2 (T − To )
∗
R To
R To

3.2.3

Simple turbulence modelling

(linearised)

For laminar flows, the results provided are natively ac(3b) curate and reliable. As witnessed by the CFD literature, the same is not true for turbulent flows. The
is here used, where ρ is the fluid density, R∗ is the introduction of a turbulence model is most common
specific ideal gas constant, T the absolute temperature way to solve this problem, and a lot of such have been
of the gas, p the absolute pressure, ρo gas density at the studied and implemented.
The solution used here is based on the idea of “zerolinearisation point, po and To are the values of absolute
pressure and temperature at the same point. Notice equation” turbulence modelling, first introduced by
the use of the relative pressure P = p − po , in order to Prandtl, at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
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After Prandtl’s work, many effort were made to extend the applicability of his theory [24], and among
the so obtained results, those of [2] were chosen for
this work, given their simplicity and the available validations in a context (HVAC) similar to that addressed
here. Starting from the quoted work, the viscosity µ
in the momentum equation, when dealing with turbuFigure 2: Staggered grid evidencing pressure and velent flows, is thus replaced by the “effective” dynamic
locities nodes (left), and grid application to the x (cenviscosity
tre) and z (right) momentum equations.
µe f f = µ + µT

(7)

surfaces without fluid motion (due e.g. to diffusion),
that is a sum of the intrinsic fluid dynamic viscosity
and Qg the thermal power possibly generated within
µ and a turbulent viscosity µT , that according to [2]
the volume.
comes from an algebraic function of local mean velocAs anticipated before, contrary to previous works
ity V and at a length scale l given by
that introduced empirical correlation instead of introducing the momentum balance equation, here the
µT = 0.03874ρV l
(8)
problem is treated. In this work is adopted an ad hoc
The function (8) was here implemented consider- approximation for the velocities’ second derivatives,
ing as mean velocity V the velocity of the air flowing and a corresponding treatment of the boundary volume
through the coupling element, and as length scale l as elements.
the distance between the centres of the volumes linked
First the Newtonian fluid simplification is adopted,
by the coupling element.
thereby rewriting (1c) as (2). Second the convective
term ∇ · (ρvv) has been intentionally neglected since it
is not relevant in the context addressed. Thus after the
4 Discretised equations
mentioned manipulation, and considering for brevity
In order to develop a model representing the air con- the 2D case
∂ ρvx
∂p
tained within a room (or more in general an ambient)
=+
the basic equations of mass (1a), energy (1b) and mo∂t
∂x



mentum (2) preservation have to be discretised as an∂
∂ vx
∂
∂ vx
+
µ
+
µ
(10a)
ticipated in section 3. These equations are discretised
∂x
∂x
∂z
∂z
accordingly to the grid structure shown in figure (1)
∂p
∂ ρvz
= − ρg +
and finite volume elements (not necessary uniform) of
∂t
 ∂z 


parallelepiped shape, Ax,y,z being the areas of the two
∂
∂ vz
∂
∂ vz
+
µ
+
µ
(10b)
element faces having as normal the x, y and z axis ver∂x
∂x
∂z
∂z
sors, and V the element volume. The mass and energy
equations are treated in quite standard a manner, giv- Spatial discretisation is managed as described in the
following, referring to the two-dimensional case with
ing rise to the two scalar ones
the x and z (vertical) axes only (the three-dimensional
∂ρ
V
= wx− + wx+ + wy− + wy+ + wz− + wz+ (9a) extension is trivial and would only unnecessarily com∂t
plicate the notation). With reference to the staggered
∂ (ρe)
grid (figure 1), these equations are discretised within
V
= wx− · hx− + wx+ · hx+ + wy− · hy−
volumes that are centred respectively on horizontal
∂t
and vertical arrows.
+ wy+ · hy+ + wz− · hz− + wz+ · hz+
For the discretisation of the x and z-axis momentum
+ Qx− + Qx+ + Qy−
equations (10) the grid of figure 2 (centre and right) is
+ Qy+ + Qz− + Qz+ + Qg
(9b)
considered, and in this treatise the only moving force
where wa− ,a+ are the mass flow rates across the introduced is gravity (directed as the negative z axis);
two surfaces orthogonal to axis a, assumed positive generalisations to other forces are straightforward. In
when entering the element, ha− ,a+ are the specific en- figure 2 and the following analogous ones, arrows indithalpies transported by fluid motion across said sur- cate the positive velocity direction assumed when disfaces, Qa− ,a+ the thermal powers crossing the same cretising the momentum equations.
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First, consider the x equation. The velocity to be
−
+
−
+
computed is Vx , while Vxx , Vxx , Vxz and Vxz denote respectively the x component of velocities in the
“west”, “east”, “south” and “north” surrounding velocity nodes—a notation that figure 2 (centre) should
make self-explanatory. Analogously, px− and px+ are
the pressures of the west and east pressure nodes. The
distances between the node in which the Vx velocity is
computed and the surrounding ones where the x velocity components are accounted for, are denoted by δx− ,
δx+ , δz− and δz+ .
In (10a), three terms have to be spatially discretised.
The first one is ∂ p/∂ x, that simply yields
∂p
p + − px −
≈ 1 x
1
∂x
+
−
2 δx + 2 δx

(11)

The second term is ∂ (µ∂ vx /∂ x)/∂ x. Assuming the
viscosity µ uniform in the volume element, one can
write


∂ ∂ vx
∂ 2 vx
µ
(12)
=µ 2
∂x ∂x
∂x
For the partial second derivative of the x velocity with
respect to x, a second order polynomial function Vx ≈
ax2 +bx +c is taken as local approximant, consistently
with the quasi-3D spatial discretisation of a second
derivative, and readily parametrised as
−

Vxx = a(x − δx− )2 + b(x − δx− ) + c
2

Vx = ax + bx + c

(13a)
(13b)

x+

Vx = a(x + δx+ )2 + b(x + δx+ ) + c

(13c)

The required second derivative approximation is thus
2a, which yields
+

a=

Vxx −Vx
δx+

x−

x
− Vx −V
δ−
x

(14)

δx− + δx+

allowing to reformulate (12) as
+

∂ 2 vx
µ 2 ≈ 2µ
∂x

Vxx −Vx
δx+

x−

x
− Vx −V
δ−
x

δx− + δx+

Figure 3: Boundary layer for x (left) and z (centre)
velocity, and grid for the x momentum equation on the
west boundary (right).
previously reported, (16) is thus approximated as
+

∂ 2 vx
µ 2 ≈ 2µ
∂z

Vxz −Vx
δz+

z−

x
− Vx −V
δ−
z

δz− + δz+

(17)

Considering the z momentum equation, the same approach can be followed. The only difference with respect to the x axis is the presence of gravity, that does
not need any discretisation.
The discretised momentum equations reported so
far are valid in the volumes within a cavity (a room,
a duct, a box...) but apparently not for the volumes
at the cavity boundaries. As shown in figure 3 (left
and centre), velocity nodes referring to volumes at the
boundary may not have west/east neighbours for the
x velocity case, and may not have north/south neighbours for the z case. A special momentum equation
discretisation is thus required for boundary velocities.
For brevity, consider the x case in a velocity node located on the west cavity boundary (the other cases are
analogous) illustrated in figure 3 (right). The equation
to be discretised is (10a), requiring the pressure gradient along x and the second derivatives of the x velocity
with respect to x and z. The pressure gradient can be
discretised as
∂p
p +−p −
≈ x δ x
(18)
x+
∂x
2

For the second partial derivative with respect to z,
(17) is still valid. The only change is in the second
derivative of the x velocity with respect to x. A second
order polynomial function can still be used, but this
(15)
time the system to solve in order to parametrise it is

The last term to be discretised is ∂ (µ∂ vx /∂ z)/∂ z.
Also in this case since the viscosity is assumed uniform in the element, yielding


∂ ∂ vx
∂ 2 vx
µ
=µ 2
(16)
∂z ∂z
∂z
and for the second partial derivative of the x velocity
with respect to z as a second order polynomial approximant is again taken. With a reasoning similar to that
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Vx = ax2 + bx + c
+
Vxx
++
Vxx

(19a)

2

= a(x + δx+ ) + b(x + δx+ ) + c

(19b)

= a(x + δx+ + δx++ )2 + b(x + δx+ + δx++ ) + c
(19c)

and thus to
∂ 2 vx
µ 2 ≈ 2µ
∂x

Vxx

++

−Vxx
δx++

+

x+

x
− Vx δ −V
+

δx+ + δx++

x

(20)
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Figure 4: Modelica connection scheme for a 3×3(×1) room.

5

Modelica implementation

and that used by the coupling elements to solve
the momentum equation, namely relative pressure, absolute temperature, fluid velocity through
the face, heat flow rate through the face, specific
enthalpy flowing through the face, density of the
fluid flowing through the face, velocities associated the other faces of the volume, and sizes
of the volume. The second type connects coupling/boundary elements providing the velocity
of surrounding coupling elements, and the distance between said elements.

The adopted discretisation approach is a very easy
modularisation of the obtained models. To show that,
based on the considerations above, some words are
now spent (exhausting the matter is not possible for
space limitations) how the devised models are realised
in the Modelica language [13, 18].
The grid on which the Navier-Stokes equation are
discretised can be represented in a modular way, where
volume models are connected together with coupling
models. Volume models are of a single type, while
coupling ones can be of “internal” or “boundary” type.
As a result, constructing a compound model is very
The staggered grid thus corresponds in Modelica to a
modular structure composed only by the main model easy by means of array structures. A compound model
classes volume, coupling and boundary, with a uni- is spatially parametrised by just providing its dimensions, and the number of volume divisions (not necform interface.
essarily evenly spaced) along the coordinate axes. At
• Volume models contain the mass balance, the en- present only (compounds) of parallelepiped shape elergy balance, the fluid state equation, the specific ements are allowed, extensions will be introduced in
energy equation, and the specific enthalpy equa- the future.
tion.
Also, replacing the fluid state equation with a different one is very straightforward, as is modifying the
• Coupling models contain the momentum balance, turbulence model. For example, figure 4 shows how
the turbulence model, and the heat flow equation. a room model with 3×3(×1) sub-zonal volumes is
• Boundary models are similar to coupling ones but viewed in a Modelica graphical editor. Note that in
said figure and in the following analogous ones relalso contain the heat equation.
ative to the examples, 2D arrangements are used for
• Connectors are in fact very simple with the simplicity and/or consistence with the literature referadopted choices, and are of two types. A first ences used for the validation, but of course the devised
type contains the information on the fluid state formalism is natively quasi-3D.
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6

Modelica Models

This section describes the Modelica implementation of
the most important components that, once connected
together, compose the model of the air within a room.

6.1

Connectors

The 2-dimensional room model in figure 4 shows how
the elements (volumes, coupling elements and boundary conditions) are connected. Said elements are
strongly interacting, since each coupling element has
to know at least three velocity values (coming from
of its neighbours) in order to compute the momentum
balance (see section 4). To fulfil this need, specific
connectors are defined, that convey information about
velocities (and other useful data such as geometrical
ones). The requirements expressed so far have lead
to the implementation of two kinds of connectors: a
first one to connect volumes and layers, that contains
physical and velocities/geometrical information, and a
second one to connect layers with layers, that contains
velocities/geometrical informations only. The Physical/Information connector is written in Modelica as
follows.
connector faceA
SI.Pressure P;
SI.Temperature T;
SI.velocity v;
flow SI.HeatFlowRate q;
input Real h_ba;
output Real h_ab;
input Real rho_ba;
output Real rho_ab;
input Real V_ba;
output Real V_ab;
... other velocities ...
input Real dx_ba;
output Real dx_ab;
... other distances ...
end faceA;

SI.SpecificEnthalpy h
"spec. enthalpy of the air within the volume";
SI.SpecificEnergy e
"spec. energy of the air within the volume";
...
other variables omitted for brevity
...
parameter SI.Temperature Tstart = 273.15 + 20 "initial temperature";
parameter SI.Pressure Po = 101325 "Pressure lin. value";
parameter SI.Temperature To = 298.15 "Temperature lin. value";
parameter SI.Density rho_o = Po/(R*To) "Density initial value";
parameter SI.SpecificHeatCapacity R=CONST.R*1000/28.97;
parameter SI.SpecificHeatCapacity cv = 1006 "air spec. heat";
parameter SI.Length height = 0 "distance between the volume ceiling";
parameter SI.Acceleration g = CONST.g_n "constant gravity acceleration";
parameter Real ComprCoeff = 1/(R*To) "air compressibility coefficient";
parameter Real ThermalExpCoeff = Po/(R*To^2) "air thermal exp. coeff.";
...
geometrical parameters
...
// thermal connector
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.HeatPort_a HeatPort;
// Volumes connectors
faceA W "connector of west face";
faceB E "connectro of east face";
faceA S "connector of south face";
faceB N "connectro of north face";
faceA BO "connector of bottom face";
faceB TO "connectro of top face";
initial equation
rho = rho_o + ComprCoeff*(rho*g*height) - ThermalExpCoeff*(Tstart-To);
P = rho*g*height;
equation
// The linearised PV=nRT gas relationship
rho = rho_o + ComprCoeff*P - ThermalExpCoeff*(T-To);
// mass of the air volume
m = rho*V;
// mass conservation
der(m) = ww + we + wbo + wto + ws + wn;
// incoming and outgoing air mass flows
// along (x,y,z)-directions
ww = dy*dz*W.v*(if noEvent(W.v>0) then W.rho_ba else rho);
...
wn = - dy*dx*N.v*(if noEvent(N.v<0) then N.rho_ab else rho);
// specific energy
e = cv*T;
// specific enthalpy
h = e + P/rho;

//
//
//
//

Note: there exists also a B-type
connector, where input and output
are reversed: an A-type is always
connected to a B-type

// energy balance
der(m*e) = W.q + E.q + N.q + S.q + BO.q + TO.q + h_flow
+ HeatPort.Q_flow;
// enthalpy flows
h_flow = + ww*(if noEvent(ww>0) then W.h_ba else h)
...
+ wn*(if noEvent(wn>0) then N.h_ab else h);
...
other equations omitted for brevity
...
end Volume;

The Information connector, conversely, corresponds 6.3 Coupling element
to the following Modelica code.
The coupling element represents the interaction beconnector VelocityA
tween two adjacent volumes (in the Modelica code, the
input Real V_ba;
// Note: here too a B-type exists,
output Real V_ab;
// see above
coupling element model is called layer, boundary layer
input Real d_ba;
output Real d_ab;
when it is on the boundary of the domain). It conend VelocityA;
tains the momentum balance and heat transfer equations. There are various coupling elements, each one
6.2 Volume
intended for computing the momentum balance along
The volume represents a portion of the air where tem- a given direction (x, y or z) and in a particular posiperature and pressure are assumed as uniform. It con- tion (at the room boundary or not). The code reported
tains the mass and energy balances, and corresponds to below refers to a coupling element that computes the
the following Modelica code (only the essential parts momentum balance equation along the z-direction, not
at the room boundary (here too only the most imporare reported).
tant parts are shown).
model Volume
SI.Density rho "air density";
SI.Mass m "mass of air contained within the volume";
SI.Pressure P "relative pressure of the air within the volume";
SI.Temperature T(start = Tstart) "temp. of the air within the volume";

model LayerZ
SI.Velocity Vz "velocity of the air";
parameter Real gamma=0.026 "air thermal conductivity";
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parameter Real mu = 1.83e-5 "air viscosity, laminar framework";
parameter SI.Acceleration g = CONST.g_n
"standard acceleration gravity on earth";
...
other geometrical parameters
...
// connectors
faceA BO "bottom connector: Volume-Layer";
faceB TO "top connector: Volume-Layer";
VelocityA W "west connector: Layer-Layer";
VelocityB E "east connector: Layer-Layer";
VelocityA S "south connector: Layer-Layer";
VelocityB N "north connector: Layer-Layer";
initial equation
// initialization for the considered average density
rho = 0.5*BO.rho_ba + 0.5*TO.rho_ab;
equation
// average and smoothed density
rho + 1*der(rho) = 0.5*BO.rho_ba + 0.5*TO.rho_ab;
// momentum balance equation
rho*der(Vz) = F
+2*MU*((W.V_ba - Vz)/dx_w - (Vz - E.V_ab) /dx_e)
/(dx_w+dx_e)
+2*MU*((BO.V_ba - Vz)/dz_bo - (Vz - TO.V_ab)/dz_to)
/(dz_bo+dz_to)
+2*MU*((S.V_ba - Vz)/dy_s - (Vz - N.V_ab) /dy_n)
/(dy_s+dy_n);

Figure 5: Simulated temperature distribution within a
room (◦C) with natural convection.

// force source term
F = -rho*g + (BO.P - TO.P)/dz;

vided by other tools, see e.g. figures 4 and 7 in [16],
and figure 5 in [11]. Here too, efficiency is good: on a
standard PC, a 3000 s simulation takes approximately
1.5 s only with a 12×10 grid (the same resolution of
the quoted references).

// heat exchange between the volumes (conductive heat transfer)
BO.q = A*(BO.T - TO.T)*gamma/dz;
// no heat and mass storage within the element
BO.v = TO.v;
BO.q + TO.q = 0;
// zero equation turbulence model, eddy viscosity (ref: chen xu 98)
MU = (mu + 0.03874*Functions.sqrtReg(Vz^2,1e-8)*rho*dz);
...
other equations omitted for brevity
...

8

Application example

end LayerZ;

7

Validation

Several tests were performed to validate the proposed
models, basically by comparing their outcome with
that of CFD models. The verification is made by
checking that the sub-zones (that are “large” volumes
from the CFD standpoint) yield reasonably accurate
averages of the quantities that CFD models evaluate
on much finer a spatial discretisation. Other verifications were made against literature models realised with
various approaches.
As an example of said tests, a natural convection
case is reported, for which the experimental and simulation results of [11] and [16] are taken as reference.
The experimental setup in the quoted works is the
MINIBAT test cell at CERTHIL, described in [1], that
consists of a 3,1 m×3,1 m×2,5 m room.
The case here shown has two lateral walls with impressed temperature, one “cold” and one ”hot”. The
temperature distribution provided by the presented
models satisfactorily reproduces experimental data, as
can be seen by comparing the steady-state situation
shown in figure 5, obtained by linear interpolation and
subsequent colour coding, with figure 6 in [16], and
is also in good accordance with simulation data pro-

To show how the proposed modelling approach allows
to efficiently integrate quasi three-dimensional models
with one-dimensional ones like for example the piping
of a heating system, another brief example is reported.
A room (4×1×6 volumes) is heated by a radiator fed
with hot water through a three-ways modulating valve,
and a PI controller regulates the room temperature.
The external conditions are kept constant, and a disturbance is introduced in the form of a sudden drop of
the heating water temperature eight hours after the beginning of the simulation. Figures 6 through 8 show
the results.
The heater is positioned in the lower left corner, and
two tests are reported in which the sensor is located
in two different positions. In the first case (“singleZone1” in the figures) on the same wall as the heater,
and above it; in the second one (“singleZone2”) on
the opposite wall with respect to the heater. As can
be seen, despite the measured temperature is kept at
the set point in more or less the same way, the different sensor positions result in different behaviours of
the room mean temperature, shown in figure 6, thus
in different comfort conditions, and energy consumption. Apparently, an analysis like that just sketched
would not be possible without the proposed sub-zonal
models. Incidentally, the simulation of 24 hours took
1.02 seconds, which is quite good a result.
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Figure 6: Application example - set point and mean room temperature (not the temperature sensor output) for
two sensor locations.

Figure 7: Application example - control signal (heater valve position in the range 0–1) for two sensor locations.

9

Conclusions and future work
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Abstract
This paper presents an integrated method for the simulation of mixed 1D / 3D system models in the
domain of building energy supply systems. The feasibility of this approach is demonstrated by the use
case of a solar thermal system: the sub-model of a
hot water storage is modeled as a detailed threedimensional CFD model, but the rest of the system
model (solar collector, hydraulics, heat exchanger,
controller etc.) is modeled as a simplified component-based DAE model. For this purpose, the hot
water storage model is simulated with ANSYS CFD.
This detailed sub-model is embedded in the solar
thermal system model, which consists of component
models of the Modelica library FluidFlow and is simulated with Dymola. The numerical coupling and
integration of both sub-models is realized by the use
of the co-simulation environment TISC. With a
comparison of a pure Modelica system model and a
mixed 1D / 3D system model of the same solar thermal system, advantages and disadvantages of both
simulation approaches are worked out.
Keywords: Co-simulation; Mixed 1D/3D modeling;
energy building and plant simulation

1

Introduction

Up to now, the simplified world of DAE (Differential Algebraic Equation) system simulation and
the detailed world of CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) simulation have been two different
“modeling cultures” in the domain of building energy supply systems. Users of component based DAE
system simulation tools/approaches like Modelica

[1], MATLAB/Simulink [2], TRNSYS [3] analyze
the transient behavior of complex energy system
models, which include simplified physical submodels of the energy supply systems, models for the
supplied buildings and models for the control algorithms of the energy management. Because the complexity of these models is reduced (typically some
hundred up to 100,000 model variables), the time
periods in simulation experiments can be a week, a
month or a year.
In comparison to the simplified systems models,
detailed 3D CFD models are used to optimized the
thermal comfort of a room (e.g. to find suitable positions of inlet and outlet air passages, which guarantee comfortable local air temperatures and air velocities) or to optimize the flow conditions and the heat
transfer within a building services component (e.g. to
design the inner geometry of a heat water storage).
The second type of models uses highly discretized
Finite Element Models (FEM) ore Finite Volume
Models (FVM) with up to several million equations.
For this detailed models, the used time period in
transient simulation experiments can be - restricted
by the currently existing numerical power - some
seconds up to some days.
The basic idea of this article is to combine both
worlds to a numerical integrated simulation approach
for building energy supply systems (compare with
Figure 1): the DAE simulation tool (e.g. Dymola)
produces with the help of its - component-based one-dimensional Modelica model transient (“intelligent”) boundary conditions for the detailed threedimensional CFD tool/model and vice versa. In this
way, the most interesting part(s) of a system model
can be analyzed on a more detailed level, wherein
the system relationships are fully taken into account.
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Simplified (component based)
system model, based on
the Modelica library FluidFlow
for thermo-hydraulic systems

Detailed (geometric) sub model,
based on a continuous flow area

1D-DAE
Simulation Tool

Co-Simulation
Environment

3D-CFD
Simulation Tool

Dymola

TISC

ANSYS CFD

Figure 1: Numerical integrated simulation approach
for DAE / CFD modeling of building energy supply
systems
The numerical data exchange and the synchronization of the numerical solvers of several simulation
tools are realized by the use of the co-simulation environment TISC [12]. In this procedure, it is very
important to use “appropriate models” from the
DAE- and the CFD-world, this means the models use
a comparable physics, and they produce similar results on an aggregated level. Preliminary studies on
this have been undertaken by the authors [14, 15].

2

and tilted with an angle of 30°. Here, the vertical
distance between the roof and the storage is 10 m.
The cylindrical shaped storage has a height of 1.45 m
and a diameter of 0.59 m and is isolated with 100
mm insulation (λ = 0.06 W/(m·K)). An external plate
heat exchanger (k·A = 1,000 W/K) transfers the produced thermal energy from the solar loop to the storage loop. With the help of a two-point-controller the
solar pump and the storage pump are switched on
(mass flow rate 0.0264 kg/s), if the collector outlet
temperature is 4°K higher than the temperature in the
lower part of the storage (hysteresis of 5°K). All hydraulic components of the solar thermal system are
connected with copper pipes with an inside diameter
of 26 mm, a wall thickness of 1 mm and an insulation thickness of 30 mm (λ = 0.035 W/(m·K). For
the climate boundary condition Meteonorm [16]
weather data from Hamburg (Germany) were used.
In the simulation scenario the load process for the
thermal water storage over a time period of 24 h
(86,400 seconds) during a summer day were analyzed. At the beginning of the load process all the
fluid temperatures in the collector, in all pipes and in
the storage shall be 20 °C.

Use case: Solar thermal system

For doing the comparative system simulation studies
about the numerical coupling between the DAEapproach of Modelica and the CFD-approach, a solar
thermal system for warm water production was used
as a reference system (see Figure 2).

3

System simulation with Modelica

To obtain a reference system for the evaluation of
the coupled Modelica/CFD-model, in a first step the
solar thermal system was modeled as a pure Modelica model. For this purpose, the FluidFlow-library
was used.

weather

3.1
solar loop
storage loop
controller
solar collector

heat exchanger

solar pump

thermal
storage

storage pump

Figure 2: Used solar thermal system for the simulation studies
The most important components of the solar thermal
system are an evacuated tube collector (type Viessmann VITOSOL 200 T) with an aperture area of
3.17 m2 and a hot water storage with a volume of
400 liter. The roof collector is aligned to the south

Modelica FluidFlow library

The Modelica-library FluidFlow is being developed
at UdK Berlin for thermo-hydraulic network simulation [4]. The main application field of this library is
the modeling of solar thermal systems, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning)-systems and
district heating/cooling systems.
The FluidFlow-library comprises a set of “ready-touse” standard hydraulic models, such as pipes, elbows, distributors and pumps. Further, the library
includes more specialized models from several domains (compare with Figure 3), such as solar thermal
technologies (collector models), thermal storage
technologies (storage models) or energy transformation technologies (e.g. models of heat exchangers,
absorption chillers and cogeneration plants).
The weather data sets are read and interpolated with
a new developed Modelica component, based on the
ncDataReader2 library, which provides access to
external data sets as continuous functions [5].
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Figure 3: Standard models (left) and specialized
models (right) of the thermal-hydraulic Modelica
library FluidFlow.

model is divided into 10 thermal horizontal zones.
This modeling approach leads to a system model
with 721 time variables. With the symbolic reduction
algorithm of the used simulation tool Dymola [8],
the DAE-system could be reduced to 419 time varying variables.
In order to define suitable and comparable interfaces to the Modelica/CFD system model, a subsystem for the hot water storage and its boundary
conditions (connection pipes, inlet boundary conditions, models for the pressure losses for the flow dilation and contraction) were introduced (compare
with Figure 5).

Up to now the main application field of the
FluidFlow-library was the modeling and simulation
of complex energy supply systems (heating and cooling energy) for new planned city districts with residential buildings in Iran [6].
3.2

Modeling as pure Modelica system model

Figure 4 shows the system model of the solar thermal system from the use case, solely modeled with
sub-components of the Modelica FluidFlow-library.

Figure 5: Modelica sub-system for the thermal storage and its boundary conditions

4
4.1

Figure 4: Solar thermal system, modeled as system
model with pure Modelica sub-components
The used physical models (solar collector, pipes, external heat exchanger, hot water storage) were validated from [7]. All the pipes were parameterized in a
way that a minimum of 1 numerical node per 1 m
pipe length can be ensured. The hot water storage

Modelica system simulation with
an integrated CFD sub-model
Modeling and simulation with ANSYS CFD

In order to determine the model state at any point of
the volume of the hot water storage (e.g. temperatures, velocities, pressures), the three-dimensional
CFD method was used. In our case, the fluid region
of the hot water storage is modeled with ANSYS
CFD Release 12.1 [9], which works with CFD algorithms, based on the Finite Volume Method (FVM).
The FVM method calculates approximated solutions
of the partial differential equation system, which describes the transport process of momentum, mass and
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heat transfer within the flow region (Navier-Stokes
equations):

Continuity equation:
∂ρ
+ ∇ • (ρ U) = 0 ,
∂t

(1)

Three momentum equations (vector notation with the
Nabla-operator for the three Cartesian coordinates):

∂(ρ U)
+ ∇ • (ρ U ⊗ U) = −∇p + ∇ • τ ,
∂t
Total energy equation:
∂(ρ htot ) ∂p
− + ∇ • (ρ U htot )
∂t
∂t
= ∇ • (λ∇T ) + ∇ • (U • τ ).

mesh with all in all 21,904 numerical nodes (85,230
finite volume elements). Hereof 5,440 numerical
nodes (5,370 finite volume elements) are used for the
connection pipe models and 16,464 numerical nodes
(79,860 finite volume elements) for the storage model (compare with Figure 6). The used turbulence
model was a laminar model, because the range of
values of the Reynolds number of the fluid regime,
which can be assigned to the connection pipes,
reaches from of 1,290 (20 °C) up to 2,230 (47 °C).

(2)

(3)

For each element of the flow region a discretized
form of the mentioned 5 partial differential equations
is calculated from the ANSYS CFD numerical
solver.
4.2

3D CFD model of the hot water storage

An adequate three-dimensional model of the hot water storage has to fulfill several aspects:
1. The discretization of the fluid regime has to be
fine enough to limit the numerical error. For this
purpose, the size of the elements has to be
adapted to the local geometries und the local velocities.
2. The CFD model has to be fast enough for a
coupled transient simulation.
3. The location of the interface planes between the
three-dimensional CFD fluid regime and the
one-dimensional Modelica fluid regime have to
be chosen in a way, that the fluid flow at the interface point can take place without a significant
disturbance, which can be induced by the inner
fluid flow pattern of the storage.
For this reason, the fluid regime of the cylindrical
storage was supplemented by two connection pipes
with a length of 0.275 m. This necessary length was
established by preliminary CFD flow pattern tests
with a typical mass flow from the storage pump
(0.026 kg/s). The compromise between a needed accuracy and a desired numerical performance is a

Figure 6: Adapted Mesh of the finite volume storage
model: longitudinal section (above), horizontal view
on the storage with connection pipe (below left), horizontal sections close to the inlet (below middle)
and in the middle of the storage (below right)
4.3

Numerical tool coupling by TISC

TISC [12] - the TLK Inter Software Connector - is a
co-simulation environment for coupling different
simulation programs. The software is platform independent and uses TCP/IP-sockets for communication. TISC provides interfaces to 1-D and 3-D simulators (like MATLAB/Simulink, Dymola, KULI,
CFX, Star-CD) and more abstract interfaces written
in C, C++, Java and Fortran (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: TISC simulation environment
Tool coupling has several advantages (see [10]).
The best tool can be chosen to describe all parts of a
system. Present software and expert knowledge can
be used for modeling complex systems from diverse
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physical and engineering domains (see [11]). In
some cases, it also makes sense to break down a
model or system into several sub-systems to decouple the time steps and accelerate the simulation.
Using TISC makes it also possible to integrate transient boundary conditions from different specialized
simulation tools. For example, the input and output
data from a detailed FEM or CFD simulation tool are
available for a DAE Modelica model in Dymola and
vice versa. Distributed computation of a system on
several cores also provides the opportunity to parallelize a simulation calculation and get more computation performance.
The TISC environment is divided in two layers,
the Simulation-Layer and the Control-Layer. The
Control-Layer is responsible for starting and parameterizing all models at simulation start. It is also possible to configure a set of simulations and let them run
automatically one after another in batch-mode. This
is helpful for using computer resources efficiently.
After a simulation has started, the SimulationLayer is responsible for handling data-exchange and
synchronization. Using the Control-Layer is optional
and a distributed simulation can be performed using
only the Simulation-Layer.

the number of synchronization events can be reduced
and the simulation experiment can be relevant accelerated. It is also possible, that each model uses its
own synchronization rate.
4.4

Coupled Modelica / CFD system model

Figure 9 illustrates the coupled Modelica / CFD system model of the solar thermal plant, where the onedimensional DAE hot water storage model was substituted by a container model, which includes the
coupled ANSYS CFD model and the corresponding
TISC coupling components.

Figure 9: Solar thermal system, modeled as system
model with coupled Modelica and CFD subComponents

Figure 8: TISC synchronization scheme
TISC supports sequential (“explicit”) synchronization, while parallel (“implicit”) synchronization
(see [13] and Figure 8) is often used. When using
parallel synchronization all models are being calculated simultaneously. With increasing number of
models this leads to a major increase in simulation
speed.
TISC uses fixed step-sizes for data-exchange between the models and the server. The synchronization rate of the models has a highly influence on the
total simulation time, because every time a model
gets synchronized with the TISC server, depending
on the used simulation program, an event is generated and a convergent solution for the model has to be
found again. With an increasing synchronization rate
for system models with relative large time constants,

Beside the interfaces for the inlet and outlet mass
flow, the Modelica / CFD sub-system models has
further interfaces to the storage environment temperature and to the temperature sensor within the 3D
fluid regime, which is axially positioned 7.3 cm
above the bottom of the storage. The hot water storage model has to be exchanged both temperature
values with the “Modelica world” to determine the
heat loss through the storage insulation and to provide the measured storage fluid temperature as an
input for the two point controller model (compare
with Figure 10).
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etc.), but the values of the system with the CFDstorage model are more differentiated. The most important reason for these differences consists in the
non-existent momentum model within the DAE storage model and its restricted space resolution to one
dimension.
900
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collector Gdot direct
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Figure 10: Modelica / CFD sub-system for the thermal storage

Figure 11: Direct, diffuse, total solar irradiation on
the tilted collector
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Figure 12: Collector input and output temperature for
the pure Modelica system model and for the coupled
Modelica / CFD system model
0.035
pump mdot

0.03
mdot in kg/s

The Simulation experiment for the pure Modelica
system model was performed with Dymola 7.4, using the DASSL solver with a tolerance of 1e-4. The
simulation model runs fast and needs only some
seconds simulation time for one day real time.
In comparison to this, the coupled Modelica /
CFD system model runs approximately half as fast as
real time (≈ 50 hours simulation time). For this simulation experiment, an Apple MacPro workstation
with 8 Xeon cores (2.8 GHz) and 32 GB RAM with
the operation system Linux OpenSuse 11.2 was used.
Doing this, ANSYS CFD used 8 cores for the parallelized CFD-simulation and Dymola used a separate
core for the monolithic DAE-simulation on another
Windows workstation. The synchronization rate of
TISC was set on 1 second.
Figures 11 to 14 illustrate the run of the curves for
the most important state and process variables of the
solar thermal system for a summer day in June
(174th day of the year).
Figure 11 shows the beam, diffuse and total solar
irradiation on the tilted solar collector. The value for
the total radiation exceeds 800 W/m2 at midday.
Figure 12 illustrates the inlet and outlet fluid
temperatures of the solar collector and the outside air
temperature for both simulation approaches. The basic running of the temperatures values is similar
(temperature levels, switching-on and –off events
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Figure 13: Mass flow of the collector and the storage
pump for the pure Modelica system model (above)
and the coupled Modelica/CFD system model (below)
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Figure 13 demonstrates the switching characteristic of the two-point controller at hand of the timeline
of the mass flow, transported by the pumps. The basic pattern of the mass flows for the pure Modelica
model and the mixed Modelica / CFD model is similar until 16 o’clock, when the solar irradiation intensity drops significantly. Then, differences in the controller behavior are clearly visible.
Figure 14 shows the inlet and outlet fluid temperatures of the connection pipes between the storage
sub-model and the rest of the solar thermal system
model (indices plane in , plane out). Further, 10 representative temperatures within the storage fluid volume are represented. For comparing the 10 vertical
temperature values of the pure DAE Modelica model
with the detailed temperature field of the CFD model, integrated mean values over 10 horizontal volumes were used (indices volume 1 to volume 10).
plane in
volume 1
volume 2
volume 3
volume 4
volume 5
volume 6
volume 7
volume 8
volume 9
volume 10
plane out

50

45
temperature in C

changes or the incoming mass flow switches between zero and its maximum value, the CFD model
shows an immediate reaction, because the momentum transport and the natural convection are part of
the CFD algorithm.
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Figure 14: Inlet, outlet and layer temperatures of
the thermal storage for the CFD/FVM-model (above)
and the Modelica/DAE-model (below)
The temperature levels in both storage models increase during the day parallel to the stored thermal
energy. The impact of the switch-on/switch-off characteristic of the mass flows on the storage temperature values developing can be clearly recognized
during the morning hours and the evening hours. The
CFD storage model shows a significantly more complex behavior: If the stored thermal energy flux

Figure 15: Vertical section of the velocity field (left)
and temperature field (right) after the first switch on
event at 6:44 (above), at 13:00 (in the middle) and at
24:00, calculated by the coupled CFD/Modelica
model
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Figure 16: Natural convection phenomenon (velocity
field) at the inlet of the hot water storage CFD model
at 24:00
Figure 17 illustrates the comparison of the calculated
heat energies (supplied heat from the collector model
and the inducted heat into the hot water storage) for
the pure Modelica system model and for the coupled
Modelica / CFD system model as integrated power
values. During the whole load process there is only a
very small difference between both simulation approaches. The differences between the gained energy
from the collector and the inducted energy into the
storage are the thermal losses of the hydraulic components.

14
supplied heat from collector (coupled)
inducted heat into storage (coupled)
supplied heat from collector (not coupled)
inducted heat into storage (not coupled)

12

10

Q in kWh

An interesting phenomenon can be observed at
the point plan in after sunset (→ mass flow of the
storage pump equal to zero): During this time period,
the DAE Modelica storage model shows an obvious
temperature drop, while the temperature level on the
same point of the CFD storage model has only a
small decline. The reason for this difference lies in
the natural convection effect, induced by the comparatively heat loss effect for the fluid in the small
connection pipe in contrast to of the heat loss effect
for the fluid within the storage. As a result, the natural convection compensates the increased heat loss of
the connection pipe by transporting additional thermal energy from the highest (and hottest) layer of the
storage. This effect leads also to the greatest velocity
in the region of the inlet connection pipe. The same
phenomenon with the reinforced heat loss and the
resulting induced convection can be recognized within the vertical sections of the temperature field and
the velocity field at the end of the day (24 o’clock,
compare with the third picture in Figure 15 and its
enlargement in Figure 16).
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Figure 17: Supplied heat from the collector model
and inducted heat into the hot water storage for the
pure Modelica system model and for the coupled
Modelica / CFD system model

6

Summary and Outlook

It could be demonstrated by the example of a solar
thermal plant, that the mixed DAE / CFD simulation
approach works. This, the pure Modelica system
model showed a qualitatively similar behavior (timelines of the temperature and of the discrete controller
events) and quantitative nearly identical energy values in comparison to the mixed model. In addition,
the detailed CFD sub-model of the hot water storage
allows analysis for detailed questions (e.g. to find an
optimized temperature sensor position or for studying convection phenomena) with full consideration
of the surrounding system model. A sufficiently discretized CFD model requires at a up-to-date computer hardware computing times twice as long as realtime.
The next steps of the research will be a detailed
analysis of the pressures losses within the different
parts of the system (e.g. pressure fluctuations during
discrete controller switching events). In addition further system models with more than one CFD submodel (e.g. a collector CFD sub-model and a storage
CFD sub-model) will be considered. For the acceleration of the computation time of the coupled system
model, the optimization of the numerical coupling
parameters (e.g. the synchronization rate between
both simulation tools) and parameter studies with
different fine discretized meshes of the hot water
storages will be considered.
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Abstract

To this purpose the present paper proposes a novel
model of a moderately simplified brake disc. DependThe friction forces generated during braking between ing on the user input the thermo-elastic behavior of
brake pads and discs produce high thermal gradients brake discs is described with approximately 100 up to
on the rubbing surfaces. These thermal gradients may 1000 degrees of freedom.
cause braking problems such as hot spotting and the
The thermal field of the disc is discretized in
associated hot judder phenomenon in the frequency
three dimensions in Eulerian representation, an annurange below 100 Hz.
lar Kirchhoff plate is adapted to evaluate the deformaSome consequences of these undesirable vibrations according to the quasi-static thermo-elastic thetions are comfort reductions, a defective braking proory [9, Ch. 2].
cess, inhomogeneous wear, cutbacks of the brake perIn circumferential direction the disc is assumed
formance and even damage of brake components.
The present paper proposes a modeling concept to be rotational symmetric, in axial direction differthat is targeted on this field of application and in- ent layers with different heat capacity and conductroduces the new Modelica class ThermoelasticPlate, tion properties and multiple surfaces, where cooling
which is implemented in the DLR FlexibleBodies li- by convection occurs, may be defined.
brary.
In order to implement this concept the Modelica
Keywords: Disc brake, Modal multifield ap- class ThermoelasticPlate has been introduced into the
proach, Thermoelasticity
commercial DLR FlexibleBodies library. This paper
presents the underlying theory on thermal and thermoelastic fields, explains the user interface of the Ther1 Introduction
moelasticPlate class and gives an simulation example.
Friction braking is necessarily related to high thermal The final section gives an outlook to further efforts in
loads which lead to high thermal gradients at the sur- research and modeling of friction brakes and its valiface of brake discs. It is a known phenomenon that dation, which is supposed to be initiated by the novel
these thermal loads can initiate the onset of unevenly modeling approach.
distributed hot spots or bands which in turn results
in thermally deformed brake discs [1], [2]. Since the
brake pads then slide upon a non-smooth surface while
the brake disc rotates, the brake system vibrates, noise
is generated and undesirable wear occurs.
Besides experimental studies the finite element
method (FEM) [3], [4], [5] [6] or analytical techniques
[7] [8] are utilized to analyze the thermo-elastic behavior of brakes in literature. Both methods have advantages and provide valuable results, but both methods
are not well suited, if complex scenarios such as the
interaction of brakes with suspensions or vehicle control systems are investigated and a system dynamical
point of view is adopted.

2
2.1

Thermal Field
Weak Field Equations

In order to describe the thermal behaviour of the
brake disc the weak equations for the temperature field
ϑ(𝒄,t) as functions of the spatial position in cylindrical coordinates 𝒄 = (r, φ, z)T and time t are deduced
from the principle of virtual temperature, see e.g. [10,
(7.7)] or [11, (1.3.33)]:
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∫

[−(∇δϑ)T 𝒒 + ρc ϑ̇δϑ] dV + . . .

V

∫

...+

(1)
𝒒BT 𝒏B δϑ dB = 0 ,

B

where ρ denotes the density, c the specific heat capacity, dB the boundary element and 𝒏B the outer unit
normal vector. 𝒒 symbolizes the heat flux according
to Fourier’s law of heat conduction depending on the
temperature gradient ∇ϑ and the thermal conductivity
matrix 𝜦 [9, (1.12.16)]:
𝒒 = −𝜦∇ϑ

Figure 1: Example set of cubic B-splines to discretize
(2) the thermal field in radial and axial direction.

The boundary heat flux qB may be given explicitly
shown in Fig. 1 have been chosen as trial functions in
or, if convection occurs, may be specified by the film
radial and axial direction, respectively.
coefficient h f and the bulk temperature ϑ∞ of the fluid
The harmonic waves (or Fourier series expan[9, Sec. 5.6]:
sion) Ψi (φ) are appropriate in circumferential direc𝒒 T 𝒏B = −qB − h f (ϑB − ϑ∞ ) .
(3) tion, since
B

2.2

∙ they allow to represent cyclic properties, i.e.
Ψi (φ) = Ψi (φ + 2π),

Modal Approach

The discretization of the scalar temperature is performed using the Ritz approximation that allows to
separate the thermal field description by a finitedimensional linear combination of two parts, the first
one considers thermal modes and is spatial dependent, i.e. Φ ϑ = Φ ϑ (𝒄) and the second one represent the modal amplitudes and is time dependent, i.e.
𝒛ϑ = 𝒛ϑ (t):
ϑ(𝒄,t) = Φ ϑ (𝒄)𝒛ϑ (t)

(4)

∙ they are simple to integrate from 0 to 2π,
∙ their orthogonality leads to block-diagonal system matrices, i.e. the entire system of equations
is split up into decoupled sub-systems,
∙ they will later on be exploited to provide a Eulerian description of the thermo-elastic plate.

2.3

Discretized Field Equations

The spatial mode functions are formulated using the
If (5) is inserted into (1), the volume integrals can be
separation approach of Bernoulli for the spatial coorseparated from the terms that dependent on time. As a
dinates as well, so that (4) may be rewritten as follows:
result, the linear thermal field equation is obtained:
n

n

∑ Φϑi (𝒄)zϑi (t) = ∑ Ri (r) Ψi (φ) Zi (z) zϑi (t) =

i=1

𝑪ϑϑ 𝒛˙ϑ + (𝑲ϑϑ + 𝑲ϑR )𝒛ϑ = 𝑸ϑN qB + 𝑸ϑR ϑ∞ , (6)

i=1

lm

km

=∑

mm

∑ ∑ Rl (r) ⋅ cos(kφ) ⋅ Zm (z) ⋅ zϑi (t)+

l=1 k=0 m=1
lm km mm

+∑

where the volume integrals are defined, inter alia using
Φϑ , as follows [14, Tab. 2.5]:
(5) the abbreviation 𝑩ϑ := ∇Φ

∑ ∑ Rl (r) ⋅ sin(kφ) ⋅ Zm (z) ⋅ zϑi (t) ,

∫

the heat capacity matrix:

l=1 k=1 m=1

with i = 1, 2, . . . , n , n = (lm mm )(2km + 1) .

the conductivity matrix:

According to Walter Ritz [12], the trial functions
have to be linearly independent and components of a
complete system, so that the number of i may be increased as needed in order to improve the approximation. For Rl (r) and Zm (z) cubic B-splines [13] as
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𝑪ϑϑ :=
𝑲ϑϑ :=

the Robin load matrix:

𝑲ϑR :=

the Robin load vector:

𝑸ϑR :=

the Neumann load vector:

𝑸ϑN :=

∫V

ρc Φ Tϑ Φ ϑ dV
𝑩ϑT 𝜦𝑩ϑ dV

∫V
∫B
∫B

h f Φ Tϑ Φ ϑ dB

h f Φ Tϑ dB

B

Φ Tϑ dB
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These volume integrals may therefore be evaluated in advance to the simulation or time integration,
respectively.

If the following identities
sin(kφ) = sin(kθ) cos(kχ) − cos(kθ) sin(kχ) ,
cos(kφ) = cos(kθ) cos(kχ) + sin(kθ) sin(kχ)

2.4

The Eulerian Description

(9)

are inserted into (8), an associated mode couple
c̄1 (r, θ, z) and c̄2 (r, θ, z) defined with respect to frame
A appears:
c1 = Rl Zm sin(kθ) cos(kχ)−
|
{z
}
:=c̄1 (r,θ,z)

− Rl Zm cos(kθ) sin(kχ) ,
|
{z
}

(10)

:=c̄2 (r,θ,z)

c2 = c̄1 (r, θ, z) sin(kχ) + c̄2 (r, θ, z) cos(kχ) .
As a result of suitable transformations it may also be
Figure 2: Coordinate transformation with angle χ, that
written:
leads from the Lagrangian to the Eulerian description.
c̄1 (r, θ, z) = c2 sin(kχ) + c1 cos(kχ) ,
(11)
It is now considered that the brake disc performs
c̄2 (r, θ, z) = c2 cos(kχ) − c1 sin(kχ) .
a rotation around its central axis specified by the angle
χ(t). So far the temperature field is described in the
The mode functions c̄1 (r, θ, z) and c̄2 (r, θ, z) are
so-called Lagrangian point of view [15, Sec. I.3], i.e. defined in the Eulerian reference system A and are
the reference frame follows the rotation as it is shown linear combinations of the mode functions c1 (r, φ, z)
for the coordinate system named B in Fig. 2.
and c2 (r, φ, z) described in the Lagrangian frame B ,
However for the specific use case treated here it whereas the combination depends on χ(t).
may make sense to resolve the temperature field of the
This information can be exploited in order to dedisc in frame A in Fig. 2. In other words, the observer fine a transformation: a thermal field resolved in the
does not rotate with the disc but looks on the plate from Lagrangian frame can be transformed to be resolved in
the outside, from a point in rest concerning the rotation the Eulerian frame and vice versa. Of course the physwith angle χ(t).
ical temperature field itself does not change, but its
This concept is the so-called Eulerian description resolution does so that the numerical values describing
[15, Sec. I.4] and is widely used in fluid dynamics, the field will be different in frame A or B , respectively.
where the motion state of the fluid at a fixed point in
In practice the transformation is formulated in
space is presented. Due to the rotational symmetry terms of the modal amplitudes zϑi (t) which are the
properties of the brake disc the Eulerian description thermal states in (6):
can here be formulated in an elegant and convenient
z̄ϑi1 (t) = sin(kχ(t))zϑi2 (t) + cos(kχ(t))zϑi1 (t) ,
way.
(12)
z̄ϑi2 (t) = cos(kχ(t))zϑi2 (t) − sin(kχ(t))zϑi1 (t) .
For theoretical derivation the coordinate transformation
Again, the new modal amplitudes in the Eulerian
φ = θ−χ
(7)
frame z̄ϑi (t) are expressed as a linear combination of
is defined, where θ specifies the angular position of an modal amplitudes in the Lagrangian frame zϑi (t) and
observed point on the brake disc resolved with respect it is just a matter of convenience and practicability in
which coordinates the thermal field equations are acto the Eulerian reference system A in Fig. 2.
Furthermore it is assumed that for every trial func- tually evaluated.
One particularity has been ignored so far. For
tion in (5) that employs a sin(kφ)-term an associated
trial
functions with k = 0 no mode couple with c1 and
trial function is present where the sinus- is replaced by
the cosinus-function only, but Rl (r), Zm (z) and k are c2 according to (8) exists, since no associated sinusidentical, so that mode shape couples c1 and c2 exist: function is introduced in (5). As a consequence the
transformation (12) is not defined for such modes.
c1 (r, φ, z) = Rl (r) ⋅ Zm (z) ⋅ sin(kφ) ,
However, trial functions with k = 0 represent rota(8)
tional symmetric fields since the dependency on φ is
c2 (r, φ, z) = Rl (r) ⋅ Zm (z) ⋅ cos(kφ) .
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eliminated in (5) due to the term cos(kφ). As a consequence mode shapes with k = 0 are invariant with respect to rotations with angle χ or in other words: The
modal coordinates zϑi (t) related to k = 0 are identical
in the Eulerian and the Lagrangian description and no
transformation is needed.

3

Mechanical Field

The present paper is focused on the thermo-elastic interrelation that rules the behavior of brake discs in
frequency range below 100 Hz. Note that there is a
complementary paper presented on this Modelica User
Conference which is dedicated to higher frequencies
in order to cope e.g. with brake squeal phenomena
[16]. However here, it is supposed that the excitation
is much lower than the lowest natural frequency of the
brake disc. In particular the following assumption are
made:

field. This approach is not suited here, since the influence of a 3-dimensional thermal on a 2-dimensional
displacement field is to describe.
Instead the so-called body-force analogy is employed, i.e. the thermoelastic problem is transfered
into an isothermal problem with equivalent distributed
body forces 𝝈ϑ [9, §3.3], whose non-zeros components in radial and tangential direction read:
𝝈ϑ r = 𝝈ϑ φ = −

1+ν
Eα ϑ ,
1 − ν2

(13)

where α denotes the thermal expansion coefficient, E
Young’s modulus and ν the Poisson number. Together
with the relevant strain components in radial and tangential direction εr and εφ expressed as functions of
the transversal plate deformation w
εr = −z w,rr ,

εφ = −z

(w

,r

r

+

w,φφ )
,
r2

(14)

∙ The structural deformations of the brake disc are
the associated virtual work δWϑ reads:
dominated by its elasticity or thermo-elasticity,
∫
respectively, while inertia effects are negligible.
δWϑ = δ𝜺T 𝝈ϑ dV =
The brake disc deforms in a quasi-static manV
ner. This statement is related to the so-called
(15)
)T (
)
∫ (
Duhamel’s assumption which argues on the difw,rr
zϑ
1+ν
dV
= Eα
δ w,r w,φφ
ferent time-scales with which changes in the tem1 − ν2
+ r2
zϑ
r
V
perature or deformation field usaully proceed, cp.
[9, Sec. 2.5].
∙ A literature review on the characteristics of
thermo-elastic brake disc deformation give reason to the assumption that plate bending in some
cases even plate buckling is the governing deformation mechanism, see [7], [1], [4]. For example:
all experimental studies describe e.g. hot spots to
be located alternatively on the two disc surfaces
in anti-symmetrical configuration, so that the circumference is deformed similar to a sinuous line.
Therefore the deformation field of the brake disc
here is represented as an annular Kirchhoff plate.

3.2

Weak Field Equations

The structural displacements 𝒖 are evaluated on the
basis of the principle of virtual displacements [10,
(4.7)], which states that the virtual work of the internal
forces equals the virtual work of the external forces:
∫
V

δ𝜺T 𝝈 dV +

∫
V

δ𝜺T 𝝈ϑ dV = ∑ δ𝒖T 𝒇i ,

(16)

i

where 𝜺 denotes the strain and 𝝈 the stress field. 𝒇i
represent the applied external forces.

Note that the description of the annular plate is limited to be linear in this initial implementation, so that
plate buckling phenomena are not covered, see [17], 3.3 Modal Approach
[18, Ch. 1]. An extended formulation to consider therAgain a Ritz approximation is used to discretize the
mal buckling is a field of active research at the DLR.
deformation field 𝒖:

3.1

Thermo-elastic Coupling

𝒖(𝒄,t) = Φ u (𝒄)𝒛u (t)
(17)
In [14, Sec. 2.2] the material constitution based on
a thermodynamical potential is harnessed to formu- The spatial shape functions in (17) are formulated
late the interrelation of the thermal and the mechanical as function of cylindrical coordinates, i.e. Φ u =
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Φ u (r, φ, z), w,r and w,φ are partial derivatives with respect to r or φ:
⎡
n

∑ Φ u i zu i = ⎣
⎢

i=1

−z(cos(φ)w,r − sin(φ)
r w,φ )
cos(φ)
−z(sin(φ)w,r + r w,φ )
w

lm

km

w= ∑

∑ Rl (r) ⋅ cos(kφ) ⋅ zu i (t) + . . .

l=0 k=0
lm

km

...+ ∑

4

User Interface

The user interface in Dymola is shown in Fig. 3: here
the BrakeForce module represents the input force ap⎥
plied on the brake pads, the PAD module defines the
⎦,
specific locations of the ALE nodes where the one end
of the springs will be attached to and provide the kinematics which are fed into the CONTACT module. The
(18)
CONTACT module is the set of springs and dampers
which conects the brake pads with the brake disc.
⎤

∑ Rl (r) ⋅ sin(kφ) ⋅ zu i (t) ,

l=0 k=1

with i = 1, 2, . . . , n , n = (lm + 1)(2km + 1) .
The trial functions in (18) correspond to the trial
functions in (5) except of the fact, that a 2-dimensional
field is discretized here, while the temperatures depend
on all three coordinates.

3.4

Discretized Field Equations

If (18) is inserted into (16) the linear field equation for
the displacements is yielded:
𝑲uu 𝒛u + 𝑲uϑ 𝒛ϑ = ∑ ΦTu i 𝒇i .

(19)

i

Figure 3: User interface of the thermo-elastic plate.

The stiffness matrix 𝑲uu in (19) is defined using the
Finally the thermalPlate module is the block
linear displacement-strain operator ∇u , the abbrevia- which contains the thermo-mechanical description of
tion 𝑩u := ∇uΦ u and the elasticity tensor 𝑯:
the plate which has been derived in the previews sections and also includes the geometrical parameters to
∫
T
𝑲uu := 𝑩u 𝑯𝑩u dV
(20) model the annular plate (in Table 1).
V

The thermo-elastic coupling matrix follows from (15):
𝑲uϑ := Eα

1+ν
...
1 − ν2
∫

...

Φu,rr +
(Φ

(21)
Φ u,r Φu,φφ
+ 2 ) z Φ ϑ dV
r
r

V

PARAMETERS
ri
ra
th
xsi[:,2]

D ESCRIPTION
Inner radius [m]
Outer radius [m]
Thickness [m]
Specific points on the plate

Table 1: Geometrical parameters of the plate .

The thermalPlate module contains two types of
In addition to the deformations, the motion of the
disc’s reference frame located at the center of grav- connectors: the frame of reference and two array
ity is considered by the Newton-Euler equations [19, frames which represent specific points distributed over
the bottom and upper surface of the disc in ALE
(8.6),(8.21)]:
description. The connectors nodes ALE upper and
m ⋅ 𝒂 = ∑ 𝒇i ,
nodes ALE bottom are defined by the array xsi. Each
(22)
row
of xsi defines the radial and angular position of
𝑰𝝎
˙ + 𝝎 × 𝑰𝝎 = ∑ 𝒄i × 𝒇i + ∑ 𝒑i .
one point over the parametrized disc surface contained
𝒂 denotes the translational acceleration of the refer- in the interval [0,1], i.e. if we have xsi[1,:]={0.5,
ence frame, 𝝎 its rotational velocity. 𝑰 symbolizes the 0.125} the point will be localized in the middle of the
interia tensor, m its mass. 𝒇i presents the discrete ex- distance between the outer radius and the inner radius
ternal forces, 𝒑i discrete external torques.
at 45∘ in angular position.
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In real applications brake discs are subjected to
very high increments of temperature during braking
which might have a negative impact on the braking
performance. In order to reduce the influence of such
temperature gradients the so called cooling channels
are integrated in the structure allowing the air to flow
through the mid part of the disc, providing a faster dissipation of the heat transferred to the brake disc. The
impact of the cooling channels on the structural dynamics has been also taken into account when modeling the thermo-elastic plate in a simplified way. The
idea was to divide the plate thickness in 3 regions (Fig.
4) where the outer regions have a different heat transfer coefficient than the inner region. The calculation
of the heat transfer coefficients is not trivial; therefore
some assumptions had been done.

The model has been implemented in the Standard
FlexibleBody Library as a complementary example to
the already known Beam and ModalBody classes.

5

Simulation Example

The following example is a simplified representation
of a braking system which illustrates an application
of the thermo-elastic plate model. The mechanism
consists of two brake pads and a thermo-elastic plate.
The pads can only perform translations in the direction
of the z-axis whereas the thermo-elastic plate rotates
around the z-axis with a constant angular velocity. The
geometrical, mechanical and thermal properties of the
thermo-elastic plate are listed in Table 2.
P LATE D ESCRIPTION
Inner radius [m]
Outer radius [m]
Thickness [m]
Density [kg/m3 ]
Thermal conductivity [W/m.K]
Specific heat [J/kg.K]
Thermal expansion coefficient [1/K]
Young’s Modulus [Pa]
Poisson’s Ratio

VALUE
0.075
0.15
0.022
7850
47
70
1.04e-5
2.1e11
0.29

Figure 4: Cooling channels in a brake disc.

Table 2: Properties and dimensions of the plate .

Note that conventional frame connectors from the
Standard Multibody Library are used within the FlexibleBodies Library, so there is no restriction by connecting other bodies or elements to the nodes ALE
connectors. The thermalPlate module offers the possibility to select the initial conditions to which the annular plate is exerted and also the discretization parameters that control the modal approach of the annular
plate:

During this simulation a force, called normal
force, is acting on both brake pads along the axial direction. According to Figure 5 this force is set to zero
at the beginning and after certain time step (100 s) the
force is increased up to 5 kN. Once this force is applied, the brake pads will tend to move enforcing the
contact with the surfaces of the disc and thus the increment of the temperature in the disc due to friction.

∙ boundaryConditionRI: this parameter specifies
the boundary condition at the inner radius and
provides the options free, supported and clamped.
∙ boundaryConditionRA: this parameter specifies
the boundary condition at the outer radius and
provides the options free, supported and clamped.
∙ radialDiscretization: this is an integer vector
of arbitrary length, in which all nodal diameters
numbers to consider have to be given.
Figure 5: Sketch of the plate with the ALE nodes and
∙ angularlDiscretization: this is an integer vector normal force.
of arbitrary length, in which all nodal circles to
consider have to be given.
The contact model consists of a system of dis-
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crete linear springs and dampers located at 9 specific
nodes on the pads and assembled with its corresponding nodes on the disc. The nodes on the disc are selected according to the ALE formulation (red dots in
Fig. 5) and they are fixed in space so that they do not
rotate with the disc. At these ALE nodes the forces
generated by the springs and dampers are applied to
the disc. Due to the sliding friction, heat is generated
and it is induced into the brake disc.
Figures 6 and 7 contain the displacement in zdirection and the applied forces of the selected 9 ALE
nodes respectively. It is important to observe how the
deformation is increased as well as the forces at the
ALE nodes as a result of not only the external forces
(e.g. normal force) but also internal forces (e.g. thermal stresses) acting in the brake disc.

formed into heat which results in an increase of the
temperature in the disc. Figure 8 shows clearly the
temperature propagation over the whole brake disc.
The produced ring-shaped zone has a higher temperature than the rest of the disc due to the contact forces
that the disc is exposed to.

Figure 8: Heat propagation of the thermo-elastic plate
with constant angular velocity.
It should be mentioned that these preliminary results still must be validated; nevertheless the results
can be interpreted in a physical way and are plausible.
The example presented previously is the representation of a simplified brake disc model, including only
Figure 6: Results of the thermalPlate model for the braked disc and brake pads, but it represents the basis
for a complete modeling of a braking mechanism.
deformation along z-axis.

Figure 7: Results of the thermalPlate model for the
normal forces acting on the ALE nodes.

Figure 9: Braking mechanism of a train.

The purpose of this project is to integrate the
As it was explained before the brake disc is rotat- thermo-elastic model into more complex scenarios,
ing with a constant angular velocity. When the pads such as: complete braking system of a train (Figure
are in contact with the disc the kinetic energy is trans- 9 ) which includes brake disc (thermo-elastic model),
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brake pads, rockers, brake pad holders, calipers, housing, brake piston, etc., in order to analyze the induced vibrations, due to the thermo-mechanical deformations, into the complete dynamics of the entire
system.

6

Proc. of the I Mech E Part F: Journal of Rail and
Rapid Transit, 218:89 – 104, 2004.
[6] P. Dufrénoy. Two-/three-dimensional hybrid
model of the thermomechanical behaviour of
disc brakes. Proc. of the I Mech E Part F: Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, 218:17 – 30, 2004.

Conclusion

[7] K. Lee and J.R. Barber. Frictionally excited thermoelastic instability in automotive disk brakes.
Journal of Tribology, 115:607 – 614, 1993.

The present study investigates the thermo-mechanical
effects on the dynamics of a simplified braking system
by combining the FEM with the modal approach for
flexible bodies in multibody systems. Validation of the
presented analysis is still a pendent task; however the
results have shown a good agreement with the physical
description of this phenomenon giving a solid basis to
cope with some of the most common braking problems
such as hot spotting.
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Abstract
The FTire tire model [2] is a well established model for
calculating tire forces and torques, especially if the internal dynamics of the tire and higher frequencies have
to be considered. This tire model is available for most
multi-body simulation programs like ADAMS, SimPack, RecurDyn and for MATLAB. But up to now it
was not available in the Modelica world. As the FTire
model is only available as binary libraries it could not
be ported to a pure Modelica code, but an interface to
the existing implementation had to be written. This
paper describes the implementation of FTire package
making FTire tires available in Modelica (so this paper is rather about interfacing than about tire modeling). The interface involves much more than just a set
of Modelica wrappers to C functions: Most callable
FTire functions are impure, some having only side
effects, no return values. Some considerations have
to be taken to ensure the FTire functions are called
just often enough. Above this basic Modelica interface layer there is an embedding into the Modelica.Mechanics.MultiBody framework with some
features beyond FTire itself like non-standard orientation or common definitions for several tires.
The moreover there are some related packages for
special interests: The FTireVDL demonstrates the
compatibility of the FTire interface to the VehicleDynamics package [5] from Modelon. Users of the
Visualization package [4] from DLR-RM can apply the FTireSimVis package to animate multi-body
models with FTire wheels with the SimVis program,
exceeding the animation capabilities of Dymola.
Keywords: FTire tire model; interface; MultiBody;
visualization

isting tire models. As the FTire libraries, headers etc.
were publicly available from the Internet we decided
to start with the FTire model. In order to prevent duplicate implementations there was an agreement with
Modelon not to implement tire models that had already
been implemented (as pure Modelica code) into their
VehicleDynamics library.
There had been plans to implement an interface to
the RMOD-K 7 tire model by Prof. Oertel, FH Brandenburg, Germany as well. Mr Oertel provided useful ideas concerning the anticipated problems caused
by the fact that integrating a tire model equipped with
its own integrator into a simulation environment always means co-simulation. On his suggestion we implemented a two masses oscillator model, where one
oscillator is modeled in pure Modelica the other by
an external C function solving its differential equation
by means of a simple explicit Euler integrator. But
finally Mr Oertel decided to implement a Modelica interface to RMOD-K 7 on its own some day. Meanwhile there was no time any more to start interfacing
to another tire model so we concentrated on the interface to FTire.

2

The FTire Tire Model

The FTire tire model was developed by Prof. M.
Gipser, FH Esslingen, Germany and is now distributed
by his company COSIN scientific software, Munich
[2].
The FTire tire model is available as a stand alone
simulator and for most multi-body simulation programs.
The name "FTire" means Flexible Ring Tire Model.
A tire is conceptually considered as a flexible ring of
masses connected by springs in a certain pattern.
But this work is not intended to be an introduction
1 Introduction
into the FTire model. For the matters concerning here,
Part of Kämmerer’s involvement in the Eurosyslib it is only important that a tire mainly interacts with the
project [13] was the development of interfaces to ex- rest of the model by means of a 3D force and a 3D
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torque applied to a certain point in the model and depends on the motion states (position, orientation, velocity and angular velocity) of the wheel center. All
the internal structure of the FTire model we can forget
here (with the exception of the meaning of some optional additional outputs). We do not build the internal
structure of the FTire Flexible Ring model by means of
the Modelica.Mechanics.MultiBody package, but
use the FTire libraries as a set of black boxes to calculate tire forces and some other auxiliary tasks.
It is also important to note that the Modelica interface to FTire does not fit into a decomposition framework of calculating a contact point first, than determining velocities and slip quantities, calculating normal
forces and finally other force components [1]. Firstly
FTire does not follow this approach; calculations are
not based on a theoretical contact point. And even if
FTire did so, it is only possible to embed calculations
as a whole.

2.1

This is all that is needed to access FTire tires from
Dymola in Modelica models. But there are some convenient programs from COSIN related to the FTire tire
model also used by this interface. The first one, the animation program COSIN/graphics consists just of one
executable file and directly comes with the CTI.
The moreover there is a whole suite of additional
programs, collectively called the FTire tools. Here we
especially need the FTire/editor: In principle a .tir
file is a text file which can be edited with any text editor. But there are two reasons why it is advisable to
use FTire/editor:
• FTire/editor provides all appropriate selections.
Key words do not have to be memorized and erroneous inputs are reduced.
• In order to speed up simulations FTire does not
directly use the input data provided by the user,
but does some preprocessing. This preprocessed
data is binary and is appended encoded as printable characters at the end of the tire data file.
FTire/editor automatically executes a new preprocessing of these data if needed. This excludes simulations based on out-dated preprocessed data.

The FTire Data Files

All the parameters describing tire road interaction in
the FTire tire model are in principle stored in two files:
• All tire parameters are stored in a tire property
file (default extension .tir).
• The road geometry and properties are stored in
a road data file (default extension .rdf). Some
road data file types also refer to further files containing the road geometry.
This means most parameters concerning FTire tires
will not directly be provided in the Modelica model
but only those two files containing the parameters.

3

The COSIN Tire Interface (CTI)
and the FTire Tools

There are several options to access the FTire tire force
calculation from a third party software like Dymola in
our case. The most favorite way is the COSIN Tire Interface (CTI) [3]. It can be used from both FORTRAN
and C code, here we use the C versions of the routines.
The CTI is available for several operating systems, but
we are currently only concerned with the implementation for 32 Bit Windows. The CTI consists of a header
file, a small static library (which will be linked to the
dymosim executable) and a dynamic link library. The
static library calls the FTire calculation routines in the
.dll.

For FTire version 2010-4 the structure of the
downloadable release has been changed. Now the
FTire/tools are always included and its version fits to
the CTI version. (Earlier versions had release numbers
instead of release quarters. The version before 2010-4
was 2.11)
The functions in the CTI generally only provide access to time dependent inputs. Most of the parameters
(in the Modelica sense, i.e. not changing during a simulation) can only be provided in a tire property or road
data file. This determined the design of the Modelica
interface to FTire: A Modelica model with FTire tires
primary refers to .tir and .rdf files. Most tire parameters have to be changed in the tire property file
by using FTire/editor. We do not write any .tir and
.rdf with data entered into a Dymola GUI.
The CTI routines serve several purposes:
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• There are data reading functions for the road data
and tire property files.
• There are functions which actually do the calculation of the tire forces and torques depending
on the current tire positions, velocity, orientation
and angular velocity. In principally this is just
one function, but there are variants returning the
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forces at the (rotating) wheel center or the (nonrotating) hub or with a user defined road geometry. With this minimal set of routines tire simulations can be done already. But in some situations
more routines are needed:
• A routine can apply reaction forces to the road
part. This is often needed in case the road is not
the absolute ground but some moving part, e.g. in
test rigs.
• There are routines providing time-dependent inputs in case they are not parameters from the tire
property files, e.g. an inflation pressure decreasing during simulation.

4

(If used as an empty function call, no calls are
performed because from Dymola’s point of view
nothing depends on it.)
• Some of the function calls are formally not time
dependent (although they are to return timevarying quantities) and Dymola does not evaluate
the function over time it seems when the original
argument list is used: The returned array is constantly the zero array. By introducing a time dependent variable (time itself) the function is evaluated as expected.
• A similar situation occurs at CTI functions where
an input in general is time dependent, but it may
also be a constant. Therefore an additional optional input for the simulation time (not passed
to the CTI function) is introduced in order ensure
a time dependency to prevent Dymola from optimizing away the function call.

• Moreover there are reporting routines returning
other calculated quantities than the tire forces
and torques. These outputs are either directly returned or are written to special output files. These
routines can be used for debugging or visualization purposes, but are also used for the embedSome of the functions here do not have a return
ding into the MultiBody framework, especially value. Their only purpose are their side effects, like
for visualization.
turning on or off verbosity. Usually they are only
needed once in the beginning of the simulation in order
The Basic Modelica Interface to the to set a certain mode. A call to them ought to be made
as an empty function call in an initial algorithm
CTI
section.

The lowest level of the Modelica interface to FTire is
a set of Modelica functions calling the corresponding 4.2 C Wrapper functions around CTI routines with function pointer arguments
CTI routines – directly or indirectly – as external C
functions. There is one Modelica function for nearly
In some CTI functions added in the last versions there
every function in the CTI. The current version has been
are pointers to functions in their argument list. One
written for version 2010-4 of the CTI.
example for such a function a a tire force calculation
routine for a custom road model. Here a pointer to
4.1 Calling CTI Routines as External C a road evaluating function is one function argument.
Functions
(The road evaluation function returns among others the
height z at a given location (x, y) on the road at a time
Most CTI functions can be directly called from Modt.)
elica as external functions. The name of each of the
Functional input arguments to functions are not supModelica interface functions is like the corresponding ported in Modelica before version 3.2 and therefore
CTI function, but in some cases the argument lists and not available at the time of writing this article. In order
return values are modified due to Modelica require- to support these CTI functions in the Modelica – FTire
ments:
interface yet, C wrapper functions have been written
for them. Such a wrapper has the same argument
• The input argument providing a state is also used list like the CTI function in question, only the arguas return value. This is done so that this function ment for passing the pointer to the user function (like
the road evaluation function) is left out. The wrapper
need not only be used in an empty function call
function only calls the CTI functions with the passed
but in an ordinary equation. This is useful, even if arguments and a pointer to an implementation of the
the returned variable is just a dummy not used any user subroutine. The wrapper function is interfaced as
further: Being used in a real equation apparently an external C function in Modelica in the usual way.
ensures that the function is called often enough. By this method also the CTI functions with function
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pointers can be supported in the interface but currently the user’s point of view when modeling a vehicle a
the user functions have to be provided in C.
wheel with a tire ought to be handled together as simple as possible. Therefore the main component of the
// wrapper around CTI function
FTire package is not a tire but a wheel model also
containing a wheel mass. The share of the tire mass
#include "cti.h"
#include "UserRoadModel.c"
and inertia considered fixed to the rim (and therefore
not accounted for by FTire) is automatically added to
void ComputeForcesWithExtRoad(
the user provided wheel mass.
int ti, double t, double* r,
double* a, double* v, double* w, int mode,
5.2 Road Orientation
double* f, double* m, int* ier)
{
In FTire itself the orientation of the road is fixed:
ctiComputeForcesWithExtRoad(
Global z is pointing up, global x is pointing forward.
ti, t, r, a, v, w,
(This is called the FTire initial frame.) This orientaUserRoadModel, mode, f, m, ier);
}
tion would impose a rather strict restriction on modeling vehicles with the FTire package. The moreover
In principle this is all what is needed to include
it does not match the default orientation used in the
FTire tires into Modelica models. There are some test
MultiBody package where global y is pointing up. It
models where motion states of the tire are calculated
was a design goal that with the FTire package the road
and directly provided to the force calculation func(and therefore the tire) can be oriented arbitrarily so
tions, though.
that any existing model can be equipped with FTire
Parallel processing versions of the CTI functions for
tires without the need to re-orient the complete model.
calculating tire forces are not yet supported (cf. secA road orientation can be specified easily by two
tion 10.3).
direction vectors forward and up. (The defaults forCurrently no external objects are used in interfacing
ward = {1, 0, 0} and up = {0, 0, 1} mean that
to FTire, but needed actions like reading tire and road
the usual FTire road orientation is used; up = {0, 1,
data files are done explicitly. Using a constructor func0} means the usual MultiBody orientation.) These
tion of an external object may be a cleaner way to do
direction vectors determine a rotation object from the
so.
world to the road frame. FTire expects the tire motion states (position, orientation, velocity and angu5 The FTire Wheel Model in the lar velocity) resolved in the FTire initial frame. The
Frame connector provides the position and orientation
MultiBody Framework
resolved in the world frame and the angular velocity
But of course this is no convenient modeling of a tire in the local frame (the translational velocity can be defrom the user’s point of view. A wheel ought to be a rived from the position). So first the angular velocity
component which can be connected to other Multi- is resolved in the world frame by means of the orientaBody components just by a connect equation to a tion object of the connecting frame, then all quantities
Frame connector. In principle this means the tire po- are resolved in the FTire initial frame using the oriensition and orientation from the Frame connector and tation object from the world to the road frame. The
its time derivatives are passed to the force calculation force calculation function returns forces and torques
function. The force and torque variables of the frame resolved in the FTire initial frame. So here they are
connector in turn are equalled to the returned forces first resolved in the world frame and then in the local
and torques. But there are some complicating factors: frame, because this is what has to be provided to the
connecting Frame. All these calculations and transformations are capsulated into a FTireForce model.
5.1 Adjustment of the tire mass
When calculating tire forces FTire only considers the
share of the tire mass which is not connected rigidly
to the rim. The remaining share has to be considered
explicitly by the simulation program when calculating inertia forces. This share of mass and inertia is
reported by some CTI function. The moreover from

5.3

Tire Orientation

In other multi body programs the orientation of joints
and also tires is only determined by the orientation of
the connecting frames. But in the MultiBody package the joint axes are defined by some direction vec-
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tor(s) (resolved in the local frame). So we do not define the tire spin axis directly by the local frame (like
other multi body programs do, taking the local z-axis)
but by direction vectors spin and tire_up. (The
vector tire_up is only needed for uniquely determining the wheel orientation by providing a reference
for the rotation angle.) The defaults spin = {0, 1,
0} and tire_up = {0, 0, 1} mean that the wheel
rotates around its local y-axis. When the connector
frame is not rotated relative to the world frame the tire
can roll along the global x-axis. In case of the usual
MultiBody orientation (global y is pointing upwards,
i.e. road orientation vector up = {0, 1, 0}), spin
= {0, 0, 1} ought to be used.
Internally the tire orientation is modeled by a FixedRotation component. With the default tire direction
vectors its orientation is the null rotation.

5.4

Common Tire and Road Properties

In FTire itself all tire instances in a model are completely independent, i.e. they all have their own tire
property and road data file definitions. But except for
some test rigs and special situations all wheels of a vehicle will run on the same road. This road will have the
same orientation for all tires and they in turn will have
the same orientation. The moreover in many cases
there will be the same tire for all instances, i.e. the
same tire property file.
In order to prevent the need for providing these
property files and the orientation vectors four or more
times for a vehicle a common properties model using
the inner / outer mechanism has been introduced:
Each tire model accesses a common property component as outer object. In case a top level model containing an FTire wheel model does not contain such a
common properties component a default component is
used. The values from a common properties object can
be overwritten by a wheel model: In case a tire property or road data file string is provided (i.e. it is not
empty) or direction vectors are specified (i.e. they are
not zero vectors) they are used overwriting the values
from the common properties object. In this way it is
possible to make exceptions, e.g. providing road data
and tire property file by way of the common property
object, but using a different tire property file for one
wheel in order to model a defect tire.
In case all property files and direction vectors are
directly provided at all wheels the common property
object is not used at all. When there is only one wheel
in the model (like in a tire test rig) this is the easier
method.

5.5

Road Part Model

In FTire the road does not have to be associated to the
absolute ground but tire contact may be calculated towards some movable road part. The FTire interface
package supports this feature by a model RoadPart.
Like the wheel models it possesses a usual MultiBody
Frame connector. The road part model consists of a
Body component to model its mass and inertia, a road
surface visualizer object and a RoadForce component.
The RoadForce model queries the road part motion
quantities (position, velocity, orientation and angular
velocity) and provides it to the FTire kernel by means
of a CTI function. When tire forces for the associated
wheel are calculated this not done based on the motion
relative to ground but on the relative motion to its road
part. Therefore each road part needs to have a unique
ID corresponding to a wheel. (When the same road
part is to be used for more than one wheel a Body component (and a road visualizer if needed) can be used together with one RoadForce component for each of the
wheels running on that part.) The reaction forces from
the tire contact are applied to the road part. (Because
of the tire inertia this forces do not equal the forces to
the wheel with opposite signs.)
Here again it has to be considered that FTire itself
has a fixed orientation of the road whereas the Modelica model using the FTire interface package may use
some other orientation. Thus the motion states of the
road part resolved in the world frame are transformed
into the FTire initial frame before passing to the FTire
kernel. Conversely the CTI function returns the reaction forces also in the FTire initial frame. They are first
transformed to the world frame before applying them
to the frame connector of the RoadForce component
resolved in this frame.

6

Tire and Road Visualization

For a tire model based on the theoretical contact point
concept a simple cylinder (with some mark to indicate rotation) is all what is needed for tire visualization
seen from a technical point of view. The unloaded radius and the tire width (and possibly the radius of the
wheel rim to indicate too deep penetration of the tire
into the road) is all that is needed. Everything else is
a matter of nice animations, but does not bring much
new insights into the tire behavior.
Things are different when the internal dynamics of
the tire is also considered and the tire (and possibly
also road) deformation during simulation is also avail-
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able. In this case the animation of the deformed tire is 6.1 Kämmerer’s Visualizers package
a good plausibility check on the tire simulation.
The Modelica Standard Library (MSL) contains
The CTI provides tire shape information by means visualizer models for animation of geometrical
of the function ctiPutNodePositions. The name primitives like boxes, cylinders and spheres in Dymay be a bit misleading here. It does not deliver the mola. All these visualizers are based on the model
(respectively
position of one of the internal belt elements constitut- MB.Visualizers.Advanced.Shape
ing the flexible ring modeling the tire. Instead, for any ModelicaServices.Animation.Shape in Modelica
point on the tire surface uniquely characterized by an 3.1). Unfortunately this model is not able to animate
circumferential angle (scaled to the range [0, 1]) and a so called polylines (connected sequences of straight
value for the position along the cross section (also in lines) or surfaces. But in the Dymola distribution with
the range [0, 1]) the 3D position of that point is calcu- the MSL come some tiny Modelica models for visuallated. The position is returned in several coordinate izers, also for polylines and surfaces. From these ideas
systems. We only use the position in the FTire initial a package for visualization of (possibly) time-varying
geometric primitives has been developed. In particular
frame.
it contains several visualizer models for surfaces1 and
When the ctiPutNodePositions function is eval- a simplified version of the standard visualizer form
uated on a regular grid over [0, 1] × [0, 1] this consti- the MSL applicable in some situations.
tutes a representation of the tire surface. It is imporThe surface geometry is defined by a matrix of
tant to note that the returned positions are variables, 3D positions, i.e. by an input SI.Position[3]
not just parameters. The calculated grid is a represen- grid[m, n] where m and n are Integer parameters.
tation of the dynamic tire deformations during a sim- The color and reflectance of the surface can be proulation. Here it has to be considered that the FTire vided by inputs like at the usual MSL visualizer for
initial frame is not necessarily the MultiBody world geometrical primitives. (This means there is an overall
frame, so the surface coordinates have to be resolved color for the surface. Different colors for a surface can
in the world frame using the rotation object from the only be realized by splitting up a surface into several
world frame to the FTire initial frame.
sub-surfaces.)
The most simple surface model is WorldSurface
Things are similar for the road shape representation:
where
the grid input defines the surface in world coThere is a CTI function ctiEvaluateRoadHeight
calculating the current height of a location (x, y) of the ordinates. The model Surface additionally has a poroad. Again with a grid of equally spaced evaluation sition input r and an orientation object R constituting
points on a range [xmin , xmax ] × [ymin , ymax ] the road sur- a frame. Here the surface is defined in this frame.
face is determined. Usually the surface of a road is (Compared to the usual MSL Shape model here we
static, it is calculated only at initialization time. By a abstained from additionally defining direction vectors
Boolean parameter it can be specified that the road sur- defined in that frame to further orient the surface.) The
face is (possibly) time-varying and has to be evaluated model FixedSurface has a frame connector. It uses a
at every simulation step. Interestingly the formulations protected Surface component as a sub-model where
for the surface grid values are the same except for that the position and orientation inputs are simply the ones
in the time-varying case the simulation time variable from the enclosing FixedSurface model. The subtime is passed to the road height evaluation function, model is conditionally disabled dependent on an aniin the default case the constant 0. Dymola infers that mation flag. This is the same approach as with the
in the second case all the inputs to this function are MSL FixedShape model. But there is also a verconstants or parameters and therefore it does not need sion FixedSurface2 where there is no Surface submodel, but the model is extended from it, simply modto be evaluated again during continuous integration.
ifying the position and orientation inputs. In using
There are two ways these surfaces can be visual- this method there is no possibility to switch off aniized: The model is animated in the Dymola animation mation by means of an animation flag. But on the
window, tire and road are visualized by surface visu1 A similar visualizer is now available in the latest version
alizers from Kämmerer’s Visualizers package. Al3.2 of the MSL with Dymola specific implementation in the
ternatively the Visualization package with the ex- ModelicaServices package to be used in Dymola 7.5. In conternal viewer SimVis from DLR-RM can be used like trast Kämmerer’s Visualizers package can also be used even
described in the last subsection of this section.
with the MSL 2.2.2 and Dymola 6.1!
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other hand if this is not needed, this prevents a duplication of model parameter and variables to two model
levels.
The polyline model family is implemented in an
analogous way. There is also an alternative FixedShape model extended from the Shape model instead
of using it as a subcomponent.
The Visualizers package is used in the FTire
package for road and tire visualization.

6.2

Tire and Road Visualization with the
Visualizers package

The road visualizer model consists of a FixedSurface2 component where the surface is the grid with
the calculated heights. This surface is firstly oriented Figure 2: Tire animated with FTire animation tool
in the FTire initial frame. In order to account for the COSIN/graphics
correct road orientation the surface visualizer is connected to the outside connector via a FixedRotation
component with the orientation calculated from the
like Dymola but animates a simulation in a separate
road orientation vectors and zero translation.
program called SimVis. It provides a lot of additional
animation features like atmospheric effects, lights and
cameras [7]. In particular it also contains visualizer
for arbitrary, time-varying surfaces. So this package
seemed to be suitable for tire animations.

Figure 1: Tire and road visualization using Kämmerer’s Visualizers package
The common properties and the RoadPart models
already contain a RoadVisualizer object. Therefore a user only has to include a road visualizer into
a model explicitly when none of these models is used,
i.e. if the road is belonging to the absolute ground and
tire property and road data files are specified at the
wheel components.
Using this dynamic tire visualization directly within
Dymola supersedes to use a separate visualization of
the tire with the COSIN/graphics program. Although
calculating the dynamic tire shape costs CPU time it is
still faster than separate animation.

6.3

In order to investigate this a separate package
FTireSimVis (using the FTire package) has been implemented. Currently it contains independent tire and
road visualizer models based on the Visualization
package and an extended wheel model using this tire
visualizer and also an extended version of the common
properties object with the road visualizer for SimVis.
In some later release of the FTire and FTireSimVis
packages there ought to be partial visualizer models
for tire and road in the base package. The tire and
road visualizers in the FTire and FTireSimVis packages will be extended from these partial visualizers.
All models in the FTire containing visualizers will declare them as replaceable. The FTireSimVis versions of the models will only have to redeclare the
visualizers.

Using the Visualization Package instead

DLR-RM has implemented a commercial Modelica
package "Visualization" [4] for advanced visualization of multi body models. It does not use the builtin visualization capacities of a Modelica environment

Figure 3: Tire and road animated with SimVis viewer
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7

Embedding into the Vehicle Dynamics Library from Modelon

Modelon developed and maintains a commercial package VehicleDynamics, also called VDL (for vehicle
dynamics library) [5]. It provides a set of tire models completely implemented in Modelica. But it did
not include any tire models which involve interfacing
to external libraries.2 So it is quite a natural question,
if the Modelica FTire interface discussed here fits into
the VDL framework.
To answer this question a new package FTireVDL
has been created, because it is not relevant to the basic
interface and the FTire package has to stay independent from the VDL. The FTireVDL package mirrors
the structure of sub-packages as far as needed. There
are sub-packages for several layers of vehicle parts,
like vehicle, chassis and wheel.
The implementation of the FTire wheel for the VDL
package extending from the partial wheel interface
model Conventional is quite simple: An FTire wheel
component from the basic FTire package had to be
connected to the outside connector. As the VDL
uses another connector (containing besides the usual
MultiBody frame also a rotational flange to describe the rotation) a MultiBodyMount component
had to be placed in between. Additionally most of the
summary variables could be filled by the TYDEX output variables of the FTire wheel. When some quantity is not available the summary variable is constantly
zero.
As the FTire wheel has its own visualization, the
tire visualizer from the VDL is not needed. Some of
its nice features, like showing contact of the tire to the
ground by changing the color of the tire or force vectors (but in this case located in the wheel center, as
there is no contact point at FTire) could be added easily in some further version.
Regarding test models there are versions of the
"GettingStarted" Sedan car. To this purpose there
is a version of its chassis equipped with FTire wheels
and also a vehicle model version using this chassis in
turn; all the other components are used like in the VDL
SedanTEKBakker vehicle. (So if there, in the chassis and in the GettingStarted experiment model the
components had been redeclared replaceable, no new
FTire model versions for the chassis and the vehicle
had been required and we could simple extend the experiment model and do the required redeclarations.)
There is also a simple tire test rig model. Both experi2 Meanwhile

there is an interface to the Delft tire model [6].

ments are available in two versions: In one version the
required tire property and road data files are directly
provided in the wheel component. An explicit road visualizer component is used to animate the road. The
other variant uses an FTire common properties object
to specify tire and road. Here we can use the road visualizer contained in that object.

Figure 4: Sedan car from the VDL equipped with
FTire wheels
A remark on the used integrator method: Usually
FTire preferably works when the solver of the calling simulation tool uses a fixed step size integrator.
This also holds for the FTire package in Dymola: We
had the best results with the RKFix4 Integrator. Surprisingly when running the examples in the FTireVDL
package the simulation fails due to numerical instabilities of FTire itself. (The corresponding VDL models
with one of its own tire models works fine with a fixed
step size integrator.) This phenomenon deserves further investigation.
In contrast to the FTire package the current
FTireVDL package is not to be seen as a package ready
to use, but as a demonstration that the integration of
FTire tires into the VDL framework using Kämmerer’s
FTire is possible. As the VDL is encrypted and some
of its models are not readable on the text layer, a full
integration will only be possible in close cooperation
with Modelon. The VDL contains a road builder. It
ought to be enlarged with the facility to create road
data files.

8

The FTire Interface in other Modelica Environments

The FTire package and all related packages have been
developed and tested with several Dymola releases. In
order to use them with other Modelica environments
there are several central demands to that environments.
With decreasing importance these are:
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• Ability to call C functions by way of the exter- section 4.2) has the drawback that the user subroutines
have to be provided as C functions too.
nal keyword.
With the upcoming feature of using functions as inWithout this feature no interfacing is possible at
put
argument to functions [8] it will be possible to
all. If at least it is possible to call FORTRAN
subroutines the interface can be changed so that write these user subroutines directly as Modelica functhe FORTRAN version of the CTI is used instead tions and no C code will be needed any more.
of the C version.
• (At least partial) support of the Modelica. 10 Some Remarks on Modelica
Mechanics.MultiBody package. The FTire inBut even with Modelica 3.2 there are still some issues
terface packages themselves do not contain kineand limitations for further development:
matic loops, so this is no demand to the Modelica
environment, but of course this would impose severe limitations to the vehicle models to use the 10.1 No Way of passing Information from
Model to Function
tires.
Without support of the MultiBody package it is
still possible to use the primary interface functions to the CTI functions. It could be possible
to build some simple vehicle models by means
of equations and to use FTire tires by directly
calling these interface functions. For some special applications like longitudinal dynamics also
an embedding of this basic interface into the
Modelica.Mechanics.Translational package is conceivable.

Writing a function to evaluate the current height at a
position on a road is appropriate for some special solid
road geometry. But when it comes to write an elaborate soft soil road model in Modelica it is quite natural
to use differential equations for doing so. This cannot
be done in a function but only in a model. On the other
hand a function has to be passed to the CTI function.
Due to the requirement that Modelica functions are always pure (i.e. functions in the mathematical sense)
there is no way of passing information from a model
to a function. So even with Modelica 3.2 it will not be
• Ability to visualize surfaces like done in the Vi- possible to use a user road model defined by a Modsualizers package. This means support of elica model in the CTI function for force calculation
the undocumented "magic" functions PackShape with user defined road.
and PackMaterial and the form numbers causing subsequent output variables having a meaning
for animation (like used in earlier versions of the 10.2 Passing information for Co-Simulation
MSL, now moved to the Dymola version of the One aspect of the Modelica philosophy is that the user
ModelicaServices package since MSL 3.1).
ought to build physically sound models in the ModelIf a Modelica environment at least recognizes
these functions (with some idle dummy implementation) the visualizers should not cause problems, but the models stay without tire or road visualization. If the surface visualizer model does
not even compile it can be replaced by a dummy
implementation easily.

9

Future Work Using upcoming
Modelica Features

Since about version CTI 2.9 FTire provides the feature
of using own tire or road models to incorporate into
FTire [3]. The CTI subroutines for doing so contain
pointers to functions in their argument lists. The currently used method of using C wrapper functions (cf.

ica equations, perhaps provide function derivations or
inverses by means of annotations, but let the integrator
do his business in solving these equations.
This is quite ok as long as pure Modelica is concerned. But this concept becomes questionable when
there is a co-simulation: FTire does not simply calculate forces and torques based on the wheel center motion states as input quantities, but does its own integration (of its own internal model of the tire as a system
of elements connected by springs forming the flexible
ring).
When FTire is called from a variable step size integrator it will happen that an integration step fails and
it will be repeated with some smaller time step. This
means time goes back for the force calculation function. The FTire force calculation functions provide
an input MODE for the "job control", i.e. here you can
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inform FTire if the wheel input states are already accepted by the calling integrator or if they are not yet
accepted. Currently we are only left with the option
to call the function regardless if the the states are accepted or not. The FTire package works well with
fixed step size integrators (like it is recommend for
FTire usage anyway). But it can be expected that the
performance with variable step size integrators could
be improved if there were any means to communicate such information from the calling integrator to the
FTire integrator somehow.

10.3

Multithreading

As far as we know currently no Modelica environment
supports multi-threading, i.e. the parallel execution of
parts of code and there are no means in Modelica to organize such parallelization. As long as just pure Modelica is concerned it might be argued that is a matter of
the Modelica environment to see if parallelization is
possible based on the equations (possibly in the flattened model). At least regarding external functions
this approach seams to be not feasible: The environment needs to know if a function is thread save (can
be parallelized without the risk of wrong results e.g.
due to overwritten memory) and on the other hand if
it is worth to parallelize the execution because it will
take considerable time.
The latest versions of the CTI also provide versions
of the force calculating functions for multi-core architectures. The forces of each tire instance are calculated by a separate thread. By this means the forces
at all tires of a vehicle are calculated in parallel. The
force calculation routine is split in two: There is one
routine to pass the wheel center states and to trigger
the force calculations in one separate thread for each
instance. A second function fetches the results of the
instances. In an algorithmic programming style for the
simulation of the complete vehicle both functions can
be used easily: In the algorithm for a single integrator iteration after the (preliminary) calculation of the
wheel center states for all wheels there is first one loop
triggering the force calculation for all tires and second
another loop to fetch the results once the calculation
is finished. In contrast in the Modelica setting, where
external functions are called in some equation based
model it seems likely that the force fetching function
for the first instance is called before the calculation
triggering function for the other instances, i.e. in fact
there is no parallelization. This question needs further investigation. Probably there will arise the need
to tell the Modelica environment (by way of some an-

notation) that such a pair of external function belongs
together, that the second one delivers the results of the
calculations triggered by the first one. 3

10.4

Automatic inner components

The common properties model also contains the road
visualizer as a sub-component. It can be turned on and
off by some Boolean parameter. Using this instance
of the road visualizer is sensible in all circumstances
except for the rare case that the road is not fixed to the
ground but to some other part (i.e. a RoadPart component is used). Considering this the default value for
the road animation ought to be true.
But it is a (generally nice) feature of the Modelica
inner / outer mechanism that it is not required to
define an inner component explicitly in a top level
model using components referencing on this model as
an outer component: An implicit component is used
in such a case. In the case of the common properties
model here a component would have to be defined explicitly just to turn off road animation when it is not
desired. To prevent this the default value for the road
animation is false.
What were useful here is some function to determine in an inner model if an instance of it is the automatically created or an explicit one. With this feature
it would be possible to set the value of the road animation parameter to true only if the component is
explicitly defined.

11

Conclusions

The FTire package makes the FTire tire model available for the Modelica world. There are even some features supported like dynamic tire and road shape animation not yet available at the embedding in other
multi-body programs. On the other hand there are
many issues for further improvements like supporting
custom road and tire models in a convenient way or
parallelization of the tire force calculation for several
tires. The usability in other Modelica environments
has to be tested.
The original plan to develop also interfaces to other
tire models was not addressed anymore within the Eurosyslib project due to lack of time but are subject to
further work. Although any interface to the FTire tire
3 Recently there have been considerations on co-simulation in a

general frame in the Modelisar project [9]. It is not yet clear if the
current CTI implementation is compatible to this FMI approach
and in case it is, if this method of co-simulation is appropriate to
interface a set of external function to Modelica.
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model does not fit into the decomposition framework
of a contact point based tire model [1] some other common framework for interfacing to other tire model is
imaginable: Any tire model providing some API will
have comparable tasks like reading data files or doing
the force calculation. So above the CTI specific interface level a new tire model independent interface
level may be established branching to the CTI routines or the counter-parts of some other tire model. In
this case it ought to be possible to implement the embedding into the MultiBody framework independently
from the FTire model but only accessing the tire model
intermediate interface level.
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Abstract
A procedure to build up a dynamical model of the
gearbox with spur involute mesh is being described.
The main attention is paid to the design technology
of the cylindrical bodies elastic contact models. To
track geometry of contact implicit equations of algebraic/transcendental or differential-algebraic type are
being used. At the same time dynamical models of
the bodies involved, gearwheels and gearbox housing,
continue to be three-dimensional. Analytical computational procedures to obtain gradients and Hessians
are constructed for implementing the contact tracking
algorithm for the involute guided cylindrical surfaces.
The known Johnson model is applied for computing
the contact elastic normal force. This force is defined
as an implicit function of the mutual penetration depth
at contact. Regular algorithm to compute the normal
elastic force is built up. This algorithm is proved to
be convergent. A detailed analysis of the virtual setup
dynamic model is carried out.
Keywords: spur gear; involute; Johnson model;
mesh properties; tracking algorithm

1 Introduction
Computer modeling and simulation of dynamics for
gearboxes of different kinds is a wide spread engineering task. One might highlight here two extreme poles
of approaches for models constructing. Firstly, the finite element method can be used for building up sufficiently detailed dynamical models. It is clear that the
models created using such an approach consume quite
significant amount of computational resources. Secondly, on the other pole of models range one might
find simplified models of gearboxes dynamics allowing a very fast models for machines and their units
to develop. Examples of such models are presented,
for instance, in the Modelica Standard Library. In addition, there exist well developed models taking into
account friction forces during the mesh processes in

gearboxes [1]. One might also find several other interesting examples of the machinery applications including gearboxes models on Modelica [2, 3].
It is important to us to consider models incorporating both the rigid body dynamics sufficiently effective
from the computational viewpoint and more detailed
mesh models with different types of compliant contacts between teeth of gearwheels. The simplest problem in this way is the spur involute gear model implementation.

2 Cylindrical symmetry of 3D-bodies
contact
Staying in frame of the spatial multibody dynamics
classes previously developed [4, 5] it is quite natural
to use additional rigid body C playing the role of platform, for implementing a relative planar motion of the
bodies, two gearwheels denoted as A and B in our case.
These bodies assumed to have cylindrical shapes and
are able to move in the plane orthogonal to their generatrix. Let OC xyz be a coordinate system rigidly connected with the body C, and for definiteness let OC be
its center of mass. Assume the generatrix is always
collinear to the axis OC z which can be expressed by
the geometrical condition kα = kC (α = A, B), where
kα are the axis Oα zα unit vectors and kC is the unit
vector of the body C axis OC z. To keep bodies’ motion
parallel to the coordinate plane OC xy one has to require
two algebraic conditions for the bodies A and B mass
centers z-coordinates: zOA = const, zOB = const to be
satisfied. All coordinates are assumed with respect to
(w.r.t.) the frame OC xyz.
Algebraic equations mentioned can be easily implemented in implicit form if one uses, for instance, constraints of the joint type [4] to fix the bodies A and B in
the body C. In this case, the body C itself can perform
arbitrary spatial motions. We consider its movement
as being convective in compound motions of the bodies A and B w.r.t. certain inertial frame of reference.
Thus it is quite natural to call the body C as a gear
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housing, and the bodies A and B are supposed to play
the role of gearwheels.
One might build up mechanical tools for the cylindrical bodies contact using 2D-geometry techniques
with aid of the above reduction to the plane OC xy. For
instance, the cylinders contact tracking model might
be written, similarly to [6], in the form of six, algebraic or transcendental, equations as follows
grad gA (rPA ) = λ grad gB (rPB ) ,
rPA − rPB = µ grad gB (rPB ) ,
gB (rPB ) = 0,
gA (rPA ) = 0,

(1)

3 Geometry of the spur involute gear

where rPα = (xPα , yPα )T (α = A, B) are the radius vectors for the points PA , PB under tracking w.r.t. the housing coordinate system OC xy; functions gα (r) express
equations for the curves bounding planar figures of the
bodies A and B w.r.t. the axes OC xy; λ, µ are the auxiliary scalar variables. Totally the system (1) has six
scalar equations w.r.t. six scalar variables xPA , yPA , xPB ,
yPB , λ, µ.
To complete classes corresponding to models of
contact one has to define contacting curves in the bodies own planar coordinate systems Oα xα yα in the form
fα (xα , yα ) = 0. If Tα is an orthogonal 2 × 2-matrix
defining current orientation of the body£α planar figure
¤
T
then obviously the relations
£ Tgα (r) = fα¤ Tα (r − rOα ) ,
grad gα (r) = Tα grad fα Tα (r − rOα ) ought to take
place.
Similarly, following the paper [7] one might easily
construct a model to track the cylindrical contact by introducing a system of differential-algebraic equations
of the form
ṙPA = uPA , ṙPB = uPB , λ̇ = ξ, µ̇ = η,

OC z-axis. Note that the points OA , OB might be located at different levels of the OC z-axis of the gearbox
housing. But nevertheless one should regard the equations (2), (3) in their planar version as being projected
onto the plane OC xy.
In this case, for complete implementation of the
contact model, we need to compute the gradients
grad fα and Hessians Hess fα at opposing points Pα in
bodies own coordinates.

One has to consider the involute equation in the plane
Oα xα yα of the gearwheel coordinate system Oα xα yα zα
for resolving the problem which has been formulated
above for the case of the spur involute meshing. For
this one has to apply polar coordinates Rα , θα defined
for each body α in the following known way: xα =
Rα cos θα , yα = Rα sin θα . For the involute unwinding
counterclockwise an equation for the polar coordinates
can be deduced from the known relations [8] in the
form
q
2
R2α − rαb
rαb
− arccos
− θα = 0,
(4)
rαb
Rα

where rαb is the involute base circle radius. To compute grad fα and Hess fα one has to use formulae of the
transformation (xα , yα ) 7→ (Rα , θα ) and apply an auxiliary Jacobi matrices arising in the process of analytical
calculations.
The contact tracking algorithm developed requires
equation of a curve in the form f (x, y) = 0 instead of
(2) equation (4). Introducing the notation
q
R2 − rb2
rb
− arccos − θ
(5)
p(R, θ) =
rb
R
= 0,

ωA , grad gA ] + TA Hess fA TAT (uPA − vPA ) −
[ω
ξ grad gB −¢
¡
ωB , grad gB ] + TB Hess fB TBT (uPB − vPB )
λ [ω
uPA − uPB − η grad gB −¢
¡
ωB , grad gB ] + TB Hess fB¡TBT (uPB − vPB )¢ = 0,
µ [ω
(grad gA , uPA ) − ¡grad fA , TAT vPA ¢ = 0,
(grad gB , uPB ) − grad fB , TBT vPB = 0,
(3)
where the vectors vPA , vPB are relative, w. r. t. the body
C, velocities of the bodies physical points currently located at the geometrical points PA , PB . One might calculate them according to the Euler formula
ωα , rPα − rOα ] (α = A, B),
vPα = vOα + [ω

where OA , OB are the bodies mass-centers mentioned
above, ω A , ω B are relative w. r. t. the housing angular velocities of the bodies, always directed along the

one can see easily that
p(R, θ) = f (R cos θ, R sin θ).

(6)

This equation is a starting point for producing all the
formulae for gradients and Hessians. Indeed by virtue
of (6) we have
µ
¶
∂(x, y)
xR xθ
(7)
grad p = ( fx , fy )
= grad f
yR yθ
∂(R, θ)
since grad p = (pR , pθ ). Therefore
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∂(x, y)
grad f = grad p
∂(R, θ)

¸−1
.
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4 Contact force model

One can see from (5) that

q
R2 − rb2
, −1 ,
grad p = 
rb R

The geometrical properties have been implemented as
(9) a class parameter for the base template described in [5]
for the model outlined above with contact of involutes.
Along with the geometrical properties model, the conand from the polar coordinates definition the relation tact elastic normal force model plays a key role as well.
According to the results of [9] the Johnson contact
µ
¶
model [10] seems to be the most acceptable one for
∂(x, y)
cos θ −R sin θ
=
.
the case of the cylindrical bodies contact. The model
sin θ R cos θ
∂(R, θ)
can be expressed as an equation written for the case of
follows. Hence,
so-called external contact
·
¸
!
4πE ? (ρA + ρB )
N
¸−1 Ã cos θ
·
sin θ
ln
−1 ,
(13)
h=
∂(x, y)
πE ?
N
(10)
=
sin θ cos θ .
∂(R, θ)
−
R
R
representing an implicit function N(h) for the specific
normal elastic force, per unit of length along the cylinTo complete the computation of grad f as a function of
der generatrix, depending on the depth h of mutual apx, y one can remark that
proach (penetration). Here in equation (13) E ? is the
p
composite modulus of elasticity for the contact. It saty
x
, sin θ =
.
R = x2 + y2 , cos θ =
isfies the equation
R(x, y)
R(x, y)
(11)
1 − ν2A 1 − ν2B
1
From (7) for the Hessian computation note that
=
+
,
E?
EA
EB
¶
µ
∂(x, y)
∂(x, y) T
where EA , EB are Young’s moduli of bodies’ material,
Hess f
+
Hess p =
(12)
νA , νB are Poisson ratios. Values ρA , ρB are radii of
∂(R, θ)
∂(R, θ)
fx Hess x + fy Hess y,
curvature for involutes in the mesh each computed at
current positions of the points PA , PB respectively.
where the following notation has been used
Remark 1 Staying in frame of the Hertz model con

rb
ditions, we assume the contact area dimensions small
µ
¶
q
0
pRR pRθ
 2

2
2
Hess p =
=  R R − rb
 , as compared with the sizes of contacting bodies. Thus,
pθR pθθ
the cylindrical involute surfaces in vicinities of points
0
0
PA , PB are approximated by the circular cylinders
with an accuracy of order higher than two. Appli¶ µ
¶
µ
0
− sin θ
xRR xRθ
=
, cation of equation (13) means that we virtually reHess x =
x
x
−
sin
θ
−R
cos
θ
θR
θθ
place the cylindrical surfaces with involutes as guides
¶ µ
¶
µ
yRR yRθ
0
cos θ
by the circular cylinders with the same radii of cur=
,
Hess y =
cos θ −R sin θ
yθR yθθ
vature at any current instant of simulation time. Evidently these cylindrical surfaces, involutive and circuNow one can obtain from equation (12) a formula
lar ones, have mutual tangency of the second order.
for the Hessian we sought
"µ
Hess f =

∂(x, y)
∂(R, θ)

Computational implementation of formula (13) inversion reduces to an equation w.r.t. dimensionless
variables x, y defined in the following way:

¶T #−1
×
µ

∂(x, y)
(Hess p − fx Hess x − fy Hess y)
∂(R, θ)

¶−1

x=

.

e
h,
4 (ρA + ρB )

y=

e
4πE ? (ρ

A + ρB )

All the objects included here on the right hand side Then (13) becomes equivalent to the equation
have explicit expressions in polar coordinates. It is evy · ln y = −x
ident, these expressions can be resolved w. r. t. coordinates x, y with aid of transformation (11).
defining the implicit function y(x).
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To resolve equation (14) correctly in vicinity of its
evident solution x = 0, y = 0 one has to find a segment of monotonicity of the left hand side of (14). The
zero solution corresponds to the case of beginning of
the contacting process. In this case, a contact patch,
generically rectangular area, degenerates into the 1Dline segment along the cylindrical surfaces generatrix.
£
¤
It is easy to see that the segment sought is 0, e−1 .
Within this segment the left hand side function of (14)
decreases monotonically from zero to −e−1 . Thus
one can define an area of applicability of the Johnson
model by the following inequalities
h≤

4 (ρA + ρB )
,
e2

N≤

4πE ? (ρA + ρB )
.
e2

(15)

From the involute properties and using Figure 1 the
relation ρA + ρB = |KA KB | is satisfied to within the
(small enough) value h. For this reason, if the material
stiffness is sufficiently large then the depth h is small
enough, and then the left condition of (15) is always
satisfied. Here, the points KA , KB are the points of a
tangency between the line of action and base circles of
gearwheels.
For real materials even the condition h ¿ |KA KB |
is satisfied. Then for Young’s moduli large enough
the £Johnson
¤ model is surely valid on the segment
−1
y ∈ 0, e
of monotonicity for the left side of equation (14). Since the derivative for the left side of equation (14) at y = e−1 is equal to zero then we may
furthermore restrict ourselves by set of strict monotonicity corresponding to the condition 0 ≤ x < e−1 ,
or equivalently to 0 ≤ y < e−1 .
Moreover, equation (14) has a singularity at zero.
Therefore, we shall construct an algorithm for computing the function y(x) taking into account that 0 <
x < e−1 . To proceed with the algorithm replace an unknown function y(x) in equation (14) by the function
η(x) according to the formula y(x) = xη(x). Then a
new equation has the form
η(ln x + ln η) + 1 = 0.

(16)

more suitable for investigating and computing the solution for the given value of ν.
To overcome the problem we need in an algorithm
with the behavior regular enough in vicinity of zero.
It turned out equation (17) delivers also an iteration
process in the explicit form
ηn+1 = ν (1 + ηn ln ηn ) , n = 0, 1, . . .

(18)

One might set any value η0 satisfying the condition
0 < η0 ≤ e−1 as a guess value of iteration process (18).
It is easy to see the numeric sequence {ηn }∞
n=0 built
up using process (18) is strictly positive and bounded:
0 < ηn < ν. Therefore, this sequence has at least one
limit point η? . It is equivalent to an existence of the
subsequence {ηnk }∞
k=0 converging to this limit ηnk −→
η? as k −→ ∞.
This limit is unique. Indeed, by virtue of (18) the
limit satisfies equation (17). If there would be another
different limit η?? then equation (17) should have at
least two different solutions on the set [0, 1). Then as
a consequence equation (14) should have two different
solutions on the set [0, e−1 ) what is impossible because
it has exactly one solution on this set.
Computations show that iteration process (18) converges fast enough. Merit of the process is that it
works equally well for all admissible values of x. If
x becomes close to zero then the value ν > 0 is also
small. Besides, for any arbitrarily small η > 0 the
function η ln η always stays uniformly bounded. Thus
the iteration operator conserves its regularity for any
admissible x.
Other class parameters of the contact model template in our case are following: (a) normal viscous
term was selected similar to the implementation described in [7]; (b) tangent friction force model for definiteness and simplicity, similar, for example, to the paper [11], was selected as a regularized Coulomb friction law having a shape of the piecewise linear function of relative velocity at contact [6]. There are no
difficulties for changing the corresponding class parameter and for applying any different model, more
complicated than ones mentioned above.

Let us introduce here a new known independent
variable µ instead of the old one x according to the
5 Algorithm of teeth pairs switching
equation
1
To describe the algorithm we assume gearwheels in
.
ν=−
ln x
rotational motion each such that the pinion, wheel A,
The value ν is small and positive if the value x is small rotates clockwise, and the gear (B) does it counterand positive. Then equation (16) is transformed to the clockwise. We consider a process of initial data generform
ation later. When boosting the pinion tooth in generic
η = ν(1 + η ln η)
(17) case starts to penetrate the corresponding gear tooth
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Figure 1: The mesh scheme
because of the compliance at contact. Suppose for
simplicity this penetration continues during the motion without any backlash. The backlash possibility
requires additional complications of the model.
Remind the points PA and PB of involutes are opposing each other at contact. Then using known properties
of an involute one can prove the following
Assertion 1 The points PA and PB always lie on the
line of action KA KB , see Figure 1.
Generally, due to the compliance of contact the
point PB will be located on the line KA KB to left from
the point PA and above it, see Figure 1. Thus while the
pinion rotates by a pitch angle ∆γA , and the point PA
reaches the position b (starting from its initial position
a of the mesh cycle), contact itself does not really vanish. This may happen only after the point PB had also
passed the position b.
On time interval, while the geometrical point b had
been passed initially by the point PA and then by PB ,
contact model has to be more complicated than the
Johnson one being applied here. This model strongly
depends on the tooth tip relief had been implemented
in the gearbox. The tip may be assumed sharp, as a
point of the involute and addendum circle intersection,
or curved with smoothed edges. For instance, it may
have circular profile of the radius small enough between the involute and the addendum circle.
Exactly at the instance of the point PA passing
through the position b, the similar point PA of the next
teeth pair, denote it by prime PA0 , passes through the
position a. Really to this time, contact between the

next teeth pair may already be existed. But requirements of the Johnson model will be implemented only
after the point PB0 of the next pair contact will pass
through the position a.
Thus in case of the compliant contact one cannot
avoid a presence of two simultaneous contacts: (a)
“decreasing” contact in vicinity of the position b existing at this position after the point PA had passed
through b; (b) “increasing” contact in vicinity of the
position a arising at a before the point PB0 will pass
through it. Remind that all these stages of transition
arise simultaneously.
In our simplified approximate contact model we
assume that exactly at the moment when the point
PA passes through the position b the Johnson contact
model instantly switches from the point b of the current teeth pair to the point a of the next one. Exactly at
this moment the point PA0 passes the position a. Denote
this time instant as t? .
First of all one should set that
rPA (t? ) = ra .
To define the vector rPB (t? ) it is sufficient to find
a distance between points PA0 and PB0 of the new teeth
pair. It is not difficult to check that this distance is
equal exactly to the one between points PA and PB at
the same instant. Note that simultaneously points PA0
and PB0 should lie on the line KA KB , first PA0 then PB0 if
counting from KA to KB . Thus one can also set that
rPB (t? ) = rPA (t? ) + rPB (t? −) − rPA (t? −) .
To obtain starting values λ (t? ), µ (t? ) for the next
mesh cycle one has to compute norms of gradients
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|grad gA |, |grad gB | (co)vectors and then use the first Assertion 2 In case of involutes the equation
and the second equations of the system (1). Gradients
rBb
λ=−
are to be computed at points PA0 and PB0 respectively.
rAb
Since we always suppose that gradients are directed
represents an integral of motion for the contact track“outside” the bodies at contact, we have to assume that
ing system of DAEs (2), (3).
Indeed, one can see from above that the variable λ
keeps its initial value all time of simulation
Furthermore, since functions gA , gB are derived from
rBb
the functions fA , fB by translatory and rotary motions
λ(t) ≡ λ (t0 ) = λ (t? ) = − .
rAb
of the three dimensional space R3 then the following
This property may be very useful to control an accucondition is satisfied
racy of computations during the simulation process.
|grad gα | = |grad fα | (α = A, B).
λ (t? ) < 0,

µ (t? ) < 0.

To compute the value |grad fα | let us apply equations (8), (9), (10) from above in the following way


q
2
cos θα
sin θα
R2α − rαb
, −1  sin θα cos θα 
grad fα = 
−
rαb Rα
Rα
Rα

q
µ
¶
2
R2α − rαb
1
cos
θ
sin
θ
α
α
,− 
,
=
− sin θα cos θα
rαb Rα
Rα
where Rα , θα are the polar coordinates in the body α
coordinate system Oα xα yα . One can see easily from
last equation that the (co)vector grad fα is a result of
the (co)vector

q
2
R2α − rαb
1

,− 
rαb Rα
Rα
rotation by the angle θα . Then one can write down the
norm sought as
|grad gα | = |grad fα | =

1
rαb

(α = A, B).

6 Some details of implementation
As it was already mentioned the template
ContactConstraintBaseTemplate

developed earlier [5] has been applied for implementing the contact model of two gearwheels with spur involute gearing. The template has four class parameters
defining models of: (a) the normal elastic force, (b)
the normal force of viscous resistance, (c) the tangent
force of resistance for relative slipping at contact, (d)
geometry of surfaces in vicinity of contact, in our case
they are the cylinders guided by an involute.
As it was already noted we guess approximately that
a contact patch is the rectangular strip, in general thin
enough. The normal elastic force is assumed to be uniformly distributed in one dimension along the generatrix of cylinder over the patch.
Let us consider in more details an implementation
of the class parameter responsible for geometry properties of the contact. This class is implemented as a
four-level hierarchy of inheritance for the properties
and behavior:
CylindricCompliantConstraint
↓
CylindricCompliantConstraintAddOn
↓
CylindricSurfacesOfConstraintDifferential
↓
InvoluteAndInvoluteDifferential

Thus the gradient (co)vector of the function defining the involute has a constant norm inversely proportional to the base circle radius. Now from the first and
the second equations of the system (1) we have respectively
A differential-algebraic equations are applied here for
implementing the contact tracking algorithm.
|grad gA |
rBb
=− ,
λ (t? ) = −
A base class for all geometry classes implement|grad gB |
rAb
ing
cylindrical contact is the model Cylindric|r (t −) − rPA (t? −)|
µ (t? ) = − PB ?
=
CompliantConstraint. This class is responsible
|grad gB |
for computation of geometric and kinematic proper−rBb |rPB (t? −) − rPA (t? −)| .
ties of the points PA and PB under tracking w. r. t. the
And useful in all aspects result was obtained by the third body C, the gearbox housing. These properties
way:
are described in particular by the following variables:
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• rAr, rBr are the points PA and PB relative positions;

• kappa is the contact indicator which is: (a) equal
to zero for the case of the surfaces touching each
other by segment of strait line, (b) positive and
equals to the distance between the surfaces for the
case of contact absence, (c) negative and characterizes depth of mutual penetration for the case of
contact, contact patch has a rectangular shape;

• gradgAr, gradgBr are the cylindrical surfaces
gradient vectors computed at points PA , PB respectively in the frame of coordinates OC xyz;
• normAr is the unit vector normal to an outer surface of the body A computed at the point PA w. r. t.
the coordinate system OC xyz;

• kappaA, kappaB are the parameters defining
elastic properties of bodies A and B respectively.

• vrAr, vrBr are relative velocities of bodies’ A, B
Section of equations/behavior for this model has the
points currently occupying the geometric points
following code
PA , PB locations;
Modelica code of the current class under descrip- equation
kappa = sqrt(gradgBr*gradgBr)*mu;
tion, its section of equations, reads

if noEvent(kappa <= 0) then
equation
PA = kappaA*rB + kappaB*rA;
rA = InPortC.r + InPortC.T*rAr;
PB = PA;
rB = InPortC.r + InPortC.T*rBr;
else
gradgA = InPortA.T*gradfA;
PA = rA;
gradgB = InPortB.T*gradfB;
PB = rB;
normA = gradgA/sqrt(gradgA*gradgA);
end if;
gradgAr = (transpose(InPortC.T)*
vPA = transpose(InPortC.T)*
InPortA.T)*gradfA;
(InPortA.v + cross(InPortA.omega,
gradgBr = (transpose(InPortC.T)*
PA - InPortA.r));
InPortB.T)*gradfB;
vPB = transpose(InPortC.T)*
normAr =
(InPortB.v + cross(InPortB.omega,
gradgAr/sqrt(gradgAr*gradgAr);
PB - InPortB.r));
vrA = InPortA.v + cross(InPortA.omega,
relv = vPA - vPB;
rA - InPortA.r);
relvnr = relv*normAr;
vrB = InPortB.v + cross(InPortB.omega,
relvn = InPortC.T*relv*normAr;
rB - InPortB.r);
vPAn = vPA*normAr;
vrAe = InPortC.v +
vPBn = vPB*normAr;
cross(InPortC.omega,
vPAt = vPA - vPAn*normAr;
rA - InPortC.r);
vPBt = vPB - vPBn*normAr;
vrBe = InPortC.v +
relvtr = vPAt - vPBt;
cross(InPortC.omega,
relvt = InPortC.T*(vPAt - vPBt);
rB - InPortC.r);
relvtsqrt = sqrt(relvt*relvt);
vrAr = transpose(InPortC.T)*
OutPortA.F = Forcet +
(vrA - vrAe);
Forcen*normA + Forcev*normA;
vrBr = transpose(InPortC.T)*
OutPortA.P = PA;
(vrB - vrBe);
OutPortB.P = PB;
end CylindricCompliantConstraint;
end CylindricCompliantConstraintAddOn;

In the derived class CylindricCompliantConstraintAddOn:

The next derived class CylindricSurfacesOfConstraintDifferential implements the DAE

• PA, PB are variables for coordinates of the points system (2), (3). Its Modelica code is similar to one of
where a resultant contact forces are applied, in the class SurfacesOfConstraintDifferential
directions of bodies A and B respectively;
described in [7] for the generic case of the Hertz-point
model. The difference concerns an account of the
• relvnr is the normal component, in case of PA
cylindrical symmetry for the current case.
= PB, of the velocity for the point PA of the body
Finally, the contact surfaces, rather curves bounding
A relative to the body B;
planar figures of bodies, specifications are defined in
• relvtr is the tangent component of the the body the last class of the inheritance chain InvoluteAndA relative velocity at PA = PB w. r. t. the coordi- InvoluteDifferential. This model implements
an algorithm described in Section 3 for computing of
nate system OC xyz;
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gradients and Hessians in bodies’ coordinates systems.
As one can see from Section 3 corresponding Modelica code has to be bulky enough.
It is clear that when working two teeth of gearwheels A and B cannot stay in the meshing process
during long time. One can see in Figure 1 that in case
of the pinion rotation clockwise the contact point (segment of line), or rather contact patch small enough,
moves from the point a to the point b of the line of
action KA KB . At the very moment of contact loss for
the current pair of teeth at the point b the next pair arrives at contact, the point a, and new “point” of contact
starts its motion along the meshing strait line of action.
One has to note here that for simplicity we consider
a mesh process without overlapping of time intervals
for the teeth pairs contacting. If they are overlapped
then one should create at least two contact objects
“connecting” the objects of bodies A and B. These objects are to be activated/deactivated alternatively when
arriving at/departing from the point a/b.
While the contact patch moves from its position a
to the position b each of gearwheels A, B rotates by
the pitch angle ∆γA , ∆γB respectively. The last class of
the inheritance line considered above besides the computation of gradients and Hessians implements also a
switching process for the pairs of gearwheels thus synchronizing this switching with the corresponding angles of rotation for the bodies A and B.
This mechanism for discontinuous jumps of the
contact points is implemented by the Modelica event
handling facility. Code of the class InvoluteAndInvoluteDifferential fragment concerning required switching reads
...
der(phirel_A) = Active*omegarel_A[3];
der(phirel_B) = Active*omegarel_B[3];
Deltar = rBr - rAr;
when abs(phirel_A) > gamma_A +
gamma_Astep then
reinit(gamma_B, abs(phirel_B));
reinit(rAr[1], rA0[1]);
reinit(rAr[2], rA0[2]);
reinit(rBr[1], rA0[1] + Deltar[1]);
reinit(rBr[2], rB0[2] + Deltar[2]);
reinit(lambda, lambda0);
reinit(gamma_A, gamma_A +
gamma_Astep);
end when;
...

variables having derivatives defined as z-components
of the wheels relative angular velocities vectors
omegarel_A and omegarel_B.
In the code fragment above, variables rA0, rB0, in
addition to ones already described, correspond to the
points PA , PB initial position, at the point a in Figure 1,
vectors in the contact tracking algorithm. Relative,
w. r. t. PA , position of the point PB for the new teeth
pair being directed, as we know, along the line of action KA KB , has to be equal, because of rigidity, to the
similar position for the previous pair losing contact at
the event. This relative position is tracked by the variable Delta.
The variables mu, lambda correspond to the variables µ, λ in equations (2), (3); lambda0 correspond
to the λ initial value at the position a; gamma_A,
gamma_B are the variables for the gearwheels angles
of rotation changing by the pitch values ∆γA , ∆γB being stored in variables gamma_Astep, gamma_Bstep.
Note that for correct handling of the switching process it is sufficient to track only the pinion, body
A, angle of rotation and use only the variables gamma_A, gamma_Astep, phirel_A, omegarel_A. Initial depth of penetration, just after the contact switch,
for the new pair is defined by the variable mu remains
the same as for the previous pair of teeth in contact.
This is because the gradient, from the right hand side
of the second equation in system (1), norm stays constant in case of the involute. This constant is equal to
the value 1/rBb . For definiteness the wheel A supposed
to rotate monotonically clockwise.

7 Computational experiments

To perform a computational testing program for the
gearbox model one builds up a virtual setup consisting
of two gearwheels: the pinion A and the driven gear B.
For simplicity one assumes the gearbox housing C be
fixed w. r. t. inertial frame of reference, and the origin OC of its coordinate system OC xyz coincides with
the pinion geometrical center OA . Cylindrical revolute
joint connecting the bodies A and C is also located at
the point OC . The gearwheel B center OB is located
on the horizontal axis OC x. Here, at OB , a cylindrical
revolute joint connecting the body B and the auxiliary
slider S is located. The slider S is in turn able to slip
freely w. r. t. the body C along the axis OC x, though
this sliding performs with a resistance of the spring of
Here the variables phirel_A, phirel_B are to ac- high stiffness with the damper. This spring connects
cumulate an angles of rotation for the bodies A, B bodies C and S between one another.
We introduced in the current experimental setup unw. r. t. the housing C. They are the model state
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Figure 2: The Virtual Setup Visual Model
der description a compliance between the bodies B and
C. This compliance is implemented by the auxiliary
slider mentioned and is directed along the line OA OB
connecting the wheels centers and lying on the axis
OC x. Such a construct prevents the static indefiniteness in the model for the case of rigid contact at the
mesh point of gearwheels A and B. A visual model of
the setup is shown in Figure 2.

where αw inf = inf αw is the lower bound for all the
pressure angles permissible by the parameters above.
Its value is defined by the formula
αw inf = arctan

2π
.
zA (1 + n)

For definiteness we will use the following value
αw = 1.05αw inf .

Furthermore, using the pressure angle and transmission ratio one cam compute sequentially all geometThe following independent parameters are defined in rical parameters needed which are shown in Figure 1.
the mesh model:
First the base circles radii can be found as

7.1 Parameters of the model

• zA = 20 is number of teeth for the pinion;

rαb = rα cos αw

(α = A, B).

• zA = 30 is number of teeth for the driven gear- Then one can compute a full length of the line of action
wheel;
as follows
−−−→
• rA = 0.2m is the pinion pitch circle radius.
|KA KB | = rA (1 + n) sin αw .
After that the remaining geometry parameters of the
At the same time a length of any segment [a, b]
mesh are computed as follows:
along this line is exactly the length of arc for any of
the base circles corresponding to the pitch angle ∆γA
• n = zB /zA is the transmission ratio;
or ∆γB
−
→
• rB = nrA is the pitch circle radius of the driven
|ab| = rα ∆γα (α = A, B).
gearwheel;
Initial distance between the gearwheels centers is
• ∆γA = 2π/zA , ∆γB = 2π/zB are the gearwheels an- equal to the value L = rA + rB . To compute initial conditions for the contact tracking system of DAEs (2), (3)
gular pitches;
we need in additional computations. From the descripTo define the mesh further it is essential to set the
tion above we have for absolute initial coordinates of
pressure angle αw value. It can be chosen using the
the points OC and OA
condition
rOC = rOA = (0, 0, 0)T .
αw > αw inf ,
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Thus we can define an initial values for the angles
Thus an initial position of the gear center is defined by
the equation
of rotation of bodies A and B in the form
rOB = (L, 0, 0)T .
ϕα (t0 ) = arg ζα − θα (α = A, B),
Initial positions of the points KA and KB can be computed easily, see Figure 1, with use of the following where complex numbers ζA , ζB are defined via the vecvector formulae
tors ra − rOα components as
rKA
rKB

= rOA + rAb (cos αw , sin αw , 0)T ,
= rOB − rBb (cos αw , sin αw , 0)T .

ζα = (xa − xOα ) + i (ya − yOα )

(α = A, B).

Note that the function arg of complex argument has a
After that the line of action directing vector can be ob- computer implementation as a standard library func−−−→
tained as KA KB = rKB − rKA . And now one can define tion atan2.
a position of the point a, where the contact process beInitial quaternions of bodies A and B orientation are
gins, in the form
defined using known formulae
¶
µ
−−−→
→
− ´ KA KB
1 ³ −−−→
ϕα (t0 ) T
ϕα (t0 )
|KA KB | − |ab| −−−→ ,
ra = rKA +
, 0, 0, sin
(α = A, B).
qα (t0 ) = cos
2
2
2
|KA KB |
State variables of the DAE system (2), (3) tracking
and also an initial position of the point b, where the
contact
are to satisfy the following initial conditions
contact losses, has the representation
rBb
−
→
rPA (t0 ) = rPB (t0 ) = ra , µ (t0 ) = 0, λ (t0 ) = − .
|ab| −−−→
r
Ab
rb = ra + −−−→ KA KB .
|KA KB |
Note here that in case of the involute the state variAfter the endpoints a, b of an active segment of the able λ(t) turned out to be constant value
line of action have been defined it is time to compute
λ(t) ≡ const = λ (t0 ) .
the addendum radius rBa of the gear as a distance between the point a and the initial position of OB , see
Thus this equation represents exactly integral of moFigure 1. The addendum radius rAa of the pinion is in
tion, and it can be used effectively to control an accuturn a distance between an initial position of the point
racy of computations.
b and OA . These radii are defined by the equations
Finally, in the example under consideration the constant
driving torque MA = (0, 0, −1N · m)T assumed
rAa = |rb − rOA | , rBa = |ra − rOB | .
being applied to the pinion A while the viscous torque
To compute initial angles of rotation for the pinion of resistance MB = (0, 0, −10ϕ̇B )T is applied to the
and gear we assume that at an initial instant of simu- gear B. Gearwheels themselves assumed made of steel
lation teeth of an initial pair are touching each other with Young’s modulus EA = EB = 2 · 1011 Pa and Poisgeometrically without any pressure, and, as a result, son ratio νA = νB = 0.3, and have the same width,
mutual penetration is absent. An initial angular veloc- along the axis of rotation, of 0.1m.
ities of the gearwheels assumed equal to zero. For definiteness we also assume that the axis OA xA of the body 7.2 Dynamic transmission error
A crosses the base circle exactly at a root point of the
involute. This involute defines a surface of the tooth A value of the dynamic transmission error (DTE) has
contacting with its mate exactly at the point a. Sim- been chosen for the computational verification. If
ilarly, the body B axis OB xB passes through the root force of friction exists at contact then DTE is not conpoint of the contact involute of the body B at initial stant. First of all let us introduce the auxiliary variable
instant.
∆ = −rAb ϕA − rBb ϕB .
(19)
One can compute the polar angles of each the involute mentioned above using the equations (4) with the This value characterizes a mismatch for the base cirfollowing equations (α = A, B)
cles arc lengths. If teeth in pairs contacting have
q
an ideal “rigid” unilateral constraints without compli2
|ra − rOα |2 − rαb
ance, and switching between teeth pairs is also ideal
rαb
− arccos
,
θα =
then the value of ∆ has to be an identical zero.
|ra − rOα |
rαb
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Figure 3: Comparison of the discrepancy (Delta) and the depth of penetration (Depth)
To undertake an analysis more detailed let us consider the results of numeric experiments. Firstly, one
can remark that in case of the involute mesh a discrepancy ∆(t) from (19) has to be identical with the
depth of mutual penetration of rigid teeth in vicinity
of contact point. Indeed, the discrepancy (19) is exactly the difference between the arc distances of base
circles while each of the wheels A and B rotates. This
difference is accumulated from the very initial instant
of simulation.
On the other hand it is known that the segment PA PB
is a perpendicular common to the teeth involutes penetrating each other, and simultaneously PA PB lies exactly on the line KA KB and its length is exactly the
depth of teeth mutual penetration. Then there exists
the only geometric possibility: the condition
−−→
|PA PB | ≡ κ(t) ≡ ∆(t)

An effect obtained in an angular displacements due
to pressing and subsequent penetrating in the Johnson contact model is certainly like one derived due to
torsional deformations of elastic gearwheels [12, 13].
Moreover, finite element modeling do not disturb in
any essential degree the whole dynamical picture if
used to simulate teeth bending when contacting [14].
Indeed, one can compute the DTE according to the
formula
δ = −rAb ψA − rBb ψB

(20)

similar to (19). Here the values ψA , ψB are the angular
displacements of the pinion and gear from their mean
nominal positions ΦA (t), ΦB (t) such that the following
equations fulfill
ϕα (t) = Φα (t) + ψα (t) (α = A, B).

These nominal values Φα (t) correspond just to the
has to be satisfied. The functions ∆(t), κ(t) derived
independently in the model are compared in Figure 3. case of rigid contact satisfying evidently the following
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kinematic identity

Table 1: Comparative efficiency

−rAb ΦA (t) − rBb ΦB (t) ≡ 0.
Hence, it turns out in frame of our considerations that
the identity
∆(t) ≡ δ(t)

Type of the
contact model
Johnson’s
Johnson’s
rigid
rigid

Coefficient
of friction
0.3
0
0.3
0

CPU
time
20.4
16.1
13
11.4

takes place.
Let us investigate now sources of the DTE presented
in Figure 3. If one eliminates completely in the model
the friction between teeth surfaces then the value δ(t)
will grow asymptotically to its limit value thus provid- consider in our model the case of mesh ratio which is
ing a systematic error of transmission, see Figure 4, equal to one.
blue curve. The reason for this error is evidently a
mutual penetration of the compliant contact model of
7.3 Comparison with a rigid contact
Johnson.
A goal of our further numerical experiments is to compare two contact models when meshing: (a) the Johnson model, (b) the rigid contact model without compliance. The results of models under comparison simulation run showed for illustration in Figure 5. The
normal contact force is counted along the y-axis of the
plot. Case of the Johnson model corresponds to the
blue curve while the red one is for the case of rigid
contact model.
Comparison of the simulation results shows in Figure 5 that both contact models, the Johnson one and the
rigid contact, bring the same dynamic result. The only
difference is that the Johnson model generates addiFigure 4: The DTE without (blue) and with (red) fric- tional oscillations of the normal contact force being superimposed on the normal force behavior for the rigid
tion
case. Moreover, one can see from detailing shown in
If one introduces to the whole gearbox model, the Figure 5 that rigid contact model looks like a result of
simplest model of the Coulomb friction with the coef- the procedure of averaging for the dynamics with the
ficient f = 0.3 then the systematic error will be super- compliant contact, Johnson, model.
An advantage of the latter case is that this case of
imposed by the periodic one, see Figure 4, red curve.
This latter error has discontinuities at instants of the the contact model makes it possible to apply an arbicontact teeth pair changes and at the instant when the trary number of contacts for the body in the multibody
contact patch passes through the pitch point P, see Fig- system dynamics model without any restrictions. At
ure 1. The periodic DTE almost completely coincides the same time the rigid contact model does not allow
with similar curves presented in papers [12, 13]. In the such a possibility.
graphs of these papers one can note only small variaOn the other hand, any contact model based on the
tions from exact curves of our Figures 3,4. An origin FEM code application requires much more computaof these variations is evidently additional small devi- tional resources than in case of the “simple” compliation derived due to more exact account of the elastic ant model analysed above. To compare an effectivetorsion oscillations considered in [12, 13]. Additional ness of the Johnson contact model and the model using
splash of weak torsional oscillations one can observe the rigid unilateral contact constraint consider Table 1
in [12, 13] exists because of the multiplicity of teeth with preliminary relative estimations of the CPU time,
contacts in that model: time segments overlap for the in seconds, needed for both cases with addition of the
mesh cycles of the nearby pairs. So when contact of friction force influence. Here the results of the simuthe previous teeth pair vanishes then additional elas- lation run are presented, without any optimization, for
tic disturbance arises. Remind that for simplicity we the model time of 5 seconds.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the models with (blue) and without (red) compliance at contact
One can note easily from Table 1 that the Johnson
model increases computational time in some degree,
not larger than twice, in compare with the fastest case
of the rigid contact. And simultaneously this model
with compliance increases considerably the flexibility
and universality of simulation tools in a wide range of
applied problems.

• involute meshing requires additional analytic efforts causing additional computational complexity increase;
• compliant models create an effect similar to one
generated by the torsional elastic deformations of
gearwheels;
• compliant model built up showed an efficiency
high enough comparable with the fastest case of
geometrically rigid constraint;

8 Conclusions
Comparing our previous results with the above ones
we can conclude that:
• since cylindrical contact models are restricted to
the 2D-geometrical considerations they are simpler in a certain sense than the 3D-models;

• the computer model built up makes it possible in
an evident way to construct models of gearboxes
of any complexity for the spur involute type of
meshing.

• on the contrary, dynamical models became more 9 Acknowledgements
complex in some degree because the Johnson
model forces us to deal with the transcendental The paper was prepared with partial support of Russian Foundation for Basic Research, projects 08-01equation having a singularity at zero;
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Abstract

This enables users to create specialized models in one
modeling environment, connect them in a second and
Different simulation and modeling tools often use their finally simulate the complete system using a third simown definition of how a model is represented and how ulation tool. This in turn, facilitates tool interoperabilmodel data is stored. Complications arise when try- ity and model exchange.
ing to model parts in one tool and importing the reIn this paper, we present an implementation of the
sulting model in another tool or when trying to ver- Functional Mock-up Interface in the JModelica.org
ify a result by using a different simulation tool. The platform, [2]. The implementation consists of support
Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) is a standard to both for exporting FMUs from JModelica.org and improvide a unified model execution interface. In this porting FMUs generated by other tools.
paper we present an implementation of the FMI specPython was selected as the implementation lanification in the JModelica.org platform, where support
guage for the interface. The choice of Python for
for import and export of FMI compliant models has
the integration was based on several reasons. The
been added. The JModelica.org FMI import interface
main advantage is that Python is a powerful and dyis written in Python and offers a complete mapping
namic programming language with an clear and readof the FMI C API. JModelica.org also offers a set
able syntax with a low threshold for users to creof Pythonic convenience methods for interacting with
ate their own simulation scripts, regardless of if you
the model in an object-oriented manner. In addition,
come from an MATLAB environment or a low-level
a connection to the simulation environment Assimulo
programming language such as C. There are several
which is part of JModelica.org is offered to allow for
packages that make Python a good option for sciensimulation of models following the FMI specification
tific computing. One example is Scipy together with
using state of the art numerical integrators. GeneraNumpy [13], which contains mathematically relevant
tion of FMI compliant models from JModelica.org will
functions , another is Matplotlib [10] for visualization
also be discussed.
in a MATLAB like format. There are also Python
Keywords: JModelica.org; Assimulo; Sundials;
packages aimed specifically at interfacing code writFMI, FMUs
ten in other programming languages. One such package is CTYPES [9], which makes connection to C and
loading of dynamic linked libraries possible. This is a
1 Introduction
necessity for implementation of the FMI standard.
In an effort to provide a unified model interface for
different simulation tools and modeling environments,
the MODELISAR consortium defined an open interface called the Functional Mock-up Interface. The
idea is that both Modelica-based and non-Modelicabased tools may generate and exchange models that
follow the FMI specification. FMI compliant models
are referred to as Functional Mock-up Units (FMUs).

Another reason for choosing Python is that for part
of the implementation, functionality could be reused
with little or no modification as similar functionality
already exists in JModelica.org. The XML framework
needed to load and generate FMUs is already in-place
in JModelica.org and the connection to the simulation
environment Assimulo is similar to that of the connection between a model generated from JModelica.org
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and Assimulo.
The paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2,
a brief background is given about the JModelica.org
platform and the simulation package Assimulo together with an overview of the Functional Mock-up
Interface. The implementation is described in Section
3. In Section 4, the Van der Pol oscillator and the Full
Robot from the Modelica Standard Library is simulated. The result is compared with a simulation using
Dymola [6]. An example from the Air Conditioning library is also given. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this
paper.

as well as differential algebraic equations (DAEs),

F(ẋ, x, w,t) = 0,
x(t0 ) = x0 ,

ẋ(t0 ) = ẋ0 ,

w(t0 ) = w0 .

(2)

Examples of solvers supported by Assimulo are a
fifth-order three-stage Radau method, explicit Euler
with fixed step-sizes, and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method. By interfacing to SUNDIALS [11], stateof-the art implementations of multistep methods for
ODEs and DAEs are available through Assimulo. The
solvers CVode and IDA in SUNDIALS are the lat2 Background
est development branch of codes implementing multistep methods dating back to the 80s, also including
2.1 JModelica.org
DASSL. CVode is a variable-order, variable-step mulJModelica.org [2] is an "extensible Modelica-based tistep algorithm for solving ordinary differential equaopen source platform for optimization, simulation and tions. CVode includes the Backward Differentiation
analysis of complex dynamic systems"1 with the mis- Formulas (BDFs), which are suitable for stiff problems
sion:
as well as Adams-Moulton formulae for highly accurate simulation of non-stiff systems. The solver IDA is
“To offer a community-based, free, open
a DAE integrator based on BDF.
source, accessible, user and application oriAssimulo consists of mainly two parts. First, a
ented Modelica environment for optimizaskeleton of a simulation problem, which allows for
tion and simulation of complex dynamic
defining all the necessary methods needed for simusystems, built on well-recognized technollation of a hybrid ODE and DAE, such as the rightogy and supporting major platforms.”
hand-side, root functions and time-events. These
The platform offers compilers for Modelica, [15] skeletons are defined in the Explicit_Problem and
and Optimica, [1], a simulation package called As- Implicit_Problem classes for the ODE and DAE
simulo and a direct collocation algorithm for solving case respectively. The second part contains the aclarge-scale DAE-based dynamic optimization prob- tual integrators and interprets the information from the
lems. The user interface in JModelica.org is based problem specification and performs the simulation.
on Python, which provides means to conveniently deIn order to use Assimulo together with JModelvelop complex scripts and applications. The platform ica.org, the problem classes from Assimulo needed to
is designed both for large-scale industrial needs and be extended to allow for handling of how the models
for prototyping in a research environment. It pro- are defined in JModelica.org. In Figure 1 an overview
vides synergies between state of the art methods re- of the implementation is shown.
sulting from research and problems industrially relevant problems. JModelica.org supports the major platforms Windows, Mac and Linux.

2.2

Assimulo

Assimulo, [3], is the default simulation package in
JModelica.org. It is a Python package consisting of
several solvers for solving explicit ordinary differential equations (ODEs),
ẋ = f (t, x),

x(t0 ) = x0

Figure 1: Overview of the interaction between JMod(1) elica.org, Assimulo and Sundials.

1 http://www.jmodelica.org
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2.3

FMI

The Functional Mock-up Interface defines a standard
for model exchange consisting of a set of C functions
and an XML schema for model interaction. The mathematical formalism upon which FMI is based is that of
hybrid ordinary differential equations (ODEs), i.e. ordinary differential equations with some discrete states.
FMUs are distributed as compressed files containing:
• A shared object file (DLL), containing implementations of the FMI functions. In addition, or alternatively, the FMU may contain the source code
corresponding to the compiled DLL.
• An XML file, containing the variable definitions
and meta information for the model, together
with information about how it was generated.
The file also contains value-references for the
variables, which uniquely identifies variables and
which are used when retrieving data from the
model.
• Optional files containing bitmaps, documentations, tables etc.
The C functions contained in the FMU are typically
called by a simulation environment, in order to perform a simulation experiment. The simulation environment needs then to be able to handle simulation of hybrid ODEs, which are often stiff. Also, the
model meta data contained in the XML file needs to
be loaded by the simulation environment in order to
extract model information, e.g. variable names.
Preparation

Set Start
Values

Instantiate

Simulation
Accept
Step
Retrieve
Values

Check
Events

Completed
Step

No

Yes

Initialize
Retrieve
Values

Perform
Step

Evaluate Derivatives
Evaluate Event Ind.

Retrieve
Values

Handle
Event

Termination
Terminate

Set Inputs
Set Time/States

Event Update

extracting the files in the FMU, loading the DLL and
XML files and calling the instantiation function available in the DLL. A model can be instantiated multiple
times for which the function fmiInstantiateModel
is provided. The model is then initialized by calling
fmiInitialize.
Once the model is instantiated and initialized it can
be simulated. The simulation is performed by updating time and states in the model, via fmiSetTime
and fmiSetContinuousStates, and by calculating
the derivatives via fmiGetDerivatives.
During the simulation, events are monitored
via the functions fmiGetEventIndicators and
fmiCompletedIntegratorStep. State-events are
detected by looking for sign changes in the event indicators while step-events are checked in the model
after calling the completed step function when an integration step was sucessfully completed.
At an event, the function fmiEventUpdate has to
be called. This function updates and re-initializes the
model in order for the simulation to be continued. Information is also given about if the states have changed
values, if new state variables have been selected and
information about upcoming time events.
To retrieve or set variable data during a simulation,
value-references are used as keys. All variables are
connected to a unique number defined by the export
tool and provided in the XML-file. This number can
then be used to retrieve information about variables via
functions in the interface or can be used to set input
values during a simulation. There are functions for
setting and getting values for Real, Integer, String and
Boolean values, fmi(Get/Set)(Type).
After a simulation, memory has to be deallocated.
The function fmiTerminate deallocates all memory
that have been allocated since the initialization and
the function fmiFreeModelInstance dispose of the
model instance.

3
3.1

FMI Implementation
Export

Free

The FMI specification standardizes an execution interface for hybrid ODEs. Modelica models, on the other
Figure 2: Overview of the calling sequence for an hand, are usually translated into systems of index-1
FMU.
DAEs. Therefore, a Modelica-based tool needs to
In Figure 2, an overview of the calling sequence for transform DAEs into ODE form. Starting with the
an FMU is described. Prior to a simulation experi- DAE
F(ẋ, x, w, u, p,t) = 0
(3)
ment, the model has to be instantiated. This includes
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where x ∈ Rnx are the states, w ∈ Rnw are the algebraic
variables, u ∈ Rnu are the inputs, p ∈ Rn p are the parameters and t ∈ R is the time. The objective of this
transformation is to obtain an ODE on the form
ẋ = f (x, u, p,t).

(4)

Notice that this transformation is conceptual in most
cases in the sense that the function f cannot be computed explicitly. Rather, a commonly employed strategy is to regard the function F as a system of nonlinear system equations, where ẋ and w are unknown
and x, u, p and t are known. This strategy relies on
the assumptions that i) start values for the states are
available, possibly computed by solving a system of
initialization equations, and ii) that the matrix


∂F ∂F
(5)
∂ ẋ ∂ w
is square and has full rank. The latter condition means
that a solution to the system of equations exists, at least
locally, and holds if the DAE is of index 1, see [5] for a
definition. Indeed, Modelica models commonly have
index higher than 1, but it is here assumed that the index has been reduced by an index reduction algorithm,
[12].
The DAE (3) is often highly structured and has in
addition a sparse Jacobian, properties that can be exploited in order to perform the transformation more
efficiently. A common approach for exploiting this
structure is to decompose the DAE system into a sequence of smaller systems. This can be done by means
of Tarjans algorithm, see [14, 8, 7] for details. Additional performance is gained typically as in typical
cases several of the decomposed systems can be solved
directly without the need to employ iterative Newtontype solvers. The usually few remaining non-linear
systems of equations are solved during simulation by
means of iterative techniques. In the FMUs generated by JModelica.org the KINSOL algorithm, which
is part of the SUNDIALS suite, is used. In order to
increase the robustness of the algorithm, KINSOL has
been extended to support regularization to handle even
the case of an initially singular Jacobian. See [16] for
a detailed treatment. As a result of the presence of
non-linear equation systems requiring iteration, ODE
form (4) is conceptual rather implicit than explicit.
Nevertheless, from the point of view of the simulation environment, the model is regarded as an explicit
ODE, where the derivatives are computed given values
of the parameters, the states, the inputs and the current time. The algorithm for computing the derivatives

as outlined above is made available in the FMI function fmiGetDerivatives. In addition to providing
a function for evaluating the derivatives of the ODE,
hybrid constructs resulting in events need to be supported in the simulation run-time system in the FMU.
Examples of hybrid constructs in Modelica are instantaneous equations (expressed as when-clauses) and relational expressions. During continuous integration, a
set of event indicator functions, provided in the function fmiGetEventIndicators, are monitored. If a
sign change of one of the indicator functions is detected, an event has occurred and the simulation environment then informs the FMU by calling the function fmiEventUpdate. From the point of view of the
simulation environment, this procedure is straight forward, since many integration algorithms provide native support for localization of events. For the internal simulation run-time system in the FMU, the situation is more complicated. For example, one event may
trigger other events, which requires an event iteration
scheme to be employed. In JModelica.org, the simulation run-time system performs a fixed point iteration to
resolve dependent events. For more information about
hybrid constructs in Modelica and how they are handled in the context of simulation, see [4].
Before an FMU can be simulated, consistent initial
conditions need to be found. In the FMUs generated
by JModelica.org, this is done similarly to how the
derivatives are computed. The BLT transformation is
applied to the initialization system, consisting of the
index-1 DAE augmented by initial equations, in order
to obtain a sequence of equation systems, which can
be solved for the states, the derivatives and the algebraic variables. Also in this case, the modified version
of KINSOL, supporting regularization, is used.

3.2

Import

Integration of the FMI to JModelica.org requires a few
key features to be present.
• Ability to decompress a compressed archive.
• Ability to couple functions provided in a DLL to
Python.
• Ability to read and interpret an XML-file.
These features are provided by use of several Python
packages such as ctypes [9], lxml and zipfile.
ctypes enables loading of a dynamic linked library
(DLL) into Python. The functions of the DLL can
then be retrieved and defined in Python which enables
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them to be called directly. The functions have to be
explicitly defined together with their arguments and
return arguments so that the correct type is returned
back to the DLL. lxml provides methods for handling
of XML-files, such as querying and traverse complete
files. This feature was already available in JModelica.org as an extended FMI XML format, which is
used to handle generated model data from JModelica.org. Finally, zipfile offers methods for extracting information from compressed directories, such as
an FMU.
The FMI import implementation in JModelica.org
centers around a Python class, FMUModel where the
constructor takes as input an FMU and performs the
necessary tasks to enable manipulation and simulation of the FMU. The constructor also calls the XML
import interface which reads the complete XMLfile and populates data structures with information
about all model variables including start-values, valuereferences, aliases and types. The interface consists
of a raw mapping of the functions defined in the
FMI specification easily available and accessible from
Python. The methods are named according to the
specification with a leading underscore. For example,
the FMI function fmiGetDerivatives(...) corresponds to the following method in our Python class,
FMUModel,
FMUModel . _fmiGetDerivatives (...)

Providing a complete mapping to the original FMI
functions enables users to create scripts tailored to
their specific purposes.
JModelica.org also provides a Pythonic and objectoriented connection to an FMU with high-level methods for setting and retrieving values. We demonstrate
this by computing the derivatives at time t and state y
using the FMU:
FMUModel . time = t
FMUModel . continuous_states = y
rhs = FMUModel . get_derivatives ()

In addition to the high-level methods in JModelica.org, a connection to the simulation package Assimulo is also offered. The connection is based on extending Assimulo’s problem class in the same way as
models generated from JModelica.org are interfaced,
see Figure 1.
As a problem class in Assimulo is just a skeleton of
a model together with its methods, interfacing is just a
matter of providing the information.
In order to connect the calculation of the derivatives
of an FMU to Assimulo, the right-hand side function
(rhs) must correspond to:
class FMIODE ( Explicit_Problem ) :
def f (t , y ):
# Moving data to the model
FMUModel . time = t
FMUModel . continuous_states = y
# Evaluating the rhs
rhs = FMUModel . get_derivatives ()
return rhs

where Explicit_Problem is Assimulo’s skeleton
class of an ODE problem. If there are any inputs, they
are calculated and provided to the model as well.
Events are monitored and detected by providing methods for the state-, step- and time-events
which in Assimulo correspond to implementing
the methods state_events, time_events and
completed_step. They are implemented similarly to
the calculation of the derivatives.
If an event is detected, either be it state, time or step,
a call is made to a method called handle_event in
the problem which has been implemented so that it is
directed to the FMI function fmiEventUpdate.
These methods provide a full-fledged connection to
Assimulo and to state of the art numerical integrators.
The current implementation is fully functional and relies on Sundials CVode solver.

4

Examples

The high-level methods propagate the information
and call the underlying FMU functions.
4.1 The Van der Pol Oscillator
To retrieve or set values of an arbitrary variable, instead of looking for the value reference, the name is The Van der Pol oscillator stated in Equation (6) is
used here to demonstrate the functionality of exportused in the call to set/get methods:
ing an FMU using the JModelica.org platform and also
FMUModel . get ( ' der ( x ) ')
to demonstrate the import process. In addition, it will
FMUModel . set ( 'g ' , 9 . 81 )
be shown how the same problem is solved using SunThe methods retrieve information about the vari- dials CVode solver. The problem is also solved for a
able, type and value reference from the XML data and set of initial values to demonstrate how to run multiple simulations in a single sweep. Simulation of perthen call the underlying FMU functions.
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Steps for simulating the Van der Pol oscillator are
turbed values can be useful for analyzing and evaluating model sensitivity with respect to uncertainty in similarly straight forward where the FMU first must
physical parameters or initial conditions. The dynam- be loaded into JModelica.org.
ics of the Van der Pol oscillator is given by
from jmodelica . fmi import FMUModel
d2 x
dx
− (1 − x2 ) + x = 0.
2
dt
dt

(6) model = FMUModel ( fmu_name )

FMUModel takes the name of an FMU, in our case
The problem can be described in the Modelica lanVDP.fmu
as an argument in the constructor. A number
guage by introducing the state variables x1 = x and
of internal steps are then taken when a model is loaded.
x2 = dx
dt , which gives
First, the FMU is unzipped and the XML data together
with the binary containing the model functions are exdx1
tracted. Second, the functions in the model binary is
= x2
dt
(7) connected to Python and instantiated according to the
dx2
FMI specification.
= (1 − x12 )x2 − x1 .
dt
Simulation of the Van der Pol oscillator is then performed by the simulate method.
The Modelica specification for the Van der Pol oscillator is given in Listing 1, where the initial values result = model . simulate ( final_time = 10 )
are set to x1 (t0 ) = x10 and x2 (t0 ) = x20 .
The Van der Pol oscillator is simulated from t = 0.0
model VDP
to t = 10.0 using default options. In Listing 2, the run/ / The p a r a m e t e r s
time statistics is shown, which is printed in the prompt
p a r a m e t e r R e a l x1_0 = 1 . 0 ;
after a simulation, when solving the Van der Pol oscilp a r a m e t e r R e a l x2_0 = 0 . 0 ;
lator using JModelica.org and Assimulo together with
the solver CVode (BDF).
/ / The s t a t e s
F i n a l Run S t a t i s t i c s : VDP
R e a l x1 ( s t a r t = x1_0 ) ;
Nbr o f S t e p s
: 148
R e a l x2 ( s t a r t = x2_0 ) ;
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr

equation
d e r ( x1 ) = x2 ;
d e r ( x2 ) = ( 1 − x1 ^ 2 ) ∗ x2 − x1 ;
end VDP ;

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Function Evaluations
Jacobian Evaluations
F−E v a l D u r i n g J a c −E v a l
Root E v a l u a t i o n s
Error Test F ail ure s
Nonlinear I t e r a t i o n s
N o n l i n e a r Conv F a i l u r e s

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

208
3
6
0
11
204
0

Code Listing 1: The Van der Pol oscillator described Code Listing 2: Simulation statistics of the Van der
Pol oscillator.
in Modelica.
Creation of an FMU from a Modelica model consists of several steps. Primarily, the equations have to
be translated and possibly manipulated by for instance
an index reduction algorithm to produce a source code
file, in our case a C file. Variable data needs to be
extracted and populated into an XML structure. In
JModelica.org, these steps are collected in a Python
method, compile_fmu, which is demonstrated below.
from jmodelica . fmi import compile_fmu

The result object returned from a simulation makes
the simulation data and simulation trajectories easily
available for either visualization or manipulation.
x1
= result [" x1 " ]
x2
= result [" x2 " ]
time = result [" time " ]

For visualization, the package Matplotlib [10] is
used.
import matplotlib . pyplot as plt

fmu_name = compile_fmu ( " VDP " , " VDP . mo " )

The commands produce an FMU of the Modelica
model VDP located in VDP.mo which can be distributed
to any software supporting the Functional Mock-up Interface.

plt . figure ( 1 )
plt . plot ( time , x1 , time , x2 )
plt . xlabel (" Time [ s ] " )
plt . legend (( " x1 " , " x2 " ))
plt . title ( " Van der Pol " )
plt . show ()
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The resulting trajectories for x and
Figure 3.

dx
dt

are shown in ted. The resulting phase plot is shown in Figure 4.
Van der Pol
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Figure 4: Solution of the Van der Pol oscillator showdx
Figure 3: Solution of the Van der Pol oscillator show- ing a phase plot of x and dt .
ing x and dx
dt .
An extension of performing a simulation of the Van
der Pol oscillator is to perform a parameter sweep. A
parameter sweep is executed by varying a parameter
and performing a simulation for each value. In our
case, we consider holding x1 (t0 ) fixed while varying
x2 (t0 ) in the interval [−3, 3]. The resulting script is
shown below.
import numpy
nbr_points = 11
x1_0 = 0 . 0
x2_0 = numpy . linspace (-3 .0 , 3 .0 , 11 )
for i in range ( nbr_points ) :
model . set ( ' x1_0 ' , x1_0 )
model . set ( ' x2_0 ' , x2_0 [i])

4.2

A Robot Model

The Full Robot from the multibody examples in the
Modelica Standard Library will be used to demonstrate that the implementation can handle industrially
relevant problems. The example is also intended to
demonstrate that JModelica.org is able to simulate
models generated by third party software supporting
the FMI specification. In Figure 5, the diagram layer
of the robot is depicted.
The robot consists of brakes, motors, gears and path
planning. The model consists of 36 continuous states
and around 700 algebraic variables together with 98
event indicators and a few thousand constants/parameters.
The FMU was generated using Dymola 7.4 [6].

result = model . simulate ( final_time = 20 )
x1 = result [ ' x1 ']
x2 = result [ ' x2 ']
plt . plot ( x2 , x1 , 'b ')
plt . title ( " Van der Pol " )
plt . ylabel (" x1 " )
plt . xlabel (" x2 " )
plt . grid ()
plt . show ()

Figure 5: Overview of the Full Robot.
First, the initial values are defined as x10 = 0.0 and
x20 being a uniformly distributed array in the interval
Simulation of the robot is performed following the
[−3, 3] with 11 values. Second, the simulation comsame
steps as in the Van der Pol example by first loadmand is iterated over the initial values which are set
2
with the model.set() method. In each iteration, the ing the model and then invoking the simulate method.
2 The name of the FMU has been shortened to save space in the
model is simulated from 0.0 to 20 seconds and the solution trajectories for x1 and x2 are retrieved and plot- article.
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4.3

from jmodelica . fmi import FMUModel

Verification of the Full Robot

For verification of the result, the Robot is simulated us-

robot = FMUModel ( ' Modelica ... fullRobot . fmu ')
ing Dymola 7.4 and the trajectories are compared. In
result = robot . simulate ( final_time =1 . 8 )

Listing 4, the run-time statistics is shown when simuThe robot is simulated from t = 0.0 to t = 1.8 using lating the robot using Dymola and the solver DASSL.
default options. In Listing 3, the run-time statistics is Number o f r e s u l t p o i n t s
: 1001
points
: 1001
Number o f GRID
shown.
Number
Number
Number
Number

F i n a l Run S t a t i s t i c s : M o d e l i c a _ . . . _ f u l l R o b o t
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Steps
Function Evaluations
Jacobian Evaluations
F−E v a l D u r i n g J a c −E v a l
Root E v a l u a t i o n s
Error Test F ail ure s
Nonlinear I t e r a t i o n s
N o n l i n e a r Conv F a i l u r e s

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1834
2386
65
2340
2223
42
2202
0

of
of
of
of

( successful ) steps
F−e v a l u a t i o n s
H−e v a l u a t i o n s
J a c o b i a n −e v a l u a t i o n s

:
:
:
:

1482
10562
2794
353

Code Listing 4: Simulation statistics of the Full Robot
using Dymola.

In Figure 7 the resulting comparison between the
simulation result from JModelica.org and Dymola is
Code Listing 3: Simulation statistics of the Full Robot shown. The simulations are both performed with a relative tolerance of 10−4 and the absolute tolerance (in
using JModelica.org.
JModelica.org) was set to 0.01 times the relative tolerTrajectories for the joint velocities are extracted ance times the nominal values of the continuous states,
from the result object and visualized using Matplotlib 0.01 · rtol · nominal. The number of output points is set
to 1000 in both cases.
in the same way as in the Van der Pol example.
dq1 = result [ ' der ( mechanics . q [ 1 ]) ']
dq6 = result [ ' der ( mechanics . q [ 6 ]) ']
time = result [ ' time ']
import matplotlib . pyplot as plt
plt . plot ( time , dq1 , time , dq6 )
plt . legend ([ ' der ( mechanics . q [ 1 ]) ' ,
' der ( mechanics . q [ 6 ]) '])
plt . xlabel ( ' Time ( s ) ')
plt . ylabel ( ' Joint Velocity ( rad / s ) ')
plt . title ( ' Full Robot ')
plt . show ()

Figure 7: Difference of the state mechanics.der(q[1])
(joint velocity) between JModelica.org and Dymola.
The model is simulated using default tolerances together with 1000 output points.

The result of the simulation is shown in Figure 6.

Timing results are shown in Table 1. Dymola native
corresponds to simulating the robot directly from the
Modelica standard library without using the FMI. Dymola FMU corresponds to loading a generated FMU
into Dymola and performing a simulation. JModelica.org corresponds to the actual integration time and
the time for I/O operations for storing the result.

Full Robot

2.0

der(mechanics.q[1])
der(mechanics.q[6])

Joint Velocity (rad/s)

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.50.0

Platform
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
1.0
Time (s)

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Figure 6: Solution of the joint velocities q[1] and
q[6].
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Dymola Native
Dymola FMU
JModelica.org

Simulation Time
1.26 s
4.97 s
3.49 s

Table 1: Benchmark results of the Full Robot.
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4.4

Twin Evaporator

Nbr o f N o n l i n e a r I t e r a t i o n s
: 1422
Nbr o f N o n l i n e a r Conv F a i l u r e s : 8

The TwinEvaporatorCycle model from the commercial Air Conditioning library is demonstrated to show
that the implementation can handle large models. It is
a model of an A/C-cycle from a typical European premium car with individual front and rear climate zones.
The model describes the cooling performance of the
refrigerant cycle, and includes the compressor, front
condenser, expansion control valve and two evaporators. The front evaporator is located under the dashboard and cools air for the driver and front seat passenger, while the rear evaporator is located between
the seats and cools the air that flows to the back seat.
The model diagram, shown in Figure 8, also includes
dynamical display components for simulation analysis, e.g. the pressure-enthalpy diagram of the refrigerant R134a.

Code Listing 5: Simulation statistics of the TwinEvaporatorCycle using JModelica.org.
The model was also simulated with Dymola using
the same options of the tolerances. The result can be
found in Listing 6. Note that the Dymola simulation
was performed on the Modelica model, not the FMU.
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of
of
of

result points
GRID
points
( successful ) steps
F−e v a l u a t i o n s
H−e v a l u a t i o n s
J a c o b i a n −e v a l u a t i o n s

:
:
:
:
:
:

1004
1001
302
3859
1303
136

Code Listing 6: Simulation statistics of the TwinEvaporatorCycle using Dymola.
In Table 2, timing results of simulations with both
JModelica.org and Dymola are listed. The simulation
time corresponds to the actual integration time, including writing the result. The total time also includes time
for the initialization.
Platform

Simulation Time

Total Time

57.6 s
125 s
90 s

79 s
175 s
130 s

Dymola Native
Dymola FMU
JModelica.org

Table 2: Benchmark results of the Twin Evaporator.
The execution time measurements indicate that the
performance of the JModelica.org FMU import is on
par with state of the art commercial tools.

Figure 8: Overview of the Twin Evaporator.
The model consists of 130 states together with 1090
event indicator functions. The number of parameters
and constants is close to 20.000, resulting in a model
description file of 170.000 lines.
The model was simulated using JModelica.org from
t = 0.0s to t = 180.0s with a relative tolerance of
rtol = 10−5 and an absolute tolerance corresponding
to atol = 0.01 · rtol · nominal, as in the Full Robot example. The simulation statistics from JModelica.org
can be found in Listing 5.
F i n a l Run S t a t i s t i c s :
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr
Nbr

of
of
of
of
of
of

. . . _TwinEvaporatorCycle

Steps
Function Evaluations
Jacobian Evaluations
F−E v a l D u r i n g J a c −E v a l
Root E v a l u a t i o n s
Error Test F ail ure s

:
:
:
:
:
:

827
1434
39
5070
830
44

5

Limitations

While fully FMI compliant FMUs are generated by
JModelica.org, both in terms of the DLL functions and
in terms of the XML files, the Modelica language compliance of the compiler front-end is not complete. The
support is continuously improving and recent additions include support for hybrid and sampled systems.
The FMI standard specifies how several FMUs can
be simulated jointly by connecting their inputs and
outputs. One application of this feature is to include
FMUs in Modelica models, and another application
is co-simulation. These features remains to be implemented.
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6

Summary

In this paper, an implementation of the Functional
Mock-up Interface for Model Exchange in the JModelica.org platform has been presented. The export
functionality enables users to generate FMI compliant
models, FMUs from Modelica models and to use them
in different FMI compliant tools.
The FMU import is based on Python. Models can be
imported into the Python environment, where FMUs
are represented by objects of a Python class. The FMU
model class provides the user with a one to one mapping of the FMI functions, as well as convenient highlevel methods for setting parameter values and simulating models.
This paper also shows that simulation of Functional
Mock-up Units using JModelica.org produce results
comparable to those produced by a state of the art commercial tool.
Future extensions include support for sparse Jacobians in the FMI specification.
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Abstract
This document describes the implementation of the
Modelisar Functional Mock-up Interfaces (FMI) in
SimulationX. It presents the code generation of
Functional Mock-up Units (FMU) for Model Exchange and Co-Simulation as well as the import of
an FMU into SimulationX.
Keywords: Simulation; Modelisar; Functional
Mock-up Unit (FMU); Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI)
Figure 1: FMI specifications

1

Introduction

FMI stands for “Functional Mock-up Interface” [1]
and was specified in the ITEA2 Modelisar project
[2]. The intention is that dynamic system models of
different software systems can be used together for
software/model/hardware-in-the-loop simulation and
for embedded systems. Using SimulationX Code
Export, the functionality of a complete simulation
model can be transformed into an FMU (Functional
Mock-up Unit), which implements the FMI (Functional Mock-up Interface). A so created FMU can be
instantiated by SimulationX or another simulation
tool and accessed via the FMI functions. An FMU
may either be self-integrating (Co-Simulation) or
require the simulator to perform the numerical integration (Model Exchange).

2

2.1

FMU Code Export

Using SimulationX Code Export, the functionality of
a complete simulation model can be transferred into
an FMU (Functional Mock-up Unit). An FMU is
distributed in the form of a zip File (*.fmu) and consists basically of the following components:

FMU Support in SimulationX

There are two different FMI specifications (see Figure 1: FMI specifications), FMI for Model Exchange
and FMI for Co-Simulation. Both are supported by
SimulationX.
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1. Exported Model + Interface
The exported model functionality is accessible
through standardized C-functions (FMI). By using the programming language C high portability is guaranteed. This component can be present as pure source code or as a binary (DLL).
The FMI-Interface includes:
 Functions for instantiation, initialization,
termination and destruction.
 Support of Real, Integer, Boolean and
String inputs, outputs and parameters.
 Set and Get functions for each type, e.g.
fmiSetReal(...).
 Functions for exchange of simulation data, e.g. fmiGetDerivatives(...)

Proceedings 8th Modelica Conference, Dresden, Germany, March 20-22, 2011

There is no explicit function call for the computation of the model algorithm. The FMU decides on its own, depending on which data have
been set and the data being sought, which calculation is initiated. For efficiency it is important that variables are not newly computed,
if they have been computed already at an earlier
step. Instead they shall be reused. This feature
is called “caching of variables” in the sequel.

representing a model which may then be easily integrated into another simulation environment.
The following illustration (see Figure 2: FMI Code
Export for Model Exchange) shows the schematic
workflow for transferring a SimulationX model into
an FMU for Model Exchange.
After all desired inputs, outputs and parameters have
been defined by the user in the Code Export Wizard,
the code export process starts.

Figure 2: FMI Code Export for Model Exchange

2. Model Description Scheme
This scheme is represented by an XML file that
contains the description of the required data for
the information flow between the FMU and the
simulation tool. Through the description of the
model within an XML file, the provider of simulation tools are not forced to use a specific representation of data structures.
3. Data and Documentation (optional)
Additional data and documentation of the model can be included.

2.1.1 FMI for Model Exchange
The intention of FMI for Model Exchange is to allow any modeling tool to generate C code or binaries

During the code export the following steps are executed. At first a special symbolic analysis will transfer the model into ordinary differential equations.
Based on this equations and the defined interface,
the C-code that includes the model functionality and
the specific FMI interface functions, is generated.
Furthermore the XML model description file is generated. At the end of this process a zip-file (*.fmu),
with all necessary files, is created to distribute the
FMU.

2.1.2 FMI for Co-Simulation
The FMI for Co-Simulation is an interface standard
for the solution of time dependent coupled systems
consisting of subsystems that are continuous in time
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(model components that are described by differential
equations) or time-discrete (model components that
are described by difference equations like, e.g. discrete controllers).
The FMI for Co-Simulation defines interface routines for the communication between a master and
the individual simulation tools (slaves) in the cosimulation environment. The data exchange is restricted to discrete communication points in time and
the subsystems are solved independently between
these communication points.
The following illustration (see Figure 3: FMI Code
Export for Co-Simulation) shows the schematic
workflow to transfer a SimulationX model into an
FMU for Co-Simulation.

simulation environment, is provided. In particular,
this includes a set of capability flags to characterize
the ability of the slave to support advanced master
algorithms. One of these flags is canHandleVariableCommunicationStepSize that specifies whether
the slave can handle variable communication step
size. Another flag is canRejectSteps that indicates
the slave’s capability to discard and repeat a communication step. This will be supported in a future
SimulationX release.
The flag canInterpolateInputs defines that the slave
is able to interpolate continuous inputs. In this case,
calling of fmiSetRealInputDerivatives(...) has an effect for the slave. At the end of the export process a
zip-file (*.fmu) is created to distribute the FMU.

Figure 3: FMI Code Export for Co-Simulation
After all desired inputs, outputs and parameters have
been defined by the user in the Code Export Wizard
the code export process starts. During the Code Export the following steps are executed: At first a special symbolic analysis will transfer the model into
ordinary differential equations. Based on this equations and the defined interface, the C code, that includes the model functionality, the specific FMI interface functions and a Solver (CVODE), is generated. The Sundials CVODE solver [4] uses a BDF variant and is well suited for stiff models.
Furthermore the XML model description file is generated, where all information about the slaves, which
is relevant for the communication in the co-

2.2

FMU Import

The SimulationX FMU import consists of unzipping
the *.fmu file and the generation of Modelica code
including the calls of FMI functions based on the
XML model description. A re-export via code export
is supported.
The main idea of embedding a FMU into a Modelica
model is to construct an external object and some
external functions to interact with that model.
The automatic import process is started by selecting
the menu Insert/Functional Mockup Unit….
Thereupon the following dialog (see Figure 4: FMU
Import Dialog) for importing a FMU appears.
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2.3

Tool Coupling

The current version 1.0 of the FMI for CoSimulation standard not only allows the coupling of
specially prepared software modules (FMU), but can
also be used for direct coupling of CAE tools.
Thereto the particular application with its proprietary interfaces is made available via a special wrapper (see Figure 5: Tool coupling via wrapper DLL)
that implements the standardized Functional Mockup Interface and provides it for other applications.
From the outside, the particular application behaves
like a Functional Mock-up Unit.
For SimulationX such a wrapper will be available.
The implementation is based on the existing COM
interface of SimulationX. For integrating a Modelica
model in such a co-simulation an adequate preparation is necessary. Especially the inputs, outputs and
parameters of the model have to be defined. All this
information is stored as a "real FMU" in a zip archive. The model itself or a link to this model in the
local file system or on the network must also be
stored in this file.

Figure 4: FMU Import Dialog

During the import process the DLL and Lib files (if
any exist) are copied to the External Function folder.

Figure 5: Tool coupling via wrapper DLL

To link an FMU with a Modelica model SimulationX uses an External Object. The fmiInstantiateModel(…)/ fmiInstantiateSlave(…) and fmiFreeModelInstance(…)/ fmiFreeSlaveInstance(…) functions are called as constructor and destructor, respectively. All other functions are called as external
functions with an external object as first parameter.
Because the fmiInitialize(…) function has to forward
function pointers for several purposes, this function
is redirected through a special built-in function.

3

Implementation Difficulties

During the implementation of the FMU import into
SimulationX as a Modelica simulator a few difficulties had to be overcome.
The first problem is related to a type mismatch between fmiBoolean and Modelica Boolean, which
leads to a type cast for scalar fmiBoolean variables
and the necessity of restoring fmiBoolean arrays.
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Further, there is an issue concerning the fmiInstantiateModel function, because the argument
fmiCallbackFunctions is a struct that holds function
pointers. In Modelica there is no possibility to generate such a record.
Also, it is not easy to implement that the function
fmiInitialize is called only once, because according
to Modelica language specification the body of a
when initial() clause may be traversed several times
during initialization.
Changing of discrete variables is only allowed in
Modelica at event steps, not during continuous integration, but the fmiSetXxx functions returns fmiStatus as a Modelica integer variable, which is a discrete variable. Hence a Modelica compiler may call
such functions only at event time instances. But the
fmiSetXxx functions have to be called during continuous integration too.
The
functions
fmiCompletedIntegratorStep,
fmiEventUpdate, and fmiTerminate are impure and
thus may not be treated like constant functions. But,
there is no possibility in Modelica to mark a function
as impure.
There are two difficulties related to the FMI calling
sequence. First, there is no possibility in Modelica to
be informed about the reason for a model computation. But, it is relevant to distinguish between calling
for instance fmiEventUpdate or fmiCompletedIntegrationStep. Secondly, Modelica does not provide
the functionality to trigger an event step and call
fmiEventUpdate.
Modelica has no functionality to provide event indicators (evi) directly. According to FMI specification
FMUs have to add a small hysteresis to the evi. A
Modelica tool may do the same with its internal root
functions. Hence the hysteresis is added twice and
events caused by the FMU are located a little bit inaccurately.
We solved these problems by using some internal
Modelica extensions in SimulationX, which we also
proposed to the Modelica Language Design Group
and accordingly to the FMI standard committee.

4

this interface is measured by how the tool vendors
will integrate FMI into their products. In addition to
reliability and numerical stability the ease of use will
determine this success.
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Conclusions

With the Modelisar FMI standard exists a vendorneutral interface that allows the exchange of simulation models between different tools and platforms.
The chances to establish FMI as a standard are pretty
good, because software vendors and users were involved right from the start. At the end, the success of
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Abstract

tion such as comparing the effect of different
parameter combinations and model variations.

This paper describes how the new FMI standard is used at Dresden University to provide a
universal model exchange. By employing the
new standard exchange format a single simulation model can be used for different purposes
in different software tools. Specific applications and their advantages will be presented as
well as the development effort for their realisation. Special attention is paid to how FMI
enables SimulationX models to be run in an interactive simulation on a motion platform. Finally, the benefits and drawbacks of the FMI
interface are discussed from a user’s perspective.
Keywords: FMI, Modelisar, Virtual Reality,
SimulationX, Motion Platform, SARTURIS

In order to achieve maximum efficiency, verified models should be reused as often as possible. However, this can only be possible if
there exists a common standardised interface
for model exchange between different software
tools for different applications.

1

Introduction

Modelica has already proven to be a valuable contribution towards the simulation of
Mobile Machinery [1, 2]. On the one hand
it features an inherent support of multidomain
models, on the other hand it features a seamless transition between a mathematical and a
graphical model definition allowing for complex but structured models at the same time.
Although Modelica is tool independent and can
thus be used to exchange models between certain simulation environments, it cannot be used
as a general model interface. The reason is,
that every tool used for import would have to
parse, flatten and optimise the Modelica code
for which no general purpose library is available. The new Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI), a result of the MODELISAR project
[3], overcomes the aforementioned problem.

Simulation has become an indispensable tool
in the field of machine construction and design.
It is especially beneficial for Heavy Mobile
Machinery since their low quantities and high
production costs render real prototypes unecoThe next chapter features a brief descripnomical. During the design process, there are
many tasks which can be supported by simula- tion of the FMI standard. It is followed by an
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overview of the work and the employed software tools at the Chair of Construction Machines and Conveying Technology at Dresden
University before FMI has been introduced.
Chapter four presents the benefits which have
been achieved by implenting and applying FMI
to this software environment. Special attention
is paid to what has been changed and what had
to be implemented. One major achievement of
integrating the FMI standard is the option to
run SimulationX models on the motion platform at Dresden University and is described in
chapter five. It allows the evaluation of different machine configurations and their parameters within an interactive simulation. The paper
concludes with a discussion of the advantages,
drawbacks and possible solutions when using
FMI from a user’s perspective.

2

The FMI Standard

3

Initial Situation at Dresden
University

One research topic of the Chair of Construction Machines and Conveying Technology at
Dresden University is concerned with studying
and optimising Heavy Mobile Machinery and
its components by using interactive simulation
methods. Therefore a modular software framework called SARTURIS has been developed
[2]. It allows real time simulation of technical
systems in a virtual reality (VR) environment
and features easy and flexible hardware integration in addition to a powerful visualisation.
SARTURIS is based on C++, uses freely available libraries and is platform independent. The
software framework provides a diversity of applications for models of technical systems. It
is suited for both the analysis of machine behaviour on a PC or laptop as well as an interactive simulation on a motion platform (Figure
1).

FMI, short for Functional Mockup Interface,
is a new standard for model exchange [4] as
well as co-simulation defined within the MODELISAR project. It describes a set of functions
and their parameters which shall be part of a
binary .dll (Dynamic Link Libary) file or .so
(Shared Object) file under Windows or Linux
respectively. The binary file is complemented
by an XML file which includes a description
of the model and all its variables. The separation of model and description data leads to
very efficient code, which may even be run
on embedded systems, while maintaining usability for more powerful systems by offering
the complementary XML documentation. Using a simple binary format has the advantage
that it can be included at minimal effort in almost any application that allows incorporating
user code. Thus, the FMI standard fills the gap
between abstract Modelica models and vendor Figure 1: Motion Platform at Dresden University
dependent co-simulation.
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In order to create simulation models, to run
task-specific simulations or to evaluate simulation results different custom-designed software
tools are used. Thereby the interaction of two
or more tools can be useful and an exchange of
data between them is necessary.
Figure 2 depicts the initial situation. Five
basic proprietary exchange algorithms already
existed or have been implemented for specific
tools or tool combinations, providing the basis
for different tasks:
1. Simulation tools based on Modelica for
instance, are able to exchange models in
general.
2. Many commercial tools like SimulationX, Simpack and Dymola support cosimulation with MATLAB/Simulink.
3. Other tools offer a wide range of output
formats like PyMbs [2], a software for the
realtime simulation of multibody systems.

system regarding the problem is described accuratly enough. Those specialised tools however are rarely convinient modelling environments. If one can establish a comfortable and
efficient data and model exchange, both software strategies could be combined with their
advantages. Thus an expanded range of applications could be achieved.
Individiual solutions for coupling tools (see
option 5) have the great disadvantage that they
are very specific and need constant attention.
Extending the coupling to another tool usually
calls for a different specialised data exchange
strategy. This leads to the circumstance that
not all possible exchange paths have been realised although many other tool interactions
would be benefitial. The new FMI standard
is a promising approach to provide a common foundation for universal model exchange
and thus increasing flexibility while reducing
maintenance efforts.

4. Pynacolada, a software that supports re- 4 Integration of FMI
curring analysing tasks, features a broad
The introduction of FMI as the common interrange of input formats like MATLAB,
face between all tools led to a great simpliSARTURIS and general HDF5 [5] data
fication, see Figure 3. Now every tool simsets.
ply exports FMI, imports it or supports both.
5. Specialised auxiliary tools or wrappers Thus one single model can be made available
had to be developed to accomplish the to other tools very easily. There is no need for
exchange of required model data from specialized utilities or wrappers anymore to esOpenModelica and Simpack for an inter- tablish data or model exchange between two
tools. As soon as a tool features an FMI import
active simulation with SARTURIS.
or export it can be incorporated in every tool
Such tool couplings are important since expe- chain without any extra effort. Current verrience has shown that general simulation en- sions of Modelica tools, such as SimulationX,
vironments are not always the best option for JModelica and Dymola already feature FMI
specialised engineering tasks. Next to classical exports as well as FMI imports. For the Open
simulations, models of technical systems can Source alternative OpenModelica, the FMI exbe used to solve other problems like inverse port is currently being developed in a coopkinematics or finding optimal constructive ge- eration between Linköping and Dresden Uniometries. Software designed for such tasks can versity and will be available in future releases.
only produce reliable results if the technical Outside the Modelica community FMI gains in
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Figure 2: Tool Chains Before FMI

Figure 3: Tool Chains After FMI
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importance as well. SIMPACK as a partner in
the MODELISAR project for instance is developing an FMI import enabling SIMPACK
users to include Hydraulics into their multibody models using specialised software.
Unfortunately, no FMI implementation for
MATLAB is known to the authors yet.
Hence the authors started developing an
import wrapper for both MATLAB and
Simulink as well as an export for MATLAB Simulink models based on the C-Code
generated by the Real-Time-Workshop (see
http://code.google.com/p/fmi2matlab/).
Equipping self developed tools with FMI capabilities, proved to be a reasonable amount
of effort. Due to the comprehensive documentation [4] as well as the FMU Software
Development Kit provided by QTronic [6] an
easy to understand reference implementation is
available. Thus PyMbs, Pynacolada and SARTURIS do now support FMI.

5

SimulationX Models in Interactive Simulation via FMI

A particular interesting application of the new
FMI based tool chain is the investigation of virtual prototypes using interactive simulation via
the motion platform at Dresden University, see
Figure 1. Whereas motion platforms are traditionally used to evaluate the influence of the
machine and its complexity on the human operator, the aim of the Chair of Construction Machines and Conveying Technologies is the opposite. The motion platform is intended as a
tool for studying the influence of the human
operator on the machine. Thus it is possible
to obtain joint forces and pressure distributions
dependent on the behaviour of the operator and
generally gain a deeper understanding of the
machine and the ways to optimise it while it is
in operation.

In order for the results to be significant a detailed model comprising mechanis, hydraulics,
drivetrain and control systems has to be simulated. A way of developing such models has
been presented by the authors in [2]. Due to
the newly implemented FMI functionalities of
SARTURIS one can now use SimulationX as
well to set up models for the motion platform.
Thus the full range of the SimulationX model
libraries can be used which can considerably
shorten the modeling effort.
To test the FMI based tool chain a model of
a wheel loader, see Figure 4, has been developed together with ITI GmbH. In addition to
the multibody system it consists of hydraulic
cylinders and valves, a reduced drivetrain and
Paceijka tire models. Furthermore it considers contact between the bucket and the underground. The model has been developed and
thoroughly tested within SimulationX and it is
capable of running in realtime.
As the new SimulationX offers FMI Export,
the model can now be easily transferred to
SARTURIS which in turn controls the motion
platform. Within SimulationX all inputs which
should be provided by the operator are defined
as well as all outputs needed for visualisation
and the evaluation of the model. The wheelloader modelled with SimulationX is now running within an interactive simulation on the
motion platform and can be driven through a
virtual environment.
Along with the described benefits, there are
problems that had to be overcome and shall be
discussed in the following.

6

Visualisation

Although importing the model via FMI is easy
to accomplish, the visualisation of the technical system has to be set up twice. Once in the
modeling software for assembling the multibody system and a second time in the simu-
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Figure 4: Model of a Wheel Loader in SimulationX
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lation software for visualising the results. FMI
does not incorporate any additional data concerning the graphics. According to the FMI
philosophy, where the binary file is supposed
to only contain the vital model information so
that it can be run on embedded platforms, these
additional information should not be stored in
the code but either within the accompanying
model description or within an extra file. Possible approaches might involve usage of the
standards X3D [7] or COLLADA [8].

7

That is why for our models we extended the
FMI interface by the following function
fmiStatus fmiSetExternalFunction (
fmiComponent c ,
v a l u e R e f e r e n c e ∗ vr ,
void ∗ f u n c t i o n P o i n t e r ) ;

passing a void function pointer to an fmiComponent. Therefore the accompanying modeldescription XML has been extended by all external functions, that can be set at runtime with
their valueReference as well as their input and
output parameters. Thus almost no additional
code has to be included into the model itself.

External Functions
7.3

7.1

Problem

It is often required to use the same vehicle
model for different simulation tasks on different test tracks. Every vehicle model is therefore stored in a separate FMU. When performing contact detection, as needed for determining the tire contact point or general collisions, an extensive communication between
the model and the track is needed.
Using FMI this can either be achieved by using inputs and outputs or linking user defined
code statically. Statically linked user defined
code is unsuitable since it would be difficult
to communicate with the simulation environment. Even if it could be accomplished, the resulting FMU can only be used in combination
with that particular environment. Using inputs
and outputs are not suitable as well since their
number may grow very large the more often a
specific function is used. Also iterative methods would be hard to implement.

Such an FMU may still be compatible to general purpose simulation tools. When instantiating an FMI component, all external functions and their signature are known from the
modeldescription XML file. Thus, a user may
choose an external function from all functions
that are known to the tool and have the same
signature.

7.4

Modelica

In order to create such an FMU from a Modelica tool, these functions have to be marked.
This can either be done by introducing a new
annotation or by extending the Modelica language. In fact, the Modelica standard 3.2 already offers Functional Input Arguments To
Functions ([9], section 12.4.2 ). If this feature
was to be carried over from functions to general models a clear description had been found.

7.5
7.2

Compatibility

Possible Solution

Example

In order to illustrate this idea, a simple example shall be given. Consider the bouncing ball
What is needed is a coupling of the FMU and
example:
the simulation environment at runtime preferBouncingBall
ably via callbacks. Unfortunately, the current model
c o n s t a n t Real g = 9 . 8 1 ;
parameter Real c = 0 . 9 ;
FMI interface does not support such a feature.
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parameter Real r a d i u s = 0 . 1 ;
Real h e i g h t ( s t a r t = 1) ;
Real v e l o c i t y ( s t a r t = 0) ;
input HeightFunction heightFun ;
equation
der ( height ) = v e l o c i t y ;
d e r ( v e l o c i t y ) = −g ;
when h e i g h t <= ( r a d i u s + h e i g h t F u n ( t i m e )
) then
r e i n i t ( v e l o c i t y , −c ∗ p r e ( v e l o c i t y ) ) ;
end when ;
end B o u n c i n g B a l l ;

The type HeightFunction may be defined as
p a r t i a l function HeightFunction
i n p u t Real t ;
o u t p u t Real h e i g h t ;
end H e i g h t F u n c t i o n ;

tool for cooperation between OEMs and their
suppliers. Since it is virtually impossible to
deduct information from models in binary format, suppliers can safely provide models to
OEMs without revealing too much of their
knowledge. However, in order to exchange a
model in binary format only, all target platforms have to be known in advance. True platform independence is achieved by exchanging source code allowing more insight into the
model.

9

Conclusion

returning the height of the underground at a
It has been shown that powerful modeling tools
given time t.
are not always the best option for specialised
A complete test model might look like
simulation tasks. However, software designed
function SinusHeight
for special tasks can only be as good as their
extends HeightFunction ;
algorithm
underlying models of the technical system.
h e i g h t := s i n ( t ) ;
Thus it is beneficial to exchange models beend S i n u s H e i g h t ;
tween such tools.
model S i n B o u n c e
Before FMI it has always been a very speBouncingBall b a l l ;
equation
cialised solution which was hard to maintain.
b a l l . heightFun = SinusHeight ;
Using FMI at Dresden University has helped
end S i n B o u n c e ;
to unify the modeling and simulation software
If the model BouncingBall were translated environment. It reduced the need for auxinto an FMU the function pointer heightFun iliary tools establishing the model exchange
could be treated like any other component and the time spent on developing and mainmapping it to void* and including it into the taining them. A major benefit is the option
modeldescription.xml. In addition the xml de- to run multidomain models created in Simulascription should include the signature of the tionX within an interactive simulation on the
function (inputs and outputs) as well as its motion platform at Dresden University which
comment which should be used as a short de- can be used to study the influence of the operscription what this function does.
ator on the machine and its components. Open
problems like visualisation and calling external
functions have been adressed as well as politi8 Model Exchange Across cal advantages when using FMI.

Company Borders
One major advantage of FMI is that the model References
exchange described in this paper does not need
to be limited to one institution or company [1] Beater, P.; Otter, M.: Multi-Domain Simulation: Mechanics and Hydraulics of an
only. Using FMI might also be a valuable
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Abstract
Governmental encouragement of renewable energies
like wind energy led to an extensive increase of installed wind energy capacity worldwide. In order to
allow a complete integration of this continuously fluctuating energy source, it is necessary to have a highly
flexible operation management as well as power stations which are able to follow the high dynamics of
the wind power production.
In this context the component fatigue and operational limitations of current and future power stations
have to be investigated under the influence of enhanced plant dynamics.
For this purpose a detailed Modelica model of the
hard coal fired steam power plant of Rostock, Germany is presented and extensively validated. The
model makes use of the well-known non-commercial
library ThermoPower. This Modelica Library is extended by models for common solid fuel burners and
radiation-dominated firing zones. In addition to this,
different approaches for modeling two-phase containers like the feed water tank are discussed. The derived
model is used to compare different operation modes
with respect to the occurring component wear.
Keywords: ThermoPower, coal fired power plants,
firing modeling, two phase tank, power unit start up

state operation. Consequently, the focus was put more
on reliability and preservative operation than on high
dynamics.
The recent and ongoing changes in the energy market in Germany will lead to an increased number of
start-ups and load changes, which cause additional life
time consumption. Improvements of the existing technologies are required to enable higher dynamics at limited additional stress during transient operation.
This is especially true for coal fired power plants
because of the fuel pulverization in coal mills. These
mills have a slow and often unknown dynamic and
limit the load gradient of coal fired units. Additionally, the boiler itself shows a slow transient response
due to its big metal and water masses as well as uncertainties like degradation of the heat transfer due to ash
build up on the heating surfaces. To overcome this, the
load change rates are made sufficiently slow. Improvements to this conservative approach could be achieved
by the use of advanced control systems, e.g. state observers and model based control systems or additional
sensors, like for example coal dust measurement [1].
For the evaluation of such optimizations of the process and the control system, computer aided simulation of the power plant process could be a powerful
tool.

2
1

Introduction

In a future power grid with high renewable power feed,
especially from wind power, it becomes more important as well as economically beneficial for conventional power plants to be able to adjust the production
in order to balance the renewable energies. But due to
the long life time, the majority of current power plants
have been designed decades ago mainly for steady

Scope of Investigations and Thermodynamical Model

In order to judge the expected impacts of a more
dynamic power plant operation a detailed, transient
model consisting of one-dimensional or lumped interlinked sub models, based on thermodynamic fundamental equations, is presented. The 550 MW hard coal
power plant Rostock, that started its operation in 1994,
has been used as a reference. The power plant repre-
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sents the state of the art and is due to its long rest life of different operation modes on distinct devices e.g.
time heavily effected by future changes of the energy thick-walled headers and turbine shafts.
market.
A simplified schematic of the model is shown in figure 1. Indicated are the feed water pumps, high pressure preheaters (HPP), the steam generator, the differ2.1 Object of Investigation
ent turbine stages, as well as the forced draft and mill
The power plant Rostock has a conventional, hard coal fan, the air preheater and the coal mills. The low presfired steam generator. This is a single direction once- sure preheaters (LPP) are not part of the power plant
through forced-flow boiler in Benson design, which is model, since they are not highly stressed, due to their
run in modified sliding pressure operation. The boiler low temperature level.
is equipped with four superheater and two reheater
heating surfaces. The fuel supply is carried out by a
coal dust firing with direct injection. The combustion
itself takes place in 16 NOx -lean vortex staged burners, which are distributed on 4 burner levels with each
2 burners on the front and back side.
The main characteristics are provided in the following table (1):
economizer

reheater 1
cyclone
superheater 3
start bottle
reheater 2

air
preheater

superheater 4

superheater 2
superheater 1

exhaust gas

coal

IPB

evaporator

HPB

air
preheater

steam air
preheater

fresh
air

firing

boiler

gross electric power
net efficiancy rate
district heating
max. degree of utilization
manufacturer
design

life steam production
SH-pressure/ -temperature
RH-pressure/ -temperature
firing
coal mills
turbo gen set

2.2

manufacturer
design
number of housings
operation mode

550 MW
43.2 %
300 MJ/s
62 %
Babcock
once-through forced-flow boiler
single direction design
single reheating
417 kg/s
262 bar/545 ◦ C
53 bar/562 ◦ C
opposed firing, 4 levels
combined coal dust/oil
4 roll wheel coal mill MPS 225,
hard coal
ABB
without regulating wheel
1 HP, 1 IP, 2 LP
natural/modified sliding pressure

to condensor

LP

to LPP

HPP
feed water
pump

Table 1: Key data of power unit Rostock, Germany [2]
power unit data

IP

circulation
pump

mill fan

forced
draft fan

HP

coal mills

from
feed water tank

Figure 1: structure of power plant model

Overview of the Power Plant Model

Base for this power plant model is the non-commercial
Modelica library ThermoPower [3]. Many of the comprised sub models in the ThermoPower library, like
pipes, valves, metal walls, mixers, etc. have been used
in this work or have been taken as a starting point for
self-developed models. One of the newly added models is a generic two phase tank, that can be used for
a feed water tank, preheaters, a start bottle or a condenser. Furthermore, models for cyclone separators, a
combustion chambers and segments of a flue gas duct
have been developed . Two of these new sub models
are presented in the following section 3.
The focus of the investigation has been put on the
water-/steam circuit, the combustion chamber of the
steam generator and the fresh air passage within the
coal mills, as well as their dynamics and the influence

For making simulation-based statements about the
influence of different power plant operation modes the
thermodynamical model is coupled to a reduced copy
of the power plant control system, which is implemented using the Modelica Standard Library components.
The implemented control system uses the currently
calculated physical values (i.e. live steam parameter,
generated power at a specific coal input) and in a consequence adjusts set values (e.g. life steam pressure)
and manipulated variables (e.g. rotational speed of the
feed water pump) of the water-steam cycle. Because
of this feedback the grade of details as well as the accuracy of the modelled steam cycle and its interfaces
to the control system needs to be reasonably high.
In detail the power plant control system sets the manipulated values using a map based pilot control. The
expected control variable is predicted by a transfer
function based model of the process. The difference
between this predictive value and the corresponding
measurement is adjusted via a corrective control loop,
as described in the VDI/VDE guideline 3508 [7].

2.3

Level of Detail

In the following the degree of detail is explained by using the detailed reproduced boiler as an example. The
boiler model differentiates eight separate heating surfaces: economizer, evaporator, four superheaters and
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Fluid flow with heat
transfer coeffitient

Axial discretisation of
header walls

Adaptor: Axial
discretisation of fluid
flow;

Heat conduction
and -storage in
metal walls

heat transfer coefficient
for the surface headerambiant

Boundary condition:
ambient temperature of
header

gas pass segment of
pipe bundle heat
exchanger
Calculation of gas HT
due to convection and
radiation

two reheaters. Between the superheaters SH1 and SH2
as well as SH3 and SH4 plus in between the reheaters
RH1 and RH2, spray atemperators are located for live
steam temperature control.
In compliance with the modular approach of Modelica any of the boiler’s eight different heat exchangers is composed of different base models, see figure 2.
Starting from highest temperature components the following modules can be found: The flue channel segment which models the energy storage as well as the
gas side heat transfer due to convection and radiation, a
sub model, that calculates the conductive heat transfer
inside the metal wall of the pipes and a third module
for the convective heat transfer occurring at the inner
wall as well as a one-dimensional pipe flow model.
The heat flow at the system boundary between these
modules is implemented using connectors. On the gas
side very complex heat and mass transfer conditions
occur defined by a large range of temperature and a
variety of geometric characteristics. To cope with this
complexity semi-empirical heat transfer correlations
for the different stages of the combustion chamber can
be distiguished while the three-dimensional flow field
is reduced to one dimension. The latter reduction neglects any deviations from the perfect symmetric temperature and flow field but is in congruence with the
"one-pipe"-approach of the water and steam side of the
boiler.

steam
outflow

Outlet
header

exhaust
outflow
heat flux to
wall and
supporting
tubes

Heating
surface

exhaust
inflow
steam
inflow

Inlet
header

Figure 2: Dymola view of a generic superheater,
which distinguishes inlet and outlet header and heating surface
Before and after each of the bundle heat exchangers a thick-walled header is located to allow a mixing

of several legs connected in parallel. Again, we find
models for convective and conductive heat transfer and
energy storage in the metal masses of the surrounding
walls. In addition, there are adapter modules to couple
components of different dimensionality. This is necessary because the headers are discretisized in flow direction while the thick header walls are discretisized in
heat flow direction which is perpendicular to the first
mentioned.

3

Addidtional Components

In the following chapter a selection of the developed
components are presented, section 3.1 explains the sub
models for the reproduction of the firing process and
gas side heat transfer. In section 3.2 the modeling of a
two phase tank is discussed.

3.1

Modelling of the steam generators gas
side

Due to the complex, unsteady and 3-dimenstional nature of a real firing process, a model of the combustion process, which is a part of an overall power plant
model, needs to be strongly simplified. For that reason instant combustion is assumed and subsequently a
lumped gas volume model is used for the reproduction
of the combustion chamber, which works according to
the principle of a homogeneous agitating tub [6] with
uniform flue gas conditions (see figure 3).
The main input values for combustion calculation
are fuel and fresh air properties. The description of
the fuel is conducted by a raw coal composition and
the coal mass flow, which is delivered by a coal mill
model. The modeling of the coal mills has been done
according to work of Niemczyk et al., 2009 [4].
The raw coal composition can be obtained by an elementary analysis and integrates a single ash and embedded water fraction (equation 1). On the gas side
the ThermoPower component SourceW was used for
generating a combustion air mass flow. To indicate the
preheated air conditions the moist air media of Modelica.Media has been applied. The air properties are
functions of the boiler load.
The essential of this model is a simple combustion
calculation without pollutants. Also implemented are
functions for lower heating value according (see equation 2 [5]) and air ratio in dependency of desired firing
power.
Other parameters are the ash fraction, which is suspended in the flue gas and the unburnt carbon fraction
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Hout
duct wall

pipe bundle

supporting tubes

Qsupp

flue gas duct

Qwall

Qpipes

Hout = Hin

Qwall

homogeneous
temperature

Q̇conv = αconv · Awall · (Tgas − TWall )

flue gas

Hslag

combustion

Hout = Hin

chamber

duct wall

preheated
moisted air

xcoal , mcoal
coal composition
and mass flow

Sourcew air

hot bottom ash

Hair

the supporting tubes, which are carrying the pipe bundles) is handled like an overflowed plate. The Nusseltnumber is calculated according to [6].
The streaming around the pipe bundle surface is a
forced flow across a tube. In this case the Nusseltnumber calculation is extended by a geometrical alignment factor [6]. The used flue gas properties are averaged values between two nodes. For ribbed tubes
(economizer) an effective heat transfer coefficient will
be computed according to [5], which takes the rib effects into consideration.

Figure 3: scheme of the combustion chamber and flue
gas duct
that remains in the solid ash. This data is important
for the particle radiation and is set to default values of
0.90 and 0.02, respectively. In result of the known energy balance the combustion model creates a flue gas
with its adiabatic combustion temperature. Therefore
the "simple flue gas" media model was introduced and
its properties can be transfered to an output flow connector. (see equation 3).
xC + xH + xS + xO + xN + xW + xA = 1

(1)

Nu · λ
(5)
l
Especially in higher temperature regions above
1000 ◦ C (combustion chamber) the heat radiation is
the dominant heat transfer mechanism (see equation
6). The radiation sources are the flue gas, the contained solid particles (dust) and the surfaces. The influences of these three sources are expressed in different dimension free emission (ε) and absorption (a)
coefficients.
In the flue gas only the components H2 O and CO2
are relevant emitters. The combined emission coefficient of both is calculated using equation 7 [6]. The
calculation of the emission coefficients for dust (in fact
unburnt carbon and flying ash) is also described in [6].
The implemented functions also consider the back radiation from the wall to the flue gas represented by the
absorption coefficients.
αkonv =

4
4
Q̇rad = εgas/wall · σ · A · (εgas/dust · Tgas
− agas/dust · Twall
)
(6)

εgas/wall =

Hu = 34.8(xC − xCu ) + 93.8xH + 10.46xS
+6.28xN − 10.8xO − 2.45xW

xi,RG =

m̂i,RG
m̂RG

(2)

(3)

The heat transfer from the flue gas to the different
surface areas is caused by two physical mechanisms,
radiation and convection. Convection is heat transfer
via particle transport and works on all overflowed surfaces. The formula 4 uses a heat transfer coefficient,
which depends on the fluid properties, the flow velocity and the geometry of the surface (see equation
5). Every vertical surface (membrane duct wall and

(4)

εwall
1 − (1 − agas/dust ) · (1 − εwall )

(7)

Considering the discharged heat flow to the membrane wall the homogeneous temperature in the combustion chamber is calculated by the energy balance.
The main parameter for adjustment is the introduced
fouling correction factor. This factor is implemented
into the energy balance and represents the fouling of
the heat surfaces. The fouling decreases with lower
flue gas temperatures.
Subsequently the exhaust gas is flowing to the flue
gas duct, which is the second part of the steam generator and located above the combustion chamber. For
effective modeling it is divided in segments - one for
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every pipe bundle heat exchanger. Each sub model
is based on the 1-dimensional gas flow model of the
ThermoPower library. The modified models have
three heat transfer ports - one for the flue gas duct wall
(evaporator), the supporting tubes (superheater SH 1)
and the pipe bundle itself (superheaters, reheater and
economizer) - shown in figure 4.
An exception is the superheater SH 1, its pipe bundle is at the lower end of the supporting tubes and the
heat transfer will be computed by empiric equations
[5]. For every flue section following parameters can
be defined: number of nodes, geometry and fouling
factor. In cooperation with the other models of the
ThermoPower library it is easy to construct direct- or
counter-current heat exchangers.

//mass balance: Index v = vapor
//
Index l = liquid
der(Mv) = in.w*x_in + out.w*x_out + w_ev
- w_con;
der(Ml) = in.w*(1-x_in) +
out.w*(1-x_out)- w_ev + w_con;
// energy balance vapor phase
der(Hv) - der(p*Vv) =
(in.w*x_in+wzero)*h_in_v +
(out.w*x_out+wzero)*h_out_v - Qflow +
(w_ev+wzero)*hvs - (w_con+wzero)*hls;
// energy balance liquid phase
der(Hl) - der(p*Vl) =
(in.w*(1-x_in)+wzero)*h_in_l +
(out.w*(1-x_out)+wzero)*h_out_l + Qflow (w_ev+wzero)*hvs + (w_con+wzero)*hls;
Thereby linking the two phases via the evaporation
flue gas duct
duct
support- pipe
models
with
and condensation mass flow rates and the heat exwall
ing
different heating
bundle
change via the common surface:
tubes
surfaces
w_ev = max(0,tau*(hl-hls)/(hvs-hls)*Ml);
w_con = max(0,tau*(hvs-hv)/(hvs-hls)*Mv);
cross section of
Qflow = Asup*alpha*(Tv - Tl);
The code
flue gas duct
omits
the
heat
exchange
with
the
surrounding
walls
(top view)
for the sake of simplicity. However, the model makes
use of some unknown parameters, namely tau as
Figure 4: overview of the heating surfaces of the flue the time constant for phase change processes and
gas duct
alpha as the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) at phase
interface. For this reason a parameter variation was
done to gain information about the influence of these
parameters.
3.2 Two-Phase Tank
In order to decouple the low pressure part from the
high pressure part of the water-steam cycle a large
storage tank is located between the low pressure
preheaters and the feed water pump. This tank
typically contains both, steam and liquid water. The
two phases interlink to each other by heat and mass
transfer. During slow load changes and steady state
operation water and steam will be in an equilibrium,
i.e. the phases will be near the dew and boiling curve,
respectively. Due to limited heat transfer between
both phases a constant temperature difference between
the phases will arise. In contrast to this, during fast
state changes, as they may occur during condensate
hold-up, a significant fraction of steam may be present
in liquid phase and vice versa. To cope with this
effects a model solving energy and mass balance for
both phases separately was implemented, using the
central equations below. Herein the generic inlet and
outlet ports in and out are defined as ThermoPower
components flange :

For evaluation a temporary reduction of the condensate mass flow entering the feed water tank is considered. Usually the condensate flow is controlled to
keep the feed water tank level at a defined set value
but when short-term generator power is needed the
condensate mass flow is reduced thus increasing the
turbine mass flow in an indirect manner. This condensate holdup is the state-of-the-art method for primary regulation. The scenario comprehends a reduced
condensate mass flow rate over approximately 13 min
starting at t = 60 min while a constant mass flow is
extruded by the feed water pumps. In consequence
the water level decreases, see figure 5. After finishing the condensate holdup the controller starts filling
the container again by massively increasing the condensate inflow into the tank. Considering the variation of the heat transfer between the phase interface
we find that the time response of the level is not affected by differing interface heat transfer coefficients.
In contrast to this the tank pressure is qualitatively and
quantitatively influenced by this parameter, see figure
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Filling Level Development During Condensate Holdup
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Figure 5: Tank Pressure development during condensate hold-up
6. The stationary tank pressure is lower for cases with
near-ideal heat transfer indicated by high heat transfer
coefficients α ≥ 1.5 · 107 W/(m2 K). The scenario with
heavily reduced heat transfer leads to decreasing pressures during condensate holdup because the effect of
the reduced cooling by the cold condensate is overcompensated by the decompressing effect of the emptying process. For the cases with a high energetic coupling of the two phases we find the cooling effect of
the condensate to outweigh the emptying process. The
time constants for phase change have a similar phasecoupling impact as the heat transfer but turns out to be
quantitatively of minor influence and is therefore not
discussed in detail.
Pressure Development During Condensate Holdup
12.02
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Filling Level Development During Condensate Holdup
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pressure ∆T ≈ 3.7K. This suggests a good heat transfer between the phases referring to a heat transfer coefficient of α = 1.5 · 105 W/(m2 K). This high heat transfer
coefficient, typical for good inter-phase mixing, is ensured by the applied Stork spray injector.
When considering the pressure development and
the subcooling of the liquid water in the tank it
becomes clear that the implementation of separate
phase balancing has only minor influence on the
global behavior of the component. Therefore, the
model might be reduced using only one lumped
state into account. This state will be in the wet
steam region during proper operation of the tank, i.e.
0 ≤ level ≤ levelmax :
Mass balance for both phases:
der(M) = in.m+out.m;
Energy balance for both phases:
der(H) - V*der(p) = in.w*h_in +
out.w*h_out ;
With boiling vapor at the outlet of the liquid phase
interface:
h_out=hls
The reduced model shows - as stated - similar transient behavior concerning mass storage, see figure 7.
In contrast to this, a different time development of the
tank pressure has to be stated. The steady-state value is
slightly lower for the simplified model and differs during transients. However, the deviation is below 1 %
relative error for both transient time period and steady
state and the pressure time derivatives show the same
sign.
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Figure 6: Tank Pressure development during condensate hold-up varying the HTC
Figure 7: Filling level development during condensate
hold-up applying different levels of detail
The question arising from figure 6 is how intense
the heat transfer between the liquid and gaseous phase
The effect of model simplification on the required
is. Analysis of continuous measurement data provided condensate mass flow is shown in figure 9 and only
by the power plant operator revealed a fairly constant small deviations must be stated. Thus, for controller
temperature difference between the liquid temperature design of the condensate pump the simplified model
and the saturation temperature gathered from the tank may be sufficient.
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promises better numerical stability and more realistic
results, especially during short-term transients while
the simplified model is easier to initialize and will need
less computational effort. Testing the convenience of
the models under different usage conditions with respect to initialization and simulation progress will be
a subject item of future investigations.

Tank Pressure During Condensate Holdup
12.02
12.015

Pressure in bar

12.01
12.005
12
11.995
11.99

4

11.985

Validation of the Model

In order to check the created model on correctness,
comparative measurements have been recorded in the
power plant Rostock, which are shown below in conFigure 8: Tank pressure development during conden- trast to the results of the simulation.
In the investigated period of time the power plant
sate hold-up applying different levels of detail
begins operation after 37 hour shutdown period with
two subsequent positive load changes up to 95 perCondensate Mass Flow During Condensate Holdup
400
cent. The development of the desired net power shown
Simplified Model
Detailed Model
350
in figure 10 is the input to the model and is processed
300
by the control system to a desired firing power signal
and subsequently transfered to the coal mills and oil
250
burners. Despite the simplifications in the reproduced
200
control system of the power plant model a good re150
production could be achieved, differences between the
100
model and measurement could be caused by parame50
ter changes of the process, especially during a start,
0
like a drifting heating value, uncertainties in the mill
0
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Time in min
dynamic or degradation of the heating surfaces.
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Figure 9: Condensate mass flow devepment during
condensate hold-up applying different levels of detail

100

The mentioned deviations of the tank pressure for
the detailed and simplified model may induce differing tapping mass flows. Tappings are controlled or
fixed steam extractions providing steam from the turbines for heating of the low pressure preheaters and
the feedwater tank. If the tapping valve is not controlled the corresponding mass flow rate is defined by
the pressure states in the turbine and the low pressure path. Thus, the heating mass input may differ
between both models requiring different condensate
mass flows. In the consequence the effective turbine
mass flow in the low pressure turbine stages is different when integrating the tank models in a complete
steam cycle. Considering a conservative estimation in
a scenario of 80 % relative load this results in approx.
2 % relative error of the generator power.
Comparing the models presented both, advantages
and drawbacks, apply to each of the model approaches.
The detailed model considering two different phases

desired power in %

80
60
40
desired Net power
des.firing power − simulation
des.firing power − measurement

20
0

40

80

120
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160

200

Figure 10: Definition of validation setup - power request from the load dispatcher and corresponding desired firing power
Beneath the power request the plant model needs
two additional inputs, the state of the condensate water, which is provided by a load dependent table and
the composition of the used coal. Since coal is not an
homogeneous fuel the mass fraction of containing ash
and water of the modeled coal are fluctuating in random intervals by +/- 1%. All other boundary conditions for the model, like furnace outlet and condenser
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heat transfer from the exhaust gas to the different heating surfaces by the model, the calculated steam temperatures at the outlet header of each heating device
are compared to the corresponding measurement. In
the following some representative plots are discussed.
In figure 13 the water temperature entering the boiler
at the economizer inlet and the steam temperature after
the evaporator is brought out with respect to time.

250
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time in min

Figure 12: Comparison of calculated and measured
economizer in and superheater out mass flow rate

temperature in °C

pressure as well as air inlet temperature have constant
values.
Since the dynamic behavior of the overall process is
mainly dominated by the fuel pulverization in the coal
mills and the transient response of the boiler, it would
be beneficial to validate the sub models for those two
systems independently. But this is not possible, because the measurement of the system response of the
coal mills, the coal dust mass flow rate upstream of the
burners, is only possible with high efforts and low accuracy. Thus, such a measurement system is not standard and is not available. In a consequence, validation
of the overall model is conducted by the use of the
steam properties in the boiler and the generator output.
The live steam pressure and mass flow arise from
the current heating by the furnace and the cooling from
the working medium due to the feed by the feedwater
pump. In figure 11 simulated and measured pressures
at outlet of the boiler are compared. After 50 min the
power plant is in sliding pressure operation and the
life steam pressure is changing proportional with the
load. In general a good conformity of both graphs can
be stated. Variations (e.g. between 40 and 70 min)
could be explained with differences in the firing power.
Considering this, a good reproduction of the hydraulic
characteristic can be stated.

40
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120
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160

200

Figure 13: Comparison of calculated and measured
fluid temperature at inlet of the economizer and after
evaporator

Whereas the simulated evaporator outlet temperaFigure 11: Comparison of calculated and measured ture shows a good agreement with the measurement life steam pressure at the boiler outlet
the mean relative error is about 3.3 %, the economizer
inlet temperature shows a deviation between 10 and 30
In figure 12 the development of the boiler inflow min with a maximum error of 28 %. This is caused by
(Eco in) and outflow (life steam) mass flow rate is a difference in the circulation rate: in the simulation
shown. In the first 50 min the boiler is in circulation a large quantity of cold feed water is lowering the eco
mode and a minimum amount of 143 kg/s of feedwater inlet temperature in contrast to the measurement. This
is entering the economizer and the unevaporated water means that a higher amount of almost boiling circufraction is separated after the evaporator and looped lated water, as can be seen in figure 12 as the difference
back to the boiler inlet. Then the power plant switches of the eco in and life steam flow, is leading to a high
to Benson operation and the feed water as well as the eco inlet temperature. In Benson operation the error is
life steam mass flow rate is proportional to the load.
less than 5.2 % and shows a very good correlation.
In order to verify the proper representation of the
The trend of the temperature after superheater SH 1
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temperature in °C

shows analogue results, hence the furnace and heat qualitatively very well and show similar dynamics.
transfer model is capable to reproduce the heat transThe figure shows that the attemperator is operated
fer of the boiler and its temporal behaviour (see figure at its limits which leads to quite extreme changes of
14).
valve opening between fully opened and fully closed.
This behavior is uncritical, since the task of the first in600
jector is it to keep the second injector within its proper
operation limits.
500
As can be seen in figure 16 the net generator power,
whose behavior is effected by the dynamics of the en400
tire power plant process, shows a good correlation.
simulation SH 1 out
Thus, it can be stated, that the dominating and relevant
measurement SH 1 out
300
simulation life steam
effects are reproduced by the model and the validation
simulation HP−Turbine in
shown above approves the accuracy and the validity of
measurement life steam
200
the model assumptions.
40
80
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160
200
time in min
100
net generator power in %

Figure 14: Comparison of calculated and measured
steam temperatures after the first and the last superheater

80
60

In the same diagram the simulated and measured
40
live steam temperatures are plotted. During the first
phase of a start with low flow through the life steam
20
simulation
pipes to the turbines, an inhomogeneous temperameasurement
0
ture distribution and the unknown location of the sen40
80
120
160
200
time in min
sor complicates a validation, but the measurement is
within the model temperatures at the in- and outlet of
Figure 16: Comparison of the simulated net generator
the life steam pipe.
power and corresponding measurement
During sliding pressure operation again a very high
correlation between simulation and measurement can
be stated. This can only be achieved by copying the
cascaded PI-controller of the spray attemperators, that
5 Evaluation of Component Strain
ensures the right tempering of the live steam.
20

mass flow rate in kg/s

simulation
measurement
15
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Figure 15: Comparison of calculated and measured injection mass flow rates at the first HP-injector (after
first superheater)
Figure 15 shows the comparability of the implemented temperature control by comparing the simulated and measured injection mass flow rates. Both
measured and simulated injection flow rates agree

With this existing model it is possible to predict temperatures and temperature gradients at points which
are inaccessible to measurements like wall temperatures of highly stressed components.
For the first 90 min of the presented soft start the
occurring wall temperatures of the superheater outlet
header are displayed in figure 17. Obviously the metal
temperature at the outside of the wall follows the inner temperature with a certain delay and its amplitudes
are considerably smaller. This effect can be explained
with time specifics of the heat conduction and energy
storage. The noticeable phase shift of the temperatures
leads to relative high temperature differences between
the inner and outer fiber in case of sharp edged changes
in evaporator heating or cooling.
The evaluation of metal temperatures offers the possibility to benchmark different controller parameter
sets with a view to preserving operation at concurrently high load dynamics.
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is generated from the Wöhler-curve. The percentile
fatigue of the actual load change is then:
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(9)

This estimation leads to conservative results in order
to handle the numerous uncertainties in calculation of
inner wall
outer wall
working
stresses
complex components
and
material
Kapitel
2 Grundlagen
der at
Lebensdauerberechnung
in der
Kraftwerkstechnik
80
90 properties.

Figure 17: Metal temperatures in the superheater SH 2
outlet header
Quantification of the effects of thermal stress on the
different components of a plant is a challenging task
as the processes of fatigue are complex and highly statistical. For this reason the results of a fatigue prediction in this context can only be of qualitative nature
and should be understood as a trend indicator that is
capable of identifying the most stressed components
and predict possible side effects of innovative conAbbildung 2.4: Qualitativer Verlauf einer Wöhlerlinie [LLW90]
trol strategies on this complex system. For a detailed Figure 18: Principle of evaluation of component stress
investigation of certain components a FEM-analysis for cyclic loading [11].
Bereich der Kraftwerkstechnik bendet man sich häug in diesem Ermüdungsbereich. Aufshould be carried out considering the installation sitgrund der hohen Belastungen müssen bei der Auslegung plastische Verformungen akzeptiert
This method allows to benchmark different operauation (and with it possible pretensions in the compowerden.
tion modes in terms of their level of deterioration to
nent) and the exact geometry.
• Z ist der Bereich der Zeitfestigkeit bzw. Zeitschwingfestigkeit. Meistens wird hier ein Bereich
In figure 19 the fatigue of a soft
However, for a first estimation of the effects of more different components.
in etwa zwischen 5 · 104 und 2 · 106 Lastwechseln angegeben. Die Wöhlerkurve ist in diesem
start
and
several
load
changes is
plotted
the inlet
dynamic plant operation in the future two different
apBereich bei doppeltlogarithmischer Auftragung
nahezu
eine for
Gerade.
proaches are used and should be discussed in the fol- and outlet headers of the superheaters and reheaters.
• D ist der Bereich der so genannten Dauerfestigkeit. Liegt die Spannungsamplitude unterPlease note that currently normal operation is between
lowing:
halb der Dauerfestigkeit kann das Bauteil theoretisch unendlich viele Lastwechsel ertragen
% and 100
% load,
The guidelines of the Deutsche Dampfkesselaussohne das 50
ein Versagen
auftreten
wird. so the shown load change of
chuss (2000) TRD 301 [8] and 508 [9] give directives 60 % could be considered as an unconventional operdie Lebensdauervorhersage
liefert die Wöhlerlinie die bei einer vorgegeben Bauteilbelasation.
for the estimation of fatigue of thick-walledFürboiler
tung maximal mögliche Lastwechselzahl. Zur Ermittlung der Anrisszahl bei einem bestimmten
components under smouldering pressure and temperLastfall i geht manx 10ausgehend vom zu untersuchenden Spannungswert σi auf der Ordinate waag6
ature due to start-up processes. For this purpose
recht bis an
zur Wöhlerlinie und liest die maximale Lastwechselzahl warmstart
bis zum Anriss NA auf der
load change > 60%
effective stress range is evaluated with a Wöhler
Abszissediaab. Umgekehrt kann entsprechend nach Vorgabe einer bestimmten
an Lastwechload change Anzahl
> 40%
change > 20%
seln die
dafür maximal
zulässige Betriebsbelastung ermittelt werden.loadDer
Lebensdauerverbrauch
gram for crack initiation. The following equation
gives
5
the law for calculating the stress range ∆σ . nach einem Lastzyklus beträgt dann in Prozent:
−3

1

· 100
(2.10)
ew,i =




NA
dm
βLϑ Eϑ
Aufgrund
∆σi = αm
∆p + αϑ
∆Θ
(8) der Ableitung der Wöhlerlinien aus Versuchsreihen besitzen die Werte folglich nur
3
2sb
1 − ν eine statistische Genauigkeit.
Man kann den aus Wöhlerlinien ermittelten Lebensdauerverbrauch
fatigue in %

4

somit als groben Richtwert verwenden, der für die Auslegung noch mit den nötigen Sicherheiten

Herein αm , αϑ , dm , βLϑ , Eϑ , ν, ∆p and ∆Θ
denote werden muss. Die Realität kann dadurch aber natürlich nicht völlig exakt wiederbeaufschlagt
2
for mechanical and thermal correction factorgeben
for stress
werden. [Kla80], [LLW90]
superelevation at branches, mean diameter, mean wall
1
thickness, linear expansion coefficient, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and the range of pressure and tem0
perature difference during load change, respectively.
SH1i SH1o SH2i SH2o SH3i SH3o SH4i SH4o RH1i RH1o RH2i RH2o
10
Figure 18 shows qualitatively the evaluation of the
working stress during load change. The maximum Figure 19: Fatigue of heating surface in- and outlet
number of load changes comparable to the actual one headers for different base stress situations
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0.014
warmstart
load change > 60%
load change > 40%
load change > 20%

0.012

0.01

flaw growth in mm

It can be obtained, that the outlet header of superheater SH 4 is effected the most, whereas the headers
of the reheaters are not or lowly stressed. Furthermore
it can be derived, that load changes less than 40 %
barely cause any fatigue, because the stress levels are
below the endurance strength.
Considering the flaw growth of predamaged component gives a far more sensitive view on the operation
mode. The German Forschungskuratorium Maschinenbau [10] gives guidelines for the calculation of
crack progress. Figure 20 gives a general overview
on crack propagation rate as function of the range of
stress intensity factor ∆K.
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Figure 21: Flaw growth in potentially pre-damaged
thick-walled in- and outlet headers for different base
stress situations
In contrast to the fatigue also low stress levels
of small load changes cause impairment and consequently with this estimation a method is given to evaluate the deterioration potential of normal operation.

6

Figure 20: Overview on crack propagation under
cyclic load [10].
According to figure 20 there is a certain load that
does not leads to crack propagation (∆K ≤ ∆Kth ). In
region I to III there is a stable propagation to be expected (∆Kth ≤ ∆K ≤ ∆Kc ) which can be conservatively estimated by the law of Paris and Erdogan:
da
= C∆K m
(10)
dN
Where a, N, C, m denotes for crack length, number of cycles, a case-specific factor and a load specific
exponent, respectively. The stress intensity factor has
to be calculated depending on the flaw’s geometry and
size and its position within the component. With this
tool it is possible to detect the most strained components by comparing the crack growth over a certain
reference time period.
In an analogue manner as in figure 19 the flaw propagation is shown for thick-walled headers in figure 21.

Conclusion and Outlook

A detailed model of a coal-fired power unit has been
implemented and extensively validated. The model
makes use of the open-source Modelica library ThermoPower. A number of components especially for
modeling of start-up-specific components, like the cyclone separator and the start-up bottle as well as models for the description of the fuel conversion and heat
transfer in the firing of the plant have been implemented.
As an example for an application of the developed model some base operation scenarios, like load
changes and a soft start, have been evaluated in terms
of life time consumption. In a next step the influence
of increased load gradients will be investigated.
The modular structure of the model allows the easy
replacement of single components, e.g. life steam
temperature control, which enables the benchmark of
advanced control systems or the implementation of
different or additional hardware for different operation scenarios. In this way, future demands on power
plants, which might become necessary in order to realize wind integration successfully at controllable costs,
can be benchmarked. This aspect of power plant operation management will probably become more important due to highly increasing wind power production
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[10] Forschungskuratorium Maschinenbau Bruchand its fluctuating characteristic.
mechanischer Festigkeitsnachweis für MaschiThe detailed manner of the plant model does not alnenbauteile. VDMA-Verlag, 2001.
low long term simulation over years or even weeks due
to high computing time at this actual state of development. Therefore the fatigue has to be extrapolated in a [11] Lewin,G./ Lässig, G./ Woywode,N. Apparate
und Behälter: Grundlagen Festigkeitsrechung.
first step assuming a constant or a repetitive operation
Berlin, Verlag Technik, 1990.
mode for a long time period. Future work could cover
a model reduction to increase its efficiency.
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Abstract
A new open source Modelica library called “ThermoSysPro” has been developed within the framework of the ITEA 2 EUROSYSLIB project. This
library has been mainly designed for the static and
dynamic modeling of power plants, but can also be
used for other energy systems such as industrial
processes, buildings, etc.
To that end, the library contains over 100 0D/1D
model components such as heat exchangers, steam
and gas turbines, compressors, pumps, drums, tanks,
volumes, valves, pipes, furnaces, combustion chambers, etc. In particular, one and two-phase water/steam flow, as well as flue gases flow are handled.
The library has been validated against several testcases belonging to all the main domains of power
plant modeling, namely the nuclear, thermal, biomass and solar domains.
The paper describes first the structure library. Then
the test-case belonging to the thermal domain is presented. It is the dynamic model of a combined cycle
power plant, whose objective is to study a step variation load from 100% to 50% and a full gas turbine
trip. The structure of the model, the parameterization
data, the results of simulation runs and the difficulties encountered are presented.
Keywords: Modelica; thermal-hydraulics; combined
cycle power plant; dynamic modeling; inverse problems

1

Introduction

Modelling and simulation play a key role in the design phase and performance optimization of complex
energy processes. It is also expected that they will
play a significant role in the future for power plant
maintenance and operation. Regarding for instance
plant maintenance, a new method has been devel-

oped to assess the performance degradation of steam
generators because of tube support plate clogging,
without having to wait for the yearly plant outage to
open the steam generators for visual inspection [1].
The potential of Modelica as a means to efficiently
describe thermodynamic models has been recognised
for quite a while [2, 3] and lead to the initiative of
developing a library for power plant modeling within
the ITEA 2 EUROSYSLIB project.
This library is aimed at providing the most frequently used model components for the 0D-1D static
and dynamic modelling of thermodynamic systems,
mainly for power plants, but also for other types of
energy systems such as industrial processes, energy
conversion systems, buildings etc. It involves disciplines such as thermalhydraulics, combustion, neutronics and solar radiation.
The ambition of the library is to cover all the phases
of the plant lifecycle, from basic design to plant operation. This includes for instance system sizing,
verification and validation of the instrumentation and
control system, system diagnostics and plant monitoring. To that end, the library will be linked in the
future to systems engineering via the modeling of
systems properties, and to the process measurements
via data reconciliation.
Several test-cases were developed to validate the
library in order to cover the full spectrum of usecases for power plant modeling:
- static and dynamic models of a biomass
plant [8],
- dynamic model of a concentrated solar power
plant,
- dynamic model of steam generators for sodium
fast reactor [7],
- dynamic model of a 1300 MWe nuclear power
plant covering the primary and secondary loops,
- dynamic model of a combined cycle power
plant.
This paper is an introduction to ThermoSysPro library, and presents the combined cycle power plant
test-case.
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Using dynamic models for combined cycle power
plants (as well as for any other type of power plants)
allows to go beyond the study of fixed set points to:
- check precisely the performances and the design
given by the manufacturers (commissioning),
- verify and validate by simulation the scenario of
large transients such as gas turbine trips,
- find optimised operating points,
- find optimised operation procedures,
- perform local and remote plant monitoring,
- build correction curves,
- etc.
In order to challenge the dynamic simulation capabilities of the library, a step load variation from
100% to 50% and a turbine trip (sudden stopping of
the gas turbine) were simulated.

2
2.1

Introduction to ThermoSysPro
Objectives of the library

From the end-user’s viewpoint, the objectives of the
library are:
- Ability to model and simulate thermodynamic
processes.
- Ability to cover the whole lifecycle of power
plants, from basic design to plant operation and
maintenance. This implies the ability to model
detailed subsystems of the plant, and to model
the whole thermodynamic cycle of the plant, including the I&C system.
- Ability to initialize the models for a given operating point. This is essentially an inverse problem: how to find the physical state of the system
given the values of the observable outputs of the
system.
- Ability to perform static calculations (for plant
monitoring and plant performance assessment)
and dynamic calculations (for operation assistance) faster than real time.
- Ability to fit the plant models against real plant
data using for instance data assimilation techniques.
- Ability to use the models to improve the quality
of measurements using the data reconciliation
technique.
- Ability to use the models for uncertainty studies
by propagating uncertainties from the inputs to
the outputs of the model.
From the model developer’s viewpoint:
- The library should be easy to read, understand,
extend, modify and validate.
- The library should be sharable at the EDF level,
and more.

-

2.2

The library should be truly tool independent.
The library should be stable across language and
tools versions.
The library should be validated against significant real applications.
The library should be fully documented. In particular, all modeling choices should be clearly
justified.
General principles of the library

The library features multi-domain modeling such as
thermal-hydraulics (water/steam, flue-gases and
some refrigerants), neutronics, combustion, solar
radiation, instrumentation and control.
The library is founded on first physical principles:
mass, energy, and momentum conservation equations, up-to-date pressure losses and heat exchange
correlations, and validated fluid properties functions.
The correlations account for the non-linear behaviour
of the phenomena of interest. They cover all water/steam phases and all flue gas compositions. Some
components such as the multifunctional heater contains correlations that were obtained from experimental results or CFD codes developed by EDF. An
early Modelica implementation of the IAPWS-IF97
standard by H. Tummescheit is used for the computation of the properties of water and steam.
The level of modelling detail may be freely chosen.
Default correlations are given corresponding to the
most frequent use-cases, but they can be freely modified by the user. This includes the choice of the pressure drop or heat transfer correlations. Special attention is given to the handling of two-phase flow, as
two-phase flow is a common phenomenon in power
plants. The physics of two-phase flow is complex
because of the mass and energy transfer between the
two phases and the different flow regimes (bubbles,
churn or stratified flow…) [4]. Currently, mixed and
two-fluids 3, 4 and 5 equations flow models are supported. For instance, 3 equations are used for the
homogeneous single-phase flow pipe model, 4 equations for the drum model, and 5 equations for the
separated flow pipe model. The different flow regimes are accounted for by appropriate pressure drop
and heat transfer correlations. The drift-flux model
may be used to compute the phase velocities. Also,
accurate sets of geometrical data are provided for
some heat exchangers.
Flow reversal is supported in the approximation of
convective flow only (the so-called upwind scheme
where the Peclet number is supposed to be infinite [5]). It is planned to investigate the interest of
taking diffusion into account for a more robust computation of flow reversal near zero-flow.
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The components are separated into 4 groups: yellow
components for static modelling only, green components for static and dynamic modelling, blue components for dynamic modelling only, and purple components for fast dynamic modelling (waterhammer).
All components are compatible with each other, but
many yellow components do not withstand zeroflows, so they cannot be used to model transients that
involve flow reversal for instance. The green components group is composed of singular pressure
losses in the approximation of zero-volume, so that
the coefficients of the derivative terms of the balance
equations are equal to zero. Hence, one should only
use yellow or green components for static modelling
only.
The library components are written in such a way
that there are no hidden or unphysical equations, that
components are independent from each other and to
ensure as much as possible upward and downward
compatibility across tools and library versions. This
is particularly important in order to control the impact of component, library or tool modifications on
the existing models.
To that end, only the strictly needed constructs of the
Modelica language are used. In particular, the inheritance and stream mechanisms are not used, and no
physical meaning is assigned to the fluid connectors:
they are considered as a means to pass information
between components, so they are not part of the
physical equations.
The components are connected together using the
fluid connectors according to the staggered grid
scheme [5]. This scheme divides the components
into two groups: volumes and flow models. Volumes
compute the mass and energy balance equations,
whereas flow models compute the momentum balance equations. Volumes may have any number of
connectors, whereas flow models have exactly two
connectors (they look like pipes, although they are
not necessarily pipes). The staggered grid scheme
states that flow models should be connected to volumes only, and volumes should be connected to flow
models only. It is however possible to connect flow
models together without breaking the staggered grid
rule, by considering that the intermediate volume has
a zero-volume capacity.
2.3

Structure of the fluid connectors

The structure of the fluid connectors is of particular
importance as it reflects the overall structure of the
library.
As already stated, the fluid connectors do not bear
any physical meaning. They are only considered as a
way to pass information between components, and

should therefore be eliminated from the physical
equations system after compilation of the model.
However, as connectors are sensitive to the components graph orientation rules, they define the convention for the sign of the flows, or in other words,
which direction in the graph is assigned for positive
flows, and which direction is assigned for negative
flows.
For flow orientation, two alternatives are possible.
The first is to have a flow orientation at the component level: the flow is positive when it enters the
component, and negative when it leaves the component. The second is to have a flow orientation at the
graph level: the flow is positive under normal operating conditions, and negative in case of reverse flow
conditions, the latter being most often transitory. The
second alternative has been preferred over the first
one for the fluid connector, as it gives a flow sign
convention closer to the end-user perception of the
operation of the system.
From these requirements, and also from the fact that
the staggered grid and the upward schemes are used,
the structure of the connector follows.
connector FluidInlet
SIunits.Pressure P;
SIunits.SpecificEnthalpy h;
SIunits.MassFlowRate m_flow;
SIunits.SpecificEnthalpy h_flow;
input Boolean a=true;
output Boolean b;
end FluidInlet;
connector FluidOutlet
SIunits.Pressure P;
SIunits.SpecificEnthalpy h;
SIunits.MassFlowRate m_flow;
SIunits.SpecificEnthalpy h_flow;
output Boolean a;
input Boolean b;
end FluidInlet;

There are actually an inlet connector and an outlet
connector. These two connectors have the same
physical structure (P, h, m_flow, h_flow), but different flow orientations enforced by the Booleans a and
b. The flow is positive when entering the component
at the inlet or leaving the component at the outlet.
The keywords input and output prevent connecting
inlets or outlets together (see Figure 1 where inlets
are blue and outlets are red).
Notice that the Modelica prefix flow is not used for
m_flow and h_flow. The reason is that (1) the mass
balance and energy balance equations are not gener-
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ated by the connections, but fully implemented in the
volumes, (2) and that the sign convention for positive flows is not compatible with the sign convention
of the Modelica flow prefix, which stipulates that all
flows should be of the same sign (positive or negative) when entering the component via the connector.
As a consequence, multiple connections are not allowed as in Modelica.Fluid for instance, so that
mergers or splitters must be modeled using volumes.
In practice, this is not considered as a restriction, as
in most cases, mergers or splitters do have non trivial
physical behaviours which could not be simply represented by multiple connections.

Volume 1

P1, h1

Flow model
h _ flow = s (m _ flow) ⋅ h1 + s(−m _ flow) ⋅ h2
m _ flow = f ( P1 , P2 , h _ flow)

Volume 2

P2, h2

Figure 3: staggered grid scheme

According to the upwind scheme:

h _ flow = s (m _ flow) ⋅ h1 + s (−m _ flow) ⋅ h2
where s denotes the step function:
s ( x) = 0 if x ≤ 0 and s ( x) = 1 if x > 0
2.4

Organization of the library

The library is subdivided into application domains.
Each application domain corresponds to a connector
type. Each application domain is divided into packages corresponding to broad component types:
boundary conditions, connectors, heat exchangers,
machines, pressure losses, sensors, volumes, etc. (see
Figure 5 in the Appendix).
Figure 1: connecting components

P and h denote resp. the average fluid pressure and
specific enthalpy inside the control volumes. m_flow
and h_flow denote resp. the mass flow rate and specific enthalpy crossing the boundary between two
control volumes (see Figure 2).
Control volume 1

P1, h1

Components may be written in plain Modelica text,
or constructed by connecting other components from
the library, as shown in Figure 4.

Control volume 2

m_flow
h_flow

P2, h2

Figure 2: finite volume discretization

P, h and m_flow are the state variables of resp. the
mass, energy and balance equations. h_flow is not a
state variable. The purpose of h_flow is to compute
the fluid specific enthalpy using the upwind scheme.
P and h are computed within volumes, whereas
m_flow and h_flow are computed within flow models (see Figure 3).
Figure 4: model component of a gas turbine
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3
3.1

Model of the combined cycle power
plant
Description of the model

Actually, two models are used: one to simulate the
power generator step reduction load (see Figure 6 in
the Appendix), the other to simulate the full GT trip
(see Figure 7 in the Appendix). In the model used to
simulate the GT trip, the gas turbine is replaced by a
boundary condition.
The model contains two main parts: the water/steam
cycle and the flue gases subsystem. Only one train is
modelled, so identical behaviour is assumed for each
HRSG and for each gas turbine.
HRSG model
The model consists of 16 heat exchangers (3 evaporators, 6 economizers, 7 super-heaters), 3 evaporating loops (low, intermediate and high pressure), 3
drums, 3 steam turbine stages (HP, IP and LP), 3
pumps, 9 valves, several pressure drops, several
mixers, several collectors, 1 condenser, 1 generator,
several sensors, sources, sinks and the control system
limited to the drums level control.
An important feature of this model is that the thermodynamic cycle is completely closed through the
condenser. This is something difficult to achieve,
because of the difficulty of finding the numerical
balance of large closed loops.
The list of component used for the development of
the HRSG model is given in Table 1.

Type
Model name in the library
Water split- VolumeA, VolumeD
ter

Heat Exchanger : Flue Gases/ Water Steam
Based on first principles mass, momentum and energy balance equations, the following phenomena are
represented:
- transverse heat transfer,
- mass accumulation,
- thermal inertia,
- gravity,
- pressure drop within local flow rate.
Drum and Condenser
Based on first principles mass and energy balance
equations for water and steam, the following phenomena are represented:
- drum level and swell and shrink phenomenon,
- heat exchange between the steam/water and the
wall,
- heat exchange between the outside wall and the
external medium.
Steam turbine
Based on an ellipse law and an isentropic efficiency.
Pump
Based on the characteristics curves.
Pressure drop in pipes
Proportional to the dynamic pressure ± the static
pressure.

Table 1: library components used in the HRSG model

Mixer/splitter
Based on the mass and energy balances for the fluid.

Type
Condenser
Drum
Generator
Heat exchanger

GT model
The model consists of 1 compressor, 1 gas turbine, 1
combustion chamber, sources, sinks and 1 air humidity model.
The list of component models used for the development of the GT model is given in Table 2.

Model name in the library
DynamicCondenser
DynamicDrum
generator
DynamicExchangerWaterSteamFlueGases
=
DynamicTwoPhaseFlowPipe
ExchangerFlueGasesMetal
HeatExchangerWall
LumpedStraightPipe
StaticCentrifugalPump
SensorQ
StodolaTurbine

Pipe
Pump
Sensor
Steam turbine
Valve
ControlValve
Water mixer VolumeB, VolumeC

Table 2: library components used in the GT model
Type
Air humidity
Compressor
Gas turbine
Combustion
chamber

Model name in the library
AirHumidity
GTCompressor
CombutionTurbine
GTCombustionChamber

Gas turbine
Based on correlations for the characteristic.
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3.4

Compressor
Based on correlations for the characteristic.
Combustion chamber
Based on first principles mass, momentum and energy balance equations. The pressure loss in the
combustion chamber is taken into account.
3.2

Data implemented in the model

All geometrical data were provided to the model
(pipes and exchangers lengths and diameters, heat
transfer surfaces of exchangers, volumes…).
The plant characteristics are given below.
Gas Turbine (GT)
Compressor compression rate: 14
Steam Generator (HRSG)
HRSG with 3 levels of pressure.
High pressure circuit at nominal power: 128 bar
Intermediate pressure circuit at nominal power: 27
bar
Low pressure circuit at nominal power : 5.7 bar
Steam Turbine
High pressure at nominal power : 124.5 bar, 815 K
Intermediate pressure at nominal power : 25.5 bar,
801 K
Low pressure at nominal power : 4.8 bar, 430 K
Condenser
Steam flow rate: 194 kg/s
Water temperature at the inlet: 300 K
3.3

Calibration of the model

The calibration phase consists in setting (blocking)
the maximum number of thermodynamic variables to
known measurement values (enthalpy, pressure)
taken from on-site sensors for 100% load. This
method ensures that all needed performance parameters, size characteristics and output data can be computed.
The main computed performance parameters are:
- the characteristics of the pumps,
- the ellipse law coefficients of the turbines,
- the isentropic efficiencies of the turbines,
- the friction pressure loss coefficients of the heat
exchangers and of the pipeline between the
equipments,
- the CV of the valves and the valves positions
(openings).

Simulation scenarios

For simulation runs, two scenarios were selected.
The first scenario is a power generator step reduction
from 100 to 50% load:
- Initial state (combined cycle): 100 % load
- Final state (combined cycle): 50% load (800 s
slope)
The second scenario is a full GT trip (sudden stopping of the gas turbine):
- Initial state (GT exhaust): 894 K, 607 kg/s
- Final state (GT exhaust): 423 K, 50 kg/s (600 s
slope)
The following phenomena are simulated:
- flow reversal,
- local boiling or condensation,
- swell and shrink effect in drums,
- drums levels and condenser level,
- drums pressure control
3.5

Simulation scenarios

Simulation runs were done using Dymola 6.1.
The simulation of the scenarios were mostly successful. However, some difficulties were encountered
when simulating large transients, mainly stemming
from the large size of the model:
- poor debugging facility,
- slow simulation,
- large number of values to be manually provided
by the user for the iteration variables,
- no efficient handling of these values.
In particular, it has been observed that sometimes
Dymola cannot calculate the initial states, even when
all iterations variables are set very close to their solution values. This was the main difficulty that was
encountered when closing the loop through the condenser.
When Dymola stops before the end of the simulation, no clear message is delivered to analyse the
causes of the failure.
Tool improvements were analysed and reported as
part of the EDF contribution to the EUROSYSLIB
project, in partnership with Politecnico di Milano [6].
3.6

Simulation results

The model is able to compute precisely:
- the air excess,
- the distribution of water and steam mass flow
rates,
- the thermal power of heat exchangers,
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-

the electrical power provided by the generator,
the pressure temperature and specific enthalpy
distribution across the network,
the drums levels and the condenser level,
the performance parameters of all the equipments,
the global efficiencies of the water/steam cycle
and gas turbine.

The computational time is faster than real time (with
Dymola 6.1).
The results of the simulation for 100% load are given
below.
Gas Turbine (GT)
Nominal power: 2*230 MW,

Despite of some simulation difficulties because of
the lack of debugging tools for Modelica models,
this work shows that the library is complete and robust enough for the modelling and simulation of
complex power plants. However these two essential
qualities for a power plant library should continuously be improved and maintained in the long run.
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Figure 6: model of the combined cycle power plant used for the power generator step reduction load

GT exhaust
FlueGases
Mass flow rates

Figure 7: model of the combined cycle power plant used for the full GT trip
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Figure 8: power generator step reduction simulation (-50%)
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Figure 9: GT trip simulation
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Implementation of Models for reheating processes
in industrial furnaces
Daniel Rene Kreuzer Andreas Werner
Vienna Universtiy of Technology , Institute of Energy systems and Thermodynamics
Getreidemarkt 9/302, 1060 Wien

Abstract
Components were developed for the modeling of industrial furnaces in the iron and steel industry like
pusher-type and walking beam furnaces. A cell model
on the basis of the dynamic pipe model of the Modelica Fluid Library was designed. The cell model
computes the heat transfer between furnace walls, flue
gas and the processed steel goods. The radiative heat
transfer is modeled by a 1-dimensional method based
on Hottel’s net radiation method. Furthermore, models for furnace walls, slabs, hearth and the transport of
Figure 1: Walking beam furnace
the slabs were designed. The models are suitable for
analyzing operation modes and designing control cone.g. by implementing advanced control concepts or
cepts
Keywords: reheating; furnace; simulation; radiation by analyzing and assessing different operation modes.
These engineering tasks indicate the need for accurate
dynamic furnace models. There exists a variety of fur1 Introduction
nace models as e.g. described in [5],[8], [4], [2]. Several models which are used by the industry are based
Currently the manufacturing industry has focused on on experimental modeling (system identification) or so
increasing energy efficiency of their production pro- called black box modeling. The disadvantage of such
cesses. The effective and sustainable use of energy models is the restricted validity to the considered sysis becoming more important, due to the issues of cli- tems. The main intention of the presented work is the
mate change and therefore the demand of reducing design of highly reusable models contained within a
CO2 emissions. The iron and steel industry in partic- library which are able to simulate the unsteady heat
ular incorporates a multiplicity of reheating processes transfer phenomena of reheating steel goods in indusin the production chain of their commodities. For in- trial furnaces. Due to the focus on modeling the physstance the reheating of slabs in pusher type or walking ical phenomena and the reuse ability of the models the
beam furnaces to set up the right temperature interval Modelica language standard and the simulation envibefore hot rolling as well as annealing of steel coils in ronment Dymola were chosen for the modeling task.
continuous or batch furnaces to trigger the micro structure and therefore the properties of the steel products.
The furnaces mentioned are commonly operated by
using natural gas and off gas from blast furnace, coke 2 Basic considerations
oven and basic oxygen furnace. While in the past the
development of reheating processes was concentrated Figure 1 shows the layout of a typical reheating furon increasing the production output, recently the de- nace which can be used for heating semi-finished
crease in energy consumption became more and more steel products before hot rolling. Basically they
important. Raising energy efficiency requires the op- work as counter current heat exchangers, therefore
timization or redesign of the reheating process steps, the transport direction of the processed goods is di-
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Figure 2: Heat transfer mechanisms of reheating process
rected against the main flow of the flue gas. Reheating furnaces usually consist of a convective, heating
and soaking zone. The heating and soaking zone are
commonly operated by gaseous fuel-type burners, and
the main heat transfer phenomenon is radiation. Due
to the high flue gas temperatures up to 1400 ◦ C, furnaces are lined with refractory. The walls have a typical multiple layer configuration of different materials.
During processing, the steel goods are positioned on a
hearth, which has to be cooled for e.g. by evaporative
cooling. The basic phenomena of reheating processes
which have to be modeled are
• Heat transfer due to radiation between walls, flue
gas, flame and processed goods

slabs in walking beam or pusher-type furnaces. However the models for heat transfer phenomena are generally valid and may only need a minor adaptation for
use at other reheating processes. The major diversities in modeling reheating processes are evident for the
SFM and their impact on the heat transfer models.

3

Fluid Flow

• Heat transfer due to convection between flue gas The general concept of the reheating process modand walls as well as flue gas and processed goods els is based on a homogeneous cell model which incorporates fluid flow and heat transfer. The dynamic
• Heat conduction in furnace walls, processed pipe flow model of the Modelica.Fluid.Library
goods and hearth
is used for modeling the 1-dimensional fluid flow
of flue gases in the furnaces.
A comprehen• Combustion of gases (burners)
sive description of solving the fluid transport equations with the Modelica.Fluid.Library is given in
• Transport of flue gas - Fluid Flow Models (FFM)
[3]. Properties of the fluids are determined by the
• Transport of processed goods - Solid Flow Mod- Modelica.Media.Library , e.g. internal energy,
specific enthalpy, density, thermal conductivity, dyels (SFM)
namic viscosity. The heat transfer between the gases,
Figure 2 depicts the appearing heat flow rates of re- the walls and the slabs is realized by designing a new
heating slabs in a walking beam furnace. The further heat transfer model which replaces the standard modpresented models consider primarily the reheating of els.
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Figure 3: Cell model based on Modelica fluid library
Figure 5: Discretization of a combustion chamber
4.1.1

Governing Equations

The following section states the equations according
[6] used for the radiative heat transfer model. The
grey and diffuse radiating surface Ai , shown in Figure
4, receives the radiative heat flow Hi composed of the
heat flow emitted by the different grey surfaces and the
gas. The grey surface i again emits with its temperature εi Ebi and reflects Hi ρi . The net-radiation heat flow
of the surface i, which exchanges heat with n different
surfaces of the enclosure, yields
Figure 4: Net radiation heat flow of surface i in a cell
containing the emitting gas

q̇i = Wi − Hi

(1)

at which the outgoing radiative heat flow is given by

4

Wi = εi · Ebi + ρi · Hi

Heat Transfer

(2)

εi is the emissivity of the grey wall and Ebi = σ · Ti4 is
the hemispherical total emissive power of a black body
4.1 Radiative heat transfer
whereas σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and Ti the
surface temperature. The incoming radiative heat flow
The radiative heat transfer plays a key role in mod- is given by
eling high temperature industrial furnaces. The dif1 n
ferent mathematical radiation models can be classified
Hi = εgi · σ Tg4 + ∑ A jW j Fji τ ji
(3)
Ai j=1
by their dimensionality. in literature 0-dimensional, 1dimensional and 3-dimensional models are discribed.
and equation 1 results in
3D-models achieve the highest accuracy but require
high efforts in modeling and computing time, those
1 n
kind of models are usually implemented in commerq̇i = εi · Ebi − εi · εgi · σ Tg4 − εi · ∑ A jW j Fji τ ji (4)
cial CFD-packages. 0D-models are based on the
Ai j=1
stirred-tank reactor and give only a rough estimation
for the radiative heat transfer of the regarded systems.
εgi is the emissivity of the gas and Tg is the gas
1D-models are in between the two aforementioned temperature. W j is the outgoing heat flow of the jth types and seem to be a proper trade-off in accuracy surface element, Ai and A j are the associated surface
and modeling effort. For modeling the radiative heat areas, Fji is the view configuration factor between surtransfer a 1D-model derived by [6] was selected. It face j and surface i and τ ji is the transmittance of the
has been developed from the net radiation method of gas. The discretization of a furnace is done by conHottel, which is described in [7], [1]. Scholand [6] necting several of the above described cells. The heat
depicts the equations needed for calculating radiative transfer due to radiation between those cells is realheat exchange between radiating surfaces in an enclo- ized by a diathermic wall approach depicted in figure
sure comprising isothermal radiative gases.
5. The diathermic wall presents the interface between
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two cells, e.g. the relation between cell n and the cell
n − 1 yields:
Hi,n = Wi,n−1
(5)
Hi,n−1 = Wi,n

(6)

The above stated equations presume a grey gas entirely
surrounded by grey walls. For a grey gas the dependency of emissivity, absorptivity and transmittance is
given by αg + τg = 1, αg = εg and ρg = 0, whereas for
a grey body τ = 0, α + ρ = 1 and ε = α . A real gas
like flue gas from a combustion reaction is composed
of several species which have different properties. Important radiative gases like CO2 and H2 O are selective
emitters which means their emissivity , absorptivity
and transmittance strongly depend on the wave length
interval. Due to this fact the assumption of a single
grey gas surrounded by grey walls has to be abandoned
whereas the assumption of grey body radiation of the
walls remains valid. Therefore the equation 4 yields: 4.2
q̇i = εi · Ebi − εi ·
−εi ·

1
Ai

Z ∞

Z ∞

λ =0

ελ gi · σ Tg4 d λ

Figure 6: Cell model for heat transfer

Convective heat transfer

(7) The convective heat transfer can simply be added to
the net-radiation equation of the surface i

n

∑ A jW j Fji τ ji d λ
λ =0

(8)

q̇i = Wi − Hi + q̇conv

(12)

The clear-gray gas model approach according to [9] is
used for the calculation of the emissivity, absorptivity and transmittance of the gas mixture. The emitting species are considered as grey gases and the other
species are concentrated as non emitting clear gas. The
emissivity of a gas mixture with H2 O and CO2 as emitting gases is hence:

q̇conv = α · (Tg − Ti )

(13)

j=1

The heat transfer coefficients for the single surfaces
are determined with the relation of forced convection
at a single plate according to [9]

4.3

Thermal conduction

The transient heat conduction problem in walls, slabs
(9) and hearth is modeled by Fourier’s 1-dimensional pari=1
tial differential equation
where kgi is the absorption coefficient of the different
∂T
∂ 2T
Q̇e
constituents, pg equals the sum of the partial pressure
= a· 2 +
(14)
∂t
∂x
ρ cp
of pH2 O and pCO2 , SG is the radiation beam length and
ai are weighting factors which are given by a linear
4.4 Implementation of heat transfer models
approach
ai = b0i + b1i · TG
(10)
4.4.1 Radiation and convection models
and the conditional equation
The net-radiation method and the convective heat
3
transfer equations presented in section 4.1 and
(11) 4.2 were integrated into a new designed model
∑ ai = 1
i=1
RadiationAndConvectionHeatTransfer .
The
The absorptivity is calculated with a similar approach model calculates all the data necessary for the heat
to equation 9 and 10, only the weighting factors are de- transfer mechanisms, e.g. the view configuration
termined with the wall temperatures instead of the gas factors of the involved bodies, the radiative properties
temperature. For solving the equations of the radiative of the gases, the Nußelt-Numbers, the convective heat
heat transfer the calculated radiative gas properties are transfer coefficients etc. Those data in conjunction
with the temperatures lead finally to the net-radiation
applied to equation 4.
3

εG = ∑ ai (1 − e−kgi ·pg ·SG )
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Figure 9: Code for computation of Qb_dot_radconv for a single cell

Figure 7: HeatPort_Radiation Connector

Figure 10: Surface configuration of top cell
Figure 8: GeometryPort_Radiation Connector
for a cell stated by [3] for a single flow segment i.
and convective heat flows. A bottom-cell and a
top-cell are developed for the discretization of the
furnaces to take the different geometric configurations
into account. For the energy exchange between fluid,
walls, slabs, hearth and the neighbouring cells a new
type of connectors HeatPort_Radiation was developed. It is not working like real physical connector
due to the fact that it may be connected to diathermic
walls. A diathermic wall usually represents the
interface between two discretized cells. Unlike a real
wall a diathermic wall has to enable a heat flow in
both directions at the same time. Therefore another
flow variable Q_flow_res and the corresponding
potential variable T_g which is equal to the gas
temperature of the cell were introduced. The radiative
heat transfer depends on the temperature differences
of the involved bodies and it depends on the position,
attitude, propagation and emissivity of the emitting
surfaces. That fact leads to a further none physical
connector GeometryPort_Radiation which transmits
the necessary data from the involved bodies to the
heat transfer model and vice versa. The generated
connectors are combined to composite connectors.
Figure 6 shows the heat transfer model of a top-cell
and the connections to walls, slabs and the hearth.
Two further connectors are present one which sends a
signal with needed data for heat conduction between
slabs and hearth and the other one which realizes a
heat flow due to radiation between a top and a bottom
cell via a diathermic wall.
The connection between the heat transfer model and
the fluid flow model is made via the energy balance

der(Us[i])=Hb_flows[i]+Ib_flows[n]+Qb_flows[i]

Figure 9 shows the code for the computation of
vector Q_dot_radconv for n different flow segments. An accurate implementation of heat transfer
allows only the discretization of one flow segment.
The vector Qb_flows is set equal to the vector
Q_dot_radconv which is determined from the heat
flow vectors q and q_res of the participating m+7
surfaces. The number of surfaces is determined from
the number of slabs m which are present during the
simulation, the number of furnace walls, the hearth
surface and the surface of the gap between slabs and
hearth. For all real walls q_res is equal to 0 and q is
the net heat flow due to radiation and convection. The
net heat flow q of the slabs is set to 0 if the slab is
not present in the considered cell. The vector A_agg
aggregates the surface areas of all participating bodies.

4.4.2

Wall, hearth and slab models

The wall hearth and slab models are based on the
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components,
which provide a solution for the 1-dimensional
heat conduction equation.
Figure 11 shows
the model of a layered wall which is discretized with the elements HeatCapacitor and
ThermalConductor. The models have connectors
to the heat transfer model which represents the
connection to the radiative and convective trans-
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Figure 12: Hearth model for bottom and top cell
Figure 11: Layered slab and wall model
fer equations and a connector HeatPort of the
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components
which serves to set up the boundary conditions. The
interface between the connectors of the cell and the
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components
is realized by a special surface element. This element
represents the emitting surface and is the first discretization of the wall and it is based on the equations
of a the HeatCapacitor. The slabs and the hearth
are modeled in the same way as the layered wall.
The slab model possesses two surface models for the
heat transfer between a top cell and a bottom cell,
further it has connections to the hearth for the heat
transfer due to conduction and radiation as well as
to the solid flow model which determines the slab
position. The hearth model is split into a model for a
top cell and a bottom cell and presents an equivalent
system for the real configuration, because the exact
geometry configuration can hardly be modeled due to
the characteristics of a 1-dimensional analysis. The
HearthBottom model has a connector for the cell
and one for a boundary condition which is usually
a temperature condition. The HearthTop model
possesses connectors for the heat conduction with the
slabs, the radiative and convective heat transfer with
the cell, the radiative heat transfer with the slabs and
a signal connector which transmits needed data for
computing the phenomena mentioned before. Figure
13 shows the parameter needed for a layered wall.
The number of layers, the number of discretization
per layer, the thickness of the single layers and
the material properties of each layer as well as the
start temperatures of the different layers have to be
supplied.

Figure 13: Parameter window for layered wall
mine the required mass flow of air, the flue gas amount
and the flue gas composition. The energy input of the
fuels is considered by the lower heating value Hu . The
designed models neglect the dynamics of the combustion reactions. The PartialLumpedVolume serves as
base class for the combustion model.The energy balance for the combustion volume is given by

∂ (ρ uV )
= ṁAir · hAir + ṁFuel (hFuel + Hu )
∂t

(15)

−ṁFlueGas hFlueGas + ∑ Q̇

For the adiabatic combustion ∑ Q̇ = 0. For instance, ∑ Q̇ can be used to define heat transfer due
to flame radiation but the geometric configuration
and the propagation of the flame has to be known
as well as the flame emissivity. The volume model
has connections for the combustion air, the gaseous
fuel and the flue gas. It is assumed that the entire volume is filled with homogeneously distributed
flue gas. The flue gas in the volume model is
completely combusted without any residues of combustibles. Three new ideal gas mixtures were defined
with the Modelica.Media.Library . The mixture
FuelGaseous which consists of the species H2 , N2 ,
CO2 , CO, H2 S, CH4 , C2 H2 , C3 H8 , C4 H1 0, C3 H6 , C2 H2
5 Combustion
and C4 H8 , FlueGas which consists of O2 , Ar, N2 ,
The release of energy in reheating furnaces is typically CO2 , H2 O, SO2 and Air which consists of O2 , Ar, N2 ,
realized by the combustion of gaseous fuels. The fun- CO2 , H2 O. The combustion is realized by computing
damental combustion calculation is utilized to deter- the rate of change dependent on time of the single flue
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Figure 15: Solid Flow Models

Figure 14: Volume for combustion of gases

type or a walking beam furnace all slabs are moved si∂m
∂ m 2 ∂ mH2 O ∂ mSO2
∂m
ac- multaneously through the cells as long as they are in
gas masses ∂ tO2 , ∂ tN2 , ∂ m∂ tA r , ∂CO
t , ∂t ,
∂t
cording to the fundamental combustion equations and the furnace. If they leave the boundaries of the furnace
a predefined excess air.
the slabs are brought to an end position. If more then
m slabs are processed during one simulation the position of the completed slabs is reset to a starting posi6 Solid Flow Model
tion, new property values and new input temperatures
are set. The SolidFlowSystem model is defined as
The solid flow model consists of 3 different modan inner system wide component which provides imels shown in figure 15. One model represents the
portant data for most of the models, e.g. maximum
heating goods, in this case slabs and therefore the
number of slabs in simulation, slab properties, general
SlabDistributer. It possesses the same connectors
furnace data etc..
as the slabs and aggregates all slabs, which are present
during simulation. The number of slabs m has to be
specified before starting a simulation and determines 7 Testing the heat transfer models
how many objects "slab" are present. Every single
object slab has to be connected to each heat transfer
cell, which is done via the SlabDistributer. The
SlabFeedmodel is the most important element for the
solid flow because it computes the position of the single slab models, refers the slab properties to the slab
models and triggers the slab feed movement. Computing the slab positions and the heat transfer between
slabs and the other involved bodies led to the introduction of a reference coordinate system. Therefore
all models which represent geometric objects, e.g. the
Figure 16: Configuration of reheating furnace
cells, walls slabs etc., get an origin referenced to the
The heat transfer models are tested by modeling
introduced coordinate system. The propagation of the
three
zones of a reheating furnace depicted in figure
models is specified into the positive direction of the
x(1)-, y(2)- and z(3)-axis. The fluid flow is defined 16. The regarded furnace incorporates two heating
positive in the positive x-direction and the solid flow zones, a convective zone and the soaking zone. The
is directed against the positive x-axis. The SlabFeed reheating furnace is operated by natural gas and the
has a connection to the SlabDistributer and trans- energy input is evenly distributed over the two heating
mits slab position and properties. A further connec- zones. The combustion air is preheated in a recuperation is needed via boolean input to a pulse generator. tor, which is not considered in the model.
At every pulse the slabs are moved one step forward
and a new slab is fed into the furnace or cell. The 7.1 Experimental setup
slab transportation occurs step wise which means they
are allocated to a certain discrete position at each time For the experimental setup the two heating zones and
step of the simulation. That means that the time of slab the convective zone are modeled. The soaking zone
movement is equal to 0. Due to the nature of a pusher is neglected because it serves only to ensure that the
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Figure 17: Discretization of furnace
Figure 19: Model of connected cell and wall models
core of the slab reaches the target temperature. Figure 17 shows the discretization of the furnace zones.
Each zone is discretized by two cell models, a top cell
model and a bottom cell model. The heating zone
1 is represented by cell2T and cell2B, heating zone
2 by cell1T and cell1B and the convective zone by
cell3T andcell3B. The postfix ’B’ and ’T’ distinguish
between bottom and top cells. The heating zones are
equipped with 12 burners, which are modeled by the
burner elements. One burner model represents 6 burners and is connected to either a top or a bottom cell.
The cells of the convective zone (cell3T and cell3B)
are not connected to burner elements. The top cells
and bottom cells are connected via the fluid connectors and the diathermic walls among each other. Top
and bottom cells are not connected via fluid connectors, there exists no fluid exchange between the top
and the bottom cells. There is only an exchange of
heat due to radiation between the top and the bottom
Figure 20: Model of the furnace zones in Dymola
cells. Furthermore the cells are connected to the wall
models, the slab models and the hearth models. Figure
18 and 19 show the burner elements and the connected 7.2 Simulation
cell model. Figure 20 shows the whole configuration
For the simulation of the modeled furnace configurain Dymola.
tion the number of slab objects was set to m=25. That
implies a maximum number of 25 slabs can be simultaneously processed by the furnace. Each slab is discretized into 5 layers subdividing the thickness of the
slab and two surface elements. It is necessary to set
start positions and temperatures for the slabs, which is
basically done via the solid flow model. The walls are
built of different layers of refractory, which are common for those type of furnace, each layer is equal to
a discretization of the heat conduction model. The
outside connectors of the walls and further the wall
Figure 18: Model of burner elements
models need proper temperature start values. The cells
have a fixed position according to a reference coordinate system and values for the propagation in x-, y-
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and z-direction. The position of the cell origin is important for the calculation of the view factors. The
furnace has a length of 26.5 m in x-direction. The heat
conduction between slabs and the hearth had to be prevented because of high values of the cell dimensions
(8m to 10.5m) in x-direction compared to the width of
the slabs(≈ 1.5m). The heat conduction between the
slabs and the hearth of each cell is computed with the
mean temperature of all slabs which are present in a
cell. The energy input via the burners is set constant
for the whole simulation time at 68.75MW , the heating value of the natural gas is set to 48.9kJ/kg, the single constituents of the gas remain constant during the
simulation and the temperature of the preheated combustion air is set to 350◦C. The emissivity of all walls
and the hearth is set to 0.9 and of the slabs to 0.8. The
slab movement starts after 500s and after the duration
of 553s the slabs are moved one step forward as well
as a new slab is fed into the furnace. The value of
the forward step is determined by the x-dimension of
the incoming slab. 15000s of the furnace operation are
simulated by using the integration algorithm RadauIIa
for stiff systems. The integration time for the simulation of 15000s lasted 1711.39s.

high amount of energy contained in the outgoing slab
is leaving the system and another much lower amount
of energy connected to the incoming slab is entering
the system. The resulting difference in enthalpy leads
to a temperature drop at each slab movement. Figure 25 shows the emissivity and the absorptivity of gas
for the irradiating top wall oaf cell1T. The emissivity
depends on the gas temperature but it is independent
from the wall temperature. As expected it decreases
with increasing temperature. The absorptivity of the
gas depends on the temperature of the irradiating wall,
as a result it has not the same values as the emissivity
of the gas.

8

Conclusion

Components for modeling dynamic heat transfer in industrial furnaces like pusher-type or walking beamtype have been developed. They can be used to model
single zones or entire furnace systems. Those physical models would be particularly suitable for designing
advanced control concepts for the operation of the furnaces. The simulation of the test configuration shows
satisfactory results. The most important future task is
7.3 Results
the validation of the heat transfer models by modeling
Figure 21 shows the temperature distribution over the an existing reheating furnace and comparing the simsimulation time of two different slabs. Figure 22 ulation with measurement results.
shows the discrete position of the slab origin over
simulation time of the slab 19, furthermore it depicts
the position during a whole pass of the slab element
through the furnace. The dimensions of slab 19 at that 9 Symbols
time are L(x) = 1.397m, H(y) = 0.218m and D(z) =
12.12m. At 1053s the slab 19 is fed into the furnace.
Physical value
The processing of the slab ends at 11560s which gives Symbol
a time of residence of about 10507s. At the end of processing slab 19 has a surface temperature of 1351◦C
at the top and a temperature of 1335◦C in the middle Ai (m2 )
surface area of wall i
layer. The surface temperature at the bottom shows to ai (−)
weighting factor gas radiation
be similar compared to the top temperature. The tem- b0i (−)
coefficient of weighting
perature rise of the slabs show also the transport from
factor polynomial
one zone into another by a change in the temperature b1i (1/K)
coefficient of weighting
slope. After the heating process slab 19 is fed to an end
factor polynomial
position where new properties and dimensions can be c p (J/kgK) specific heat capacity
defined, e.g. a new input temperature. Afterwards the Eb (W /m2 ) hemispherical total emissive
slab is fed to a predefined position in front of the furpower of a black body
nace where it remains until processing is started again. Fi j (−)
view configuration factor
Figure 24 shows the temperature distribution of the gas
from surface i to j
and the top wall of the top cells. It can be seen that h(J/kg)
specific enthalpy
the temperature is strongly influenced by the incom- Hi (W /m2 ) incoming radiative
ing and outgoing slabs. During the slab movement a
heat flow of surface i
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Symbol

Physical value

Hu (J/kg)
kgi (1/m · bar)

lower heating value
absorption coefficient
of species i
mass flow
power source
net-radiation heat flow
of surface i
convective heat flow
of surface i
radiation beam length
temperature of wall i
gas temperature
specific internal energy
volume
outgoing radiative heat flow
of surface i
absorptivity of surface i
absorptivity of gas
emissivity of gas
emissivity of surface i
beam length
reflectivity of surface i
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
transmittance of gas

ṁ(kg/s)
Q̇e (W )
q̇i (W /m2 )
q̇conv (W /m2 )
SG (m)
Ti (K)
Tg (K)
u(J/kg)
V (m3 )
Wi (W /m2 )

αi (−)
αg (−)
εg (−)
εi (−)
λ (m)
ρi (−)
σ (W /m2 K 4 )
τ (−)
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Modeling a Mains connected PWM Converter with
Voltage-Oriented Control
Anton Haumer Christian Kral
AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH
Giefinggasse 2, 1210 Vienna, Austria
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Figure 1: Model of an AFE with PWM converter
Replacing the diode bridge by an IGBT bridge as
shown in Fig. 1 allows to address these topics. Between the mains and the AFE a mains reactor has to
be used to limit the current slope and current harmonics, respectively.
The control of such an active front-end can be designed in several ways, as described in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
In this paper, the voltage-oriented control with cascaded current control and DC voltage control has been
chosen. This control scheme is comparable to the
field-oriented control of the machine converter:

Keywords: Active Front-End, PWM Converter,
Voltage-Oriented Control

1

va

load

The majority of industrial controlled induction machine drives are connected to the mains via a diode
bridge. However, if reduction of harmonic currents
and / or regenerative operation is desired, replacing
the diode bridge by an active front-end (AFE) is
required. This paper describes two models of an AFE:
a power balance model disregarding switching effects,
and an ideal switching model of a pulse width modulation (PWM) converter. Both models are controlled
utilizing space phasors in a voltage oriented reference frame. Voltage oriented control (VOC) of the
mains converter can be compared with field oriented
control (FOC) of a machine converter. Design and
parametrization of the main parts—synchronization
with mains voltage, current controller and DC voltage
controller—are described in detail. Additionally,
simulation results proving the implementation and
demonstrating possible investigations as well as an
outlook on further enhancements are presented.

Cdc

Abstract

• Synchronization to: mains voltage position –
field position
• Current controller for the space phasor

Introduction

• DC voltage controller – speed controller
The standard solution for industrial controlled drives
Both VOC and FOC utilize space phasor representaconsists of an induction machine, fed by a voltage
tion of voltages and currents; space phasor transforsource inverter. The drive usually is field-oriented conmation is defined by
trolled, as described e.g. in [1]. In many cases, the DC
link is connected to the mains via a diode bridge due

2
to cost saving reasons. However, some goals cannot
v =
v1 + av2 + a2 v3
(1)
3
be fulfilled by a diode bridge:
2π
a = ej 3
(2)
• Regenerative / recuperative operation
1
v0 =
(v1 + v2 + v3 )
(3)
3
• Reduction of harmonic currents
with respect to a static reference frame. This transfor• Control of reactive power
mation is power invariant:
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400
50
35
0.2
400
25
140
5
30
693

V rms
Hz
MVA
µH
mΩ
A rms
kHz
mF
V

pDC
data

mBoxAC
mainsReactor
M

b6

dcCapacitor
mBoxDC
L

=
AC

pwm

Mains voltage line-to-line
Mains frequency
Short-circuit apparent power
Short-circuit power factor
Inductance of mains reactor
Resistance of mains reactor
Nominal AC current
Switching frequency
DC capacitance
Nominal DC voltage

Table 1: System parameters

voc

nDC

3
(+vRe iRe + vIm iIm )
2
3
(−vRe iIm + vIm iRe )
2

p =
q =

busMC

(4)
(5)

Figure 2: Mains converter with power balance model

Transformation of the space phasor to a rotating reference frame (index K ) is done according to
= ve−jϕ
Z
ϕ = ϕ0 + ωK dt

vK

(6)
(7)

However, the product rule of differentiation has to be
obeyed, which leads to:
di
di
= K e+jϕ + jωK iK e+jϕ
dt
dt

(8)

• either a pwmDelay or a spaceVectorPWM block
(subsection 2.2)
• buffer capacitor dcCapacitor; grounding has to
be used carefully, to avoid undefined potentials or
short-circuits; therefore, a grounding via a high
earthing resistor is included
• DC measurement box mBoxDC (subsection 2.3)
• voc voltage oriented control block (subsection 2.4)

• busMC signal bus (subsection 2.5)
The parameters used for all simulations are summarized in Tab. 1. To achieve more realistic simulations,
• parameter record data (subsection 2.6)
the grid is not only modeled as a stiff voltage source,
but an inductance and a resistance according to the To the signal bus, either a reference input for active
grid’s short-circuit apparent power have been added.
and reactive current is required, or a vDCController
block (subsection 2.7) has to be connected. The DC
controller takes the reference parameters or inputs for
2 AFE Modeling
the set points of the DC voltage and the reactive AC
An AFE controls a power conversion bridge such way, current, controlling the AC active current to obtain the
that desired AC active and reactive currents are on- desired DC voltage.
tained. The following components have been implemneted in a library, additionally summarized in ready- 2.1 MBoxAC
to-use models (Fig. 2):
The MBoxAC measures AC voltages and currents. The
• AC measurement box mBoxAC (subsection 2.1)
voltage can either be measured at the mains terminals
(i.e. mains reactor input), or at the converter AC input
• mains reactor mainsReactor
terminals (i.e. mains reactor output). For the latter
• six pulse bridge b6, being either an instance case, the voltage drop across the mains reactor is added
of PowerBalance or IdealSwitching (subsec- to the measured converter input voltage to acquire the
desired mains voltage.
tion 2.2)
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P

+

dcVoltage

V

Table 2: Bus signals
[9]. Additionally the duty cycles are limited according to the current DC voltage at the beginning of each
switching period 1/fP W M .

vRef

acVoltage

dcCurrent

I

reference angle of mains voltage
angular velocity of mains voltage
space phasor of reference current
space phasor of actual mains current
space phasor of actual mains voltage
actual DC voltage
actual DC current

2.3
Figure 3: Power Balance model
According to subsection 3.1, reference angle and angular velocity of the mains voltage are determined by
means of a synchronization block. Voltages and currents are transformed to space phasors and—using the
reference angle—rotated to the voltage oriented reference frame. All quantities are fed to the bus (subsection 2.5).

MBoxDC

The MBoxDC measures DC voltage and current. The
current can either be measured between DC capacitor and load terminals, or between converter DC output and DC capacitor terminals. For the latter case,
the current drawn by the DC capacitor is added to the
measured converter output current to get the desired
load current. All measured quantities are fed to the
bus (subsection 2.5).

2.4

Current Controller Block

According to subsection 3.2, all components of the
current controller have been summarized in this block.
The relevant input signals are taken from the con2.2.1 Power Balance Model
trol bus (subssection 2.5). The controller output—
The PowerBalance model (see Fig. 3) consists of a the three-phase reference voltage—is propagated via
three-phase voltage source, prescribing the AC refer- a signal output connector.
ence voltages of the current controller. The DC current
is determined by an integral power controller, compar- 2.5 Bus
ing AC power and DC power.
The three-phase reference voltages are pre-processed The expandable connector busMC contains all signals
by a block, limiting the amplitude according to the cur- to be exchanged between measurement models and the
rent DC voltage. Additionally, the reference voltages different control blocks (Tab. 2). Bus adapters are imare delayed by half of a switching period 0.5/fP W M plemented to connect signal sources for reference valto consider the dead time delay of a real PWM. The ues to the bus.
delay is modeled by means of a PT1 for simplicity reasons.
2.6 Parameter Record

2.2

Power Conversion Models

This record summarizes all parameters of the readyto-use models in a convenient way. Additionally, the
controller settings (see subsection 3.2 and 3.3) are calThe IdealSwitching model is built from two three- culated but can be overwritten by the user, if desired.
phase IGBT models (IdealGTOThyristor) and two
anti-parallel three-phase diodes, taken from the Mod2.7 DC Voltage Controller Block
elica Standard Library.
The switching states of the IGBTs are determined by a According to subsection 3.3, all components of the DC
space vector PWM block, as described e.g. in [8] and voltage controller have been summarized in this block.
2.2.2

Ideal Switching Model
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The desired set point for the DC voltage is defined either as a parameter, or as a signal input. Additionally,
the desired reactive reference current can be defined
either as a parameter or as a signal input. The controller output—space phasor components of the reference current—are fed to the control bus (subsection
2.5).

3.1

{-1,+1}

I

{-1,+1}

k=2*pi*fB

omega

extract={2,1}

Figure 4: Multi variable filter

Synchronization

1

Providing a proper synchronization to the base harmonic of the mains voltage even under unbalanced
and / or distorted voltage conditions is a crucial task
([10, 11, 12]). Standard solutions use a filter, transform the mains voltages to a space phasor with respect
to a static reference frame and rotate this space phasor
to the voltage oriented reference frame, using the reference angle that is the output of such a synchronization
block. If this rotation is done correctly, the imaginary
part of the rotated space phasor should be zero. Thus
it could be used as an indicator for a phase locked loop
loop (PLL), both determining the angular velocity and
the phase angle of the mains voltage space phasor.
Instead of a PLL, the function Modelica.Math.atan2
is applied to the voltage space phasor with respect to
the static reference frame, thus generating the desired
phase angle for synchronization. Detecting the mains
frequency or rather angular velocity (i.e. the timely
derivative of the phase angle) of the space phasor—
especially under unbalanced / and or distorted voltage
conditions, even with a filter—is much more complicated. In order to keep the models simple, the constant
mains frequency is just fed to the bus (subsection 2.5).
Since even the ideal switching power conversion
model (subsection 2.2.2) causes voltage harmonics
when the grid’s stiffness is not infinite, a multi variable filter design ([13, 14]) working on the voltage
space phasor with respect to the static reference frame
is used (Fig. 4).
Analyzing the filter circuit, we can write

fB=1Hz
fB=2.5Hz
fB=10Hz

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

20

40
60
f [Hz]

80

100

Figure 5: Multi variable filter: gain versus frequency
for different bandwidths
ωN can be adopted simultaneously, e.g. by feeding the
current frequency of the PLL. The filter characteristics
for various bandwidths are shown in Fig. 5 and 6; at
the center frequency gain is 1 and phase shift is 0.

3.2

Current Control Loop

Using the voltage-oriented reference frame, the system
can be described using space phasors:
v C = v M − Ri − jωLi − L

di
dt

(11)

In this equation the index M and C designate the mains
and converter side, respectively, and the parameters
R and L are the mains resistance and inductance, respecively. Separating the real and imaginary part of
(9) this equation and using Laplace transform leads to

For a single harmonic with angular frequency ω the
frequency response is
y
k
=
.
u
k + j (ω − ωN )

{+1,+1}

+

Controller Design


dy
= k u − y + jωN y.
dt

y[2]

{+1,+1}

-

abs

3

u[2]

(10)

vCRe = vM Re + ωLiIm − R (1 + sτ ) iRe ,(12)
vCIm = vM Im − ωLiRe − R (1 + sτ ) iIm ,(13)

L
is the characteristic time constant.
where τ = R
The parameter k = 2πfB defines the bandwidth of the The complex equation formed by (12) and (13) can
filter. It is obvious that the filter’s center frequency be decoupled by means of ωL (iIm − jiRe ) such
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dataMC
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grid
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Figure 7: Test example: current control

Figure 6: Multi variable filter: phase versus frequency
for different bandwidths

200

that simple PI controllers can be used for controlling the current. Either measured mains voltage
(vM Re + jvM Im ) can be feed-forwarded, or the integrator states of the PI controllers will meet those values. Compensation of the current’s PT1 behavior leads
to the controller parameters
kCurrent
TiCurrent

1
= kDynCurrent ,
R
= τ,

(14)
(15)

current [A]

150
100
50
0
iAC.Re
iRef.Re
−50
0.05

0.1
0.15
time [s]

0.2

where the factor kDynCurrent is used to tune the cur- Figure 8: Test example - current control - power balrent controller performance. Neglecting the small ance: real parts of reference current and AC current
dead time delay due to the PWM, the closed current space phasor
control loop behaves like a PT1 according to
vector PWM block, the results in Fig. 10 and 11 are
i = iRef
.
(16) obtained. The comparison of the power balance and
1 + sτ /kDynCurrent
the switching models, however, shows the same qualiThe current controller has been investigated with the tative behavior.
test example presented in Fig. 7, using the parameters
shown in Tab. 1 and a choice of kDynCurrent = 8. The
gray box emphasizes nearly all components that are 3.3 DC Voltage Controller
included in a ready-to-use model. The DC side of the
converter is connected to a constant DC voltage. At To describe the relationship between DC voltage, load
time t = 0.10 s, a step of the active reference current current and mains current, power balance
of 100 Arms
√ (i.e. a real part of the reference space
3
phasor of 2 · 100 A), and at time t = 0.15 s, a step
pAC = vM Re iRe = pDC = vDC iDC
(17)
of the reactive reference current of −100 Arms√(i.e.
2
imaginary part of the reference space phasor of 2 ·
100 A) is applied.
can be used, neglecting the losses of the mains inFig. 8 and 9 show the real and the imaginary part of ductor (17). Compared with (4), we see that due
the reference and AC current space phasor. Replac- to the usage of the voltage oriented reference frame,
ing the power balance model b6 by an ideal switching vM Im = 0. Thus we can derive the factor between the
model, as well as the delay component pwm by a space real part of the AC current space phasor and the DC
1
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load current for stationary operation:
r
3 VAC,rms,line−to−line,N ominal
iDC
kACDC =
=
iAC,Re
2
VDC,N ominal
(18)

200
iAC.Im
iRef.Im
current [A]

150
100

Using Laplace transform and taking the reference
tracking performance of the current control loop (16)
into account, we obtain:

50
0

iRef,Re
= iDC,load + sCDC vDC
1
+
sτ
/kDynCurrent
0.1
0.15
0.2
time [s]
(19)
Using factor kDynV oltage to tune the performance of
Figure 9: Test example - current control - power bal- the DC voltage controller, we choose a PI controller,
ance: imaginary parts of reference current and AC cur- parametrized according to the symmetrical optimum
rent space phasor
(standard choice a = 2). The gain and time constant
of this controller are:
kACDC

−50
0.05

200

kV oltage = kDynV oltage

current [A]

150

CDC
a
(20)
kACDC TiV oltage

TiV oltage = a2 τ /kDynCurrent

(21)

100

current [A]

The measured load current can bee feed-forwarded to
enhance the performance of the DC voltage controller.
50
The DC voltage controller has been investigated with
the test example presented in Fig. 12, using the pa0
rameters shown in Tab. 1, choices of kDynCurrent = 8
iAC.Re
iRef.Re
and kDynDCV oltage = 2, and with feed-forward of
−50
the
measured DC load current. The gray box em0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
time [s]
phasizes all components that are included in a readyto-use model. The reference of the DC voltage has
Figure 10: Test example - current control - ideal been set to nominal DC voltage, the reference of the
switching: real parts of reference current and AC cur- reactive AC current has been set to zero. At time
rent space phasor
t = 0.10 s, the DC side is loaded with a constant power
of vDC,N ominal · 100 A.
200
Fig.
13 shows the DC voltage and Fig. 14 show the
iAC.Im
iRef.Im
real part of the reference and the AC current space pha150
sor. Replacing the power balance model b6 by an ideal
switching model, as well as the delay component pwm
100
by a space vector PWM block, the results Fig. 15 and
16 are obtained. The comparison of the power balance
50
and the switching models, however, shows the same
qualitative behavior.
0
−50
0.05

4
0.1
0.15
time [s]

Complete Example

0.2

Finally, the ready-to-use models have been investigated with the test example depicted in Fig. 17, usFigure 11: Test example - current control - ideal ing the parameters shown in Tab. 1, kDynCurrent = 8,
switching: imaginary parts of reference current and kDynDCV oltage = 2, and without feed-forward of the
AC current space phasor
measured DC load current. A DC voltage controller
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Figure 12: Test example: DC voltage control
Figure 15: Test example - DC voltage control - ideal
switching: reference and actual DC voltage
700
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voltage [V]
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time [s]
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iACRe
iRefRe
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Figure 13: Test example - DC voltage control - power
balance: reference and actual DC voltage
Figure 16: Test example - DC voltage control - ideal
switching: real parts of reference current and AC current space phasor
250

is connected to mains converter mc1; mains converter
mc2 controls active and reactive current, thus creating
150
a DC load for mains converter mc1. At time t = 0.10 s,
a step of the active reference current of 100
√ A (i.e. a
100
real part of the reference space phasor of 2 · 100 A)
is applied to the mains converter mc2; the set point
50
of reactive reference current remains 0. The AC terminals of both mains converters are connected to the
0
iACRe
same mains, thus the grid delivers only active current
iRefRe
−50
to cover losses (of the mains reactors). Since both con0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
verter models contain a DC capacitor (which is initialtime [s]
ized at nominal DC voltage), the DC terminals have to
Figure 14: Test example - DC voltage control - power be connected via small bus bar resistances.
balance: real parts of reference current and AC current Fig.18 shows real parts of reference and AC current
space phasor
space phasor of mains converter mc2. The resulting
real parts of reference and AC current space phasor of
current [A]

200
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Figure 19: Complete example - power balance, Converter1: real parts of reference current and AC current
space phasor

Figure 17: Complete example
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Figure 18: Complete example - power balance, Con- Figure 20: Complete example - power balance: referverter2: real parts of reference current and AC current ence and actual DC voltage
space phasor
250
200
current [A]

mains converter mc1 are depicted in Fig. 19. DC voltage is controlled very well, as demonstrated in Fig. 20.
Replacing the power balance models mc1 and mc2 by
ideal switching models, the results Fig. 21–23 have
been obtained. The comparison of the power balance
and the switching models, however, shows the same
qualitative behavior.

150
100
50
0

5

Conclusions

−50
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mc2.iAC.Re
mc2.iRef.Re
0.1
0.15
time [s]

0.2

All components needed to implement ready-to-use
models of an AFE, i.e. a mains connected PWM converter with voltage oriented control, have been pre- Figure 21: Complete example - ideal switching, Consented and tested by means of simulations. A complete verter2: real parts of reference current and AC current
example demonstrates the usage of the ready-to-use space phasor
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• Usage of an AFE as reactive power compensation
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0
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mc1.iRef.Re

Further development is planned for:
• Coupling the AFE models with drive models
from the SmartElectricDrives library
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• Enhancing the synchronization
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• Adapting current control to mains-side LCL filters
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Abstractt
In this papeer a modelingg approach for
f a Lithium
m-Ion
cell online monitoring and offline benchmarkinng is
proposed. It combinnes physicaal modelingg in
equivalent electric circcuit represen
ntation with grid
tables of ceell type chaaracteristic in
nformation from
laboratory ttests. The model
m
is fullly parameterrized
and validatted with cellls used in the
t HighVolltage
battery packk of DLR ressearch robotiic electric veehicle
ROboMObiil.
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1

mod
deling accuraacy and reall-time requirrements likee
low order sysstem or a minimal number off
(non
n)linear subssystems. Thee proposed algorithm iss
succcessfully imp
plemented, pparameterized and testedd
with
hin the RObo
oMObil proj ect (Figure 1, [Bre11] ),,
a reesearch plattform for ffuture electrric mobilityy
deveeloped at th
he DLR Insstitute for Robotics
R
andd
Mecchatronics.

Introoduction

Nowadays electric moobility gets more and m
more
important. New manufacturing methods
m
givee the
hope that inn the near future
f
vehicles for indiviidual
transport ccan be fullly electrifieed. The usee of
secondary cchemical ennergy storagees is one off the
main develoopment tasks in the auto
omotive induustry.
Besides off the devellopment off new chem
mical
mixtures foor higher pow
wer density and durabiliity, it
is also neceessary to devvelop new em
mbedded sysstems
ment
and advancced algorithm
ms for batteery managem
systems annd global ennergy distrib
bution strateegies.
The aim oof these syystems is to
t give a ggood
estimation for actual and
a future po
ower availabbility
and health monitoringg. This requ
uirement is very
complex duue to the noonlinear beh
havior, especcially
with high pperformance Lithium-Ion
n cells. Curre
rently
no direct m
measurement method witthout destrucction
of the celll is availabble to deterrmine the m
major
characteristic parameterrs and statess. In this papper a
model for use with reecursive onliine estimatioon is
suggested w
which givess a good trrade-off betw
ween

Figu
ure 1: ROboM
MObil test drivee

The suggested model is also integraated in thee
BattteryElectricV
Vehicle moodel for drive
d
cyclee
simu
ulations of th
he overall syystem in [Eng10] . It iss
theree applied for
f offline aanalysis and
d parameterr
variaation.

2
2.1

Different
g
modeling

approoaches

for

celll

Models fo
or offline puurposes

To model
m
the eleectric behaviior of a cell, the obviouss
thing
g to do is to
t use an eqquivalent cirrcuit. As ann
exam
mple for thiis type of m
modeling, th
he approachh
from
m [Böh08] is
i presentedd. The cell behavior iss
sepaarated into th
hree time doomains. Thee impedancee
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determines the short-time range while the long-term
behavior is incorporated by a voltage source.
Finally, the transitional behavior is captured by a
number of exponential functions which are overlaid.
Another possibility for cell modeling is based upon
impedance spectroscopy measurements. An example
for this class of models can be found in [Sti08] with
its enhanced equivalent circuit. The level of detail is
significantly higher compared to [Böh08] due to the
continuous formulation from low to high frequency
effects. The following cell characteristics are
considered: ohmic resistances, parasitic inductances,
charge transfer and double layer capacity, diffusion
processes and formation of solid electrical interface.
For purposes of cell design, the Comsol Batteries
and Fuel Cells Module ( [Com10] ) is an advanced
modeling method. The model is so accurate that it is
possible to simulate the concentration of the
electrolyte and therefore enables battery engineers to
test different combinations of materials and
dimensions to optimize the cell behavior.
2.2

Models for online purposes

The presented offline models are not applicable to
embedded control systems due to their modeling
approaches and the relatively complicated
representations. Available BatterieManagement
Systems, e. g. the widely used system from I+ME
Actia, use a predetermined cell characteristic table
and a current counting method without considering
the transient behavior of the cell.
Another and more advanced approach is the
EnhancedSelfCorrecting model by Plett proposed
in [Ple04] , [Ple04b] , [Ple04c] and [Ple04d] . The
cell is considered as a system with input "cell
current" and output "terminal voltage". The
StateOfCharge is included in the state vector and
therefore can be estimated by means of an
ExtendedKalmanFilter. The basis of the model is
the OpenCircuitVoltage
and the ohmic loss.
This is represented in the equivalent circuit in
Figure 2.

Beyond that, this approach takes into account
hysteresis effects. The remaining cell dynamics is
described by means of a current filter. Therefore,
this results in the following output equation:
(1)
⋅
where is the hysteresis voltage and
represents
the influence of the current filter.
The implementation of the ESC model shows
significant optimization potential. There are several
better discretization methods than the proposed
explicit Euler 1 method. This helps in simulation
stability and accuracy for online and offline purpose
(see section 3.3 for details). The formulation of the
current filter also seems unnecessary complex, It is
formulated as an IIR Low Pass Filter as follows:
1
,.
Furthermore the computational costly online
parameterization of the filter by the use of a dual
estimation approach (see [Ple04d] ) can be done
offline. In this way the system order can be reduced
and therefore the online performance increases.
Moreover, the first implementations of the ESC
model at DLR have shown problems with the
determination of SOC. In addition, the effects of
current and temperature on the actual cell capacity
are not considered in the ESC model. These can
have an enormous influence on the calculation of the
SOC, cf. Figure 3.

Figure 3: Capacity variation due to temperature and
/ )
current (

Figure 2: Equivalent circuit representation
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2.3

Proposal of the modifiedESC model

Since we are convinced of the basic approach with
the ESC model, we will introduce a modified version
that is different in several aspects. In the mESC
approach, the battery cell is represented by a
continuous state space model. Through this scheme,
the discretization algorithm can be changed and
methods with higher accuracy, such as Runge-Kutta
4, can be used. Due to the complex structure and
time consuming parameterization of the current
filter, it is replaced by a critical damping FIR filter
that only contains one parameter. Additionally, the
calculation of the SOC is improved by an
empirically determined correction factor that
accounts for the dependency of temperature and
current on the actual cell capacity. Lastly, the model
is parameterized using an offline optimization with
real training data and then verified by validation
data.

3
3.1

mESC model details
Derivation and model structure

The mathematical description of the mESC model is
given by the following:
⋅
(2)
! !

correction factor is described by an exponential
function. The parameters c and k are gathered
from capacity tests replacing the simple straight line
with more accurate look-up tables.
The hysteresis voltage
is described by a more
complex equation taking into account the additional
factors
(polarization voltage) and
(time
constant). The remaining four differential equations
describe the optimized fourth order critical damping
current filter with the only remaining parameter
and its four states
.
The output equation (3) is similar to the ESC
model’s output equation but aggregates the influence
of the cell current (ohmic loss and current filter) into
one summand.
3.2

Important variables and parameters

The internal resistance is one of the cell’s
descriptive variables, which depends on SOC, cell
current and temperature resulting in a three
dimensional look-up table. This relationship is
visualized for room temperature in Figure 4.
Considering equation (3) one can imagine easily that
the resulting cell voltage varies highly in case of low
SOC and high currents due to increase of the internal
resistance of the cell. In such cases the cell is in a
critical situation and can be damaged irreversible.
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(3)

The differential equation for the SOC depends on
the cell current
, the nominal cell capacity
,
and the correction
the Coulombic efficiency
factor . This factor takes into consideration the
variation of the cell capacity as shown in Figure 3.
Following [Gra02] the correction factor is
determined by:
⋅
0
1

⋅

0

.

(4)

.

is a positive constant leading into a straight line
for positive cell current, which intersects the
. For negative cell current the
ordinate at

Figure 4: Internal cell resistance for T =25°C

Another
important
cell
variable
is
the
OpenCircuitVoltage, whose characteristic curve
incorporates the relationship between SOC and
OCV, as shown in Figure 5. This depiction also
shows the hysteresis effects very well. The blue and
red curves are measured during charging and
discharging of the cell with very low currents
respectively. This minimizes excitation of the cell
dynamics so that the cell terminal voltage can be
considered unloaded. In addition, the influence of
the internal resistance is eliminated during the data
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analysis. Thhe polarizatiion voltage
is defineed as
half of the difference between
b
the two curvess and
therefore alsso depends on
o the OCV.
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In Figure 6 the polaarization vo
oltage is plootted
depending on the tempperature. It is apparent that
h
influeence.
temperaturees below
have the highest

The discussed model
m
is impllemented in Modelica ass
part of DLRs RO
OMOEnergeetic library. It
I is used forr
offliine simulattions to optimize the
t
energyy
man
nagement straategies of thee vehicle con
ntrollers andd
impllemented in
n the centraal control unit of thee
ROb
boMObil using a rapid pprototyping environment.
e
.
The resulting implementat
ation in DY
YMOLA iss
depiicted as follo
ows.

Figure 6: Poolarization volltage

Finally, Fiigure 7 shoows the deependency oof a
exemplary correction factor on
at rroom
temperaturee. Measurem
ment data is collected
c
onlyy for
discharge annd stored in a look-up tab
ble. For charrging
the data is ccalculated using equation
n (4).

Figu
ure 8: mESC model
m
implemeentation in DY
YMOLA

3.3

mESC model and Kaalman filteriing

m
moddel has one input, celll
The proposed mESC
ne output, ccell voltage. These twoo
currrent, and on
quan
ntities can be directlyy measured with highh
accu
uracy even in embeddded systems. The thirdd
quan
ntity is the cell
c temperatture. It is deetermined byy
the use
u of a thermocouple seensor on the cell surface..
Thiss is the samee method ass applied in the cell testt
bencch (see sectio
on 4 for detaails). To achieve a betterr
estim
mation perfformance, a second measurement
m
t
equaation is impllemented. Thhe idea in prrincipal is too
takee constraintss into accoount with a recursivee
Kalm
man Filter. For this purpose an
n additionall
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fictitious measurement is introduced. It can be
weighted through the tuning of the output covariance
matrix. This method is well known as perfect
measurements ( [Sim06] chp. 7.5.2). In this way the
output equation extends to:

After some calculations the prediction step is
described as follows,
1

(5)

1

The first equation is identical to formula (3) and the
second one can be derived as follows:
⋅
⇒
⇒

⋅

(6)
⋅

Table 1: Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm
Initialization

1,2, …
,
Φ

1Φ

1

⋅

(8)

is the Jacobi matrix of the continuous
where
system with state vector
1. To receive the
transition matrix Φ 1 we have to solve the
following equation:
Φ

1

2

1

⋅

2

1

(9)

For reason of numerical stability all matrix
inversions are done by solving a linear equation
problem of the form ⋅
. This can be done
with LU_solve2 from ModelicaStandard. In
conclusion we have an Extended Kalman Filter
-flops more than the
algorithm which has
original filter, but outperforms it due to the fact that
the sampling time can be chosen much larger. This
is only limited by Shannon’s sample theorem for
sampling the measured signals in real-time. Another
limit is that the linearization of the EKF causes a
mean and covariance propagation which is only
valid to the first order. This is due to Taylor series
expansion being truncated after the first term. The
second issue can be improved by the use of higher
order methods like the Unscented Kalman Filter,
[Mer04] .

1

Φ

4
1

⋅

⋅
⋅

1

2

1

The measured SOC is calculated through the inverse
look-up in combination with a low pass
OCV/
filtering afterwards. This extension allows the
ExtendedKalmanFilter to adjust SOC directly and
therefore to enforce a physically correct estimation.
To use the proposed mESC model in an embedded
system for state estimation an EKF is implemented.
It handles the nonlinearities through linearization in
each time step. In Table 1 the algorithm for discrete
systems is shown as found in standard literature (e.
g. [Sim06] ).

For

(7)

2

⋅

Through the fact that our estimation model
(equations (2) and (5)) is in a continuous state space
formulation, it is necessary to discretize the model in
each time step. This can be done by several methods.
The easiest way is by the use of an Euler1 method.
Because of the poor stability (all poles have to be
placed within the unit circle of the time dependent
complex pane) we suggest using a Trapezoid method
(eq. (7)). It guarantees that the prediction step ( )
is always stable, even for a large sampling time ,
as long as all poles of the continuous system stay in
the left half of the complex pane.

Parameterization and validation

In the ROboMObil project we were able to obtain a
high performance cell from Li-Tec industries. It has
a nominal capacity of 40 Ah and with its security
features it is fully capable for series production. All
cell measurement for parameterization, testing, and
validations were done with a Vötsch VT4011
environment simulator and a BaSyTec battery testing
system. The model parameter optimization is
accomplished with MOPS (see [Joo08] for more
information) on the Linux cluster of DLR RM
Institute. The detailed procedure and the necessary
test cycles are explained in [Wie10] . The list of
tuned parameters is given in Table 2.
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Table 2: List of optimized parameters

Time constant for rate of change of the
hysteresis voltage
Cut-off frequency of the fourth order
current filter with critical damping
Cut-off frequency of the first order low
pass filter for smoothing the "measured"
SOC needed due to the extended output
equation

Figure 10: mESC observer structure

,

Covariance matrices for optimal EKF
settings (weighting of prediction by
means of the model and correction due to
the measured values)
The optimization process can be summarized as
shown in Figure 9. As quality criterions cell voltage
and SOC are compared to their respective references
using the so-called fit value. The fit value weights
the reference to the simulated characteristic vector
and can be calculated as follows:

The model used in the observer was parameterized
by an offline optimization that uses measurements
test cycles and the characteristics of a single cell as
training data. In order to validate the resulting
parameterization, the battery was connected to an
electrical power supply/load and tested with a
simulated drive cycle. For this simulation, a model
of the longitudinal dynamics of the ROboMObil was
developed in Modelica which calculates the energy
flow of all the power consumers in the electrical
system [Eng10] .
120

1

;

1

∑

⋅ 100

(10)

100

⋅∑
Velocity [km/h]

∑

Since a direct comparison of SOC is not possible,
the actually and effectively moved amount of charge
at the terminals of the cell is used.
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Figure 9: MOPS optimization process

For the validation of the estimated model parameters
a testbench experiment by means of a simulated
drive cycle is used. The observer scheme is shown in
Figure 10. The aim is to produce an accurate
estimate of the battery StateOfCharge, which is a
decisive input for the function of the energy
management strategy. In this observer, the input u of
the battery model is the measured current, while the
model output ym is the voltage of a single cell.

0

-10

-20

-30
0

Figure 11: Artemis Road velocity profile and power
consumption
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A closed-loop controller calculates the actuator
demands in order to follow the specified driving
cycle. In this way, the required electrical power is
calculated. Figure 12 shows a normalized Artemis
Road cycle, which is synthesized by stochastic
calculations from real recorded driving data [And04]
. This reflects real driving behavior significantly
better than the purely synthetic ECE15 driving cycle
used in the homologation of European vehicles. The
calculated electrical power flow is then taken from a
Dymola simulation and scaled to one battery cell.
This data is used on the HIL test bench to give the
Lithium-Ion cell the appropriate load current. The
results of this test, including the current, voltage, as
well as the cell temperature are used to test the
mESC model with EKF in the offline simulation.
The test results are shown in Figure 12, where the
measured and estimated values are compared to each
other. Evidently, the voltage values agree very well.
With almost 93% accuracy, the accordance of the
effective charge amount delivers a good result and
shows that the selected approach with the modelbased observer is of practical use.

5

Conclusions and future work

We have introduced a modeling approach for
Lithium-Ion cells that shows good performance and
was implemented within a practical application
(ROboMObil). Future development will extend the
model with real-time capable temperature dynamics
as suggested in [Che09] , [Mi07] and [Mat08] . This
should lead to better results in prediction of power
availability during critical situations like sub-zero
temperatures. Furthermore validation tests on the
rapid prototyping embedded systems in the
ROboMObil are planned. In the first weeks of

January 2011 we are able to accomplish roller bench
experiments with the ROboMObil. We are looking
forward to gaining new insights from the recorded
measurement data of the energy system. The results
will be presented in an upcoming publication.
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Abstract
Today, neutral compensation based on Petersen coils
is being applied in many MV electrical networks.
The main reasons for this are :
- an important expansion of the underground network in rural environment. This leads to high
phase-to-ground capacities of the outgoing feeders, which increases fault currents in networks
using impedant grounding,
- an increased sensitivity of the customers to the
quality of supply,
- changes in international standards (insulation
coordination).
The introduction of arc suppression Petersen coils
allows both to reduce the current in single phase-toground faults and to improve the quality of supply by
reducing short supply disconnection.
Adapting this solution to the existing networks made
it necessary to change the protection system, by using zero sequence wattmetric relays.
The feedbacks of the zero sequence wattmetric relays operating today show the need of an evolution
of this protection equipment specifications. To address this need, EDF R&D has investigated the use
of Modelica language for the electrical system modeling.
At first the relevance of Modelica language for electrical systems modeling has been studied. This work
was made from a comparison of simulation results
with those traditionally obtained with EMTP software, normally used by EDF R&D. This paper details this approach and underlines the interest of
Modelica for the electrical network fields. The next
step will be the use of the ModelicaML profile in
order to establish a new version of the protection
system specification.

1

Introduction

Currently, in order to design new control devices
such as protection equipment, Matlab and EMTP are
widely used. The solutions obtained are then validated on the field. Once a final solution is retained, a
specification paper is then written and sent to the
manufacturers which provide industrial solutions.
However, paper specifications are not formal,
thus they may be interpreted differently by manufacturers and lead to some difficulties in conception
phases. Moreover, when an equipment has been in
operation for several years, if the initial solution has
to be upgraded, the initial specification paper might
be difficult to exploit again. Indeed, the informal
description of the expected equipments often leads to
a paper with redundant, missing or interpretable requirements.
In this context, a new approach based on the
Modelica language has been studied. Modelica has
been applied first in the particular case of the zero
sequence wattmetric relay used in MV compensated
networks. Moreover, this approach is intended to be
used both for the development and specification
phases.
This paper presents the modeling work and gives
a comparison with a more traditional approach using
EMTP-RV [3]. The simulation results are also provided and compared.
The final objective will be to provide a formal
executable specification of the expected equipment.
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2

Description of the use case retained

The use case refers to the modeling and the simulation of two zero sequence wattmetric protections
and a simplified MV compensated network. The protection is described in a specification paper established by EDF R&D. It has been developed to protect MV neutral compensated networks against mean
and medium resistive single phase faults. This protection denoted PWH, is based on the analysis of
both transient and steady state values of residual current and residual voltage available in the compensated MV substation.

Concerning the network modeling, a simplified
MV compensated network is considered. The following assumptions are made :
- The single phase fault is considered close to
the MV busbar. Thus, the reactance of each
outgoing feeder is neglected and only the
phase-to-ground capacitance is considered,
- The MV substation three phase voltage
source is assumed to be balanced,
- Consumption and reactive power compensators are not considered.
Figure 2 : MV compensated network retained

Let’s briefly recall the principle of a compensated
network and that of the PWH.
In rural MV distribution networks, each feeder is
mainly constituted of an overhead line and thus,
when a fault occurs, the phase-to-ground capacitance
current values are low (Figure 1). Therefore in these
cases the neutral of the HV/MV transformer is
grounded through a resistor and the fault current is
equal to the neutral current.
Figure 1 : Principles of compensated networks

In mixed MV Distribution networks, an important
part of each outgoing feeder is composed of underground cables. Therefore, contrary to the previous
case, when a single fault occurs, the total capacitor
current value seen at the MV busbar is important.
Thus the resistor of the MV neutral grounding is replaced by a coil (a resistor in parallel with an inductor, refer to Figure 1) in order to compensate the zero
sequence capacitor current and thus limit the current
according to the international standard (insulation
coordination). Consequently, if the mismatch of the
coil is adjusted to zero Amps, the fault current is limited to the active neutral current part of the coil.

Therefore, the simplified MV network scheme retained is given in Figure 2. The substation is defined
by its HV/MV transformer, its coil inserted on the
neutral grounding and its MV busbar. One faulty
feeder and two unfaulty feeders are considered. The
second unfaulty feeder (without protection)
represents an aggregation of all other unfaulty feeders. Two PWHs are also considered and respectively
allocated to the faulty feeder and to the first unfaulty
feeder (Figure 2). Its aim is to eliminate the single
phase fault. To do that, the PWH has to send a trip to
the circuit breaker of the faulty feeder.
A PWH is based on the analysis of both transient
and steady state values of residual current and residual voltage measured at the MV substation.
PWH selective action is based on the known fact
that the active component of the residual current in
the faulty feeder is of the opposite direction and
much greater than on any of the unfaulty feeders.
Therefore, on the faulty feeder, the zero-sequence
wattmetric relays detects negative zero sequence active power. On contrary, the protection placed on the
unfaulty feeder detects a positive zero sequence active power.
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The PWH protection has to protect the network
against two types of phase-to-ground faults :
- A permanent fault which involves residual
current with a preponderant component at
50 Hz, after the transient phenomena due to
the occurrence of the fault,
- A series of self-extinguishing faults, which is
considered as the same fault.
In order to detect a permanent fault, the RMS
values of the residual voltage & current and the residual active & reactive power are calculated for a
cycle of 20 ms. For the two types of faults, residual
power mean value is also calculated for a cycle of
60 ms (Figure 3).
Depending on the results of these calculations,
according to a condition test, a positive or negative
residual power message is send to the logical part of
the protection which elaborates a trip protection
message toward the circuit breaker of the faulty
feeder.
Figure 3 : Principles of the PWH

3.2

Use case modeling

3.2.1 EMTP Modeling approaches
Two types of components can be used under
EMTP : traditional electrical components for electrical circuits and block diagrams for the description
of automatic control of electrical systems. Most of
the electrical components are not modifiable by users. Thus, if a new component is to be implemented,
the user has the option of building it with block diagrams and elementary electrical components.
Another possibility is to compile a DLL or an Sfunction. The DLL approach consists of a causal description of the component according to the numeric
solver of EMTP-RV. Thus, the DLL is a discretization of the mathematical representation of the component written in C language.
The S-function can be, for instance, provided by a
model previously established under Simulink or
Dymola tools. With this feature the numeric solver
of the model is included in the S-function and can be
different from EMTP’s.

TMDP
DPPM

3.2.2 Use case modeling
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Overview of the use case model implemented with EMTP-RV

The MV compensated network model implementation is immediate. A predefined RL coupled impedance has been used in order to respectively define :
- The resistor and inductor (in parallel) of the neutral grounding impedance,
- The short circuit impedance of the three phase
voltage source.
These components represent an equivalent model
of both the transformer and the neutral impedance
connected in its MV terminals (Figure 2). To do so,
the positive, negative and zero sequence parameters
are chosen for each element.
A simple capacitor grounding has been placed at
each phase of each feeder.

Overview of EMTP-RV

EMTP-RV (ElectroMagnetic Transient Program) is a
well-known software used for the simulation analysis
of electrical power system.
The program is meant for solving problems such as :
- Switching transients and overvoltages,
- Short term analysis of disturbances,
- Overcurrent calculations,
- Control of electric drives,
- FACTS.
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In order to simulate the use case, the Dymola tool
based on the Modelica language has been chosen. It
provides the numeric solvers required for the simulations and allows a graphical representation of the
model.

Figure 4 : The use case implementation under EMTP

Figure 6 : Use case implementation with Modelica

For the zero sequence wattmetric relays implementation a combination of different block diagrams
has been used in order to model the PWHs. The resulting model, derived from the structure given in
Figure 3 is shown in Figure 5.
In order to do a first assessment of the possibilities provided by the “Modelica.Electrical.Machines”
package, an alternative model with a transformer has
been implemented too (Figure 7).

Figure 5 : PWH model under EMTP

Figure 7 : Alternative modeling with a transformer

4

Overview of the use case model implemented with the Modelica language

Like under EMTP-RV, the simplified MV compensated network model implementation is immediate with Modelica. To do so, the components inside the official “Modelica.Electrical.Multiphase”
package provided with the language have been used.
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It is denoted that the RL coupled component is
not available in the Modelica libraries. Thus, the Rn,
Xn and Xmo given in Figure 6 and Figure 7 are defined as 1/3 of the difference between the zero sequence and positive sequence impedances expected
with the positive sequence impedance placed in each
phase (Figure 6 : N_Rn, N_Xn / Figure 7 : Xmd).
In order to assess the Modelica language possibilities, the distribution MV Network has been also
implemented without the use of the Modelica “Modelica.Electrical.Multiphase” package (Figure 8). In
this case, coupled components have been created. To
do so, the voltage and current variables of each connector are defined as a column vector with three
elements belonging to each phase (Figure 9). Thus,
each component has been defined by inheritance and
from matrix equations (Figure 10).
Like EMTP-RV, zero sequence and positive sequence input parameters are given for each of these
components.

Figure 10 : Inductor L coupled model

Xd and Xo respectively correspond to the positive
and zero sequence impedances. The negative sequence impedance is taken equal to the positive one.

Figure 8 : Use case implementation without the use of
the “Modelica.Electrical.Multiphase” package

The three previously described Modelica models
(with and without “Modelica.Electrical.Multiphase”
package components) are equivalent as showed by
the simulation results obtained in Figure 11.
Figure 11 : Fault current curves from the three models

The fault
occurs

Figure 9 : Example of the „two pin‟ partial model
created without any standard component

The fault is
eliminated by the
PWH of the faulty
feeder

For the zero sequence wattmetric relays implementation, a combination of the different block diagrams
has been used in order to model the PWHs. However, these blocks have been created with the Modelica
language in order to facilitate this work. The resulting model is presented in the Figure 12.
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5.2

Figure 12 : PWH model under Modelica/Dymola

Modelica and EMTP modeling comparison

The Modelica model, with all components created
by the user (Figure 8) is compared with the EMTP
model (Figure 4). EMTP has, for the electrical power
part, implicit components and, for the control command part, elementary explicit blocks. These components are not modifiable and thereby to develop
new components, the user has to :
 Either create more or less difficult elementary components associations,
 Or build a DLL with S-function.

5
5.1

Modelica and EMTP
Validation of Modelica modeling

Some simulations have been done in order to validate the model developed with the Modelica language.
To do so, EMTP has been considered as the
benchmark tool.
Under Dymola and EMTP, all the electrical signals
belonging respectively to the PWH and the MV network are identical. In this paper, only the fault current is presented (Figure 13).
It is obtained from simulations performed on
models given in Figure 4 and Figure 8. The fault current values are identical such as the fault clearance
time due the PWH action.
Figure 13 : Phase-to-ground fault current

Blue : EMTP

Red : Modelica/Dymola

The fault occurs
The fault is
eliminated by the
PWH of the faulty
feeder

For the use case considered in this paper, only
explicit and implicit blocks were used. Thus, given
the basic components available in EMTP, some
tricks have been used to model the treatment of the
multiplier outputs named DPN and DPP (Figure 14).
From this very simple case, it is not difficult to understand that it would be very difficult to implement
and verify more complex systems such as distance
protections or advanced functions developed in the
SmartGrid. Although this may not be unfeasible (to
be validated according to the available basic blocks),
these developments would be difficult without any
guarantee of success. Moreover, the level of readability of such models would be bad and this approach
leads to an increase of the number of variables and
thus unnecessarily constraints the solver.
In the opposite, Modelica models are simpler because the different blocks of the explicit PWH can be
defined by the user. In other words, rather than associating basic blocks of the native library of Modelica, the user can create more adapted components or
modify some existing blocks. Moreover, the Modelica language provides all specific language paradigms
for algorithm developments and so, unlike EMTP,
statements related to the treatment of the multiplier
are close to the description given in the PWH specification paper (Figure 14 and Figure 15).
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Figure 14 : Treatment of the PWH multiplier outputs
(DPP & DPN)

Model under EMTP

Regarding the models related to the signal
processing, for example the one in charge to calculate the RMS value of the busbar residual voltage,
the description in EMTP and Modelica are similar.
However, with EMTP, it is defined according to a
connection of some basic blocks while it is mathematically declared in Modelica (Figure 16). By the
other, it should be denoted that, although the type of
the input/output blocks in the two cases are causal,
with Modelica, unlike EMTP, the integral equation is
acausal. It is a very important feature of Modelica
that allows the user to declare a system without worrying about the order of the equations.
Figure 16 :Model providing the RMS value of
the busbar residual volatage

Model under EMTP

Modelica Model

Figure 15 : PWH specification extract focused on
the processing of the multiplier outputs DPN & DPP

Modelica Model

Moreover, contrary to EMTP, it is important to
underline that all Modelica components are not solver dependent. Under EMTP, both with a source code
or a DLL, a C code program of the discretized equations of the system should be created according to
the EMTP solver. In the opposite, this task is automatically performed by the symbolic solver in the
Dymola tool.
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6

Conclusions

It is undeniable that the opening provided by
Modelica allows an unmatched flexibility in modeling. Contrary to EMTP, the PWH model is very
close to the description given in the paper specification. In other words, Modelica description corresponds to a formal version of the specification while
under EMTP, given the basic blocks available, the
model obtained is rather a translation of the specification.
In addition our study shows the great interest of
the Modelica language for power electrical system
modeling and for electrotechnical studies.
So, for EDF R&D, the following steps will be :
 To use actual measurements as input to
the PWH Modelica model in order to
study more precisely the behavior of the
protection,
 If required, to update the model and
create a new release of the specification
including the textual Modelica model.
For this work, one of the intended goals will be to
examine the ModelicaML profile [2] as an opportunity to graphically specify a system behavior.
References :
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]

Spécification Technique EDF
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Modelica
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Abstract
The Vehicle Dynamics Library is a commercial
Modelica library for vehicle dynamics applications.
This paper highlights recent development with focus
on extended usability. Key changes are improved
interoperability with other tools, improved simulation performance, extended vehicle system simulation, and expanded analysis. Examples are given
from efficient simulation of drivelines, development
of active safety systems, and quasi-steady-state analysis, among others.
Keywords: Vehicle dynamics; mechanics, active systems, quasi-steady-state analysis

options to interface VDL with other tools and Section 5 describes extensions to the scope of analysis.
As this paper presents the incremental work relative to what is presented in [2], it is strongly recommended referring to that work for a more thorough
background to VDL and its architecture.

2

Here, the focus is on the work driven by improvements in configurability and simulation speed. The
two first sub-sections explain the improvements of
the suspension models while the latter focus on mechanics related to driveline and brakes.
2.1

1

Introduction

The Vehicle Dynamics Library (VDL) [2] is a commercial Modelica library providing a foundation for
model-based vehicle dynamics analysis. Since the
introduction of the library in 2006, there have been
significant extensions and improvements. In this paper, some of these and their fields of application are
discussed.
The scope of VDL spans from classic vehicle
mechanics analysis to full vehicle system simulation
and evaluation. One of the fundamental guiding
principles of the library is the ability to mix between
behavioral and physical models to make it possible
to conveniently change, not just between different
configurations, but also between different levels of
detail.
As such, VDL is designed with several aspects in
mind and in this paper, the contents is focused on
four main aspects; Section 2 focuses on the work on
the mechanical models of the vehicle while Section 3
treats the system aspects of the vehicle, in this case
meaning the part of the vehicle that is used to control
the vehicle mechanics. Section 4 describes further

Vehicle Mechanics

Extended Suspension Templates

Typically, a suspension, just like any part of the vehicle is configured from different templates. This
allows to conveniently exchanging joints and parts
while maintaining the topology. Main reasons for
this are to improve working efficiency and reduce
model maintenance [3].
To facilitate the configurability also of the suspension topology, new components have been introduced that allow also for topology changes to the
connection structure to be made based on parameter
settings. As illustrated in Figure 1, the stabilizer
mount (a) can be connected to the upper A-arm (b),
the upright (c) or the lower A-arm (d). In this example also the spring mounts connections can be reconfigured which in this case covers 18 different topology configurations. Further customization is
straightforward for the user if necessary.
Unlike some other multi-body simulation software, the Modelica formulation is transformed so it
can be integrated by standard index 1 solvers. This
method has several advantages and is one of the keys
to the inherent multi-engineering capabilities. One
implication is that a closed mechanical loop gene-
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rates implicit constraint equations that have to be
solved, either symbolically or numerically.

moves depending on the degrees of freedom in the
suspension, and to capture that in functional representations, e.g. by tables or polynomials.

a

b

a
b
c
c

b

e
d
f

d
Figure 1 a reconfigurable suspension linkage template where
each element can be replaced.

To support symbolic solutions, which normally is
the much faster alternative, a dedicated formulation
was introduced in Modelica.Mechanics.MultiBody
[9,1] and is based on the idea that for a sequence of
joints that in total have six degrees of freedom, no
constraints are required if a composite model
representing all the joints is created.
This type of formulation can significantly improve simulation speed as the lack of constraint equations also eliminates the corresponding nonlinear
systems of equations in the resulting simulation
code. This is important especially for real time simulation. In VDL, the concept has been modified
slightly to allow for users to replace individual linkage components within the composite model.
The concept is illustrated in Figure 2, showing the
same suspension topology as seen in Figure 1, with
the difference that the upper control arm (a), the
king-pin (b) and the tie rod (c) is represented as one
composite joint without any constraints. This mechanism defines the wheel carrier motion (d) given
the motion of the chassis (e), the lower control arm
(g) and the steering rack (f).
From a user perspective, there is no difference between the models in Figure 1and Figure 2, except for
the improved simulation speed; all other VDL features such as force visualization remain the same.
2.2

Behavioral Suspensions Models

Behavioral suspension models are a common way to
represent suspension characteristics in a convenient
way. The idea is to record how the wheel carrier

g
Figure 2 the same suspension topology as in Figure 1, but
with an efficient model formulation to improve simulation
performance

In VDL, the focus has been on supplying a complete functional representation so that the result
should be identical with any kinematically well defined suspension. This includes not just the actual
characteristics, but also the transmitted reaction
forces and torques. This is essential especially for
steering design.
The suspension kinematics is represented by a set
of tables, where the number of dimension depends
on the degrees of freedom of the linkage. For an independent front suspension linkage, the representation uses two dimensions, one for suspension travel,
and one for steering, giving eight functions, three for
hub position and orientation, and one for spring and
damper compression, respectively.
The tabular representation has the same interface
as a multi-body variant. This modular approach allows selecting parts of the chassis or suspension to
be implemented using tabular characteristics, and
other parts to be represented with traditional multibody implementations.
To address the compliance which typically is
present in a suspension, due to elastic bushing elements or material compliance, the effects of the
compliance is in the behavioral case super-positioned
on the kinematic motion. This can be done, either
separately for each linkage, or lumped for the whole
suspension.
The suspension compliance, just as the kinematics, can be calculated from a more complex model,
but a common scenario is to get compliance and/or
kinematic information from measurements on real
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vehicles. Typically, the compliance information is
given as compliance matrix
(inverted stiffness)
rather than stiffness as typically is used in simulation
software. For a model described as a spring-mass
system
the compliance data renders two problems: First,
has to be generated but C is not necessarily
full rank and probably ill-conditioned. The reasons
may be many, for cost and time reasons for example,
often only parts of are measured. As a result, manual work and assumptions are often required to
and the
compute . Second, the relation between
resulting are often such that the Eigen-frequency is
much higher than the frequency range you are considering when using this type of models. Simulating
this would lead to a significant performance loss.
The latter problem described above is in this context actually an opportunity to reformulate the model. Since the inherent frequency of the system is unwanted, the compliance data can be used directly in a
model that is formulated as
with
being a second order system with a defined cut-off frequency. This frequency can be set by
the user so that the model’s static behavior is identical to the spring-mass system, and with a dynamic
response that is fast enough for the performed analysis.
A further advantage with this approach is that the
arbitrary values in can be set to zero, corresponding to the removal of degrees-of-freedom, without
the need to change the model topology. It is therefore
easy to switch between a compliant and a rigid version of a suspension, by just modifying the parameters. With the spring-mass approach, such a change
requires a recompilation of the model before it can
be simulated. The approach has been used in e.g. [8]
and is also suitable to use with kinematic models for
real time simulation purposes.
2.3

different active drivelines without any considerable
simulation slowdown. The new friction components
are provided with the Modelon.Mechanics library
and these are the recommended choice for vehicle
subsystems such as brakes and powertrains, especially in real-time critical applications.
The driveline topology has been reworked to facilitate the configuration of e.g. user defined differentials. The idea is to use Rotational3D to build housings for e.g. the differential, and then to use components based on the standard Rotational formulation.
This is illustrated for two differentials in Figure 4;
the open differential to the left consists of three Rotational3D components corresponding to the bearing
of each axle (a), and two components for visualization (b). The other components; the cut component
(c), the pinion-ring gear (d) and the differential (e)
are purely one-dimensional components.

a
c
b

d
e

a

a

b

Figure 3. The layout of an open differential using standard
Rotational components in a Rotational3D housing. Components with blue icons represent graphical information only.

Driveline and brake mechanics

In [2,3] Rotational3D was introduced, a concept that
allows for the three-dimensional effects of 1D rotational mechanics to be captured with a straightforward representation. Compared to the MultiBody
approach, simulation performance improvement is in
a typical case around a factor 20, the details are explained in [4].
Since then, focus has been on reducing computational cost in drivelines and brakes further by improving the performance of the hybrid elements, especially friction. With the reached performance increase, one can conveniently model and simulate

f
g
Figure 4. The differential from Figure 3, extended with a
clutch between the differential case and the right axle, used
for slip control.

One reason to separate the differential from the
ring-pinion gear is seen in Figure 4; the clutch controlled differential is an extension with an additional
1D clutch (f) and a component for its visual proper-
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ties (g). The clutch is connected to the differential
case and the right axle, allowing the differential to
lock.
To facilitate the analysis of the performance of
drivelines, Rotational3D has been extended with
built-in visualization of torque flow. The direction of
the torque flow visualization does not visualize the
sign of the torque but the direction of the power
flow. This gives a quite intuitive interpretation of the
visualization of the results. An example is given in
Figure 5.

trollers, sensors and actuators to be anywhere in the
model hierarchy.

Figure 6 Brake system with modulator, and embedded brake
system controller.

3.2

Figure 5 Visualization of a driveline where more torque is
distributed to the right (top) shaft than to the left (bottom)

3

Vehicle Systems

The pure mechanical part of vehicle dynamics does
and will continue to decrease as different active systems play an increasing roll for vehicle behavior.
VDL was designed with this in mind from the start
and recent improvements have been focused on extending this functionality. One significant part of this
work is to include behavioral models that make it
easy to quickly get to a minimal representation of the
complete system, and then from there be able to select what details to focus on. There is a clear analogy
to the tabular suspension models in Section 2.1 that
are used to reduce complexity of the chassis. Here, it
is illustrated for two active safety systems on one
hand, and electrical or partly electrical propulsion on
the other.
3.1

Electronic Stability Control

Functional representations on common safety systems have been implemented, including the required
actuators and sensors, as well as sample architectures. A first example is an embedded brake system
controller with anti-lock braking, yaw stabilization,
brake force distribution and traction control, as seen
in Figure 6. The signal bus is defined as an inner/outer expandable connector, which is similar to a
globally available namespace. This allows for con-

Brake Assist

The models can easily be copied and modified by the
user to fit their specific needs. An example of a
brake assist controller illustrates this. It is based on
the previous example, and extended with a centralized vehicle controller that incorporates information
from a distance sensor to add brake action when approaching the object ahead either too fast and/or too
close.

Figure 7 Animation view of a test scenario for a vehicle
equipped with brake assist.

The modular approach makes it easy to add, extend
or modify the existing architecture or to build a new
one from scratch, whatever fits the application better.
In any case, a user can select what part of the safety
system should be modified, a typical scenario is to
use the ABS and ESC model when doing initial studies and switch to more detailed models for verification purposes.
3.3

Electrical actuation

Modelica is of course a natural platform for multidisciplinary investigations with VDL and libraries
like Smart Electric Drives (SED) [11] or SPOT [12],
detailed models of vehicles with electrical actuators
can conveniently be modeled [7]. In many cases,
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however, the need to start on a more conceptual level
is fundamental.
To facilitate conceptual analysis, behavioral
models for electric systems are introduced. The idea
is to parameterize these based on a minimal set of
output-related properties such as power, torque and
efficiency for machines and then use this information
to calculate the electric power consumption.
The models are defined with the same interface,
mechanical and electrical connectors, to allow them
to be replaced with more detailed versions whenever
needed.

Recently, this has been extended to allow for user
to supply own routines for contact point calculation,
this in turn facilitates the use of external ground representations further and allow for more convenient
plug-in of VDL models in other types of environments, such as driving or traffic simulators.
For full functionality, three different contact point
calculation methods must be supplied as described
below and illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

Figure 9 Closest point on surface.

Figure 8. Hybrid electric driveline where components can be
exchanged. This allows for convenient switching between
detailed and behavioral models.

4

Interfacing

With the use of Dymolas source code and binary export capabilities, the use of VDL spreads to various
applications such as in customized track-side tools
and as vehicle models in driving simulators and other
vehicle dynamics simulation software [13]. This section elaborates on some key improvements in VDL
to facilitate such applications.
4.1

The closest point on the surface, Figure 9, is the default contact point, defined so that the third ground
coordinate corresponds to the height over ground
along the road normal. This representation is used
for e.g. ground impact models.
For a wheel, the first representation is however
not a suitable representation if the wheel is inclined
relative to the surface. This as the resulting point
would diverge from the actual tyre contact. In this
case the closest point on the surface that lies within
the plane of the wheel should be returned, Figure 10,
left.
The third method returns the intersection between
the ground and a line defined from the point along a
predefined vector a relevant representation, Figure
10, right.

External Ground Representations

VDL has a ground representation that is based on a
herring-bone representation, described as depending
on two independent coordinates. This allows for an
efficient representation with high resolution where
needed. The interface allows for various implementations, both in Modelica and as external code. By
supplying information about the position, heading
direction and normal based on these coordinates,
VDL is able to calculate contact points.

Figure 10 Closest point on surface that lays within a plane,
left, and intersection point between line and surface, right.

4.2

Ground Generation

For the tabular ground representation, the RoadBuilder was introduced in [1]. It conveniently generates road data from input like curvature and banking. The functionality of the RoadBuilder has been
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extended to also handle trajectories defined by
measured points, and closed loop circuits.
4.3

Ground Access

Information about the ground can always be accessed from within Modelica by direct function calls.
To facilitate usage and to make sure that the most
efficient calculations are used, a block set has been
developed that allow for users to conveniently build
own models that requires ground information.
In Figure 11 this approach is being used to allow
for simple tire models to be used on non-smooth surfaces. It works as follows: The original contact point
(a) is used as a reference to create a compression
profile of the tyre (b), and by a weighting of this information, the resulting contact point (c) can be calculated. With this representation underlying surface
model can be made to work with standard single
contact point models.

5.1

For the analysis of vehicle dynamics, sensors are
required that can generate forces with respect to different coordinate systems. A typical example is the
lateral acceleration of the car that with respect to the
car body corresponds to what you would measure on
a test drive, and with respect to the ground or the
trajectory that corresponds to the cornering capabilities of the car.
To be able to conveniently change between different relevant coordinate systems, the standard set
of the sensors has been extended with further options
to resolve output. Especially, the vehicle frame projected onto the ground surface is added to support
cases as described above. This is defined either according to the ground plane under the frame, or as a
plane defined by averaging the wheel contact points.
These planes coincide with the world horizon for flat
roads.
5.2

a

Figure 11 application of contact point filtering for a wheel
traversing a cleat.

4.4

with , , , and are parameters, input, states and
state derivatives, respectively. For dynamic simulation, this is transformed into a formulation that a
standard integrator can handle, i.e.

External Tire Models

The reconfigurability of VDL makes it easy to include external tire models. This can be done in several ways. The two most common ways are to either
replace the VDL tire force calculation only while
maintaining contact point calculation in VDL, or to
replace the wheel including the contact point calculation. The first method is commonly used to incorporate in-house tire models while the latter is used to
interface e.g. DelftTyre [6] and FTire [5].

5

Steady state and quasi steady state analysis

In many analyses, the dynamic response of the vehicle is not of interest; instead the focus is on the
steady-state characteristics. Particularly in racing this
type of analysis is a central part in balancing and
tuning of vehicles. In Modelica, the complete experiment is defined as

c

b

Sensors

Analysis

Since earlier, VDL provides a various experiments
for dynamic simulation for full vehicles and subsystems. This section especially focuses on how also
steady-state, and quasi steady-state analyses can be
performed. Also, an expansion of the capabilities of
the sensor suite is motivated.

Finding the steady state solution in many cases
means solving this equation for
, where often
but not always are zeros. The unknowns are typically
combinations of
. When approaching the problem from a solver point-of-view, the result is a nonlinear system of equations that in many cases is difficult to handle. There is ongoing work with Homotopy methods to improve the capabilities of the tools
in this respect [10].
Practically, there are some further aspects to consider, and the most important one is that you want an
answer even if there is no mathematical solution. A
typical application is to take the car to its limit in
some sense. The purpose of the analysis is to figure
out where that limit is so any approach will at some
point shoot over the target.
VDL has been extended to handle this in a robust
way. The idea is to modify the model so that the
steady state formulation is presented to the solver as
a dynamic simulation. The states that describes the
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principal motion of the car, , is separated from the
other states and
is introduced for the corresponding inputs. A set of residual flow variables,
, is
introduced to match the principal states and then
is used to minimize
. To the tool, this is presented as
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new method of modeling
the hybrid external gear pumps based on Modelica
and assess it experimentally. We model the whole
working process of an external gear pump. The
chamber of the pump is divided into a set of Control
Volumes (CVs), whose effective volumes change
along with the rotation of the gears. The CVs take in
fluid from the inlet port and squeeze fluid out at the
outlet port. The whole model of the pump also takes
into account flow ripple, pressure distribution, leakages, meshing conditions, etc. Details of each component of the whole pump are provided. From the
pressure distribution in space of the gear tooth, we
can calculate radial force on shaft, based on which
the shaft motion can be simulated.
We carry out a set of predictions in MWorks and
report some results on the post processing. These
results are consistent with those from the experimental data.
Keywords: Hybrid Gear-Pump Modeling; Control
Volumes; Pressure Distribution; Radial Force on
shaft; Modelica

Nomenclature
B the gear thickness
hc1 the radial clearance of the bearing
hc2 the axial clearance of the bearing
n the tooth number

1

Introduction

The gear pumps are among the oldest and most
commonly used pumps in the industry. It has become
the main choice for fuel system designers due to long
life, minimum maintenance, high reliability, capabil-

ity to operate with low lubricating fuel, low heat input to fuel, small size, and low weight.
External gear pumps use a simple mechanism
(two gears) to generate flow and therefore have a
minimum number of parts associated with the design.
However, many factors ignored in the design, for
example the volumetric efficiency and the pressure
peaks, may greatly influence the performance of the
pump.
In order to improve the design of the pumps, a
good first step is to develop a mathematic model for
the simulation. Some work focusing on different aspects of this aim has been done in the past few years.
Manring and Kasaragadda [1] presented an approach to finding a solution for the instantaneous
length of action for the two contacting teeth in order
to study the flow ripple. In theoretical research,
pumps are considered in an ideal case: (1) the fluid is
incompressible, (2) fluid leakage is neglected, and (3)
the pump parts are inflexible.
Heisler et al [2] used the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to better analyze the effect of modifying the design of an existing external gear pump.
This paper also developed a new approach to simulating the helical gears. Although the computational
time and model complexity have been reduced,
simulations can be done only under some restrictive
assumptions, including restricted flow domain, definite values of the boundary conditions, and fixed
position of the gear axes.
Wahab [3] presented a simple analytical and explicit approach to predicting the leakage flow rate
under different inlet/outlet pressure differences.
Castilla et al [4, 5] studied experimentally the
movement of the shaft of a driven gear in a gear
pump, in particular the dynamics of the shaft in the
journal bearing of a gear pump.
Elia [6] developed a mathematical model that
simulates the running in of external gear pumps, taking into account the factors mentioned above. Be-
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sides, the model also estimates the quantity of material taken away.
Following a different way, Vacca et al [7] provided a global description of the pump or motor. They
implemented a model, named HYGESim, in the
AMESim® platform. The model uses both standard
sub-models and C++ sub-models developed by the
authors.
Though valuable in some aspects, these studies
are unable to develop a global hybrid model, which
is the goal of our paper. We construct a hybrid model of the external gear pumps by using a multidomain modeling language, Modelica on MWorks®
[8]. The model takes into account the leakages, compressibility of the oil, flow ripple, pressure distribution, etc. It can also calculate forces and torques,
which are the base of modeling the shaft motion.
The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 describes the mechanical system. Section 3 gives an
overview of the theory on which the pumps are modeled based and details about each component of the
whole pump. Section 4 reports the simulation results
and campares them with those in [7]. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Pump Description

Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view taken through
the gears of a typical gear pump.

Figure1 Control Volumes Defined in the Fluid Dynamic
Model

Note: like most actual gear pumps, this pump has
two identical gears to displace fluid. The superscripts
g1 and g2 denote the driving and driven gears respectively. The tooth number of gear 1 is the same as
that of gear 2. The Control Volumes (CVs) within
the tooth gaps are variables dependent on the gear
angle. The subscripts i is the index of these Control
Volumes. The Outlet and Inlet volumes are two fixed
volumes at the outlet and inlet ports respectively.
To produce a flow within a gear pump, fluid is
carried by the CVs from the intake side of the pump
to the discharge side of the pump through the transition zone. As the gears rotate, these CVs increase
their pressure to when reach the high-pressure chamber. As the gear teeth mesh in the meshing zone, fluid is squeezed out of each tooth gap by the mating

tooth. When two tooth pairs contact, a trapped volume is generated. This may cause positive pressure
peaks and the onset of cavitation. (To avoid this, the
trapped volume must be connected to the high or low
pressure chambers, which is the role of the relief
grooves in the lateral bushes.) On the intake side, the
gear teeth are coming out of the mesh. The volumes
of CVs increase so that fluid is inhaled into the tooth
gaps. This process repeats itself for each revolution
of the pump and therefore displaces fluid at a rate
proportional to the pump speed.

3
3.1

Model Description
Overview

In this section, we first give an overview of the
pump model. Some components come from a free
library HyLibLight [9] based on Modelica.
The aim of this paper is to construct a hybrid
model of the external gear pumps. It considers the
leakages, compressibility of the oil, flow ripple,
pressure distribution, etc. Specifically, the pump is
modeled under the following assumptions:
1) The gears and the housing case are rigid; only
the oil is compressible.
2) The position of the shaft is known before the
simulation and is fixed during the simulation.
3) The pressure at every single isolated region
and fixed volume is well-proportioned.
4) The temperatures in all CVs are the same and
constant.
5) The tooth numbers of the two gears are the
same.
In Figure1, a pump is divided into 2n+2 control
volumes, where n is the tooth number of a gear. Figure 2 shows the flows between those control volumes. This method is similar to but not the same as
that in [6]. There is no variation in the number of the
control volumes which causes variation in the number of differential equations.
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Figure 4 Calculated Forces & Torques Acting on Gear 1

Figure 4 shows the calculated Forces and Torques acting on the driving gear, where Fpg1 is the resultant force of the pressure distributed along the
Figure 2 The Flows Between the Control Volumes
g1
g1
Note: arrows do not mean the flow directions; the circle, Fc is the contact force, Fb is the force load
direction of the flow depends on the pressure differ- on the bearing of gear1 and Ti is the torque supplied
ential and the rotation direction. As the gears rotating, by the pressure in CVi.
Note: most of CVs, except those in the meshing
the channels of some flows are shutting down and
zone,
do not have any effect on the gear rotation,
some of others (not shown in this figure) are turning
because
the pressures in these tooth gaps counteract
on.
Dark blue lines in the meshing zone represent the and no torque is acting (for example, Ti+1 =0). Deleakages from a trapped volume on one gear to a CV tails will be given in the next few sections.
The coordination system is shown in Figure 5.
on the other gear.
The flow between CVig1 and CVi+1g2 is the leakage
through the clearance between two meshing surfaces;
The flow between CVig1 and CVig2 is the leakage
through the clearance between two un-meshing surfaces.
Relief Grooves are chambers to which the CVs
connect in turn. Flows from the CVs to the Relief
Grooves in the meshing zone are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 5 Coordination System

3.2

Control Volumes

3.2.1 Volume
A Control Volume is the space between two adjacent teeth. The maximum volume (see Figure 5, the
gray region) of this gap is related to the gear dimensions (e.g. tooth number, modulus, thickness, etc).
As the gears rotating, gear pairs mesh together. A
Figure 3 Flows from the CVs to the Relief Grooves (RG) tooth on the other gear squeezes into the gap, so the
RG1 on the outlet side is used to decrease the effective volume of the gap decreases (see Figure 5,
peak of the pressure trapped in the CVs; RG2 on the the blue region). The effective volume of CVi is a
function of the angle φi：
inlet side is used to restrain the cavitation.
As shown in Figure 3, the dashed line 1 means
the flow between CV8g2 and RG1 is forming. Solid
line 2 and 4 mean that there is a fluid flow between
CV8g1 and CV7g2 through RG1. Dashed line 3 means
that the channel between CV7g1 and RG1 is being
turned off.
Figure 6 Effective Volume as a Function of Angle φ
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This relationship can be expressed in an approximate equation:

Vmax ,  < -1 or  > + 2

V   x3[ x2 x1 (Vmax  Vmin ) / 2 
 cos((   ) f )  (V  V ) / 2)] , otherwise
max
min

where

load due to the pressure in red zone 1 is equal to the
sum of Ft and Fr. And

Ft1  B  Pi g 2  (rm  ra )
Fr1  B  Pi g 2  (rm *  1 )
Similarly, for zone 2 and zone 3 we have:

Ft 2  B  Pi g1  (rn  rm )

x3  c31 cos((   ) f )  c32

Fr 2  B  Pi g1  (rm *  2 )

x2  c21 cos((   ) f )  c22

Ft 3  B  Pi 1g 2  (ra  rn )

x1  c11 cos((   )  2 f )  c12
f  2 / (1  2 )
c11  0.25 c12  0.75 c21  0.25

Fr 3  B  Pi 1g 2  (rn *  1 )
Then:

Fi   j 1 Ftj  i 1 Frj
3

3

c22  0.75 c31  0.4 c32  0.6
 2 / n  ( Index  1) ,if gear1
phase  
2 / n  ( Index  0.5) ,if not
θ1 and θ2 are the critical angles (see Figure 7).

Figure 8 The chamber of CVig1 divided into 3 parts

Figure 7 Critical Angles

3.2.4 Torque

3.2.2 Pressure distribution
The pressure in each CVi is given by the equation:

p



V

 (q  qcham )

Because only the component Ft has an effect on
the gear rotation, the torque produced by CVig1 can
be calculated as follows:

T  ( Ft1 (ra  rm )  Ft 2 (rm  rn )  Ft1 (rn  ra )) / 2

where
β oil bulk modulus

qcham the rate of the net flow that flows into the
chamber
p pressure of the volume

Interfaces and Icon
The interfaces and icon are shown in Figure 9.

The pressure distribution is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 9 Icon of a Control Volume

3.2.3 Radial Force Produced by Pressure
As shown in Figure 4, the load on a bear is the
sum of the loads produced by the distributing pressure and the contact force. Ideally, the loads due to
the pressure of most CVs have only one radial component (Fr in Figure 4), since we have assumed (in
section 错误!未找到引用源。) that the pressure in
any isolated region is well-proportioned.
When a CV turns into the meshing zone, the
chamber will be divided into 2 or 3 parts by the coupling tooth on the other gear (see Figure 8). The

3.3

Internal Leakages

Both gears rotate within the housing. The interspace is made because of lubrication between two
relative moving objects. The gap between two gear
teeth and casing is assumed to maintain a known
value. Leakage occurs through these internal clearances due to both the pressure differences and the
relative motion.
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There are four types of sources of internal leakages due to the pressure differences:
Qp: Flows from one CV to an adjacent one
through the tips of the gear teeth and the case.
Qz: Flows from the outlet volume to the inlet volume through the meshing zone.
Qm: Flows through the gap between two mating
surfaces.
Qd: Flows from the CVs to the drainage circle
through the interspace between the gear and the case.
There is another kind of leakage that is caused by
the relative motion and oil viscosity (see Figure 10,
Qw). It results in a little increase in the flow rate because the rotation brings oil to the outlet volume.

Figure 10 Internal Leakages

In general, for the first type of leakage it is assumed that the pressure around the case rises linearly
across each tooth tip. Hence, the volumetric flow
from CVig1 to CVi-1g1 due to the pressure drop is given by ([2]):

Figure 12 Icons of the Five Types of Leakages

3.4

Mechanical Parts

Mechanical parts contain the mounting, the bears
and the mesh models. Mounting is used to fix the
bears that support the gear pair. This paper does not
cover the position of the shaft. So we choose a component FixedTranslation from Modelica.Mutibody to
fix the two gears. Model IdealGear is used to transmit torque, which does not consider elasticity, damping or backlash. If we want to consider these effects,
the gears have to be connected to other elements in
an appropriate way.
The diagram of mechanical parts is shown in
Figure 13.

Qpi  dp  G  dp  h3b / (6 r )
where dp is the pressure differential.
The diagram of leakage QP is shown in Figure
11.

Figure 13 Diagram of the Mechanical Parts

1-Driving gear 2-Driven gear 3-IdealMesh 4FixedTranslation 5-flange that transmits a driving
torque
6-flange that transmits the resistance moment 7frame, forces on shaft1
Interfaces and icon of the mechanical parts are
shown as follows:

Figure 11 Diagram of Leakage Qp

where n is the tooth number, LR is a laminar resistor
model [9].
Other leakages due to pressure are similar to Qpi,
see [2][4].
The volumetric flow produced by the relative motion has a uniform distribution from zero to v, where
v is the relative velocity of the tip with respect to the
case. The volumetric flow is defined as [2]:

Qwi  hc1  B  v / 2

The interfaces and icons of five types of leakages
are shown in Figure 12.
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3.5

,if 1 < < 2
d
hd   max
 d min ,otherwise

Radial Forces

Radial Forces produced by the CVs has been calculated (see section 3.2.3). In the model of CV, radial force is decomposed into x- and y- components,
which are then summed up in the model RadialForce.
Figure 15 shows the diagram of the RadialForce as
well as its interfaces and icon.

Figure 17 Hydraulic-Diameter as a Function of Angle
φ

Interfaces and icons of a channel are shown in
Figure 18.

Figure 15 Interfaces, Icon and Diagram of Model RadialForce

Figure 18 Interfaces and Icon of a Model connected to
Outlet Volume (High Pressure Chamber)

3.6

The channel between a CV and the inlet volume
is similar.

Channels from CVs to Inlet/Outlet Volumes

Along with the rotation of the gears, when a CV
comes to the position of CVi+2g1, the channel between
it and the outlet volume opens; when it comes to the
position of CVig1, this channel becomes to close.
Critical angles, shown in Figure 16, are calculated in
respective models.

3.7

Viscosity Torque

In the ideal case, Viscosity models can be treated
as dampers. There are two types of viscosity torques
acting on a gear, the radial torque and the axial
torque (see Figure 19). The equations of these torques are given by:

 r   Ar 2 / hc1
2  r
a 
 r 2 r dr
hc 2 r
a

0

 4 r 3  / (3hc 2 )

,if r

r0

Figure 16 Critical Angles of Channel Model Connecting
CV and Outlet Volume

Equations of the critical angles are given as follows:

1    agap
2   

Figure 19 Radial Torques and Axial Torques

Interfaces and icons of the torque models are
shown in Figure 20.

where γ is a parameter about the pump dimension. η
can be calculated from Figure 16.
The hydraulic diameter of the channel connecting
a CV to the outlet volume is given by:
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Figure 20 Interfaces and Icons of Torque Models

Other resistance moments, for example those
caused by the bears, can be added as a component.
Figure 23 Simulation system diagram

3.8

System Model

Combining all the components above, we obtain a
whole pump as follows:

The simulation curves of the volumetric flow ripple as well as the average flow rate (in L/min) is
shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24 Volumetric flow ripple and average flow
rate

The pressure distribution in a tooth space within a
complete rotation cycle is shown in Figure 25.
Note: the pressure distribution in Figure 25 is
very similar to the pressure distribution along the
circle of a gear. But actually they are not the same.

Figure 25 Pressure Distribution in a Tooth Space for a
Complete Rotation Cycle

Figure 21 Diagram of a Whole Pump

The interfaces and icon are shown in Figure 22.

Order:

px  ( P  1e 6)  cos( )
p y  ( P  1e 6)  sin( )

The pressure distribution above is shown in Figure 26.
Figure 22 Interfaces and Icon of a Pump Model

4

Simulation Results

We implement the simulation based on the model
shown in Figure 23 to enable the comparison between our results and the experimental results in [7].
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Figure 26 (Left) Pressure distribution in a Tooth
Space for a Complete Rotation Cycle

The radius of the unit circle at the bottom is 10
bars.
Figure 27 (Right) Radial Force on Shaft 1 for a Complete Rotation Cycle and its Components in the Coordination in Figure 5.

By changing the parameters (e.g. G0, G1 shown in
Figure 23), we obtain a set of predictions. Both the
simulation results and the experimental results from
[7] are listed in Figure 28Figure 29. It is clear that
the simulation and the experimental results are very
close.

tween the result and the experimental data are given
in the end. Good agreement between them is founded.
From the pressure distribution in the space of a
gear tooth, radial force on shaft can be easily calculated, on which the motion of the shaft can be simulated based. This is left for future work.
Another weakness of the study is that there is little comparison with real applications and measurement data. It is a drawback as some minor malfunctions and parameters probably could not be identified.
Such comparison is also left for future work.
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Abstract
Air brake system has been widely used in heavy
trucks and intercity buses for its great superiority over other brake system. The practical performance of air brake system may be greatly different from if we analyze it with static theory.
Thus, it is necessary to build an integrate air
brake system model to simulate the process of
brake accurately. However, the dynamic mathematic model of air brake system is very complicate, which makes the model hard to be
solved. In this paper, the components of air
brake system are decomposed to several basic
standard pneumatic components, and then build
the system based on these basic standard pneumatic components. The standard pneumatic
components which are built in the softwareMWorks based on Modelica language include
cylinder, nozzle, air reservoir, volume, and air
pipe. An air brake system which contains brake
valve, relay valve, brake chambers and pipelines
is made based on the standard pneumatic components. The simulation results show the dynamic characteristics of air brake system.
Keywords: air brake system; dynamic model;
Modelica

1

Introduction

Brake system affects the safety of automotive
directly. The theories of brake system have been
well studied [1, 2, 3]. However, the theories of
brake system are almost limited to analyze the
system’s static characteristics such as the distribution of brake force between the front and rear
axle, brake efficiency and so on. There is little
literature focus on the dynamic characteristics of
brake system.

The vehicle brake system can be generally divided into hydraulic brake system and air brake
system. In fact, most tractor-trailer vehicles with
a gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) over
19000 lb, most single trucks with a GVWR over
31000 lb, most transit and intercity buses, and
about half of all school buses are equipped with
air brake systems [4]. Generally, the air brake
system will show longer delay time than the hydraulic brake system for the response of air pressure is relative slowly to hydraulic pressure. In
fact, the delay time for the pressure response has
enormous influence on the performance of the
vehicle brake system. Also the quick pressure
response is one of the most important indispensible working conditions for the anti-brake system (ABS) which has been widely used in automotives. Thus, to shorten the pressure response
time is necessary. Roudlf [1] has given an empirical equation to calculate the delay time for
the pressure response in air brake system, which
correlated with the brake chamber volume and
the length of pipelines. However, in practice we
often need a more accurate model to research the
delay time more exactly. So the model of air
brake system which can accurately predict the
pressure transmits from reservoir along the
brake pipelines to the brake valve, relay valve
and brake chamber should be build.
The mathematic model for dynamic responses of
air brake system is very complicated since many
differential equations need to be solved and
many parameters may be correlated with each
other, especially the parameters for the key
components, such as brake valve, relay valve
and pipelines. A non-linear model of the pneumatic subsystem of the air brake system which
relates the pressure in the brake chamber to the
brake valve plunger displacement and the supply
pressure to the brake valve has been developed
in [5,6]. The mathematic model is very compli-
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cated, which leads it hard to be solved. Wu [7] 2.1 Brake Valve
studied the robust of pneumatic brake system in
commercial vehicle, where the dynamics model The structure of brake valve is shown in Fig. 2.
Fp
is built in software-AMESim. In this paper, we
use the Modelica language [8, 9] to construct the
Stem Spring
Plunger
mathematic model, and we do not need to focus
xp
on the solver, which simplifies the work largely.
Rubber
Top Piston
Dtpl
Circuit
Top Piston
In this study, the pneumatic brake system model
Return Spring
xtp
Dtps
are built and simulated based on the Modelica
Exhaust
Top Valve
C
Port
language. In section 2, the constitutions of air
Assembly
brake system are presented; the air brake system
xtv
Dtvl
model is introduced in section 3. The simulation
Top Supply
Bottom
results are shown in section 4, and some conclu- Delivery
Top Valve
Inlet
Return Spring
sions are presented in the last section.
Port
t

Bottom Piston
Cb

2

Air brake system components

Bottom
Delivery

An essential layout of the air brake system of a
commercial vehicle is shown in Fig.1. The air
brake system contains air compressor, storage
reservoirs, brake valve, relay valve, brake
chambers and some brake lines.
Air
Compressor

Bottom
Supply

Bottom Valve
Return Spring
Bottom Valve
Assembly
Exhaust

Wet Reservoir

Figure. 2 Structure of brake valve
Rear
Reservoir

Brake
Top Valve
Chamber
Front Brake
Chamber

Delivery
port

Supply
port

Supply port

Bottom
Chamber

Front
Reservoir

Control
port

Relay
Valve

Rear Brake
Chamber

Delivery
port

Figure. 1 Schematic representation of an air brake
system

The driver applies the brake by pressing the
brake pedal on the brake valve. This action
makes the compressed air flow from the supply
port of the brake valve to its delivery port. For
the front circuit, the compressed air travels from
the delivery port in bottom chamber of the brake
valve through pipelines to the front brake chambers mounted on the front axles. For the rear circuit, the compressed air travels from the delivery
port in top chamber of the brake valve through
pipelines to the control port of relay valve,
which opens the supply port of relay valve and
makes the air flow to the rear brake chambers
mounted on the front axles.

There are two supply ports, two delivery ports,
and an exhaust port in the brake valve. The top
supply port and bottom supply port are connected to rear reservoir and front reservoir respectively, while the top delivery port and bottom delivery port are connected to relay valve
and front chambers respectively. For the top
chamber, when the driver applies pedal force to
the plunger, the force transmits to top piston
compressing the rubber plunger spring. If the
force acted on top piston is larger than the preload and friction, the top piston will move down.
The exhaust port will be closed when the top
piston touches the top valve, and the inlet port
will open if the force transmitted to top valve
can overcome the preload on top valve. Then the
compressed air in rear reservoir can flows into
top chamber, which makes the pressure in top
chamber increasing. The compressed air in top
chamber will produce a force that makes the top
piston and top valve move up, and the inlet port
will be closed gradually. The pressure keeps
constant for both the inlet port and exhaust port
are closed, thus the air pressure in top chamber
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keeps constant. If the driver reduces pedal force,
the balance of top piston will be broken. The top
piston moves up for the force made by compressed air larger than pedal force, which make
the exhaust port opened. Thus, the compressed
air flow to atmosphere and reduces the pressure.
The apply process of bottom chamber is similar
to the top chamber.
The flow areas of inlet port and exhaust port
have important effect on the characteristics of
brake valve. The positions of top piston and top
valve determine the flow areas of inlet port and
exhaust port, expressed by the following equations.
0
Ain = 
π Dtvl ( xtp − Ct )

π Dtps ( Ct − xtp )
Aex = 
0

xtp ≤ Ct

2.3

Brake chamber is the component transiting air
pressure to mechanical force. When the compressed air flows to the brake chamber, the air
pressure pushes the push rod move, and then the
mechanical force is transmitted to brake drum
which makes the vehicle decelerated. In this paper, we simplify the rear service and spring
brake chamber as the front service brake chamber (see Fig. 4).
Diaphrgam
Brake Chamber

Return Spring

(1)

xtp > Ct

Compressed Air

xtp ≤ Ct

Push Rod

(2)

xtp > Ct

Figure. 4 Structure of brake chamber

Where C t denotes the exhaust clearance, D tvl and
D tps are the geometry dimensions shown in Fig.
3
2, x tp is the displacement of top piston.
3.1
2.2

Brake Chamber

Modeling vehicle air brake system
Standard pneumatic components

Relay Valve

The standard pneumatic components include
air
volume, cylinder, nozzle, and pipe. We asThe structure of relay valve is similar to the
sume that the air temperature in volume is conbrake valve, shown in Fig. 3.
stant, and the thermal dynamic process is called
Control port
Relay Piston
isothermal. When the air flows to a constant volume, the pressure in the volume can be described by:
Relay Valve
(3)
P = mRT V
Return Spring
Relay Delivery

Relay Supply

Where P denotes the pressure, m denotes the air
mass in the volume, R denotes the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature, and V is the volume.

Exhaust

The cylinder is still assumed as isothermal, but
the volume is not constant. The volume can be
expressed as
The difference between the brake valve and re(4)
V= V0 + Ac s p
lay valve is that the control signal for brake
valve is the force supplied by pedal while the
control signal for relay valve is the compressed Where V 0 denotes the initial volume of cylinder
air from the brake valve. Relay valve can short- chamber, A c is the effective area of piston, and
en the delay time for the rear brake chambers s p denotes the displacement of piston.
which are far from the brake valve.
Figure. 3 Structure of relay valve
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The nozzles in pneumatic system can be modThe bottom chamber of brake valve is shown
eled as restrictions. The air flows from high- in Fig. 6.
pressure chamber (upstream) to low-pressure
chamber (downstream), the mass flow rate for
the nozzle can be expressed by
Pu

m = ACq Cm

(5)

Tu

Here, A is the flow area of nozzle, and C q is the
flow coefficient which can be expressed as
2

p 
p 
p 
0.8414 − 0.1002  d  + 0.8415  d  − 3.9  d 
Cq =
p
p
 u
 u
 pu 
4

p 
p 
+ 4.6001 d  − 1.6827  d 
p
u
 
 pu 

3

(6)

5

C m is the flow parameter can be expressed by [7,
8,10,11]




Cm = 




2

P  P 
2 γ
⋅
⋅  d  − d 
R γ − 1  Pu   Pu 

γ +1
γ

, if

.

The structure of relay valve is the same as the
bottom chamber of brake valve, so we would not
repeat it. Build the brake chamber based on the
standard pneumatic model, shown in Fig. 7.

(7)

γ

1

2 γ  2  γ −1
⋅
⋅
 ,
R γ −1  γ +1 

Pd
 2 
> Pcr =


Pu
 γ +1

γ
γ −1

if

Figure. 6 Structure of bottom chamber

Pd
 2  γ −1
≤ Pcr =


Pu
 γ +1

Where γ denotes the specific heat ratio, Pcr dentoes critical pressure ratio, P and T denote the
pressure and temperature respectively, subscript
u and d denote upstream and downstream respectively. The pipelines can also be modeled as
restriction.
3.2

Figure. 7(a) Structure of brake chamber

Air brake components

Build the air brake components models based
on the standard pneumatic model in softwareMWorks. The top chamber of brake valve is
shown in Fig. 5.

Figure. 7(b) Icon of brake chamber
3.3

Air brake system

Based on the components of air brake system,
construct the air brake system shown in Fig. 8.

Figure. 5Structure of top chamber
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Figure. 10 Pressure in brake chamber
Figure. 8 Air brake system
From the simulation results, we find that the
pressure in brake chamber is consistent with the
plunger force, but the pressure variation delays
4 Simulation results
to the plunger force. Through the simulation, we
Take the plunger force (enlarged pedal force) as can research the dynamic response of air brake
system further.
input signal and the pressure of air in brake
chamber as the output signal. Figure.9 shows a
specified plunger force variation curve. The
5 Conclusions
plunger force increases to 1200N from 0N during the period between 0 second and 0.4 second The dynamic model of air brake system is pre(apply phase), keep the force unchanged until sented in this paper. The mathematic models of
the time at 4 second (hold phase), and reduce the some standard pneumatic components are introforce to 0N during the period between 4 second duced and built in software- MWorks. The key
and 4.4 second (exhaust phase).
components of air brake system such as brake
valve, relay valve, and brake chamber are constructed based on the standard pneumatic components. The integrate air brake system is also
built using the key components, and the simulation results show dynamic characteristics of air
brake system. Through the dynamic simulation,
the delay time of brake system can be obtained
more accurately, which has helpful to improve
the performance of air brake system.
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Abstract
This article gives an overview of the Electric Energy
Storage (EES) library, which is proposed for inclusion in the Modelica Standard Library. The library
contains models with different complexity for simulating of electric energy storages like batteries (single cells as well as stacks) interacting with loads, battery management systems and charging devices. It is
shown how the models are defined and how they can
be parametrized. Finally, two example simulations are
presented.
Keywords: Energy storages, library, battery simulation
Figure 1: Electric Energy Stroage (EES) library structure

1

Introduction

Simulation is a commonly used technique to reduce
costs during the design and development process. The
energy storage system is a key issue, especially for
electric vehicles. Basic models of electric energy storages (EES) are already included in the commercial
SmartElectricDrives (SED) library [1]. The
EES library, presented in this article, provides basic
as well as more complex models for battery cells and
for battery stacks. It includes models for battery monitoring and measurement, chargers, loads, sensors and
battery management. This library can be used to simulate the behavior of electric energy storages in mobile
devices, stationary applications and in transportation
systems including hybrid as well as electric vehicles.
The models of the EES library are designed as universally as possible so that even very specific scenarios
can be simulated by varying the parametrization. In
the future it is intended to include the EES library in

the Modelica Standard Library (MSL).
This article shows how the EES library is structured,
how the fundamental models are defined and which
parameters are needed. Finally, two example simulations are presented. For implementing the EES library,
Dymola 7.4 and Modelica 3.2 are used [2–4].

2

Library structure

The EES library is structured as shown in Fig. 1. The
fundamental packages and models are now explained
in more detail.

2.1

Batteries

The Batteries package contains models for cells as
well as for stacks with 𝑛𝑠 serially connected cells and
𝑛𝑝 cells in parallel. Its structure is shown in Fig. 2.
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Table
1:
Common
input
parameters
of
the
StaticResistance
and
the
LinearDynamicImpedance cell model.
name

unit

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖
𝑂𝐶𝑉 𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

V

𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑖
𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝐶0

s
C
C
C

𝑘𝐶 𝑡

C/s

𝑘𝐶 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠

C/C

𝑥𝐶

Figure 2: Structure of the Batteries package as a
part of the EES library.

𝑢𝑠𝑒𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑃 𝑜𝑟𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙

2.1.1

Cells

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑅𝑠
𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝐶

K
K
K−1
K−1

description
initial state of charge
lookup table for the open circuit
voltage 𝑂𝐶𝑉 vs. the state of charge
𝑆𝑂𝐶
total cell life time
initial transferred charge
total transferable charge
capacity at 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 for 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 0 and
𝑡=0
linear 𝑡 dependency of the capacity
𝐶
linear 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 dependency of the capacity 𝐶
factor at which value of the capacity 𝐶 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝐶 = 0
boolean variable for using the heat
port
operational temperature if the heat
port is not used
reference temperature
linear temperature coefficient of 𝑅𝑠
linear temperature coefficient of the
capacity 𝐶

In the Cells package there are two different types
of cell models: Single and WithMeasurement.
While the Single cell models are models of the battery cell only, the WithMeasurement cell modAdditional input parameter of the
els extend the Single cell models with basic mea- Table 2:
surement. Each of these models can either be a StaticResistance cell model.
simple cell model with just an ohmic impedance name unit description
(StaticResistance) or a more complex cell 𝑅𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑓
Ω
ohmic resistance at reference temperature
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
model considering basic self discharge, a variable
ohmic impedance and a variable number of variable
RC elements (LinearDynamicImpedance).
The
output
variables
both
for
the
StaticResistance single cell model and
Single
the LinearDynamicImpedance are given in
The StaticResistance single cell model as well Table 4 and the calculation of them are presented in
as the LinearDynamicImpedance single model the following.
are shown in Fig. 3 and combined in the Single
Starting from 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖 the
package.
𝑄
Both single cell models have a positive (pin_p),
𝑆𝑂𝐶 = 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖 − ,
(1)
𝐶
a negative (pin_n) and an optional temperature
connector (heatPort). If the heatPort is not with the removed charge
used, it can be disabled and the model operates
𝑡∫𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝
at a fixed temperature (𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 ). The com𝑄=
𝐼(𝑡)𝑑𝑡.
(2)
mon parameters of the StaticResistance and
𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
the LinearDynamicImpedance cell models are
given in Table 1. For the StaticResistance sin- The open circuit voltage 𝑂𝐶𝑉 of a battery cell
gle cell model additionally to Table 1, the parame- changes with 𝑆𝑂𝐶 and can be extracted from a lookup
ter given in Table 2 is necessary. Instead, for the table 𝑂𝐶𝑉 𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 between the charging voltage limit
LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model, 𝐶𝑉 𝐿 and the discharging voltage limit 𝐷𝑉 𝐿. This
additionally to Table 1 the parameters given in Table 3 linearly interpolated lookup table for a lithium ion (Liare necessary.
ion) battery cell [5] is exemplarily shown in Fig. 4.
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pin_p
clock

pin_p
clock
calculator

calculator

iCell

i

startTime=tstart

T

temp

startTime=tstart

i

iCell

t

A

T

K

temp
i

i

num

SOH
C
cycles
SOC

t

A

SOH
C
cycles
SOC

2

heatPort
t

heatPort
selfDischarge

OCV

OCV

T=TOperati…

+

+

fixedTempera…

SOCOCVtable

-

-

T=TOperati…

SOCOCVTable

fixedTempera…

t
Rs

Rs

1

intH…

inter…

SOC

K

pin_n

pin_n

(a) StaticResistance

(b) LinearDynamicImpedance

Figure 3: Single cell model with a static impedance (a) and with a variable number of variable RC elements, a
variable ohmic impedance as well as with basic self discharge (b)
CVL

OCV

relates the total transferred charge to the cell capacity
𝐶. Therefore, one cycle is equivalent to the charge
transfer (regardless in which direction) of one full discharge and one full charge of the current capacity 𝐶.

Both cell models consider basic aging, which can be
divided into calendaric aging and aging due to cycling.
Calendaric aging of a cell is estimated from the time
DVL
𝑡 and the absolute transferred charge 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 defines the
0
1
SOC
aging due to cycling. Aging of a battery mainly influences the capacity 𝐶 (decreasing) and the internal
Figure 4: Linear interpolation of the measured open impedance (increasing).
circuit voltage (𝑂𝐶𝑉 ) for different state of charge
The cell capacity
(𝑆𝑂𝐶) of a Li-ion battery cell [5].
The total transferred charge between 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 is
𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑖 +

𝑡∫𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝

⋅ (1 + 𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝐶 ⋅ (𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑃 𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )) (6)
∣𝐼(𝑡)∣𝑑𝑡

(3)

𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

is temperature dependent and decreases with increasing time 𝑡 (calendaric aging) as well as with increasing
transferred charge 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 (aging due to cycling).

and the equivalent number of cycles
𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 = 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖 +

𝑡∫𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝

∣𝐼(𝑡)∣
𝑑𝑡,
2⋅𝐶

(4)

𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

with
𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖 =

2⋅

𝐶 = (𝐶0 + 𝑘𝐶 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑡 + 𝑘𝐶 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 ⋅ 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 )

𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑖
𝐶0 +𝐶(𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ,𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑖 ,𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑃 𝑜𝑟𝑡 )
2

,

(5)

The difference between the StaticResistance
and the LinearDynamicImpedance single cell
model is the configuration of internal impedance on
the one hand and the self discharge on the other hand.
The StaticResistance single cell model
has just a single, temperature dependent, ohmic
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Table 3:
Additional input parameters of the Table
4:
Calculated
output
variables
LinearDynamicImpedance cell model.
of
the
StaticResistance
and
the
LinearDynamicImpedance
cell
model.
name
unit
description
𝐼𝑠𝑑0

A

𝑘𝑠𝑑 𝑡

A/s

𝑘𝑠𝑑 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠

A/C

𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑑

K−1

𝑅𝑠0
𝑘𝑅𝑠 𝑆𝑂𝐶
𝑘𝑅𝑠 𝑡
𝑘𝑅𝑠 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝑛𝑢𝑚
< 𝑅𝑑0 >
< 𝑘𝑅𝑑 𝑆𝑂𝐶 >

Ω
Ω
Ω/C
Ω/C
Ω
Ω

< 𝑘𝑅𝑑 𝑡 >

Ω/s

< 𝑘𝑅𝑑 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 >

Ω/C

< 𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑅𝑑 >

K

−1

< 𝐶𝑑0 >

F

< 𝑘𝐶𝑑 𝑆𝑂𝐶 >

F

< 𝑘𝐶 𝑑 𝑡 >

F/s

< 𝑘𝐶𝑑 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 >

F/C

𝑥𝑍

name

self discharge current at 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 for
𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 0 and 𝑡 = 0
linear 𝑡 dependency of self discharge current
linear 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 dependency of self discharge current
linear temperature coefficient of
self discharge current 𝐼𝑠𝑑
series resistance at 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 for
𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 0 and 𝑡 = 0
linear 𝑆𝑂𝐶 dependency of 𝑅𝑠
linear 𝑡 dependency of 𝑅𝑠
linear 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 dependency of 𝑅𝑠
number of series RC elements
array of length 𝑛𝑢𝑚 of 𝑅𝑑 at 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
for 𝑆𝑂𝐶 = 0, 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 0 and 𝑡 = 0
array of length 𝑛𝑢𝑚 of linear 𝑆𝑂𝐶
dependency of 𝑅𝑑
array of length 𝑛𝑢𝑚 of linear 𝑡 dependency of 𝑅𝑑
array of length 𝑛𝑢𝑚 of linear 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠
dependency of 𝑅𝑑
array of length 𝑛𝑢𝑚 of linear temperature coefficient of 𝑅𝑑
array of length 𝑛𝑢𝑚 of 𝐶𝑑 for
𝑆𝑂𝐶 = 0, 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 0 and 𝑡 = 0
array of length 𝑛𝑢𝑚 of linear 𝑆𝑂𝐶
dependency of 𝐶𝑑
array of length 𝑛𝑢𝑚 of linear 𝑡 dependency of 𝐶𝑑
array of length 𝑛𝑢𝑚 of linear 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠
dependency of 𝐶𝑑
factor at which value of the internal,
ohmic impedance 𝑍 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑍 = 0

unit

𝑆𝑂𝐶
𝑂𝐶𝑉
𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑡
𝑆𝑂𝐻
𝑆𝑂𝑆
𝐶
𝑉

V
C
s

C
V

description
state of charge
open circuit voltage
total transferred charge
number of equivalent cycles
calendaric cell time
state of health
state of sickness
capacity
cell voltage

cling). The serial resistor 𝑅𝑠 is modeled as
𝑅𝑠 =
(𝑅𝑠0 + 𝑘𝑅𝑠 𝑆𝑂𝐶 ⋅ 𝑆𝑂𝐶 + 𝑘𝑅𝑠 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑡 + 𝑘𝑅𝑠 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 ⋅ 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 )
⋅ (1 + 𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑅𝑠 ⋅ (𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑃 𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )). (8)
For 𝑛 = 1 . . . 𝑛𝑢𝑚
𝑅𝑑 [𝑛] = (𝑅𝑑0 [𝑛]+
𝑘𝑅𝑑 𝑆𝑂𝐶 [𝑛] ⋅ 𝑆𝑂𝐶 + 𝑘𝑅𝑑 𝑡 [𝑛] ⋅ 𝑡 + 𝑘𝑅𝑑 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 ⋅ 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 )
⋅ (1 + 𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑅𝑑[𝑛] ⋅ (𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑃 𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )). (9)
and since there is no temperature dependency for capacitances considered
𝐶𝑑 [𝑛] = 𝐶𝑑0 [𝑛] + 𝑘𝐶𝑑 𝑆𝑂𝐶 [𝑛] ⋅ 𝑆𝑂𝐶
+ 𝑘𝐶𝑑 𝑡 [𝑛] ⋅ 𝑡 + 𝑘𝐶𝑑 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 [𝑛] ⋅ 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 . (10)

impedance, modeled as

𝑅𝑠 =
𝑅𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑓 ⋅ (1 + 𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑅𝑠 ⋅ (𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑃 𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )). (7)

It does not consider impedance increase due to aging.
In contrast, the LinearDynamicImpedance
single cell model has an ohmic impedance and 𝑛𝑢𝑚
serially connected RC elements for the transient behavior of the electrodes of an electrochemical energy storage as shown in Fig. 5 [6, 7]. All ohmic
impedances (𝑅𝑠 , 𝑅𝑑 1 . . . 𝑅𝑑 𝑛𝑢𝑚 ) are temperature dependent and have a linear dependency on state of
charge 𝑆𝑂𝐶, on the time 𝑡 (calendaric aging) as well
as on the transferred charge 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 (aging due to cy-

Moreover, the LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model considers basic self discharge which is
linear dependent on the temperature, the time (calendaric aging) and the transferred charge (aging due to
cycling).
While with the StaticResistance single cell
model only the basic impedance behavior can be simulated, the LinearDynamicImpedance can be
used to simulate single cells very accurate if the
parametrization work is well done.
The capacity as well as the internal impedance (only
with the LinearDynamicImpedance single cell
model) can change due to aging and the state of health
𝑆𝑂𝐻 (and accordingly the state of sickness 𝑆𝑂𝑆)
compares the current condition of a battery cell to its
ideal (initial) condition. The 𝑆𝑂𝐻 is divided into the
𝑆𝑂𝐻𝐶 and 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝑍 :
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OCV

𝑺𝑶𝑯

0.6

Figure 5: Battery model with one ohmic impedance
and 𝑛𝑢𝑚 serially connected RC elements.

0.2
0

as shown in Fig. 6.
For a new cell, 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝐶 = 1 and 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝑍 = 1 and
therefore also 𝑆𝑂𝐻 = 1. When the capacity 𝐶 decreases (due to calendaric aging or aging due to cycling) to 𝑥𝐶 ⋅ 𝐶0 (e.g. with 𝑥𝐶 = 0.8), 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝐶 = 0.
Hence,
1
𝑥𝐶
⋅𝐶 −
.
𝐶0 ⋅ (1 − 𝑥𝐶 )
1 − 𝑥𝐶

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
𝑺𝑶𝑯𝑪

SOHC

(13)

1

0.5

0

0 xC·C0

C0
C

𝑍0 = 𝑅𝑠0 + 𝑅𝑑0 [1] + 𝑅𝑑0 [2] + . . . + 𝑅𝑑0 [𝑛𝑢𝑚], (14)

𝑆𝑂𝐻𝑍 =

1
𝑥𝑍
⋅𝑍 −
.
𝑍0 ⋅ (1 − 𝑥𝑍 )
1 − 𝑥𝑍

1

𝑺𝑶𝑯𝒁

1

increases (due to calendaric aging or aging due to cycling) to 𝑥𝑍 ⋅ 𝑍0 (e.g. with 𝑥𝑍 = 2), where

𝑆𝑂𝐻𝑍 = 0. Therefore,

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

(12) Figure 6: Dependancy of the state of health 𝑆𝑂𝐻
from 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝐶 and 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝑍 .

Similarly, when the sum of all internal, ohmic
impedances
𝑍 = 𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅𝑑 [1] + 𝑅𝑑 [2] + . . . + 𝑅𝑑 [𝑛𝑢𝑚]

0

SOHZ

𝑆𝑂𝐻𝐶 =

0.4

(a) 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝐶

0.5

0

xZ·Z0 C0

Z0
Z

(b) 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝑍

Figure 7: Partial state of health with respect to the
capacity 𝐶 and to the impedance 𝑍 with paramters
(15) 0 < 𝑥 < 1 and 𝑥 > 1.
𝐶
𝑍

Fig.7 shows the dependency of 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝐶 and 𝑆𝑂𝐻𝑍
from 𝐶 and 𝑍, respectively.
WithMeasurement
In
the
WithMeasurement
package
there are two cell models with measurement:
The StaticResistance and the
LinearDynamicImpedance.
Both contain
basic measurement and instances of the corresponding
single cell model. Fig. 8 shows for example the
LinearDynamicImpedance with measurement.
The voltage, the current and the temperature of the
single cell model are measured and provided with the
singleCellBus (cf. section 2.7). The cell models
with measurement have the same connectors as the
single cell models (pin_p, pin_n and heatPort)
but have additionally the singleCellBus. Therefore several instances of these can be connected

together (serially and in parallel) and the basic
measurement of each cell is done.
The advantage of separating the cell models in
Single and WithMeasurement models shows
up when it comes to stacks and the current of
each cell should be measured. Fig. 9 shows the
icons for the Single and WithMeasurement for
the StaticResistance cell as well as for the
LinearDynamicImpedance cell models with enabled heatPort.
2.1.2

Stacks

Stacks are 𝑛𝑠 serially connected cells and 𝑛𝑝 cells in
parallel as shown in Fig. 10. The Stacks package
is structured in the same way as the Cells package.
There are Single and WithMeasurement stacks
where each uses either the StaticResistance or
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Figure 8: Cell model with measurement. The measured current, temperature and voltage are provided to
the outside via the singleCellBus
Figure 10: Battery stack with 𝑛𝑠 serially and 𝑛𝑝 connected cells.
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Figure 9: Icons for the StaticResistance
(Single (a), WithMeasurement (b)) and for
the LiniearDynamicImpedance (Single (c),
WithMeasurement (d)) cell model with enabled
heat port.
the LinearDynamicImpedance cell models.
The StaticResistance single stack model is a
stack with all equal cells and therefore only one cell
needs to be calculated and parameterized. It is basically a StaticResistance single cell model that
scales the parameters of the model components and behaves like 𝑛𝑠 ⋅ 𝑛𝑝 equally parameterized instances of
StaticResistance single cell models. For example the value of the series resistance is then 𝑅𝑠0 ⋅𝑛𝑠 /𝑛𝑝
with the value 𝑅𝑠0 for a single cell. Hence, it is much
faster than a model with 𝑛𝑠 ⋅ 𝑛𝑝 instances of equally
parametrized cell models.
The
LinearDynamicImpedance
single stack model has 𝑛𝑠 ⋅ 𝑛𝑝 instances of the
LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model
and the serial and parallel connections are textually
generated with loops:

//parallel connection
for p in 1:np-1 loop
for s in 1:ns loop
connect(cell[s,p].pin_p,cell[s,p+1].pin_p);
connect(cell[s,p].pin_n,cell[s,p+1].pin_n);
end for;
end for;
//connector connection
for s in 1:ns loop
connect(cell[s,1].pin_p,pin_pCell[s]);
connect(cell[s,1].pin_n,pin_nCell[s]);
end for;
//top connection
connect(cell[1, 1].pin_p, pin_pPackage);
//bottom connection
connect(cell[ns, np].pin_n, pin_nPackage);
//heatPort connection
connect(cell[:,:].heatPort,heatPort[:,:]);

Each
scalar
parameter
of
the
LinearDynamicImpedance single cell model is
extended to an array of dimension 𝑛𝑠 ×𝑛𝑝 and the array
parameters of the LinearDynamicImpedance
single cell model now have the dimension
𝑛𝑠 × 𝑛𝑝 × 𝑛𝑢𝑚. Each cell in this stack can be
parametrized individually and therefore also cell
variance in a stack can be simulated. All single
cell connectors and all temperature connector are
conditionally available. Fig. 11 shows the icons
for all different stack models. Therefore a separate
thermal model can be considered. With the single
cell connectors and an additional model even cell
balancing can be simulated [8].
equation
From
each
single
stack
model
//series connection
(StaticResistance
and
for s in 1:ns-1 loop
LinearDynamicImpedance)
there
is
also
a
connect(cell[s,1].pin_n,cell[s+1,1].pin_p);
end for;
version with measurement (StaticResistance
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Figure 11:
Icons for the Single (a), Figure 12: VoltageCycling model in the
WithMeasurement (b) StaticResistance BatteryManagement package.
stack models with enabled heat ports and
the Single (c),
WithMeasurement (d) (in combination with a charging device and a load).
LinearDynamicImpedance
stack
models
with enabled heat as well as single cell ports .

2.3

Chargers

Table 5: Parameters of the VoltageCycling bat- In the Chargers package there is a constant current,
constant voltage (CCCV) charging device modeled. A
tery management model.
CCCV charging device charges a battery with a conname
unit description
stant current until its 𝐶𝑉 𝐿 is reached (constant cur𝑛𝑠
number of serially connected cells
rent phase). Then a constant voltage is applied and the
𝑛𝑝
number of parallel connected cells
current decreases (constant voltage phase). The charg𝐼𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
A
final charging switch off current
ing device is switched off when the charging current
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
V
maximal cell voltage
𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
V
minimal cell voltage
reaches the final charging switch off current (typically
𝑡𝑐
s
delay time after charging
5% of the 1h discharging current).
𝑡𝑑
s
delay time after discharging
When the boolean input of the modeled charg𝑖𝑛𝑖
true for initial discharging
ing device is true (e.g. the boolean charging output
charging from the VoltageCycling model deand LinearDynamicImpedance) in the Stacks scribed in section 2.2), a current source provides a constant current. This current is controlled by a voltage
package.
input (e.g. the maximal cell voltage in a battery stack),
a reference voltage (parameter 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) and limited by
2.2 Battery Management
the maximal charging current (parameter 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 ).
In the current version of the EES library there is
a voltage cycling device (VoltageCycling) im- 2.4 Loads
plemented. Fig. 12 gives an overview about the
VoltageCycling model and its parameters are In the Loads package there are models to discharge
a cell or a stack to cover typical lab situations (for exgiven in Table 5
It basically has two boolean outputs to operate with ample discharging a battery with a defined current or
loads and charging devices (cf. section 2.3 and 2.4). power profile). In extension to the electrical current
The cellBus can either be connected to a cell or a sources (a current source parametrized with a negative
stack. During charging if 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 of any cell is reached current can be used as a load) there are four different
and the charging current of all parallel connected cells loads considered:
is below 𝐼𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 , the boolean output discharging
∙ BooleanExternalControlledLoad
gets true after 𝑡𝑐 . When 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 of any cell is reached
during discharging, the boolean output charging
∙ BooleanConstantCurrent
gets true after 𝑡𝑑 . Therefore it is possible to cycle a
∙ BooleanConstantPower
cell or a stack within its voltage limits 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
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Figure 14: Test cell at constant temperature in a climate chamber.

sOHOut

cIn

2.7

cOut

(b) ControlBus

Figure 13: Structure of the CellBus (a) and the
ControlBus (b) with bus adaptors to all variables on
the bus (𝑣, 𝑖, 𝑇 for the CellBus and 𝑣, 𝑖, 𝑇 , 𝑂𝐶𝑉 ,
𝑆𝑂𝐶, 𝑆𝑂𝐻, 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠, 𝐶 for the ControlBus).
∙ SignalPower
All Boolean models have a boolean input on which
for example can be connected to the boolean output
discharging of the VoltageCycling model
(cf. section 2.2). If on is false the cell or the stack
is not being discharged.

2.5

Sensors

Interfaces

There are two buses available: The CellBus and the
ControlBus. The CellBus contains only measurable variables such as the cell voltage 𝑣, the cell current 𝑖 and the cell temperature 𝑇 . It can be used when
lab situations are simulated and only measurable variables are significant. It can also be used to test different battery monitoring systems, based on 𝑖, 𝑣 and
𝑇 . The ControlBus contains the variables from the
CellBus and additional the following: 𝑂𝐶𝑉 , 𝑆𝑂𝐶,
𝑆𝑂𝐻, 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 and 𝐶. It could for example be the communication between the battery management system
and the control units in an electric vehicle simulation.
In the Interfaces package there are also bus
adapters to extract/inject all these variables (Real
values) from/to the CellBus as well as from/to the
ControlBus. Figure 13 shows the structure of the
CellBus and of the ControlBus with the usage of
all bus adapters.

The Sensors package provides models to estimate the energy, the charge and the absolute charge 3 Examples
from/to a cell or a stack. The models provided
in the Electrical.Analog.Sensors package Two different examples are presented:
from the MSL are used and consequently extended.
First a LinearDynamicImpedance single cell
model with one (𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 1) RC element is parameterized according to [9]. A realistic current profile,
gained from the FTP72 cycle is continuously applied
2.6 Icons
to the parameterized model as well as to the real cell
In this package there are combined all icons used for [10]. The FTP72 cycle is a standardized real life drivthe packages.
ing cycle that simulates an urban route of 12.07 km.
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Figure 17: Current profile and voltage response from
the three cells from the example simulation.

switch
p

stack

parametrized using [5, 9]. The cells are cycled with a
40 A charging and a 40 A discharging current between
𝐶𝑉 𝐿 = 4.1 V and 𝐷𝑉 𝐿 = 2.7 V with a delay
after charginging 𝑡𝑐 = 100 s and after discharging
ns
𝑡𝑑 = 50 s. Cycling means continuously charging
and discharging, which is a typical lab application for
batteries. Fig. 16 shows the simulation arrangement
with the charging device (charger), the battery manground
agement (cycling), the battery stack (stack), the
discharger (load) and a switch (switch). Fig. 17
Figure 16: Simulation arrangement for cycling a batshows the battery stack current and the voltage from
tery stack.
all three cells.
charger

load

v on

on

cycling

np

dch. Vmax

ch.

Vmin

This cycle is applied to a compact electric vehicle to
extract the realistic current profile. The current profile
is repeated starting from the full charged cell until it
reaches discharging voltage limit 𝐷𝑉 𝐿. This experiment is performed at constant temperature and Fig. 14
shows the test cell in a climate chamber. Fig. 15 compares the simulated to the measured cell voltage. The
error, related to the measured voltage, between the
simulated and the measured voltage stays below 2%
at 𝑆𝑂𝐶 ≈ 0.5 during one complete FTP72 cycle.
Therefore the chosen model approach is appropriate.
For the second example, three serially connected
cells using the LinearDynamicImpedance stack
model (without temperature and cell connectors) with
different capacities are simulated. The cell capacities
are 𝐶1 = 35 Ah, 𝐶2 = 40 Ah, 𝐶3 = 45 Ah and

4

Conclusions

The Electric Energy Storage library, which is intended
to be included in the Modelica Standard Library, has
been described. The structure of the library and key
parameters as well as the equations of the models for
determining the output variables have been presented.
Two typical lab tests for batteries have been simulated
as an example to show the interaction of the models
and to show the correctness of the model approach.
With the Electric Energy Storage library the user has
a powerful tool to cover various applications of energy
storages with simulation. In combination with existing
libraries, (e.g. the SED) the behavior of electric energy
storages and the interaction for example with the pow-
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ertrain of an electric vehicle can be analyzed in detail.
Future work will focus on including of thermal models of electirc energy storages and the coupling with
the electrical models.
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Implementation of a transmission line model
for fast simulation of fluid flow dynamics
Stéphane Velut Hubertus Tummescheit
Modelon AB, Ideon Science Park, 22370 Lund, Sweden

Abstract
An implementation of a lumped and 1-dimensional
pipeline model for simulation of fast pressure and flow
transients such as water-hammer effects is presented.
It is an extension of the classical Transmission Line
Model (TLM), a transfer matrix representation of a
pipeline, relating pressure and volume flow rates at
the extremities of a pipeline. The proposed model has
extended previous work in different aspects. The extensions were developed for the detailed operational
investigation of a pipeline for the transport of carbon dioxide from a carbon capture plant to a suitable location for the geological storage of supercritical, dense phase carbon dioxide. A lumped temperature model, derived as the TLM model by integrating the distributed dynamics, has been added to describe the effect of heat losses in long pipelines. A
dynamic friction model that is explicit in the medium
and pipeline characterisitcs has also been included. Finally, it is shown that, with simple adjustments, the
model can reasonably well describe the pressure dynamics in turbulent flow conditions. Some simulations have been carried out to compare the performance of the proposed model to the one from the Modelica Standard Library, and the results were also compared to measurement results from the literature. The
resulting model has become useful for a wide variety of engineering applications: pipelines for gas and
oil, district heating networks, water distribution networks, wastewater systems, hydro power plants and
more. In the lumped, constant temperature version,
there are no discretization artifacts, and even in the discretized version taking into account spatial and temporal changes in temperature, discretization artifacts
are much smaller than for the standard finite volume
model. Moreover, the short simulation times make the
model suitable for real-time applications.

1 Introduction
A pipeline is a distributed system and its dynamics
is described by partial differential equations. Most
of the methods to compute flow transients are based
on a spatial discretization of the pipeline into small
segments. For accurate simulations of long ducts, a
high discretization level is necessary, which leads to
time-consuming computations. When only pressure
and flow at the extremities are of interest, it is possible to capture the pipeline dynamics with a low order
lumped model. The paper presents the implementation
of such a model, the Transmission Line Model, based
on the work presented in [5]. The original model has
been extended to include temperature dynamics, an
improved dynamic friction model, the effect of static
head and some handling of turbulent flow conditions.
The model presented in this paper captures the oscillations of the wave equation accurately with a lumped
model, under the assumption of constant or slowly
varying fluid properties. For suitable assumptions, the
model is both more accurate with respect to measurements and has a much faster execution time than discretized models. It is suitable for simulation of larger
multi-domain systems with variable time-step solvers,
and also for pipeline systems with long (hundreds of
kilometers) pipes. In contrast to discretized models
that include momentum dynamics, the TLM model
works fast and reliably also for zero-flow conditions.
The model is used in Modelon’s Hydraulics Library
as the long-line model without the thermal effects, and
in Modelon’s CombiPlant Library including the thermal effects.

2 Background
2.1 Fundamental equations

Keywords: water-hammer; transmision line model; One dimensional pressure and flow dynamics in a
circular pipeline is described at low Mach numbers
dynamic friction; lumped model, CO2 transport
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(q/A ≪ c) by coupled partial differential equations:

∂ p ρ c2 ∂ q
+
= 0
∂t
A ∂x
∂q A ∂ p
+
+ f (q) = 0
∂t ρ ∂x

(1)

analytically the two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for laminar flow, which resulted in the following
expression for f :
f (u) =
=

where q is the averaged flow rate at any section, p the
pressure, ρ the medium density, c the speed of sound
and A the cross-section area. The friction factor f (q),
which describes the pressure losses per unit of length
is defined by:

fs (u) + fu (u)
Z
ρν
∂u
8ρν
u
+
W (t − τ ) d τ
2
2
R
R
∂t

(6)

where the unsteady term fu depends on the weighting
function W with an analytical but irrational expression in the frequency domain. It was approximated
in the time-domain for transient simulations with the
method of characteristics. Zielke’s approach was later
τwall
extended to derive a dynamic friction model valid in
f (q) =
(2)
0.5 × ρ u2
turbulent regime, for smooth pipes [7] and rough pipes
[2]. The resulting model is as in the laminar case dewhere u = q/A is the fluid velocity and the wall shear scribed by an irrational transfer function, which is in
stress τwall is related to the velocity gradient in the ra- that case also dependent on the Reynolds number.
dial direction:

τwall = µ

∂u
∂y

(3)

Time-domain methods

and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.

2.2

Friction model

The friction factor, which depends on the medium viscosity and on the flow regime may be experimentally
derived or in some cases analytically computed on
physical considerations. In the case of steady state
flow, f (q) is related to the Fanning friction factor λ (q)
by
fs (q) = λ (q)

π Du2
8

2.3 Implementation

(4)

When the flow is laminar, the Darcy-Weisbach equa64
tion λ (q) = Re
, Re being the Reynolds number, leads
to
32ν
fs (q) = 2 q
(5)
D
and the equations (1) are therefore linear. In the case
of turbulent flow, the Fanning friction factor can be described by the Colebrook-White equation and the resulting equations (1) are not linear.
It is commonly assumed that the steady state relations for f are also valid dynamically, which is actually not the case during fast transients such as waterhammers. Indeed, under fast transients, the average
flow is influenced by 2D effects that the static friction
model does not capture well. In [8], the author derived
a dynamic wall shear stress model τwall (q) by solving

Fluid flow transients in a pipeline may be simulated using equation (1) together with a friction description and boundary conditions. Powerful commercial solvers implementing various Computational
Flow Dynamics techniques such as Finite Element or
Finite Volume methods, are available to numerically
solve those equations. Most of the techniques are
based on a spatial discretization of the pipeline into
small segments. For an accurate result in case of long
pipelines, many segments are required, resulting in
long computation times. Another limitation is the difficulty to simulate multi-domain models with complex
time-varying boundary conditions.
A simpler and well-established technique for fluid
flow simulation is the method of characteristics
(MOC), which transforms the PDE (1) into two sets
of ODE that can successfully be solved by fixed-step
solvers. The fixed connection between the spatial and
the temporal discretizations is the main limitation of
the MOC technique: it results in many segments when
the pipeline is long and it cannot be connected to variable step-solvers.
Frequency-domain methods
The second type of approach is based on a representation of the pipeline in the frequency domain. This
is a well-suited method for real-time simulations and
for system analysis such as control design or dynamic
optimization. The fundamental equations (1) are first
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−sT
1

Laplace-transformed and thereafter analytically integrated over the pipe length L:




P(s)
Q(s) x=L

=




coshΓ(s)L −Zc (s)sinhΓ(s)L 
P(s)
sinhΓ(s)L
Q(s) x=0
coshΓ(s)L
− Z (s)
c

e

G2f
R

Zc

p1 = Zc q1 + c1

(7)

The equations involve non-rational terms and cannot be efficiently implemented without approximation.
Two approaches are found in literature: the modal
description and the Transmission Line approach. In
the modal description, the irrational functions are approximated as truncated sum of low order linear filters
whereas the TLM approach makes use of both linear
filters and time-delays. As the TLM model describes
explicitely the inherent delay of the wave propagation
it results in lower orders model than the modal description.
The pipeline model that is described in the current paper is based on [5]. A block diagram of the
pipeline model is shown in Figure 1. Every block in
the schematic representation has a well-defined interpretation:

Gf

p1

c1

q2

q1
R

c2
p2 = Zc q2 + c2

Zc

p2
G2f

G1f

e−sT

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the Transmission Line Model. Zc is the line impedance, R is the
hydraulic resistance, e−sT is a time-delay and G1f G2f
describes the effect on static and dynamic frictions on
the travelling presure waves.
the pipeline. The temperature profile and its influence on the pressure wave dynamics need to
be included in the TLM model.
• static head, in the case of non-horizontal
pipelines.
• an improved description of the dynamic friction
• turbulent flow

• Zc is the line impedance describing the immediate
3.1 Turbulent flow condition
and local effect of a flow change on pressure. It
ρc
is modelled by a static gain π (D/2)
Linearity of the continuity and momentum equation is
2
an essential assumption in the derivation of the trans• R(s) is the hydraulic resistance of the duct and
fer matrix representation. The turbulent flow regime
determines the pressure drop to the flow at staintroduces a nonlinearity in the friction term f and
0
where
tionarity. It was described by R(s) = κ TRs+1
the coupled PDEs (1) can no longer be integrated ex∞
R0 = ∆p
q∞
plicitely. It is still possible to consider small deviaL
• e−sT = e−s c is the delay associated to the time tions from an equilibrium point and linearize the equait takes for a pressure wave to travel through the tions (1) around a stationary point:
pipeline at the speed of sound c.

∂ ∆p ρ c2 ∂ ∆q
+
∂t
A ∂x
∂ ∆q A ∂ ∆p ∂ f
+
+
∂t
ρ ∂x
∂q

= 0
(8)
• G f (s) = G1f (s)G2f (s) is a dynamic filter that models the attenuation of the pressure disturbance
= 0
when the wave goes from one extremity to the
ω2 +1
2
other. G1f = s/
s/ω1 +1 and G f (s) describe the effect Moderate pressure and flow deviations from a staof static and dynamic frictions, respectively. The
tionary point can therefore be simulated by typically
frequencies ω1 and ω2 are given by ω1 = c/(κ L)
changing the hydraulic resistance R0 in the TLM
R0
and ω2 = ω1 e− 2Zc . G2f needs to be optimized for model with the linearized resistance Rl , which is a paevery medium and pipeline charcateristics.
rameter used in both R(s) and G1f (s):

3

Rl =

A novel lumped pipeline model

∂ p ρL ∂ f
=
∂q
A ∂ q q0

(9)

The transmission line model [5] has been implemented To get correct stationary pressure drops under larger
R0 in R(s)
in Modelica and further developped to describe the fol- pressure or flow changes, the parameter
ρL
has not been linearized and R0 = q0 A f (q0 ) has instead
lowing characteristics:
been used. Note that the changes for handling turbu• heat loss.
When heat loss cannot be ne- lent flows do not affect the orginal model in the lamiglected, temperature is not constant throughout nar flow regime.
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Dynamic friction

In the original TLM model from [5], the transfer function G2f –describing the frequency dependent friction–
needs to be tuned for the considered pipe and medium.
To avoid this optimization, the friction model from [4]
that is explicit in both the medium properties and the
pipe characteristics has been implemented. In this
model, the transfer function G2f is expressed as a sum
of k linear filters, approximating the analytical solution:
8ν L k mi α s
(10)
G2f (s) = 1 − 2 ∑
cD i=1 ni + α s
where α = 4D2 /ν and mi and ni are medium- and
pipe-independent constants that affects the frequency
range in which the approximation should be most
accurate. Compared to [5] better agreement with
experimental data has also been reported.
The friction description from [4] is theoreticallly
valid only for laminar flow. In [1], it was found that
the laminar flow approximation of the dynamic friction model is a reasonable basis for transient turbulent
friction as long as the Reynolds number is moderate
(below 105 ). The advantage of this model compared
to [2] or [7] is that the dynamic friction model does
not depend on the Reynolds number.

3.3

the mass flow is time-varying or low. The pipeline
needs somehow to be discretized into segments, each
segment being characterized by uniform but possibly
time-varying medium properties. The variations in
the medium properties are however slow because the
medium properties depend to a larger degree on temperature than pressure and temperature dynamics is
slow.
To incorporate the temperature dynamics into the
pipeline model, a similar approach as in the TLM
model derivation has been used: the energy balance
is explicitely integrated along the pipeline to get a relationship between the inlet and outlet temperature of
every segment. In that way, the pipeline can be discretized into a moderate number of segments, each
segment being the combination of a TLM model and a
temperature dynamic. The segment length is typically
much longer than in the MOC description and it is related to the amplitude of the temperature change along
the line as well as to the sensitivity of the medium
properties to temperature changes.
Lumped temperature dynamics
The one dimensional energy balance in the pipeline is
represented by the following partial differential equation:

∂T
ṁ ∂ T
1
+ 2
+ 2
q(T (x)) = 0
∂ t π R ρ ∂ x π R ρ cp

Static head

(13)

The basic pipeline model can easily be extended to ac- where q(T (x)) describes the heat loss to the surroundcount for pressure variations due to height differences. ings along the line and depends on the boundary condiThe equations at the pipe nodes are updated as follows tions. The heat loss may often be described as a linear
function of the temperature difference between boundP1 = Zc Q1 +C1 − ρ gL
(11) aries:
(12)
P2 = Zc Q2 +C2 + ρ gL
q(T (x)) = kS(T (x) − Tboundary )
(14)
where ρ is the density of the medium at the pipe inlet,
g is the gravity constant and L is the length of the pipe where k is the heat conductivity of the surroundings
segment. In the previous equations it is assumed that (water, soil) and S is the shape factor. The shape factor
the pipe node 1 is at a higher altitude than the pipe S may take the following form [3]:
node 2.
2π
S =
(15)
acosh 2h
D

3.4

Time-varying properties

Need for discretization

for a pipe with diameter D, buried h meters below the
ground surface at constant temperature, or

In the TLM model, it has been assumed that temper2π
S =
(16)
ature is both constant in time and space. When heat
ln DD∞
loss along the duct is not negligible, this hypothesis is
not valid and the variations in the medium properties for a pipe with diameter D and surroundings at concannot always be neglected. This is for instance true stant temperature, a distance D∞ /2 away from the pipe
when the duct is very long or poorly isolated and when center.
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The equations (13) and (14) are linear and can be
integrated explicitely together with the boundary condition from the inlet temperature:
T (x = 0,t) = Tin (t)

(17)

When the mass flow is constant, it is sufficient to
Laplace-transform (13) and integrate over the pipe
length. An explicit solution to (13) can also be derived in the case of time-varying flows by applying the
method of characteristics. Temperature at the outlet of
a pipe with length L is then given by:
− Tτp

T (L,t) = Tboundary + (Tin (t − τ ) − Tboundary)e

(18)

The time-varying delay τ and the characteristic decaytime Tp are given by

π R2 L =
Tp =

3.5

Z t

ṁ(s)
ds
t−τ (t) ρ
c p ρπ R2
kS

(19) Figure 2: Implementation of the mass and momentum
dynamics in Dymola.
(20)

4 Simulation

Modelica implementation

The original TLM model has shown very good agreeThe proposed pipeline model has been implemented ment with experimental data and other pipeline models
in Modelica using the Dymola software. The basic when the flow is laminar, see for instance [5] or [4].
pipeline segment, characterized by constant medium
properties is composed of two models in parallel:
4.1 Evaluation of the proposed model
• a dynamic model describing pressure and flow Turbulent flow conditions
dynamics, see Section 3.1 to 3.3
Simulations have been performed in Dymola to show
• a dynamic model describing temperature dynam- that the proposed model gives reasonable results even
ics, see Section 3.4
in the case of turbulent flow and large pressure disturbances. The considered medium is water and the
The implementation of the pressure wave dynamics is
pipeline is characterized by a length of 1000 meters,
done using linear transfer function blocks as shown in
a diameter of 0.035 meter and a relative roughness of
Figure 2. The implementation of the time-delays (as0.005. The pipe inlet is connected to an ideal flow
sociated with the wave propagation or the transport desource while its outlet is connected to an ideal preslay) is based on the external C-function called "transsure source (p=20 bar). Pressure waves are generated
portFunction" available in Dymola. The functional
by fast variations of the inlet flow.
equivalent of that function is currently considered in
The TLM model is compared to an instance of the
the Modelica Association to be included as operator
pipeline model from Modelica Standard Library with
spatialDistribution() into the Modelica language. This
50 segments. In the MSL pipeline model, the parfunction allows to model delays based on a physical
tial differential equations are treated with the finitetransport mechanism, like flow in a pipe, also in the
volume mehtod and a staggered grid scheme for mocase of bi-directional flow. Computation of the timementum balances. The dynamic friction model was
varying delay τ in the temperature dynamic is pernot included in the simulation because it is not imformed by using the differential form of Equation (19):
plemented in MSL. Note that such a friction model
would give between 50 and 150 additional states in
dτ
v(t)
(21) the MSL model (between 1 and 3 extra states per seg= 1−
dt
v(t − τ )
ment). Simulation results are shown in Figure 3. The
ṁ
where v = ρ is the fluid velocity.
pipeline is initially at rest and the flow at the inlet is
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Figure 3: Comparison of the MSL and TLM pipeline
models. Top: pressure at the inlet, bottom: mass flow
rate at the outlet. The flow at the inlet is changed at
t=1s and t=40s.

Figure 4: Comparison of the MSL and a slightly modified TLM pipeline models. Top: pressure at the inlet, bottom: mass flow rate at the outlet. The flow is
changed at t=1s and t=40s.

varied at two time instants. The first flow increase, at dependent parametrization of the transfer function G1 .
f
t = 1 s, generates pressure waves of relatively large
amplitude and moves the fluid in a very short time to
the turbulent regime (Re ≈ 104 ). Despite this fast and
large transients into the turbulent regime, the perfor- Temperature dynamics
mance of the TLM model is good:
The reference model is again the pipeline model from
• As expected, the frequency of oscillations is very MSL and the pipeline characteristics are identical to
the ones given in previous section. Concerning the
good.
heat transfer, an ideal heat transfer described by a
• The amplitude and the shape of the first peak is
coefficient α = 10W /K/m2 has been chosen and the
very good.
pipeline surroundings have been assumed to be at
• The overall attenuation rate of the travelling wave constant temperature Tboundary = 10oC. The effect of
is good. One can notice a slightly higher damping changes in both the mass flow rate and the inlet temperature on the outlet temperature are investigated.
with the TLM model.
Simulation results are shown in Figure 5. The initial
• The noisy signals in the MSL model due to the
state is characterized by a mass flow rate of 0.25 kg/s
discretization artifacts are replaced with a smooth
and an inlet temperature of 23.4 oC. The resulting outsignal.
let temperature at steady state is about 14.8 oC with
• The simulation time is much shorter with the both models. At time t=0.25h, the inlet temperature
TLM model: 8.6 instead of 100 seconds.
is linearly decreased to 1.5 oC. The dynamic response
of the TLM model differs substantially from the MSL
The second perturbation is smaller and results there- model. In the MSL case, the outlet temperature starts
fore in a better agreement between the models. A decreasing before the cold water at the pipe inlet has
slightly higher damping can again be observed with been transported to the outlet. This is due to the spatial
the TLM duct model. To investigate whether the dif- discretization of the pipeline model, which is equivaference is mainly caused by the model structure or by lent to a mixing effect. The TLM model, implemented
the parameter values, the static friction term G1f has with a pure delay operator, does not present this mixbeen adjusted to give a slightly lower damping. For ing property and captures well the effect of the transthat sake, the frequency w2 has been changed from port delay. When the number of nodes is increased the
Rl
Rl
w1 e− 2Zc to w1 e− 3Zc . The results shown in Figure 4 response of the MSL model tends towards the TLM
are much better and confirms that the model structure solution, but at the cost of a longer simulation time.
may be suitable for turbulent flow simulations. Further At time t=2h, the mass flow rate is decreased to 0.1
analysis and simulations are however required to fully kg/s. It has a slow but immediate effect on the outlet
validate the model and to eventually derive a Reynolds temperature. The response of both models are compa-
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sented. It is an extension of the classical Transmission Line Model, a transfer matrix representation of
a pipeline characterized by constant medium properties and laminar flow conditions. The proposed model
has extended the basic TLM model to describe the influence of heat losses. A dynamic friction model that
is explicit in the medium and pipeline characterisitcs
has also been included. Finally, it is shown that, with
simple adjusments, the model can reasonably well describe the pressure dynamics in turbulent flow conditions. Some simulations have been carried out to compare the performance of the propsed model to the one
from the Modelica Standard Library. It turns out that
the model accuracy is satisfactory and that the short
simulation time makes it suitable for real-time appliFigure 5: Temperature dynamics of the MSL and TLM cations. The model has also been applied to simulate
pipeline models. Top: outlet and inlet temperatures. different operation modes in a CO2 transfer pipeline.
Bottom: inlet mass flow rate.
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Abstract
Many open-source (OS) tools exist in the Modelica
universe. OS tools have the benefit that they are
freely available and fit well to Modelica as a nonproprietary language. However, the industrial usage
of these tools seems to be very limited so far. Despite this fact, fluid modeling is possible if restrictions are taken into account.
In this contribution, we propose to use benchmark
models for the systematic investigation of the accuracy and the performance of Modelica OS tools. The
present implementation circumvents the limitations
of OpenModelica making it possible to simulate the
model system despite existing restrictions. Beside
simulation tasks Modelica-based optimization is possible using the OS tool JModelica. However, care
must be taken with respect to the model features. In
particular instantaneous transitions within the system
dynamics, such as phase transitions, switching of
valves with discrete behaviour or flow reversal represent a severe obstacle for optimization. In this article, we present a parameter estimation problem including instantaneous changes of the flow direction.
In addition, an example of model predictive control
(MPC) for a control task difficult to solve with conventional methods is shown.
Keywords: Fluid Simulation; Optimization; OS
Modelica Tools

1

Introduction

Modelica is the preferred modeling language for dynamic simulations within Siemens Energy [1] due to
its applicability for multi-domain modeling of physical systems and the high degree of maintainability of
Modelica models. The Modelica Libraries Modelica.Media and Modelica.Fluid provide basic elements to model pipe networks including, e.g.,
economizers, super heaters and evaporators which
are essential parts of each power plant. However the
flexible approach of Modelica.Fluid makes it unsuitable for daly buisness in a well defined application

area. Thus well proven models of these components
exist in the in-house library SiemensPower.
The commercial tool Dymola is used for modeling
and simulation. The alternative tool OpenModelica
[2] is an OS Modelica-based modeling and simulation environment intended for industrial and academic usage, which has the large benefit that it is
freely available and fit well to Modelica as a nonproprietary language. However, the tool support for
fluid modeling is limited due to some advanced
Modelica features, e.g. the usage of Modelica.Media
and Modelica.Fluid. Despite this fact, fluid modeling
is possible if the functions missing in OpenModelica
are called from external libraries. In order to measure
the quality of OS Modelica tools compared to the
established commercial software, e.g. Dymola with
respect to the accuracy and the performance
benchmark models are needed. In this way the
systematic investigation of models with increasing
size and complexity can reveal bottlenecks and
shortcomings in OpenModelica. To go beyond
simulation applications towards optimization, the
Modelica-based open source platform for
optimization, simulation and analysis of complex
dynamic systems JModelica [3] is the most preferable choice. The main objective of the project is to
create an industrially viable open source platform for
optimization of Modelica models. The three-level
structure of the user interface is probably its main
advantage, since it allows for convenient
implementation of user specified applications. The
issues of compilation, data processing, setting up the
algorithm and starting the optimization are well
addressed in the Python script file. Furthermore, the
Python script file serves to store the data and to do
some customized plotting. These capabilities for
Python scripting considerably reduce the effort to
implement user applications. By means of the
Optimica extension to Modelica, the optimization
problem itself is formulated at the middle level
implementing the objective function and the
constraints using the special class optimization. At
the lowest level of the JModelica user interface the
dynamic model is defined. We used JModelica for
solving the parameter estimation problem of a hybrid
dynamic system as well as an off-line model
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predictive control (MPC) problem presented in
sections 3 and 4, respectively.

2

Simulation of Fluid Models with
OpenModelica

Fluid Modeling based on OpenModelica is not very
common so far. This is mainly due to the following
restrictions still present in OpenModelica. As mentioned above, the support of Modelica.Fluid and
Modelica.Media is limited. On the other hand, the
performance of the solver (the so called back-end) is
very poor, i.e. solving real life problems is not possible up to now. However enormous improvements are
on the way supported by joint efforts in the OPENPROD [11] project. In order to evaluate the improvements, the availability of benchmarks and realistic test cases is a natural and essential first need.
The size and complexity of these benchmark models
should be easily adaptable. Furthermore, the model
is desired to be valid in different phase regions, since
phase transitions are crucial in fluid dynamics. In
addition, it is useful to build up the model from a set
of components, which are also well established in
real technical systems to facilitate the extension of
the model from a sandbox example to real world application.

Figure 1: Heated pipe model

Figure 1 shows a model which can be used as such a
benchmark. The central part of the model is a heated
pipe which is connected to a water source and a heating element. The liquid channel of the pipe is discretized along the flow direction. The connections between these elements are represented by nodes.
The left hand node is connected to the water source
which supplies the liquid flow. The heated metal
wall of the pipe is modeled as cylindrical tube with
the number of layers L in radial direction. The constant heat flow is distributed equally over all axial
elements.

This quite simple model is very well suited as a
benchmark model for the following reasons:
 The problem size can be easily adapted by
changing the parameters for spatial discretization, see Table 1.
 Dynamic changes in the mass flow, enthalpy and
pressure boundaries can be utilized to run
through different phase regions.
 Based on basic components (i.e. tube plus
boundaries) more complex models could be set
up easily.
Discretization Parameters:
N – number of nodes in flow direction
L – number of tube wall layers
N = 3, L = 3
N = 10, L = 3
N = 30, L = 3
N = 200, L = 3
N = 100, L = 6

Continuous
states
13
41
121
801
701

Table 1: Number of states depending on the spatial
discretization of the heated pipe model

Although this model is very simple, some features of
Modelica.Media which are not yet implemented in
OpenModelica 1.6 are needed. To circumvent this
problem, the model is rewritten such that direct functions compute all water properties without the use of
the Media package of the Modelica Standard Library. The necessary water-steam functions have
been substituted by external function calls of the
TTSE (Tabular Taylor Series Expansion) [4] library.
The TTSE uses a table of stored water properties and
derivatives calculated with IAPWS (International
Association for the Properties of Water and Steam)
with pressure and enthalpy (p, h) or density and enthalpy (ρ, h) as variables. On each cell, the thermodynamic properties of water and steam are computed
using the Taylor series expansion. In this way, TTSE
offers fast computation with an acceptable accuracy
for dynamic simulation. For the first investigation a
small model corresponding to the first row in Table 1
has been used. The results from the well proven
modeling environment Dymola in version 7.4 have
been compared to those from OpenModelica version
1.6. In both tools 'dassl' with a tolerance of 1e-6 was
used.
The comparison of the results shows that they are
nearly identical. This suggests that the solver seems
to solve an identical problem in both cases. However, the differences in performance are huge. While
Dymola solves the problem in some milliseconds,
OpenModelica spends several minutes to solve the
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problem. Facing that enormous difference running
larger models does not make much sense.
Primary investigations are carried out to identify the
reasons for the poor performance of OpenModelica
1.6.0.
The pipe model was simulated with an increasing
number of continuous states depending on the nodes
in flow direction. Different simulation options were
used to identify the reasons for the poor performance.
OpenModelica 1.6.0 uses ‘dassl’ as standard solver.
Since ‘dassl’ is so slow, ‘dassl2’ has been tried. This
solver is considerably faster than ‘dassl’, but it still
takes at least seven times as long as Dymola 7.4 using ‘dassl’. Table 2 shows the simulation time depending on simulation method. For higher discretization in the flow direction ‘dassl2’ is at least 100
times faster than ‘dassl’ generating the same results.
N
solver
Simulation time
(number of nodes)
3
dassl
289.29 s
3
dassl2
2.52 s
10
dassl
803.81 s
10
dassl2
6.92 s
19
dassl
1523.63 s
19
dassl2
16.04 s
Table 2: Simulation time depending on solver and discretization

All test cases use the ‘plt’ output format, which is
default and currently the only format capable of using plot functions. For testing it is better to use output format ‘bin’ to speed up calculation. For N>19
the compilation failed with an internal OpenModelica error. Probably the array sizes are too large.
We set up a special test case for external function
calls to find out whether they cause considerable difference in the simulation time. We can exclude that
the differences between Dymola 7.4 and OpenModelica 1.6.0 depend on external function calls, sincethe
simulation time is quite similar for both simulation
enviroments.

3

Parameter Estimation for a Hybrid
System using JModelica

Parameter estimation is an important issue in many
fields of industrial engineering [1], since it allows
for efficient adaptation of system models.
Parameter estimation aims at extracting the best values of parameters determining the dynamics of the
system under consideration, based on a series of
measurements xjℓ(m) of several state variables xj , j =

1,…,M at different time points tℓ , ℓ = 1,…,N. Due to
measurement error, the estimated parameters are
subject to some uncertainty. Assuming that the
measurement error is uncorrelated and normally distributed with variance σj2, model parameters can be
estimated by minimizing the weighted least-squares
function
J ( p) 

M

N

j

l



x (t )  x 
j

(m) 2
jl

l

 2j

(1)

subject to the DAE system representing the system
dynamics as equality constraints and variable
boundaries as inequality constraints.
In this study we consider a parameter estimation
problem for a hybrid system. Hybrid systems possess a mixed continuous and discrete behavior due to
instantaneous mode transitions. In fluid systems the
latter arises very frequently as a result of valves
with discrete behaviour, phase transitions or flow
reversal. Solving these kinds of optimization problems remains a challenging task and the use of available solvers is limited. The major difficulties lie in
the discontinuous function values and gradients.
To overcome the difficulties we studied reformulation methods for hybrid systems. In these methods
the so-called switching condition Ψ determines the
value of a newly introduced continuous switching
variable φ(Ψ). In order to force this variable to
meaningful values to guarantee at least an approximate instantaneous switch either a relaxation or a
penalization method can be used. In this study we
apply the Smooth Step Function (SSF) Approach
with
(2)

φ(ψ ) =

1
1 + exp( - τψ )

as a relaxation method with relaxation parameter
 and the Penalization of Incomplete Switching
(PICS) as a penalization method [6]. In order to examine the capabilities of reformulation methods in
parameter estimation for hybrid systems, we consider a tank system similar to those used in [7], [8],
and [9].
The system consists of three tanks in a row connected to each other (Figure 2). There are inflows
Qzi, i = 1, 3 to the left and the right tank. The parameter estimation problem can be stated as:
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relaxation and penalization methods used in this
study lead to differentiable objective functions and
constraints. The reformulation method can easily be
implemented in JModelica.
Our aim is to estimate via minimization of the objective function (Eq. (2a)) the flow parameters Aij based
on (simulated) measurement data hℓ(m), ℓ = 1...10 of
the tank levels taken equidistantly within the time
horizon (t0, tf ) = (0, 20) s. The data are generated via
simulation of the original model with added Gaussian noise. The optimal state trajectories found for
the parameter estimation problem are shown in
Figure 3).
Figure 2: Three-tank system

min J ( A12 , A23 ) 

A12 , A23

N

 ( h (t

j

)  h (j m ) )

(2a)

j

s.t.
A1h1  Qz1  Q12  QL1
A2h2  Q12  Q23  QL 2
A h  Q  Q  Q  Q
3 31

z3

23

L3

(2b)

3

Qij  Aij φij 2 g | ψij |

(2c)

ψij  hi  h j , (i, j )  {(1, 2),(2,3)}
 1  φij  1

(2d )

The objective function (Eq. (2a)) is to be minimized
subject to the dynamic model equations and bounds
of the switching variable φ (Eq. (2b-d)). The dynamics of the tank levels hi (i = 1, 2, 3) are given by the
mass balance of the tanks (Eq. (2b)). The outflows
QLi, Q3 and the flows between the tanks are modeled
by Torricelli’s law (Eq. (2c)). In the original formulation, a sign function switches the direction of the
flow between two tanks abruptly from +1 to −1 or
vice versa, when the condition Ψij = hi−hj = 0 is
passed. Since the gradient of the flow diverges to
infinity at this point, in our reformulation the sign
function in Eq. (2c) is replaced by the switching
variable φ. The correct switching behavior should be
ensured by the relaxation or penalization methods
mentioned above.
We used JModelica for solving the nonlinear optimization problem. Here we exploit the three-level
structure of JModelica's front end as described
above. JModelica does not allow optimization problems including instantaneous mode transitions since
in this case the gradients of the objective function or
the constraints needed by the optimization algorithm
are expected to be not well defined. However, the

Figure 3: State trajectories SSF (solid) and PICS
(dashed) as well as the measurements of h1 (diamonds)
and h2 (triangles)

Figure 4: The corresponding switching variables φ 12
(blue) and φ 23 (green)

They agree quite well with each other. In particular,
the crossing points of the levels h1 and h2 and the
levels h2 and h3 nearly coincide. This reflects the fact
that the correct switching behavior is obtained in
both cases as shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that
using the relaxation method the switch is smooth and
rather slow, which apparently has almost no impact
on the trajectories. In contrast, when using the pe-
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nalization approach the switch takes place almost
instantaneously. Table 3compares the optimal parameter values estimated by the two methods. With
penalization we obtain a very good value for the parameter A12, but the deviation of A23 from the exact
value is considerable. This is mainly due to the fact
that the objective function is much more sensitive to
A12 than to A23. The relaxation method results in
moderate deviations for both parameters. In summary, both approaches provide reasonably accurate
results.
exact

Relaxation

Penalization

A12 [10-5m2]

6.0

6.51

6.06

A23 [10-5m2]

2.0

2.29

2.98

Table 3: Optimal parameter values

We also studied the ability of the SSF algorithm to
cope with random errors in the data set, which is inevitable in real data acquisition. The variance of the
measurement is varied in the range σM = [0.5, 10] ·
10−4 m. The parameter estimation is carried out for
50 series of h2 for each σM and the mean parameter
values as well as their variance σp are achieved (see
Figure 5).
It can be seen that the mean values of the parameter
stay constant over a wide range of random errors.
Obviously, a higher variance of measured data leads
to a higher variance of the estimated parameter
value. A strict proportionality of σM and σp is expected in the case of the measured quantity (here h2)
linearly depending on the parameter (here A12 ).

4

Nonlinear Model Predictive Control using JModelica

Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) is an
advanced technique to solve challenging optimal
control problems. In this method, the optimal control
problem is formulated as constrained dynamic optimization problem, where the constraints are given by
the dynamic model of the plant and the process restrictions. This problem is solved for the so-called
prediction horizon Tp (see Figure 6). The resulting
optimal controls within the so-called control horizon
Tc are applied to the plant. At t = Tc, the time horizon
of the optimal control problem is moved to this new
initial point. The measurement of the present plant
state serves as feedback. The initial conditions are
accordingly updated and the problem is solved again.
Since the optimal control problem is solved once per
move of the time horizon, Tc is the CPU time available to solve the problem.

Figure 6: Principle of NMPC [9]

Figure 5: Mean parameter value A12 (crosses) and corresponding variance σp (diamonds) in dependence on
the variance of measurement σM.

It is straight forward to carry out the NMPC based on
power plant models primarily developed for dynamic
simulation applications. The choice of test cases will
naturally focus on optimal control problems which
are difficult to solve by conventional controllers.
Besides that, one has to take into account the size
and complexity of the plant model as a limiting factor with respect to the computational effort.
In this study, the temperature control of live steam
with intermediate water injection (see Figure 7) was
chosen as a test case, since even this system although
quite simple, is difficult to control.
The aim of the NMPC is to reach and to hold the setpoint. Thus, the objective function to be implemented in the Optimica class of JModelica
t end

min
m( t )

 T

ref

 Tmix (t ) dt
2

t0

contains the squared deviation between the tempera-
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ture set-point Tref and the current temperature Tmix(t)
of the steam cooled by water. The objective is subject to the model equations and a maximum constraint for the injected water mass flow m(t). The
dynamic model is composed of proven components
already existing in the library SiemensPower. To
meet the model requirements of JModelica, the functions of the water and steam properties have been
approximated.

some performance improvements will be needed to
run the applications on-line. An efficient algorithm is
presented in [8] but it requires a more elaborate implementation which may be realized in the future.

Figure 8: Temperature controlled by the NMPC and
classic temperature control.

Figure 7: Temperature control of live steam with intermediate water injection.

For now, the NMPC problem has been implemented
off-line. Instead of the real plant, the optimal control
is applied to the plant model which simulates the
behavior of the real process. This simulation provides the “measurements” of the states required for
the feedback loop as described above.
Figure 8 shows the temperature profiles Tmix(t) controlled by the NMPC (red) and a conventional controller typically implemented on present-day plants
(blue). After some seconds the temperature controlled by NMPC reaches the set-point and is capable
of maintaining this withnegligible deviations. In contrast, the classical control is not able to avoid remarkable deviations from the set-point. Clearly, the
NMPC is far superior to the conventional control and
its on-line implementation should be seriously considered. However, the real time criterion has to be
met. Running the application on a standard desktop it
is not yet satisfied in all cases (see Figure 9Figure 8).
In the example the control horizon is set to Tc = 1s,
but the computation of the control profiles for one
step needs more than one second, in particular for the
former time horizons up to n = 27. As can be seen
the computational effort for these early time horizons
is higher than that of subsequent ones. This is presumably due to the fact that subsequent NMPC steps
the temperature is already close to the set-point and
the control input needs only slight modifications.
Since for this quite simple model the computation
time already represents a limitation, the computational effort will presumably be too large for more
complicated or faster systems. Hence, in many cases

Figure 9: CPU time needed to solve the dynamic optimization problem for each moving prediction horizon
with initial time tinit=nTc.

5

Conclusions

In order to develop benchmark and realistic test
cases, we implemented simple models for the systematic investigation of performance improvements
of the OpenModelica tool chain. Some primary investigations have been carried out. Besides that the
restricted functionality of OpenModelica with respect to water and steam properties has been supplemented by the usage of TTSE.
Parameter estimation and nonlinear model predictive
control for fluid systems have been solved.
In fluid dynamics, we often have to deal with valves
with discrete behaviour, flow reversal and phase
transitions which considerably complicate the optimization of such problems. To overcome these difficulties we studied reformulation methods for hybrid
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systems and showed their capability of tackling the
problem of discontinuity of state trajectories and
gradients which occur due to instantaneous transitions.
For nonlinear model predictive control a simple offline example has been implemented. The modelbased control proved to be superior to the recently
applied classic control. Thus, the online application
of the described solution should be seriously considered.
The support by German Ministry BMBF (BMBF
Förderkennzeichen: 01IS09029C) within the ITEA
project OPENPROD is gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract
Reliability of machines and facilities has played an
important role since many years. Nowadays, attention is also paid to maintenance times. Maintenance
standstills are to be reduced as far as possible. On the
other hand, technical systems are subject to signs of
wear and tear which are in general growing slowly
and imperceptibly. The gradual abrasion of applied
tools may lead to poor production tolerances or to a
component’s standstill. Hence, a condition-based
maintenance strategy will be of increasing importance. Such a strategy requires a permanent condition
monitoring during operation. To this end, reliable
high-performance algorithms for signal processing,
feature extraction, and classification are needed.
Modeling the process of wear and tear may be useful
to find the particular steps of the condition monitoring system’s signal processing. This strategy was
investigated by means of one very important device
from automation engineering, a hydraulic axial piston pump. The procedure of getting signals by an
appropriate Modelica model of the main parts of the
pump is shown within the paper. Additionally, the
manipulation process for the signals and the steps of
classification are shortly presented to give an overview to the possibilities of model-based signal generation based on a Modelica model. The advantages
of the multi-physics modeling language are emphasized because the axial piston pump model combines
the mechanical and the hydraulic domain in a very
efficient way.
Keywords: condition monitoring; classification;
signal processing

1

Introduction

Long-lasting correct operation and the highest level
of availability are important requirements concerning
machines and facilities in today’s industry. While
reliability has played an important role since many

years, more and more attention has been paid to the
times needed for maintenance processes in the last
decade. The number of maintenance standstills has to
be reduced to decrease the total cost of ownership
(TCO). This is enforced by the increasing business
rivalry of today’s economy. On the other hand, technical systems are subject to a proceeding deterioration and often to a certain wear. But signs of wear
and tear are in general growing slowly and imperceptibly. The gradual abrasion of applied tools may lead
little by little to poor production tolerances or even
to a standstill of a component or a complete production facility. Hence, a condition-based maintenance
strategy will be of increasing importance. Such a
strategy requires a permanent condition monitoring
during operation based on efficient behavior analysis
procedures. Condition monitoring systems analyze
various measured signals using application-specific
algorithms. In this context, reliable highperformance algorithms for signal processing, feature extraction, and classification are needed.
Modeling the process of wear and tear may be useful to find the particular steps of signal processing
which are suitable for a certain condition monitoring
system. This strategy was investigated by means of a
hydraulic axial piston pump, which is a very important device from automation engineering and is still
an intense subject of computer aided modeling [1, 2].
In section 2, two models of the standard pump are
explained first. Both models combine a mechanical
and a hydraulic sub-model. Physically motivated
inter-modular connections are established. In section
3, a parameter optimization method is presented and
discussed. This method is applied to fit unknown
parameters of the mechanical sub-model. Measured
time signals are used for comparison. Afterwards,
some signs of wear are implemented in the model.
This is presented in section 4. Two of the most problematic cases leading to the main failures are shown.
Characteristic features deduced from Fourier transforms of vibration signals are used for classification
of good pumps and pumps having failures.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the modeled axial piston
pump with 9 cylinders. Only mechanical parts are
shown.

2
2.1

Figure 2: Comparison of axial and radial forces acting on the housing. The results are based on the 3D
model.

Modelica model
The axial piston pump

For demonstration of the above mentioned condition
monitoring approach we chose an axial piston pump.
Those devices basically consist of a certain number
of cylinders and pistons to pump hydraulic oil under
high pressure conditions. The cylinders are evenly
aligned around a rotating axis, whereas the pistons
are attached to a tilted cam, which is called swash
plate. Due to rotation, the pistons can perform an
axial motion and thus pump the oil through inlet and
outlet ports respectively. Figure 1 shows a rough
schematic of the pump, which is captured from a 3D
Dymola animation [3]. The oil flow is controlled by
a distributor plate, which e.g. connects the outlet port
to the cylinders with high oil pressure. The plate is
not shown in Figure 1 as the flow control is implemented within the hydraulics model.
2.2

3D model

Modelica is capable of simulating multi-body dynamics as well as models based on user-specific differential equations. A good reference of the Modelica language can be found in [4].
Our initial model was a spatial model (3D) exploiting the MultiBody package for mechanics and
using further differential equations for hydrodynamics. Unfortunately, a lot of parameters, for example
certain friction coefficients or spring rates, are not
known exactly, even not by the manufacturer. Hence,
the model must be suited for parameter optimization
algorithms in terms of computational effort. Since
the 3D model is very complex, we reduced the model

to the very essential parts and developed a 1D
equivalent. To justify this approach we evaluated the
forces acting to the pump’s housing. The device rotated at constant speed of 1500 revolutions per minute. Figure 2 shows axial and radial forces during a
section of 1/9 of a full revolution of the pump. Obviously, the translational motion of the pistons is the
main source of vibration, which is the value we want
to measure and simulate. In an ideal case, the rotation itself does not contribute to vibration. Only the
slight tilt of the cylinders against the rotational axis
causes a radial force, which is directly related to the
sine of the tilt angle. Since this angle is small, the
radial force can be neglected. Therefore, the reduced
model considers axial motion only and thus becomes
a 1D representation.
Since we focused on the 1D model, the 3D implementation will not be explained in detail here.
2.3

1D model

The reduced mechanical model is depicted in Figure 3. Each element of the schematic relates to a
dedicated Modelica sub-model, which in turn is described by certain differential equations and an individual set of parameters. Our 1D model complies
with the conventions of Modelica’s translational mechanics library and we also used a few basic components thereof. The elements are chained exactly as
shown in Figure 3 and form lines or parallel lines
respectively.
The housing of the pump is modeled as a simple
mass, which embraces all other parts of the model. It
is therefore connected in parallel to both sides of the
pump’s interior element chain. The mass is not fixed
and its movement gives rise to the acceleration value
and thus vibration. On the left side of the chain a
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F   Fa  Fb

mass with
spring damper angle of rotation

housing

srel  sb  sa

srel  0

F  srel  s gap

otherwise

v  0
R1  
otherwise

slipper pad
with axial play
piston
oil volume

axial displacement

axial position
on swash plate

mass with spring damper follows the housing. It
sums up certain masses inside the pump and connects them to the housing by means of a spring. This
indeed approximates the real assembly of the pump.
The next element in the row is the tilted swash
plate, represented by the sine curve in Figure 3. It
causes all pistons to follow a sinusoidal motion with
individual phase offset. This effect is implemented
by time dependent displacements as follows:



: 0
: R1*

(2)

R corresponds to friction coefficients and v to the
velocity of the related piston. It turned out, that the
simulation results improve, if there is no friction
when the piston pulls apart from a boundary. The
equations for Ri therefore depend on the sign of v.
The piston itself is a simple mass of length L with
friction and inertia. Stribeck friction is not used in
the model as it would introduce too many unknown
parameters. The piston equation reads

0  Fa  Fb

2

s  R sa
2 a
t
t
 sb  s a  L
.

Fa  Fb  m

srel  sb  sa
 sˆ1  cos 
N
t   piston
60



: 0
v  0
R2  
*
otherwise : R2

Figure 3: Reduced 1D model of the axial piston
pump.

  2


srel  D1srel
t

: R2 srel  D2 srel  s gap
t
: 0
: R1

srel

(1)

F denotes forces at the sub-models flanges and s is
the distance between flanges or the position of them.
φ is the absolute revolution angle of the pump. The
swash plate model can only drive one of the 9 pistons with specific phase offset. At this point the
model chain breaks up into 9 individual lines in parallel. Each line consists of a swash plate model followed by slipper pad, piston and the cylinder oil volume. All 9 lines finally merge into the right hand
frame of the housing mass.
The connection between piston and swash plate is
established by slipper pads. They offer a tight connection to the piston with small play, which extends
as a result of wear. The sub-model allows a small
distance of free motion until the piston hits one of
the two limiting boundaries. Once in contact with the
limitation, the model switches to a damped spring
mass system behavior with spring rate D, as can be
seen in the equations below.

(3)

The sub-model of oil volume V approximates the
conditions within a cylinder and finally links hydraulic quantities to the mechanical part of the model. In
[5] this was done by incorporating two different
software packages for hydraulics and mechanics. We
used Modelica for both physical domains to merge
them into one model.
Pressure p inside a cylinder causes fluid flow q
through the ports as well as force to a piston’s
flange. The oil is considered as compressible fluid
with bulk modulus K. It flows either through the inlet
or the outlet port, which depends on the relative angular position of cylinder block and distributor plate.
Both ports are modeled as valves with variable cross
sections and, thus, have time dependent hydraulic
conductance G. For a single cylinder the valves’
cross sections are shown in Figure 4. Other cylinders
experience the same characteristic, but with a phase
offset. The model assumes turbulent flow through a
valve [6], which finally leads to the equations
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Figure 4: Representative cross sections of inlet and
outlet valves for a single cylinder. The graph shows
conditions for one revolution of the pump.

Figure 5: Comparison of simulation results with
optimized parameter set and averaged measurement.
The signals correspond to the time resolved acceleration of the housing in axial direction. The graph
shows one revolution of the pump.

srel  sb  sa
V  srel Apiston
q  Gout sgn Pmax  p  Pmax  p  
 Gin sgn Pmin  p  Pmin  p
Q  q  Apiston


srel
t


Q
pK
t
V
F  Fa   Fb  pApiston

.

(4)

The time dependent cross sections of inlet and outlet are provided by the manufacturer. They were implemented by using Modelica’s look-up table component. As can be seen from equation (4), the oil
volume sub-model has two frames with variables s
and F. Hence, it can be easily connected to our chain
of other mechanical translational components.

3
3.1

Parameter optimization
Method

Each sub-model has an individual set of parameters.
Some of them are known, as is typically true for
geometric parameters. Others have to be estimated or
can be found by optimization. For this purpose, several measurements with at least one undamaged
pump have to be done. With this reference data, an
optimization algorithm was used to find an appropriate parameter set. This is a common method and was
also applied in [7] for example. We used MATLAB® [8] for an automated parameter sweep in
Dymola. The goal function for minimization is sim-

ply the deviation of the simulation result from the
averaged measurement signal. The measurand equals
in both cases the acceleration of the housing in axial
direction. Unfortunately, the number of parameters is
quite high, which impedes a reasonable optimization
process. Within our reduced 1D model we identified
seven parameters, which significantly influence the
result and were used for optimization: The simulation is very sensitive to the interaction of piston head
and slipper pad. Already four parameters can be extracted from this knowledge, two for each limiting
boundary. When hitting a boundary, the piston will
penetrate into the material of the slipper pad, squeeze
the oil film between pad and swash plate or strain the
pad. An easy but efficient way is to assume a springlike model with damping for that process. This gives
two parameters for each boundary, namely spring
rate and friction coefficient. Another important parameter is the friction of the piston within the cylinder. The last two parameters belong to the springmass system, which is located between housing and
swash plate (see Figure 3).
One problem of the optimization is that there is
no unique ideal parameter set. The results differ with
the initial parameters. To account for this, we also
implemented a random sweep of starting values.
Once a good parameter set is found, the actual optimization is performed. The algorithm used here was
the simplex search method.
3.2

Results

In spite of the complicated optimization process, we
found a set which fits the real measurement quite
well. Figure 5 shows the result. The signal itself has
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Figure 6: Spectra of simulation result with optimized parameter set and averaged measurement.
The spectra correspond to the Fourier transform of
the acceleration of the housing in axial direction.

Figure 7: Spectra of measurement signals of a worn
pump with axial piston play and simulation result.

some clear characteristics. During one revolution of
the pump, each piston accomplishes one period of its
sinusoidal movement. This leads to 9 equally shaped
pulses in the time signal. Both, simulated and measured signal, show this characteristic and are comparable.
The axial piston pump is a rotating device. For
condition monitoring of this special application the
spectrum and evaluation of harmonics is far more
interesting than the time signal. Hence, the consistency of simulated and measured signal in the frequency domain is very important. Figure 6 compares
the results. Due to the 9 pistons and the rotational
frequency of 25 Hz, harmonics with a spacing of
225 Hz can be observed. Both spectra show a similar
distribution. However, within the measurement data
harmonics 4 to 7 seem to be rather suppressed, which
holds for all measurements, even for different pumps
with varying signs of wear. This effect might be
caused by the experimental setup. The pump is attached to a motor and other machinery which can
vibrate as well. Our model does not consider the exact environmental conditions and is not able to reproduce the harmonics suppression. But it turned
out, that we can simply ignore these harmonics for
classification.

4
4.1

Modeling defects
Introducing defects

defects. As a matter of course this requires the parameters to be related to certain signs of wear.
We investigated two types of defects. One of them
is cavitation pitting, which influences the hydraulic
conductance of the cylinder’s valves. Basically, the
cross section of each valve changes slightly with
gradual abrasion. Worn pumps give suitable information on the modified cross section and we simply
exchanged the characteristic area functions, shown in
Figure 4. However, our results suggest that a reasonable change of the functions has only a minor effect
to the axial vibration within the considered frequency range. This is consistent with measured data,
where the difference is present but comparably
small. In the following we focus on a more significant defect.
Each piston is attached to a slipper pad with a certain amount of play. This small gap increases with
time and leads to a defect referred to as axial piston
play (app). We introduced this effect in the slipper
pad sub-model by increasing the play parameter and
decreasing one of the spring rates, which models the
strain of the pad when pulled by the piston. Figure 7
compares measurements of a worn pump with axial
piston play and our simulation results. Since the
classification is done in the spectral domain, only the
Fourier transforms are shown. Ignoring harmonics 4
to 7, we can see a very similar trend of change in
both the simulation and measurement. The first 3
harmonics drop in amplitude, while others near
2 kHz increase. Based on such effects unique features for classification can be found.
4.2

The main purpose of the simulation is the estimation
of measurement signals for worn pumps. Once the
model parameters are optimized for an undamaged
device, they can be modified slightly to introduce

Classification

The classification method used here is based on the
first 17 harmonics of the signal’s spectrum excluding
harmonics 4 to 7. Several statistical parameters, like
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the experimental effort during development of a
CMS. For demonstration an axial piston pump with
at least two signs of wear was modeled. The simulation results agree comparatively well with experimental data. Modeling has several advantages compared to experimental setups. The investigation of
defects is much more flexible and one is able to find
correlations between those defects and detected signals. This approach also facilitates the development
of improved signal processing techniques and the
generation of better features for classification.
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1

Abstract

Introduction

This paper presents the detailed model of a double clutch actuator with a suitable control algorithm.
Firstly, there is an introduction into the theory of
a double clutch transmission and the aim of this
project. The simulation model with a Dymola R and a
MATLAB R /Simulink R part is discussed. The library
of a vehicle model with a highly detailed hydromechanical clutch is introduced, which includes models
with different levels of detail. The modeling of the hydraulic and the mechanic parts of the clutch actuator is
discussed, concentrating on the problem of determining the parameters of the actuator modules e.g., the
hydraulic valves. Some parts could not be used from
existing Dymola R libraries, in those cases, new models are created based on Modelica code.
A translational lever is pictured with its source code.
Furthermore the non-linear behavior of the clutch actuator and control design is described. To verify this
model and the suitable closed loop controller, the algorithm is tested with an up-shift cycle in a vehicle model
with a double clutch transmission. The simulation results are presented with a global view of the driver inputs, the speed, the torque of the vehicle model and the
gear status. Additionally the local view of the clutch
actuator is shown with the cylinder pressure, the clutch
position and the clutch capacity (torque). Finally there
is a summary and an outlook on the further development of this library.

A modern powertrain with a double clutch transmission (DCT) combines the comfort of an automated
transmission with the efficiency of a manual transmission. Moreover, an uninterrupted shift process, a very
good ride comfort and easy handling are considerable
characteristics of an automated transmission with double clutches [1, 2].
The double clutch transmission is similar to the hardware design of a manual transmission. Instead of one
input shaft for the clutch, a double clutch transmission has two separated shafts with odd and even gears.
The two clutches can be continuously changed from
one input shaft to the other. The result is an automated
and uninterrupted shift process. The transmission conforms to different driving situations. In other words,
the shift process changes, depending on the driving situation.
The clutch control system is very important in relation
to driving behavior. When the vehicle accelerates very
fast, the clutch is used to control the speed by means
of a higher clutch capacity1 . For effortless driving, the
input torque is followed by the torque capacity of the
clutch. In this case, the speed is controlled by the engine controller.
Nowadays software functions for drive train applications are developed and tested in the model based Vprocess [3]. To develop software for the nonlinear and
complex hardware a detailed model is necessary.
The clutch actuator consists of several non-linear subsystems e.g. the hydraulic valves or the mechanical
keywords: double clutch transmission, powertrain, disc spring of the clutch. These parts have a hysteresis
behavior. To get a detailed clutch model, the existing
clutch, hydraulic, transmission actuator
libraries e.g. Powertrain- or Vehicle Interfaces-Library
have been expanded. Important variables like position
1 The clutch transfers the torque only, and this torque is termed
capacity.
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and torque (capacity) have been integrated.
In this paper we present the modeling, the control and
the simulation of a double clutch transmission with a
highly detailed model of hydromechanical clutch actuator. First, the model of the vehicle library with the
gear set is presented which comprises the hydraulic
and mechanic parts. In section 3, the control algorithm
for the hydromechanic clutch actuator is discussed.
Then, in section 4, the suitability of the models and
of the controls is demonstrated in a simulation runs.

2

Modeling

The modeling of the double clutch transmission and
the clutch actuator is based on a real transmission
for mid-size cars. This transmission is a seven speed
transmission with a dry double clutch and a torque
load up to 250 Nm.
For the modeling, two common tools are used. The
code of the Transmission Control Unit (TCU) and
the Engine Control Unit (ECU) had been developed
with MATLAB R /Simulink R . The powertrain and the
drive environment is modeled with Dymola R . For the
interaction between both models, an interface is defined. The interaction between the tools is pictured in
figure 1. For the simulation the Dymola R powertrain
model is included as an embedded s-function in the
MATLAB R /Simulink R model. The model library
Dymolar

MATLAB/Simulinkr

FAcceleration
FAir
ECU

TCU

Driver

FF riction
FClimb

i
User Guide

Examples

Gearset

Components
Clutch

Interfaces

Gearbox
Hydraulic

Engine

Transmission

Sensors

Actuators

Figure 2: Modules of the DCT Vehicle Library

of detail. For example, a pair of gears exists as a plain
and as a complex model. The plain model consists
of the ratio and the inertia of the toothed wheel.
The complex model gear losses and bearing friction
are considered. The friction element corresponds to
the current transmission design. The Components
Clutch module is a top level module for this topic.
This module implies several clutch models with a
simple ideal model and a detailed hydromechanical
model. The Gearbox Hydraulic module includes
the models with the hydraulic components of the
transmission, for instance the hydraulic supply, valves
and the clutch cylinder. Furthermore the clutch models include mechanical parts such as the lever or the
disc spring. These mechanical parts are components
of the Actuator module. In the Sensor module there
are several types of sensors to measure the torque, the
speed and the acceleration.
Some blocks of the vehicle model are derived from the
Powertrain library, e.g., the vehicle model or the drive
environment. The Interfaces are derived from a former
research project [4]. The hydraulic part is modeled
with the Hydraulic Library (HyLib) from Modelon [5].

FW heel

Figure 1: Structure of the powertrain and control 2.1 Hydraulic Components
model
The hydraulic components control and moves the
clutch plates in the transmission. Because of, the high
has common parts such as the User Guide with energy density, a hydraulic supply is used for midinformation for the users and the Examples or the size cars [6]. An electrical external toothed gear pump
Interfaces. The Interfaces are models with an supplies the actuator with the hydraulic energy. The
input and output description, for each sub-module of pump is switched on and off depending on the current
the transmission model. In the Engine module, there pressure level with a hysteresis switch. The typical
is an engine model based on a simple look-up table. pressure supply for a small transmission is approxiThe Transmission module has several sub modules, mately 50 bar. This pressure is limited by two ’three
which are shown in the second row of figure 2. The port valves’ to a level of approximately 16 bar. This
Library is used for research and teaching, hence there pressure level oscillates in a smaller range than the
are two different designs of the transmissions in the original bang bang controlled hydraulic supply. FurGearset module. Some models have different levels thermore these valves separate the pressure for the odd
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Figure 4: The two sub models of the lever

Hydraulic Clutch

Code example for Lever_TopFix (figure 4a)
Figure 3: Model of the transmission with replaceable
model L e v e r _ T o p F i x
modules
Modelica . Mechanics . T r a n s l a t i o n a l .
I n t e r f a c e s . Flange_a flange_a
Modelica . Mechanics . T r a n s l a t i o n a l .
I n t e r f a c e s . Flange_b flange_b
Modelica . Mechanics . T r a n s l a t i o n a l .
I n t e r f a c e s . Flange_b flange_c
Modelica . Mechanics . T r a n s l a t i o n a l .
Components . F i x e d f i x e d
parameter M o d e l i c a . S I u n i t s . L e n g t h L_ab ;
parameter M o d e l i c a . S I u n i t s . L e n g t h L_bc ;
equation
f l a n g e _ b . f=− f l a n g e _ a . f ∗ ( ( L_ab+L_bc ) / L_bc ) ;
f l a n g e _ b . s = f l a n g e _ a . s ∗ ( L_bc / ( L_ab+L_bc ) ) ;
end L e v e r _ T o p F i x ;

and even gears and the two clutches. Behind this, six
other valves control the actuators to set the gears or the
clutches. The position between the friction plates of
the clutch is set by a single acting cylinder. The model
of the double clutch transmission with the hydraulic
supply is shown at the top of figure 3. Underneath the
hydraulic supply, the detailed model of the hydraulic
clutch system can be seen. Each system is replaceable by using the defined interfaces. The parameters
correspond to values from literature of similar trans- The code for the lever model with the middle fix is
missions [7, 8, 9]. Some parameters were determined similar to the top-fix model, only the equation is difat the transmission by means of measurement.
ferent. Every flange of the model provides two types
of information: one is the displacement which is described in model with the character - ’flange_x.s’, the
2.2 Mechanic Components
other is the force, which is described with the characThe input of the mechanic interface for the hydraulic ter - ’flange_x.f’.
clutch actuator is a lever that changes the position of The force within the clutch is transfered by the two
the clutch. The rod of the hydraulic cylinder moves levers having two pivot points. The second clutch is
outward when the chamber is filled with oil and simul- modeled similar to the first clutch. In contrast to the
taneously the rod presses against a lever. The force is first model, the two rods are modeled with the top-fix
transferred from the rod to the clutch disc. This lever model. Figure 5 shows an example for modeling the
system described above, is used to control the double lever mechanism of the first clutch. This lever model
clutch capacity. Without hydraulic pressure the clutch consists of two sub-models, which are described in
is automatically opened. In this instance, the clutch figure 4. The first model (top-fix) output port is concapacity can not be built up anymore, in order to pro- nected with the second model (middle-fix) input port.
The lever works against the disc spring which has a
tect the clutch system.
The model of the clutch lever is made up of two rods. non-linear behavior [10]. The behavior of the disc
One rod is fixed on the top, and the other is fixed in spring is modeled by some look-up tables. Within the
the middle. Figure 4 shows two separately modeled front range of the clutch position the lever presses the
pressure plate against the central plate. The clutch disc
levers.
According to the different lengths of the rods, the is between both plates. As long as the clutch disc does
model of the rod with top-fix and middle-fix are ex- not touch the central plate the spring force increases
linearly. When the clutch disc touches the central plate
pressed by Modelica as follows:
(touch point) the spring force starts to decrease. In or-
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Figure 6: Detailed Clutch Model

3. Clutch activation (Phase I, II, III - C1, or Phase
III, IV - C2)
der to disengaging the clutch, the parameters change
to a lesser value because of the hysteresis of the disc
spring [11].
Both the hydraulic one and the mechanic clutch system are presented in figure 6. The output of the model
is the position of the lever. Furthermore the pressure
of the cylinder, the force and the torque of the clutch
system are also shown.

3

Control

There is an air clearance between the clutch disc and
the clutch housing. Before the clutch torque builds up,
the hydraulic system has to be filled with oil to generate the necessary pressure in the clutch cylinder. Then
the clutch plates come together up to the touch point
and the clutch torque can be built up. The time lag
of the clutch system is minimized by using the pre-fill
function. This function is active from a shift request
up to the touch point of the clutch (as shown in figure
7 phase II).
The behavior of the actuators is derived from the literature [12]. The control of the clutch can be divided

4. Emptying of the clutch cylinder (Phase IV - C1).
Figure 8 shows the control structure of the clutch.
The output signals from the clutch model are cylinder pressure (p_Cyl_actual [bar]) and clutch position
(s_C_actual [m]). The command signal is the input for
the clutch model. This signal is a normalized valve position signal (S_CCVx [−1 . . . 1]), which is combined
with a non-linear spool dynamics block. The spool dynamics block contains hysteresis, friction and a limit
of the spool velocity [5]. The volume flow of the hydraulic oil is controlled by the spool position.
The inner loop is used to control the cylinder pressure and the outer loop controls the clutch position (as
shown in figure 8). Both loops are realized by a PI
controller. The control parameters for the inner loop
circle have been empirically adjusted. The T Σ-method
provides the opportunity for calculating the parameters
of the outer loop circle [13]. To shorten the time for
the parameter settings, the nonlinear system was linearized. With the linearized system the control parameter could be determined and it was possible to check
the stability.
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Figure 8: The control design of the clutch model
The control strategy is based on a condition-based cascade control. This means that the pre-filling and the
emptying of the clutch cylinder takes place only when
the inner control system is active. If the clutch status is
enabled, the overall cascade control system is in processing mode. To switch continuously from the "prefill" status to the "clutch enable" status, the start value
of the integrator of the outer controller is set to the last
pressure value of the pre-fill phase. An anti-windup
process is used for counteracting the windup in the inner controller, after pressure emptying of the clutch
cylinder. The valve control signal returns as quickly
as possible to the operation state (S_CCV x control signal is closed to zero) as shown in figure 10. Additionally, a dither generator for the valve has been developed for overcoming the stick-slip-effect, which could
occur due to the inaccuracy of the valve control.

4

Simulation Results

engine speed (n_Engine [rpm]) and the speed of the
two input shafts (n_Shaft1, n_Shaft2 [rpm]). The engine speed has to follow the torque transferring input shaft. If a higher gear is required, the synchronization releases the actual gear and engages the required one. This happens before the torque transfer
begins. The next sub figure shows the induced engine torque with engagement (T_Engine_i [Nm]), the
engine torque (T_Engine [Nm]) and the torque of the
input shafts (T_Schaft1, T_Schaft2 [Nm]). The next
row of the figure illustrates the target clutch capacities (T_C1_target, T_C2_target [Nm]) and the actual
clutch capacities (T_C1_actual, T_C2_actual [Nm]).
The last sub figure shows the signal desired gear and
the current gear.
The vehicle accelerates and shifts up to the seventh
gear. Each of these shift processes is accompanied
by a continuous switch of the clutch capacities. The
engine speed is reduced by the throttle position control, which is a submodule of the ECU. If sporty behavior is requested by the driver, the clutch control
could be used to execute the speed-regulation. The
engine intervention is controlled by the transmission
control unit with a defined torque interface between
these two control units. Figure 10 shows the detailed
results of the third and the fourth gear for an up-shift
process. On the left side the simulation results for the
first clutch are shown. The right figure shows the results for the second clutch. In the first row, there are
the normalized input signals of the hydraulic three port
valves (S_CCVx [−1 . . . 1]), followed by the results
for the cylinder pressure signals (p_Cylx_actual [bar]).
With the changing of the pressure signal there is a
change in the position of the clutch (sCx [m]), which
is shown in the next row of the results. In the last
row, the target and the actual clutch capacity are shown
(T_C1_target, T_C2_target [Nm]).
The results of the simulations show the expected behavior for the hydraulic clutch system. The results especially show the relationship between the clutch position, cylinder pressure and clutch capacity. The quality of the model could not be determined without a
comparison with measurements data from the transmission. The duration for the pre-fill function and the
shift process is related to other DCT application [15].

In section 2 the simulations model with the interface and the implemented control algorithm were presented. Now the clutch model, the suitable control algorithm, the performance and the functional capability
of a basic shift strategy are shown in a simulation run.
The simulation can be executed with a driver model, so
it is possible to drive the driving cycles like the New
European Driving Cycle (NEDC) [14]. The model inputs are a boolean ignition signal and two real values
for the acceleration- and brake-pedal. Figure 9 shows
the first simulation result containing the input signals
accelerator-, throttle-position and the brake-pedal position. The throttle position is controlled by the engine control unit. The driver starts the engine with 5 Summary and Outlook
the ignition key. After the brake pedal is released by
the driver and the acceleration pedal is pushed. This A detailed model of a hydromechanical double clutch
happens as long as the TCU has shifted up to the actuator with a suitable control algorithm was preseventh gear. The second row of figure 9 shows the sented. The model was integrated into a double clutch
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transmission model with seven speeds. The main fo- [6] G. Lechner, H. Naunheimer and S. Day. Automotive Transmissions: Fundamentals, Selection,
cus was the modeling of the mechanical lever system.
Design and Application. Springer, Berlin, HeiThe detailed clutch model provides engineers the opdelberg, New York, 1st edition, 1999.
portunity to develop new control algorithms in modelin-the-loop simulations. As example a cascaded PI
controller was designed. The clutch model, the suit- [7] F. Rudolph, M. Schäfer, A. Damm, F.-T. Metzner and I. Steinberg. Das innovative 7-Gangable control algorithm, the performance and the funcDoppelkupplungsgetriebe für die Kompaktklasse
tional capabilities of a basic shift strategy were shown
von Volkswagen. 28. Internationales Wiener Moin a simulation run. The verification of the simulatorensymposium, 639:242–264, 2007.
tion models with the real transmission is in progress.
Therefore a new transmission test bench at the TU [8] D. Findeisen. Ölhydraulik: Handbuch für die
Berlin, Chair of Electronic Measurement and Diaghydrostatische Leistungsübertragung in der Flunostic Technology is used. At the moment the extensiidtechnik. Springer, 2006.
ble hydraulic interface is used to implement a detailed
synchronization model for the gear shift process. With [9] W. Staudt. Kraftfahrzeugmechatronik. Bildungsverl. EINS, 2007.
this synchronization model in combination with the
clutch model the calibration of the shifting and clutch
algorithms in a model-in-the-loop simulation is feasi- [10] U. Kiencke and L. Nielsen. Automotive Control Systems, For Engine, Driveline, and Vehicle.
ble.
Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 2nd edition edition, 2005.
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Abstractt
At DLR, ann innovativee electric veh
hicle is beingg developed thaat requires advanced, nonlinear
n
coontrol
systems forr proper funcctioning. Onee central asp ect is
the use of nnonlinear obsservers for seeveral modulles. A
generic conncept was devveloped and implementedd in a
prototype too automaticaally generatee a nonlineaar observer modeel in Modelicca, given a continuous (uusually nonlinearr) Modelica model of thee physical syystem
to be observved. The appproach is baased on the F
Functional Mocckup Interfacce (FMI), by
b exportingg the
model in F
FMI format and importiing it again in a
form that ennables the appplication off different obbserver designs, like EKF and
a
UKF nonlinear
n
Kaalman
Filters. Thee approach iss demonstratted at hand oof an
observer forr the nonlineear battery model
m
of the electric vehicle of DLR.
FMI, FMU, Kalman
K
Filter, EKF, UK
KF
Keywords: F

1

follo
owing sections, the utilizzed recursiv
ve state esti-matiion algorithm
ms are summ
marized, the implementai
tion in Modelicaa is outlined,, and a univeersal Phytonn
baseed [Phy10] FMI
F
importeer is presentted. Finally,,
expeerimental results with thee Lithium-Ion
n cells of thee
ROb
boMObil in combination
c
n with this new
n
observerr
fram
mework are demonstratedd.

Introoduction

The ROboM
MObil (Figuure 1, [Bre1
11] ), a reseearch
platform foor future elecctro mobility
y is developped at
the DLR Innstitute for Robotics and Mechatroniccs. Its
fully centraalized controol architecturre enables hhighly
innovative control straategies. Forr most of these
methods, a good knowlledge of all actuator stattes is
required. U
Unfortunatelyy, many of them cannoot be
measured diirectly and thherefore have to be estim
mated.
In [Eng10] , a conceptt for one of the ROboM
MObil
actuators w
was developed to implem
ment recursivve estimator algoorithms in Modelica
M
maanually baseed on
the Functionnal Mockup Interface [FM
MI10] , [FM
MI11].
This approaach is enhancced in this paper such thhat, at
least in prinnciple, everyy Modelica model
m
can bbe automatically utilized in a nonlinear observer. Inn the

Figure 1: ROboMO
Obil test drivee

2

Recursiv
ve state esstimation

In th
his chapter, the
t principlee ideas of reccursive statee
estim
mation are summarized,
s
and its (historical) de-velop
pment leadin
ng to the Kaalman Filterr is outlined..
In th
he second part, this algorrithm is exten
nded to non-lineaar systems an
nd finally thee latest devellopments aree
sketcched. Furtheer backgrounnd informatiion, alterna-tive formulations, and recennt developmeents are pro-vided in the stan
ndard book [Sim06] thaat is also thee
starting point forr the followinng explanatio
ons.
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2.1

Principles

At first, we consider an estimation of a constant signal on the basis of several noisy measurements. This
Weighted Least Squares Estimation problem is wellknown in system identification tasks (see, e.g.,
[Lju98] ). Through the weighted formulation, the
user can assign different levels of confidence to certain measurements (or observations). This feature is
crucial for tuning Kalman Filters. The corresponding
minimization problem is formulated as follows:
⋮

…
⋱
⋯

⋮

⋅ ⋮

⋮

⋮

(1)

1, … ,
,

,

The unknown vector is constant and consists of
elements, is a -element noisy measurement vector
and usually ≫ . Each element of y - - is a linear combination ( ∗ ) with the unknown vector x and
the variance of the measurement noise of the i-th
measurement . The noise of each measurement is
zero-mean and independent from each other, therefore the measurement covariance matrix is
(2)
,…,
The residual
(3)
is the difference of all measured values y with the
(unknown) x-vector minus the estimated vector
that is computed from the estimated vector . The
goal is to compute the estimated vector such that
the weighted residual is as small as possible, i.e., to
minimize the cost function J:

2⋅

0

(5)

(5) requires that R is nonsingular and H has full rank.
This is the “textbook” version of the algorithm. It is
inefficient and numerically not reliable.
Alternatively, (4) can be formulated as:
∙

⋮

(6)

min ‖

‖

min ‖

‖

(7)

‖

min ‖

1/ , … , 1/

This minimization problem has a unique solution, if
A=WH has full rank. If A is rank deficient, an infinite number of solutions
exists. The usual approach is to select from the infinite number of solutions the unique one that additionally minimizes the
norm of the solution vector: ‖ ‖ →
. Given A=
WH and b = Wy, this solution vector can be computed with the Modelica function Modelica.Math.Matrices.leastSquares(...) from the Modelica
Standard Library which is a direct interface to the
LAPACK function DGELSX [Lap99].
This function uses a QR decomposition of A with
column pivoting together with a right multiplication
of an orthogonal matrix Z to arrive at:
0
(8)
min
0

0

where Q and Z are orthogonal matrices, P is a permutation matrix, U is a regular, upper triangular matrix and the dimension of the quadratic matrix U is
identical to the rank of A. Since the norm of a vector
is invariant against orthogonal transformations, this
equation can be transformed to:
min

0
0

0

(9)

This is equivalent to
min

To minimize , it is useful to compute the partial derivative with respect to the estimated vector and set
it to zero. In this way, an optimal solution for can
be calculated:

…

min

(4)

⋯

…

To solve the following standard linear least squares
problem that minimizes the Euclidian norm of the
weighted residue vector:

0

̅

, =

(10)

from which the solution can be directly computed as
(taking into account b = Wy):
(11)
In the following, only textbook versions of algorithms will be shown, such as (5). Their implementation is, however, performed in an efficient and numerically reliable way, such as (11), where matrices
R and H can be rank deficient.
The sketched approach, both (5) and (11), can be
used for offline estimation with a predetermined
number of measurements k.
In real-time applications, new measurements arrive
in each sample period to improve the estimation. Using (11) would require a complete recalculation with
-flops. One approach could be to use a moving
horizon and to forget the older measurements (still
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costly). Another option is to reformulate the problem
into a recursive form that is updated at every sample
instant with the new measurements. A linear recursive estimator can be written in the following representation:
⋅

(12)

We compute
based on the estimation from the last
and the information from the new
time step
is the estimator gain vector that
measurement .
. Hence, we
weights the correction term
have to compute an optimal
in a recursive way.
To this end, it is necessary to formulate another cost
function that minimizes the covariance in a recursive
way.
0

At this point, we introduce the principle of every
Kalman Filter derivation (compare Figure 2). Subsequent to filter initialization, the first step in every
sample is the a-priori estimation of the mean (system
states) and the covariance (a gauge for the confidence in them). This is called the prediction step and
all of the equations that are related with it contain a
“-“ in the superscript.
xˆ0 , P0

x̂k

(13)



x̂k

y

(14)
⋅

(15)

This results in a recursive formula to update the estimation of the unknown, but constant, vector in
every sample with the latest measurements, based
only on the estimation from the last sample. Table 1
summarizes the whole algorithm.
Table 1: Recursive weighted least squares algorithm
Initialization

Figure 2: Principle of recursive Kalman filter.

This forms the basis for the calculation of the optimal Kalman gain that is used to correct the estimated
state vector with the information from the actual
measurements. Finally, the covariance matrix is updated. This is called the correction step. In the next
sample, these values are used to restart again at the
subsequent prediction step. The algorithm can be
formulated as follows:
Table 2: Linear discrete Kalman Filter

For

1,2, …
Initialization
⋅
⋅

For

For many real-time control problems, it is more interesting to estimate the system states rather than
some constant parameters. Therefore the linear Kalman Filter was developed in the 60’s. It enables to
estimate the system states of a linear discrete-time
model in a recursive way. The fundamental assumption is that the system and the output equations are
disturbed by white Gaussian noise. Both of these
noise processes are regarded as uncorrelated with
zero mean. This results in the following equations:

(16)
0

1,2, …

⋅
⋅
⋅

⋅

To determine the relationship between the Kalman
Filter and recursive weighted lest squares, we should
have a closer look at Table 2. The matrix
,…,
represents the covariance of the
system states ( denotes the variance of the system
states). Its entries represent the confidence in the apriori estimation and can be tuned by the application
engineer. Large values represent high uncertainty
(probably due to an imprecise model), whereas small
values indicate good trust. The second tuning matrix
represents the confidence in the actual measure-
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ments. Its effect resembles our first estimation problem (eq. (1) to (5)). Furthermore, it can be shown
that if
is a constant vector then
,
0
0. In this case, the Linear discrete Kalman
and
Filter algorithm (Table 2) reduces to the recursive
weighted least squares algorithm (Table 1). This
property is often exploited in the formulation of parameter estimation problems using Kalman Filter
algorithms.
2.2

Table 3: Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm
Initialization

For

1,2, …
,
1

1

1

Nonlinear Kalman Filter Algorithms
1

⋅

So far, we have discussed estimation problems for
linear discrete systems. This is generalized to nonlinear systems starting from a continuous-time representation in state space form:
,

⋅

(17)

In section 3, it is sketched how such a model description can be generated from a Modelica model for use
in a nonlinear Kalman Filter using the Functional
Mockup Interface. In this way, it is possible to formulate the synthesis models for the prediction step
(see Figure 2) with Modelica, even in implicit representation, and shift all tedious tasks to the Nonlinear
Observer framework. This avoids calculus mistakes
and allows us to put the main focus on the design of
the algorithms.
In Table 3, the widely used extension of the discrete
linear Kalman Filter to the discrete nonlinear Kalman Filter with additive noise is presented. The dynamic system is represented as follows:
,
w ≅ 0, Q
v ≅ 0, R

⋅

(18)

⋅

Since we have a nonlinear continuous-time system
representation, we have to linearize and discretize
our system at every sample instant. Discretization
means to integrate the system in the prediction step
from the last sample instant to the new one, e.g. with
the Trapezoidal or the Runge-Kutta 4 integration
method. The transition matrix
is calculated by
an analytic derivation of the system state Jacobian.
An alternative is the numerical calculation with, e.g.,
a forward difference formula:
For
:,

1,2, … ,
∙

:, ,

(19)

The transition matrix can be computed with function
Modelica.Math.Matrices.exp from the Modelica
Standard Library resulting in:
⋅

The algorithm is very similar to a purely linear one.
To handle the nonlinearity, the system is linearized
around the last estimation point using a Taylor Series
Expansion up to the first term. This can be performed numerically by the use of a forward difference formula.

,

(20)

The same procedure is necessary to calculate the
output Jacobian . Using this method, it is possible
to use a nonlinear continuous-time system within the
discrete nonlinear Kalman Filter algorithm.
The discussed EKF algorithm is widley used in many
applications. However, it often gives unsatisfactory
results or even does not converge if the system
nonlinearities are severe because the linearization
causes a propagation of the mean and covariance that
is only valid up to the first order. The following
section sketches the principles of the Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF) and its advantages in nonlinear
state estimation.
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2.3

Unscented Kalman Filter

In order to achieve higher accuracy, the UKF
calculates the means and covariances from disturbed
state vectors, called sigma points, by using the
nonlinear system description. As one side effect, the
Jacobians of f x and h x are no longer needed. See
[Mer04] for more detailed information. The structure
of the equation set, containing prediction and update,
is similar to the EKF. However, the calculation of
the covariances requires to integrate the nonlinear
system 2
1 times from the last to the actual time
instant and is therefore computationally costly. The
symmetry of all the involved matrices is fully
exploited to reduce computational costs. An
additional reduction of computational effort is
achieved with the Square Root UKF (SR-UKF).
2.4

Square Root Unscented Kalman

The equations of the SR-UKF are identical to the
UKF, but the structure is utilized during the
evaluation: Although the covariance matrix P and
the predicted covariance matrix P are uniquely
defined by their Ckolesky factors P and P
respectively, with UKF the covariance matrices are
calculated at each step. Furthermore, the sigma
points X can be computed with the Cholesky factor
P , and the updated sigma points of the
measurement update with the Cholesky factor P
without using the covariance matrices. Moreover, the
gain matrix K is determined as solution of the linear
equation system
K ⋅P

P

(21)

that can be more efficiently solved by utilizing again
the Cholesky factorization. In the SR-UKF
implementation, the Cholesky factors are propagated
directly and the refactorization of the covariance
matrices is avoided [Mer01b] .
The EKF, UKF, and SR-UKF algorithms are implemented as Modelica functions using LAPACK for
core numerical computations. Implementation details
of the numerical algorithms will be provided in an
upcoming publication by Marcus Baur.

3

Modelica model and provide automatically a nonlinear observer for this model in form of a sampled data
system.
This task cannot be performed directly, because
Modelica has no means to discretize a continuous
model and to solve this discretized model with a user-defined method (= integration + update of the next
state according to the observer equations).
Note, it is insufficient to simply integrate the nonlinear models from the last to the new sample instant
(which could be achieved by using the “mapping”
annotation introduced in Modelica 3.1). Instead, the
extended Kalman filter additionally requires linearizing the model around the sample time and using it
together with the solution of the integration to compute a new estimation of the state that is utilized in
the next step. On the other hand, the unscented Kalman filter requires integrating the model several
times with disturbed states from the last to the new
sample instant.
To summarize, there is no way to describe a nonlinear observer completely in Modelica and it is also
very unlikely that the Modelica language is extended
so that this becomes possible.
The basic approach is to export the Modelica model
in the FMI-format (see section 3.1), import it again
in Modelica and during import call the FMIfunctions in such a way that the model is discretized
and utilized in a nonlinear observer algorithm.
3.1

Functional Mockup Interface

The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) for Model
Exchange [FMI10] , [FM11] was developed in the
MODELISAR project to standardize the exchange of
dynamic models between tools. This interface is
supported already by Dymola, SimulationX, JModelica.org, Silver and Simulink1. Other tools are planning to support it as well.
The goal of the FMI is to describe input/output
blocks of dynamic systems defined by differential,
algebraic and discrete equations and to provide an
interface to evaluate these equations as needed in
different simulation environments, as well as in embedded control systems, with explicit or implicit integrators and fixed or variable step-size. Some details of the type of systems that can be handled are
shown in Figure 3 (from [FMI10] ).

Nonlinear Observers in Modelica

In this section a prototype implementation is
sketched for applying the nonlinear observers from
the previous section to Modelica models. The goal is
to start from a given (continuous, usually nonlinear)

1

Dymola 7.4 can export Simulink models in FMI-format
via Realtime-Workshop of MathWorks.
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rameters. This is a similar approach as used for
media from the Modelica.Media package.
2. Design functions, such as computing the new
estimated state of a model, are implemented in a
model independent way. This is achieved by
providing functions (as input arguments) that
compute the needed information from a model.
Concrete implementations of these functions are
provided for FMUs.
Here is a more detailed sketch of this approach:
Package PartialFmiFunctions defines the interfaces
to all FMI functions:
partial package PartialFmiFunctions
constant Integer nx=1 "# of states";
constant Integer nu=1 "# of inputs";
constant Integer ny=1 "# of outputs";
constant Integer id_u[nu]"Input handles";
constant Integer id_y[ny]"Output handles";

Figure 3: FMI for model exchange.

The interface consists of (a) a small set of standardized “C-functions” to evaluate the model equations
and (b) an XML-file that contains all information
that is not needed during execution, such as the variable definitions. Every variable has a handle (a 32 bit
Integer) that is used to identify the variable in the Cfunction calls. The source and/or object code of the
C-functions, as well as the XML-file and optionally
other files, are stored in a zip-file with the extension
“.fmu” for “Functional Mockup Unit”.
In order to implement nonlinear observers for Modelica models, the corresponding model has to be exported by one of the tools in FMI format. In a subsequent step, it has to be imported again. Unfortunately, a standard FMU-import as supported by Dymola
and other tools cannot be used, because these interfaces import a model as continuous model, if it was
exported as continuous model. For this reason, a new
FMU-import method was implemented (see section
3.3). From the Modelica perspective, it was necessary to use the new feature of “functions as input
argument to functions”, as introduced in the Modelica Language 3.2. This feature is currently only supported in Dymola 7.5 Beta. So we used this Dymola
version for the prototype implementation.
3.2

FMU Definition in Modelica

The key point is that all FMI-functions of an imported FMU need to be available for design methods in
Modelica. This is achieved in the following way:
1. A FMU (so a model exported by a Modelica
tool) is mapped to a replaceable package consisting of (a) an external object that holds the “internal memory” of the model, (b) external functions
that call the FMU functions, and (c) a Modelica
model to instantiate and initialize the external
object optionally defining new values for the pa-

replaceable partial class FmiInstance
extends ExternalObject;
replaceable partial function constructor
input String
instanceName;
input Boolean
loggingOn;
output FmiInstance fmi;
end constructor;
replaceable partial function destructor
input FmiInstance fmi;
end destructor;
end FmiInstance;
replaceable partial function fmiSetTime
input FmiInstance fmi
input Real ti;
input Real preAvail;
output Real postAvail = preAvail;
end fmiSetTime;
replaceable partial function
fmiSetContinuousStates
input FmiInstance fmi;
input Real x[:];
input Real preAvail;
output Real postAvail= preAvail;
end fmiSetContinuousStates;
...
end PartialFmiFunctions;

It is important that the dimensions of the input, output and state vectors, as well as the vector of handles
for the input variables (id_u) and for the output variables (id_y) are available in the package as constants, since they are needed later by the specialized
functions for the design models.
Importing an FMU means to generate a FMU specific Modelica package of the form (below: <MODEL>
is the name of the FMU):
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parameter String name = "<MODEL>"
Functions.FmiInstance fmi=
Functions.FmiInstance(name);
...
end Model;

Real time_;
Real P[nx,nx] "Error covariance matrix";
Real K[nx,ny] "Kalman filter gain matrix";
...
protected
outer C.SampleClock sampleClock ;
initial algorithm
x_est :=FmiFunctions.fmiGetContinuousStates
(fmi,nx,1);
P
:= P_init;
time_ := 0;
algorithm
when sampleTrigger then
(x_est,y_est,P,K) := UKF(
function fFMI(fmi=fmi),
function hFMI(fmi=fmi),
pre(x_est),pre(u),y_measure, ...);
time_ :=time_ + sampleClock.sampleTime;
FmiFunctions.fmiSetTime(fmi,time_,1);
FmiFunctions.fmiCompletedStep(fmi,3);
end when;
end UKF_FMI;

package Functions
extends PartialFmiFunctions(
nx=4,
nu=1,
ny=2,
id_u={352321536},
id_y={335544320,335544321});
redeclare class FmiInstance
extends ExternalObject;
function constructor
input String instanceName;
input Boolean loggingOn;
output FmiInstance fmi;
external"C" fmi = <MODEL_init>
(instanceName, loggingOn);
end constructor;
function destructor
input FmiInstance fmi;
external"C" <MODEL_close>(fmi);
end destructor;
end FmiInstance;
redeclare function extends fmiSetTime
external"C"
<MODEL_ fmiSetTime>(fmi, ti);
end fmiSetTime;

…
end Functions;
end <MODEL>_fmu;

The imported FMU is now available as a package
that contains a model to initialize the FMU and a set
of functions to operate on the initialized FMU.
Up to this stage, the code is completely independent
from the design that shall be carried out, and the
generated FMU package can be utilized for all kinds
of design tasks. For every specific design, like an
UKF observer, a model has to be implemented that
has the following basic structure:
model UKF_FMI "Unscented Kalman filter"
import C =
Modelica_LinearSystems2.Controller;
import I = Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces;
extends C.Interfaces.PartialDiscreteBlock
(initType = C.Types.Init.InitialState);

The UKF_FMI design model uses the PartialFmiFunctions as replaceable package to get access to the
FMU functions of the model (in the same way as a
medium is used in a fluid model), as well as an instance of the external object in this package (FmiInstance) to hold the internal memory of the FMU.
All data that the user has to provide for this design
method is provided via parameters and input signals.
The central code consists basically of a periodically
evaluated when-clause where in every sample interval the UKF design function is called. This design
function, here: UKF(...), is generic and does not depend on FMI. In case of the UKF, the design function requires two functions as inputs: fFMI(..) and
hFMI(..). In model UKF_FMI above, these (generic)
functions will internally call FMI functions, and
therefore the handle to the FMU external object is
provided as additional argument via a “function partial application”.
Function “fFMI” integrates the FMU over one sample period, whereas “hFMI” computes the output
signals at the new sample time. For example, fFMI is
implemented as:
function fFMI
input FmiFunctions.FmiInstance fmi;
input Real u[:] "Input at instant k";
input Real x[:] "State at instant k";
input Modelica.SIunits.Time Ts;
output Real x_new[size(x, 1)]
"Predicted x at k+1";
algorithm
FmiFunctions.fmiSetReal
(fmi, FmiFunctions.id_u, u, 1);
x_new := RkFix4(fmi,Ts,x);
end fFMI;

replaceable package FmiFunctions =
PartialFmiFunctions;
constant Integer nx = FmiFunctions.nx;
constant Integer ny = FmiFunctions.ny;
constant Integer nu = FmiFunctions.nu;
parameter Real Q[nx,nx]=identity(nx);
parameter Real G[nx, nx];
parameter Real R[ny, ny];
parameter Real P_init[nx,nx];
parameter Real x_init[nx] "Initial states";
input FmiFunctions.FmiInstance fmi;
I.RealInput u[nu]
"Input u";
I.RealInput y_measure[ny] "Measured y";
I.RealOutput x_est[nx]
"Estimated x";
I.RealOutput y_est[ny]
"Estimated y";

With “fmiSetReal”; the input values are set and with
function “RkFix4” the FMU is integrated from the
previous to the next sample instant using a RungeKutta method of order 4 with a fixed step size. The
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design function “UKF” finally is an implementation
of the algorithm sketched in section 2 using
LAPACK [Lap99] for its numerical part.
All pieces can now be assembled together. Assume
for example, that a crane model is exported as FMU
and that the importer of section 3.3 generated the
package “Crane_fmu” according to “<MODEL_fmu>” from above. Then the code for an UKF
observer for this model has basically the following
structure:
model CraneObserver
// FMU instance
Crane_fmu.Model CraneFMU(...);
// Unscented Kalman Filter
UKF_FMI UKF(
fmi = CraneFMU.fmi,
redeclare package FmiFunctions =
Crane_fmu.Functions,
...)

Figure 4: Processing Scheme for the Python-based FMU
Re-import

4

// Connect input and measurement signals
// to model UKF
end CraneObserver;

In the first statement an instance of the FMU model
is generated. In the second statement, the model of
the unscented Kalman filter is used and the FMU
instance as well as the FMU functions are provided
as arguments, besides Kalman specific settings.
3.3

Example SOC estimation

Subsequently, the observer framework is demonstrated in an application from the development of the
ROboMObil. The battery model introduced in
[Bre11b] is used as the synthesis model for the
FMU-Export. The observer scheme is shown in
Figure 5.

FMU import using Python

To support the reimport of a FMU into a Modelica
model in the specific form of section 3.2, a tool box
has been developed in Python 3 [Phy10] . It consists
of a library of Python classes and a set of scripts representing the end-user applications. Using this toolbox, a developer can easily create its own re-import
functionality for FMUs, specially tailored to fit his or
her set of demands. The result of the final Python
script is Modelica package <MODEL>_fmu from
the last section representing the imported FMU. The
equired input consists in the XML-file that is extracted from the FMU zip-file, optionally additional
text-input by the user, and most important a template
file, see Figure 4. This template file consists of a
Modelica model file that contains mark-up elements
to be replaced by the Python Script.
The template file for FMUs for nonlinear observers
resembles the structure of package “<MODEL>_fmu” sketched in section 3.2.
Using the Python tool-box, FMUs can be reimported into Modelica in a very flexible way suiting
a broad set of potential future applications.

Figure 5: FMU based observer setup

In the top left corner of the model a FMU instance
block is placed. The free parameters of the imported
model can be tuned here before simulation. So it is
possible to modify system parameters, i.e. due to
changed conditions in the experiment, without the
necessity of repeating the importing procedure. With
these parameters and the system equations, the FMU
instance calculates the initial states of the prediction
model and instantiates the FMI object.
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Figure 6: Comparison of observer vss. model basedd SOC characcteristics

The pointerr to this instaance is passeed to the obsserver
algorithm. T
This can be done
d
via the parameter
p
diialog.
In our case we have chhoosen an UnscentedKal
U
lmanFilter usingg SquareRooot matrix callculation. M
Moreover the userr has to tune the free filteer parameterss like
the covariannce matrix orr the sigma point
p
spread.. This
has to be pperformed inndividually for
fo every appplication, manuaally or by offline
o
optim
mization metthods
( [Bre11b] )).
In this eexample we
w
like to
o estimate the
StateOfChaarge of a LiIoon battery ceell. The inputt u of
the battery model is thee measured current,
c
whille the
model outpput vector ym is the celll voltage andd the
noisy SOC which is calculated
c
viia the methood of
perfect meaasurements (c.f. Figurre 5, compoonent
with descripption text “L
L Perf.”, where L is the state
variable forr the SOC).
For experim
ment data wee use a FTP
P75 driving cycle
which is siimulated witth the RObo
oMObil enerrgetic
model( [Eng10] ). The calculated electric poweer demand of thee actuators iss converted to
t the currennt demand of onne cell. This is used as current deman
and to
the single ccell test bencch (Figure 7).
7 The voltaage at
the cell terrminals, the surface tem
mperature andd the
effective cuurrent flow are
a recorded
d during thiss test.
Finally theyy are used ass input and measurement
m
t data
of the experriment setup (Figure 5 bo
ottom left).
In Figure 6 we have preesented the experiment
e
reesults
and benefitts of using a model bassed recursivee observer in reaal-time appliications. Thee red curve shhows
the SOC ccharacteristicc calculated via the peerfect
measuremennt.

Figure 7: Current demand from
m ROboMObil in
FTP75 drive
d
cycle

It is,, despite of signal pre-fiiltering, very
y erratic andd
noisy
y. This charaacteristic is qualitatively
y correct, es-peciaally in comparison to thee green curvee, which rep-resen
nts the outpu
ut of a pure m
model simulaation withoutt
obseerver correcttion. The puure simulatio
on causes a
SOC
C that is less than zero aat the end off the simula-tion which is ph
hysically im
mpossible (c..f. Figure 7,,
botto
om right). In
n car applicaations, this would
w
meann
that the SOC display wouldd show inco
orrect infor-matiion. In this case it wouldd not be posssible to drivee
on, although th
he battery is not exh
hausted yet..
Thro
ough our esttimation alggorithm, we get a betterr
and smoother esstimation of the SOC thaat convergess
to zeero (blue currve) at the eend. Due to the efficientt
codee provided by
b the FMI interface, th
his test runss
with
h a real time factor greatter than 100 on standardd
desk
ktop systemss. Thereby, it is possiblle to imple-ment this observer on embeddded or rapid
d prototypingg
controllers within
n the ROboM
MObil.
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5

Conclusions and future work

We have demonstrated a way to develop a framework for generic observer design. The algorithm part
is completely separated from the synthesis model.
This could be achieved by the use of the FMI reimport mimic and the new possibilities of Modelica 3.2
to pass functions as arguments to functions. The presented example of a battery state estimation and its
results make us confident that this framework can be
used for many control system tasks in the future, especially in the ROboMObil project. Furthermore, the
estimation algorithms will be extended to handle
constraints in a recursive way, [Sim09] [Kan08] and
to take “out of sequence measurements” into account, [Lar98] [Mer04] .
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Abstract

an AUTOSAR-based software component development process.

This paper shows how the recently developed Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) standard for model
exchange can be utilized in the context of AUTOSAR software component (SW-C) development. Automatic transformations between the XML schemas
of the two standards are utilized to convert FMI
models to AUTOSAR. An application example is
demonstrated, where a Modelica controller is exported through FMI, converted to an AUTOSAR
SW-C and then imported into an AUTOSAR tool.
The presented approach, with FMI as an intermediate
format, should be an attractive alternative to providing full-fledged AUTOSAR SW-C export.
Keywords: FMI; AUTOSAR; model-based design;
embedded software

The paper is organized as follows. Details of the
FMI and AUTOSAR standards are given in Sections
2 and 3, respectively. A mapping and conversion
between FMI and AUTOSAR is then described in
Section 4. An example application involving the
Dymola [1] and AUTOSAR Builder [2] tools are
presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 gives the
conclusions.

1

Introduction

During the last two years, an open standard for exchange of simulation models, the Functional MockUp Interface (FMI), has been developed within the
European ITEA2 research project MODELISAR.
This standardized interface supports exchange of
models that are described by differential, algebraic
and discrete equations with time-, state- and stepevents. The first official version, 1.0, of this standard
was released on January 26, 2010.
Apart from the obvious improvements for model
exchange between different tools and vendors, the
interface is also well suited, and designed, for software components in embedded control systems.
Since one of the major industrial driving forces behind the MODELISAR project is within the automotive industry, interoperability of the lightweight FMI
with the comprehensive AUTOSAR standard for
automotive E/E applications is of high interest. This
paper examines the applicability of using FMI within

2

Functional Mockup Interface

Integration of components delivered by many different suppliers is a common task in modern product
engineering. To reduce costs, control complexity,
and accelerate development it is desirable to allow
this integration task to be done using a virtual representation of the product, i.e., to build a digital mockup. Besides spatial integration of the different components in a CAD tool, it is also required to let the
dynamic behavior of the product to be predicted and
checked by means of (physical) simulation.
Very often suppliers already have dynamic system models of their particular component, developed
within their preferred simulation tool. However, integrating the various component models (possibly
each developed with a different simulation tool) into
an overall system model for joint simulation has
proven to be a rather difficult, time-consuming, and
numerically fragile undertaking.
The intention of the Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI) is that dynamic system models from different
tool vendors can be coupled together to form an
overall system model with minimal effort and high
numerical quality. To achieve that goal, the FMI defines an open interface that needs to be implemented
by tools in order to import or export FMI system
models. In FMI terminology a system model that
implements the interface defined by the FMI specification is called a Functional Mockup Unit (FMU).
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Figure 1 from the MODELISAR project profile description shows a use-case from an automotive
OEMs perspective.

Figure 1: A functional mock-up of a vehicle consisting
of several coupled Functional Mockup Units (source:
www.itea2.org)

3

Introduction to AUTOSAR

AUTOSAR is an automotive standard, which aims to
decouple hardware and software and to separate
communication from function. It achieves that by
introducing several layers of abstraction with standardized interfaces.
The development partnership AUTOSAR
(http://www.autosar.org) has released version 4.0 of
the AUTOSAR standard in December 2009. However, since most commercially available tools to this
date not yet support the 4.0 release, the following
discussion concentrates on the 3.1 release of the
standard.
The actual functional behavior (e.g. a modelbased control algorithm) is encapsulated in AUTOSAR Software Components (SW-Cs). These components are decoupled through standardized interfaces
from specific characteristics of Electronic Control
Units (ECUs) and the given communication mechanism (e.g., automotive buses like CAN, FlexRay,
LIN or inter-process communication if several software components interact on the same ECU).
The benefit of this decoupling is that the software
components can be moved without adaption between
different ECUs. The interconnections between the
software components are handled by the Virtual
Functional Bus (VFB). The VFB is the sum of all
communication mechanisms and essential interfaces
to the basic (hardware-dependent) software provided
by AUTOSAR on an abstract level to software components (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Basic AUTOSAR approach for configuration
of an AUTOSAR system (source: [7], p. 9).

The mapping of the software components to the
physical ECUs, as well as the mapping of the software component’s communication ports to the physical communication mechanism (e.g., CAN, FlexRay, LIN, or shared memory) is provided in a later
configuration step. This allows starting the development of the logical software functions independently
from the decision of the target platform (following
the concept of separation of logical system architecture from the technical system architecture [3] [4]).
After that configuration, an AUTOSAR tool can
deduce what software/communication functionality
is required on a particular ECU and will be able to
generate the needed source code for the particular
ECU (target platform). This means that the abstract
communication connections modeled on the VFB
level are transformed to concrete communication
connections on the ECUs. The software layer that
provides the VFB communication services for the
SW-C is called AUTOSAR Runtime Environment
(RTE) and needs to be generated by the tool for
every ECU.

4

FMI to AUTOSAR Software Component conversion

The development of the FMI is primarily intended to
provide a standardized exchange format for physical
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simulation models [1]. Nevertheless the intention to
use that standard also for software components in
embedded control systems is already stated in the
abstract of [6].
Compared to AUTOSAR, the FMI standard is
much smaller and more straightforward, and support
of the FMI standard is a more manageable task 1 .
Thus, a conversion from FMI to AUTOSAR SW-Cs
could be a cost effective alternative to providing dedicated AUTOSAR code generators (especially if
support for FMI is already available or planned).

Figure 3: Excerpt of the mapping between the FMI
and AUTOSAR schema.

4.1

4.2

Establishing a relation between FMI and
AUTOSAR software component specification methodology

Both FMI and AUTOSAR use XML documents
for capturing the information about the (software)
model (see [6] and [7]). In each case, the structure of
the XML documents is defined in an associated
XML schema [8]. A notable difference is that the
AUTOSAR 3.1 schema occupies about 1000KB,
while the FMI 1.0 schema is limited to about
25.5KB.
Mapping between different XML schemas is a
common IT task and dedicated standards and tools
are readily available. The Altova MapForce [9] program is a tool that allows defining mappings between
XML schemas in a graphical manner. Figure 3
shows an excerpt of a mapping from FMI to AUTOSAR 3.1 developed in MapForce which was utilized
in the first prototype mapping 2 .
There is no univocal relation between FMI and
AUTOSAR elements. Therefore design decisions
about the available alternatives need to be made.

1

In particular the import of AUTOSAR SW-Cs is much
more complex, than that of importing an FMU. The reason
for this is the great flexibility of the AUTOSAR standard
to define SW-Cs, which needs to be managed by an importer. So using FMI as interchange format for embedded
software components could also facilitate the exchange of
embedded software.
2
In later versions the mapping in MapForce was dropped
in favor of a mapping developed in Scala [10] and Java
utilizing auto-generated XML data bindings from the Altova XMLSpy tool [11]. The reason for that was the perceived need for more flexible language expressiveness as
the mapping became more complex.

Mapping FMI inputs/outputs to AUTOSAR
SW-Cs Ports

The interaction between AUTOSAR Software
Components and other parts of the system (including
other AUTOSAR Software Components) is realized
over a set of ports with standardized interfaces.
Figure 4 shows the graphical representation of an
AUTOSAR SW-C with different ports at its interface
boundary.

Figure 4: Graphical representation of softwarecomponents in AUTOSAR (source: [12], p. 20).

There are basically three kinds of port interfaces
supported by AUTOSAR:
 Client-server: The server is the provider
of operations and several clients can invoke those operations.
 Sender-receiver: A sender distributes information to one or several receivers, or
one receiver gets information (events)
from several senders.
 Calibration: Using or providing (static)
calibration data
A port can either be a “PPort” or an “RPort”. A
“PPort” provides the elements defined in a port interface. An “RPort” requires the elements defined in
a port interface.
The FMI standard collects all visible/accessible
variables within one central data structure (in the
“ModelVariables” element). That element contains a
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sequence of elements of the type “fmiScalarVariable” as shown in Figure 5.

Port-based calibration: Parameters are
explicitly visible on the VFB. This mechanism is meant for public parameters
of a SW-C (e.g. in Figure 8 the parameters for the PI-controller are port-based,
public parameters).
 Private calibration parameters: These reside internally within a SW-C. They are
not explicitly visible on the VFB level.
The rationale for differentiating between “private”
and “public” parameters is that a supplier might want
to indicate which parameters are safe to be calibrated
by the OEM and which parameters the OEM should
better not touch. Additionally, AUTOSAR allows to
specify whether parameters may be calibrated online (while the software function is running), or only
before initialization.
Like the previous mapping of FMI inputs/outputs
to AUTOSAR ports, there is no univocal mapping
from FMI parameters to AUTOSAR calibration parameters. However, it seems to be reasonable to map
FMI parameters to “public” calibration ports, explicitly visible at VFB level 3 .

Figure 5: Structure of the fmiScalarVariable element

The information whether a variable is an input or
output to the component (and therefore interface relevant) is coded in the optional attribute “causality”
(condition: “causality = input/output”). Parameters
for potential calibration of the component are identified through the “variability” attribute (condition:
“variablity = parameter”). FMI inputs/outputs map
to the AUTOSAR sender-receiver port interface (input maps to “RPort” and output maps to “PPort”).
AUTOSAR supports different flavors of senderreceiver port communication (explicit/implicit communication, queued or un-queued communication,
sending/receiving of data or events). There is no
counterpart for these options in the FMI standard.
Consequently, the desired mapping needs to be decided at the FMU import. For the further discussion
we assume that FMI inputs/outputs are mapped to
explicit, un-queued, data communication ports.
4.3



Mapping of FMI parameters to AUTOSAR
calibration ports

In FMI a parameter is identified by the condition
“variablity = parameter” within the variable definition (see above). Parameters can be set before initializing the FMU. After initialization they are fixed and
may not change during runtime.
In embedded automotive software design, manipulation of parameters is termed calibration.
AUTOSAR provides flexible support for manipulating calibration parameters.

4.4

Wrapping the FMU C-code into an AUTOSAR Runnable Entity

Through its ports, the AUTOSAR SW-C specifies
which information it requires from and provides to
other components. The actual implementation of a
component consists of a set of “runnable entities” (in
short runnable 4 ), which are code sequences in the
SW-Cs that are activated through events, like timers
or the receiving of data.
In order to execute an FMU as an AUTOSAR
SW-C, it is necessary to wrap the C-function calls to
the FMU into an AUTOSAR runnable.
Every runnable entity provides an entry point and
an associated set of data. For components implemented using C or C++ the entry point of a runnable
is implemented by a function with global scope defined in the source code of the software component.
The RTE is the sole entity that can trigger the execu3

The current limitation of the FMI standard to allow parameters only to be set before initialization is in contrast
to the well-established practice of online-calibration of
controller algorithm parameters. Hopefully, future versions of the FMI standard will deal with that limitation.
4
A runnable runs in the context of a task. The task provides the common resources to the runnables such as context and stack-space. On the operating system level a task
can be realized as either a full process or as a light-weight
thread.
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tion of a runnable. In [13], p.141 the signature of this
function is defined as

by the “reference” block. The “pIController” block
implements the closed-loop control of the plant.

<void|Std_ReturnType> <name>([IN RTE_Instance <instance>],
[role parameters])

AUTOSAR provides various events that can trigger a runnable (e.g. TimingEvent, DataReceivedEvent, DataReceiveErrorEvent, DataSendCompletedEvent, etc.). For using Modelica/FMU controller models in AUTOSAR applications the cyclic invocation plays the most important role. For that purpose the TimingEvent is used as activation method
for FMU models.
Since the AUTOSAR activation of runnables is
targeted at discrete controllers it does not support the
concept of a solver, which is of course needed in the
FMI specification. As a consequence, an adequate
FMI solver must be wrapped inside the runnable
functions. A design decision is needed whether
FMUs with continuous states (“numberOfContinuousStates > 0”) shall be supported by the AUTOSAR importer, or if the import is restricted to purely
discrete FMUs (superseding the need of wrapping a
numerical integrator into the runnable). For the purpose of this work it is decided to only allow purely
discrete FMUs 5 .
Notably, FMI 1.0 does not include an attribute for
specifying a fixed sample period 6 . Thus, the sample
period for the TimingEvent needs to be given as a
parameter within the FMU import process.

5

Example application

The FMI to AUTOSAR conversion will be demonstrated in an application example. In this scenario
we will consider export of a Modelica controller
from Dymola through FMI. The exported FMU will
then be converted to AUTOSAR and imported into
the AUTOSAR Builder tool.
In order to focus the discussion, a simple, instructive example of a controlled drive is used. The example is modeled in Modelica using the Dymola tool
(see Figure 6). The reference trajectory is provided
5

This restriction is not as severe as it may seem on first
sight. If it is desired to use models with continuous states,
some tools (e.g. Dymola) provide options of exporting
such models as FMUs with inline integrators. As a result
the exported FMU has no external continuous states
(“numberOfContinuousStates = 0”), thus no integrator
needs to be provided for executing such an FMU.
6
Hopefully, future versions of the standard will allow
specifying a fixed sample period.

Figure 6: Simple controlled drive example as Modelica
model in Dymola

The PI-controller (proportional-integral controller)
may be parameterized with the proportional gain “k”
and the time constant “T” of the integral term, as
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Parameter dialog for controller calibration
in Dymola

Figure 8 shows how the example can be modeled
within an AUTOSAR VFB diagram. The parameters
are modeled as explicit inputs to the “PIController”
SW-C. The “PI_Init” runnable initializes the controller and sets the provided parameters. The “PI_Run”
runnable is called periodically to provide the required actuating variable. Instead of the plant, Sensor-Actuator SW-Cs have been introduced (“TorqueActuator” and “SpeedSensor”).

Figure 8: Simple controlled drive example as AUTOSAR VFB diagram (including sensor and actuator
components, as well as parameter ports for controller
calibration)

The Modelica PI-controller is exported from Dymola as an FMU and transformed from the FMI
schema to the AUTOSAR schema. Similarly, the
required C wrapper code for the AUTOSAR runnable is automatically generated from the FMI
schema. In both cases Scala and Java are used as the
implementation languages of choice for carrying out
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these transformations 7 . In Figure 9 an excerpt of the
Model Description File of the PI-controller as exported by Dymola is given.

PI.fmu

sources

modelDescription.xml

Run FMI to AUTOSAR
transformation program
fmi2autosar.jar
(executable jar file)

AUTOSAR SW-C description (xml-file)
and C-sources files for the „Init“ and
„Run“ runnable

PI_Init.c

PI_Run.c

The necessary workflow for transforming the
FMU to an AUTOSAR SW-C is depicted in Figure
10. The workflow is highly automated, since the current version of the fmi2autosar program needs no
user interaction except of specifying the location of
the program’s input and the desired fixed sample
period. Basically, the import into AUTOSAR Builder works by just copying the files generated by
fmi2autosar into an AUTOSAR project directory and
“refreshing” the project 8 . The screenshot in Figure
11 shows the AUTOSAR Master Editor view, after
the PI-controller import.

Run the
transformation

The generated Csource files adapt
the interface of the
FMU C-sources to
a C-interface
compatible to
AUTOSAR
runnables

autosar.xml

Import into AUTOSAR Builder

Figure 9: Excerpt from the Model Description File of
the PI-controller (FMI schema compliant xml format)

A FMU description
consists of several
files which are
stored in a zip-file
with the extension
„.fmu“. The FMI
standard allows to
distribute the Model
Interface
implementation as
C-sources or as
binaries. Note that
cross-compilation
will only work with
C-sources.

Import the
generated artifacts
into an AUTOSAR
Authoring Tool for
further integration
into the vehicle’s
E/E architecture

Figure 10: FMU to AUTOSAR-SW-C transformation
workflow demonstrated through the PI-controller example

AUTOSAR allows a flexible structuring of elements through the use of packages and subpackages.
To achieve a well-arranged layout, which facilitates
integration into an AUTOSAR project, the proposed
transformation collects all elements resulting from an
FMU transformation into one package. The value of
the FMU’s “modelIdentifier” attribute is used as
base string for the package and subpackage names
(see Figure 11).
After the import the model can be further processed in AUTOSAR Builder. It can be integrated
with other SW-Cs and simulated on the VFB level
using the Geensoft ASim tool.

7

The implementation effort was considerably reduced by
leveraging the functionality of the XMLSpy tool [11] to
automatically generate XML data bindings for the Java
language.
8
For further processing in AUTOSAR Builder, e.g., simulation on VFB level and RTE generation, necessary build
dependencies and compiler flags need to be configured
manually in AUTOSAR Builder. Because the required
settings are highly tool- and application-specific no attempt is made to provide default settings.

6

Conclusions

This paper has presented a mapping and conversion
scheme between the Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI) for model exchange and the automotive software architecture standard, AUTOSAR. A suitable
subset of the AUTOSAR software component speci-
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fication was selected for the mapping and the rationale for these decisions was motivated. The design
has been validated by importing the transformed
FMI models into an AUTOSAR Authoring Tool and
simulating the design on the Virtual Functional Bus
level.
The FMI to AUTOSAR mapping process has also
identified missing features in FMI that should be
worth considering for future versions of the standard.

work within the ITEA2 project MODELISAR (200802291).
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Abstract

1.2

In power plant applications, detailed transient analysis of the evaporator results in very large fluid systems, i.e. the model consists of many equations. This
is because the evaporator has many tubes and the
spatial discretization has to be quite fine in order to
appropriately model transient evaporation processes.
In such cases, due to performance and workflow reasons, we use a specialized in-house tool Dynaplant
[1]. Coupling between Dynaplant and a Modelicasimulator helps to benefit in addition from the possibility of rapid development of new components in
Modelica.
Here, it is shown, how the Functional Mock-up Unit
(FMU) export from a Modelica model can be used to
perform a co-simulation with Dynaplant and an
FMU simulator. The FMU is defined via the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) for Model Exchange
v1.0 [2]. Advantages but also restrictions and challenges are covered.

(A) Typically, there is already an evaporator model
in Dynaplant, such that the evaporator itself can easily be simulated in Dynaplant. Now assume some
urgent analysis request, which could be answered via
a transient simulation of the evaporator together with
some neighboring components. There is not yet any
Dynaplant model of this neighboring component, but
it can be rapidly developed in Modelica.
In this case, some coupling between Dynaplant
and Modelica models will be helpful. Here, the process interface between Modelica and Dynaplant may
consist of a mass flow rate m_flow and enthalpy h
from the Dynaplant evaporator and a pressure p from
the new Modelica component.
m_flow
Dynaplant
evaporator
model

Keywords: Fluid; Co-simulation; FMU; FMI

1
1.1

Use cases, where best of two worlds is
needed

h

Modelica
components
p

Figure 1: Typical use case (A) for coupling Dynaplant
with Modelica models.

Introduction
Modelica world versus Dynaplant

Modelica is the preferred modeling language for dynamic simulations within Siemens Energy [3] due to
the high degree of maintainability of Modelica models. In addition, new models can rapidly be developed.
Dynaplant is highly specialized for large fluid
systems (e.g. detailed evaporator models). Its performance and usability fulfills our requirements: Performance is increased by using fast water/steam
property functions and taking advantage of multicore CPUs. Usability features are data interface to
steady state design tool and restart ability. However,
the model library is quite restricted and the development of new Dynaplant model is time-consuming.

Formerly, in such a case an iterative procedure had
been carried out. Here, the Dynaplant and the Modelica model are solved alternating with time tables
containing the output of one model as input for the
other. After several iterations hopefully a convergence is observed. This iterative procedure is very
time-consuming and does not guarantee any convergence at all.
(B) The power plant block control is implemented in
another in-house software SPPA-T3000 [4]. Currently, there is a T3000-Modelica parser under development generating Modelica models out of
SPPA-T3000. This way, the block control could be
easily modeled in Modelica. Then, the steam generator (and may be steam turbines) would be modeled in
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Dynaplant and remaining parts of the power plant
including block control would be modeled in Modelica. This enables the solution of the following use
cases for coupling Dynaplant and Modelica models:
• Testing of SPPA-T3000 control schemes using detailed Dynaplant process models
• Dynaplant process simulation using original
SPPA-T3000 control schemes

2

Routes to couple in-house tools
with Modelica using FMU

In the following two sections 2.1 and 2.2, the Functional Mock-up Unit and its in-house simulator will
be introduced. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 present possibilities to couple Modelica and Dynaplant models.
2.1

Introduction to FMU

The FMU is an implementation of the FMI for
Model Exchange [2] definitions. We used this instead of the alternative specification (FMI for CoSimulation), since our long-term goal is to completely include the FMU model into a single simulation environment. The intention is that dynamic system models of different software systems (including
Modelica and non-Modelica tools) can generate CCode of a dynamic system model, which can be used
for simulation.
An FMU-file is a zipped archive which contains
at least:
1. A small set of easy to use C-functions for all the
needed model equations such as differential, algebraic and discrete equations with events.
These C-functions can either be provided in
source and/or binary form.
2. An xml-file containing the definition of all variables in the model and other model information
needed to simulate the model.
The main features of FMU are:
1. It is possible to utilize several instances of a
model and to connect models hierarchically together.
2. A model is independent of the target simulator
because it does not use a simulator specific
header file as in other approaches.
3. An FMU may either be self-integrating or require an external solver to perform numerical integration.
Assume an FMU without self-integration. For coupling this FMU with another simulator (e.g.

Dynaplant), one may either connect an FMU simulator with the other simulator (co-simulation) or add
the FMU equations directly into the equation system
of the other simulator (single model, single solver).
The FMU simulator needed for co-simulation is described in the next section. The remaining two sections cover both approaches mentioned.
2.2

Sadida: An Interface to FMU

Sadida is our in-house FMU simulator. It contains
solvers for integrating a given FMU. The model
equations from the FMU and the time integration
solver are wrapped together into several methods of
a simulator class. The most important methods are:
• Setup: Allocate memory for the FMU model,
and initialize the integrator.
• SetVariable
• GetVariable
• InitializeModel: Computes the initial state
corresponding to the FMU initial equations.
• ReAllocateModel
• Run: Perform time integration with required
time span and time step size.
Using Dymola 7.4 [5] with code export option, it is
possible to export a FMU from a Modelica model.
Our in-house FMU simulator Sadida then enables us
to integrate any Modelica model. The methods of
this FMU simulator can be called by Dynaplant.
2.3

Co-simulation: FMU simulator included in
Dynaplant

The first approach uses co-simulation in order to
couple the FMU model with the Dynaplant model.
Usually, a co-simulation is controlled by a tool like
TISC [6] organizing data exchange between several
simulators. In contrast, here, another kind of cosimulation is done where Dynaplant (one of the
simulation partners) takes control of the cosimulation:
Dynaplant calls methods from the FMU simulator
in order to manage data exchange and provides time
step sizes for both simulation partners.
The co-simulation is prepared using the following
procedure:
• Create an instance of the Sadida FMU simulator class. The following steps are done using methods from this FMU simulator.
• Import FMU model
• Modify FMU model parameters
• Set input variables u(0) of FMU model from
Dynaplant’s initial state
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•
•

Initialize the FMU model
Get initial values of output variables y(0)
from the FMU model

with a second simulator, the FMU equations will
directly be added to the Dynaplant equation system
and solved with the Dynaplant solver. This way,
there will be no time discretization errors any more.

A Dynaplant integration of the time interval tn ...tn +1

Dynaplant

is carried out using constant output y (tn ) from
Sadida. After each such Dynaplant time step, the
following FMU simulator methods are called by
Dynaplant via Sadida:
• Set input variables u (tn +1 ) from Dynaplant.
•

Integrate FMU model over time interval
tn ...tn +1 using constant u (tn +1 ) .

•

Get output variables y (tn +1 ) from FMU
model

Sadida
y

Model

u
Solver

Solver

Figure 2: Co-simulation: The FMU model is solved by
the FMU simulator Sadida, the Dynaplant model is
solved by Dynaplant. Between both solvers, data exchange takes place.

This way, a co-simulation of both Sadida and
Dynaplant model can be performed. The interaction
of models and solvers is shown in Figure 2. The timing is illustrated in Figure 3. It leads to time discretization errors.

tn

tn +1

y (tn )
tn

tn +1

tn +1

Figure 3: Timing of both Dynaplant and Sadida
solvers. First Dynaplant integrates a time step t n ...tn +1
assuming constant y (t n ) from Sadida. Then, Sadida
integrates this time interval using constant u (t n +1 )
from Dynaplant. This results in time discretization
errors.

2.4

Figure 4: Next step: FMU equations are added to the
Dynaplant model and the total model is solved by a
single solver.

This approach is just an outlook with many open
questions. Especially the following Dynaplant features have to be clarified:
• Fixed Jacobian structure (using potential
Jacobian non-zeros)
• Restart ability
• Nominal values dependent on type of variable (e.g. fluid pressure)
• Less sophisticated event handling

3

Next step: FMU equations included in
Dynaplant (single solver)

As shown in Figure 4, the next step will go beyond
co-simulation. Rather than solving the FMU model

Co-simulation
Challenges

Restrictions

and

So far the co-simulation approach for coupling
Dynaplant and Modelica models is realized. In this
chapter we share our experiences including restrictions and challenges.
3.1

y (tn +1 )
u (tn +1 )

Sadida

Solver

Dynaplant

FMU

Dynaplant

Total model (FMU + Dynaplant)

Restrictions of co-simulation based on FMU

Due to the time discretization errors caused by the
exchanged variables, time intervals tn ...tn +1 should
not be too large. Dynaplant uses time step adjustments. The resulting time steps have to be restricted
to an appropriate upper limit: tn +1 − tn ≤ Δtmax .
The following restriction is Dymola specific but
motivates an extension of the FMI: An FMU exported by Dymola 7.4 without “code export option”
will result in an initialization failure on a PC without
Dymola. If there are license restrictions in the FMU,
it would be better to include license check methods
to the FMI rather than computational methods returning FALSE.
A rule deserving notice is that, after the model
has been initialized, no parameter or constant vari-
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able of the model allows its value to be changed.
ReAllocateModel must be called if there is need
changing parameter. The values of the other variables can be changed at any time step.
3.2

Challenges

In this section some problems with the co-simulation
approach are mentioned.
Consistent initialization: In order to obtain a consistent initial state of the FMU model, the inputs u(0)
from Dynaplant’s initial state have to be set first (by
the way: there was a similar bug in Dymola 7.4 for
which a patch is available). A consistent initialization of both FMU and Dynaplant model in total is
not yet realized, since the output of the FMU initialization may influence Dynaplant’s initial state.
Restart ability: One of the advantages of Dynaplant
is its ability to load the final state of a former simulation as initial state of another simulation. Until now,
the final state of the FMU is not saved for this purpose, such that the initial equations of the FMU may
be adapted for a restart.
Support of more than one FMU: Until now only
one FMU is supported. It will be possible to enable
several FMUs by creating a simulator instance for
each single FMU. However, since there have not yet
been a use case for this feature, it is not yet resolved.
Fluid connector interface: At the co-simulation
interface, there is no fluid connector like in the Modelica Standard Library. Instead real inputs and outputs are used, assuming no flow reversal.

A disadvantage is absolutely that the FMU is like
a black box and it is very difficult to identify errors
in the FMU model. Usability will be enhanced when
all FMU variables are accessible in the Dynaplant
output.

4

Coupling of Modelica models with in-house tools
combines advantages of both specialized simulation
tools and flexible Modelica models. The FMU export
of the Modelica model is helpful, since it contains
standard interfaces to exchange information with the
model.
In our co-simulation approach, an FMU simulator
is used to integrate the FMU model. Dynaplant takes
control over the time step adjustments and uses set,
run and get methods to exchange variables with the
FMU simulator. This approach is realized and reveals promising advantages.
Next step will go beyond co-simulation: It will be
even better to use the FMU gathering its equations in
order to add them to the equation system of the specialized simulation tool. In contrast to co-simulation,
the total model will be integrated by a single solver.
Tools importing FMUs should be enabled to generate meaningful error messages in case of license
failures. Therefore we propose to add some license
check method to the FMI.
Support by German Ministry BMBF (BMBF
Förderkennzeichen: 01IS09029C) within the ITEA
project OPENPROD [7] is gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract
Jacobian matrices are used in a wide range of
applications - from solving the original DAEs to
sensitivity analysis. Using Automatic Differentiation the necessary partial derivatives can be provided efficiently within a Modelica-Tool. This paper describes the corresponding implementation
work within the OpenModelica Compiler (OMC)
to create a symbolic derivative module. This
new OMC-feature generates symbolically partial
derivatives in order to calculate Jacobian matrices
with respect to different variables. Applications
presented here, are the generation of linear models of non-linear Modelica models and the usage
of the Jacobian matrix in DASSL for simulating a
model.
Keywords: Symbolic Jacobian, Automatic Differentiation, Linearization, DASSL, OpenModelica

1

Introduction

In the process of modeling and simulation the usage of derivatives in many stages of this process is
very common. The derivatives are useful for simulating a model as well as for the sensitivity analysis
[1] or the optimization [4] of models. The derivatives can be calculated in different ways. There
exist numerical methods like finite difference, or
symbolical methods as in algebra systems. But
there is another method containing characteristics
of both of them: Automatic Differentiation (AD)
is the better choice over other ways for computing
derivatives. It is accurate like symbolic differentiation, since the results are not affected by any truncation errors. AD is originally a numerical method

in contrast to numerical differentiation that evaluates the derivative of a function specified by sequence of assignments in a computer program.
Since a Modelica program is written with symbolic
expressions, AD can be used to calculate symbolically partial derivatives. In this work the OMC is
enhanced to provide the symbolic derivatives for a
Modelica model using AD. The new OMC feature
is applicable in a versatile way. As first application
it is used for the linearization of non-linear models. The linearization of a non-linear model needs
the calculation of partial derivatives with respect
to some specific variables of the Modelica model.
The partial derivatives are organized in so-called
Jacobian matrices. For the linear model it must be
calculated four different Jacobian matrices so that
the main task is the calculation of symbolic partial
derivatives for the linearization. A further application of this new OMC capability, is the usage of
the derivatives for simulating a Modelica model.
The commonly used implicit integration method
DASSL is providing an interface for the symbolic
Jacobian matrix. This feature can be now used to
speed-up the solving time in OMC.
The structure of this paper is as follows: First,
methods from AD theory are shortly introduced in
order to calculate the symbolic derivatives. Afterwards a short introduction of the relevant Modelica language features is presented and the mathematical representation of the corresponding Modelica models is described. With this implementation we are able to differentiate almost the complete Modelica language elements supported by
OpenModelica. Finally, the generation of a linear
model and the usage of the symbolic derivatives
for simulating a Modelica model with DASSL are
presented as applications.
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2

3

Automatic Differentiation

The calculation of the symbolic derivatives of a
Modelica model is possible by using automatic
differentiation (AD) methods. AD is an efficient
method to calculate the derivative value for an algorithmic function. This technique is based on the
fact that the derivatives of a function can be calculated by repeatedly applying mathematical rules
to all the sequential elementary operations of a
coded function. The elementary operations can
be differentiated by applying the basic derivation
rules
∇(u ± v) = ∇u ± ∇v
∇(uv) = u∇v + v∇u
(∇u − uv ∇v)
u
∇( ) =
v
v
for the arithmetic operations and the chain rule

Differentiate a Modelica Model

A Modelica model is typically translated to a basic
mathematical representation in terms of a flat system of differential and algebraic equations before
being able to simulate the model. This translation
process elaborates on the internal model representation by performing analysis and type checking,
inheritance and expansion of base classes, modifications and redeclarations, conversion of connect equations to basic equations, etc. The result of this analysis and translation process is a
flat set of equations, including conditional equations as well as constants, variables, and function
definitions. By the term flat is meant that the
object-oriented structure has been broken down to
a flat representation where no trace of the object
hierarchy remains, apart from dot notation (e.g.
Class.Subclass.variable) within names.
Flat Modelica DAEs could be represented mathematically by the equation:

∇φ(u) = φ̇(u)∇u

0 = F (ẋ(t), x(t), u(t), y(t), p, t)

(2)

for differentiable functions φ (e.g. such as the
Below the notations used in the equation above
standard functions sin(x), cos x, . . .) with known are summarized:
derivatives. This approach is referred to in lit• ẋ(t) the differentiated vector of state variables
erature as "forward" mode [9].
of the model.
For example, a function given by the formula 1
can be decomposed in the elementary operations
• x(t) the vector of state variables of the model,
as in table 1.
i.e., variables of type Real that also appear
differentiated somewhere in the model.
f (x1 , x2 ) = (x1 ∗ x2 + sin(x1 ))(3 ∗ x1 2 + x2 ) (1)
• u(t) a vector of input variables, i.e., not dependent on other variables, of type Real.They
The basic rules of differentiation can be applied to
also belong to the set of algebraic variables
the decomposed arithmetic operations to obtain
since they do not appear differentiated.
the partial derivative of the function. Thus, the
final results are the values t9 = f (x1 , x2 ) of the
• y(t) a vector of Modelica variables of type
function and its partial derivatives ∇f = ∇t9 =
Real which do not fall into any other cate[(t2 + cos(t1 ))t8 + 6t1 t5 , t1 t8 + t5 ].
gory.
Since AD is originally a numerical method, it
is common to determine the values only. If these
• p a vector containing the Modelica variables
terms are replaced by the original expressions that
declared as parameter or constant i.e., variare available inside a Modelica compiler the symables without any time dependency.
bolic derivative formulas are obtained. This automatic differentiation method can be used analogThis implicit equation is transformed to the exically in order to calculate the partial derivatives plicit state-space representation by the so-called
to the optimized DAEs as they occur in Modelica. block-lower-triangular (BLT) transformation reThis is possible, because the calculation of partial sulting in the optimized DAEs. This transformaderivatives is performed by consistently applying tion is done by a matching and sorting algorithm
the chain rule and the basic differentiation rules as which results in a sequence of assignments so that
mentioned above.
the variables can be solved sequentially [7]:
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Operations
t1 = x1
t2 = x2
t3 = t1 t2
t4 = sin(t1 )
t5 = t3 + t4
t6 = t1 ∗ t1
t7 = 3 ∗ t6
t8 = t7 + t2
t9 = t5 ∗ t8

Differentiate(ti , {x1 , x2 })
∇t1 = [1, 0]
∇t2 = [0, 1]
∇t3 = t1 ∇t2 + ∇t1 t2
∇t4 = cos(t1 )∇t2
∇t5 = ∇t3 + ∇t4
∇t6 = 2t1 ∇t1
∇t7 = 3∇t6
∇t8 = ∇t7 + ∇t2
∇t9 = t5 ∇t8 + ∇t5 t8

∇f
[1, 0]
[0, 1]
[t2 , t1 ]
[cos(t1 ), 0]
[t2 + cos(t1 ), t1 ]
[2 ∗ t1 , 0]
[6 ∗ t1 , 0]
[2 ∗ t1 , 1]
[t2 + cos(t1 ))t8 + 6t1 t5 , t1 t8 + t5 ]

Table 1: Decomposed function f (x1 , x2 ) to elementary operations and the partial derivatives.

To get all partial derivatives with respect to the
states the whole system needs to be differentiated,
0 = F (ẋ(t), x(t), u(t), y(t), p, t)


which means every equation has to be differentiẋ(t)
ated with respect to the states. This requires the
0 = F (z(t), x(t), u(t), p, t), z(t) =
y(t)
derivatives of all known variables with respect to


the states. In a Modelica model it is assumed that
ẋ(t)
z(t) =
= g(x(t), u(t), p, t)
the known variables are the states and the inputs.
y(t)
In this example only the states appear as known

 

h(x(t), u(t), p, t)
ẋ(t)
=
(3) variables:
y(t)
k(x(t), u(t), p, t)
!
∂x1
∂x2
=
1
=
0
This sequence of assignments can immediately
∂x1
∂x1
∂x1
∂x2
be used for calculating the partial derivatives sym∂x2 = 0 ∂x2 = 1
bolically by means of automatic differentiation.
Thus the differentiation process is performed on
The next step is to take the sorted equations and
such optimized DAEs. These DAEs are separated
differentiate straight forward applying the rules
in two partitions, a state block and an algebraic
described above. With all the resulting partial
block. The function h represents the state block
derivatives it is possible to organize the Jacobian
and consists of all equations, which are necessary
matrix with respect to the states x in equation
to determine the differentiated states. The func(4). In the following, Modelica language features
tion k represents the algebraic block, which conare described which need to be handled by the autains all remaining equations.
tomatic differentiation.
Consider, for example, the following small
differential-algebraic system:
f1 := ẋ1 = a ∗ x1

Equations

f2 := ẋ2 = a ∗ x2 + ẋ1

The differentiation of ordinary equations is
straightforward. In the optimized DAEs the
matching algorithm provides information about
To calculate all necessary partial derivatives
the variable which has to be solved for in each
the system has to be sorted by the BLTequation. Therefore, the equations are rearTransformation based on the adjacency matrix:
ranged to a corresponding assignment and differentiated. This also works for equations including
x˙1 x˙2 a
a x˙1 x˙2




if-expressions, where each branch will be differentif1
1 0 1
f3
1 0 0
ated, respectively. Non-linear equations will result
f2  1 1 1 
f1  1 1 0 
into equations depending linearly on the differenf3
0 0 1
f2
1 1 1
tiated variables (see example in the Algebraic loop
section).
f3 :=

a=

sin(x1 ) + cos(x2 )
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∂f
A=
=
∂x

∂f1
∂x2
∂f2
∂x1

∂f1
∂x2
∂f2
∂x2

!


=

cos(x1 )x1 + a
− sin(x2 )x1
cos(x1 )x2 + cos(x1 )x1 + a − sin(x2 )x2 + a − sin(x2 )x1

Algebraic loops
In many applications the transformation to the
optimized DAEs cannot achieve a true lowertriangular form. It is at least possible to reduce
the DAEs to a Block-Lower-triangular form with
diagonal blocks of minimal size. These blocks are
called algebraic loops and must be solved simultaneously. In general, this results in a system of
linear and/or nonlinear equations.
For example the following equations have to be
solved simulataneously:
 


ax1 + 21 ẋ2 2
ẋ1
f (x, p, t) :=
=
ẋ2
bx2 − 12 ẋ1 2


(4)

code, and external functions that are written in
C/Fortran code. A Modelica function is defined
by an algorithm section that can be differentiated
in the same way as algorithms. From the result
a new Modelica function as the derivative to the
original one is generated. This derivative function
can be propagated by the derivative annotation
to other process that needs the derivative. For
external functions the numerical finite difference
method is used, if that functions do not provide
partial derivatives with the aid of the derivative
annotation.

4

Applications for Symbolic Jacobian

The equations are differentiated with respect to
the state to determine the first row of the Jacobian
matrix:
4.1 Linear Models
!
∂f1
∂ ẋ1
∂ ẋ2
A general nonlinear Modelica model is represented
∂x1 := ∂x1 = a + ∂x1 ẋ2
∂f2
∂ ẋ2
∂ ẋ1
by state-space equations with n state variables, m
∂x1 := ∂x1 = − ∂x1 ẋ1
input variables and k output variables:
The resulting equation must still be solved si
 

multaneously to determine the expressions for the
h(x(t), u(t), p, t)
ẋ(t)
=
first row of the Jacobian matrix. However, nonliny(t)
k(x(t), u(t), p, t)
ear equations that are differentiated, result always
in equations depending linearly on the differenti- Linearizing the state-space equations the Tayated variables, which in this case, yield a linear lor series expansion is applied and leads to a
continuous-time linear dynamical system that has
system of equations to be solved.
the form:

Algorithms
Whereas equations are well suited to describe
physical processes, there are situations where computations are more conveniently expressed by algorithms in a sequence of statements. In contrast to equations, statements are fixed assignments, i.e. the right-hand-side ones are assigned
to the left-hand-side ones. Several assignments to
the same variable can be performed in one algorithm section. Besides of simple assignment statements, an algorithm can contain if-, while-, and
for-clauses. The symbolic differentiation can handle all of them.

ẋ(t) = A(t) ∗ x(t) + B(t) ∗ u(t)
y(t) = C(t) ∗ x(t) + D(t) ∗ u(t)
A(t) =
C(t) =

∂h
∂x
∂k
∂x

∈ Rn×n , B(t) =
∈ Rk×n , D(t) =

∂h
∂u
∂k
∂u

∈ Rn×m
∈ Rk×m

The matrices A(t), B(t), C(t), and D(t) are
the Jacobian matrices of the non-linear Modelica
model. Thus the finding of linearization of a model
is done by the calculation of the Jacobian matrices
at a convenient time.
After all, the linear model can easily be generated when it’s possible to differentiate a set
of equations with respect to a set of variables.
Therefore functions are implemented, that apply
Functions in Modelica
the method of forward automatic differentiation to
In Modelica, there exist two different types of func- given sets of equations, algorithms and variables.
tions, a Modelica function, written in Modelica This function can deal with single equations, with
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ated equations at this point.

Figure 1: Schematic figure of inverse pendulum
model.

systems of equations as well as algorithm sections and generate symbolically the needed Jacobian matrices for the linearization. The different
steps of this procedure are sketched by the following model in Listing 1 and the corresponding
schematic diagram of that model in Figure 1. In
this model an inverse pendulum is balanced by a
cart.

model l i n e a r _ I n v e r s e P e n d u l u m
parameter Integer n = 4 ; // s t a t e s
parameter Integer k = 1 ; // top−l e v e l i n p u t s
parameter Integer l = 2 ; // top−l e v e l o u t p u t s
parameter Real x0 [ 4 ] = { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 } ;
parameter Real u0 [ 1 ] = { 0 } ;
parameter Real A[ 4 , 4 ] =
[0 ,1 ,0 ,0;
0 , −0.1818181818181819 ,2.672727272727272 ,0;
0 ,0 ,0 ,1;
0 , −0.4545454545454546 ,31.18181818181818 ,0];
parameter Real B [ 4 , 1 ] =
[0;1.818181818181818;
0;4.545454545454546];
parameter Real C [ 2 , 4 ] = [ 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ] ;
parameter Real D[ 2 , 1 ] = [ 0 ; 0 ] ;
Real x [ 4 ] ( s t a r t=x0 ) ;
output Real y [ 2 ] ;
input Real u [ 1 ] ( s t a r t=u0 ) ;
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

x_cart_x = x [ 1 ] ;
x_cart_v = x [ 2 ] ;
x_pendulum_phi = x [ 3 ] ;
x_pendulum_w = x [ 4 ] ;
u_u = u [ 1 ] ;
y_y1 = y [ 1 ] ;
y_y2 = y [ 2 ] ;

equation
der ( x ) = A ∗ x + B ∗ u ;
model InversePendulum
y = C ∗ x + D ∗ u;
parameter Real M = 0 . 5 ;
end l i n e a r _ I n v e r s e P e n d u l u m ;
parameter Real m = 0 . 2 ;
parameter Real b = 0 . 1 ;
parameter Real i = 0 . 0 0 6 ;
Listing 2: Linear Model of the InversePendulum
parameter Real g = 9 . 8 ;
at point in time 0
parameter Real l = 0 . 3 ;
parameter Real p i = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 3 ;
Real cart_x ;
Real cart_v ;
Real pendulum_theta ;
Equations (16)
=========
Real pendulum_w ;
1 : $DER$Pcart_x$pDERcart_x = 0.0
2 : $DER$Pcart_x$pDERcart_v = 1.0
output Real y [ 2 ] ;
3 : $DER$Pcart_x$pDERpendulum_theta = 0.0
input Real u ;
4 : $DER$Pcart_x$pDERpendulum_w = 0.0
5 : $DER$Ppendulum_theta$pDERcart_x = 0.0
equation
6 : $DER$Ppendulum_theta$pDERcart_v = 0.0
der ( cart_x ) = cart_v ;
7 : $DER$Ppendulum_theta$pDERpendulum_theta = 0.0
8 : $DER$Ppendulum_theta$pDERpendulum_w = 1.0
der ( pendulum_theta ) = pendulum_w ;
9 : (M + m) * $DER$Pcart_v$pDERcart_x +
(M + m) ∗ der ( cart_v ) + b∗ cart_v +
m * (l * ($DER$Ppendulum_w$pDERcart_x * cos(pendulum_theta + pi))) = 0.0
u = m∗ l ∗der ( pendulum_w ) ∗ c o s ( pendulum_theta+p i ) 10 : (M + m) * $DER$Pcart_v$pDERcart_v +
(b + m * (l * ($DER$Ppendulum_w$pDERcart_v * cos(pendulum_theta + pi)))) = 0.0
−m∗ l ∗pendulum_w^2∗ s i n ( pendulum_theta+p i ) ;
11 : (M + m) * $DER$Pcart_v$pDERpendulum_theta +
m * (l * ($DER$Ppendulum_w$pDERpendulum_theta * cos(pendulum_theta +
( i+m∗ l ^2)∗ der ( pendulum_w)+
pi) + (-der(pendulum_w)) * sin(pendulum_theta + pi))) m∗ l ∗ g ∗ s i n ( pendulum_theta+p i )=
m * (l * (pendulum_w ^ 2.0 * cos(pendulum_theta + pi))) = 0.0
−m∗ l ∗der ( cart_v ) ∗ c o s ( pendulum_theta+p i ) ;
12 : (M + m) * $DER$Pcart_v$pDERpendulum_w +
m * (l * ($DER$Ppendulum_w$pDERpendulum_w * cos(pendulum_theta + pi))) y={cart_x , pendulum_theta } ;
2.0 * (m * (l * (pendulum_w * sin(pendulum_theta + pi)))) = 0.0
end InversePendulum ;
13 : (i + m * l ^ 2.0) * $DER$Ppendulum_w$pDERcart_x =

Listing 1: InversePendulum model
The equations in Figure 2 are included into the
generated simulation program and with this information the matrices A and C linearized model
can be generated to any point in time. After compiling the generated C-code the evaluation of the
linearized model at point in time 0 yields the Modelica model in Listing 2. The same simulation program can generate the linear model at any other
point in time, i.e. equal 1, by simulating until then
and afterwards evaluating the symbolic differenti-

(-m) * (l * ($DER$Pcart_v$pDERcart_x * cos(pendulum_theta + pi)))
14 : (i + m * l ^ 2.0) * $DER$Ppendulum_w$pDERcart_v =
(-m) * (l * ($DER$Pcart_v$pDERcart_v * cos(pendulum_theta + pi)))
15 : (i + m * l ^ 2.0) * $DER$Ppendulum_w$pDERpendulum_theta +
m * (l * (g * cos(pendulum_theta + pi))) =
(-m) * (l * ($DER$Pcart_v$pDERpendulum_theta * cos(pendulum_theta + pi)
+ (-der(cart_v)) * sin(pendulum_theta + pi)))
16 : (i + m * l ^ 2.0) * $DER$Ppendulum_w$pDERpendulum_w =
(-m) * (l * ($DER$Pcart_v$pDERpendulum_w * cos(pendulum_theta + pi)))

Figure 2: Equations for linear model matrices A
and C
Such linear models are used in control theory
for example as an observer to control the original
nonlinear model [5].
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4.2

Provide the analytical jacobian ma- inline-integration methods, model reduction, optimization . . . ).
trix to DASSL

For accurate, high-speed solution of DAEs as they
occur in Modelica (see equation (2)) Petzold’s
Fortran-based DASSL(Differential-Algebraic System Solver) is the most widely used sequential code
for solving such DAEs. After all, the DASSL implementation uses the following equation [8]
h(t, x, α̂x + β) = 0,
where α̂ is a constant which changes whenever the
step size or the order changes, β is a vector which
depends on the solution at past times and t, x, α̂, β
are evaluated at tn . This equation is solved in
DASSL by a modified version of Newton’s method,
xm+1 = y m − cj(

∂h
∂h −1
+ cj ∗
) h(t, x, α̂x + β).
∂x
∂ ẋ

In future it is possible to improve this module in
two directions: First this module could be made
accessible for the user. The user could select some
functions of equations (3) and some depended variables. Thus the user can decide which symbolic
matrices is wanted in the simulation program. The
second direction could be to generate directly a
Modelica model with the symbolic derivative expressions. With this approach the symbolic matrices could be made accessible during simulation in
a way so that the updated version can always be
used for controlling or optimization processes.
Other initiatives aim to extend the Functional
Mock-up Interface for model exchange [2] to support the evaluation of sparse Jacobians. This work
can easily be adapted to provide the required calculations.

The iteration matrix
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Abstract
This paper introduces the area of Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS) and describes the relation to Modelica and Modelica-based tools. Special aspects of CPS
applications that should make Modelica well suited
for their modeling and simulation are highlighted.
Recent Modelica developments facilitating integrated model-based system development applicable
to CPS are presented. Especially, it is shown how
detailed timing simulations, involving both real-time
task scheduling and network communication, are
realized in Modelica. A robot example is used to
demonstrate the new CPS simulation features.
Keywords: Cyber-physical systems, Modelica,
Model-based development, Timing simulation.

1

Introduction

During the last few years the field of Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS) has emerged, mainly in the US, as
one of the most important academic and industrial
research topics for the future. CPS focus on the interaction between computing/communication and the
physical world. The following definition of CPS is
taken from Wikipedia [1]

CPS should make Modelica well suited for modeling
and simulation of these systems.
The US National Science Foundation (NSF) has
identified cyber-physical systems as a key area of
research and several workshops have been organized
on various aspects of CPS. The international multiconference, CPSWeek, has been organized since
2008 and The Cyber-Physical Systems Summit was
held in conjunction with the first CPSWeek in St
Louis, Missouri. This resulted in a report [2] that
outlines the CPS field, including important applications and future research challenges. One of the observations in the report is that traditionally
“... the fields of computer science and control theory have remained largely separate, both technically and culturally.”
To be able to build complex applications that
successfully combine computational elements with
elements from the physical world, it is important to
have a new, integrated approach to the design.
Modelica and Modelica-based tools should comprise
good environments for such integrated model-based
development. The report goes on to state that
“On the one hand, computer engineers and scientists do not know how to translate requirements
for physical systems, such as stability, into computational requirements on performance, power consumption, etc.”

“A cyber-physical system (CPS) is a system featuring a tight combination of, and coordination
between, the system’s computational and physical
elements.”
Embedded computing devices controlling physical processes are today found in many diverse application areas, including automotive, aerospace, energy, and telecommunications. These traditional embedded systems can be viewed as a sub-set of the
wider CPS definition. Typical CPS applications tend
to be large-scale distributed systems built up from
networks of computing/communication devices and
possibly also distributed physical plants, such as in
power grids. The complexity and scale inherent to

“On the other hand, control and signal processing
theory abstract computers largely as infallible
numerical devices. This simplification ignores
many important aspects of computing, such as increasingly larger timing variance due to caches
and energy management and increasingly higher
software error rates caused by complexity.”
Again, a unified modeling environment supporting integrated simulation of all these aspects is
needed. Finally, it is concluded that
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“Simplifying assumptions are also made about
communications. Initial designs assume zero-loss,
zero-delay communications, while neither occur
in the wireless, low-power, shared, rapidly changing systems used in most CPS. The viability of future CPS must also address noise in measurements, inaccuracies in actuation, disturbances
from the environment, and faults and failures in
the computational process in a coherent, unified
framework.”

2

The motivation for this paper is to introduce the
CPS field to the Modelica community and to describe how recent Modelica developments will facilitate integrated modeling and simulation of the cyber
and physical parts of complex, hierarchical systems.
The presented framework allows simulation of nonideal behavior, such as delays, noise, and quantization, as well as detailed timing simulations of realtime task scheduling and network communication. A
robotics system will be used as demonstrator.
1.1

Related Work

The timing simulations presented in this paper are
based on the TrueTime simulator [3, 4] developed at
the Department of Automatic Control, Lund University, Sweden. The original version of TrueTime is
based on MATLAB/Simulink [5] and the first Modelica-based version of TrueTime was presented in
[6]. The version in [6], however, only dealt with the
network simulation part of TrueTime, whereas the
timing simulations presented in this paper also include simulation of real-time task scheduling in
Modelica. In this paper, it is also shown how the timing simulations are integrated in a unified Modelica
framework for systems configuration and simulation.
Most of the material presented in this paper was
first prepared for a Modelica tutorial organized by
the authors at the 3rd international CPSWeek multiconference in Stockholm, April 2010.
1.2

Outline

The Cyber-Physical Systems Summit identified a
series of applications that should give substantial
societal impact while also presenting significant
challenges. Three of these applications were developed into main grand challenges for CPS; future distributed energy systems, future transportation systems, and next-generation healthcare systems.
The first two challenges represent areas where the
physical modeling capabilities of Modelica already
are very strong, and medical and biological systems
(third challenge) also contain physical elements well
suited for equation-based modeling. Other applications of CPS include autonomous automotive systems, automatic pilot avionics, and distributed robotics.
There are, thus, many applications of CPS that
require detailed physical modeling. However, since
the physical modeling capabilities of Modelica are
well established, this paper focuses on recent Modelica features that will allow modeling and cosimulation of the “cyber” aspects of CPS together
with the physical models. The following aspects
need to be addressed:







2.1

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. Section
2 continues the discussion on Modelica in the context of CPS and presents the recent development of
Modelica for embedded systems with focus on features for simulation of non-ideal effects in controllers. Detailed simulation of controller timing variations in this new Modelica framework is introduced
in Section 3. The cyber-physical simulation features
are demonstrated on a robot example in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions and directions for future work.

Modelica and CPS

The scale and complexity of CPS require
compositional methods for integrated design
and modeling.
Most CPS applications are built up from controlled sub-systems, systems-of-systems, with
local interaction between physical systems
and controllers affecting global performance.
Distributed sensing, actuation, and control
needs to be modeled and simulated.
The interfaces between the cyber and physical needs to be identified and properties of
the interfaces should be easy to specify.
New hybrid models may be needed to completely model all aspects of CPS.
Modelica for Embedded Systems

A first step towards accomplishing the aspects above
in Modelica has been performed in the ITEA2
project EUROSYSLIB [7]. Language constructs
were added to support embedded systems modeling
and configuration using Modelica. A support library,
Modelica_EmbeddedSystems, was developed as a
user-friendly interface to the new language constructs. The new language constructs and a preliminary version of this library were presented in [8].
The effort to improve the cyber aspects of Modelica
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has continued in the ITEA2 MODELISAR [9]
project, focusing on timing simulations and connections to the AUTOSAR [10] standard.
The new Modelica language features for embedded systems exhibit two important properties strongly related to the CPS aspects outlined above.
1. In complex models, constructed as a hierarchy
of controlled sub-systems, a Modelica translator will be able to automatically deduce which
parts that are truly physical, and which parts
that are digital controllers (“cyber”).
2. Special communication blocks are inserted in
the interfaces between the cyber and physical
parts. These contain replacable components,
which makes it possible to easily define different properties (such as timing variations,
noise, and inaccuracies) without modifying
the structure of the original model.
2.2

Simulated Communication

The Modelica_EmbeddedSystems library contains
special communication block implementations allowing simulation of non-ideal communication between controllers and plants. The effects that can be
simulated are; sampling, computational delay (fraction of sample period), communication delay (unbounded), measurement noise, signal limitations, and
quantization.
These effects are easily configured in the parameter dialog shown in Figure 1 below. The dialog is
accessed from the communication blocks that make
up the interfaces between controller and plant components of the controlled sub-systems.

3

Timing Simulations

The simulated communication described above has
been extended to enable more realistic simulation of
timing effects. For example, latencies due to computation and/or communication are rarely constant but
will vary as a result of the chosen task scheduling
policy and communication protocol. These variations, called jitter, may also affect the actual sampling interval and could have a degrading effect on
the performance of closed-loop control systems [3].
The developed timing simulations mimic the
temporal behavior of real-time operating systems
(RTOS) executing tasks in embedded processors and
transmission of messages over communication networks. Aspects that can be simulated include latencies and jitter due to preemption and real-time task
scheduling, queuing in the sending and receiving
network nodes, latencies due to signal transmission,
and latencies and jitter due to collisions and media
access control (MAC) policies.
The simulations focus on control networks, i.e.,
networks sending relatively small packets regularly
with tight real-time constraints [11]. The following
real-time network protocols [12,13,14,15] are currently supported; Ethernet, CAN, TTCAN, FlexRay,
and static time-triggered communication (TDMA).
3.1

Simulation Configuration

Task and subtask configuration records, provided in
the Modelica_EmbeddedSystems library, are used to
specify the real-time attributes (periods, offsets,
priorities, and deadlines) of the simulated controller
tasks. In addition, special kernel and network simulator models have been developed in Modelica to realize the timing simulators. These blocks use Modelica_EmbeddedSystems configuration records as input
as shown for the kernel simulator in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Parameter dialog for the simulated
communication block.

Figure 2: Configuration of the kernel simulator.
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The kernel simulator is configured by providing
the desired scheduling policy, the number of simulated tasks, and an array of subtask records. The kernel simulator currently supports the following scheduling policies [16]:





Fixed-priority scheduling
Rate-monotonic scheduling
Deadline-monotonic scheduling
Earliest-deadline-first scheduling

3.2

Communication

Having configured the kernel and/or network simulators, it is also required to configure individual
signals in the model to use the timing simulators.
This is done using the parameter dialog of the
communication blocks. This configuration involves specifying the execution times of tasks, sizes and priorities of network frames, and references
to the kernel and network simulators associated
with the signal, see Figure 4.

The network configuration consists of general parameters (MAC policy, number of frames, data rate,
minimum frame size, and loss probability) and policy-specific parameters. Policy-specific parameters
needs to be specified for TDMA (Time Division
Multiple Access), TTCAN, and FlexRay and consist
of slot sizes and static communication schedules
(represented as arrays of frame identifiers). In addition, FlexRay configuration also needs a communication schedule for its dynamic segment and a network idle time (in bits). The complete parameter dialog is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4: Configuration of individual signals.

3.3

Simulation Output

The kernel and network simulator models generate
traces according to Figure 5. For each task in a
simulated kernel, a task activation graph is produced. The graph has three levels, corresponding
to idle, preempted by a higher-priority task, and
running. Similarly for network frames, it is shown
when a frame is being transmitted and when it is
waiting because another transmission is using the
bus. These graphs can be used to identify and verify timing properties.

Figure 3: Configuration of the network simulator.
Figure 5: Example of timing graph.
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3.4

Modelica Implementation

The original TrueTime simulator is a Simulink Sfunction implemented in C++. The Modelica implementation uses the C external function interface to
call the simulator at appropriate time instants.
The simulator is event-based and triggered based
on internal and external events. Each time the simulated real-time kernel or network is executed, it
computes the time for next internal, scheduled,
event. The Modelica wrapper of the simulator then
makes sure to generate a time event at the scheduled
event. Examples of scheduled events are the completion of a network transmission or a real-time task
finishing execution.
In between scheduled events, the kernel or network simulators could also be triggered by external
events. External events include sending of a network
message and triggering of task jobs.
3.5

Use Cases and Possible Extensions

ner, a controlled servo, and the mechanical model of
a one-armed robot.

Figure 6: Simulation example.

The servo component contains a DC motor connected to a non-linear gear controlled in a three-level
cascade with control loops for the motor angle, angular velocity, and motor current. Figure 7 shows the
internals of the servo component. The controller
component contains the angle and velocity P- and PIcontrollers, and it is shown how communication
blocks have been inserted at the interfaces between
the controllers and the physical plant.

The timing simulations can be used both to generate
and to verify timing requirements of controller components. For example, with the new FMI [17] interface for model exchange and co-simulation it will be
straight-forward to import a controller component,
hook it up to the timing simulator and co-simulate it
with its physical environment.
The current timing simulations assume that accurate execution time estimates are available for all
tasks. A future extension will be to integrate the task
simulations with tools for execution-time analysis. It
will also be investigated how to integrate the timing
simulations and task configurations with the timing
model available in the latest AUTOSAR specification, version 4.0.

4

Figure 7: Controlled servo extended with
communication blocks.

Simulation Examples

This section will demonstrate the simulation capabilities on a simple robotics example. It will first be
shown how to simulate simple non-ideal behavior
using the various options in the simulated communication parameter dialog of Figure 1. Then it will be
demonstrated how to perform more detailed timing
simulations including high-priority tasks and network transmissions.
4.1

Simulation Model

The simulation model, shown in Figure 6, contains
three main components on the top level, a path plan-

4.2

Simulating Non-ideal Communication

The simulations below will consider a step change of
ten degrees in the angle reference and the plots will
show the angle, angular velocity and the controller
output of the velocity loop (used as reference to the
current controller). The ideal continuous case is included for reference in the simulation graphs.
We will first consider the effects of using sampled instead of continuous controllers. This is
achieved by marking the checkbox sampled and selecting a sample rate (see Figure 1). In this case the
sample rate is deliberately chosen too slow in relation to the closed-loop dynamics, and the results of
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that simulation are shown in Figure 8. The effects of
too slow sampling are clearly seen in the velocity
signal and in the control signal.

Figure 10: Sampled controller with
measurement noise.

Figure 8: Simulation of sampled controller.

Next we will impair the stability properties of the
system even more by also adding delay to the control
signal computations. The results are shown in Figure
9, and in this case the performance of the system deteriorates to the point where the system starts to oscillate.

Figure 11: Sampled controller with
output quantization.

4.3

Timing Simulations

For the detailed timing simulations, we extend the
robot model with a configuration component (including timing simulators and records to specify task
attributes) and disturbing computations and communication according to Figure 12.
Figure 9: Sampled controller with delay.

Figure 10 shows the effects of adding measurement noise to the velocity measurement and it is seen
how the noise is propagated and amplified by the
velocity controller. Finally, Figure 11 demonstrates
the possibility to simulate limitations on signals and
signal quantization. In this case, the velocity controller output is limited between -50 and 50 with a very
coarse resolution of only four bits.
Figure 12: Extended robot model for
timing simulation.
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We will first examine the effects of real-time task
scheduling. The simulated real-time kernel contains
four tasks, representing the angle controller, velocity
controller, current controller, and a disturbance task.
The angle and velocity controller tasks have a period
of 5 ms, whereas the current controller is executed
with a period of 1 ms. The disturbance task runs on a
10 ms period. The simulated execution times are 100
s for the controller tasks and 1 ms for the disturbance task.
Figure 13 shows the result when the disturbance
task is given the highest priority. In this case, the
disturbance task interferes with the controller tasks
every 10th sample and the timing variations, as
shown in the task schedule in Figure 14, causes the
performance to deteriorate.

case, the control performance is the same as for the 5
ms sampled simulation shown in Figure 8. The task
schedule for this simulation is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Task schedule when using
rate-monotonic scheduling.

Finally, we will consider also network communication. In this simulation we assume that the control
computer and the actuator reside on different nodes.
The control signal computed by the inner controller
(the current controller) then needs to be sent over the
network. We also assume that the disturbance node
sends high-priority traffic on the network.
We will compare two different network policies,
CAN and FlexRay. CAN schedules frames according
to priority, whereas FlexRay has a static segment
where frames get exclusive network access during
certain time slots. Figures 16 and 17 show the different transmission schedules obtained for CAN and
FlexRay. For CAN, the disturbance frames interfere
with the control signal transmissions. In the case of
FlexRay, the controller frames are transmitted in the
static segment and are then not affected by the disturbance frames.

Figure 13: Simulation performance with highpriority disturbance task.

Figure 14: Task schedule with high-priority
disturbance task.

By changing the scheduling policy to ratemonotonic scheduling (the shorter period, the higher
priority), the controller task will automatically get
higher priority than the slow disturbance task. In this
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Abstract
What does it mean to bootstrap a compiler, and why do
it? This paper reports on the first bootstrapping (i.e., a
compiler can compile itself) of a full-scale EOO (Equation-based Object-Oriented) modeling language such as
Modelica. The Modelica language has been modeled/implemented in the OpenModelica compiler
(OMC) using an extended version of Modelica called
MetaModelica. OMC models the MetaModelica language and is now compiling itself with good performance. Benefits include a more extensible maintainable
compiler, also making it easier to add functionality
such as debugging support.
This work is in line with the recently started Modelica 4 design effort which includes moving implementation of language features from the compiler to a Modelica Core library, allowing compilers to become
smaller while increasing correctness and portability.
A number of language constructs discussed for
Modelica 4 are already supported in some form by the
bootstrapped compiler. Future work includes adapting
language constructs according to the Modelica 4 design
effort and extracting and restructuring parts of the
Modelica implementation from the OMC compiler to
instead reside in a Modelica Core library, making the
compiler smaller and more extensible.
Keywords: Compilation, Modelica, MetaModelica, meta-programming, metamodeling, modeling, simulation

1

Introduction

Since user requirements on the usage of models grow
over time, and the scope of modeling domains increase,
the demands on the Modelica modeling language and
corresponding tools increase. This has caused the Modelica language and model compilers to become increasingly large and complex.
One approach to manage this increasing complexity
used by several functional languages (Section 6) is to
define a number of language features in libraries rather

than in the compiler itself. After several years of discussion and a number of language prototypes, e.g.,
[3][8][9][23][30][32][37], this approach finally became
part of the new Modelica 4 effort started during the
67th Modelica design meeting [22].

1.1

Modeling Language Constructs

The Modelica specification and modeling language was
originally developed as an object-oriented declarative
equation-based specification formalism for mathematical modeling of complex systems, in particular physical
systems.
However, it turns out that with some minor extensions, the Modelica language is well suited for another
modeling task, namely modeling of the semantics, i.e.,
the meaning, of programming language constructs.
Since modeling of programming languages is often
known as meta-modeling, we use the name MetaModelica [8] [11][12] [30] for this slightly extended Modelica.
The semantics of a language construct can usually
be modeled in terms of combinations of more primitive
builtin constructs. One example of primitive builtin
operations are the integer arithmetic operators. These
primitives are combined using inference and patternmatching mechanisms in the specification language.
Well-known language specification formalisms such
as Structured Operational Semantics/Natural Semantics
[28] are also declarative equation-based formalisms.
These fit well into the style of the MetaModelica specification language, which explains why Modelica with
some minor extensions is well-suited as a language
specification formalism. However, only an extended
subset of Modelica here called MetaModelica is needed
for language specification since many parts of the language designed for physical system modeling are not
used at all, or very little, for language specification.
Another great benefit of using and extending Modelica in this direction is that the language becomes suitable for meta-programming and meta-modeling. This
means that Modelica can be used for specification and
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transformation of models and programs, including
transforming and combining Modelica models into other (lower-level) Modelica models, i.e., a kind of compilation.
Figure 1 shows typical translation stages in a Modelica compiler.

library packages that can contain model analysis and
translation features that therefore are not required in the
model compiler. An example is a PDE discretization
scheme that could be expressed in the modeling language itself as part of a PDE package instead of being
added internally to the model compiler.

2.1

Modelica
Source Code

Why Bootstrapping?

As mentioned, bootstrapping means that a compiler can
compile itself. What are the pros and cons of bootstrapping?

Modelica model
Translator

 The implemented language becomes well tested,
since the developers are using it on a large application (the compiler).
 The developers are motivated to make a high quality
implementation, since they are using it themselves.
 The developers are motivated to create a good development environment, since they are using it
themselves.
 There is also a negative factor: since the tool must
be able to build itself, there is more work to do significant changes to it – the implementation must be
good enough to be useable.

Flat model
Analyzer
Sorted equations
Optimizer
Optimized sorted
equations
Code
Generator
C Code
C Compiler
Executable

2.2

Simulation

The bootstrapping of the OpenModelica Compiler
(OMC) has been a 5-year effort, consisting of the following stages:

Figure 1. The typical stages of translating and executing a
Modelica model.

1.

2

The Stages of Bootstrapping OMC

Vision – Extensible Tools

Traditionally, a model compiler performs the task of
translating a model into executable code, which then is
executed during simulation of the model. Thus, the
symbolic translation step is followed by an execution
step, a simulation, which often involves large-scale
numeric computations.
However, as requirements on the usage of models
grow, and the scope of modeling domains increases, the
demands on the modeling language and corresponding
tools increase. This causes the model compiler to become large and complex.
Moreover, the modeling community needs not only
tools for simulation but also languages and tools to
create, query, manipulate, and compose equation-based
models. Additional examples are optimization of models, parallelization of models, checking and configuration of models.
If all this functionality is added to the model compiler, it tends to become large and complex.
An alternative idea already mentioned in Section 1
is to add features to the modeling language defined in
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Design of an early MetaModelica language version [8] as an extended subset of Modelica,
spring 2005.
Implementation of a MetaModelica Compiler
(MMC) by adding a new compiler frontend to the
old RML compiler [13] [28], translating MetaModelica into RML intermediate form, springfall 2005.
Automatically translating the whole OpenModelica compiler, 60 000 lines, from RML to MetaModelica.
In parallel, developing a new Eclipse plugin,
MDT (Modelica Development Tooling), for
Modelica and MetaModelica [29][31], including
both browsing, debugging, semantic contextsensitive information, etc., 2005-2006.
Switching to using this MetaModelica 1.0 (an extended subset of Modelica), the MMC compiler,
and the new MDT Eclipse plugin for the OpenModelica compiler development, 3-4 full-time
developers. This version 1.0 of MetaModelica is
described in [10][11]. Fall 2006.
Preliminary implementation of pattern-matching
[34] and exception handling [31] in the OpenMo-
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delica compiler, to enable future bootstrapping.
Spring-fall 2008.
7. Continuation of the work on better support for
pattern-matching compilation, support for lists,
tuples, records, etc. in OpenModelica, as part of
metamodeling support in the OMC Java interface
[33] Spring-fall 2009.
8. Implementation of function arguments to functions (used in MetaModelica), also in OpenModelica [1]. This also became part of the Modelica
3.2 standard [20]. Fall 2009, spring 2010.
9. The current work on finalizing the bootstrapping
reported in this paper. The bootstrapped compiler
supports MetaModelica 2.0, which includes both
standard Modelica as well as further improved
MetaModelica extensions aiming at Modelica 4
support. Fall 2010, spring 2011.
10. Further Adding, enhancing, and redesigning MetaModelica language features [12] based on usage
experience, the Modelica 4 design effort, and inspiration from functional languages and languages such as Scala [26]. Refactoring parts of the
compiler to use the enhanced features.

3

MetaModelica

As already mentioned, MetaModelica provides language extensions for language modeling and model
transformations. The basic language extensions are
briefly described here. Some features are defined in
libraries.

3.1

The <pat-expr> expression is a sequence of patterns.
A pattern may be:






3.1.1

Semantics

The semantics of a pattern matching expression is as
follows: If the input variables match the patternexpression in a case-clause, then the equations in this
case-clause will be executed and the matchcontinue
expression will return the value of the corresponding
then-expression. The variables declared in the uppermost variable declaration section can be used (as local
instantiations) in all case-clauses. The local variables
declared in a case-clause may be used in the corresponding pattern and in the rest of the case-clause. The
matching of patterns works as follows given a variable
v.
 A wildcard pattern, _, will succeed matching anything.
 A variable, x, will be bound to the value of v.
 A constant literal of built-in type will be matched
against v.
 A variable binding pattern of the form x as pat: If
the match of pat succeeds then x will be bound to
the value of v.
 A constructor pattern of the form C(pat1,…,patN): v
will be matched against C and the subpatterns will
be matched (recursively) against parts of v.

Pattern Matching

Pattern matching expressions [34] may occur where
expressions can be used in Modelica code. There are
two kinds of match-expressions in MetaModelica, using the match or matchcontinue keywords. The syntax can be described (approximately) as follows.
matchcontinue (<var-list>)
local
<var-decls>
...
case (<pat-expr>)
equation
<equations>
then <expr>;
...
end matchcontinue;

A wildcard pattern, denoted _.
A variable, such as x.
A constant literal of built-in type such as 7 or true.
A variable binding pattern of the form x as pat.
A constructor pattern of the form C(pat1,…,patN),
where C is a record identifier and pat1,…,patN are
patterns. The arguments of C may be named (for instance field1=pat1) or positional but a mixture is
not allowed. We may also have constructor patterns
with zero arguments (constants).

3.1.2

Pattern Matching Fail Semantics

If a case-clause fails in an expression with the keyword
matchcontinue then an attempt to match the subse-

Only local, time-independent equations may occur inside a pattern matching expression and this must be
checked by the semantic phase of the compiler. The
difference between a pattern matching expression with
the keyword match and a pattern matching expression
with the keyword matchcontinue is in the fail semantics.

quent case-clause will take place. If we have an expression with the keyword match, however, then the whole
expression will fail if there is a failure in one of the
case-clauses. We will henceforth only deal with matchcontinue expressions.

3.2

Data Types

List, Tuple and Option are algebraic data types that
are common in many languages used for metaprogramming and symbolic programming. The union-
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type is a recursive type required to represent trees and

directed acyclic graphs.
3.2.1

A tuple will of course also have a type. When tuple
variable types are needed, they can for example be declared using the following notation:

Lists

type VarBND = Tuple<Ident, Integer>;

The following operations allow creation of lists and
addition of new elements in front of lists in a declarative way. Extracting elements is done through patternmatching in match-expressions shown earlier.
 List(el1,el2,el3, ...) creates a list of elements of identical type. Examples: List()– the
empty list, List(2,3,4) – a list of integers.
 {} – denotes an empty reference to a list.
 cons – the call cons(element, lst) adds an element in front of the list lst and returns the resulting list. Also available as a new built-in operator ::
(coloncolon), e.g. used as in: element::lst.
Types of lists and list variables can be specified as follows:

or directly in a declaration of a variable bnd:
Tuple<Ident, Integer> bnd;

3.2.3

Option types have been introduced in MetaModelica to
provide a type-safe way of representing the common
situation where a data item is optionally present in a
data structure. In C-like languages this is often
represented by NULL pointers, which are not type-safe
and may cause program crashes.
 NONE() represents no data present
 SOME(e) represents e present
The option type is declared similar to the list type.

type RealList = List<Real>;

type MaybeResult = Option<Result>;

or directly in a declaration of a variable rlist that
denotes a list of real numbers:
List<Real> rlist;

3.2.2

Option Types

Tuples

Tuples can be viewed as instances of anonymous
records. The syntax is a parenthesized list. The same
syntax is used in extended Modelica presented here,
and is in fact already present in standard Modelica as a
receiver of values for functions returning multiple results.
 An example of a tuple literal:
(a, b, "cc")

 A tuple with a single element has a comma in order
to have different syntax compared to a parenthesized expression: (a,)
 A tuple can be seen as being returned from a function with multiple results in standard Modelica:

3.2.4

There is also an array type in MetaModelica, which is
different from the Modelica array type. A MetaModelica array may be updated by a function other than the
function it was created in. It is mainly used to store side
effects, for example caching results of function calls or
efficient hash tables.
3.2.5

Union Types

The uniontype declaration in MetaModelica is used
to introduce union types. This is similar to the datatype concept in the ML family of languages [18].
Consider for example a Number type, which can be
used to represent several kinds of number types such as
integers, rational numbers, real, and complex within the
same type.
uniontype Number
record INT
Integer int;
end INT;
record RATIONAL
Integer dividend, divisor;
end RATIONAL;
record REAL
Real real;
end REAL;
record COMPLEX
Real re,im;
end COMPLEX;
end Number;

(a,b,c) := foo(x, 2, 3, 5);
 Access of field values in tuples is achieved via pattern-matching or dot-notation, tupval.fieldnr,
analogous to recval.fieldname for ordinary

record values. For example, accessing the second
value in tup:
tup.2

The main reason to introduce tuples is for convenience
of notation. You can use them directly without explicit
declaration. Tuples using this syntax are already
present in the major functional programming languages.

MetaModelica Array Types

The most frequent use of the union type is representation of trees or directed acyclic graphs. A tree is a recursive data type, and representing these is as simple as
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Table 1. Sizes of OMC Compiler Phases, Lines of Code.

using the name of the union type as the type of a field
in a record that is part of the union type. There are no
restrictions or special syntax required to defined mutually dependent union types as shown by Expression.VAR and Subscript.SUBSCRIPT.
uniontype Expression
record RCONST "A real constant"
Real r;
end RCONST;
record ADD "lhs + rhs"
Expression lhs, rhs;
end ADD;
record SUB "lhs - rhs"
Expression lhs, rhs;
end SUB;
record MUL "lhs * rhs"
Expression lhs, rhs;
end MUL;
record DIV "lhs / rhs"
Expression lhs, rhs;
end DIV;
record VAR "name[sub1, …, subn]"
String name;
List<Subscript> subscripts;
end Var;
end Expression;

Compiler Phase
BackEnd (from flat Modelica to sorted eq.syst.)

29190

Code generation (generated code)

35971

Code generation (template source code)

8957

FrontEnd (up to flat Modelica)

92192

OpenModelica scripting environment

21883

Template language Susan compiler

12119

Unparsing modules (pretty-printing data structures)

16984

Utility modules

12983

Total size (excl. generated code)

194218

OpenModelica also requires a runtime system. It is divided into five parts:
 The basic runtime system contains all Modelica
builtin function definitions, such as String() or
div() and handles array operations. This runtime
needs to be linked to the compiler itself and any
source code it produces.

uniontype Subscript
record NOSUB end NOSUB;
record SUBSCRIPT
Expression subscript;
end SUBSCRIPT;
end Subscript;

4

Lines

 The simulation runtime system contains the solvers
and does event handling.
 The compiler runtime system handles runtime options, settings, CORBA communication and system
calls.

Implementation

This section provides the details about the implementation of the compiler and the runtime system for the MetaModelica extensions.

 The parser sources are generated by ANTLRv3
[27]. They produce a MetaModelica abstract syntax
tree that the compiler can use without further transformations.

4.1

 The builtin environment is a Modelica file that contains a list of all builtin functions in the Modelica
language as well as the scripting functions that are
available in OpenModelica.

Compiler

The OpenModelica compiler is implemented mostly in
MetaModelica. The front-end, which is where most of
OpenModelica development is focused, takes up nearly
half of the source code. It elaborates Modelica and MetaModelica code, which is passed on to the backend
(for simulations) or directly to code generation (for
functions).
The numbers in Table 1 were generated by loading
the appropriate sources in the compiler and using the
list() command to pretty-print the sources. This removes C-style comments, but includes the Modelicastyle string comments. The OpenModelica text generation template language Susan [14] is used in the compiler to generate the code generation module.

Since MMC and OMC external C functions are named
and defined differently, they call the same runtime base
functions which perform all the work. The lines of code
listed in Table 2 exclude the MMC wrapper functions.
Header files are included in these measurements, but
comments and blank lines are not counted in either
headers or source code.
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Table 2. Sizes of OMC Parser and Runtime.

Supporting functionality
Parser (ANTLR sources)
Parser (generated C sources)
Parser (wrapper code)

Lines
1968
49256
339

Compiler runtime

6159

Simulation runtime

3405

Basic runtime (excl. MetaModelica and External)

9675

Basic runtime (External code that is maintained in
other projects; e.g. Fortran code from LAPACK)

13268

Basic runtime (MetaModelica)

1930

Modelica builtin environment

744

MetaModelica builtin environment

825

Total size (excl. generated and external code)

4.2

25045

Platform Availability

The OpenModelica compiler runs on all the major platforms, including Windows, Mac, and a number of Linux variants. It also runs under .net using its C# code
generator. A code generator emitting Java code is under
development.

It is hard to change such an implementation or to optimize the code further.
Second, its semantics did not cover the exception
handling aspects of matchcontinue, so the whole
OpenModelica compiler could not be handled by it.
Third, the ways in which it could be used was very
specific (only as an assignment statement with variable
names as input and output; it could not be nested). The
third limitation is minor, since the MMC implementation of MetaModelica did the same thing.
The second attempt to implement match expressions was based on the first one, but removing the DFA
part. This made the semantics of match/ matchcontinue work more as expected. However, while match
expressions could now be nested, it still required variable names as input/output and worked directly on abstract syntax.
Maintaining this code and adding special cases for
language constructs proved futile. Again, it was not
possible to completely cover the semantics of matchexpressions.
For example, it is impossible to translate the type of
the empty list back to abstract syntax (you cannot write
list<Any> in a program, even though the type system
uses this type for the empty list internally).
The start of the final attempt was the implementation of pattern-matching assignments, e.g.:
(a,1.0) := fnCall(...)

4.3
4.3.1

Language Feature Implementations
Pattern Matching Implementation

There have been three main attempts to add this language feature to the MetaModelica compiler. These
attempts all used a regular C stack and exception handling to model matchcontinue. In MMC matchcontinue is implemented using the continuation passing
style [22], which essentially makes exception handling
free, at the cost of not having a regular C stack. The
main reason for using a regular stack is debugging,
which then becomes much easier.
The first approach [34] introduced C-like constructs
to the intermediate representation so that it could be
mapped to the runtime at an early stage. It created a
DFA (Definite Finite Automaton, a deterministic state
machine) so that results of pattern-matching in earlier
cases could be remembered when matching later cases.
The implementation suffered on several points.
First, it worked directly on the abstract syntax,
creating a new expression to be elaborated (basically
converting the match-expression into an internal representation of Modelica that contained goto, label,
try, throw and catch instead of match-expressions).

Previously, this was handled by converting the statement to nested matchcontinue blocks, which did not
always work. This implementation of pattern-matching
was then used to express match expressions, which are
now treated as expressions instead of statements.
They have result types like any other expression and
may even be the input of another match expression
match, e.g.:
match (match str
case "Modelica" then true; else false;
end match)
case true then 3.0;
else 2.0;
end match;

This approach is much simpler to maintain because it
works on the correct level of abstraction. It has access
to full type information while doing the translation.
While it does work correctly for all cases, it is a bit
slower than the first implementation. It no longer has a
DFA to avoid pattern-matching the same thing several
times. However, because the code for pattern-matching
is essentially created during code-generation instead of
during elaboration, it enables us to switch from a C++
runtime to something else if C/C++ is not powerful
enough. It also enables us to do optimizations based on
patterns. For example, we can detect dead code (un-
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reachable patterns) or detect if we can select a case directly instead of doing a linear search of all patterns.

of the different sources is the key to getting the correct
semantics.

4.3.2

4.4

Union Types Implementation

To add support for the Array, Option, List and
Tuple types to a Modelica compiler is not an easy task.
Array expressions sometimes need to be type converted
to lists, but there are more expressions than the array
data constructor that elaborate to the same expression.
For example, the fill(3,2) operator call produces an
array expression {3,3}. This expression can be converted to a list.
The Option type was easier to implement than the
other types introduced in MetaModelica. The reason for
this is that its syntax does not overlap with arrays (like
lists), or multiple outputs of functions (like tuples).
Tuples are treated differently in the runtime depending
on if they are multiple outputs of a function or a tuple.
The union type syntax looks like it would be accessed by Package.Uniontype.RECORD, but in
MMC the record is implicitly added to the package
scope so it is accessed as Package.RECORD. In order
to bootstrap the compiler, the same principle is used in
OpenModelica. The type of a call to a record constructor is the union type, not the record type itself, which
means accessing fields is limited to pattern-matching.
4.3.3

Polymorphism

There could be several different ways to implement
polymorphic functions in a Modelica compiler. We use
Hindley-Milner-style type inference [15][17] to infer
the type of a function based on its interface.
That is, we only consider inputs and outputs of
functions when doing type inference. From the inputs
of a call expression, we create constraints that we unify.
If we succeed, we have determined the actual type of
each type variable, which is used to calculate the result
type of the call. All other variables have a type and no
type inference is done for local variables.
Note that neither Modelica nor MetaModelica has
the concept of a Number type (some Modelica builtin
operators take either Integer or Real as input, but
this cannot be represented in Modelica code). Because
there is no Number type, a call to valueEq(1,1.5)
would not pass type checking because the types are
different.
While implementing polymorphic functions in a
Modelica compiler is rather straight forward, there are a
lot of things to think about when solving the type constraints. The names of type variables can be from the
current scope, from the called function or from a function pointer used as an input argument. Keeping track

Runtime System

Because the OpenModelica compiler runtime only handled the static Modelica structures we had to extend the
runtime system to handle the new functional constructs.
4.4.1

Data layout

The same layout of values (objects) in memory as for
the MMC compiler runtime was used. Basically all
values besides integers are boxes that contain a header
followed by the actual data. The pointers are tagged
(the small number 3 is added to them) to be able to differentiate between pointers and other values such as
integers. The differentiation is needed for garbage collection. The headers have 32 bits or 64 bits depending
on the platform (32/64 bit platforms). Inside the header
the bits are split intro:
 slots – represents the size of data in words
 constructor – represents the type of the data (i.e. index in an uniontype or string, real, etc)
On 32 bit platforms the slots are 22 bits and constructor
(the tag) is 10 bits. On 64 bit platforms the slots are 54
bits and 10 bits are devoted to the constructor (the tag).
Integers are either 31 or 63 bits depending on platforms and are represented as even values (i.e. integer N
is represented as N << 1, N shifted left by 1).
Bit zero (0) is zero if the box (node) contains pointers and 1 otherwise.
A list value is represented as a box containing a
CONS header, a pointer to the element and a pointer to
next. The end of the list is represented by a box containing a NIL header with zero slots.
An Option value is represented as a box containing
a SOME header and a pointer to the element or a NONE
header with zero slots.
4.4.2

Builtin MetaModelica functions

New built-in functions are needed to perform operations on the MetaModelica boxed values. The functions
are can be used directly in the MetaModelica code or
they are generated in the C code from operators. We
can classify these functions based on the types they
operate on.
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 Booleans: boolEq, boolString
 Integers: intEq, intLt, intLte, intGt, intGte,
intNe, intString, intAdd, intSub, intMul,
intDiv, intMod, intMin, intMax
 Reals: realEq, realLt, realLte, realGt,
realGte, realNe, realString, realAdd, real-
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Sub, realMul, realDiv, realMod, realMin,
realMax
 Strings: stringEq, stringCompare, stringHash, stringGet, stringAppend
 Lists: listAppend, listMember, listGet, listReverse, cons (:: operator), stringAppendList
 MetaArrays: arrayCreate, arrayGet ([x] index
operator), arrayCopy, arrayUpdate

4.4.3

Garbage collection

Garbage collection (GC), i.e., automatic memory reclamation, of un-used heap-allocated data is a must for a
functional language to be able to collect unused values
and reuse memory. The garbage collector used in
MMC is a simple 2-generational copying compacting
garbage collector [28][36]. It has two main memory
areas: a young generation where the objects where initially allocated and an older region to which the objects are promoted if they survive a minor collection.
We could not reuse this old MMC garbage collector for
the OMC runtime because it moves pointers and makes
it hard to write external functions.
A new garbage collector (GC) has been implemented in OMC. It is a mark-and-not-sweep GC which
does not move pointers to new addresses. Instead, it
marks the unused values (objects) and these can be
used for the new allocations. This kind of collector has
a better memory usage than the old MMC GC which
could only use half of available memory (the other half
was needed for the reserve region).
Currently GC can only happen immediately after a
function is entered. Basically, the GC starts from a list
of roots and marks all values that are reachable from
these roots (transitive closure). Then all regions that are
not marked become part of a free list (and is garbage)
that can be reused for new allocations.

When we enter a function we add all inputs to the root
list and we mark the position in this list. If the function
fails we rollback the roots mark to the previous mark
and everything allocated above that mark becomes garbage. If the function succeeds the roots mark is rollback
and the outputs are added to the roots.
As a future improvement we can allow local allocations in functions as part of roots and then GC could
run at any allocation. This way loops that allocate data
can perform GC and not exhaust memory. Also we
could remove from roots the pointers allocated in the
loops because when a loop is finished these pointers
should be reachable from variables in the enclosing
scope.

4.5

Issues

We identified problems with the tools we use, MMC
and OMC. However, there are also design issues in the
Modelica language that we needed to work around in
order to bootstrap OMC.
4.5.1

MMC Problems

The old MMC compiler has several problems. While it
has very good performance, maintaining the code is
cumbersome. We would like to have only one tool to
maintain, the OpenModelica Compiler. Still, before we
can switch to using the OpenModelica Compiler as the
default MetaModelica Compiler, we need to be able to
compile the same code as MMC during a transition
period. The problem is that the MetaModelica to RML
translator is very relaxed when it comes to what syntax
it accepts.
In order to find some common errors, we traverse
the whole abstract syntax and verify that all matchcontinue expressions have the same input and output as the function has. This is a limitation of MMC,
but it does not actually check that this assertion holds.
Moreover, while MMC does some type checking, it
does not do it for expressions of the type:
x = fnCall(x);

For these expressions, the lhs and rhs x may have
different types and MMC may allow some code that is
not valid MetaModelica code. Finding such code and
rewriting it takes a lot of time, but does produce code
that is easier to maintain.
Other issues include allowing code like:
import Env;
type Env = Env.Env;

Figure 2. Roots and memory regions during garbage
collection.

In the Modelica language the import will essentially be
ignored and the tool will probably get a stack overflow
because the type Env is recursive on itself.
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Code that looked like this had to be refactored.
4.5.2

OpenModelica Issues

Some parts of the compiler were rewritten so that it was
easier to detect common errors that MMC does not
handle. As a result, the OpenModelica Compiler now
has vastly better error messages for algorithmic code.
We have also started propagating file, line and column
information to more error messages because when you
have a large application that you want to fix, it is essential that you find the correct line quickly. Improving the
error messages probably saved more time than it cost to
implement and as a result, the compiler should be giving better error messages both for Modelica and MetaModelica code.
OpenModelica has issues with shadowing certain
builtin operators. For example, creating a function
ndims and calling it in the same package will result in
the Modelica builtin ndims operator being used instead
of this function. A few of these functions existed in the
compiler and had to be renamed (rewriting Lookup in
OpenModelica is an alternative, but would take more
time).
4.5.3

Modelica Issues

The Modelica Specification [17] says that external
functions map Integer to int, with no way to change
their behavior. If external functions in the compiler
runtime need to access large integers, this is a problem.
Examples of such a function are referenceEqual,
which checks if two pointers are equal and the
stringHash family of functions. Values were being
truncated because of the limited precision of int on
64-bit platforms, so we had to move functions from
external C functions in the compiler into the MetaModelica language itself.

5

Performance

While we are not fully satisfied with the performance
of the compiler at the time of writing this text, OMC
compiled by OpenModelica has only been running for a
few weeks. This initial version lacks a garbage collector; we simply allocate memory until we run out. Even
without memory management, the majority of the
OpenModelica regression and unit tests run.
The performance of the working examples varied
widely and some tests could be heavily improved by
doing small changes.
In the first executable version (a few weeks ago) of
the bootstrapped compiler even simple test cases were
nine times slower than in the MMC version. Since the
new version of OMC uses a real C stack, it is possible

to use general-purpose debugging and profiling tools,
such as gdb, gprof or valgrind on it.
Using valgrind --tool=callgrind, we could
see that the PEXPipe example spent around 80% of its
time doing exception handling. The C++ try-throwcatch feature had been used to implement the exception
handling [31] of matchcontinue expressions. C++
exceptions are slow because they are not supposed to
be used often. We rewrote the exception handling using
setjmp/longjmp. Since we do not use C++ classes or
C++-heap-allocated data, this level of exception handling is sufficient for us.
The new exception handling resulted in a 10x
speed-up for certain examples (on the average 3x). Exception handling still uses approximately ~25% of the
compiler execution time. We also implemented optimizations that rewrite matchcontinue to match automatically as a compiler optimization. This reduced
some of the setjmp overhead.

5.1 Benchmarks
All benchmarks were performed using a laptop running
64-bit Ubuntu 10.10. The machine was equipped with a
dual-core Intel Core i7 M620 (2.67GHz) and 8GB of
memory. All file IO was performed on RAM-disk in
order to reduce disk overhead. Both compilers were
compiled using GCC 4.4.5 with optimization level set
to –O3.
The two implementations use virtually the same
parser, so speed here is identical. The Modelica Standard Library (MSL) is distributed in multiple files that
are parsed and merged into a single tree by the OpenModelica Compiler. The version of MSL used was 3.1.
MSL 3.1 is 7.8MB stored as a single file contains 922
models and 615 functions.
Unparsing the tree is the process of going from the
internal tree structure back to Modelica concrete syntax
(source code). Here MMC suffers from an additional
performance penalty because the tree was created in an
external C function and not directly on its heap.
Table 3 Compiler performance, parsing

Task
Parse MSL3.1, single
file
Parse MSL3.1, multiple files
Parse
MSL3.1+Unparse
Unparse only

MMC
1.577s

OMC
1.577s

Factor
1x

1.297s

1.253s

0.97x

3.674s

2.172s

0.59x

2.377s

0.600s

0.25x

Table 4 shows the performance of OMC for simple
tests, ~1x the speed of MMC.
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Table 4 Compiler performance, simple tests

Task
drmodelica, 104 flattening tests
mofiles, 548 flattening
tests
msl 1.5, 60 flattening
tests
mosfiles, 120 simulation test

MMC
2.136s

OMC
2.049s

Factor
0.96x

12.770s

13.409s

1.05x

1.726s

1.578s

0.91x

110.67s

107.96s

1.03x

and simply adding debug symbols is sufficient to run a
debugger or profiler on it.
Table 6 Compilation speed

The tests are limited to 5GB of virtual memory through
the use of ulimit. This rather low limit was chosen
because then swap memory would never be accessed.
Because of this limit, a few tests fail. The bootstrapped
compiler has issues running large models. For example,
running checkModel command on the EngineV6Analytic model, which has 9491 equations, uses
roughly 7GB of memory. The overall performance
shown in Table 5 is acceptable.
Table 5 Compiler performance, big tests

Task
EngineV6Analytic,
checkModel, time
EngineV6Analytic,
checkModel, memory
All 1379 tests, single
thread, time
All 1379 tests, number
of failed tests
Excluding failing tests,
1349 total

MMC
55.908s

OMC
55.553s

Factor
0.99x

400MB

7GB

17.5x

24m8s

20m55s

-

13

30

-

17m25s

18m

1.03x

There is a difference in how the two tool chains
create the executable compiler. MMC is created by
translating each package into a C-file, compiling them
separately, and linking everything together. OMC is
created by translating all packages into a single 31MB
C-file. While this may produce a faster executable, the
whole compiler needs to be recompiled even if only
one package changes. We are working on supporting
both methods in the future, including fine-grained separate compilation for faster turn-around.
As Table 6 shows, compiling OMC using OMC is
significantly faster than using MMC. The size of a nondebug executable was calculated by stripping it of all
debug symbols and tracing functionality. Since the
bootstrapped compiler compiles quite fast, we can
spend more time on optimization algorithms. MMC
uses code instrumentation when compiling a debug
executable. The bootstrapped compiler has a C stack

Task
Translate sources to C
Compile C, gcc –O3
Executable size
Compile C, gcc –Os
Executable size
Debug version, gcc –g
–O3
Executable size

6

MMC
98.8s
233.3s
18.7MB
218.9s
10.3MB
1405s

OMC
49.7s
152.0s
5.43MB
102.8s
5.10MB
152.5s

Factor
0.50x
0.65x
0.29x
0.47x
0.50x
0.11x

125MB

25MB

0.20x

Related Work

Functional programming languages often bootstrap
themselves during the build process. Some also include
integrated lexer and parser generators specific to their
own programming language, which is something MetaModelica is currently missing, but under development.
In the Lisp family [35] bootstrapped compilers have
been available since the 1960's. These languages are
strongly typed, like MetaModelica, but defer the check
to runtime instead of compile-time. This often leads to
error messages that are hard to understand because you
don't always know where a piece of data originated if
you get a type error.
Objective Caml [25], SML/NJ [1] and MLton [19]
are examples of bootstrapped compilers in the ML family. These languages are similar to MetaModelica in
that they both use very similar language constructs and
type inference. This should come as no surprise since
RML/MMC is written in Standard ML and compiles
using either SML/NJ or MLton. One major difference
is that all variables in MetaModelica have a specific
type while in ML each expression has a most general
type. MetaModelica can generate error messages that
are easier to understand because type inference only
has to be performed when calling a polymorphic function. However, it also results in more local variable
declarations since all temporary variables need to be
declared. This is both positive (you document what
type you expect a variable should have) and negative
(you end up with a lot of local variables).
The concept of the matchcontinue expression is
something that the ML family is missing. It is instead
possible to use explicit exception handling or use guard
expressions to prevent a case from actually matching a
pattern, which is often sufficient. The ML family of
languages also has lambda functions, which is currently
missing in MetaModelica.
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The matchcontinue expression is more general
than the match expression, which is common in functional programming. It is related to clauses in logic
programming since it provides backtracking on failure.
However, in Prolog [24] there are usually many possible answers to a given logic program since it evaluates
combinations of clauses that satisfy the program. In
MetaModelica only the first valid answer is returned
and no subsequent case is evaluated. Thus, MetaModelica is more efficient and consistently statically strongly
typed, whereas logic programs sometimes can be expressed more concisely.

7

ing HIPo project. The Open Source Modelica Consortium supports the OpenModelica work.

References

Conclusions

We have demonstrated a Modelica compiler that is capable of compiling itself. Thus, it is possible to describe all of the semantics of Modelica in a slightly
extended version of Modelica. We have also shown
that the performance of the implementation is sufficient. The effort to achieve these goals was higher than
initially expected, and included not only developing the
compiler but also a development environment including
an Eclipse plugin and a debugger.
Many of the MetaModelica language extensions that
allow language modeling are in line with the design
goals for Modelica 4 to allow modeling of language
features in libraries. We believe that this work will be
an important input and proof-of-concept to the Modelica 4 design effort.

7.1

Future Work

The garbage collection implementation needs to be finalized and tested before we can switch to using the
bootstrapped compiler for development work.
Once that is done, parts of the compiler can be rewritten/refactored using certain more powerful and
concise language constructs in MetaModelica 2.0 [12].
Furthermore, to realize important design goals, a
number of language features should be moved into libraries and an enhanced API for accessing compiler
functionality from such libraries need to be developed.
The debugger [32] in the Eclipse environment, including a data inspector for the MetaModelica types,
needs to be ported to the bootstrapped OMC. Furthermore, the generated code needs to be annotated with
line numbers to support the debugger and performance
analyzer in mapping to Modelica source file positions.
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Abstract

∙ code generation

This article presents implementation and utilization
details of the currently developed interface from Scade
Suite to Modelica. By a few clicks one can generate a
Modelica block from Scade Suite models that can be
directly used and simulated in Modelica. This block
calls an external function periodically, where the Ccode generated by Scade Suite is invoked.
The main purpose of the interface is to test the generated C-code within a simulated environment which is
also known as Software in the Loop (SIL).
Keywords: Scade Suite; Modelica interface; C-code
integration; Software In the Loop

1

Introduction

1.1

Scade Suite Description

The acronym Scade stands for Safety-Critical Application Design Environment. The term describes a Suite
of model-based software development and verification
tools as well as the modelling language itself. This
language is formally defined and proven to be fully
deterministic, hence it allows certified and qualified
code generation for safety-critical systems. The textual base of the language is an extension [3] of the synchronous dataflow language Lustre [10]. The textual
language is by default hidden behind a design environment for graphical models featuring deterministic
state machines, dataflow block diagrams and decision
diagrams.
Most importantly, this formal technology allows to
create a seamless process to leverage a large degree
of automation:
∙
∙
∙
∙

It also enables circumvention of cumbersome activities demanded by today’s critical software standards
such as DO-178B, EN50128 or IEC61508 (see [5] and
[6]).
The qualification and certification of the Scade KCG
code generator demands that the produced code is
not altered in any way. Therefore, in order to adapt
the code regarding specific calling conventions of e.g.
Modelica functions, the developer needs to keep the
KCG code unchanged and add C-code to meet the interface requirements.
To automate the generation of this glue code, Scade
offers a Tcl-based [12] scripting environment that runs
in parallel to the code generation process. It offers access via a specific application programming interface
(API) to the model structure information and the translation patterns of Scade-language based objects to C
constructs. This method is used to provide adaptors
to various real-time operating systems and other codewrapping targets, all of which can be adapted to the
users needs. We will describe how we use this means
to create our Modelica adaptor.

1.2

Scope of the interface

Thinking of a Scade Modelica interface one can
imagine two possible interface “directions”. The first
one is to integrate Code generated by Scade Suite
in Modelica. The second one is to generate a Scade
Suite model out of a Modelica model. The herein
developed interface deals with the first interface
direction. Certainly, the second direction is very
interesting since the generated Scade code would be
certified. But this will still need a lot of investigations
model editing
and work. Furthermore it would be restricted to a
verification by means of simulation and formal subset of Modelica and not the whole language. See
methods
chapter 4 for an outlook of this point.
By using the herein developed Scade-Modelica
traceability
interface it is rather possible to test the generated
C-code at a very early stage of the design process
documentation generation
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by means of simulated environments, also known
as Software in the Loop (SIL). This will reduce
development time since it is not always necessary to
implement the code on the target system. Furthermore
it is possible to specify requirements beforehand by
means of Modelica model environments that contain
simple placeholders for the functions to be developed.
This will reduce iteration loops with the client who
specified the requirements and enables therefore a fast
software development.
The integration of any C-code into Modelica could
be done manually indeed. However, this requires
creating and modifying interface files like C-code
or Modelica code every time the model is changed,
which is quite inconvenient. Using the developed automatic interface one can easily integrate new C-code
into Modelica and test it in the simulated environment.

1.3

Application Areas

details)
∙ An image
∙ Modelica package containing one package.mo
file
The additional code, the folders and the .mo files are
generated via Tcl scripts. These scripts can be easily
executed during code generation in Scade Suite.
For the current version of the interface the following
restriction applies: only Integer, Boolean and Real are
allowed as input and output signal types. That means
that for each input a separate connector will be displayed in Modelica. On the one hand, this eases readability. But on the other hand, with more complex
models having many inputs and outputs, the Scade
block will be very large. A vector of Boolean, Integer
and Real could technically be possible, but this would
seriously affect readability since the variable would be
identified with an index instead of its original name.
For this reason, this method was not implemented in
the current version. Also, records are not supported
yet. In fact, Dymola doesn’t support records in external C-code correctly.
Provided that the input and output signals are of the
supported types as described previously, there is no
further restriction regarding complexity or internal
states of the Scade Model. The interface will also work
for large numbers of inputs and outputs, though the resulting block illustrated in Modelica will be very large
as well.

Typical application areas will be the aerospace and automotive industry or any other field where a safety
critical function should be integrated into a complex
system. Any developed function or controller can be
tested in a simulated environment or object using the
interface. A Modelica block can easily be generated
as long as the Scade model fulfils the restrictions described in section 2.1. For instance, energy management for more/all electric aircraft or hybrid/electric vehicles is a topic of rising interest that becomes more
and more complex, where interactions with the system
model as well as with other management functions or 2.2 Implementation Details
controllers can often not be neglected. Therefore it is
The implementation details will be illustrated by way
useful to be able to simulate the management function
of an example. Figure 1 displays the Scade model of a
together with the aircraft or vehicle model.

2

Implementation

2.1

Basic principle and restrictions

The basic principle of the developed interface is to integrate C-code into Modelica through external functions. Therefore, an adaptor for code integration to
Modelica has been developed for Scade Suite. So the
KCG-code can be used without any changes. The
adaptor generates some additional interface files and
a Modelica package. This folder contains:

Figure 1: Speed Controller in Scade Suite
vehicle speed controller that outputs brake and acceleration pedal positions using the current speed of the
vehicle and the desired speed as an input. The Modelica adaptor for Scade Suite will generate an additional
tab. As shown in figure 2 just three items are required:

∙ Unchanged KCG-code

∙ The target directory,

∙ Additional C-code for the interface function and
for Scade state vector (see next sections for more

∙ Modelica project name = Modelica package
name,
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∙ The Modelica version to be used.

directory. This implies that one has to modify the
absolute paths here manually if the package is moved
or copied elsewhere.
The inputs and outputs of the Scade model are
mapped one-by-one to the Modelica function. If the
Scade model has any dynamic states one extra input
is needed for the function: the so called Scade state
vector. Since functions in Modelica are not allowed to
have any internal state, the previous state will be an
input for each call of the function. Going back to the
speed control example, the PID controller has some
internal states. The corresponding Scade state vector
is specified in Modelica as follows:

Figure 2: Modelica Tab in Scade
The interface is tested for Modelica versions 2.2.2, 3.0
and 3.1. There were some changes in the annotation
syntax between Modelica 2.2.2 and 3.0, which the interface takes into account. So if a wrong Modelica
version is chosen, important graphic elements like the
connectors will not be displayed.
The respective C-files and a Modelica Package are
now generated containing the following elements:
∙ block ScadeBlock
∙ class ScadeStateVector

protected class ScadeStateVector
"External Scade States"
extends ExternalObject;
function constructor
output ScadeStateVector ssv;
external "C" ssv =
initScadeStateVector();
end constructor;
function destructor "Release storage of
ScadeStateVector"
input ScadeStateVector ssv;
external "C" freeScadeStateVector(ssv);
end destructor;
end ScadeStateVector;

Using external C-code generated by the Modelica adaptor, memory is allocated by the constructor
The basic element is the function ScadeStep, where and freed by the destructor. The ScadeStep function
the C-code is integrated via external functions:
and the ScadeStateVector class are declared protected
since the user shouldn’t use them directly.
function ScadeStep
The user interface in Modelica is represented by
input Real vehicleSpeed ;
a Scade block (see figure 3) that can be used per
input Real desiredSpeed ;
drag and drop. It just needs the sample period and a
input ScadeStateVector ssv;
starting time as parameters. In this Block the function
output Real brakePedal ;
output Real accPedal ;
external "C" ScadeStep(vehicleSpeed,
desiredSpeed, ssv, brakePedal, accPedal);
annotation(Include="
#include <../SpeedControl.c>
Figure 3: Scade Block in Modelica
#include <../PID_BaseClass.c>
...
ScadeStep will be called periodically as specified.
",
Furthermore the Scade state vector will be initialized
uses(Modelica(version="3.0")));
herein:
end ScadeStep;
block ScadeBlock
The C-code is included using absolute paths. So "Scade Suite Block containing standard
the working directory doesn’t need to be the package interfaces generated by Scade"
∙ function ScadeStep
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protected
ScadeStateVector sSVector=
ScadeStateVector();
// call init
annotation (...)
public
parameter SI.Time samplePeriod(...)
"Sample period of component";
parameter SI.Time startTime=0 "First
sample time instant";
protected
output Boolean sampleTrigger "True, if
sample time instant";
output Boolean firstTrigger "Rising edge
signals first sample instant";
public
// ----------- Inputs -----------Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput
vehicleSpeed annotation (...);
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput
desiredSpeed annotation (...);
// ----------- Outputs -----------Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput
brakePedal annotation (...);
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput
accPedal annotation (...);
equation
...
when {sampleTrigger, initial()} then
(brakePedal ,accPedal)=ScadeStep(
vehicleSpeed, desiredSpeed, sSVector);
end when;
end ScadeBlock;

Figure 4: Total Model of the Vehicle in Dymola
The road definition complies with the OpenDRIVE
standard [11] while the used commercial OpenDRIVE
database plus visualisation was purchased from Vires
Simulationstechnologie GmbH. During the simulation
the vehicle drives along the OpenDRIVE road. Automatic steering control is used for lane keeping. The
focus of our simulation, however, is on the automatic
speed control implemented (see figure 1 ) using the
Scade interface as shown in figure 5. The algorithm

The display size of the block as well as the connector locations are adapted to the specified number
of inputs and outputs in the annotations.
The next chapter will show the functionality of the
Scade block in a realistic model.

3

Automotive Example

Figure 5: Scade Block integrated into Driver Model

As a realistic application example we chose the speed
control of a multibody vehicle model (see figure 4)
using the speed controller previously implemented in
Scade as already presented with figure 1 in section 2.2.
The total model is set up in the framework of the VehicleInterfaces library and uses some of the component
classes provided there [4]. As vehicle dynamics model
(chassis in figure 4) we used a multibody vehicle
model from the DLR VehicleControls library [9]. Passengers are represented by multibody models as well.

used to calculate adequate gas pedal and brake pedal
positions was adapted from a class out of the DLR
PowerTrain library [7]. The desired vehicle speed used
in the controller comes from an algorithm which computes a reference speed profile for the upcoming road
section. Details can be found in [2]. The simulation results from the automatically driving vehicle using the
imported Scade speed controller were well matching
our expectations. The assessment was supported online by animation using components and the external
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viewer SimVis provided with the DLR Visualization library.

In: Proceedings of the 7th International Modelica Conference. Linköping University Electronic
Press. Modelica Conference, 20.-22. Sept. 2009,
Como, Italien. ISBN 978-91-7393-513-5. ISSN
1650-3740
[2] Bünte, Tilman; Chrisofakis, Emanuel (2011) A
Driver Model for Virtual Drivetrain Endurance
Testing. In: Proceedings of the 8th International Modelica Conference. Linköping University Electronic Press. Modelica Conference, 20.22. March 2011, Dresden, Germany.
[3] Colaço, JeanLouis; Pagano, Bruno; Pouzet,
Marc (2005) A Conservative Extension of Synchronous Dataflow with State Machines. In: EMSOFT’05 Sept. 9-22 2005, Jersey City, New Jersey, USA.

Figure 6: Visualisation in SimVis

4

[4] Dempsey, Mike. An introduction to the VehicleInterfaces package. Tutorial at Modelica conference 2006, Vienna, 2006.

Conclusion and way forward

A first version of an interface from Scade Suite to
Modelica has been presented in this paper. The interface will be adapted to future versions of Modelica
and Scade Suite if needed. One planned enhancement
is the removal of absolute paths for including C-code.
This can be replaced by URIs introduced in Modelica
version 3.1. It is also possible to use the Functional
Mock-Up Interface (FMI) instead of external functions
for future versions.
Another very interesting thought is to generate ScadeModels directly out of Modelica. This would enable
the automatic generation of certified code from a Modelica model. Certainly it can be expected that some
restrictions will apply to the Modelica model. This
opposite interface direction can be a challenging task
for future investigations.
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Abstract
Model Driven Software Development evolved into a
common way of creating software products. Describing software in a more abstract way simplifies and
speeds up the development process and generated code
turns out to fulfill high quality standards. As a subcategory of model driven development Domain-Specific
Languages concede to express problems in a domain
specific way. By defining a languages grammar, an
editor that provides basic support for developers can
be generated automatically. This paper describes how
these concepts are utilized for the creation of a Modelica Integrated Development Environment (IDE). Helpful functionality is implemented in a model driven way
to maximize assistance during the development process. Thus the developer receives a tool that allows
to survey large scale projects and provides functionality that is well known in other popular programming
languages. Furthermore an approach for semantical
verification of Modelica documents during the development process is presented. This allows to detect and
correct errors early.
Keywords: Modelica, IDE, OCL, verification

1

OpenModelica2 ). Although the above mentioned tools
turned out to be very helpful, supplementary features
are desired to ease the handling of complex models.
This topic is well known in the software engineering
community as well. Therefore we aim at transferring
main features to the Modelica world. The structure
of our Modelica Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) and how it was created by model driven technologies is explained in section 2.
Besides the goal to facilitate daily work for engineers with Modelica, the quality of the outcome has
to be addressed. Regarding this purpose the developer
has to be encouraged to create syntactically and semantically correct documents. While the syntax can
be checked easily, semantic correctness may be hard
to prove because semantic constraints may demand extensive calculations. This issue is addressed in section 3 and our approach of utilizing Object Constraint
Language (OCL) for verification of Modelica models
is stated.
In section 4 some components of the IDE e.g. the
editor and views are presented. Finally a summary and
future work will conclude this paper in chapter 5.

2

Introduction

In the last years the importance of Modelica in the field
of engineering increased significantly. Many companies utilize the language for modeling and simulation
of physical systems. Thus the support for developers
became a vital issue to enable the survey of extensive
projects. One approach is the development of libraries
as done by the Modelica community. Libraries provide
common functionality that can be easily reused and extended and thereby increase the speed of development
and ensure high quality of the resulting models.
An additional approach is the usage of development
tools. These support the engineer during the implementation of big physical systems (e.g. Dymola1 and

The MDSD approach

Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) is an
approach that eases the development process by providing a higher abstraction level of the software that
is being developed. Compared to pure code-based development, the architecture can be described in a more
conceptual and structured way. A common way is to
design the structure and behavior of software with the
help of Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams.
But graphical representation is not the only popular
way of an abstract description. In the MDSD community the usage of Domain-Specific Language (DSL)s
became more and more important.
DSLs allow the definition of problems in a domain
specific way and therefore provide an easy way to ex-

1 http://www.dymola.com

2 http://www.openmodelica.org
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press ideas to the domain experts. This can be done
graphically as well as in a textual syntax. The Modelica language can also be seen as a textual DSL, since
it allows the developer to describe physical systems.
As Eclipse builds the basis for our IDE it is evident
to use Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) as platform for our models. All data being processed by EMF
are based upon ECore that is more or less aligned on
Object Management Group (OMG)s Essential Meta
Object Facility (EMOF) 3 standard. All generated objects extend a basic interface that allows interoperability between objects of different meta-models. More
details about the functionality of Ecore can be found
on the EMF website 4 .
The project structure of the IDE has been defined
with the help of EMF tools. Several ways [8] of
describing an Ecore-based meta model are available,
like Java annotations or XML, whereas the usage of a
UML-like graphical editor might be the most appealing way for developers. The Modelica DSL was created with Xtext5 , an Open Source framework for the
development of DSLs. It also uses the functionality
provided by EMF and therefore enables to easily interact with our data models as described in Section 2.2.
In the next sections the creation of the Modelica
DSL is described and the underlying data structure explained. Figure 1 gives an overview of the used tools.

2.1

Metamodeling of Modelica with Xtext

For the textual syntax definition of Modelica we use
the tool Xtext, that is part of the Eclipse Modeling
Project. Xtext’s syntax for defining language grammars closely resembles the Extended Backus-Naur
Form (EBNF) notation. Based on this grammar several
components are generated automatically. A Tokenizer
splits the given text documents into parts that can be
interpreted by a parser. The parser that is generated
by the parser generator framework ANTLR [3][10]
creates an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) and a Concrete Syntax Tree (CST) of the given text document.
Thereby we get an editable tree-like data structure that
can be processed by additional software components.
The AST represents the structure of a Modelica document. Additionally the CST keeps all information
about the concrete representation inside the document
e.g. literals and white spaces. Based on the grammar,
syntax highlighting and basic code completion for the
generated editor is provided. The parser recognizes
3 http://www.omg.org/
4 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
5 http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/

syntactical errors and displays them inside the editor
and in a separate problems view. The view contains
detailed descriptions of the errors and allows to jump
into the erroneous area of the document.
Modelica IDE

Modelica GUI
Components

Eclipse Views

Eclipse
OCL
Eclipse
Modeling
Framework

Xtext Modelica
Editor
Eclipse
Text Editor

Eclipse Platform

Figure 1: Overview of tools used in the Modelica IDE
Additional to these basic tools, other components
are generated that use the AST, for example an outline
view that represents the inner structure of opened documents, i.e. inner classes, sub-packages and component declarations. One of the main amenities of Xtext
is the integrated resolution of references. Based on this
mechanism, the developer can jump to class definitions to investigate implementation details. References
are also used as types for component declarations or as
extended classes. The references connect ASTs of different documents and thereby form a kind of overlay
graph. If referenced objects cannot be found, the affected part of the document is again marked with an
error.
However, because of the complex structure of Modelica documents and for performance reasons, special
index and linking mechanisms had to be implemented.
Based on the index information additional help functions were created, e.g. the proposal of classes that can
be referenced at a certain position inside the document.
The usage of Xtext for grammar definitions is
covered below by a small example. Listing 1 depicts Modelica’s grammar definition for the element
ImportClause.
An import clause starts with the keyword
``import'' followed by an optional abbreviation
definition. Optional rules are defined by a question
mark. In many Modelica documents SIunits are
imported with the definition of an abbreviation:
``SI = Modelica.SIunits;''. This allows to
write shorter expressions when using type definitions
from the SIunits package.
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they can be interchanged easily. This helps the developer to survey the structure of the designed physical
systems. Furthermore, the reuse of functionality from
libraries like the Modelica Standard Library is essential.

" i m p o r t " ( a b b r e v =Name " = " ) ?
r e f e r e n c e =[ A b s t r a c t C o n t e n t ]
w i l d c a r d ?= " . ∗ " ? comment=Comment ? ;

Listing 1: Import clause definition in Xtext
The next rule defines a reference to an
AbstractContent.
AbstractContent is another grammar rule that represents different kinds
of Modelica class contents, e.g. the standard class
structure or an extends clause. For more details on
the Modelica class structure see [9]. In Xtext square
brackets define references to other objects. This is a
Xtext specific feature that is not defined in EBNF. A
generic linking mechanism is provided that resolves
the reference by searching for an AbstractContent
whose name attribute of type String matches the
given input.
Import clauses are not restricted to import single
Modelica classes but also a set of sub-classes inside
a package. This is indicated by the use of a wild
card “*”. Using a reference to AbstractContent
does not respect the fact that only packages can be referred to when using wild cards. In this definition we
do not distinguish between Modelica classes, models,
packages and so forth on the syntax level. Therefore
the correctness of the rule has to be regarded by the
semantics of Modelica. This is surveyed in section 3.
Finally an optional comment adds additional information about the import for developers.
Altogether the grammar definition consists of over
100 rules. Performance issues during parsing prevented us from reusing the language definition from
the Modelica language specification [9], so that we
were forced to create an optimized version. Moreover, the complexity of the resulting AST would have
made it difficult to modify or investigate the parse results. As an example, the definition of expressions has
been simplified. We do not distinguish between logical
expressions, terms, or factors but only define a single
type of expression. If needed, the type can be derived
by investigating the operator of an expression. This
enabled us to reduce the number of rules to 4 compared to 12 defined in the Modelica language specification [9].

2.2

Project structure definition with EMF

For the sake of reuse, Modelica documents should be
structured in projects. When defining e.g. a wind energy plant, every component like Tower, Nacelle or
RotorBlade ought to be encapsulated in its own unit.
If the components are divided into different projects,

Separating components into projects requires a
mechanism that enables linking between models inside separate projects. A WindTurbine e.g. reuses
the component Tower for the definition of a new wind
turbine. Therefore a link between the wind turbine’s
definition and the document where the tower is defined in has to be established. This ensures the existence of the reused component and enables the user
to quickly display the tower’s definition. In order to
be able to find this kind of references quickly, meta
data must be provided that holds additional information about the class structure and location of Modelica files. This data structure is defined with EMF. The
central data in this structure is called ModelResource.
A ModelResource can contain source folders. All
Modelica source files contained in these source folders
belong to the same ModelResource. When a source
file is parsed, the internal structure is analyzed and
stored in an index file. These files are again coupled to the ModelResource. Hence ModelResources
know the name space of all contained models and
allow quick linking by the use of qualified names.
Qualified names distinctly address a component inside a name space like in Modelica.SIunits.Angle
whereas Modelica and SIunits represent packages
and Angle is a type definition inside this package.
At first sight the proposed project structure looks
quite similar to the one Eclipse uses for plug-in
projects. In fact many concepts are reused but also
altered to meet our requirements (see figure 2). Using ModelResources instead of projects as management unit allows to have several name spaces inside
one project. This is important when simulations are
performed. The source files of several simulations can
be kept in the same project and allow to keep track
of source code changes between different simulations.
In the project based approach it would be impossible to keep multiple class definitions with the same
qualified name. To enable linking, every experiment
gets its own ModelResource that knows the files used
for simulation. The ModelResource mechanism is
also used to enable referencing other projects in the
workspace. Projects can be exported as compressed
and possibly encrypted libraries. The meta data are
kept inside the archive, therefore no further analysis
of the contained source files is needed when libraries
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are reused. The creation of libraries serves two purposes: First it allows to assemble specific functionality into one library that can be shared among users
or maybe even sold to customers; Secondly, using libraries speeds up the development process because
handling of a huge number of source files can lead to
a slow development environment and an increasing reaction time of the systems on user interaction.
Using EMF turns out to be very helpful, because the
data defined in EMF automatically has a persistence
model. Also references between EMF-based files are
resolved automatically. Furthermore it provides a system for change notification that allows to react on any
changes of the meta data.

3.2

Figure 2: Data structure of the Modelica IDE

3

Verification of Modelica documents

Enhanced verification of code is desired during development to immediately ensure the correctness of the
created models. Two kinds of verification can be distinguished - dynamic and static verification.

3.1

an interpreter for basic Modelica language constructs
and simple models that do not contain any equations.
But at the moment there is no solution available that
solves Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE)’s during development time.
The MDSD-community is, by the way, facing the
same problem. Instead of generating code that has to
be executed, interpreters are often desired that create
functionality based on objects. Therefore solving the
problem of interpreting models directly could solve
the problem of debugging and verification as well as
reduce the required time during development.
However static verification is currently done for a
wide range of models (e.g. Modelica, UML, Java, . . . ).
Several techniques are available for the verification of
models. One could write Java-Code or utilize specialized languages like Check, that is delivered with the
Xtext-Framework. In our IDE we use OCL [2] which
is a standard language of the OMG. It is spread in research and industry and thus is typically to be understood by many developers. The static verification of
Modelica with OCL is presented in the next section.

Dynamic versus static verification

Dynamic verification of Modelica models is, at the
moment, a difficult topic because for this issue models have to be interpreted on instances. For instance,
to ensure that a parameter does not exceed a specified
value, the equations altering the variable must be calculated. But currently these calculations are done by
translation of Modelica source code to a different programming language like C++ and execution of the resulting program code. That means no interpreter working directly on Modelica source code is available but
the code is transformed to another kind of programming language and then executed.
The same problem is faced when trying to debug
Modelica code like it is done in other object oriented
languages, e.g. Java. It may be possible to implement

Static verification with OCL

In the Modelica specification the semantics of the language is verbally specified. We interpreted the Modelica semantics as Well-Formedness Rules (WFR)s and
found 201 WFRs which we translated into OCL constraints. The WFRs differ from each other in terms
of complexity. Some constraints are quite easy to define and the execution time is short. Others are complex and often recursive. The complexity and recursivity is conditional upon the underlying Modelica metamodel and OCL as a language that specifies navigation paths through a model. This can cause the verification to take a long time because large parts of the
AST have to be considered during the interpretation of
the constraints. In the following OCL will be shortly
introduced. Then the definition of some WFRs is explained.
3.2.1

OCL

OCL is a language that allows the definition of constraints on objects. Originally it was designed to enable more precise UML diagram definitions. Later
OCL has been extended to a query language and is
generally in metamodeling. Figure 3 displays a simple example of an UML class where the attribute age
inside the class Person is constrained. The invariant
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ensures that the age is higher than 17 to fulfill the requirement of being an adult.
constant time
linear time
quadratic time
exponential time

non-recursive
constraints
x
x
x
-

recursive
constraints
x
x
x

Table 1: Classification of OCL constraints by their
complexity
Figure 3: A simple OCL example

formed in the background. Two categories with different complexity and calculation times were detected
(Table 1).
Short examples for non-recursive constraints will illustrate the definition of Modelica WFR in OCL. Listing 2 represents a constraint that can be evaluated in
constant time:

Besides invariants OCL also allows to define queries
to collect objects. Furthermore the definition of new or
derived model elements (attributes, associations, operations) is allowed and helpful to reuse common functionality. OCL also defines a standard library that provides basic functionality like operations on collections
(e.g. checking if a set is empty). The language de- i n v p r e d e f i n e d _ s t r i n g _ t y p e :
scription and examples can be found in the OCL spec- name <> ’ S t r i n g ’
ification [2].
Listing 2: Non-recursive OCL with constant time constraint
3.2.2 Modelica and OCL
Each component declaration in Modelica has a
As mentioned above, OCL is not restricted to be used name. In our grammar this is reflected as a rule
for UML diagrams but can principally be applied to ComponentName with the attribute name. Because
arbitrary object structures [5]. The only restriction Modelica reserves some names for components (i.e.
is, that the interpreters need to be able to handle the String), these names are not allowed for newly deconstrained model. This usually means that the meta fined components. The OCL invariant given in Listmodel of the restricted language must be available and ing 2 ensures that the name String is not assigned
the interpreter must be able to read the data format. As to a component. As no other objects have to be conwe use Xtext for the definition of our Modelica lan- sidered, the calculation depends only on the object
guage, the resulting AST is based on Ecore. Hence ComponentName resulting in a constant calculation
an Ecore based OCL interpreter is needed. Therefore time.
two popular OCL interpreters that fulfill this requireA linear non-recursive constraint is defined in Listment were evaluated for verification, Eclipse OCL6 ing 3:
and Dresden OCL7 [13].
The basis for the verification of Modelica code is c o n t e x t Component
inv component_name_type :
the AST of a Modelica document. It is created by the n o t componentnames −> e x i s t s (
parser that Xtext generates based on the grammar def- name = s e l f . t y p e . name )
inition. Thus the AST represents the structure of the
Modelica document and can be used to check whether Listing 3: Non-recursive OCL constraint with linear
the structure is correct. OCL constraints are defined time
and evaluated on the AST.
Figure 4 shows the result of our validation in the
The OCL constraints were used to measure the per- editor and the problems view.
formance of both tools mentioned above. Furthermore
Components in Modelica classes must not have
the constraints were analyzed to find time consuming
the same name as their type. It is e.g. prohibrules. This is important when dealing with user interited to define a component Angle Angle;. The
faces because users do not accept lags when editing
constraint in Listing 3 checks whether a name exdocuments because of verification tasks that are perists (componentnames->exists()) that is equal the
6 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/?project=ocl
name of the components type (self.type.name).
7 http://www.reuseware.org/index.php/DresdenOCL
The calculation time coheres directly with the num-
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tion collectIOComponents()). Not only the analyzed class has to be considered for this constraint,
but all super classes from which the instance inherits. This requires the invoking of the same function containsIOPrefixes() recursively and results
in the complexity O(nr ) where n describes the number
of super classes and r the recursion depth.
context AbstractModelicaClass
d e f : c o n t a i n s I O P r e f i x e s ( ) Boolean =
c o l l e c t I O C o m p o n e n t s () − > s i z e >0
or
c o l l e c t E x t e n d s C l a u s e s () − > e x i s t s (
containsIOPrefixes )

Figure 4: Displaying verification errors

Listing 5: Recursive OCL constraint with exponential
time

ber of instances that are defined in the component and
thus increases linearly.
Another problem is the test for uniqueness which
results in quadratic calculation time. If uniqueness
of element names in an enumeration shall be ascertained, all elements have to be compared with each
other (as long as the model elements are not stored in a
relational database). Thus the calculation time grows
quadratically to the number of elements. The corresponding OCL constraint is defined in Listing 4:

Because of the complexity of the resulting constraints not all WFRs from the Modelica specification have been implemented yet. In a first version of
the Modelica IDE (Section 4 we decided to integrate
Eclipse OCL because of its better interpreter performance. In addition to the rules from the specification,
further constraints may be helpful for daily work. E.g.,
warnings could be displayed if to many subclasses in
a document exist or the package structure is too deep.
This functionality may be integrated in a later version
of our IDE.

context EnumerationList
inv u n i q u e _ e n u m _ l i t e r a l s :
e n u m e r a t i o n l i t e r a l s −>i s U n i q u e (
componentname . name )

4

Modelica IDE

Listing 4: Non-recursive OCL constraint with In this section the main parts of our IDE, which supports the developer in the creation and manipulation of
quadratic time
models are presented. First the features of the generMost of the OCL constraints defined for the verifi- ated and enhanced Modelica editor are presented (Seccation of Modelica documents are of recursive nature tion 4.1), then it is explained how additional views
because most WFRs originate in restrictions on inher- simplify the development process (Section 4.2).
itance structures. As a result many parts of the model
have to be considered for verification. Although the
4.1 Editor
effort of calculating non-recursive rules may result in
quadratic time as seen above, recursive rules are even Modern Modelica IDEs support the user in the develworse.
opment process by providing editors and related tools
For complexity reasons, only one recursive con- that ease the handling of big projects. Editors prostraint with exponential time is explained in this pa- vide syntax highlighting to emphasize language speper (Listing 5). The Modelica specification defines cific keywords and to reveal the structure of the written
the rule: “The type prefixes flow, input, and output code, making it easier for the developer to understand
shall only be applied for a structured component, if no the code. Highlighting and the recognition of syntactielements of the component have a corresponding type cal errors is provided by Modelica specific lexers and
prefix of the same category.” [9] The function defini- parsers that can either be hand written or generated by
tion in Listing 5 returns a Boolean value that indicates, tools like ANTLR as described in Section 2.1. Furwhether a Modelica class contains a component def- thermore semantical highlighting may be provided but
inition with the prefix flow, input, or output (the should only be checked where the calculation can be
collection of components is defined in another func- done quickly. In Figure 5 the simple data type Real
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(gray, italic) is highlighted semantically while all other
decorations are provided by the generated lexer. Code
folding allows to reduce the complexity of the displayed code, e.g. by hiding annotations that contain
arbitrary information. With the integrated mouse-over
help, details about utilized classes that are defined as
comments in the declaration can be explored by the
developer.

Eclipse outline view displays the inner structure of the
opened document. All actions that are triggered in the
user interface are implemented as Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) 9 events. Together with an Xtext
based DSL that was specified for scripting purposes,
we are able to record these actions and save them in a
file. The engineer can edit or create a script document
for automatic execution of actions. This includes the
simulation of models with the coupled solvers Dymola
and Mosilab [1].

Figure 5: Xtext Modelica editor
Based on the index data, code completion supports
the developer in choosing sub-components of classes.
This is helpful during the definition of import clauses
or components and helps to speed up the development
process significantly.
Figure 6: Modelica Project Explorer
Error markers for non-existent referenced classes
are automatically created. This is an advantage compared to editors like the ones integrated in Dymola, or
Modelica Development Tooling 8 because developers
5 Conclusion and future work
immediately recognize these kind of failures. A quick
fix using a comparable mechanism as code completion
With the help of MDSD techniques we were able to
tries to provide a suitable solution.
implement a Modelica IDE in a short period of time.
Generated code ensures high quality products and re4.2 Views
duces the implementation time by automatic creation
The Modelica IDE has several views that display ad- of frequently used components like data structures and
ditional information on the projects data. The main serialization mechanisms. Since the generated code is
view is the Eclipse project explorer that has been ex- based on the same data description (Ecore), interopertended to fulfill the needs of a Modelica IDE. The con- ability is guaranteed. Therefore augmenting the genertained packages and classes of Modelica files as well ated editor with additional functionality became easy.
The introduced IDE enables the Modelica developer
as the package structure of referenced libraries are disto
create models fast and easy. The verification and
played as shown in Figure 6. Each of these classes
can be inspected in the editor whereas library docu- referencing mechanisms ensure correctness throughments are opened read-only to avoid the modification out the development process. The views on the Modof the source code. References inside the documents elica data structure help surveying large projects. Enare linked to allow quick browsing through the source capsulating source code into libraries speeds up the
code and the exploration of class declarations. The user interaction and encourages the developer to create
8 http://www.ida.liu.se/

9 Open

pelab/modelica/OpenModelica/MDT/
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models as components. This helps in creating frame- References
works that can be shipped and reused as libraries.
During the development some performance issues [1] J. Bastian, O. Enge-Rosenblatt, P. Schneider:
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on Multiphysics Simulation - Advanced Methods
imported as a source project. The low performance of
for Industrial Engineering, January, 2010, Bonn,
parsing all library files is engendered by the complex
Germany
Modelica grammar that causes a lot of back-tracking
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[2] The
Object
Management
Group
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2010, 78-92
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Systems Modeling Version 3.1, May, 2009,
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https://www.modelica.org
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Abstract
The challenges in the area real-time simulation of
physical systems have grown rapidly. To prepare a
simulation model for execution on a real-time target, an experienced developer usually performs several adaptations on the model and the solver in order
to reduce runtime and communication needs.
Two-folded tool support for evaluating the effect of
such adaptations is presented here: (1) A ModelComparator for the systematic comparison of simulation
results from different versions of the model and (2) an
RT-Profiler for measurements and analyses of function
calls during RT simulations. The ModelComparator
facilitates verification of a model adapted for real-time
execution to ensure that it will produce sufficiently accurate results at selected operation points. The RTProfiler takes the specific code structure of simulation
models into account when measuring execution times.
It directs the developer to those parts that are most
promising for model adaptations.
We consider OpenModelica and SimulationX as
modeling and code generation frameworks for realtime simulation. The procedure of model adaptations
and the use of the analysis tools therein are exemplified in small case studies.
Keywords: simulation, Modelica, RT-profiling, optimization, hardware-in-the-loop

1

Introduction

Modeling and simulation has become an essential part
of the design process in mechanical engineering and
mechatronics. The object-oriented language Modelica
is widely accepted for physical modeling in many industries. Simulation has been applied for analysis and
validation in the concept and rapid prototyping phase
for a long time, but nowadays simulation models are
re-used in latter design phases for testing and verifi-

cation or even as part of the running system. The potential of simulation models in later design phases is
to partially substitute costly physical components or
complicated conditions of the surroundings that are required to verify the control of a complex system within
its mechatronic environment. However, these usages
are most often based on online simulation. Hence,
simulation models need not only reflect the physics of
the modeled components properly from a functional
viewpoint, but also with respect to their timing behavior. Thus, the interest in real-time simulation is increasing rapidly.
Prominent usage scenarios for real-time simulation
of physical systems are Rapid Control Prototyping
(RCP) and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL)[12] where
the real-time simulation substitutes mechatronic components during detailed design and verification of embedded controllers. Another usage is Model Predictive
Control (MPC)[12] where the model becomes a part of
the controller used for predicting the short term behavior of a physical component.
The challenge of simulating a Modelica model as
part of a real-time system is to meet the timing constraints and meanwhile keep the result accuracies and
resource consumption in a acceptable range. Especially when simulating in a hard real-time (HRT) context, any violation of timing constraints during the
simulation may cause a fatal failure of the whole system. Since the HRT case is more critical than a soft
real-time (SRT) case, it is worth the subject in this paper.
We present two tools to assist the modeler with
the validation and verification of real-time simulation
models which may be used independently from any
specific Modelica framework: The ModelComparator
aims for verifying whether a model optimized for realtime execution will operate with an acceptable accuracy by comparing its outputs to a reference model.
On the other hand, the RT-Profiler will aid the modeler
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to understand better the timing behaviors and the inter- (DAEs) having a general implicit form as:
nal complexity of the model. In profiling the code for
0 = f (x, ẋ, y, z, u, p,t)
(2.1)
measurement of execution times, call frequencies or
resource consumptions will be inserted into the model
0 =g(x, y, z, u, p,t)
(2.2)
at places most interesting, which is known as instrumentation. As a consequence, instrumentation will with
add extra instructions to the model and hence increase
x
continuous state variables
the total execution time of it. So in general, the overẋ
time derivative of x
head caused by instrumentation should be kept in a
minimal extent.
y
outputs of the system
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Sec.
z
discrete state variables
2 some techniques for adapting models for real-time
u
inputs of the system
simulation are sketched. In the Sec. 3 the ModelComp
parameters
parator is presented, whereas RT-Profiler in described
in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 illustrates tool usage in small case
t
time
studies. Section 6 concludes.
where equation (2.1) gives the evolutionary rule of the
state variables inside the dynamic system and equation
2 Strategies to adapt a model for (2.2) implies the algebraic constraint of the system.
According to Implicit Function Theorem, assuming
real-time execution
Dy g (Jacobian of g) is not singular, ∃φ (x, z, u, p,t) = y.
A key characteristic of HRT systems is time- Inserting this result into equation (2.2) then gives the
determinism. Thus, the first requirement on simula- following DAEs:
tion models for real-time execution is to ensure pre0 = f (x, ẋ, φ (x, z, u, p,t), z, u, p,t)
(2.3)
dictable timing behaviors. The second requirement is
0 = g(x, φ (x, z, u, p,t), z, u, p,t)
(2.4)
that the simulation model shall react as fast as the original (physical) system would do, which means that the
However, the above mentioned equation system is
execution time must not exceed the step size.
still
in an implicit form. Symbolic analysis and posSeveral Modelica simulation environments are capable of exporting Modelica models for real-time sim- sibly associated manipulations for the index reduction
ulation already, to name but a few, SimulationX R , need to be performed on the DAE system to produce
Dymola R , OpenModelica, etc. In many cases, models an explicit ODE system. Although this can be autofor real-time simulation are derived from off-line sim- matically processed either by commercial Modelica
ulation models developed in an earlier design phase. compilers or free ones, some non-linear implicit reSuch adaptations on a model are called real-time op- lations often remain on the RHS of the ODE system.
timization (RTO) of the design model. Some parts These mathematically complex interdependencies becan be automated, but due to the diversity of model tween state variables cause algebraic loops that signifidomains and simulation goals, model engineers com- cantly contribute to execution times during simulation.
monly need to manually optimize the models to en- Breaking up algebraic loops, i.e. decoupling state varihance time determinism and performance for RT sim- ables, decomposes the system model into a set of subsystems that is computationally simpler to handle. We
ulations [2].
The numerous variants to be performed on off-line briefly sketch some strategies for decoupling:
The most straightforward approach is to eliminate
models can be roughly categorized into two groups:
state variables which are of minor relevance to system dynamics, like for instance the fluid temperature
• RTO by adapting the system behaviors
in a 1-D momentum equation. Library elements offer• RTO by mathematical reduction of complexity
ing different model variants of the same physical entity support the modeler with this strategy: The variants, which may be selected via parameters, may be
2.1 RTO by adapting the system behavior
optimized for the calculation of different sets of inHybrid dynamic systems can be adequately described put/output variables. Such variants may exploit speas a set of nonlinear differential algebraic equations cific solvers for subproblems or differ wrt. numerical
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accuracy or completeness of the physical effects being modeled. All this will result in differences in the
computational complexity and the real-time behavior.
As described in [3], knowledge on weak dynamic
interactions between system parts may be used to decouple the system by introducing pre-announced weak
dynamic state variables which are solved by implicit
integration. Such a decoupling leads to strong improvements on the Block Lower Triangle (BLT) transformation, since the off-diagonal entries will decrease
inside the BLT structure.
An another alternative is the mixed-mode integration approach described in [11], which tries to partition
an entire dynamic system into separate fast/slow subsystems by analyzing the eigenvalues of the system.
In contrast to weak dynamic decoupling, mixed-mode
integration can be fully automated.
It has to be noted that all these approaches require a
modeler with strong backgrounds on the problem domain, as they are only applicable under certain constraints, e.g. a loose coupling system, a reasonable difference between subsystem dynamics, etc.

A brief introduction of the so-called projectionbased model oder reduction (PBMOR) will be given
here to show the philosophy of MOR. The PBMOR
can be roughly performed in three steps:
1) Choice of ansatz:
The state variables x ∈ Rn is approximated by xq ∈ Rq
(q  n):
q

x ≈ xq =

∑ v j ξ j = Vq ξ

(2.6)

j=0

where v j is the basis spanning a subspace Vq = span
{v1 , . . . , vq } called ansatz space of the reduced model,
ξ ∈ Rq and the matrix Vq = [v1 , . . . , vq ] (q  n). The
choice of decent basis v j plays a significant role in PBMOR, there exist many methods on the market [8, 5].
2) Insert the ansatz:
Inserting the ansatz (2.6) into (2.5) delivers the following over-determined system:
EVq ξ˙ = AVq ξ + Bu

(2.7)

y = CVq ξ + Du

(2.8)

As there are more equations than unknowns in this re-

2.2

RTO by mathematical reduction of com- duced model representation, in general the residual of
plexity
the system will not equal zero.

3) Projection of the residual:
A system’s complexity is characterized by the numThe residual is projected onto a subspace Wq spanned
ber of its state variables (or number of dimensions of
by the columns of so-called weighting factors Wq .
the model). Some state variables de facto dominate
the dynamic behavior of the system, which gives us a
WTq EVq ξ˙ = WTq AVq ξ + WTq Bu
(2.9a)
possibility to reduce the complexity of the system by
y = CVq ξ + Du
(2.9b)
disregarding some subordinate ones. Provided that a
DAE system has been transformed into the following
Thus, an optimal solution of the over-determined
continuous generalized state-space form:
system can be attained in a least square sense. The
Eẋ = Ax + Bu
(state equation)
(2.5a) input-output properties of the reduced model dey = Cx + Du
(output equation)
(2.5b) scribed in (2.9) depends only on matrices Vq and Wq .
with x ∈ Rn (state variables), u ∈ Rm (inputs), y ∈ Rl
(outputs), E ∈ Rn × Rn (descriptor matrix), A ∈ Rn ×
Rn (system or state matrix), B ∈ Rn × Rm (input matrix), C ∈ Rl × Rm (output matrix) and D ∈ Rl × Rm
(feed-through matrix).
In (2.5), if the number of state variables is very
large compared to the number of inputs and outputs
(n  l, n  m), it implies that redundancies might exist in the system. Hence, there is a chance to to come
up with an alternative system model not only with
much lower dimensions but also with adequate accuracies and the preservation of important system properties. This technique is called model order reduction
(MOR).

2.3

Solver

In a real-time setting the well-established Euler Forward solver is considered most suitable for time integration. As an explicit fixed step solver it guarantees a
limited number of calculations and thereby predictable
execution times. Moreover, it offers acceptable inaccuracies near discontinuities [2]. If the system contains any non-linear behavior, then iterative solvers
have to be employed for solving nonlinear equations.
As a matter of fact, this will lead to unpredictable execution time, which is not preferable in real-time simulation. The execution time when applying an iterative
solver depends on the number of iterations needed for
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the solution to converge. Setting up an upper bound
for the iteration number will be a work-around to ensure the predictable timing behavior, but such treatment might induce numerical inaccuracies and needs
to be taken in to account carefully. Thus, the two central issues in real-time simulation, timing behavior and
accuracy, are reflected by the ModelComparator and
RT-Profiler in this paper.

fore starting the simulation that indicate in some sense
exceptional behavior. The ModelComparator filters
the results and directs the user conveniently to those
instances of a series of simulations where the values
are exceeding the threshold. Currently it supports exported model from SimulationX under Windows, but
the scope of environment support will be extended.

4
3

Comparing model variants

In many cases, several RTO techniques have to be applied on a compound model to finally meet the realtime constraints. However, simulating in time is just
a necessary but not a sufficient condition for RT simulations, because simulation results with instabilities
or large deviation errors will not make any sense. So
after having performed several RTOs on a model, the
quality of simulation results has to be assured. This
can be done with the help of the ModelComparator
by comparing the simulation results between the original and optimized models. Although many Modelica
simulation environments - like SimulationX, Dymola
and OpenModelica - already offer the functionality for
comparing results for variants, these are limited in that
all variants must be modeled and simulated in the same
framework. The ModelComparator has however surmounted this limit and it is capable to compare results from different frameworks. If the new Functional
Mock-up Interface (FMI) [1] standard will be widely
adopted by Modelica tool providers for model export,
the ModelComparator can be further extended for direct manipulation of the model on source code level.
Moreover, the ModelComparator helps the developer to make a choice between a model leaning more
towards the RT performance and a model leaning more
towards the accuracy in a concrete application context,
for instance, the anti-lock breaking system employed
in automotive industry may prefer a more rapid response of the RT model for HIL testing.
The ModelComparator is an application that was
developed with Java in Eclipse IDE with GUI support,
its outputs are shown in Fig. 8 and 14. The user may
load different models and select for each of them variables that will be plotted and compared to each other.
As it allows users to handily modify the parameters
for simulation and solver settings via the GUI, it is
very useful when carrying out a parameter optimization, too. Another feature of ModelComparator is to
automate series of simulations and analyze them wrt.
thresholds: The user may specify threshold values be-

RT-Profiling for simulation models

The purpose of profiling in the context of real-time
simulation is two-folded: (1) RT-profiling is a means
to verify whether an optimized model satisfies its realtime requirements and (2) RT-profiling shall allow a
detailed analysis to determine those parts of the model
causing the major portion of the computational load.
Thus, RT-profiling shall support the modeler to identify the primary candidates in further optimization and
verification steps. Hence a RT-profiler tailored to the
specific code structure of simulation models is preferred to general purpose profiling tools like prof [6].
The structure of the C code generated from simulation models was analyzed and the concepts for instrumenting the code for RT-profiling were introduced in
[12]. The profiling was performed on the proprietary C
code from SimulationX for the assessment of RT performance on RT target SCALE-RT R 5.1.4 [7]. However, the concepts can be transferred to other frameworks by adopting the instrumentation accordingly.
In general, source code automatically generated
from simulation models has a flat structure for which
profiling, i.e. an statistical evaluation of call frequencies and execution times of functions, seems to be sufficient. A model commonly consists of an initialization and a simulation phase. Each phase is split into
global solver steps. In a global solver step a series of
integration steps are performed followed by the calculations of the output variables. To guarantee the timely
delivery of results, either a fixed step solver is employed or the number of iterations is limited1 . Within
each part, external functions may be called. In case
the algebraic loops cannot be solved analytically, a local solver will numerically compute the solution. So,
a global solver step can be described by:
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• nI · integration steps
– eI · external function calls
– cI · additional calculations
– aI · (non-)linear blocks
1 with

the well-known consequences on accuracy
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• execution time and frequency of each external
function call within the integration step that does
not reside inside a (non-)linear block

∗ eaI · external function calls
∗ caI · additional calculations
• 1 · output of variables

• execution time and number of loops of each (non)linear block within the integration step

– eO · external function calls
– aO · additional calculations
To analyze the allocation of execution time within
a global step the profiling will measure the execution time for each (non-)linear block and each external
function call, as well as for each integration step as a
whole and the calculation of outputs. The values are
stored separately, and in a post processing step average, variance and the maximum, which is most important for verification of hard real-time requirements, are
calculated.

4.1

RT-Profiling SimulationX models

The C code generated by SimulationX from a simulation model is instrumented in a post processing step
as follows: Whenever entering or leaving a function
or block a time stamp is recorded and a counter is incremented. As the generated C code is well structured,
automation of code instrumentation is straightforward.
After determining the tokens at which instrumentation
has to be placed, template-based code transformation
can be realized easily. We used ANTLR [9] and cc65
[13] as two alternatives for this tasks.

4.2

Implementation on a RT Target

Whereas in [12] version 4.1.2 of Scale-RT was used,
we now have moved to the current version Scale-RT
5.1.4 which offers improved support for simulation
models by providing a framework that automatically
embeds a model in a kernel module that iterates the
global solver steps. It was already observed in [12]
that storing and evaluating the profiling data significantly contributes to execution time. Thus it should
not be done by the task executing the model in the
Scale-RT real-time kernel, but by a task running in the
(non-real-time) user space. Consequently, we applied
the producer-consumer pattern and implemented the
profiling as two task communicating via a FIFO-buffer
(see Figure 1).
For each global solver step of the model, the profiling methods record the following information:
• execution time and frequency of an integration
step

• execution time and frequency of each external
function call within each (non-)linear block
• execution time of outputting variables at the end
of the current step

4.3

RT-profiling OpenModelica models

The OpenModelica implementation of the code instrumentation was done in the compiler itself, with
only slight modifications. The instrumentation is performed by compiling a model with a preprocessor
macro set, and running the executable with the time
measurement flag. The time measurement uses the
real-time clock available on the platform used. All
measurements are accumulated using integer math and
output at each time step.
The code runs on all platforms supported by OpenModelica and is not limited to RT systems. Profiling
is of general interest because small changes to a model
may have a large impact on the simulation time. By
providing a profiler to both developers and users of a
simulation tool, performance issues can more easily be
discovered. As a result it should be easier to improve
the quality of the tool. By observing the output of the
profiler, you can see that in the SimpleNonLinear example (Listing 1), sin(x) will be called 3 times in
each time step. While it is possible to determine the
value of x during compile-time or initialization, OpenModelica does not yet perform these optimizations.
Listing 1: Simple non-linear equation
c l a s s SimpleNonLinear
Real x = cos ( x ) ;
end S i m p l e N o n L i n e a r ;
The profiling also works for any user-defined function that is called. In the ArrayCall example (Listing 2), tenCos is called 10 times because arrays were
not handled properly by the compiler in this case. This
means cos is called 102 times in every timestep. If the
function is inlined, cos is only called 10 times instead.
Listing 2: Binding equation is an array
class ArrayCall
function tenCos
input Real r ;
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Realtime Linux
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Realtime Task
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Figure 1: Communication between user task and model task
output Real a r r a y [ 1 0 ] ;
algorithm
a r r a y := cos ( r ∗ ( 1 . 0 : 1 0 . 0 ) ) ;
end t e n C o s ;

OpenModelica Compiler backend but is not yet propagated all the way into the source code. In the code generated by SimulationX information is present as well,
however, it would be the task of the instrumentation to
extract and relate it to the profiling results. Adding this
information as part of the runtime environment is also
Real x [ 1 0 ] = tenCos ( time ) ;
of a more general interest to a user since it is hard for a
end A r r a y C a l l ;
modeler to try and understand which of the equations
The output only contains the number of the equacaused a particular runtime error.
tion blocks and names of functions. In the future, this
This is related to the general problem of bug localinformation will be augmented with the names of variization in debugging equation-based models [10].
ables defined by the block and the line numbers where
those variables originate from. It is also of interest to
add the lines of the equations involved in solving the 5 Case Studies
block since it is hard for a user to understand which of
his equations caused a particular error. This is related The case studies presented in this section are going
to the general problem of bug localization in debug- to show the procedures of carrying out RTO on origging equation-based models [10].
inal models, testing model RT performance and valiMuch of this information is present in the Open- dating the optimized models with facilities from RTModelica backend, but only part of it is present in the Profiler and ModelComparator. It is also shown here
generated code. Once the information is present in the how the results from RT-Profiler can guide developers
code, the runtime system should be able to generate a to perform adaptations on design model for a better
detailed report. In the code generated by SimulationX RT performance. However, the design, modeling and
information is present as well, however, it would be code exporting phases from physical dynamic systems
the task of the instrumentation to extract and relate it to RT models are not covered in this paper.
to the profiling results.

5.1
4.4

Mapping Profiling Results to Model Positions

Furthermore, additional work is planned for improving
the final report that the profiling gives. For example,
when displaying the time spent in a non-linear system
of equations, the tool should also report the variables
involved, what line of code they are defined in. When
possible, the tool should also display the line numbers
where the original equations were defined.
Much of this information is already available in the

Case 1: Electric circuit with saturating
inductors

The first case is a simple electric circuit with inductors
showing non-linear behaviors (due to the saturation
effect of ferromagnetic materials): It is taken a variant of the basic components from the Modelica Standard Library 2.2.1 [4]. The saturation of an inductor is
approximately described by a non-linear function relating the actual inductance with the changes in drive
current. The Modelica model is shown graphically in
Figure 2, where A and B are the observation points.
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on the tool whether such a workaround is possible or
not. So the timing behavior for solving the (non)linear
block are of a great interest in RT profiling.
Applying the profiling tool on the model in SCALERT 5.1.4 [7] real-time environment yields the results
given in the following figure:

Figure 2: Simple circuit with saturating inductors
5.1.1

System Description

In this model, a time-dependent sinusoidal voltage
source E and two nonlinear inductors SatIn1 and
SatIn2 are connected in series. By providing the necessary parameters, e.g. nominal inductance Lnom , nominal current Inom , inductance near zero current Lzer and
inductance at large current Lin f , the actual inductance
Lact can be calculated via Lact = f (I(t)), where I(t) is
the current flowing through the inductor, f : R 7→ R is
a nonlinear mapping. From Maxwell Equations it is
known that the magnetic flux Φ(1) and Φ(2) of the two
inductors can be computed through:
(1)

Φ(1) = Lact · I1 = f (1) (I1 ) · I1
(2)

Φ(2) = Lact · I2 = f (2) (I2 ) · I2
After manually performing an electric circuit analysis,
the following DAEs are obtained:
VA = E

5.1.2

Voltage of the source

(5.1a)

VA = V1 +V2

(5.1b)

V1 = der(Φ(1) ) = der( f (1) (I1 ) · I1 )

(5.1c)

V2 = der(Φ(2) ) = der( f (2) (I2 ) · I2 )

(5.1d)

I1 = I2

(5.1e)

Nonlinearity of the System

The DAE system (5.1) contains highly nonlinear behaviors due to the relation between voltage and current
within the saturating inductors. Moreover, the algebraic constraint on V1 and V2 forces the system to stay
as a holistic system. In order to solve this monolithic
(non)linear block, a numerical solver has to be called
iteratively, which leads to excessive and indeterministic computation time. A workaround to handle the
non-determinism is to limit the maximal number of iterations, but this will sometimes lead to numerical instability. However, the main issue is that it depends

Figure 3: Workload in global steps
It is noticed from Figure 3 that the model runtime
of a global solver step is dominated by the number of
integration steps and the execution time of each integration step. In this RT simulation, the 10 integration
steps contribute more than 97% of the total work load.
The time for each integration, 24.2562 µs, is taken as
an average of 10 second simulation results. Time for
outputs, 0.1465 µs,is relatively small in this case and
the overhead caused by auxiliary operations, 6.9579
µs, is small as well. Time for outputs and overhead
are also averages of all measured results.
An insight of the workload in each integration step
can be achieved by tracing down to the generated
source code and through results from the profiling results of each integration step. This is given in Figure 4:
The average execution time for the nonlinear block
is 3.7001 µs and in each integration step the nonlinear solver is called 4.4281 times on the average,
so the total time for solving the nonlinear equations
is τtot_non = 16.3844 µs. There still exists a linear
system after the solution of the nonlinear one is obtained, which is also solved iteratively. The average
execution time and the number of loops are 3,5555 µs
and 1.999 times, respectively, in each integration step,
which leads to a total time τtot_lin = 7.1106 µs. Compared to the total time for solving nonlinear equations,
τtot_lin is less than half of τtot_non . Thus, the monolithic
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system (5.1) is transformed as follows:
VA = E

(5.2a)

VA = V1 +VC

(5.2b)

V1 = der(Φ(1) ) = der( f (1) (I1 ) · I1 )

(5.2c)

IC = C · der(VC )

(5.2d)

I1 = I2 + IC

(5.2e)

V2 = VC

(5.2f)

V2 = der(Φ(2) ) = der( f (2) (I2 ) · I2 )

(5.2g)

Now the voltage V1 is directly related to the voltage
VC of the capacitor C instead of voltage V2 . A consequence of this transformation is the decoupling of the
dependency between V1 and V2 . Thus, the equation
system in (5.2) is now decomposed into two smaller
subsystems. The profiling results of this decomposed
system are shown below.

Figure 4: Workload in integration steps

(non)linear block might be a candidate of bottlenecks
in the RT model and needs to be dealt with.

5.1.3

RTO by Introducing Capacities

As described above, the nonlinearity of the original
system causes computationally expensive algebraic
loops during the integration steps. The execution times
for solving the (non)linear blocks are more significant
than those for other operations. In order to break down
the large nonlinear system into smaller subsystems, a
capacitor can be introduced into the original system as
illustrated in Figure 5. As a result, the original DAE

Figure 5: Optimized simple circuit

Figure 6: Workload in global steps (optimized)
The results show a decrease of overall runtime in
each global step of about 30% workload compared to
the original model. The number of integration steps
is still 10, but now with 16.9406 µs average , and together they contribute about 95% of the total workload. The overhead has increased to 9.0531 µs and the
calculation of outputs remains almost the same 0.1433
µs as given in Figure 6
To check whether the reason for the runtime improvement is the decoupling of algebraic loops, an
analysis of the underlying integration steps has been
carried out in Figure 7.
From the automatically generated source code it also
can be seen there are two nonlinear subsystems. When
solving these two nonlinear subsystems, each takes
5.9968 loops and each has execution times of 1.3746
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Figure 8: Error oscillations of VB
Figure 7: Workload in integration steps (optimized)

5.2.1

µs and 1.3317 µs. Summing them up, the total time
1
for solving the first nonlinear block is τtot_non
= 8.2432
µs, while the total time for solving the second nonlin2
ear block is τtot_non
= 7.9859 µs. Comparing these
results with the ones shown in Figure 4, although the
decoupling of the original system leads to two nonlinear subsystems, which require more iterations, these
subsystems are usually easier and more efficiently to
be solved. The final effect is an improvement of RT
performance.
5.1.4

Case Description

In the thermal circuit given in Figure 9, there are
two temperature sources (T1 and T2) providing output temperature consisting of constant offset temperatures and small pure sinusoidal perturbations Tout =
T + sin(t). Thermal resistances of the resistors (R1
and R2) are nonlinear functions of the temperature
R = f (T ), where f : Rd 7→ R, d ∈ N is a nonlinear
mapping. For instance, the positive temperature coefficient (PTC) and negative temperature coefficient
(NTC) thermistor, R = f (T ) is an expected physical
behavior.

Deviation Analysis

A side effect of this RTO that introduces a capacitor is
an unwanted oscillation which can be observed for instance at VB . This is because of the nature of capacitor
Figure 9: Thermal Circuit with nonlinear resistors
inside a dynamic electric circuit, which is described as
a differential equation in (5.2d). Nevertheless, these
In order to calculate temperature TA at point A,
oscillating errors are so small that it makes almost no
difference to the results as it can be seen from the the following purely algebraic equations have to be
solved:
screenshot of the ModelComparator Figure 8.
T1 − T2
q=
(5.3a)
R1 + R2
5.2 Case 2: Nonlinear Thermal Resistor CirT1 − TA
TA − T2
q=
or q =
(5.3b)
cuit
R1
R2
An analogue to electric circuit in heat transfer context is a thermal circuit. Consequently the heat flow,
temperature, thermal resistance, thermal capacity and
temperature source are represented respectively by the
current, voltage, resistor, capacitor and voltage source
in a thermal circuit. However, any components in a
thermal circuit might show nonlinear behaviors. In
this case study, the nonlinearities of two thermal resistors are considered.

where q is the heat flow, TA is the temperature at point
A, R1 = f (T1 , TA ) and R2 = f (T2 , TA ) are the equivalent
thermal resistances of the two resistors. As (5.3) forms
a nonlinear equation, algebraic loops are expected in
each integration step. The profiling results performed
on the code executed on SCALE-RT are given in Figure 10.
The average number of integration steps of a global
step is 99.9021 and the average execution time per in-
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Figure 12: Optimized thermal circuit

5.2.2

Figure 10: Workload in global steps

tegration is 12.2722 µs. Due to the ascent of the number of integrations per global step, the accumulated
overhead has a value of 39.4660 µs. At each global
step a calculation of outputs is performed and it takes
0.1574 µs, which is negligible compared to the average runtime 1266 µs in a global step. From these results, it is obviously to recognize that if a reduction
can be achieved on the execution times or number of
the integration steps, the RT performance will be enhanced significantly. A detailed view of the workload
contribution in every integration step is given in Figure 11. The data in this figure further stresses the fact
that the time for solving the nonlinear problem is the
bottleneck of this model, which needs be handled for
RT purpose.

RTO by Introducing Capacities

After introducing a thermal capacitor to the original
thermal circuit, a decoupling of thermal resistances R1
and R2 is obtained Figure 12. Now the temperature
at point A can be substituted by the temperature of the
capacitor C instead of solving the underlying nonlinear equation. Assuming C.T, C.C, C.α and C.q are
temperature, thermal capacity, thermal coefficient and
heat flow of the capacitor C. q1 and q2 are heat flows in
R1 and R2 . Amb.T is the temperature of the surrounding ambiance. Then we have:

TA = C.T

(5.4a)

R1 = f (T1 , TA )

(5.4b)

R2 = f (T2 , TA )
T1 − T2
q=
R1 + R2
T1 − TA
q1 =
R1
TA − T2
q2 =
R2
C.q = q1 − q2

(5.4c)
(5.4d)
(5.4e)
(5.4f)
(5.4g)

C.C · der(C.T ) = C.q −C.α(Amb.T −C.T ) (5.4h)

Figure 11: Workload in integration steps

The calculation here is pretty straightforward and no
algebraic loops should be observed during a RT simulation, so a performance improvement should be expected. This is proved by the profiling results, since no
algebraic loop inside integration steps has been measured. Instead of breaking up the algebraic loops into
small ones as shown in section 5.1, the formal existing algebraic loops have been completely eliminated.
Although the number of integration steps remains the
same as in the original model, the execution time has
been drastically reduced to 1.7042 µs. So the average
computation time for a global step has been reduced to
219.6088 µs, which can be seen as a triumph of optimizations, see Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Workload in global steps (optimized)
5.2.3

Deviation Analysis

Model optimizations by introducing an element with
some capacity is a good idea to break up the algebraic
loops. But as shown in 5.1, one should be cautious
when applying this technique on a model. If the time
constant of the capacity is less than the integration step
size, this will cause instability in a system. Unlike in
case 1, where the voltage between those two inductors
depends on the time derivatives of the current flowing
through, here the thermal resistance R is just a function of the temperature. Hence R can be calculated
directly from C.T. The following figure gives the comparison of the temperature TA from original and optimized models.

Conclusion

Adapting simulation models for execution in a realtime context is often a complex task that requires twofolded verification. First, accuracy of the results obtained with an optimized model and its stability have
to be proven. Second, it has to be shown that the
real-time constraints are met and if not, which are the
most promising parts for further improvements. We
presented two tools, a ModelComparator and the RTProfiling, to support the developer with these tasks and
illustrated their usage in two small case studies.
However, an open issue is how to relate the verification results from both, model comparison and RTProfiling, back to the variables and equations of the
optimized model. To solve this issue will be a precondition to enable real-time adaptation of models of
another scale of complexity.
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Abstract
Train pneumatic brakes are part of a train safety
system, and are thus critical components. This paper
illustrates how modeling can be applied to efficiently
design such system, from requirement definition to
HIL testing. The valves modeling is discussed along
with the system level model. Moreover, in order to
study the wheel-slide protection device, a model of
the wheel-rail interface has been developed.
The contact model, written in Modelica, has been
validated against measurement for different conditions of contact (dry, wet…). The model is fully parametric and allows testing of various adherences.
Finally, the resulting system composed of pneumatic valves, wheel-rail interface and rolling-stock is
exported through c-code for integration into a HIL
system, providing an efficient test platform for the
electronic Brake Control Unit.

Figure 1 : Simplified schematic of pneumatic brakes [3]

The pressure is supplied by a large air tank. An
electro-pneumatic valve (EPV) adjusts the control
pressure for the flow amplifier. The flow amplifier
valves will work in such a way that the downstream
High speed train; braking ; adherence; pneumatic
pressure is maintained at the input control pressure.
The EPV output pressure is directly controlled by the
Brake Control Unit (BCU) and depends on the brak1 Introduction
ing level request.
The Wheel Slide Protection Device (WSP) conHigh speed train is under major development in sists of a set of antiskid valves. These valves are conChina and a lot of interest is put on the design of trolled by the BCU in such a way that, when wheel
subsystems. In particular the pneumatic braking sys- speed is decreasing too fast, the valves modulate
tem, which is used for instance in emergency braking, brake pressure and prevent wheel blocking.
is a critical safety system. Much attention and efforts
are dedicated to the robustness and reliability of this
Besides this basic working principle, an emergensystem, especially regarding its performance for cy circuit is also available for emergency braking.
braking distance.
This circuit has different components and functions
We introduce the main components of the brak- but we will focus in this paper on the main braking
ing system in Figure 1. The compressor system and circuit.
the emergency circuit have been omitted of the figure.
We will now introduce how modeling and simulation supports the design process. We choose the
Modelica platform SimulationX® for its convenient
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pneumatic and mechanical libraries. We should also
mention the SimulationX® TypeDesigner tool in
which has been quite useful in developing new models in Modelica.

2

Sizing and target pressure

The first step in the design process is to size the system and define subsystems requirements. The EP
brake designer will receive as input requirement a
target deceleration at a given speed, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 : Target pressure computation

Figure 4 : Computed target brake pressure

Figure 2 : target train deceleration as a function of
speed

The braking force in the train comes partly from the
electrodynamic braking but needs to be complemented in certain case by the pneumatic braking system.
Simulation is used at this stage in order to determine
the target pressure that the pneumatic brake system
should apply to brake cylinders. The model created
is a simple model of the rolling-stock, taking into
account mass of the cars, rotary inertia of the wheelsets, frictions (aerodynamic…) and electrodynamic
brake torque. The brakes model are also simplified
but take into account some specific friction effects
described later in section 3.4.
The model applies inverse computation in SimulationX® in order to determine a target pressure to
reach the requested deceleration as a function of
speed.
The process is illustrated in the Figure 3 and some
example of results are provided in Figure 4. The effect of the speed-dependent brake friction coefficient
can be clearly seen between in the range [0-100]
km/h.

The possibility to do inverse computation makes this
sizing step smoother and easier to handle.

3

Components & Valves modeling

Once a target pressure is defined as a function of
speed and deceleration, detailed design can start. We
introduce in this part models that are used by valves
designers.
3.1

Pneumatic model - generalities

The gas properties for air are considered as ideal gas,
this model holds since the system works at pressure
below 10 bar, around room temperature.
Volumes are lumped volumes using mass and energy
balance to compute the pressure and temperature
derivatives in a pretty much conventional fashion.
Flow models for orifices are based on geometrical
flow area and a flow coefficient. Sonic flow is accounted for when a given critical pressure ratio is
reached.
3.2

Valve models

We will only detail the Electro-Pneumatic Valve
(EPV) model, other models being similar. We intro-
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duce the basic working principle of the EPV in Figure 5.

Figure 6 : EVP model structure

For pneumatic valves, it is also common to find designs with membranes. Membranes are modeled as
pistons with variable effective area for the pressure
force. The effective area is computed from the membrane volume variation by the equation :
,
Figure 5 : EPV working principle

The solenoid current is used to adjust the control
pressure applied in the brake calipers. The modeling
of the solenoid is discussed in the next part.
The model considers 2 moving bodies inside the
valve. For each moving body the forces of springs
and of pressure areas are taken into account. Sealing
friction can also be accounted for but can be usually
neglected.
The relative position of each bodies determines the
opening of the flow areas of the valve, connecting
the inlet pressure to the control pressure or control
pressure to exhaust. The variable flow area is defined
by an expression for the orifice area as a function of
the bodies position. This is achieved through an orifice with time dependent parameter for its area. The
time dependent parameters in SimulationX® is quite a
convenient feature because of the great flexibility it
gives to any component. For a flapper nozzle valve,
as found in the EPV, the flow area can be written as :
,
where D is the seat diameter.
The resulting model structure is provided in Figure
6. The solenoid model is discussed in the next section.

Where V(x) is the membrane volume and Aeff is the
effective area of the piston.
We illustrate, in Figure 7, a key output for the EPV
model : the curve giving the control pressure as a
function of the current. The curve is computed with a
current ramp starting at 0 and going down to 0, we
can notice that the hysteresis of the output pressure is
predicted.

Figure 7 : EPV characteristic curve (Current/Pressure)

The detailed valve model presented helps designers
define flow areas, geometries, springs properties,
assess valve stability, and assess flow performance
along with pressure regulation performance. These
models are a key tool to achieve successful designs
of such valves.
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3.3

Solenoid model

3.4

The Solenoid is modeled by the use of a 2D table
giving the force as a function of airgap and current:

Calipers and brake model

The calipers mechanical system consists of brake
cylinder connected to the brake pads through a lever
system, as shown in Figure 12. The corresponding
model is shown in Figure 12.

The table is directly implemented into the model described in Figure 8. The data to feed the table can be
obtained from experiments or from FEA analysis. A
more detailed model, for design purpose of the solenoid, can be done using 1D lumped magenetic element and FEM analysis for the reluctance of airgaps,
as shown in Figure 9. It is also possible to include
thermal simulation in this part and verify that the
solenoid temperature remains in acceptable ranges.

Figure 11 : Schematic of brake caliper

Figure 8 : EPV Solenoid model in SimulationX

Figure 12 : brake cylinder – brake caliper mechanism

For the brake pad contact and brake torque, we use
the following equation:
[N],
where T is the brake torque, R the mean application
the friction coefficient between the
radius,
brake pad and the disk, as a function of the relative
speed and
the normal applied on the brake
pad and disk. The variable friction coefficient as a
function of speed needs also to be taken into account
in the initial sizing step (part 2 of this paper) of the
braking system, since it will modify the required target pressure.

Figure 9 : Detail of a FEM analysis for a solenoid airgap, flux
density and flux lines

4

Wheel-rail interface

The wheel-rail interface is an important part for
simulating the Wheel Slide Protection device (WSP).
The role of the WSP is to prevent wheel slide under
all conditions. The properties of the rail contact have
a major impact on the wheel adherence and on the
WSP behavior. For this reason, we need to create a
model of the wheel-rail interface.
Figure 10 : Solenoid force, as a function of airgap [mm]
and current [N]

An important output of the wheel-rail contact model
is the creep relationship with creep force. Creep is
defined as the relative slip between the wheel and the
rail, creep force is the resulting force opposed to the
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direction of motion. Typical curves are provided in
Figure 15.
4.1

Summary of the contact theory

We introduce in Figure 13 the overall geometry
of the rail-wheel contact problem. The Hertz theory
is applied and provides a solution for the contact
patch between rail and wheel. The contact patch is an
ellipse of semi-axes a and b, as shown in Figure 14.

The proposed creep force model has only 5 parameters that need to be identified on measurement. This
model have the advantage of being able to cover accurately small creep and large creep conditions,
while being able to account for train velocity and
different rail-wheel interface conditions (ice, rain,
leaves, dry…).
The main output of interest of the model is the
creep force curve, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 13 : Wheel-rail geometry

Figure 15 : Classical creep force / creep curves

4.2

Model implementation in Modelica

The model proposed described in 4.1 is implemented
into Modelica through the help of the TypeDesigner
in SimulationX®. The model extends a rotary inertia
element and represents a wheelset accounting for the
wheel-rail interface. We introduce the resulting icon
with 1 rotary mechanical connection in Figure 16.
Figure 14 : contact patch geometry

The Hertz theory gives also a formula giving a relation for the semi-axes a and b :
,
where
[N] is the normal force, [Pa] the Young
modulus of each body, the Poisson ratios and
the curvature radius at the contact point. The tangential force
is computed according to the model
proposed in [9] which applies Kalker’s linear theory
and provides :

Figure 16 : Wheelset model in SimulationX®.

4.3
,
where
as :

is a variable friction coefficient computed

Validation of rail-wheel contact model

Implementation validation and parameters identification of the wheel-rail contact are done using measurements from [9] , [10], [12], [13], [14].

,
with , A, B,
being parameters of the model
and being the total creep velocity between rail and
wheel.
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The model being parametric, the user can also provide his values for the 5 relevant parameters.

Figure 17 : Comparison of results from [9] with the modelica
implementation, Siemens locomotive S252 (dry, v=30km/h)

Integrating the wheel-rail contact inside our pneumatic and mechanical model has several advantages
over using a full-blown 3D multi-body specialized
rail dynamics simulation package. The first advantage is that there is no need for tool couplings or
model import/export. The other advantage is that we
obtain a very high performance in terms of simulation time, with the possibility to easily integrate our
complete model into a HIL simulator.

5

Figure 18 : Comparison of results from [9] with the
modelica implementation, Bombardier locomotive 12X
(wet, V=20 and 60 km/h)

We provide also an example of creep curves for 2
different cars under heavy rain. The front car has a
reduced adherence coefficient compared to car in the
middle of the train. We illustrate this effect in Figure
19.

Wheel Skid Protection device

With the availability of a predictive wheel-rail contact model, it is possible to perform design and analysis of the Wheel Skid Protection (WSP) device. The
device consists of a set of valves piloted by an electronic controller. These valves modulates pressure in
order to maintain brake torque but without wheel
blocking. Each wheelset is equipped with a WSP,
requiring 2 valves by wheelset. One valve is used to
close pressure input port, the second valve is used for
venting the cylinder to exhaust if necessary. The
valves are controlled by the BCU control logic. We
show the WSP valve block model in Figure 20.

Figure 19 : adherence coefficient at 300km/h under
heavy rain, comparison of front car and car 4.

The maximum adherence coefficients provided in
Figure 19 are consistent with the measurement on a
Japanese Shinkansen from [10], which gives values
around 0.02 for the front car and 0.05 for the car 4.

Figure 20 : WSP valve block model structure

We introduce some example of WSP action under
heavy rain in Figure 21.

Overall, parameters for the following conditions
were identified :

Dry – high adherence

Dry – medium adherence

Dry – contaminated surface

Water/rain (multiple cars)

Oil film

Fallen leaves residues
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rolling-stock (car)

The system model on the laptop can be used for a
MIL (Model In the Loop) step to design the control
strategy. It can be used to assess the performance of
the Wheel Slide Protection (WSP) device before an
actual hardware implementation. The WSP device
should insure that the wheel cannot be blocked during braking by modulating the caliper pressure but
also maintaining a short braking distance as stipulated by safety regulations (<3000m at 250 km/h for
instance).
Multiple configurations can be evaluated and tested
very efficiently, including fault and failure simulations on a complete train composed of 8 to 16 cars.
Figure 21 : WSP in action at 300km/h under heavy rain,
modulation of brake pressure
7.2

The pneumatic model coupled with the wheelset
model is used to assess the robustness of the WSP
device and optimize the control algorithm, balancing
wheel-slide protection and braking distance. The
models introduced in this section provide mechanical
and control designers with a valuable simulation tool
for achieving robust and reliable performance.

6

Rolling-stock

The rolling-stock is considered as one mass, or
several masses linked together through non-linear
spring-dampers. Rolling-stock models needs to account for aerodynamic friction, rolling friction and
dry friction. These are implemented as additional
forces depending on train velocity.
The system we consider in this article does not
use an air-spring load sensing system. If this was the
case, a simplified 3D mechanical model of the rolling-stock could be created in order to assess the airspring pressure during braking.

7
7.1

System modeling and HIL simulation
System model on the laptop

The models developed previously are integrated into
a system model :
 Compressors and feed lines
 pneumatic tanks, main valves, pipes
 WSP valves
 brakes model
 wheelset with wheel rail contact

Real time model

Besides the need for laptop simulation, it is also
possible to use the models to test the controller
hardware in a HIL simulator. To achieve this, we
need real-time capable models, which will be different than the detailed design models.
The real-time models for components and valves are
developed and integrated into a real-time system level model. The model is tested off-line with a fixed
step solver and its accuracy is compared with the
detailed model developed previously. Numerical stability of the solution is achieved around 1e-3 [s] time
step, while maintaining a safe margin for CPU time
compared to real-time.
7.3

C-code export and HIL simulator

The model can then be exported for the HIL simulator that is used to develop and test the Brake Control
Unit. SimulationX c-code export is used. The c-code
can be either integrated into a s-function for Simulink and used then for exporting with RTW, but it is
also possible to directly export the model for a given
real-time target such as a dSpace system, a NI Veristand system or a Cosateq Scale-RT based system.
Depending on the cases and requirements, it is possible to interface the input/output cards of the HIL
simulator directly inside the SimulationX model, using a I/O boards library.

8

Conclusions

A methodology for developing and testing highspeed train pneumatic braking system has been demonstrated. The existing modelica tools have been
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extended with a wheel-rail contact model in order to
simulate the wheel-slide protection device.

[11]

Brake Technology Handbook, Bert Breuer, Karlheinz H. Bill, 2006

The proposed tool can then cover needs from sizing and requirements definition, detailed component
design down to HIL simulation for control validation
and testing.

[12]

Adherence en freinage et anti-enrayeurs, document technique DT257, M.Boiteux, M.Cadier,
J.King, W. Kunes, office de recherche et d’essai
de l’Union International des Chemins de fer, 1992.

[13] Effect of oil and water mixtures on adhesion in
the wheel/rail contact, R. Lewis, E A GallardoHernandez, Proc. ImechE vol 223 Part F, p 275
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Abstract
Biological systems are often very complex so that an
appropriate formalism is needed for modeling their
behavior. Hybrid Petri nets, consisting of timediscrete as well as continuous Petri net elements,
have proven to be ideal. This formalism was implemented based on the Modelica language. Several
Petri net components are structured within an advanced Petri net library. A special sub-library contains so-called wrappers for specific biological reactions to simplify the modeling procedure.
The Petri net models developed with the Dymola
tool can be connected to Matlab Simulink to use all
the Matlab power for parameter identification, sensitivity analysis and stochastic simulation.
This paper illustrates the usage of the Petri net library, the coupling to Matlab Simulink and further
processing of the simulation results with algorithms
in Matlab. In addition, the application is demonstrated by modeling the metabolism of Chinese Hamster
Ovary Cells.
Keywords: Biological Systems; Petri nets; Parameter Identification

1

kind of process takes place within the metabolism of
Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells (CHO-Cells) which
switches from lactate and ammonium production to
consumption after a specific change of environmental conditions. In addition, the antibody production
starts only when special environmental conditions
occur. The concrete mechanism is part of section 5.

Introduction

The procedure of modeling and simulation is displayed in Figure 1. The beginning of the process is
founded by a set of objectives and purposes which
are translated together with current knowledge of the
system into a list of specific hypotheses.
The next stage is to find a formalism which can
model the defined hypotheses by specific mathematical equations. The modeling of biological systems
demand often a combination of continuous and discrete equations, a differential equation system sole is
often not sufficient. Examples are gene regulation
and processes where the organism switches from
substance production to consumption or vice versa
when special environmental conditions occur. This

Figure 1: The modeling procedure

The hybrid Petri net concept, consisting timediscrete as well as continuous Petri net elements,
fulfills all the required biological conditions and is
thusly applicable for the realization of the CHOmodel. The biological pools, like e.g. metabolites,
genes, proteomes and signals are represented by
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places. The reactions between them can be modeled
by transitions. This transfer of biological systems to
Petri nets was first introduced by Reddy [1]. An introduction in the basic Petri net concepts is given in
section 2.
Since the Modelica language provides all necessary
features to implement the Petri net formalism it has
been chosen to develop an advanced Petri net library, whereby the Petri net component models consist of differential, algebraic and discrete equations.
Section 3 gives an introduction to the Petri net library.
On the basis of an established Petri net model, several calibration and analysis methods can be applied
by coupling Dymola with Matlab Simulink. Section
4 gives an introduction in selected methods for parameter identification, sensitivity analysis and stochastic simulation as well as their realization within
Matlab Simulink.
The modeling procedure is done if the model satisfies all determined objectives. Otherwise the mathematical formulation is wrong or the hypotheses are
not correct for the desired objectives. In this case the
modeling procedure has to be restarted at the respective stage.

2

transitions and all in the past area are called past
transitions (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Previous and past places, and previous and
past transitions

A transition is ready-to-fire if all previous places
have at least as much tokens as the edge weightings.
A ready-to-fire transition fires by removing as much
tokens as the edge weightings from all previous
places and by adding as much tokens as the edge
weightings to all past places.
Figure 3 shows at the top an example of a Petri net
where the transitions 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 are ready-to-fire
and the others not. The Petri net at the bottom displays the new state after firing transition 𝑇1 and 𝑇2.

Petri Nets

The Petri net formalism for graphical modeling of
concurrent and nondeterministic processes was first
introduced by Carl Adam Petri in 1962 [2]. A Petri
net is mathematically a directed, 2-colored and bipartite graph. The property 2-colored implies the
division in two unique node sets which are called
transitions and places and only places can be connected to transitions or transitions to places according to the bipartite attribute. The places are represented graphically by circles and transitions by rectangles. A place models a state, for example of an
object or a condition, while a transition models the
change of states, for example activities or events.
Every place can contain an integer number of tokens.
These tokens are represented graphically by little,
black dots or numbers inside the places. A concrete
determination of the token number of a place is
called state of the place and a concrete determination of the token numbers of every place is called the
state of the Petri net. Furthermore, the directed edges can have integer weightings which are written at
the edges.
Following all places in the previous area of a transition are called previous places and all in the past
area are called past places. Similarly, the transitions
in the previous area of a place are called previous

Figure 3: Petri net example, top: transitions T1 and T2
are ready-to-fire, bottom: new state of the Petri net
after firing transition T1 and T2

In the last years, the basic Petri net concept, described above has been more and more extended in
order to model different kind of applications (e.g.
biological systems). The first extension is that every
place in a Petri net has a lower and upper limit of
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tokens. These Petri nets are called Petri nets with
capacities.
Biological applications demand not alone capacitated places but also limitations especial for each edge
from places to transitions. In this conjunction, the
lower bound of an edge is called threshold, the upper bound is called inhibition and the Petri net is
called Petri net with edge bounds.
The fixed edge weightings can be replaced by dynamical ones which may depend on the current token number of a place. In this manner, not only integers can be written at the edges but also the name of
a place. This Petri net extension is called selfmodified Petri net and was first introduced by Valk
[3].
These self-modified Petri nets can be further expanded to functional Petri nets by allowing functions as edge weightings which may depend on token numbers of several places [4].
For the simulation of a Petri net it is necessary to
associate time with its behavior. One possibility to
do this is that every transition gets a delay. A delay
is the time period that the respective state change
takes. This Petri net concept is called timed Petri
net.
This concept can be modified to stochastic Petri nets
by random delays, i.e. the fixed values are replaced
by random numbers that change at every activation
point in time. The delays are exponentially distributed random numbers, whereby the characteristic parameter 𝜆 can depend on token numbers of several
places (see e.g. [5], [6]).
Biochemical reactions occur in most cases continuously. In order to model these reactions, the discrete
Petri net concept has to be transferred to a continuous one [7]. The most serious difference between
discrete and continuous Petri nets is that token numbers are real and that transitions fire continuously. A
function is assigned to every edge of a continuous
Petri net depending on token numbers of several
places just like functional Petri nets. These functions
specify the speed of the firing process and are the
right side of differential equations. A continuous
Petri net is an ordinary differential equation system
whose structure can change within time.
Additionally, the modeling of biological systems
demands often a combination of discrete and continuous processes. Hybrid Petri nets which contain discrete as well as continuous Petri net elements accomplish this [8].
The following connections are allowed within hybrid Petri nets
 discrete place → discrete transition
 discrete transition → discrete place
 continuous place → continuous transition

 continuous transition → continuous place
 continuous place → discrete transition
 discrete transition → continuous place
Not allowed are the connections
 discrete place → continuous transition
 continuous transition → discrete place

3

Petri Net Library

The advanced Petri net library described in this paper bases on the previous ones developed in Modelica ([9], [10], [11]). The improvements are:
o Discrete Petri nets
- Edges can have integer or functional weightings depending on token numbers of several
places
- Edges can have integer bounds (threshold and
inhibition values)
- If a place has a bottleneck, the connected transitions are enabled randomly with different
probabilities
o Continuous Petri nets
- Generalization of the discrete Petri net concept to the continuous one
- Edges can have functional weightings depending on token numbers of several places
- Places can have minimum and maximum capacities and edges can have bounds (threshold
and inhibition values)
o Hybrid Petri nets
- Combination of discrete and continuous Petri
net elements to hybrid Petri nets
The advanced Petri net library is structured in five
sub-libraries: Discrete, Continuous, Stochastic, Reactions and Global. Additionally, there are packages
for Interfaces, Constants, Functions and Blocks
which are used within component models (see Figure 4). The Petri net elements of the library are represented by the icons in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Structure of the Petri Net library
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must keep attention that the entries of the vector parameters are still in the right order. But on the other
hand the big advantage is that components can have
an arbitrary amount of previous and past, which
simplifies the modeling process enormously.

Discrete Place

Continuous Place

Discrete Transition

Stochastic Transition

Continuous Transition

Figure 5: Icons of the Petri net library

The implementation details of places and transitions
can be found in [12]. This Petri net library has been
improved concerning the connectors of places and
transitions since new modeling features are available
in Modelica 3.2. The components have been upgraded by using the connectorSizing annotation
[13].
parameter Real nPast=1 annotation
(Dialog(connectorSizing=true);
parameter Real nPre=1 annotation
(Dialog(connectorSizing=true);

The parameters nPast and nPre are used as dimension size of the vectors of connectors. The Dymola
tool set these parameters automatically, i.e. they appear not in the property dialog. If a new connection
is drawn, the respective parameters are incremented
by one and a new connect-equation is created for
the new highest index. Figure 6 shows a Petri net
example as component diagram and the corresponding connect-equations that are created automatically by drawing a line from place to transition. In regard to this upgrade, some of the parameters of the
place and transition models have to be entered as
vectors since they belong to their edges. Exemplary,
the vector parameter add of a transition which contains all weightings of the edges to its past places (cp
section 3.2). The weighting of the edge from transition 𝑇2 in Figure 6 to place 𝑃2 is supposed to be 5
and the weighting of the edge from 𝑇2 to 𝑃3 is supposed to be 8. Then the parameter add has to be
add={5,7}. The first entry in the add-vector corresponds to the first connection starting from 𝑇2 indexed with [1] and the second entry corresponds to
the second connection indexed with [2].
The drawback of this concept is that the knowledge
about the indices of the connections is needed to
guarantee the right assignment of the edge weightings. When a connection is added or deleted one

connect(P1.outTransition[1], T1.inPlaces[1]);
connect(P1.outTransition[2], T2.inPlaces[1]);
connect(T2.outPlaces[1], P2.inTransition[1]);
connect(T2.outPlaces[2], P3.inTransition[1]);

Figure 6: The connectorSizing annotation

3.1

Place Model

Table 1 contains the parameters which can be set in
all places (discrete, stochastic and continuous) and
Table 2 shows those that are only part of discrete
places. The parameter enablePast is explained in
Figure 7.
Table 1: Parameters of both places (discrete and continuous)
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Identifier
startTokens

minTokens

maxTokens

Description
The number of tokens that
the place contains at the
beginning of the simulation. In the discrete case
nonnegative integer and
in the continuous case
nonnegative real numbers
can be entered.
The minimum number of
tokens that the place must
always contain. In the
discrete case nonnegative
integer and in the continuous case nonnegative
real numbers can be entered.
The maximum number of
tokens that the place can
contain. In the discrete
case nonnegative integer
and in the continuous case
nonnegative real numbers
can be entered.

Type/
Default
scalar/
zero

scalar/
zero

scalar/
infinite
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Table 2: Parameters only of discrete places
Identifier
enablePast

enablePre

Description
Enabling probabilities of
the past transitions. If a
place has not enough tokens to enable all its past
transitions, a random decision must be made
whereby the respective
transition is chosen with
the entered probability.
The sum of all enabling
probabilities has to be one
(see Figure 7).
Enabling probabilities of
the previous transitions. If
a place cannot gain tokens
from all its previous transitions due to its maximum capacity, a random
decision must be made
whereby the respective
transition is chosen with
the entered probability.
The sum of all enabling
probabilities has to be
one.

each entry
1

add

Weightings of edges ending in past places. In the
discrete and stochastic
case nonnegative integers
and functions can be entered and in the continuous one nonnegative real
numbers and functions are
allowed. With the “.t”notation one can access
tokens of a place for edge
weightings, e.g.
add={0.45*P1.t}.

vector/
each entry
1

inhibition

Upper bound of edges
staring from previous
places. Nonnegative integers can be entered in the
discrete and stochastic
case and nonnegative real
numbers in the continuous
case.

vector/
each entry
infinite

threshold

Lower bound of edges
starting from previous
places. Nonnegative integer can be entered in the
discrete and stochastic
case and nonnegative real
numbers in the continuous
case.

vector/
each entry
zero

con

Condition which has to be
true so that the transition
can become active and
can fire, e.g. time>9.7.

scalar/
true

Type/
Default
vector/
each entry
1
𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑡

vector/
each entry
1
𝑛𝑃𝑟𝑒

Figure 7: Petri net example for the enablePastparameter: The place P has one token, not enough to
fire in T1 and T2 simultaneously since both edge
weightings are one. A random decision is applied
where T1 is chosen with the probability 0.9 and 𝑻𝟐
with the probability 0.1. The sum of all enabling probabilities of a place has to equal one.

3.2

ing from previous places.
In the discrete and stochastic case nonnegative
integers and functions can
be entered and in the continuous one nonnegative
real numbers and functions are allowed. With
the “.t”-notation one can
access the tokens of a
place for the edge weightings, e.g.
sub={2.9*P1.t}.

Table 4: Parameter only of a discrete transition
Identifier

Transition Model

delay

The parameters available in all transition models are
summarized in Table 3. Table 4 contains the parameters, which are only part of the discrete transition. Those that can be only set in stochastic transitions are shown in Table 5.

sub

Description
Weightings of edges start-

The time that a discrete
transition waits after its
activation before it fires.

Type/
Default
scalar/
1

Table 5: Parameters only of a stochastic transition
Identifier
c

Table 3: Parameters of all transitions (discrete, stochastic and continuous)
Identifier

Description

lambdaFunc

Type/
Default
vector/
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Description
Constant for the predefined lambda functions
(see parameter
lambdaFunc)
Pre-defined function for
the lambda calculation;
choice between Stochas-

Type/
Default
scalar/
1

scalar/
Stochastic
mass
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lambda

3.3

tic mass action hazard
function and Stochastic
level hazard function (see
[14])
User-defined function for
lambda instead of the predefined lambda functions
(Stochastic mass action
hazard function and Stochastic level hazard function)

action

This animation is realized by the annotation
DynamicSelect [13]
annotation(fillColor = DynamicSelect
({255,255,255},if scale<100 then
{255,255-2.55*tokenscale,2552.55*scale} else {255,0,0})

scalar

Figure 9 shows the redness change of a Petri Net
example during time. This animation offers a good
way for analyzing large and complex Petri Nets.

Reactions Sub-Library

The Petri net models of the Discrete, Continuous and
Stochastic sub-libraries can be wrapped into models
for different kinds of biological reactions to simplify
the modeling process. These model components are
organized in the sub-library Reactions which is also
divided in several sub-libraries for different reaction
types. Till now there are:
o Reaction kinetics
o Enzyme kinetics
o Growth kinetics
o Culture strategies
o Process activations
The detailed wrapping process is explained in [15].
3.4

time = 0

time = 50

Animation in Dymola

The simulation results can be displayed by either
plots of selected token numbers or by an animation.
By the latter the degree of redness changes during
time according to the token number of the place, i.e.
a red place has many tokens and a white place is
empty. The redness degree can be scaled from 0 to
100 by the green Settings-box which is a component
of the Global sub-library (see Figure 8).

time = 100

Figure 9: Animation of a Petri net in Dymola; the token distribution of the Petri net example, top: at the
beginning of the simulation, middle: after a simulation
of 50 time units, bottom: after a simulation of 100 time
units; the degree of redness corresponds to the token
numbers, i.e. a red place has many tokens and a white
place is empty

4

Figure 8: Scaling of the redness degree by the Settingscomponent of the global sub-library

Model Calibration and Analysis

Once a Petri net model is established, the next step
according to Figure 1 is to get further insight in the
model parameter characteristics by sensitivity analysis, parameter identification and stochastic simula-
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tion. For this, a connection between the Petri net
model in Dymola and Matlab Simulink has to be
created to benefit from the power of Matlab.
4.1

Modelica/Dymola

Connection Dymola and Matlab Simulink

For parameter optimization, sensitivity analysis and
stochastic simulation, it is necessary to simulate the
model several times with different parameter settings. Dymola offers a possibility to connect a Modelica model to Matlab by a Simulink interface
(DymolaBlock) and a set of Matlab m-files [16].
Figure 10 displays at the top a Petri net modeled by
the Petri net library in Dymola and at the bottom the
corresponding Simulink model. If the token number
of a place over the time is needed in Matlab for further calculations, one has to create a connector
above the respective place. This is an orange IntegerOutput connector in the case of a discrete place
or a blue RealOutput connector if it is a continuous place. In the Petri Net example of Figure 10 the
token numbers of the places 𝑃1, 𝑃5 and 𝑃7 are
needed in Matlab, whereby 𝑃1 is a discrete place
with an IntegerOutput connector and 𝑃5 and 𝑃7
are continuous with a RealOutput connector. The
DymolaBlock in Simulink generates a connector for
all places connected with an output connector in
Dymola. These connectors can then be connected
via a bus to an outport so that these simulation results are saved in a matrix and are available in the
Matlab environment for further calculations. In the
same manner it is also possible that Petri net models
get inputs from Matlab via a connection between a
Simulink source and a Modelica IntegerInput or
RealInput connector.
To connect a Dymola-model with Simulink, one has
to enter the model name and its path in the property
dialog of the DymolaBlock (see Figure 11). After
that, the model can be complied and the parameters
can be set. The parameters can be also set within
Matlab by special m-files.
[p,x0,pnames,x0names]=loaddsin(
'example.txt');
p=setParameterByName(pnames,p,
'param1',25);
setParametersFDsin('ex/example1',
pnames,p,x0names,x0)

Figure 10: Connecting Dymola and Matlab Simulink
by a Simulink Interface (DymolaBlock), top: Petri net
modeled by the Petri net library in Dymola, bottom:
Simulink interface of the Dymola-model in Matlab
Simulink

Figure 11: Parameter dialog of the DymolaBlock in
Simulink

4.2

For a detailed description see [16]. After the parameter setting the Simulink model can be simulated by
the prompt
sim(model,timespan,options,ut).

Matlab/Simulink

Sensitivity Analysis

The goal of the sensitivity analysis is to apportion
the uncertainty in model output to the different
sources of uncertainty in the model input (e.g. model
parameter) [17]. It can uncover technical errors in
the model, identify critical regions in the input
space, establish priorities for research, simplify
models and defend against falsifications of the analysis [18]. The techniques can be divided in local and
global methods. The local sensitivity analysis concentrates on the local impact of the input factors on
the model and is usually performed by computing
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the partial derivatives of the output functions with
respect to the input factors. In contrast, the global
sensitivity analysis considered the influence of the
input factors according to a given range of variation
and a probability density function.
The Petri net component models contain among others discrete equations (e.g. when-equation). Following, several events are detected within the simulation
of a Petri net so that the function of token development over time is mostly not differentiable and not
continuous. This engender that the local sensitivity
analysis methods cannot be applied and one has to
access the global methods. Various global sensitivity
analysis methods are available (see e.g. [19]). Some
of them were implemented in Matlab and can be
chosen with respect to the model structure.
For the example in section 5 the extended Fourier
Amplitude Sensitivity Test (eFAST) has been applied. The eFAST is a variance-based method, i.e. it
uses the variance as indicator of the importance of
the input factors. The enormous advantage of this
method is its applicability independent of any assumptions about the model structure. That means it
works for models with a linear as well as a nonlinear relationship between input and output and it is
unimportant if this relationship is monotonic or not.
The Fourier Sensitivity Amplitude Test (FAST) was
developed by Cukier and others in the 1970s ([20],
[21], [22]) and extended by Saltelli and others in
1999 [23]. The main idea behind the FAST is to
convert the 𝑚-dimensional integral of the mean value of the output 𝑌
〈𝑌〉 = � … � 𝑌(𝒙) ∙ 𝑃(𝒙) 𝑑𝒙

into a one-dimensional integral in 𝑠 by using the
transformation functions, called search curves
𝑥𝑖 = 𝐺𝑖 (sin(𝜔𝑖 𝑠)),
where 𝒙 is the 𝑛-dimensional vector of input factors,
𝑃(𝒙) = ∏𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ) is the product of their probability density functions, 𝑠 ∈ (−𝜋, 𝜋) is the search variable and {𝜔𝑖 } is a set of integer angular frequencies.
If the frequencies 𝜔𝑖 and the search curves
𝐺𝑖 (sin(𝜔𝑖 𝑠)) are chosen appropriate, the expectation
of 𝑌can be approximated by
1 𝜋
� 𝑌(𝑠)𝑑𝑠,
𝐸(𝑌) =
2𝜋 −𝜋
where 𝑌(𝑠) = 𝑌�𝐺1 (sin(𝜔1 𝑠)), … , 𝐺𝑛 (sin(𝜔𝑛 𝑠))�.
The variance of 𝑌 can be approximated by the Fourier coefficients 𝐴𝑘 and 𝐵𝑘 [24]
∞

where

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑌) ≈ 2 � 𝐴2𝑘 + 𝐵𝑘2 ,
𝑘=1

1 𝜋
� 𝑌(𝑠) cos(𝑗𝑠) 𝑑𝑠
2𝜋 −𝜋
1 𝜋
� 𝑌(𝑠) sin(𝑗𝑠) 𝑑𝑠 .
𝐵𝑘 =
2𝜋 −𝜋
The expressions 𝐸(𝑌) and 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑌) provides a way to
estimate the expectation and the variance of the output 𝑌. Additionally, the application of the FAST
method demands a definition of the frequencies 𝜔𝑖 ,
the search curves 𝐺𝑖 and the number of sufficient
points at which the model is evaluated to allow a
numerical approximation of the expectation and the
variance. For this it is referred to ([20], [21], [24],
[23], [19]).
The contribution of factor 𝑥𝑖 to the variance of 𝑌 can
then be approximated by the partial variance
𝐴𝑘 =

𝑀

2
𝐷𝑖 = 2 �(𝐴2𝑝𝜔𝑖 + 𝐵𝑝𝜔
),
𝑖
𝑝=1

where 𝑀 is the maximum harmonic that is considered [22]. The ratios
𝐷𝑖
𝑆𝑖 =
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑌)
provide a way to rank the input factors according to
their contribution to the variance of output 𝑌, called
first-order sensitivity coefficients. An implementation of the FAST method can be found in [25].
This method has been improved by Saltelli and others [23] to the extended FAST method (eFAST)
which computes the total (all-effects) contribution of
each input factor to the output variance. This is done
by assigning a usually high frequency 𝜔𝑖 to an investigated factor 𝑥𝑖 and a set of almost identical and
usually low, but different from 𝜔𝑖 , frequencies 𝜔~𝑖
to all remaining factors. The partial variance of the
complementary set can be computed by
𝑀

2
),
𝐷~𝑖 = 2 �(𝐴2𝑝𝜔~𝑖 + 𝐵𝑝𝜔
~𝑖
𝑝=1

whereby 𝐷~𝑖 measures the effect of any orders that
do not involve the factor 𝑥𝑖 . The total sensitivity coefficients are then given by
𝐷~𝑖
𝑇𝑆𝑖 = 1 −
.
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑌)
For the choice of the frequencies and a detailed description of the eFAST method, it is referred to [23].
4.3

Parameter Identification

The parameter identification deals with methods that
estimate the unknown model parameter to adapt the
model behavior as good as possible to the reality e.g.
to the measured experimental data. The objective of
the optimization procedure can be for example the
least squares
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𝑛

𝑟

2

𝑦𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 , 𝒙) − 𝑑𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 )
𝑓(𝒙) = � � �
� → min
𝑑𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 )
𝑗=1 𝑙=1

Eq. 1

where 𝒙 is the input vector, 𝑦𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 , 𝒙) is the 𝑗-th model output corresponding to the input 𝒙 at time 𝑡𝑙 ,
𝑑𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 ) is the measurement of the 𝑗-th output at time
𝑡𝑙 , 𝑛 is the number of measured outputs and 𝑟 is the
number of measured points in time. Several numerical methods are well known to solve this problem.
An overview can be found in [26]. However, if the
underlying model is a Petri net the standard methods
like Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt are inoperative due to the non-differentiability and noncontinuity of the model output. Global optimization
methods has to be use that work without derivatives.
For an overview of global optimization methods it is
referred to [27]. In the example in section 5 a special
evolution strategy, the Covariance Matrix Adaption
Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES), is applied to estimate
the unknown model parameters. Evolution strategies
consist in general of the following steps:
1. Initialization: a specific number of individuals is
generated by a random procedure.
2. Recombination: one or more parents produce one
or more offspring. Several methods are documented (see e.g. [28]).
3. Mutation: minor change of the offspring.
4. Selection: a specific number of the best individuals form the parents of new generation. Several
methods can be found in [27]. The next iteration
begins with the recombination.
The parameter estimation with the CMA-ES algorithm bases on the mentioned steps above and additionally two main principles plays an important role
[29].
The first is to increase the probability of a successful
mutation according to the maximum likelihood principle. Therefore, the mean of the distribution is updated such that the likelihood of previously successful candidate solutions is maximized. Furthermore,
the covariance matrix of the distribution is updated
such that the likelihood of previously realized successful steps to appear again is increased. These updates can be interpreted as a natural gradient descent
and consequently the CMA conducts an iterated
principal component analysis of successful steps
while retaining all principle axes. The covariance
matrix adaption is to learn about the second order
model of the underlying objective function.
The second is to record two paths of time evolution
of the distribution mean of the strategy. Such a path
contains important information about the correlation
between consecutive steps. The first path is used for

the covariance matrix adaption procedure and the
second is used for a step-size control. A detailed description of the algorithm and its implementation can
be found in [29].
4.4

Stochastic Simulation

Stochastic simulation is to simulate many realizations of a stochastic model (stochastic Petri net) and
to study the arising results. One method is Gillespie’s algorithm [30] which was created to simulate
chemical and biochemical reaction systems efficiently and accurately. It is a modification of the Monte
Carlo method. The elementary steps according to an
underlying stochastic Petri net model are:
1. Initialization: Initialize the number of tokens in
the stochastic Petri net, reaction constants, and
the random number generators.
2. Monte Carlo step: Generate random number to
determine the next transitions to fire as well as
their delays. The delays are exponentially distributed random numbers, whereby the characteristic
parameter 𝜆 is proportional to token numbers of
the previous places.
3. Update: Update token numbers based on the firing transitions.
4. Iterate: Go back to step 2 unless the simulation
time has been exceeded.

5

Example: Modeling the metabolism of Chinese Ovary Cells

The Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) Cells produce
antibodies which are part of many pharmaceuticals
[31]. Additionally, they release the waste-products
lactate and ammonium which can inhibit their
growth and antibody production when specific concentrations are exceeded ([32], [33], [34]).
Experiments were performed by growing the CHOCells in shaking flaks, whereby they were fed with
the nutrients glucose and glutamine. They produced
by conversion of these nutrients antibodies, ammonium and lactate. By the latter ones it is assumed
that they cannot only be produced by the CHO-Cells
but also consumed when the environmental conditions are appropriate ([35], [36]). Figure 12 displays
these coherencies and Figure 13 represents the experimental data of CHO-Cells growing in shaking
flaks.
The experiments were performed by the University
of Applied Sciences Bielefeld, Biotechnology department [37]. The cells grow till day 4 (exponential
growing phase) afterwards they pass over to the stationary phase for 2 days where approximately as
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much cells grow as die. Finally, more cells die than
new ones grow thus the curve of living cells decreases and the curve of death cells increases (death
phase).

A continuous Petri Net models the dynamics of the
CHO-cells (see Figure 14). This Petri Net covers a
lot of different differential equation systems. Which
of them is chosen depends on the environmental
conditions. At the beginning of the experiment, it
represents the following ODEs

Lactate

Glucose

CHO-CELLS
Antibodies
Glutamine
Ammonium

Figure 12: The main metabolism of the CHOcells
The nutrient Glucose is exhausted at the end of the
experiment and the waste-product lactate is produced till day 4 and afterwards it is consumed. They
convert it back to pyruvate which enters the citric
acid cycle (TCA-cycle) [36]. Here, it is assumed that
they start the lactate consumption when a specific
lactate concentration is exceeded. Additionally, the
ammonium concentration decreases after 4 days and
the glutamine concentration increases. In this conjunction, it seems likely that the CHO-cells can convert ammonium back to glutamine when the glutamine concentration falls below a specific value.
The Antibody production starts first after 2.5 days
and does not stop until the end of the experiment. At
this point the supposition is that the cells start the
production first when the glucose becomes limiting.

Figure 13: Experimental data of CHO-Cells growing
in shaking flaks

𝑑𝑋𝑡
= 𝜇 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 2

𝑑𝑋𝑣
= (𝜇 − 𝜇𝑑 ) ∙ 𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 4

𝑑𝐺𝑙𝑢
= −𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 − 𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 6

𝑑𝐴𝑚𝑚
= 𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 + 𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 8

𝑑𝑋𝑑
= 𝜇𝑑 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 3

𝑑𝐺𝑙𝑐
= −𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑐 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 5

𝑑𝐿𝑎𝑐
= 𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 7

𝑑𝐴𝑏
=0
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 9

𝑋𝑡 (0) = 𝑋𝑡0 , 𝑋𝑑 (0) = 𝑋𝑑0 , 𝑋𝑣 (0) = 𝑋𝑣0 ,
𝐺𝑙𝑐(0) = 𝐺𝑙𝑐0 , 𝐺𝑙𝑢(0) = 𝐺𝑙𝑢0 ,
𝐿𝑎𝑐(0) = 𝐿𝑎𝑐0 , 𝐴𝑚𝑚(0) = 𝐴𝑚𝑚0 ,
𝐴𝑏(0) = 𝐴𝑏0

Eq. 10

where 𝑋𝑡 is the concentration of total cells
(108 cells/L), 𝑋𝑑 is the concentration of death cells
(108 cells/L), 𝑋𝑣 is the concentration of living cells
(108 cells/L), 𝐺𝑙𝑐 is the glucose concentration (mM),
𝐺𝑙𝑢 is the glutamine concentration (mM), 𝐿𝑎𝑐 is the
lactate concentration (mM), 𝐴𝑚𝑚 is the Ammonium
concentration (mM), 𝐴𝑏 is the Antibody concentration (mg/L), 𝜇 is the specific growth rate (1/d), 𝜇𝑑 is
the specific death rate (1/d), 𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑐 is the specific glucose uptake rate (mmol/108 cells/d), 𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢 is the specific glutamine uptake rate (mmol/108 cells/d), 𝑘𝑠𝑑 is
the constant for the spontaneous degradation of glutamine, 𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐 is the specific lactate production rate
(mmol/108 cells/d), 𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚 is the specific ammonium
production rate (mmol/108 cells/d) and 𝑋𝑡0 , 𝑋𝑑0 ,
𝑋𝑣0 , 𝐺𝑙𝑐0 , 𝐺𝑙𝑢0 , 𝐿𝑎𝑐0 , 𝐴𝑚𝑚0 and 𝐴𝑏0 are the
initial concentrations.
The conversion from glutamine to ammonium can
take place in two different ways: the CHO-cells can
perform it (𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 , 𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 ) and it can occur
within the medium by spontaneous decomposition
(𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢) [38].
No antibodies are produced at the beginning of the
experiment hence the differential equation is set to
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zero. After a specific change of the environmental
conditions, the antibody production starts and Eq. 9
has to be changed to
𝑑𝐴𝑏
= 𝑞𝑎𝑏 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 11

where 𝑞𝑎𝑏 is the antbody production rate (mg/108
cells/d). The supposition is that the decreasing glucose concentration initiates the antibody production.
In terms
𝑑𝐴𝑏
0,
=�
𝑞𝑎𝑏 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 ,
𝑑𝑡

𝐺𝑙𝑐 ≥ 14 𝑚𝑀
𝐺𝑙𝑐 < 14 𝑚𝑀

Everything inside the brown cell mass occurs within
the cells and outside of this picture are the reaction
for the spontaneous decomposition of glutamine and
the substances that the cells release to the medium.
The total amount of cells, the sum of living cells and
death cells, is modeled by an algebraic equation
Xt_t=Xv.t+Xd.t.

Eq. 12

A similar switching situation occurs by the lactate
concentration. At the beginning the dynamics are
represented by Eq. 7 and after a specific change of
the environmental conditions, especially the lactate
concentration passes a threshold, the dynamics are
described by
𝑑𝐿𝑎𝑐
𝑑𝑡
𝑞 ⋅ 𝑋 − 𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑠 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 , 𝐿𝑎𝑐 ≥ 19 𝑚𝑀
= � 𝑙𝑎𝑐 𝑣
𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 , 𝐿𝑎𝑐 < 19 𝑚𝑀

Eq. 13

where 𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑠 is the specific lactate consumption rate
(mmol/108 cells/d). The glutamine consumption and
production, respectively, leads to the following
switching equation, whereby the change is initiated
by the decreasing glutamine concentration
𝑑𝐺𝑙𝑢
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 14

Figure 14: Petri net model of the CHO metabolism in
Figure 12
Table 6: Places of the CHO-Model in Figure 14 and
the corresponding substances
Place
Xv
Xd
Glc
Glu
Lac
Amm

−𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 − 𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢, 𝐺𝑙𝑢 ≥ 0.4 𝑚𝑀
=�
−𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 − 𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢 + 𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑠 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 , 𝐺𝑙𝑢 < 0.4 𝑚𝑀

where 𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑠 is the specific glutamine production rate
(mmol/108 cells/d) and the corresponding dynamics
for the ammonium concentration are
𝑑𝐴𝑚𝑚
𝑑𝑡

Eq. 15

𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 + 𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢, 𝐺𝑙𝑢 ≥ 0.4 𝑚𝑀
=�
𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 + 𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢 − 𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑠 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣 , 𝐺𝑙𝑢 < 0.4 𝑚𝑀

where 𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑠 is the specific ammonium consumption rate (mmol/108 cells/d).
Figure 14 displays the Petri net modeling the discussed conditions above (Eq. 2-Eq. 5, Eq. 10, Eq. 12Eq. 15). All places and transitions are continuous.
Table 6 contains the places and their corresponding
substances and Table 7 summarizes the information
of the transitions. The orange Activation-boxes are
wrappers of the Reactions sub-library and they work
like a discrete switch. When the token number of the
connected place exceeds the entered value of the
parameter tres or fall below the entered value of
the parameter inhi, the connected transition becomes active and remains active until one of the
connected places becomes empty in contrast to the
threshold and inhibition values of the transitions.

Substance
Concentration of living CHO-Cells
Concentration of death CHO-Cells
Glucose concentration
Glutamine concentration
Lactate concentration
Ammonium concentration

The experimental data of Figure 13 are approximated by smoothing splines to get further insight to the
relations between the respective specific rates. The
rates at the beginning of the simulation can be calculated by the following equations
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1 𝑑𝑋𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
⋅
𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡
1 𝑑𝑋𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ
𝜇𝑑 =
⋅
𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡
1 𝑑𝐺𝑙𝑐
𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑐 = − ⋅
𝑋𝑣 𝑑𝑡
1 𝑑𝐺𝑙𝑢
𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢 = − ⋅ �
+ 𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢�
𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡
1 𝑑𝐿𝑎𝑐
𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐 =
⋅
𝑋𝑣 𝑑𝑡
1 𝑑𝐺𝑙𝑢
𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚 =
⋅�
− 𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢�
𝑋𝑣
𝑑𝑡
𝜇=

Eq. 16
Eq. 17
Eq. 18
Eq. 19
Eq. 20
Eq. 21
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The specific antibody production rate can be calculated after day 2.5 when the cells start with the production
Eq. 22
1 𝑑𝐴𝑏
𝑞𝑎𝑏 =
⋅
𝑋𝑣 𝑑𝑡
The relations analysis yields the following equation
structures for the specific rates
𝐺𝑙𝑢
𝐾𝐺𝑙𝑢 + 𝐺𝑙𝑢
𝐾𝐷𝐺𝑙𝑐
𝜇𝑑 = 𝜇𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⋅
𝐾𝐷𝐺𝑙𝑐 + 𝐺𝑙𝑐
1
𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑐 =
⋅𝜇
𝑌𝑋,𝐺𝑙𝑐
1
𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢 =
⋅𝜇
𝑌𝑋,𝐺𝑙𝑢
𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐 = 𝑌𝐿𝑎𝑐,𝐺𝑙𝑐 ⋅ 𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑐
1
= 𝑌𝑙𝑎𝑐,𝐺𝑙𝑐 ⋅
⋅𝜇
𝑌𝑋,𝐺𝑙𝑐
𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚 = 𝑌𝐴𝑚𝑚,𝐺𝑙𝑢 ⋅ 𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢
1
= 𝑌𝐴𝑚𝑚,𝐺𝑙𝑢 ⋅
⋅𝜇
𝑌𝑥,𝐺𝑙𝑢
𝑞𝑎𝑏 = 𝑘𝑎𝑏

Eq. 23

𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑠 = 𝑘𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑠

Eq. 31

𝜇 = 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⋅

Table 7: Transitions of the CHO-Model in Figure 14
and the corresponding reactions and the edge
weighting functions (Eq. 2-Eq. 5, Eq. 10, Eq.
12-Eq. 15)
Transition

Reaction

Growth

Cell growth

Weightings
Glc → Growth
Glu → Growth
Growth → Xv
Growth → Lac
Growth → Amm

Death

Cell death

Eq. 24

Xv → Death
Death → Xd

TCA

Lactate
consumption

Lac → TCA

Abprod

Antibody
production

SpDec

Eq. 28

Eq. 29

𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑠 = 𝑘𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑠

Eq. 30

𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑠 = 𝑌𝐺𝑙𝑢,𝐴𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑠

Eq. 32

with the parameters 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (1/d) as maximum specific
growth rate and 𝐾𝐺𝑙𝑢 as constant of the Monod kinetics, 𝜇𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 (1/d) as maximum specific death rate,
𝐾𝐷𝐺𝑙𝑐 as constant of the death kinetics (mM), 𝑌𝑋,𝐺𝑙𝑐
(108 cells/mmol), 𝑌𝑋,𝐺𝑙𝑢 (108 cells/mmol), 𝑌𝐿𝑎𝑐,𝐺𝑙𝑐
(mol/mol), 𝑌𝐴𝑚𝑚,𝐺𝑙𝑢 (mol/mol) and 𝑌𝐺𝑙𝑢,𝐴𝑚𝑚
(mol/mol) as yield coefficients, 𝑘𝑎𝑏 (mg/108 cells)
as constant of the antibody production, 𝑘𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑠
(mmol/108 cells) as constant of the lactate consumption and 𝑘𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑠 as constant of the ammonium consumption.
For performing a sensitivity analysis and afterwards
a parameter optimization for the 13 model parameters, the Petri net model in Dymola (Figure 14) has
to be connected to Matlab via a Simulink interface
as described in section 4.1. The simulation results of
all token numbers are needed in Matlab, thus all
places have a blue RealOutput connector (Figure
14) so that a corresponding port at the Simulink interface is provided.

𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡
𝜇 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡

𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡

𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡
𝜇𝑑 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡
𝜇𝑑 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡

Activation
Box

Abprod → Ab

𝑞𝑎𝑏 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡

Activation
Box

Spontaneous
decomposition of glutamine to
ammonium

Glu → SpDec

𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢. 𝑡

Conversion of
ammonium
back to
glutamine

Amm → ConvB

Eq. 26

ConvB

𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑐 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡

𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑠 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡

Eq. 25

Eq. 27

Conditions

SpDec → Amm

ConvB → Glu

thres=19

inhi=14

𝑘𝑠𝑑 ⋅ 𝐺𝑙𝑢. 𝑡
𝑞𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑠 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡
𝑞𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑠 ⋅ 𝑋𝑣. 𝑡

Activation
Box
inhi=0.4

Before the 13 parameters of the model are estimated
a global sensitivity analysis is performed to get further insight in the parameter characteristics. This
analysis is the basis of the following parameter optimization since less sensitive parameters can be
fixed during the optimization process to increase the
chance of a converging optimization algorithm. The
global sensitivity analysis is performed by Matlab
with eFAST method explained in section 4.2. Therefore, the model is simulated several times with different parameter settings and each time the objective
function in Eq. 1 is evaluated. The eFAST-method
measures the contribution of each parameter to the
variance of this objective function, whereby the parameters are varied in a specific range. If a parameter contributes less to the variance, this parameter
cannot be identified within an optimization procedure and has to be fixed on the other hand if a parameter contributes much to the variance of the objective function this parameter is identifiable.
The results of the global sensitivity analysis, i.e. the
contribution of each parameter to the variance of the
objective function, are displayed in Figure 15. It becomes clear that 7 of 13 parameters contribute 91 %
of the variance so that 6 parameters
𝑌𝑋,𝐺𝑙𝑢 , 𝜇𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐾𝐷𝑔𝑙𝑐 , 𝑘𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑠 , 𝑌𝐿𝑎𝑐,𝐺𝑙𝑐 , 𝑌𝐴𝑚𝑚,𝐺𝑙𝑢
can be fixed during the optimization process and 7
𝑘𝑠𝑑 , 𝑌𝐺𝑙𝑢,𝐴𝑚𝑚 , 𝑘𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑠 , 𝑌𝑋,𝐺𝑙𝑐 , µ𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐾𝐺𝑙𝑢 , 𝑘𝑎𝑏
have to be optimized.
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108Cells/l, mg/l), thus there are 𝑁 + 1 = 90 + 1
different levels since the maximum concentration
(𝑀) is set to 45. The values of 𝑀 and 𝑁 can be entered in the green settings-box which has to be a part
of every model and can be found in the Globallibrary. This stochastic Petri net model is also connected to a Simulink interface in Matlab so that the
stochastic simulation can take place within an mfile. The results are displayed in Figure 18 where
500 Simulation are accomplished and the means
were built with 10 simulations, respectively.
Figure 15: Model variance contribution of every parameter according to the eFAST method

The parameter optimization is performed by CMAES method explained in section 4.3. The optimization procedure takes place in Matlab via a Simulink
interface. Figure 16 displays the results of this optimization procedure which show a good agreement
with the experimental data.

Figure 17: Stochastic Petri Net of the main CHOmetabolism in Figure 12

Figure 16: Results of the parameter optimization procedure

To achieve a good model of the CHO-metabolism, it
is also possible to choose a stochastic approach, i.e.
a stochastic Petri net model and a stochastic simulation according to Gillespie’s algorithm as described
in section 4.4. The edge weightings of the continuous approach in Table 7 are now the dynamic values
of the characteristic parameter 𝜆 of the exponential
distribution by which the delay of the stochastic
transition is chosen randomly at every activation
point in time (cp. Section 2). The transformation of
the parameters of the continuous to the stochastic
model is well studied and can be found in [39]. Figure 17 displays the CHO-metabolism modeled by a
stochastic Petri net, whereby the places are discrete
and the transitions are stochastic. The tokens represent here different concentration levels like it is presented in [14]. One token equals to 0.5 (mM,

Figure 18: The stochastic simulation results according
to Gillespie’s algorithm of the stochastic Petri Net
model in Figure 17

6

Conclusions

The Petri net library in Modelica is a good instrument for hybrid modeling of biological systems. The
advantages of this approach are:
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• The object-oriented modeling language Modelica
is able to model discrete places and transitions as
well as stochastic and continuous ones. The places and transitions are models that easily can be
changed, modified, or expanded so that further
Petri net extensions can be implemented fast.
• The language allows the realization of hybrid
models by combining discrete and continuous
processes. The hybrid simulation with discrete
events and the solution of continuous differential
equations is then performed by Dymola or by another Modelica-tool.
• The Reactions sub-library offers a fast and simple
way to build up a model and further reactions can
be easily added.
• The hierarchical modeling concept of Modelica
enables a structuring of the models on different
levels which is useful when the model is complex
and used by different persons with different aims.
• The Petri net animation of Dymola offers a way
to get insight of the token distribution of large
and complex Petri nets.
• The coupling of Dymola-models and Simulinkmodels allows the simulation of a model many
times and use the arising simulation results for
subsequent calculations so that stochastic simulation, sensitivity analysis and parameter identification in Matlab is possible.
• The Petri net library can be integrated in other
Petri net modeling tools by parsing the Petri net
of the respective tool (e.g. XML-format) to Modelica-text and simulate it via a batch process
where the simulation results are saved in a data
file.
In this manner the new Petri net library in combination with Matlab Simulink leads to a complete environment for hybrid modeling of biological systems.
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Abstract
The chemical and physical modelling and transient
simulation of a plant with chemical reactors can be
useful within dimensioning, optimisation, operation
studies and analysing of time critical processes. Therefore, a reactor model for thermodynamic equilibrium
conditions has been implemented. The Model is based
on the free Modelica Fluid library and contains correlations for heat and mass transfer and pressure drop.
The model contains the components: H2 , CO, CO2 ,
H2 O, CH4 , N2

The raw gas for the SNG synthesis contains mainly
H2 , CO, CO2 , H2 O, CH4 , N2 . This composition of the
raw gas depends on the gasification technology. The
SNG synthesis is a heterogeneously catalysed process.
During the methanation, the following chemical reactions execute. The hydrogenation of carbon oxides to
methane are the so called CO methanation reaction in
equation 1 and the CO2 methanation reaction in equation 2.

Keywords: chemical reactor; thermodynamic equilibrium; part load; CO2 ; CO; H2 ; CH4 ; H2 O

1

The SNG synthesis

CO + 3H2

CH4 + H2 O

(1)

CO2 + 4H2

CH4 + 2H2 O

(2)

Two further independent reactions are important:
the CO-Shift reaction in equation 3 and the Boudouard
reaction in equation 4.

Introduction

It is well known that the oil and natural gas reserves
are limeted. The production of fuels is based almost
completely on oil and natural gas. Hence there is the
wish to extend availibility of a secure energy supply.
One solution is the conversion of coal or biomass to
synthetic or substitute natural gas (SNG) by gasification and methanation. The reserves of coal will subsist more than 150 years and biomass is a rebewable
energy source. The modelling of the SNG synthesis
focus only on the methanation step. The simulation
of a methanisation plant is in interest for plant manufactures and operators to optimise the construction and
the operation. Furthere interest are studies of critical
processes for understanding of complex physical and
chemical processes in order to increase the reliability
and availability of the plant during part load and plant
trips.

CO + H2 O
2CO

H2 +CO2
C +CO2

(3)

(4)

All the reactions of the methanation are exothermic,
see Table 1. The methanation is favoured at low temperatures. Futhermore the methanation is benefited at
high pressure, as the reaction 1 and 2 execute with volume decreasing.
The major criteria of catalysed methanation reactors is to achieve efficient removal of heat. The first
reason is to minimise catalyst deactivation due to thermal stress. The second reason is to avoid a limitation
in the methane yield due to approaching the chemical equlibrium. The Topsøe recycle energy-efficient
methanation process (TREMP) from Haldor Topsøe is
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Table 2: Parameters A and B of equation 10
reaction
A
B
1
-29.3014 26248.4
3
-4.3537
4593.2

Table 1: Reaction heat at standard conditions
reaction reaction heat, ∆R H 0
kJ/mol
1
-206
2
-165
3
-41
4
-172

achieved both in the full load and the part load of the
methanation plant, Harms in [2]. The thermodynamic
equilibrium constant Ka is used in relation with the law
of mass action to determine the molar fractions of the
components and the yield of the reactions at the thermodynamic equilibrium. KP is the equilibrium constant of the partial pressures, pi , of the species, which
is connected to the Ka with the fugacity coefficients,
Kα , in equation 5.
KP =

Ka
Kα

(5)

The law of mass action for the KP is described in
equation 6 for a chemical reaction like in equation 7.
Figure 1: Flowsheet of the Topsøe recycle energyefficient methanation process [1]
a suitable reactor concept for the production of SNG
[1], which is used for the modelling.
The TREMP consists of 3 adiabat fixed bed reactors with gas recycle cooling and interstage cooling.
Efficient recovery of the reaction heat is essential for
the industrial methanation technology. That’s why a
counter current water cycle stream is used for the interstage cooling. The water cycle is simultaneously used
for high pressure steam generation. The gas recycle at
the first reactor reduces the yield and the temperature
in the reactor.

3

KP =
ϑA A + ϑB B

pCϑC · pϑDD
pϑAA · pϑBB
ϑCC + ϑD D

(6)
(7)

The equilibrium constant of the molar fractions
(KX ) is necessary to calculate the chemical equilibrium. KX can be compute with KP , the total pressure,
p, and the sum of stoichiometry coefficients of the
chemical reaction, how it is shown in equation 8. The
molar fraction of the species, Xi , can be determined
with equation 9.

Developed models

KX = KP · p− ∑ ϑ i

(8)

XCϑC · XDϑD

(9)

KX =

XAϑA · XBϑB

The aim of the modelling is to implement a library
It has to be noted that the thermodynamic equilibwith physical based models of components of the
rium
constant is temperature dependent. The temperaTREMP methanation plant. The library enables investigations with models of a reactor, a heat exchanger, a ture can be approximated with equation 10.
simple pump, a flash, a gas and water splitter. The imB
plemented library is based on the free Modelica Fluid
ln (Ka ) = A +
(10)
T
library, which offers a base with respect to the impleThe parameters A and B of equation 10 are given in
mentation of the three balance equations and the interTable
2.
action through the fluid ports.
Two simplification were assumpted for the calculation of the thermodynamic equlibrium. The first is the
3.1 Reactor
assumption of ideal gas law for the species. Therewith
It is necessary to calculate the thermodynamic equlib- the fugacity coefficients can be neglected in equation
rium for the methanation reactor yield, as it will be 5, Kα = 1.
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The second simplification is the neglect of the
Boudouard reaction, equation 4, which occurs if the
stoichiometry ratio of equation 11 is lower than 3. In
that case, carbon is produced as a product of reaction
4. Carbon leads to catalyst deactivation by forming
of carbon deposition on the catalyst surface.This is the
technical aspect to elimate reaction 4.
H2 −CO2
≥3
(11)
CO +CO2
If the stoichiometriy ratio from the reactants of
equation 11 is at least 3 or more, CO reacts with H2
completly to CH4 and H2 O according to equation 1.
The stoichiometry ratio of equation 11 can be adjusted
by converting CO with H2 O to CO2 and H2 as long as
the H2 O ist high enough, see Anderlohr in [3].
Finally the system of methanation reactions can be reduced to reaction 1 and 3, as the stoichiometry ratio of
equation 11 for all the gas streams in the TREMP are
higher than three. Therewith the molar fraction of the
species can be determined with the equations from 12
to 17, in which 0 stands for the start state and 1 for the
equilibrium state. The yield U1 and U2 is the yield of
the reactions 1 and 3, whose sum is the total yield of
CO, see equation 18.
CH ,0 − 3CCO,0 ·U1 +CCO,0 ·U2
XH2 ,1 = 2
1 − 2 ·CCO,0 ·U1
XCH4 ,1 =

CCH4 ,0 +CCO,0 ·U1
1 − 2 ·CCO,0 ·U1

(12)

(13)

XH2 O,1 =

CH2 O,0 +CCO,0 ·U1 −CCO,0 ·U2
1 − 2 ·CCO,0 ·U1

(14)

XCO,1 =

CCO,0 −CCO,0 ·U1 −CCO,0 ·U2
1 − 2 ·CCO,0 ·U1

(15)

XCO2 ,1 =
XN2 ,1 =

CCO2 ,0 +CCO,0 ·U2
1 − 2 ·CCO,0 ·U1

(16)

CN2 ,0
1 − 2 ·CCO,0 ·U1

(17)

CCO,0 −CCO,1
CCO,0

(18)

U1 +U2 =

In order to determine the chemical equilibrium at
known temperature and pressure, a non-linear equation system of the above mentioned equations need to
be solved. The results of an example calculation are
given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Thermodynamic equilibrium for the feed gas
in the range of 100-800 ◦ C at 30 bar, start composition
in w.%: 4,97 H2 , 13,80 CO, 11,97 CO2 , 24,11 H2 O,
44,12 CH4 , 1,03 N2 ;
Table 3: Parameters A, B and C of equation 20
reaction
A
B
C
1
0.0266 -47.7331 -205094.5788
3
0.0026
-7.4437
-41557.3842
The energy balance need to be completed by the
produced reation heat which influence the equilibrium
temperature. The amount of the produced reaction
heat is the higher the yield of the reactions is. A
high reaction heat leads to high temperatures. But the
higher the temperature, the lower is the yield. The reaction heat, Q̇Rkt , can be determined by equation 19,
in which ∆h is the specific enthalpy of the reaction
and Mgas the mean molar mass of the gas. The temperature dependency of the specific reaction enthalpy
is approximated with equation 20. The parameters of
equation 20 for reaction 1 and 3 are given in Table 3.
Q̇Rkt = (∆hR−1 ·U1 + ∆hR−3 ·U2 )


XCO,1
XCO,0
· ṁ ·
−
Mgas,1 Mgas,0

(19)

∆h = A · T 2 + B · T +C

(20)

The configuration of the reactor model is shown in
Figure 3. The model components are sNG_reaction
model, volume, heat capacity, temperature sensor and
linear valve with a constant block. The calculation of the thermodynamic equilibrium occurs in the
sNG_reaction model. The volume represents the volume of the reactor. The heat capacity model is the heat
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capacity of the catalyst bed and the reactor wall. The
valve model is used to simulate the pressure drop of
gas flow through the catalyst bed.

Figure 4: Temperature for a reactor model with 5
zones at heat capacities in the range of 0 to 10 MJ/K

Figure 3: Configuration of the reactor model
The reactor model has three main parameters: volume, pressure drop and heat capacity. The parameters
have different impact of the reactor performance. The
greater the reactor volume, the later will be the steady
state achieved. The pressure drop changes the pressure
and therewith the reactor yield. The pressure drop is
predefined by the user.The impact of the heat capacity
is more difficult. The reactor model need be splitted
in series identical reactor zones, which are duplicates
of the reactor model configuration in Figure 3, at high
heat capacities. The higher the heat capacity, the more
zones are needed to get the steady state for temperature and methane at the same time, which is physically nescessary, because the temperature influence
the chemical equilibrium. The temperature would be
change slower than the chemical equilibrium, if the
number of zones is to low. An example of the transient
temperature behaviour for an 5 zone reactor model at
heat capacities in the range of 0 to 10 MJ/K is given in
Figure 4. The consequently methane concentration is
illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Methane concentration for a reactor model
with 5 zones at heat capacities in the range of 0 to 10
MJ/K

3.2

Heat exchanger

The second important model for the modelling of the
methanisation plant is the heat exchanger, which is assumed with a simple design. The heat exchanger design comprises of an outside tube, filled with hot SNG
gas, which has an inside tube filled with water, how it
is shown in Figure 6. The configuration of a heat exchanger zone is given in Figure 7. The zone consists of
two volume models. One volume model contains SNG
gas and the other water/steam. The volume model are
connected by a thermal conduction model. The heat
exchanger comprises of such series zones. The water
and the gas are in counter current flow as the fluid ports
The reactor ignition or extinction can not be simu- are setted up in this way. Multiple zones are necessary
lated, because no attention is paid to kinetic effects of therewith the outflow of the cold side can be hotter
the chemical reactions.
than the outflow of hot side, in certain cases. Further-
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more, a temperature profil can be generated accross
the heat exchanger because of the multiple zones.

Figure 8: Temperatures of the heat exchanger model
at steady state
Figure 6: Heat exchanger design
chemical equlibrium. The results of the reactor model
are compared with the data of these two references in
Table 4 and of the TREMP model in Table 5. The misstake of the species is always lower than 4 % except
of hydrogen at low concentration, where the mistake
is under certain conditions up to 10 %.

Figure 7: Configuration of a heat exchanger zone
The steady state results of an example simulation
are given in Figure 8. The water temperature is constant in the beginning part of the heat exchanger, as the
boiling point is achieved at 318 ◦ C at 110 bar. The gas
temperature is cooled down continuously.

4

Validation

The steady state results from the simulation will be
validated in the following section as well from the
single reactor model as the complexe model of the
methanation plant. The results are compared to two
references. The first one are the experimental results
of the TREMP which are published by Harms in [2].
The second reference are steady state simulation results with the software ChemCAD which assumes the

Table 4: Comparison of the outlet gas composition of
the first reactor of the TREMP with the reactor model
in Modelica and in ChemCAD. Inlet gas: composition
in weight %: 4,97 H2 , 13,80 CO, 11,97 CO2 , 24,11
H2 O, 44,12 CH4 , 1,03 N2 ; temperature 300 ◦ C; pressure 30 bar
Unit
Outlet
Outlet
Outlet
TREMP Modelica ChemCAD
Temp. ◦ C
600
600
599
H2
w.%
2,47
2,40
2,41
CO
w.%
2,01
2,04
1,97
CO2
w.%
12,13
11,79
11,92
H2 O w.%
31,48
31,82
31,76
CH4
w.%
50,82
50,92
50,91
N2
w.%
1,10
1,03
1,03

5

Transient behaviour

The reactor and the heat exchager model, see section 3,
are used to build up the model of the methanstion plant
like it is shown in Figure 1. The model of the methanation plant is utilised for transient simulation studies.
In the following, results of a part load simulation are
presented. The simulation of the load change is faster
than realtime. In order to realise the part load, the feed
mass stream was reduced to 50 % after the TREMP
model is steady state which is after 300 s simulation
time, see Figure 9. The steady state in part load is
achieved after the simulation time 1000 s.
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Table 5: Comparison of the outlet gas composition of
the first reactor of the TREMP with the TREMP model
in Modelica and in ChemCAD. Inlet gas: composition
in weight %: 13,08 H2 , 51,76 CO, 11,49 CO2 , 0,00
H2 O, 22,54 CH4 , 1,13 N2 ; temperature 150 ◦ C; pressure 30 bar. Recycle rate = 3,3
Unit
Outlet
Outlet
Outlet
TREMP Modelica ChemCAD
Temp. ◦ C
600
596
594
H2
w.%
2,47
2,34
2,34
CO
w.%
2,01
1,91
1,83
CO2
w.%
12,13
11,64
11,73
H2 O w.%
31,47
31,94
31,91
CH4
w.%
50,82
51,04
51,06
N2
w.%
1,10
1,13
1,13
Figure 10: Temperatures in the reactors in the Modelica TREMP model

Figure 9: Mass stream of the feed in the Modelica
TREMP model

Figure 11: Methane concentration in the reactors in
the Modelica TREMP model

6

The result are lower gas temperatures in the reactors which leads to higher methane concentrations in
the gas, how it is shown in Figure 10 and 11. The feed
mass stream rise back up to 100 % after 1000 s simulation time to full load. The steady state is got after simulation time 2000 s. The temperature and the methane
concentration achieve the same level as before the part
load.
Finally the gas product quality at part load is almost
equal to the full load. Furthermore, it is still possible
to produce steam, but the pressure of the steam need
to be adjusted.

Conclusion

A succesfull generation of a dynamic methanation
plant model could be realised. Therefore the development of a simplified reactor and heat exchanger model
was necessary. The results of the reactor plant and the
plant model of the TREMP could be validated successful of steady state performance with ChemCAD simulations and experimental data from Harms [2]. The
dynamic behaviour could be only validated by a plausibility check.
The TREMP plant model is finally useful for the development and check of control concepts, and furthermore for the analysis of trip scenarios and load
changes.
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7

Outlook

It has to be mentioned that the solution of the nonlinear equation system takes a long calculation time of
the CPU, because the slow mixed implicied/expliced
euler method is used for simulation. All the other integrated numerical solution algorithms in Dymola lead
to instability. Hence, a faster and more stable solution
algorithm for the calculation of the thermodynamic
equlibrium is neseccary. One proposal is to work with
look up tables which are precalculated for certain reactor yields. The disadvantage of this solution is a reduced flexibility of the model. Another proposal is
the use of the so called method: minimisation of the
gibbs enthalpie, for the calculation of the thermodynamic equlibrium, which is published by White et al.
in [4]. At this method solves mainly derivatives, the
equation system may be solved much faster and more
numeric robust.
Moreover, a kinetic model is necessary to estimate the
limits for the parameter therewith the assumption of
the thermodynamic equlibrium can be justified.
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Abstract
In order to improve the engineering processes and
especially the corresponding verification and validation phases, this article deals with the modeling of
system properties in a Modelica framework. The
term “property” is intended here to be generic and
refers to a system requirement or limitation as well
as a validity domain of a model. The choice of the
Modelica language is justified by a desire to use its
equation-based feature to model system properties in
an unambiguous and explicit way. Besides, choosing
only one formalism to describe the system properties
and the physical equations of the model should ease
the expression of the model validity domains.
After having introduced several theoretical concepts to formally describe a system property, the development of a dedicated library is explained and
illustrated on an industrial example taken from the
aeronautics domain. Some checks of system properties are thus performed by co-simulating behavioral
and properties models. Finally, some extensions of
the Modelica language are advocated in order to improve the applicability range and efficiency of properties modeling for complex systems, and especially
to increase the rigor of their validations by enabling
formal proofs.
Keywords: Modelling;Checking;Property;Modelica.

1

Introduction

The study of performance and safety is today of
prime interest when designing complex systems. At
each stage of the design cycle, engineers should
check the conformance of their technical choices
with respect to the initial specifications. In such a
Verification & Validation (V&V) process, the modeling and the verification of system properties are
thus a key activity. They enable to validate the chosen implementation of the system but they also ease
the capitalization on the knowledge of the system.
Formalizing the requirements allows to enhance the
documentation of the engineering processes by keeping track of design improvements, model refinements, changes in the safety/operational expectations, and so on.
The difficulty of such a V&V approach lies, however, in the fact that, if some techniques and languages exist today to handle system properties, they
often involve specific models different from the reference engineering model (i.e. the model commonly
used to predict the physical behavior of the system,
that is the behavioral model). Such heterogeneity
may lead to some errors and thus to flaws in the
proof of safety or performance.
The modeling and the checking of system properties concern industries in charge of the design of new
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products (e.g. automotive, aerospace) as well as the
ones responsible for the operation of long-life products and faced to retrofit due to some material obsolescence and changes in operational constraints (e.g.
energy producers). The properties model and the reference engineering model should thus apply for a
system involving several physical domains.
For the behavioral model, the increasingly use of
the non-proprietary Modelica language [1]-[2] in
various industries testifies of the Modelica efficiency
to conveniently describe multi-physics behaviors.
Besides, thanks to its equation-based and acausal
features, the Modelica language appears well-suited
to build models reusable and adaptable to the different steps of the engineering cycle.
The objective of this article is thus to study to
what extent the properties of a system can be modeled and checked in a Modelica framework.
A similar approach is currently ongoing, within
the ITEA2 OpenProd project [3], by linking a Modelica behavioral model to a UML properties model
[4]. It actually implies the development of the socalled ModelicaML UML profile [5]-[6]. However
the work presented here has been performed within
the ITEA2 EuroSysLib project [7] via a collaboration between EDF, Dassault Aviation, Dassault
Systèmes and DLR. It takes a different point of view
in the sense that the modeling and the checking of
system properties are studied in a fully Modelicabased environment. This choice can be explained by
a desire to reuse:
the equation-based feature of Modelica to
model properties in a more formal way;
the same formalism as the one chosen to describe the physical equations of the models
in order to ease the expression of their validity domains (which are actually a specific
kind of property).
Section 2 clarifies the concept of “property” with
no reference made to the way it can be implemented
in Modelica. It defines what is a property and sums
up the different types of properties. It also specifies
the users requirements regarding properties modeling, checking and visualization.
Section 3 aims at formalizing the way a property
can be modeled. Like in a formal Property Specification Language [8], the idea is to introduce some
theoretical concepts especially useful to express a
property in an unambiguous and explicit form. Some
notions like “space/time locator”, “state” and “event”
are depicted and a list of “operators” to build several
types of system properties is given and illustrated on
realistic examples.

Section 4 focuses on the technical implementation of these concepts in Modelica. The development
of a dedicated library is explained and illustrated on
an industrial example taken from the aeronautics
domain. The assessment of some system properties is
in particular made by simulation using Dymola [9].
Section 5 advocates the extension of the Modelica
language in order to improve the applicability range
and efficiency of properties modeling for the validation of complex systems.

2

Properties modeling and checking

As mentioned above, the following sub-sections
are intended to set up the framework of the study.
Independently of the way it can be implemented in
Modelica, they are intended to clarify the concept of
“modeling and checking properties” and to show its
potential use in an industrial context. Notions like a
“properties model” or a “behavioral model” are in
particular introduced.
2.1

What is a property?

Definition 1: A “property” is an expression that

specifies a condition that must hold true at given
times and places. It results in a Boolean variable stating whether the property is satisfied or not.
A property may thus specify:
an allowed operating domain the system
must not leave for safety reasons;
an operational domain where, for instance,
the system operation is optimized for performance;
the validity domain of a model outside of
which the corresponding behavioral equations are no longer valid;
…
Example: Some realistic properties can be formu-

lated in a textual form such as:
The power plant should evolve in an allowed
(temperature, pressure)-domain;
Cavitation should never happen in a pump
component;
The characteristics of the pump are only
valid for a given range [Q1 ;Q2 ] of flow
rates.
…
Different categories of properties may actually be
distinguished. A first typology may be drawn depending whether the properties are associated with
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the system, a sub-system or a component. But, the
properties may also be classified depending on the
kind of expectations. Two main kinds of properties
may however be highlighted:
a first kind where the properties characterize
the expectations of the designer but also the
limitations of the chosen system, subsystems and components. These properties
are expressed independently from any behavioral model;
a second kind where the properties define
some validity domains and are thus attached
to specific behavioral models. These properties do not belong to the designer requirements. They only reflect how the designer
represents the implementation of its system.
From the tool and language perspective, modeling
system and components properties and expressing
validity domains are however essentially similar. For
the sake of simplicity, the term of “property” will
then be used all along the paper to refer to any requirement/limitation the engineer wants to express
on its system/sub-system/component or on its
model/sub-model.
2.2

Uses of properties modeling

The modeling and the checking of properties may be
used in an industrial context to verify and validate
each stage of the system development cycle, in particular:
to enhance the documentation of the system
regarding the description of the expected behavior as well as the description of the assumptions made during the modeling of its
behavior. This may in particular be useful to
ease the capitalization and the transmission
of knowledge;
to improve the engineering processes by expressing the requirements in an explicit and
unambiguous form and by keeping track of
any evolutions due to design improvements,
to changes in operational expectations, to
model refinements…
Once the properties have been modeled, a series
of tests can then be performed:
to check the coherence and the completeness
of the requirements (e.g. by formal proofs
and consistency checks);
to verify the conformance of the designed
system with respect to the initial specifications (e.g. by simulating both the properties
model and the behavioral model);
to validate the Instrumentation & Control
(I&C) part of a process on the basis of the

-

2.3

services it should provide to the physical
process, during the specification phase, and
after the programming phase using hardware-in-the-loop;
to support advanced modeling approaches
like scenarios simulating sequential changes
of different operating modes (e.g. simulation
of a system entering a dysfunctional mode).
Distinction between a “behavioral equation” and a “property expression”

Behavioral equations describe a potential implementation of the system at the design phase, or how the
system actually works during operation. They are
based on physical or empirical laws.
Properties define what the system should guarantee,
or in other words what is the validity domain of the
system’s behavior. They can also be used to define
the validity domain of the model used to represent
the system’s behavior.
Example: Let us consider a valve. A behavioral equation can be “ ∆P (t ) = k / ρ ⋅ Q 2 (t ) ” (where ∆P(t ) is
the pressure loss across the valve, ρ is the fluid
density, k is the pressure loss coefficient of the
valve and Q(t ) is the mass flow rate through the

valve) whereas a property can be “For all t , ∆P(t )
should be greater than ∆Pmin to avoid cavitation”.

This distinction is important because behavioral
equations and properties are fundamentally different:
- They correspond to different objectives: behavioral equations describe how the system
actually works (e.g. the dynamics of the system) whereas properties define what the system should do (e.g. which services it should
provide, the prescribed operation domain….);
- They are of different natures: behavioral
equations define system characteristics which
are always localized to a specific part of the
system, whereas properties define system
characteristics which may be global in time
or space, in the sense that they can constrain
variables across several periods of time and
different locations;
- They involve different expertise: writing
behavioral equations requires expertise in
physical system modeling, whereas defining
properties requires expertise in system operation;
- They have different lifecycles: the definition
of properties occurs during the requirement
phase, whereas the modeling of the system’s
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behavior occurs during the design phase. For
instance, properties may capture the current
safety rules, while behavioral equations may
describe the current behavior of the system
under operation. The impact of the evolution
of safety rules on the operation of the system
may be assessed by modifying the properties
and checking them against the current system’s behavior. Inversely, the compliance of
system’s modifications wrt. the current safety
rules can be checked by comparing the modified behavioral equations wrt. the current system’s properties.
2.4

Requirements on properties modeling

A property has to be:
- in interaction with the behavioral model of
the system (since its satisfaction depends on
the evolution of the system);
- transparent wrt. the dynamic evolution of
the system (should not influence the evolution of the system);
- coherent with the behavioral model by not
implying a too low level of details (properties
should not refer to characteristics that are not
depicted in the behavioral model);
- readable for the sake of documentation and
transmission of knowledge;
- understandable to ease the interpretation of
its potential failure.
The modelling of properties must then be in accordance with these different axioms and an adequate
data model has to be established in particular to
guarantee the transparency of the properties model
towards the behavioral model.

Nominal mode
System

Physical
Model

Non -Human
Environment

Sub-system 1
Sub-system 2

I&C
Model

Winter mode
…

Properties Model

Behavioural Model
Human
Interactions

Figure 1: Data model for modeling the system behavior, the evolution of its environment and the properties
the system must guarantee

So as to bound the properties model with the behavioral model in such a way that they remain dissociated, we suggest here to physically separate these
two kinds of models in two kinds of files. Such a

data model (Figure 1) thus corresponds to a model
organized in three different parts:
- the environmental model where the characteristics and the evolution of the system environment are specified. This part may in particular be used to set the inputs of the simulation and so to specify some scenarios (e.g. introduction of some component failures, simulation of a series of operator intervention,…)
- the behavioral model where the intrinsic
characteristics and the evolution of the system are described with behavioral equations.
In other words, this part corresponds to the
physical modeling of the process and its I&C
part;
- the properties model where the expected services of the system and the validity domain of
the behavioral model are depicted.
In order to ensure the fact that the properties model
should be only an observer of the behavioral model,
the three parts of this data model must communicate
with each other such that:
- the properties model and the behavioral
model may access the data described in the
environmental model (the properties as well
as the behavior of the system may actually
change depending on the evolution of the system environment);
- the properties model may access the data described in the behavioral model in order to
evaluate whether the dynamic evolution of
the physical process and its I&C part stay
within the bounds of the prescribed properties
domain, but it cannot send any data to influence the behavioral model.
Besides, in order to ease the reading and the construction of the properties model, it may be helpful to
organize it into a hierarchy. Depending on the modeler expectations, this hierarchy may be based:
- on the architecture of the studied system;
- on the different states of the studied system
and its environment;
- or on a combination of the system architecture and the different states (as in Figure 1).
A hierarchy based on the system architecture may be
useful in particular when the architecture of the system changes and the modeler has then to remove or
to add some properties related to some specific subsystems or components. On the other hand, a hierarchy based on the states of the system and of its environment may add further information on how the
system should behave (the description of these states
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gives in general a better insight into the different operating modes).
In practice, since a different properties model can be
built for each operating mode, several properties
models can be associated with the same behavioral
model.
An advanced data model has thus been imagined to
enable the handling of such a situation. As shown in
Figure 2, our suggestion is to add a statechart model
[10] where the different states of the system and of
its sub-systems and components are described. The
main idea is then that the statechart model is viewed
as a supervisor: it may access the data of the behavioral model, decide in which states the system operates and select the appropriate properties model.

Selection of the adequate
properties model

Statechart
Model
Selection of the adequate
behavioral model

Nominal mode

Nominal model

Winter mode

Dysfunctional model

…

Non -Human
Environment

…
Behavioural Model

Properties Model

Human
Interactions

Figure 2: Advanced data model for switching properties models and behavioral models

With the same point of view, it may also be useful to
associate several behavioral models with the same
system. For instance, if the objective is to anticipate
the physical behavior of the system when a fault occurs and to verify whether the corresponding behavior remains in a safe domain, it may be helpful to
switch, during the simulation, between a model describing a nominal behavior and another model describing a dysfunctional behavior of the system.
For this particular use, the advanced data model of
Figure 2 can be adapted in such a way that the statechart model may:
- access the results obtained from the assessment of the properties to detect if the validity
domain of the active behavioral model has
been crossed;
- activate, if needed, another behavioral model
with an appropriate validity domain.
In such application, let us note however that even if
the same statechart model supervises several properties and behavioral models, the hierarchy of the
properties may not necessarily correspond to the hierarchy of the behavioral models.

2.5

Requirements concerning the checking, the
visualization and the analysis of a property

The question now is to study to what extent the
properties and the behavioral models should be coupled together to check whether the properties are
satisfied or not.
Two kinds of checks may be imagined: a static check
by formal proof and a dynamic check by simulation.
Checks by formal proof can be used to verify the
coherence: (1) between the properties themselves
(e.g. to verify that properties are compatible between
themselves and do not define mistakenly empty operating domains); (2) between the properties and the
behavioral model (e.g. to check that the behavioral
equations are mathematically compatible with the
properties).
Complementarily, checks by simulation can be used
to verify the properties all along a given scenario
such as the “Virtual Verification” method suggested
in [11].
Checks by formal proof require that properties and
behavioral models are described using high level
formal declarative languages such as Modelica.
Checks by simulation require the definition of scenarios with possible occurrences of dysfunctional
modes, injection of faults, changes because of human
interactions, and so on. Besides, to help the analyst
understand the reasons of properties violations, diagnostics tools should be provided, such as:
- generation of alarm when a property is violated: a pop-up may appear during the simulation as soon as the non-verification of a
property is detected;
- change of component’s visual aspect: the
color of a component may change when its
corresponding properties are not satisfied;
- edition of a log file: to recap all the properties
violations and to signal at first glance when
and where the problems have appeared;
- properties filtering: the analyst may need to
make a distinction between safety properties
and properties indicating some pre-alarms,
optimal operating domains, constraints avoiding damages, and so on. The possibility to tag
the properties with adequate flags may, for
instance, be considered.
This list is however far to be exhaustive, for instance
one can also imagine the possibility to introduce
some indicators like the probability of a property’s
failure.
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3

Theoretical concepts
properties modeling

used

for

By definition and similarly to the Behavior Engineering approach [12], a property can be expressed
under the generic form: [Where][When][What].
Example: The avoidance of pump cavitation can be

expressed by: [In Pump1][for every instant when the
pump operates][the fluid pressure at the inlet should
be greater than a minimum value].

“What” refers to the condition the system should
guarantee (or the assumption the model should satisfy in the case of a validity domain). It consists in an
expression that can be evaluated and which results in
a Boolean variable stating whether the property is
satisfied or not. Because of the variety of properties,
conditions can involve physical variables and/or
states probed at specific time instants or during specific time periods. They may also imply events, or
even a combination of these several kinds of objects
with some space and time locators.
3.2

To meet one of the requirements which is to formalize the expression of the properties, the main idea
of the following sub-sections is namely to describe
the concepts related to the generic form of a property. In more details, these sub-sections describe
what are the “attributes of a property” (i.e. what refer
to the where, when and what terms), what they imply
(i.e. what “kinds of objects” are used) and how they
can be built (i.e. which “operators” are used to construct such attributes).
In order to set up a clear theoretical framework, the
following paragraphs are still voluntarily independent of any dedicated language. The implementation
in a Modelica environment is studied in Section 4.
3.1

Attributes of a property

As already stated, a property may be expressed under
the generic form [Where][When][What].
“Where” is a space locator that specifies which part
of the system is concerned by the property. The
space locator specifies a subset of “everywhere”. It
may involve a family of components (e.g. all the
pumps), a specific component (e.g. pump n°2), a part
of a component (e.g. a specific segment of a pipe), a
subset of objects that are in a given state or that are
satisfying a given condition (e.g. all the components
whose temperature exceeds 240°C). It may also be a
subset or a combination of other space locators.
“When” is a time locator to indicate at which instants the property has to be satisfied. The time locator is a subset of “always”. It may involve a time
instant referring to all the occurrences of a specific
event (e.g. when a pump starts), a time period during
which a given condition holds true (e.g. as long as
the pump operates), a sliding time interval when a
given property needs to be satisfied only most of the
time (e.g. for no more than 3 minutes over any period of 2 hours). It can also be a combination of several time locators.

Types of objects implied in the attributes of
a property

As shown above, a property may entirely be defined
by the association of a space locator, a time locator
and a condition to be satisfied. Due to the complexity
of the systems and the different types of properties
the designer is interested in, these attributes have to
deal with numerous kinds of objects such as:
- instances of models (e.g. Pump1, SensorMT018…);
- geometric data (e.g. segment[0.2…0.8] of
Pipe3);
- physical variables and/or parameters of different physical types;
- states of the system, sub-systems and components (e.g. since the expected services are
often depending on the different operating
modes, a property may concern a component
only when it is not in a dysfunctional state);
- events that characterize external stimuli of
the system (e.g. human intervention, evolution of the system’s environment) or internal
changes of the sub-systems and their components (e.g. fault during a valve opening);
- combinations of instances of models, geometric details, physical variables, states and
events built thanks to some specific operators (e.g. Pump1 and Pump2, for every instant where Pump1 operates, all pumps except Pump3…).
The two following paragraphs define in more details
what we mean by the notions of “state” and “event”
which may be less naturally intuitive. The concept of
“operator” to build adequate properties attributes is
then studied in Section 3.3.
3.2.1

State

Definition 2: A “state” is a discrete variable that

characterizes an aspect of a system, a sub-system or
a component. It can take its values only within a fi-
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nite set of enumerated values. It is defined according
to a specific point of view on the system.
Example: States may correspond to different operat-

ing modes (e.g. maintenance/normal operation), operating conditions (e.g. cold winter/hot summer),
physical behaviors (e.g. pump/turbine mode)…
A state may have one (or several) attached sub-state
variable(s) and the same system, sub-system or component may have multiple independent states.
As explained above, the notion of state can also help
to organize the properties and the behavioral models
into a hierarchy.
3.2.2

Event

Definition 3: An “event” is an object that is generated

rate, an operator has to be used to perform the
unit conversion);
- or when it is easier to express it as a function
or a combination of other attributes.
Operators may be classified depending on the types
of their inputs and outputs. From the analysis of industrial needs based on EDF and Dassault-Aviation
use-cases, some operators have been identified as
particularly useful, such as:
- arithmetical operators and usual functions:
+, -, *, π, cosinus, absolute value,…;
- logical operators: and, or, …;
- set operators: all, in, œ, – (creation of a set),
» (sets union), … (sets intersection), card ( )

at a given time instant to signal the occurrence of a
fact. It carries at least two pieces of information: the
date and the class of the event. The former indicates
when the change has occurred while the latter defines what has happened. An event has no duration
and does not characterize what are the consequences
of the change on the system behavior.

-

-

Example: The starting of a motor may generate an

event.
In some cases, sub-classes of the event concept may
be created to provide further information such as a
probability distribution, a frequency of appearance,
and so on. A distinction may also be made depending
on the location of the change. For instance, internal
events are related to the evolution of some variables
in the behavioral models while external events correspond to changes in the system’s environment.
The introduction of the event concept can especially
be used to define some simulation scenarios with
injections of faults, control or perturbation actions.
3.3

Operators to build property attributes

An operator is defined here as a function that constructs an object as output given one or several objects as inputs. Inputs and outputs may be of the
same type, or of different types. Operators are of
prime importance to build space/time locators or
even conditions:
-

when a simple observation of the variables
available in the behavioral model is not sufficient to describe what the system should
guarantee or when the model is valid (e.g.
when a behavioral model involves only a
mass flow rate variable and the corresponding
property is expressed in terms of volume flow

(cardinal of a set), S (complement of a set), \
(subtraction of a subset), …;
operators on time and events: for, when,
while, always, never, delay between two
events, duration of a time period, count of the
number of events, events synchronization;
dedicated operators: >, <, ¥,  (thresholds),
Õ, Ã (domain inclusion), D (ramp), A (accumulation), freq ( ) (frequency).

Among this (non-exhaustive) list, some operators
refer to well-known concepts in mathematics or
computer programming, while other correspond to
operators more specific to the modeling of properties
for physical systems. The aim of the following sections is to give a better insight into these dedicated
operators by furnishing their mathematical description and illustrating their uses. Their implementation
in Modelica will then be further discussed in Section
4.
3.3.1

Threshold operator

Definition 4: The “threshold operator” defines a
lower (or an upper) limit that a variable should not
exceed.

This operator may be used to build a time locator or
a condition.
Examples: In the case of an heat exchanger, an exter-

nal leakage may appear if the pressure and the temperature both exceed given maximum values. An
internal leakage may also occur if the number of cycles is superior to a specific limit. Air bearing can be
destructed if its rotational speed crosses a maximum
value. If the Mach number is superior to a specific
limit, the model of an air pipe may predict pressure
losses with less confidence.
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3.3.2

Domain inclusion operator

Definition 5: The “domain inclusion operator” de-

fines a continuous and delimited area that variables
should not go beyond. It can be seen as the generalization of the threshold operator to the multi-variable
case.
This operator may be used to build a condition. The
delimited area may be defined by a set of given values or an analytical expression.
Examples: Figure 3 shows different (pressure ratio,

reduced airflow) domains for a centrifugal compressor: the green area stands for the nominal operating
domain whereas the orange and the red ones denote
respectively the restricted and the destructive domains.

Figure 4: Example of a (cabin altitude rate of change,
pressure bump duration)-map to ensure passenger
comfort in an aircraft
3.3.4

Operator for monitoring a time integration

Definition 7: The “accumulation operator” is relevant

for extensive variable only. For an extensive variable
Ge (t ) , its accumulation during the time period

[t 0 , t1 ] is defined such that:

t1

A(Ge , t 0 , t1 ) = Ge (t1 ) − Ge (t 0 ) = ∑ ∫ Φ k (Ge ) ⋅ dt
k t0

where Φ k (Ge ) = ρ ⋅ g e ⋅ν ⋅ dA ; ρ is the mass

∫

A

density; g e denotes the variable Ge (t ) per mass unit

Figure 3: Example of a (pressure ratio, reduced airflow)-map for a centrifugal compressor
3.3.3

and ν is the velocity through the surface A of the
control volume.
Examples: This operator can be used to monitor the
cumulative radioactive dose which is emitted by a
sub-system in a power plant. It may also prevent a
complete clogging of a cold heat exchanger by setting up the condition
“

Operator for monitoring a rate of change

Definition 6: The “ramp operator”

∆ can be defined

∫

t1

t0

AirHumidity ⋅ MassAirFlow ⋅ dt

should

be

inferior to a given value of mass”.

both on intensive and extensive variables. For an
intensive variable Gi (t ) (resp. extensible variable

3.3.5

such as:

Examples: For a regulating valve, the frequency of its

Operator for monitoring oscillations

Definition 8: The “frequency operator” allows to

Ge (t ) ), it provides the evolution of Gi (t ) (resp. quantify the time period between the occurrence of
Ge (t ) ) per time unit during the time period [t 0 , t1 ] some identical events.

G (t ) − Gi (t 0 )
∆(Gi , t 0 , t1 ) = i 1
t1 − t 0
G (t ) − Ge (t 0 )
∆(Ge , t 0 , t1 ) = e 1
Ge (t 0 ) ⋅ (t1 − t 0 )

control signal should not exceed, for instance, 1 Hz
during more than 30 seconds in order to avoid any
impact on the valve’s Mean Time Between Failure.

Examples: In a heating system, the temperature in-

To recap the theoretical concepts introduced above,
we can state that a property can be formally described as the association of three attributes (namely
a space locator, a time locator and a condition to be

3.4

crease should not exceed 3°C per hour. The power
should not increase more than 2% per hour. For an
aircraft, the cabin altitude rate of change should correspond to certain pressure bump duration (Figure 4).
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satisfied) which are built through specific operators
from objects provided by the behavioral model(s).
The following examples serve as an illustration on
how a property expressed in a textual form may be
reformulated in a formal manner. Through some
combination processes, they also show how complex
properties may be entirely described from the short
list of formal concepts previously described.
Examples: To avoid the Pump1 cavitation, the pressure at the inlet should be greater than a minimum
value  [In Pump1] [for all t | state = operating]
[condition P(t) > Pmin].
To ensure the performance of the cooling system, at
least two pumps should be operating  [In CoolingSystem] [Always] [condition cardinal (set (Pump |
state = operating) ) ≥ 2].
To avoid the turbine wheel erosion, no liquid water
should enter at the inlet during more than 30 minutes
 [In Turbine][Always][condition duration (InletWater.state = liquid) ≤ 30 minutes].

4

ing from properties evaluation must not lead
to an unwanted decrease of results accuracy).
But, properties could be used to change the
behavior of models with defect (detected by
properties observers). In this case models
should be modeled with different behaviors
which could be activated on demand (with
currently smooth change between behaviors
due to the change of the equation structure).
The major particularity is that checks are not done as
post-processing, but on the fly at run-time.
4.1.2

Use-Case: Environmental Control System
(ECS)

The simple ECS used for testing properties is defined
by two main parts: (1) the Cold Air Unit (CAU),
made of pipes, heat exchangers, compressors and
turbines, and which controls air characteristics provided to the cabin and bays; (2) the bleed, which
provides air from the engines to the CAU (Figure 5).

Modeling of properties in a Modelica framework

First, a Modelica library dedicated to the modeling
of properties that has been developed during the EuroSysLib project is presented and illustrated on an
industrial use-case. Then, the current limitations of
this library are discussed. Finally, a rationale for a
Modelica language extension to support properties
checking by formal proof is given.
4.1
4.1.1

Modeling of properties with a dedicated
Modelica library
Purpose of the library

The aim of the library is to make checks on parts of
an architecture defined by a Modelica behavioral
model. Its particular features are the following:
- It enables checks during simulations, gets and
stores information in case of detected defect
for actions (e.g. stops the simulation and
starts the next one according to specified criteria);
- It enables reuse of the properties by parameterizing them according to the potential uses
of the model (e.g. mission profile, specific
boundary or environmental conditions…),
stores the properties in a catalog for reuse;
- It enables dysfunctional analysis: check of
properties must not influence model simulation (e.g. potential change of time step com-

Figure 5: Cold Air Unit and Bleed of the Environmental Control System

The ECS must be compliant with many requirements. These requirements are classified according
to 6 categories:
1. threshold monitoring, which deals with
crossing of threshold (see paragraph 3.3.1
for examples of properties on the heat exchanger, air bearing and pipes);
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possible and classified into several types
of properties.

2. operating domain monitoring, which
mainly deals with conditions regarding the
location of couple of values (or more) inside
a defined area or inside a volume. Currently
only requirements regarding 2D area is defined here, but conditions with more than
two dimensions could occur (see paragraph
3.3.2 for example of allowed domains for a
compressor);
3. rate of change monitoring, which deals
with conditions with derivatives (see paragraph 3.3.3 for criteria concerning the cabin
altitude rate of change);
4. accumulation monitoring, which deals with
conditions with integration (see paragraph
3.3.4 for example of a condition to prevent
the clogging of the exchanger);
5. oscillation monitoring, which deals with
conditions based on oscillation characterizations (occurrences, frequencies) (see paragraph 3.3.5 for the example of a regulating
valve);
6. monitoring with space/time locators,
which test conditions linked to location of
components or events (see paragraph 3.4 for
the example of a property to avoid turbine
wheel erosion).
4.1.3

Structure of the library

Figure 6: The two main parts of the library

The presented library is currently dedicated to the
ECS use-case (with behavioral components developed by Dassault-Aviation) and properties observers.
This use-case appears here as a library divided into
two main parts (Figure 6):
1. A generic part, called “PropertyObservation”. It contains:
a. examples, especially models from DLR,
which propose two ways (a direct link or
a bus) for connecting the properties to
the ECS model.
b. the ECS model using the second type of
properties connection since it appears as
the most generalized and readable way
for complex systems involving numerous properties.
2. A second part which contains use-cases. It is
split into models and requirements:
a. The models are here focused on an ECS
system simulated with dry or moist air;
b. The properties are a collection of specific properties built as generically as

4.1.4
4.1.4.1

Process for properties modeling and checking
Connecting models to properties

When a system must be checked regarding its compliance with requirements, a good process is to integrate the model inside a virtual test bench by extending it. In this way the model can be checked according to several sets of requirements.
An expandable bus called RequirementBus is added
to the models by drag and drop from the library. Requirements or sets of requirements are then connected to the RequirementBus. Parameters of the
requirements can be adjusted according to the analysis. All values which must be provided by the model
are then automatically available on the bus.
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4.1.4.2

Hierarchical decomposition of properties

Requirements may be complex with many elements.
Therefore putting all requirements at the same level
may be cumbersome.

Figure 7: ECS use-case

All the necessary interfaces must then be defined one
by one using components called Modelica.Blocks.Sources.RealExpression from the Modelica Standard Library.
The component RealExpression must be linked to a
variable in the model as in Figure 8 for the cabin
pressure.

Figure 10: Requirements for a heat exchanger

Figure 8: Example of value of a component RealExpression

When connecting the component, a window appears
for mapping variable selections (Figure 9). It allows
the user to select which variable must be mapped to
the component RealExpression.

Figure 9: Window appearing for connecting RealExpression to input variable within Requirements

A simple example on the ECS heat exchanger is
shown in Figure 10 where the properties are composed of three main conditions:
- checkCycledCondition: counts the number
of pressure cycles seen by the heat exchanger
and sets a warning when this number is upper
a threshold;
- checkMechanicalStrength: computes an
equivalent stress within the heat exchanger
and compares it to an allowed maximum
stress;
- checkIcingCondition, checkDeIcingCondition and checkHXWater: check icing and
deicing conditions, and the amount of water
inside the heat exchanger. Typically, if the
mass of water is above a limit, the heat exchanger could be partially clogged and the
simulation could be not valid if the behavioral model is not adapted to this particular
situation. When attaining this operating condition, it is interesting to continue the simulation with the properly modified behavioral
model to analyze the consequences of being
outside of the nominal domain (dysfunctional
analysis).
These requirements stand for the heat exchanger but
all the types of properties defined in Section 3 have
been investigated within the complete ECS use-case.
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In fact, many other properties observers could be
added and if we consider observers of other components or sub-systems it seems to be cumbersome to
put them all in the same view. Therefore the library
has been enhanced to support hierarchical decomposition of properties. In particular a component called
UpperLevel has been introduced to transmit the result as an OR function of its inputs.
4.1.5

Unit test for a heat exchanger

Properties components have been tested with specified inputs to check that their behaviors were correct.
Figure 11 shows different properties states for a heat
exchanger.
During simulation, the visual indicator stays green as
long as no defect is detected (state 1). When a defect
occurs, the edge of the indicator turns to red (state 2)
and goes back to green as soon as the defect detection disappears. To keep the memory of a defect detected during the simulation, another outside red
square is added and remains until the end of the
simulation (state 3).

(a) State 1

(b) State 2

(c) State 3
Figure 11: Warning indicators of a set of properties

For a detailed analysis, it is possible to access the
internal warning indicators of each property as
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Internal warning obtained at the lower level
of requirements (detailed level)

It is also possible to investigate more deeply what
has happened by plotting all variables of interest.

5

Formal modeling of properties with
Modelica language extensions

The previous section has shown that the development of a dedicated Modelica library is efficient to
model the main properties implied in the ECS industrial use-case. Two current limitations have however
to be mentioned.
Firstly, even simple properties cannot be modeled as
soon as they imply space or time locators.
Examples : Currently the following properties cannot
be modeled.
 [In Turbine] [Always] [condition duration (InletWater.state = liquid) ≤ 30 minutes]
 [In CoolingSystem] [Always] [condition cardinal (set (Pump | state = operating)) ≥ 2].
Secondly, even if the properties library features the
all main operators needed to model properties, it
only supports the construction of the properties in a
block-diagram way: many components must be connected to form one simple property. This approach is
quite in contradiction with the Modelica spirit as it
emphasizes a graphical modeling approach over a
formal equation modeling approach. Therefore, it
does not comply with the fundamental requirements
for the formal description of properties. This leads to
several potential limitations, such as the impossibility to check properties by static proofs, or the impractical association of validity domains to behavioural equations.
As for the modeling of the physical behaviors, a
formal (i.e. an equation-based) approach presents
numerous advantages to model properties (Figure
13).
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State-equation for phi

State-equation for pm
Output-equation

Properties modeling

Block-diagram modeling

6

model DCmotor
parameter Real R=8.0;
parameter Real L=0.001;
parameter Real kc=0.031;
parameter Real Jm=0.000018;
parameter Real bm=0.0001;
Real phi, pm, wm;
Real u=10;
equation
der(phi) = -R*phi/L-kc*pm/Jm+u
der(pm) = kc*phi/L – bm*pm/Jm
wm= pm/Jm
end DCmotor;

Formal modeling
property SRI
parameter Real RampQmax=10;
parameter Domain domainQT=
[15,2050;38,2050;15,3355;38,3355];
Real Q, T;
equation
ramp(Q)< RampQmax;
domainmonitoring(Q,T,domainQT);
end SRI;

A formal expression enhances reuse and legibility

Figure 13: Advantage of a formal (equation-based)
approach for behavioral and properties models

A formal description allows to:
- provide explicit and unambiguous specification of properties and thus avoid some potential misunderstandings and mistakes;
- enhance the legibility and so the reuse of the
properties models;
- improve the test coverage by automating the
checking procedures;
- enable some static tests (i.e. tests performed
without any simulation) on the coherence and
the completeness of the properties.
- associate validity domains to behavioural equations, and perform various checks on
them.
Examples: For a model where the two properties “[In
Pump1][Always][condition P(t) > Pmin]” (to avoid
pump cavitation) and “[Always][condition P(t) <
Pmax]” (to guarantee the flow direction of radioactive
leaks) should be satisfied, a first check should ensure
that there is no contradiction between the numerical
values of Pmin and Pmax.
In another model, if the two following properties
“[For 0 °C < T < 15 °C][condition …]” and “[For
22 °C < T < 38 °C][condition …]” should be fulfilled, one may wonder if there is some incompleteness in the requirements and what should happen
when the temperature is between 15 °C and 22 °C.
Hence modeling the properties with an equationbased approach will give the possibility to perform
formal transformations and verifications on both the
properties and behavioral models. This will contribute greatly to improve system validation by increasing the coverage and the rigor of the verifications.
The use of Modelica for that purpose may only be
done by introducing natively in the language the
concepts of space/time locators and dedicated operators.

Conclusions

In order to improve the V&V process, this article
deals with the modeling and checking of system
properties. The study is made within a fully Modelica-based framework and encompasses with the
term “property” the modelling of any requirement/limitation the engineer wants to express on its
system/subsystem/component or on its model/submodel.
Imagined as complementary to the ModelicaML approach, modelling system properties directly in
Modelica is justified here as a desire to: (1) use an
equation-based language to express the properties in
an unambiguous way; (2) choose a formalism closed
to the one used for expressing the physical equations
in order to ease the formulation of the validity domains of the models.
After having introduced some theoretical concepts to
formally describe a property, some requirements
have been listed on how the properties and the behavioural models should communicate to check virtually whether the properties are satisfied or not.
The development of a Modelica library dedicated to
the modelling of properties has then been explained
and illustrated on an industrial example taken from
the aeronautics domain. Even if several operators
have been especially built to cover the most types of
properties, two current limitations have however to
be raised: (1) even simple properties cannot be modeled as soon as they imply some space or time locators; (2) the properties are actually modeled in a
block-diagram way which is inconsistent with the
ambition of performing formal proofs.
Further work has then to be investigated to make up
for these aspects and concrete proposals should be
made to introduce natively in the Modelica language
the concepts of space/time locators and dedicated
operators.
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Abstract
In this study a dynamic model of a solid oxide fuel
cell (SOFC) system has been developed. The work has
been conducted in a cooperation between the Department of Energy Sciences, Lund University, and Modelon AB using the Modelica language and the Dymola
modeling and simulation tool. The objective of the
study is to investigate the suitability of the Modelica
language for dynamic fuel cell system modeling.
Fuel cell system modeling requires a flexible modeling
tool that can handle electronics, chemistry, thermodynamics and the interaction between these. The core of
the fuel cell is the electrolyte and the electrodes. The
cell voltage generated depends on the fluid molar compositions in the anode and cathode channels. The internal resistance varies depending on several cell properties. The electrical current through the cell varies over
the cell area and is coupled to the rate of the chemical
reactions taking place on the electrode surface. Other
parts of the system that is also included in the model
are pre-processing of the fuel, combustion of the fuel
remaining after passing through the cell and heat recovery from the exhaust gas.
A cell electrolyte model including ohmic, activation
and concentration irreversibilities is implemented and
verified against simulations and experimental data presented in the open literature. A 1D solid oxide fuel cell
model is created by integrating the electrolyte model
and a 1D fuel flow model, which includes dynamic internal steam reforming of methane and water-gas shift
reactions. Several cells are then placed with parallel
flow paths and connected thermally and electrically
in series. By introducing a manifold pressure drop, a
stack model is created. This stack model is applied in a
complete fuel cell system model including an autothermal reformer, a catalytic afterburner, a steam generator and heat exchangers. Four reactions are modeled in
the autothermal reformer; two types of methane steam

reforming, the water-gas shift reaction and total combustion of methane. Several simulations of systems
and individual components have been performed, and
when possible been compared with results in the literature. It can be concluded that the models are accurate
and that Dymola and Modelica are tools well suited for
simulations of the observed transient fuel cell system
behaviour.
Keywords: SOFC; fuel cell; system model; dynamic
reaction; reforming

Nomenclature
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ASR
C
D
E
F
G
H
i
i0
J
L
ne
p
P
R
r
t
T
V
X
y

Area specific resistance
Cross-plane resistance area
Diffusion coefficient
Ohmic symmetry factor
Faraday constant
Gibbs free energy
Specific Enthalpy
Current density
Exchange current density
Non-dimensional strip width
Characteristic length
Number of exchanged electrons
Partial pressure
Pressure
Universal gas constant
Reaction rate
Thickness
Temperature
Voltage
Cell pitch length
Molar fraction
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α
β
γ
η
ν
ρ
σ
Ω

1

Charge transfer coefficient
Parameter in Eq. (10)
Pre-exponential factor
Voltage loss
Effectiveness factor
Resistivity
Conductivity
Denominator in reaction kinetics

Introduction

A solid oxide fuel cell is an electrochemical device that
produces energy by oxidizing fuel from a replenish- Figure 1: Geometry of the cell for calculation of the
able source. A number of fuels are usable in SOFCs, ohmic resistance
thanks to internal reformation of the fuel. The overall
reaction releasing energy is oxidation of hydrogen
2 Single cell model
2H2 + O2 → 2H2 O

(1)

The ideal open circuit cell voltage is given by the
and thus the only byproduct produced aside from Nernst equation [4]:
heat is water. The working principle is that oxygen
!
is ionized at the cathode electrode by electrons from
pH2 O p0.5
∆G RT
re f
VNernst = −
−
ln
(2)
an external electrical circuit. The oxygen ions diffuse
2F 2F
pH2 p0.5
O2
through the electrolyte to the anode electrode where
they react with hydrogen gas, forming steam.
where ∆G is Gibbs free energy from the reaction and
pre f is the standard pressure 0.1 MPa. When a curThe solid oxide fuel cell is a high temperature fuel rent is applied, the cell voltage drops due to ohmic,
cell, most oftenly operating at 750 - 800◦ C. The high activation and concentration losses, and thus the total
temperature removes the need for expensive platinum voltage over the cell can be expressed as
catalyst and allows gases such as natural gas to be
used as fuel directly. SOFCs are suitable for many
V = VNernst − ηOhmic − ηact − ηconc
(3)
types of system configurations. These include all
sizes of combined heat and power applications, where
2.1 Ohmic loss model
a stationary fuel cell system is used to provide both
electricity and heat to buildings, etc. The power gen- The calculation of the ohmic loss is based on the foreration in such systems can range from 2 kilowatts to mulas for ohmic resistance of a cell with diagonal terseveral megawatts. They can also be used as auxiliary minals, which is based on the integrated planar cell
power units, or in hybrid systems where a fuel cell is geometry as shown in Figure 1 [5]. For this geometry
combined with a gas turbine [1, 2, 3]. For all types the area specific resistance is given by
of fuel cells it is important to keep track of the fuel


 
1
composition going into the cell, as this affects the
ASR = CJ coth(J) + B J − tanh
J
(4)
performance of the cell and in some cases can damage
2
the cell. In this study a model of a SOFC system
fueled with natural gas has been developed using where C is the cross-plane resistance area, given by:
Modelica and Dymola. Hydrogen is obtained from the
C = ρctc + ρccctccc + ρel tel + ρata + ρccatcca
(5)
natural gas via reformation. The fuel is reformed in an
autothermal reformer prior to entering the cell, as well
as during the flow through the cell channel; a process B is given by
known as internal reforming. Heat is recovered from
E
B=
(6)
the exhaust gas and is used to generate steam from
(1 + E)2
liquid water, as well as pre-heating the natural gas and

 

tcca
ta −1 tccc
tc
air supplies.
E=
+
+
(7)
ρcca ρa
ρccc ρc
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where E is the ohmic symmetry parameter. J is given 2.3 Concentration loss model
by
Concentration losses accounts for the fact that when
reactions occur, reactants and products must diffuse
X
J=
(8)
from the bulk flow to the reaction sites (and vice
L
v
u
versa), through the porous electrodes. Because of this
ρel tel
L=u
(9) the actual pressure of the reactants and products dif−1 
−1
t
tcca
ta
+ ρtccc
+ ρtcc
ρcca + ρa
fer from those in the bulk flow, and the voltage over
ccc
the cell decreases. Typically this voltage drop is very
where X is the cell pitch length as indicated in Figure low until the current density reaches a limiting cur1 and L is the characteristic length [5]. The ohmic con- rent. Above this limit the concentration loss will have
ductivities of the cell materials are temperature depen- severe impact on cell performance and life time. The
dent, and commonly (e.g. [5]) calculated according to: voltage drop is expressed as a function of the molar


fractions yi of the gases at the reaction sites as [5]:
β2
−1
!
"
!#
σ = ρ = β1 exp −
(10)
∗
T
y∗H2 yO
y
RT
1
H O
O
ηconc = −
+ ln O2
ln O ∗ 2
(16)
n
F
2
y
y
y
e
H2 H2 O
O2
The voltage drop is then calculated from the cell
current density and the area specific resistance accord- where y∗ indicate molar fraction at the reaction site,
ing to:
and yO indicate molar fraction in the bulk flow. The
ηOhmic = ASR · i
(11) molar fractions at the reaction sites are calculated from
those in the bulk, the current density through the elec2.2 Activation loss model
trolyte, the thickness of the anode and cathode, the
bulk pressure and the diffusion coefficients [5], acActivation losses occur at both the anode and cathode
cording to:
and derives from the fact that the reacting species in
chemical reactions must overcome an energy barrier,



iRT tc
i.e. the activation energy of the reaction. The activay∗O2 = 1 + yO
−
1
exp
(17)
O2
4ne FDO2 P
tion loss shows a nonlinear current dependency related
iRT ta
to a parameter known as the exchange current density,
y∗H2 = yO
(18)
H2 −
i0 . For current densities i < i0 the activation loss is
2ne FDH2 P
low, typically in the order of 0.01 V, and for current
iRT ta
y∗H2 O = yO
(19)
H2 O +
densities i > i0 the activation loss grows according to
2ne FDH2 O P
the Tafel equation:
 
2.4 Simplified cell model
RT
i
ηact =
ln
(12)
2αF
i0
In addition to the complete polarization model, modelling the internal losses physically as described
For current densities i < i0 the activation loss is as- above, also a simplified cell model was developed. In
sumed to be proportional to the logarithm of the cur- this model the internal losses are approximated by the
rent density on the form:
following empirical correlation for area specific resistance [4]:
ηact = k · ln i
(13)
 

Ea 1
1
ASR(T
)
=
ASR
exp
−
(20)
0
Activation losses occur at both the anode and cathode
R T T0
sides which have different exchange current densities,
denoted i0,a and i0,c respectively. These are calculated where the constant ASR0 is the area specific resistance
from the Arrhenius law and the composition of the re- at temperature T0 . This simple model is not as accurate
as the complete model, but gives shorter simulation
acting gases according to [5]:
times.


0.25

Eact,c
pO2
exp −
(14)
i0,c = γc
2.5 Implementation
pre f
RT





Eact,a
pH2
pH2 O
exp −
i0,a = γa
(15) The cell models are based on a template model conpre f
pre f
RT
taining common parts in all cell models. This includes
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connectors for mass flow, heat transfer and electrical
current. Also a temperature state is introduced and energy balance is defined. The fuel and air compositions
have large variations along the flow path due to reactions. To take this into account the cell is discretized
in the fuel flow direction. The cell model is prepared
for this by vectorizing all connectors and states that
vary along the flow path. There is no heat transfer directly between the temperature states, this is covered
by heat transfer to the surrounding wall and fluids,
which also have heat transfer to the surrounding temperature states. The cell current is also discretized in
the same way. For each element the current is coupled
to the mass flow rate, and thereby the reaction rate at
the electrodes, according to Faraday’s laws of electrolysis.

3

Figure 2: Graphical layout of the substack model

Substack model

The cell model is connected to flow channel models
in what we call a substack model. The flow channel
models are volume models, discretized in flow direction. Every discrete element has a unique fluid composition and energy content. The anode channel include reactions for steam reforming of methane (21)
and water-gas shift (22).
CH4 + H2 O ↔ CO + 3H2

(21)

CO + H2 O ↔ H2 +CO2

(22)
Figure 3: Graphical layout of the stack model

In the channel model these reactions are characterized
by a reaction object which contains the stoichiometry
matrix and calculates the equilibrium constants of the
reactions. The equilibrium constant is calculated from
Gibbs free energy of the reaction, which is evaluated
from the medium model, and the partial pressures
of the reactants. The actual reaction rate is then
calculated in the channel model from the deviation of
the fluid composition from the calculated equilibrium.
Medium properties are calculated by medium models
from Modelon’s CombiPlant library which is a model
library for combined cycle power plant simulation.
These medium models are compatible with the ones
in the Modelica Standard Library, but also includes
a model ReactionProperties which calculates
properties related to reactions, such as Gibb’s free
energy due to reaction and reaction constants.

model. Thus the connections for mass and heat transfer are done per element, and each element in the cell
model has a unique fuel and air state to evaluate. The
substack models any number of cells by multiplying
the affected quantities with the number of cells. The
purpose of the substack model is to model a number
of cells in the stack which can be assumed to have the
same operating conditions.

4

Stack model

The complete stack is modeled by connecting several
substack models, electrically and thermally in series,
as shown in Figure 3. This model consists of a vector of substack models, inlet manifold volumes with
pressure drop, and outlet manifold volumes. The first
The two channel models are connected to a cell and last substacks in the vector are also thermally conmodel according to Figure 2. The number of discrete nected to thermal masses, modeling the heat capacelements are equal in the channel models and the cell ity of the metal casing. The pressure drops in the in-
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Figure 4: Layout of the implemented fuel cell system

The presented values for ∆H of the reactions are valid
at 298 K. These values are not used explicitly in the
model, but are presented to show the mix of endothermic and exothermic reactions taking place in the ATR
unit, allowing it to operate without any need for external heating or cooling systems. In our model enthalpies are evaluated from the medium model and depends on the thermodynamic state and composition of
the gas in the ATR unit. The model is implemented as
a volume model with dynamic reactions. The reaction
rates are calculated as [7]:
R1 =

let manifold volumes generates a unique pressure at
each substack inlet, corresponding to a U-type manifold form. The stack model thereby has 3D effects
from the heat boundary conditions and flow distribution.

5

5.1

p4H2 pCO2
k2
1
2
(p
p
−
)× 2
CH
H
O
4
2
3.5
KII
Ω
pH2
1
k3
pH pCO2
)× 2
R3 =
(pCO pH2 O − 2
pH2
KIII
Ω
k4a pCH4 pO2
R4 =
+
C
(1 + KCH4 pCH4 + KOC2 pO2 )2
k4b pCH4 pO2
C
1 + KCH4 pCH4 + KOC2 pO2
R2 =

System model

The system configuration is based on that presented in
[6], with some modifications. The system layout, presented in Figure 4, includes an autothermal reformer
(ATR), a steam generator and a catalytic burner.
The outlet gases from the stack are fed through heat
exchangers in order to pre-heat air and is then fed to
a catalytic burner. The hot burner exhaust gas is used
to vaporize liquid water to steam, which is needed for
the reforming reactions in the ATR and stack and to
pre-heat the natural gas from ambient temperature.

ATR unit

p3H2 pCO
k1
1
p
−
)× 2
(p
H
O
CH
2
4
2.5
KI
Ω
pH2

Ω = 1 + KCO pCO + KH2 pH2 +
pH O
KCH4 pCH4 + KH2 O 2
PH2

(27)
(28)
(29)

(30)

(31)

Here R1 , R2 , R3 and R4 are the corresponding reaction rates to reactions (23), (24), (25) and (26), respectively. k j is the Arrhenius reaction constant for
reactions j = 1, . . . , 4 and is calculated using parameters from literature [7]. K j is the equilibrium constant
for reaction j and is listed in Table 1. The Van’t Hoff
species adsorption constants Ki and KiC for species i
are calculated in a similar way according to [7]:

A large number of reactions can occur in an ATR unit,
but in order to reduce the number of calculations only
the most significant reactions are considered; steam reforming (23), (24), the water-gas shift reaction (25)
and total combustion of methane (26) [7]:

−4Hi
)
RT
−4HiC
C
KiC = Koi
× exp(
)
RT
Ki = Koi × exp(

(32)
(33)

CH4 + H2 O ↔ CO + 3H2 ,
∆H = 206.2 kJ/mol

(23)

CH4 + 2H2 O ↔ CO2 + 4H2 ,
∆H = 164.9 kJ/mol

1
(24)

CO + H2 O ↔ CO2 + H2 ,
∆H = −41.1 kJ/mol

Reaction, j

(25)

2
3

Equilibrium constant,K j
−26830
KI = exp(
+ 30.114)[bar2 ]
Ts
KII = KI · KIII [bar2 ]
4400
− 4.036)[bar2 ]
KIII = exp(
Ts

CH4 + 2O2 ↔ CO2 + 2H2 O,
∆H = −802.7 kJ/mol

(26)
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Table 1: Reaction equilibrium constants
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The determined reaction rates are used for calculating the rate of formation of each substance. This is
done according to [7]:
rCH4 = −ν1 R1 − ν2 R2 − ν4 R4
rO2 = −2ν4 R4

(34)
(35)

rCO2 = ν2 R2 + ν3 R3 + ν4 R4

(36)

rH2 O = −ν1 R1 − 2ν2 R2 − ν3 R3 − 2ν4 R4

(37)

rH2 = 3ν1 R1 + 4ν2 R2 + ν3 R3

(38)

rCO = ν1 R1 − ν3 R3

(39)

The ν factors are effectiveness factors used to
account for the intraparticle transport limitation. Their
values are set to ν1 = 0.07, ν2 = 0.06, ν3 = 0.7
and ν4 = 0.05, which are average values obtained
from simulations of the various species inside the Ni
catalyst pellet [8]. The low values for all reactions
except the water gas shift reflect the severe limitation
on the catalytic conversion of methane to synthesis
gas due to intraparticle diffusion in the catalyst
pellets. Calculation of effectiveness factors using
various methods and a comparison of their effect on
simulation results is presented in [9].

5.2

Figure 5: Graphical layout of the hotbox

Catalytic burner

The catalytic burner model includes reactions for oxidation of methane (40), carbon monoxide (41) and hydrogen (42) [4]:
CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2 O
(40)
1
CO + O2 → CO2
(41)
2
1
H2 + O2 → H2 O
(42)
2
The implementation of the burner is based on a
volume model with air and fuel inlet ports and an air
outlet port. It also has a port for heat flow to the environment and a boolean input for ignition signals. The
burner operates in one of two states, either burning
or mixing, where the difference is the stoichiometry
matrix defining how the fuel components is mixed
into the air flow. The burner can be ignited if the
air/fuel ratio is low enough and the ignition signal is
true. The burner is set to mixing state if the air/fuel
ratio gets too high.
When combustion occurs a combustion rate defined as
the fraction of fuel burned is calculated dynamically.

Figure 6: Graphical layout of the system model

5.3

System implementation

The system model is implemented in Dymola. Figure 5 shows a hotbox model, which includes the ATR
unit, the steam generator, a mixing volume for natural gas and steam, and two heat exchangers for heat
recirculation. In Figure 6 the complete system model
is shown. It includes the hotbox and stack models, as
well as the catalytic burner, a heat exchanger and flow
sources of natural gas, water and air. Note that the implemented system uses co-flow of fuel and air in the
stack, counter-flow can be obtained by reversing the
air flow direction.
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Parameter
Anode thickness
Cathode thickness
Electrolyte thickness
Cell pitch length
Active cell area
Fuel molar fraction

Air oxygen fraction

Value
1 mm
70 µm
10 µm
5 mm
361 cm2
26.3% H2 , 17.1% CH4 ,
2.9% CO, 4.4% CO2 ,
49.3% H2 O
23%

Table 2: Cell geometry and fuel composition used in
simulation

6

Results

Several simulations of the complete system and individual components are carried out in order to show
their behaviour. Three of them are presented here. In
all simulations the cells were discretized with four elements along the fuel flow direction. The effects of
varying the number of elements has been investigated
and four elements were found to give a good compromise between accuracy and computation time. When
changing from 4 to 50 elements the resulting difference in cell voltage was 1.4%, and the difference in
total heat production was 1.8%. If the purpose of the
simulation is to locate hotspots or other local phenomena in the cell, more elements should be used. The
cell geometry parameters and fuel composition used
during the simulations are presented in Table 2. The
values correspond to a 5 kW SOFC stack manufactured by Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany, which
is described in [2, 4].

6.1

Substack with simplified cell model

In this simulation the substack with the simplified cell
model is simulated with a constant inlet flow rate of
fuel and air. During the simulation the external current is increased linearly from 1 to 150 A, which corresponds to a cell current density of 27.7 to 4155 A/m2 .
The resulting cell voltage and power generation is
shown together with simulation results from [4] in Figure 7. The reference model is a 0D SOFC model where
the Nernst potential is evaluated using an average fuel
composition between the stack inlet and outlet. The
marked upper and lower limits were obtained using
the fuel composition at the stack inlet and outlet respectively. The difference between the results are not
very large, but except for the different modeling approaches also different handling of heat contributes to

Figure 7: Simulation results for: (a) cell voltage, (b)
cell power generation. Results from [4] is included for
comparison.
the deviation. In the reference model the temperature
was kept constant at 760◦ C, whereas in our model the
stack was cooled only by heat transfer between the
gases and the inner surfaces of the fuel and air channels. This resulted in an increasing stack temperature
with increased current, varying from 750◦ C to 810◦ C.

6.2

Substack with complete cell model

In this simulation the substack with the complete cell
model is simulated with a constant inlet flow rate
of fuel and air. During the simulation the external
current is increased linearly from 10 to 520 A,
which corresponds to a cell current density of 277 to
14404 A/m2 and fuel utilization of 30% to 100% for
this specific cell.
In Figure 8(a) the cell voltage versus the cell current
density shows the expected characteristics with a fast
voltage drop for low current densities, a close to linear
behaviour for medium current densities and a faster
drop at high current densities. In Figure 8(b) the cell
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Figure 9: Simulation results for: (a) anode methane
content, (b) anode hydrogen content, (c) anode steam
Figure 8: Simulation results for: (a) cell voltage, (b) content, (d) cathode oxygen content. Results shown
cell power production and heat production in the four for each discrete element, numbered from inlet to outlet.
discrete elements
shows maximum power production at 13000 A/m2 .
Also shown is the heat production in every discrete
element, numbered from inlet to outlet. The heat production grows with increased current density and is
roughly the same in each discrete element, except for
very high currents when the heat production in the
4th element decreases rapidly. Figures 9(a)-(d) shows
the fuel and air composition in every discrete element,
numbered from inlet to outlet. The gradual consumption of hydrogen, methane and oxygen, and production
of steam, can be observed.

6.3

Complete system transient

The system in Figure 6 is simulated with a constant
external current of 150 A, corresponding to a cell
current density of 4155 A/m2 . Three substacks are
included, the middle one modeling 30 cells, and
the top and bottom ones modeling 10 cells each.
The inlet flow rates to the hotbox are chosen such
that a steam carbon ratio of 1.2 and a oxygen gas
carbon ratio of 0.2 is achieved in the autothermal
reformer, and the stack temperature is initialized at
800◦ C. The simulation results for the system transient
behaviour are presented in Figures 10 - 14. The
substacks are numbered in the fuel flow direction of
the manifold volume, i.e. substack 1 has the highest
inlet pressure. In Figure 10 the middle substack

shows the highest voltage per cell, due to the higher
temperature than in the other substacks, as shown in
Figure 11(a). The voltage losses in the cell decrease
with increased temperature due to higher conductivity
of the cell materials, and increased exchange current
density which gives lower activation losses. The fuel
utilization, shown in Figure 11(b), is highest in the
lowermost substack, due to the pressure drop in the
manifold volumes, which gives lower mass flow rates
in the subsequent substacks. Presented in Figure 12
are the power and heat generation of the stack.
The resulting temperature profiles for the ATR unit
and the catalytic burner are presented in Figure 13, together with the conversion ratios of methane and oxygen in the ATR. The oxygen conversion ratio is 1 except for the the first seconds after start up. This is
desirable, as oxygen in the stack inlet fuel flow decreases the overall system efficiency and destroys the
stack as the Ni catalyst is oxidized. The high temperature of the burner is required for steam generation
and pre-heating in the hotbox. The conversion ratio of
methane in the ATR gives the stack inlet fuel composition presented in Figure 14. The composition reaches
its steady-state value quickly, and then varies slightly
with temperature. This composition complies with the
results from similar simulations in [4].
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Figure 12: Dynamic simulation results for: (a) power
generation of stack and individual substacks, (b) heat
production of the substacks
Figure 10: Dynamic simulation results for the voltage
of the stack and individual substacks

Figure 11: Dynamic simulation results for: (a) temperatures of the substacks, (b) hydrogen utilization of
each substack

7

Conclusions

It is concluded that Dymola and Modelica are very
useful tools for fuel cell system modeling. The positive aspects are mainly the equation based language,
the multi domain possibilities, and the flexibility of an
object oriented structure.
All developed components were simulated individually for verification. The comparison of the
substack with the simplified cell model is presented
in this paper. For the complete system it has not been
possible to make relevant comparisons of absolute
values, as geometry parameters and correlations for
different components comes from different sources.
The objective of this study was to assure that results
obtained are phenomenologically sound. This was
verified by running several simulations of the developed components under various boundary conditions
and studying the influence on the results. The results
of these simulations are presented in the original
thesis [10].

Figure 13: Dynamic simulation results for: (a) burner
and ATR unit temperature, (b) ATR conversion ratio
of methane and oxygen

As discussed in the abstract and introduction,
modeling all relevant physics in a fuel cell system
requires a flexible tool capable of including several
physical domains in the same model. The equation
based language and possibility for acausal models
allows for physical models, which is very useful
if components are to be reused in multiple system
designs with different purposes. The system model
developed in this study includes the electrochemistry
of the cell, dynamic chemical reactions in the ATR
unit as well as in the cell flow channel and the catalytic
burner. It also includes heat exchanger models and a
small electrical system. The system could easily be
expanded to include a physical model of an electric
load, or redesigned to another system configuration
using the same component models.
One negative aspect can be mentioned. There is
no automatic way to perform discretization of partial
differential equations in Dymola, as some other nonModelica based tools provide. The discrete equations
must be stated directly by the user which makes it
harder and more time consuming than using tools de-
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Figure 14: Dynamic simulation results for the ATR
outlet fuel composition
veloped for this purpose. On the other hand this approach does not impose any limitations on how discretizations can be made and is thereby useable for
many different applications.
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Abstract

2

Wind turbine system simulation

Wind turbines are designed and analyzed using simulation tools (i.e. design codes) capable of predicting the coupled dynamic loads and responses of the
system. Land-based wind turbine analysis relies on
the use of aero-servo-elastic codes, which incorporate wind-inflow, aerodynamic (aero), control system
(servo) and structural-dynamic (elastic) models in the
time domain in a coupled simulation environment. In
recent years, some of these codes have been expanded
to include the additional dynamics pertinent to offshore installations, including the incident waves, sea
current, hydrodynamics and foundation dynamics of
the support structure.
The design of wind turbines usually consists of a two
step approach, starting with a fully coupled time domain simulation as - described above - which generates the loads for the following detailed design of all
components. The certification rules for offshore wind
Keywords: offshore wind turbine simulation; aerodyturbines, like the “Design requirements for offshore
namics; hydrodynamics; OC3 project; fully coupled
wind turbines” issued by the International Electrotechsimulation
nical Commission [7], define a large set of load cases
that have to be considered in the design phase.

At Fraunhofer IWES a Modelica Library including
all major components needed for load calculations of
current offshore wind turbines is developed. The library additionally includes models for external conditions, like wind, soil and waves, and their respective
influence on the structures. The library constitutes a
large effort in the creation of a highly coupled multiphysics model with Modelica for an industrial project.
The results obtained with this library are compared to
the results from the IEA Wind Task 23 project OC31
(Offshore code comparison collaboration). The OC3
project is an international effort to define a set of loadcases and a reference wind turbine that are used to verify simulation systems on a code-to-code basis. In this
paper the status and the implemented theories of the
individual models at IWES are explained and verification results are presented and discussed.

1

Introduction

3

Components of the library

The use of wind energy as a renewable and comparably cost effective energy source has grown rapidly over
the past decades. While today the majority of the turbines are mounted onshore, we are now facing a rapid
development offshore as well.

Due to the object-oriented structure of Modelica, the
different components needed for the simulation of
the turbine can be implemented independently. In
this chapter the different components are described in
brief.
This paper starts with an introduction to wind turbine The structure of the OnWind library is shown in Figsimulation in general before describing the compo- ure 2.
nents of the OnWind library. In the last section the
simulation results of this library are verified in com3.1 Wind
parison to results obtained in the OC3 project.
1 www.ieawind.org/

In the OnWind library, wind models for simple cases
including exponential wind shear are available. For
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Figure 2: Structure of the OnWind library
Figure 1: Major components of an offshore wind turbine
terms of performance. For the flexible blades a finiteelement formulation based on Euler-Bernoulli beam
certification purposes even more complex wind modtheory is implemented. The structural analysis and the
els are needed which are currently under development.
aerodynamic calculations are coupled in this model to
As these stochastic models for turbulent wind definisimulate the flexible rotor.
tion (Kaimal [11] and Von Karman spectra [12]) are
available as open source free-to-use FORTRAN software from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 3.4 Hub and nacelle
of the US (TurbSim, [8]), this software is currently
used for the calculations. The interface between Turb- As in most software systems for fully-coupled wind
Sim and the wind turbine model is part of the OnWind turbine simulation the hub and the nacelle are modeled
library. For the integration of these external wind files as rigid links contributing masses and inertias.
an optimal tradeoff between memory consumption and
calculation performance is achieved.
3.5 Drive train and generator

3.2

Aerodynamics

A basic standard for wind turbine simulation tools is
the “Blade element momentum theory (BEM)”, as described by [17], [4] and extended by [3], [6], which
is used to calculate induced wind velocities and aerodynamic loads. This method is incorporated in the library including the blade tip losses, the hub losses [6]
and corrections for the turbulence wake state [5]. Additionally the tower interference is accounted for in the
aerodynamic model.

The drive train is incorporated in the library as a two
mass torsional oscillator, contributing inertia, gearbox
ratio, stiffness and damping. For more accurate and
computational costly simulations of the drive train the
DLR drive train library can be used, as it is compatible
to the OnWind library.
As in most of the wind turbine simulation codes the
generator is included with its mechanical characteristics, but more advanced models from the Modelica
Standard Library or other libraries may be used.

3.6
3.3

Rotor blade structure

For the modeling of the structure of the rotor blades
there are currently two models available, a rigid model
and a flexible one. The rigid model can be used for
rough calculations and has significant advantages in

Control

The control module of the OnWind library consist on
the one hand of control sequences to handle different
operating conditions and on the other hand of conventional methods to control different parts of the wind
turbine.
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In the operation control package relevant inputs and
outputs are processed to adjust corresponding operating states of the wind turbine. This is done by a simple
decision algorithm but can also be realized using state
charts with e.g. the MODELICA StateChart2 library
[15]. To retrieve measured process signals and transferring controller output signals, the communication
with sensors and actuators is accomplished by the signal bus concept of MODELICA as described by Martin Otter [14]. This eases the integration of already
implemented or new signals into and out of the control
modules. Before processing input signals in the control algorithms preprocessing functions like e.g. low
pass filtering of generator speed is performed.
Control methods are implemented for blade pitching
and controlling the generator torque. For aerodynamic power control a collective pitch control with
PI-algorithm is used. To account for the non-linear behaviour of aerodynamic profiles a gain-scheduling algorithm is used like discussed in [9]. Limit conditions
are also considered and other linear control structures
like PID and Anti-Wind-Up may be used.
To accomplish generator variable-speed operation and
energy capture maximization it is possible to set a
characteristic generator torque vs. speed curve. The
curve is the basis for setting the generator torque on
different speeds by an suitable algorithm. For performance optimization also a Maximum-Power-PointTracking algorithm is implemented, which calculates
the optimal speed for changing operating conditions.

3.7

Tower and substructure

damping elements are available to describe the soil as
realistic as possible.
Using the OnWind library single linear waves
(Airy [1]) from different angles may be defined. Nonlinear waves based on a Stream Function theory are
available as well as spectrum based linear irregular
waves defined by means of JONSWAP spectra. Development and first verification of hydrodynamic features
are described in [16].

3.9

For the tower and the substructure a finite element approach is used (Euler-Bernoulli beam elements). This
allows for modeling of arbitrary support structures,
like the jacket shown in Figure 3. Simple monopiles
can be modeled with this approach as well.
For the calculation of the forces resulting from water
waves and currents, Morison’s formula [13] is incorporated in the substructure models.

3.8

Figure 3: Turbine on jacket substructure extended by
tubular tower (prototype erected onshore)

Soil and water

Several currently available tools for wind turbine simulation model the soil rather simple with one 6x6 stiffness matrix or just as a clamped beam. In OnWind this
is possible too, but the more advanced p-y-approach
is incorporated as well. With this approach, also described by the American Petroleum Institute ([2]), the
soil is modeled with nonlinear springs. Additionally

Connectors

Most of the wind turbine components described earlier in this document use predefined connectors like the
frame connector from the multibody library to connect
adjacent components of the wind turbine. Therefore
it is easily possible to integrate enhanced models for
subcomponents using parts of the Modelica Standard
Library. However some of the wind turbine components need special connectors to be able to model the
interaction between each other.
Especially the connections between the components
modeled with the finite-element approach (rotorblade
structure, tower and substructure models) and the
models describing the loads on these components
(wind and wave models) needed to be developed.
For example the connection between the wind and the
rotorblade is realized by two connectors connecting
the wind model via the aerodynamics model to the rotorblade model like shown in Figure 4. For the con-
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nection between the wind model and the aerodynamics model a connector has been developed containing
the actual position of the structure and the velocities
of the wind. The forces calculated in the aerodynamics model are connected to the structure model via another connector containing the position of the structure
and the forces applied on the structure. The same approach is used to describe the interaction between the
water model and the models for the tower and the substructure.

Blade
Element 1

Blade
Element 2

Structure
Element 2

Aero
Element 2

Blade
Element n

4.1

The NREL 5-MW baseline wind turbine

The NREL 5-MW baseline wind turbine developed for
code comparison purposes is a lifelike three-bladed
variable speed 5-MW upwind turbine with collective
pitch control. The model is based on available design
information from turbine manufacturers with an emphasis on the REpower 5M machine. Detailed data
is provided by research projects - with a focus on the
Dutch Offshore Wind Energy Converter (DOWEC)
project - where design data is not available due to
confidentiality reasons. Special emphasis was set on
combining the best available and the most representative data. The turbine definition includes aerodynamic
and structural data as well as the definition of a basic
control-system. For more details on the turbine cf. [9].

4.2

The OC3 project

The sophistication of the aero-hydro-servo-elastic
codes (as described in section 2), and the limited data
available with which to validate them, provided the incentive to set up an international code-to-code comparison project in order to validate these tools. This
task was accomplished in the Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration (OC3) project, which operated
under Subtask 2 of the International Energy Agency
(IEA) Wind Task 23 [10].

connector StructureWind
PositionOutputConnector
positions; // r[3]
VelocityInputConnector
velocities; // v[3]
end StructureWind;

Figure 4: Connector schema for rotorblade and wind

Figure 5: The support structures investigated in the
OC3 project [10]

4

Verification of the OnWind library

In this chapter, the offshore wind turbine that is used in
this benchmarking task and the OC3 project - in which
e.g load cases and support structures are defined - is
briefly described. Furthermore, results calculated with
OnWind are presented and interpreted in comparison
to results from other tools.

The general approach of the project is to (1) discuss
modeling strategies, (2) develop a suite of benchmark
models and simulations, (3) run the simulations and
process the simulation results and (4) compare and discuss the results.
A large set of time series simulation results such as
turbine operational characteristics, external conditions
as well as load and displacement outputs were compared and interpreted. Load cases were defined and
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run with increasing complexity to be able to trace back
differences in simulation results to the underlying error sources.
Within the project, the NREL 5-MW baseline wind
turbine is modeled in combination with four different substructure types in four phases: The monopile
implemented in Phase I is designed for a water depth
of 20m with its transition to the tower 10m above the
mean sea level (MSL). This structure is used for the
validation in the following chapter.
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Figure 7: Time series of electrical generator power
The loadcases in Phase I of the OC3 project are de- output in [kW]
signed in different stages, from rigid structure over a
flexible onshore model to a flexible offshore turbine
with additional hydrodynamic loads. In the following,
As we deal with a flexible structure, deflections of the
exemplary time series results from the last stage of a
blade tip are illustrated in the next diagrams. Both
fully coupled flexible offshore model with determinisresults, the out-of-plane (Figure 8) and the inplane
tic wind and wave conditions are presented. For the
(Figure 9) deflections are in good agreement. The
following comparison the results of three well known
smoother form of the deflection curves from OnWind
participants (GL Garrad Hassan, NREL, Risø DTU) of
is the result of not yet included extensions to the aerothe OC3 project are taken into account 2 .
dynamical model like dynamic stall and correction for
In Figure 6 and 7 the gear-box translated generator skewed inflow, which are currently in development.
speed and the generated power of the turbine at a constant wind speed of 8 m/s is shown.
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Figure 8: Time series of out-of-plane blade tip deflection in [m]

Figure 6: Time series of generator speed in [rpm]
The results of the OnWind library are located in a
range of 2% difference for the absolute values which is
due to different implementations of the aerodynamics
model. The main reason for the oscillating behaviour
is the influence of the tower shadow.
2 http://www.ieawind.org/Annex_XXIII.html

0

As mentioned above, the investigated loadcase encloses hydrodynamic loads from deterministic wave
conditions with a regular wave of 6m elevation and
a period time of 10 seconds. Figure 10 shows the
base shear force on the monopile mudline location to
demonstrate the effects of wave loads.
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floating structures in order to complete the comparison with the OC3 project. For these advanced structures the Timoshenko beam theory needs to be implemented. Additionally the integration of structural
components as mode shapes is planned.
Furthermore investigations on further enhancements
of the aerodynamic model like the dynamic stall and
the wake model are in progress.
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Figure 9: Time series of in-plane blade tip deflection
in [m]
In summary it can be said, that the results of the OnWind library compare well to the results of Phase I of
the OC3 project. As the development of the OnWind
library is still in progress, the small deviations that occured with respect to other simulation tools are subject
to ongoing research.
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Abstract

the furnace. In the furnace, the coal is burned while
moving within the flow of combustion air and flue gas.
Fired steam generators are the dominating technol- The combustion takes about one second in most cases,
ogy of coal combustion in power plants. This paper but the burn-out of larger particles can take longer.
presents a model for pulverized coal fired steam gen- Furnaces for hard coal with dry ash removal were
erators in Modelica. The model components are de- modeled first, as they are the dominating technology
signed as an extension of SiemensPower, a Modelica today. The model could be adapted to lignite plants by
library for transient simulation of power plants.
adding equations for flue gas recirculation. If necesThe focus is on coal combustion, gas-particle-flow and sary, slag-tap furnaces can be modeled, too.
radiation heat transfer in the furnace. The dispersed
flow of flue gas has to be modeled because radiation
heat transfer gets considerably intensified by the contained coal and ash particles. Customized connectors
for the dispersed flow of flue gas had to be developed
on the base of Modelica.Fluid.

Flexibility is the main challenge in development of
coal power plants. For fired steam generators this implies more dynamic operation and usage of different
coal types and biomass.

The component oriented approach supports the adaption of the model to different simulation tasks, such
as stability analysis of the evaporator or influence of
the coal mill on plant dynamics. Component structure,
parametrization and spatial discretization were important aspects for the development of maintainable and
re-usable components of the model library.

A detailed model of the steam generator is needed, in
order to analyze the dynamic behavior. The heat release of the combustion is non-uniform over the height
of the furnace. This non-uniform heat flow into the
water wall tubes influences the flow stability and the
energy storage of metal and fluid. The coal mills define the speed of fuel ramps and the distribution of coal
particle sizes. The furnace model allows to study the
impact of coal mill dynamics on power output.

Keywords: steam power plant; coal; dispersed flow,
radiation heat transfer; connectors

Combustion

1

Dispersed flow

Introduction

Heat transfer

Figure 1: Dependencies of modeling domains
Coal fired steam generators are widely used in commercial power plants around the world. Even in
20 years, more than one third of the world’s growing electric energy demand will be produced out of
coal [6]. Today’s coal power plant units generate up
to 1100 MW of electric power and steam generators
reach heights of 170 m.

The focus of the presented work is on modeling of the
furnace and radiation heat transfer inside of the furnace [4]. Extensive simplification has to be applied in
order to achieve a model for dynamic simulation tasks
on system-level. Power plant furnaces are large systems with turbulent reactive flow in three dimensions.
Before combustion, the coal gets pulverized in coal Spatial discretization was applied in order to reduce
mills to particle sizes of about 50 µm. Some of the the partial differential equations into a set of ODEs
combustion air is used to transport the coal dust into which can be solved by a Modelica tool. The guide-
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line for model assumptions were proven steady-state 3 Model Description
inhouse tools. A trade-off between model accuracy
and numerical speed and robustness has to be made, 3.1 Model Structure
if the furnace model gets coupled to the water/steamcycle.
Figure 2 shows the layout of a steam generator model
For practical simulation tasks, the available parameter in two-pass configuration. Coal and air enter from the
set and measurement data for calibration is very lim- left into the furnace. The combustion heat gets transfered to the furnace walls. As flame temperature is
ited.
about 1800 K, heat transfer is dominated by radiation,
Figure 1 shows the needed models of coupled physiwhile convection is negligible in the first approach.
cal phenomena for the furnace model. The combustion model calculates the heat release (heat flow and After combustion, the hot flue gas leaves the furnace
burn out) and flue gas composition. This depends di- and passes several convective heating surfaces. Rarectly on the model of dispersed flow which fullfills the diation from the flame to the first convective heating
mass, energy and momentum balances. The resulting surfaces has to be modeled, as indicated by the arrows
radiation heat transfer depends on the temperatures of in figure 2.
flame and wall. Especially in transparent flame zones,
flue gas composition and particle properties influence
emission and absorption coefficients.

2

Modeling Framework

SiemensPower is a growing specialized model library
for transient simulation of power plants in Modelica.
The models are used to enhance the performance
in operation and control of existing and new power
plants. The components of the library are designed for
many different power plant applications. One example
are combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plants with
heat recovery steam generators. The library is used as
a basis for studies of multiple engineering design questions. SiemensPower is based on Modelica.Fluid connectors and Modelica.Media. Dymola [5] is used as
the main tool for modeling and simulation. The model
components of fired steam generators add a new field
of application to the SiemensPower library.

Figure 2: Model layout
Inside the furnace, the non-uniform distribution of
mass and heat flows was modeled by spatial discretization in one dimension as shown in figure 3. The size
of flue gas elements depends on the geometry of the
specific furnace. If more spatial resolution is needed,
the zones in figure 3 could be further divided into subsegments.

Besides Modelica/Dymola there are several inhouse
simulation tools in use at Siemens Energy which have
to be maintained. If the Modelica model of the fired
steam generator delivers reliable results, older inhouse
tools could be potentially replaced. Other specialized
inhouse tools could be coupled to the Modelica model
in order to extend their application range.
The existing steady state tools were used as a guideline
for component structure design, parametrization and
validation of the new Modelica model.

Figure 3: Furnace structure
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Each furnace element consists of two components. The following sections describe the furnace model in
The equations for gas-particle-flow and combustion more detail.
are contained in DispersedFlowZone. The radiation heat exchange between all surrounding surfaces
3.2 Connectors for Dispersed Flow
gets calculated in RadiationHeatTransfer.
Figure 4 shows the model diagram of the component Furnace. The furnace is seperated into several furnace elements according to the levels in figure 3. The left column of components consists of one
DispersedFlowZone per furnace element, each connected to one RadiationHeatTransfer in the right
column.

In steam power plants there are two major fluid systems, the two phase flow of water/steam and the flue
gas. The flue gas in coal fired furnaces contains coal
and ash particles which intensify the heat radiation of
the flame. Coal particles can travel trough multiple
flue gas elements and therefore have significant impact on the spatial distribution of heat release. Larger
ash particles can move against the direction of flue gas
flow because of gravitation. Therefore, new connectors were needed to describe the interaction between
flue gas elements.
The DispersedFluidPort has been developed in
order to have one connector for the flow of gas and
solid phase. This minimizes wiring work and corresponds to the physical connections in reality.
The new connector is specialized for the application
in the fired steam generator. Hence, the universal approach of Modelica.Fluid is not necessary [1, 2]. Well
defined flow directions can be assumed and connections between more than two connectors do not have
to be handled automatically. Components for splitting
and mixing can be provided for the limited number of
flue gas branches.
Nevertheless, the FluidPort of Modelica.Fluid should
be used for the gas phase in order to be compatible
with existing flue gas zones in SiemensPower. The
standard components of Modelica.Fluid can be used
where appropriate (e.g. boundary conditions) and connected to the FluidPort.

Figure 4: Furnace component diagram

Currently, the heat transfer model is a separate compo- It was decided to add additional connectors for parnent, leading to a clean model structure. But, because ticles to the FluidPort and aggregate all this into the
of the strong dependancy of the equations, it will be DispersedFluidPort. Figure 5 illustrates this approach.
moved into DispersedFlowZone as a submodel.
In the presented example, there are three burner levels.
Coal enters through the burner levels and gets transported upwards with the flue gas. Small ash particles
leave the furnace together with the flue gas, whereas
larger ash particles fall into the hopper bottom. The
flame at burner levels and in the first section above
the furnace is assumed to be non-transparent. Radiation heat can only be exchanged with the furnace walls
and the neighboring flue gas zones. After the luminous
flame, flue gas zones are partially transparent for heat
radiation. Heat can be transferred from the flame to
the following gas zones and heating surfaces.
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Figure 5: Structure of DispersedFluidPort
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The energy balance of one furnace element:

The Modelica code of DispersedFluidPort:
connector DispersedFluidPort_in
"DispersedFluid input connector"

dU
= + Ḣa,flueGas + Ḣa,coal + Ḣa,flyAsh + Ḣburner,air
dt
+ Ḣburner,coal + Ḣburner,addOnFuel + Ḣb,slag

// Fluid data
replaceable package Medium =
SiemensPower.Media.FlueGas
"Gas medium model";

+ Ḣa,slag + Ḣb,flueGas + Ḣb,coal + Ḣb,flyAsh
+ Q̇combustion

// Ports
Modelica.Fluid.Interfaces.FluidPort
gas(redeclare package Medium =
Medium, m_flow(min=0));

+ Q̇a,radiation + Q̇wall + Q̇b,radiation

(1)

U is the internal energy of the flue gas element. Ḣ are
enthalpy flows, Q̇ are energy flows. Q̇combustion is calculated from the lower heating value and the burned
mass flow of coal. The balance of radiation heat transParticleInput and ParticleOutput are causal fer and the energy balance result into the correct temconnectors containing mass flow and temperature as perature of the flue gas element.
inputs and outputs. A standard Modelica connec- Radiation heat transfer is calculated according to [3],
tor with a-causal potential and flow variables was not chapter K. For radiation heat exchange between flame
promising because the coal and ash moves with the and wall the following equation is used:
flue gas by convection. Therefore it is hard to define
a meaningful potential variable which is the driving
εwall
force of particle flow. More stream variables could
Q̇flame,wall = A σ ·
α
+
ε
have been added to FluidPort for coal and ash but it
flame
wall − αflame εwall
4
4
would not be possible to describe the movement of
· (αflame Twall − εflame Tflame
)
(2)
larger particles against the fluid flow direction.
The use of the aggregated connectors is quite con- Qflame,wall is the heat flow from the flame to the wall,
venient when writing equations with expressions like A is the wall area, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
εi are emissivities and αi are absorbances.
port.gas.m_flow or port.coal.m_flow.
SiemensPower.Interfaces.ParticleInput coal;
SiemensPower.Interfaces.ParticleInput flyAsh;
SiemensPower.Interfaces.ParticleOutput slag;
end DispersedFluidPort_in;

Q_flow_bRadiation

m_flow_bSlag

dU/dt

m_flow_burnerCoal

Q_flow_aRadiation

m_flow_aSlag

m_flow_aFlyAsh

m_flow_aGas

m_flow_aCoal

Q_flow_combustion

m_flow_burnerAddOnFuel

The standard Modelica heat port was extended by information on emissivity and surface area in order to
calculate the net radiation heat flow. The known functions for view factor calculation are implemented in
Modelica.
Δheight

m_flow_burnerAir

m_flow_bFlyAsh

m_flow_bCoal

m_flow_bGas

Radiation properties and corresponding surface areas
play a key role for correct simulation results. The
3.3 Furnace Element
emissivity of the wall is set to an empirical value for
The furnace element is one element of plug flow of flue each furnace element. The emissivity of the flame can
gas. The flue gas is modeled as a mixture of ideal gases be calculated by the model, which uses functions defrom Modelica.Media. The following figure shows the pending on flue gas temperature, gas composition and
zone geometry [3].
mass and energy flows:

Q_flow_wall

The mass balance is written for every chemical contained in the flue gas and for the three types of particles (coal, fly ash and slag). Momentum balance is
reduced to a hydraulic resistance of the gas phase until
more data is available.

3.4

Usability Aspects

Figure 6: Mass and energy balance of one furnace el- When using and maintaining the described model,
ement
three aspects could be improved. Handling of 3D ge-
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ometry parameters is not intuitive in 2D model diagrams. All geometry data is stored centralized in
a record FurnaceData, but the user has to make
sure the correct parametrization of the furnace elements. Some 3D-support for the parametrization of
1D-models would simplify this task.
It is not easy to implement the radiation heat balance
in component oriented model where data exchange between objects should be transparent for the user. Unfortunately, there is no simple solution for 3D radiation
exchange.
There is no language or tool support for 1D spatial
discretization of partial differential equations in Modelica. For-loops of equations or connects are written, without graphical representation. The model user
mostly has to look into the equations in order to follow the details of discretization. Possibly annotations
could be generated to visualize the discretization.

Furnace

Results

In order to test the furnace model, a test environment
with ideal components for heat controller, coal feeder,
coal pulverizer, coal distributor and precipitator has
been developed (figure 7). Temperature boundary conditions are connected to the furnace instead of water
tubes. The components of this test environment can
be configured and improved according to the specific
simulation task.

height in m

4

The practicality of the model concept was tested by
calculations on an existing large scale power plant. A
model of this plant was available in an in-house steady
state tool. Parameters and boundary conditions of the
Modelica model were obtained from construction data
of the plant and the existing model. The results of the
existing model were compared to steady state results
of the new Modelica model. Figure 8 and figure 9
show these results. The rectangles on the height coordinate indicate the three burner levels. The solid line
shows the Dymola result which agrees with the dashed
reference line in the lower segments. At the furnace
exit, the fit is not that good because of the imprecise
test environment without convective heating surfaces.

In−house−tool
SiemensPower (Dymola)
1200

1300

1400

1500

1600

1700

T in °C

Figure 8: Temperature versus furnace height

height in m

Furnace

In−house−tool
SiemensPower (Dymola)
0

Figure 7: Test environment of furnace model
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Figure 9: Heat flux versus furnace height
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5

Conclusion and Outlook

A modeling framework for coal fired furnaces was described which can be used for dynamic simulations of
steam power plants. The new Modelica components
serve as an extension to the existing SiemensPower library.
Further validation is needed for transient operation.
The next step would be to attach evaporator tubes and
super-heaters in order to compare the model to dynamic simulation results and measurements.
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Abstract
A method is developed to combine techniques of
reliability and safety analysis with the Modelica language, which is now widely used for the modelling
and simulation of technical systems.
The method allows to perform a reliability or safety
analysis on the system model that is created and used
for simulation studies. The procedure automatically
determines the so called minimal path sets or minimal cut sets of a system, its failure probability and
critical components.
The reliability and safety analysis methods are incorporated in a Modelica library that is established
for the modelling and simulation of aircraft on-board
electrical power systems. The recent trend towards a
broader use of electric system technologies on commercial aircraft has motivated the creation of this
kind of model library, which supports the conceptual
design and optimisation of on-board electrical systems regarding power behaviour, weight, reliability
and safety.
Keywords: reliability; safety; fault modelling; redundant system; minimal path sets; minimal cut sets

1

Then, section 3.1 presents an example model of an
electric power system of a recent large commercial
aircraft. Subsequently, a safety and reliability analysis are conducted on the model for example scenarios, the results of which are graphically presented
and discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

2

2.1

Modelling Approach and Outline
of Reliability and Safety Analysis
Method
Component Fault Modelling

A variety of object-oriented model libraries has been
developed in the Modelica language, as generally
known. Typically, each component model contains a
description of the normal operational behaviour by
differential and/or algebraic equations.
For the purpose of reliability and safety analysis, the
component models have to be enhanced to describe
also the failure behaviour by physical equations. Basic examples are given hereafter by the model approach taken for some common electric components.

Introduction

I

Much of the information needed for reliability or
safety analysis is contained already in complex system models that are usually built in Modelica. The
specific modelling additions needed, as well as the
concept of an automated reliability and safety analysis procedure are described in this paper.
The analysis procedures evaluate the physical behaviour of a system model in multiple simulations. Representing not only the normal but also the faulty behaviour of components is needed as an addition to
the modelling, as described in section 2.1. Section
2.5 illustrates the scope and method of the reliability
and safety analyses and their relevance regarding
aircraft on-board systems. A way of minimising the
involved computational effort is outlined in 2.5.4.

+

_

Figure 1: Modelica model of an electrical cable with
normal and failure behaviour

A two-core electric cable can be described as an ohmic resistor. For the normal function of the cable, its
resistance R is in the order of Rnom ≈ 10-1 Ω. An open
circuit (O/C) failure of the cable is characterised by a
very large resistance, e.g. 106 Ω, whereas a short circuit failure (S/C) can be desribed by small resistance
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of 10-5 Ω connecting the two cores of the electric
cable. As can be seen in Figure 1, the resistor element used to model the short circuit is always present in the cable model, but it has a large value of
106 Ω in cases other than a short circuit failure.

omitted for simplification. This is judged as adequate
regarding the objective of performing network architecture level conceptual design and optimisation,
including the analysis of steady-state electric power
behaviour, reliability, safety and weight.

I
+
Rlmt

I

Rlmt
_

I

Figure 2: Electric contactor model with normal and
failure behaviour and current limitation function

An electrical contactor is also modelled as a variable
ohmic resistor, as shown in Figure 2. The opening
and closing of the contactor is described by different
resistance values, Ropen = 106 Ω for the open and approximately Rclosed = 210-3 Ω for the closed contactor
state. The small resistance of the closed contactor
effects a voltage drop, which can be specified by a
model parameter. Optionally, this model may be
used as a current limiting device, similar to a circuit
breaker. Figure 3 shows the current limitation function: By increasing the resistance value Rlmt above
zero, the limitation function prevents that the actual
current, denoted by I, exceeds the nominal current
Inom . This kind of model has been selected, since it
does not require any resetting after the limitation
function has been activated in the simulation, other
than a real circuit breaker which must be reset after
having tripped. For a contactor or circuit breaker,
there are a couple of conceivable failure modes, and
the two most relevant of them are described in the
model: An open circuit failure, which is modelled in
the same manner as for the electrical cable, and a
fails to open malfunction. The latter failure mode
means a loss of the current limitation function, i.e.
failure to protect against overcurrent.
As the examples suggest, a DC modelling approach
has been selected for the electrical components. A
single or three phase AC component is described by
the equivalent DC component with root mean square
values for voltage and current. A three phase AC
component is respresented by a single phase, assuming that the three phases are symmetrical. Thus, the
substitute single phase generates, conducts or uses a
third of the entire current and power. Furthermore,
the electrical behaviour is described by algebraic
physical equations for the normal and several failure
modes of each component; differential equations are

Inom

Figure 3: Current limitation function

Each component model has a boolean input signal to
control its status, i.e. normal operation, failure mode
1, failure mode 2 etc., as applicable. The status can
be shifted during simulation. The failure probability
pi  1  e  λi t is stored in each component model as
a changeable parameter. Constant failure rates λi and
exponentially distributed lifetimes are a common
assumption in reliability and safety analysis.
The weight of a component is given dependent on
sizing parameters of the accordant component
model, such as the weight of a generator depends on
its nominal power and speed.
Thus, a Modelica library of electric component models, that are augmented with a basic failure behaviour
and parameterised weights, is developed. In doing
so, the concept of creating component models that
are usable regardless of the application or physical
context, is being followed. Compatibility with existing model libraries is maintained.
2.2

Concept of Model Library with Included
Analysis Procedures

The introduced Modelica library of electric component models and accompanying procedures for
automated electric loads, reliability and safety analysis forms a tool for the conceptual design of aircraft
on-board electric power systems. The tool is named
as the Electrical Network Architecture Design Optimisation Tool - ENADOT. Besides reliability and
safety, ENADOT is prepared to evaluate electric
network architecture concepts w.r.t. to power behaviour and weight, as illustrated by Figure 4.
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Simulation Model of
Electric Power System

2.4

Power Behaviour
• loads of power system
components in
• normal and degraded
operating scenarios
Weight
• sizing loads of power
system components
• component weights and
• overall system weight
Safety and Reliability
•
•
•
•

minimal path sets
minimal cut sets
system failure probability
system availability w.r.t.
aircraft dispatch

Figure 4: Concept of a Modelica-based tool for electric
network architecture design analysis and optimisation
- ENADOT

Large and complex models of electrical networks
can be composed using the graphical editor of Dymola in the known manner.
Aircraft on-board electrical power systems are of
particular interest w.r.t. reliability and safety, since
they supply various loads, many of which fulfill a
function that is essential for the safety of flight. Due
to the recent trend to replace hydraulic and pneumatic supply systems by electric power on-board of
commercial aircraft, the electric demands and thus
the overall size of the electric system tend to grow.
This increase of size and complexity also calls for a
comprehensive modelling and simulation tool, due to
the limitations of traditional design methods.
2.3

Modelling of Electric System Operating
Modes

Electric power systems on-board of aircraft are typically split into several independent channels for redundancy, each comprising an engine driven generator, a distribution network and a number of loads. If
failures occur, the network is reconfigured automatically to isolate the fault and to secure power supply
to most of the loads, with priority to the essential
ones. This reconfiguration capability has to be built
into the system model accordingly. It is achieved by
including the open / close logics of the various electric network contactors, which link (or cut off) the
generators, busbars and loads. Thus, an electric network architecture model can be simulated for a normal and various abnormal operating scenarios.

Visualisation of System Operation and Interactive Checking

The diagram layer of an electric network architecture
model is used also for dynamic and graphic display
of the open / closed states of the various contactors,
as well as of the resulting flow of electric power by
different colours. For this purpose, ENADOT employs the visualisation and real-time simulation capabilities of Dymola and Visual C++.
If a component is energised, i.e. under voltage or
conducting current, then its shape is coloured, as
shown in Figures 5 and 6. The accordant colour
stems from the generator or battery which energises
the component. Passive components are shown in
grey colour. The user can interactively shift the operating / fault modes of the electric network components, i.e. inject failures by mouse-click, and observe
the resulting system behaviour by the visualisation in
the diagram layer. That way, the model implementation of an electric network architecture is readily
verified with regard to the intended behaviour.
2.5

Automated Analysis Procedures

To evaluate an electric network architecture model,
ENADOT provides functions for an electric loads
analysis, computation of component weights and
overall system weight, a safety analysis which examines the probability of failure of voltage supply to a
single or several busbars, a reliability analysis which
evaluates the operational availability ( aircraft dispatch reliability) of an electric network architecture,
as well as compilation of a bill of material. The electric loads and safety analyses rely on the capability
of an electric network model to simulate various operating modes and to bypass failed components.
These procedures are written as Modelica functions
in algorithm syntax. They are part of the ENADOT
library and simply rely on Dymola for execution.
2.5.1 Electrical Loads
The electric loads analysis determines the highest
electric power generated or carried by a component
in the most adverse operating case. To compute the
highest electric power (design point) of any component of an electric network model, the function simulates it automatically for normal and degraded operating scenarios. As a result, the design point is provided for each component combined with its temporal occurrence during a flight cycle. Then, the sizing
parameters of each component are selected which in
turn yields the component weights and the overall
weight of an electric network architecture.
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2.5.2 Safety
By means of a safety analysis function embedded in
ENADOT, the probability of loss of voltage supply
to a single or several busbars of the electric network
can be computed. Analysing the probability of loss
of voltage supply to busbar(s) is particularly relevant
if electric loads are connected to them that perform a
function which is critical regarding the safety of
flight. The scenarios to be investigated have to be
supplied by the operator, e.g. “system is functional if
at least one DC busbar is energised” or “system has
failed if voltage is lost on the AC essential busbar”.
Before starting the self-acting safety analysis, the
operator can choose between the block-diagram
(RBD) or the fault tree analysis (FTA) method.
The former is based on the identification of minimal
path sets: A minimal path set is a combination of
intact components that causes a system to be functional in the sense of the specified scenario, e.g. “at
least one DC busbar energised”. Minimal means that
a path set contains only as many intact components
as are necessary for the system to be functional. Redundant systems are characterised by the existence
of several minimal path sets for a specified scenario,
e.g. several ways of energising a busbar. By nature, a
minimal path sets analysis considers only two states
per component: intact or, respectively, failed [2].
The fault tree analysis method corresponds with the
determination of minimal cut sets: A minimal cut set
is a combination of defective components, which
causes the system to fail in the opposite sense of the
specified scenario, e.g. “no single DC busbar energised”. Here, minimal means that a cut set consists
of only as many defective components as causes the
system to fail. Minimal cut sets comprise one (1st),
two (2nd) or three (3rd order) defective components,
and the probability of occurrence of a minimal cut
set decreases rapidly with the number of components
that belong to it. A redundant electrical system, in
turn, is characterised by the fact that no 1st order
minimal cut sets exist, apart from own defects of the
busbar under consideration, but rather combinations
of two or three defective components lead to the loss
of voltage on busbar(s) and hence system failure.
Furthermore, the minimal cut sets analysis differs
from the minimal path sets analysis by the consideration of all possible states of each component (intact,
failure mode 1, failure mode 2, etc.). It is thus more
complex and computationally more intensive than
the minimal path sets analysis. The result, though, is
equivalent to that of the established method of fault
tree analysis, which is generally accepted as a verification of system safety. The computationally less
intensive minimal path sets analysis provides quicker

available results, which are normally used as a first
estimate of system safety in the design process.
It must be noted that a model-based safety analysis
only covers phenomena captured in the scope of
modelled physics (section 2.1). Though the analysis
is exhaustive to this extent, it is up to the designer to
regard other possible threats, e.g. common causes
such as humidity or electromagnetic interference.
The key definitions regarding safety analysis based
on minimal path and minimal cut sets are as follows.
The common assumption of exponentially distributed lifetimes of the components ci means component failure rates λi that are constant over lifetime.
Thus, the probability of a component failure is

1  e
pi t   
 0

λ i t

,t  0
,t  0

The probability of a minimal path set to occur is

PMP  

 1  p  , with the components c

i

i

and

ci MP

the individual failure probabilities pi. Likewise, the
probability of occurrence of a minimal cut set is

PMC  

p

i

ci MC

The probability of system operation can be computed
from m detected minimal path sets as

Psystem  operation  pi   PMP1  MP2  ...  MPm 
m

m 1

j 1

i 1 j  i  1

  MPj   
  1

 PMP  MP   ...
m

m 1

i

j

P MP1  MP2  ...  MPm 

Likewise, the probability of system failure can be
calculated from n detected minimal cut sets as

Psystem  failure  pi   PMC1  MC2  ...  MCn 
n 1

  MC j   
n

j 1

 PMC
n

i 1 j  i  1

  1

n 1

i

 MC j   ...

PMC1  MC2  ...  MCn 

Generally, the relation between the probability of
operation and failure, for a single component or a
complex system is p failure t   p operation t   1
Since the computation of system operation or failure
probability from the above Poincaré formula can
lead to a very large number of products, algorithms
for sums of disjoint products [4] have been developed to reduce the size of the formula and to facilitate its numerical evaluation.
An analysis example can be viewed in section 3.2.
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2.5.3 Reliability
Whereas a safety analysis is focused on failure
events that can be critical with respect to the safety
of flight, reliability is concerned with the operational
availability of a system or entire aircraft. Operational
availability or dispatch reliability is a measure for the
likelihood of an aircraft fulfilling its mission, that is
for a commercial aircraft to make revenue flights on
time with passengers and/or cargo. More precisely,
the dispatch reliability is defined as the percentage of
scheduled flights which depart without having a delay of more than 15 minutes due to technical reasons,
or a cancellation [1].
The commercial pressures have instigated the ability
to continue to dispatch an aircraft with given system
faults. Redundant design of aircraft on-board systems is adopted not only to fulfill the safety requirements, but also for reasons of dispatch reliability. In
turn, this requires to examine the ability of a degraded system, when one or more failures have already occurred, to meet the safety requirements.
ENADOT has an embedded function, developed in
the Modelica language, for computing system operational availability. It is in essence a minimal path sets
analysis, which uses information about allowed
component deficiencies, so called MEL-items
(Minimum Equipment List), entered by the operator.
Let Csystem be the set of all system components ci ,
CMEL be the given set of nMEL possibly defective components and k the number of intact components required, k  nMEL and C MEL  C System . Then,

n 
m   MEL  minimal path sets are generated with
 k 
the following properties:
Each minimal path set MP1, MP2, …, MPm contains
those system components ci that are not an MELitem, i.e. not part of the set CMEL.





ci  C System \ C MEL  ci ci  C System   ci  C MEL 

As well, k intact components from the set of MELitems CMEL are included in each minimal path set.

3

E.g. for k = 2 and nMEL = 3, the    3 following
2
minimal path sets are composed:

MP1  C System \ C MEL  c1 , c2 

MP2  C System \ C MEL  c1 , c3 
MP3  C System \ C MEL  c2 , c3 

2.5.4

Minimising the Computational Effort Involved with Safety Analysis
Analysing the effect of combinations of intact and
failed components on the occurrence of system function or failure can lead to an exponential growth of
combinations to test. Regarding the detection of
minimal path sets, 2n possible states would have to
be evaluated for a system of n components, e.g. 220 >
1106 for n = 20.
To avoid the unfeasibility of automated analysis
caused by an excessive amount of system states to
test, strategies are developed to exclude inapplicable
combinations of intact / failed components from the
procedure.
The minimal path sets analysis procedure of
ENADOT draws on two kinds of information contained in a system model. In a first step, the object
structure of the system model, i.e. the arrangement of
components and connections, is evaluated. Advantage is taken of the fact that the structure of objectoriented models is similar, although not exactly identical with minimal path sets. Regarding the objectoriented model structure as a graph, an adapted
depth-first search algorithm is used to find a moderate number of candidates of minimal path sets.
In a second step, the candidates are checked by simulating the system model accordingly, to eventually
extract the minimal path sets from the amount of
candidates. This two-stage approach – depth-first
search and then simulation – considerably reduces
the overall computation effort, leading to a procedure
that is viable even for systems of a size as shown in
section 3.1.
After the minimal path sets of a system have been
determined for a given scenario, the probability
measures are computed as described in section 2.5.2.
For the minimal cut sets analysis, the theoretically
possible number of system states is even higher: Assuming that three states (intact, failure mode 1, failure mode 2) have to be considered for each component of a system, this would lead to 3n possible system states, e.g. 320 > 3109 for n = 20.
Here, the strategy of minimising the amount of system states to check includes at first to determine the
minimal path sets, as described above. Then, minimal cut sets are searched for according to heuristic
rules that draw on the position of components in the
system and their modes of failure. For instance, only
combinations of failed components that belong to
different minimal path sets or which are located adjacent to a minimal path set, are checked.

An analysis example is provided in section 3.3 for
the electric power system introduced by section 3.1.
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3

Modelling and Analysis Case Study

This section illustrates the capabilities of ENADOT
with respect to safety and reliability analysis by the
example model of an aircraft on-board electric power
system. Figure 5 shows the model, the basic structure
and characteristics of which are oriented to the electric power system of the Airbus A380. The model
complies with the typical configuration and functionality of electrical systems of this aircraft category, and it is thus adequate for a demonstration of
the scope of ENADOT. The model has been developed based on a description, conceptual sketch and
listing of the key electrical loads, which have been
found in section 5.12.1 of reference [5]. It may differ
in some minor respect from the actually built and
flying electric system of the A380, yet, this does not
affect the description of the scope of ENADOT.
3.1

Electric Power System Modelling Example

The schematic shown in Figure 5 is a direct snapshot
of the electric power system model. It includes the
following, salient components and features:
 four engine driven 3-phase 115 VAC / 150 kVA
Variable Frequency (VF) generators, identified
as G1, G2, G3 and G4
 two 3-phase 115 VAC / 120 kVA Constant Frequency (CF) generators, driven by the Auxiliary
Power Unit (APU), denoted as AG1 and AG2
 a 70 kVA Ram Air Turbine (RAT) driven emergency generator, named RatG
 three 300 A Battery Charger Regulator Units
(BCRU) – these are regulated Transformer Rectifier Units (TRU) – named EssBCRU, BCRU1
and BCRU2
 a 300 A TRU identified as APU_TRU
 four 28 VDC batteries, denoted as ESS_BAT,
BAT1, BAT2 and APU_BAT
 a static inverter, named INV, for emergency supply of the AC_EMER busbar
3.1.1 System Functionality
Figure 5 shows the normal in-flight operation of the
electric power system. As can be seen, each engine
driven generator G1 (blue), G2 (green), G3 (magenta) and G4 (bronze) energises its associated busbar AC_1, AC_2, AC_3 and AC_4. The two APU
driven generators AG1 (purple) and AG2 (yellow)
are available, but not engaged. If a generator fails,
the neighboured generator will take over by closing
the ACTC1 or ACTC5 contactor. If both generators

on one side fail, then cross-transfer through the
ACTC2, 3 and 4 contactors will sustain all AC busbars energised, with yet decreased overall available
power. Split generator operation is maintained in all
cases since the engine driven AC generators are variable frequency, each dependent on the speed of the
related engine.
The AC buses supply the non-essential cabin loads
Galley1, 2, 3 and 4 and In-Flight Entertainment
(IFE) 1 and 2. These form an intermittent load of up
to 320 kVA (80 kVA per galley including cooling) and 60 kVA (IFE). Those AC loads that are
vital for the safe operation of the aircraft are connected to the AC_ESS and AC_EMER busbars.
These are airspeed probes and windshield heating, as
well as motor driven hydraulic pumps and a set of
Electro-Hydrostatic flight control Actuators (EHAs)
needed to maintain a minimum acceptable level of
airplane controllability. The AC essential loads sum
up to 60 kVA. The AC_ESS and AC_EMER busbars are supplied either by the AC_1 busbar (normal
case) or, if AC_1 fails, from the AC_4 busbar.
Should all engine generated power fail, then the
RAT driven generator RatG can accept the
AC_EssLoads and AC_EmerLoads. The latter can
also be powered by battery through the static inverter
INV, e.g. during RAT transit.
Other than the AC part of the electric power system,
the 28 VDC part offers a no-break power capability
even during changes of system status, which is crucial to the functioning of vital control systems, such
as engine and flight control computers, avionics systems, flight deck instruments and radio communication. These loads are represented in the model by
DC_EssLoads, DC1_Loads and DC2_Loads and
account for 4 kW altogether. The cabin lights make
up 15 kW of power, supplied by the non-essential
part of the DC system.
3.1.2 Degraded System Operation
Figure 6 shows the electric power system in a conceivable mode of degraded operation. The failed
components Engine1, G2, APU and BCRU2 are
marked in red colour. Since the power supply from
G1 and G2 is lost, the AC_1, AC_2, AC_3, DC_1
and DC_2 busbars are energised by G3 (magenta).
Failure of the BCRU2 has been recovered by closing
the DCTC2 contactor. The other remaining generator
G4 (bronze) energises the AC_4, as well as the essential busbars AC_ESS, AC_EMER and DC_ESS.
As the scheme also shows, half of the cabin loads –
galleys, IFE and lights – have been suspended,
whereas the essential loads remain fully satisfied.
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Figure 5: Electric network model of a recent four-engine long range aircraft, scheme shows normal operation in flight
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Figure 6: Electric network model of a recent four-engine long range aircraft, scheme shows degraded operation in
flight after Engine1, Generator2, APU and BCRU2 failure
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3.2

Safety Analysis Example Result

This section shows the result of a safety analysis
conducted for the supply to the AC_1 busbar of the
introduced electric system. This non-essential busbar
has been selected to serve as an example, since the
result is relatively compact.
Figures 7 to 12 show the six determined minimal
path sets. They are depicted graphically and directly
in the model diagram, after completion of the analysis procedure. Components belonging to a minimal
path set appear in the colour of the connected generator, failed components in grey. In normal operation, AC_1 is supplied by generator G1 (Figure 7),
which can be transferred to another engine or APU
driven generator in abnormal operating cases. Hence,

Figure 7: Minimal path set 1 - AC_1 busbar energised by G1

Figure 8: Minimal path set 2 - AC_1 supplied by G2 across AC_2

Figure 9: Minimal path set 3 - AC_1 fed by G3 through AC_3 and AC_2
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Figure 10: Minimal path set 4 - AC_1 energised by G4 across AC_4, AC_3 und AC_2

Figure 11: Minimal path set 5 - AC_1 fed by AG1 through AC_2

Figure 12: Minimal path set 6 - AC_1 supplied by AG2 across AC_2

AC_1 has multiple redundancy as to voltage sources.
The minimal path sets analysis accounts for the connections of components, their potential faults and
network reconfiguration logics. The result, e.g. the
six minimal path sets found for the AC_1 busbar, is
thus also a check of the correct functioning of the
system and its implementation as a model.
As explained, two states are considered for each
component, intact or failed, in the minimal path sets
analysis. Many components yet have two or more
failure modes. Amongst others, the following are
realised in the modelling: “open circuit” and “short
circuit” for a cable or a busbar, “open circuit” and
“fails to open” for a contactor, “loss of output voltage” for a generator. The minimal cut sets analysis
accounts for every failure mode of all components
and the resulting effects on the electric network.

A total of 5 first order and 21 second order minimal
cut sets were identified by the analysis procedure and
are listed in Table 1. Figures 13 to 19 show typical
cases for the scenario “loss of voltage on AC_1”.
Besides own possible faults of the AC_1 busbar –
open circuit (Figure 15) or short circuit – other single
component faults exist that lead to a loss of voltage
on AC_1: e.g. a short circuit of cable Feeder1 (Figure 14), which is directly connected to the busbar, or
in the same manner a short circuit of cable AEssFeed1 (Figure13). Typical examples of 2nd order
minimal cut sets are a failure of a component that
feeds AC_1 in normal system operation, in combination with another component failure that prevents
cross-transfer through AC_2 and ACTC1. Examples
can be viewed in Figures 16 and 18.
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Figure 13: Minimal cut set 1-2: short
circuit of cable leads to loss of voltage
on AC_1 busbar

Figure 18: Minimal cut set 2-5:
open contactor and shorted cable
lead to AC_1 failure

Figure 14: Minimal cut set 1-3: cable
short circuit causes failure of AC_1

Figure 16: Minimal cut set 2-7: G1
fault and open contactor cause AC_1
failure

Figure 15: Minimal cut set 1-5: open
circuit leads to loss of AC_1

Figure 17: Minimal cut set 2-14: G1 Figure 19: Minimal cut set 2-21: short
fault and stuck closed contactor lead to circuit of AC_2 and stuck contactor
loss of AC_1
cause loss of AC_1

Furthermore, a stuck closed contactor in combination
with a generator fault (Figure 17) or in combination
with a short circuit (Figure 19) can cause a loss of
voltage on the AC_1 busbar, the probability of which
has been computed for a duration of t = 1 Fh (flight
hour) as 4.010-4.
The failure of AC_1 is dominated by faults of the
connected cables. If necessary, this situation can be
improved by introducing contactors with current
limitation between the cables and the busbar, which

prevent the propagation of the effects of short circuits.
For most of the single component faults, this would
avoid the effect of losing voltage on the AC_1 busbar. Since there is multiple redundancy in terms of
voltage sources, a decrease of the probability of loss
of voltage on AC_1 is then limited only by possible
own defects of the busbar.
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1st order minimal cut sets:
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5

Feeder1
AEssFeed1
Feeder1
AC_1
AC_1

O/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
O/C

MP2 = CSystem \ CMEL
…

0.0002
0.0001
0.0001
210-7
110-7

MP15 = CSystem \ CMEL

G1
G1
GC1
Engine1
GC1
Engine1
G1
GC1
Engine1
AEssC1
ACTC1
G1
G1
G1
GC1
Engine1
GC1
Engine1
Engine1
AC_ESS
AC_2

loss
loss
O/C
loss
O/C
loss
loss
O/C
loss
s.c.
s.c.
loss
loss
loss
O/C
loss
O/C
loss
loss
S/C
S/C

Feeder2
Feeder2
Feeder2
Feeder2
Feeder2
Feeder2
ACTC1
ACTC1
ACTC1
AEssFeed3
Feeder2
AC_2
AC_2
GC1
AC_2
AC_2
AC_2
AC_2
GC1
AEssC1
ACTC1

O/C
S/C
O/C
O/C
S/C
S/C
O/C
O/C
O/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
O/C
s.c.
S/C
S/C
O/C
O/C
s.c.
s.c.
s.c.

 {G3, G4, (APU&AG1), (APU&AG2)}

leading to a dispatch reliability of 0.929 for 200 Fh.
As obvious, allowing system deficiences for dispatch
improves the reliability. This is however limited by
the failure probabilities of components that are always required to be intact for dispatch. Also, the degraded system must have sufficient safety margin.

2nd order minimal cut sets:
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15
2-16
2-17
2-18
2-19
2-20
2-21

 {G1, G2, G3, (APU&AG1)}

810-9
410-9
210-9
210-9
110-9
110-9
410-10
110-10
110-10
110-11
110-11
810-12
410-12
410-12
210-12
210-12
110-12
110-12
110-12
210-14
210-14

4

Conclusion

This paper outlined the capabilities of the Modelica
based modelling and analysis tool ENADOT regarding concept design and optimisation of aircraft onboard electric power systems, which have recently
gained in relevance, installed power and criticality.
In addition to means for the dimensioning of electric
network components regarding power and weight,
the system safety and operational reliability can be
evaluated in terms of an automated minimal path sets
and minimal cut sets analysis.
Future work will be oriented to a transfer of the
analysis methods to other physical domains.

Table 1: List of minimal cut sets sorted by probability,
for loss of voltage on AC_1 busbar, t = 1 Fh
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Abstract
Currently the formalisation in the process of creating
automation control programs starts with the programming of the real-time controller. But inconsistencies in the requirements definition and misinterpretations will lead to errors in the program which
have to be resolved through expensive software-inthe-loop and field tests. This paper introduces a holistic approach for the formalisation of the control
design already in the design phase. It also illustrates
the design flow for the model-based creation of error-free control programs. Created by means of
graphical editors the system definition, which includes the control algorithm, is transferred into Modelica code and thus the executable system model is
used for the simulation-based verification. The simulation results are compared to the requirements. Once
these are fulfilled and no further errors found, program code for the real-time controller is generated
automatically. In this paper Structured Text for programmable logic controllers (PLCs) according to
IEC 61131 is generated. In final software-in-the-loop
tests the real-time capabilities of the control program
are validated.
Keywords: Graphical program design; Modelica;
IEC 61131; Structured Text; Software in the Loop

1

Introduction

During traditional control program development it is
often necessary to find erroneous sections in the
software and fix such code modules by means of extensive software-in-the-loop simulations. The errors
are often caused by wrong interactions between
components of the control program which are a re-

sult of inconsistencies in the initial project definition
[1]. Such inconsistencies could have been found by
an intensive and paper-dominated reviewing process
which is often shortened in order to save time. As an
alternative the formalisation should no longer be carried out at the coding stage but already at the design
stage of the software project.
The formalisation of the design consists of the
creation of models which contain not only the structure of the system but also the definition of the functionality. In case the models are executable in a simulation software the simulation-based testing of single components as well as the overall system is feasible. Simulation results will be compared to the project’s requirements definition. As soon as differences
occur they have to be solved by an iterative adjustment of the models or a more precise process definition. When the overall models functionality complies
with all requests from the definition an automatic
code generation is executed during which code for
the target controller is generated. For the final verification of the generated code software-in-the-loop
tests are carried out. In these simulation-based tests
the real control program is coupled with machine and
operator model components which provide request
and response signals.
The control program development which is described in the following sections is based on a case
filling machine. This machine’s model can be subdivided into the machine model, the control model, and
the operator model [2].
The machine model is composed of models of all
the relevant subsystems such as electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic systems. All of these models are
coded in Modelica [3] and are available as objects in
libraries. They are instantiated in the model view and
then connected with each other in order to reproduce
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the structure and composition in the real world. The
machine model acts in its entirety as a model of the
physical environment with which the controls interact.
Pusher

Discharge Belt

Bag

Conveyor

Tongue
Case/
Carton

Bags

Each step during the development of the control
program
• Graphical program design
• Test and verification at Modelica level
• IEC 61131 code generation [7]
• Software-in-the-loop tests
is illustrated by using the example of the feeding device of the case filling machine.
This machine conducts the final packaging of
bags containing products into shipping cartons. The
bags are transported on a conveyor from the production process to the feeding device shown in Figure 1.

RUN

Figure 1: Schematic of the case filling machine

The control model describes the required control
operations for the desired course of machine actions.
In simple cases the control operations may be linear
assignment sequences, but in complex cases they are
algorithms which represent state machines. For the
graphical description of state machines an UMLprofile [4][5] is utilized. These statecharts include
simple states, sequential composite states, and pseudostates (initial state, junction, shallow history). The
transitions of states are triggered by signal triggers,
change triggers, and time triggers and can also be
labelled with guards and priority numbers. Priority
numbers of transitions are an addition to UML in
order to define an evaluation sequence. Activities,
which are coded in Modelica, can be assigned to entries, exits, and transitions of states. They are also
edited with the graphical editor while creating the
statechart. The whole statechart will be automatically
translated into Modelica code.
The operator model contains the operating instructions of the system which are derived from the
production schedule. They form in general a command sequence and are also given as Modelica code
in order to enable an overall system simulation with
SimulationX [6].

TO_REQ
StartStop
entry/ TO_REQ := 0;
TO_right := 0;

HALT

1

BE_OK

RUN <> 0 and
BE_OK <> 0 and
PU_OK <> 0 and
PU_right == 0 /

GOright
entry/ TO_REQ := 1;
1

TO_ACK

TO_ACK <> 0 /

ISright
entry/ TO_REQ := 0;
TO_right := 1;

TO_OK

1

GOleft

PU_right

entry/ TO_REQ := 1;
1

PU_OK

TO_OK <> 0 and
PU_right <> 0 /

BE_OK <> 0 and
PU_OK <> 0 and
PU_right == 0 /
2

TO_ACK <> 0 /

ISleft
entry/ TO_REQ := 0;
TO_right := 0;

commands
RUN
HALT

TO_REQ

TO_ACK

TO_ACK

TO_OK

TO_OK

massTO

TO_right

BE_OK

1

They are placed by the conveyor in front of a pusher
on a tongue. The carton is positioned by a belt directly in front of the pusher. As soon as the carton has
arrived at this position the tongue is extended and

driveTO
TO_REQ

HALT <> 0 and
PU_right == 0 /

Figure 3: Statechart of the tongue controller

deviceTO
controllerTO

TO_right

PU_OK PU_right

testEnvironment

Figure 2: Structure of the tongue’s model
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the bag is pushed by the pusher over the tongue into
the carton. Thereafter the tongue and pusher are retracted and the carton is repositioned to the next filling position.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the graphical design approach. Thereafter
section 3 demonstrates the simulation-based verification of the system. The code generation for Modelica
and IEC 61131 is detailed in section 4 whereas section 5 illustrates the software-in-the-loop simulation
and its benefits. The paper closes with a conclusion
in section 6.
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2

X

X

Graphical program design

At first the models for tongue (TO), pusher (PU)
and discharge belt (BE) are designed. Each component is separated into its control model and machine
model.

The controls of tongue and pusher are implemented as state machines (Figure 3). In the entry
activities of the states the signal REQ is set or reset.
The drive will move thereupon the tongue or pusher
back and forth. Transitions between states contain
Boolean conditions which act as change triggers.
Such triggers fire when the corresponding condition
is evaluated to true. In this example these triggers are
the feedback from the drive ACK and logical combinations of OK, RUN, and HALT with status signals
from the cooperating devices.
The model of the component discharge belt describes the up and down movement of belt and carton. Apart from drive, mass, and friction, the weight
is also registered which accumulates as the carton is
filled with bags. The interface (Figure 4) includes the
signals SPEED, EJECT, ZERO, and POS. Input signal SPEED is the nominal value for the carton’s velocity. After the carton is filled, the setting of input
signal EJECT starts the ejection of the full carton
and thereafter the insertion of an empty one. Output
value ZERO indicates the arrival of the carton at the
deviceBE

controllerBE

commands
RUN
HALT

driveBE
BE_SPEED
BE_EJECT

BE_SPEED
BE_EJECT

BE_ZERO
BE_POS

BE_ZERO
BE_POS

PU_OK

weightBox

PU_right

STOP

GO

frictionBE_Box massBox

BE_OK

testEnvironment

Figure 4: Structure of the discharge belt’s model

The machine models of tongue and pusher have
the same internal structure consisting of drive mechanism, mass, and friction and show an equal device
interface (Figure 2). The setting of the component’s
input signal REQ (request) will start the positioning
of pusher or tongue while the direction of the movement is alternated. The component’s output signal
ACK (acknowledgement) affirms the movement request whereas OK indicates the request’s completion.
The interface of the control is modelled inversely
to the device interface. Additional inputs are RUN
and HALT to start and stop the operations (Figure 2).
Furthermore signals are defined which contain the
status of the cooperating devices or send the own
status to other devices.

zero position whereas POS indicates its current position. The component’s interface is completed with
signals RUN and HALT and diverse status signals.
As shown before the control operation is described by a statechart (Figure 5) which groups the
belt’s movement into a starting phase (states:
RunUp, SlowToMin, SlowToNull) and a cyclic positioning phase (RunMax, RunMin, SlowToNull) for
filling the carton. In the entry activities of the states
the belt’s velocity SPEED is set and the target position is calculated. Transition triggers are the ZERO
signal as well as the current belt position POS in relation to the target position. Right before the start of
the movement the pusher’s activity is checked to
avoid damage caused by a collision between pusher
and carton. The cyclic repositioning of the belt is
stopped as soon as the carton is full and the carton is
ejected.
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RUN

BE_SPEED

Start
entry / BE_SPEED := 0;
BE_OK := 0;
STOP := 0;
GO := 0;
1

RunE /

Work

HALT
entry / STOP := 0;
GO := 1;

BE_EJECT
RunUp
entry / series := 0;
mass := 1;
BE_SPEED := Max_Speed;
BE_OK := 0;
BE_EJECT := 0;

BE_ZERO

1

after( Run_Up_Delay ) /

1
Restart

BE_ZERO <> 0 /

entry / BE_EJECT := 1;
Series := 0;
mass := 1;

SlowToMin
entry / h := BE_POS + h0;
BE_SPEED := Min_Speed;
after( Run_Up_Delay ) /
BE_POS

1

RunE /
BE_POS >= h /

1

SlowToNull

STOP

Stop

entry / BE_Speed := 0;
BE_OK := 1;

0
HaltE /

1
series >= Max_Series and
PU_right <> 0 /
PU_OK <> 0 and
WaitForEnable
PU_right == 0 /
entry / series := series + 1;
entry / BE_EJECT := 1;
1
mass := mass + 0.2;
series := 0;
BE_OK := 0;
mass := 1;
1

PU_right

BE_OK

entry / BE_SPEED := 0;
BE_OK := 0;
STOP := 1;
GO := 0;

Eject

2

GO

PU_OK <> 0 and
PU_right == 0 /

RunMax
PU_OK

entry / h := BE_POS + 0.6*H_bag;
BE_SPEED := Max_Speed;
1

BE_POS >= h /

RunMin
entry / h := h + 0.4*H_bag + hx;
BE_SPEED := Max_Speed;

1
BE_POS >= h /

Figure 5: Statechart of the discharge belt controller

After the design of each component (pusher,
tongue and discharge belt) they are instantiated in the
model view and connected with each other (Figure
6). The belt controller takes over the master function
by activating the GO and STOP signals as well as the
OK signal after successful positioning for the subordinate controllers of pusher and tongue.

3

Test and verification at
Modelica level

Models of the devices are built from physical elements such as mass and friction and from signal
blocks which are also part of the library and possess
a representation in Modelica. The control components are each translated automatically into a Modelica model with corresponding type, variable, parameter, and signal declarations as well as an algorithm

section. The structure of this code is illustrated in
section 4.1. Figure 6 shows the overall Modelica
model which consists of all aforementioned components and their connections.
X

X

At first for the verification of the controls, the
simulation results of pusher and tongue are compared to the requirements. In Figure 2 the structure
of the tongue’s model is shown. The model of the
pusher has an equal structure. This connection of
control model and device model can be seen as test
bench. A path-time diagram for tongue and pusher in
relation to the RUN and HALT commands is shown
in Figure 7.
The simulation results are: The tongue is retracted
from the carton before the pusher is retracted and
thus the bag will remain in the carton. The RUN
command starts the operation whereas the HALT
command stops tongue and pusher after they have
reached their initial positions.
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controllerBE

commands

driveBE

frictionBE_Box

BE_SPEED
BE_EJECT

RUN
HALT

massBox

BE_ZERO
BE_POS
PU_OK

weightBox

PU_right
STOP
GO
BE_OK

controllerTO
PU_right

driveTO

PU_OK
TO_REQ
TO_ACK
TO_OK

massTO

elasticFrictionTO

massPU

elasticFrictionPU

TO_right

controllerPU
drivePU
PU_REQ
PU_ACK
PU_OK
PU_right

Figure 6: Structure of the case filling machine’s overall system model

Secondly, the discharge belt’s control is tested in
its own test bench, shown in Figure 4. Thirdly, the
models of tongue, pusher, and discharge belt are
combined into an overall model of the case filling
machine as depicted in Figure 6. The simulation results, shown in Figure 8, illustrate the belt position in
relation to the movement of tongue and pusher as
well as the value of the belt speed. The requirement
that the belt moves only in the case that tongue and
pusher are in the initial positions has been fulfilled.
The HALT and RUN signals along with a filled carton result in a coordinated stop and restart of the
course of events.

Position of Discharge Belt

Speed of Discharge Belt

Tongue
Pusher

RUN

HALT

Figure 8: Simulation results of the overall model
Figure 7: Path-time diagram of pusher and tongue
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4

Modelica and IEC 61131 code
generation

4.1

Structure of the Modelica control program

The statecharts of the controllers of pusher, tongue,
and belt are translated separately into Modelica code
without any manual assistance. Figure 9 highlights
the general code structure of these controllers.

The Entry Activity Blocks, Do Activity Blocks and
Transition Blocks are created according to the hierarchy of the corresponding statechart. There is no
hierarchy existent in the tongue’s and pusher’s controls (Figure 3). Hence they are translated into one
Entry Activity Block and one Transition Block respectively. The belt’s controls show a two level hierarchy which comprises the composite state Work and
additional simple states (Figure 5). After code generation the two-level hierarchy is represented by two
Entry Activity Blocks and two Transition Blocks.

model XY

4.2

Structure of the PLC program

Declaration
Initialization

when-initial-statement

Event Generation

when-statements

Entry Activities

when-statements

The Modelica code’s semantics are the standard for
the code of the target controller. In this paper Structured Text (ST) according to IEC 61131 [7] is chosen as target code language. ST is analogue to Pascal
and can be used to write programs for programmable
logic controllers (PLCs).
The code sections in ST are similar to the
statechart’s Modelica code and can be separated into
the Event Generation, Entry Activities, Do Activities,
and Transition sections. In addition, the internal program structure requests a separation of declaration
and executable functions.

Entry Activities
Simulation
Cycle

Do Activities

if-statements

Do Activities
Transitions

if-statements

I/O signals and global variables as well as the
names of all implemented functions are noted in the
symbol table. This table is created automatically
when the target controller’s code is generated [8].
Local data is defined and stored in a data block
which is also part of the generated ST code.

Transitions

end XY

Figure 9: Structure of the statechart’s Modelica code

The algorithm section contains the following
blocks:
•

Event generation:
when-statements with relations of signals or
times in order to toggle flags

•

Entry activities:
when-elsewhen-statements to check discrete
state variables and enclosed
signal assignments

•

•

Do activities:
if-elseif-statements to check discrete state
variables and enclosed
simple signal assignments
Transitions:
if-elseif-statements to check discrete state
variables and to evaluate Boolean transition
conditions and enclosed state assignments to
the state variables and signal assignments.

The function FC Event Generation (EG) scans for
signal events and sets or resets the corresponding
flags. Because there is no when-statement in ST,
edge detection is achieved by using additional flag
variables and if-statements. An ST code example is
shown below:
// Event Generation Block
IF NOT("DBSC1".trigEventFlag) AND ("in1">0)
THEN
"DBSC1".trigEvent := TRUE;
ELSE

//SignalEvent

"DBSC1".trigEvent := FALSE; //SignalEvent
END_IF;
IF ("in1">0) THEN
"DBSC1".trigEventFlag := TRUE;

//EventFlag

ELSE
"DBSC1".trigEventFlag := FALSE; //EventFlag
END_IF;
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All entry activities of the states are contained in
the function FC Entry Activities (EA). A casestatement detects the active state according to the
state variable. Thereafter the one-time activation of
the entry activity is ensured by the implementation of
a entry activity flag within an if-statement:
// Entry Activity Block of Main_State
CASE "DBSC1".S_1 OF
3:

//StateVariable

IF ("DBSC1".A_1 <> 3) THEN
out1:=false;
//EntryActivity
"DBSC1".A_1 := 3;

//EntryActivityFlag

END_IF;

Do activities in are also implemented in the FC
EA and noted similarly but do not contain an ifstatement with an entry flag. Hence do activities are
executed in contrast to entry activities in every PLC
cycle.
The function FC Transition (TR) is comprised of
transition triggers, exit activities and transition activities. As illustrated before the active state is detected
in a case-statement. In each branch an if-statement
exists which evaluates the corresponding transition
trigger and holds the exit- and transition-activity. In
case the transition’s trigger condition is true, the exit- and transition-activity are executed and the state
variable is set to the subsequent state:
// Transition Block of Main_State
CASE "DBSC1".S_1 OF
3:
IF ("trigger" > 0) THEN
out1:=TRUE;

//ExitActivity

out2:=FALSE;
"DBSC1".S_1:=4;

//Trans.Activity
//State‐Variable

END_IF;

OB100
Initialising
Write Outputs
Read Inputs
OB1
Cyclic
Block

FB
Statechart 1

FC Event Generation
FC Entry|Do Activities
FC Transitions

FB
Statechart 2

FC Event Generation
FC Entry|Do Activities
FC Transitions

PLC
cycle

Figure 10: PLC program cycle

All aforementioned functions are called in the
function block FB Statechart in the following sequence: EG, EA and TR. Timers which are used in
the statecharts time triggers are also administrated in
this function block. FB Statechart is called in organisation block OB1, which is the PLC’s cyclic main
program and is executed right after the update of the
input register. The program of OB1 contains the calls
of functions and function blocks which implement
the control program functionality. After the execution of each function, the PLC jumps back into OB1
and when OB1’s end is reached the current cycle
ends with the update of the outputs. Figure 10 illustrates the PLC cycle and the call sequence of the
control program’s functions.
At startup of the PLC the initialisation block
OB100 is executed which resets and initialises the
state machine’s internal variables. Organisation
blocks OB1 and OB100 as well as function block FB
Statechart are also part of the automatically generated ST program code. Hence a complete PLC program is generated from the controller’s statechart.
After code generation two ASCII-files are available: one file containing the symbol table and one file
containing the program code. Either file can be imported into the PLC engineering software Step7 by
Siemens [9].
4.3

Compilation of the PLC program from a
Structured Text source

The aforementioned transformation of a statechart
into Structured Text indicates the similarities to
Modelica, but there are additional requirements that
need to be fulfilled. The main requirement which is
caused by the PLC program’s organisation into functions, function blocks, data blocks etc. says that
within the ST source code called functions are stated
in front of the functions that call them [10].
Therefore the order of the functions in the ST
source code has to be as follows:
1. Data block DB with internal variables
2. Functions FC Event Generation, FC Entry
and Do Activities, FC Transitions
3. Function block FB Statechart
4. Organisation block OB1 Cyclic Block
5. Organisation block OB100 Initialising.
The SCL batch compiler [10] of Step7 transforms
the ST source code into MC7 code, which is executed by the PLC, and carries out a lexical, syntactical
and semantic analysis and thereafter generates automatically all defined functions and blocks. They are
stored in the design environment and can be loaded
into as well as executed and tested on the PLC.
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In case the automation systems controls are distributed over several statecharts, as is the case with
the case filling machine described in section 2, then
one set of source files (symbol table and ST code) is
generated for each statechart. An add-on tool was
implemented which merges all source files into one
file set. The tool scans all symbol tables, eliminates
double entries and copies all other entries into one
table. The ST sources are also combined into one
source. Functions and data block of the statecharts
remain unchanged only their numbering is adjusted.
The main task is to merge all organisation blocks
(OB1’s, OB100’s) into one block of each type as
there is only one instance of each type allowed in the
PLC. At this point it is very important to consider the
call sequence of the state machines on the PLC in
order to avoid unwanted effects such as racing conditions caused by the serialisation of the
PLC code [12].

5

direction. A TCP-socket connection is used for
communication with the system simulator whereas
communication with the PLC is achieved via a
COM-object. The coupling tool, also called Backplane, is configured and then started by the user.

Software-in-the-Loop tests

Simulation X

Backplane

PLCSIM
Reset

Initialisation with PLC outputs

TCycSIM

TCycPLC

Copy Simulation Time

Sync. PLC-Timers

Writing PLC inputs
Reading PLC outputs & Start new cycle

Copy Simulation Time

Sync. PLC-Timers

Writing PLC inputs

The simulation of the automation system can now be
taken to a new level which will be illustrated in the Figure 11: Simulator Synchronisation
following by using the belt controller as an example.
Apart from configuration data such as IP-address and
After the PLC program has been generated, compiled
port, also the assignment of PLC I/O signals to the
and loaded a co-simulation of machine model (Modsystem simulator signals is defined.
elica simulation) and PLC program (software PLC)
In addition all PLC timers that are used somecan be conducted. The simulation tool PLCSIM [11],
where in the PLC program have to be noted, as they
which is part of the Step7 PLC engineering system,
will be synchronised by the Backplane. The Modeliis applied as software PLC. PLCSIM runs as a sepaca simulation for operator and machine model is
rate process on any Windows PC and enables the
running in simulation time whereas the PLC is runexecution of the PLC program analogue to a hardning in real-time. Therefore the synchronisation of
ware PLC. As a simulator PLCSIM offers no intertime is indispensable and so the PLC’s timers are
face to hardware I/Os communicating with the field
synchronised at the beginning of each PLC cycle.
and thus can only be employed for simulation purHence the progression of the timers is no longer reposes.
lated to the real-time, but depends only on the simuIn order to perform a co-simulation the inputs and
lation time.
outputs of the PLC have to be assigned to the correAfter the start of the simulation the Backplane
sponding signals of the machine model and cyclicaltakes over the control of the Modelica simulator and
ly updated in both directions.
the PLC simulator and performs the data exchange
The Modelica statechart model in the simulator
between them. As show in Figure 11 in both simulahas to be substituted with a coupling element that has
tors the same fixed time interval is simulated and
exactly the same input and output signals as the
thereafter the simulation is halted. The real-time dustatechart block. There are coupling elements availaration TCycSIM and TCycPLC of the simulation cycles
ble in the system simulator but these do not provide a
may differ. The Backplane scans the sensor signals
suitable interface for a connection with the PLC. In
of the machine model and writes them to the PLC’s
addition the PLC’s timing needs to be adapted to the
input signals. Then the PLC’s output signals are read
system simulators timing or in other words, the PLC
and transferred to the machine model’s actuator sigcan no longer run in real-time but needs to run synnals before a new simulation cycle starts. This mode
chronous to the simulators simulation time.
of operation is shown in Figure 11.
Hence a coupling tool was designed and impleAfter the simulation run the results from the comented which enables the coupling of PLC and syssimulation are compared to the results of the Modelitem simulator. The tool provides interfaces in either
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ca-only simulation. A path-time diagram (discharge
belt’s position) of these simulation runs is shown in
Figure 12. The waveforms are not identical as there
is a growing time offset between characteristic points
and also a spatial offset. Both effects can be traced
back to the PLC’s cycle time which is not present at
the Modelica model level. The state machine of the
controller model responds immediately to a change
of the input signals. As soon as an input signal from
the machine or operator model triggers a transition
the simulation is halted. The Modelica code of the
statechart block will then calculate the subsequent
state and execute all exit activities, transition activities, and entry activities. This procedure is repeated
until a stable state configuration is found, i.e. no further transition can fire. Therefore state transitions
consume no simulation time and activities are instantly visible. The simulation is then started again
and will run until the next event occurs. This behaviour is caused by the simulator’s model of computation.
Distance

Δt2

Δt1

Δs1

The generated PLC program is tested against predefined test cases and the results are scanned for errors or deviations from the control models results.
All test cases should encompass an extensive amount
of input signal combinations and not only valid but
also erroneous signal combinations. In case the control programs behaviour and function was correct the
PLC program can be transferred to the real system
without further adaptations.

Δt3

Δs2

an execution model of the real-time controller. At
present the authors implement an execution model
for PLCs at model level. The execution model is also
designed as statechart and thereafter translated into
Modelica code. First results of this approach are discussed in [12].
The main cause for the different behaviour of
Modelica control model and real-time controller is
the cycle time. For time-critical functions such as
fast positioning operations a large cycle time can be
unfavourable and result in the example of the case
filling system in delays and spatial offsets when positioning the discharge belt as depicted in Figure 12.
The Backplane provides the option to force the
cycle time. Therefore simulation runs with different
cycle time can be simulated and the effects on the
results analysed. This data can then be employed to
find an upper limit of the cycle time which guarantees the correct and exact function of the system. The
determined value is a criterion for the selection of a
PLC.

Δs3

Modelica control model
PLC program

6

Conclusion

Time

Figure 12: Path-time diagram of belt movement
controlled by Modelica control model and PLC program

The PLC processes its control program after a
different Execution Model [12]. As already discussed in section 4.2 the controller is executing the
control program in a cyclic manner. Therefore the
calculation of a new output signal vector requires
one or more PLC cycles depending on the call sequence of the functions that where generated from
the UML statechart. Typical cycle times for industrial controllers are 5 to 50 ms. The call sequence of the
functions EG, EA, TR is also a cause for serialisation
effects such as racing conditions. In case more than
one state machine is used for controlling the system
the sequence of their execution is also important.
Such effects are not covered by the Modelica control
model and can hence not easily be simulated. It is
therefore necessary to extend the control model with
X

X

In this paper the model-based design and simulationbased verification of an automation system as illustrated in Figure 13 was presented. Following the example of an industrial case filling machine the modelling of its control with statecharts was demonstrated. These statecharts were transformed automatically
into Modelica code and then executed in test benches. For verifying the control algorithms the Modelica
control blocks were stimulated with test signals and
their behaviour was improved until the function corresponded to the defined requirements. Thereafter
the Modelica blocks of control model, machine model and operator model were combined to an overall
system model and a system simulation was executed
by which the system’s function was verified and important performance indicators were established.
Once the behaviour and performance of the system
was correct the IEC 61131 Structured Text code for
the real-time controller, a PLC, was generated. The
PLC’s control program was then tested and validated
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as software-in-the-loop against the machine and operator model. This procedure showed a satisfying
behavioural consistency between Modelica control
model and real-time control program and only minor
deviations were detected. These effects can be traced
back to the PLC’s cycle time. In order to overcome
such deviations the authors are working on the implementation of an execution model for real-time
controllers in Modelica.

References
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Code Generator for
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//Statechart Code
model SC1 „Statechart 1“
protected …
public …
algorithm
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when (MainState == …) then
…
elsewhen (MainState == …)
…
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Output
Input

Sensors

Actua‐
tors

Machine
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Figure 13: Design flow for modelling and verification
of machine controls

The approach discussed in this paper removes the
need for the error-prone manual coding of the PLC
program and saves a huge amount of time by minimising the field and start-up tests through simulation-based verification of the control algorithms. The
design-flow is faster and much more efficient than
the current state-of-the-practice procedures and provides an easy way to error-free control programs
through graphical and model-based design, simulation-based verification, and automatic code generation. The transformation steps in this chain are carried out automatically so that human efforts can be
focused on the design of the controls and its evaluation.
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Abstract
Modelica models involving discrete-time aspects
may lead to surprising results due to the way events
are currently handled in the language. Indeed, simultaneity is interpreted as synchronism (see [2] for details) and, as a consequence, two unrelated sources of
events may interfere in unexpected ways.
In this paper, we present minimal examples of
models that exhibit unexpected or surprising results,
then we explain the general causes of such behaviors
and propose to introduce the notion of clock in the
language to solve the issues. In contrast to [1] and
[2], we focus here on models resulting from the composition of other models: we aim at showing that the
current discrete-time theoretical model of Modelica
is not robust with respect to model composition. For
the final user, it means that it is generally not possible to build reliable models involving discrete-time
aspects by simply connecting generic library models:
manual adjustments are often required to obtain the
expected behavior1.
Keywords: discrete-time modeling; clock calculus

1

Introduction

Modelica has been designed to primarily solve
continuous-time systems of differential and algebraic
equations. Unfortunately, discrete-time aspects have
not been considered with the same level of interest.
The result is that essential features of synchronous
languages (e.g., Signal, Lustre, Esterel) are not
present in Modelica today. Consider for instance the
following Modelica model:
model M
Real x, x_dot;
Integer count;
initial equation
x = 0;
1 This also begs for a related question, which is: how
can we know that our models actually require adjustments!

x_dot = 1;
count = 0;
equation
x_dot = der(x);
der(x_dot) = x;
when
{ x > 0.5, sin(time) > 0.5 }
then
count = pre(count) + 1;
end when;
end M;
According to the Modelica specification, that
model is correct, so we can try to simulate it. One
may wonder which is the value of count at the end of
a simulation performed between 0 and 100 seconds
for instance. Quite surprisingly, the Modelica specification does not give the answer: any value between
16 and 32 is possible even if — it is the case here —
every event can be numerically detected with accuracy so that none is lost due to the limits of time tolerance of the solver2. Indeed, the when clause that is
used to update count is activated by two unrelated
sources of events (put between curly braces in Modelica syntax) that may accidentally be seen as synchronous during simulation, as explained in [2]. Actually the final value of count depends on:
– the “quality” of the translator implementation
– the kind of solver eventually required to
solve the final system
– the parameters of the solver, in case a
solver is necessary.
In this paper, we aim at explaining the consequences of such a design choice in terms of reliability and reusability of models. The paper is organized
as follows: section 2 gives an analysis of the prob2 The purpose of this paper is not to discuss numerical
solver issues, in particular event detection in case of
non-trivial continuous-time systems: we will only focus on discrete-time aspects. The introductory example
is presented with the hope that it will help readers with
physical background to get a feeling of what discretetime issues are.
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lem; section 3 introduces the proposed solution; section 4 shows how to transpose the solution in the
context of the Modelica language; section 5 presents
an example of application; section 6 gives a conclusion.

2

Analysis of the problem

The problem with the model above comes from
the fact that discrete-time aspects are somewhat “approximated” in Modelica's semantics: it is not possible to know for sure, in that model, whether both
sources of events corresponding to x > 0.5 and
sin(time) > 0.5 are synchronous or not. It is
not even possible to know for sure, in case they are
seen as synchronous by the simulator at the beginning of a simulation, whether they will remain synchronous until the end or not. Indeed, according to
the Modelica specification, events instants are
“probed” during simulation (only time associated to
their occurrence is retained) so deciding whether two
events happening at the same measured time are really synchronous (i.e., have the same cause) or
whether it is pure coincidence is impossible. Unsurprisingly, this has unfortunate consequences over the
design of event-based models in Modelica. Consider
for instance the following purely discrete Modelica
models:

Figure 1: A simple test model

Instances of EventSource emit events3 via
their unique output port and instances of Counter
count the number of events received via their input
ports. Consider the following model built upon
EventSource and Counter (Figure 1 gives its
graphical representation):
model TestCounters
EventSource src[2](t0 = { 0, 3 },
T = { 1, 2 });
Counter cnt(n = 2);
equation
connect(src.out, cnt.ins);
end TestCounters;

connector Out = output Boolean;
model EventSource "Simple event
source"
parameter Real t0, T;
Out out;
equation
out = sample(t0, T);
end EventSource;
connector In = input Boolean;
model Counter "Simple event
counter"
parameter Integer n;
In ins[n];
Integer count;
initial equation
count = 0;
equation
when ins then
count = pre(count) + 1;
end when;
end Counter;

Figure 2: Simulation results of model in Figure 1

Simulation of an instance of TestCounters
between 0 and 10 seconds gives a rather surprising
result (see Figure 2). Indeed, between 0 and 10 seconds the sources emit a total of 11 + 4 events but
3 Boolean values in reality, events are not explicitly
emitted.
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only 11 of them are “saw” by the instance of
Counter. That result is explained by Modelica's
way of handling discrete events. Indeed, some events
are “lost” because, as explained above, only the
measured time of events matters in Modelica, so two
events happening at the same time cannot be distinguished: the simulator does not know whether they
have been emitted by the same source connected to
both input ports of the instance of Counter (as in
Figure 3) or by two distinct sources (as in Figure 1).
One may wonder why is it not possible, by default,
to consider every local port of a model like
Counter as an independent local source of events:
indeed, in the case of TestCounters, it would
give the correct answer for count. But consider the
following model which graphical representation is
given in Figure 3:
model TestCounters2
EventSource src(t0 = 0, T = 1);
Counter cnt(n = 2);
equation
connect(src.out, cnt.ins[1]);
connect(src.out, cnt.ins[2]);
end TestCounters2;

protected Integer subcount[n];
initial equation
subcount = zeros(n);
count = 0;
equation
for i in 1 : n loop
when ins[i] then
subcount[i] =
pre(subcount[i]) + 1;
end when;
end for;
when ins then
count = sum(subcount);
end when;
end ImprovedCounter;
However, this solution is far more space- and
time-consuming than the original Counter model
(because a number of additional state variables proportional to the number of listened sources has to be
declared and the whole sum of subcounters has to be
recomputed each time an event is detected on any input port). Also, that new solution still fails to count
the correct number of events in case of a configuration like the one in Figure 3. We may even want to
consider configurations like the one in Figure 4,
where neither Counter nor ImprovedCounter
would give the correct answer.

Figure 3: Another simple test model

In any instance of that model, if every port of
cnt would be considered as a local source of events
then twice the correct number of events would be
found since there is only one real source of events
(with duplicated outputs). One may notice that Modelica's default behavior would lead to the correct result (by accident, however) in that very special situation.
Going back to the original model, one way to
avoid the event loss problem in Modelica would be
to associate one “subcounter” per input port and to
sum the results into the global counter count, as in:
connector In = input Boolean;
model ImprovedCounter
parameter Integer n;
In ins[n];
Integer count;

Figure 4: A slightly more complex version of previous test
models

A last remark can be made regarding correctness
of models. Going back to the first test model, we
managed to correct it by providing Improved
Counter (an adapted version of Counter) to circumvent the issue with simultaneous events. It is important to notice that the correction was possible because we knew that our original model had problems
with respect to event handling. But in real-world situations, where correctness of models in not known a
priori, Modelica compilers will not be able to detect
such errors since, as shown above, the Modelica language itself does not retain the required information.
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As a result, users will have to determine by hand
whether their models are correct or not. Of course
the task is impossible to complete as far as models
get too big or contain encrypted parts for instance.
We conclude from those observations that Modelica needs some improvements to enable the definition of reliable models involving discrete events. The
following section explains how that can be achieved.
The proposal is based on a preliminary work by INRIA and LMS Imagine in the course of the SimPA 2
project ([1], [2]).

3

Proposal to enable the definition of
reliable discrete models in Modelica

3.1

Introduction to clocks and signals

The most important feature of synchronous languages that is currently missing in Modelica is
clocks. In the Signal language ([3]) clocks give logical instants at which signals are said to be present,
i.e. instants at which values of signals are accessible.
Signals sharing the same clock are said to be synchronous (their values are present at the same logical
instant). Clocks give the domain of signals, and types
(e.g., Boolean, Integer, Real, etc. in Modelica) give
their codomain. Consider the following Modelica
program:
model M
Integer count;
initial equation
count = 0;
equation
when sample(0, 1) then
count = pre(count) + 1;
end when;
end M;
Interpreted in terms of clocks and signals, this
program would define the discrete-time signal
count. One way to see count would be as a mapping from events to values (Event is the set of all
events):
count:

Event ⟶ Integer
e0 ⟼ 1
e1 ⟼ 2
e2 ⟼ 3
…

Of course, we would also need to associate a
“physical time” with each event, as required by the
definition of sample():
e0 ⟼ 0.0
e1 ⟼ 1.0
e2 ⟼ 2.0
…
It is fundamental to notice that the mapping from
events to physical time is not a bijection: two distinct
events may be associated with the same physical instant, in which case those events are said to be simultaneous. We saw that in Modelica there is no
way to tell whether two simultaneous events have the
same origin since we only look at physical time. By
looking at logical instants, we have a more accurate
view of the flow of events: that is the basis of the
synchronous approach to event handling.
3.2

Why do clocks and signals solve the issues

Let's consider an expression like sample(t0,
T). Interpreted in terms of signals and clocks, it
would represent a sequence of fresh events, each of
them mapped to physical instants so that e k (k ≥ 0)
maps to t0 + kT. Consider the following program:
when sample(0, 1) then
count = pre(count) + 1;
end when;
We say that the when clause above is activated at
each logical instant yield by the sample construct,
which defines a clock, and that count inherits that
clock: count causally depends on the sample construct that is used to activate the equation.
We now introduce the notion of clock union, as
in:
when { c1, c2, ... } then
count = pre(count) + 1;
end when;
{ c1, c2, ... } represents the union clock
of c1, c2, etc. The set of events emitted by that
clock is the union of the set of events emitted by
each clock used to compose it. And since in our interpretation events can be distinguished one from
each other we can, contrary to Modelica with its current interpretation, compute the union accurately:
– without accidentally forgetting any element
(as illustrated in TestCounters above)
– without accidentally counting the same element twice (as illustrated in TestCoun
ters2 above).
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Of course, taking clocks into account requires a
less naive compilation process than those currently
implemented in Modelica compilers. In the next sections we describe the steps required to transform a
synchronous language program into efficient compiled code.
3.3

when { cnt.ins[1], cnt.ins[2] }
then
cnt.count = pre(cnt.count) + 1;
end when;
// expanded connection equations
cnt.ins[1] = src[1].out;
cnt.ins[2] = src[2].out;

Considerations about the compilation of
synchronous programs

Take for instance the model class TestCoun
ters defined above. If we instantiate it, we get the
following flat Modelica program (where connection
equations have been replaced by their contribution to
the final system of equations):
model FlatTestCounters
// variables introduced by the
first event source
parameter Real src[1].t0,
src[1].T;
Boolean src[1].out;
// variables introduced by the
second event source
parameter Real src[2].t0,
src[2].T;
Boolean src[2].out;
// variables introduced by the
counter
Boolean cnt.ins[1], cnt.ins[2];
Integer cnt.count;
initial equation
// initial equations introduced
by the counter
src.count = 0;
equation
// equations introduced by the
first event source
src[1].out = sample(src[1].t0,
src[1].T);
// equations introduced by the
second event source
src[2].out = sample(src[2].t0,
src[2].T);
// equations introduced by the
counter

end FlatTestCounters;
For the sake of conciseness, we will consider a
simplification of the previous program4 that still contains the essential constructs:
model ShortFlatTestCounters
parameter Real t0[1], T[1],
t0[2], T[2];
Boolean c[1], c[2];
Integer count;
initial equation
count = 0;
equation
c[1] = sample(t0[1], T[1]);
c[2] = sample(t0[2], T[2]);
when { c[1], c[2] } then
count = pre(count) + 1;
end when;
end ShortFlatTestCounters;
That program defines two asynchronous event
sources since we consider that each sample construct
introduces its own sequence of fresh events. It follows that c[1] and c[2] do not have any event in
common and then that the union clock { c[1],
c[2] } is irreducible. The clock calculus we will
propose below will have to reflect those considerations, so that a compiler implementing it will automatically derive canonical representation of clocks,
as we currently do by hand in this simple case. The
constraints in the above program are finally equivalent to this pseudo-code:
c[1] = sample(t0[1], T[1]);
c[2] = sample(t0[2], T[2]);
when c[1] then
count = pre(count) + 1;
end when;
when c[2] then

4 Obtained by removing alias variables and associated
equations, and renaming remaining variables
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count = pre(count) + 1;
end when;
Notice that we now have two concurrent equations defining count (which is explicitly forbidden
in Modelica) but since both when clauses are guaranteed to be activated asynchronously thanks to our interpretation of sample's properties, there is actually
no possible conflict5.
At this point, an important remark has to be made
regarding determinism. Indeed, with the semantics
proposed in this report, we accept to consider that a
connection of two independent event sources is acceptable because we force interleaving of events so
that two simultaneous events cannot be synchronous
if they don't have the same origin. However, the order into which simultaneous events will be treated at
runtime is purposely left unspecified. From a control
engineer perspective that choice seems rather surprising, especially for a language that could eventually be used to design control systems, where determinism is a fundamental aspect to consider. But
from a physical modeling point of view, non-determinism is a natural consequence of the physical nature of the world. Since our aim is to design a physical modeling language it seems reasonable to allow
some form of non-determinism to avoid rejecting too
many programs, especially those that most users having a physical background will consider correct (and
which are, given the limits of physics). Notice however that non-determinism can be detected statically
by a compiler implementing our proposal: it just requires a stricter criterion to select correct programs
(that may be a compiler option). Compared to Modelica in its current state, we offer a way to control determinism so that it fits control or physical needs.
Modelica, on the other hand, currently cannot promise anything regarding determinism for the reasons
exposed in previous sections.
3.4

Clock calculus

false(b)
true(b)
initial
edges(b)
sample(t0, T)
clock ∨ clock
clock ∧ clock
clock ∖ clock
c1, c2, …

(instants at which b is false)
(instants at which b is true)
(initialization clock)
(instants at which b becomes true)
(sample starting at t0, with period T)
(union of clocks)
(intersection of clocks)
(difference of clocks)
(clock variables)

Several comments have to be made:
– we introduce the notion of “full clock”,
which, in synchronous languages such as
Signal, makes no sense (since clocks are discrete). But since here we have to consider
continuous-time signals (we want to describe
DAE systems among others), we have an implicit maximal clock for any program: the
default continuous-time clock, which includes all the instants of the simulation
– the same kind of remark can be made for
clock difference: if the first argument is the
full clock, then we get the complementary of
the second argument as result, which also
makes no sense in synchronous languages
such as Signal
– sample() and edges() share the following properties:
– they are generative: they always
yield a fresh, pure discrete-time
clock
– two clocks yielded by those constructs are guaranteed to have an
empty intersection (which implies
for instance that edges(e1) ∧
edges(e2) = empty for any e1,
e26)
– initial is a special clock that contains only
one instant which corresponds to the first
simulation instant (i.e., no other instant may
happen before this one).
Systems of equations will be described by the following grammar (where ei(si , si , …) denotes an
expression involving signals si , si , …, ):
1

In this section we introduce the elements of our
clock algebra and give essential rules that govern
clock calculus. We propose the following grammar
to describe clock expressions (where e represents a
term denoting any signal, and b a term denoting any
boolean signal):
clock ::=
never
| always
| clock(e)

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

(empty clock)
(full clock)
(clock of e)

5 Modelica currently has to impose single assignment
restrictions precisely because two sources of cannot be
statically proven to be asynchronous, as explained before.

1

2

2

system ::=
null
(system having no constraint)
| system || system
(parallel composition)
| system when clock
(sampling)
| let c = clock in system
(let binding)
| e1(s1 , s1 , ...) = e2(s2 , s2 , …)
(equation)
1

2

1

2

To illustrate the use of the system description language defined above, let's write the system corresponding to an instance of the model class Test
Counters defined above. It gives:
6 This is the property we used in section Considerations
about the compilation of synchronous programs to calculate the union clock.
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let c[1] = sample(t0[1], T[1]) in
let c[2] = sample(t0[2], T[2]) in
count = 0 when initial ||
count = pre(count) + 1 when c[1] ∨
c[2]
We saw in previous section that it was also possible to write it as follow:
let c[1] = sample(t0[1], T[1]) in
let c[2] = sample(t0[2], T[2]) in
count = 0 when initial ||
count = pre(count) + 1 when c[1] ||
count = pre(count) + 1 when c[2]
Notice that clock expressions should be reduced
to a canonical form so that single assignment rule
can be checked statically to avoid current Modelica
issues with respect to discrete-time modeling. We
then require that a compiler will have to perform full
reduction of clock expressions at compile time by
eliminating local clock variables (i.e., rewriting let
v = … in … terms) and replacing clock(...)
terms by their actual value. This reduction will have
to be carried out in parallel with the resolution of the
assignment problem attached to equations. Indeed, in
contrast to synchronous languages such as Signal, we
have to deal with the acausal nature of the language:
given an equation, it is not possible to tell which signal(s) it defines without performing a global causality analysis under clock constraints (we require however schedulability of clock constraints). So the algorithm we propose is:
1. The initial contextual clock is always
2. Perform partial resolution of the assignment problem for any equation that is not
constrained by a when construct, in order
to find defined signals, which are added to
current context
3. Pick any when construct which activation
clock either depends on past (i.e., “pre signals”) or on signals that belong to current
context; make that activation clock the current contextual clock and go to step 2
If some subsystems remain unselected at the end
of the algorithm, the whole system is:
– not schedulable, if any subsystem contains a
clock which depends on the signals it actually defines
– under-constrained, if the assignment problem failed for the remaining equations
– over-constrained, if any subsystem only constraints signals that have already been determined.
An additional check has to be performed in order
to validate the whole system: the clock of any “pre

signal” should be proven equal to the clock of the
signal itself. The clock of a given signal can be determined by “summing” the clocks of when constraints that define that signal (union of clocks). The
clock of a “pre signal” is the union of the minimal
clocks at which that signal is required to be present
(i.e., immediate contextual clocks during clock calculus). By “subtracting” (clock difference) both resulting clocks we have to find empty. Notice that
the problem is decidable since we required full reduction of clock expressions to canonical form. That
algorithm not only validates the original system, it
also returns its constrained dataflow representation
which can be used to generate efficient code.

4

Application to Modelica

One can notice that Modelica's sample expressions yield boolean values that are quite exclusively
used to activate discrete equations. The reason is that
in Modelica when clauses require a test to be performed to activate/deactivate associated equations.
But most of the time, that test is useless: it only
makes sense to “activate equations from the outside”.
Indeed, a when clause which activation constraint
only depends on pure events (as ideally generated by
sample) would not need to check anything: the activation/deactivation logic would be “lifted” in the
control flow. It follows that when clauses can be
made more general and efficient by only depending
on clocks instead of boolean signals7: pure event-based activations do no longer lead to any test in
the generated code. That is particularly interesting in
presence of external event sources, which in Modelica currently lead to the generation of “event loops”
that are extremely resource-consuming (and that
eventually require dynamic synchronization with the
source). Our proposal avoids the generation of those
expensive loops.
In consequence of the above remarks, we propose
to equip Modelica with a new type: Clock, the type
of clocks (i.e., sequences of logical time events). We
also propose to change the semantics of sample expressions, so that they now denote pure event generators8. Here is a modification using clocks of the
7 This is the reason why the name “when” has been
coined historically in synchronous languages such as
Signal.
8 It would be possible to make sample generate booleans
and events simultaneously to avoid too many compatibility issues, but, since uses of values yielded by sample as regular booleans seems highly suspicious in our
opinion, a more restrictive definition of sample would
help to find abusive use of event-generating expres-
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when initial:
count := 0

original model class TestCounters defined
above:

when sample(t0[1], T[1]) ∨ sample(t0[1], T[1]):
count := pre(count) + 1

connector Out = output Clock;

The above representation of the system reads as
follow:
– at initialization, assign 0 to the program
variable count
– on each activation scheduled by sample(t0[1], T[1]) ∨ sample(t0[1],
T[1]), assign the last value held by count
plus one to count.
We have derived sequences of assignments from
the functional specification expressed in our system
description language.

model EventSource "Simple event
source"
parameter Real t0, T;
Out out;
equation
out = sample(t0, T);
end EventSource;
connector In = input Clock;
model Counter "Simple event
counter"
parameter Integer n;
In ins[n];
Integer count;
initial equation
count = 0;
equation
when ins then
count = pre(count) + 1;
end when;
end Counter;

5

Example

We consider a well-known example in the Hybrid
Systems and Control Theory literature (we will use
the version presented in [BK09]). Here we consider
the system consisting of a water tank, where water
arrives at a variable rate wi(t) ≥ 0 through one pipe
and leaves through another one at the rate controlled
by a valve (cf. Figure 5). The output pipe has a maximal throughput capacity C, and the valve position is
given by 0 ≤ v(t) ≤ 1. Thus, the actual throughput of
the output pipe at the moment t is C·v(t). The valve is
controlled by a sensor measuring the level l of water
in the tank, which aims at keeping this level in a given interval [L1, L2]. For simplicity we assume that
there is always enough water in the tank to saturate
the output pipe and that the incoming flow does not
exceed the output pipe’s capacity, i.e. max wi(t) ≤ C.

model TestCounters
EventSource src[2](t0 = { 0, 3 },
T = { 1, 2 });
Counter cnt(n = 2);
equation
connect(src.out, cnt.ins);
end TestCounters;
As shown in previous section, an instance of the
above model can be represented in our intermediate
language as:
let c[1] = sample(t0[1], T[1]) in
let c[2] = sample(t0[2], T[2]) in
count = 0 when initial ||
count = pre(count) + 1 when c[1] ∨
c[2]

Figure 5: Tank with regulated valve

Given a translation from the original Modelica
code to our system description language, we can proceed with static scheduling of equations by applying
the algorithm proposed above. If the system does not
contain any implicit variable, the result is simply
composed of several sequences of assignments, activated by primary clocks (i.e.,source clocks of the
system). It is the case in our simple example:

The transfer function of the complete system has
the input space In = R+ (incoming flow rate) and the
output space Out = R+ × + (output flow rate and
current water level in the tank). This system can be
modeled as a composition of three sub-systems (see
Figure 6).

sions in existing programs.
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equation
wo = C * v;
der(l) = wi – wo;
end Tank;
model Sensor
parameter Real L1, L2;
RealInput l;
RealOutput dv;
equation
dv = sign(l  (L1 + L2) / 2);
end Sensor;

Figure 6: Block-diagram representation of the
regulated tank

1. The Tank, taking on input current values of
the incoming flow wi and the position of
the valve v and computing the corresponding output flow wo and water level l from
the equations

dl=wi−wo
w o=C⋅v

The corresponding transfer function has the
input and output spaces InT = R+ × [0, 1]
and OutT = R+ × R+.
2. The Sensor, taking on input the water level
l and computing the corresponding valve
position adjustment dv from some given
equation, e.g.:

dv=signl−

L1L2

2

The corresponding transfer function has the
input and output spaces InS= R+ and OutS =
[−1, 1].
3. The Valve, taking on input the adjustment
dv and providing on output the corresponding value v.
The corresponding transfer function has the
input and output spaces InV = [−1, 1] and
OutV = [0, 1].
This kind of physical models is straightforward to
define as a continuous-time Modelica model:
// Connector definitions
connector RealInput = input Real;
connector RealOutput = output Real;
// Submodel definitions
model Tank
parameter Real C;
RealInput wi;
RealInput v;
RealOutput wo;
RealOutput l;

model Valve
RealInput dv;
RealOutput v;
equation
/* In order to preserve the range
of v, we
have to constrain the values
of its derivative */
der(v) =
if pre(v) <= 0 then max(dv, 0)
elseif pre(v) >= 1 then min
(dv, 0)
else dv;
end Valve;
model Source "Sinusiodal source of
flow"
constant Real PI = acos(1);
parameter Real W0, f;
RealOutput wo;
equation
wo = W0 * (0.5 * sin(2 * PI * f *
time) + 0.5);
end Source;
model TankSensorValve "Agregation
of a tank, a sensor and a valve"
RealInput wi;
RealInput wo;
Tank tank(C=10, l(start=1.5));
Sensor sensor(L1=1, L2=2);
Valve valve(v(start=0));
equation
connect(wi, tank.wi);
connect(tank.l, sensor.l);
connect(sensor.dv, valve.dv);
connect(valve.v, tank.v);
connect(tank.wo, wo);
end TankSensorValve;
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// Example of use

// Submodel definitions

model M "A simple use of above mod
els"
TankSensorValve tankSensorValve(
tank(C=10, l(start=1.5)),
sensor(L1=1, L2=2),
valve(v(start=0)));
Source source(W0=5, f=0.25);
equation
connect(source.wo, tankSensor
Valve.wi);
end M;

model Tank
parameter Real C;
RealInput wi;
RealInput v;
RealOutput wo;
RealOutput l;
equation
wo = C * v;
l = pre(l) + (wi – wo) * STEP;
end Tank;

Simulating the above model gives the results in
Figure 7.

model Sensor
parameter Real L1, L2;
RealInput l;
RealOutput dv;
equation
dv = sign(l  (L1 + L2) / 2);
end Sensor;

model Valve
RealInput dv;
RealOutput v;
equation
/* In order to preserve the range
of v, we
Figure 7: Result of the simulation of a continuous-time
have to constrain the values
model of regulated tank
of its derivative */
A discrete-time specification of the regulated tank
v =
model would offer several advantages over the conpre(v) +
tinuous-time one: it does not require sophisticated
(if pre(v) <= 0 then max(dv, 0)
solvers to compute simulation results and it may run
elseif pre(v) >= 1 then min
far faster than the high-fidelity version (the price to (dv, 0)
pay when using pure discrete-time models is, most of
else dv) * STEP;
the time, poor accuracy). Here is a new specification end Valve;
in discrete-time Modelica of the submodels needed
to build the final model (changes with respect to model Source "Sinusiodal source of
original version are in red):
flow"
// Connector definitions
connector RealInput = input Real;
connector RealOutput = output Real;
//useful constants
constant Real MILLI2SEC = 0.001;
constant Real MILLI_PERIOD = 20;
constant Real STRETCH = 400;
constant Real STEP = MILLI_PERIOD *
MILLI2SEC / STRETCH;

constant Real PI = acos(1);
parameter Real W0, f;
RealOutput wo;
/* We explicitly define time as a
discrete signal */
protected Real time;
initial equation
time = 0;
equation
when sample(0, STEP) then
time = pre(time) + STEP;
end when;
wo = W0 * (0.5 * sin(2 * PI * f *
time) + 0.5);
end Source;
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m.tankSensorValve.wi = m.tankSensorValve.tank.wi ||
m.tankSensorValve.tank.l = m.tankSensorValve.sensor.l
||
m.tankSensorValve.sensor.dv =
m.tankSensorValve.valve.dv ||
m.tankSensorValve.valve.v =
m.tankSensorValve.delay.x ||
m.tankSensorValve.delay.zx =
m.tankSensorValve.tank.v ||
m.tankSensorValve.tank.wo = m.tankSensorValve.wo ||
m.source.time = 0 when initial ||
m.source.time = pre(m.source.time) + 5e-5 when
sample(0, 5e-5) ||
m.source.wo = 5.0 * (0.5 *. sin(1.5707963268 *
m.source.time) + 0.5) ||
m.source.wo = m.tankSensorValve.wi

model Delay "Ideal delay"
RealInput x;
RealOutput zx;
equation
zx = pre(x);
end Delay;
model TankSensorValve "Agregation
of a tank, a sensor and a valve"
RealInput wi;
RealInput wo;
Tank tank(C=10, l(start=1.5));
Sensor sensor(L1=1, L2=2);
Valve valve(v(start=0));
Delay delay(zx(start=0));
equation
connect(wi, tank.wi);
connect(tank.l, sensor.l);
connect(sensor.dv, valve.dv);
connect(valve.v, delay.x);
connect(delay.zx, tank.v);
connect(tank.wo, wo);
end TankSensorValve;

Sorting that system gives the following assignments:
when initial:
m.tankSensorValve.tank.l := 1.5
m.tankSensorValve.valve.v := 0
m.tankSensorValve.delay.zx := 0
m.source.time := 0
when sample(0, 5e-5):
m.source.time := pre(m.source.time) + 5e-5
m.source.wo :=
5.0 * (0.5 *. sin(1.5707963268 * m.source.time) +
0.5)
m.tankSensorValve.wi := m.source.wo
m.tankSensorValve.tank.wi := m.tankSensorValve.wi
m.tankSensorValve.delay.zx :=
pre(m.tankSensorValve.delay.x)
m.tankSensorValve.tank.v :=
m.tankSensorValve.delay.zx
m.tankSensorValve.tank.wo :=
10 * m.tankSensorValve.tank.v
m.tankSensorValve.tank.l :=
pre(m.tankSensorValve.tank.l) +
(m.tankSensorValve.tank.wi –
m.tankSensorValve.tank.wo) * 5e-5
m.tankSensorValve.sensor.l :=
m.tankSensorValve.tank.l
m.tankSensorValve.sensor.dv :=
sign(m.tankSensorValve.sensor.l – 1.5)
m.tankSensorValve.valve.dv :=
m.tankSensorValve.sensor.dv
m.tankSensorValve.valve.v :=
pre(m.tankSensorValve.valve.v) +
(if pre(m.tankSensorValve.valve.v) <= 0 then
max(m.tankSensorValve.valve.dv, 0)
elseif pre(m.tankSensorValve.valve.v) >= 1 then
min(m.tankSensorValve.valve.dv, 0)
else m.tankSensorValve.valve.dv) * 5e-5
m.tankSensorValve.delay.x :=
m.tankSensorValve.valve.v
m.tankSensorValve.wo := m.tankSensorValve.tank.wo

Notice the use of difference equations instead of
differential ones and also the use of a when clause
that provides the “main clock” exported by the
Source model class. A new model class is necessary (Delay) to break the algebraic loop (controller
feedback) by inserting a delay into it, otherwise the
model is not schedulable. The Sensor model class
is kept unchanged: that is not surprising since it only
involves algebraic equations. Thanks to activation
inheritance, model instances connected to Source
will be activated by the source's clock. Here is the
system of equations resulting from instantiating
model class M defined above, expressed in our system representation language:
m.tankSensorValve.tank.l = 1.5 when initial ||
m.tankSensorValve.tank.wo = 10 *
m.tankSensorValve.tank.v ||
m.tankSensorValve.tank.l =
pre(m.tankSensorValve.tank.l) +
(m.tankSensorValve.tank.wi –
m.tankSensorValve.tank.wo) * 5e-5 ||
m.tankSensorValve.sensor.dv =
sign(m.tankSensorValve.sensor.l – 1.5) ||
m.tankSensorValve.valve.v = 0 when initial ||
m.tankSensorValve.valve.v =
pre(m.tankSensorValve.valve.v) + (if
pre(m.tankSensorValve.valve.v) <= 0 then
max(m.tankSensorValve.valve.dv, 0) elseif
pre(m.tankSensorValve.valve.v) >= 1 then
min(m.tankSensorValve.valve.dv, 0) else
m.tankSensorValve.valve.dv) * 5e-5 ||
m.tankSensorValve.delay.zx = 0 when initial ||
m.tankSensorValve.delay.zx =
pre(m.tankSensorValve.delay.x) ||

The sequences of assignments we have obtained
above can be used to feed a real-time embedded code
generator. It can be noticed that it can be statically
reduced to yiel a final code that is both minimal and
reliable. This example has shown how Modelica, if
equiped with clocks, would lead to reliable and composition-friendly models: we would get the expected
behavior by simply connecting generic models, without further adjustments.
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6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown how the introduction of clocks solves the issues encountered in eventbased models written in Modelica. We have also
shown that clocks could be harmoniously integrated
into the language without compromising simplicity
nor expressiveness, on the contrary: models could be
made more generic thanks to the modular-friendly
aspects of clock calculus (which would help a lot in
the design of industrial-strength libraries) and, since
it would be possible to express more subtle relationships between event sources, development, debugging and maintainance of models involving discretetime aspects would be easier.
The Modelica community, in the course of the
Modelica 4 design process, is going to consider the
problem of synchrony. We hope that modular aspects
and expressiveness resulting from the introduction of
a full clock calculus will be retained as key features
of the new language.
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Abstract
This contribution introduces Converge, a specialized
Version Control System client application designed
purely for Modelica. Conventional VCS clients and
diff tools cannot inform the user what the effect of a
single edit has on the model as a whole. Converge
compares selected revisions of a model, loading the
Modelica code directly from the VCS repository.
This paper presents examples of Modelica code
where an edit that appears significant in a conventional diff tool can be shown as not so, and an edit
that appears insignificant in a conventional diff tool
actually has significant changes to the resulting
model.
Successfully comparing two revisions of a model
requires resolving the types of components, including handling inheritance, imports and redeclarations.
It requires handling of equations and component values, and flattening of the model structure.
Converge includes a complete Modelica implementation, and presents the VCS repository to the user
with a number of views, including Packages, Inheritance, Dependencies, Annotations, and Components
views; and Instance and Equations views that compare the instantiated model. Changes, and whether
they affect the model results, are highlighted to the
user. This will allow users to understand the development of models over time and to solve problems
caused by changes in dependent Modelica libraries.
Keywords: software configuration management; version control; model lifecycle management

1

Introduction

As a textual modeling language Modelica [1] allows
typical Software Configuration Management (SCM)
practices to be used, in particular version control. An
important part of version control is the “diff” functionality, allowing the user to see changes between
revisions.
The goal of this paper is to introduce a new tool,
called Converge, for comparing revisions of Modelica models in order to locate sources of errors, determine which changes have potential effects on model
results, and track changes of models over time. Converge connects directly to a version control repository to access models.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is an
introduction to version control systems and their use
with Modelica including the current limitations. Section 3 describes Converge and the range of views it
provides of a model. Section 4 gives some examples
where Converge gives a more realistic view of the
changes to the model than traditional diff tools. Section 5 describes the implementation of the software,
and Section 6 concludes.

2

Version Control Systems

Version Control Systems (VCS) store program code
along with a database of revisions, and via client applications, allow the user to access a file or set of
files for any revision. Usually this revision can be
specified as a date or a revision number. Traditional
VCS such as Subversion (SVN) [2] or CVS [3] use a
central repository. There is also a new breed of Distributed Version Control Systems (DVCS) such as
Git [4] or Mercurial [5] where each working copy
also has its own complete copy of the repository. The
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style of VCS used however does not affect the benefits and limitations of using VCS with Modelica.
The user normally interacts with the VCS with a
client application. These can be standalone; integrated into a file explorer such as the popular TortoiseSVN [6] client; or integrated into an Integrated
Development Environment such as Visual Studio
[7], Eclipse [8] or Netbeans [9]. These generally
have either a built-in diff application, or can launch
an external diff application with a pair of revisions.
Web based respository browser applications allow
viewing of the code without a client application, for
example the Trac [10] system used by the Modelica
Association [11]. These usually do not contain diff
functionality, but do allow viewing of “changesets”,
which list all files changed and a summary of the
changes. These give the user a view of the current
state, or the state for a particular revision.
2.1

Diff Tools

The output of a diff tool can be used to interpret the
possible effects of changes locally. Within one code
file, lines of code inserted, changed or removed can
be seen, which for a programming language can be
interpreted to see the change in behavior. It doesn’t
however inform the user, for example, whether dependencies have changed or what the effect of a
change of import statement or variable type has on
the overall program.
In equation based languages such as Modelica or
VHDL-AMS [12] it is rarely even possible to determine locally the change in behavior because the code
is not algorithmic.

2.2

these edits will be shown in a diff tool and it is currently up to the user to determine which edits are of
significance.
Some operations may appear to be significant and
yet have no effect on the overall set of variables and
equations. Such an example is illustrated later.

3

Viewing Modelica Revisions in
Converge

Converge [13] is a standalone tool designed purely
for comparing revisions of Modelica models and
packages. In essence it is a specialized VCS client
designed purely for Modelica. Successfully comparing two models requires resolving the types of components, including handling inheritance, imports and
redeclarations. It requires handling of equations and
component values, and flattening of the model structure, and therefore has similar needs to a Modelica
modeling tool.
The aim of Converge is to successfully solve the
problem of version control of Modelica, overcoming
the limitations discussed and allowing “model lifecycle management”. Ultimately the aim is to answer
typical questions that arise during development or
utilization of Modelica libraries:
 Does this change affect the results?
 Why does my model give different behavior
to two weeks ago?
 What are the dependencies of my model and
which have changed?
This is done by providing the user with a range of
views, both of the package structure, and of an individual class.

Other Limitations of VCS and Modelica

Using version control with a Modelica library is better than not using version control. However there are
limitations to the information available to the user
from the conventional VCS client.
Loading, editing and saving a Modelica model with a
Modelica tool may not preserve exactly the same
formatting and whitespace as in the original file.
Annotations have no effect on simulation results;
however a large proportion of edits within a Modelica diagram editor will be on the annotations. Each of

3.1

Global Views

The user defines the path from which Modelica code
is loaded. Rather than just a directory or set of directories as in a modeling tool, the path can contain
multiple version control repositories. All views are a
comparison between 2 revisions, which can be selected. One of these can be set as a local working
directory, so the comparison is between a working
version and a committed revision, or it can be between 2 revisions.
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There are two overall views, one for the path and one
for the Modelica packages.
3.1.1

Path View

The Path view shows all files available to be loaded
on the Modelica path. It is not discriminated between
the source of the files, whether they are stored in directories, in a version control repository or a Modelica archive file, the resulting tree is the same.

3.2.1

Component Structure View

The Structure view shows the components declared
in the class. Any components existing in one and not
the other will be highlighted, as will differences between individual components. These differences
could be the type, dimensions, value or other modifications on the component.

3.2.2

Package Structure View

The Package view shows a tree view of classes declared below the class. Any classes existing in one
and not the other will be highlighted. Differences in
attributes such as class restriction, dimensions or
replaceability will also be highlighted.
Figure 1: Path View showing revisions of Modelica Standard
Library

3.2.3

3.1.2

The Inheritance view shows a tree view of classes
that the class extends from.

Packages View

The Packages view shows the hierarchy of Modelica
packages as a tree. Similar to the package browser in
a Modelica modeling tool, but the two trees side by
side show the two revisions being compared. If a
class exists in one revision but not the other this is
highlighted.

3.2.4

3.2

An individual Modelica class can be viewed in a
number of ways, each designed to visualize a different aspect of the model. Like the global views, these
compare the revisions side by side.

Annotations View

In most cases the user will wish to ignore annotations, as these do not affect simulation results. However an Annotations view is included, which shows
the user a tree view of all the annotations attached to
the class and to components within it.

3.2.6

Class Views

Dependencies View

The Dependencies view shows a tree view of all
classes that the class depends on. This could be via
inheritance or use as a component. By expanding the
tree the user can quickly tell if any dependencies
have changed, and changes to key attributes for each
class are also highlighted.

3.2.5

Figure 2: Packages View showing revisions of Modelica
Standard Library

Inheritance View

Instantiated Components View

The Instance view is a powerful way of comparing
revisions of a class. The class is shown as a tree of
components, both locally declared and inherited. Below each component in the tree is the set of components generated by the flattening of the component.
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This allows the user to visualize changes in the resulting flattened model.
3.2.7

Equations View

The Equations view shows a tree with the equations
for the class, this can be expanded to see equations
from all components in the model, matching the Instance view for components. Equations are determined after modifications are applied but are not
simplified and connection equations are not elaborated.
3.2.8

Code View

The Code view is a traditional code diff view, showing the code for each revision with changed lines
highlighted.
3.3

Navigation

It is important to be able to quickly navigate through
the packages in order to locate a source of a change.
Within the global Packages view clicking on any
class opens a view of that class. Clicking on a reference to another class within any view, such as Inheritance or Dependencies views, opens a view of it.
Navigating to a different view on the same class is as
simple as selecting the tab for the required view.

4

Application Examples

The following examples are to illustrate simple cases
where a change that appears significant when comparing code directly causes an insignificant change
to the model results, or where a change that appears
insignificant comparing code causes a significant
change in the model results.
4.1

Editing Diagram

When building Modelica models in a Modelica environment some of the most common operations are in
the diagram editor. Some of these have an effect on
the results of the model, such as adding or removing
components or connections, while some have no effect.
Moving a component in the diagram layer will result
in the Placement annotation for that component
changing, and the Line annotation for any rerouted
connections changing, therefore creating differences
on several lines within the model definition. This
will be viewed within a VCS client or browser as a
significant change, however within Converge it is
only shown in the Annotations and Code views.
4.2

Refactoring Inheritance

A common change to models that a library developer
may make is moving connectivity and common variables from a model to a partial class, and changing
the model to extend from the partial class. This then
allows other models to inherit the same connectivity.
package Springs
model SimpleSpring
Flange_a flange_a;
Flange_a flange_b;
Force f;
Position s_rel;
parameter Stiffness k=1000
"Spring rate";
parameter Distance s_rel0=0 "Unstretched spring length";
equation
s_rel = flange_b.s - flange_a.s;
flange_b.f = f;
flange_a.f = -f;
f = c*(s_rel - s_rel0);
end SimpleSpring;
end Springs;
Code 1: Package before Inheritance Refactoring
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However, by using the Instance view within Converge, it can be seen that the resulting set of variables has not actually changed. So the user can
identify using Converge that this change should not
have an impact on the simulation results.

package Springs
partial model PartialSpring
Flange_a flange_a;
Flange_a flange_b;
Force f;
Position s_rel;
equation
s_rel = flange_b.s - flange_a.s;
flange_b.f = f;
flange_a.f = -f;
end PartialSpring;
model SimpleSpring
extends PartialSpring;
parameter Stiffness k=1000
"Spring rate";
parameter Distance s_rel0=0 "Unstretched spring length";
equation
f = c*(s_rel - s_rel0);
end SimpleSpring;

Figure 4: Instance View showing Inheritance Example

4.3

Changing Imports

Changing import statements in a class can change the
types of components, cause an error or have no effect
at all. Viewed in a traditional diff tool only the line
containing the import statement would be highlighted as a change.

model SimpleSpringDamper
extends PartialSpring;
Velocity v_rel;
parameter Stiffness k=1000
"Spring rate";
parameter Damping d=10 "Damping
rate";
parameter Distance s_rel0=0 "Unstretched spring length";
equation
v_rel = der(s_rel);
f = c*(s_rel - s_rel0) +
d*v_rel;
end SimpleSpringDamper;
end Springs;

The following two models are the same except for a
change of import statement. However the components and equations below the “spring” component
are different.

Code 2: Package after Inheritance Refactoring

A change such as this will be viewed within a VCS
browser, and within the Packages, Class Structure
and Inheritance views of Converge, as a significant
change. A new class has been added, and the original
class has had components removed and an extendsclause added.

model MySpringAndMass
import Spring =
Springs.SimpleSpring;
Spring spring;
Mass mass;
Ground ground;
equation
connect(ground.flange,
spring.flange_a);
connect(spring.flange_b,
mass.flange_a);
end MySpringAndMass;
Code 3: Model before Import Change

Figure 3: Code View showing Inheritance Example
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model MySpringAndMass
replaceable Springs.SimpleSpring
spring constrainedby
Springs.PartialSpring;
Mass mass;
Ground ground;
equation
connect(ground.flange,
spring.flange_a);
connect(spring.flange_b,
mass.flange_a);
end MySpringAndMass;

model MySpringAndMass
import Spring =
Springs.SimpleSpringDamper;
Spring spring;
Mass mass;
Ground ground;
equation
connect(ground.flange,
spring.flange_a);
connect(spring.flange_b,
mass.flange_a);
end MySpringAndMass;
Code 4: Model after Import Change

Code 5: Spring mass model with replaceable spring

Using the Instance view within Converge, it can
quickly be seen what the resulting difference is between the models. Because Converge can resolve the
types of components within the model it takes account of the import statements when determining the
component tree.

model MySystem
MySpringAndMass springMass;
end MySystem;
Code 6: Model before redeclaration

model MySystem
MySpringAndMass springMass(redeclare
Springs.SimpleSpringDamper spring);
end MySystem;
Code 7: Model after redeclaration

Figure 5: Code View showing Import Example

Figure 7: Code View showing Redeclaration Example

Figure 6: Instance View showing Import Example

4.4

Redeclarations

A redeclaration of a component is a small change to
the Modelica code that can have a significant change
to the flattened model. The spring and mass example
from above can be restated as a redeclaration as follows.

Figure 8: Instance View showing Redeclaration Example
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5

Implementation

The ability to load, analyze and navigate the structure of Modelica models, including their instantiated
form, is provided by the Modelica SDK [14].
The Modelica Specification [15] defines the mapping
between a Modelica package hierarchy and a filesystem. For the general case this is only applicable to a
directory structure or a Modelica archive file. The
Modelica SDK has an interface that represents this
mapping. This defines the methods required to
access a hierarchy of Modelica files. Within Converge, implementations of this interface are provided
that communicate directly with the VCS system, allowing Modelica models to be loaded for a specified
revision without performing a “checkout” operation.
5.1

a class or component, or some cases of incompatible
types or dimensions. If such an error occurs in the
working version but not in the “head” revision within
the VCS then a warning could be issued to the user.

6

In this paper, we have introduced a tool, Converge,
for comparison of revisions of Modelica packages
within a version control system. This will allow users to understand the development of models over
time and to solve problems caused by changes in
dependent Modelica libraries.
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Abstract

Commercial environments, such as Dymola and
Scicos, along with open-source implementations,
such as OpenModelica [7], enable modeling and simulation of models specified in the Modelica language.
All of these tools perform a series of preprocessing steps (model flattening, index reduction, sorting
and optimizing the equations) and convert the model
to a set of explicit Ordinary Differential Equations
(ODEs) of the form ẋ = f(x,t). Efficient C++ code is
then generated to perform the simulation. Numerical
ODE solvers are provided that invoke the right-hand
side evaluation of the ODEs at discrete time steps tk ,
in order to compute the next value of the state vector
xk+1 . Thus, the commonly used simulation environments make use of time slicing, i.e., their underlying
simulation algorithms are based on time discretization rather than state quantization.
In the end of the nineties, a new class of algorithms
for numerical integration based on state quantization and the DEVS formalism was introduced by Zeigler [17]. Improving the original approach of Zeigler, Kofman developed a first-order non-stiff Quantized State System (QSS) algorithm in 2001 [14], followed later by second- and third-order accurate nonstiff solvers, called QSS2 [10] and QSS3 [13], respectively. Finally, the family of QSS methods has been
further expanded and includes now also stiff system
solvers (LIQSS [15]) as well as solvers for marginally
stable systems (CQSS [3]). QSS methods have been
theoretically analyzed to exhibit nice stability, convergence, and error bound properties, [4, 13, 14], and
in general come with several advantages over classical approaches.
Most of the classical methods that use discretization of time, need to have their variables updated in
a synchronous way. This means that the variables

This study describes the current implementation of an
interface that automatically translates a discontinuous
model described using the Modelica language into
the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism. More specifically, the interface enables the
automatic simulation of a Modelica model with discontinuities in the PowerDEVS environment, where
the Quantized State Systems (QSS) integration methods are implemented. Providing DEVS-based simulation algorithms to Modelica users should extend
significantly the tools that are currently available in
order to efficiently simulate several classes of largescale real-world problems, e.g. systems with heavy
discontinuities. In this work both the theoretical design and the implementation of the interface are discussed. Furthermore, simulation results are provided
that demonstrate the correctness of the proposed implementation as well as the superior performance of
QSS methods when simulating discontinuous systems.
Keywords: OpenModelica, DASSL, PowerDEVS,
QSS, discontinuous systems

1

Introduction

Modelica [8, 9] is an object-oriented, equation-based
language that allows the representation of continuous as well as hybrid models using a set of noncausal equations. The Modelica language enables
a standardized way to model complex physical systems containing, e.g., mechanical, electrical, electronic, hydraulic, thermal, control, electric power, or
process-oriented subcomponents.
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sponding DEVS structure needs to be provided. Even
if a user possesses the required knowledge to do so,
this approach is feasible only for very small systems.
PowerDEVS does not support object-oriented
modeling, whereas Modelica does. For all these reasons, it is much more convenient for a user to formulate models in the Modelica language than in PowerDEVS.
This work aims to bridge the gap between the powerful object-oriented modeling platform of Modelica
on the one hand, and the equally powerful simulation platform of PowerDEVS on the other. In [5],
a first version of the interface between OpenModelica and PowerDEVS, for systems without discontinuities, has been presented and analyzed. This study
extends the previously discussed interface to include
discontinuous models and brings us one step closer
to the final goal, enabling a modeler to formulate arbitrary models in the Modelica language, while automatically simulating them in PowerDEVS.

that show fast changes are driving the selection of
the time steps. In a stiff system with widely-spread
eigenvalues, i.e., with mixed slow and fast subsystems, the slowly changing state variables will have
to be updated much more frequently than necessary,
thus increasing substantially the computation time of
the simulation. On the other hand, the QSS methods allow for asynchronous variable updates, allowing each state variable to be updated at its own pace,
and specifically when an event triggers its evaluation.
Furthermore, as most systems are sparse, when a state
variable xi changes its value, it suffices to evaluate
only those components of f that depend on xi , allowing for an additional significant reduction of the
computational costs. In [5], comparisons have been
performed between the standard DASSL solver and
QSS3 on synthetically generated sparse linear models that demonstrate the superiority of QSS methods,
theoretically expected, when simulating sparse systems.
Another advantage of QSS methods concerns the
simulation of discontinuous systems with frequent
switching behavior, e.g. power electronic circuits.
Standard Dymola and OpenModelica software handle discontinuities by means of zero-crossing functions that need to be evaluated at each step. When
any of them changes its sign, the solver knows that
a discontinuity occurred. Then an iterative process is
initiated to detect the exact time of that event. In contrast, QSS algorithms offer dense output, i.e., they
do not need to iterate to detect the discontinuities.
They rather predict them. This feature, besides improving on the overall computational performance of
these solvers, enables real-time simulation. Since in
a real-time simulation the computational load per unit
of real time must be controllable, Newton iterations
are usually not acceptable.
Finally, DEVS methods [12] provide a formal unified framework for the simulation of hybrid systems,
where continuous-time, discrete-time, and discreteevent models can coexist as subcomponents of a single model.
Therefore, QSS methods and the principle of state
quantization appear promising in the context of simulating certain classes of real-world problems. However, in order to simulate a system with QSS methods
in the PowerDEVS environment [2], the user needs
to have a thorough understanding of DEVS systems.
More specifically, the model needs to be manually
converted to an explicit ODE form, dependencies between subsystems need to be identified, and the corre-

1.1

Relevance of Work

In [5] a first version of an interface between OpenModelica and PowerDEVS for non-stiff and nondiscontinuous models has been presented. The current article extends upon [5] to enable the simulation
of discontinuous models. To our knowledge there
exist no other approaches that automatically translate Modelica models to the DEVS formalism. Research efforts have been reported that implemented
Modelica libraries allowing DEVS models to be formulated within a Modelica environment [1, 16], but
these approaches require from the users to understand
the DEVS framework, as they would have to model
their system in the DEVS formalism in order to make
use of these libraries.
Furthermore, this is the first work offering a comparison of the run-time efficiency and simulation accuracy of various solvers (DASSL, Radau IIa, Dopri45) in Dymola and OpenModelica against QSS
methods. In earlier publications describing QSS
methods [10, 11, 12, 14], there can be found examples that demonstrate the superiority of the run-time
efficiency of QSS methods, but the comparisons were
performed after manual modeling in PowerDEVS directly, i.e. they did not make use of the same original
models formulated in Modelica.
In contrast, our approach enables a Modelica user
to simulate a Modelica model using QSS solvers
without any explicit manual transformation. Addi-
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the state variables following piecewise parabolic trajectories. In the third-order accurate extension, QSS3
[13], the quantized states follow piecewise parabolic
trajectories, while the states themselves exhibit piecewise cubic trajectories.

tionally, it allows for the automatic transformations
of large-scale models to the DEVS formalism, which
is a difficult if not unfeasible task even for experts in
DEVS modeling.
The article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief introduction of the QSS methods. Section 3 describes theoretically what is needed in order to simulate a Modelica model with discontinuities
employing the QSS algorithms. In Section 4, the actual implementation of the interface between OpenModelica and PowerDEVS is presented. Section 5
describes the simulation results comparing the various solvers in Dymola and the OpenModelica runtime environment with the QSS methods as implemented in PowerDEVS. Finally, Section 6 concludes
this study, lists open problems, and offers directions
for future work.

2

3

Simulation of Discontinuous Modelica Models with QSS Methods

In this section we shall describe a potential way to
simulate a Modelica model using QSS methods. For
simplicity, we shall assume that the model is described by an ODE system, but we note that the interface successfully handles DAE systems as well.
Let us write Eq. 2 expanded to its individual component equations, forgetting for a while the discontinuous part:

QSS Simulation

ẋ1 = f1 (q1 , . . . , qn ,t)
..
.

Consider a time-invariant ODE system:
ẋ(t) = f(x(t))

(1)

ẋn = fn (q1 , . . . , qn ,t)

x(t) ∈ Rn

where
is the state vector. The QSS method,
[14], approximates the ODE of Eq. 1 as:
ẋ(t) = f(q(t))

(4)

If we consider a single component of Eq. 4, we can
split it into two equations:

(2)
Z

where q(t) is a vector containing the quantized state
variables, which are quantized versions of the state
variables x(t). Each quantized state variable qi (t) follows a piecewise constant trajectory via the following
quantization function with hysteresis:

xi (t)
if |qi (t − ) − xi (t)| = ∆Qi ,
qi (t) =
(3)
−
qi (t ) otherwise.

qi = Q(xi ) = Q(

ẋi dt)

ẋi = fi (q1 , . . . , qn ,t)

3.1

(5)
(6)

Accounting for Discontinuities

Discontinuities in dynamical systems are closely related to the notion of events. We can distinguish two
types of events, time events and state events.

where the quantity ∆Qi is called quantum. The quantized state qi (t) only changes when it differs from
xi (t) by more than ∆Qi . In QSS, the quantized states
q(t) follow piecewise constant trajectories, and since
the time derivatives, ẋ(t), are functions of the quantized states, they are also piecewise constant, and
consequently, the states, x(t), are composed of piecewise linear trajectories.
Unfortunately, QSS is a first-order accurate
method only, and therefore, in order to keep the simulation error small, the number of steps performed has
to be large.
To circumvent this problem, higher-order methods
have been proposed. In QSS2 [10], the quantized
state variables evolve in a piecewise linear way with

3.1.1

Time Events

Time events correspond to changes of states as a
function of the built-in continuously evolving variable time. Such events can be scheduled in advance,
since it is possible to predict the point in time when
they occur. Time events in Modelica are specified basically in two ways [6]:
• With a conditional discrete-time expression
that contains the variable time (e.g. in a whenstatement) of the form:
time >= discrete-time expression, e.g. t >= te
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• A Cross-Detection block that receives as input
the evaluated zero-crossing function and generates an output event when its input crosses
throught zero.

• With a periodic sample statement of the form:
sample(first, interval) that triggers events at predefined time instants.
The first case can be taken care of by formulating
a zero-crossing function of the form:
g(t) = t − te

f1

When g(t) crosses through zero, an event should be
produced. We shall see later, which DEVS blocks
need to be defined to generate the events. The sample() statement can be handled easily by adding a
dedicated DEVS atomic model that provokes events
at the predefined time points.
3.1.2

f2

x1

x2

x2

q1

q2

State Events
g1

State events are related to discrete changes in the state
variables during the simulation as a function of other
state variables reaching some threshold value. Therefore, they cannot be scheduled in advance. A state
event can be specified by means of when or if-thenelse statements involving one or more state variables.
When a model is compiled by either OpenModelica or Dymola, state events are translated into zerocrossing functions of the form gi (x,t). During the
execution of the simulation the zero-crossing functions are being constantly monitored and when function gi (·) crosses through zero, a discontinuity is detected and handled accordingly. Therefore, we can
directly exploit the zero-crossing functions generated
by OpenModelica to identify state events in an identical fashion as with time events. All we need is a
Static Function block evaluating the zero-crossing
function and a Zero-Cross Detection block that detects when a zero-crossing takes place.

3.2

x1

g2

Figure 1: Coupled DEVS model for QSS simulation
of a discontinuous model with 2 states and 2 zerocrossing functions g1 (·) and g2 (·).
Therefore, we can simulate a Modelica discontinuous model using a coupled DEVS model consisting
of the blocks described above. A block diagram representing the final DEVS model for an example system with 2 state variables and 2 zero-crossing functions is shown in Fig. 1.

4

DEVS structure

OpenModelica to
(OMPD) Interface

PowerDEVS

This section describes the work done to enable the
simulation of Modelica models in PowerDEVS using
QSS algorithms. The current version of the interface
does not yet support when clauses and sample statements.

The DEVS formalism [17] allows to describe both
the continuous and discontinuous parts of the model
via a coupling of simpler DEVS atomic models.
More specifically, we need to define:
• A Quantized Integrator block (Eq. 5) that
takes as input the derivative ẋi and outputs qi .

4.1

• A Static Function block that receives the sequence of events, q1 , . . . , qn , and calculates the
sequence of state derivative values, ẋi (Eq. 6).
The same block can be used for the evaluation
of the zero-crossing functions gi (·)

Let us first concentrate on what PowerDEVS requires
in order to perform the simulation of a Modelica
model. As depicted in Fig. 1, an essential component
of a PowerDEVS simulation is the graphical structure. In PowerDEVS, the structure is provided in the
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form of a dedicated .pds structure file that contains
information about the blocks (nodes) of the graph as
well as the connections (edges) between those blocks.
More specifically, we need to add in the structure:

focuses on an automatic way to simulate Modelica models using the QSS methods in PowerDEVS.
Therefore, the PowerDEVS simulation files should
be automatically generated exploiting the information contained in the Modelica model supplied as input. Luckily, existing software used to compile Modelica models, such as Dymola or OpenModelica, produces simulation code that contains all information
needed by PowerDEVS. Thus, we were able to make
use of an existing Modelica environment by modifying the existing code generation modules at the back
end of the compiler to produce the files needed by
PowerDEVS.
This work is based on modifying the OpenModelica Compiler (OMC), since it is open-source and has
a constantly growing contributing community. OMC
takes as input a Modelica source file and translates it
first to a flat model. The flattening consists of parsing,
type-checking, performing all object-oriented operations such as inheritance, modifications, etc. The
flat model includes a set of equation declarations
and functions with all object-oriented structure removed. Then index reduction is performed on the
set of model equations in order to remove algebraic
dependence structures between state variables. The
resulting equations are then analyzed, sorted in Block
Lower Triangular (BLT) form, and optimized. Finally, the code generator at the back end of OMC produces C++ code that is then compiled. The resulting
executable is used for the simulation of the model.
The information needed to be extracted from the
OMC compiler is contained mainly in the DLOW
structure, where the following pieces of information
are defined:

• A Quantized Integrator block for each state
variable with ẋi as input and qi as output.
• A Static Function block for each state variable
that receives as input the sequence of events,
q1 , . . . , qn , and calculates ẋi = fi (q).
• A Static Function block for each one of
the zero-crossing functions gi (·) generated by
OpenModelica that receives as inputs the dependencies of gi (·) and evaluates the function in the
output port.
• A Cross-Detection Block block after each one
of the zero-crossing static functions. The crossdetection block outputs an event if a zerocrossing has been identified.
• A connection (edge) is added between two
blocks if and only if there is a dependence between them.
Having correctly identified the DEVS structure, we
need to specify what needs to be calculated inside
each of the static function blocks. The different
blocks need to have access to different pieces of information.
In the current implementation, a .cpp code file is
generated that contains the code and parameters for
all blocks in the structure. The generated code file
contains the following information:

• Equations: E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN }.

• For each Quantized Integrator block, the initial condition, error tolerance, and integration
method (QSS, QSS2, QSS3).

• Variables: V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vN } = VS VR
where VS is the set of state variables with |VS | =
NS ≤ N and VR is the set of all other variables in
the model.
S

• For each Static Function, the equations/expressions needed in order to calculate
the derivative of each state variable in the system. Furthermore, the desired error tolerance
is provided together with a listing of all input
and output variables of the specific block. If the
static function represents a zero-crossing then it
contains the respective function gi (·).

4.2

• BLT blocks: subsets of equations {ei } needed to
be solved together because they are part of an
algebraic loop.
• Zero-Crossings: G = {g1 , g2 , . . . , gK }.
• Incidence matrix: An N × N adjacency matrix
denoting, which variables are contained in each
equation.

What is Provided by OpenModelica

The OMPD interface utilizes the above information and implements the following steps:

In Section 4.1, we described what PowerDEVS expects in order to perform the simulation. Our work
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8. Generating the .cpp code file: The code for the
6. Generating static blocks code : In this step,
static blocks is output in the .cpp code file along
the functionality of each static block is defined
with other needed information.
via the simulation code provided in the code.cpp
file. Each static block needs to know its inputs
and outputs, identified
by the DEVS structure,
5 Simulation
Results
as well as the BLT blocks needed to compute
corresponding
state derivatives, described by
5.1 the
Benchmark
Framework
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the simulation
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generation
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simulation software environments. More specifically, we
want to compare QSS3 and QSS2 methods in PowerDEVS v2.0 against the DASSL, Radau IIa, and Do7. Generating
the .cpp code
file: The v7.4
code and
for the
pri45
solvers implemented
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the
static
blocks
is
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the
.cpp
code
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along
DASSL solver of OpenModelica v1.5.1.
with other
DASSL
was needed
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as it represents the state-ofthe-art multi-purpose stiff DAE solver used by most
commercial simulation environments today. Radau
IIa was included in the comparisons, because a
single-step (Runge-Kutta) algorithm is supposed to
5 more
Simulation
Results
be
efficient than
a multi-step (BDF) algorithm
when dealing with heavily discontinuous models, because
control
is more expensive for the lat5.1 step-size
Benchmark
Framework
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As benchmark problems we focused on two realworld systems exhibiting heavily discontinuous behavior, namely a half-way rectifier circuit, modeled
5.2 Half-Way
RectifierModelica components as
graphically
with standard
depicted in Fig. 2, and the switching power converter
circuit provided in Fig. 3.

1. Equation splitting : The interface identifies the
equations needed in order to compute the derivative ẋi = fi (q) for each state variable. Then the
split equations can be assigned to static function
blocks according to the state derivative evaluation they are involved in.
2. Mapping split equations to BLT blocks : The
equations are mapped back to BLT blocks of
equations in order to be able to generate simulation code for solving linear/non-linear algebraic
loops.
3. Identifying zero-crossing functions : The
zero-crossing functions generated by OMC are
extracted and assigned to separate static function blocks.
4. Constructing generalized incidence matrix :
The N × N adjacency matrix has to be expanded
to include also the zero-crossing functions and
the variables involved in them. Thus, it has to
be expanded by adding K rows corresponding to
the K zero-crossing functions gi (·). The result is
a generalized K × N adjacency matrix.
5. Generating DEVS structure : In order to correctly generate the DEVS structure of the model,
the dependencies between the individual DEVS
blocks need to be resolved. This is accomplished by employing the generalized incidence
matrix to find the corresponding inputs and outputs for each block.
6. Generating the .pds structure file: Having correctly produced the DEVS structure for PowerDEVS, outputting the respective .pds structure
file is straightforward.

R1

7. Generating static blocks code : In this step, the
functionality of each static block is defined via
the simulation code provided in the .cpp code
file. Each static block needs to know its inputs
and outputs, identified by the DEVS structure,
as well as the BLT blocks needed to compute
the corresponding state derivatives. The static
blocks that are responsible for the discontinuities contain the zero-crossing functions gi (·)
generated by OMC. Then, the existing code generation module of OMC is employed to provide
the actual simulation code for each static block,
since it has already been optimized to solve linear and non-linear algebraic loops.
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In order to measure the execution time for each
simulation algorithm, the reported simulation time
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5.2

from each environment was used. Dymola reports CPU-time for integration, OpenModelica reports timeSimulation, and PowerDEVS the elapsed
simulation time. To record pure simulation time, the
generation of output files was suppressed in all cases.
Testing has been carried out on a Dell 32bit desktop
with a quad core processor @ 2.66 GHz and 4 GB
of RAM. The measured CPU time should not be considered as an absolute ground-truth since it will vary
from one computer system to another, but the relative
ordering of the algorithms is expected to remain the
same.

The half-way rectifier circuit exhibits only one state
variable, namely the voltage across the capacitor C1,
and the model is simulated during 1 sec. In Fig. 4, the
state trajectory calculated with QSS3 and a tolerance
of 10−4 is depicted. Comparing the simulation results
listed in Table 1, the following conclusions can be
reached:

state trajectories

0.6

1
0

L1
L=0.00015

R=1

-

C=0.00022

+

C1

Half-Way Rectifier

R1

0.5
0.4
0.3

capacitor voltage

0.2
0.1
0.0

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the switching
power converter
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Figure 4: Simulated state trajectories with QSS3 for
the half-way rectifier circuit.

Calculating the accuracy of the simulations can
only be performed approximately, since the state trajectories in the two models cannot be computed analytically. To estimate the accuracy of the simulation
algorithms for a given setting, reference trajectories
(tref , yref ) have to be obtained. To this end, Dymola
was employed using the default DASSL solver with a
very tight tolerance of 10−12 and requesting 105 output points. Furthermore, in order to verify the accuracy of the reference solution, a second reference
solution was computed using QSS3 in PowerDEVS
with the tolerance set to 10−12 . However, we only report the simulation error against the Dymola solution
since the difference between both reference solutions
is on the order of 10−6 .
To calculate the simulation error, each one of the
simulated trajectories was compared against the two
reference solutions. To achieve this goal, we forced
all solvers to output 105 equally spaced points for
obtaining simulation trajectories (tref , ysim ) without
changing the integration step. Then, the mean absolute error is calculated as:
1

0

There is a substantial difference in execution efficiency between Dymola and OpenModelica using the DASSL solver, with Dymola being around 10
times faster than OpenModelica in spite of the fact
that both environments make use of the same solver
software and even the same root solver (event detection) algorithms. We postulate that this difference
is primarily caused by the fact that OMC does not
involve tearing. Thereby the solution of algebraic
loops becomes much less efficient, and also the integration itself suffers, because the number of iteration
variables in DASSL equals the number of state variables plus the number of tearing variables. Without
tearing, DASSL needs to include all variables appearing inside algebraic loops among the set of its iteration variables.
On the other hand, even though the QSS3 simulations are based on code generated by OMC, we
observe that QSS3 is slightly more efficient than
DASSL in Dymola. To perform the simulation for an
achieved error of the order of 10−4 , QSS3 required
0.014 sec while DASSL 0.022 sec. Therefore, the
use of the OMPD interface and the simulation in
PowerDEVS employing QSS3 speeds up the simulation by a factor of 20 compared to OpenModelica. It needs to be remarked that it is not fair to
compare QSS3 with the DASSL simulation of Dy-

(7)

In the case of more than one state variables, we report
the mean error over all state trajectories.
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Table 1: This table depicts the simulation results of various algorithms for the half-way rectifier circuit for a
requested simulation time of 1 sec. The comparison performed includes required CPU time (in sec) as well as
the simulation accuracy relative to the reference trajectory obtained in Dymola.
CPU time Simulation
(sec)
Error
DASSL
10−3
0.019
1.45E-03
DASSL
10−4
0.022
2.35E-04
Dymola
Radau IIa 10−7
0.031
2.20E-06
−4
Dopri45
10
0.024
4.65E-05
QSS3
10−3
0.014
2.59E-04
QSS3
10−4
0.026
2.23E-05
−5
QSS3
10
0.041
2.30E-06
PowerDEVS
QSS2
10−2
0.242
3.02E-03
−3
QSS2
10
0.891
3.04E-04
QSS2
10−4
3.063
3.00E-05
DASSL
10−3
0.265
3.80E-03
OpenModelica
−4
DASSL
10
0.281
5.40E-04
Radau IIa with a less tight tolerance tries to utilize
larger integration steps and, apparently, misses many
of the events, i.e. the event localization employed by
Dymola is not robust (conservative) enough. It needs
to be noted further that the problem got considerably
worse between Dymola 6 and Dymola 7, i.e., whereas
Radau IIa missed a few events in Dymola 6, it misses
many more events in Dymola 7. This is a quite serious issue that the Dynasim company should look
into. The same problem was observed for Dopri45
as well, when the tolerance was set to 10−3 . Due
to these problems, both Runge-Kutta algorithms require CPU times comparable to that needed by the
standard DASSL solver, i.e., the inherent advantages
of the single-step algorithms over a multi-step technique in dealing with heavily discontinuous models
could not be exploited due to the inability of their
current implementation to detect events reliably.

mola because of the fact analyzed earlier, namely the
lack of tearing in OMC. The solution of the algebraic
loops in QSS3 is based on code generated by OMC,
and therefore, the inefficiencies in the compilation of
the OMC are being propagated to the QSS3 simulation as well. For this reason, we need to compare
the results in PowerDEVS with the ones obtained
by OpenModelica and not by Dymola. However, it
is encouraging to see that the improvement achieved
over the standard OMC simulation using QSS-based
solvers is such that we are able to obtain simulation
results that are even more efficient than those obtained using the commercial Dymola environment.
If the QSS methods were implemented in Dymola,
the simulation results obtained by the QSS methods
would once again be considerably faster than the simulation results that Dymola achieves currently.
Performing an internal comparison between the
QSS methods, it is obvious that QSS3 is much more
efficient that QSS2. This is expected, since the QSS2
solver needs to take smaller steps compared to QSS3
in order to reach the desired accuracy. Thus, we
can conclude that the third-order QSS3 algorithm
should be preferred for practical applications.
For the sake of completeness we included in the
comparison two more solvers included in the Dymola
environment, Radau IIa and Dopri45. Radau IIa
is an implicit variable-step Runge-Kutta method of
order 5, while Dopri45 is an explicit step-size controlled Runge-Kutta algorithm of order 5. For this
specific example, Radau IIa failed to provide correct results unless the tolerance was lowered to 10−7 .

5.3

Switching Power Converter

The switching power converter exhibits two state
variables, namely the current through the inductor L1
and the voltage across the capacitor C1. From Fig. 3,
we see that there is a square wave source block that,
when implemented directly, would call for use of a
sample block. As the sample block has not yet been
implemented in the interface, we worked around this
problem by replacing the square wave source by a
second-order marginally stable time-invariant system
described by:
model SquareWaveGenerator
Real x1(start=0.0);
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Table 2: This table depicts the simulation results of various algorithms for the switching power converter circuit
for a requested simulation time of 0.01 sec. The comparison performed includes required CPU time (in sec) as
well as the simulation accuracy relative to the reference trajectory obtained in Dymola.
CPU time Simulation
(sec)
Error
DASSL
10−3
0.051
1.82E-04
DASSL
10−4
0.063
7.18E-05
Radau IIa 10−3
0.064
1.11E-07
Dymola
−4
Radau IIa 10
0.062
1.11E-07
Dopri45
10−3
0.049
6.38E-06
Dopri45
10−4
0.047
9.76E-06
−3
QSS3
10
0.049
1.41E-03
PowerDEVS
QSS3
10−4
0.062
1.68E-05
−5
QSS3
10
0.250
8.96E-06
DASSL
10−3
50.496
OpenModelica
DASSL
10−4
1.035
2.62E-02
Real x2(start=1.0);
Boolean pulse(start=true);
parameter Real freq=1e4;
equation
der(x1)=freq*4*x2;
der(x2)=if (x1<0) then freq*4 else -freq*4;
pulse=(x1>0);
idealClosingSwitch.control = pulse;
end SquareWaveGenerator;

inductor current

0.8

capacitor voltage

state trajectories

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

This is worth noting since it adds two more states
to the model (x1, x2) and increases the computation time since the solver also has to simulate the
marginally stable system. The chosen solution is by
no means unique. The desired switching behavior
could have been coded in many different ways.
The model was simulated for 0.01 sec, and in Fig.
5, the state trajectories calculated using the QSS3
solver with a tolerance of 10−4 are plotted. The simulation results for all algorithms under comparison are
presented in Table 2.
The conclusions reached in the analysis of the results of the half-way rectifier circuit also hold for the
switching power converter circuit as depicted in Table 2. The QSS3 method performs well compared
to the DASSL solver in Dymola, while it outperforms DASSL in OpenModelica and the secondorder QSS2. Radau IIa and Dopri45 simulate correctly even for large tolerance values in this example,
but their run-time performance is not significantly
better than that of DASSL or QSS3.
For the switching power converter circuit, the simulation errors estimated for DASSL in OpenModelica
are quite large. This is suspicious, as it should not be
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Figure 5: Simulated state trajectories with QSS3 for
the switching power converter circuit.
the case. We noticed further that in OpenModelica for
a relaxed tolerance of 10−3 , the simulation requires
a substantial CPU time of 50 sec. The output files
generated are also huge, around 500 MB, making it
impossible to check if the simulated trajectories are
correct or not. There seems to be something wrong
with the compilation performed by the OMC in this
example, but we cannot make any definite statements
regarding this behavior yet.

6
6.1

Discussion
Conclusions

In this article, an extension of the interface between
the OpenModelica environment and PowerDEVS
presented in [5] is discussed and analyzed. The im-
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thrown its way.
Finally, we shall make use of the new platform for
investigating parallel simulation on a multi-processor
architecture. There are many unresolved issues here
to be tackled, such as the load balancing problem, i.e.,
how to optimally distribute the simulation code over
a multi-processor architecture. The fact that QSSbased solvers can be easily parallelized does not tell
us yet how to optimally make use of that possibility.

plemented OPMD interface successfully handles discontinuities and allows to simulate real-world Modelica models with discontinuities using the PowerDEVS simulation software.
Comparisons on two example models were performed, demonstrating the increased efficiency of
QSS3 over the standard DASSL solver. The proposed
OMPD interface utilizes code generated by the OpenModelica compiler, therefore comparisons must be
performed between QSS3 and the DASSL solver of
OpenModelica, where we achieve a more than 20fold decrease in the required CPU time.
Furthermore, comparisons show that the efficiency
of QSS3 simulations using code generated by the
OMC is comparable to simulations run in Dymola
using the built-in DASSL solver, in spite of the fact
that Dymola offers much more sophisticated model
preprocessing, such as a well-tuned tearing algorithm
for the efficient simulation of models involving algebraic loops. Hence we are very optimistic that
there would result a significant gain in simulation
efficiency if the OMPD interface were to be implemented as part of the back end of the Dymola compiler even in a single-processor implementation, i.e.,
without exploiting the fact that QSS-based solvers are
naturally asynchronous and can therefore be much
more easily and elegantly distributed over a multicore architecture for efficient real-time simulation.

6.2

7
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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach to extract Modelica codes from finite element analysis or measurement data automatically. The finite element model or
the real system on the test bench is adaptively sampled while applying the Gaussian process with a few
number of model calculations or measurement
points. Based on these support points, a meta- or
surrogate model of the system is built. Thus, Modelica codes can be generated automatically. These algorithms are implemented in the multidisciplinary
design software OptiY®. Its application is demonstrated on the example of an electromagnetic actuator.
Keywords: Gaussian Process; Kriging; Surrogate
Modeling; Meta Modeling

1

cal relations which describe the system are known.
The system is assumed to be a black box.
The second way models the system rigorously, starting from real system geometry, discretizing the system in time and space and using partial differential
equations. Mostly, the finite element method is used.
Both approaches allow automatic model code generation for the usage in system simulation.
When the equation system is known and the finite
element method is applied than a model order reduction (MOR) is possible [7]. However, MOR is not
applicable on experimental data or black box models.
Alternatively, in such cases, the adaptive Gaussian
process [1-5] can be used to generate model codes
automatically as we demonstrate in this paper. Meta
or surrogate models are derived from these black box
systems. Therefore, this approach is more general
than MOR.
Manually

Introduction

6 months ...
x1[1] := 3.59319074;

The manual modeling of technical systems with network elements is a challenging and time-consuming
process. Considerable experience and knowledge on
the working principles is necessary. Commercial
software systems such as Dymola, Matlab/Simulink,
SimulationX, etc. provide ready-to-use model libraries for this approach. However, they do not support
the elaboration of an adequate network structure. In
order to achieve a sufficient accuracy of the models,
an expensive parameter identification has to be performed frequently. This can be achieved by comparing the simulation results with those from experimental investigations and then adjusting the network
parameters.
An increasing demand for automatic model generation emerges from this (Fig. 1). Two ways are possible. The first way uses measurement data from a real
product or process as a basis of the model. It is not
necessary that the working principles or mathemati-

x2[2] := 3.04127299;
p := x*y + 1.003564;
F := 2*Integral(x1,x2);

Model Code
System-Simulator

Automatically

6 days ...

Fig 1: Different modeling approaches

2
2.1

Adaptive Gaussian Process
Gaussian Process

The Gaussian process, also known as Kriging, extends a multivariate normal distribution to infinite
dimensionality [1, 2, 3]. The Gaussian process model
Y(x) is composed of the global function f(x) and the
stochastic process Z(x) representing the deviation
from the global function:
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p

 2  x1  x 2
1

R(x1 , x 2 ) 
 1 
( )2 


Y ( x)    i  f i ( x )  Z ( x ) .
i 1

f(x) is the polynomial regression function of any order, β are the unknown regression coefficients, and
Z(x) is a stationary stochastic process having mean
zero, variance σ2 and correlation function R(•). x is a
m-dimensional vector of input parameters.
It is assumed, that the training data or support points
consist of the simulation or measurement data at the
input set x1, x2, ..., xn and that y(x0) is the predicted
vector. The Gaussian process model implies the
points Y0 = Y(x0) and Yn = [Y(x1), ... Y(xn)]T having
the multivariate normal distribution:

 f T 
 Y0 
1
 n   N n 1  0 β ,  z2 
Y 
F 
 r0
 
 

r0T 
 .
R 

f0 = f(x0) is the (p, 1)-vector of regression function
for Y(x0). F = [fi(xi)] is the (n, p)-matrix of regression functions for the training data or support points.
r0 = [R(x0, x1), ..., R(x0, xn)]T is the (n, 1)-vector of
correlation functions of Yn with Y(x0), and R = R(xi,
xj) is the (n, n)-matrix of correlation functions among
Yn.
Therefore, the best linear unbiased predictor for
Y(x0) is the mean value of the multivariate normal
distribution. It represents the response surface, also
known as meta- or surrogate model, of the real system:






 2  x1  x 2
 K 











Rational quadratic


 w2  x1  x 2 2 
 .
R(x1 , x 2 )  1 





w, λ and α are hyper-parameters, which have to be
identified using optimization methods in order to
maximize the likelihood function of the multivariate
normal distribution. In some cases, the Gammaexponential correlation function is either exponential
(γ=1) or square exponential (γ=2). For the Matérn
class, the correlation functions with ν=3/2 and ν=5/2
are frequently used.
2.3

Adaptive Gaussian Process

With the variance σ2 of the multivariate normal distribution, the confidence interval (3σ) of the response
surface is available at any point. Thus, it is possible
to measure the accuracy of the meta model. Besides
the variance, the expected improvement (EI) has
been introduced as a second factor for meta model
evaluation purposes [4]. EI is defined as a potential
improvement which is achieved by investigating the
input parameter x:




Ymin  Y  Ymin  Y 
 Ymin  Y 
  
 .
EI   











Y (x0 )  f0T β  r0T R 1 (Yn  Fβ) .

The uncertainty of the predicted value is characterized by the variance of the multivariate normal distribution:
 2   z2 1  r0T R 1r0  (f0  FT R 1r0 )T (FT R 1F) 1 (f 0  FT R 1r0 ).

Φ(•) and (•) are commulative distribution functions
and probability density function of the normalized
normal distribution. A third evaluation factor is the
statistical low bounding (SLB) [5]:

2.2

Based on these three factors, the accuracy of the meta model can be improved by using additional support points, which are suggested by the optimization
procedures to:
 maximize EI,
 maximize 3σ and
 minimize SLB.
Meta modeling is an adaptive process, which involves several loops of the Gaussian process. Starting from the initial sampling points, the response
surface of the modeled system is built. Based on this
response surface, additional support points are suggested and make possible that the new response surface is rebuilt more accurately. The process comes to
an end either if a predetermined number of support
points is computed or if a specified value of maxi-

Correlation Function

The correlation function is the crucial ingredient in
the Gaussian process predictor because it contains
assumptions about the function to be predicted. It
interpolates between support points in which its value smoothly changes between 0 and 1.
Several stationary correlation functions have been
investigated to approximate a lot of real functions or
systems [1]:
 Gamma exponential



 m 

R(x1 , x 2 )  exp   wi  x1  x 2 


 i 1




Matérn class


SLB  Y  k   with k =1,3,5...
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mum EI is achieved. The necessary number of support points for a specific accuracy of the surrogate
model depends on:
 the number of input parameters x,
 the correlation between input parameters and
 the degree of nonlinearity of the surrogate
model.
The adaptive Gaussian process is very efficient for
meta modeling. It requires less support points when
compared with other design of experiment (DoE)
methods in order to achieve a comparable accuracy.

template using Visual Basic or C# based on the NET.
Framework® technology.

FEM
CAD

CFD
Electronics
Optics

Electro-Magnetics
Multi-Body-Dynamic
Multi-Physics
Measurement Data

3

®

Code-Extraction with OptiY

OptiY®

For system modeling purposes, commercial software
systems for CAD/CAE, FEA, CFD, electronic circuit
simulation, electro-magnetics, etc. are available. It is
better to use tailored programs for the different components of a complex model. The advantages are:
 easy usage and quick handling of the software,
 availability of expert knowledge,
 detailed and accurate component behavior
modeling,
 small number of model parameters, which
have to be identified.
For the system simulation, different component
models created by different software programs have
to be coupled. In general, this is difficult to arrange.
System models contain component models having a
large number of degrees of freedom. This results a
high computing effort for system simulation. Using
surrogate models in form of Modelica codes instead
of the underlaying component models reduces computation time and cost drastically. Such fast system
models allow robust design optimization (RDO),
e. g. design for six sigma, and reliability based design optimization (RBDO) which both require a
large number of runs of system models.
The multitude of software tools normally used for
component modeling makes automatic computation
of the meta models desirable. The multidisciplinary
design software OptiY® supports the automatic generation of meta models in form of Modelica code
used in system models (Fig. 2) [7]. This software
provides generic and direct interfaces to many commercial software systems for CAD, FEA, electronic
circuit simulation, CFD, multi body simulation, inhouse codes etc. Furthermore, user can easy selfintegrate external CAD/CAE-software for ease of
use later with a predefined user element and script

Modelica Code
Fig 2: Auto-extraction of Modelica code with OptiY
The numerical algorithms of the adaptive Gaussian
process presented in last section are also implemented in OptiY. For this reason an easy and quickto-use connection to external component models is
supported. Combined with the adaptive Gaussian
process, this allows the automatic extraction of Modelica codes from external models or data.
With other implemented numerical algorithms in
OptiY, following valuable possibilities are also
available for the design process:
 Sensitivity Study
 Probabilistic Analysis
 Reliability Analysis
 Robustness Evaluation
 Six Sigma Design
 Robust Design
 Design Optimization
 Data Mining
 Parameter Identification

4

Electromagnetic Actuator

We use a Braille printer with an electromagnetic actuator in order to demonstrate the system simulation
with surrogate models [8] (Fig. 3).
In the first step, the system model of the printer consists only of network elements which are taken from
the model library of SimulationX [9]. The resulting
network schematic is shown in Fig. 4, left side. The
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model computes the dynamic behavior of the actuator.

Fig. 3: Braille printer with electromagnetic actuator; 1 back iron, 2 coil, 3 return spring, 4 armature,
5 guiding air gap, 6 needle, 7 paper sheet, 8 die, 9
yoke, 10 working air gap

(a)

In the second step, we replace the magnetic network
elements by a finite element model applying the
software FEMM [10] (Fig 4).

(b)
Fig. 5: Surrogate models of the magnetic force
Fm(x, i) (a) and the flux linkage (x, i) (b)

Fig 4: System model of the Braille printer; network
model (left) and finite-element model (right) of the
magnetic parts of the actuator
OptiY controls the FEMM tool, provides the input
vector of the sampling points and collects the simulation results. After the simulation is finished, the surrogate model of the magnetic part of the actuator is
computed by the adaptive Gaussian process and exported as Modelica code. All magnetic network elements (yellow block in Fig. 4) are replaced by surrogate Modelica codes of the magnetic force Fm(x, i)
and the flux density linkage (x, i) (Fig. 5). x is the
working air gap, i is the coil current. These codes are
used to build a new system model in SimulationX.
These modeling steps have to be performed manually and only once. Each update of the surrogate Modelica code can be performed automatically inside of
OptiY using the graphical workflow editor.

Fig. 6 compares the dynamic behavior of the Braille
printer computed with the network model and the
surrogate model. The diagram reveals slight differences between the models due to the idealized representation of the coil in the magnetic network element. These differences are particularly notable
when the back iron comes into saturation. Therefore,
the system model using surrogate Modelica code
yields better results of the printer behavior because
the underlying finite element model considers spatial
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. However, eddy
currents and magnetic hysteresis are neither covered
by the network model nor the finite element model.
A more detailed description of the example of the
Braille printer can be found in [8].
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Abstract
Many industrial applications, e.g. in power systems,
need to use uncertain information (e.g. coming from
sensors). The influence of uncertain measurements
on the behavior of the system must be assessed, for
safety reasons for instance. Also, by combining information given by physical models and sensor
measurements, the accuracy of the knowledge of the
state of the system can be improved, leading to better
plant monitoring and maintenance.
Three well established techniques for handling uncertainties using physical models are presented: data
reconciliation, propagation of uncertainties and interpolation techniques. Then, the requirements for
handling these techniques in Modelica environments
are given. They apply to the Modelica language itself: how to specify the uncertainty problem to be
solved directly in the Modelica model. They also
apply to model processing: what are the pieces of
information that must be automatically extracted
from the model and provided to the standard algorithms that compute the uncertainties.
Modelica language extensions in terms of two new
pre-defined attributes, uncertain and distribution, are introduced for Real and Integer variables.
This is needed to differentiate between certain (the
usual kind) variables and uncertain variables which
have associated probability distributions. An algo-

rithm for extracting from the Modelica model the
auxiliary conditions needed by the data reconciliation algorithm is given. These new features have
been partially implemented in the MathModelica tool
(and soon OpenModelica).
Keywords: data reconciliation; propagation of uncertainties; distribution probability laws; Jacobian
matrix; Modelica language extensions; model processing

1

Introduction

The major power plant projects at EDF mainly concern improvements of existing plants (e.g., lifetime
extension up to 60 years, power upgrading, reliability improvements, etc.) as well as the construction of
new plants (e.g., nuclear, renewable energy, etc.). In
that context, EDF has acquired a strong background
in the modeling and simulation of electrical and
power plant applications for improved investigation
and operation.
The physical state of a plant is given by sensor
measurements which are subject to uncertainties.
Hence, good uncertainty assessment is necessary for
the proper monitoring of the plant operation set
point, and to comply with the safety margins. By
combining information given by physical models and
sensor measurements the accuracy of the knowledge
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of the state of the system can be improved, leading to
better plant monitoring and maintenance [6].
Today, engine simulation is important at IFP to solve
the problems of air pollution and energy depletion.
Many aspects of engine operation are poorly understood because of the problems encountered when
attempting to measure the variables that describe the
engine’s operation. This issue complicates both the
engine’s control and design. Uncertainty management with parameter sensitivity studies are promising techniques to improve the measurement quality,
and subsequently the control and design of internal
combustion engines in the years to come.
In order understand the strongly non-linear behaviour of the physical systems under study, IFP has
developed a new methodology based on an evolutionary experimental design, kriging and statistical
modeling concepts, that are more adequate and accurate than the traditional linear regression techniques [4].
EDF and IFP are currently developing advanced libraries for modeling power plants and engines in
Modelica, and are therefore interested in reusing these models for uncertainty computations. The main
benefit will lie in the delivery of integrated environments for system modeling and uncertainty studies.
The objective of this article is to make a proposal to
extend the Modelica language for the handling of
uncertainties. First, several important use cases are
presented: data reconciliation, propagation of uncertainties, kriging and response surface methodology.
Then the basic requirements for the handling of such
techniques with Modelica are established. Finally, a
technical proposal for an extension of the Modelica
language is given.

2
2.1

Techniques for handling uncertainties
Data reconciliation

The objective of the data reconciliation technique is
to improve the knowledge of the physical state of a
system using redundant physical measurements of
the system and the physical laws that govern the behavior of the system. The increase of knowledge is
obtained by reducing the uncertainty intervals of the
variables of interest (i.e., that define the state of the
system), or in other words by finding the reconciled
values of the physical state which are closest to the
true values of the physical state, which by definition
cannot be exactly known.

By definition, the vector of improvements ν is defined such as:

x̂ = x + ν
where x and x̂ denote resp. the vector of measured

values and the vector of improved values, also called
reconciled values.
The data reconciliation technique can be formally
expressed as an optimization problem, where the
goal is to find the vector of improvements such as
the objective function ξ 0 attains its minimum value.

ξ 0 = ν T ⋅ S x−1 ⋅ν ⇒ min (ξ 0 )
ν

S x is the covariance matrix, which is symmetric by
definition. Its diagonal elements are:
2

 wx 
s =  i 
 λ95% 
with wxi being the half-width confidence interval of
the measured value x i , and λ 95% ≈ 1.96 corre2
xi

sponding to a level of confidence of 95%.
Its off-diagonal elements are:

s xi ,k = rx ,ik ⋅ s xi ⋅ s xk
where rx ,ik is an empirical (estimated) correlation
coefficient. Because of the difficulty of estimating
these coefficients, they are often set to zero by making the assumption that the measured variables are
uncorrelated. Then:

 xˆ − x
ξ0 = ∑  i i
 sx
i 
i

2



 = ∑ ν i


i  s xi







2

The reconciled values are constrained by the physical laws such as mass, energy and momentum balances, state functions, correlations, etc, which are
expressed in the mathematical model of the system.
The subset of the model equations that constrain the
reconciled values are called the auxiliary conditions,
and denoted f (⋅) . Hence f ( xˆ ) = 0 , whereas
f ( x) ≠ 0 in general. This is why f (x) is called the
vector of contradictions.
The algorithm for computing the reconciled values is
given in the VDI 2048 standard [5]. This standard
considers that the probability function of each measured value follows a Gaussian distribution law that
the measurements are performed while the system is
in steady-state, and that the measured values are reliable enough so that the vector of improvements is
small.
As a consequence of the two last hypotheses, f (⋅)
needs only to be static, and may be linearized around
the measured values:
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f (x ) = −

∂f (x )
⋅ν = − F ⋅ v
∂x

Step A: problem specification

where F is the Jacobian matrix of the auxiliary
conditions.
It can then be shown that the reconciled values are
given by:

(

xˆ = x − S x ⋅ F T ⋅ F ⋅ S x ⋅ F T

)

−1

⋅ f (x )

end

The covariance matrix of the reconciled values is
given by:

(

S xˆ = S x − S x ⋅ F ⋅ F ⋅ S x ⋅ F
T

)

T −1

⋅ F ⋅ Sx

The uncertainties associated with the reconciled values can then be computed from the knowledge of
this matrix:

 wxˆ 
s =  i 
 λ95% 

ξ 0 ≤ χ r2,95%
where χ r2,95% is given by a χ 2 -table and r is the
number of auxiliary conditions. Local checks on individual variables may be performed as well.
In practice, the actual implementation of the method
differs slightly from its theoretical formulation in
order to avoid the cumbersome matrix inversions. To
that end, they are replaced by the resolution of linear
equations. For instance, the reconciled values are
computed using the following procedure:

xˆ = x − S x ⋅ F T ⋅ f *
with f * such as:

)

⋅ F T ⋅ f * = f (x )

*

f may be solved numerically using the Newton
algorithm.
2.2

Step A aims at identifying the sources of uncertainties x , the variables of interest y , and the model of
the system h(⋅) . The uncertainty study is then formally expressed as:

y = h ( x, d )

The Gaussian distribution hypothesis is verified a
posteriori by applying a χ 2 test on the reconciled
values. This check is done globally by checking the
following condition:

x

?

Figure 1: Steps of the uncertainty propagation methodology developed at EDF R&D [8].

2

2
xˆi

(F ⋅ S

: min/max

Propagation of uncertainties

From the knowledge of estimated sources of uncertainties, it is possible to derive the uncertainties of
variables of interest by propagating the sources of
uncertainties through a model of the system.
To that end, EDF R&D has developed a complete
methodology. This methodology is divided into four
steps, as illustrated in Figure 1.

where d denotes the variables treated as certain (i.e.
whose uncertainties can be neglected).
A decision criterion must also be defined to indicate
how the uncertainties of the variables of interest have
to be quantified and to determine the final objective
of the uncertainty study. The criterion can be deterministic, by assessing a minimum and a maximum
value for each variable of interest, or probabilistic
like the probability of exceeding a given threshold, a
quantile, or a central dispersion.
Step B aims at quantifying the sources of uncertainties. When the deterministic criterion is chosen, a
min and a max value must be associated with each
variable. When the probabilistic criterion is chosen,
the sources of uncertainties are treated as the components of a random vector X . For each individual
component X i , the probability distribution must be
assessed. Also, the statistical dependency between
two components X i and X j should be evaluated in
the form of correlation coefficients.
Step C is the uncertainty propagation through the
model. When a deterministic criterion is chosen,
finding the minimum and the maximum values of y
is quite easy if the model is monotonous wrt. x .
Otherwise this search may become a potentially
complex optimization problem. To alleviate this difficulty, some optimization algorithms or simplified
approaches based on design of experiments to estimate extreme values of y may be used. When a
probabilistic criterion is chosen, the difficulty is to
characterize the probability distributions of the random vector Y = h( X , d ) . For the assessment of expectation/variance or the probability of exceeding a
threshold, both approximation methods (e.g. quadratic combination, FORM-SORM methods) and sam-
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pling methods (e.g. Monte Carlo simulations, Latin
Hypercube simulations) can be used. For the assessment of a quantile, only sampling methods can be
applied (e.g. Wilk’s formula). Contrary to approximation methods, sampling methods make no assumption on the model h(⋅) , but may be very CPUtime consuming.
Step C’ is the ranking of the sources of uncertainties
and the sensitivity analysis. Chosen indicators are
used to rank the uncertainty sources with respect to
their impact on the uncertainties of the system’s
characteristics of interest. Depending on the result of
this ranking, the modeling of the sources of uncertainty can be adjusted (or some sources of uncertainties can be neglected) to perform another propagation.
An uncertainty study rarely finishes after a first
round of steps A, B, C and C’. Step C’ actually plays
a crucial role since ranking the results highlights the
variables that truly determine the relevance of the
final results. If the uncertainty laws of some input
variables have been chosen too roughly during step
B, it is necessary to collect additional information on
the influential sources of uncertainty and re-apply
the whole methodology to refine the analysis, and
so-on until satisfaction.
Probability distributions may be expressed in the
form of parametric distribution laws with the help of
a limited number of parameters θ .
Two examples of such parametric distribution laws
are given below [8].
Normal (or Gaussian) distribution

θ = (µ , σ )
µ is the mean value
σ is the standard deviation

 1  x − µ 2 
1

f X ( x, θ ) =
⋅ exp − ⋅ 
 2  σ  
σ ⋅ 2 ⋅π


Gamma distribution

θ = (λ , k , γ )
λ >0, k >0

f X ( x, θ ) =

λ

Γ(k )

⋅ (λ ⋅ ( x − γ ))

k −1

⋅ exp(− λ ⋅ ( x − γ )) ⋅ 1γ ( x )

where Γ(⋅) is the gamma function
+∞

Γ(k ) = ∫ t k −1 ⋅ exp(− t ) ⋅ dt
0

The choice of the correct distribution law depends on
the application. For instance, the normal distribution
is relevant in metrology.
The dependency between variables may be expressed
using the copula theory or the Pearson correlation
coefficient [15, 16]. The latter is defined as:

ρP

X i ,X j

=

(

(

Cov X i , X
σ X i ⋅σ X j

j

)

)

where Cov X i , X j is the covariance between X i
and X j , and σ X i and σ X j are respectively the
standard deviations of X i and X j .
Several techniques may be used for propagating the
uncertainties.
The quadratic combination method is a probabilistic
approach based on the Taylor decomposition of Y
wrt. X around the mean point µ X .
The Monte-Carlo method is a numerical integration
method using sampling, which can be used, for example, to determine the expectation µY i and the
standard deviation σ Y i of each variable of interest
Yi .
Several ranking techniques may be used, such as
those based on the quadratic combination’s importance factor or the Pearson correlation. They aim at
i
finding the influence of the inputs X on the outputs
j
Y .
2.3

Interpolation techniques

Mathematical models of physical systems are important tools in many fields of scientific research. But
better knowledge of systems behavior and increasingly desired accuracy lead to higher complexity of
models, which, in this context, sometimes are not
sufficient to meet the expectations of the experimenters.
Uncertainty studies must in particular be adapted to
handle such complex models. The following section
describes some examples of advanced methods that
are especially used at IFP: the kriging method, the
experimental design theory and the Response Surface Methodology (RSM).
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2.3.1 Kriging with non-linear trend
One of the studies at IFP using the kriging method is
the analysis of a catalytic system for pollution control, which consists in post-treating smoke produced
by diesel engines through NOx trap (i.e. NitrogenOxides trap [3]).
As a surrogate of the real system, a kinetic model
was developed to represent the physico-chemical
phenomenon, depending on parameters (e.g. preexponential factors, activation energies, adsorption
constants) that cannot be obtained from theoretical
considerations. Therefore, experiments are required
to calibrate the model. A criterion is suggested for
experimental designs adapted to kinetic parameters
identification, when the model is highly non-linear
and the kinetic model does not fit well experimental
data. These differences observed between kinetic
model and experimental data, can be represented by
a Gaussian process realization. Gaussian process often accounts for correlated errors due to lack of fit.
More explicitly, the model is represented by:

y = f ( x, β )

where y is the response vector (e.g. the NOx concentration), x the experimental conditions and β
the kinetic parameters of the model represented by
the non-linear function f .
Then, the first model is corrected and replaced by:

 k

∀h ∈ ℜ k , Rθ (h ) = exp − ∑ θ i hi2 
 i =1

Let m be the number of design points and
T
y = ( y1 K y m ) the outputs observed at locaT
tion s = (s1 K s m ) , s i ∈ ℜ . Using maximum

likelihood estimation, expression of kriging predictor
ŷ and variance prediction ϕ at a new location x0
are given by:

(

(

)

Cov Z σ 2 ,θ ( x ), Z σ 2 ,θ ( x + h ) = σ 2 ⋅ Rθ (h )
where the Gaussian spatial correlation is used and
expressed by:

) ⋅ (F
T

T

ϕ ( x 0 ) = σ 2 ⋅ 1 + F T ⋅ R −1 ⋅ r − f

⋅ R −1 ⋅ F

)

−1

F T ⋅ R −1 ⋅ F

⋅ F T ⋅ R −1 ⋅ y

+ r

R

)

where:

u

A

= u T ⋅ A −1 ⋅ u

r = (Rθˆ ( x 0 − s1 ) K Rϑˆ ( x0 − s m ))
∀i ∈ [1; m ], ∀j ∈ [1; m ], Rij = Rθˆ (si − s j )
T

( )
f = f (x , β̂ )

F = f s, β̂
0

and the parameters are obtained by solving recursively and simultaneously the following simultaneous equations:

(

)

βˆ = min ( y − F )T ⋅ R −1 ⋅ ( y − F )
β

σ̂ = m −1 ⋅ ( y − F )T ⋅ R −1 ⋅ ( y − F )

y = f ( x, β ) + Z σ 2 ,θ ( x )

where Z σ 2 ,θ ( x ) is a centered Gaussian process with
Gaussian covariance kernel specified by a variance
σ 2 and a vector θ of scale parameters.
As an example, the covariance kernel can be given
by a kriging approach which is commonly used in
the field of computer experiments. However, in traditional use, the trend is linear. Its estimation is obtained through an analytical formula as well as its
uncertainty.
The first difficulty is to estimate the trend parameters
considering its non-linear behavior. Similarly to nonlinear regression, the traditional analytical formula
for β is then replaced by a minimization procedure.
In this case, the theory of kriging with non-linear
trend can be applied as summarized below.
The covariance kernel of the centered Gaussian process is defined by:

(

yˆ ( x0 ) = r ⋅ R −1 ⋅ y − F T ⋅ R −1 ⋅ r − f

θˆ = arg min σˆ 2 ⋅ R −1


1/ m




The minimization algorithm determines θˆ through
the modified Hooke and Jeeves method, described in
Kowalik and Osborne [11]. For more details, see
Lophaven et al. [12]
Notice that the predictor ŷ and the variance prediction ϕ depend on the estimator βˆ through F and
f . As a consequence, in universal kriging, kriging
predictor and prediction variance expressions cannot
be interpreted as conditional expectation and variance (see Helbert et al. [13]). This is due to the fact
that only uncertainties induced by the estimation of
trend parameters are taken into account, and not
those created by approximating variance and correlation parameters. Hence, it can underestimate the uncertainty on the response and lead to very important
difficulties for non-linear models.

2.3.2 Experimental Design theory and Response Surface Methodology
The Response Surface Methodology (RSM) has been
described in detail by Dejean et al. [14]. The purpose
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is to approximate a complex process with respect to
uncertain parameters belonging to a region of interest. Engineers define a performance measure of the
process called response y (e.g. cumulative oil production, field net present value, …) and some input
variables x1 , x 2 , x3 , … called factors, that are assumed to influence the response (e.g. petrophysics,
field structural map, well locations, economic factors, …). The input variables correspond to the prior
uncertainties on the process. RSM provides tools for
identifying the factors that are influential factors,
such as illustrated below:

y = a0 + a1 ⋅ x1 + a2 ⋅ x2 + a3 ⋅ x3 + K
+ a1 ⋅ a 2 ⋅ x1 ⋅ x 2 + K
where a 0 , a1 , … are constant coefficients obtained
by fitting a set of numerical simulations.
The main interest of this RSM model is its negligible
cost to get new values of the response compared to
CPU-time consuming simulations. This regression
model can then be used to make predictions of the
process over the uncertain domain and to generate
probabilistic distribution of the response using Monte Carlo sampling technique.
A sufficient number of response values corresponding to different factor values is necessary in order to
fit this model. These values should be representative
enough of the behavior of the response in the domain
of variation of the factors. Thus the experimental
design theory is applied, since, for a given objective
and a given uncertain domain, it delivers the right set
of model simulations to be performed in order to
properly model the response behavior in the uncertain domain. Many experimental designs are available depending on both the objective (sensitivity
study or risk analysis study) and the acceptable CPUtime. The selected model simulations must:
(a) be numerous enough so that all the coefficients ai of the model can be estimated and
(b) ensure good quality of the model, both in
terms of accuracy and prediction.
For sensitivity studies, the objective is to identify the
uncertain parameters that influence the response. In
that case, the RSM model does not need to be very
accurate and classical sensitivity designs are the twolevel fractionals.
For risk analysis purposes, the RSM model should be
of good quality in order to deliver accurate predictions. The composite designs are in that case the
most appropriate. All those designs are well known
and tabulated. They have the best properties with
respect to the objective of the study, but they can still
be too expensive or on the contrary too coarse in a

specific context. In that case, some other designs
such as small composite designs or optimal designs
can be used.
Once the RSM model has been fitted, it can be used
to compute probabilistic distributions of the production forecasts as a function of the main model uncertainties. This is commonly called a technical risk
analysis.

3

Requirements on the Modelica language and tools

In this section, the requirements are given independently from the existing Modelica specifications and
tools. There are two kinds of requirements: those
who apply to the language itself, and those who apply to the model processor. The model processor is
defined as the tool that has the analysis and symbolic
manipulation capabilities to produce the desired result from the Modelica model.
3.1

Identifying the uncertain variables

In the following paragraphs, only continuous variables will be considered.
There are two broad kinds of variables: certain or
uncertain. Certain variables are single valued variables, whose values are known (explicitly given as
inputs of the model), or unknown (implicitly given
as outputs of the model). Uncertain variables are
random variables which represent probability distributions.
Formally, a certain variable could be seen as an uncertain variable with a normal distribution of zero
standard deviation (i.e. a Dirac function). It is however preferable to continue handling these two types
of variable separately, because of the infinities associated with Dirac functions.
In the case of uncertainty propagation, the sources of
uncertainty are the inputs and the variables of interest are the outputs of the computation. Input means
that the distribution law of the variable is given, and
output means that the distribution law is computed.
Output uncertain variables may also be called observation variables.
In the case of data reconciliation, uncertain variables
are considered as both inputs and outputs, the difference between the outputs and the inputs being the
vector of improvements.
Note that the words “input” and “output” should not
be confused here with the semantics of the Modelica
keywords “input” and “output”. As they indeed have
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different meanings, other keywords will be used
when implementing these notions in Modelica, as
described in Section 4.
[R1] The Modelica language should give the possibility to declare uncertain variables as inputs only or
as outputs only (for the propagation of uncertainties),
or as inputs/outputs (for data reconciliation).
3.2

Q2
Q1

Q4
Q3

Assigning parametric distribution laws to
uncertain variables

An uncertain variable xi may be characterized by
the
parameters
of
its
distribution
law
θ xi = (α xi , β xi ,...) .
In the frequent case of a normal distribution, these
parameters are the mean value µ xi and the standard
deviation σ xi . Then, xi may be written as:

Figure 2: Example of data reconciliation for flow measurements

In Figure 2, the hydraulic circuit is instrumented
with four flow meters, which give respectively the
following values and uncertainties (all quantities are
given in kg/s):

Q1 = 5.0 ± 1.0
Q = 2.5 ± 0.5
 2

Q3 = 2.6 ± 0.1
Q 4 = 5.5 ± 0.5

xi = µ xi ± wxi

where the half-interval wxi is a multiple of σ xi :

wxi = λ ⋅ σ xi

λ being a function of the level of confidence. For Writing the mass balance equations for the system
instance, for a level of confidence of 95%,
λ95% = 1.96 . This expression means that there are
95% chances that the value of xi is in the interval
µ xi − λ95% ⋅ σ xi ; µ xi + λ95% ⋅ σ xi .
[R2] The Modelica language should give the possibility to assign one parametric distribution law to
each uncertain variable by specifying its name (e.g.
normal distribution) and the values of its parameters
(e.g. mean value and standard deviation, or alternatively mean value, confidence level and half-interval
in the case of a normal distribution).

[

3.3

Q1 = Q2 + Q3

Q4 = Q2 + Q3

]

Considering the values at the center of the uncertainty intervals, it is obvious that the equations system is not satisfied. However, the equations may be
satisfied by carefully choosing the proper values
within the uncertainty ranges. This is what is actually
done when applying the data reconciliation technique, which yields:

Qˆ 1 = 5.3 ± 0.3

Qˆ 2 = 2.7 ± 0.3

Qˆ 3 = 2.6 ± 0.1
ˆ
Q4 = 5.3 ± 0.3

Specifying dependencies between uncertain
variables

[R3] The Modelica language should give the possibility to specify the dependencies between uncertain
variables in the form of correlation matrices (covariance matrices, matrices of Pearson correlation coefficients, etc.).
3.4

yields:

Handling redundant information for data
reconciliation

When performing data reconciliation, redundant information is fed into the model as shown in the following example (see Figure 2).

Note that the uncertainty intervals have been reduced.
At the present time, the Modelica language only
handles square systems of physical equations (having
as many unknowns as equations). The question is
how to consider the four variables for the model: are
they inputs or outputs? If they are all considered as
inputs, then the system is over-constrained. If they
are all considered as outputs, then the system is under-constrained. Two of them could be considered as
inputs, and the other two as outputs (6 possibilities)
to obtain a square system. Note that the last alterna-
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tive is applicable to the reconciled values, all possibilities being equivalent as the reconciled values satisfy the auxiliary conditions.
The most natural way is to consider the four variables as both inputs and outputs of the data reconciliation algorithm, and use requirement [R1] to that
end, so no additional requirement on the Modelica
language is necessary. However, as the term “input/output” for data reconciliation is somewhat ambiguous, because it may be confused with the terms
“input” and “output” for DAE simulation, the vector
of inputs/outputs for data reconciliation will be
called the vector of control variables (or control vector) in the rest of the paper, because it controls (defines) the state of the system.
Once the data reconciliation algorithm is completed
and the variables are assigned their reconciled values, they can be considered as standard inputs or
outputs to have a square system, as required for DAE
simulation. Doing so, the same model could be used
for data reconciliation and simulation. Data reconciliation would be used to compute an improved state
from redundant measurements, and the result would
be readily used as the initial state of subsequent simulations.
In the above example, all mass flow rates would be
declared as inputs/outputs for data reconciliation, but
only two of them (no matter which) would be declared as standard input variables for simulation.
3.5

trol variables is greater than the number of auxiliary
conditions due to the fact that data reconciliation is
based on the use of redundant information.
[R6] The model processor should be able to compute the Jacobian matrix of the auxiliary conditions
wrt. the control vector.
3.7

Computing the Jacobian matrix of the auxiliary conditions for data reconciliation

The Jacobian matrix of the auxiliary conditions is
defined as:

Performing the data reconciliation algorithm

Once the quantities x , S x , f (⋅) and F are known,
it is possible to run the data reconciliation algorithm.
Two alternatives are possible. The first is to write a
Modelica script of the algorithm that could be compiled with the model. The second is to write a program in another environment such as Python [7], that
would have access to a Modelica functional interface
that would provide the values of the above quantities
upon request from the main program.
In the above example:

x = (Q1 Q2

Q3

Q4 )

T

  wQ  2  wQ  2  wQ  2  wQ  2 
S x = diag   1  ,  2  ,  3  ,  4  
  λ95%   λ95%   λ95%   λ95%  



Extracting the auxiliary conditions for data
reconciliation

The auxiliary conditions f (⋅) constitute the subset
of the model equations that constrain the control variables. f (⋅) must be extracted from the model because, as shown in Section 2.1, f ( x) ≠ 0 before
data reconciliation and f (x) must be evaluated by
the data reconciliation algorithm, where x is the
control vector.
The extraction of f (⋅) should be fully automatic, as
the auxiliary conditions may be scattered throughout
the whole model, which is usually a graph of connected model components.
[R5] The model processor should be able to extract
the auxiliary conditions from the model.
3.6

∂f ( x)
∂x
where f (⋅) are the auxiliary conditions, extracted
from the model equations, and x is the control vector. Note that F is not square as the number of conF=

 Q − Q2 − Q3 

f (x ) =  1
+
−
Q
Q
Q
3
4
 2

1 −1 −1 0 

F = 
−
0
1
1
1


[R7] The model processor should be able to provide
x , S x , f (⋅) and F to the data reconciliation algorithm.
3.8

Performing uncertainty propagation algorithms

The uncertainty propagation methodology is implemented in OpenTURNS, which is an open source
tool developed by EDF/R&D, Phimeca and
EADS [8].
The knowledge of the sources x , the model f (⋅)
and the variables of interest y is sufficient to run the
OpenTURNS algorithms. y = f ( x) must be evalu-
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ated upon request from OpenTURNS, and its value
y returned to OpenTURNS.
Note that it is much easier to use OpenTURNS than
the data reconciliation in a Modelica environment, as
in the case of OpenTURNS no processing is required
on the model other than identifying which variables
constitute the vectors x and y . f (⋅) is the whole
original model, as compared to the extracted auxiliary conditions for data reconciliation.
The uncertainty propagation algorithms may thus be
performed by coupling the Modelica environment
with OpenTURNS, as shown in Figure 3. The coupling principle is to automatically generate the interface between OpenTURNS and the simulation code
compiled from the Modelica model. This can especially be done by extending the Modelica compiler.

Coupling
(code generation
via FMI ?)

model SteamGenerator
parameter Real d;
uncertain x(distribution =
”gaussian”, mean=12, …);
equation
…
end SteamGenerator

Modelica compiler
(OpenModelica or ???)
Probabilistic laws
(script)

Environment dedicated to
uncertainty computations
(Open TURNS)

y
Wrapper

Figure 3: Principle for coupling OpenTURNS with a
Modelica platform

[R8] The model processor should be able to interface
the model with OpenTURNS.

4

type Real // Note: defined with Modelica syntax although
predefined
…
parameter Uncertainty uncertain;
equation
…
end Real;

Let us illustrate how this is used by an example:

To support [R2], described in Section 3.2, we propose another new attribute called distribution
for the built-in classes Real and Integer.

Compiled model
(.exe, .dll, .fmu ???)

x

The attribute is named uncertain, here showed for
the Real type (as described in the Modelica language
specification):

model Process
parameter Real p1=0.1;
Real v1;
Real v2(uncertain=Uncertainty.given);
equation
…
end Process;

Modelica model (.mo)

Modelica
extension

type Uncertainty = enumeration(
given "a known uncertainty",
sought "an unknown uncertainty",
refine "a known uncertainty to be refined"
);

Proposal for a Modelica language
extension

This section gives a preliminary design proposal of
Modelica language extensions for supporting uncertainties. This proposal will be considered for test implementation in MathModelica [10] and OpenModelica [9].
The proposal to support requirement [R1], described
in Section 3.1, is to introduce a new attribute for the
built-in classes Real and Integer. This attribute
should have an enumeration type that allows specifying it as given (i.e., kind of “input”), sought (kind
of “output”) or refine (kind of “input/output”
whose uncertainty is refined). In order to distinguish
it from the already established semantics for input
and output variables in Modelica we propose the following naming:

type Real // Note: defined with Modelica syntax although
predefined
…
parameter Distribution distribution;
equation
…
end Real;

The following distributions are proposed (tool vendors could be allowed to extend this list themselves):
partial record Distribution
parameter String name;
end Distribution;
record NormalDistribution
extends Distribution(
final name="Normal");
parameter Real mu,sigma;
end NormalDistribution;
record ExponentialDistribution
extends Distribution(
final name="Exponential");
parameter Real lambda,gamma;
end ExponentialDistribution;
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level of a model. It is only there that the modeler
knows what the dependencies are, since they might
appear due to e.g. connections of components. What
is required is to be able to express a dependency between two uncertain variables and give a correlation
coefficient. This coefficient can be of different kinds,
as briefly mentioned in Section 3.3. The user has to
select one kind of coefficients, e.g. covariance or
Pearson. It is not possible to mix different kinds in a
model. We propose to support R3, not by extending
the Modelica language, but instead by allowing the
user to introduce a set of equations at the top level
that the tool can recognize, as follows:

record GammaDistribution
extends Distribution(final name="Gamma");
parameter Real lambda,k,gamma;
end GammaDistribution;
record LogNormalDistribution
extends Distribution(
final name="LogNormal");
parameter Real mu, sigma,gamma;
end LogNormalDistribution;
record TriangularDistribution
extends Distribution(
final name="Triangular");
parameter Real a,b,m;
end TriangularDistribution;

model System
Process p1,p3;
Process2 p2;
CovCorrelation[:] covCorrelation =
{CovCorrelation(p1.q,p2.q,0.1),
CovCorrelation(p2.q,p3.q,0.2)};
end System;

record UniformDistribution
extends Distribution(
final name="Uniform");
parameter Real a,b;
end UniformDistribution;

The rationale for this design to support R3 is that
there is no need for a language extension (which
avoids to make the language more complex). A similar record definition is required for Pearson correlation coefficients.
With the above language extensions, it becomes possible for a Modelica tool to automatically fulfill requirements [R4, R5 and R6]. How this is performed
is explained in the next section.

record BetaDistribution
extends Distribution(
final name="Beta");
parameter Real r,t,a,b;
end BetaDistribution;
record PoissonDistribution
extends Distribution(
final name="Poisson");
parameter Real mu;
end PoissonDistribution;

5

The rationale for introducing the distributions and
the uncertainty properties as attributes for the built-in
classes Real and Integer is the flexibility that they
bring. With this approach it becomes possible, for
instance, to change several uncertainties at once by
using parameterization:
model Process
replaceable
parameter Distribution d =
Distribution("");
parameter Uncertainty u =
Uncertainty.given;
Real x(distribution=d, uncertain=u);
Real y(distribution=d, uncertain=u);
…
end Process;

The requirement [R3] to support the addition of dependencies between variables is performed at the top

New features for model processing

Apart from the necessary language extensions proposed in previous section, the analysis of models
with uncertainties requires some new features from a
Modelica tool perspective.
For data reconciliation it is required that the set of
equations f that constrain the control variables can be
extracted. Remember that these equations together
with the uncertain variables typically result in an
underdetermined system, i.e., there are more variables than equations. The method of extracting the
equations is as follows. Given a model M with variables vector X:
1. Perform a causality analysis by running BLT
sorting on the complete system. This yields a series of blocks Bi (i=1 to n).
2. Remove from M all blocks Bi that are square
wrt. the subset of X solved in earlier blocks
(B1…Bi-1) referenced by Bi.
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3. Remove from M all blocks Bi that do not influence X (i.e., downstream the causality analysis
from X).
4. If there are one or more components from X that
do not belong to any of the remaining blocks Bi,
raise an error.
5. Otherwise, f is the set of the equations corresponding to the remaining blocks Bi.
The result from step 5 is the set of equations that
constrain the control variables. This approach has
one problem that needs some attention. The blocks
identified can both contain uncertain control variables and normal variables. In such a case, it can be
necessary to eliminate the normal variables to reduce
the equations to only contain control variables. Such
eliminations can only be performed if for instance all
inverses of used functions are available.
The tool will also construct the Jacobian matrix of
this function as required by the data reconciliation
algorithm.
The connection with OpenTURNS to be able to perform uncertainty propagation is straightforward.
OpenTURNS simply requires a computational block
that can compute the outputs given a certain input.

6

parameter Real k=0.0001
"Friction factor";
parameter Real rho=1000.0
"density (water by default)";
equation
q=port_a.q;
dp=port_a.p - port_b.p;
port_a.q + port_b.q=0;
dp=k/rho*q*abs(q);
end Pipe;

The uncertain variables are declared at the system
level as follows (all pipes have q as uncertain variable to be refined):
model PipeSystem
Pipe pipe1(q.uncertain = Uncertainty.refine);
Pipe pipe2(q.uncertain = Uncertainty.refine);
…
end PipeSystem;

Figure 5 shows a simulation of the pipe system when
a ramp signal is applied to the pump. Due to the
same friction coefficients of the pipe segments the
flows are symmetrically distributed through the system.

Results

The proposed language extensions have been implemented in the OpenModelica compiler frontend, and
the extraction algorithm for data reconciliation presented in the previous section has been implemented
in MathModelica.
The example in Figure 4 is used as a test case. It is
the model of a fluid pipe system with a pump feeding
the system and a volume collecting the output flow
from the system.
Figure 5 Simulation of the pipe system with MathModelica

Figure 4 Example of pipe system with uncertainties

Running the extraction algorithm and thereafter
eliminating undesired variables result in the
following equations, which constitute f(X) (note that
X here is {q1,q2,q3,q4}):

The pipe model is defined as:
model Pipe
import SI = Modelica.SIunits;
Port port_a;
Port port_b;
SI.VolumeFlowRate q
"flow from port_a to port_b";
SI.Pressure dp "pressure drop over pipe";

q1−q2−q3 = 0;
(1)
0.0001*q2*abs(q2)−0.0001*q3*abs(q3) = 0; (2)
q2+q3−q4 = 0;
(3)
In this example all undesired variables have been
eliminated resulting in a system only containing the
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uncertain variables that are candidates for refinement. Equations 1 and 3 originate from the connect
statements (flows are summed up to zero), and equation 2 comes from the pressure drop over the pipes.
This example is by intent very similar to the example
in Figure 2, so we can reuse the same measured values and uncertainty intervals. The only difference is
that we have here three constraint equations instead
of two.
The data reconciliation algorithm has been run with
Mathematica, that used the auxiliary equations f extracted by MathModelica from the original model.
Below are the calculations for new measurements
and confidence matrix:
xr=x-Sx.Transpose[F].Inverse[F.Sx.Transpose[F]].fx
{{5.22801},{2.61526},{2.61275},{5.22801}}
Sxr=Sx-Sx.Transpose[F].Inverse[F.Sx.Transpose[F]].F.Sx
{{0.00865708,0.00441341,0.00424367,0.00865708},
{0.00441341,0.00224998,0.00216344,0.00441341},
{0.00424367,0.00216344,0.00208023,0.00424367},
{0.00865708,0.00441341,0.00424367,0.00865708}}

scope of the OPENPROD project. The connection
with OpenTURNS has not been implemented yet,
but the authors foresee no major issues in this work,
which is also planned to be done soon.
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Abstract
An assistant Modelica package is introduced which
supports the determination of model frequency responses or describing functions of Modelica models,
as the case may be. The result is frequency response
data which can be used for further analysis such as
stability properties of the system in closed loop control or the derivation of linear time invariant (LTI)
model approximations. The paper addresses inter alia
proper scheduling of excitation frequency and amplitude, a brief theory of describing functions (harmonic linearization), the Modelica classes implemented in the package, and some application examples.
Keywords: Frequency response; describing function;
system identification.

Figure 1: Total Modelica model for frequency response data acquisition of a plant model.

tions), or the Nichols chart. A number of established
criteria for evaluating the dynamic properties of linear systems refer to their frequency response. Also
open loop shaping and closed loop shaping control
design methods are based on frequency responses.
Moreover, some methods for system identification
are available which are based on frequency response
data.
1.1

Two methods for frequency response determination
exist which are fundamentally different. The first
method is to develop a white box model based on
physical insight. After operations such as linearization and further model transformation there is a
Laplace transfer function which may be evaluated
for any value of the frequency along the imaginary
axis s = j. With Modelica models, the first approach is already half way done; the Bode plot of the
linearized model can be used for comparison and
assessment of the second one.
The second approach is a black box approach applying correlation methods to experimentally acquired
in- and output data. The focus of this paper is on the
second method whereupon “experiment” is considered the simulation of a Modelica model. The tool
provided with the presented package yields frequency response data sampled over frequency being
well comparable with FRD models in Matlab.
1.2

1

Introduction

Frequency responses are applied both for analysis
and design of control systems. Multiple useful
graphical representations of the frequency response
exist like the Bode plot, the frequency response locus
(also denoted Nyquist plot for open loop considera-

Approaches for frequency response determination

Frequency response vs. model linearization

Linearization of Modelica models may not be suitable to obtain the aimed result in all cases. Modelica
modeling and simulation tools like Dymola or MapleSim provide methods for model linearization. If a
linearized model exists then computing and plotting
the frequency response is straightforward, for example by using methods from the LinearSystems library
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[1]. Nevertheless, standard linearization may yield
unsatisfactory results. Imagine the case of a narrow
dead zone characteristic at the system’s input. Then
the gain of the linearized system is zero. However, it
is evident that zero gain transfer behavior is a deficient system description. Other examples of nonlinearities which yield problematic linearization results
include hysteresis, breakaway force, slackness, and
so on. In other cases system specifications directly
refer to frequency responses which were determined
using sinusoidal inputs with certain amplitude. An
example from the domain of vehicle dynamics will
be given in section 5. Again, standard linearization is
not appropriate.
On the other hand recording the frequency response
data in a real world or simulation experiment requires that the regarded system is stable.
1.3

Frequency response of nonlinear systems

to the Modelica specific implementation and the display of application examples.

2

Plant stimulation

For simplicity, in this paper the term plant stands for
a Modelica model whose frequency response is
searched for. Contrary to real world experiments, in
this case we do not need to consider the effect of disturbances or noise. Of course, the approach is explicitly not restricted to controlled systems.
Basically, the experimental frequency response determination of a plant presumes that it is stimulated
in an adequate manner. Excitation signals can be distinguished discrete valued vs. continuous, deterministic vs. random, periodic vs. step or impulse, etc.
The appropriateness depends on the class of systems
to be identified and the method applied for identification. In any case all system modes of interest
should be stimulated to be apparent significantly
enough in the output signal. For details, interested
readers are referred to the technical literature, e.g.
[12].

Generalizing the frequency response from linear to
nonlinear systems there is the notion of a describing
function which will be explained in section 4. For
ease of presentation, in this paper we will understand
the term frequency response in the expanded sense of
the describing function: It is the quotient of two
phasors. The denominator of this quotient is the
phasor of the sinusoidal input function with preassigned amplitude. The numerator is the phasor of the
first harmonic of the steady state system response
after all transient portions have decayed. Generally
spoken, the frequency response hence is not only a
function of the frequency. It may depend also on the
input amplitude, cf. section 4.

Here, we confine our considerations to quasiharmonic excitation signals, i.e. the stimulus is based
on a sinusoidal function. Moreover, both the amplitude and the frequency may depend on time. Here,
we follow up the concept of sinus sweep or chirp
signals. The function
u (t )  A(t , f (t ))  sin 2  F (t ) 
(1)

1.4

is used as plant input where

Contribution of the Modelica package and
this paper

Frequency response related topics having been addressed in the Modelica context so far include the
investigation of powertrain oscillations in the SimulationX environment [2] and the modal approach for
flexible bodies [3]. Due to the lack of a generic
Modelica frequency response data acquisition tool, it
occurs so far that alternative environments such as
Matlab are used for post processing simulation results of Modelica models [4]. The new package presented in this article is a contribution to close the
gap.
The paper is organized as follows. The issue of adequate system stimulation is addressed by section 2.
The procedure used for frequency response and describing function determination is explained in 3. For
convenience, in section 4 the theory of describing
functions is briefly described. Section 5 is dedicated

2.1

Quasi-harmonic plant excitation

t

F (t )   f ( ) d

(2)

0

is the integral of the instantaneous frequency f. Incidentally, F(t) indicates the number of elapsed periods
of the sine function and is therefore called period
function in the sequel. The amplitude A may depend
on time and/or frequency.
In the simplest case, the frequency is constant:

f const (t )  fStart
Fconst (t )  fStart  t

(3)

However, in this case the stimulus consists of only
one single frequency. A frequency response determination covering a frequency range thus needs several
separate experiments each with its own frequency
value along a sufficiently fine grid. Each of the ex-
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periments should take long enough such that the
plant gets steady state before any serviceable response data can be collected.
More generally, with (1), (2) it is possible to stimulate the plant continuously over a range [fStart , fEnd] of
frequencies f(t), i.e.
(4)
fStart f(t) fEnd
each with adjusted amplitude in one single experiment. However, the amplitude and frequency should
be varying so slowly, that the plant can be considered in a steady state oscillation at any time. In reality this assumption cannot be assured perfectly, otherwise the total experiment would take an infinite
duration. Rather, a scheduling for amplitude and frequency is searched for such that accuracy of the result is traded off against efficiency of the experiment. We start from the conception that it is most
efficient to change the frequency and/or amplitude
just as much as is necessary such that the transient
effects remain negligible. At the same time it should
be kept in mind that after plant excitation the plant
response will be recorded and processed (cf. section
4) for frequency response data acquisition. Ideally
for efficiency, each period contributes serviceable
i.e. non-redundant data.
For illustrating the frequency scheduling problem
lets assume that the sinusoidal excitation signal
sweeps the interval from fStart = 0.1 Hz to fEnd = 10 Hz
with a total number of n = 10 periods. Commonly,
for frequency sweeps either linear

first couple of periods and cannot be considered sinusoidal (cf. Figure 3).

Figure 2: Plot of completed periods over logarithmic
frequency.

f linear (t )  fStart  kl  t

Flinear (t )  fStart  t 

kl 2
t
2

(5)
Figure 3: Comparison of sine sweep signals (lower)
using different frequency functions of time (upper
plot).

or exponential

f exponential (t )  fStart  ke

t

f
t
Fexponential (t )  Start  ke
ln(ke )

(6)

frequency functions are used. Note that the parameters kl , ke can be chosen each such that fEnd is
reached after n periods by solving f(tEnd) = fEnd and
F(tEnd) = n.
However, the plot of the period function over the
logarithm of the frequency as shown in Figure 2 reveals, that in both cases, i.e. blue line for the linear
case and red line for exponential the number of periods at upper frequencies is disproportionately high.
In fact, too few periods are spent at low frequencies.
As a result the excitation signal is warped during the

On the other hand, the Bode diagram as the most
commonly adopted representation of the frequency
response uses logarithmic frequency scaling. This
suggests using a different frequency progression
such that the periods are equidistantly distributed
over the logarithmic frequency, corresponding to the
green line in Figure 2. A frequency progression function can be derived which exhibits the just formulated property:
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f constant period ratio (t ) 

fStart
1  fStart  ln(kc )  t

ln(1  fStart  ln(kc )  t )
Fconstant period ratio (t )  
ln(kc )

(7)
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For proof let tk be an arbitrary instant of time and tk+1
denote the time one period later then the correlation
F (tk 1 )  1  F (tk )
(8)

that is

holds by definition (1). Solving (8) for tk+1 yields

The complex-valued gain N ( , A) i.e. the frequency
response data is tabled over sampled values of frequency and/or excitation amplitude. It contains the
information about gain and phase of the plant’s
transfer behavior and may be displayed in a Bode
diagram. Discrete Fourier transformation of input
and output signals is used for its calculation. In detail, the algorithm used in the Modelica package at
hand executes the following steps:

t k 1 


1  kc  1

 1 .
kc  fStart  ln(kc ) 

(9)

Evaluation reveals that

f tk 1 
 kc
f tk 

(10)

i.e. the frequency ratio over any period of u(t) is constant independent of time, q.e.d. The frequency in
fact increases exponentially with the period function
rather than with time and each period does contribute
a sample of the frequency response along an equidistant grid of the logarithmic frequency.
Figure 3 compares the corresponding time signals of
the three variants of frequency progression during an
experiment. In all simulations the total number of
periods is nPeriods=10 and the frequency sweeps
from 0.1Hz to 10Hz, cf. Figure 2. The result reveals
that with the frequency progression defined by (7)
the comparatively high expense at low frequencies
implicates far better sinusoidal shape but longer total
simulation time.
2.2

Scheduling of excitation amplitudes

~
y
yˆ   j y g  
N ( , A)  ~g  g
e
.
u
A

(13)

1. The plant’s input is stimulated with a sinus
sweep according to (1). Along the way the frequency and/or amplitude should be changing so
slowly that the plant can approximately be assumed steady state all the time. Frequency progression according to one of the options (3), (5),
(6), or (7) is assumed.
2. By definition periods begin when F(t) takes on
integer values.
3. An integer parameter nSamples defines how
many samples of the plant response are taken per
period. Triggered by corresponding events when
(F(t)nSamplesbecomes integer then plant
response data is sampled and collected over the
current period. (The Real parameter  can be set
arbitrarily in the interval 0.

Using (1) as plant excitation signal, not only the frequency can change with time. Also the amplitude
can be made varying according to one’s needs as for
example to reduce high output amplitudes at poorly
damped system modes and thus to prevent damage to
real world systems if applicable. Moreover, amplitude scheduling will be used later in the context of
describing functions.

3

Frequency response calculation algorithm

As indicated in the introduction, the frequency response is understood as a complex-valued gain
which is defined as the ratio of the complex-valued
phasor of the output signal’s first harmonic
j t   y g  
~
y g   t ,    yˆ g    e

(11)

over the complex-valued phasor of the sinusoidal
input
(12)
u~   t   A  e j t

Figure 4: Exemplary signals of the elapsed period:
Input signal (blue), plant response (red), harmonic
approximation (green).
4. After the completion of a period the data is processed in order to identify the complex-valued
gain assigned to the current frequency, cf. to
Figure 4 for illustration. Therefore, the complex–
valued Fourier coefficient of the first harmonic
of the plant response is computed. It results from
simple discrete Fourier transform of the time series formed by the collected data of the elapsed
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period. Also the complex–valued Fourier coefficient of the first harmonic of the input signal
time series is computed. (The latter depends only
on A, nSamples, and  and can therefore be
computed beforehand without the need for sampling.) The complex-valued gain is the quotient
of these two Fourier coefficients.
5. Procedure steps 1-4 need to be repeated for each
of the grid frequencies and/or amplitudes. The
complex-valued gains representing the frequency
response data are successively stored in a table.
6. Finally, the total frequency response may be displayed in a Bode diagram and used for any of the
purposes discussed in the introduction.

4

Describing functions und dual locus method

The matter of this section is adopted from [5], [6]
and presented here for convenience only and to support the understanding of the application example in
section 5.6.
4.1

Assumptions

Limit cycles are periodic oscillations performed by
non-linear systems. Without external input signals,
the oscillations sustain with a certain frequency and
amplitude. Since in many cases they are not desired,
criteria that enable non-linear stability analysis are
useful. An approximation method that can be applied
for analyzing the existence and properties of limit
cycles for a class of non-linear systems is the dual
locus method [9], [10]. This method requires several
assumptions. The first assumption is that it is feasible to represent the open-loop system as a series
connection of a single nonlinearity n and the remaining linear part G(s). Therefore, the total system consists of a single loop as depicted in Figure 5.

G needs to have distinct low-pass properties in the
frequency range of the considered oscillation and at
higher frequencies. As a rule of thumb, a drop of -40
dB per decade is required.
4.2

Harmonic linearization

With these assumptions it is reasonable to assume
that the signal u being present at the input of the nonlinearity is approximately sinusoidal. This holds because u is equal (except for the sign) to the output
signal c of the linear part. Since the higher harmonics
are attenuated by the low-pass effect of G, the output
of the non-linearity can be approximated by its first
harmonic. Thus, the consideration of the nonlinearity can be restricted to its transmission of sinusoidal input signals, and a linear approximation of
the non-linear system can be obtained. This approach
is called harmonic linearization.
Furthermore, a describing function N of the nonlinear system n is defined according to (13) as the frequency response from a sinusoidal input signal to the
first harmonic of the output signal. For static characteristics, the describing function depends only on the
input amplitude A. Input and first harmonic of the
output are in phase and thus N(A) is real-valued. The
describing function may also be applied to non-linear
dynamic elements that produce a frequency- and
amplitude-dependent phase shift. Then the describing function N(A) is complex-valued. For some
elementary non-linearities, the describing functions
can be derived analytically [10] by Fourier series
expansion of the periodic signal y.
4.3

Dual locus method

If the system shown in Figure 5 is in a sustained oscillation and the abovementioned assumptions hold
then the transmission properties of the non-linearity
can be approximated by its describing function. This
leads to the condition

N ( , A)  G ( j )  1

or

Figure 5: Closed loop formed by a nonlinear part n
and a linear filter G.
The analysis of limit cycles starts with the assumption that the system is in the state of a sustained oscillation. Another assumption is necessary for the
application of the dual locus method: the linear part

G ( j ) 

1
N ( , A)

(14)

which is denoted harmonic balance. If this equation
holds for a pair (A) then the system is capable of
performing an oscillation with this frequency and
amplitude. The lower representation of (14) provides
the foundation for the graphical dual locus method:
limit cycles are possible if there exist intersection
points between the locus G(j) of the linear part and
the locus of the negative-inverse describing function
-1/N(A). From the parameterization of both loci at
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the intersection, the values of  and A can be determined as properties of the corresponding limit cycle.
For a criterion reflecting the stability of limit cycles
the reader is referred to [6].
4.4

Example: Describing function of a rate limiter

Due to the memory of the integrator this dynamic
non-linearity is not representable by a static characteristic. Nevertheless, a describing function can be
derived. The shape of the output signal in relation to
the input signal only depends on the ratio A/R.
Therefore, the describing function only depends on
this composed parameter.
Figure 8 shows both the locus and negative-inverse
locus of N(A). More details of the rate limiter describing function derivation can be found in [11], [6].

5
Figure 6: Ideal rate limiter.
As an example Figure 6 shows an ideal realization of
a rate limiter. (Note that this realization is not suitable for numeric simulation since the infinite gain of
the switch induces chattering. A remedy is replacement of the switch by a limiter with high gain.)
In Figure 7 some time responses of the rate limiter
are shown. Various sinusoidal input signals are applied with different frequency  and amplitude A.

In this section, the Modelica package application is
shown in the context of Dymola 7.4 used as modeling and simulation environment.
5.1

Figure 8: Locus (solid line) and negative inverse
locus (dashed line) of the rate limiter describing
function.

Stimulus signal generator implementation
in Modelica

A model class Chirp which can be used to create the
plant stimuli described in section 2.1 is included in
the Modelica package. By parameter settings it allows for choosing adequate frequency progression as
well as signal amplitude scheduling according to
one’s needs.
5.2

Figure 7: Input and output of a rate limiter at various values of A/R.

Application of the Modelica package and examples

Implementation of the algorithms for frequency response data recording

In Figure 1 the standard application is shown. The
model class FR_Recording covers the total functionality necessary for recording the frequency response
data of the block plant. To avoid confusion note that
the interconnection shown here is not a closed loop
in the classical meaning, since the output of
FR_Recording does not depend on its input. Rather,
stimulation and analysis functionalities are combined
in one model class for easier use. The output of
FR_Recording is internally connected to the output
of a Chirp instance thus providing the stimulus for
the plant. To complete the interconnection the plant
response is input to the FR_Recording instance in
order to make it accessible there for analysis. That is
then performed according to the steps demonstrated
in section 3.
Before starting the simulation, the Dymola Experiment Setup needs to be well defined. Only variable
step solvers should be used since the events triggered
by the procedure e.g. for data sampling are not equidistant in time. This is due to the continuously
changing frequency but equidistant sampling along
the period function.
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Attention should be paid to the OutputStore settings. Depending on the model complexity storing all
variables may easily exceed the available memory or
disc space. Therefore, it is recommended to only
store Output variables only at events (no Equidistant
time grid storage). An instance of the FR_Bus model
class should be used and connected as shown in
Figure 1. On the bus all signals are available which
are relevant for the frequency response evaluation.
They all have the output prefix and will therefore be
exclusively saved during simulation and be available
in the Dymola variable browser, cf. Figure 9. In addition, for large models consider to set the protected
attribute to both the plant and the FR_Recording instance to prevent excessive data storage.

Figure 10 shows the dialog window for setting the
parameters of the frequency response data recording
tool. With parameter m the signal dimension of the
plant output is set, e.g. m = 1 for single output plants.
For the chirp stimulus fStart and fEnd define the frequency interval, nPeriods is the total number of sinusoid periods. One of four frequency progression
types corresponding to (3), (5), (6), or (7) can be selected. The dependency of the stimulus amplitude on
time and/or frequency is provided by a replaceable
model, which allows the user to define it according
to his needs. nSamples is used to specify the number
of data points per period to collect time series data
for discrete Fourier transform. Finally, some parameters can be specified to control the saving of frequency response data to disc. After the simulation
signals for plotting one of multiple representations of
the frequency response are available in the Dymola
variable browser as shown in Figure 9.
5.3

Example: Frequency response of a massspring-damper system

The mass-spring-damper plant depicted in Figure 11
is used as an example to demonstrate how frequency
response data can be recorded by means of a simulation while using classes from the Modelica package.
Figure 9: Dymola variable browser showing signals
on fR_Bus

Figure 11: Mass-spring-damper system.
Therefore, the block plant in Figure 1 is made an
instance of the mass-spring-damper model. It can
just as well be modeled as a second order transfer
function

Gmsd ( s) 

Figure 10: Dymola dialog for setting parameters of
the FR_Recording class.

y(s)
02
 2
u ( s) s  2  D  0  s  02

(15)

Thus, the frequency response can be calculated analytically by replacing s = j and the experimental
result can be compared to this precise analytic reference (denoted theory in the plots below). The parameters of the mass-spring-damper plant are chosen
such that the resonance frequency is /2=10Hz
and the damping coefficient is D=0.2.
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Figure 12: Influence of frequency progression on the
resulting Bode plot

Figure 13: Influence of the number of periods nPeriods on the resulting Bode plot.

In Figure 12 first attempts are shown to determine
the frequency response of the mass-spring-damper
system using only twenty excitation periods. The
simulation is repeated with each of the three frequency progression variants (5), (6), (7). With the
constant period ratio frequency progression according to (7) the Bode plot frequency grid points are
equally distributed along the logarithmic frequency
axis which appears to be the better choice when
compared to linear (5) or exponential (6) progression. Figure 13 continues the simulations shown in
Figure 12. However, now the total number of periods
n is increased from one simulation to the next
whereas the frequency progression with constant
period ratio is kept. The comparison shows that the
accuracy of the resulting frequency response data
clearly improves with increasing nPeriods and converges towards the analytic reference. The reason is
that the transient portion of the plant response looses
significance when the frequency is changing at a
lower rate. In practice the precise reference normally
is not known. Then, a reasonable number of periods
can be found by gradual increase until the change of
the result appears tolerable. In addition, at least for
linear systems the plant response offset and/or the
deviation between the plant response and its first
harmonic can be observed to find out whether the
system is sufficiently steady state. Both quantities
are also calculated by the tool after each completed
period.

5.4

Example: Frequency response of a complex
multi-body vehicle model

The recording of frequency response data using the
Modelica package does not only work for simple
academic models.

Figure 14: Bode plot of a complex multi-body vehicle model at 80 km/h; The input is the steering angle,
outputs are lateral acceleration (blue curve) and yaw
rate (red curve).
In Figure 14 the analysis of a multi-body vehicle
model with 54 states from our VehicleControls library [7] is shown. The comparison of the vehicle
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steering response w.r.t. gain and phase of yaw rate
vs. lateral acceleration allows for assessment of respective criteria [13]. The gains are normalized with
the respective steady state gains here.
The frequency response data is represented by nice
smooth curves even in face of the complexity and
nonlinearity of the plant. Dassl was used as integration method. The total simulation of 434 seconds
took 169 seconds on a 3.0 GHz MS Windows PC.
5.5

sults are shown in Figure 16 in terms of the Bode
diagram. The describing function may as well be
represented as a locus or negative inverse locus,
which was already shown in Figure 8.

Frequence response of multi-input multioutput (MIMO) models

Multiple plant outputs can be handled without any
modification but setting the number m of plant outputs correctly, cf. Figure 10. The frequency response
data for each frequency sample will then be vector
valued, correspondingly.

Figure 16: Bode plot of rate limiter describing
function.

Figure 15: Total Modelica model for frequency response recording of a MIMO plant model.
Handling of multiple inputs is no difficulty either.
Apparently a stimulation of multiple inputs at the
same time is not expedient. Hence the analysis
should be performed by stimulating one input only in
one simulation. Figure 15 shows the frequency response data recording setup for an exemplary MIMO
plant model exhibiting five outputs and three inputs.
The active input can be selected by appropriate
choice of the matrixGain.K parameter vector.
5.6

Application example for describing functions

The tool at hand can be applied to determine describing functions in exactly the same manner as for frequency response data recording. The example shown
here examines the rate limiter from section 4.4.
Therefore, the plant instance in Figure 1 is redeclared by the corresponding rate limiter Modelica
class (using R=1 here). The combined parameter
A/R is the only relevant independent quantity, see
section 4.4. Therefore we can choose the variation of
either  or A. In this example we choose  constant
by setting fStart = fEnd = 1Hz and specify a variation of A with time, instead. (This proceeding is suitable especially for all static non-linearities.) The re-

Now, the dual locus method is applied to investigate
whether the closed loop shown in Figure 17 can perform limit cycles. Here, the linear system model is
the second order lag system already considered in
section 5.3, however, with a damping coefficient of
D=0.1 here.

Figure 17: Closed loop with second order linear
system and rate limiter in series connection.
Figure 18 shows both the negative inverse describing
function locus of the rate limiter (green line) and the
locus of the linear part. Again the analytical result
(blue line) and the recorded frequency response data
(red line) are compared. The discrepancy between
them is noticeable. This is due to the specific graphical representation. With the locus, the highest gain
(which occurs at the resonance peak, compare Figure
13) appears most prominent. Obviously, during frequency response data recording the system would
need some more time here to become steady state
and to produce a preciser locus.
Two intersection points between the Nyquist locus of
the linear part and the locus of the negative inverse
rate limiter describing function exist. Further analy-
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sis yields that only the lower intersection point represents a stable limit cycle [6].

Figure 18: Dual locus plot for the detection of limit
cycles of the system shown in Figure 17.

complexity reduced model in a simulation framework where scalable models are beneficial.
As stated in the introduction, the frequency response
data generated with our package well complies with
FRD models in Matlab. Hence, the methods available with the Matlab System Identification Toolbox
(e.g. the pem function) can be used to derive LTI
models of user-preassigned order. Another way
which completely avoids Modelica foreign tools is
the following: Choose an LTI model representation
from the LinearSystems library [1] and an adequate
system order. In the next step optimize (i.e. identifiy)
the parameters of the LTI model. This can be done
e.g. by using the model calibration feature from the
Dymola Design Library such that the Bode diagram
fits the frequency response data sufficiently well.

6

A time simulation of the total system from Figure 17
with dedicated initial condition in fact exhibits the
limit cycle shown in Figure 19. The frequency and
amplitude of the limit cycle correspond to the
parameterization of the loci at the lower intersection
point.

Conclusions

An easy-to-use tiny Modelica package for automatic
recording of frequency response data and describing
functions was presented. The frequency response
representations which are resulting from quasi-single
frequency harmonic stimulation are significantly
smoother than what can be obtained from spectral
analysis after stimulation with a multi-frequency
(e.g. noise) input signal.
The question into which greater library this package
will be usefully integrated and what needs to be done
for seamless assembly still needs to be resolved.

7
Figure 19: Limit cycle performed by the system
shown in Figure 17.
5.7

System identification from frequency response data

To complete the application examples, briefly the
option of identifying LTI models (linear time invariant models) from frequency response data is discussed. Imagine the task to derive a handy LTI representation of a rather complex nonlinear Modelica
model when application of the linearization method
(cf. section 1.1) is not reasonable. This may be the
case e.g. due to one of the problems illustrated in
section 1.2. The LTI representation can be used e.g.
for model based control. Moreover, models represented in terms of frequency response data cannot be
simulated and therefore, back-translation into a
model which can be numerically time-integrated may
be useful. For example, it may serve as an alternative
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1

Abstract
Modelica enables rapid development of detailed models of heterogeneous and complex systems. However,
resulting models are as complicated as reality itself
and therefore it may be hard to identify causes for
model behavior or verify that model behaves correctly.
A traditional engineering approach is to use intuition
and experience to identify important parts of the model
with the highest impact on model behavior for specific scenario. Numerous model order reduction and
simplification techniques (i.e., metrics used by these
methods) have been developed to automatically estimate important parts of the models for a certain scenario and thus alleviate reliance on subjective factors,
i.e., intuition and past experience.
In this paper are discussed model order reduction
and simplification techniques (e.g., metrics used by
these techniques for rankings of elements) which are
applicable to wide range of Modelica models built
from already available libraries. Modelica models are
translated to set of differential-algebraic equations and
for the latter there are numerous tools for model order
reduction already available. However, these tools are
not designed for helping users understand the model’s
behavior and the reduced model may be hard to understand by the user because the structure of the original model is lost. Hierarchical decomposition of the
model must be presereved and if the model is developed with a graphical schematics then elements
(nodes) of the schematics must be ranked. Therefore
we adapted energy-based metrics used in ranking of
bond-graphs’ elements to much more losely defined
Modelica’s schematics, so they can be used complementary with ranking methods that work with equations.
Keywords: model order reduction; model simplification; verification

Introduction

An important aspect of the Modelica language design
is user interaction for efficient modeling of large, complex and heterogeneous physical systems.
Models are usually decomposed in several hierarchical levels. On the bottom of hierarchy are submodels of basic physical phenomena which are most commonly stated as a set of (acausal) differential-algebraic
equations and it is thus most conveniently that these
equations can be entered directly (e.g., without a need
for any kind of manipulation or even transformation
to some other description formalism). On higher hierarchical levels, model is described graphically by
schematics (i.e., object diagrams) and the obtained
scheme usually reflects the topology of the system.
Model representation in Modelica is thus understandable also to domain specialists unfamiliar with computer simulation of dynamic system.
Modelica is object-oriented modeling language and
thus includes features such as inheritance and replaceable models. This language features are necessary for
efficient implementation of model libraries [13], but
they increase implementation complexity and make
browsing sources of the components from libraries
more difficult. For example, component DynamicPipe
– a model of a straight pipe with distributed mass,
energy and momentum balances – from the Standard
Modelica Library consists of four base models and
three replaceable elements which are also models with
complex inheritance hierarchy. The description of
the pipe’s dynamics, equations of balances and thermodynamic state of the medium in the pipe, is split
among more than ten (partial) models to achieve efficient component reuse and prevent code duplication.
This kind of model decomposition might not have a
physical meaning – it only addresses implementation
issues.
In practice, domain specialists usually already have
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some calculations (e.g. in Excel) which they want to
use for verification of the model implemented in Modelica and also for clarifying unexpected behavior of
(usually) much more detailed and complex model in
Modelica. So, a matching between calculations they
have and model in Modelica is desired. However,
modeling environments supporting Modelica currently
do not provide many tools that would facilitate investigating and exploring the model. Most of the complex models are build up with use of different model
libraries and when the documentation of those libraries
do not suffice, especially when the submodels are
highly customized components (with replaceable subcomponents and modifications), it is necessary to look
under the hood of the used components. But due to
complicated implementation of library components, it
is undoable for most domain specialists.
Engineers use experience and intuition to determine
important parts of the model which have the highest impact on system’s dominant dynamics or model’s
simulation response in specific scenario. In an attempt
to diminish reliance on subjective factors such as experience, numerous modeling metrics and methodologies have been developed. They usually require strict
modeling formalisms and thus not much effort was put
into integrating them into Modelica environments.

2

Model order reduction and simplification techniques

Detailed models of complex systems are also as complex and hard to understand as reality they model. The
interpretation of underlying equations or extraction of
an in-depth system understanding can get impossible even for relatively small systems [11]. Therefore,
symbolic analysis methods, most notably of electrical
circuits, incorporate various symbolic approximation
techniques which are used to simplify symbolic expression or schematic diagrams and also reduce order
(state-space dimension) of the model [10].
An important class of the model order reduction
and simplification methods when used in system analysis or for structural design is when they generate a
proper model, i.e., reduced model with the minimum
complexity required to meet the performance specifications and possessing physically meaningful parameters and states [5].

5]. They usually consist of running a series of simulations, ranking the individual coordinates or elements
by the appropriate (quantitative) metrics and removing
those that fall below a certain threshold [2].

2.1

Equation-based simplification

All analytic models can be described by a system of
equations and even if some other modeling formalism
is used (e.g., block schemes, bond graphs, etc.), it is
possible to export the model as a system of equations.
However, model representation in a form consisting of
symbolic (algebraic) expressions is meaningful to user
only in certain situations, for example, use of transfer
functions in control design.
For equation-based simplification, variables of interest must be selected and metrics used for ranking of
expressions’ terms is then selected as a numerical error with respect to an objective function given by the
variables of interest.
Simplification strategies include various algebraic
manipulations (e.g., substitution of a variable), where
no error is introduced into the simplified equations,
and modification of the equations that results in the approximate system (e.g., term deletion, linearization of
equations, etc.) which requires a numeric simulation
to determine the error caused by modification [14].
Simplification can have a global effect, i.e., affects
whole system of equations, when some variables of
the system are manipulated or local effect when only
single term of one equation is manipulated.

2.2

Structure-based simplification

Most of modern modeling tools provide a graphical
interface where models are represented by schematics.
Graphical descriptions of the models are based on various modeling formalisms, schematics can be a merely
graphical representation of algebraic expressions (e.g.,
block graphs) and symbolics comprising the schematics represent single or a group of algebraic operations
or they can provide additional information about the
system (e.g., information about topology of the system). In the latter case, it is sensible to chose customized simplification techniques, although it is possible to map models simplified by equation-based order
reduction and simplification techniques to a graphical
representation of the original model [12].
Because all physical systems have in common conA numerous mixed numerical-symbolic model or- servation of mass and energy, a widely used class
der reduction and simplification techniques have been of metrics for order reduction of proper models in
developed and successfully applied so far [10, 12, 4, physical-systems modeling are related to energy or
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teraction a connection defines is determined by type
of connectors (i.e., ports) the connected components
have. In Modelica is a type of connector very loosely
defined. In general, it is a list of variables with some
qualifications (e.g., causality, type of variable: intensive – extensive, etc.), but it can also have a hierarchical structure [6].
Although a large number of different kind of
schematics can be modeled with appropriately defined
connectors, are the most important acausal connections for modeling physical interactions. Each (dynamic) interaction between physical systems results in
a energy exchange between the system, so it is very
intuitive to chose energy-based metrics for simplification of physical systems models.
Modelica’s object diagrams, when modeling physical systems, share some similarities with bond graphs,
which are also a form of object-oriented acausal modeling. Therefore it is easy to adapt most of bondgraph simplification techniques to Modelica’s object
diagrams.
3 Simplification of models in Model- Connectors usually contains a pair of effort and flow
variable (however, their product is not necessarily an
ica
energy flow like in bond graph formalisms), as can
According to authors knowledge, there is no model- be seen by inspecting Modelica Standard Library [7]
ing environment that provides tools for simplification where elementary connector definitions for almost all
and order reduction of model implemented in Model- physical domains are gathered:
ica directly. A Modelica model must be flatten and the
• Interaction between components in analog cirresulting DAE system is then exported to a designated
cuits (Modelica.electric) is determined by volttools where model order reduction and simplification
age v and current i, the latter is a flow variable,
is performed.
and the power of the interaction is product of both
This approach is suitable for some applications, for
variables: p = v · i.
example, when reduced model is needed for control
design. In such cases, loss of information caused
• Similar is connector in Modelica.Magnetic comby flattening is not problematic, because only close
posed of variables for magnetic potential differmatching of reduced and original model’s behavior is
ence Vm and magnetic flux Φ, an effort and flow
required. However, in applications like model verifivariable respectively. Power of the connection is
cation and debugging or when model is used to gain
product of variables: p = Vm · Φ.
insight for system performance improvement, it is de• Connectors used for modeling of 1-D mechanics,
sired that simplified model is also a valid Modelica
translational and rotational, consist of position s
model with the same structure as the original (with
and angle φ respectively, and force f and torque τ
the same hierarchical decomposition and topology of
respectively. However, product of connector’s efschematics).
fort and flow variable is no longer power. For determination of the power of connection, displace4 Ranking elements of object diament variable has to be differentiated: p = dtd s · f
and p = dtd φ · τ for translational and rotational
gram
mechanics respectively.
power [2]. Energy-based metrics require a modeling formalism where energy of the model’s components is easily extracted, for example, bond graphs
[9, 5]. Bond-graph modeling is a form of objectoriented physical systems modeling: elements can be
seen as object interacting with each others – interactions are described by acausal bonds [1].
Among successfully applied energy-based techniques for bond-graph simplification are ranking of elements based on RMS power of bonds [9], ranking on
activity – amount of energy that flow in and out of the
element over the given time [5] and comparing the energy associated with each bond to those in neighboring
bonds and eliminating those with smallest relative energy [15]. Result of a model simplification by these
techniques is also a model described by bond graph.
Furthermore, all the energy-based metrics have some
physical meaning and can thus help with understanding and addressing modeling issues.

4.1

Choice of metrics

Object diagrams consist of connected symbols representing components (submodels). What kind of in-
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• In Modelica Multibody library, which deals with
3-D mechanics, are effort and flow variables no
longer scalars, they are 6-dimensional vectors,
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so a state of a free-body (having 6 degree-offreedom) can be determined. Furthermore, due
to computational restrictions, implementation of
connector takes also into account a suitable selection of a frame of reference (forces, torques and
orientation are expressed in local, while position
is in global frame of reference). A definition of
the connector is the following:

vs

ms
Ks

s

mu
Kt

g

t

vr

c o n n e c t o r Frame
SI . P o s i t i o n r_0 [ 3 ] ;
Frames . O r i e n t a t i o n R ;
flow SI . Force f [ 3 ] ;
flow SI . Torque t [ 3 ] ;
end Frame ;

Figure 1: Scheme of car a suspension.
of the substance is uniquely determined by the
variables of connector and all the other (thermodynamic) properties can be calculated by using
functions provided by package Medium which is
a parameter of the connector. However, thermal
diffusion is not covered by this connector (it is
neglected).

Position is determined with variable r_0, while
orientation R is a structure containing transformation matrix T from global to local frame of
reference and vector of angular velocities ω in
local frame of reference. Forces and torques are
given by vectors f and t respectively. Power of
the connection can be calculated by expression:
p = dtd (T · ro ) · f + ω · t, where again, there is a
need to differentiate position after transformation
to local frame.

Energy flow associated with the connector is
composed of thermal, hydraulic and chemical
term and could be calculated as following [3]:
p = ṁ · s · T + ṁ · p/ρ + ∑ µi · Ṅi . Quantities specific entropy s, temperature T , density ρ, chemical potential µi and molar flow Ṅi can be calculated from thermodynamical state equations provided by package Medium.

• Connector for modeling heat transfer in 1-D consists of effort variable temperature T and flow
variable for heat-flow rate Q f low . The energy
transfer is in this case equal to flow variable,
p = Q f low .

Although it is possible to calculate energy flow of
the connector from the variables of the connector, this
• Library Modelica.Fluid deals with modeling of is not always possible to do as a post-processing the
heat and mass transfer. The connector used simulation results. For example, derivative of the poin library’s components which covers also mass sition or angle in connector of the library for 1-D metransfer is implemented as following:
chanics may not be available if this variable is not choconnector FluidPort
sen for state variable. This implies instrumentation of
r e p l a c e a b l e p a c k a g e Medium =
the model.
M o d e l i c a . Media . I n t e r f a c e s . P a r t i a l M e d i u m ;
f l o w Medium . MassFlowRate m_flow ;
Medium . A b s o l u t e P r e s s u r e p ;
s t r e a m Medium . S p e c i f i c E n t h a l p y
h_outflow ;
s t r e a m Medium . M a s s F r a c t i o n
X i _ o u t f l o w [ Medium . nXi ] ;
end F l u i d P o r t ;

Besides effort and flow variable, pressure p and
mass-flow rate m f low respectively, the connector
includes also additional information about properties of the substance which is being exchanged
in the interaction modeled by a connection of type
FluidPort: specific enthalpy h and composition
of substance (vector of mass fractions Xi if substance is a mixture). The thermodynamic state

Most bond-graphs energy-based metrics, like [5],
require energy flow of the element. Fg. 1 illustrates
a scheme of a car suspension for one wheel. Corresponding representation of a model with a bond graph
is depicted in Fg. 2. In Fg. 2 can be seen that each
element (e.g., tire stiffness) is represented with a bond
which have an element symbol on one end and with
another it is connected to the 1-junction. A model
of the car suspension from Fg. 1 build from Modelica
Standard Library’s components is shown in Fg. 3. Because bond-graph and Modelica’s object diagram preserve system topology, there are some analogies between them. A connection node in Modelica, when
two or more connectors are connected together), is
equivalent to 0-junction in bond-graph representation
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ing the element can be in Modelica object diagrams
calculated as sum of energy flows of the component’s
connectors. For example, activity A of a component,
weighting factor used in metrics proposed by [5], is
thus calculated for Modelica components as following:
Z t2 N−1

|

A=
t1

∑ −pi (t)| · dt

(1)

i=0

In Eq. 1, pi (t) designates power flow into i-th connector, N is the number of connectors in component and
[t1 ,t2 ] is the time window of observation.

4.2
Figure 2: Bond graph of a car suspension

Figure 3: Car-suspension model represented by a
Modelica object diagram.
– the effort variables of connected connectors are the
same and the flow variables sum to zero. According
to the analogy, each Modelica’s component in object
diagram should be analogous to 1-junction – effort
variables of the component’s connectors should sum
to zero. However, this is not the case in Fg. 3 where
effort variable defined in connectors is absolute position. Nevertheless, energy conservation law implies
that energy flow of all component’s connectors and
change of energy stored, added or removed by component must sum to zero. Therefore, the energy flow
which corresponds to energy flow of bond represent-

Model instrumentation

In order to assure that all the necessary data for selected (energy-based) metrics evaluation are provided
in the simulation results, model must be instrumented,
i.e., additional equations must be inserted into the
model.
It is possible to insert equations for weighting factors (e.g., Eq. 1) directly. However, this introduces
many new equations and states into the simulation
model and can have a very negative impact on simulation’s duration and also on numerical stability.
This can be problematic especially with large models,
where the use of model approximation methods is the
most sensible.
Therefore we decided to use the least instrumentation possible and do most of calculations of weighting factors as a post-processing of simulation results.
Model instrumentation was implemented in OpenModelica’s shell [8]. Before model can be simulated, it
must be loaded into the environment together with all
the libraries it requires. Upon loading, abstract syntax
tree (AST) of the model is generated and saved into the
environment. So, instrumentation was implemented as
a separate function which traverses the AST in the environment and for each connection encountered inserts
an equation for energy-flow calculation. What kind of
equation needs to be inserted is determined by inspecting the type of connector used in the connection equation. For this purpose, a special library of components
is provided to the instrumentation function. Each component of the library have as an annotation provided
a fully-qualified path to the connector-type definition
of which equation for an energy-flow calculation provides. If there is no corresponding component found
in the library for the connection’s connector-type, that
connection is skipped.
Besides instrumentation of the model, connection
graphs for each hierarchical level of the models are
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added to the environment.
After a model is instrumented, it can be simulated
in the usual way (with command simulate()).

25
displacement [cm]

4.3

30

Ranking and presentation of results

Ranking of components is performed as postprocessing of simulation results. This enables possibility of switching ranking metrics without repeating
(possibly time-consuming) instrumentation and simulation. Furthermore, ranking of components which are
not of current interest can be avoided.

20
15
10

input signal
mass_t displacement
mass_s displacement

5
00

1

2

time [s]

3

4

5

Figure 4: A car hits a smooth curb: low-frequency
In our current implementation, activity-metrics
excitation signal is given as an input to model on Fg.3.
(Eq. 1) is used for ranking. Each hierarchical level
Also a response – displacement of a unsprung (mass_t)
is considered separately. To determine activity of the
and sprung mass (mass_s) is depicted.
component, a connection graph of the object-diagram
on given hierarchical level is taken from environment
(where it was put by instrumentation function) and energy flows of component’s connections are extracted
from it. The absolute sum of connection’s energy
flows (as determined by Eq. 1) are numerically integrated by a quadrature form. However, because integration is done as post-processing, there is a significant
loss of accuracy. Quadrature formulas have a much
higher truncation-error then solvers used for simulation of the model. Furthermore, such integration is affected by the chosen communication interval. Nevertheless, because accuracy of weighting factors is not of
critical importance, use of quadrature formulas suffice
in most cases.
The results of ranking are currently provided only Figure 5: A car hits a sharp curb: step signal is given
in printed form (in a tableau), because there was no as an input to model on Fg.3. Also a response – disgraphical interface suitable for adaptation available. placement of a unsprung (mass_t) and sprung mass
Simplification of the model based on obtained ranking (mass_s) is depicted.
is not implemented yet.

Element
gravityForce_s
spring_s
ground
mass_s
damper_s
spring_t
gravityForce_t
mass_t
damper_t
displacement_s
displacement_t

activity [J]
2,270.06
1,763.33
795.02
787.65
198.82
192.57
92.98
24.53
0.53
0.00
0.00

relative [%]
37.06
28.79
12.98
12.86
3.25
3.14
1.52
0.40
0.01
0.00
0.00

accumulated [%]
37.06
65.85
78.82
91.68
94.93
98.07
99.59
99.99
100.00
100.00
100.00

Element
mass_t
spring_t
damper_s
spring_s
damper_t
mass_s
gravityForce_s
gravityForce_t
ground
displacement_s
displacement_t

activity [J]
528,914.61
481,340.66
115,233.47
49,128.08
32,039.56
9,124.75
5,916.76
1,196.47
0.00
0.00
0.00

relative [%]
43.25
39.36
9.42
4.02
2.62
0.75
0.48
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00

accumulated [%]
43.25
82.61
92.03
96.05
98.67
99.42
99.90
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Table 1: Ranking of components when model from Table 2: Response of components when model from
Fg. 3 is given input shown in Fg. 4.
Fg. 3 is given a step signal as input.
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4.4

Example

Methodologies, pages 1–31, 1999.
[2] Samuel Y. Chang, Christopher R. Carlson Carlson,
and J. Christian Gerdes. A lyapunov function approach to energy based model reduction. In Proceedings of the ASME Dynamic Systems and Control Division – 2001 IMECE, pages 363–370, New York, USA,
2001.

A model from Fg. 3 is excited by two different signals, depicted in Fg. 4 and Fg. 5 respectively. For each
experiment, components of the model are ranked with
activity metrics (Fg. 1) and results are shown in Table 1 and 2 respectively.
As it can be seen, both rankings are very different,
but so are the excitation signals. In the first example,
the highest ranked components belong to the part of
the model with slow dynamics, while in the second example is the part with faster dynamics much more excited and therefore also highly ranked. However, in the
second example, simulation’s communication interval
is too large and thus there is a large error in weighting
factors estimation.

5

[3] Modeling Chemical Reactions in Modelica By Use of
Chemo-bonds. Cellier, f. e. and greifeneder, j. In Proceedings of the 7th Modelica Conference, pages 142–
150, Como, Italy, 2009.
[4] Sanjay Lall, Petr Krysl, et al. Structure-preserving
model reduction for mechanical systems. Physica D,
284:304–318, 2003.
[5] Loucas Sotiri Louca. An Energy-based Model Reduction Methodology for Automated Modeling. PhD thesis, University of Michigan, 1998.
[6] Modelica Association. Modelica Specification, version 3.2, 2010.
http://www.modelica.org/
documents/ModelicaSpec32.pdf.

Conclusion

Presentation of a model to user is an important aspect
of modeling environments that helps with model understanding and maintenance. However, many Modelica’s language features (e.g., inheritance) are important for effective implementation and to prevent
code duplication, but may worsen the clarity of the
model implementation. Furthermore, detailed models of complex systems are as hard to understand as
reality. Therefore, we believe that there should be integrated a tool into the modeling environment which
would help users, non-modeling specialist, to better
understanding the model and provide effective means
for explaining the model behavior and model verification (and debugging). As it proposed in the paper, model order reduction and simplification techniques (e.g., ranking metrics used by these techniques)
can be used for this purpose. It is important that the
results are presented in the same form as the original model. Modelica’s models are represented graphically, by object diagrams, or as a set of acausal
differential-algebraic equations. Therefore, model order reduction and simplification techniques for both
representation must be used. There are already many
methods for simplifying (ranking) models represented
with DAE system. We also showed that method for
simplifying bond graphs (graphical modeling formalism) can be adapted to work with Modelica’s object
diagrams.
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Abstract
Early stage design provides the greatest opportunities
to explore design alternatives and perform trade
studies before costly design decisions are made. The
goal of this research is to develop a simulation-based
framework that enables architectural analysis of
complex systems during the conceptual design
phase. Using this framework, design teams can systematically explore architectural design decisions
during the early stage of system development prior to
the selection of specific components. The analysis
performed at this earliest stage of design facilitates
the development of more robust and reliable system
architectures. Application of the presented method to
the design of a representative aerospace electrical
power system (EPS) demonstrates these capabilities.
Keywords: simulation-based design; electrical
power system; architectural design; concept generation

1

Introduction

The complexity of modern world engineered systems
is growing constantly. New technologies are creating
the potential for higher levels of integration and resulting systems contain a larger number of dynamically interacting components, relations among which
are increasingly non-linear. This complexity, in turn,
leads to unexpected behaviors and consequences,
some of which have proven to be catastrophic. A key
technical challenge in developing such complex sys-

tems is to ensure that the individual components and
technologies are reliable, effective, and low cost,
resulting in turn in safe, reliable, and affordable systems.
To address these challenges, DARPA’s META Program is investing in novel methods for design and
verification of complex systems. The META program is specifically aimed at compressing the product development and deployment timeline by enabling model-based design and manufacturing across
the complex, heterogeneous, and physically-coupled
electromechanical systems. Using this design paradigm, different “component model libraries” or
“physics libraries” can be interchangeably used to
instantiate a given system design such that a design
can be analyzed and verified entirely independently
of its physical manifestation [1].
On the other hand, ensuring safety, reliability, affordability, and performance requires the incorporation of subsystem and component functionality, decisions and knowledge into the product lifecycle as
early as possible. Furthermore, formal tools and
methodologies need to be in place to allow design
teams to formulate a clear understanding of the impact of the decisions in the early design phases.
Developed as part of the META program, this paper
presents a simulation-based design framework that
enables architectural analysis of complex systems
during the conceptual design phase. Using this
framework, design teams can systematically explore
architectural design decisions during the early stage
of system development prior to the selection of spe-
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cific components. The analysis performed at this earliest stage of design facilitates the development of
more robust and reliable system architectures. In this
paper, we describe the proposed framework and present the application of its use to the design of a representative aerospace electrical power system (EPS).

2

Integrated System Design
Analysis Framework

work to prevent overcurrents from causing unintended damage to the system components. Moreover,
a sensor suite is designed in to allow monitoring of
voltages, currents, temperatures, switch positions,
etc. and to provide an integrated health management
functionality. (More information on the existing
electrical power system can be found in [2].

and

The framework is the basis for specifying system
requirements, supporting design space exploration,
and analyzing the performance associated with
promising architectural design alternatives. To support a model-based design paradigm, the framework
allows the designers to combine models from different domains into integrated system level models, and
allow models of components and sub-systems to
evolve throughout the design process. At the end,
component models are composed into a system that
achieves the intended functionality given specified
requirements such as reliability, risk, and performance.
In what follows, we describe the constituent elements of the framework but first a brief overview of
electrical power system design is provided.
2.1

Electrical Power System Design

An electrical power system is designed to deliver
power to select loads, which in an aerospace vehicle
would include subsystems such as the avionics, propulsion, life support, and thermal management systems. The EPS is required to provide basic functionality common to many aerospace applications: power
storage, power distribution, and operation of loads
[2].
An EPS system was originally designed by one of
the co-authors using a failure-based design methodology at the early concept design phase [3]. Using
this function-based design approach, several critical
elements were identified and incorporated into the
final design and realization of the system.
In the current realization of the system, which is illustrated in Fig. 1, the power storage consists of one
or multiple battery modules, which are used to store
energy for the operation of the loads. Any of the battery modules can be used to power any number of
loads in the system. This requires the EPS to have
basic redundancy and reconfiguration capability.
Electromechanical relays or other electrical actuators
can be used to route the power from the batteries to
the loads. In addition, circuit breakers are added to
the design at various points in the distribution net-

Fig. 1. The schematic of the existing electrical power
system design architecture

2.2

A Modelica Library for an Aircraft EPS

In this paper, we extend our previous, function-based
analysis of the EPS system and explore how well
different EPS architectures meet specified reliability,
risk, and performance requirements.
The building blocks within the presented modelbased design environment are component objects
consisting of a set of configurational, and behavioral
models, component interfaces, and relationships between them. Accordingly, we build a Modelicabased [4] component model library, which will present the designers a set of available reconfigurable
models, and include physical artifacts such as batteries, actuators, electrical switches, etc. The models
are stored in an EPS Design Repository. For each
component of the EPS Modelica library the nominal
behavior was modeled and augmented with the relevant failure modes. A list of operating and possible
failure modes of the EPS Modelica library components is depicted in Table 1.
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Table 1. A list of components of the EPS Modelica libraries and
the associated nominal operating and failure modes.

Model Element

Element
Type

Operating and
fault modes

Battery

Source

CircuitBreaker

Electrical
Circuit
Breaker
Electomechanical Relay
Electrical
Inverter
Temperature
Sensor

Nominal,
AbruptParasiticLoad
Nominal, Tripped,
FailedOpen, StuckClosed
NominalClosed,
NominalOpen,
StuckOpen
NominalOn, NominalOff, FailedOff
Nominal, Drift,
Offset, IntermittentOffset, Stuck
Nominal, Drift,
Offset, IntermittentOffset, Stuck
Nominal, Drift,
Offset, IntermittentOffset, Stuck
Nominal, Stuck

Relay
Inverter
TemperatureSensor
DCCurrentTranmitter
DCVoltageSensor
PositionSensor

DC Current
Transmitter
(50A Max)
DC Voltage
Sensor 10HZ

ACResistor
DCResistor

Actuator Position Sensor
10HZ
AC and DC
Resistors

LargeFan

LargeFan

LightBulb

25W Light
Bulb
Water Pump

WaterPump

Nominal, FailedOff,
IntermittentResistanceOffset, ResistanceDrift, ResistanceOffset
Nominal, OverSpeed, UnderSpeed,
FailedOff
Nominal, FailedOff
Nominal,
FlowRestricted,
FailedOff

For several components, models with different levels
of detail have been created. For example, the
Inverter component created Modelica models are
ranging from very simple models that describe only
the AC/DC power balance equation to models containing complicated electrical schematics including
semiconductor components from the Electrical Standard Modelica Library. The reason for creating models of the same component with different levels of
details was to compare how our proposed architecture analysis methods performs in very early stages
of the conceptual analysis, when not so much details
are be available, to later stages when more details are
added to the component models.

The nominal and the fault modes behavior of the
Modelica EPS Library components have been validated by comparing the simulation behavior of two
test models with measurements and sensor data from
the Advanced Diagnostics and Prognostics testbed
called ADAPT located at the NASA Ames Research
Center [5,6]. (The ADAPT system consists of a controlled and monitored environment where faults can
be injected into the system in a controlled manner
and the performance of the test article is carefully
monitored.)
The first test Modelica model, called the ADAPT
Tier 1 (ADAPT Lite) model, depicted in Fig 2, contains a battery connected through a series of circuit
breakers and relays to an inverter, and several loads
consisting of a large fan, a DC resistor and AC resistor. The rotation speed of the fan is measured by a
speed transmitter component. A series of four AC or
DC voltage sensors and three current transmitters
measure the voltage and current in different probing
points of the circuit. The circuit breakers can be
commanded externally to be closed or open and their
position is monitored with the help of a position sensor connected to them.
The second EPS model (ADAPT Tier2) that has
been tested and built in Modelica is depicted in Fig 3
and it is equivalent to the schematic represented in
Fig 1. In this model the ADAPT Tier 2 EPS supplies
power to five critical load functions and four noncritical loads distributed in two load banks. The battery cabinet unit contains three battery packs and
several relays that control the connections between
the load bank and the batteries. Similarly to the
ADAPT Lite model, the testbed is controlled by a
number of relays and monitored by a large set of
sensors.
The ADAPT Tier 1 model has been validated against
39 experiments while the ADAPT Tie2 model has
been validated against 33 experiments simulating
nominal and faulty behavior of the EPS.
Since each component contains a description of the
failure behavior besides the description of the nominal behavior, by systematically selecting a certain
state of the system and inducing faults in the components, we were able to observe the effects of those
faults on the system and automatically build a Failure Model and Effect Analysis (FMEA) table from
the model.
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Fig. 2. The Modelica model of simple EPS system (ADAPT Tier 1).

Fig. 3. The schematic of the existing electrical power system design architecture.

2.3

Design Space Exploration

This section examines the means of exploring the
design space defined by combinations of generic
EPS components. Feasible EPS candidate architectures are generated by a generative grammar based
design space exploration technique. This generative

technique takes user specified EPS loads as input and
satisfies system-level configuration requirements to
generate feasible EPS candidate architectures. The
component model library serves as the backbone of
the proposed design space exploration approach. Using the models in the model library as building
blocks, this generative graph grammar based technique configures “correct by construction” EPS ar-
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Fig. 4. An architectural design requirement that is used in derivation of a design grammar

chitectures that can be further studied by means of a
simulation-based analysis.
Graph grammar based configuration approach uses
graph as representation scheme. These approaches
capture the transitions or the production rules for
creating a solution, as opposed to storing the solutions themselves. Accordingly, a configuration’s development from its inception to its final configuration is considered as a series of graph modifications.
The initial specification can be represented as a simple graph in which the desired inputs and outputs are
cast as arcs and nodes of the to-be-designed artifact.
From this initial specification, the design process can
be viewed as a progression of graph transformations
that lead to the final configuration [7]. Recently, engineering design researchers have discovered that
graph grammars provide a flexible yet ideally structured approach to the creation of complex engineering systems [8-10]. This interpretation of the design
process makes graph grammars very suitable for
computationally modeling the open-ended nature of
conceptual design, where designers explore various
ideas, decisions, and modifications to previous designs to arrive at feasible solutions.
Generating feasible EPS architecture using graph
grammar based configuration approach is a two-step
process: In the first step, we have developed an EPS
system design grammar to encode design rules for
constructing electrical power system architectures.
For EPS, we have developed a 14-rule graph grammar that defines ways to generate feasible EPS architectures from multiple EPS requirement documents
[11-15]. The rules are established prior to the design
process and capture architectural design considerations that are inherent to the EPS design problem.
One such EPS design requirement is shown in Figure

4. Similar design rules govern the mapping of functional requirements to components, or the physical
compatibility between EPS components. Moreover,
the graph grammar rules can be formulated in such a
way that the final solution meets the constraints of
the problem. The knowledge captured in the rules
offer the option of exploring the design alternatives
as well as automating the design generation process.
Specifically, the developed design grammar encodes
how specific system requirements can be embodied
by selecting components from a full spectrum of
electromechanical components represented in the
component library.
In the second step, the graph transformation systems,
or graph grammars, is invoked algebraically. Algebraic graph transformation methods rigorously define mathematical operations such as addition and
intersection of graphs. A typical graph grammar rule
is compromised of a left-hand side (LHS) and a
right-hand side (RHS) (Figure 5). The LHS contains
the conditions, upon which the applicability of a rule
is determined. Accordingly, the LHS describes the
state of the graph for a particular rule to be applicable. The RHS, on the other hand, contains the resulting graph transformation. It describes the new state
of the graph after the application of the rule. By simply executing different combinations of grammar
rules, a variety of feasible EPS architectures can easily be generated including the architecture of the
ADAPT test bed shown in Figure 1.
A partial sequence of application of different EPS
grammar rules to create a feasible EPS architecture is
shown in Figure 6. In order to generate a feasible
EPS architecture the approach starts with a seed
graph. The seed graph for EPS design space exploration is graph based representation of three main

Figure 5. A graph grammar rule for EPS architecture generation
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 6. Application of graph grammar rules to create an EPS architecture (a) seed graph (b) modified
seed graph after step 1 (c) modified seed graph after step 2

Figure 7. A feasible EPS architecture generated by generative graph grammar

subsystems of EPS namely Power Generation, Power
Distribution, and Loads (Figure 6a). The loads to be
supported by the EPS have to be specified and are an
input to the overall process. At this stage it is recognized that 11 rules are applicable. Out of the applicable rules, rule 11 is chosen and applied by a designer
(or an automated computational process). This result
in a new graph in the right hand side (RHS) of step
one (Figure 6b). This RHS in step one becomes LHS
in step two. After this stage the process of recognize,
choose and apply is invoked in an iterative manner
resulting in a new LHS and RHS at each step. A fea-

sible EPS architecture generated at the end of this
process is depicted in Figure 7.
As shown with this example, generative graph
grammar gives an EPS architect the ability to systematically explore a large number of alternative
EPS architectures that meet a given set of design
constraints and objectives. In the next section, we
describe how these design alternatives are evaluated.
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2.4

Simulation-Based Performance Analysis

Let us consider the following set of safety, functional
and performance requirements imposed on the EPS
system.
Safety Requirements imposed in the architecture:
• “AFGS-87219A: A battery relay shall be installed in each battery circuit to enable the flight
crew to isolate the battery from the rest of the
electric subsystem.”
• “MIL-STD 7080: A switch or relay shall be connected in series with the circuit breaker when a
switching capability is required for a circuit protected by a circuit breaker.”
Functional Requirements:
• “MIL-STD 704F: “Loads should not introduce
excessive current distortion such that other EPS
functionality is effected.”

based technique to perform a simulation-based
analysis of system performance. This analysis provides a means to estimate the probability of system
response and assess how well a candidate system
design meets its requirements.
For example, in the ADAPT Tier 1 EPS the designer
has the choice of using a Xantrex Prosine 1000 Invertor or a Xantrex Freedom HW 1000 Invertor.
Both variants will satisfy the safety requirements
imposed on the architecture. The Xatrex Prosine
1000 Watt Inverter has a peak efficiency of 90%
while the output voltage (over full load and battery
voltage range) is around 120 Vac - 10 %/+4 %. The
range of the output voltage for this type of invertor
can be defined as a triangular probability distribution
function. The output voltage histogram for 200 samples is depicted in Figure 8.

Performance Requirements:
• “MIL-STD-1275D: The [28 VDC electrical
power system] circuit steady-state voltage shall
be between 25 VDC and 30 VDC.”
• “MIL-STD-1275D: The rotational speed of cooling fan system should be between 765 and 900
rpm.
As it was described in Section 2.3 feasible EPS candidate architectures are generated by a generative
grammar based design space exploration technique.
The graph grammar configuration approach is able to
impose the safety requirements detailed above by
encoding the safety requirements in graph grammar
rules that are applied by the transformation system
resulting in an architecture that is correct by definition. The Modelica model of a simple EPS system,
(ADAPT Tier2) depicted in Fig 2 satisfy both safety
requirements: the relay EY244 will isolate the battery from the rest of the electrical circuit (the first
safety requirement AFGS-87219A) while the circuit
breaker-relay pairs (CB236-EY244, CB266-E272,
CB266-EY275, CB280-EY284) will satisfy the second requirement from MIL-STD 7080.
The functional and performance requirements, on the
other hand, are verified by simulation. Simulationbased design methods require the capability of specifying detailed input design parameters and using
them to obtain a model response. Accordingly, we
use a simulation process which allows system designers use to account for the effects of variability in
the input and design parameters on the model response, thereby incorporating uncertainty into the
design process. In this research, we use a sampling

Figure 8. The Xantrex Prosine 1000 Invertor output voltage histogram.

We perform a simulation based performance analysis
and we compute the rotational speed of the cooling
fan for different output voltages of the inverter. The
histogram of the rotational speed of the cooling fan
shows that using a Xantrex Prosine 1000 Invertor is
a valid architecture, which satisfies the performance
requirement that the speed of the cooling fan should
be between 765 and 900 rpm.

Figure 9. The histogram of the rotational speed of the
cooling fan when a Xantrex Prosine 1000 invertor is used.
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The Xantrex Freedom HW 1000 Invertor has slightly
different characteristics: a peak efficiency of 83%
and an output voltage (over full load and battery
voltage range) around 115 Vac +/-10 Vac that can be
also approximated as a triangular distribution function. The histogram of the output voltage is shown in
Figure 10.

costly design decisions are made. In this paper, we
presented preliminary results of our study. In the future, we plan to fully integrate and automate the architectural synthesis and analysis approaches described in this paper.
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Abstract
Modelica is being used more and more in industrial
applications, but Modelica is still not used as much
in biomedical applications. For a long time we have
mostly been using Matlab/Simulink models, made by
Mathworks, for the development of models of physiological systems. Recently, we have been using a simulation environment based on the Modelica language.
In this language, we implemented a large scale model
of interconnected physiological subsystems containing thousands of variables. Model is a richly hierarchically structured, easily modifiable, and “self-documenting”. Modelica allows a much clearer than other
simulation environments, to express the physiological
nature of the modeled reality.
Keywords: simulation; physiology; large-scale model

1

iological Simulation Benchmark Experiment) [25,
26, 27]. The difference is clearly seen, if we compare
the Cellier model implementation [5] with the freely
downloadable version of the PHYSBE model implementation in Simulink http://www.mathworks.com/
products/demos/simulink/physbe/.
Haas and Burnhan, in their recently published monograph, pointed out the benefits and large potential of
the Modelica language used for modeling medically
adaptive regulatory systems [9]. The most recent,
Brugård [4] talks about work on the implementation
of the SBML language (http://sbml.org/) in the Modelica language. This would enable us in the future, to
simply run models, whose structure is described in the
SBML language, on development platforms, based on
the Modelica language.

2

Introduction

It is simply amazing how fast the Modelica simulation
language adopted various commercial development
environments. Modelica is being used more and more
in industrial applications. However, Modelica is still
not used as much in biomedical applications.
The vast majority of biomedical simulation applications are still done in casual, block-oriented environments. These include referencing database development environments for biomedical models (such as
the JSIM language - http://physiome.org/model/doku.
php or CellML language - http://www.cellml.org/).
A frequently used environment in biology and medicine is Matlab/Simulink – monographs dedicated to
biomedicine models are usually equipped with additional software used in this environment, but so far without the use of new acasual or non-casual Simulink
libraries, such as [24, 28, 32].
However, already in 2006, Cellier and Nebot [5] pointed out the benefits of Modelica, when used for clear
implementation of physiological systems descriptions
and interpretations. The classic McLeod‘s circulation
system model was implemented by PHYSBE (PHYS-

Web of physiological regulations

Thirty-nine years ago, in 1972 Guyton, Coleman and
Granger published an article in the Annual Review of
Physiology [9] which at a glance was entirely different from the usual physiological articles of that time.
It was introduced by a large diagram on an insertion.
Full of lines and interconnected elements, the drawing
vaguely resembled an electrical wiring diagram at first
sight (Fig. 1). However, instead of vacuum tubes or
other electrical components, it showed interconnected computation blocks (multipliers, dividers, adders,
integrators and functional blocks) that symbolized
mathematical operations performed on physiological
variables. In this entirely new manner, using graphically represented mathematical symbols; the authors
described the physiological regulations of the circulatory system and its broader physiological relations
and links with the other subsystems in the body – the
kidneys, volumetric and electrolyte balance control,
etc. Instead of an extensive set of mathematical equations, the article used a graphical representation of
mathematical relations. This syntax allowed depicting
relations between individual physiological variables
graphically in the form of interconnected blocks representing mathematical operations. The whole dia-
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Figure 1: Guyton’s blood circulation regulation diagram from 1972.
gram thus featured a formalized description of physiological relations in the circulatory system using a
graphically represented mathematical model.
Guyton’s model was the first extensive mathematical
description of the physiological functions of interconnected body subsystems and launched the field of
physiological research that is sometimes described
as “integrative physiology” today. Just as theoretical
physics tries to describe physical reality and explain
the results of experimental research using formal means, “integrative physiology” strives to create a formalized description of the interconnection of physiological controls based on experimental results and
explain their function in the development of various
diseases.
From this point of view, Guyton’s model was a milestone, trying to adopt a systematic view of physiological controls to capture the dynamics of relations
between the regulation of the circulation, kidneys, the
respiration and the volume and ionic composition of
body fluids by means of a graphically represented network.
Guyton’s graphical notation was soon adopted by

other authors – such as Ikeda et al. (1979) in Japan
[13]
and Amosov et al. (1977) in the former USSR [2].
However, the graphical notation of the mathematical
model using a network of interconnected blocks was
only a graphical representation – Guyton’s model and
later modifications (as well as the models of other
authors that adopted Guyton’s representative notation) were originally implemented in Fortran and later
in C++.
Today the situation is different.
Now, there are specialized software simulation environments available for the development, debugging
and verification of simulation models, which allow
creating a model in graphical form and then testing
its behavior. One of these is the Matlab/Simulink development environment by Mathworks, which allows
building a simulation model gradually from individual
components – types of software simulation elements
that are interconnected using a computer mouse to
form simulation networks.
Simulink blocks are very similar to the elements
used by Guyton for the formalized representation of
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Figure 2: The implementation of Guyton’s model in Simulink preserves the original arrangement of elements
in Guyton’s graphic diagram.
physiological relations. The only difference is in their
graphical form. This similarity inspired us to use Simulink to revive Guyton’s good, classic diagram and
transform it into a working simulation model. When
implementing the model in Simulink, we used switches that allow us to connect and disconnect individual subsystems and control loops while the model
is running. We strove to keep the appearance of the
Simulink model identical to the original graphic diagram – the arrangement, wire location, variable names and block numbers are the same.
The simulation visualization of the old diagram was
not without difficulties – there are errors in the original graphic diagram of the model! It does not matter
in the hand-drawn illustration but if we try to bring
it to life in Simulink, the model as a whole collapses
immediately. A detailed description of the errors and
their corrections is in [23].
Our Simulink implementation of Guyton’s (corrected) model (Figs. 2 and 3) is available for download at
www.physiome.cz/guyton. Also available at that address is our Simulink implementation of a much more
complex, later model from Guyton et al. There is also

a very detailed description of all applied mathematical relations with an explanation.

3

Block-oriented simulation networks
for physiology

Block-oriented simulation languages, of which Simulink is a typical example, allow assembling computer
models from individual blocks with defined inputs
and outputs. The blocks are grouped in libraries; when
building a model, a computer mouse is used to create individual block instances, with inputs and outputs
connected through wires that “conduct” information.
A Simulink network can be arranged hierarchically.
Blocks can be grouped into subsystems that communicate with their ambient environment through defined
input and output “pins”, making “simulation chips” of
a sort. A simulation chip hides the simulation network
structure from the user, much like an electronic chip
hiding the interconnection of transistors and other
electronic elements. Then the user can be concerned
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Figure 3: Circulatory dymamics - more detailed central structures of the Simulink implementation of Guyton’s model, representing flows through aggregated
parts of the circulatory system and the activity of the
heart as a pump.

Figure 4: The same model structure as is shown in
figure 3 implemented in Modelica. The structure of
the model in Simulink corresponds to the structure of
computational steps, while the Structure of Modelica
model reflects the structure of the modeled physiological reality.

just with the behavior of the chip and does not have
to bother about the internal structure and calculation
algorithm.
The behavior of a simulation chip can be tested by
monitoring its outputs using virtual displays or virtual oscilloscopes connected to it. This is very useful
especially for testing the behaviour of a model and
expressing the mutual relations of variables.
Simulation chips can be stored in libraries and users
can create their instances for use in their models. For
example, we created a Physiolibrary for modelling
physiological regulations.
Hierarchical, block-oriented simulation tools are thus
used advantageously in the description of the complex regulation systems that we have in physiology.
A formalized description of physiological systems is
the subject matter of PHYSIOME, an international
project that is a successor to the GENOME project.
The output of the GENOME project was a detailed
description of the human genome; the goal of the
PHYSIOME project is a formalized description of
physiological functions. It uses computer models as
its methodological tool [3, 12].
Several block-oriented simulation tools developed
under the PHYSIOME project have been used as a
reference database for a formalized description of the
structure of complex physiological models. These
include JSIM (http://www.physiome.org/model/doku.
php) and CellML (http://www.cellml.org).

4

From Simulink to Modelica in modeling of large-scale physiological
systems

We have been using Matlab and Simulink for years to
create and develop models of physiological systems
[16, 17, 23] and have also been developing the relevant application Simulink library – the Physiolibrary
(http://www.physiome.cz/simchips).
We have also developed the relevant software tools
that simplify the transfer of models implemented in
Simulink over to development environments (ControlWeb and Microsoft .NET), where we create tutorial
and education simulators [18, 22]. Our development
team gained invaluable experience in previous years
working with the Matlab/Simulink development environment made by the renown company MathWorks.
On the other hand, we were also attracted by the acausal development environments using the Modelica
language.
In the Modelica language environment the essence
of physiological regulation is much clearer than in
Simulink causal network (see Figures 3 and 4). We
were facing a decision whether to continue with the
development process of physiological system models
in Simulink (using new acasual libraries), or to make
a radical decision and switch to the new Modelica language platform.
Our decision was affected by our efforts to imple-
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Compiler and launcher
of Hummod simulator

Source code files of
HumMod simulator

fragment of XML
source code

Running
HumMod simulator
simulátor Hummod

Figure 5: All necessary files of the Quantitative Human Physiology tutorial simulator (called the HumMod
by the authors in the last version). This simulator has been designed for the Windows operating system and
does not require special installation. Only zip files must be unzipped into a selected folder. After you click the
Hummod.exe icon, the translator translates the source text embedded within hundreds of directories and more
than two thousand files and initiate its own simulator. Even though the source text of the simulator and the
entire mathematical model on the background is offered as an open source (and in theory, the user may modify
the model), the navigation through thousands of mathematical relations and viewing thousands of XML and
interconnected files is rather difficult.
ment a large model made by Guyton’s disciples and
followers. Their Quantitative Human Physiology
model is an extension of a tutorial simulator called
the Quantitative Circulatory Physiology (QCP) [1].
Quantitative Human Physiology (QHP) simulator
[10], which is now distributed as “HumMod” [11],
represents today’s most comprehensive and largest
model of physiological functions.

The HumMod model contains more than 4000 variables and at the present time, it probably represents
the largest and most extensive model of physiological regulations. It enables the user to simulate a wide
range of pathological stages and statuses, including
the effects of the relevant applied therapy. The authors
developed a special block-oriented simulation system
to represent the complex model structure. Compared
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Figure 6: Visualization tool QHPView, created by us, simplifies viewing of the QHP/HumMod simulator
structure, containing more than two thousand XML files, scattered in thousands of directories, where quotations and links between them may not be apparent.
with the previous QCP simulator, whose mathematical background is hidden from the user in its source
code written in C++, the HumMod simulator uses a
different approach. The HumMod authors decided to
separate the simulator implementation and description of the model quotations, in order to make the
structure of the model more clear and apparent for the
larger scientific community.
In 1985 the architect of this model, Thomas Coleman,
had already created a special language used to write
the model structure, as well as the element definitions into the simulator user interface. The language is
based on modified XML notation. The model is then
written by using XML files. A special converter/decoder (DESolver) converts XML files into executable
simulator code.
A detailed description of this language and DESolver
converter, as well as the relevant educational tutorial,
is freely accessible on the web page of the University
of Mississippi (http://physiology.umc.edu/themodelingworkshop). The new HumMod model is written

in the XML language as well. Its structure with all details may be found at (http://HumMod.org), published
as an open source.
Therefore, the user can modify this model as he
wishes. However, the model description has been
divided into more than three thousand XML files in
more than thousand directories, from which the special solver creates and executes the simulator (Figure
5).
The entire structure of the model and following links
and references are not easily identifiable. That is why
the international research and development team in its
SAPHIR project (System Approach for Physiological
Integration of Renal, cardiac and respiratory control)
decided to use the old Guyton models from 1972 [9]
and the Ikeda model from 1979 [13] for the creation
of its new and extensive model of physiological functions instead of the freely available QHP model. The
source codes of the QHP model appeared unclear or
hard-to-understand to those involved in this project
[31].
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We have been able to create a special software tool
called QHPView (Figure 6), which is able to create a
clear and legible overview of mathematical relations
and connections from thousands of source codes. We
are offering this tool as an open source on the web
page at (http://physiome.cz/HumMod). First, we tried
to implement the QHP/HumMod model in the Simulink environment.
The model contains a wide range of relations that offer solutions for implicit equations. That is why the
implementation of this block-oriented model (outputs
from one block are used as inputs for the next blocks)
is very difficult and as the implementation got more
and more complex, the transparency of this model
went down quickly. The use of new acasual Simulink
libraries in this complex model proved to be problematic and the transparency of the model improved
only a little bit.
Therefore, we decided to stop using the Simulink
implementation and began to implement in Modelica language (using the Dymola environment). Very
quickly we discovered that the implementation of a
large and extensive model in Modelica is much more
effective than using acasual libraries in Simulink.
When we compared the Simulink and Modelica implementations we also discovered a significant difference. Mainly due to the fact that the new acasual libraries are only acasual superstructure of Simulink and
not an objectively oriented modeling language based
on equatations, as the Modelica language is.
Therefore, if we compare the development environments based on the simulation language Modelica
with the Matlab/Simulink development environments
made by Mathworks, we may say the following:
• contrary to Simulink, the model implemented in
Modelica much better reflects the essentials and
base of the modeled reality and the simulation
models are more clear, readable and less error
prone;
• the object architecture in Modelica enables the
user to build and tweak models with an hierarchical structure gradually, while using reusable
element libraries;
• contrary to Simulink (which is the industrial standard from Mathworks), Modelica is a non proprietary programming language and therefore,
it may contain various commercial and non-commercial developing environments competing
between each other. This language is used for
specific problem solutions originating in various
application fields (for commercial and non-co-

mmercial specialized libraries);
• in Modelica it is possible to combine causal
(mostly signals) and acasual links; and unlike in
Simulink, it is also possible, (within interconnected blocks) to create algebraic loops - Modelica
compiler uses symbolic manipulations to resolve
the loops automatically (when possible) and therefore the disconnection of algebraic loops is the
task for the development environment and not
for the programmer.
The above specified reasons led us to use, as the main
implementation tool for the model creation, the Modelica language and we also gradually stopped using
the Matlab/Simulink environment [20].

5

HumMod in Modelica

The implementation of the HumMod model clearly
shows the benefits of the model creation process when
done in the Modelica language. If we compare the
complex structure of the HumMod model by using
the visualization option in QHPView (Figure 5) with
examples of implementations done in the simulation
language Modelica, shown in Figures 7-13, we can
see that the acasual implementation done in Modelica
creates a transparent and legible model structure and

Figure 7: Structure of Hummod model. Model consist of cardiovascular component (CVS), nutritient
and metabolism component, water and osmolarity
component, proteins component, O2, CO2 and acid-base regulation component, electrolyte component,
nervous regulation component, hormone regulation
component, status of virtual pateint component and
setup component. All components ar connected wtih
bus connectors.
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Figure 8: Structure of cardiovascular component
(CVS class).

Figure 10: Structure of systemic peripheral circulation component (Peripheral class).

Figure 9: Structure of systemic circulation component
(SystemicCirculation class).

Figure 11: Structure of splanchnic circulation component (SplanchnicCirculation class).

therefore offers easier model modifications.
The HumMod model implemented in Modelica is being currently modified and extended.
Modifications and extensions of HumMod were partially taken from our original model Golem [16, 17]
and further modified according to newest findings and
experiences. Our modifications are mainly extensions,
which improve the usability of the model during the
modeling of difficult disorders in acid-base, ionic, volume and osmotic homeostasis of inner environments,
which is very important for urgent medicinal statuses.
Our modification of the HumMod model is based
mainly on the process of re-modeling the subsystem
of acid-base balance, which is based in the original
QHP on the so-called Stewart acid-base balance theo-

ry. Simply put, the so-called “modern approach“ of
Stewart [30] and his followers (e.g. Fencl et al. [8],
Sirker et al. [29] ) explaining disorders in the acid-base balance, uses mathematical relations calculating
the concentration of hydrogen ions [H+] from partial
pressure CO2 in plasma (pCO2), total concentration
([Buftot]), weak (partially dissociated) acids ([HBuf])
and their base ([Buf-]), where:
[Buftot]=[Buf-]+[HBuf]
and from the difference between the concentration of
fully dissociated cations and fully dissociated anions
in SID (strong ion difference):
[H+]=Function (pCO2, SID, Buftot )
The problem of this approach is that the precision of
acid-base calculations in the model depends on the
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Figure 12: Structure of gastrointestinal vascular resistance component (GITract class).

Figure 13: Structure of component calculating influence of alpha receptors stimulation on gatrointestinal
vascular resistance (AlphaReceptors class).
precision of the SID calculation, that is the difference
between the concentration of fully dissociated cations
(that is mainly sodium and potassium) and fully dissociated anions (mostly chlorides). Imprecision that
is created during the modeling of sodium, potassium
and chlorides intake and excretion are transferred and
reflected by the imprecision in the modeling process
of the acid-base status.
Even though Hester et al. [11], significantly improved
the modeling of reception and excretion of sodium,
potassium and chlorides in kidneys in his HumMod
model, if we model a long-term status (when nothing
is happening with the virtual patient), the virtual patient (in the current model version) has a tendency to
fall into slight and steady metabolic acidosis after one

month of the simulated time.
Our evaluative approach towards the modeling and
evaluation of disorders in acid-basic balance [14,
15, 21] is based on the modeling and evaluation of
two flows – the creation and excretion of CO2 and
the creation and excretion of strong acids, connected through the purification systems of each part of
the bodily fluids. This approach, according to our
opinion, better explains the physiological causality
of acid-base regulations, rather than direct modeling of acid-base disorders through the balancing of
accompanying electrolytes. Besides, the fidelity and
truthfulness of the modeling process is getting better;
mainly in mixed (acid-base and electrolyte) disorders
in inner environments.
Another important modification of the HumMod, is
the fact that the model was extended by adding the
dependency of the potassium flow on the intake of
glucose as a result of insulin, which enables us to
model (besides other things), the influence of potassium solution infusions with insulin and glucoses,
which are distributed in acute medicine for treating
potassium depletions.
We have been using this “balancing and evaluation”
approach [18] towards the modeling of acid-base balance in our old “Golem” simulator [17]. The extended HumMod model serves as the base for the educational simulator „eGolem“, used in medical tutoring
in clinical physiology of urgent statuses which is being currently developed.
On the webpage http://physiome.cz/HumMod you
may find the updated and current structure of our
implementation of the HumMod model („HumMod-Golem edition“). In collaboration with M. Tiller we
are preparing a detailed description of this model with
extensive descriptions of the various physiological
regulatory circuits.

6

From a model to the simulator

A simulation model, implemented in a sophisticated development environment, cannot be used for
education as is alone. It is the implementation of the
formalized description of the modeled reality that
enables testing of the behavior of the mathematic
model during various input values and the search for
model quotations and parameters, which within the
established precision range, can ensure the sufficient
compatibility of the behavior of the model with the
modeled system (model identification).
Even after this goal is reached, there is still a long
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Figure 14: The original solution of creative interconnection of tools and applications, used for the creation of simulators and tutorial programmes using simulation games. The base of an e-learning program
is a high-quality script, created by an experienced
pedagogue. The creation of animated pictures is
done by artists who create interactive animations in
Adobe Flash. The core of simulators is the simulation model, created with special development tools,
designed for the creation of simulation models. For a
long time, we have been using Matlab/Simulink made
by Mathworks for the development of models. The
simulator development process is a demanding programming work. To make this task easier, we have
developed special programmes that simplify the automatic transfer process of simulation models created
in Matlab/Simulink over to ControlWeb or over to the
Microsoft .NET environment.

Figure 15: Our new solution of creative interconnection of tools and applications, used for the creation
of simulators and tutorial programmes using simulation games. The base of an e-learning program is
still a high-quality script, created by an experienced
pedagogue. The creation of animated figures is done
by artists who create interactive animations in Expression Blend. To create and test animations that will be
controlled by the simulation model, art designers use
the Animtester software tool, developed by us. The
core of simulators is the simulation model, created in
the Modelica simulation language environment. Within the project Open Modelica Source Consortium,
we are in the process of creating a tool which is able
to generate the source code from Modelica to C# language. This enables us to generate a component from
.NET used in the final application on the Silverlight
platform, which enables to distribute the simulator
as a web application, running in the internet browser
(even on computers with various operating systems).

road ahead from the identified model to the educational or tutorial simulator. It is a very demanding development work, which requires the combination of ideas and experiences of teachers who create the script of
the tutorial application, the creativity of art designers
who create the multimedia components interconnected with the simulation model in the background, as

well as the efforts of programmers who finally “sew
up” the final masterpiece into its final shape. We have
used a special web simulator creation technology for
creation of educational simulators [20].
To automate the model debugging transfer from the
simulation development environment (previously
using Simulink and nowadays using Modelica) into
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the development environment where the development
application is programmed, specialized software tools
(developed by us) are used. We have been creating tutorial simulators in Microsoft .NET and Adobe Flash
environments (Figure 14). Recently, we began using
the Microsoft Silverlight platform (Figure 15), which
enables distribution of simulators over the internet
and may be executed directly into the internet browser environment (even on computers running various
operating systems).

7

Conclusions

Nowadays, the old Comenius motto – “schola ludus,“
or “playful school” [6], has found a modern use in
interactive educational programs that use simulation
games. Connection of the multimedia environment,
serving as an audio-visual user interface, with simulation models, gives the studied problem a much more
tangible feeling. A simulation game offers the possibility to test, without any risk, the simulated object’s
behavior. The behavior of individual physiological
subsystems can be appreciated in a simulation game,
both under normal conditions and in the presence of
a disorder.
Complex integrative simulators of human physiology can be of large importance when teaching pathophysiology or studying pathogenesis of varied medical conditions and syndromes using virtual patients.
Such simulators include models of not only individual
physiological subsystems but also of their mutual connection into more complex units. Modelica is a very
convenient developing tool for design of those complex hierarchical models.
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Abstract
This paper shows the modeling and simulation of
fuel economy and vehicle dynamics of a heavy truck
with Modelica. The work was carried out on
MWorks, which is developed by Huazhong University of Science & Technology. Comparisons be-

tween measured data and simulation results validate the correctness of the model, and demonstrate that Modelica can be used in the modeling
and simulation of vehicle performance, and also
shows the effectiveness MWorks software.
Keywords: Fuel Economy; Vehicle Dynamics; Modeling; Simulation; Modelica; MWorks

1

Introduction

The modeling and simulation of vehicle performance
such as fuel economy, acceleration capability, handling, etc., are always carried out by some different
software.
For
example,
the
fuel
my, acceleration capability and gradeablity are always analysis by AVL-Cruise, ADVISOR or some
other software [1].Vehicle dynamics is the science
that studies the kinetics and dynamics of wheeled
land vehicles. The modeling and simulation of vehicle dynamics are always carried out by some multibody system software such as MSC.ADAMS, Simpack, Carsim, etc [2]. However, these simulation
software are only strong in one domain and are not
capable to model components from other domains in
a reasonable way. This is a major disadvantage since
technical systems are becoming more and more heterogeneous with components from many engineering
domains [3].
Modelica has been used widely in various domains,
and shows the ability in the modeling of complex
physical systems. Modelica is a modern language
used to model physical systems. The language is object-oriented, non-causal1 and the models are mathematically described by differential algebraic equations. The characteristic of modelica language make
it very suited to define model libraries with reusable

components, model complex applications involving
parts from several application domains, and many
more useful facilities [4].
This paper shows the modeling and simulation a
heavy truck with MWorks based on unified modeling language Modelica. Comparisons between

measured data and simulation results validate
the correctness of the model, and demonstrate
that Modelica can be used in the modeling and
simulation of vehicle performance, and also
shows the effectiveness MWorks software.
MWorks is under developed by Huazhong University of Science and Technology. It is a general modeling and simulation platform for complex engineering
systems which supports visual modeling, automatically translating and solving, as well as convenient
postprocessing. The current version is based on
Modelica 2.2 and implements almost all the syntax
and semantics of Modelica. More details about
MWorks can be referred to [5].

2

Power Transmission Library

The power transmission library is designed to simulation of the automotive driving performance, such
as fuel economy, acceleration capability, gradeablity,
etc. The library includes the main power transmission components of a heavy truck, such as engine,
clutch, gears, final drive, wheel, vehicle, brake, driver, etc., and can be seen in Fig. 1.
The components of the power transmission library
are shortly described below:
 Engine
The component engine contains a model for a
combustion engine. As the characteristic curves for
the full load, the fuel consumption and others can
be freely defined by the user. It is possible to define a gasoline engine as well as a diesel engine.
The engine will be modeled by a structure of characteristic curves and maps.
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The clutch contains the model of a friction clutch
as used in cars with manual gear boxes. It is controlled by the driver via the clutch pedal position.

it is possible to model disc brakes as well as different forms of drum brakes.

Fig.2 Model of the Heavy Truck

Fig.1 Components of Power Transmission Library

 Gears
The gear package includes gears in the vehicle,
such as gearbox, differential gear, final drive, etc.
The gears are modeled as gear ratios, and the inertial of the gear and moment loss are considered.
 Wheel
The wheels and tires link the vehicle to the road.
This component allows to consider many influencing variables and their effect on the rolling state.
 Vehicle
The vehicle is one of the main objects in a model.
This component contains general data of the vehicle, such as nominal dimensions and weights.
The library presents only dynamic models for the
longitudinal motion of the vehicle. So a sliding
mass may represent as vehicle body.

The user can build a heavy truck model very easily,
seen in Fig. 2. The user drags the components together and connects lines in the graphic user interface. The vehicle was modeled by a forward-facing
approach include the driver model, which controls
the throttle, brake, clutch, gearbox to make the vehicle speed follow a given driving cycle.

3

Vehicle Dynamic Library

The vehicle dynamic library is designed to simulation of the dynamic performance such as handling,
K&C of the heavy truck. The library was built based
on standard library. The wheel model and bushing
model used in this paper are from VehicleDynamics
Libraray 0.8 which is designed by Modelon [6] and
made some modification. As can be seen in Fig.3,
the subsystem is build by basic components, and the
heavy truck was assembled by the subsystems.

 Driver
The driver includes gearbox control，clutch control brake control，throttle control and so on.
 DriveCycle
The drive cycle model includes some drive cycles,
such as EDC, UDDC, NYCC driving cycles, etc..
Some other cycles can be added if desired.
 Brake
This is described by braking data and dimensions.
By the implementation of a specific braking factor

Fig.3 Vehicle Dynamic Library

The standard library MultiBody is a free Modelica
package providing 3-dimensional mechanical components such as joints, functions, forces, parts, sen-
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sors, etc., to model mechanical systems. However,
it’s not enough to carry out vehicle dynamic modeling and simulation. Many important components
such as nonlinear spring, nonlinear damper, bushing,
beam, airspring, tires, etc., don’t exist in the standard
modelica library. So we must extend the mutibody
library to carry out vehicle dynamic modeling and
simulation.
The heavy truck with ten-wheel three-axle was designed and manufactured by China National Heavy
Duty Truck Group Corp., Ltd. The truck has conventional steering system, leafspring front suspension
and airspring rearsuspension, and will be described
in the following.
3.1

Leaf Spring Modeling

Leaf springs are commonly used in the suspension
systems of heavy truck. Accurate modeling of the
leaf springs is necessary in evaluating ride comfort,
braking performance, vibration characteristics, and
stability [7]. There several ways to model the leaf
spring. In this paper, simple beam theories are used
to model the dynamics of the leaf spring. The beam
elements have the constant cross section. A total of
17 elements were used to create the single leaf spring
model, seen in Fig.4.The shackle and the leaf seat are
modeled as rigid parts.
The pin joints are
represented by revolute joints with one degree of
freedom along the global y-axis. The forces and
moments are applied at the axle seat. To decrease the
amount of the equations and increase the calculation
efficiency, the frictions between the leaves and the
contact force are neglected.

Fig. 5 Front Suspension

3.3

Fig. 6 Steering System

Steering Modeling

The steering system includes a steering column and
steering trap. In this paper, the steering column is
modeled as a inertial for simplification, and the
steering trap is modeled according to the topology.
The steering column and the steering trap is connected by ball screw, which is modeled
by IdealGearR2T in the Modelica library. The hydraulic power steering is essential to the heavy truck
to assist the driver, and also modeled by hydraulic
components. As can be seen in Fig.6, the port D is
connected to the driver model, the port LX and RX is
connected to the left and right axle, and the port LW
and RW is connected to the left and right wheel.
3.4

Rear Suspension Modeling

The rear suspension includes v-rods, push-rods, air
springs, antiroll and shock absorber. According to
the topology, the rear suspension was build, seen in
Fig.7. The port F is connected to frame, the port LW
is connected to the left wheel, and the port RW is
connected to the right wheel.

Fig.4 Leaf Spring Model

3.2

Front Suspension Modeling

The front suspension includes leaf spring, antiroll bar,
axle and the shock absorber. According to the topology, the front suspension was build very easily, seen
in Fig.5. The port F is connected to frame, the port
LS is connected to the left part of the steering system,
and the port RS is connected to the right part of the
steering system.

Fig. 7 Rear Suspension System

3.5

Vehicle Assembly

Based on the subsystem model, the user can build
subsystem assembly and vehicle assembly very easily, seen in Fig.8 and Fig.9. The user drags the components together and connects lines in the graphic
user interface. The Model includes the front suspen-
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sion, steering system, the middle and rear bride, the
frame, the cab, powertrain, the driver, wheels and the
semitrailer. Based on the model, the K&C and the
handling can be carried out to analysis the performance of the heavy truck.

Coefficient of
Aerynamic
Drag

0.585

Fig. 8 Heavy Truck Assembly
Fig 10 Fuel Consumption with Constant Speed in 16th Gear

Fig. 9 3D View of Heavy Truck model

4

Simulation and Results

To analysis the performance the heavy truck, the simulation about the fuel economy, the K&C of the
subsystem and the handling performance were carried out in the following.
4.1

Fuel Economy Simulation

Fig.11 Fuel Consumption with Constant Speed in 15th gear

The dashed line is the experiment data, and the solid
line is the simulation data. The figures showed that
the simulation results were very close to the experiment data.

4.2 Vehicle Dynamic Simulation
Fuel consumption is the amount of fuel used per unit
distance. Lower values mean better fuel consumption.
With the vehicle dynamic library, the vehicle be built
The key parameters of the vehicle can be seen in Tavery easily, and some open loop test can be simuble 1. The simulation was carried out to caculated the
lated, such as step steer, impulse steer, brake, etc.
fuel consumption with constant speed in 15th and 16th
gear. The simulation results can be seen in Fig.10
and Fig.11.
Table 1 Key parameters of the vehicle
Components
Engine
Final Drive
Transmission

Vehicle Mass
Wheel Radius
Rolling Resistance
Frontal Area

Key Parameters
Maximum power: 1802kW@1500rpm
Maximum torque: 309Nm@2000r/min
3.93
15.59/13.12/10.89/9.17/7.48/6.30/5.20/
4.38/3.56/3.00/2.49/2.10/1.71/1.44/1.19
/1.00
49000Kg
0.548
0.0091

Fig.12 Steering Wheel Angle

2

8.5m
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hicle performance, and also shows the effectiveness MWorks software.
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5

Conclusions

This paper shows the modeling and simulation of
fuel economy and vehicle dynamics of a heavy truck
with Modelica. The work was carried out on
MWorks. Comparisons between measured data

and simulation results validate the correctness of
the model, and demonstrate that Modelica can
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Abstract
In this paper an object-oriented model for an electrical
grid based on the IEEE 34 node test feeder and the
integration of this grid with photovoltaic systems on
residential level, i.e. 230 V, is presented. The goal
is to demonstrate the flexibility of using Modelica to
simulate a grid model and to show how this model can
be used to simulate the influence of a household power
demand and photovoltaic generation on this electrical
grid. The idea is to clarify the voltage problem that
might occur when implementing a large amount of
photovoltaic (PV) systems into a residential grid.
Keywords: Electrical grid; Photovoltaic system;
Residential building

1

Introduction

The models that are presented in this paper are a direct
result of work that has been accomplished within the
K.U.Leuven Energy Institute (EI) project Optimized
Energy Networks for Buildings. This project focuses
on the energy flows within a building and a group
of buildings. These energy flows include thermal
and electrical energy transfers combined with internal
energy conversions. The developed models focus on
the electrical aspect, the aspects of the building itself
and the thermal installations in the building. These
different aspects are modeled by different departments
of the Faculty of Engineering at the K.U.Leuven. An
object-oriented approach to modelling the building(s)
with its interactions is advisable. This way, each
model can be developed and tested in their respective
domains, before interconnecting them. This paper
only treats the electrical part.
The example, that is presented in this paper, is

developed to illustrate how the integration of the
grid and photovoltaic system (PV) models can be
accomplished. The choice for an object-oriented
approach together with the multi-disciplinary nature of
the project has led to the use of Modelica.
First, a photovoltaic (PV) system has been
implemented based on the five parameter model, as
a part of the electrical models being developed [1].
The parameters needed for this model can generally be
obtained from data gathered from the manufacturer’s
specifications of the solar panels.
A second electrical model has been developed for
an electrical distribution grid at low voltage (i.e.
230 V). This electrical distribution grid is based on
the topology of the IEEE 34-bus model developed
for a medium-voltage industrial 24.9 kV distribution
grid [2]. The parameters of this distribution grid
have been downscaled to represent a residential radial
low-voltage electrical distribution network.
The
object-oriented model has been developed in such
a way that the distribution grid topology and its
impedances are characterized by a Modelica Record,
ensuring maximum flexibility and scalability in the use
of the model. As such, this model can be used to
describe intra-building grids, which are radial as well.
DC-networks follow the same methodology.

2

Photovoltaic system model

2.1

Introduction to the five parameter model

The five parameter model, which is temperature
dependent, is based on the single diode equivalent
circuit of a PV panel [3]. The five parameters used
are:
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•
•
•
•

the diode reverse saturation current Io
a shunt resistance Rsh
a series resistance Rs
the thermal voltage Vt

The reverse saturation current Io and light current
Iph at STC can be found based on Eq. (1) for the short
circuit (Eq. (4)) and open circuit condition (Eq. (5)).
Isc ·Rs

Isc = Iph − I0 · e ns ·Vt −

These parameters are indicated in the equivalent
circuit presented in Figure 1.

2.2

Calculation of the five parameters

The five parameters in the model (I ph , Io , Rsh , Rs
and Vt ) can be calculated based on characteristics
that are provided by the solar panel manufacturer.
The necessary specifications to calculate the five
parameters are the current Impp and voltage Vmpp at
maximum power point (mpp) under standard testing
conditions (STC), the short circuit current Isc and open
circuit voltage Voc under the same standard testing
conditions and the temperature coefficients ki and kv of
respectively the short circuit current and open circuit
voltage. Based on these specifications, Sera et al. [4]
gives the calculation method for the five parameters.
The general current-voltage (i − v) equation for the
single diode equivalent circuit is given in Eq. (1). In
this equation Vt is the junction thermal voltage and ns
the number of cells in the panel connected in series.
The voltage Vmpp and current Impp at maximum power
point should satisfy this equation and according to
Eq. (2), the derivative of the power with respect to the
voltage should be zero at this point. Eq. (3) states that
the derivative of the current with respect to the voltage
at short circuit current should be the negative of the
shunt conductance (1/Rsh ). These equations lead to
the calculation of the parameters Rs , Rsh and Vt .


v+i·Rs
v + i · Rs
i = Iph − I0 · e ns ·Vt − 1 −
(1)
Rsh
dP
dV
dI
dV

V =Vmpp
I=Impp

=0

=−
I=Isc

1
Rsh

(4)

Voc
Rsh

(5)

Voc

Ioc = 0 = Iph − I0 · e ns ·Vt −

2.3

Figure 1: Five parameter model of a PV panel [3]

Isc · Rs
Rsh

Five parameter PV model in Modelica

The five parameter model is implemented in a
Modelica model to calculate the power output of
the photovoltaic panels under operational conditions.
The current and voltage at maximum power point
can be found by solving Eqns. (1) and (2) for the
non-reference conditions. The parameters for these
conditions are calculated in the next paragraphs.
The PV parameters are adjusted to take into account
the position of the sun, the direct and indirect radiation
and the ambient temperature. The cell temperature has
been adjusted to be the ambient temperature plus the
losses of the panel.
The tilt angle and orientation of the PV panels
are parameters of the PV model. Together with the
sun’s position, the incidence angle of the direct beam
radiation can be calculated which allows to obtain
the amount of radiation that gets reflected by and
passes through the PV panel cover. This is done using
incidence angle modifiers that are derived from De
Soto et al. [3]. The incidence angle modifier Kτα (θ )
can be found from the transmittance τ of the cover
system with Eq. (8), which is approximated in Eq. (7).
The angle of refraction, θr , is determined in Eq. (6)
by Snell’s law, with θ the incidence angle and n the
effective index of refraction of the cell cover. In
Eq. (7), K is the glazing extinction coefficient and L
is the glazing thickness. In the model K and L can be
adjusted. By default, K is assumed to be 4 m−1 and L
is assumed to be 2 mm.

(2)

θr = arcsin(n · sinθ )

 2
sin (θr − θ )
1
τ(θ ) = e
· 1− ·
2
sin2 (θr + θ )

tan2 (θr − θ )
+
tan2 (θr + θ )

(6)

K·L
− cosθ
r

Kτα (θ ) =

τ(θ )
τ(0)

(7)
(8)

The incidence angle modifiers and the direct and
(3) diffuse radiation, which are inputs to the model, allow
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together with the reflected radiation to calculate the and can be used to put several panels in series or in
absorbed solar radiation S in Eq. (9). In this equation parallel. This leads to an optimal flexibility for the use
Gb is the direct, Gd the diffuse and G the total of this model.
radiation. The slope of the PV panel is characterized
by β .

3

Electrical grid model

Gb
Gd
1 + cosβ
=
· Kτα,b +
· Kτα,d ·
Sre f
Gre f
Gre f
2
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate a working grid
1 − cosβ
G
· ρ · Kτα,g ·
(9) model to show the effects of the power demand of a
+
Gre f
2
household and the power generation of a PV system
on a distribution grid.
The light current Iph , reverse saturation current I0
First, the grid topology is described in section 3.1.
and thermal voltage Vt at non-reference conditions
This
section discusses the simulated grid, the
can be calculated when the temperature, open circuit
voltage and short circuit current are known [4]. The representation of the grid in matrix form and how this
open circuit voltage Voc can be calculated using matrix form allows to model any radial grid topology.
Traditionally, electrical grids are examined using a
Eqns. (10) and (11). The short circuit current Isc can
power
flow analysis to determine the nodal currents,
be found using Eq. (12).
line currents and nodal voltages. The background on
Voc (S)
Iph (S) · Rsh −Voc (S)
power flow analysis is given in section 3.2. Next,
e ns ·Vt =
(10)
I0 · Rsh
section 3.3 gives an overview of the object-oriented
implementation of this problem in Modelica. The
Voc (T ) = Voc + kv · (T − Tstc )
(11)
grid is implemented in Modelica making full

 

S
ki
use of the object-oriented modelling language for
Isc (S, T ) = Isc ·
· 1+
· (T − Tre f ) (12)
Sre f
100
component-oriented modelling of complex systems. A
The reverse saturation current I0 can be calculated simple grid with two households and two PV systems
with Eq. (13). The light current Iph is found using is considered to illustrate schematically the use of the
model in Modelica.
Eq. (14).
In section 4 the full IEEE 34 node grid is used


Voc − Isc · Rs
− nVsoc
to
analyze the grid for any voltage problems that
I0 = Isc −
· e ·Vt
(13)
Rsh
may occur when there is a certain penetration rate of
photovoltaic systems in the grid.
Voc
Voc
Iph = I0 · e ns ·Vt +
(14)
Rsh
The ambient temperature and the direct and diffuse 3.1 Grid topology
radiation are read from a meteorological data file
and can be given as parameters to the model of the In this paper a grid model is used on a district
photovoltaic panel. This meteorological data are taken level for residential connections. Figure 2 shows the
from Meteonorm 6.1 and give minute values for solar topology of the modelled IEEE 34 node test feeder [2].
radiation and ambient temperature [5]. The direction This type of distribution grid is typically a radial
of the beam radiation to the PV panel and the position network with a rated voltage of 230 V (400 V wye,
of the sun are calculated in another model based on the or star, connection). In a radial network, there is
only a single-feeder transformer, thus the reduced
simulation time.
reliability is the major disadvantage, due to the lack
of a redundant supply. An interruption at one node
2.4 Conclusion
means all nodes downstream are interrupted. The
Since the model of the PV panel takes Iph , Io , Rsh , Rs IEEE 34 node test feeder, used in this paper, is based
and Vt as parameters, it can be used to model a large on a distribution grid of Arizona (USA) with a rated
variety of PV panels for which these parameters are voltage of 24.9 kV. The voltage is downscaled to 230
known. For most panels they can be calculated from V (Europe). Therefore, also the line impedances are
manufacturer catalogue data, for which the method adapted [6].
Each node in this grid represents a residential
is described in section 2.2. The PV panel model
calculates the power, current and voltage of the panel connection with a certain power demand. Besides it
S
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Figure 2: Grid topology IEEE 34 node test feeder [2]
is possible to have a random number of houses with a
PV system.
The connections of the nodes of this grid can be
represented by an incidence matrix (or connection
matrix) T. Each row in T stands for a line between two
nodes. Since there are 34 nodes in the grid, there are
33 lines. The number of columns equals the number
of nodes. A line can then be represented by 1 and -1
at respectively the start and end node of the line. The
other row elements are zero. To obtain a square matrix,
an extra (first) row is introduced to represent the ’line’
between the transformer and the first node, in which
there is only an end node. Thus, in this example for
the IEEE 34 node test feeder, the incidence matrix T is
a 34-by-34 matrix. This description with an incidence
matrix T basically allows any radial grid topology to
be modelled.
Eq. (15) gives an example of the representation
of an incidence matrix T in which the nodes are all
next to each other, which means branches are between
consecutive nodes. In the example used in this paper
(a radial grid as presented in Figure 2), the matrix is
not as structured as in Eq. (15).


−1 0
0 ··· 0
0
0
 1 −1 0 · · · 0
0
0


0

1
−1
·
·
·
0
0
0


 ..

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
T= .
(15)
.
.
.
.
.
. 


0

0
0 · · · −1 0
0

0
0
0 · · · 1 −1 0 
0
0
0 ··· 0
1 −1

PV electricity generation on the grid. Traditionally,
a power flow analysis is used to determine e.g. the
voltage deviations at each node. This section gives the
background of this method.
Several methods are available to determine the grid
parameters in a power flow analysis. Generally, the
backward-forward sweep is used. With this method
it is possible to calculate the vector of nodal currents
Inode , line currents Iline (between two nodes) and the
nodal voltages Unode for each time step. As such, the
full flow of active power P and reactive power Q is
known for each node. P and Q can be calculated from
the apparent power S, using Eqns. (17)-(19), with I∗
the complex conjugate of I.
S = P + j · Q = U · I∗

(17)

P = ℜ(S)

(18)

Q = ℑ(S)

(19)

The parameters (Inode , Iline , Unode ) are determined
via iteration. In a first iteration a fixed voltage profile
of 230 V for each node is assumed. For the next
time steps this flat voltage profile for the first iteration
step can be replaced by the voltage profile of the last
simulated time step. When the time step is small
enough, this will lead to a faster convergence of the
iteration because this voltage profile will be closer to
the actual one.
After this first iteration step, the backward-forward
sweep will be used till convergence is reached. In
the backward step, the nodal and line currents are
calculated by Eqns. (20) and (21). Both currents
are calculated based on parameters of the previous
iteration step. In Eqns. (20) and (21), the nodal and
line currents and the nodal voltages are complex. Snode
stands for the apparent power which consists of the
active power (P) and reactive power (Q) (Eq. (17)).
The incidence matrix T is used to calculate the line
currents. Note that the transpose of T is taken in
Eq. (21).


Snode ∗
The impedance matrix Z represents the impedances
Inode = f (Snode , Unode ) =
(20)
Unode
of each line in the grid. The impedance of a line is
defined as a combination of a real (resistance R) and
Iline = (TT )−1 · Inode
(21)
imaginary (reactance X) part (Eq. (16)).
In the forward step, the nodal voltage is calculated
Z = R+ j·X
(16) with the line currents calculated in Eq. (21). The nodal
voltage given in Eq. (22) is then compared, just like all
3.2 Background of electrical grid modelling parameters, with the values from the previous iteration
step. The iteration in Eqns. (20)-(22) starts again until
The proposed grid can be used to perform a load convergence is reached (error: ε ≤ εcriterium = 0.0001).
flow analysis in order to characterize the impact of
Unode = Ugrid − Z · Iline
(22)
the load profile of each residential connection and
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3.3

Electrical grid model in Modelica

The grid is implemented in Modelica making full
use of the object-oriented modelling language for
component-oriented modelling of complex systems.
The implementation of the grid has been made very
flexible by making use of the incidence matrix T and
the impedance matrix Z. Only these two matrices have
to be adapted when using another grid. This flexibility
is thanks to the incidence matrix which contains the
nodes that need to be connected for each line. Thus,
the connection of the different nodes can be automated
using this incidence matrix T. Another advantage is
the fact that the iteration for the calculation of the
nodal and line currents and the nodal voltages is
automatically carried out by Modelica, since Modelica
is equation based.
The grid is set up as can be seen in the Modelica
code presented in Code 1. This code builds the grid
from different components and arrays of components.
An array of nodes is used to facilitate the connection
of different branches. These nodes are also useful
to facilitate the connection of loads, electricity
generation and households when the grid is used. An
array of branches with impedances specified by the
impedance matrix Z is connected to the nodes in the
for loop. This loop uses the incidence matrix T to
build up the network. Different grid layouts are being
implemented as records containing the corresponding
Z and T matrices. Components with a ground and a
fixed complex voltage are used to complete the grid
model.
To show how the usage of the node pins can greatly
facilitate further use of the grid, the Modelica code
in Code 2 is presented. As can be understood, the
use of these nodes is not necessary, but it simplifies
the implementation of larger grids. Nodes, household
loads and PV systems are connected using a "pQtoVI"
component (see further in this section), in which
the grid side is connected to the "VI" pin, whereas
households and PV systems are represented by a
power flow. Households and PV systems are thus
connected to the "PQ" pin.
The different components that are considered in
the simulations in section 4 of this paper are further
explained using a visual example of a simple grid with
only two branches and households with PV systems,
shown in Figure 3. This visual example uses the same
components as the larger grid, with exception of the
nodes, but is manually constructed. For larger grids,
the Modelica code in Code 1 is used, supplemented
with extra Modelica code, like the one in Code 2.

model Grid
parameter ELECTA.Grids.MatVec grid ;
parameter Integer n = grid.n ;
parameter Integer T [n , n ] = grid.T ;
parameter
Modelica.SIunits.ComplexImpedance [n]
Z = grid.Z ;
parameter SI.ComplexVoltage
Vsource = 230 + 0 * j " Voltage " ;
E L E C T A . D i s G r i d . G r i d C o m . C G r o u n d ground ;
ELECTA.DisGrid.GridCom.CVoltageSource
source ( Vsource = Vsource ) ;
E L E C T A . D i s G r i d . G r i d C o m . B r a n c h branch [ n ]
( R = M o d e l i c a . Co m p l e x M a t h .r e a l ( Z ) ,
X = M o d e l i c a . C om p l e x M a t h . im a g ( Z ) ) ;
E L E C T A . D i s G r i d . G r i d C o m . C P o s P i n [ n ] node ;
equation
connect ( ground.p , source.n ) ;
connect ( branch [ 1 ] .p , source.p ) ;
connect ( branch [ 1 ] .p , node [ 1 ] ) ;
for x in 1 : n loop
for y in 1 : n loop
if T [x , y ] = = 1 then
connect ( branch [ x ] .p , node [ y ] ) ;
elseif T [x , y ] = = -1 then
connect ( branch [ x ] .n , node [ y ] ) ;
end if ;
end for ;
end for ;
end Grid ;

Code 1: Grid model

for y in 1 : grid.n loop
connect ( pq [ y ] .vi , grid.node [ y ] ) ;
connect ( pq [ y ] .pq , pv [ y ] .pq ) ;
connect ( pq [ y ] .pq , h1 [ y ] .load_p ) ;
end for

Code 2: Use of the grid model
A fixed source with a fixed complex voltage is
used. The reference scenario is a voltage of 230
V. This means a DC power flow analysis will be
performed. A DC power flow analysis is a static
analysis which is a simplification of the transient AC
power flow analysis. In an AC power flow analysis,
a non-linear system describes the power flow through
the lines (branches). In a DC power flow analysis
a linear system is applicable. A DC power flow
analysis is less accurate, but simulating all transients
in an AC power flow analysis requires a much smaller
simulation time step and thus a higher computation
time. Furthermore, in a distribution grid (as given in
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allows to model each radial grid topology by adjusting
this incidence matrix. In this paper, the example of the
IEEE 34 node test feeder is used. From the household
power demand and the PV power production, it can be
calculated how much extra power is needed from the
grid or has to be put on the grid. With this, the nodal
and line currents and nodal voltages can be calculated
with Modelica. As such, it is possible to examine the
influence on the voltage profile of the grid.

4

4.1

Figure 3: Visual example of a grid with two
households with each a PV system
this paper) the resistance R of the lines is much higher
than the reactance X, which justifies the use of a DC
power flow analysis as a good approximation for an
AC power flow analysis.
Each line between two nodes is represented by
a branch which represents a line with a certain
impedance Z (Eq. (16)).
The load profile of a household is represented in
the component "houseLoad". The output of this
component is an active power demand (see section 4.1)
which will be fulfilled by the PV system and grid.
The PV system delivers an active power output
which will be used to cover a part of the power demand
of the household or will be put partly on the grid.
The difference between the power output of the
PV system and the power demand of the household
defines how much power is needed from the grid or
will be injected in the grid. The component "pQtoVI"
calculates with the fixed active power (to or from
the household and PV system) the nodal voltage and
nodal current (current to or from the household and
PV system) at the node on the grid. Modelica takes
care of the iteration to define the voltage and current.

3.4

A residential electricity grid with
variable density of PV integration
Load profiles of households

In this paper a distribution grid for a residential
district is simulated. Each household has a specific
load profile. Synthetic residential load profiles for
households are provided by the Flemish Regulator for
the Electricity and Gas market (VREG). A set of 16
different load profiles which cover each one day are
available. These load profiles present the average load
profiles of the Flemish population. These are corrected
to obtain an average yearly electricity consumption
in the order of 5, 000 kW h. The dependency of the
consumption upon outdoor temperature changes are
given, but is however for simplicity not taken into
account since the purpose of this paper is only to give
an example of a grid application with a household and
PV connection. Each profile gives the power demand
on a 30-minute basis as shown in Figure 4.

Conclusion

Figure 4: One of the 16 load profiles of an average
The grid model is based on the incidence matrix T Flemish household
to connect the nodes in a radial grid. This flexibility
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Figure 5: Maximum voltage in the grid at different PV Figure 6: Minimum voltage in the grid at different PV
system densities and fixed voltage at the transformer
system densities and fixed voltage at the transformer

4.2

Simulation parameters

4.3

It is supposed that at each node in the grid there is a
household with a load profile. The 16 available load
profiles are randomly assigned to each household.
A PV system can be installed for each household.
The PV system consists of 30 panels resulting in
a power of 6 kWp . One goal of this paper is to
evaluate the effect of the integration of PV systems
on a distribution grid. The integration of PV systems1
is evaluated for different penetration rates, namely a
penetration of 0%, 17%, 23%, 32%, 50%, 67%, 76%,
82% and 100% of the nodes [7].
The reference scenario is a distribution grid with 0%
PV systems. The source of the grid will be adapted to
230 ± 5% V and 230 ± 10% V. A distribution system
operator needs to keep the voltages at each node within
certain voltage limits (230 ± 10% V for 95% of the
time). To this end, the transformer tap will be changed
to change the source voltage of the grid. E.g. when
no PV systems are available, the voltage at the source
has to be higher to compensate for lower voltages
due to voltage drops in the feeders, caused by the
power flow towards the household. When on the other
hand PV systems produce power which is put back
on the grid, these PV systems will lift the voltages
by sending power back into the grid, thus the voltage
at the transformer needs to be lower in this case (the
transformer tap setting2 has to be changed). This
voltage lift will depend on the amount of power sent
back to the grid.
1 All PV systems are oriented towards the south and have a 34◦
inclination angle of the panels.
2 A transformer only has a discrete number of taps.

Results

In this paragraph some simulation results are shown.
The idea is to clarify the problem that might occur
when implementing a large amount of PV systems into
a residential grid, since the voltages in the grid need to
be kept between certain voltage limits (230 ± 10% V).
Figure 5 shows the influence from leaving the
transformer tap at a higher setting when PV systems
are installed. It can be seen that overvoltages would
occur at a PV system integration of 23% for a tap
setting of 230 + 10% V and at an integration of 50%
for a tap setting of 230 + 5% V.
In contrast with this, Figure 6 shows undervoltage
problems in the grid when the tap has been set on a
low setting. It can be seen that the amount of PV
integration has no effect on the minimum voltage in
the grid. This can be explained by the consumption
peaks that occur when there is no production from the
PV panels, i.e. during a very clouded period or during
the evening. This shows that setting the transformer
tap at a lower setting than 230 V is not a solution to
the problem, since undervoltages will occur.
Generally tap settings will be made to anticipate
only on load. This means that the voltage at the
transformer will be kept higher than nominal to ensure
it does not drop below 207 V anywhere. When
there are only loads in the grid, the voltage at
the transformer station will be the highest of the
grid. The line at the bottom of Figure 7 shows this
grid voltage profile without local generation (no PV
systems). Figure 7 shows the voltage profile at the
nodes indicated by the red line in Figure 8 at a time
with high local electricity generation.
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Figure 8: Grid topology IEEE 34 node test feeder
indicating the nodes shown in the voltage profile of
Figure 7 (red line)

Figure 7: Voltage profile on a sunny day (at a time
with high local electricity generation) in a 34 bus grid
with different PV system penetration rates
The voltage profile in Figure 7 is visualized for
different penetration rates for PV systems in the
distribution grid. It is clear from the figure that
when there is some PV penetration the voltage at the
transformer is no longer the lowest in the grid. A
closer look at the voltage profile for a PV density
of 23% shows that the voltage profile is fluctuating
around 230 V. This kind of profile is more difficult
to control by adjusting the tap settings, because the
voltage at different nodes needs to be known. For
higher penetrations of PV systems, the grid voltage at
the nodes at the end of the grid are much higher than
the voltage at the transformer. At some nodes the slope
of the voltage profile changes since some parts of the
grid are not included in this figure, but still these nodes
have their influence on the voltage profile for the rest
of the grid.

models can be combined. A simulation of the IEEE
34 bus node test feeder with standard household load
profiles and different degrees of PV density is shown
and discussed regarding possible voltage problems in
the grid. A high penetration of local generation by
means of PV systems has a high influence on the grid
voltage during sunny days. This is demonstrated for
PV systems of 6 kWp for different penetration rates.
To prevent overvoltages, the transformer tap has to be
adjusted to have a lower source voltage during these
time periods.
Multidisciplinary research will be facilitated
by further developing models that can be easily
manipulated and interconnected.

6

Future work

In future work, Modelica records will be made for
different network layouts. IEEE test grids will be
implemented, but also an extension could be made to
implement in home electricity grids. Modelica records
for the parameters of different PV panels will also be
implemented and the PV inverter will be modeled in
more detail.
The grid model itself will be extended to include the
possibility to simulate a 3 phase distribution grid and
to include the distribution grid transformer.
5 Conclusions
In the future other types of distributed generation
(e.g.
small wind turbines) or storage (e.g. batteries
This paper shows that object-oriented modelling in
Modelica can be an attractive alternative for modelling to store a surplus of electricity from the PV
panels to avoid too high grid voltages) may also
electrical grids with power simulations.
be implemented, together with advanced control
A model for photovoltaic systems is described and
strategies for demand side management.
implemented in Modelica, with an emphasis on the
preservation of flexibility. Moreover, an electrical
grid model is presented in Modelica. The grid model 7 Acknowledgments
is structured around the incidence matrix T and the
impedance matrix Z. This approach ensures optimal The authors gratefully acknowledge the K.U.Leuven
compatibility and flexibility with existing test feeder Energy Institute (EI) for funding this research
topologies.
through granting the project entitled Optimized Energy
Finally, an example case shows how these two Networks for Buildings.
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• Simulation subsystem – Subsystem for running simulations (not online) and specifying simulation parameters start and stop time, etc.
• Online Simulation – Online interactive simulation
where the simulation responds in real-time to user
input and changes to parameters.
• Plotting – Interface to plot variables from simulated
models.
• OMNotebook integration – being able to open a
graphical connection diagram in an electronic notebook, edit it, and paste it back.

Abstract
This paper describes the first open source Modelica
graphic editor which is integrated with interactive electronic notebooks and online interactive simulation.
The work is motivated by the need for easy-to-use
graphic editing of Modelica models using OpenModelica, as well as needs in teaching where the student
should be able to interactively modify and simulate
models in an electronic book. Models can be both textual and graphical. The interactive online simulation
makes the simulation respond in real-time to model
changes, which is useful in a number of contexts including immediate feedback to students.
Keywords: Graphic editing, notebook, teaching, interactive, Modelica, modeling, simulation, online

1

Introduction

OMEdit, the OpenModelica Connection Editor, is the
new Graphical User Interface for graphic model editing
in OpenModelica. It is implemented in C++ using the
Qt 4.7 graphical user interface library, and supports the
Modelica Standard Library version 3.1 that comes with
the OpenModelica installation.
OMEdit provides a user friendly environment for:
• Modeling – Easy Modelica model creation.
• Pre-defined Models – Browsing the Modelica Standard library to access the provided models.
• User defined models – Users can create their own
models for immediate usage and later refinement
and reuse.
• Component Interfaces – Smart connection editing
for drawing and editing connections between model
interfaces.

OMEdit uses the OmniORB CORBA implementation
to communicate with the OpenModelica Compiler.
Modelica 3.2 Graphical Annotations are interpreted
for drawing Modelica Standard Library component
models and user defined models. As a result, the interoperability with other Modelica tool vendors becomes
easier as the Modelica icon and diagrams defined in
other tools supporting the Modelica 3.1 or Modelica 3.2
standards are easily handled in OMEdit. The annotations are also used for displaying Modelica documentation in OMEdit.

1.1

Structure of the Paper

Section 3 describes the usage of OMEdit and also demonstrates how a DCmotor model is created using
OMEdit. Section 4 explains the OMEdit communication process with OMC through the CORBA interface.
How user defined and Modelica component model
shapes are created through annotations is discussed in
section 5.
Section 6 elaborates the interactive simulation mechanism that is still under development in OMEdit.
Section 7 briefly describes how OMEdit can interact
with OMNotebook and how users can launch electronic
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notebooks in OMEdit. Moreover, Section 8 presents
related work and in the end, Section 9 suggests some
future work.

along with Modelica exercises. Observer models, Kalman filters, and linearization of non-linear problems are
some of the topics in the course used in control of a
pendulum, a DC motor, and a tank system model
among others.

3

Using OMEdit

This section gives a brief introduction about how to use
OMEdit and also demonstrates how to create a DCmotor model.

3.1

Since Modelica is an equation-based language and
OMEdit is a connection editor, we will for a small introductory model demonstration in OMEdit show how
a DCmotor model is created in OMEdit.

Figure 1. OMEdit High-level View.

2

Introductory Model in OMEdit

3.1.1

Requirements and Motivation

This work is motivated by the need for easy-to-use
graphic editing of Modelica models using OpenModelica, as well as needs in teaching where the student
should be able to interactively modify and simulate
textual and graphical models in an electronic notebook.
The interactive online simulation makes the simulation respond in real-time to model changes, which is
useful in a number of contexts, especially teaching
where immediate feedback to students enhances the
effectiveness of learning.
A recently developed interactive learning material
called DrControl is depicted in Figure 2.

Creating a new file

Creating a new file/model in OMEdit is rather
straightforward. In OMEdit the new file can be of type
model, class, connector, record, block, function
or package. The user can create any of the model types
mentioned above by selecting File > New from the
menu. Alternatively, you can also click on the drop
down button beside new icon shown in the toolbar
right below the File menu. See Figure 3.
In this introductory example we will create a new
model named DCmotor. By default the newly created
model will open up in the tabbed view of OMEdit, also
called Designer Window, and become visible.

Figure 3. Creating a new file/model.

All the models are created in the OMC global scope
unless the user specifies the parent package for it.
Figure 2. DrControl for teaching control theory with
Modelica.

3.1.2

DrControl is a new active electronic notebook course
material based on OMNotebook for teaching control
theory and modeling with Modelica, including graphic
connection diagrams supported by OMEdit. It contains
explanations about basic concepts of control theory

Adding Component Models

The Modelica Standard Library is loaded automatically
and is available in the left dock window. The library is
retrieved through the loadModel(Modelica) API
function and is loaded into the OMC symbol table and
workspace after the command is completed.
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Instances of the component models available in the
Modelica Standard Library can be added to the currently edited model by doing a drag and drop from the Library Window. Navigate to the component model in
the library tree, click on it, drag it to the model you are
building while pressing the mouse left button, and drop
the component where you want to place it in the model.
For this example we will add four components as
instances of the models Ground, Resistor, Inductor
EMF
from
the
Modelica.Electrical
and
.Analog.Basic package, an instance of the model
SignalVoltage from the Modelica.Electrical.
Analog.Sources package, one instance of the model
Inertia from the Modelica.Mechanics.Rotational.Components package and one last instance
of the model Step from the Modelica.Blocks.Sources package.

3.1.3

Making Connections

In order to connect one component model to another
the user simply clicks on any of the ports. Then it will
start displaying a connection line. Then move the
mouse to the component where you want to finish the
connection and click on the component port where the
connection should end. You do not need to hold the
mouse left button down for drawing connections.
In order to have a functioning DCmotor model, connect the Resistor to the Inductor and the SignalVoltage, EMF to Inductor and Inertia, Ground to
SignalVoltage and EMF, and finally Step to SignalVoltage. Check Figure 4 to see how the DCmotor
model looks like after connections.

• Output Interval
• Number of Intervals

• Output Interval
• Integration
• Method
• Tolerance
• Fixed Step Size
The OpenModelica Connection Editor provides an easy
interface for simulation of models and allows the user
to fill in the parameters before starting the simulation
process.
The OMEdit Simulation dialog can be launched
either from Simulation > Simulate or by clicking
the simulate icon from the toolbar. Once the user
clicks on simulate! button, OMEdit starts the simulation process, at the end of the simulation process the
Plot Variables window, useful for plotting, will appear at the right side. Figure 5 shows the simulation
dialog.

Figure 5. Simulation Dialog.

3.1.5

Figure 4. DCmotor model after connections.

3.1.4

Simulating the model

OpenModelica models are simulated using the simulate command of OMC. The simulate command has

The instance variables that are candidates for plotting
are shown in the right dock window. This window is
automatically launched once the user simulates the
model; the user can also launch this window manually
either from Simulation > Plot Variables or by
clicking on the plot icon from toolbar. It contains the
list of variables that are possible to use in an OpenModelica plot. The plot variables window contains a tree
structure of variables; there is a checkbox beside each
variable. The user can launch the plotted graph window
by clicking the checkbox.
Figure 6 shows the complete DCmotor model along
with the list of plot variables and an example plot window.

following parameters;
• Simulation Interval
• Start Time

•

Plotting Variables from Simulated Models

Stop Time
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Figure 6. Plotted variables.

4

Figure 7. Client-Server interconnection structure of the
compiler/interpreter main program and some interactive
tool interfaces.

Communication with OMC

For graphical modeling OMEdit needs to draw
shapes/component models that are defined by Modelica
annotations. In order to obtain the Modelica annotations OMEdit must be able to communicate with the
OpenModelica Compiler through the CORBA interface.

4.1

OMC CORBA Interface

OMC is a short name for the OpenModelica Compiler.
There are two methods to invoke it:
• As a whole program, called at the operating-system
level, e.g. as a command.
• As a server, called via a CORBA client-server interface from client applications.
OMEdit uses the second method to invoke the OpenModelica Compiler/Interpreter OMC, since this allows
interactive access and querying of the models, needed
for interactive graphic editing.

4.2

Messages via the CORBA interface are of two kinds.
The first group consists of expressions or user commands which are evaluated by the Ceval module. The
second group consists of declarations of classes, variables, etc., assignments, and client-server API calls
that are handled via the Interactive module, which
also stores information about interactively declared/assigned items at the top-level in an environment
[1].

4.3

Invoking OMC through CORBA

In order to communicate with OMC through CORBA
you need to start omc.exe as a process with special
parameters passed to it. The OMC binary executable
file is located in $OPENMODELICAHOME/bin. OMEdit
invokes OMC with a special CORBA flag
+d=interactiveCorba telling OMC to start with the
interactive CORBA communication environment. The
complete command will look like this:

The CORBA Client Server Architecture

omc.exe +d=interactiveCorba.

The Figure 7 below describes the design of the
OpenModelica client server architecture. OMEdit plays
the role of client in this architecture. It sends and
receives commands through the CORBA interface. The
messages and expressions from the CORBA interface
to OMC are divided into two groups. The first group
contains the commands which are evaluated by the
Ceval module and the second group consists of
expressions which are handled by the Interactive
module.

OMEdit starts a new OMC process for its each instance. Only one OMC is linked to each instance of
OMEdit. However, for some special tasks a new OMC
is used and is removed as soon as the task is completed.
OMEdit also passes one special argument flag +c to
OMC which is used to specify the Interoperable Object
Reference (IOR) file name. By default the IOR file is
created in the temp directory. OMEdit uses the application session identity number along with the current
timestamp to ensure that each instance of OMEdit gets
a new OMC.
When OMC is started with the +d= interactiveCorba flag, it will create a file named openmodelica.objid (name depends on the +c argument flag value of OMC) in the temp directory of operating system.
This file contains the CORBA IOR.
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4.4

What to do with the CORBA IOR File?

The IOR File contains the CORBA object reference as
a string. The CORBA object is created by reading the
string written in the IOR File. Here is an example with
Qt C++ source code for starting OMC from OMedit
and creating a CORBA object:
// create a unique file name
QString fileIdentifier;fileIdentifier =
qApp>sessionId().append(QTime::currentTime().t
oString().remove(":"));
QStringList parameters;
parameters << QString("+c=").append(this>mName).append(fileIdentifier) <<
QString("+d=interactiveCorba");
// start the OMC process
QProcess *omcProcess = new QProcess();
omcProcess->start( omcPath, parameters );
// read the file created by omc.exe
QFile objectRefFile (path_to_IOR_File);
int argc = 2;
static const char *argv[] = { "ORBgiopMaxMsgSize", "10485760" };
CORBA::ORB_var orb = CORBA::ORB_init(argc,
(char **)argv);
objectRefFile.open(QIODevice::ReadOnly);
char buf[1024];
// read the IOR string
objectRefFile.readLine( buf, sizeof(buf)
);
QString uri( (const char*)buf );
// create CORBA object
CORBA::Object_var obj = orb>string_to_object(uri.trimmed().toLatin1()
);

4.5

OMC API Enhancements

During the development of OMEdit several issues with
the OMC Application Programming Interface (API)
were discovered:
• Annotations for some models could not be retrieved
via getIconAnnotation, getDiagramAnnotation
or getDocumentationAnnotation.
• addConnection and updateComponent did not
work correctly.
• renameComponent was very slow.
• The package Modelica.UsersGuide does not have
any icon/diagram annotation but it has a nonstandard Dymola annotation.
For example getIconAnnotation(Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Resistor) did not work because the
Resistor model had component references inside the
annotations. This problem was solved by symbolically
elaborating (instantiating) the Resistor model, con-

stant evaluating the useHeatPort parameter, and then
elaborating the annotation record with this constant
value.
Using constant evaluated parameters from elaborated model does not work for annotations that contain
DynamicSelect and additional support for such annotations is needed. Unfortunately the DynamicSelect
annotation creates problems for Modelica software that
uses a client-server paradigm since it connects an annotation with a simulation, not with the actual model.
However, DynamicSelect can still be handled by returning the entire expression to the client (here OMEdit) which could link a simulation variable to the annotation.
Retrieving the documentation annotation for MSL
3.1 did not work at first because these annotations hade
been moved (MSL 2.x had no such requirements) to the
end of the class definitions (typically in an equation
section) and OMC only searched the public sections.
This was solved easily in OMC by searching the entire
model for the documentation annotation.
To make it easier to find which annotations cannot
be retrieved correctly OMC was changed to return the
exact annotation that was present in the model. Using
this feature the problematic parts of the communication
between OMEdit and OMC was debugged.
Updating components and adding connections to
classes had small issues that were fixed to support
OMEdit.
The package Modelica.UsersGuide and several
others do not have any icon/diagram annotation. Displaying these packages in the MSL 3.1 browsing tree
did not look nice. However, we observed that these
packages has a non-standard Dymola specific annotation which is: __Dymola_DocumentationClass =
true. In order to retrieve this annotation in OMEdit the
OMC API had to be extended with a new function:
getNamedAnnotation(Modelica.UsersGuide)
=>
true. Now these packages can display a predefined

icon in the tree browser.
To automatically test which component models
have problems a script was written in OMEdit that
walks the entire MSL 3.1 and calls OMC API functions
on these models to see if the retrieved information was
correct or not. A list with problematic models was
built. Subsequently these issues were solved one-byone.
The function to rename a component, renameComponent API function, was extremely slow when MSL
3.1 was loaded. This occurred because OMC had to go
through all models and components and do a renaming
refactoring. To resolve this and provide a faster functionality, we added a new API renameComponentIn-
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Class that only renames the component locally in the
model that is built using OMEdit and not in any other.

5

Annotations

Modelica annotations are used for storing auxiliary information about a model such as graphics, documentation or versioning etc. [2]. Once OMEdit is connected
with OMC it can request the annotations. OMEdit uses
three types of annotations;
• Annotations for Graphical Objects.
• Annotations for Connections.
• Annotations for Documentation.

5.1

Figure 8. Classes hierarchy for predefined graphical
elements.

Shapes/Component Models Annotations

All the shapes drawn in OMEdit are based on Modelica
Annotations version 3.2. Graphical Annotations consist
of two abstraction layers: the icon layer and the diagram layer. The icon layer contains the icon representation of a component and the diagram layer shows the
inheritance hierarchy, connections, and inherited component models.
For example, a graphical icon representation of a
Ground component model will look like this:
{-100.0,100.0,100.0,100.0,true,0.1,2.0,2.0,{Line(t
rue,{0.0,0.0},0,{{60,50},{60,50}},{0,0,255},LinePattern.Soli
d,0.25,{Arrow.None,Arrow.None},3,Smooth.No
ne),Line(true,{0.0,0.0},0,{{40,30},{40,30}},{0,0,255},LinePattern.Soli
d,0.25,{Arrow.None,Arrow.None},3,Smooth.No
ne),Line(true,{0.0,0.0},0,{{20,10},{20,10}},{0,0,255},LinePattern.Soli
d,0.25,{Arrow.None,Arrow.None},3,Smooth.No
ne),Line(true,{0.0,0.0},0,{{0,90},{0,50}},
{0,0,255},LinePattern.Solid,0.25,{Arrow.No
ne,Arrow.None},3,Smooth.None),Text(true,{0
.0,0.0},0,{0,0,255},{0,0,0},LinePattern.So
lid,FillPattern.None,0.25,{{-144,19},{156,59}},"%name",0,TextAlignment.Center)}}

5.2

Connection Annotation

The connection annotation defines the graphical representation of a connection between two component
models. An example of connection annotation string is:
connect (a.x, b.x)
annotation(Line(points={{-25,30}, {10,30},
{10, -20}, {40,-20}}));

The connection annotation is composed of the primitive
graphical type Line. The points of the line define the
connection line co-ordinates between two connecting
component models.
OMEdit creates an object of Connector class for
each connection. Each Connector contains instances
of ConnectorLine depending on the number of points
in a connection. The Connector class is derived from
QGraphicsWidget class which is container class for
graphical objects. The ConnectorLine class is derived
from QGraphicsLineItem which represents a single
line. If we have n points in a connection annotation
then we have n-1 instances of ConnectorLine. In
short n number of points creates n-1 lines. The following shows the implementation of connection annotation
in OMEdit.

This graphical representation of the Ground model is
parsed by OMEdit for drawing this component model.
The icon annotation is retrieved from OMC through the
getIconAnnotation API command. Each graphical
object is built up using the primitive graphical types;
Line, Polygon, Rectangle, Ellipse, Text and Bitmap [2].
The primitive graphical types in OMEdit are handled through the QGraphicsItem class of Qt. A ShapeAnnotation class was created which is derived from
QGraphicsItem and QObject. This class is an abstract
class which contains classes of all primitive graphical
elements.
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5.3

Documentation Annotation

The documentation annotation is used for textual descriptions of models. It is written as follows:
documentation_annotation:
annotation"(" Documentation "(" "info" "="
STRING
["," "revisions" "=" STRING ] ")" ")"

OMEdit requests OMC for the documentation of a specific component/library through the getDocumentation command and OMC returns the info annotation
contained inside the documentation annotation which is
a string. The tags <HTML> and </HTML> define the start
and end of the string.
The QWebView class of Qt is used for displaying the
HTML string of documentation annotation. The HTML
string contains four types of links:
• Hyperlinks – Used to navigate to external websites.
• Image Links – Used to reference the local image
files.
• Modelica Links – Used for linking to other component models.
• Mailto Links – Used to display email addresses that
can be used for future contacts.
QWebView has built-in support for images so we didn’t
have to handle that. We just set the proper base path
where all the images were located. However, for hyperlinks and mailto links we used the QDesktopServices
class. This class uses the default system browser in case
of hyperlink and default email client in case of mailto
link. The Modelica links are special links which starts
with Modelica:// and reference to some component
model or a package. Figure 10 shows the implementation of documentation annotation in OMEdit.

ure 11. With OMI the user will be able to stimulate the
system and interacting with it at runtime.
After creating and elaborating a Modelica model it
is possible to simulate the model with OpenModelica.
The outcome of calling the simulate or buildModel
operation from the interactive session handler, is an
executable, standalone C/C++ program generated from
the internal simulation runtime code and the generated
C/C++ model code by OMC (in this case model.cpp).
Executable Model

OMC Simulation
Runtime Library
(sim_runtime.cpp…)

This executable contains the full Modelica model translated to C/C++ code based on all required equations,
conditions and including different solvers. It offers both
a non-interactive as well as an interactive simulation
facility.
Since version 1.5.0 OpenModelica has an additional
subsystem in order to offer a user-interactive and time
synchronous simulation. This module is part of the simulation runtime core and is called “OpenModelica
Interactive” (OMI). As mentioned above OMI will result in an executable simulation application, such as the
non-interactive simulation. The following are some
general functionalities of an interactive simulation runtime:
• The user will be able to stimulate the system during
a running system simulation and to observe its reaction immediately.
• The simulation runtime behavior will be controllable and adaptable to offer an interaction with a user.
• A user will receive simulation results online during
a simulation synchronous to real time, neglecting
network process time and some other factors like
scheduling of processes from the operation system.
• In order to offer a stable simulation, a runtime function will inform the user interface of errors and consequential simulation aborts.
• Simulation results will not under-run or exceed a tolerance compared to a thoroughly reliable value, for
a correct simulation.
• Communication between a simulation runtime and a
user interface will use a well defined interface and
be based on common technology, in this case network communication.

Figure 10. Implementation of documentation annotation.

6

Interactive Simulation

In order to offer a user-interactive and time synchronous simulation, OpenModelica has an additional subsystem to fulfill general requirements on such simulations, OpenModelica Interactive (OMI), shown in Fig-

OMC Generated
Code
(model.cpp…)

In this case the simulate operation cannot be used.
Instead the buildModel operation is needed.
To start an interactive simulation there is a need for
more information, such as network configurations.
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An important modification/addition to the semantics
of the Modelica language during interactive simulation
is the fact that parameters are changeable while simulating interactively using OMI. All properties using the
prefix parameter can be changed during an interactive
simulation. The fully qualified name is used as a unique
identifier, so a parameter value can be found and
changed regardless of its hierarchical position in the
model. For more information see the OpenModelica
System Documentation [1].

Figure 12. OMEdit integrated with OMNotebook used in
a teaching material with exercises.

8

There is previously one open source graphical editor
available for OpenModelica:

Figure 11. OpenModelica interactive system architecture
overview.

7

Related Work

• SimForge – Graphical and Textual Open Source
Model Editor by Politecnico di Milano [3].

Interaction with OMNotebook

OMEdit provides an environment where connection
diagrams can be integrated with electronic interactive
notebook. The idea is that the user performs the modeling in the connection editor and can subsequently export his/her models to an electronic notebook.
Alternately, the model in an electronic notebook is
just an image. The model including its equations, algorithms, annotations etc. are hidden behind the picture.
Thus, OMEdit is integrated with the OMNotebook tool
[7], allowing users to click on the image and launch the
model in connection editor where user can manage the
connections, add/remove component models etc.
Figure 12 shows an electronic notebook with a
DCmotor model as an image. When the user double
clicks on the image, an OMEdit editing view is popped
up, allowing both textual and graphical editing.

We have tried this editor for teaching, but found that
the current implementation is too slow, not stable
enough, and does not integrate with OMNotebook and
interactive simulation.
There are also several commercial tools available
for graphical modeling, e.g.:
• Dymola – Developed by Dynasim. Dymola, Dynamic Modeling Laboratory, is a complete tool for
modeling and simulation of integrated and complex
systems for use within automotive, aerospace, robotics, process and other applications [4].
• MathModelica – Developed by MathCore Engineering AB. MathModelica is a powerful, flexible and
extensible system for multi-engineering modeling
and simulation [5].
• MapleSim – High Performance Physical Modeling
and Simulation from Maplesoft [6].
These are professional products that work well, but are
not freely available, and are not open source. Also, they
are typically not integrated with electronic books. An
earlier version of MathModelica was integrated with
the Mathematica electronic book, but did not provide
interactive online simulation. The electronic notebook
from Maplesoft is Maple-based and is pure textual. Also the Modelica language support is lacking in this tool.
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9

Future Work

The first version of OMEdit is part of the OpenModelica 1.6 release. The version integrating OMEdit and
Interactive simulation with OMNotebook will be available very soon, probably in the 1.6.1 release.
Moreover, somewhat improved 2D plotting is currently on the way. Future enhancements on the wish list
include improved 3D graphic animation and support for
displaying inheritance dependencies and sources of
inherited equations and declarations.
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different modeling languages and simulators, the
general purpose modeling language Modelica plays
an important role on both sides.
Two “main streams” can be distinguished: the
FDMU approach [2][7][9] and the FMI approach
[3][5][6]. The FDMU ideas are driven by four German Fraunhofer institutes funded by the FraunhoferGesellschaft. In contrast, the FMI ideas are favored
by a network of companies and research institutions
spread widely across Europe and working together
within the MODELISAR project funded within the
ITEA2 framework. Both approaches have advantages
and disadvantages and both deal with general ideas of
co-simulation. While the FDMU approach focuses on
the combination of different simulators with a shared
and interactive visualization, the FMI consortium
thinks about model exchange and co-simulation ideas. More information about both approaches and a
comparison of architectures and data flows is given in
the following sections.
The Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits,
Division Design Automation in Dresden has been
taken part in both projects. That’s why the idea to
investigate some opportunities of a combination of
both principles is not very far. Taking the differences
of both principles into account possible ways to combine both approaches are shown in this paper.

Abstract
Functional Digital Mock-up (FDMU) and Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) are two keywords
arising in the last years in simulation technology. In
this paper, we would like to show that both principles,
aiming at a comprehensive investigation of heterogeneous systems, e.g. from mechatronics, are not necessarily competing with each other but may be combined to benefit from the ideas behind. The
approaches are based on different ideas and cover different aspects of the interaction of modern simulation
tools. For that reason different constraints have to be
considered, which do not make things easier. Both
principles have advantages and disadvantages. However, by combining both ways, a powerful framework
for handling a broad variety of simulation tasks can
be formed. In the paper, a possible approach for integrating both technologies will be shown.
Keywords: FDMU; functional digital mock-up;
FMI; functional mock-up interface; co-simulation;
heterogeneous system; simulation algorithm

1 Introduction
In today’s industry, the product development
process is more and more characterized by intensive
usage of simulation. But in all branches, a large variety of languages, simulators, and environments are
used which are incompatible to each other in the most
cases. Hence, the task of coupling different simulation tools, e.g. by co-simulation concepts, has been
moving increasingly into the focus in the last years.
In this context, many activities within the simulation community have been able to be recorded concerning the integration of the principle of Functional
Mock-up into the world of simulation and simulators.
The main target of these attempts is to combine the
ideas of the digital mock-up processes with functional aspects. Even though both approaches are open for

2 FDMU
The main goals of the Fraunhofer-internal project
Functional DMU were, first, to develop a principle of
a general, tool-independent, and web service-based
framework for coupling different simulation tools
with each other as well as, second, to provide an integrative (and simultaneously interactive) visualization
tool to unify the user’s view. The output of the project
is a fully implemented ready-to-use framework, the
so-called FDMU framework, which can be used in
connection with a large variety of simulation tools.
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FDMU Console

FDMU Master
Transfer Handler
Slot
Interface Signals,
Stimuli, Parameters
Wrapper for
3D Viewer

Wrapper for
Simulator 1

Wrapper for
Simulator 2

Wrapper for
Application X

Control Signals
FBB 1

3D Visualization

FBB 2

Simulator 1

FBB 3

Simulator 2

FBB 4

Application X
(e.g. Measurement Data)

Figure 1: FDMU principle with Master Simulator
2.1 Basic idea

data files. Pointers to these files as well as all interface
information and the mapping between geometrical
data and the interface quantities of the behavioral
model are collected within the FBB using the modeling language SysML for a unique description. Within every FBB, a simulator tool is defined, too, which
is capable to simulate the FBB’s behavioral part.
A complete FDMU Simulation Model (FSM)
consists of one or more FBB. Every input of an FBB
must have an appropriate output belonging to another
FBB. Furthermore, outputs can be propagated to the
visualization to show simulation results using e.g. a
geometric 3D model or some kind of plot versus time.

Functional Digital Mock-up (FDMU) is a substantial extension of the widely introduced DMU
approach which is used for investigating geometrical
and mechanical properties of mechanical systems.
The FDMU approach combines traditional digital
mock-up (i.e. geometrical information) and aspects
of behavioral system description (i.e. functional
information). An additional, new and very important
point is the possible interaction between visualization
and numerical simulation in both directions which is
governed by a master simulator. This FDMU Master
Simulator is also capable to accomplish the communication between different simulation tools. Hence, if
dealing with a complex simulation task, more than
one simulation tool can be incorporated to solve it.
Finally, the FDMU approach is predestined for
multi-physical (or multi-domain) systems like often
considered with appropriate modeling languages like
Modelica.

Master Simulator
When simulating an FSM, different simulation
tools have generally to interact with each other. This
is realized by the concept of a flexible co-simulation.
The governing instance, the FDMU Master Simulator, is used to ensure the correct communication
between all involved simulators as well as the correct
delivering of simulation results to the visualization
tool. The Master Simulator is the centralized controlling software and, therefore, the main module of the
FDMU approach. It does not contain a model itself. It
controls the signal flows between all participating
software modules.

2.2 Conceptual properties
In this paper, only the main concepts shall be presented. For more information please see the FDMU
references, especially [2] and [7].
FBB and FSM

Web services

Within the FDMU approach, the concept of a socalled Functional Building Block (FBB) is proposed.
An FBB is an envelope summarizing geometric information (CAD models), behavioral models (e.g.
described by differential-algebraic equations), and
communication interfaces into one basic data module. Geometric information and behavioral information have to be created within their particular modeling tools. These models remain in their associated

One of the basic concepts of the FDMU approach
is the usage of Web services for communication
between FDMU Master Simulator, different simulator tools, and the visualization. This provides the
opportunity to distribute the tools needed for a particular simulation task among different computers
which have only to be connected via Internet. This
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advantage must be paid with a little loss of coupling
performance. But it is planned to enable a replacement of some of the Web services by direct TCP/IP
socket connections to improve efficiency.

components. The complete framework consists of a
Master Simulator, some simulation tools encapsulated by wrappers, a visualization front end, and some
data services. Wrappers for Dymola, Saber, Rhapsody, Simpack, and the multi-purpose tools Matlab and
Simulink are currently available. Other wrappers
could be realized and provided on request.

Wrappers
FDMU Wrappers are used to establish a connection between the different simulation tools and the
FDMU Master Simulator. Every wrapper is a software module especially designed for a certain simulation tool to realize the interaction with the tool’s
environment. To this end, the simulator must provide
the capability to include external functions into the
simulation code. The wrapper is docked to the simulator like an external function and encapsulates the
original simulator. This way a unique interface of
every simulator is guaranteed.

3 FMI
The goal of the ITEA2 project MODELISAR was
the creation of a model-/ software-/ hardware-in-theloop standard interface which is both tool and vendor
neutral. This interface is called Functional Mock-up
Interface (FMI). Via this interface, different tools will
be able to communicate and act together to finally
reduce both time and costs of development.

Data Transfer

3.1 Basic idea

During a simulation run, all simulation tools
needed to calculate the behavior of a complete FSM
have to run in batch mode. The tools receive simulation control commands via pipe from the wrapper and
perform the simulation. The time schemes for communication between the simulation tools and the
Master Simulator may completely differ from each
other. Hence, the FDMU Master Simulator supports a
complex concept of data transfer. There are re-sampling procedures (transfer handlers, Figure 1), buffering schemes (slots, Figure 1), and an implicit synchronization concept performed by the data flow. The
underlying concept is that all data transfers are initiated by the simulator tools.

Starting with a technical system the components
of which are treated by different simulation environments (simulators), the simulation of the whole system requires interaction of simulators. Taking into
account that simulation is the solution of equations
(DAE, PDE), the interaction can basically be managed in two ways:
Model exchange: The simulation environment of
one component establishes the equations e.g. basing
on a description language. The equations are passed
over to another simulator which collects all component models and simulates all equations together. The
results are then distributed.
Co-Simulation: Each component’s simulator
solves its own equations but values are exchanged
which belong to more than one component. The simulators have to be synchronized.
Of course, hybrid forms of these two ways are
possible.
The FMI standard is designed to support a wide
variety of coupling possibilities. For each system it is
open to decide which simulator should be used, and
which way, model exchange or co-simulation, is to
prefer. Once the FMI is established, the tool vendors
are in charge to support it. Fitted with FMI, the tools
should be able to interact.

Visualization
The FDMU framework provides an interactive
visualization tool (Figure 1) for presenting subsequently a moving 3D scene according to the currently
calculated simulation results. It is also possible to
interact via the 3D scene with the complete simulation process. This is a manifestation of the close combination of geometrical and functional descriptions.
This feature enables the user to control the simulation
process like starting, pausing and finishing the simulation as well as to change FBB parameters.

3.2 Concept
2.3 Realization

For model exchange, the Functional Mock-up
Interface for Model Exchange is defined. The intention is that the model exporting environment generates C code of a dynamic system model that can be

The Functional Digital Mock-up approach is
implemented within the so-called FDMU framework
which is available with different combinations of
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Figure 2: Principle of FMI for Co-Simulation
utilized by other (importing) simulation environments. Since models can describe differential, algebraic and discrete equations with time, state and step
events, the interface is designed to be able to
exchange all necessary values of variables (time, real,
discrete values).
The Functional Mock-up Interface for Model
Exchange consists of the Model Interface and the
Model Description Schema. The Model Interface
describes data types as well as functions compatible
to a common basic mathematical description. All data
and functions use the language C. The Model
Description Schema contains all data which complete
the model, but are not essential during model evaluation, e.g. numbers of variables, icons, documentation.
A model specific zip-file contains all this information.
The C functions can either be provided in source
form or in binary form, both of which can be added to
the zip-file. The models are available by linking to the
“importing” simulation environment. The interface is
open to establish mechanisms for data transfer e.g.
via the web.
The above mentioned ways (model exchange and
co-simulation) are straightforward since the co-simulation approach needs the same data exchange like
the model exchange approach, but needs additionally
data which control the involved simulators. Therefore, the Functional Mock-up Interface for Model
Exchange is a base for the Functional Mock-up Interface for Co-Simulation. Additional aspects come
from solver coupling issues which are discussed in
more detail in the following.

coupled time-continuous and time-discrete systems
that exploits the modular structure of the coupled
parts in all stages of simulation.
In co-simulation, different simulation tools have
to interact while each of them has different properties
concerning coupling algorithms. Important tool properties are:
• the ability to handle variable communication
step sizes,
• the capability to discard and repeat communication steps,
• the capability to interpolate continuous inputs,
• the capability to provide information on a communication step (e.g. successfulness or error
messages).
Otherwise, depending on the system to be simulated, there are different requirements to the simulation tool.
Therefore, the simulators of the components
(slaves) are not directly coupled to each other but to a
so-called master. The master’s tasks are:
• analyzing the connection graph,
• analyzing the properties of the involved slave
simulators,
• choosing a dedicated master algorithm,
• forcing the slaves to initialize,
• forcing the slaves to simulate communication
intervals,
• realizing the data transfer according to the connection graph as well as according to the chosen algorithm,
• termination of the slave processes.
The master algorithms will not be standardized.
Master algorithms can be developed both as a separate tool as well as an included feature of an existing
simulation tool which plays the role of the master.
The FMI for Co-Simulation is designed to support a large variety of master algorithms. Similar
defined as for model exchange, the FMI for Co-Simulation consist of the Co-Simulation Interface and the

3.3 FMI for Co-Simulation
The Functional Mock-up Interface for Co-Simulation is a perspectively standardized interface for
coupling two or more simulation tools in a co-simulation environment. Co-simulation is a technique for
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Co-Simulation Description Schema. The Co-Simulation Interface is a set of C functions for the exchange
of input/output values as well as status information.
One of the most important functions is the function

local function calls. The FMI master is the caller, all
FMU slaves act as callee. Unfortunately, this clean
architecture is slightly broken by a few callback functions e.g. for memory management and notifications.
FDMU is based on a loose coupling between the
FDMU Console, the FDMU Master and all FDMU
Wrappers (Figure 1). The FDMU framework is
implemented as a service-oriented architecture
(SOA). Each component excepting the FDMU Console (the user’s front-end) works as service within a
client-server infrastructure. The FDMU API is based
on the Web Service standards (WS-I, WS-Attachments, WS-Security, WS-Notification, ...) [11].

fmiDoStep(
fmiComponent component,
fmiReal currentCommunicationPoint,
fmiReal communicationStepSize,
fmiBoolean newStep);

which starts a slave identified by component to
simulate one communication interval of the length
communicationStepSize starting from the
currentCommunicationPoint. Further functions are defined e.g. for retrieving the status information from the slave. The Co-Simulation Description
Schema contains e.g. capability flags, which characterize the above mentioned properties of the involved
slave simulator.
Besides pure technical aspects, issues of protection against unintentional know-how transfer and
authorization of models are generally solved.

4.2 Coupling technology
The main focus of the FMI specification is on
efficiency. Using function calls within one process
and one memory domain means minimal communication overhead. Currently no FMI benchmarks can
be found in the literature. But the authors of this paper
guess that the highest performance can be achieved
by using the FMI approach for co-simulation in contrast to SOA-based approaches.
The FDMU framework uses HTTP-based SOAP
messages for signal data exchange between the cosimulation components as required by the Web Services standards. This approach allows very flexible
couplings between different hosts, hardware platforms, operating systems, and IP domains. The main
focus of the FDMU approach is on flexibility. FDMU
users can couple simulators between different departments or companies via Internet. The Web Services
provide secure, encrypted, and standardized communication through firewalls. The drawback of this flexibility is the communication overhead.
Furthermore, the software architecture of the
FDMU framework is based on the paradigm of distributed systems. Concurrency and multi-threaded
implementations are supported and all communication methods include thread-safe queues for distributed and deadlock-free transmission of data. This architecture ensures scalability for large-scale cosimulation scenarios with more than four or five FBB.
Currently the FMI specification for co-simulation
does not contain any details on multi-threaded implementations. Otherwise the specification explicitely
supports asynchronous execution of API functions
(e.g. fmiDoStep()) which means parallel simulation is allowed for FMI slaves and FMI is prepared
for concurrency. The reference implementation
which will be prepared within the MODELISAR
project by the Fraunhofer IIS/EAS is based on a single-threaded approach. The FMI Master controls all

4 Comparing FDMU and FMI
For comparing the two approaches of FDMU and
FMI, the following aspects have to be considered:
• Type of coupling
• Coupling technology
• Programming language bindings
• Co-simulation algorithms
• Implementation
Further aspects may be interesting for certain
user communities and will be investigated in the near
future. The main focus of this paper is to figure out
advantages of both technologies and to make a first
proposal for a good combination of them.
There is no doubt that each of the co-simulation
frameworks will find their friends in many fields of
applications such as Automotive and MEMS* design.
But there will be situations, too, where a combination
of the power of FMI and the flexibility of FDMU will
be the most appropriate solution.
4.1 Type of coupling
FMI for Co-Simulation defines a tight coupling
between the FMI master and a co-simulation component denoted as FMU acting as slave (Figure 2). The
interface specification contains a set of C function
prototypes. This means all couplings are based on

*

microelectromechanical systems
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FMI Slaves using a pure sequential algorithm. More
details concerning the asynchronous features and
multi-thread aspects will be investigated in further
project research.

and JAX-WS with a small adapter layer for tool-specific components for C, C++, and C#.

4.3 Programming language bindings

The FMI specification for co-simulation defines a
sequential computation flow for the master algorithm.
The master analyzes the connection graph between
all co-simulation components (slaves) and calculates
an appropriate invocation order for the signal update
and simulating the next time step of all components/
simulators. Furthermore, the FMI Master can control
in a very fine-grained way the simulation progress of
each coupled simulator if the simulator provides the
corresponding capabilities. Using these facilities it is
possible to provide co-simulation algorithms with
step size control or iterations at certain time instants.
The primary focus of the FDMU Master is to provide the concurrent signal flow between all FBB. The
simplest FDMU Master algorithm handles all connections independent from each other. This FDMU
communication schema prevents dead-locks and
allows maximizing the throughput at least for signal
connections which are independent from each other.
Furthermore, the FDMU approach allows other algorithms e.g. with adapting the simulation step size during a running simulation. But the functionality is
more limited here with respect to step size control of
FMI.

4.4 Co-simulation algorithms

4.5 Implementation
For FMI the provider of the simulation software
has to implement the FMI interface as described in
the specification. In this case the main advantage for
the user is that he can use FMI-enabled tools without
any further investments. For simulation tools without
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Control

Wrapper

Wrapper

Simulation Control

FDMU Console

The FMI specification defines a set of C API
functions. For the coupling between the software
components (FMI master, FMI slaves), dynamic link
libraries (DLL on Windows) or shared objects/libraries (SO on Linux/UNIX) are used. If all the needed
DLLs (or SOs) are available, this approach is very
simple and user-friendly. But the tight coupling
between the different components works properly if
binary and/or platform compatibility (32/64 bit, x86,
x64, sparc, powerpc) are fulfilled and function calls
are used for communication. If two FMUs run in different processes, operating systems or machines, a
communication layer is needed. Currently this layer
is not prescribed by the FMI specification.
For the FDMU framework, no language binding
is required. The coupling interface is completely
defined by the WSDL (Web Service Definition Language) specification of the FDMU Master. Each provider of an FDMU Wrapper for a certain simulation
tool can use this WSDL specification to generate the
code fragments for their own implementation for the
needed programming or scripting language like Java,
C, C++, C#, Python or Perl. All Web Service frameworks like JAX-WS, .Net WCF, AXIS, CXF, or similar can be used if they are compatible to the W3C
standards. Unfortunately, there are some pitfalls and
interoperability problems when using the different
Web Service frameworks. So the current implementation of the FDMU framework is mostly based on Java
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Figure 3: Idea of integrating FMI under FDMU
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any FMI support, an FMI-based co-simulation is not
possible.
FDMU has another strategy here. A FDMU
Wrapper encapsulates a simulation tool using a small
software layer around the tool. The advantage is that
the simulator remains untouched and open interfaces
(external function interface, tool-specific API, file IO
…) are used only. The disadvantage is there is needed
extra wrapper software. But for simulators without
any FMI support this approach could be the only
solution for using it within a co-simulation framework.

5 Proposals for combining FDMU and
FMI approaches
In this chapter we propose three options for a
combination of FDMU and FMI components. A complete integration of the two frameworks into one solution may be useful in the future. Considering the differences in the underlying software architecture, a
simpler solution using adapters between FMI and
FDMU seems more appropriate in the near future.
In general, there are two options for the implementation of adapters. For FDMU users, FMI slave
components can be integrated in the FDMU framework via an FDMU wrapper (Figure 3). This wrapper
completely encapsulates an FMI component. The
wrapper has to emulate all the needed FMI Master
function calls and call-back functions.
For FMI users, an adapter between FMI Master
and FDMU Wrapper is needed. The adapter can be
implemented by an FMI Slave component, which
provides the Web service interface to an FDMU
Wrapper (Figure 4).
The advantage of both solutions is that a user continues to work with his or her favourite framework
and has access to additional components of the other
framework. The disadvantage of the adapter-based
solution is that only a subset of framework functions
can be supported. For instance, it is not possible to
emulate FMI call-back functions within a Web Service-based framework like FDMU in an efficient way.
Further investigation of the details of the adapterbased solutions is needed.
Last but not least a third approach seems reasonable: Both frameworks can be coupled via a bridge
(Figure 5). In this case a bidirectional communication between FMI Master and FDMU Master is needed. In contrast to the adapter-based solutions this
approach is not based on open interfaces. It means a

4.6 Summary

Wrapper
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FMI-FDMU-Adapter

Simulation Control

FMI Master

Control

Front-end

Both approaches, FMI and FDMU, have their
benefits and problems. At a first glance FMI and
FDMU represent two different perspectives to cosimulation-based system design:
• FMI is focused on efficient co-simulation interfaces between electronical, mechanical, and
software models. The primary goal is to simulate and analyze the models.
• FDMU addresses the combination of both the
behavioral models and the 3D geometry (CAD)
data into one simulation approach. The primary
goal is to provide an interactive 3D visualization with functional simulation in background.
Despite this there are similarities too:
• All mathematical aspects of co-simulation, like
numerical error introduction by tearing, interpolation at the interface, the need of suitable,
intelligent Master algorithms are similar in both
appraoches.
• The slave simulators have to be prepared for
participating in the coupled simulation.
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Figure 5: Idea of bridging FMI and FDMU
bridge implementation needs access to the internal
interfaces of the two masters. As the authors of this
paper are involved in the development of both FMI
and FDMU this restriction is less important. Finally,
the bridge solution could be a first step forward in
unifying FMI approach as well as FDMU approach in
the future.

the paper. All three ideas ought to be proved more
particularly in the future.
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6 Summary
The paper compares the two simulation
approaches for heterogeneous systems called Functional Digital Mock-up (FDMU) and Functional
Mock-up Interface (FMI). Both principles are well
suited for a comprehensive investigation of multi
physical systems. The main ideas of both approaches
are shortly presented.
The FDMU approach focuses on a web servicebased architecture for a flexible combination of different simulators and the involvement of an interactive visualization. Within this approach, the simulation tools can be used without additional
implementations. However, the models must use onedirectional connectors which may cause slight modifications.
The main ideas of the FMI specification are characterized by model exchange as well as co-simulation. The first idea realizes a passing over of submodels between different simulation tools. The second way defines a tight coupling between a so-called
master simulation tool – acting mainly as caller – and
all other simulation tools which are acting as slaves.
For establishing the FMI ideas, the vendors have to
implement additional code into their tools.
Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. However, a combination of both principles
seems to be possible and promising. Three opportunities for such a combination are shortly presented in
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Abstract
One of the main goals when modeling a physical system is to optimize its design or configuration. Currently
existing platforms are often dependent on commercial software or are based on in-house and special-purpose
development tools. These two alternatives present disadvantages that limit sharing and reusability. The same
assessment has partly motivated the origin of the Modelica language itself. In this paper, a new optimization
platform called OMOptim is presented. Intrinsically linked with OpenModelica, this platform is mainly
aimed at facilitating optimization algorithm development, as well as application use together with models. A
first version is already available and three test cases of which one using respectively Dymola and two using
OpenModelica are presented. Future developments and design considerations of OMOptim but also of related
OpenModelica computation functions are also discussed.
Keywords: Optimization, model-based, parameter, genetic algorithm, Modelica, modeling, simulation
1. Introduction

with a external simulator) or develop their own environment. The disadvantages of the first option are
mainly the proprietary aspects of such tools which
makes it harder to modify and extend, and also the
involved license fees. The latter solution needs more
development time and reduce exchange opportunity
with other teams. Another important issue of modelbased optimization lies in the computation time. Optimization applications often requires a large number
of iterations and thus, a long time to give interesting results. This paper presents an initiative to limit
these two main issues by developing an open-source
optimization platform for OpenModelica (OMOptim)
involving generation of efficient source code for multicore computer architectures for increasing simulation
performance.

Model-based product development is an approach
where a computer-based model of the product is built
and refined before the actual production, to reduce
costs, increase quality, and shorten time-to-market.
Optimization is often used to improve product quality or design. Several types of optimizations can be
used with these goals in mind. This can either concerns parameter or configuration optimization (e.g.
which selection of the best components or connection paths to use in a defined process). Some design tasks also need a dynamic optimization to benchmark different configurations. For the user but also
for the developer of such algorithms, two main issues
can be noticed. The first issue concerns the development platform itself. The developers can either
use a commercial plat-form (e.g. MatLab connected

1.1. Structure of the Paper
This paper first presents the context and motivation of the OMOptim development. A general review of optimization methods is then presented. The
next sections successively describe the first version
of OMOptim, an example of an application already
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engineering optimization problems are highly nonlinear and present several optima. Such problems
create numerical difficulties (like discontinuities) for
this family algorithms and result can depend on initial point defined by the user.

implemented and some concluding words about the
intended future of this platform.
2. Requirements
The Center for Energy and Processes of Mines ParisTech school is involved in the CERES project [1]
concerning industrial processes optimization. In this
project, the best process technologies and heat recovery topology should be chosen simultaneously with
mini-mum costs and environmental impacts. PELAB
on the other hand is involved in the SSF Proviking
EDOp project [2], concerning dynamic optimization
for large industrial optimization problems, targeting
both para-metric as well as dynamic optimization.
This paper aims at building a bridge between these
two projects with a common open source optimization platform. Thus, it should be ergonomic and efficient enough to use but also allow development of
algorithms in the environment. A first version of this
tool called OMOp-tim has been developed and is described below. Besides this goal, one critical issue
will be the simulation (and thus) optimization time.
Therefore, optimization algorithms but also the simulation tool efficiency should be very high. This paper
briefly presents current and intended developments
which go in this direction.

3.2. Meta-heuristic algorithms
Meta-heuristic algorithms present a common characteristic: they combine rules and randomness to imitate natural phenomena. Within such methods, derivative computation is unnecessary. Most developed methods are evolutionary algorithms and genetic algorithms
which are based on biological evolution formulation
[3] but also tabu search, which reproduces animal
behavior [4]. Simulated annealing is another metaheuristic method based on physical annealing process
[5].
3.2.1. Genetic algorithms and evolution strategies
A genetic algorithm (GA) is based on natural evolution and reproduces its main operations: reproduction, crossover and mutation. The initial theory has
been proposed by Holland [6] and Goldberg [3] among
others. An individual is represented by a genome
which contains values of decisive parameters. For
each individual, fitness values are calculated; these
fitness values correspond to the objectives we want
to minimize or maximize. A population is initially
created by assigning random values to decisive parameters for each individual. New generations are
created by combination of parents and innovation is
introduced by mutation step. At each generation, a
selection operation is followed which keep only the
best individuals according to the fixed objectives but
also following diversity parameters. Evolution strategies mainly differ from Genetic algorithms (GAs)in
parameters coding: while GAs use binary coding and
operations, evolution strategies use real coded parameters [7]. By extension, evolution strategies are often called genetic algorithms. These methods have
largely been applied to estimate parameter values
which minimize one or several objectives. It is indeed independent of problem type and can be applied to constrained or unconstrained problems, can
have discrete or continuous variables, can follow one
or several objectives and can be applied to linear or
non-linear problems. Evolution strategies and more
generally meta-heuristic algorithms present several
advantages. First, they can be applied to complex
engineering problems. They also do not need any

3. Optimization
This project aims at solving several different optimization problems, and in order to do this efficiently,
a number of different solution techniques are required.
Optimization problems can be classified according to
several criteria e.g. existence of constraints, the nature of variables,and the nature of equations involved.
A large number of optimization algorithms have been
developed over the last decades to solve these different problems. One can roughly divide them in two
families: gradient based methods and meta-heuristics
algorithms.
3.1. Gradient based methods
The gradient based family contains numerical linear and non linear programming methods. These
algorithms require substantial gradient information
and are often used to improve a solution near a starting point. Applied on simple models, they offer an
efficient way to find global optimum. However, many
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particular initialization point and are therefore independent of it. Finally, they tend to escape local
optimum problems (e.g. with highly discontinuous
problems). However, for linear and simple non-linear
problems, linear or non-linear programming methods
are much more suited and efficient (especially because
of specific formulation and gradient information).

is done using input and output text files. To implement meta-heuristic algorithms, an efficient and
adapted framework has been used (ParadisEO library
[10]). OMOptim already includes several genetic algorithms, e.g. NSGA2, SPEA2 [11] or self-adaptative
versions [12].
4.3. User interface
At the same time, a GUI has been developed allowing graphical selection of optimization variables,
parameters and objectives (Figure 2) but also reading
results.

4. OMOptim 0.9
4.1. Goals
OMOptim intends to be a platform where different families of optimization algorithms can be implemented and linked with the OpenModelica simulator
but also with other tools e.g. using FMI (Functional
Mock-up Interface) [8]. Figure 1 illustrates its highlevel design concept.

Model structure

Model Variables

Optimized parameters
Optimized Objectives

Figure 2: Parameters and objectives selection in the OMOptim
optimization problem definition.

5. Test cases

Figure 1: Top-level conceptual view of the OMOptim modelbased optimization tool in OpenModelica.

Three test cases are presented here. The first uses
Dymola as a simulation tool on an industrial application, but still uses OpenModelica to access the model
structure. The second shows a small example application with OpenModelica. The third uses OpenModelica on an industrial application and an optimization module which is currently executed separately,
but will be integrated with OpenModelica. As previously stated, meta-heuristic algorithms can interact
with simulation tool using only input and output files.
Thus, it is possible to interact with most simulation
tools. However, in the future, all OMOptim algorithms may not be compatible with other simulators
than OpenModelica (cf. section 6)

4.2. Implementation
A first version of OMOptim including a graphical user interface has been developed in C++ and
already tested on several use-cases (cf. Section 5).
This version uses the OpenModelica API to read and
eventually modify the model through the Corba communication protocol [9].
This version can only run meta-heuristic optimization methods since at this time, it does not have access to information about derivatives, even though
OpenModelica can produce such information. As previously stated, only input variables specification and
output variables reading are needed for such methods. Specifying input variables and reading results
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5.1. Heat-pump application using Dymola for simulation
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A first application has been done which concerns
a multi heat-pump system in a food industrial process
[13]. This system consists of three heat-pumps used
to heat-up solutions of the process. These three heatpumps are connected to a heat-recovery stream. The
model integrates dynamic items e.g. hot water tank
emptying and filling during simulation (cf. Figure 3).
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Figure 4: Investment and operation costs for optimal configurations (horizontal bars correspond to carbon tax variation
sensitivity).

5.2. A Linear actuator application using OpenModelica
The model here consists of a linear actuator with
a spring damped stopping [14, p. 583]. The model
configuration is presented on Figure 5.

Figure 3: Modelica model of an industrial process being optimized.

The optimization consists in finding optimal flow
repartitioning of the heat-recovery stream but also
optimal powers of these heat-pumps, including the
possibility to disable one or several heat-pumps. Two
objectives are considered in this optimization: decreasing operational cost and investment cost. An
auto-adaptive genetic algorithm has been developed
for this study in OMOptim [13][12]. This genetic algorithm includes standard deviation of each genome
parameter in the genome itself of the genetic algorithm. Therefore, the variation amplitude between
each generation is itself submitted to modification
and selection.
OMOptim allows the user to obtain several optimal configurations according to the two objectives
fol-lowed i.e. investment and operating cost. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis has been performed to analyze the impact of CO2 carbon tax on optimum configurations (Figure 4).

Figure 5: Linear actuator model

A reference response is generated considering a
first order system. This response is defined by a first
order ODE : 0.2 ∗ ẏref (t) + yref (t) = 0.05. The optimization consists in making the resulting linear actuator behavior be as close as possible to this reference
response. To achieve this, the damping parameters
d1 and d2 of both spring dampers are considered as
free variables to be determined by the optimization
algorithm. The objective function corresponds to the
integralRof square deviation along simulation time T :
T
f (d) = 0 (y(t) − yref (t))2 dt.
With obtained parameters (d1 = 4.90 and d2 =
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19.88), the behavior suits the reference response well
(cf. Figure 6). These results were obtained in less
than five minutes on a standard Intel Core2 Duo @
2.53 GHz.
0.06
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model response
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Figure 7: Advanced steam temperature control strategy for
power plant
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Figure 6: Model and reference responses after optimization of
damper parameters

5.3. A dynamic optimization using an external SQP
module
This third test case concerns a power plant regulation. It is only described very briefly here - a more detailed presentation is planned in a future paper. This
application has been run using an external Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) optimization module.
In power plants, the main steam temperature control regulates the spray (attemperator) flow rate. Precise modeling of super heater dynamics and improving the quality of control of the superheated steam
temperature is essential to improve the efficiency of
the Boiler. In addition to this, the physical constraints of the turbine blades are also met using this
control strategy. This control methodology is based
on an adaptive prediction of the steam temperature
trends. The architecture of the newly developed control system is similar to that of conventional boiler
but the temperature feedback is given from the model
instead of a sensor as shown in Figure 7.
A simple heat exchanger model is adapted to model
the first stage of super heater regarding steam temperature, steam flow and flue gas temperature as measurements. This resulted into a set of algebraic differential equations which captured the behavior of the
super heater along with the attemperator.
A SQP optimizer is used to calculate the spray
flow, driven by an objective function to find the least
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square error between the predicted and set point of
steam temperature for a defined control horizon. Dynamic constraints are considered for spray and metal
temperatures to consider the metal strains.
The first results are promising. However, this
function is a separate module that is not yet integrated with the available version of OMOptim. This
integration is planned in the near future.
6. Future work
6.1. OMOptim Structure Evolution
OMOptim intends to become an attractive framework to develop and execute optimization algorithms
for Modelica users. To achieve this, its structure
should be flexible enough to address the needs of
many different kinds of optimization. The structure
should also provide an efficient and ergonomic way to
develop special-purpose algorithms including sharing
and usage. Like a Modelica library, it would be pertinent and useful to list available optimization algorithms in libraries sharable within the Modelica community. Moreover, the structure should be able to
support the combination of several algorithms working together. It should for example be used to apply a
meta-heuristic optimization function with an objective function computed from another function (e.g.
the objective could itself be the result of a sensitivity
analysis). In some cases, it should also be possible to
create new algorithms by graphically connecting existing optimization modules like in component-based
modeling.
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6.2. Hybrid Optimization
Meta-heuristic optimization algorithms can be coupled with local search functions [15]. This combination intends to combine advantages of both families.
Meta-heuristics allow spreading populations over a
large domain and thus limit the risk of obtaining a
local optimum solution. Local search functions can
lead to a faster convergence and to more precise results (e.g. [16] or [17]).
To achieve hybrid optimization implementation,
a stronger link with OpenModelica should be built.
In particular, gradient information should be communicated to optimization methods. The first developments in this direction are currently under way.
6.3. Dynamic optimization
Dynamic optimization requires modifying model
parameters while performing the simulation. This
functionality assumes the development an interface
between OpenModelica and OMOptim while the former is computing. First trials have been done in
this direction, using the new online interactive simulation facility of OpenModelica. More specifically,
integration of a Sequential Quadratic Programming
optimizer within OMOptim is planned in the near
future (cf. section 5.3).
6.4. Parallelization for Efficient Computation
Applying parallelism and parallel compilation techniques at many levels of the problem, from problem formulation to inlining the solver and software
pipelining, is being addressed in this project [18]. The
constraints of the optimization problem can often be
handled in parallel. In this case large system models can be restructured to smaller sub-system models. The PELAB research group at Linkping University has a long tradition of handling the compilation process in parallel, optimizing it, and adapting it
for multi-core architectures. Some recent encouraging results[19] about using GPU architectures instead
of CPU caused PELAB to invest in a two-teraflop
(peak) Nvidia Fermi GPU that will be used in this
project. Another step is to extend the support of efficient event-handling in parallelized code in order to
also handle hybrid models.
6.5. Optimization Performance Profiling and Debugging
One current disadvantage of using high-level equation based languages [14] as well as other high-level
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simulation tools is the poor support for performance
profiling and debugging. This will be even more pronounced when an engineer wants to trace the reason to why an optimization is too slow or has failed.
There exists a substantial expertise at PELAB regarding debugging and traceability technology in integrated environments. We are planning to use this
as a basis for a profiling feature in the optimization
platform that is needed for tracing the causes of problems bottle-necks in the model.
7. RelatedWork
7.1. jModelica
The current Modelica language does not include
formulating optimizations problems. However, a language extension called Optimica [20] has been developed by JModelica (www.jmodelica.org). JModelica
offers an efficient platform for dynamic optimization
and works in close collaboration with the model since
it has an integrated Modelica compiler.
7.2. Dymola optimization library
The Dymola commercial tool from Dassault Systems [21], Dymola has its own optimization library,
containing genetic algorithms. Another product from
Dassault Systems is Isight [22] that supports process
flow optimization with genetic algorithms. The main
disadvantage of these two products is their closeness.
7.3. Meta-heuristic algorithms
Several tools may link meta-heuristic optimization methods to different simulators. One can cite
OptiY [23], modeFrontier [24], Isight [22], or GenOpt
[25]. They propose a rich list of implemented algorithms and can be used with nearly all simulators
(all these tools interact with simulation software using input file modification and output file reading).
Excepting GenOpt, all these softwares are commercial.
7.4. What should OMOptim offer
OMOptim aims to offer OpenModelica users an
extension opening new opportunities. Especially, it
intends to be a shared and open platform where scientists could develop optimization algorithms and apply
them to Modelica models.
OpenModelica has been chosen for its opening
and its substantial development rhythm. Also, OpenModelica supports symbolic differentiation which allows robust and advanced numerical methods, very
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useful in optimization problems. This could be especially useful for the development of hybrid algorithms
(cf. section 6.2).
Parallelism is also an intended development direction. Applying parallelism and parallel compilation
techniques at many levels of the problem, from heuristic simulation repartition to inlining the solver and
software pipelining, is being addressed in this project.
For example, population based meta-heuristic optimization methods present high parallel scalability.
Concerning dynamic optimization or components/
connections that change during simulations, the Modelica language doesn’t yet support structural dynamism,
i.e. changes in the causality during simulations. However, with a little relaxation of this requirement the
environments would be much flexible and better suited
for optimization tasks [26].
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Abstract
This article provides feedback from using Modelica
in the "System Modelling" area, involving modelling
(behavioural and dynamic modelling), direct simulations, control and real-time applications.
The described work was undertaken within three
Europeans projects: Eurosyslib, Modelisar and Open
Prod.
Our aims are to attest Modelica language in an overall model of a vehicle consisting of vehicle dynamics, combustion engine, transmission, drive line,
brakes and control systems.
ModEngine is a complete IFPEN1 library, resulting
from our participation in those European projects. It
allows the modelling of a complete engine with diesel and gasoline combustion models. It may be interfaced with control algorithms written in Simulink
thanks to the new Functional Mock-up Interface
specification from Modelisar project.
Both versions under commercial software Dymola
and free one OpenModelica are available.
Feedback will concerns also problems encountered
and advantages in use Dymola and OpenModelica
platforms.
Keywords: Control, Eurosyslib, FMI, Library,
Modelica; Modelisar; ModEngine, Modelisation,
Openprod, Simulation, Real-time.

1

1

Introduction

The use of the Modelica language [19] for hierarchical physical systems modelling is booming thanks
to an international effort, but mainly because it meets
what engineers and researcher expect for their development today.
In this paper we propose to provide a feedback about
our experience in using Modelica for an industrial
application in European projects (Eurosyslib [23],
Modelisar [24], and OpenProd [25]): the development of control strategies for automotive engines. In
this field, IFPEN [22] has promoted an approach
where simulation tools play a crucial role at the different stages of the development process. This approach has been described in various publications. It
utilizes the modelling library IFP-Engine developed
in C language, commercially available under the
LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim [26] environment.
The different stages of the development process and
the associated needs for simulation are the following:
1. System understanding: a detailed model of the
system is needed, including the representation of
all the physical phenomena. The physical accuracy is important.
2. Control strategy development: the focus is on the
control part, the system model is not modified.
However, it is coupled with the control strategies, executed in Simulink. The execution platform is important.

IFPEN : IFP Energies nouvelles, new name of IFP
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3. Control validation: the model must be compiled
and executed in an environment that is representative of real-time. The ability to compile and
export the model is important.
4. System integration: the interactions between the
engine and the other parts of the vehicle (transmission, after treatment,) are considered, the engine model and its control must be coupled to
other component models, developed in various
modelling environments. The model integration
capabilities are important.
The plan of this paper will follow the structure given
by these different stages. Each of them will be described in detail in a different section that details the
design choices, the advantages and drawbacks of
Modelica in this context.

2

System understanding: development of ModEngine library

Requirements for the ModEngine library were derived from the existing IFPEN AMESim library (Engine). The users can quickly assemble blocks that
result in vehicle simulators. ModEngine is now functional in Dymola [20] and OpenModelica [21]; it
contains more than 250 sub models. We continue to
contribute and to optimize it in order to obtain accurate and fast calculations for control and real-time
applications, respecting the procedure described by
figure 1below.

shaft angle. A variety of elements are available to
build representative models for engine components,
such as turbocharger, wastegate, gasoline or Diesel
injectors, valve, air path, EGR loop etc... Figure 3
shows these ModEngine components. Moreover, the
library uses an advanced modelling approach to take
accurately into account the relevant physical phenomena taking place in the engine [5]. The computed
gas consists of 3 species: fresh air vaporized fuel and
burnt gas. Thanks to the object oriented language
Modelica, it can be automatically extended to ngases for future development of the library. Generally, 3 gases is a thermodynamic assumption that has
been identified as sufficient for engine simulation
results. More than 3 gases, generally 12 gases have
to be used for pollutant emissions modelling. Main
relevant orifice and pipe elements are available such
as air throttle, valve, straight and kneed ducts. Friction and inertial effects can be also taken into account. Heat exchanges are modelled for each element
and specific heat exchanger models are also available with air and water cooling systems. An ideal
camshaft system is proposed. Inlet and exhaust
valves are piloted by valve lift trajectories and cross
section characteristics. The elements to build most of
the turbocharger technologies are proposed. The
modelling approach is based on turbocharger manufacturer's maps.

Figure1: Modelling /Simulation/Control/Real-time
validation Cycle

Concerning the combustion process, a first level of
modelling is available with an empirical model based
on the Wiebe's law [2]. Generally, this model is used
through a mapping of the combustion phenomena
based on experimental cylinder pressure; the coefficients of Wiebe's law are calculated defining a map
covering the engine operating conditions. This combustion model is a mathematical based model that
gives an evolution law for the heat release. 4 coefficients are needed to fit the model on experiment
pressure signal for each phase of the combustion.
Generally, due to their simplicity, these models are
used for real-time applications. The parameters of
this function are optimized and mapped according to
experimental results. Bohbot et al. [8] have used a
simple Wiebe law, coupled with an automatic tool to
create the parameter maps using both experimental
and 3D CFD results. This model can be use either
gasoline or Diesel engine simulation. For Diesel
simulation, a double Wiebe equation is generally
used.

The ModEngine library has been developed to allow
the simulation of a complete virtual engine using a
characteristic time-scale of the order of the crank-

The second level of modelling is given by efficient
phenomenological models. For the spark ignition
engines, the CFM-1D model is used [3]. This com-
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bustion model is based on the CFM combustion
model [6] developed at IFPEN in the 3D code IFPC3D [7]. The coherent flame model (CFM) is a
combustion model adapted to the flamelet regime for
premixed mixtures. This approach is representative
of the premixed flame combustion, which represents
the main oxidation mechanism in spark ignition (SI)
engines. To calibrate this model, 6 different physical
coefficients must be defined to calculate the initialization of the turbulence, the dissipation of the turbulence, the turbulence mixing scale, the flame wrinkling, the flame initial volume and the tumble value.
The first 5 are constant coefficients, while the last
one defining the tumble coefficient value can be defined as a function of the volumetric efficiency of the
engine.
For Diesel engine, an advanced Barba [1] model developed at IFP is implemented in ModEngine [9].
The Barba’s model can reproduce the conventional
Diesel combustion process, using only 2 zones (a
first zone for the description of the pre-mixed combustion and a second one for the diffusion mode).
With a reduced number of parameters, it can be used
for a wide range of operating points. In this model,
the combustion process is divided in 2 steps. In a
first step, the fuel is burnt using a premixed model
with the hypothesis of flame propagation in the premixed zone. In a second step, when the pre-mixed
zone is burnt, the remaining fuel is oxidized using a
mixing controlled combustion model. The different
hypothesis and equations of the Barba’s combustion
model are presented in [10].
Cylinder wall thermal exchanges can be taken into
account following Woschni models [4]. Injection
models allow governing the injected fuel mass rate
using maps or algebraic functions. The fuel can be
injected in gaseous phase or in liquid phase. The vaporization process is governed by a characteristic
timescale for Direct or Port Fuel Injection.
As shown in Figure 3, the ModEngine library contains 22 different packages and at least 250 different
models.Figure 4 shows a direct injection singlecylinder modelling and a Mean Value Engine Modeling with the ModEngine library. All models have
been validated with dedicated test cases to ensure the
non regression of each component (Figure 5) and
with functional tests to validate the whole library.
The validation of elementary sub models has been
done using as reference results the IFP-Engine library developed by IFPEN in the LMS Imagine lab
Platform AMESim, functional validation of com-

plete engines, comparison with experimental data,
steady state and transient data from test campaigns
made at IFPEN.
Figure 2 shows a numerical comparison obtained
with ModEngine and IFP-Engine using the Diesel
combustion model (Barba) on a one-cylinder Diesel
Direct injection engine that validates the good implementation of the Barba model in the Modelica
language.

Figure 2: In-cylinder pressure comparisons obtained
with Barba Model between ModEngine / Reference
(IFP-Engine).
To connect different components, 9 connectors have
been implemented in ModEngine. These connectors
allow the connection of mechanical part, liquid flow,
gaseous flow and thermal flow.
For instance, the connector which links the air path
to the cylinder chamber is the PFlowPort connector.
Enthalpy and mass flow rate with the mass fraction
are defined as input and the output are containing the
thermodynamic state and the partial densities.
connector PflowPort "Input Pflow Port"
parameter Integer ngas = 3 "Gaz number";
input SI.EnthalpyFlowRate dh "input enthalpy flow rate";
input Real dm "input mass flow rate [kg/s]";
input Real x[ngas] "input mass fraction vector [null]";
output SI.Temperature temperature "output temperature";
ouput SI.Pressure pressure "output pressure";
ouput Real rhoOut[ngas] "output density vector [kg/m**3]";
end PflowPort;
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stage, than that used for the model design. In the following subsection the library results obtained with
different platforms are compared.
3.1

Complete engine model validation in Dymola

The engine considered here is a four cylinder gasoline engine with fixed geometry turbocharger. Its
model is shown in figure 6. The following approach
has also been undertaken for Diesel engines, though
it is not exposed here for lack of space.
Two types of tests have been performed: steady state
and transient. In steady state the model results are
compared with experimental measurements for operating points covering the whole engine range. For
transient tests the comparison is made on a driving
cycle measured on the test bench.

Figure3: ModEngine library

Figure 4: Single cylinder engine and MVEM engine
models.

Figure 6 : complete engine model in ModEngine
Steady State tests
Figure5:
Non regression test case for each component

3

Control development

For the development of engine control strategies,
models representing the complete engine are needed.
The ModEngine library described above can be used
to design such models in Dymola. This first subsection below shows validation results for a complete
engine model.
Furthermore, the multiplatform capabilities of Modelica language can be very interesting from a cost
point of view, because it allows using a different environment for the execution of the model at this

The model results are compared for various operating points with experimental measurements. These
operating points are defined by :
- engine speed
- intake manifold pressure
The following variables are controlled to setpoints :
- intake manifold pressure is controlled by either
the throttle or the wastegate to the setpoint defined by the operating conditions
- the air fuel ratio is controlled at stoichiometry
by the injected fuel mass
The thermodynamic conditions along the air system
and cylinder are model outputs. The following figure
shows a good match between the torque obtained
experimentally and with the model. A comparison of
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the thermodynamic conditions along the air system
would show similar results.
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Figure 7: The torque match
Transient tests
The model is now compared with transient results. It
is plugged to engine control software, running in co
simulation in Simulink. The inputs of the model are:
- engine speed
- torque setpoint
The engine control software determines in closed
loop the commands of the engine (actuators positions: throttle and waste gate, injection timing, spark
advance) based on the sensor values received from
the model. The results are shown in the figure 8, enhancing again the good behavior of the simulator
with respect to experiments.

Comparisons: Dymola/Openmodelica

All the elementary models developed in Dymola
were translated in Openmodelica. The translation
was not immediately done and needed some reshuffle. Comparisons used a fixed and variables step integrators (Runge-Kutta / Euler; Dassl, /Dassl2).
The main variables which were selected to verify the
accuracy of the results using Dymola and OpenModelica are the temperature, the pressure in the cylinder
(figures 9, 10, 13), and the Dissipative kinetic energy
(figures 11, 12, 14).
We show following some comparisons between Dymola and OpenModelica for 3 combustions models.
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Figure10: Cylinder temperature
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3.3

Conclusions

ModEngine simulation results are performed respecting the same integration conditions using the two
platforms Dymola and OpenModelica.
Models contain 683 variables and equations; with
235 zeros crossing and without numerical jacobians.
For the same final time simulation and integrators
having the same tolerances it seems that Dassl and
RungeKutta in Dymola take acceptable equivalent
0.06 time, while integration with OpenModelica with both
fixed or variable step takes more longer time.
The two platforms give similar results; the errors are
less than 1%.
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4

System Integration and control
validation

The multidisciplinary aspect of complex systems
leads to use different tools for the design step. That's
why the simulation step requires co-simulation techniques in order to exchange data between simulators.
The concept of functional mockup provides advancement to model exchange during the product
design and validation cycles. Using models through
their interfaces allows hiding their implementation
details and making their usage easier.
4.1

xMOD

xMOD [12] is a platform which combines an integration environment for various heterogeneous models,
together with a virtual test laboratory. xMOD offers
a range of different functionalities, such as the integration of heterogeneous models (Simulink, AMESim...), confidentiality management for models when
they are imported, virtual instrumentation, test automation, etc. The purpose of xMOD is to make it possible for models to be used by people other than
those who created them, and for them to be shared.
xMOD provides simulation functions in various
simulation schemes: real-time, extended time or as
soon as possible. Its execution kernel can be used to
process various integrated models in multiprocessor
and multicore. xMOD is built around the following
key ideas:
• Using a unified representation of all heterogeneous models that is simple and complete
enough for them to be integrated and cosimulated, and for the expertise that they
contain to be protected.
• Abstracting the modelling language through
a virtual instrumentation, such that the models can be easily understood by people other
than those who created them, or by people
who do not have knowledge of the languages
in which they were written.
• Focusing on using the models (they are always built in the usual modelling environments), and providing ergonomicallydesigned features for interacting with the
simulations, running the tests and using the
results.
4.2

FMI

The ITEA2 project MODELISAR is providing solutions enabling the integrated design, test and management of automotive systems. One result of this

project is a new open Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI) to support co-simulation between simulation
tools, in particular Modelica, for system modelling
and AUTOSAR for embedded control software generation [24]. The FMI specifies C and XML interfaces for dynamic systems to be used as an interchange format between different tools. This interface
is to be implemented by an executable called FMU
(Functional Model Unit). The FMI functions are
called by a simulator to create one or more instances
of the FMU, called models, and to run these models,
typically together with other models. An FMU may
either be self-integrating (co-simulation) or require
the simulator to perform numerical integration. The
FMI goal is to describe models of dynamic systems
which are, in general, described by differential, algebraic and discrete equations with time, state and step
events. The interface is designed so that large models
can be described and consists of the following two
parts: A model interface: All needed equations are
evaluated by calling standardized C functions. A
model description schema: All variables in the model
are defined in a standardized way in a XML file. The
C-code could then be executed in an embedded system without the overhead of the variable definition.
4.3

Integrating FMI in xMOD

In order to extend the capabilities of our cosimulation tool we chose to integrate the FMI functionalities to support more heterogeneous models
coming from Modelica based tools. This extends the
capabilities of xMOD allowing it to integrate models
(in the form of FMUs) coming from various Modelica compatible authoring tools like AMESim Dymola, SimulationX, Simpack...
To integrate FMI-for-cosimulation functionalities in
xMOD, we opted for the wrapper approach. This
solution is applicable for tools offering library interfaces with the ability to call functions or methods. In
xMOD, each instantiated model has its library interface providing common generic functions to evaluate
the model dynamic equations. To integrate FMI
functionalities, we chose to develop a wrapper library whose main purpose is to load FMU models
and call their FMI functions. All the FMU model
functions are wrapped in the common generic functions. The class diagram below shows the part of the
design of the FMU wrapper. The common generic
functions are listed in the xMODFMU wrapper class.
Based on this approach, we succeed to make xMOD
FMI compatible.
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4.4

Control validation

Before their implementation in the actual electronics
unit, it is necessary to validate the control strategies
in a "real-time representative" simulation environment. Thanks to xMOD and to the implementation of
the FMI concept, it is possible to build global cosimulations involving the physical models (from
ModEngine), imported in xMOD as FMUs, as well
as the control strategies, which are usually developed
in Simulink, and which are imported in xMOD using
the xMOD Target for Real-Time Workshop [14].
This global co-simulation may be used for control
laws parameters tuning and pre-calibration as well as
closed loop system performance assessment. (Figure
15).

Figure 15: Screen shot from xMOD execution window illustrating the validation of a co-simulation
platform integration an FMU of a flex-fuel combustion engine, which was generated from Dymola, running together with Simulink models (controls) and
AMESim models (vehicle Dynamics)

5

Perspectives: real-time simulation

Real-time simulation of a single model is a nonsense. Real-time simulation is needed when models
are supposed to interact with physical part of the
whole system, for example when coupling simulated
and real components in a Hardware-in-the-Loop
(HiL) process. Indeed, this process is representative
and successful only if components are unable to distinguish if others components are real or simulated.
It implies that a simulated component must have the
same timing behaviour than its corresponding real
component. Real-time constraints are consequently
inherited from the needed data exchange between
components. For example, let consider we want to

connect our engine models to a real hardware controller which acquire sensor data and send its actuators command every 500µs. To make possible this
HiL process we must ensure that our model simulation accuracy is sufficient to always be able to simulate 500µs of engine behaviour in less than 500µs of
real-time. Notice that verifying that you can simulate
30 seconds of the engine behaviour in less than 30
seconds of real-time is not sufficient to guarantee the
previous requirements. Indeed, in the HiL process,
even if 500µs of engine behaviour are simulated in
less than 500µs, the engine simulation cannot go on
before the end of the 500µs period in order to receive
controller data.
Consequently, improving performance for Madelia
models is a necessary condition for simulations to
reach real-time. Engineers often think about improving their models efficiency at the end of the design
phase. This leads often to non efficient simulations.
In [13] we showed that the needs for efficiency
should be considered as soon as the modelling step
starts. A set of general methods based on a closer
view on the Modelica's modelling and simulation
processes are presented to give hints to the designers
in order to reach real-time requirements.
The Functional Mock-up Interface could also help to
gain in efficiency for Modelica models. Indeed, the
FMI and especially, the FMI for Model Exchange,
gives freedom to the user to handle model's execution in different ways. For example, the FMI does
not enforce any predefined event handling mechanism like the one provided by Dymola or other Modelica tools.

6

Modelica contribution and future
works

We end this article on the observations and
reflections on the use of language and focused on a
return of the technical problems [15] that in fact
open to other possibilities to extend the language.
Today we are participating intensively in various
activities on Modelica. Among the areas for future
work , we will give the possible directions we intend
to take .
6.1

Dymola and OpenModelica implementation
feedback

The goal with the OpenModelica effort is to create a
comprehensive Open Source Modelica modeling,
compilation and simulation environment based on
free software distributed in binary and source code
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for research, teaching and industrial usage. However,
we think that for this latter case, Dymola is ahead of
OpenModelica tool. Until today, we notice that
OpenModelica doesn't support yet all Modelica
specifications. Thereby, the original models have
been to be depreciated to run correctly. We noticed
also that the OpenModelica fixed step solver is much
accurate then Dymola fixed step solver. For example, the figure 15 compares the RungeKutta 4 solver
of the two platforms against the Dassl solver which
is taken as the reference:
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Abstract
In this paper a free web simulation environment is presented: UN-VirtualLab . It is a virtual laboratory in
which users can perform experiments on precompiled
software models. UN-VirtualLab uses OpenModelica
in order to compile software models written in Modelica language. The main features and internal architecture of the system is presented. Some potential applications are discussed.
Keywords: simulation environments, web applications, OpenModelica, education

1

Introduction

UN-VirtualLab is a web simulation environment distributed under GPL license. It is a virtual laboratory
in which users can perform experiments. Using a web
browser, any regular user can pick up an experiment,
modify its parameters and simulate its response. The
plant in which the experiment is done does not physically exists, it is a pre-compiled software model. UNVirtualLab uses OpenModelica in order to compile
software models written in Modelica language.
The term ‘virtual laboratory’ refers, in a broad
sense, to an electronic and software workspace for experimentation. Many different approaches satisfy this
definition. In order to clarify what kind of them UNVirtualLab is, we may use some classification criteria:

ducted physically exist ([1], [2]) where as in others they are software models([3],[4]). In the first
approach there are sensors and actuators connected with the virtual lab, and the user can manipulate them. In UN-VirtualLab the plants are
software models.
• Interactivity: In [5] a distinction is made between
two types of software model based Virtual labs:
those which allow the user to perform actions
during the simulation and those which not. The
first approach is refered as runtime interactivity
and the second one as batch interactivity. UNVirtualLab has batch interactivity.
• Subject orientation: Some virtual labs are designed to satisfy an specific need ([4], [6]) where
as others are of general purpose ([7]). In the first
approach, the solution is not easy to use in a different context; for example, a virtual lab for biological plants can not be converted to a virtual
lab for mechanical plants. UN-VirtualLab is of
general purpose.
• Course orientation: Some virtual labs are course
oriented ([3]) where as others are not. In the first
approach, there are tools as student and grade
management, individual and group progress reports, etc. UN-VirtualLab is not course oriented.

Some efforts have been made to combine Modelica and virtual labs: In [8] a web version of the well
known DrModelica software is presented. In [9] and
[5] virtual labs are developed by using a combination
of Dymola and Sysquake. In [10] a Modelica-based
algorithm is developed to implement the interactive
mechanism. In [11] a web service is developed to compile and simulate remotely Modelica based models.
In this paper we show a simple and different ap• Physical vs. software models: In some virtual
labs the plants in which the experiments are con- proach, based on OpenModelica. OpenModelica is
• Web aviability: Some virtual labs are installed in
a PC as a local software package where as others
are installed in a web server. Usually, in the second approach the user connects with the server
through a conventional internet navigator. In this
paper we use the term ‘virtual’ for web based
tools, such as UN-VirtualLab .
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an open source modeling and simulation environment
([12], [13]). Using OpenModelica it is possible to
compile Modelica models. Once the compilation is
done, an executable file is available. When running,
the executable reads an input file and writes a results
file, as shown in figure 1.

Modelica
model

input
file

• Modify the parameters of the experiment. The
parameters are those defined in the input file. For
convinience, they are classified in three types:
Simulation parameters: such as start time, stop
time, step value, tolerance and method of integration.
Initial conditions: start value of simulated variables.

Open
Modelica

executable
file

Model parameters: any other parameter in the
input file. These parameters can be arranged
in groups.
• Simulate the model and visualize the results.
There are up to four options of visualization:

results
file

– Plots.
– 2D animations.
– 3D animations.

Figure 1: Files in an OpenModelica simulation.

– Data tables.
• Read or download the experiment documentation, including:

UN-VirtualLab interacts in a web environment with
these files in the following way:

– Model description.

• Brings a graphical interface to modify selected
parameters of the input files.

– Modelica source code.
– Author information.

• Runs the executable file.

Other features are:
• Displays the data of the results file using plots,
tables as well as 2D and 3D animations.
In this paper we summarize the main features of
UN-VirtualLab (section 2) and describe its internal architecture (section 3). We also discuss possible applications in section 4. Conclusions and future work are
presented in section 5.

• Multilanguage support, selected by the administrator.
• Easy appearence customisation,
themes.

using css

3 Architecture

UN-VirtualLab is written in php language. Modelica
models, input, executable and results files of every experiment are stored in individual directories. Every
In UN-VirtualLab experiments are organized by
single experiment is defined by an xml file. System adnested subjects. It is possible to define a tree of subministrator can modify these xml files using a graphijects and include any number of experiments in every
cal interface (see figure 2).
subject.
The same Modelica model can be used in several
experiments. As an example, using the same model of
an electrical vehicle it is possible to design an experiWhen a user picks up an experiment, the system
ment to analize de controller performance, another to reads the corresponding xml file and creates a graphiperform sensitivity analysis of the vehicle mass, and cal interface that shows the outputs of the simulation
another one to study power comsumption.
with the default values of the parameters. It also shows
Once a user selects an specific experiment, he/she a form so the user can change these values and launch
can:
a new simulation (see figure 3).

2

Features
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user
parameter
setting

3D anim.
2D anim.
tables
plots

read
values

launch
executable

visualisation

temporary
input file

executable
file

temporary
results file

Figure 2: Administrator interface

Figure 4: Files in a UN-VirtualLab simulation.

Plots are made on line taking the values written in
the results file. A php class has been written to produce the images that are displayed using the png format. Using the same plot more than one curve can be
drawn, as figure 5 shows.
The data plotted is also available in data tables. User
can download the data of his own simulation as plain
text. Columns are separated by <TAB> character, so it
is possible to import directly the downloaded data into
an spreadsheet as OpenOffice Calc.

Figure 3: Experiment interface

Figure 4 shows how UN-VirtualLab processes a
simulation order. When the simulation is launched,
the actual values defined by the user are read and a
temporary input file is created, the system runs the executable file and creates a temporary results file which
is used to generate on line plots, animations and tables.
Then, temporary files are removed.
Notice that the same structure shown in figure 4 can
be used with any executable file that uses input and
results files, not just by OpenModelica compiled files.
In that sense, UN-VirtualLab has a very general structure and can be used with a broad spectrum of simulation packages. However, UN-VirtualLab actually
recognizes just the input and results file formats used Figure 5: Plot example. Height and velocity of a
by OpenModelica.
bouncing ball.

3.1

Plots and tables

Curves to be plotted are defined by selecting a pair of
simulated variables. Usually, the first one is time but
not necessarly, so it is possible to plot two-dimensional
phase portraits. As an example, consider the bouncing
ball plant, in which h represents the height of the ball,
v its velocity and t the time. We can plot (h vs. t), (v
vs. t) and (h vs. v).

3.2 2D animations
2D animations are based on some primitives whose
propierties are changed by the values stored in the results file. The primitives available are: axis, rectangles, ellipses, rings and polylines. The properties that
can be driven by the simulation results are: size (x and
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y), position (x and y) and rotation (around z axis, orthogonal to the animation plane).
Following with the bouncing ball example, a 2D animation can be made with two primitives: a rectangle
for the floor, and a circle for the ball (see figure 6). The
y coordinate of the circle position can be driven by the
h variable in the results file.
2D animations of UN-VirtualLab are animated
png/gif files. In order to build every frame, several
php classes have been written. The combination of the
individual frames in a single png or gif animated file is
done with the apng-creator and dgifanimator libraries
respectively [14]. The number of frames and the time
between frames of every animation can be adjusted. It
is also possible to configure the (x − y) position of the
camera and an scale factor.

Figure 7: 3D animation snapshoot. Height of a bouncing ball.

3.4 Documentation
UN-VirtualLab displays information about the experiment. The experiment author must prepare this information as pdf files. UN-VirtualLab uses pdftohtml to
produce the html files from the pdf.
Authors can use LATEX and a suggested LATEX style
to produce the pdf files. The suggested style has a customisation of the listings package ([15]) for publishing Modelica source code. It recognizes a subset of
the Modelica language specification, often enough to
produce fancy documentation files (see figure 8).



Figure 6: 2D animation snapshoot. Height of a bouncing ball.

File 1: Asinh.mo

function asinh
i n p u t Real x ;
o u t p u t Real y ;
e x t e r n a l "C" y= a s i n h ( x ) ;
end a s i n h ;



3.3

3D animations



within Catenary ;

Figure 8: Example of LATEX output of Modelica source
code using the suggested style.

3D animations are made in a similar way to 2D animations. Primitives available are: axis, cubes, spheres,
pipes and cilinders. The propierties that can be driven
by the simulation results are: size (x, y and z), position
3.5 Layout and appearence
(x, y and z) and rotation (around x, y and z axis).
Figure 7 shows an snapshoot of a 3D animation of The user interface has five blocks, as shown in figures
the bouncing ball. It has been made with two primi- 3 and 9. They are:
tives: a cube for the floor, and an sphere for the ball
1. Experiment selection block: a tree menu to pick
(see figure 6). The z coordinate of the sphere position
up the subject and experiment.
is driven by the h variable in the results file.
As in 2D animations, the number of frames and the
2. Parameter settings block: a dialog form to change
time between frames of every animation can be specde default values of the choosen experiment paified by the system administrator. It is also possible
rameters.
to configure the (x, y, z) position of the camera, (x, y, z)
3. Documentation block: a frame display the
focus point and an scale factor.
pdf/html experiment documentation, and the
links to downlable files (Modelica source code
and documentation files).
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4. Plots and tables block: two frames to display the
simulation results as plots and data tables, respectively.

1. Publishing research results: suppose you have
finished a research project and as a result you
have a novel dynamic model of something. You
have published good papers in recognized journals, but you also want to explain the results to
a wider public. You may use UN-VirtualLab to
let the visitors of your web site to explore your
model.

5. Animations block: some frames to display the
simulation results as 2D and 3D animations.
The appearence of the interface can be changed using different css themes. Not only colors and fonts
can be changed, but also the size and position of the
blocks.

1
3

2. Novice students laboratories: suppose you are in
charge of a first year course in an engineering program. You want your students to know something
about more advanced topics, perhaps just to help
them to understand some basic concepts. You
want they to experiment with some plant, but they
do not have yet enough skills and knowledege
neither to do it in real life nor to write a simulation software. You may use UN-VirtualLab to
bring them a convenient simulation environment.

2
4

5

3. Complement traditional teaching: the benefits of
simulation environments in traditional teaching
have been widely reported (see, for example
[16]). Using UN-VirtualLab it is possible to design some experiments that help students to explore more aspects of a concept than those explored in the classroom.

Figure 9: Layout

3.6

Multilingual support

5 Conclusions and future work

UN-VirtualLab has multilingual support. Actually
UN-VirtualLab provides a light web simulation enthere are two languages available: English and Spanvironment for pre-compiled software models. Using
ish. Two different aspects has been addressed to imweb simulation environments, many people can access
plement multilingual support:
the same simulation engine and the licenses costs is re• Common interface: all the strings that are com- duced. Using UN-VirtualLab and OpenModelica, it is
mon to all experiments. They are defined in a possible to implement a totally free software solution.
There are some aspects that must be reinforced in
single file.
the short term:
• Experiment data: every single experiment has
• As stated in section 3, even that UN-VirtualLab
specific strings as experiment name, parameters
internal structure is very general, actually it recnames, plots titles, etc. These strings are defined
ognizes just the input and results files produced
in the xml file. It is possible to define different
by OpenModelica. More formats should be recxml files for the same experiment, each one for a
ognized.
different language.
• The animations can be more complex, by driving
more primitive propierties such as colors and line
4 Possible applications
widths. The use OpenGl and other graphical libraries must be explored.
UN-VirtualLab is not intended to replace simulation
tools as Dymola, SimulationX or OpenModelica. The
• It is important to research how to implement inmain purpose of UN-VirtualLab is to publish simulateractive simulations. The use of the interactivity
tion experiments on the web. Some potential applicaoption of OpenModelica through the web is not
tions are the following:
trivial, but must be explored.
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The first public application of UN-VirtualLab is
available at the Virtual Academic Services of the National Universty of Colombia 1 . According with the
actual schedulle, in june of 2011 it will include at least
a hundred of experiments, most of them from engineering subjects.
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Abstract

road and driver. Vehicle components may be implemented by default generic models, custom code such
This paper presents a generic interface which en- as MATLAB/Simulink controller models or even real
ables exploiting the multi-physics modeling capabil- hardware on a test rig. Depending on the desired task
ities of Modelica within the virtual test drive simulator CarMaker [1] using the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) [2].
Applications ranging from detailed studies of vehicle properties to hardware in the loop test-rigs require
models of different complexity. CarMaker is provided
an interface which allows for vehicle models being extended by almost arbitrary external component models
implementing the FMI. The FMI offers two flavors of
units which permit the balancing of computational performance and numerical robustness within CarMaker.
Additional model information provided by the FMI is
used for automatic integration of the external models
as well as for configuring the computations. Involved
aspects are shown by an example truck model.
Figure 1: Typical VVE scenery including road and
Keywords: FMI, FMU, CarMaker, HIL, Solver,
traffic rendered by the CarMaker IPG-Movie animaModel export, Interface, Stability, Co-Simulation
tion tool.

1

Introduction

The CarMaker platform [3] is a full-fledged virtual
driving environment which offers a wide range of applications from offline operation to hardware in the
loop (HIL) tests. CarMaker was designed to support the development process from an early conceptual
stage to hardware prototype testing.
Therefore the CarMaker suite is composed of
two main components, the CarMaker Interface
Toolbox (CIT) and the Virtual Vehicle Environment (VVE), see Fig. 1. The CIT contains a collection of tools for simulation control, parameterization,
analysis, visualisation, and file management.
The VVE represents the computer modeled composition of the vehicle with all its components such
as powertrain, tires, brakes and chassis as well as

the VVE can be operated on a regular office computer
or on a real-time system. Real-time operation allows
investigation of deterministic behavior, office operation might lack real-time capabilities but is therefore
applicable on almost any host computer and allows the
simulation to run slower or faster than real-time depending on system performance and model complexity and does not require special hardware.
Simulation techniques are a key enabler in the development of nowadays propulsion systems of electric and hybrid vehicles. These systems challenge the
power of vehicle dynamics tools in two ways: On the
one hand the number and complexity of topologies of
drive-trains is almost combinatorial due to the large
number of involved drives, clutches, or gears. On
the other hand particularly hybrid vehicles represent
an almost classical multi-domain system (electronics,
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hydraulics, combustion, chemistry, mechanics) with a
dramatically rich dynamics in the interaction between
the various technical components.
Modelica forms a perfect basis for the modeling
of multi-domain systems especially automotive systems [4]. The benefits of its general equation-based
formalism has been shown by numerous publications
in the fields of vehicle dynamics, climate control, drivetrain modeling, combustion engines, and hybrid powertrains, see e. g. [5–8].
The increasing complexity in automotive system development especially for hybrid vehicles demands for
versatile modeling tools, realistic and reproducible virtual testing as well as seamless test rig integration.
An ideal software for modeling and simulation of
all vehicle-related scenarios off-line and in real-time
would combine these aspects. Augmenting the comprehensive CarMaker VVE suite by the multi-physics
capabilities of Modelica is a first step towards this direction.

2

tom models serve as a replacement of the predefined
modules in the generic vehicle model or might even
replace the vehicle model as a whole: (i) All topologies of hybrid vehicles might not be covered even
by an advanced tool specialized in vehicle dynamics.
(ii) These multi-physics systems demand for general
modeling formalisms and simulation techniques such
as Modelica-based approaches. (iii) Many engineering
companies and car manufacturers are particularly relying on Modelica during development of components
and control units, e.g. [6].
Replacing single vehicle components by so-called
custom code is easily done by dynamically linking executable code and registering variables, parameters,
and their dimensions and types within the VVE. The
requirements when incorporating external code are
manifold:
1. Real-time compliance: The code may not rely
on specific processing hardware since CarMaker
vehicle models should run on arbitrary real-time
platforms.

Augmenting CarMaker by
Functional Mock-Up Units

2. Small run-time overhead and memory footprint.
3. Since CarMaker runs its own numerical integration schemes the code of external dynamical
models must expose input and output variables.
These signals can be physically meaningful, e.g.
tire forces, wheel speeds, etc..

Extending CarMaker
The generality of the CarMaker VVE allows for the
modifications of the vehicle models in an almost arbitrary number of ways. Generic vehicle components
such as powertrain, steering, tires, brake system as
well as the complete propulsion system might be configured, as shown in Fig. 2. For several reasons cus-

4. Implementation details might not be exposed for
intellecual property reasons.
5. Standardized, automatic and intuitive inclusion of
the external code.
In general, almost all of these requirements can be met
by the usage of black-box models, except for the last
item. On the other hand these shift problems to different classes: Lack of numerical robustness and/or computational performance.

Functional Mock-Up Interface
The FMI adresses almost all requirements discussed in
the previous section. It defines an open standard interface to be implemented by an executable model called
Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU). The FMI functions
are used (called) by a simulator to create one or more
instances of the FMU, and to run these models, typiFigure 2: CarMaker interface for vehicle model con- cally together with other models. An FMU may either
figuration.
be self-integrating (FMU for co-simulation, FMU-CS)
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serves as the master algorithm in the co-simulation of
CarMaker and the imported block. This leads to an
adaptive oversampling of CarMaker’s time grid which
might rule out usage on embedded systems or HIL,
but leads to superior numerical stability. Compared to
the features offered by the full FMU-CS this interface
takes advantage only of some features. The setup is
the simple one depicted in Fig. 3 with only one single
Interfacing Modelica Models to CarMaker
execution engine where the interface is the simulation
Choosing the FMI as a basis of the interface is benefi- master which runs sub-system 2 synchronized to the
cial for several reasons since the exposed C-interface is grid the solver of tool 1, i.e. CarMaker.
standardized and XML model description [9] included
in any FMU contains excellent structural information
about the model. The prerequisite is a modeling tool,
e.g. Dymola or SimulationX, which generates this description while exporting the Modelica model as Ccode. Alternatively this FMU can be hand-coded or
generated from any other modeling tool that supports
FMI, e.g. a multibody-package.
When interfacing Modelica models to CarMaker
one must consider two key aspects: (i) The executable
model or code must represent the modeled dynamical
behavior without any restrictions in order to maintain
generality and to avoid context dependent model semantics. (ii) The resulting model must fulfill requirements essential for real-time applications, most promiFigure 3: Schematic of run-time architecture.
nently a fixed integration stepsize.
The Interface consists mainly of two parts. The
first part governs static type-checking of the input and
output variables and parameters of FMU to assure a 3 Example Application
smooth setup of the solver, generation of user interfaces for parameter input, and automatic extension of The integration of an FMU was investigated for a hythe so-called data dictionary for tracing relevant vari- brid truck model based on the Vehicle Dynamics Liables during simulation. Finally the executable model brary [4, 5]. A schematic of the model is depicted in
is instantiated and connected to the CarMaker solver. Figure 4. Either the CarMaker standard drive-train or
Depending on the specific application each type of the complete vehicle were replaced within the VVE by
an FMU exported from Dymola. In case of the driveFMU can be chosen.
Even if the mean computational performance of two train the driver and environment input signals from the
coupled simulators is sufficient it can be difficult to CarMaker model were accelerator pedal, clutch, brake
assure definite turn-around times, an aspect critical torques, gear number, starter and ignition amongst
in e.g. HIL systems. CarMaker provides a simula- others. The most prominent model outputs were the
tion engine for robust fixed stepsize time integration wheel speeds.
so including an FMU-ME is a safe solution for simWhen using FMU-ME as a replacement the comulating the combined vehicle model in the following plete vehicle model showed unstable numerical behavcases: When either the model complexity is reason- ior since the fixed solver stepsize did not comply with
ably low, the eigenvalues of the system are located the dynamics of the new drive-train model. The used
in the stable region of the integration scheme and no stepsize of one millisecond is traditionally used in vestrong non-linearities are in the imported model. For hicle dynamics HIL applications. Not even the overFMU generated from very complex or black-box mod- sampling feature of CarMaker lead to stable behavior
els the option FMU-CS is advantageous, because the as the constant inputs during the oversampling steps
FMU contains the appropriate numerical integration deteriorated the dynamical behaviour. Applying an
scheme. The interface in combination with CarMaker FMI-CS using an appropriate variable stepsize solver
or require the simulator to perform numerical integration (FMU for model exchange, FMU-ME) [2]. The
artifacts which csan be packaged in an FMU-file are
C-source code, executable code compiled for one or
more platforms, and XML descriptions of variables,
parameters, and general solver and model properties.
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ver [10], parallelization within CarMaker, or the treatment of CarMaker itself as an FMU.
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Abstract
Object-oriented models of complex physical systems
can have a very large number of equations and variables. For some applications, only a few output variables of the model are of actual interest. This paper
presents an application of the well-known Tarjan’s algorithm, that allows to automatically select the minimal set of equations and variables required to compute
the time histories of selected outputs of a given model.
The application of the algorithm to a simple test case
is illustrated in the paper.
Keywords: Structural analysis, BLT, reduced-order
models

1

Introduction and motivation

Object-oriented models of complex physical systems,
that can be handled by state-of-the-art tools, can easily
count tens or even hundreds of thousands of equations
and variables. It is often the case that many of these
variables are computed in order to provide the end user
with additional information about the behaviour of the
system (e.g., 3D visualization of multibody systems)
but are not always needed for some applications of the
model. In fact, in some cases, only a very few variables are of actual interest for the user.
For example, consider the full dynamic model of a
vehicle, built with the MultiBody library of the Modelica Standard Library. During the development of
the model, it is of course interesting to visualize all
the details in the motion of the suspension system,
also for the sake of verifying the correctness of the
model. Consider now two applications of this model: a
real-time simulator of the car for pilot training, where
the simulator cockpit is moved by actuators in order
to somehow reproduce the accelerations that the pilot
would feel on the real vehicle, and the design of an
active suspension system for the same vehicle.

In the first case, the only data which are actually
needed at each time step are the orientation and acceleration of the chassis, in order to compute the simulator cockpit motion, and the position and orientation
of the windshield, in order to reconstruct a proper 3D
view of the outer environment. In the second case,
one may run a large number of simulations with different values of some controller parameters, and evaluate
some comfort index based on the vertical acceleration
of the pilot seat, which is then the only interesting output of the simulation code. In both cases it is important
to avoid computing any variable which is not necessary to compute the required outputs, in order to make
the time required for the simulation of each time step
as short as possible. This might be essential to stay
within the sampling time of the real-time simulator, or
to avoid an excessively lengthy simulation session in
the second case.
A partial solution to this problem is provided by the
Modelica language, that allows to define conditional
components. One can then include all auxiliary computations (e.g., for visualization) in such components
and turn them off by boolean parameters when not
needed. This approach has been used extensively in
the MultiBody library. A major drawback of this approach is that it requires a significant additional design effort by the library developer; furthermore, it
doesn’t guarantee that the minimum number of equations which are necessary for the computation of the
required outputs is actually selected for the simulation
code generation.
The goal of this paper is then to describe an algorithm, based on the well-known strongly connected algorithm by Tarjan, that automatically selects the minimum number of equations and variables in a model
which are required for the computation of the time
histories of selected output variables. The paper is
structured as follows: Tarjan’s algorithm is reviewed
in Section 2 and applied to the equation selection prob-
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lem in Section 3. Section 4 discusses equation selection in the context of dynamic models, while in Section
5 the algorithm is illustrated with reference to a simple
case study. Section 6 gives some concluding remarks.

2

2

Structural analysis by Tarjan’s algorithm

Tarjan’s algorithm [6] is a well-known graphtheoretical algorithm; its main purpose is to find the
strongly connected components of a graph.
A graph is an ordered couple G = (V, E), where V is
the vertex set (or node set) and E is the edge set (or arc
set), such that elements in E are couples of elements in
V . If the order of the elements in the couple is important, the graph is called directed graph (or digraph),
undirected graph otherwise. In particular, a bipartite
graph (or bigraph) is a graph whose vertices can be divided into two disjoint sets V1 and V2 , such that every
edge connects a vertex in V1 to one in V2 .
A directed graph is said to be strongly connected if
there is a path from v to w for each couple (v, w) ∈ V .
In particular, this means that for each (v, w) ∈ V , a path
from v to w exists, as well as a path from w to v. The
strongly connected components of a directed graph are
its maximal strongly connected subgraphs. For further
details, see [2].
Even though different algorithms have been proposed in the literature to compute the strongly connected components – such as Kosaraju’s algorithm [5]
or the Cheriyan-Mehlhorn algorithm [1] – Tarjan’s al2 one which performs
3
gorithm is the most known and the
better most of the time.
The algorithm is described in detail in [6]. The basic idea is to perform a depth-first search starting from
a start node. The strongly connected components form
the subtrees of the search tree; their roots are the roots
1
4
of the strongly connected components.
The complexity of the algorithm is O(|V | + |E|).
For the sake of the presentation, the algorithm is
now described by means of examples, shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The left hand side of the figures is
devoted to show the graph, the right hand side instead
shows the stack at each step of the algorithm.
In the first example, the algorithm starts from node
1. In the first three steps, the stack simply records the
growing path 1 → 2 → 3. At step 3 we find an edge
connecting the node at the top of the stack (node 3) to
one lower down (node 2). Since we know that there
is a path between 2 and 3, this tell us that (2, 3) lies
on a closed path. This is recorded by putting a frame

1

3

4

Step

2

1
2
3
4
5
6

Stack

1
12
1 23
1 23 4
1 23
1 1

3

4

Figure 1: An example of Tarjan’s algorithm.
around the nodes which belong to the closed path. We
now look for unsearched edges at node 3 and we find
that 4 is connected to it. There are no more edges
from node 4, which also does not have any link to
lower nodes. Therefore, node 4 is labeled as a trivial strongly connected component and removed from
the stack. Similarly, there are no more edges from
the node 3 and from the node 2; the strong component
is removed from the stack. The trivial strong component 1 follows. Summing up, the strong components
found in this digraph are 4 , 2 3 and 1 .

5

2

3

1

4

Step

Stack

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
12
1 23
1 23 4
1 235
1

Figure 2: Another example of Tarjan’s algorithm.
The second examples shows a more general case.
The algorithm starts again from node 1. The first four
steps are the same as the previous example. At step 5,
node 5 is added to the stack because of the edge (3, 5).
The edge 5 has a link to a lower node (node 2) which
belongs to the strong component. Therefore, node 5
is added to the strong component. Finally, the strong
components 1 follows. Summing up, the identified
strong components are 4 , 2 3 5 , and 1 .
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Step

Stack

1
2
3
4
5

5
52
523
523 4
523

Table 1: The stack of the Tarjan’s algorithm applied to
the second example, starting from node 5.

algorithm to compute the strongly connected components of the graph – like Tarjan’s algorithm – allows to
determine the BLT transformation. In this section, we
show how to apply Tarjan’s algorithm for computing
both the BLT transformation and the minimal set of
equations and variables according to the selected output variables.
In general, an incidence matrix is a matrix which
shows the relation between classes X and Y of objects.
The size of the incidence matrix is n × m, where the
number of rows n is the cardinality of the class X and
the number of columns m is the cardinality of the class
Y . The matrix element (i, j) is 1 if the object i belonging to the class X and the object j belonging to the
class Y are in relationship (or incident), 0 otherwise.
When the incidence matrix is applied to systems of
equations, the X class represent the equations and the
Y class the variables from which they depend. Only
square systems are considered in this paper, i.e., n = m.
Consider a generic system of equations S, represented in residual implicit form:


 f1 (z1 , z2 , . . . , zn ) = 0 e1

 f2 (z1 , z2 , . . . , zn ) = 0 e2
S:
,
(2)
..

.



fn (z1 , z2 , . . . , zn ) = 0 en

Suppose now to apply Tarjan’s algorithm on the
same graph as in Figure 2, but starting from node 5
instead. Table 1 shows the stack at each step.
Even if the strong components of the graph are obviously the same, Tarjan’s algorithm finds only two of
them (i.e. 5 2 3 and 4 ). In fact, there are no edges
that go from a node to node 1, which has only an outgoing edge.
The algorithm can be easily extended to handle this
condition, e.g., by restarting from any node not yet
considered. However, this situation can be also exploited for other purposes.
For instance, let’s suppose that the graph in Figure 2
represents dependencies of objects among each other,
where nodes model the objects and each arc (v, w) the
relation “v needs w to be evaluated first”. It is then
worth noting that only the strong components depen- where ei (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) represent the equations and z j
( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) represent the variables of the system.
dent on node 5 are computed.
For each equation ei , the function fi (·) determines the
dependency between the equation and its variables.
3 Minimal equation set selection
The incidence matrix (3) is the structural representation of system (2)
One application of Tarjan’s strongly connected components algorithm is the computation of the Block
z
z2 · · · zm
 1

Lower Triangular (BLT) form of an incidence matrix.
e1 a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,m
A Block Lower Triangular matrix is a square matrix

e2 
 a2,1 a2,2 · · · a2,m 
such that non-zero square blocks are present on the
(3)
..  ..
..
.. .
..


.
.
.
.
.
main diagonal, while all blocks above the diagonal are
en an,1 an,2 · · · an,m
all zeros. An example of BLT matrix is shown in (1),
where all matrices A j, j are square.
The element ai, j is 1 if the residual of equation ei de

pends
on the value of z j , 0 otherwise.
A1,1
0 ···
0
A2,1 A2,2 · · ·

An incidence matrix associated to a system of equa0 

(1) tions can be represented by a bipartite graph G =
 ..

..
.
.
..
.. 
 .
.
(V1 ∪V2 , E), where V1 is the vertex set which contains
An,1 An,2 · · · An,n
the equations (i.e. the rows), V2 is the vertex set which
This forms allows the corresponding set of equa- contains the variables (i.e. the columns) and there extions to be solved as a sequence of subproblems; this is ists an arc (vi , v j ) ∈ E if the entry (i, j) of the incidence
particularly convenient for sparse matrices, which are matrix is 1. Such graph is called equations-variables
bipartite graph, or E-V graph in short.
very common in Object-Oriented models.
First, a row permutation of the incidence matrix is
The incidence matrix of a system of equations can
also be represented by a graph. The application of an computed, such that the value of each entry on the
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main diagonal is 1. This has been proven to be equivalent to finding a transversal of the equations-variables
graph. A graph transversal is a subset of the edges
such that each node belongs only to one arc. This can
be computed by using one of the many algorithm in
the literature which solve the matching problem, e.g.,
the Push-relabel algorithm [4] or the Edmonds-Karp
algorithm [3].
At the end of the procedure, the incidence matrix
will look like:


1
a1,2 · · · a1,n
 a2,1 1
· · · a2,n 


(4)
 ..

..
..
 .

.
.
a
n−1,n

an,1 an,2 · · ·

1

can be solved to compute the derivatives and the algebraic variables at the same time. However, for the sake
of the equation selection, what really matters is which
equations are strictly necessary to compute the trajectories during time of the selected output variables, not
only at a given initial time t0 , but for an entire interval t0 ≤ t ≤ t f . Therefore, it is necessary to consider
the implicit relationship between each variable xi and
its derivative ẋi , since the latter is uniquely determined
once the time history of the former is known.
The incidence matrix for the equation selection algorithm can therefore be set up as follows: the set of
variables zi is given by the state variables xi , by their
derivatives ẋi , and by the algebraic variables y j ; the set
of equations ei is given by the set (5), augmented by n
dummy equations, each relating a state variable xi with
its derivative ẋi . The algorithm described in Section 3
is then applied to the resulting E-V graph.
If the object-oriented model is hybrid, i.e., it also
contains discrete variables and discrete equations that
are active only at events (inside when-clauses in Modelica), the above-described procedure can be suitably extended. In this case, the set of variables zi
should also include the discrete state variables qh (h =
1, . . . , u), their previous values pre(qh ), and all other
discrete variables rk (k = 1, . . . v), while the set of
equations should also contain all the u + v discrete
equations contained inside the when clauses, as well
as u dummy equations relating each discrete state variable qh with its corresponding previous value pre(qh ).

Finally, Tarjan’s algorithm is applied on the graph associated to the diagonal incidence matrix. As we have
seen on Section 2, a single run of the algorithm returns
different strong components according to the starting
node. In particular, if the graph is a dependency graph,
only the strong components which depend on the starting node are computed. Therefore, if an output variable is chosen as a starting node, the BLT transformation will only contain the equations and the variables
which depend on it.
In order to specify to that one is interested in more
than one output variable, a new node s (source node)
is added to the graph. The node s is then connected by
means of outgoing edges to the nodes which represent
the output variables. Tarjan’s algorithm will then use
node s as the starting node. At the equation level, this
corresponds to adding to the problem a dummy out- 5 Case study
put variable s and a dummy equation relating s to the
A simple problem is now used to explain how the algorequired outputs: s = fs (y1 , ..., yh ).
rithm works. Consider the continuous-time dynamical
model (6). It has 3 state variables (x1 , x2 , and x3 ) and
4 Application to dynamic models
two algebraic variables (y1 and y2 ).

In the context of object-oriented modelling,
x˙1 (t) = −x1 (t)



continuous-time systems are represented by means

 x˙2 (t) = x1 (t) − x2 (t)
of differential-algebraic equations. After flattening
x˙3 (t) = x1 (t)
.
(6)

and index reduction, the system is described by n + m

y
(t)
=
3x
(t)
+
x
(t)

2
1

 1
differential equations:
y2 (t) = 2x3 (t)

f1 (x1 , . . . , xn , ẋ1 , . . . , ẋn , y1 , . . . , ym ) = 0


For sake of conciseness, hereafter the time dependency

 f2 (x1 , . . . , xn , ẋ1 , . . . , ẋn , y1 , . . . , ym ) = 0
, is omitted.
..

The system is written in explicit form. It is appar.



ent that the value of the algebraic variable y1 does not
fn+m (x1 , . . . , xn , ẋ1 , . . . , ẋn , y1 , . . . , ym ) = 0
(5) depend on the value of the state variable x3 , neither
where xi (i = 1, . . . , n) are the state variables and y j directly nor indirectly. Similarly, the value of the alge( j = 1, . . . , m) are the algebraic variables. If the states braic variable y2 does not depend on the value of the
xi are known at a certain time instant, these equations state variable x2 .
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The system is now rewritten in implicit form (7); e5 , shows the result of the relabeling.
e6 and e7 are the three dummy equations added to represent the implicit relationship between each variable
and its derivative.
0x
1x
2x
3 x˙
4 x˙
1
2
3
1
2

0e
1
0
0
1
0
0

1e  1
x˙1 + x1
=0
e0

1
0
0
1

1


2e  0
x
˙
−
x
+
x
=
0
e
2
1
2
1

0
1
0
0

7


3e  1
x˙3 − x1
=0
e2

0
0
1
0

5

4e  0
y1 − 3x2 − x1 = 0
e3
1
0
0
1
6
(7)
5e  1
y2 − 2x3
=0
e4


0
0
0
0
2




6e  1
x1 − f (x˙1 )
=0
e5

1
0
0
0
3



7
x
−
g(
x
˙
)
=
0
e
2
2
6

e4
0
0
1
0
0

x3 − h(x˙3 )
=0
e7

5 x˙
3

6y

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1

7y

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1













(10)

Assume now that only the value of y1 is of interest
The incidence matrix associated to the system (7) is as a system output. Figure 3 shows the graph associshown in (8).
ated to the matrix (10). The output y1 is represented
by the node with a bold border. Bold arrows connect
the output variable to the state variables which have a
x1 x2 x3 x˙1 x˙2 x˙3 y1 y2
direct impact on it.


e0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

e1 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

e2  1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

7

e3 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
(8)

e4 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Step Stack

e5  1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

1
6
e6  0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5
2
2
60
e7 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
3
6 03
4
61
0
3
6
The first step of the algorithm is to find a permutation
5
6 14
of the rows of the matrix (8) such that the resulting
6
6
matrix is diagonal. As outlined in Section 3, this can
be done finding a transversal of the E-V graph. The
1
4
s
7
diagonal matrix is shown in (9).

S

6

x1
e0 1
e1 
1
e7 
0
e5 
1
e6 
0
e2 
1
e3  1
e4 0


x2
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

x3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

x˙1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

x˙2
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

x˙3
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

y1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

y2

0
0

0

0

0

0

0
1

Figure 3: Graph associated to matrix (10).
5

2

Tarjan’s algorithm is now6 applied to
this graph,
0
3
starting from node number 6. The algorithm’s stack
(9)
is shown on the right hand side of the same figure.
The strong components identified by the algorithm are
4
0 3 , 1 4 and 6 , which correspond1 to equations
e5 e0 , e6 e1 , and e3 , respectively.

The rows and the columns of the diagonal matrix (9)
are now relabeled to ease the definition of the digraph.
The symbol j ei indicates that the equation ei lies in the
j-th row of the diagonal matrix. Similarly, j xi indicates
that the variable xi lies in the j-th column. Matrix (10)

The incidence matrix output of the algorithm is
given in (11). The order of the system has been reduced, since the state variable x3 and its derivative,
as well as the algebraic variable y2 , do not contribute
either directly or indirectly to the value of the output
variable y1 . Moreover, the procedure also returns the
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original one.

incidence matrix in BLT form.

x˙1
e5 1
e0 
1
e6 
0
e1  0
e3 0


x1
1
1
0
1
1

x˙2
0
0
1
1
0

x2
0
0
1
1
1

y1

0
0

0

0
1


e5
e0 

e6 

e1 

e3 

e2 

e7 

(11)

e4

7

2

3

4

As noted in Section 3, more than one output variable
can be specified. For instance, assume that we are
now interested in the time histories of both y1 and y2 .
The graph is modified by adding the source node s.
This node is connected to the interested output variables, in our case to the node 6 (the output variable
y1 ) and node 7 (the output variable y2 ). The source
node can also be seen as dummy output variable ys (t)
appended to the system, whose value is a function of
the output variables of interest y1 (t) and y2 (t), so that
ys (t) = fs (y1 (t), y2 (t)).

6

x˙1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

x1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0

x˙2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

x2
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

y1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

x˙3
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

x3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

y2

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

(12)

1

Conclusions

This paper presents application of Tarjan’s algorithm
to determine the minimal set of variables and equations in an object-oriented model, which are strictly
necessary to compute the time histories of selected
output variables. The algorithm has been thoroughly
illustrated in a simple test case.
This feature can be easily implemented in all Modelica tools and can be very valuable for end-users,
when their application does not require to inspect all
The graph augmented with Sthe source node and the
the7model variables and puts a premium on fast simuappropriate edges is represented in Figure 4.
lation performance. In particular, it is planned to implement this feature in the OpenModelica compiler.
Significant applications include real-time code gen5
2
Step Stack
eration, sensitivity or parameter-sweep analysis, and
in general all control-oriented applications where the
1
s
s
7
input-output behaviour of the system is of interest.
1
s6
s 60 0
A
3 particularly nice application could be the case
6 2
of planar multibody systems, built with the standard
3
s6 03
5
2
Modelica MultiBody library. If only outputs corre4
s61
sponding to the in-plane movement of some points of
5
s6 14
1
the4 system are selected, the procedure illustrated in
6
s 6
this paper could allow to remove all the out-of-plane
7
s7
0
3
6
equations of motion, which would then be irrelevant,
8
s72
thus allowing a substantial reduction in the number of
9
s72 5
equations and state variables of the system.
10
s7 2
1
4
11
s 7
12
s
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optimization and some other calculations in software
Mathematica.

Abstract
This paper deals with the modeling and optimization
of mechanical system, focusing on industrial sewing
machines in order to reduce the vibrations by balancing. It presents creation of model of mechanisms and
their optimization using Modelica language through
software MathModelica and Mathematica. Both advantages and drawbacks of this approach are described and an example of optimization solution is
shown.
Keywords: optimization; mechanisms; sewing machine

1

Introduction

Our research institution partakes in development of
industrial sewing machines focused on reduction of
vibrations and noise. These properties significantly
influence customer`s opinions and lead in this business helps with competition. It is necessary to solve
similar problems for other types of machines also.
Vibrations and noise are mainly caused by dynamic forces generated during the movement of mechanisms. To reduce these forces, which grow during
the permanent rising of machines performance, different balancing methods are used. The simplest method is balancing by rotatory balancers. More significant reduction of inertial forces is possible to
achieve using balancing mechanisms. In our institute
industrial used patent was developed in this field.
It is necessary to use appropriate computational
software for balance suggestion and optimization.
One of the best and universal software is software
Mathematica. Industrial sewing machines usually
contain complicated system of mechanisms. Their
dynamic calculation leads to a large number of equations and parameters. We found that programming of
the calculation is difficult and we could easily make
mistakes, which were tedious to search. Hence the
idea of using software MathModelica to create computational system occurred. Then we can execute

2

Balancing of sewing machines

Sewing machines contain number of mechanisms
that cause generation of inertial forces and vibrations. Main of them is mechanism for needle bar motion and thread feed mechanism. Both are placed in
the head of the machine. There are crank mechanism
that ensures reversible rectilinear movement of
needle bar and four bar mechanism for thread feeder
motion. Both mechanisms are driven by upper shaft
that is connected to lower shaft by transmission belt.
Balancing of these two mechanisms could be done
by several methods.
2.1

Balancing methods

Common balancing methods of inertial forces balancing use rotatory balancers mounted on crank
shaft. This method usually balances only centrifugal
forces or transfers first harmonic component of inertial force of needle bar from the direction of needle
bar axes to the orthogonal direction. Also this method can´t balance higher orders harmonic component of inertial forces, especially in crank mechanism
for needle bar motion.
Further, the vibrations are often reduced by increasing of mass and thus increasing of stiffness of
sewing machine`s head. Mounting in silent-blocks
also helps.
Using of balance mechanisms hasn´t spread yet,
because most of these patented methods are complicated, expensive, require big space inside the machine or they don’t balance inertial forces sufficiently. The VÚTS patent, which doesn´t have many of
these drawbacks, was recently used to balance crank
mechanism and partially thread feed mechanism.
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2.2

Calculation of mechanisms balancing and
its limits

For optimization calculation it is necessary to use
convenient software. In these cases software Mathematica was used. During the optimization it is necessary to solve system of equations which includes
plenty of parameters. Program written in this way is
large and it is easy to make mistakes that are difficult
to be found.
Therefore we decided to work with software
MathModelica that uses Modelica language and that
is compatible with Mathematica. The idea was to
create model of mechanisms in model editor using
Modelica libraries, especially MultiBody library and
then analyze it in Mathematica.

3

rGA = rGL + S ⋅ rLA ,

Elements editing and creation

Most of the problems that we encounter when working with mechanical systems first require detection
of kinematic quantities courses at specific points in
bodies and inertial forces (torques). However, elements of the MultiBody library have these quantities
defined differently and in smaller number than we
need. Some kinematic quantities (velocity and acceleration) are calculated resolved to individual body
coordinate system, the total inertial force (torque) of
the body isn´t defined at all and all variables are primarily calculated only for points of the body where
the connection to other elements is modeled. It was
necessary to remove these drawbacks so a new element of a rigid body (RigidBody) featuring a link of
a mechanism was formed.
In the editor of the new element, new quantities
and parameters were defined and relevant equations
were set up. Kinematic quantities in points of connection to other elements, which we need to know
resolved to global coordinate system, were simply
multiplied with appropriate transformation matrix. It
is also necessary to work with the courses of quantities of an arbitrary point of the body (such as center
of mass) which standard element doesn´t provide.
Therefore a radius vector of a general point resolved to coordinate system of the body was set up
as a new parameter. Other quantities are then calcu-

(1)

where rGL is position vector of the body coordinate
system origin, S is transformation matrix, rLA is position vector of a point A resolved to the coordinate
system of the body and rGA is searched position of a
point A resolved to the global coordinate system.
The velocity and acceleration could be calculated
as time derivatives of this formula, but function derivative can´t be used, because inserting of derivatives isn´t compatible with inner logic of the software and calculation is interrupted. For this reason
velocity and acceleration of given point is calculated
as

vGA = S ⋅ vGL + w × (rGA − rLA ) ,

Optimization using Modelica language and Mathematica

Modeling of mechanisms has specific requests and
many of them aren´t implemented in current libraries. Big advantage of this software is the ability to
edit elements or even create new element and library.
3.1

lated from this parameter. The position of this point
resolved to global coordinate system is calculated as

(2)

aGA = S ⋅ aGL + z × (rGA − rLA ) +
+ w × (w × (rGA − rLA ))

,

(3)

where w and z are angular velocity and acceleration
of the body, indexes GL correspond to the origin of
the coordinate system of the body and indexes GA
correspond to the searched global velocity and acceleration of the given point.
Inertial force F is defined by multiple of body
mass m and its acceleration in the center of mass aGT.
The acceleration is calculated according to relations
(1, 2, 3), only instead of position vector rLA, the position vector of center of mass rLT is inserted

F = m ⋅ aGT .

(4)

In the similar way inertial torque is calculated,
only instead of body mass, moment of inertia resolved to the center of mass and angular acceleration
of the body are inserted. This method allows us to
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Figure 1: Model of upper mechanism of a sewing
machine.
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enlarge elements with new parameters and quantities
according as necessary.
There can be relatively a lot of mechanisms inside the sewing machine (according to the type of
machine). These mechanisms can form a long chain.
Already the model of simple mechanism such as
crank mechanism or four bar mechanism from fig. 1
includes about ten elements. For easier work and
better orientation it is convenient to assemble these
simple mechanisms into blocks and form independent elements from them, which are then connected.
The upper mechanism model of a sewing machine from fig. 1 is then simplified to model that has
only five elements (fig. 2). Used elements represent
global coordinate system, planar crank mechanism
and binary revolute pair replacing four bar mechanism of thread feeder, all for suggested constant value
of crank shaft angular velocity which is connected to
the CrankMech2D element.

solved and balanced so that optimal dimensions and
moments of inertia of several balancing masses are
found. Each body is possible to replace by proper
chosen point masses if the flexibility is omitted
(3 points are enough for plane case). Total inertial
force is then sum of inertial forces in these points.
For example it is searching minimum of absolute
value of F in vector function

F = m1 ⋅ a1 + m2 ⋅ a2 + ... + mn ⋅ an .

If points are chosen conveniently, then only the mass
mi of points is necessary to find, not their optimum
position. Courses of acceleration ai, which are generally given by very complicated relations, are therefore in particular points stable, they can be calculated
before the optimization and don´t have to be executed in each optimization step. In order to effective
calculation using MathModelica, it is necessary to do
some modifications and completion in this software.
3.3

Figure 2: Model of upper mechanisms of sewing
machine. Both mechanisms are replaced with
single element.
3.2

Optimization

Optimization of chosen parameters of the model is
then solved in Mathematica. There is created function for finding local minimum that searches the minimal value for every parameters setting. During
every step of finding minimum is solved whole system of equations in MathModelica Simulation Center. There is also possible to use any of other operators that the software offers, such as finding local
maximum, difference between two courses, finding
of roots of derivatives etc.
Generally the optimization is difficult calculation.
During the balancing of mechanisms and machines
(reduction of total dynamic forces and torques) it is
possible to use specific properties of this problem.
Usually mechanisms with periodic movement are

(5)

Drawbacks of this approach

There are several difficulties which make optimization complicated. Firstly it is absence of some mechanical elements and joints in MultiBody library.
For instance a lot of mechanisms in sewing and other
machines consist of cams and other shape bodies
which can´t be modeled by means of standard elements. Hence, joint between cam and lift and other
elements would help much in mechanisms modeling.
Next problem is time of optimization. Elements
of mechanism model form system of equations
which includes thousands equations. Already simple
mechanism such as four bar mechanism has about
3000 equations, 2500 of them are trivial equations.
Although the simulation takes a few seconds, it is
executed in every step during the optimization. Finding local minimum is a long process with dozens up
to hundreds of steps. This finally causes long time of
a calculation depends on model difficulty and number of parameters. Each other used parameter for
optimization significantly lengthens the time of calculation.
3.4

Possible approaches of next process

One possible solution of the problem with time of
optimization was found in solving of whole system
of equations independently on Simulation Center
which could be much more efficient. MathModelica
allows transferring the system of equations to software Mathematica. Mathematica offers many operators for solving equations, the most appropriate operator for this case is function NDSolve that can numerically solve system of differential equations.
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This approach also has some problems which
don´t enable to sufficiently solve equations for this
time.
3.5

Optimization example

It will be presented optimization example of balancing on upper mechanisms of sewing machine in this
item. As was said before, there are two mechanisms
driven by upper shaft, crank mechanism and four bar
mechanism. Total inertial force is a sum of particular
forces of the bodies. The biggest influences on total
inertial force have inertial forces generated by
movement of crank shaft and needle bar. The courses
of unbalanced total inertial force and its components
are on the fig. 3, whereas the crank shaft is rotating
3000 RPM counter clockwise.

Figure 4: Schema of upper mechanisms of sewing
machine. Needle bar mechanism and thread feeder mechanism with additional balancing mechanism.
The dimensions of balancer and balancing mechanism are fixed, so there are two values to optimize, mass of the rotatory balancer and mass of balancer of balancing mechanism. Then in Mathematica is constructed function for calculation of total inertial force, finding the maximum value of that force
and the parameters are set. Optimization then implies
that the operator for finding local minimum is changing parameters (mass of balancers) until it finds the
minimum value.

Figure 3: Polar plot of total inertial force of unbalanced upper mechanism. The maximum force is
100,9N.
The polar diagram shows resulting force vector.
The arrows present vectors for particular drive shaft
angle rotation in degrees.
Generally the reduction of total inertial force can
be achieved by using two rotatory balancers on the
crank shaft. But in this case the crank shaft is prebalanced. Position of center of mass is near the axis
of rotation so balancing using rotatory balancers
can´t help much. Significant reduction of the total
force is possible to achieve using a balancing mechanism and one rotatory balancer. In our case it
consists from connecting rod that is mounted on the
crank shaft on the opposite side of the needle bar
crank and balancer (fig. 4). The balancer has small
stroke but large mass. Also there is one rotatory balancer placed on the crank shaft.

Figure 5: Polar plot of total inertial force of upper
mechanisms after the optimization. The maximum
force is 38,7N.
Calculation lasts about 60 minutes (3 GHz processor, 1.99 GB RAM), for one parameter it lasts 30
minutes. It is clear that for more complicated model
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and more parameters the optimization would take
hours. The results are shown on figure 5. The reduction of total inertial force is relatively significant,
maximum of total force descended about 60%.

4

Conclusion

Mentioned approach allows modeling of system of
mechanisms, executing kinematic and dynamic analysis and optimizing parameters to reduce inertial
forces and vibrations. This approach is clear and it
reduced mistakes in comparison with other software
and methods. On the optimization example of balancers is shown how it is possible to achieve fast
and precise results.
On the other hand there is still large area for improving current methods and means in optimizations.
For example mechanical elements that corresponds
to real links of mechanisms and design problems,
possibility to enter more mass parameters etc.
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Abstract
For a certain class of applications simulation models
are developed and then rolled out for standalone
usage without the tool with which they have been
developed. The user is intended to perform simulation runs, to inspect results, to change selected parameters within given bounds, but not to inspect or
even change the model itself.
The reasons for such a usage scenario are manifold:
The simulation is intended to be used as a black-box
tool by non simulation specialists, a component vendor (electric drives, pneumatic or hydraulic components, etc.) likes to demonstrate the performance of
his components in the context of a simulation or the
model developer may hide model details.
If a model development tool includes code generation the model specific simulator can be setup fully
automatic. However, a GUI (graphical user interface)
for such a simulator must be developed manually.
We developed a tool which automatically generates a
simulator GUI from a Modelica model and data definition.
Keywords: graphical user interface generation;
Modelica parser; standalone simulator

1

Introduction

The core functionality of a model-specific simulator
is to run a simulation experiment, to inspect trajectories and / or scalar results and to change, store and
retrieve parameters. The computational part of such a
simulator may be set up easily using a code generating model development tool. However, to our knowledge, there are no tools publically available for automatic generation of the graphical user interface

(GUI) part. On the other hand nearly all information
needed to set up a simulator specific GUI is available
in the model code. This GUI, which may be used
independent of a general simulation environment,
can be set up automatically by parsing a Modelica
model. We used Dymola [1] for model development
and model specific C-code generation and developed
an own tool for GUI generation.
1.1

Limitations

Since the generated model specific C-code can’t be
changed anymore the GUI’s usage is restricted to
operations which do not require to change variable
dimensions or to replace parts of the model. Arrays
must have a fixed dimension or be handled via an
external C-function with dynamic storage allocation.
1.2

Core requirements

Focusing on the black-box simulation case we define
the following desirable functional requirements for
the simulator and the GUI. Some of this requirements map directly to Modelica parameter and
record declarations.

•
•
•

796

The simulation executable is driven by a parameter and simulation control input file and saves
computed trajectories in a result file.
The GUI is generated at run time by parsing
Modelica files, the GUI structure is not stored.
Only model components and output variables
declared on the top hierarchy level of the model
are available in the GUI. Protected, inherited,
modified and replaced declarations are taken into
account, no restrictions on the Modelica language apply.
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•

•

•

•
•

1.3

Only parameter record classes and top hierarchy
model classes (including all inherited and redeclared classes) must be available as Modelica
code for GUI generation. Thus the model may
contain references to confidential libraries without disclosure of the corresponding Modelica
code, external function calls and encrypted
classes (if allowed by the modeling tool).
Names and attributes of Modelica parameters
and output variables and restrictions on parameters (protected, read only, min/max values) are
retained in the GUI.
Based on parameter record class parameterization drop-down lists for parameter record selection are set up. This means a model provider (or
even a GUI user) may later add parameter
records which automatically show up in the corresponding selection list without rebuilding the
simulator executable. These records may contain
any data type including arrays, optionally a
whole record can’t be modified and / or its content is not visible. This feature facilitates the
usage of datasheet libraries without disclosure of
data details.
It must be possible to read data from external
files at runtime without fixed file names.
All model parameters including records, record
names and modified records may be stored on
and read from file. The tool must check the consistency of the model, the read in parameter file
and the parameter record definitions.
Additional functionality

Apart from the model parameterization and simulation experiment settings some more information is
needed for automatic generation of a handy GUI:
•
•
•
•

The top model file name and class name
The name of the simulator executable
The user may specify predefined trajectory plots
The user may specify predefined reports containing descriptive text and trajectory final values

All this information is stored in a configuration file.

2

2.1

All Modelica files in a directory structure are parsed
starting from the directory where the configuration is
stored. The parser builds an abstract syntax tree for
the Modelica code of the complete model hierarchy.
The parser fully supports inheritance, modifications
and redeclarations within the model hierarchy. Only
the data needed for setup of the GUI are retained:
model components, model outputs, component parameters, and parameter records. All other tokens are
skipped, e.g. algorithm clauses, connect statements,
equation clauses, arithmetic expressions.
Since only classes in the model hierarchy are parsed,
no information is available from model libraries outside of that hierarchy. In order to generate a complete parameter input file, the remaining parameters
are found by parsing the default parameter input file
of the simulator (for Dymola it may be generated by
the simulator itself).
2.2

For parsing Modelica [2] files the parser generator
tool PCCTS [3] has been used. Based on a grammatical description of a formal language, PCCTS generates C++ code of a corresponding parser which we
integrated in our application.

Consistency check

It must be checked whether the simulation executable has been generated from the parsed model.
Therefore it is verified that all parameters of the
model are consistent with the parameters of the parameter input file which may be read in to retrieve
previous parameter settings.
2.3

GUI setup

By walking through the abstract syntax tree the
graphical user interface is built: tabs for components
and controls for model parameters are created and
drop-down lists are set up for selecting replaceable
parameter records. Thus the user can switch records
without having to rebuild the simulation executable.
This feature is beyond the functionality of most
Modelica tools. Since record names are also stored
on the parameter file record selection settings (and
not only parameter settings) of previous simulation
runs can be retrieved. Modified parameter values are
marked red in the GUI.

3

Parsing the Modelica model

Parsing the model and the parameter input

3.1

The generated simulator GUI
General description

At runtime the GUI generator needs the following
files:
•
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•
•

Modelica code of parameter record classes and
top hierarchy model classes including all inherited and redeclared classes
Model specific simulator executable

To start the GUI generation the configuration file is
read in. After parsing the tool displays a menu and
icon bar and three areas: a model and output navigation tree, a multi document view area for model
component parameters, trajectory and report display,
and a message area (figure 2, underlying Modelica
model see figure 1). Concerning model parameters
the GUI has the same functionality as a general simulation tool. For each top level model component a
tab is displayed which contains all parameter and
record selection controls. Parameter name, default
value, unit and descriptive text are shown. Clicking
the symbol right of a record selection control the
contents of the chosen record is shown. If not protected or read-only parameters may be edited within
the defined limits. If a parameter contains a file name
the contents of that file is displayed by clicking the
respective control (figure 3).
3.2

Performing simulation experiments

The complete parameter setup may be stored on or
read from file. To retain the user’s parameter
changes a new parameter input file is generated before starting a simulation run. That parameter file is
enriched by the names of the selected data records.
The default simulation experiment setup is contained
in the parameter file, but may be overridden using
the GUIs simulation menu. After a simulation run
the simulation log file is shown in the GUI message
area.
3.3

Reading data from file

Since arrays must have a fixed dimension (see section 1.1) a model developer will make use of external
tables stored on file handled via an external Cfunction with dynamic storage allocation. If a model
development tool does not support change of string
parameters without C-code rebuild a workaround has
to be implemented to allow reading from different
files. To do so the simulation model has to define
fixed file names while the corresponding data
records contain a parameter with the specific file
name. When starting a simulation run, the specific
parameter files are copied to the current directory
and renamed to the predefined fixed file names.

3.4

Trajectory and report display

The GUI supports the display of multiple diagrams
and reports in multiple windows. While multiple yaxes are supported, trajectories with same unit and
similar range are automatically displayed with a
common y-axis. Numeric values of a selected trajectory are displayed in addition in a list box (figure 4).
Predefined reports show up in a separate window of
the multi document view area (figure 4). Trajectories
from a previous simulation run may be read in from
file and displayed for comparison or used for additional reports.

4

Conclusion

In order to facilitate the development of black-box
simulators with a fixed model the automatic generation of simulator specific graphical user interfaces is
desirable. A practical approach for building the GUI
of such a simulator for Modelica models has been
presented. Parsing the model and the data definitions
a GUI is set up at run time. The main issues are to
check the consistency of the model, the parameter
file and the parameter record definitions and to map
a smart limitation of the parameter space to the GUI
in order to ensure that the simulator can be used as a
black-box.
Future development will focus on additional consistency checks and user comfort. Pre-parsed model and
data definitions may be integrated directly in a binary code format of the GUI, thus avoiding to read in
the model at runtime. The documentation embedded
in a Modelica model may be made available in the
GUI. Simulation log files may be evaluated automatically to detect convergence problems and event
chattering.
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Figure 1: A Modelica simulation model

Figure 2: GUI generator main view (model parsed)
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Figure 3: Display of record, file and array contents

Figure 4: Trajectory and report display
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Abstract
In this paper we present an interactive course material
called DrControl for teaching control theory concepts
mixed together with exercises and example models in
Modelica.
The active electronic notebook, OMNotebook, is the
basis for the course material. This can be an alternative
or complement compared to the traditional teaching
method with lecturing and reading textbooks. Experience shows that using such an electronic book will
lead to more engagement from the students. OMNotebook can contain interactive technical computations
and text, as well as graphics. Hence it is a suitable tool
for teaching, experimentation, simulation, scripting,
model documentation, storage, etc.
Keywords: DrControl, DrModelica, modeling, simulation, OMNotebook, teaching, interactive, Control

1

Introduction

In this paper we introduce an electronic interactive
course material called DrControl and its use for teaching control theory together with control applications in
Modelica [1] [2]. It is developed in and uses the OMNotebook [5] active electronic book software together
with OpenModelica for modeling and simulation.
This kind of interactive courses based on electronic
books allows experimentation and dynamic simulation
as well as execution of computer programs.
Traditional teaching methods with lecturing and
reading a textbook are often too passive and does not
engage the student. Active notebooks, however, facilitates the learning process, e.g. by running programs and
exercises within the book, and mixing lecturing with
exercises and with reading in the interactive book.
Electronic notebooks created using OMNotebook
can contain program code, text, links, pictures, video,

virtual and scientific visualizations, and makes it is
possible to integrate teaching material in sciences such
as physics, human biology [3], mathematics, computer
science, etc.

1.1

Structure of the Paper

Section 2 presents the OMNotebook tool, whereas Section 3 describes the teaching goals and contents of the
DrControl electronic book. Section 4 briefly mentions
applications in teaching modeling and programming
languages, whereas Section 5 presents future work and
Section 6 gives the conclusions..

2

OMNotebook – An Active Electronic Notebook

The OpenModelica Notebook editor, OMNotebook,
provides an active electronic notebook including an
editor. The notebook it is not just a passive textbook or
html page, it is active in the sense that models inside
the book can be changed and executed.
This functionality allows the usage of interactive
hierarchical text documents where the underlying chapters and sections can be represented and edited. OMNotebook supports functionality for Modelica model simulation [1] [2], text, images and interactive linking
between those. Furthermore, via the external interface,
program is other languages can be evaluated. One example is OMScheme (Section 4.2) for teaching the
Scheme programming language.
The hierarchical structure of traditional documents,
e.g. books and reports, can also be applied to the notebook which means basically that the book is divided
into sections, subsections, paragraphs, etc. This makes
the navigation in the book sections easier.
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2.1

DrControl

Application of OMNotebook in control theory with the
DrControl course material aims at reinforcing the understanding through practical applications with handson experience. The students gain insight into the dynamic phenomena of a system. Also, the problemsolving process can be built into the material thus letting the students explore the content at his or hers own
convenience.

•

State observation, see Section 3.5

•

Closed loop control system.

•

Reconstructed systems, see Section 3.5

•

Linear quadratic optimization, see Section 3.6

•

Linearization, see Section 3.7

Figure 1. DrControl for teaching control theory concepts.

3

Content and Learning Goals of
DrControl

One important factor in modeling and simulation is the
availability of the source code, documentation of the
source code as well as the result of the simulation in the
same document. This is important because the problem
solving process is an iterative process that requires
modification of the original mathematical model and/or
the software implementation and verification of the
simulation result against the model.
The front-page of DrControl shown in Figure 2 resembles a linked table of content that can be used as a
navigation center. The content list contains topics like:
•

Getting started

•

The control problem in ordinary life

•

Feedback loop, see Section 3.1

•

Mathematical modeling, see Section 3.2

•

Transfer function, see Section 3.3

•

Stability

•

Example of controlling a DC-motor

•

Feedforward compensation

•

State-space form, see Section 3.4

Figure 2. The starting page of the DrControl tutoring
system using OMNotebook.

Each entry in this list leads to a new notebook page
where either the theory is explained with Modelica examples or an exercise with a solution is provided to
certify the background theory, see [7] for more information and down-load of DrControl.

3.1

Feedback Loop

One of the basic concepts of control theory is using
feedback loops either for neutralizing the disturbances
from the surroundings or a desire for a smoother output.
In Figure 5 a simple car model is illustrated where
the car velocity on a road is controlled, first with an
open loop control then compared to a closed loop system with a feedback loop. The car has a mass m, velocity y, and aerodynamic coefficient α. The θ is the
road slope, which in this case can be regarded as noise.
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Figure 4. Open loop control example.

The closed car model with a proportional regulator is
shown below:
𝑢 = 𝐾 ∗ (𝑟 − 𝑦)
model WithFeedback
import SI = Modelica.SIunits;
SI.Velocity y
"Output, No noise";
SI.Velocity yNoise "Output With noise";
parameter SI.Mass m = 1500;
parameter Real alpha = 250;
parameter SI.Angle theta = 5*3.14/180;
parameter SI.Acceleration g = 9.82;
SI.Force u;
SI.Force uNoise;
SI.Velocity r = 20
"Reference signal";
equation
m*der(y) = u - alpha*y;
m*der(yNoise) = uNoise - alpha*yNois –
m*g*sin(theta);
u = 5000*(r - y);
uNoise = 5000*(r - yNoise);
end WithFeedback;

Figure 3. Feedback loop.

Lets look at the Modelica model for the open loop controlled car:
𝑚𝑦̇ = 𝑢 − 𝛼𝑦 − 𝑚𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)
model NoFeedback
import SI = Modelica.SIunits;
SI.Velocity y
"No noise";
SI.Velocity yNoise
"With noise";
parameter SI.Mass m = 1500;
parameter Real alpha = 200;
parameter SI. ngle theta = 5*3.14/180;
parameter SI.Acceleration g = 9.82;
SI.Force u;
SI.Velocity r = 20 "Reference signal";
equation
m*der(y)=u - alpha*y;
m*der(yNoise)= u - alpha*yNoise –
m*g*sin(theta);
u = 250A*r;
end NoFeedback;

By applying a road slope angle different that zero then
the car velocity is influenced which can be regarded as
noise in this model. The output signal in Figure 3 is
stable but an overshoot can be observed compared to
the reference signal. Naturally the overshoot is not desired and the student will in the next exercise learn how
to get rid of this undesired behavior of the system.

By using the information about the current level of the
output signal and re-tune the regulator the output quantity can be controlled towards the reference signal
smoothly and without an overshoot, as shown in Figure
5.
In the above simple example the flat modeling approach was adopted since it was the fastest one to
quickly obtain a working model. However, one could
use the object oriented approach and encapsulate the
car and regulator models in separate classes with the
Modelica connector mechanism in between.
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Figure 6. Mathematical modeling.

Figure 5. Closed loop control example.

3.2

Mathematical Modeling

In most systems the relation between the inputs and
outputs can be described by a linear differential equation. Tearing apart the solution of the differential equation into homogenous and particular parts is an important technique taught to the students in engineering
courses, also illustrated in Figure 6.

In the first example the values of a1 and a2 are chosen
in such way that the characteristic equation has negative real roots and thereby a stable output response, see
Figure 7.

𝑑𝑛 𝑦
𝑑𝑛−1 𝑦
+
𝑎
+ … + 𝑎𝑛 𝑦
1
𝑑𝑡 𝑛
𝑑𝑡 𝑛−1
𝑑𝑚 𝑢
𝑑𝑢
= 𝑏0 𝑚 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑚−1
+ 𝑏𝑚 𝑢
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

Now let us examine a second order system:
ÿ + a1 ẏ + a2 y = 1

model NegRoots
Real y;
Real der_y;
parameter Real a1 = 3;
parameter Real a2 = 2;
equation
der_y = der(y);
der(der_y) + a1*der_y + a2*y = 1;
end NegRoots;

Choosing different values for a1 and a2 leads to different behavior as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
Figure 7. Characteristic eq. with real negative roots.
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The importance of the sign of the roots in the characteristic equation is illustrated in Figure 7and Figure 8,
e.g. a stable system with negative real roots and an unstable system with positive imaginary roots resulting in
oscillations.

𝐺(𝑠) =

1
𝐴

1
𝑠+𝑇

model Tank
import Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.*;
TransferFunction G(b = {1/A}, a =
{1,1/T});
TransferFunction GStep(b = {1/A},a =
{1,1/T});
parameter Real T = 15 "Time constant";
parameter Real A = 5;
Real uStep = if (time > 0 or time<0)
then 1 else 0 "step function";
initial equation
G.y = 1/A;
equation
G.u= if time > 0 then 0 else 1e6;
GStep.u = uStep;
end Tank;

model NegRoots
Real y;
Real der_y;
parameter Real a1 = -2;
parameter Real a2 = 10;
equation
der_y = der(y);
der(der_y) + a1*der_y + a2*y = 1;
end NegRoots;

Figure 8. Characteristic eq. with positive imaginary roots.
Figure 9. Transfer function derivation.

3.3

Transfer Function

Students also get familiar with how a transfer function,
polynomial fraction of the Laplace transform of output
over the input, is derived and how it can be used to
study the system behavior, see Figure 9 and Figure 10.
The poles of the transfer function are the roots of
the denominator which is the same as the roots to the
characteristic equation. The zeros are the roots to the
numerator of the transfer function. The inverse Laplace
transform of G(s) is called the weight function and is
the impulse response of the system.

For analysis of a simple tank model the step and pulse
responses of this system are illustrated in Figure 10. In
Modelica the transfer function is reformulated in a state
space (differential) form. Therefore the initial conditions are important for getting the right result.
The inverse Laplace transform of G(s) is called the
weight function and is the impulse response of the system. In Modelica the transfer function is reformulated
in a state space (differential) form. Therefore the initial
conditions are important for getting the right result.

𝑌(𝑠) = 𝐺(𝑠)𝑈(𝑠)

Lets now look at a simplified first order model of a
tank system:
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Figure 10. Step and pulse (weight function) response.
Figure 11. Linear state-space form.

3.4

State-space Formulation

The state of a system is the amount of information
needed for determining the future output of the system
if the future inputs are known.
The state space form for continuous-time dependent
systems can be expressed as a system of first order differential equations. We can reformulate the below
second order differential equation

In Figure 12 a second order system is modeled, both
with the aid of pure differential equation and also with
the transformation to the transfer function representation.
What is important to highlight here is that the two
models show different results making the student aware
of setting the initial data correctly.
model StateSpaceHD
Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.StateSpace
stateSpace(A=[-2,1; -3,0],B=[-3;5]
,C=[1,0],D=[2]);
Modelica.Blocks.Sources.Step
step(height=1.0);
equation
connect(step.y, stateSpace.u[1]);
end StateSpaceHD;

ÿ + a1 ẏ + a2 y = bu

by introducing new auxiliary variables

𝑥1 = 𝑦
�𝑥 = 𝑦̇
2

the differential equation can be re-written in a statespace form:

𝑥1
0 1
𝑥̇
0
� 1� = �
� �𝑥 � + � � u
−𝑎2 −𝑎1
𝑥̇ 2
𝑏
2

Depending of the modeled system and the type of analysis one would like to perform there could be a desire
to shift from the state space formulation to transfer
function representation or vice versa.
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model DiffEqHD
Real u = 1;
Real y;
Real uprim = der(u);
Real z = der(y);
equation
der(z)+2*z+3*y = 2*der(uprim)+uprim+u;
end DiffEqHD;
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𝑥̇ = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝐵𝑢
𝑦 = 𝐶𝑥
Introduce now an estimation of the state variable x:
�

The difference

𝑥�̇ = 𝐴𝑥� + 𝐵𝑢
𝑦 − 𝐶𝑥�

can be used as a measure of the error in this estimation.
With the feedback loop
𝑢 = −𝐿𝑥� + 𝐵𝑟
the observed system can be re-written as:

𝐴 − 𝐵𝐿 𝐵𝐿 𝑥
𝑥̇
𝐵
� ̇� = �
�� � + � �r
0
𝑥�
0 𝐴 − 𝐾𝐶 𝑥�
𝑥
𝑦 = (𝐶 0) � �
𝑥�
The vector K is called the observer for the system.

Figure 12. State-apace form vs. differential equation
modeling.

3.5

Observers and Reconstructed systems

Often we do not have access to the internal states of a
system and can only measure the outputs of the system
and have to reconstruct the state of the system based on
these measurements. This is normally done with an
observer, e.g. Kalman filter, see Figure 13 and Figure
14.

Figure 14. Kalman observer.

In real life systems the observed signals often contain
noise. By introducing noise in the observed output signal the modeled system can be made more realistic.
The random function is listed below:
type Seed = Real[3];

Figure 13. Observer.
function random
input Seed si;
input Real tim;
output Real x;
output Seed so;

Consider the second order model from section 3.4
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algorithm
so[1] := abs(rem((171*si[1]*exp(
mod(tim-11,tim+13))),30269));
so[2] := abs(rem((172*si[2]*exp(
mod(tim-5,tim+7))),30307));
so[3] := abs(rem((170*si[3]*exp(
mod(tim-23,tim+76))),30323));
if so[1] < 1e-4 then
so[1] := 1;
end if;
if so[2] < 1e-4 then
so[2] := 1;
end if;
if so[3] < 1e-4 then
so[3] := 1;
end if;
x := rem((so[1]/30269.0 +so[2]/30307.0 +
so[3]/30323.0),1.0);
end random;

Lets now look at a simple noisy pendulum model
where the output angle is observed with a Kalman observer:

0
𝑥̇
� 1� = �
𝑥̇ 2
1

The time input is needed to ensure that the Modelica
compilers shouldn’t consider the above function as
constant.
Now the state-space model from the Modelica standard library can be re-written containing noise:
block StateSpaceWithNoise "Linear state
space system with noise"
parameter Real A[:,size(A, 1)] =
{{0,1},{1,0}} ;
parameter Real B[size(A, 1),:] =
{{0},{1}};
parameter Real C[:,size(A, 1)] =
{{1,0}};
parameter Real F[size(A, 1),:] =
{{1},{0}};
parameter Real D[size(C, 1),size(B, 2)]
= zeros(size(C, 1), size(B, 2));
extends Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.MIMO(
final nin = size(B, 2), final nout =
size(C, 1));
output Real x[size(A,1)] "State vector";
Real si(start ={1,2,3});
Real si2(start={11,27,127});
Real randomE "input noise";
Real randomV "measurement noise";
algorithm
(randomE,si) := random(si,time/10);
(randomV,si2) := random(si2,time/10);
equation
der(x) = A * x + B * u + F*{randomE};
y = C * x + D * u + {randomV};
end StateSpaceWithNoise;
model StateSpaceNoise
StateSpaceWithNoise stateSpace;
Modelica.Blocks.Sources.Exponentials
ref(outMax=4,riseTime=1,
riseTimeConst=1,fallTimeConst=0.2,
offset=0,startTime=-1);
initial equation
stateSpace.x[1]=1;
equation
connect(ref.y, stateSpace.u[1]);
end StateSpaceNoise;

1 𝑥1
1
�� � + � �u
0
0 𝑥2
𝑦 = 𝑥1

model KalmanFeedback
parameter Real A[:,size(A, 1)] =
{{0,1},{1,0}} ;
parameter Real B[size(A, 1),:] =
{{0},{1}};
parameter Real C[:,size(A, 1)] =
{{1,0}};
parameter Real[2,1] K = [2.4;3.4];
parameter Real[1,2] L = [2.4,3.4];
parameter Real[:,:] ABL = A-B*L;
parameter Real[:,:] BL = B*L;
parameter Real[:,:] Z =
zeros(size(ABL,2),size(AKC,1));
parameter Real[:,:] AKC = A-K*C;
parameter Real[:,:] Anew = [0,1,0,0 ; 1.4, -3.4, 2.4,3.4; 0,0,-2.4,1;0,0,
2.4,0];
parameter Real[:,:] Bnew = [0;1;0;0];
parameter Real[:,:] Fnew = [1;0;0;0];
StateSpaceNoise Kalman(
StateSpace.A=Anew,
StateSpace.B=Bnew,
StateSpace.C=[1,0,0,0],
StateSpace.F = Fnew);
StateSpaceNoise noKalman;
end KalmanFeedback;

Figure 15. Pendulum angle control with Kalman observer.
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3.6 Linear Quadratic Optimization
A good measure of suitable feedbacks, e.g. extra poles,
is minimum of the input and output energy levels. Solving the minimum energy level functional leads to the
algebraic Riccati equation, shown in Figure 16and Figure 17.

Figure 17. Solving Riccati equation with OpenModelica.

3.7

Linearization

Many nonlinear problems can be handled more easily
by linearization around an equilibrium point. Lapapunov showed that if the linear approximation is stable
then the nonlinear problem is also stable, at least
around the equilibrium region. Thus we can investigate
the behavior of the nonlinear system by analyzing the
linearized approximation.
In the OpenModelica Compiler (OMC) a flag is introduced for linearization:
Figure 16. Quadratic optimization.

The algebraic Riccati equation is:

𝐴𝑃 + 𝑃𝐴𝑇 + 𝑅𝑒 − 𝑃𝐶 𝑇 𝑅𝑣−1 𝐶𝑃 = 0

model RiccatiEq
parameter Real A[2,2]=[0,1; 1,0];
parameter Real B[2,1]=[0; 1];
parameter Real C[1,2]=[1,0];
Real P[2,2](start = Pinit);
parameter Real Pinit[2,2] =
[1,1.5;1.5,1];
parameter Real Q[2,2] = [1, 0; 0, 0];
Real L[1,2];
Real L1 = L[1,1];
Real L2 = L[1,2];
equation
Q + P*A + transpose(A)*P P*B*transpose(B)*P = [0,0;0,0];
L = transpose(B)*P;
end RiccatiEq;

setCommandLineOptions({"+d=linearization"})

Assume that we have a non-linear two tank model
shown below:
model TwoFlatTankModel
Real h1(start = 2);
Real h2(start = 1);
Real F1;
parameter Real A1 = 2,A2 = 0.5;
parameter Real R1 = 2,R2 = 1;
input Real F;
output Real F2;
equation
der(h1) = (F/A1) - (F1/A1);
der(h2) = (F1/A2) - (F2/A2);
F1 = R1 * sqrt(h1-h2);
F2 = R2 * sqrt(h2);
end TwoFlatTankModel;

The output C-files are now generated with the linearization flag. By running the executable with the time
argument the linearized model is generated which can
be simulated:
buildModel(TwoFlatTankModel) //OMC
system("TwoFlatTankModel.exe -l 0.0 -v
>log.out")
readFile("log.out")
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tion 4.2). OMNotebook can also easily be used in other
areas such as physics, biology chemistry, biomechanics
etc., where phenomena can be illustrated by dynamic
simulation within the book.

The file log.out contains now the linearized model:
model Linear_TwoFlatTankModel
parameter Integer n = 2; // states
parameter Integer k = 1;
parameter Integer l = 1;
parameter Real x0[2] = {2,1};
parameter Real u0[1] = {0};
parameter Real A[2,2] = [-0.5,0.5;2,-3];
parameter Real B[2,1] = [0.5;0];
parameter Real C[1,2] = [0,0.5];
parameter Real D[1,1] = [0];
Real x[2](start = x0);
input Real u[1](start = u0);
output Real y[1];
Real x_Ph1 = x[1];
Real x_Ph2 = x[2];
Real u_PF = u[1];
Real y_PF2 = y[1];
equation
der(x) = A * x + B * u;
y = C * x + D * u;
end Linear_TwoFlatTankModel;

Figure 19. Bouncing ball example with movement
animation in OMNotebook.

4.2

OMScheme

With OMScheme the OMNotebook paradigm is generalized towards other programming languages than
Modelica, e.g. the Scheme programming language, [6].
An implementation of the factorial function using OMScheme is shown in Figure 20.
Figure 18. Linearization.

4

Other OMNotebook Applications

OMNotebook is also used for teaching modeling with
Modelica (DrModelica), and programming in Scheme
(DrScheme).

4.1

DrModelica

The existence of numerical algorithms and solvers are
important aspects of equation-based environments such
as Modelica tools.
OMNotebook is currently being used for course material (DrModelica) in teaching the Modelica language
and equation-based object-oriented modeling and simulation, (see Figure 19).
It can easily be adapted to electronic books teaching
other programming languages, such as Scheme (Sec-
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The idea of active electronic books in OpenModelica has so far been employed in the two E-courses
DrModelica and DrControl used successfully in graduate and workshop courses.
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Abstract
In this paper we would like to give a small snapshot in time on Modelica tool compatibility today,
and discuss strategies for its improvement in order to
keep it on a high level. Especially we would like to
consider approaches for semi-automatic test and verification frameworks as well as to develop different
levels and definitions on Modelica tool compatibility.
Keywords: Modelica language; simulation and design tools; quality and compatibility management

1

Introduction

The Modelica language grows as well in complexity as in scope and becomes a mighty tool to describe models from very different domains. Beyond
this the number of tools using the Modelica language
has increased to the benefit of the users. A various
set of compatible simulators decreases the dependency on a single tool provider, allows exchange between different modelers using different tools, and –
because every development of a model and its maintenance is not for free – it offers a high degree of
investment security.
But there are dangers to be avoided as well. A diverging interpretation of a standard and a heterogeneous set of vendors may lead to unpleasant scenarios for users and library providers.
Compatibility is not an easy task for a complex
declarative language which is the base of modelbased software generation. Beyond the language and
its interpretation the results given by the generated
code may differ based on various parameters like the
chosen integrator and its boundaries for relative and
absolute errors. So some variations in the results are
allowed and expected, some are not.
Drawing a comparison with C++-Compilers it is
expected that the quality of the generated executable
differs, e.g. concerning performance. It might be ac-

cepted that not every compiler can handle any part of
the new C++ standard, but it falls beyond the pale, if
source code is successfully compiled and executed,
and finally provides totally different results based on
the used compiler.
In order to receive an impression how compatible Modelica tools are among themselves and as well
among the standard we took a snapshot of four tools,
mostly demo and testing versions, and gave them
quite tiny models that can be translated with limited
versions.
For us the fact which tool can handle what kinds
of models is of minor interest, because this will
properly change with every new version. More important for us is the answer to the question if there is
already a diverging interpretation of the standard or
if this issue has been of no interest so far. In this case
we could assume that there will probably be a growing need for measures guaranteeing quality as well as
compatibility, which have to be presented later on.

2

Snapshot on Modelica tool compatibility

Let us start with a scenario in which two developers are using different tools to model and simulate.
Now developer A and B exchange models, given in
Modelica source code, and naturally they both expect
no problems, because they meet the Modelica standard. Because of the grown complexity and increasing number of interpretations of the standard this
may run ill and so it may turn out that an easy exchange is not possible. We distinguish between three
different kinds of causes presented in the following
sections.
2.1

Lacking support of language elements

The lacking support of language elements is easiest to handle for the users. In this case the translation of the Modelica model will fail and provide a
hint which language element is not supported. In a
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lot of Modelica tools a common non-provided language element is the else-when-element in the equation section of a model. This type of compatibility
problem is annoying but it causes no danger.
A good example is the following model:
model A
Real x;
Real a(start=2);
equation
when {time > 0.5,x > 0.7} then
if time > 0.55 then
a = 3;
else
a = 4;
end if;
elsewhen time > 0.6 then
a = 5;
end when;
der(x) = 1;
end A;
Model 1: else-when in equation section

2.3

It turned out that in our snapshot of four Modelica
tools only one could translate and simulate the model
above. Two of them were not able to translate it and
one generated code but directly aborted using the
compiled program.
2.2

for a user choosing one tool or another. So on one
side diverging results in quality should be expected
and respected, but in any case it would be interesting
to measure it. On the one hand the tool provider is
presumably keen on increasing the quality of his
product. And on the other hand, if the results were
published, it may even help the customer to choose a
Modelica tool. So we think these are the kinds of
variations in the results that are allowed, expected,
and do not touch the goal of standardized and compatible language.
However, if the code is executable and runs without a warning, which was not the case for any tested
tool, this scenario comprises some risks. So like it
seems to be now, a termination of the simulation as
soon as possible should always be the default handling of such cases. Thus we assume that in most
cases the simulation will be directly aborted if such a
problem arises.

Different interpretation of language element

In contradistinction to lacking support of language
elements or variations in the code quality a different
interpretation of language elements of the various
Modelica tools may lead to more serious problems.
Let us have a look at the following example:

The generated code

The next cause has its roots in the different skills of
the tools to optimize code and handle tricky situations concerning e.g. index reduction. Most tools use
a more or less straightforward implementation of the
Pantelides Algorithm [4], extended with dummy derivatives (s. e.g. [5] or [1], chapter 7). In some situations this is not always enough and may lead to nonexecutable results. For example, this combination of
inductors and resistors cannot be simulated in every
Modelica tool:

Model 2: advanced index reduction
These kinds of compatibility problems are in a way
in between, if they are real compatibility issues at all.
The quality of code generation and GUI is the reason

class A
class C
Real t(start=-2);
Real x;
equation
der(x) = t;
algorithm
when time > -0.1 then
t := time + 0.1;
end when;
end C;
C c;
end A;
Model 3: when and HDAE initialization (I)
All of the provided examples are very small and
can be evaluated in most test or demo versions of
Modelica tools. From a theoretical point of view and
our interpretation of the Modelica standard [5] the
initial value of t should be -2. In our test it turned out
that just one of the tested Modelica tools computed
the result -2 and most of them started with t = 0.1.
Independent of the correct value, the interesting effect for us is that the whole simulation may run differently now. In the next model, the problems might
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have their cause in interpretation or implementation
of initial conditions and equation reduction.
model A
Real x(start=7);
Real y,z;
flow Real a[2,3];
equation
z = -a[2,3];
z=x;
y=z;
a[1,1] = 0;
a[1,2] = 0;
a[1,3] = 0;
a[2,1] = 0;
a[2,2] = 0;
der(a[2,3]) = 1;
end A;
Model 4: Transfer of start values

when the scalar expression or any of the elements of
the vector expression becomes true.“ So it could be
translated in an if-condition like this:
if (boolean) and not pre(boolean)

In our interpretation the resulting equation x=y
should propagate the initial value, so that the simulation starts with x=y=z=7 and a[2,3]=-7.
Our point of view is that a consistent initial value
should always be tried to be propagated directly, independent of an additional attribute like fixed=true.
But in some tools start values are not propagated
and so the simulation starts with different initial values. The effect is of course a simulation with totally
different results. A possible explanation might be
that some tools call the initial function with x=y=z=7
and a[2,3]=-7 and try to find a consistent set of variables based on these initial values. Whereas the
other tools start with this procedure with x=7 and
assume that this information will be propagated during the DAE initial problem.
Finally let us look at the following very small
model 5:

In combination with the techniques for an initialization after an event indicated on page 226 of [5] the init situation is slightly the same - we come to the
conclusion that the condition should only be activated, if x>1 has been logical false before and is now
logical true. This situation is quite tricky for a lot of
Modelica tools. We think that x is equal to 2 immediately, and the state x has a positive derivative during the whole time. Therefore, the when-cause
should never be activated and so y is equal to 3 all
the time. Just one Modelica simulator handled the
situation like this, all the others computed y=4.
So we have got two situations: model 3, in which
the time value has to be interpreted, and model 5,
which includes an initial value for x. In both situations the when-language element is misinterpreted
during the initial phase. In case of model 5 one might
argue about the start value of x, but obviously the
time value as in model 3 is never negative.
We tested some more models, and as well as in
the presented ones we found a few similar results. So
we can conclude that there are diverging interpretations of the standard and that it makes sense to think
about strategies in order to avoid this.

3

Suggestion of semi-automatic test
and verification frameworks

The first step in our strategy is briefly presented
in the following figure:

model A
Real x(start=2);
Real y(start=3);
equation
der(x) = 1;
when x > 1 then
y = pre(y) + 1;
end when;
end A;
Model 5: when and HDAE initialization (II)
In the Modelica Standard 3.2 ([5]), section 8.3.5
the language element is defined as follows: “The
statements within a when-equation are activated
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The most important aspect could be to create a
database with tiny Modelica models which contain a
single element of the Modelica standard one would
like to have tested. The models themselves should be
tricky for the translation process, but so small that
the results can be exactly verified by a human based
on the common interpretation of the Modelica standard. This is very important because certainly it is
not proved that Modelica tool A in the figure is free
from errors.
These tiny models are in a way academic and
their benefit is that the correctness of the results can
be proved. When a correct pair of model and result
has been created, both are added to the database.
This is the most important aspect for a check for
compatibility. But it is hard to collect a lot of these
models and it might not be possible to get all complex side effects. So beyond this, one should add
“applied models” to the database:

Figure 2: Test Database and applied models with
reasonable results
In general, no human can prove the correctness of
a complex model like this. So in this case it is just a
check if the results are reasonable or not. If they are
reasonable the reference results as well as the model
are added to the database. In the next step it makes
sense to distinguish between these different kinds of
models:

Figure 3: Semi-automatic test scenario
With this database it would now be possible to
test the Modelica tools on Standard compatibility at
least semi-automatically. A checker program can
pick up the Modelica model with its associated reference results, simulate the model with the Modelica
tool under test and compare the results. The comparison of the results needs a little bit a fuzzy approach,
because it is unlikely that the generated code will
produce totally the same results as in the reference
solution. There are a lot of interesting approaches,
see e.g. [8], to compare models and their results in a
(semi)-automatic way. For simplicity let us assume
that all variables of the model are stores in a vector x
and the corresponding reference solutions in a vector
r, then one might check for |xi(t) - ri(t) | < tol.
Another important benchmark value should be the
time of the event as well as the initial values after the
event.
If every compiled Modelica code uses a different
integrator for the HDAE, this might lead to serious
problems for the compression, so just for this
benchmark purpose one should fix a freely available
Open Source integrator like IDA (s. e.g. [3]). With a
fixed integrator such a test should be possible.
But why do we call this a semi-automatic test for
it looks like a full-automatic test until now? Responsible for this are the failures which may occur when
simulating or translating the “applied models”. In
this case it is not possible to exclude the possibility
that the reference results are wrong. So in some cases
it might be necessary to reevaluate the reference results for such a model.
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4

Levels of compatibility and quality
control

To illustrate this, let us have a look at the following model:

With such an infrastructure a validation service
could be set up. Nevertheless, this would just produce a list of successfully and not successfully handled models, but no solution to the fundamental
problem. So at that point one would be able to measure the language respectably the tool compatibility
and achieve information about what to improve. But
this is just one aspect of two. The two challenges for
the compatibility issue on the long run are firstly the
growing complexity and secondly measurement and
control. But up to now we majorly dealt with the
measurement aspect. How could growth of complexity be reduced without acting as a brake upon new
innovations in the Modelica language?
A possible approach might be introducing different levels of complexity in the Modelica language.
The highest level could be today’s Modelica language with all its language elements as well as upcoming innovative and progressive features. The
lower levels should be becoming more and more
conservative concerning changes and less complex:
1. (Full) Modelica
2. Simple Modelica
3. Flatmodelica

class A
Real x[2, 3];
Integer i=7;
Integer j=8;
Real y;
equation
for i in {1,2}, j loop
x[i, j] = i*A.j;
end for;
for i in {3,4}, j loop
x[i, j] = A.i*j;
end for;
y=time*x[2,2];
end A;
Model 6: Automatic detection of array bounds
This model exclusively uses valid Modelica language, but in our tests none of the tools has been able
to generate code and simulate it successfully. The
used language elements are not new in Modelica 3.2,
so we can exclude the effect that the tools were unable to implement them in time. An explanation might
be the high demands of such dynamic language elements for the data structures of a Modelica tool. This
model is not an isolated incident; let us for example
regard this model:

One might think that Flatmodelica already exists
for very often the term “flat model” is mentioned,
and therefore one has an association, because e.g.
some tools allow exporting “Flatmodelica” or a “flat
model”. But this is not true, for there is no official
standard defining Flatmodelica or at least a “flat
model”. What comes close to a definition is written
in [2], chapter 18, but anyway it is not a formal language description. The name suggests that there are
no more dependencies concerning libraries. Beyond
this, it implies that no more inheritance has to be carried out, but this is hard to be done, because nearly
everything in Modelica is a class. So e.g. the question occurs whether records are part of Flatmodelica
or not.
Maybe we should motivate why it could make
sense to introduce different levels of complexity and
development speed in the Modelica standard.
The major reason could be that no tool has been
able to implement the full Modelica language up to
now. If the language keeps on growing, as during the
course of recent years, it is hardly probable that this
status will change.

model A
record R
Real x[1,1];
Boolean b;
end R;
Real w;
R r1(x={{1}}, b=false);
R r2(x={{2}}, b=true);
R r3[2];
equation
r3[1] = r1;
r3[2] = if time > 0.5 then
(if time > 0.6 then r1 else r2)
else r2;
der(w) = r3[2].x[1,1];
end A;
Model 7: Usage of records
Records as well as the automatic detection of array bounds and especially their dynamical handling
cause just one problem in many tools. The effects
probably differ because of the different data structures used to translate the Modelica models.
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So we can conclude that full Modelica, as fast
developing language standard, is not predestinated as
cross-tool exchange language. Beyond these features
and aspects, there are a lot of chapters in the Modelica standard that could likely be excluded for a Simple Modelica approach. Examples might be [5], section 10.5.1 “Indexing with Boolean or Enumeration
Values”, chapter 14 “Overloaded Operators”, some
of the redeclaration features described in chapter 7.3
or the expandable connectors from chapter 9.3.1.
Such features proposed to be excluded from Simple Modelica in comparison to full Modelica are
mostly the very dynamic ones and therefore hard to
be validated using the proposed semi-automatic test
and verification framework, especially but not only
concerning more complex models. In fact the suggested test and validation infrastructure will be more
efficient on the lower levels and always less efficient
on the higher ones. One reason would be the conservative progressing approach and another one limited amount of language elements and features.
Because the mentioned features are apparently
difficult to be implemented for Modelica tool vendors, it would probably be possible to achieve a better tool compatibility on the lower levels compared
to the higher ones. Beyond this, the introduction of
less featured levels of Modelica might even lead to a
provision of a base for the exchange of Simple or
Flatmodelica models to and from the proprietary
Simscape language, s. e.g. [8], invented by TheMathWorks. To support such a scenario for Simple
Modelica the redeclaration techniques described in
[5], section 7.3, might need further restrictions or
simplifications. Anyway it is of course unlikely that
this will work without a conversion procedure, but a
conversion from Simple Modelica to Simscape might
be possible, while the more complex and mighty Full
Modelica is a formidable challenge for an automatic
conversion from and majorly to Simscape.
So Simple Modelica and Flatmodelica as subsets
of full Modelica could provide grand strides concerning cross-tool exchange, tool compatibility and
finally make formal tests discussed in section 3 much
more efficient.

can handle the full test without failures, the gold tag
with a given percentage and so on. The suggested
infrastructure could be set up by a central organization like the Modelica Association.
As discussed above it is very unlikely that a tool
would reach the platinum level for the latest few full
Modelica language versions. Most tools could
achieve gold and silver, but obviously this would not
be the perfect exchange level because every tool
might miss different language aspects. On the more
conservative lower language levels like Simple
Modelica or Flatmodelica a lot of tools could reach
platinum level and therefore provide a good base for
a cross-tool exchange with a consistent language interpretation.
For a kind of “flat model”, like e.g. in Dymola,
can be generated from full Modelica without any loss
of functionality it should be possible to do the same
with a formal defined Flatmodelica and a Simple
Modelica. So there won’t be any loss of functionality, just a loss of structure and convenience. This is
the reason why Simple Modelica as intermediate
stage between full Modelica and Flatmodelica makes
sense. Flatmodelica as kind of textual description of
an HDAE is always possible, but it is hard to maintain a model described in Flatmodelica while it is
hard to achieve a high compatibility level for full
Modelica. So Simple Modelica together with a semiautomatic test and verification framework could lead
to a high degree of investment security and independence for users and library providers.

5

Conclusions

So finally we conclude that the desirable growth of
Modelica tool vendors and language capacity leads
to a lot of benefits but also to the issue of compatibility which today and in future will become more and
more important.
We have shown that recently there is a need to introduce quality control mechanisms. Beyond this, we
tried to give brief suggestions how it might be possible to deal with the task of compatibility of Modelica
tools among themselves and as well among the Modelica standard.

If we had these two subsets of Modelica we could
judge tools by their capacity to import, export and
translate models on three different levels. To achieve
a simple measurement for users one may introduce a
bronze, silver, gold and platinum tag on the different
levels. The platinum tag will just be given, if a tool
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A Modeli a model of thermal and me hani al phenomena
in bare overhead ondu tors
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Abstra t
A Modeli a model of the thermal and me hanial phenomena of bare overhead ondu tors is presented. The geometry of the atenary is also modeled as an important part of the me hani al phenomena. The model has been ompiled and tested
using OpenModeli a. Some appli ation examples
are also presented to illustrate some analysis that
an be done with the model.
Keywords:

overhead

ondu tors,

IEEE

By using Modeli a two main advantages have
arised:
• The solution of the state hange equation is

very simple. This is an equation that must be
solved by numeri al methods. The Modeli a
model of the equation is done in a natural way,
and the algorithms available in OpenModeli a
are apable to solve it.

• The argability analysis is immediate. The

most ommon models from overhead ondu tors use the ele tri al urrent in the ondu tor
to ompute the ondu tor temperature for extreme operation onditions and then the mehani al and geometri variables. Cargability analysis is the inverse pro ess: from the
me hani al, geometri or thermal limit onditions we must nd an ele tri al urrent that
will ause them. Due to the obje t-oriented
modeling of Modeli a, the same model an be
used in both dire tions.

738,

atenary, sag

1

Introdu tion

Bare overhead ondu tors are essential in transmission and distribution of large amounts of ele tri al energy. They are supported by transmission
towers and exposed to varying weather onditions.
The me hani al behaivor of these suspended ables
is ae ted by thermal pro esses. Heat transfers
hange ondu tor temperature, ausing lenght and
tension modi ations. As a result, the geometry of
the atenary des ribed by the able also hanges.
It is very important to study this geometri modi ations, mainly to avoid ele tri al failures aused
by the violation of se urity distan es.
In this paper we show a Modeli a model of the
thermal and me hani al phenomena of bare overhead ondu tors; the geometry of the atenary is
also modeled as an important part of the me hanial phenomena. The model has been ompiled and
tested using OpenModeli a ([2℄, [3℄). Some appliation examples, and the sour e ode are available
at the Virtual A ademi Servi es of the National
Universty of Colombia 1 .
1

http://www.lab.virtual.unal.edu. o

This paper is organized as follows: in se tion 2
the phys al model is presented in two steps, the
thermal model rst (se tion 2.1) and then the mehani al model (se tion 2.2); in se tion 3 the Modeli a implementation is explained also in two steps
(se tions 3.1 and 3.2); in se tion 4 we show some
appli ation examples to illustrate the analysis apabilities of the implementation. Con lusions and
future work are summarized in se tion 5.

2 Physi al model
2.1

Thermal model

The thermal model al ulates the ondu tor temperature for a ertain ele tri al urrent and
weather onditions. The IEEE Standar 738 ([1℄)
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denes two dierent models: one for steady state
al ulations and another one for transient al ulations.
The non-steady heat balan e is summarized by
equation 1

∆y
yB
D

yA

A
O

hA


1  2
dTc
=
RI + qs − qc − qr
dt
mCp

B

(1)

ref

xf
SA

SB
S

Where:

• T is the ondu tor temperature.

Figure 1: Geometry of the atenary

• mCp is the heat apa ity of ondu tor.
• R is the ele tri al linear resisten e of the on-

du tor, whi h is a fun tion of its temperature.

qr

• I is the urrent passing through the ondu tor. The term RI 2 is the heat gain by Joule

ee t.

radiated heat is al ulated using temperature, emmisivity and size of ondu tor as
well as air temperature.

model:

Noti e that T , whi h seems to be expli ity alulated in 1 is really involved in all the terms. A
more a urate equation shoud be:

• qs is the heat gain by solar radiation.
• qc is the heat loss by onve tion.
• qr is the heat loss by radiation.

The standard also stablishes detailed models for
every term in equation 1. The main features of
these models are:


1 
dT
=
R(T )I 2 + qs (T ) − qc (T ) − qr (T )
dt
mCp

(2)

ele tri al linear resisten e of ondu tor
is al ulated as a fun tion of temperature by
a linear interpolation (or extrapolation) of the 2.2 Me hani al model
values at two dierent temperatures (usually
25o C and 75o C). These values are available in Me hani al phenomena in overhead ondu tors are
well known (see for example hapter 14 of [4℄). Figmanufa turers data sheets.
ure 1 shows an overhead ondu tor that des ribes
mCp model: total heat apa ity is al ulated a atenary. It is supported in A y B , whi h are at
taking into a ount the per entage of mate- height yA and yB from the level of the lowest point
rials in the ondu tor (ussualy steel and allu- (O), and with a dieren e of level ∆y . hA is the
height of A from a referen e level. The span (horminium).
izontal separation between supports) is S . The
qs model: the a tual heat gain by solar radiation longitudinal tension is T en, where as the horizondepends on the geographi al latitude and alti- tal tension is H . Condu tor lenght is L, its linear
tude in whi h the ondu tor is pla ed, the day weight is W and is temperature is T . The lowest
of the year, the time of the day, the abosorvity point O is at a horizontal distan e S and S from
A
B
and size of ondu tor; two atmosphere ondi- supports A and B . The length of ondu tor from
tions are onsidered: lear and industrial.
the supports A and B to the lowest point O are
qc model: natural and for ed onve tion must be LA and LB .
Sag D is the maximum verti al distan e between
al ulated. The greatest of the two is used in
equation 1. The wind velo ity and dire tion is the imaginary line that onne ts A and B and the
onsidered; air density and vis osity depends atenary. Sag o urs at the point in whi h the
on air temperature. Temperature, size and atenary tangent is the same as the slope of that
azimuth of ondu tor are also involved in the imaginary line. The horizontal distan e between
model.
this point and the lowest point O is xf .
R

model:
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2.2.1

Geometri

onsiderations

2.2.3

Computing the horizontal tension

The height of the atenary y(x) from the level of The total lenght L of the able an be omputed
the lowest point O is:
from L = LA + LB
H
cosh
y(x) =
W



Wx
H



−

H
;
W

(3)

Where x is the horizontal distan e to O. Let x be
the horizontal distan e to A. Then we have:
x

=

y(x) =

H
W

cosh

SA − x 
W (SA −x)
H

−

H
W

H
LA =
sinh
W



W SA
H



H
sinh
LB =
W



W SB
H

(13)
The able longitudinal tensión at a distan e S/2
from O is
(4)
WS
T en = H cosh
(14)



2H

Suppose two dierent able states 0 y 1. There
The height of the ondu tor in x from the referare now two longitudinal tensions T en0 and T en1 ,
en e level is
two horizontal tensions H0 and H1 , two temperah(x) = hA − YA + y(x)
(5)
tures T0 and T1 and the two lenghts L0 and L1 .
Then we have the state hange equation :


cosh WHSA +


cosh W (SHA −x)

h(x) = hA −
H
W

H
W

(6)

L1 = L0



T en1 − T en0
1 + a(T1 − T0 ) +
EA



(15)

Where a is the oe ient of dilatation, E the
The horizontal distan e from the lowest point O
elasti ity module and A the se tion area. Noti e
to the lowest support is SP B
(
)
that the new length must also satisfy equation 13.
∆y/2
SA H
−1
 (7) Usually numeri al methods must be used to satisfy
−
sinh
SP B =
H
W
2
W
sinh
S
/2
simultaniously equations 13 and 15.
A
W
H
Assuming that W does not hange from state
Noti e that SP B is equal to SA or SB :
0 to state 1, the value of H1 is obtained by the

SP B
if ∆y ≥ 0
solution
of
SA =
(8)




A − SP B if ∆y < 0
W (S−SA )
W SA
H1
H1
2.2.2

+
=
sinh
 W
o
 H1
H0
A)
1
sinh WHS0A + H
sinh W (S−S
H0
hW
ii
hW
1
WS
WS
1 + a(T1 − T0 ) EA
−
H
cosh
H1 cosh 2H
0
2H0
1
nW

Computing the sag

In order to nd the sag, rst we nd the slope m
of the imaginary line that onne ts A and B :
∆y
m=
S

(9)

sinh

H1

(16)

3 Modeli a implementation

The rst derivative of equation 3 give us the
atenary tangent:
Condu tor and span parameters are stored in sep

arated re ords named Condu torData and Spandy
Wx
= sinh
(10) Data. Day of the year and time of the day are
dx
H
stored in a third re ord whose name is TimeData.
xf s the point where the slops equals m, so we Tables 1 to 3 summarize the parameters in ea h
have:


re ord.
H
∆y
xf =
asinh
(11)
W

S

3.1

Thermal model

The sag D is the verti al distan e from the imaginary line that onne ts A and B , yr , and the ate- 14 fun tions have been dened for the implemennary yc , both in xf
tation of the thermal model (see table 4). 3 lasses
have been also designed:
D
=
 yr (xf) − yf (xf )
Conve tionHeatFlow: a model similar to the
H
H
yr (xf ) = W
cosh WHSB − W
− m(Sb − xf )


HeatTransfer.Conve tion model, but whose
W xf
H
H
yc (xf ) =
cosh
−
parameters are driven by the ondu tor, span
W
H
W
and time parameters.
(12)
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a model similar to the Heatmodel, but
whose value is driven by sun and span
position.

SolarHeatFlow:
de laration

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

Transfer.Pres ribedHeatFlow

meaning

External diameter
Coe ient of dilatation
Module of elasti ity
Linear weight
Cross se tion area
Linear heat apa ity
Linear ele tri al resisten e
T_ref
Temperature of referen e
alpha
Slope of resistan e
hange
abs =0.5 Absorvity
emi =1.0 Emissivity
D
a
E
W
A
C
R_ref

Table 1: Parameters in the Condu

torData

StandAloneHeatingResistor:

model

similar

to

a
the

Ele tri-

model,
that also omputes the heat gain by Joule
ee t for a ertain ele tri al urrent.
al.Analog.Basi .HeatingResistor

it is a Heat Capa itor with a temperature signal port.

Condu tor:

3.2

Me hani al and geometri al model

Me hani al and geometri al model is implemented
re ord by 4 fun tions (table 5) and 4 main lasses:
this lass is the implementation of the state hange equations 15
and 16. (See File 1). This lass is perhaps, the most important of the me hani al
model. Here we stablish that the state equation must also satisfy the new length ondition of 13. In order to help a fast solution of
the state hange equations, a starting point
for α = H/W an be set. We suggest to use
300 2 .

CatenaryStateChange:

de laration

Real He
Real L
Real Zl
Real S
Real Dy
Real T_0
Real Ten_0
Real L_0

meaning

Altitude above sea level
in m
Latitude in deg
Azimuth of the line in
deg
Span length en m
Support dieren e of
level in m
Temperature of ondu tor in state of referen e
in K
Tension of ondu tor in
state of referen e in KgF
Lenght of ondu tor in
state of referen e in m

it is a partial lass that joins the thermal, me hani al and geometri al models (see
2). In one hand it implements equation 1 as a
Condu tor (i.e. a heat apa itor) whose heat
port has atta hed models for the heat ows
(joule ee t qJ , solar radiation qs , onve tion
qc and radiation qr ); air temperature Ta is inluded as a pres ribed temperature. In the
other hand it has also a omponent of the
CatenaryStateChange lass; the temperature
of the Condu tor is used as an input for the
State Change analysys, whose main output is
the sag D al ulation. In order to use this
lass, a derived lass must be designed, so the
ele tri al urrent I is dened. See File 3.

Catenary:

Table 2: Parameters in the SpanData re ord

de laration

Integer Day
Real Hour

meaning

Day of the year (1-365)
Time of the day (0-24,
13.5 means 1:30 pm)

it is a derived lass from
Catenary
lass, in whi h a ele tri al urrent
signal is atta hed to the ondu tor

Ele tri alCatenary:

Table 3: Parameters in the TimeData re ord
2

As an example, in the simulation shown in se tion 4.1

the numeri al methods have found
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AirCondu tivity
AirDensity
AirVis osity
AngleFa tor

Asinh
Conve tionFlow

fun tion

ompute:

thermal air ondu tivity as a fun tion of
lm air temperature
air density as a fun tion of altitude and
lm air temperature
air vis osity as a
fun tion of lm air
temperature
orre tion
fa tor
for onve tion heat
losses as a fun tion
of the angle between the wind and
ondu tor

Table 5: Fun tions for the me hani al and geometri al model
Joule

Sun

I
qJ

qs
Tc

Condu tor

asinh(x)

onve tion
heat
losses
For edConve tionHigh for ed
onve tion
heat losses for high
wind speeds
For edConve tionLow for ed
onve tion
heat losses for low
wind speeds
For edConve tion
for ed
onve tion
heat losses for any
wind speed
NaturalConve tion
natural
onve tion
heat losses
FilmTemperature
lm air temperature
as a fun tion of air
and ondu tor temperatures
SolarAltitude
sun Altitude as a
fun tion of latidude,
day of the year and
time of the day
SolarAzimuth
sun azimuth as a
fun tion of latidude,
day of the year and
time of the day
SolarFlux
solar heat gain as a
fun tin of altitude,
solar altitude, sun
and ondu tor azimuths and type of
atmosphere

ompute:

equation 13
equation 12
equation 8
equation 3

CatenaryLenght
CatenarySag
CatenarySa
CatenaryXbar

qc

qr

Conv.

Rad.

State Change

fun tion

D
Ta

Air
Figure 2: Catenary model
it is a derived lass from
Catenary lass, the ele tri al urrent value is
a Real, without atta hing any signal to the
ondu tor. In File 2 we show how to use this
lass for some spe i simulation onditions.

StandAloneCatenary:

4 System analysis and examples
In this se tion we illustrate the analysis apabilities of the model. To do it, we have applied the
model to a real span of a 230KV distribution system in Bogotá, Colombia. The model was implemented using OpenModeli a. As a part of a previous argability study the span was modeled in
detail ([5℄). Most of the parameters were available
(see table 6), however some experiments were ondu ted in order to identify the a tual values of the
following parameters:
• Emissivity.
• Absorvity.

Table 4: Fun tions for the thermal model

• Condu tor length in the state of referen e.
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Span parameters
Condu tor
Pea o k
Altitude
2600 msnm
Latitude
4.779423o N orte
Azimuth
76.14o
Horizontal distan e be- 82.31 m
tween supports
Dieren e of levels be- 0.4; m
tween supports
Nominal longitudinal 2970 Kgf
tension
Condu tor parameters
External diameter
24.2 mm
Linear resisten e at 9.7 ∗ 10−5 ohm/m
25o C
Linear resisten e at 0.000116 ohm/m
75o C
Aluminium mass
0.79716 Kg/m
Steel mass
0.31227 Kg/m
Linear weigth
1.16 Kg/m
Nominal elasti ity mod- 0.7530
∗
ule
106 KG/cm2
Nominal oe ient of 19.73 ∗ 10−6 1/o C
dilatation
Cross se tion area
3, 4638 cm2

File 4.
4.3

We now analize the relation between Sag and three
variables: ele tri al urrent I , air temperature Ta
and ondu tor temperature T . We use the urrent
prole of gure 3 and the air temperature prole
of gure 6, and plot the sag D against the three
variables (gures 8 to 10).
Noti e that neither I nor Ta an explain alone
the sag D. As the 24 hour y les of I and Ta have
dierent shapes (gures 3 and 6), and be ause of
the nonlinear dynami nature of the phenomena,
during the 24 hour the same ele tri al urrent an
o ur two or more times with dierent sags.
Also noti e that inspite the non linearities
present in the equations of se tion 2.2, the relation between ondu tor temperature T and sag D
is almost linear. This is why some fa ilities are now
measuring the ondu tor temperature online, and
not just the ele tri al urrent, in order to study
the real online argability.
4.4

Catenary analysis

We an also draw the atenary. To do that we use
the dummy variable x = St using ẋ = S , and use
equation 3 in a simulation with stop time of 1s.
An example is shown in gure 11

Table 6: Parameters for the examples

4.1

Sag analysis

Heating analysis

First we study the hange of ondu tor temperature for spe i operation onditions. In this
example we vary just two operation onditions
through a 24 hour period: ele tri al urrent I (Figure 3) and air temperature Ta (Figure 4). These
operation onditions may be onsidered as inputs
for the present analysis where as the ondu tor
temperature T shown in gure 5 is omputed as
an output.

I

H

Figure 3: Example 1. Ele tri al urrent I (A) vs
Time
of the day H (h)
Cargability analysis is the study of the maximum
amount of ele tri al urrent that an pass through
the ondu tor without getting a limit ondition.
In this example we state the limit ondition as a 5 Con lusions
ondu tor temperature of 75o C and suppose the
air temperature prole shown in gure 6. Carga- A model for bare overhead ondu tors has been
bility has been drawn in gure 7. Noti e that the presented. It ombines thermal, me hani al and
ele tri al urrent now is onsidered as an output geometri al phenomena. The ore of the thermal
of the model. The simulated model is shown in model is a heat apa itor whose parameters and
4.2

Cargability analysis
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Ta

Ta

H

H

Figure 4: Example 1. Air temperature T a (o C) vs Figure 6: Example 2. Air temperature T a (o C) vs
Time of the day H (h)
Time of the day H (h)
I

T

H

H

Figure 5: Example 1. Condu tor temperature T Figure 7: Example 2. Maximimum ele tri al urrent I (A) vs Time of the day H (h)
(o C) vs Time of the day H (h)
We plan to reate a Modeli a library for bare
inputs are driven by operation onditions as stated
overhead
ondu tors in the short term. The liby the IEEE 738 standard. The me hani al model
solves the state hange equation for the ondu tor brary will in lude the parameters for the most
temperature of the thermal model and al ulates ommon omer ial ondu tors, and more analysis
fun tionalities.
the atenary geometry.
By using Modeli a, two advantages have been
found, that are lear examples of the obje t- Referen es
oriented modeling advantages:
[1℄ IEEE Power Engineering So iety, IEEE
• The solution of the state equation is very simStandard for Cal ulating the Currentple. We just need to write two onditions for
Temperature of Bare Overhead Condu tors
the ondu tor lenght. OpenModeli a has genIEEE Std 738-2006. January 2007.
erated the sour e ode that we need in order
to solve the equation.
[2℄ OpenModeli a, http://www.openmodeli a.org/
last visit: november 22, 2010.
• Cargability analysis is also simple. IEEE 738
standard give us a way to ompute ondu - [3℄ Peter Fritzson, Peter Aronsson, Adrian Pop,
tor temperature from an ele tri al urrent
Håkan Lundvall, Kaj Nyström, Levon Salfor spe i operation onditions. However,
damli, David Broman, Anders Sandholm:
the inverse problem ( ompute the urrent for
OpenModeli a - A Free Open-Sour e Envia ondu tor temperature) is just solved for
ronment for System Modeling, Simulation,
steady state in the standard. Using Modeli a
and Tea hing, IEEE International Sympoand OpenModeli a the argability problem is
sium on Computer-Aided Control Systems
solved without any new equation.
Design, O tober 4-6, 2006, Muni h, Germany
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D

D

I

T

Figure 8: Example 3. Sag D (m) vs Ele tri al
Figure 10: Example 3. Sag D (m) vs Condu tor
urrent I (A)
temperature T (o C)
D
y

Ta
x

Figure 9: Example 3. Sag D (m) vs Air temperature T (o C)
Figure 11: Example 4. Shape of the atenary.
Height y (m) vs Horizontal distan e x (m)
[4℄ Donald G. Fink, H. Wayne Beaty. Standard
Handbook for Ele tri al Engineers. M GrawFile 1: CatenaryStateChange.mo
Hill Professional


[5℄ Os ar Duarte, Jaime Alemán, René Soto, Estrella Parra, Fran is o Amórtegui, Wilson Aldana. Identi a ión de parámetros y estudio
de argabilidad en algunas Líneas de Transmisión de Codensa. Te hni al report. 2009.

within

Catenary ;

model C a t e n a r y S t a t e C h a n g e
parameter

R e a l W;

parameter

Real S ;

parameter

R e a l Dy ;

parameter

R e a l T_0 ;

parameter

R e a l Ten_0 ;

parameter

R e a l L_0 ;

parameter

Real a ;

parameter

Real E;

parameter

Real A;

R e a l T , Ten , L , H, a l p h a ( s t a r t =300) , Sag ;
T e m p e r a t u r e S i g n a l P o r t port_T ;
equation
T=port_T . T ;
a l p h a=H/W;
Ten=H∗ o s h ( S /2 / a l p h a ) ;
L=L_0 ∗ ( 1 + a ∗ (T−T_0) + ( Ten−Ten_0 ) / (E∗A)
);
L=C a t e n a r y L e n g h t ( S , a l p h a , Dy) ;
Sag=Cate na rySag ( S , a l p h a , Dy) ;
end C a t e n a r y S t a t e C h a n g e ;
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File 3: Catenary.mo


within
partial

lass

parameter

File 2: MyStandAloneLine.mo


within



Catenary ;
Catenary

Co ndu to rD ata

o n (D= 2 4 . 2 , a

= 19 .7 e − 6 ,E=0 . 75 3 e6 , A= 3 . 4 6 3 8 ,W= 1 . 1 6 ,C



Catenary ;

= 9 0 9 . 9 , R_ref = 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 7 , T_ref
= 27 3. 1 5+ 25 , a l p h a =3.8 e − 7 , a b s = 0 . 5 , emi
=1.0) ;

model MyStandAloneLine
parameter

R e a l Imax =500;

parameter

R e a l Imin = 20 0;

parameter

R e a l Imin2 = 400;

parameter

R e a l Imax2 = 600;

parameter

Real

urrentTable [: ,2℄={

{ 0 , Im in } ,

parameter

= 27 3. 1 5+ 20 , Ten_0=2970 , L_0= 8 2 . 5 4 ) ;
p a r a m e t e r TimeData t o ( Hour=0 ,Day=57) ;
parameter

//Weather

Real

I n i t i a l T e m p =20;

R e a l ta , t a C e l i u s , w i n d V e l o i t y ,

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 6 , I min } ,
{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 1 , Imax } ,
{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 3 , Imax } ,
{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 4 , Imin2 } ,

windDire tion ;
B o o l e a n atm ;

// Thermal

Co ndu tor Wire (C= o n . C) ;

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 6 , Imin2 } ,

M o d e l i a . Thermal . H e a t T r a n s f e r . S o u r e s .

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 8 , Imax2 } ,

P r e s r i b e d T e m p e r a t u r e Env ;

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 1 , Imax2 } ,

M o d e l i a . Thermal . H e a t T r a n s f e r . Components

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 3 , Imin } ,

. B o d y R a d i a t i o n Rad ( Gr= on . emi ∗ on . D

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 4 , Imin } } ;

∗0.0178/5.6704) ;

parameter

R e a l Tmax=25;

parameter

R e a l Tmin=5;

parameter

Real

SolarHeatFlow

airtempTable [ : , 2 ℄ = {

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 5 , 2 7 3 . 1 5 + Tmin } ,
{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 1 , 2 7 3 . 1 5 +Tmax} ,
{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 3 , 2 7 3 . 1 5 +Tmax} ,

Sun ( He=span . He , L=spa n . L ,

a b s o r v i t y= o n . abs , Z l=span . Z l , a r e a= o n
. D/ 1 0 0 0 , Hour=t o . Hour , Day=t o . Day ) ;

{ 0 , 2 7 3 . 1 5 + Tmin } ,

C o n v e t i o n H e a t F l o w Conv ( a x i s=t r u e , D= o n .
D, He=span . He ) ;

//Me hani al & geometri

C a t e n a r y S t a t e C h a n g e Sag ( a= o n . a , E= on . E ,

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 8 , 2 7 3 . 1 5 + Tmin } ,

A= o n . A,W= o n .W, S=span . S , Dy=span . Dy ,

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 4 , 2 7 3 . 1 5 + Tmin } } ;

T_0=spa n . T_0, Ten_0=span . Ten_0 , L_0=

e x t e n d s S t a n d A l o n e C a t e n a r y ( I ( s t a r t=Im i n )

spa n . L_0 ) ;

);

R e a l T( s t a r t=I n i t i a l T e m p , f i x e d= f a l s e ) , Qj

M o d e l i a . B l o k s . S o u r e s . TimeTable
u r r e n t _ s o u r e ( t a b l e= u r r e n t T a b l e ) ;

, Qs , Qr , Q , hour , s a g ;
equation

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Constant

ho ur=t i m e / ( 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ) ;

wi ndV el ( k = 0 . 6 1 ) ;

T=Wire . T − 2 7 3 . 1 5 ;

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Constant

Qj=−HR. h e a t P o r t . Q_flow ;

wi ndDi r ( k=0) ;

Q =Conv . Q_flow ;

// Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Constant
airTemp ( k=273.15+20) ;
M o d e l i a . B l o k s . S o u r e s . TimeTable
airTemp ( t a b l e=a i r t e m p T a b l e ) ;
Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . BooleanConstant

Qs=Sun . Q_flow ;
Qr=Rad . Q_flow ;
s a g=Sag . Sag ;

// weather s i g n a l s to omponents
Conv .Vw=w i n d V e l o i t y ;

atmos ( k=t r u e ) ;

Conv . p h i=w i n d D i r e t i o n ;

equation

Sun . Atm=atm ;

I= u r r e n t _ s o u r e . y ;
w i n d V e l o i t y=windVel . y ;
w i n d D i r e t i o n=windDir . y ;
atm=atmos . y ;

Env . T=t a ;
t a C e l i u s=ta

//Thermal

−273.15;

o n n e t (HR. h e a t P o r t , Wire . p o r t ) ;

t a=airTemp . y ;

o n n e t ( Wire . p o r t , Sun . p o r t ) ;

end MyStandAloneLine ;



SpanData spa n ( He=2600 , L

= 4 . 7 7 9 4 2 0 , Z l = 7 6 . 1 4 , S = 8 2 . 3 1 ,Dy= 0 . 4 ,T_0

o n n e t ( Wire . p o r t , Rad . port_a ) ;



o n n e t ( Rad . port_b , Env . p o r t ) ;
o n n e t ( Wire . p o r t , Conv . s o l i d ) ;
o n n e t ( Conv . f l u i d , Env . p o r t ) ;

//Me hani al and geometri

o n n e t ( Wire . port_T , Sag . port_T ) ;

end C a t e n a r y ;
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File 4: Cargability.mo


within
model



Catenary ;
Cargability

parameter

R e a l TAmin=10;

parameter

R e a l TAmax=25;

parameter

R e a l TCmax=75;

parameter

R e a l Vvto = 0 . 6 1 ;

parameter

I n t e g e r TAFlag =3;

within

/∗ (
taCel ius ( s t a r t=TAmin) ,
ta ( s t a r t =273.15+TAmin) ,
Wire .T( s t a r t =273.15+TCmax) ) ; ∗ /

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Constant

t e m p e r a t u r e _ s o u r e ( k=273.15+TCmax) ;

// Ex . of
Temparature of ondu tor known

R e a l Imi n = 2 00;

parameter

R e a l Imi n2 = 400 ;

parameter

R e a l Imax2= 6 00;

parameter

Real

mitable [: ,2℄={

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 4 , Im in 2 } ,
{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 6 , Im in 2 } ,

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Trapezoid

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 8 , Imax2 } ,

airTemp1 ( o f f s e t =273.15+TAmin ,

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 1 , Imax2 } ,

a m p l i t u d e=TAmax−TAmin , s t a r t T i m e

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 3 , Im in } ,

=60 ∗ 60 ∗ 6 , r i s i n g = 60 ∗ 60 ∗ 5 , w idt h

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 4 , Im in } } ;

=60 ∗ 60 ∗ 2 , f a l l i n g =6 0 ∗ 60 ∗ 5 , p e r i o d

e x t e n d s S t a n d A l o n e C a t e n a r y (T( s t a r t =60) ) ;

=60 ∗ 60 ∗ 24) ;

M o d e l i a . B l o k s . S o u r e s . TimeTable

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Sine

u r r e n t _ s o u r e ( t a b l e=m i t a b l e ) ;

airTemp2 ( o f f s e t =273.15+(

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Constant

TAmax+TAmin) / 2 , a m p l i t u d e=(TAmax−TAmin

wi ndV e l ( k = 0 . 6 1 ) ;

) / 2 , f r e q H z = 1 / ( 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 4 ) , p h a s e=−

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Constant

Modeli a . Constants . pi /2) ;

wi ndD i r ( k=0) ;

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Exponentials
airTemp3 ( o f f s e t =273.15+TAmin ,
outMax=TAmax−TAmin , s t a r t T i m e =6 0 ∗ 60 ∗ 6 ,

// Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Constant
airTemp ( k=273.15+20) ;

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Exponentials

r i s e T i m e = 60 ∗ 60 ∗ 7 , r i s e T i m e C o n s t

airTemp ( o f f s e t =273.15+TAmin ,

=60 ∗ 60 ∗ 2 , f a l l T i m e C o n s t = 60 ∗ 60 ∗ 3) ;

outMax=TAmax−TAmin , s t a r t T i m e =6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 6 ,

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . BooleanConstant

r i s e T i m e =6 0 ∗ 60 ∗ 7 , r i s e T i m e C o n s t

atmos ( k=t r u e ) ;

= 60 ∗ 60 ∗ 2 , f a l l T i m e C o n s t =6 0 ∗ 60 ∗ 3) ;
Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . BooleanConstant

equation
Wire . T=t e m p e r a t u r e _ s o u r e . y ;
w i n d V e l o i t y=windVel . y ;

atmos ( k=t r u e ) ;
equation
I= u r r e n t _ s o u r e . y ;

w i n d D i r e t i o n=windDir . y ;

w i n d V e l o i t y=wi ndV el . y ;

atm=atmos . y ;

w i n d D i r e t i o n=wi ndD ir . y ;

TAFlag==1 t h e n

atm=atmos . y ;

t a = airTemp1 . y ;
TAFlag==2 t h e n

t a = airTemp2 . y ;
TAFlag==3 t h e n

t a=airTemp . y ;
end S a g A n a l y s i s ;



t a = airTemp3 . y ;



R e a l Imax= 50 0;

parameter

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 3 , Imax } ,

wi ndDi r ( k=0) ;

end

R e a l TAmax=25;

parameter

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 1 1 , Imax } ,

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Constant

end

R e a l TAmin=10;

parameter

{ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 6 , I min } ,

wi ndV el ( k=Vvto ) ;

elseif

parameter

{ 0 , Im i n } ,

Modeli a . Blo ks . Sour es . Constant

elseif



Catenary ;

model S a g A n a l y s i s

extends StandAloneCatenary ;

if

File 5: SagAnalysis.mo



if ;

Cargability ;
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veability, fuel economy, acceleration, etc.[4]. Many
researches have been carried out to study the dynamThis paper presents a detailed AMT model com- ic performance and control logic of the AMT sysposed of various components from multi-domains tems. However, many previous works considered the
like mechanical systems (clutch, gear pair, synchro- AMT actuation system as an ideal system and negnizer, etc.), pneumatic actuator systems (clutch actu- lected the transient behavior of the clutch actuation
ation system, gear select actuation system, gear shift gear box actuation due to time delays, non-linear
actuation system, etc.). The model is implemented dynamic characteristic, external disturbance and pausing the Modelica modeling language in an object- rameter uncertainty of the pneumatic, hydraulic, meoriented environment. The Modeling and simulation chanic and electric components [5, 6]. The simplifiof the AMT model was carried out on MWorks, cation of the clutch and gear box system can’t
which is developed by Huazhong University of represent a real AMT. The actuator dynamics cannot
be neglected at all, since they can affect the clutch
Science and Technology.
action and shifting performances. So some researchKeywords: modeling; simulation; automatic mechaners built more detailed model to study the AMT sysical transmission (AMT); multi-domain;
tem. Lucente [7] described detailed models of clutch
electro-hydraulic and electro-mechanical actuators
for AMT. Zhao [8] presented the modeling and si1 Introduction
mulation of clutch actuator, and addressed the analysis on the DC permanent magnet motor (power
The automatic mechanical transmission (AMT) is source). This paper presents a detailed an AMT
generally constituted by a dry clutch and a multi- model composed of various components from multispeed gearbox, both equipped with hydraulic, pneu- domains like mechanical systems (clutch, gear pair,
matic or electric actuators, which are driven by an synchronizer, etc.), pneumatic actuation systems
Electronic Control Unit (ECU). Compared to manual (clutch actuation system, gear select actuation systransmission, the AMT allows to improve driving tem, gear shift actuation system, etc.).
comfort and shift quality, and can get better fuel
economy. Compared to automatic transmission (AT), The model is implemented using the Modelica modThe AMT has the advantage of lower weight and eling language, which is a non-proprietary, objecthigher efficiency [1]. And moreover, the product line oriented, equation based language to conveniently
of manual transmission can be reused for AMT. So model complex physical systems containing, e.g.,
the AMT has attracted increasing interesting from mechanical, electrical, electronic, hydraulic, thermal,
automotive researches, and the vehicles equipped control, electric power or process-oriented subcomAMT are spreading in recent years, especially in Eu- ponents [9]. The simulation was carried out by
MWorks [10], which is developed by Huazhong
rope, Japan and China.
University of Science and Technology.
The AMT always uses electronic sensors, processors
and hydraulic, pneumatic or electric actuators to ex- The paper is organized as the follows. Section 2 inecute clutch actions and gear shifts on the command troduces the modeling for clutch, including clutch
of the driver [2, 3]. The clutch and gearbox are con- plate, diaphragm spring, clutch lever and clutch
trolled by electronic computers and hydraulic, damper, etc. Section 3 introduces the modeling for
pneumatic or electric actuators. The AMT operates gear box, such as gear pairs, synchronizer, etc. The
the clutch and throttle to match velocity according to clutch actuator and gear actuator including pneumatthe control logic. Such systems coupled with various ic cylinder and valves, etc. are discussed in section 4.
physical domains have great influence on the dynam- The simulation results and discussions are illustrated
ic behavior of the vehicle, such as shift quality, dri- in section 5. Section 6 offers our conclusions and
further study.

Abstract
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2

Clutch Model

The function of an engaging friction clutch is to
transmit torque gradually, to avoid high accelerations
or jerks, when the engine is connected to the rest of
the driveline. As can been seen in Fig.1, the clutch
system is consists of clutch plate, diaphragm, throwout bearing, pressure plate, etc. The flywheel is connected to the engine, the clutch plate is connected to
the transmission, and the clutch lever is connected to
pneumatic clutch actuation system, which will be
described in the following. When clutch actuator
acted on the clutch lever, the throw-out bearing
pushed the diaphragm spring in sequence, then the
diaphragm spring pull the pressure plate apart away
the clutch disc, which in turn release presses against
the flywheel. So there is no torque transmit from the
flywheel to the transmissions. And when the clutch
actuation released, the diaphragm spring push
the pressure plate against the clutch disc, which in
turn presses against the clutch plate. This locks the
engine to the transmission input shaft, making them
spin at the same speed.

The torque capacity of the clutch is a function of its
size, friction characteristics, and the normal force
that is applied [8].
2 R 3 − Ri3
T f max = µ Fn n( )( 02
)
3 R0 − Ri2

(1)

Where µ is coefficient of friction that can be formulated as a function of clutch slip, Fn is normal force
on clutch face that depends on the apply pressure, Ro
is outside radius of friction disc, Ri is inside radius
of friction disc, n is the number of friction discs.
2.2

Diaphragm Spring

The clutch plates are pushed together by diaphragm
spring. However, it is difficult to give the equation of
the diaphragm. In this paper, a lookup table based on
experiment data is used to simulate the mechanical
character diaphragm. A linear interpolation to the
characteristic curve is used to model the diaphragm
spring. The normal actuation force on the clutch
plate through the model of diaphragm is acquired by
the diaphragm model.
2.3

Clutch Lever

The clutch lever is modeled by lever principle, and
described as follows:
FA = i * FB

(2)

S A = SB / i

(3)

Where, FA and FA are the force acted on the two
sides, and S A and S A are the displacement of the two
sides, and i is the lever ratio.
Fig. 1 The clutch system

2.4

Clutch damper

The clutch damper reduces the torque and vibration
caused by engaging the clutch pedal's effect on the
According the function of the clutch, there are three rest of the engine system. It is modeled
distinct modes of operation of clutch plate: free, as parallel torsional spring and damper. It is dewhere the two plates transmit no torque; slipping, scribed as following equation:
(4)
Td k *θ + d * w
where the two plates have differing angular veloci- =
ties; and lockup, where the two plates rotate together. Where, T is the torque transmitted by the clutch
d
The clutch system was analyzed using a lumpeddamper, k and d is the stiffness and damper of the
parameter model.
clutch damper, respectively, θ and w is the relative
The clutch plate model was developed based on angle and relative rotational speed of the two plates,
clutch model included in Modelica standard library. respectively.
The input signal u was designed as a normalized
form in the standard library. In this paper, the normal
force was designed as input signal.

2.1

Clutch Plate
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2.5

v=
v=
r * win
1
2

Clutch Model Assembly

The clutch library includes clutch components, such
as lever, release bearing, clutch damper, diaphragm,
clutch plate, etc., which is can be seen in Fig. 2.

(7)

Where, Tin is the torque acted on the input shaft, Tout
is the output torque, ωin and ωout are the rotary speed
of the gear, F1 and F2 are the force acted on the gear
teeth, v1 and v2 are the velocity of the gear teeth, and
r is the gear radius.
The gear library can be seen in Fig.4.

Fig. 2 The clutch library

According to the subsystem model of clutch system
mentioned above, a clutch model assembly was built
by graphic user interface, as can be seen in Fig.3.
The model includes clutch lever, throw-out bearing,
diaphragm spring, clutch plate, clutch damper, etc.
Where, the port A is connected to the engine, the
port B is connected to the input shaft of the gearbox,
and the port C is connected to the clutch actuation
system.

Fig. 4 The gear library

3.2

Planetary Gearbox

The planetary gear box is an ideal gear without inertia, elasticity, damping or backlash consisting of an
inner sun wheel, an outer ring wheel and a planet
wheel located between sun and ring wheel. The bearing of the planet wheel shaft is fixed in the planet
carrier. The component can be connected to other
elements at the sun, ring and/or carrier flanges. The
planetary gearbox is described as follows:
The resulting torque on the ring gear is:
T1 =

r2
* T3
r2 − r1

(8)

The rotary velocity of the planet carrier is:
=
ω3

Fig.3 The clutch model

r2
r
* ω1 + 1 ω2
r2 − r1
r2 − r1

(9)

The resulting torque on the planet gear is:

3

GearBox Model

T2 =

The gearbox provides speed and torque conversions
from a rotating power source to another device using gear ratios. The gearbox presented in this paper
was equipped on heavy truck with 14 speeds. The
gearbox included front sub-gearbox assembly, main
gearbox assembly, and rear sub-gearbox assembly,
which is planetary gearbox. The gear model, planetary gearbox model and synchronizer model will be
introduced in the following.
3.1

r1
* T3
r2 − r1

(10)

Where, T1 , T2 and T3 is torque on the ring gear, the
planet carrier and the planet gear, respectively, ω1 ,
ω2 and ω3 is rotary velocity of the ring gear, the planet
carrier and the planet gear, respectively, r1 is the radius of the planet gear , r2 is the radius of the ring
gear. The planetary gear can be seen in Fig.5.

Gear Model
Fig. 5 The planetary gear

A gear is a rotating machine part having cut teeth,
or cogs, which mesh with another toothed part in
order to transmit torque. The gear model is described
as:
(5)
Tin =
Tout + r *( F1 + F2 )
ωin = ωout

(6)

3.3

Synchronizer Model

The synchronizer is the most important shifting
component in a gearbox. The functions of a synchronizer are: making disappear the angular velocity difference between the synchro hub and the gear to be
engaged, impeaching the engagement of the gear
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while the angular velocity difference exists, and connecting hub and gear, by gear splines, via sleeve, in
order to allow power transmission when the gear
changing is realized [11].
However, the dynamical behaviour of these three
mechanical subsystems is rather complicated to simulate because of the large number of elements. It is
not easy to study the entire gear-changing process in
detail [12]. So some simplifications were taken on
the synchronizer model. In this paper, the synchronizer model was considered as a clutch plate model
mentioned above. And the transmission torque is:
M=

µF
rm
sin α

netary gearbox, gear lever, gear efficiency, etc.
Where, the port A is connected to the clutch, the port
B is connected to the output shaft of the gearbox, and
the port C is connected to the gear actuator system,
such as gear shift actuator, gear select actuator.

(11)

Where µ friction coefficient between conical surfaces of the ring and the gear, α is the taper angle of the
cone ring, rm is mean radius of the cone, F is the
gearshift force calculated by the gear actuator model.
More details about the synchronizer can be referred
to paper [12, 13].
The synchronizer library includes thrust piece, gear
mesh, bumper stop, friction cone, etc., which is can
be seen in Fig.6. The synchronizer model was shown
in Fig.7.

Fig. 6 The synchronizer library

Fig.8 The gearbox assembly model

4

Actuator Model

The pneumatic actuator of AMT is consists of pneumatic source, pneumatic actuator of clutch, gear select actuator, gear shift actuator, and other components. The clutch actuator was controlled by the
clutch control logic to exert a displacement on the
clutch lever, and make the clutch engaged or disengaged by the control logic. The gear select actuator
and shift actuator were connected to the gear box,
and exert a force on the gear box to select or shift the
gears according by the gearbox control logic. The
pipe is neglected because it is very short.
The flow chart of the pneumatic actuator can be seen
in Fig.9. Where, the reservoir is the air source of the
pneumatic actuation system, the clutch cylinder is
connected to the clutch lever, the gear shift cylinder,
the gear select cylinder, the front and rear subgearbox cylinder were connected to the gearbox. The
cylinder was controlled by the directional control
valves to move to certain position with certain velocity. The valves were get signals by the control logic.
1

3

2
4
5
6
7
8

Fig. 7 The synchronizer model

9
10

3.4

Gearbox Assembly Model

Front Sub-gearbox
Cylinder

11
12
13

The gearbox presented in this paper was a 14-speed
gearbox. According to the subsystem model mentioned above, a gear box model assembly was built
by the structure of the gearbox, as can be seen in
Fig.8. The model includes gears, synchronizers, pla-
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Rear Sub-gearbox
Cylinder

14
Directional Control
Valves
15

Power Takeoff Cylinder

Fig.9 The Flow chart of the pneumatic actuator
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5

Simulation and Results

To analysis the performance the AMT systems, the
simulation about the clutch actuation system, the
synchronizer and overall vehicle equipped AMT assembly were carried out in the following.
5.1

Synchronizer Simulation

In this model, the synchronizer body and sleeve have
an initial rotational speed of 1500 rpm and the idle
gear has an initial speed of 1000 rpm. The sleeve
moves to the teeth of the synchronizer ring, the synchronizer body and sleeve synchronize with idle gear,
the sleeve moves further until it meets the teeth to
the idler gear and finally the idler gear is positively
locked.
Fig. 10-12 shows the work phase of the synchronizer.
When the synchronize ring was shifted, the normal
force on the cone ring will increase, then down to
zero, and the synchronizer ring will hold at the gearmesh position for some time before the two side
achieved the same speed.

Fig.12 displacement of the synchronizer ring

5.2

Clutch System Actuation Simulation

This model tested the clutch response when the
clutch actuator pushed the clutch lever, and disengage the clutch plate. The model can be seen in
Fig.13. Fig.14 shows the control signal of clutch actuator. Fig.15-17 shows the performance of the
clutch. The red line was the simulation results, and
the blue line is the experiment results. The simulation results fit the experiment results very well.

Fig.13 Clutch System Actuation Simulation

Fig.10 Rotational speed of two sides

Fig.14 Input signal of clutch actuator
Fig.11 Normal force acted on the cone ring
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Fig.18 The pressure in the cylinder

Fig.15 The displacement on the clutch lever

Fig.19 The s-function model
Fig.16 The Force on the clutch lever

Fig.20 The overall vehicle model

Fig.17 The pressure in the cylinder

5.3

Co-simulation with Vehicle Model

According to the topology of the AMT, the pneumatic actuator, clutch, gear box model were assembled
together to get the AMT model, as can be seen in
Fig.18.
The vehicle model was developed with Matlab/Simulink. To connect the AMT model with the
overall vehicle model, the modelica model must be
translated to simulink model. MWorks can complile
the modelica model to s-function model, seen in
Fig.19.

The input signal to AMT model include the clutch
command, select gear command, shift gear command,
front sub-gearbox shift command, rear sub-gearbox
shift command, engine speed and torque, etc. The
output signal to the vehicle model and control logic
include the clutch cylinder position, the gear select
actuator position, the gear shift actuator position, the
front sub-gearbox shift actuator position, the rear
sub-gearbox shift actuator position, output speed of
the gearbox, etc. The overall vehicle model can be
seen in Fig.20. The simulation was carried out to
follow a given speed.
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6

Conclusions and Further Study

The paper addressed the problem of modeling AMT
system. A detailed model of the driveline of a heavy
truck with automated mechanical transmission was
been developed. It considers both the dynamics of
the transmission shafts, and the servo-actuated clutch
and gearbox. Detailed models of the pneumatic actuators and its effects on driveline behavior and on performance during gear shift can be evaluated. The
simulation results show that the detailed model can
be used to estimate the influence of the clutch and
gearbox actuation systems on the vehicle performance. The influence affected by the actuator on the
dynamic behavior of the vehicle, such as shift quality,
driveability, fuel economy, acceleration, etc. will be
researched in the future.

Fig.22 Gear number

Fig.23 Throttle position
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Abstract:
1. Introduction
Differential algebraic equations (DAEs),
translated from Modelica model, is usually
represented by bipartite graph. One of basic
premises of creating bipartite graph is to
determine types of variables and equations.
Type calculation of Modelica equation has
been researched and a serial of rules for
variability and type calculation has been
concluded in this paper.
Equation type is the type of variable that
equation can solve. Equation type is
calculated in symbolic by both variability
and basic type of its sub-expressions.
Generally, type calculation is a bottom-up
way as expression is represented in form of
tree. But, there are kinds of particular
expressions, such as integer(), noEvent(),
multi-output function call expression, etc,
which may cause type and variability
incompatible problem. The issue is
discussed in the paper, and several rules for
variability and type calculation are present.
These rules will helps to debug out obscure
errors, and several typical examples are
present to show how the rules work.
Keyword:
equation
type;
equation
variability; compatibility of variability and
type; model debug

Differential algebraic equations (DAEs),
generated by compiling and translating
Modelica model, should be debugged by
method of structural analysis [1], and be
reduced and decomposed to subsystem
serials [2], to reduce the scale of equation
system and improve efficiency of numerical
calculation. Most of these symbolic
operations are usually processed based on
representation of bipartite graph of DAEs,
and one of basic premises of creating
bipartite graph is determining type of
variables and equations. The type of
variable, obviously, is as defined in model,
while the type of equation has to be deduced
from its sub-expressions [3].
Equation type is the type of variable that
equation can solve. Equation type is
symbolic calculated by both variability and
basic type of its sub-expressions. Generally,
type calculation is a bottom-up way as
expression is represented in form of tree.
But, there are some particular expressions,
such as integer(), noEvent(), multi-output
function call expression, etc, which may
cause type and variability incompatible
problem, that is variability of equation is not
compatible with type of it. In the paper,
reason for this problem is discussed, and the
way for debugging is introduced.
Section 2 shows basic rules of equation
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type calculation. Section 3 analyzes type
and variability incompatible problem and
concludes
corresponding
rules
for
variability and type calculation. Section 4
complements an additional rule for
variability
calculation
for
symbolic
transformation. Section 5 is the conclusion
of this paper.

3.1 integer() and noEvent()
There are kinds of pre-defined built-in
function in Modelica (Modelica 3.2, 19, 109).
Generally, type and variability calculation of
call of these functions follows Rule 1 and 2.
However, there are two particular functions,
integer() and noEvent(), are quite different.
According definition of them, there is a rule
for their variability and type calculation.
Rule 4. Variability of integer() is no higher

2. Basic Rules for Equation

than discrete, and type of it is integer;
variability of noEvent() is continuous, and
type of it is the same as that of input

Type Calculation

argument.
integer() is more like a implicit type
conversion function [5], like int() in C++, that

There are four basic types of variable of
Modelica model, as Real, Integer, Boolean,
and String, predefined by Modelica.
Correspondingly, there are four basic types
for equation. Record equations should be
split into basic types. The following rules of
equation type calculation can be
summarized from Modelica Language
Specification (Modelica 3.2, 28, 61, 64) [4]:
Rule 1. The resulting type of equation is
the same as of the type compatible
expression of two sides.
Rule 2. The resulting variability of
equation is the higher variability of two
sides.

means variability of integer(x) is no higher
than discrete, even x is continuous, and type
of it is integer, obviously. So, integer(x)
indicates that x must be an independent
variable. Here is an example:

function fn1
input Real x;
input Integer y;
output Real z;
annotation (derivative = derfn1);
algorithm
z:=x^2+y^2;
end fn1;
function derfn1
input Real x;
input Integer y;
input Real xder;
output Real zder;
algorithm
zder:=2*x*xder+y^2;
end derfn1;

3. Compatibility of Type and
Variability
As we known, Real type variable can hold
all kinds of variability, while variability of
Integer, Boolean or String Type variable is
no higher than discrete. So does expressions
and equations. That is the rule:
Rule 3. The resulting type and variability
of equation variability must be compatible.
In following part, cases for Rule 3 are
introduced, to show how it works.

Real x;
Real y;
Real u;
Real v;
equation
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u=sin(2*time); // eq1
x =cos(time); // eq2
u= fn1(x, integer(y)); // eq3
v = der(y)+x; // eq4

x

y

u

v

eq1

eq2

eq3

eq4

3.2

of

User-define

Type and variability calculation of function
call follows Rule 5:
Rule 5. Assume that function is defined
as single output, variability of function call
expression is the same as the higher
variability of input real arguments; type of
function call is the same as the one of output
formal parameter.
Variability of function call expression is
the same as the higher variability of all input
real arguments, is because that “all
assignment statements within function are
implicitly treated with the noEvent
function” (Modelica 3.2, 87), which means
if input arguments are continuous, it is
impossible to generate a discrete output. For
example:
parameter Real a = 10;
parameter Real b = a+2;
parameter Real b = f(a+b, a)*2;
Since both a+b and a are parameter,
f(a+b, a) is parameter. But if model is:
Real a = 10;
parameter Real b = 2;
parameter Real b= f(a,2)*2; //illegal
Variability of f(a,2) is the higher
variability of a and 2, that is continuous.
A more complex example is like follows:
function fn1
input Real x;
input Integer y;
output Real z;
annotation (derivative = derfn1);
algorithm
z:=x^2+y^2;
end fn1;

Figure 1 Bipartite graph of equations, with
matching edges marked by thick lines

In the example, each equation is legal, all
their types are continuous, and here is the

bipartite graph for equations of model (Fig.
1). When finding matching in bipartite
graph, it should be careful that argument of
integer() cannot be the matching vertex with
the same equation integer() present in. So,
in this case, result of structural analysis is
that, y is under-determined, while x and u
are over-determined with equation eq1, eq2
and eq3.
noEvent() doesn’t trig event as defined
(Modelica 3.2, 26), even input argument is an

When we combined
noEvent() and integer() together, there was
an interesting result. Here is the simple
example.
Real x;
Integer i = 1;
Integer i2;
equation
i = x; // eq1, legal
i2 = noEvent(integer(x)); // eq2,
illegal
event

Call Expression
Function

expression.

In this case, eq1 is legal, as variability of
eq1 is continuous (higher one of i and x), and
type of it is Real (as the same type of type

compatible variable of i and x). However,
eq2 is illegal, variability of eq2 is continuous

function derfn1
input Real x;
input Integer y;
input Real xder;
output Real zder;

(right hand is continuous), while type of eq2 is
Integer (type of two hands of eq2 are Integer),
that is breach of Rule 3.
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algorithm
zder:=2*x*xder+y^2;
end derfn1;

For call expression of multi-output
function, variability and type calculation
follows Rule 5, with a split transformation
of function call. That is, equation that
contains multi-output function call
expression should be split into basic types
before type calculation. Take following case
as an example:
function fn
input Real x;
input Real y;
output Real u;
output Integer v;
algorithm
u := x+y;
v := integer(x-y);
end fn;
Real a,b,c,d;
Integer k;
equation
c=3*sin(time);
d=cos(time);
(a,k)=fn(c,d); // eq1
b=fn(2,if c>0 then 3 else -0.5); //eq2
In this case, eq1 should be split into
following equations:

function fn2
input Real a;
output Integer b;
algorithm
b:= integer(a);
end fn2;
Real x;
Real y;
Real u;
Real v;
equation
u=sin(2*time);
x =cos(time);
u= fn1(x, fn2(y)); // eq1, illegal
v = der(y)+x;
In eq1, the variability of fn1(x, fn2(y)) is
continuous, as x is continuous, and the type
of it is Real, then the right hand and left
hand have the compatible variability and
type. However, the variability of fn2(y) is
continuous, and the type of it is Integer, that
is breach of Rule 3. We could make a
transformation to show this obscure error
more clearly. Let introduce Integer variable,
like:
Integer i = fn2(y); // eq2
Then eq1 is conceptually equivalent with:
u= fn1(x,i); // eq1’, legal
After transformation, eq1’ is legal, but
eq2 is a wrong equation, obviously, as type
of variable i is discrete, and variability of
fn2(y) is continuous. It is impossible to
assign a continuous value to a discrete
variable.

a=fn(c,d).u; // eq1-1
k=fn(c,d).v; // eq1-2
And eq2, though it is a basic type
equation, should be equivalently
transformed into:
b=fn(2,if c>0 then 3 else -0.5).u

Key of split transformation is to put the
corresponding output formal parameter at
the right position, with a symbol “.”, as a
member attached to its parent expression.
With these transformations, type of
multi-output function call expression could
be calculated by Rule 5. For example, the
type of right hand of equation k=fn(c,d).v is
the type of v, that is Integer, and the type of
equation is Integer. Variability of right hand
is continuous (higher variability of c and d),
and variability of equation is continuous. It

3.3 Symbol “.”
“.” is a symbol for member access. Let
extend its meanings to present split pattern
of multi-output function call.
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indicates that there is an error in equation
(a,k)=fn(c,d), with a breach of Rule 3.

variability of equation is discrete, different
with example in section 3.4, and type of it is
Integer. So, in this case, Rule 3 is followed,
and the equation is legal.

3.4 If-Expression
If-expression is defined as “if expression1
then expression2 else expression3”
(Modelica 3.2, 19). Rule for variability and
type calculation of if expression is:
Rule 6. Variability of if-expression is the
highest variability of expression1,
expression2 and exression3, type of it is the
type of expression2.
Type of if-expression is type of
expression2, as expression2 and expression3
should be defined as type compatible, while
expression1 affects variability of
if-expression. For example:
Integer x=if noEvent(time>0) then 1 else
2;
Variability of equation in the example is
continuous, as that of right hand is
continuous, following Rule 6, while type of
equation is Integer, as both hands are
Integer. Thus, resulting variability and type
breach Rule 3, means that equation is
illegal.

4. Rule

for

Symbolic

Transformation
In the case where function call is inlined,
part of assignment statements will become
the part of equations, and the inlined result
should be treated with noEvent function.
Here is an example:
function f
input Real in1;
input Real in2;
output Integer out1;
annotation(Inline=true);
algorithm
out1 := if in1>0 then in1 else in2;
end f;
Real x;
Integer i = 2;
equation
i = f(x, time);// eq3
When f(x, time) of eq3 is inlined, the
inlined result should be:
i =if noEvent (x>0) then x else time;
rather than:
i =if x>0 then x else time;
It is concluded as:
Rule 8. Symbolic transformation must not
change basic type and variability of
equation.

3.5 Event Expressions
For event expressions, like event
triggering mathematical functions
(Modelica 3.2, 21), relational expressions,
etc, calculation rule is:
Rule 7. Variability of event expression is
no higher than discrete, unless it is present
in when-clause.
For example:
Integer x;
equation
when time > 0 then
x = if noEvent(time > 0) then 1 else 2;
end when;
For equation x = if noEvent(time > 0)
then 1 else 2 is present in when-clause,

5. Conclusion
Type calculation of Modelica equation has
been researched and a serial of rules for
variability and type calculation has been
concluded in the paper. Kinds of expression
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are analyzed to explain possible variability
and type incompatible problem, and more
rules are introduced, with several examples
to show how rules work. The rules for
variability and type calculation for equation
will helps to find out obscure errors in the
model( such as examples in section 3 ), and
to build more accurate bipartite graph for
DAEs from Modelica model.

[3].

[4].
[5].
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Abstract
The purpose of shock absorbers are to dissipate impact energy, and control tire force variation, the
shock absorber has great influence on both ride and
handling performance of vehicles, and a great many
previous researches have been done on modeling and
simulation of the shock absorber. In this paper, a detailed model of shock absorber is established, which
contains rebound chamber, compression chamber,
piston valve assembly, base valve assembly and so
on. Those models are built using modelica language,
modelica is a language for modeling of physical systems, designed to support effective library development and model exchange. It is a modern language
built on a causal modeling with mathematical equations and object-oriented constructs to facilitate reuse
of modeling knowledge.
Keywords: shock absorber; ride; handling; Modelica

1

Introduction

Shock absorber is widely used on vehicle. The purposes of the shock absorber are to dissipate the energy accumulated by the suspension spring displacement. The damping of the shock absorber for compression motion is usually less than that of rebound
motion, in such a case, less force is transmitted to the
vehicle when crossing a bump. By comparison, the
shock absorber provides more damping force for rebound motion in order to dissipate energy stored in
the suspension system quickly [1]. When the shock
absorber is operated, hydraulic oil is passed between
chambers via a system of hydraulic valves, and the
damping effect is accomplished by the resistance of
the oil when flowing through the valves. For the importance of the shock absorber on vehicle ride and
handling performance, it is necessary to establish an
accurate mathematical model of shock absorber, and
there is a great wealth of literatures devoted to the
modeling and simulation of the shock absorber. Herr
[2] presented a computational fluid dynamics method

combined with a dynamic modeling technique.
Which used to study the flow and performance of
automotive hydraulic dampers / shock absorbers.
Simms [3] established a non-linear hysteretic physical shock absorber model, and the processes utilized
to identify the constituent parameters, and the model
is validated by comparing simulated results to experimental data for a test damper, for three discrete
frequencies of sinusoidal excitation of 1, 3 and 12 Hz.
Talbott [4] presented a mathmatical model of a gascharged mono-tube racing damper. The model includes bleed orifice, piston leakage, and shim stack
flows, and also includes models of the floating piston
and the stiffness characteristics of the shim stacks.
Chavan [5] study the damper lag and hysteresis
which are the important parameters affecting the dynamic response of the hydraulic shock absorbers, and
the response of the suspension unit to road excitation
strongly influences motorcycle ride comfort.
Modelica is a freely available, object-oriented language for modeling of large, complex, and heterogeneous physical systems. It is suited for multi-domain
modeling, for example, mechatronic models in robotics, automotive and aerospace applications involving
mechanical, electrical, hydraulic and control subsystems, process oriented applications and generation
and distribution of electric power. Models in Modelica are mathematically described by differential,
algebraic and discrete equations. No particular variable needs to be solved for manually. A Modelica tool
will have enough information to decide that automatically. Modelica is designed such that available, specialized algorithms can be utilized to enable efficient
handling of large models having more than one hundred thousand equations. Modelica is suited and used
for hardware-in-the-loop simulations and for embedded control systems.

2

Shock Absorber Modeling

The shock absorber is one of the most important
elements in a vehicle suspension system. For analyzing the influence of the uncertain parameters on the
response of the shock absorber, a detailed analytical
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model of the shock absorber is necessary. The first
step of establishing the analytical model is to understand the physics of the shock absorber. Fig. 1 shows
the schematic of the shock absorber. The shock absorber mainly consists of rebound chamber, compression chamber, reserve chamber, piston valve assembly and base valve assembly. When the piston
valve assembly moves up and down, pressure differential is generated between the rebound chamber
and the compression chamber, also there is pressure
differential between the compression chamber and
the reserve chamber. The pressure differential forces
the fluid to flow through the valves and orifices. The
damping force during the compression and rebound
stoke are produced on account of the resistance offered by the fluid in flowing through the valves and
orifices [6].

By-pass Valve
Spring

Check Valve
Spring

Check Valve
Disc

By-pass Valve
Disc

Rebound Valve
Disc

Rebound Valve
Spring

Compression
Valve Disc

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2 Fluid paths through the piston valve and
base valve during the compression stoke
By-pass Valve
Spring

Check Valve
Spring

Check Valve
Disc

By-pass Valve
Disc

Rebound Valve
Disc

Piston Rod

Rebound Valve
Spring

Compression
Valve Disc

Rebound
Chamber

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3 Fluid path through the piston valve and base
Piston Valve
valve
during the rebound stoke
Assembly
During the rebound, fluid in the rebound chamber
Compression
Chamber
was forced flowing to the compression chamber, the
Base Valve
missing oil equivalent to the rod volume extracted
Assembly
from the rebound chamber is complemented from the
reserve chamber to the compression chamber, and
Fig. 1 The Schematic of the shock absorber
the flow paths are shown in Fig. 3.
During the compression, the piston rod moves down In Fig. 3(a), the by-pass valve is closed, when the
and pushes the fluid in the compression chamber pressure differential between the rebound chamber
flowing to the rebound chamber and reserve chamber. and the compression chamber is lower than the prelThe detailed structures of the piston valve assembly oad of the rebound valve spring, the rebound valve is
and the base valve assembly are given in Fig. 2, the also closed, but the fluid will pass through the orificfluid paths during the compression are also shown in es on the disc. And when the pressure differential
the figure.
reaches the preload, the rebound valve disc will be
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the by-pass valve and rebound opened. As depicted in Fig. 3(b), the compression
valve are essential non-return valves, during the valve is closed, and the fluid will flow through the
compression, the rebound valve disc is closed, but orifices on the disc from reserve chamber to comthere are four orifices on the rebound valve disc al- pression chamber. And the check valve will be
low the fluid flow through, cross the holes of piston opened when the pressure differential between the
body and by-pass valve disc to the rebound chamber. reserve chamber and the compression chamber
The by-pass valve disc opens only if the pressure reaches the preload of the check valve spring.
differential between the compression chamber and From discussed above, an equivalent scheme of the
the rebound chamber reaches the preload of the by- shock absorber is built in Fig. 4.
pass valve spring. In Fig. 2(b), the check valve is
closed, and before the pressure differential between
the compression chamber and reserve chamber
reaches the preload of the compression valve disc,
the compression valve will be closed. But the fluid
can still pass through the four orifices on the compression valve disc. When the pressure differential
exceeds the preload, the compression valve will be
opened.
Reserve
Chamber
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Rebound chamber

Orifices on the by-pass
valve disc

By-pass valve

Circular holes on the
piston body
Rectangular holes on
the piston body

Rebound valve

Orifices on the
rebound valve disc

Compression chamber

Orifices on the check
valve disc
Check valve

Circular holes on the
base body

Rectangular holes on
the base body

Fig. 6 The modelica code of the check valve

Compression valve

Orifices on the
compression valve disc

Reserve chamber

Fig. 4 The equivalent scheme of the shock absorber
For a generic orifice or a hole, the flow rate Q can
be expressed as a function of the pressure drop ∆p :

Q = CA

2∆p

The mathematical model of the compression valve is
presented as below:

0

Qc = 
2∆pc
Clbcδ
ρ


if ∆pc ≤ ∆pc 0
if ∆pc > ∆pc 0

∆pc
(1) =
δ
[(9r14 + 8r13r2 − 18r12 r22 + r24 ) / 6 − 4r13r2 ln(r1 / r2 )]
Ec h3

ρ

Where, C is the flow coefficient, A denotes the
flow area of the orifice, ρ is the density of the oil.

(3)

(4)

Where, Qc is the flow rate through the compression
valve, ∆pc is the pressure drop, lbc denotes the hy-

draulic perimeter of the compression valve disc, δ
represents the deflection of the disc, Ec is the elastic

The modelica code of the orifice is given in Fig. 5.

modulus of the disc, h is the thickness of the disc.
r1 and r2 are the outer and inner contact radius between the disc and the compression valve body. Fig.
7 shows the modelica code of the compression valve.

Fig. 5 The modelica code of the orifice
For a check valve with spring preload, the formula
given below describes the relation between the flow
rate Qv and pressure drop ∆pv :
0

Qv =  (∆pv − ∆p0 ) Adisc
Clb
ks


if ∆pv ≤ ∆p0
2∆pv
ρ

if ∆pv > ∆p0

(2)

Where, ∆p0 is the preload of the spring, k s denotes
the stiffness of the spring, lb represents hydraulic
perimeter of the valve disc. Adisc is the area which
oil pressure acts on the valve disc. The modelica
code of the check valve is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 The modelica code of the compression valve

3

Simulation

A shock absorber simulation model is established
using MWorks/Modelica software, as shown in Fig.
8, the model contains the rebound valve, by-pass
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the Modelica language is available for modeling
multi-domain physical system.

valve, check valve, compression valve, rebound
chamber, compression chamber, reserve chamber,
the mass of the piston and so on. The input of the
simulation model is a sine displacement to the piston
rod. And Fig. 9 shows the response of the damping
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Abstract

haviour; Grid load; Thermal building response.

The presented work depicting the integrated modelling
of probabilistic occupant behaviour in buildings consists of non-physical modelling with a physical multidomain impact. The human behaviour considering
occupancy, the use of lighting and the use of electric appliances in dwellings has been implemented, but
the same method can be used for other stochastic behaviour. The stochastic behaviour is used for simulation of coupled thermal and electrical systems in the
building stock and is of high importance for the assessment of smart grids and distributed energy generation. Implementing stochastic occupant behaviour influences the internal heat gains which in turn influence
the heat load of the building and the switch-on and -off
moment of e.g. an electric heat pump. This, together
with the power demand of the used electric appliances
and possible on-site generation determine the load on
the electric grid and possible instabilities. Here, the
use of deterministic profiles for use at both the building and the building district scale no longer fits.
Comparison between a determinsitic approach as
proposed in ISO 13790 and the use stochastic profiles
shows that the direct first order effect is on average
rather small: the difference in total internal gains and
its influence on the indoor temperature averages nearly
zero and the standard deviations σ are small, however
high peaks may occur. Also the difference in effect on
the electric distribution grid voltage averages nearly
zero, however here strong peaks occur which are of
most importance for the grid stability. When taking in
account the second order effect of heating by means
of electricity, much larger differences are noticed: due
to longer and more differentiated occupancy times, the
average indoor temperature rises. Furthermore, the
moment of heating differentiates compared to a determinsitic approach resulting in more but smaller peak
demands towards the electricity grid.
Keywords: Stochastic modelling; Occupant be-

1 Introduction
Since the development of dynamic building simulation
programs such as TRNSYS and ESP-r in the mid-70’s
[14, 26], the assessment of comfort and energy demand
of buildings has been subject of intensive research.
As a recast of the European legislation 2002/91/EG
obliges all members to build nearly zero-energy buildings by 2020, the need of detailed dynamic simulations
still increases. The recast should result in the implementation of renewable energy in the building stock,
most often resulting in an all-electrical solution with
a combination of building-integrated photovoltaic systems (BIPVs) and an electrical heat pump where the total electricity consumption is. However, a problem of
simultaneity between electricity production and consumption arises with the distribution grid as virtual
storage [3, 4]. This paper focuses on the modelling
of user behaviour, influencing both the fluctuations in
the electricity demand as well as the thermal demand.

2 Stochastic behaviour
The behaviour of building occupants is most often simplified in current practice as deterministic schedules
of user behavior as inputs to the building simulation
model (e.g. as in ISO 13790 [12]), whereas the probabilistic user behaviour plays an important role. The
combination of both stochastic and controllable local
service demand, and both stochastic and controllable
local energy conversion in different energy vectors (i.e.
heat, cold, fuel or electricity in buildings) allows to operate [7] and optimize the energy distribution and control in many different ways at both the scale of a single
building and the building district .
The modelling of human behaviour is implemented
in Modelica as it is part of a bigger approach including
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thermal building simulation, simulation of thermal energy systems, electrical energy systems and distributed
generation (see Fig.1).
The presented work consists of the non-physical
modelling of probabilistic occupant behaviour in
buildings with a physical multi-domain impact on both
thermal and electrical aspects. The behaviour considering occupancy [20], the use of lighting [22] and the
use of use of appliances [17] in dwellings has been implemented, but the same method can be used for other
stochastic behaviour (e.g. opening of windows by occupants). The implemented stocastic model is largely
consistent with the model of Richardson et al. [21].
The output of the model are presence and activity profiles of the building occupants, coupled to the usage of
electric appliances and lighting which result in (i) convective Qc and radiative Qr internal heat gains and (ii)
the real or active electric power demand P . The model
is integrated in the dynamic simulation of the thermal
response of buildings and its grid impact towards the
assessment of distributed generation at district scale.
Many researchers [10, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 30]
use Markov properties for modelling occupancy and
the use of appliances in buildings. A Markov process
is a stochastic process {Xt , t ≥ 0} with values in a
state space E where for any s < t and any measurable
set A ⊂ E holds that P (Xt ∈ A|Xr , 0 ≤ r ≤ s) =
P (Xt ∈ A|Xs ) = P (s, Xs , t, A) where the function
P (s, Xs , t, A) describes the probability that the process is in A at t conditioned by the information that the
process is in x at time s [15]. The Markov property
depicts that the future state does not depend on how
the current state is obtained but only depends on the
present state itself. The process is characterized by the
transition probabilities A → P (s, Xs , t, A) parameterized by s, x and t.
Within this work, both embedded discrete time
Markov chains and semi-Markov processes are implemented.

2.1

Figure 1: Occupant behaviour as part of the simulation
of energy networks at district scale by the K.U.Leuven
Energy Institute.
In an embedded discrete time Markov Chain, the
possible change in occupancy (i.e. a person entering
or leaving the building) is evaluated repeatingly after a
discrete time step (i.e. mostly 10 minutes) based on the
previously descried Markov property P (s, Xs , t, A).
The Markov-properties are stored in records as
record Occupance(Integer n(min=1),SI.Time period,
SI.Time s, Real[s,n+1,n+1] Twd , Twe );

where n depicts the number of different states,
period the total time span across which the Markov
process transition probabilities repeat themselves (i.e.
mostly 24 hours) and s the number of equal time steps
within the period wherefor the transition probabilities
are given.
The matrices Twd and Twe depict the transition
probabilities of the Markov process for a work day
and weekend respectively so that P (s, Xs , t, A) =
T [s, Xs + 1, A + 1]. Twd and Twe are retrieved from
Richardson et al.
[20] where they are given for
dwellings with 1 to 5 inhabitants and where the possibility of correlatioin between differen inhabitants for
arrival or departure is included. At each discrete time
step, the the actual current (cumulated) transition probabilities based on the knowledge of the present state
and the time of day are extracted from the R3 -matrix
Embedded discrete time containing all transition probabilities and evaluated for
possible state changes.

Occupancy:
Markov chains

Occupancy in buildings is typically dealed with as embedded discrete time Markov chains [18, 20, 23, 30]
however also semi-Markov processes may be found
suitable [19], i.e. especially for single-person offices where only two states are possible. Allthough
used only for evaluation of uccpancy, the implemented
model for embedded discrete time Markov chains is
generic and can be used and extended for all similar
Markov chains.

model OccStoch(Occupance (...))
MSL.IntegerOutput occ;
MSL.HeatPort Qconv , Qrad ;
end OccStoch;

The presence of inhabitants determines internal
gains from people and the possibility of opening windows, whereas it is a necessary condition for the use
of many electric appliances and the use of lighting in
buildings.
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2.2

Appliances: Semi-Markov processes

will remain on is determined once, differently from the
occupancy pattern where the possible switch is evaluated for every discrete time step. This simplification of
an embedded discrete time Markov chain into a semiMarkov process is only possible if only two states occur, i.e. off and on in this case, resulting in less simulation events and thus shorter simulation times. The
drawback of this approach is that interactions from one
occurance to another are excluded, i.e. it excludes
adaptation and intermediate states.
The data implementation happens as

Differently from the evaluation of occupancy in buildings, the use of appliances is generally implemented as
semi-Markov processes [19, 21, 22, 25, 30].
For the use of many domestic electric appliances,
presence of at least one of the occupants is a first necessary condition, derived from the previously mentioned
embedded discrete time Markov chains.
Secondly, the activity profile of humans depends on
the moment of the day. Activity profiles are generally described as a sequence of probabilities denoting
the chance that a certain activity occurs at the time of a record Appliance(Activity act, Real n
cycle , Real cal,
day. The probabilities are depicted independently from
Real frad , Real fconv , SI.Time lcycle , SI.Power Pcycle ,
the current state (i.e. doing the activity or not) but deSI.Power Pstandby );
pending on the number of active occpants, differently
from the description of human occupancy in buildings record Light(Integer n,SI.Power[n] P
cycle );
by transition probabilities which depend on the current
state.
where act is the required activity of the appliance,
ncycle is the average number of cycles during a year,
record Activity(Integer n(min=1), SI.Time period,
cal a calibration scalar defining the relation between
SI.Time s, Real[s,n+1] Pwd , Pwe );
the activity and the effective use of the appliance, and
lcycle is the average length of usage, where Pcycle and
model ActProb(Activity[:] (...))
Pstandby are the total power demand of the appliance
MSL.IntegerInput occ;
when switched on and at standby modus respectively
output Boolean[:] act;
and where fconv and frad are the convective and radiaend ActProb;
tive fraction respectively of the local heat production
by the appliances.
where n depicts the number of occupants active at
For determination of the duratioin for which an apmoment t derived from the stochastic occupancy pro- pliance remains on, the distribution of the duration
file for which the stated probabilities count, period P (t) for the use of lighting is fitted as 0.1664 ln(t) +
the total time span across which the Markov process 0.1084 with a r2 value of 0.9961 [21] and where t is
probabilities repeat themselves (i.e. mostly 24 hours) the duration in minutes. The duration probability for
and s the number of equal time steps within the period the use of other appliances is set equal to the average
wherefor the transition probabilities are given. The usage with a standard deviation of 10 percent except
matrices Pwd and Pwe depict the probabilities of the for the television where a P (t) of 1 + 1.021 exp(t0.91 )
Markov process for a work day and weekend respec- is given [21].
tively. The different probabilities are derived from
Richardson et al. [21] for the activities watching tele2.3 Physical impact
vision, cooking, doing laundry, ironing, cleaning the
house and spending time on washing and clothing. The As mentioned earlier, human behaviour in buildings
library of activites can be extended with additional data has a multi-physical impact. Occupants presence and
from time-consumption surveys [28]. Currently, the the use of electric appliances determine the internal
implementation only takes into account the different heat gains in a building, whereas the electric appliances
profiles for working days and weekend days, but can (together with possible local electric generation, e.g.
be easily expanded e.g. for taking into account long by means of a photovolaic system) determine the load
days of absence or vacation.
of a building on the electric distribution grid affecting
At each discrete time step, the activity probability the grid voltage.
Both the occupancy of humans in the building and
is evaluated for possible use of appliances related to
the activity based on the relative use of appliances. the use of electric appliance result in internal gains in
When the decission is taken that a certain appliance a building, influencing both thermal comfort and the
is switched on, the length during witch the appliance related energy consumption for heating (and cooling).
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For both human presence and each different implemented appliance, the internal heat production is depicted as a (long-wave) radiative frad (−) and convective fconv (−) fraction. So far, dynamic effects
such as wasted heat (e.g. for cooking or washing) or
temperature-dependent fractions depending on the cycle are not included.
The fractions of frad and fconv for different appliances and humans are derived from ASHRAE Fundamentals [2]. When no value is available, a division of
frad = fconv = 0.5 is set.
On the electric side, all loads of the the used appliances are seen as active loads P (W ). Differently
from e.g. heat pumps or motors, where also the reactive power S is of importance.
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Random number generation

For the purpose of probabilistic simulation, the 4-cycle
generation algorithm for pseudo-random numbers of
Wichmann and Hill [29] is implemented combining
a long period of 2121 with a small size of state of 16
bytes. Taking into account a discrete time step of 1
minute and the number of stochastic processes in a
classic dwelling (i.e. in the order of size between 30
and 100 depending on the number of occupants and appliances) regarding building occupant behaviour, the
period of the random generator remains in the order of
size of 290 making it suitable for the mentioned modelling purpose as no repitition will occur during a simulation.
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The stochastic behaviour of building occupants influences both the electric consumption of the used domestic appliances and the heat production of the same
domestic appliances and the occupants. The results
show both similiarities (i.e. similar averages) as large
differences (i.e. large deviations) from the deterministic approach as in ISO 13790 [12] where a deterministic scheme for simulation purposes is depicted on
the internal gains from occupants and appliances (see
Fig.2,3,4). The standard differentiates three different
time zones between 7 pm, 17 am and 23 for the internal gains.
In order to quantify the difference between a
stochastic and deterministic approach, a single-zone
reference building is modelled (see appendix A) and 5
identical models (with each the same deterministic or
different stochastic profile respectively) are coupled to
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Figure 2: Week profile of (a) the total power, (b) the indoor operative temperatures of a building in free run
and (c) the resulting voltage in an example grid as deterministically described in (ISO 13790) and (Stoch)
with a stochastic profile of occupancy, lighting and
electric appliances. The minima (Stoch min) and maxima (Stoch max) of the results for 1 tot 5 inhabitants are
given for the same situation with the same appliances.

an electric grid (see appendix B). For quantification of
the second-order effects of heating, also an ideal heating system has been introduced (see appendix A).
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Figure 3: Standard deviations (σ, −σ) representend
by the boxes, (3σ, −3σ) representend by the bars, and
tails of difference between the stochastic and determinstic approach for (a) the total electric power demand,
(b) the indoor operative temperatures of a building in
free run and (c) the resulting voltage in an example
grid of the difference between a stochastic profile of
occupancy, lighting and electric appliances and as described in ISO 13790 for 1 tot 5 inhabitants.
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Figure 4: Standard deviations (σ, −σ) representend
by the boxes, (3σ, −3σ) representend by the bars, and
tails of difference between the stochastic and determinstic approach for (a) the total electric power demand,
(b) the indoor operative temperatures and (c) the resulting voltage in an example grid of the difference between a stochastic profile of occupancy, lighting and
electric appliances and as described in ISO 13790 for
1 tot 5 inhabitants and a building including ideal heating.

Thermal load

The profile of total stochastic and deterministic thermal power (see Fig.2a) results in convective and radia851
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tive internal gains for the building and determines the
internal temperature (see Fig.2.b), the required thermal
energy for thermal comfort and the possibility of overheating.
Comparison between the stochastic and deterministic profile of total power (see Fig.2a,3a) shows both
similarities as differences: The difference between
the determinsitic and stochastic load profiles averages
nearly zero determining that the total load is similar,
whereas also the standard deviation σ is very small in
the order of size of 0.3 kW (see Fig.3a) denoting that
also the overall or average day profile, i.e. the moment of the day internal loads occur, is similar in both
the deterministic and stochastic profile. In contrast,
high peaks e.g. resulting from cooking occur in the
stochastic profile which disappear in the deterministic
approach (resulting in the long tail in Fig.3a).
As the average internal loads are alike between the
deterministic and stochastic approach, also the thermal response of an example dwelling (see appendix A)
shows small deviations (see Fig.2b,3b) with a standard
deviation σ in the order of size of 0.5 Kelvin. As the
thermal building response of a dwelling is slow due to
a relatively high thermal mass, the effect of the high
peaks in the stochastic internal gains remains small
compared to a deterministic approach.

3.2

Electric load

The profile of total stochastic and deterministic electric
power results in electric currents in the distribution grid
and determines the voltage drops (see Fig.2c).
Similar to the thermal load, as the average electric
loads are alike between the deterministic and stochastic approach (see Fig.2a), also the average electric response of an example grid (see appendix B): the voltage drop shows small deviations (see Fig.3c) with a
standard deviation σ in the order of size of 0.2 Volt.
In contrast to the conclusion on peak loads on the
thermal side, electric peak loads have a direct influence
on the voltage of an electric grid which disappears in
the deterministic approach (see Fig.2c,3c). Even more,
the effect of peak loads accumulates at grid-level: as (i)
in real life and in the stochastic approach of occupant
behaviour not all peaks occur at the same time and (ii)
a peak load not only influences the observed voltage at
the respective dwelling but also the the observed voltage at the adjacent dwellings between the respective
dwelling and the grid source, more and higher voltage
drops are noticed in the stochastic approach shown by
the long tail of 0.5 to 1.0 Volt in Fig.3c.
As the voltage in a low-voltage distribution grid is

not allowed to drop below 207 V and the strongest voltage drops are caused by peak loads, the use of deterministic profiles may strongly underestimates the possible problem of grid-instability.

3.3 Coupled thermal-electric load
Both the influence on indoor temperature and voltagedrops by the stochastic modelled internal gains are
first-order effects as they are directly influenced by the
bottom-up modelled power profile. As yet described in
the introduction, new and future a (zero-energy) buildings results more often in an all-electrical solution with
a combination of building-integrated photovoltaic systems (BIPVs) and an electrical heat pump, a trend yet
noticeable in existing low-energy dwellings. As the
stochastic profile of both occupancy and internal heat
gains determine both the switch-on and -off conditions
for the electric heating - and thus also the electric peak
loads of the heat pump towards the grid - also a secondorder effect can be noticed. In order to visualize this
effect, an ideal heating system is implemented in the
example dwelling (see appendix A).
3.3.1 Thermal origin
Comparison between the stochastic and deterministic
profile of total power demand (see Fig.4a) shows both
similarities as differences: The difference between
the determinsitic and stochastic load profiles averages
nearly zero determining that the total load for both the
appliances ánd heating is similar. Differently from the
original total load in Fig.3a, the standard deviation σ +
and 3σ overall become high (see Fig.4a) in the order
of 1 and 2 kW respectively. The high deviations σ +
and 3σ denote that - allthough the total energy demand
remains similar- the time shift and the number of peaks
in heat load between a deterministic and stochastic profile is signficant
Due to shorter intervals without heating in the
stochastic profile compared to the deterministic, a 1 to
2 K higher average operative indoor temperature is noticed in the stochastic approach (see Fig.4b). The high
σ and 3σ are due to comparison between non-heated
and heated moments as the moments of heating are not
the same in the different situations.
3.3.2 Electric effect
Similar to results concerning the thermal load, as the
average electric loads are alike between the deterministic and stochastic approach (see Fig.4a), also the aver-
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age electric response of an example grid (see appendix
B) by means of a voltage drop shows small deviations
(see Fig.4c).
Allthough the average response remains the same,
deviations σ and 3σ of up to 0.5 and 1.5 V repspectively are found, (see Fig.4c) with a long tail in the opposite direction as may be noticed in Fig.3c. As mentioned earlier, the effect of peak loads accumulates at
grid-level. In real life and in the stochastic approach
of occupant behaviour not all peaks occur at the same
time and a peak load not only influences the observed
voltage at the respective dwelling but also the the observed voltage at the adjacent dwellings between the
respective dwelling and the grid source, resulting in
high σ and 3σ. The long tail in the opposite direction as
Fig.3c is caused by the deterministic profile where - in
condtradiction to the stochastic profile - all dwellings
require heat at exactly the same moment resulting in
strong grid loads.

4

Conclusions

An integrated approach of probabilistic occupant behaviour in buildings with a physical multi-domain impact has been modelled and presented. The human behaviour considering occupancy, the use of lighting and
the use of electric appliances in dwellings has been implemented and is used for simulation of coupled thermal and electrical systems in the building stock. Implementing stochastic occupant behaviour influences
the internal heat gains which in turn influences the heat
load of the building and the switch-on and -off moment
of e.g. an electric heat pump. This, together with the
power demand of the used electric appliances and possible on-site generation determine the load on the electric grid and possible instabilities.
By means comparison for a reference building zone
and example grid, the importance of stochastic modelling of occupant behaviour in dwellings at both the
building and district scale. Comparison between a determinsitic approach as proposed in ISO 13790 and the
use stochastic profiles shows that the direct first order
effect is on average rather small: the difference in total
internal gains and its influence on the indoor temperature averages nearly zero and the standard deviations σ
are small, however high peaks may occur. Also the difference in effect on the electric distribution grid voltage averages nearly zero, however here strong peaks
occur which are of most importance for the grid stability. When taking in account the second order effect
of heating by means of electricity, much larger differ-

ences are noticed: due to longer and more differentiated occupancy times, the average indoor temperature
rises. Furthermore, the moment of heating differentiates compared to a determinsitic approach resulting in
more but smaller peak demands towards the electricity
grid.
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A Building model
A high-order lumped capacitance model for predicting the unsteady building response is developed within
Modelica [5, 27]. Solar radiation absorbed by the exterior surface is implemented based on the incident solar
irradiation as found by the calculations in the External
package depending on time, inclination and orientation s and the short-wave absorption coefficient of the
surface. Long wave radiation between the surface and
environment is determined based on the retrieved sky
temperature. The convective gains and the resulting
change in air temperature of a thermal zone are modelled as a thermal circuit based on convective heat exchange with the walls and ventilation. Similar to the
model for a wall, a thermal circuit formulation for the
direct radiant exchange between surfaces can be derived. The heat exchange by long-wave radiation is
simplified by means of a delta-star transformation [13]
and definition of a radiant star node. The diffuse solar
gains are divided based on the surface and emissivity
of all surfaces. For direct solar gains, a factor for each
surface can be given as parameter of the zone, to which
direct solar gains will be divided. The star node formulation of both convective and radiative heat exchange
in a thermal zone allows a straight-forward formulation for the influence of internal gains by adding them
in the heat balance of radiant star node and air node of
the zone of interest. Comparative literature [16] shows
that the made simplifications remain a high accuracy.
The thermal model of a window is similar to the
model of an exterior wall but includes the absorption
of solar irradiation by the different glass panes and the
transmission to the adjacent indoor zone. The properties for absorption by and transmission through the
glazing are taken into account depending on the angle
of incidence of solar irradiation and are based on the
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output of the WINDOW 4.0 software [8] as validated
by Arasteh [1] and Furler [9]. The transmitted diffuse short-wave solar radiation is treated to strike all
room surfaces weighted to their surface and emissivity,
whereas the direct short-wave solar gains are modeled
to fall mainly on the floor. However, only small differences would arise when making different assumptions
on the distribution of the transmitted energy [16].
A meteo model is implemented in the simulation
environment and data are derived from Meteonorm
6.1 for Uccle, Belgium. The zenith angle of an inclined surface is calculated internally [11] whereby the
anisotropic sky dome model presented by Skartveit and
Olseth [24, 6] is implemented.
The ideal heating system consists of an unlimited
convective power controlled by a set point of 21 degrees Celcius for the operative temperature when occupancy occurs.
The reference building zone measures 36 m2 by 3
m representing the dayzone of an average house. The
construction consists of a highly-insulated cavity wall
with 20 cm of mineral wool and a large south-facing
double-pane window. For the stochastic determination of user behaviour, 1 to 5 occupans have been implemented respectively, an array of 16 bulbs has been
taken into account and 10 electric appliances (i.e. a
hob, a micro wave, two TV’s, a vacuum cleaner, a hifi,
an iron, a pc, a dishwasher and a washingmachine) are
modelled.
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Abstract
Saab Aeronautics has chosen Modelica and Dymola
as part of the means for model based system engineering (MBSE). This paper will point out why a
considerable effort has been made to migrate models
from other simulation tools to Dymola. The paper
also shows how the models and tools are used, experiences gained from usage in an industrial context
as well as some remaining trouble spots.

MBSE, problems can be detected earlier than by using document based systems engineering, where
many problems may be detected when the first test
aircraft has been built.

At Saab Aeronautics, several projects for increasing
the use of MBSE are ongoing. A few of these projects are partly EU financed and performed in cooperation with most of European aircraft industry
(Crescendo [3], Clean Sky [4]). The ambition is to:
• detect problems within a system or an engiKeywords: MBSE; Dymola; Aircraft simulation;
neering domain early,
Model integration; Modelica
• detect problems between systems and engineering domains early,
• increase the ability to optimize design for
1 Introduction
different purposes (such as total fuel consumption),
Engineering aircraft systems is a complex task partly
• detect ambiguous and/or conflicting redue to the factors; expensive equipment, expensive
quirements early,
tests, long lead times, safety constraints, varying en• reduce the amount of implementation errors
vironmental conditions, e. g., temperature, pressure,
detected late,
and g-loads but also weight and space constraints,
• reduce project risks,
which may lead to high interaction level between
• gain better control of model variants, model
systems, interaction between engineering domains,
fidelity and approved usage of models,
and finally, sensitivity to shortage of technically
• get more effective system engineering,
broad and experienced staff.
• reduce testing time and cost,
• effectively use data from tests,
By using Model Based Systems Engineering
• get better secondary products, such as train(MBSE), much of the information regarding a sysing simulators for pilots and technicians,
tem can be collected into an executable description, a
• give more fun for systems engineers as hapmodel. This helps information sharing between peopy engineers perform better.
ple, encouraging cooperation over technical disciplines such as, fluid mechanics, electrical engineerThe rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Secing and software engineering thereby helping the tion 2 contains a description of the model based
definitions of interfaces between systems and algo- process and different aspects of models and Moderithm development of embedded systems. Integrating lica usage within this process. A deeper discussion
models from different disciplines into the executable on models and tools integration is presented in secmodel forces focus on the system boundaries. Mod- tion 3, section 4 reports the potential future needs
els are also good tools to increase the in-depth un- and section 5 concludes the paper.
derstanding of a complex system and for training
new staff. The most likely pay off is that by using
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2

Model Based Development

The model based development process can be described from many different viewpoints, see e. g. [8].
Here, the viewpoint from a systems engineer specialized in systems modeling and simulation is taken. In
Figure 1, an overview of the process is given. The
basic idea is that as much as possible of system functional and nonfunctional aspects should be tested as
completely and cheap as possible to find system design and implementation errors as close to their origin as possible. Each engineer takes responsibility
that his or her work is well done and checked. The
practice follows typically ARP4754 [5], but the
NASA Standard 7009 [7] give many useful ideas.
Another driving factor is that MBSE supports multidisciplinary optimization, a fact utilized in research
projects as CleanSky [4]. To make MBSE possible, a
set of tools is needed. The applications for these

u

tools cover many aspects of the engineering tasks;
from requirement tracking, construction, configuration management, specification, modeling, simulation, report writing, archiving, project planning etc.
There are many technical disciplines involved, most
with specific specialist tools. This paper mostly focuses on the technical discipline of fluid dynamics
with embedded hardware and software, but might be
applicable to any mechatronic system.
The major reason to migrate from previous generation of simulation tools, which was made for
simulation only, to Dymola is that Dymola supports
all the mandatory aspects of tool integration, as described below. The choice of Dymola in front of
other Modelica tools that also fulfills the technical
requirements depends mostly on two aspects. It is
owned by a large tool vendor and can thereby be
trusted to live long enough (10-30 years) and there
are consultants available that speaks Swedish.

y

M

Figure 1 Model based development process. The first loop is small and fast and involves desk top simulation of
one model, either control software specification or the model of the physical part, with the other model run as
hosted simulation. The second loop demands more work to close the loop. Code should be made for the target
computer, code for the physical part of the system might need to be exported to the simulator platform, and/or
the physical parts of the rig or simulator prepared. To feed back results to the models good comparison and tuning facilities are needed. The third loop involves the airplane, which means typically expensive tests. For successful feedback, measurement, comparison and tuning facilities are needed.

2.1

everything from connected aircraft systems, ambient conditions to pilot commands.

Typical Parts in an Aircraft System

Aircraft systems typically involve three major
types of parts; equipment, avionics with embedded software and surrounding. Equipment is
things like gear boxes, valves and pipes, batteries,
sensors, heat exchangers, reservoirs, etc. Avionics
is computer hardware and software which fulfills
requirements for aviation use. The surrounding is

2.2

Modeling systems of physical equipment

First, the physical part of the system is modeled,
from first principles using supplier data, bench
test data, previous experience, geometrical data,
and sometimes also results from continuous fluid
dynamics computations. To make the modeling
effective, it is important to have a library of mod-
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eling components built for actual purpose and in
an appropriate level of detail. For environmental
control systems and fuel systems, Saab has together with Modelon AB developed libraries
based on the stream construct in Modelica. These
are commercially available [1]. It is also important to have a good tool for tuning parameters of
model components to fit well with available data.
Identifiability, which means that there exists a
unique parameterization of the model or solution
to the optimization problem of fitting the model
output to measurement data [2], is often an issue,
since physically parameterized components often
have several ways to affect the same property. It
can be hard to determine which parameters that
are affected by identifiability problems for the
identification problem at hand, so any means to
support this task would be welcome.

equation systems, and tend also to be stiff. Our
experience is that a completely analytical Jacobian decreases simulation time compared to a partly numerical Jacobian with at least a factor 5-10,
but that still means a single typical simulation run
takes between 5 and 30 minutes. We have also
experienced a tendency that the solvers fail more
easily if the analytical Jacobian is not available.
Using the model for the system of physical
equipment, tasks as first concept validation,
equipment sizing, sensitivity analysis, and performance estimation can be performed. But the
involved systems are so complex that it is not sufficient to base further design decisions on these
results. The control software is needed to e.g.
close the loop.
2.3

The model is (partly) reused in several different environments on different platforms with and
without real time requirements and with different
interfaces. This requires special care in designing
the model architecture and the libraries. The
Modelica construct of replaceable classes is useful
for making desktop simulations faster when parts
of the model can be switched off before translation, which implies that whole sections of equations don’t turn up as compiled code. A typical
example is the model of a fuel drop tank that can
be either present and attached or not present. We
miss the possibility to do the same type of switch
in the generated code, so that the choice of variant
can be done after translation, preferably in run
time, but without the code related to those sections of equations always slowing down simulation, see further discussion in Section 3.3.
It is also useful to have model switches that
can turn off a complete section of the model, as
the slow temperature dynamics in the fuel system
model, which makes it easier to reach real time
performance for the model without rebuilding it
using another component library.
As the model is reused for many different purposes, the concept of power ports inherent in
Modelica is essential. The higher abstraction level
used for implementing models with non-fixed
causality compared to other languages means that
modeling effort can be used elsewhere.

Software specification

The control software is used to make sure that the
system reaches its control goal and to perform
safety functions such as functional monitoring
(FM), redundancy management (RM), and built-in
test (BIT), see further [9]. Physical limitations
often make it necessary to introduce new control
actions. An executable model of the control software is developed in a modeling and simulation
tool. In vehicle systems design at Saab Aeronautics, Mathworks Simulink and Stateflow is used
together with UML tools to develop software. The
tools are used to build an executable specification
of the code.
Depending on conditions such as criticality assessments, target avionics, review process, tool
integration, and license model, code for target is
either auto generated from the tool or hand coded
using the model as specification, as reported in
[12]. As all information about requirements tracing, purpose and descriptions are included in the
model, it is possible to automatically generate
parts of the software documentation from the
software models.
2.4

Close the loop

By closing the loop by hosted simulation both in
Dymola and in Simulink several tasks can be performed, as further described in [10]. By using the
FMI standard [6] when generating code for the
hosted part an efficient handling of the connected
models is achieved. It might seem as double work
to make a closed loop environment in two tools,
but this means that engineers can perform their

It is important to build all components and the
model such that an analytical Jacobian can be created. The reason is that the models for aircraft
fluid systems tend to be large with several hundred time-continuous states, to include nonlinear
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tasks respectively in the tool which they are most
acquainted with and which is most suited to do the
tests and changes their task depends on. The
closed loop simulation is useful for rapid prototyping both for the physical part of the system and
for the control software. It supports safety assessment of the system and can be used to give
input to computation of static and fatigue loads as
well as for performance evaluation and detailed
design of the system.

the equipment model must have an interface compliant with the real equipment.

2.5

2.7

The closed loop simulation can be used to run
test before they are run in the system test rig to
make sure the test will give the information
needed. The results from the system test rig
should be fed back into the equipment and software specification models, to improve confidence
and quality.

Large scale simulators

An aircraft consist of a large number of interacting systems. There are needs ranging from early
interaction tests between systems to training of
pilots, technicians and maintenance staff that can
be met using large scale simulators. The large
scale simulators involve many of the aircraft systems to a varying level of detail. Some large scale
simulators include target avionics (that is, are
partly hardware rigs) with real time performance
constraints while others are completely software
based without real time constraints. Control software can either be included as a model or as target
code. Equipment models are needed, but often
simplified models are sufficient for the use. The
highest demands on accuracy on fluid mechanical
system models in this context often comes from
usage in training simulator for technicians and
maintenance staff or from development tasks
where the interaction between several complex
systems is investigated. An interesting aspect of
simulator models is that correct behavior when
system faults occur is required. This means that
all sensors and actuators need to have several different types of faulty behavior implemented [11].
2.6

Ground and flight tests

Ground and flight tests are used primarily to ascertain flight worthiness and for validation of requirements on aircraft level. As the use of MBSE
increases we see an increased usage of ground and
flight tests in order to get measurement data for
model validation. At the same time, the need for
ground and flight tests decreases, partly due to
that more validation can be done using the model
based techniques.
To use model based techniques to support the
certification of an aircraft, that is, ascertain flight
worthiness and validate all requirements from authorities such as EASA, is partly treated in the
ongoing research program Crescendo [3].
2.8

Feedback data to models

This task needs careful planning and consideration of many aspects. First, the placements of sensors in the aircraft need to be decided upon several years to several months before use. Sensor
placement is expensive to change with long lead
times due to the mechanical, electrical and installation work needed, if the optimal placement is
not reached at the first try. Sensors are subject to a
constant revision and trade off between usability
versus weight and signal storage availability,
which means planned sensors are easily removed,
but not easily reinserted. This makes measurement
data scarce.

System test rigs

The aircraft systems for environmental control
and fuel management are so complex that system
test rigs are necessary. The system test rigs are
used to test that avionics and equipment have correct electrical interfaces, that all equipment has
correct mechanical interface and that pressure
drops, and other functional characteristics live up
to the given specifications and work well together.
Depending on the flight criticality class of the system and status of the system test rig, the system
test rig can also be used for flight safety checks,
often in combination with ground tests in the aircraft. As the avionics is also used in large-scale
simulators where the equipment is not available,

Most flights are non-informative from a model
validation perspective. The informative flights in
the outskirts of the normal envelop can be hard to
reach due to weather and climate conditions, safety constraints and complex conditions to be fulfilled to reach a given state. One example is ice
build up in heat exchangers, which happens in
some weather and flight conditions but can be
close to impossible to achieve in a dedicated flight
test.
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models connected to form a larger integrated
model is shown in Figure 2.

To find informative data sets in the ground and
flight test measurement data base is a task that
requires experience and special care to make sure
that the data set is fit for use. It is often less complicated to use data from a dedicated test since the
control of all conditions can be monitored with
the validation task in mind.

Needed cooling
capacity

Cooled air

When appropriate data sets are found these
should be compared with model output. The easy
part of this is to simulate the model using the
same ambient conditions and the same inputs
from the surrounding systems. As the complete
signal interface between equipment and avionics
(up to 200 signals for a single system) is not subject to monitoring during ground or flight tests it
is not possible to fully provide the same conditions for the equipment model as for the real
equipment. The output can be compared to the
measurements to give an idea of the model quality
with regard to the measured quantity. To generalize the estimate of the model quality to other
quantities of interest in the complex nonlinear
models is more difficult. We find the tool support
at the moment not sufficient for our needs. There
is ongoing research on what validation methods
are industrially useful for that purpose e. g. within
the Swedish National Aviation Engineering Programme (NFFP), [13].

Bleed air

Fuel tank
pressurization

Fuel

.
Figure 2. This is a simplified view of an integrated
simulation model consisting of models for Engine,
Fuel system, Environmental control system, Avionics and a Pilot model.

A smaller set of aircraft subsystem models may
today be integrated in Dymola, but for larger sets
of models some more specialized and powerful
integration framework is still needed.
3.1

Configuration handling

Several aspects regarding configuration of models
has to be handled. A simulation model is a representation of a (specified or built) aircraft system
which itself is under configuration control in e.g.
a Product Data Management (PDM) system. A
PDM system is used for e.g. structuring, storage,
change and validity control of product data related
to delivery and maintenance of the products.
Equipment data such as specifications, change
requests of parts or documentation for certification is mature in these systems. Simulation models that represent systems/parts of the product are
normally not kept within the PDM system. Information such as specification of interfaces and equations, model change requests or status accounting of models is not part of the traditional PDM
scope.

For tuning of model parameters to make the
model better fit the measurement data the Dymola
Model Calibration Tool has been useful to some
degree, even if a larger variety of system identification methods and better control and possibility
to select optimization objectives and optimization
methods is desired. When using identification,
different methods sometimes give different results
and which method is preferred depends on the
application and the validation result.

3

Thrust

Integration of models and tools

In simulation of an aircraft or any other complex
product, the total model is usually composed of
several sub models to be manageable. The aircraft
model architecture is created and maintained in
order to get explicit and clear model interfaces. It
is convenient to map the “model breakdown structure” onto the breakdown structure of the represented product so that e.g. system interface definitions and responsibility allocation can be reused
more easily. An example of several simulation

Software Configuration Management (SCM)
systems are suited for code management and as
the simulation models are code in some format,
the support for model management on code level
(e.g. revision and release management) is best
supported by a SCM system. Dymola supports
version control of models using e.g. the SCM tool
subversion (SVN).
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3.3
The division of data between the PDM and
SCM domains is unfortunate for many reasons,
not only storage and control of simulation models.
It is especially problematic in the vehicle systems
modeling domain though, because data about the
systems and equipment to be represented in the
models are basically handled in PDM, but the
model software “belongs” to SCM. So this is one
of the challenges for the future to solve.
3.2

Binding time

Binding time describes when a variable model
part or function is to be bound, i.e. selected to become a mandatory part of a simulation model instance. Possible binding times include model time
(also referred to as “design time”), translation
time, compile time, link time, load time, and run
time.
Choosing different binding time for elements
affects their properties. For example, deciding to
bind two model components during translation
time will yield different system properties than
deciding to bind these two components at run time
[14].

Variability

Two concepts in variability and configuration
handling are variants and versions. A variant is
“an option of an item which customers can
choose”. Versions are sequential revisions replacing each other. Variants exist in parallel, whiles
versions exist in a series. If an error occurs in an
item it needs to be revised, and a new version is
created.

Example of a setting is whether the simulation
is to represent a single seater or a dual seater aircraft. Another example was given in Section 2.2.
It is however not sure that all models with this
feature as a possible choice use the same binding
time as mechanism for this setting. One model
may have a translation time alternatives whiles
another uses run time switch for the same variation.

As aircrafts are developed and maintained for a
long period of time, the systems usually exist in
several variants and versions. Also the models
exist in variants and versions, but there is usually
not a straight-on mapping between the PDM development tree and the model development tree.
Rigor tracing has to be maintained for models
used for verification, certification, and training
purposes.

Run time binding provides in general shorter
turnaround time when shifting feature. There are
situations when run time binding not is sufficient,
for example when propriety models are integrated
in a training simulator and delivered to a customer. In this case only functionality relevant for
that customer is allowed to be present in that
model variant. Specific customer oriented model
variants are maintained and binding is done in e.g.
model time.

Models are often parameterized, meaning that
one model can be used to represent a set of aircraft system variants/versions. This implies that
both the parametric model (interfaces, equations,
algorithms etc.) and all the parameter sets need to
be under configuration control.

3.4
One driving force for parametric models or
other kinds of variability is to enable reuse. In
aircraft simulation it is of major importance to
reuse existing models (if possible) because the
verification effort for each single model drives
time and cost. The number of variants should
therefore be minimized, but there are situations
where the requirements are incompatible and
model variants are unavoidable, such as:
• different level of fidelity
• customer specific equipment models
• security (e.g. IPR)

Integration methods

There are different kinds of integration. One is
integration of software- and hardware models to
form closed loop simulation. This can be performed using the hosted simulation method with
Dymola or Simulink as hosting environment as
mentioned above.
To integrate models into a complete aircraft
simulation require models from different domains
often including legacy models developed with
older methods and with different software generations. A large portion of the software used for
simulation in the aircraft industry is for example
still implemented in different versions of FORTRAN. Some suppliers of equipment also provide
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their existing models to the aircraft integrator for
functional- and integration verification.

There is a need to simulate several large system models together in a desktop environment.
Each of the system models is close in size to what
Dymola today handles with ease and result files
get close to Windows limitations on file sizes if
important signals are chosen to be stored. We do
have possibility to use clusters for computation,
but we lack tool support for distributing computations and results.

To enable integration of a wider variety of
model formats, an integration framework is
needed. At Saab Aeronautics there are different
simulation integration frameworks based on the
ADA and FORTRAN languages respectively. To
be able to connect models implemented in different languages one used method is to use adaptors
(or wrappers). Figure 3 shows an example of architecture for model integration.
M1

M2

A related issue is support for effective code
generation for multi-thread and multi-processor
platforms with real-time operating systems to
make complex models run able in real time.

M3
Model layer

A1

A2

A3

Adaption
layer

C1

C2

C3

Connection
layer

Simple set up of batch simulations as complicated parameter sweeps or running the same simulation with several different models with good
control of result files and connected with report
generation is missing. Parts of it is possible to
script in Modelica but especially support for detailed plot layouts and generation to reports has
not yet been solved to our knowledge.

Simulation kernel

We are not yet satisfied with the auto generation of model descriptions, but this is partly due to
too small amount of invested time. We would like
to include more information than seem possible to
do at the moment, but that might depend on that
we have not yet understood how to do it.

Figure 3. Example of an architecture for model integration with defined layers. The model layer is the
actual simulation code in some for the framework
accepted language (e.g. FORTRAN, C and/or
ADA). Purpose of the connector layer is to connect
models with each other and with the simulation
kernel, and the adaption layer is responsible for the
software language adaption (e.g. to connect C with
ADA).

As references for the scripting and generating
capabilities related to batch simulation, plot- and
document generation we have the tools MATRIXx and Matlab. These tools are according to
our experience more mature in the respect of e.g.
pre- and post-processing of data. There are also
usable alternatives such as the python programming language [15] for data processing and
spreadsheet applications for plotting.

The emerging FMI standard [6] for model integration has the C language as a basis for software integration, which fits well with simulation
code generated from Dymola. The standard also
provides interface specifications in XML, which
gives a powerful tool to support integration in
other frameworks as it is fairly easy to map one
XML scheme to another. A Modelica model created with Dymola is thereby easily integrated in a
simulator with respect to the signal interface definition.

4

5

Conclusions

In this paper the driver for and experiences made
when shifting to Modelica as a modeling language
for vehicle systems simulation at Saab Aeronautics are presented. The benefits of model based
engineering are e.g. deeper insight of the systems
behavior and performance as well as earlier detection of errors as compared to document based systems engineering.

Future needs

Apart from the needs expressed in Section 2, the
following issues are things we would like to do
but have not yet found solutions to or the time to
learn existing solutions.
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For vehicle systems simulation the introduction of Modelica has largely been positive. This
said there are several areas where method and tool
support must be improved before MBSE and
Modelica/Dymola will be the natural method to
apply in all projects developing complex vehicle
systems.

[4]

[5]

[6]

Areas of needed improvements are to our experience:
• better support for large size models
• support for model uncertainty and quality
tracking
• support for validation of complex models
using measurement data
• scripting language features for set-up,
execution and post-processing of batch
simulations
• better performance of code generated for
real-time simulation
• code generation support for multi-thread
and multi-processor targets
• generation of model documentation
adapted to industry/aerospace standard

[7]

[8]

[9]

As with all methods/tools/processes there are
potential for improvement, but for one of the most
important ambitions we believe we have come
closer to the goal; to gain happier engineers with
insight and a feeling of control of their problem
solving efforts.
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Abstract
Engineers practicing model based system design
in an automotive sub-system supplier often use
Modelica for modeling physical plant models and
MATLAB/Simulink® for modeling the controller.
Model-in-loop (MIL) simulations are performed using the S-function generated from the chosen Modelica plant model, integrated with the appropriate
controller model and then simulated in Simulink.
These steps are carried out by the engineer manually
for the many different plant-controller configurations
available in the organization. This repetitive
workflow provides significant opportunities to
streamline and automate the model based development process and improve productivity.
This paper presents an in-house MATLAB® GUI
tool that can be used to configure the plant, select the
controller, automatically generate an integrated model with the plant and controller, and simulate the resulting model. The plant model configuration information is passed on to Dymola® (the simulation environment) using the available communication
(COM or DDE) to generate the plant model Sfunction. This tool includes post processing capabilities such as plotting the simulation results and custom plotting of metrics that are generated postsimulation.
Keywords: Automation; MIL; model configuration;
simulation management

1

them with matching controller models in MATLAB®.
Automation of plant model configuration reduces
the burden on the user who would otherwise need to
spend more time understanding and configuring the
plant models. The tool discussed in this paper is used
with a vehicle air-conditioning system model and its
controller. The development of the plant models for
both vehicle and air-conditioning system is extensively described in the previous work [1]. The way in
which the plant model is packaged in Modelica helps
the tool in configuring the models easily and automatically.
The tool couples two different modeling platforms and, as a result, a communication channel has
to be established between them to exchange configuration information. The use of DDE Server as a
communication protocol for data exchange and simulation between two simulation applications (MATLAB and Dymola) was described in [2]. The various
pros and cons of using various communication protocols (DDE Server, TCP/IP) for communication
between MATLAB and Dymola were discussed in
depth in [3].
The in-house tool that is described in this paper
has communication needs only while configuring the
models and not during the simulation stage. Hence
DDE Server communication offers a good solution
[3] for data exchange between MATLAB and Dymola.

2

Introduction

Model-in-loop (MIL) simulation in non-real time
environments is used to perform verification and validation testing of the controller model by the simulation engineer or test engineer, who will be referred to
as “user” throughout this paper. Significant amounts
of time need to be spent on configuring the plant
models appropriately in Dymola and then combining

Tools

The in-house tool was developed in MATLAB®
R2006b version as a graphical user interface (GUI).
The plant models were developed using the Modelica language version 2.2.1. The data choices for the
plant models (parameters) are made available as Microsoft® Office Excel spreadsheets for ease of use.
The Dymola®-Simulink® interface is used to create
the S-function of the developed plant models by the
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MATLAB GUI Tool. The controller S-function and
plant model S-function are integrated by the MATLAB GUI Tool.

3

Plant and Controller Models

driver

contr...

trans...

chas...

Figure 2: Integrated plant and controller model
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Select model choices manually (Modelica)
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Figure 1: Plant model Architecture
The plant model architecture shown in Figure 1
consisting of the vehicle subsystems (driver, controller, engine, transmission and chassis) and the vehicle
air-conditioning subsystems (compressor drive-pad,
HVAC systems, cabin and atmosphere) in Modelica
is made with all the main subsystems being replaceable. The variants of a particular subsystem are made
by extending the same interface.
This scheme provides flexibility to choose different implementations for each subsystem as only their
interface models are instantiated as replaceable in the
architecture. Thus the same architecture model can
be configured to represent different vehicle platforms
easily.
The climate system controller model was available as a Simulink S-function. The controller exercises its control action over various components of the
HVAC system to maintain the cabin at a set temperature. The controller receives sensor signals from various plant systems as feedback inputs.
A successfully integrated simulation of the developed plant models with the controller model is the
main goal of the tool developed. An integrated plant
and controller model is shown in Figure 2.

Plant model architecture:
Select model data choices manually
(Modelica)

Generate plant model S-function manually
(MATLAB/Simulink & Dymola/Modelica)

Integrate plant model S-function and suitable
controller manually
(MATLAB/Simulink)

Integrated model simulation
(MATLAB/Simulink)

Post processing of results through customized scripts (MATLAB)

End

Figure 3: Flow chart - Manual process
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The existing process involves configuration of the
system model by applying the model choices and
data choices for all top-level subsystems in a Modelica code layer by the user manually. Then the Sfunction is generated for the plant model using Dymola. This S-function is used in MATLAB/Simulink
environment along with the controller model. The
plant S-function and controller model are integrated
manually and simulated in Simulink. Post-processing
is done through customized m-scripts for plotting the
simulation results. This process flow is depicted in a
flow chart in Figure 3.

5

Components

Apart from the Modelica Standard Library (MSL)
components for this HVAC system simulation, the
special needs were satisfied by creating additional
custom models in Modelica. These are used as constituents of the top-level subsystem models.

Modeling Guidelines

The power of object-oriented, acausal modeling
language Modelica is utilized to the fullest in developing the plant models. The plant model consists
primarily of components from the Modelica Standard
Library (MSL). Some special needs were satisfied by
creating additional custom models in Modelica as
explained in [3], [4] and [5].
The plant models used in this work were done as
a separate package i.e., library following certain
guidelines so that the models can be interpreted and
used in an easy and efficient manner by both the
MATLAB GUI tool as well as the plant engineer
who develops / updates the Modelica plant model.
All the top level subsystems are abstracted and
individual interface models that are partial models
are made. The complete plant subsystem model is
created by extending the respective interface model
(5 speed AT as well as 6 speed AT are extended
from base class “Transmission”) and filled in with
system equations. The package structure of the Modelica plant models is shown in Figure 4 and is discussed in more detail below.

5.1

5.2

Interfaces

Interfaces are partial Modelica models that form
the base models for components and implementations containing just the interface details. An Interface contains the ports which interact with other
models and the icon for identification.
For example, “Transmission” interface will have
only two mechanical ports i.e., one for connecting to
the engine and the other to the wheels. The interfaces
also contain bus connectors to provide interface to
the controller model.

Figure 4: Library package
5.3

Implementations

Implementations are the variants of each subsystem model, which were developed extending the
“interfaces” employing the “Components” described
above and from the MSL library. These are complete
models with respect to equations that represent the
actual system.
For example “Six speed AT”, “Five speed AT”,
“CVT” were variants of transmission i.e., created by
extending the “Transmission” interface model. This
package is parsed by the SysInit GUI tool shown in
Figure 7, to populate the list of various variants
available for a particular model.
The GUI bins all the implementations based on
the interfaces from which they are extended. As long
as new implementations are added to the package
following the structure explained above, the tool will
automatically add the new variant to the list of
choices for that sub-system.
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5.4

Data

The data for each model - the set of parameters
required by the “Implementations” and “Components” is implemented using the “record” class in
Modelica. For example a “Six speed transmission
data” record has the gear ratios and engagement time
for a six speed transmission.
To facilitate data handling by SysInit GUI tool
shown in Figure 7, separate Excel sheets are created
in line with the records in Modelica to allow the user
to quickly edit/create the data parameters for a particular model. A sample Excel data sheet (“Six
Speed AT Data”) for a “Six speed AT” model is
shown in Figure 5.

In this way, the same model can be configured to
model different vehicle systems easily. The tool can
use this architecture model as selected by the user as
the base model on top of which it applies the model
choices and data choices.
5.6

S-function

An “architecture” in which the sub-systems are
completely defined (by re-declaring the interface
models i.e., “Interfaces” with complete models i.e.,
“Implementations”) with the chosen model and data
choices is the S-function model. The model and data
choices can be reconfigured by re-declaring them.
This model is written by the GUI tool and sent to
Dymola for S-function generation.
An example of a Modelica model that would be
compiled into an S-function is given below:
model ClimateControlSFunction
"Plant S-function"
extends Architechture.ClimateControl(
redeclare Implementations.Mechanical.SixSpeedAT transmission (redeclare Data.TransmissionData.SixSpeedATData
transmission_data));
...
end ClimateControlSFunction;

Figure 5: Excel data sheet
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The tool covert the data in the Excel sheet into
appropriate record when writing the S-function model. Consistency in data set has to be ensured between
Modelica sub-system model choice’s base record and
the parameter excel file, which is uniquely identified
by having its file name same as the model choice
name.
5.5

Architecture

6.1

GUI Tool Functionalities
High level configuration

The top-level GUI which is shown in Figure 6 has
various fields for selection of plant system configuration (e.g. Class A Vehicle), controller (Class A
Vehicle Controller), drive cycle and fields to indicate
the location of the simulation results file and summary file to be written.

Architecture is the representative assembly of all
top-level subsystem partial models with connections
between them (conventional vehicle, parallel hybrid
vehicle etc.). This has the interconnection of the interface models to create the skeleton of the overall
vehicle system i.e., driver, engine, transmission,
HVAC, cabin, etc., are connected to form the vehicle
system.
The overall plant model architecture (Figure 1) in
Modelica is made such that all the main subsystems
are replaceable. This architecture provides flexibility
to choose different implementations for each subsystem.
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Figure 6: Top-level GUI
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Using the “Browse” and “View” buttons the various choices available can be either selected or
viewed respectively. The plant and controller models
can be integrated and simulated using “Prepare” and
“Start/Stop” buttons, while other buttons and menus
provide additional functionalities such as report generation, saving the system configuration (plant and
controller combination) etc.
The plant model configuration (which is stored as
an Excel file) is managed by another GUI (called the
SysInit GUI), which configures the plant model with
appropriate sub-system model and data choices. This
GUI is invoked by the “Edit” button corresponding
to the System Configuration File field in the above
GUI. The functionality of SysInit GUI is explained
in the next section.

6.2

Plant configuration

The vehicle plant model is configured using the
SysInit GUI shown in Figure 7. The SysInit GUI has
three columns namely Models, Model choices and
Data choices.
For each of the top-level vehicle subsystem model (say transmission), the model choices available for
that model (5 speed AT, 6 speed AT, CVT etc) are
displayed in the middle column and the data choices
(Excel data sheets which have parameters like inertia, efficiency, gear ratio) for the chosen model
choice are displayed in the last column as drop down
menus.
These drop-down menus are automatically populated with model and data choices from the Modelica
plant model package as explained in the best practices section.

The data for populating the model choices in the
SysInit GUI is obtained by parsing the Modelica subsystem models that are developed following the
“Best Practices” described previously in this paper.
The data choices are obtained by parsing the Excel
files which are in correspondence with the model
choices.
The model and data choice displayed by default
are loaded from the system configuration Excel file
and can be changed as per the user’s needs. The
changed configuration can once again be saved as an
Excel spreadsheet with appropriate name. Once the
desired choices are made for the selected plant model, a Simulink S-function can be generated using the
“Prepare S-Fun” button.
The plant model configuration information is
written as a Modelica model file using the architecture model specified by the user. This model is
passed on to Dymola by establishing a DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) server communication between MATLAB and Dymola to generate the plant
model S-function. This simplified process enables
the user to quickly create variants of plant models
via different configurations of the sub-system models
and parameter data choices.
The plant model Modelica file (.mo file), which
may be useful for debugging can be generated using
“Save Model” button, while that particular chosen
system configuration can be saved to an Excel file
for retrieval at a later time.
6.3

Integration with controller

After the S-function is generated for a particular
plant model configuration, the top-level GUI tool
integrates the chosen controller and drive cycle for
simulation with the plant S-function based on matching input and output signals names in them. The
drive cycle and controller library are shown in Figure
8. An integrated plant and controller model is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 8: Drive cycle and Controller library
Figure 7: SysInit GUI Tool
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6.4

The plot GUI shown in Figure 11, Custom Post
Processing GUI is a specific one which can be used
to get “metrics” i.e., some processing of results in
different files to get a specific plot. This processing
can be done through a MATLAB m-script and applied on the results to get the specific plot.
These post-processing methods can be quite useful for users, say in benchmarking different controllers with the same plant model.

Simulation and post-processing

Figure 11: Custom Post Processing GUI
Figure 9: Generic Post Processing GUI

6.5

The integrated plant and controller model is simulated from the top-level GUI tool, which stores the
result and summary in the specified files once simulation is done. Post processing of the results can be
done by two plot GUI’s which are shown in Figures
9 and 11.
The plot GUI shown in Figure 9 is a generic one
capable of plotting same variables between multiple
files and one such sample result is shown in Figure
10.

Flow chart
Start
Develop plant models following
“Best Practices” (Modelica)

Launch top-level GUI & select any plant model
configuration (MATLAB GUI & Excel)

Launch SysInit GUI, Select model and model
data choices. Edit model data choices if required
(MATLAB GUI & Excel)
Generate plant model S-function
(MATLAB GUI)

Prepare plant model S-function, integrate and
simulate with suitable controller
(MATLAB GUI)
Post process results using Generic/Custom Post
Processing GUI (MATLAB GUI)

Figure 10: Sample Result (Generic Post Processing
GUI)

End

Figure 12: Flow chart – MATLAB GUI Tool process
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The flow chart of the processes followed in the
in-house developed MATLAB GUI Tool is shown in
Figure 12.

7

Practical Implementation - Climate
control

The Modelica plant models developed for usage
with the MATLAB GUI Tool explained in this paper
was related to Climate Controller testing using Modelica plant models [1]. Best practices explained previously were taken care while modeling the plant
(vehicle with HVAC system). The climate system
controller model was available as a Simulink Sfunction. The exercise of running the closed loop
model establishes the proper compatibility achieved
between the developed Modelica plant models with
the chosen controller.

taken by user to configure a new plant model and get
the controller tested has drastically reduced by the
use of this tool. The tool helps in reducing the interactions between the user and plant engineer with
respect to the plant models which helps reduce the
development time.
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